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— fl  *GASE OF THE UNITED STATES, 

-.-In the spring of the present year (1871) five Commissioners of the 
part of Great Britain and five Commissioners on the part secting of te 
of the United States of America met at Washington in a Jom Hish Commie 

-- ‘body, which, when organized, was known as the Joint High *" ee 
Commission, in order to discuss, and, if possible, to arrange for, the _ 
adjustment of several causes of difference between the two Powers. | OC 
Among the subjects which were brought before that body by the | 

 QDnited States were “the differences which arose during the rebellion ee 
in the United States, and which have existed since then, growing out 

. of the acts committed by the several vessels, which have given riseto 
the claims generically known as the Alabama Claims.” ° oe Pogo 

, The sessions of the Joint High Commission were many in number, 
and were largely devoted to the consideration of the differences re-  —_ 

_. ferred to in Mr. Fish’s letter to Sir Edward Thornton, from 
[10] *which the above-cited quotation is made. The High Commis- 

SC sioners, in the protocol of their thirty-sixth conference, caused to 
‘be recorded a statement of their negotiations on this subject, in the fol- 

_ dowinglanguage: ©2002 oe Wee 
. & At the conference held on the 8th of March the Ameri- ,,frotecel of the | 

gan Commissioners stated that the people and Government 4!>am Claims. woe 
of the United States felt that they had sustained a great wrong,and 

_ that great injuries and losses were inflicted upon their commerce and 
their material interests by the course and conduct of Great Britain dur- | ae 
ing the recent rebellion in the United States; that what had occurred =|" 

, in Great Britain and her colonies during that period had given rise to 
feelings in the United States which the people of the United States did. 
not desire to cherish toward Great Britain; that the history of the Ala~ =” 

- bama and other cruisers, which had. been fitted out, or armed, or equip- 
ped, or which had received augmentation of force in Great Britain or = =| 

_. . Ip her colonies, and of the operations of those vessels, showed extensive => 
direct losses in the capture and destruction of a large number of ves- _ 
sels, with their cargoes, and in the heavy national expenditures in the | 

_ -‘pursuit of the cruisers, and in direct injury inthetransferofalarge part ©  . 
of the American commercial marine to the British flag,in the enhanced sy 

7 payments of insurance, in the prolongation of the war, and in «| 
-. fill] *the addition of a large sum to.the cost of the war and the sup- - © 

pression of the rebellion; and also showed that Great Britain, =~ 
by reason of failure in the proper observance of her duties asa neutral, = =| 

- had become justly liable for the acts of those cruisers and of their tend- => 
ers; that the claims for the loss and destruction of private property 

_ which had thus far been presented amounted to about fourteen millions = 

ss Mg, Fish to Sir Edward Thornton, January 30, 1871, Vol. VI, page 16.
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of dollars, without interest, which amount was liable to be greatly 
. increased by claims which had not been presented; that the cost. to st 

- which the Government had been put in the pursuit of cruisers could 
-. easily be ascertained by certificates of Government accounting officers ; | 

| that, in the hope of an amicable, settlement, no estimate was made of | 
- the indirect losses, without prejudice, however, to the right to indem- 7 

_ nification on their account in the event of no such settlement being | 
: made. — | : Ca | oe , 

_ «The American Commissioners further stated that they hoped that | 
the _ British Commissioners would be able to place upon record an ex- 

'-' pression of regret -by Her Majesty’s Government for the depredations ——| 
- gommitted by the vessels whose acts were now under discussion. .They — : 

— ° » also proposed that the Joint High Commission should agree upon a | | 
. sum“which should be paid by-Great Britain to the United States,in 

ss: gatisfaction of all the claims and the interest thereon. = ) 
oe -  *« he British Commissioners replied that Her Majesty’s Gov- [12] _ : 

-. . ernment could not admit that Great Britain had failed to discharge 
toward the United States the duties imposed on her by the rules of Inter- > 
national Law, or that she was justly lable to make good to the United . 

oe States the losses. occasioned by the acts of the cruisers to which the © 
American Commissioners had referred. They reminded the American 

| - Commissioners. that several vessels, suspected. of being designed to. | 
.-- eruise against the United States, including two iron-clads, had been 

arrested or detained by the British Government, and that that Govern- : 
| ment had, in some instances, not confined itself to the discharge of in- | 

ternational obligations, however widely construed, as, for instance, | 
. - when it acquired, at a great cost to the country, the control of the An- . 
--— glo-Chinese Flotilla, which, it was apprehended, might be used against 

the United States | 
| _ “They added that, although Great Britain had, from the beginning, ] 

disavowed any responsibility for the acts of the Alabama and the other = 
ss -yvegsels, she had already shown her willingness, for the sake of the | 

oe maintenance of friendly relations with the United States, to adopt the 
: principle of arbitration, provided that a fitting Arbitrator could. be : 
po found, and that an agreement could be come to as to the points | 7 

to which arbitration should apply. *They would, therefore, ab- [13] | 
| stain from replying in detail to the statement of the American rn 

—— Commissioners, in the hope that the necessity for entering upon a — | 
| lengthened controversy might be obviated by the adoption of so fair a | 

. mode of settlement as that which they were instructed to propose; and 
-. they had now to repeat, on behalf of their Government, the offer of ar- 

| bitration, - | 
| “The American Commissioners expressed their regret. at this decis- 

jon. of the British Commissioners, and said further that they could not | 
a eonsent to submit the question of the liability of Her Majesty’s Gov- 

ernment to arbitration unless the principles which should govern the. | 
|.» Arbitrator in the consideration of the facts could. be first agreed upon. | 
po “The British Commissioners replied that. they had no authority to | 
| agree to a submission of these claims to an Arbitrator with instructions 

: | as to the principles which should govern him in the consideration of — | 
| -- them. They said that they should be willing to consider what princi- 
| - ples should be adopted for observance in future; but that they were of | 

| opinion that the best mode of conducting an arbitration was to submit = 
the facts to the Arbitrator, and leave him free to,decide upon them 

; after hearing such arguments as might be necessary. ==, 
| - Phe American Commissioners replied that they *were willing [14] yo
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to consider what. principles should be laid down for observance inv 

similar cases in future, with the understanding that any principles = | 

that should be agreed upon should be held to be applicable to the — | 

facts in respect to'the Alabama Claims. Be 
«The British Commissioners replied that they could not:admit.that. © | 

| there had been any violation of existing principles of InternationallLaw, = 

. and that their instructions did not authorize them’ to-accede to apro: °° 

_. posal for laying down rules for the guidance of the Arbitrator, but that. oe 

- ’ they would make known to their Government the views of the Amerie 
gan Commissioners on the subject. ns | - 

_. . « At the respective conferences on March 9, March 10, March 13, © 

March 14, the Joint High Commission considered the form of the:dee | 

- elaration of principles or rules which the American Commissioners = 
_.. desired to see adopted for the instruction of the Arbitrator and laid — a 

: down for observance by the two Governments in future: = we | 

| « At the close of the conference of the 14th of March, the British == | 

 Commissionets reserved several questions for the consideration of their _ 7 

4 Government. De | J Soe as me ce 

— ¢ At the conference on the 5th of April, the British Commissioners | 
~ stated that they were instructed by Her Majesty’s Government) = 

[15] to declare *that Her Majesty’s Government could not assent to 
oo the proposed rules as a statement of principles of International — | 

- Law which were in force at the time when the Alabama Claims arose,but- > 

| that Her Majesty’s Government, in order to evince its desire of strength- _ 

-. ening the friendly relations between the two countries, and of making Oe 

satisfactory provision for the future, agreed that, in deciding the ques- 

tions between the two countries arising out of those claims, the Arbi- |. 

trator should assume that Her Majesty’s Government had undertaken =~ | 

“ to act upon the principles set forth in the rules which the American. .  _ 

— * Commissioners had proposed; viz: a oe 

«6 That a neutral Government is bound, | —— 

 --- & ¢ Hirgt, to use.due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming, or oe 

equipping, within its jurisdiction, of any vessel which it has reasonable 

ground to believe is intended to cruise or carry on war against a Power 

with which it is at peace; and also to use like diligence to prevent the — os 

departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to cruise or carry 

| on war as above, such vessel having been specially adapted, in whole oe 

. or in part, within such jurisdiction, to warlike use. a er os 
oe “¢ Secondly, not to permit or suffer either belligerent to make use of a 
Oo its ports or waters as the base of naval operations against the = 

- [16] other, or for *the purpose of the renewal or augmentation ofmil- 
 * itary supplies or arms, or the recruitment of mene 

_ -- «& ¢' Thirdly, to exercise due diligence in its own ports or waters, and, 

as to all persons within its jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the = > 

“ foregoing obligations and duties’? ty | | 
- Tt being a condition of this undertaking that these obligations 

-.  ghould in future be held to be binding ‘internationally between the two: . : 
— gountries | Be LS 

Tt was also settled that, in deciding the matters submitted to him, a . 

_ the Arbitrator shouldbe governed by the foregoing rules, which had 

- _ been agreed upon as rules to be taken as applicable to the case, and by _. mae 

- such principles of International Law, not inconsistent therewith, as.the — 
Arbitrator should determine to have been applicable to the case. oe 

«The Joint High Commission then proceeded to consider the form of 
-. submission and the manner of constituting:a Tribunal of Arbitration: es 

| ‘¢ At the conferences on the 6th, 8th, 9th, 10th, and 12th of Aprilthe _
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Joint High Commission considered and discussed the form of submis. _ 
: sion, the manner of the award, and the mode of selecting the Arbitra-  _ 

tors. - ee | i er 
| _ “The American Commissioners, referring to the hope which | 

oe they had expressed on the 8th of *March, inquired whether the [17] 
_. British Commissioners were prepared to place upon record an ex- 

- _ pression of regret by Her Majesty’s Government for the depredations 
| committed by the vessels whose acts were now under discussion; and 

_ the British Commissioners replied that they were authorized to express, _ 
7 in a friendly spirit, the regret felt by Her Majesty’s Government for the =~ 

escape, under whatever circumstances, of the Alabama and other ves- _ 
, sels from British ports, and for the depredations committed by those | 

- vessels. | oe we | ce | 
 °¢The American Commissioners accepted this expression of regret as 

: very satisfactory to them and as a token of kindness, and said that they — 
—_ felt sure it would be so received by the Government and people of the - 

_ - United States. 7 on | Loe, 
| _ “Yn'the conference on the 13th of April the Treaty, ArticlesI to XI, | 

‘were agreed to.” | fo OE an - ) 
. . he Treaty referred to in this statement was signed at Washington — 

The ‘Treaty of OH the 8th day of May, 1871, and the ratifications thereof 
| | Washington. were exchanged at London on the 17th day of the following | 

: June. The articles which relate to this subject are the following : ae 

Cee “ARTICLE LD” a a oe 

a _. Whereas differences have arisen between the Government of the 
‘United States and the Government. of Her Britannic Majesty, = 

| and still exist, *growing out of the actscommitted by the several [18] _ 
a _- vessels which have given rise to the claims generically known as oa 
_ the ‘Alabama Clainis ;’ | | PO ES 

And whereas Her Britannic Majesty has authorized Her High Com- 
-  - missioners and Plenipotentiaries to express, in a friendly spirit, the re- | 

_ gret felt by Her Majesty’s Government for the escape, under whatever 
circumstances, of the Alabama and other vessels from British ports, 

- and for the depredations committed by those vessels: OO 
4’ Now, in order toremove and adjust all complaints and claims on the 

__- part of the United States, and to provide for the speedy settlement of 
- .- such claims, which are not admitted. by Her Britannic Majesty’s Gov- . 

ernment, the High Contracting Parties agree that all the said claims, | 
, - growing out of acts committed by the aforesaid vessels, and generically 

known as the ‘Alabama Claims,’ shall be referred toa Tribunal of Arbi- — 
tration, to be composed of five Arbitrators, to be appointed in the fol- | 

~ Jewing manner, that is to say: One shall be named by the President of _ 
the United States; one shall be named by Her Britannic Majesty; His 

- Majesty the King of Italy shall be requested to name one; the Presi- 
| dent of the Swiss Confederation shall be requested to nameone; and His | 

Majesty the Emperor of Brazil shall be requested to name one. | , 
an - -* En case of the death, absence, or incapacity to serve of any  .[19] 

oa or either of the said Arbitrators, or in the event of either of the = 
a said Arbitrators omitting or declining or ceasing to act.as such, the 

 - President of the United States, or Her Britannic Majesty, or His Ma-_ 
ss jesty the King of Italy, or the President of the Swiss Confederation, or 

‘His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, as the case may be, may forthwith 
-. - Name another person to act as Arbitrator in the place and stead of the | 
S Arbitrator originally named by such Head of a State. _ _ os
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: “And in the event of the refusal or omission for two months after © ; 
‘receipt of the request from either of the High Contracting Parties of 

_ His Majesty the King of Italy, or the President of the Swiss Confedera- : 
_ . tion, or His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, to name an Arbitrator, | 

| either to fill the original appointment, or in the place of one whomay =” 
have died, be absent, or incapacitated, or who may omit, decline, or 
from any cause cease to act as such Arbitrator, His Majesty the King | 
of Sweden and Norway shall be requested to name one or more persons, ) 

_ ag the case may be, to act as such Arbitrator or Arbitrators. are 

ee co  CARTTOLE II ne foe 

 & The Arbitrators shall meet at Geneva, in Switzerland, at the a 
- [20] earliest convenient day after *they shall have been named,and 

Shall proceed impartially and carefully to examine and decide all - RO 
- questions that shall be laid before them on the part of theGovernments 

of the United States and Her Britannic Majesty, respectively. All 
| questions considered by the Tribunal, including: the final award, shall | 

be decided by a majority of all the Arbitrators. . ee mo 
, “Hach of the High Contracting Parties shall also name one person to _ . 

_ attend the Tribunal as its agent to represent it generally in all matters | 
connected with the arbitration, = Be foe 

ce | , «ARTICLE TIL / nr | 

“The written or printed case of each of the two Parties, accompa. | A 
_ nied by the documents, the official correspondence, and other evidence Bn 

_ on which each relies, shall be delivered in duplicate toeach of the Arbe = 
_  trators and to the agent of the other Party as soon as may be after the = 

organization of the Tribunal, but within a period not exceeding six 
-months from the date of the exchange of the ratifications of this | 

_ Treaty. ee | oa oe | | : 
ARTICLE IV. So yee 

Within four months after the delivery on both sides of the written == 
a or printed case, either Party may, in like manner, deliver in dupli- 
_ _ [21] cate to each *of the said Arbitrators, and to the agent of the ee 

: other Party, a counter-case and additional documents, correspond- = 
_ .€nce, and evidence, in reply to the case, documents, correspondence, and ae 

evidence so presented by the other Party. = / Ss os 
The Arbitrators may, however, extend the time for delivering such, 

_ eounter-case, documents, correspondence, and evidence, when, in their 
_ judgment, it becomes necessary, in consequence of the distance of the = = | 

__ place from which the evidence to be presented is to be procured. _ 
“If in the case submitted to the Arbitrators either Party shall have = 

Specified or alluded to any report or document in its own exclusive pos- 
Session, without annexing a copy; such Party shall -be bound, if the _ 

. other Party thinks proper to apply for it, to furnish that Party with a a 
copy thereof; and either Party may call upon the other, through the 

_ Arbitrators, to produce the originals or certified copies of any papers 
_ adduced as evidence, giving in each instance such reasonable notice as _ ae 

_ the Arbitrators may require . So ae 

an ee ARTICLE V. . ae a = oo 

_ _-* Yt shall be the duty of the agent of each Party, within two months — a 
_ after the expiration of.the time limited for the delivery of the
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- -- eounter-case on both sides, to deliver in duplicate to each of *the [22] _ 
>. gaid Arbitrators and to the agent of the other Party a writtenor © |. 
a printed argument, showing the points: and referring to the evidence _ 
-.  wpon which his-Government relies; and the Arbitrators may, if they © 

_ - - desire further elucidation with regard to any point, require a written or 
printed statement or argument, or oral argument by counsel upon it; 

~.. but in such case the other Party shall be entitled to reply either orally 
or in writing, as the case may be. | i ee : 

| . ‘ARTICLE VI. os | oo 

Cs “In deciding the matters submitted to the Arbitrators they shall be . 
- governed by the following three rules, which are agreed upon by the 

| - High Contracting Parties as rules to be taken as applicable to the case, __ 
-. .and by. such principles of International Law, not inconsistent therewith, 
e as the Arbitrators shall determine to have been applicable to the case: 

| ne re RULES. > OO So 

_ +‘ “A neutral Government.is bound—_~ Be ew So _ 
me : “ First, to use due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming, or 

equipping, within its jurisdiction, of any vessel which it has reasonable | 
| ground to believe is intended to cruise or to carry on war against oO 

~ a Power with which it is at peace; and *also to use like diligence [23] _ 
+. to prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel in- | 

oo tended to cruise or carry on war as above, such vessel having been _ 
| specially adapted, in whole or in part, within such jurisdiction, to war- 

like use. er | nn 
—  — s & Secondly, not to permit or suffer either belligerent to make use of. ’ 

its ports or waters as the base of naval operations against the other, or 
| for the purpose of the renewal or augmentation of military supplies or | 

arms, or the recruitment of men. ae a 
| _ “Thirdly, to exercise due diligence in its own ports and waters, and, | 

as to all persons within its jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the 
- foregoing obligations and duties. 7 es | 

. Her Britannic Majesty has commanded her High Commissioners and 
- Plenipotentiaries to declare that Her Majesty’s Government cannot 

— assent to the foregoing rules as a statement of principles of Interna- . 
— tional Law which were in force at the time when the claims mentioned 

- in Article T arose, but that Her Majesty’s Government, in order toevince 
its desire of strengthening the friendly relations between the two coun- 
tries, and of making satisfactory provision for the future, agrees. that 

| in deciding the questions between the two countries arising out of 
a those claims, the Arbitrators should assume that Her Majesty’s .- > 

—~ * Government had undertaken to act upon the principles set forth [24] — 
0 in these rules. — On OR Se | 

| | ‘¢And the High Contracting Parties agree to observe these rules as 
| between themselves in future, and to bring them to the knowledge of — 

| : other maritime Powers, and to invite them to accede tothem. = | 

ee Oo — “ARTICLE VIL a 

‘The decision of the Tribunal shall, if possible, be made within three _ 
months from the close of the argument on both sides. 

. “Tt shall be made in writing and dated, and shall. be signed by the | 
a Arbitrators who may assent to it. OE ee SU A
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- + The said Tribunal shall first determine as to each vessel separately 

whether Great Britain has, by any act or. omission, failed to fulfilany . 

of the duties set forth in the foregoing three rules, or recognized bythe 
“principles of International Law not inconsistent with such rules, and eg 

shall certify such fact as to each of the said vessels. In case the Tri; 

banal find that Great Britain has failed to fulfill any duty or dutiesas 

aforesaid, it may, if it think proper, proceed to award a sum in gross to sd 

be paid by Great Britain to the United States for all the claims referred =. | 

- to it; and in such case the gross sum 80 awarded shall be paid in re 

» [25] coin by the Government of Great Britain to the Government *of 
." * the United States, at Washington, within twelve months afterthe = 

. d@ateof the award. 7 | 

_ »..6'The award shall be in duplicate, one copy whereof shall be delivered =| 

| to the agent of the United States for his Government, and the other ! 

- copy shall be delivered to the agent of Great Britain for his Govern- 

ment. oO Doan ies Pe . EB et Be Jee on 

a ae, “ARTICLE VIII. a 

oe ‘Bach Government shall pay its own agent and provide for the 4 

proper remuneration of the counsel employed by it and of the Arbi- aes 

_. . trator appointed by it, and for the expense of preparing and submitting 

its case.to the Tribunal. All other expenses connected with the arbi- ee 

tration shall be defrayed by the two Governments in equal moieties.  . 

UN EES 6 ARTICLE IX. | 28 el ages 

«The Arbitrators shall keep an accurate record of their proceedings, DG 

and may appoint and employ the necessary officers to assist them. 

TR “ARTICLE X. . rn A 

Tn ease the Tribunal finds that Great Britain has failed to fulfill — eee 
any duty or duties as aforesaid, and does not award a sum in gross, eg 

cafe Bagh. the High Contracting Parties agree that a Board of Assessors : 
[26] shall be appointed to ascertain and determine what *claims are 
"valid, and what amount or amounts shall be paid by Great Britain 

to the United States on- account of the liability arising from such =~ 

failure, as to each vessel, according to the extent of such liability:as a 

decided by the Arbitrators. go | 
. » «The Board of Assessors shall be constituted as follows: Onemember . ~ fwd 

thereof shall be. named by the President of the United States, one  —s_- 

- - member thereof shall be named by Her Britannic Majesty, and one : 

member thereof shall be named by the Representative at Washington = 

‘of His Majesty the King of Italy ; and in case of a vacancy happening — : 

from any cause, it shall be filled in the same manner in which the orig- > ! 

. dnalappointment wasmade. 7 Me et 9 ig TS 
-. & Ag goon as possible after such nominations the Board of Assessors ! 

- -ghall be organized in Washington, with power to hold their sittings = a 
there, or in New York, or in Boston. The members thereof shall sever- ces 
ally subscribe a solemn declaration that they will impartially and 

carefully examine and decide, to the best of their judgment and accord- __ 4 
ing to justice and equity, all matters submitted to them, and shal | - 

forthwith proceed, undér such rules and regulations as they may pre- O28 

~. «geribe, to the investigation of the claims which shall be presented to _ ag 

_ ..them by the Government of the United States, and shall examine and . 

decide. upon them in such order and manner as they may think 4 
[27] *proper, but upon.such evidence or information only as shall be og
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| | furnished by or on behalf of the Governments of the United States and 
| of Great Britain respectively. They shall be bound to hear on each | 
| separate claim, if required, one person on behalf of each Government, ~ 

as counsel or agent. A majority of the Assessors in each case shall be : 
sufficient for a decision. : I 

: : “The decision of the Assessors shall be given upon each claim in 
ss - writing, and shall be signed by them respectively and dated. — ae 

oo “‘Hvery claim shall be presented to the Assessors within six months. | 
from the day of their first meeting, but they may, for good cause shown 

a extend the time for the presentation of any claim to a further period 
a not exceeding three months. = | ne a 
—- «The Assessors shall report to each Government, at or before the 

ss expiration of one year from the date of their first meeting, the amount _ 
of claims decided by them up to the date of such report; if further 
Claims then remain undecided, they shall make a further report at or. 
before the expiration of two years from the date of such first meeting; 

' . and in case any claims remain undetermined at that time, they shall . 
oF make a final report within a further period of six months. = | 

- | “The report or reports shall be made in duplicate, and one ~~ 
copy thereof shall be delivered to the *Secretary of State of the [28] 

| United States, and one copy thereof to the Representative of = —’ 
| | Her Britannic Majesty at Washington. / BS 

 . & All ‘sums of money which may be awarded under this Article shall 
be payable at Washington, in coin, within twelve months after the de- | 

us livery of each report. on 

“Phe Board of Assessors may employ such clerks as they shall think _ 

- _ “The expenses of the Board of Assessors shall be borne equally by 
.. the two Governments, and paid from time to time, as may be found | 

: - expedient, on the production of accounts certified by the Board. The 
mo remuneration of the Assessors shall also be paid by the two Govern- | 
a _ ments in equal moieties in a similar manner. = oe | 

OT i re “ARTICLE XI. . eo | 

| “The High Contracting Parties engage to consider the result of the — 
..- proceedings of the Tribunal of Arbitration and of the Board of Assess- 

po ors, Should such Board be appointed, as a full, perfect, and final settle- 
pC ment of all the claims hereinbefore referred to; and further engage _ 
ae that every such claim, whether the same may or may not have been — 
- _ presented to the notice of, made, preferred, or laid before the Tribunal 

or Board, shall, from and after the conclusion of the proceedings  _ | 
a of the Tribunal *or Board, be considered and treated as finally [29] | 

_ settled, barred, and henceforth inadmissible.” ss a 
So In accordance with the provisions of Article III of the Treaty, the 
po _ | __ United States have the honor to lay before the Tribunal of = = 
ae smeswil aint Arbitration this their “ Printed Case,” accompanied by the 

fs Beis documents, the official correspondence, and other evidence — 
| : on which they rely. They propose to show, by a historical statement of — - 
a the course pursued by the British Government toward the United States, 

from. the outbreak of the insurrection in the Southern States of the 
-_ .... United States, that there was on the part of the British Government a 

ss - gtudied unfriendliness or fixed -predisposition adverse to the United. — 
ss States, which furnished a constant motive for the several acts of omis-_ 
gion and commission, hereinafter complained of, as inconsistent with 
its duty asaneutran a
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ss Having adduced the evidence of this fact, the United States Willnext 
7 endeavor to indicate to the Tribunal of Arbitration what they deem to 

have been the duties of Great Britain toward the United States, in re- | 

‘spect: to the several cruisers which will be named in this paper. — Op 

-. 'Phey will then endeavor to show that Great Britain failed to per- | 

form those duties, both generally and specifically, as to each of the | 

--— eruisers; and that sith failare involved the liability to remunerate . 

130] *the United States for losses thus inflicted upon them, upon their | 

a citizens, ané upon others protected by their flag, a 

Lastly, they will endeavor to satisfy the Tribunal of Arbitration that a 

it can find, in the testimony which will be offered by the United States, Bie 

7 ample material for estimating the amount of such injuries, and they ~ 

will ask the Tribunal to¥xercise the powers conferred upon it by Article - 
‘VIL of the Treaty, in awarding “‘a sum in gross, to be paid by Great 

. Britain to the United States,for all the claims referred to.” | iS 

- In April, 1869, the President communicated to the Senateamassof  — | 

| official correspondence and other papers relating to those 3. re 
. . Le zoe 2 . Evidence and doc- 

claims, which was printed in five volumes. These, and two ‘uments ana how re , | 

| additional volumes, containing further correspondence, evi | 
dence, and documents accompany this case. The whole will form “the | 

documents, the official correspondence, and the other evidence on which 

[the United States] relies,” which is called for by Article HI of the ok 
‘Treaty. Reference will be made throughout this paper to these volumes aa 

thus: “Vol. I, page 1,” &e., &e., &c.. The United States understand, , 

- however, that they may, under the terms of the Treaty, present here- | j . 

after “additional documents, correspondence, and evidence,” and they = | 

- yeserve the right todoso = | oe — “ 
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Bt PARTIR A 
THE UNFRIENDLY COURSE PURSUED BY GREAT BRITAIN. 
TOWARD THE UNITED STATES FROM THE OUTBREAK - 

- TO THE CLOSE OF THE INSURRECTION. i ES 
- In 1860 the United States had been an independent nation fora period 
of eighty-four years, and acknowledged as such by Great rections of me 9 - 
Britain for a period of seventy-seven years. _ | Grewt Brisia prior no 

_ During this period, while sharing to a remarkable extent ©" On een, 
in the general prosperity of the Christian Powers, they had soconducted .- 
their relations toward those Powers as to merit, and they believed that they 
had secured, the good-will and esteem of all. Their prosperity was the _ | 
result of honest thrift; their exceptional increase of population was the 
fruit of a voluntary immigration to their shores; and the vast exten- — | 
sion of their domain was acquired by purchase and not by conquest. | a 

-- ‘From no people had they better right to expect a just judgment than 

from the people of Great Britain. In 1783, the War of Separation had = 
been closed by a treaty of peace, which adjusted all the questions then . 

pending between the two Governments. In 1794, new questions 
[32] having arisen, *growing out of the efforts of France to make the oe 
7 ports of the United States a base of hostile operations against _ | 
Great Britain, a new treaty was made, at the instance of the United 
States, by which all the difficulties were arranged satisfactorily to Great 

- Britain, and at the same time so as to preserve the neutrality and the | 

honor of the United States., In the same year, also, the first neutrality 

act was passed by Congress,’ prescribing rules and establishing the | 
modes of proceeding to enable the United States to perform their duties 
as a neutral toward Great Britain and other belligerents. In 1812, they . 

-_-were forced into war with Great Britain, by the claim of that Powerto 

- impress seamen on the high seas from vessels of the United States. | 
After three years the war ceased, and the claim has never since been oe 
practically enforced. In 1818, they met British negotiators more than a 

half-way in arranging disputed points about the North American Fish- oS 
eries. In 1827, having added to their own right of discovery the French : 

- and Spanish titles to the Pacific coast, they voluntarily agreed to a joint , 
occupation of a disputed portion of this territory, rather than resortto | 
the last arbitrament of nations. In 1838, when a serious rebellion pre- 
--vailed in Canada, the Congress of the United States, at the request 
[33] of Great Britain, *passed an act authorizing the Government to 

| ~ "exercise exceptional powers to maintain the national neutrality. a 

In 1842 the Government of the United States met a British Envoyina 
spirit of conciliation, and adjusted by agreement the disputed boundary _ | 
between Maine and the British Possessions. In 1846 they accepted the 

proposal of Great Britain, made at their own suggestion, to adopt the 
,. forty-ninth parallel as a compromise line between the two Columbias, Bo 

and to give to Great Britain the whole of Vancouver's Island. In 1850 

they waived, by the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty, the right of acquisition on | 
the Isthmus, across which for many years the line of communication : 

oe _ | For an abstract of this act see Vol. IV, pp. 102, 103. , |
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from one part of their dominions to the other must run. In 1854 they | | 
conferred upon the people of the British Possessions in North America 

| the advantages of a free, full commercial intercourse with the United 
| | States for their products, without securing corresponding benefits in're- 

turn. Thus a series of difficult questions, some of which might have 
| led to war, had been peaceably arranged by negotiations, and the in- | 
— creasing intercourse of the two nations was constantly fostered by con- 

tinuing acts of friendliness on the part of the Government of the United | 
tates. — - ae os ee ee 
All the political relations of the United: States with England, with the 

— * Rriendly relations exception of the episode of the war of 1812, had been those | 
‘ments in is. = OL Increasing amity and friendship, confirmed by are- ——— | 
peated *yielding of extreme rights, rather than imperil the cordial [34] | 

oo _ relations which the United States so much desired to maintain with 
_ their nearest neighbors, their best customers, and their blood relations. ~— 

| They had good right, therefore, to believe, and they did believe, that, | 
by virtue of this friendly political understanding, and in consequence | 
of the gradual and steady assimilation of the commercial interests and | 
the financial policies of the two Governments, there was in Great Britain, 
in the summer of 1860, sympathy for the Government and afiection for | 
the people of the United States. They had equal reason to think that 

- neither the British Government nor people would look with either igno- | 
_ rance or unconcern upon any disaster to them. Above all, they had at 

- that time a right to feel confident that, in any controversy which might 
erow out of the unhappy existence of African slavery in certain of the 

| Southern States, the British Government would not exercise its ‘sover- 
eign powers, questionably or unquestionably, in favor of the supporters | 

| of slavery. oe beet? Re | 
| On the 6th day of November, in that year, the jurisdiction of the Gov- | 

. The United States ernment of the-United States extended unquestioned over 
7 ini. = eighteen States from which African slavery was ex- | 

| cluded ;! over *fifteen States in which it was established bylaw;? [35] 
— and over a vast territory in which, under thethen prevailing laws, = : 

: persons with African blood in their veins could be held as slaves. -° 
an This large unsettled or partially settled territory, as it might become | 

. peopled, was also liable to be divided: into new States, which, as they | 
| entered the Union, might, as the law then stood, become ‘Slave States,” | 

thus giving the’advoeates of slavery an increased strength in the Con- 
oo: ‘gress of the nation, and more especially in the Senate, and a more ab- 

solute control of the National Government. EE | 
on .. Since the date named three new States, entitled to a representation | 
oo of six Senators in the National Senate, have been admitted into the 

Union from this territory ;? and the remainder of the great dominions | 
| | _of the United States is now divided into ten incipient political organi- ! 
oo _ gations, known as Territories, which, with one exception, may at some _ 

future time become States.* Se | EL 

| i Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,. New 
De York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, [llineis, Michigan, Iowa, Wisconsin, 

| _ California, Minnesota, Oregom : | OT org ee 
| 2 Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, _ 

: Tennessee, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Missouri, Arkansas, Florida, Texas. a 
3 Nevada, Nebraska, Kansas. West Virginia was formed from a portion of the terri- 

tory of Virginia, and for this reason does not come within the meaning of the text, 
| though it became a State after the date mentioned. = _ 

| _ 4New Mexico, Utah, Washington, Dakota, Colorado, Arizona, Idaho, Montana, Wy- 
gm ing, District of Columbia.. The territory known as the Indian Territory is without 
political organization, having neither Governor nor Delegate in Congress. It cannot 

: be considered as coming within the meaning of the text. i , | |
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[26]  *The general election for President of the United States, which | 
- .... took -place on the 6th of November, 1860, was. COM-~  gection of in ora 

ducted in strict conformity with the provisions of the Cone 

stitution and laws of the country, and resulted in the choice of Abra- Le 

ham Lincoln. The-party which elected him was pledged in advance to . 
mnaintain “that the normal condition of all the territory of the United _ os 

_ §tates is that of freedom,” and to “deny the authority of Congress, of : 
a Territorial Legislature, or of any individuals, to give legal existence ca 
to slavery in any Territory of the United States.”1. The word “Terri- 

_ tory” is here used in the above-mentioned sense of an incipient political — | 
organization, which may at some future time become a State. | Me 7 
This decision of the people of the United States was resisted by some | 

. of the inhabitants of the States where slavery prevailed.  gcccssionof South 
The people of South Carolina, with an undoubted unanimity, “"""™ os 

- commenced the hostile movement. In the following month they pro- . | 
_elaimed, through a State Convention, their purpose to secede from the 

—, Union, because the. party about to come into power had: “announced 
that the South shall be excluded from the common term. | 
- - tory.”2. The State of Alabama, on the ith of Janu- 
[37] ary, with * much less unanimity, (the vote in the Convention being 7 

 . 61 ayes to 39 nays,°) followed the example of South Carolina, 
giving as their reason that the election of Mr. Lincoln “by a sectional — 
party, avowedly hostile to the domestic institutions [te slavery | of | 
Alabama,” was “a political wrong of an. insulting and menacing char- 

_ The State of Georgia followed after a much greater struggle,in which > 
the party in favor of remaining in the Union resisted to the or Georia and a 
last, the final vote being 208 ayes to 89 nays. Florida, “bs* _ we 

_ Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas each framed an ordinance of secession - 
from the Union before the 4th of February, in each case with more or — vo 
less unanimity. — oo : | : Ce - 

On the 4th of February, 1861, representatives from some of the States _ oe 
which had attempted to go through the form of secession, opposition to the ae 

"and representatives from the State of North Carolina, which (fuiay the cause ee 
_ had not at that time attempted it, met at Montgomeéry,® in fem 

the State of Alabama, for the purpose of organizing a provisional gov- ee 
ernment, and having done so, elected Mr. Jefferson Davis.as the Provis- So 

~ .. -jonal President,and Mr. Alexander H. Stephens as the Provisional Spee 
| [38] Vice-President of the proposed *Confederation. ~In accepting this oo 

oe office, on the 18th of February, Mr. Jefferson Davis said: ™ We 
have vainly endeavored to secure tranquillity and obtain respect for the - 

- yights to which we were entitled,” [. ¢., the right to extend the domains of ee 
 slavery.] “As a necessity, and not:a choice, we have resorted to the — , 

- remedy of separation.” * * ‘ Our industrial pursuits have receiyed no ce 
check; the cultivation of our fields progresses.as heretofore; and even oe 
should we be involved in war, there would be no considerable diminution = =. | 

| in the production of the staples which have constituted our exports, in | 
- which the commercial world has an interest scarcely less than our own. ee 

This common interest of producer and consumer can only be intercepted Se 

ea 1 Greeley’s American Conflict, Vol. J, page 320. 
-... 2 MePherson’s History of the Rebellion, page 16. ee | 

..... &8MecPherson’s History of the Rebellion, page 4. = : - 
ee 4 Appleton’s Annual Cyclopedia, 1861, page 10. : | | oe 

oe - §McPherson’s History of the Rebellion, page 3.- me 
6 Appleton’s Annual Cyelopeedia, 1€61, Vol..1, page 126. «| : 

ey ae _  7Appleton’s Annual Cyclopedia, 1861, page 613. A. 7 :
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| by an exterior force, which should obstruct its transmission to foreign | 
markets—a course of conduct which would be detrimental to the manu- | 
facturing and commercial interests abroad” 

| . Mr. Stephens spoke with still more explicitness. He said! the ) 
‘foundations [of the new government] are laid. Its corner-stone rests 
upon the great truth that the negro is not equal to the white man ; that — | 

7 slavery—subordination to the superior race—is his natural and moral | 
condition.” os ee | 

| *Having thus formally declared that the contemplated limitation [39] | 
| of the territory within which negro slavery should betolerated was | 

the sole. cause of the projected separation, and having appealed to the | 
_ world to support them, the seceding States made efforts, which proved 

| vain, to induce the other slave States to join them: No other States. _ 
passed ordinances of seccession until after.the fall of Fort Sumter. On : 
the contrary, the people of the States of Tennessee? and Missouri? before 
that time voted by large majorities against secession ; and in the States 
of North Carolina. and Virginia conventions were called and were in| 

_ session when some of the events hereinafter referred to took place; .and _ | 
7 these bodies were known to be opposed to the revolutionary movements | 

In South Carolina and the six States bordering on the Gulf of Mexico. 
| _A large minority, if not a majority, of the people of-the slave States | 

| A party m tre HHOWn as Border States, and of the mountainous parts of the | 
Bouth opposed to SIX States knownas the Gulf States, did not desire separation. | 

| ‘They were attached to the Union, which had fostered and | 
| _ protected their interests, and they expressed no dissatisfaction, except : 

_ with the proposed policy as to the extension of slavery,and | 
| “In any cases not even with that. Their feelings were forcibly [40] | 

_ expressed by the distinguished Alexander H. Stephens, Provisional = si 
| _ Vice-President of the Montgomery Government, ina speech made in the _ | 

| Convention in Georgia before that State passed the ordinance of seces- | 
sion, and about two months before he accepted office at Montgomery. . 

| He said,* “This step [of secession] once taken can never berecalled; and 
all the baleful and withering consequences that must follow will rest on 

: the Convention for all coming time. When we and our posterity shall 
/ - see our lovely South desolated by the demon of war, which thisact of 

yours will inevitably invite and call forth; when our green fields of | 
waving harvest shall be trodden down by the murderous soldiery and 
fiery car of war sweeping over our land; our temples of justice laidin 
ashes; all the horrors and desolations of war upon us, who but this- : 
Convention will. be held responsible for it; and who. but him who shall — | 
have given his vote for this unwise and ill-timed measure, as I honestly | 

_. think and believe, shall be held to strict account for this suicidal act by | 
| the present generation, and probably cursed and execrated by posterity | 

for all coming time, for the wide and desolating ruin that-willin- = 
-evitably follow this act you now propose to perpe*trate? Pause, [41] | 

| I entreat you, and consider for a moment what reasons you can : 
| give that will even satisfy yourselves in calmer moments; what reasons 

you can give to your fellow-sufferers in the calamity that it will bring 
| upon us. What reasons can you give to the nations of the earth to _ 

justify it? They will be the calm-and deliberate judges in the case, and 
what cause or overt act can you name or point to, on which to rest the ~ 

. plea of justification? What right has the North assailed? What 

. 1 Appleton’s Annual Cyclopedia, 1861, page 129. ay ao 
- 2 McPherson’s History of the Rebellion, page 5. - woe 

a ®° Appleton’s Annual Cyclopedia, 1861, page 478. | 
4 McPherson’s History of the Rebellion, page 25. ee
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interest of the South has been invaded? What justice has been denied? . 
: And what claim founded in justice and right has been withheld? Can 

| either of you to-day name one governmental act of wrong, deliberately 
and purposely done by the Government of Washington, of which the 
South has aright to complain? I challenge the answer.” ._ 

All the facts above referred to in this paper were patent to the whole ~ | 
— world, were. ostentatiously put forth by the insurgents, and were openly 
commented upon by the public press throughout the United States. It | 
is, therefore, not unreasonable to presume that the British Government _ 

~ received from its representatives and agents in the United States full 
-  jnformation concerning them as they took place. . To suppose the 

_ [42] *contrary would be to ignore the well-known fidelity of those 
Officers. - | : , Root | ose | 

Mr. Lincoln entered upon the duties of his office on the 4th of March, 
1861. He found the little Army of the United States scat-  jraearation of 

_ tered and disintegrated; the Navy sent to distant quarters ™™ trem - 
of the globe; the Treasury bankrupt; the credit of the United States . 
seriously injured by forced sales of Government securities; the public — 
service demoralized; the various Departments of the Government filled 
with unfaithful clerks and officers, whose sympathies were with the | . 
South, who had been placed in their positions for the purpose of par- 

_ alyzing his administration. These facts; which were known to the 
_ world, must have attracted the attention of the observant Representa-. 

_.. tive of Great Britain at Washington, and must have enabled him to 
make clear to his Government the reasons why the Cabinet at Washing- . ne 
ton must. pause before asserting its rights by force. are roe 
_ The new Government took an early opportunity to inform the British | 
Government of its purposes.t On the 9th of March, four | ow 4. 
days after the installment of Mr. Lincoln, Mr. Dallas, the ‘ernment informed of os 
-« Minister of the United States at London, wasinstructed “°° 

_. [43] to communicate to Lord Russell the Inaugural Ad*dress of the. | 
i+. President, and to assure him that the President entertained full | 

_. confidence in the speedy restoration of the harmony and unity of the 
Government. He was further told that ‘the United States have had — 
too many assurances and manifestations of the friendship and good will fo 
of Great Britain, to entertain any doubt that these considerations will | 
have their just infiuence with the British Government, and will prevent | 
that Government from yielding to solicitations. to: intervene in any, 
unfriendly way in the domestic concerns of our country.” es, a 

? Mr. Dallas, in complying with his instructions, (April 9, 1861,) pressed z 
upon Lord Russel the importance of Engiand and France abstaining, 
“at least for a considerable time, from doing what, by encouraging | 
groundless hopes, would widen a breach still thought ecapa- — pocasom Reset | 
ble of being closed.” Lord Russell replied that the coming promises to await” 
of Mr. Adams (Mr. Dallas’s successor)! “would doubtless be Peeresctme a 
regarded as the appropriate and natural occasion for finally discussing Se 

— and determining the question” = _ pe ee Oey | 
_. The United States therefore had reasonable ground to believe, not — 

os only in view of the great moral interests of which they were the _ | 
_ [44] » exponents, and of the long-standing friendship between them *and . 

Great Britain, but also in consequence of the voluntary promise | 
— of Lord Russell, that an opportunity would be afforded them to explain 
their views and purposes through their newly selected and specially 
trusted representative; and least of all had they cause to anticipate 

a -- Seward to Dallas, Vol. I, page 8. | 
| _* Dallas to Seward, Vol. I, page 12,
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that a Government which they supposed to be in sympathy with their. | 
| policy as to African slavery, would precipitate a decision as to the in- 

surgents, which was so obviously injurious to the United States, as to. | 
almost appear to -have been designedly so. he oe | 

| The delay upon which the Government of the United States relied to | 
Co surrender of For firmly secure the loyalty of the Border States, and their aid. | 
(| Sapatere in inducing the peaceable return of the Gulf States, wasin- 

terrupted by the attack upon Fort Sumter, made by order of the Goy-. 
| ernment at Montgomery. This attack ended in the surrender of the. | 
—_ garrison on the 13th of April. This was followed on the 15th of April | 

| by a1 Proclamation of the President, calling out the militia and con-. | 
_ _-vening an extra session of Congress on the 4th day of the next July. | 

On the 17th of April, Mr. *Jefferson Davis gave notice that letters of | 
| | The inamrvente to Werque would be granted by the persons who had at- | 

- issue letters of tempted to establish a *Government at Montgomery, [45] ~ 
7 - _ by usurping the authority of the United States. =. 

| On the 19th of April President Lincoln issued a Proclamation. de-. | 
: Proclamation ev. Claring that a blockade of the ports within the States ‘of. | 

Ep notice of block South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Lou- | 
oe  Onjects of tha, ISiana, and Texas would be established for the purpose of. | 

| Proclamation —__ collecting the revenue in the disturbed part of the country, | 
- and for the protection of the public peace, and of the lives and proper. | 

_ ties of quiet and orderly citizens, until Congress should assemble. That | 
- . body was summoned to assemble on the fourth day of the following | | 

. Uy 
- The full text of this Proclamation will be found in Vol. I, page 21. ot 

Doe In the course of the discussion between the two Governments’ grow-. | 
. ing out of the war, it has been repeatedly asserted that Her Majesty’s:. | 

Government was induced to confer upon the insurgents in the South the . | 
_ status of belligerents, in consequence of the receipt of the news of the — | 

ss President’s Proclamation of April 19. The United States are therefore, 
forced to invite the patience of the Board. of Arbitrators, while they. | 

oo establish, from conclusive proof, that Her Majesty’s Government is mis-_ 
| taken in that respect. — og Sage ge alate he | 
| | Before any armed collision had taken place, there existed an | : 

- “whe join vetion ,, Understanding between Her Majesty’s *Government [46] | 

 Eusyau » and the Government of the Emperor of the French, = 
. Cs with a view to securing a simultaneous and identical course. 

SO of action of the two Governments on American quéstions. . It is within. | 
| the power of the British Government to inform the Arbitrators when. | 

that understanding was reached. The fact that it had been agreed to 
| ‘by the two Governments was communicated to Mr. Dallas, by Lord John. : 

| Russell, on the Ist day of May, 18612 | ns | 
a ‘There was nothing in the previous relations between Great Britain. . | 

_ sand the United States which made it necessary for Her Majesty’s Gov-. | 
... ernment to seek the advice or to invite the support of the Emperor of _ | 

| the French in the crisis which was threatened. The United States are | 
oo at a loss to conjecture what inducement could have prompted such an 

oo act, unless it may have been the perception on the part of Her Majesty’s ~ | 
Government that. it was in its nature not. only unfriendly, but almost) — | 
hostile to the United States. ee Pd ME | 

| . “When the news of the bloodless attack upon Fort Sumter became. | 
“known in Europe, Her Majesty’s Government apparently assumed that... | 

| oe 2 Appleton’s Annual Cyclopedia, 1861, page 187. Ee ate | 
| a Mr. Dallas to Mr. Seward, May 2, 1861. Vol. I, p.33,84. 000
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the time had come for the joint action which had been previously agreed. ee 
“upon; and, without waiting to learn the purposes of the United 

[47] States, it *announced its intention to take the. first step by re-. 
: cognizing the insurgents as belligerents. | 

The President’s Proclamation, which has since been made the osten- ° _ 
sible reason for this determination, was issued on the 19th wren the pre 
of April, and was made public in the Washington news. “ns Proclamation ae 
papers of the morning of the 20th. Animperfect copy of if Stet Britain : 
was also telegraphed to New York, and from thence to Boston, in each 0S 
‘of which cities it appeared in the newspapers of the morning of the. 

: The New York papers of the 20th gave the substance of the Procla- : 
mation, without the official commencement and close, and with several — . 
errors of more orless importance, ~§ ne 
The Boston papers of the same date, in addition to. the errorsin the = 

New York copy, omitted the very important statement in regard to the 
 eollection of the revenue, which appears in the Proclamation as the — 
‘main cause of itsissume, 00 

During the morning of the 19th of April, a riot took place in Balti- 
more, which ended in severing direct communication, by rail or tele- - | 
graph, between Washington and New York. Telegraphic communica- _ . 
tion was not restored until the 30th of the month. Theregularpassage.. 

| _ of the mails and trains was resumed about the same time. It: = | 
[48] appears by a dispatch from Lord Lyons to Lord *John Russell - - 

| that the mails had not been resumed on the 27th.! ES, an 
| tis absolutely certain that no full copy of the text of the Proclama- Sk, 

| tion could have left Washington by the mails of the 19th, and equally = 
certain that no copy could have reached New York from Washington - 

_ after the 19th for several days. OS OC ees ee 
On the 20th the steamer Canadian sailed from Portland, taking the = 

Boston papers of that day, with the imperfect copy of the Proclamation, : 
_ in which the clause in regard to the collection of the revenue was sup:. °°. 

pressed. This steamer arrived at Londonderry on the lst of May, and... 
_ the “ Daily News” of London, of the 2d of May, published the follow- 

ing telegraphic items of news: “ President Lincoln has issued a Proce. 
, lamation, declaring a blockade of all the ports in the seceded States; > 

The Federal Government will conden as pirates all privateer-vessels- 
which may be seized by Federal ships.” The Canadian. arrived at Liv. | 

_ erpool on the 2d of May, and the ‘‘ Daily News,” of the 8d, and the = 
“Times,” of the 4th of May, published the imperfect Boston copy of 

' the Proclamation in the language as shown in the note below? =. 
[49] No other than the Boston copy of the * Proclamation appears to. / . 

| have been published in the London newspapers. | It is not likely . 7 
that a copy was received in London before the 10th, by the Fultonfrom = © 
New York. nT eg I Pee 

| Blue Book, North America, No. 1, 1862, page 26. oe ss 
“the following is the President’s Proclamation of the blockade of the. Southern : oe 

_ ports... =. coe. | . . . , noe, 

- ° “An insurrection against the Government of the United States has broken out in ea 
the States of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi; Louisiana, and - es 
Texas, and the laws of the United States cannot be executed effectually therein:con-- 
formably to that provision of the Constitution which requires duties to be uniform ie 
throughout the United States; and further, a combination of persons, engaged insuch =~ | » 
insurrection, have threatened to grant pretended letters of marque to authorizé the. ee 
bearers thereof to commit assaults on the lives, vessels, and property of good citizens = = 
of the country lawfully engaged in commerce on the high seas and in the waters of the. 2 
United States; and.whereas an Executive Proclamation has already been issued, 
requiring the persons engaged.in these disorderly proceedings to desist,and therefor = =
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| -It was on this meager and incorrect information that the advice of | 
Deion” of “Tae the British Law Officers was based, upon which that Gov- | 

| Oficers taken onan ernment acted. On the evening of the 2d of May, Lord. | 
| '  .John Russell stated in the House of Commons that! > ! 

| ‘“‘ Her *Majesty’s Government heard the other day that the Con- | [50] _ | 
/ federated States have issued letters of marque, and to-day we = 

have heard that it is intended there-shall be a blockade of all the ports : 
of the Southern States. As to. the general provisions of the law of | 
nations on these questions, some of the points are so new, as well asso | 

- important, that they have been referred to the-Law Officers of the | 
| _ Crown for their opinions.” oe , - me | 

It is with deep regret that the United States find themselves obliged | 
os oo to lay before the Tribunal of Arbitration the evidence:that, . 2 

Her Majesty’s Gov- . . ; ° oe ay - 
ernment decide on when this announcement was made in the House of Com- : 

, recognize a state of MONS, Her Majesty’s Government had already decided to | 
4 an recognize the right of the Southern insurgents to attack = = | 

and destroy the commerce of the United States on the high seas... On — | 
ss the 1st day of May, 1861, (two days before they could have heard of the | 

| issue of. the President’s Proclamation,) Lord John Russell wrote as fol- | 
— lows.to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty :? | wenn | 

“The intelligence which reached this country by the last mail from | 
the United States gives reason to suppose that a civil war between the | 
Northern and Southern States of that Confederacy was imminent, if | 

| indeed it might not be considered to have already begun. | 
*«¢Simultaneously with the arrival of this news, a telegram, [51] | 

7 purporting to have been conveyed to Halifax from the United = 
- _ States, was received, which announced that. the President of the South: | 

ern Confederacy had taken steps for issuing letters of marque against | 
the vessels of the Northern States.” . es GR fe eet 

“T need scarcely observe to Your Lordships that it may be right to | 
a apprise the Admiral that, much as Her Majesty regrets the prospect of . 

- eivil war breaking out in a country in the happiness and peace of which ! 
Her Majesty takes the deepest interest, it 1s Her Majesty’s pleasure that | 

| nothing should be done by her naval forces which should indicate any par- | 
| _ tality or preference for either party in the contest that may ensue.” — | 

| ~ On the 4th of May* Lord John Russell held an interview with some | 
a Lord Jomn Rosset LOGividuals, whom he described as ‘the three gentlemen | 

7 and he ae deputed by the Southern Confederacy to obtain their recog- | 
_ouss the recognition nition as an independent State.” Although he informed / 

| dence. them that he could hold no official communication withthem,, | 

ss galling out the militia force for the purpose of repressing the same, and. convening : 
Congress in extraordinary session to deliberate and determine thereon, the President, - 

a, . with a view to the same purposes before mentioned, and to the protection of the public ! 
peace and the lives and property of its orderly citizens pursuing. their lawful: occupa- | 

a tions, until Congress shall have assembled and deliberated on said unlawful proceed- | 
oe ings, or until the same shall have ceased, has further deemed it advisable to set on | 

on, foot a blockade of the ports within the States aforesaid, in pursuance of the laws of: | 
the United States and the laws of nations. in such cases provided. For this purpose a | 
competent force will be posted, so as to prevent the entrance and-exit of vessels from: | 
the ports aforesaid. If, therefore, with a view to.violate such blockade, any vessel. | 

oe shall attempt to leave any of the said ports, she will be duly warned by the commander. a 
of: one of said blockading vessels, who will indorse on her register the fact and date of ! 

_. gueh warning; and if the same vessel shallagain attempt to enter or leave a blockaded 1 
port, she will be-captured and sent to the nearest convenient port for such preceedings: 2 

-.. against her and her cargo as may be deemed advisable.” | me | 2 

| _ lVol.IV, page 482. = * Vol. I, page 38. - = 8 Vol. I, page 87
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he did discuss with them the question of recognition, and he indicated , 
- -. to them the points to which they must direct their attention in _ | 

[52] the discussion of the subject. He also *listened to their views 
| | in response thereto; and when on the termination of the inter- _ 

. view they informed him “that they should remain in London for the | 
-_- present, in the hope that the recognition of the Southern Confederacy | 

| would not be long delayed,” he interposed no objections to such a course, © 
and suggested no improbability of such a recognition, Os, 

| - On the 5th of May the steamship Persia arrived at Liverpool with 
advices from New York to the 25th of April. Lord John Rus- _ re oe 
sell stated on Monday, the 6th of May, in a communication with"the Preach 
to Lord Cowley, “that Her Majesty’s Government received ““""""" | 

~ no dispatches from Lord Lyons by the mail which has just arrived, [the = - 
- Persia,] the communication between Washington and New York being , 

interrupted.” — CE eee pe ee 
In the same.dispatch Lord Cowley is informed “that Her Majesty’s 

Government cannot hesitate to admit that such Confederacy is entitled = 
| to be considered as a: belligerent, and as such invested with all the rights | 

| and prerogatives of a belligerent,” and he is instructed to invite the | 
~ French Government to a joint action, and a line of joint policy with the e 

| British Government, toward the United States. Lord Cowley, 
[53] under these instructions, had an interview on the 9th of May *with | 

the French Minister for Foreign Affairs. The Tribunal may infer 3 
| from the published correspondence that it was assumed at this interview aa: 

: that the two Governments should act together, and that the letters of ~~ 
~ marque which might be issued by the insurgents should be qiswer or the | 

respected. Lord Cowley reported that? “His Excellency Prev Gevemmene 
| said further that in looking for precedents it had been discovered that _ 

Great Britain, although treating at the commencement of the American 
. war letters of marque as piracy, had, aiter a time, reeognized the bel- | | 

ligerent rights of the States in rebellion against her.” The answer to” | 
these instructions was received at the Foreign Office on the 11th of May. | 

- " The United States are firmly convinced that no correct or complete copy / 
| of the President’s Proclamation could have been received there in advance - . 

of it. Itis known that the official copy forwarded by Lord Lyons to his. _ 
- Government reached London on the 14th of May. The official copy 

sent by Mr. Seward to Mr. Dallas reached Southampton on the evening _ a 
| of the 9th of May, and London on the 10th. It is stated in the British Le! 

notes on Mr. Fish’s instruction of September 25, 1869, to Mr. Motley, vee 
, that the Proclamation was commubicated officially by Mr. Dallas | 

[54]. to Lord *John Russell on the llth. There is no evidence of this oe 
- fact in the archives of the Legation of the United wren the presi 7 

States at London, or at the Department of State at Wash- és Rrogamstion me 
|. ington. But even if the statement in the notes be correct, Ge“ Pm | 

still the British Government received in the afternoon of the llthof . 
| May, 1861, its first complete and official copy of the President’s Proe- 
- Jamation, ten days after Lord John Russell had decided to award the > 
. tights of belligerency on the ocean to the insurgents, eight days after na 

the subject had been referred to the Law Officers for their opinion, and — 
- five days after the decision of Her Majesty’s Government upon that opin- Co 

-. ion had been announced in the House of Commons, as hereinafter sei 

On ‘the same day on which Lord John Russell wrote Lord Cowley 
! (May 6th) he wrote to Lord Lyons,‘ calling the United States “the | | 

1 Vol. I, page 36; see also same volume, page 48. 2VolL I, page49. | a 
oe ’ British Blue Book on the Blockade, 1861, page 1. 4Vol. I, pages 36, 37. | po
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. northern portion of the late Union,” and reiterating that Her Majesty’s | 
_ . Government “cannot question the right of the Southern States tobe | 

| recognized as a belligerent;” and in the House of Commons, on the same — 
evening, he announced that the Attorney and Solicitor General, the 

~ Queen’s Advocate, and the Government had come to the conclusion that - 
the Southern Confederacy of America must be treated asa bel- - | 

| ligerent. On the same evening, Lord Palm*erston said in the [55] _ 
House of Commons,! “No one can regret more thanI dothe intel. 

-  jigence which has been received within the last few days from America; | 
‘but at the same time, any one must have been short-sighted and little = 
capable of anticipating the probable course of human events, who had 

- not for a long time foreseen events of a similar character to those we | 
. - now deplore. From the commencement of this unfortunate quarrel 

_-- between the two sections of the United States, it is evident that the _ 
causes of disunion were too deeply seated to make it possible that sepa- 

-- ration would not take place, and it was also obvious that passions were | 
| so roused on both‘sides as to make it highly improbable that such sepa- 

ration could take place without a contest?” 
A question was asked in the House of Commons on the 7th of May,” 

| the next evening, as to the extent of the belligerent rights 
~ Effect of recogni- co a “ ete eee . Pp ely 
| tion of a state of at Sea which would be acquired by the South, to which 

| “Gord Palmerston declined ‘to make answer “ until the Gov- 
| ernment shouid be in a condition, after consulting its legal advisers, to | 

make some distinct communication on the subject.” 
. Qn the 9th of May,’ Sir George Lewis an*nounced that a pro- [56] | 

| _ Clamation would be issued, stating “the general effect of the | 
common and statute law on the matter;” and on the 10th, Lord Gran- 

| ville? repeated the declaration in the House of Lords. In the discussion 
| there it was assumed by all the speakers that the insurgent Government 

, _ might lawfully issue letters of marque. ee ee oe 
: It is believed by the United States that it was well known to Her. 

| Majesty’s Government during all this time, that Mr. Adams was about 
| - to arrive with instruction from the new administration, and that he 

came possessed of its most confidential views on these important ques- | 
- . tions. On the 2d May Mr. Dallas wrote Mr. Seward thus:* “The solici- 

tude felt by Lord John Russell as to the effect of certain measures repre- . 
_ sented as likely to be adopted by the President, induced him to request 
_- me-to eall at his private residence yesterday. * * * Tinformed him © 

| that Mr. Adams had apprised me of his intention to be on his way hither 
in the steamship Niagara, which left Boston on the Ist of May,and that 

-. he would. probably arrive in Jess than two weeks, by the 12th or 15th — 
instant. His Lordship acquiesced in. the: expediency of disregarding 

a mere rumor, and waiting the full knowledge to be brought by my suc- 
| cessor.” The United States, for reasons already given, haveno = | 

doubt *that, before that interview, Her Majesty’s Government [57] 
had already decided upon their course of action. Mr. Adams did : 

| The Queen's Proc. HCtally arrive in London on the evening of the 13th of May. 
| —— Famation, ‘The Queen’s Proclamation of neutrality was issued on the 
- morning of that day. ee eRe 

- A careful examination of the published correspondence and speeches 

._umereainty a1, Of Lord John Russell shows that Her Majesty’s Government 
| > Her Majesty’s Gov. Wasat that time by no means certain that there was a war 
oe Same in the United States. On the 1st: of May,> he directs ‘the | 

- > + - 1 Hansard’s Debates, 3d series, Vol. CLXI, pages 1622-23. : : 
-  2Vol. IV, page 484... 8 Vol. IV, page 486. 

| - ‘4Vol. I, page 340000 60 | os 5 Vol. I, page 33.
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| Admiralty as to the course to be pursued, with reference to the insur- | 
gent. cruisers in the war which, he thinks, may “have already begun.” — 
Qn the 2d of May! he asks the Law Officers of the Crown what course | 

oo the Government shall pursue. On the 1st of June, however, he isin ~ 
-. doubt on the subject, and he writes to the Lords Commissioners of the > 

Admiralty, informing them of the rules to be observed by the British , 
naval’ forces “in the contest which appears to be imminent between the 
United States and the so-styled Confederate States of North America.” oe 
It would seem, therefore, that on the Ist of June, 1861, Her Majesty’s 
Government regarded only as “imminent” the hostilities which Her 
-..... Majesty’s Proclamation of the 13th of the previous May alleged : 
[58]. had “unhappily *commenced between the United States of - 
-- America and certain States styling themselves the Confederate | 

_. States of America.” In point of fact, Lord John Russell’s dispatch of 
the 1st of June described with fidelity the condition of things so farags 
then known in London; for at that time the intelligence of the exhilar- 
ating effect of the Queen’s Proclamation upon the insurgents, andits 

depressing effect upon the Government and loyal population of the a 
United States, had not reached Europe. eee | a 

| Whatever Lord Jobn Russell, and his colleagues in the Government, = 
who decided to counsel Her Majesty to issue the Proclama- cect of the 7 
tion of May 13th, may have thought, the debates in Parlia- queews ‘Prociama- | 

| ment removed any excuse for ignorance as to the effect of “" — So! 
that instrument. | yg - ee 

As early as the 29th of April, in the House of Commons, an opposi-. — | 
tion member had said that “there could be no doubt that if the war — 5 

_ * Should be continued in that country [the United States] there would be . 
| thousands of privateers hovering about those coasts ;** to which the Chan- — : 

cellor of the Exchequer (Mr. Gladstone) immediately replied: “All that 
relates to the dangers which may arise between British merchant-ships 
» and American or other privateers * * * I shall pretermit, not 

| [89]. because I presume to say or think that they are *insignificant, | 
».. but because I feel it my duty to address myself to those points 

_ which touch more directly and more practically [the Budget] the mat-. co 
ter in hand. a ge Ee 

in a debate in the House of Lords, on the 10th of May, Lord Hard- 
wicke? said that he “was anxious that the Heuse should not enter too 9 

| strong a protest against that which was a natural consequence of war, 
- namely, that vessels should be fitted out by private individuals under 

| letters of marque. That was, no doubt, privateering, but it did not by 
any means follow that privateering was piracy. He believed that if 

_ -privateering-ships were put in the hands of proper officers, they were - 
| not engaged in piracy any more than men-of-war. He thought that a oes 

_ feeble State engaged in a war with a powerful one had aright to make 
use of its merchant-vessels for the purpose of carrying on the contest, © =~ 

| and there was no violation of the law of nations in such a proceeding.” 
= in the more elaborate discussion whieh followed on the 16th of the ©” 

Same month in the House of Lords, the Lord Chancellor® said: “Hy, ey 
___ after the publishing of the present proclamation, any English subject ae 

| , _ were to enter into the service of either-of the belligerents on the ae 
| [60] other side of the Atlantic, there could be no doubt that the Sper 
| gon so acting would be liable to be punished for a violation of | ~ 

7 _- §Hansard’s Debates, 3d series, Vol. CLXII, page 1276... - 
| * Hansard’s Debates, 3d series, Vol. CLXII, page 1277. a 

| — *Vol IV, page 486. = 6 Vol. IV, page 490. Co
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| the laws of his own country, and would have no right to claim any ! 
| interference on the part of his Government to shield him from any 

consequences which might arise. There could, however, at the same 
time, be no doubt that, although he would be guilty of a breach of the 

. + laws of his own country, he ought not to be regarded as a pirate for © 
| acting under a commission from a State admitted to be entitled to the 

| exercise of belligerent rights, and carrying on what might be called a 
| — justum bellum. Anybody dealing with a man under those circumstances 

| aS a pirate, and putting him to death, would, be contended, be guilty 

of murder”) BE wy | 
 . ‘Phe distinguished jurist, who then sat upon the woolsack, described : 

-. in that speech one legal effect of this hastily issued Proclamation with 4 
- . gudoubted correctness. Itrelieved Englishmen orforeignersin England, | 

| and Englishmen on insurgent cruisers carrying on war against the | 
- United States, from the penalties of a high class of felonies. . Lord | 

_ Lyndhurst, one of the most eminent predecessors of Lord Campbell, in | 
| an opinion in the House of Lords in 1853, cited with respect by Sir | 

a George Cornwall Lewis, (himself one of Lord Palmerston’s Cabinet,) | 
—- said: “Tf a number of British subjects were to combine and con- | 

spire together to excite revolt among the inhabi*tants of afriendly [61] | 
| State, * * * and these persons, in pursuance of that con- = | 

--« Spiracy,- were to issue manifestoes and proclamations for the purpose of ! 
_ carrying that object into effect; above all, 7f they were to subscribe money - i 

for the purpose of purchasing arms to give effect to that intended enterprise, | 
- I conceive, and I state with confidence, that such persons would be | 

guilty of a misdemeanor, and liable to suffer punishment by the laws. | 
of this country, inasmuch as their conduct would tend to embroil the ° | 
two countries together, to lead to remonstrances by the one with the | | 
other, and ultimately, it might be, to war. * * * Foreigners resid: | 
ing in this country, as long as they reside here under the protection of 
this country, are considered in the light of British subjects, or rather — : 
subjects of Her Majesty, and are punishable by the criminal law pre-— 

> cisely in the same manner,'to the same extent, and under the same a 
 g@onditions as natural-born subjects of Her Majesty. * * * ‘The | 

offense of endeavoring to excite revolt against.a neighboring State is 
an offense against the law of nations. No writer on the law of nations 

-. states otherwise. But the law of nations, according to the decision of 
our greatest judges, is part of thelaw of England”! oo | 

 ..- *Phe United States will close this branch of the examination [62] | 
ut iawe view, LY Citing the language of Mr. Bright in the House of — | ! 

— aes" Commons, on the 13th of March, 18652 “Going back | 
. nearly four years, we recollect what occurred when the news arrived of " 

the first shot having been fired at Fort. Sumter. That, I think, was | 
. about the 12th of April. Immediately after that time it was announced 

 - that a new minister was coming to this country. Mr. Dallas hadinti- 
-- mated to the Government that, as he did not represent the new President, | 

he would rather not undertake anything of importance; but that his | 
.... ‘guecessor was on his way, and would arrive on such a day. When a 

man leaves New York on a given day you can calculate to about twelve | 
| hours when he will be in London. Mr. Adams, I think, arrived in | 

London about the 13th of May, and. when he opened his newspaper 
7 next morning he found the Proclamation of Neutrality, acknowledging 

the belligerent rights of the South. I say that the proper course to 

a 1On Foreign Jurisdiction and the Extradition of Criminals; by the Right Hon. Sir 
George Cornwall Lewis, Bart., M. P., London, 1859, page 66. el | 

2Vol. V, pages 639,640. BE | ee | |
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| have taken would have been to wait till Mr. Adams arrived here, and : 

| to have discussed the matter with him ina friendly manner, explaining | 

| the ground upon which the English Government had felt themselves 

- pound to issue that proclamation, and representing that it was not done _ 
in any manner as an unfriendly act toward the United States 

[63] Government. But no *precaution whatever was taken. It was | 
co done with unfriendly haste, and had this effect: that it gave So 

comfort and courage to the conspiracy at Montgomery and at Rich mond, - 

and caused great grief and irritation among that portion of the people 
of America most strongly desirous of maintaining amicable and friendly 

-_- xelations between their country and England.” a 
-..- The United States have made this review of the Course me sovereign 

pursued by Great Britain in recognizing the insurgents as imation tot | 

-- belligerents, with no purpose of questioning the sovereign “™* | 
right of that Power to determine for itself whether the facts at that 
time justified such a recognition. Although the United States strenu- | 
ously deny that the facts as they then were known to Her Majesty’s 

Government did justify that Government in conferring upon the rebel- : 

| lious citizens of the United States the privilege of belligerents, and 

still less justified it in counseling France to do the same thing, yet they a 

- recognize and insist that (in the language of the President to Congress 
on the 6th day of December, 1869) a ‘nation is its own judge when to 
accord the rights of belligerency, either to a people struggling to free > 

themselves from a government they believe to be oppressive, orto inde- = 

, -- pendent nations at war with each other”? _ ) mE 

--f64] ~~ -But while thus firmly insisting upon the sover*eign rights an 

--* ". " of independent nationality, they also maintain “that the right- 
fulness of such an act depends upon the occasion and the circumstunces, = 

| and it is an act, like the sovereign act of war, which the morality ofthe 

public law and practice requires should be deliberate, seasonable, and = =. 
just, in reference to surrounding facts ;”? and “ they regard the conces- 
sion of belligerency by Great Britain as a part of this case only so far | 

as it shows the beginning and animus of that course of conduct which _ : 

| resulted so disastrously to the United States.” a 
Viewed in this light, the United States, with deep and unfeigned = 

regret, have been forced to conclude, from all the circum-  jyisucdeithan 

stances, that Her Majesty’s Government was actuated at ™typmtee 
that time by a conscious unfriendly purpose toward the United States. 

‘In the language af a continental publicist, “L’Angleterre a 6té bien 
- -pressée de faire usage de son droit strict pour constater eS 

: | ° Zoe a Ge 23 172. _ Mr. Rolin-Jacque- . 
solennellement que ’Union Américaine était é¢branlée, et myasonthe qreen’s i 
donner aux insurgés, ce que le monde entier a considér6 
tout au moins comme un appui moral; * * Vacte a été posélavellle 

| du jour ot le nouvel ambassadeur américain, M. Adams, devait = 
[65] débarquer 4 Londres, et au moment ot: positivement lesinsurgés 
" " -pexistaient pas comme puisance navale, ot ils n’avaient de 

- marine et de tribunaux de prise que sur le papier.”* ns RRP 
- This precipitate and unfriendly act of Great Britain did not go forth = 
alone. On the 6th of May, 1861, five days before the re. - 
ceipt of the authentic copy of the President’s Proclama- duct of Great PRE 

tion, Lord John Russell instructed Lord Cowley, the British rations efi Coe 
Ambassador at Paris, to ascertain whether the Imperial “°° 7" pose 

‘1 Annual Message of the President to Congress, 1869. sy 
_. #Mr. Fish to Mr. Motley, September 25, 1869. Vol. VI, page 4.0 Be 

| 3Mr. Fish to Mr. Motley, May 15, 1869. Vol. VI, page 1. - os ey oe 
4De la neutralité de la Grande-Bretagne pendant la guerrre civile américaine d’apr ‘s | 

_. M, Montague Bernard, par G. Rolin-Jacquemyns, page 11. . :
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Government was disposed to make a joint endeavor with Her Majesty’s 
oo Government ‘‘to obtain from each of the belligerents [observe that the 2 

insurgents were styled “ belligerents” seven days in advance of the Queen's 
_ proclamation] a formal recognition of the second and third articlés of. | 

oO the Declaration of Paris.” | re EY 
| _ Lord Cowley, on the 9th of May, informed Lord John Russell that : 

| “the Imperial Government concurred ‘entirely in the views of Her 3 
| Majesty’s Government, and would be prepared to join Her Majesty's | 2 

Government in endeavoring to obtain-of the belligerents a formal ! 
_ recognition of the second and third articles, of the Declaration of | 

7 Paris”? a ee Se ee | Oe 
| _ This proposition to open direct negotiations *with the insur- [66] 

; gents was the second step in the joint action which had been = | | 
agreed upon. For reasons which Her Majesty’s Government is ina - 

- position to explain, but which can only be. conjectured by the United =| 
States.and by the Tribunal, care appears to have been taken to prevent | 
the knowledge of it from reaching the Government of the United | 

| States, | a . | : oe | | 
ro On the receipt of the information from Lord Cowley, Lord John Rus- | 

Sell prepared at once a draught of instructions to Lord Lyous, the Brit-. | 
ish Minister at Washington, and, on the 16th of May, sent them to. | 

| Lord Cowley to be submitted to the Emperor’s Government.” OS 2 
= _ On the next day Lord Cowley replied that he had seen M. Thouvenel, | | 

| the Minister for Foreign Affairs, and added: ‘ M. Thouvenel had already | | 
| _ written to M. Mercier [the French Minister at Washington] in the same _ | 

terms as your Lordship proposes to address your instructions to Lord — | 
_. Lyons. I need hardly add that His Excellency concurs entirely in the | 

| draught.” a | | | 
. On the 18th of May Lord John Russell hastened to send his instruc. | | 

tions to Lord Lyons. He told him “to encourage the Government” of | 
the United States “in ‘any disposition which they might evince = | 
to recognize the Declaration of Paris in *regard to privateering ;” [67] 

- and he added that ‘* Her Majesty’s Government do not doubt that ! 
they will, without hesitation, recognize the remaining articles of the | 

, declaration.” He continued: “You will clearly understand that Her | 
_ Majesty’s Government cannot accept the renunciation of privateeringon 
‘the part of the Government of the United States, if coupled with the | 

oo condition that they should enforce its renunciation on the Confederate | 
 .- States, either by denying their right to issue letters of marque, or by | | 

/ interfering with the belligerent operations of vessels holding from them | 
such letters of marque;” and he closed by instructing Lord Lyons to | 

—_ take such means as he might judge most expedient to transmit to Her. | 
Majesty’s Consul at Charleston or New Orleans a copy. of a previous | 

a dispatch of the same day, in order that it might be communicated to | 
Mr. Jefferson Davis at Montgomery. Lord Lyons had no instructions — | 

“.. to show to Mr. Seward the dispatch from which these citations have | 
7 been made, and it evidently was contemplated that he should notex- hibitit, | ees eS oe. | 

_ He was, however, to read to him the previous instructions of the same | 
date referred to in that dispatch, and to leave a‘copy with him, if de- ! 

| sired. These previous instructions, numbered 136, may be found — i” 
_ on the 107th page of the first of the accom*panying volumes. It — [68] | 

_ was not only to be shown to Mr. Seward, but a copy of it wastobe = ! 
a shown to Mr. Jefferson Davis. The attention of the Tribunal of Arbi- | 

| 1Vol. I, page 49. 2Vol.I, page 0. _ . §Vol. I, page 51. a
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tration is, in this. connection, particularly invited to the fact that these — 
| instructions, numbered 136, contain nothing indicating a design on the 
-. part.of the British Government to put itself in communication with the 

insurgent authorities, nothing to induce Mr. Seward to think that: they 
-.- were other than what, on their face, they purported to be,a commun. - 

cation from the-Government of Great Britain to the Government of the 
- United States, through the ordinary diplomatic channel. as oo 

It is not improbable. that.the' Arbitrators may be of opinion that the | 
use of the British Legation at Washington for such @ PUL- | nyo instructions to. . 

- - pose was an act which the United States would have been we pein tarded | 
| justified in regarding asa cause of war. It was, to say the semectwer 

least, an abuse of diplomatic privilege, and a violation, in the person of | 
-Her Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, of the | 

| duties of neutrality which Her Majesty’s Government was about to im-_ | 
| pose upon her subjects. a ee, mens 

~ Before relating what Lord Lyons did, under these instructions, it.is_ 
necessary to pause in order that the Tribunal may be informed what | 

| ' Mr. Seward and Mr. Adams had been doing in the same a 
[69] *matter simultaneously with the proceedings which have been - 

we detailed. 2. 2. | ae ee . 
- -_In the year 1854 the Government of the United States submitted to . | 

| the principal maritime nations two propositions, soliciting yomer nesota: 
| their assent to them as permanent principles of intefna- {ory Neere is 

: tional law. These propositions were, that free ships should. Conse of Pans | 
. make free goods; and that neutral property on board an enemy’s ves- a 

: sel should not be subject to confiscation unless contraband of war.” 
Great Britain, being then at war with Russia, did not act upon these 

propositions ; but in the Congress which assembled at Paris when the 
peace of 1856 was made, Great Britain and the other nations, parties to | 

- the Congress, gave their assent to them, and to two other propositions— . 
the abolition of privateering, and the necessity’ of efficiency to the 
legalization of a blockade. It was also agreed that the four propost- 

-. tions should be maintained as a whole and indivisible, and that the 
Powers who might accede to them should accede to them as sucht | | 
. Great Britain then joined in inviting the United States to give its ad- 

— hesion to the four indivisible points. The Washington Cabinet of that : 
| | day replied that the United-States was willing to assent to allthe = 

- [70] propositions, except the one re*lating to privateering, as being, 
| in fact, recognitions of principles which had always been maintain- es 
ed by them; but that they could not consent to abolish privateering with, oe 
out a further agreement to exempt private property from capture on the - 
high seas ; and they proposed to amend the declaration of the Congress 

_ ‘of Paris in that sense, and offered to give their adhesion to it when so 
- amended. — Sp gente ewe ey a res 

---:* In January, 1857, the proposals of the United States not having been 
acted upon, their Minister at London was directed to suspend negotiae 
tions until the new President, Mr. Buchanan, could examine the sub- 
‘ject; and the suspension continued until after Mr. Lincoln was inau- 
 gurated. a! Be . es | 
~ On the 24th of April, 1861, less than two months after Mr. Lincoln’s ac- : 

| cession to. power, Mr. Seward resumed the suspended negotiations by in- 
structing Mr. Adams? (similar instructions being given to the Ministers of — | 
the United States to the other maritime powers) to give an unqualified | 

/ ---: 124th Protocol, April 16, 1856, Congress of Paris. a - 
oo. od .. * Vol. I, page 44... - ae - oe | 

| §. Ex. 31——3 > _ | | BS
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| assent to the four propositions, and to bring the negotiation to a speedy : 
and satisfactory conclusion. | | oe, JP eS | 

. —< Owing, probably, to the interruption in the communications between =| 
| ‘Washington and New York when the dispatch of April 24 was). | 

| written, Mi. Adams does not appear.to have been able to *com- — [71] ! 
| muuicate his instructions to Lord John Russell before the 21st of | 

May. He then informed Lord John that be had received instructions 2 
| to negotiate, which be would “submit to his consideration if there was 

any disposition to pursue the matter further.” Lord John Russell “ ex- | 
pressed the willingness of Great Britain to negotiate, but he seemed to 

_ desire to leave the subject in the hands of Lord Lyons, towhom he | 
intimated that he had already transmitted authority. to assent to any | 

' —-s odification of the only point in issue which the Government. of the | | 
United States might preter.”1. He did not inform Mr. Adams that he ! 

. also proposed to open negotiations with the insurgents, nor had Mr. | 
_ Adams reason to suspect that fact. (© 2 ©2502 22 © ts | 

| Matters were thus suspended in Londen, to enable Lord Lyons to ! 
work out Lord John Russell’s instructions at Washington and. in Rich- | 

| Lord Lyons received the dispatches of the 18th of May on the 2d of 
June,? and at once conferred with Mr. Mercier.. It was agreed that | 
they should try to manage the business so as to prevent “an inconven- 

_ jent outbreak fom the Government” of the United States. He then | 
notified Earl Russell of what they proposed to do, and informed him of | 
the instructions to Mr. Adams on this subject. He also intimated a 
that it would. be unreasonable *to expect that the insurgents [72] | 
should abandon privateering, unless “in return for some great =. 
concession.” What concession remained to be given except recognition | 

| of national independence ? EE os | 
~ It was not until the 15th of June that Lord: Lyons and Mr. Mercicr | 

: “hora svons’s inter communicated the purport of their instructions to. Mr. Sew-. | 
mew with Mr sew. ard In a joint interview, of which we have Mr. Seward’s | 

oe account* and Lord Lyons’s account,°? both dated the 17th of | 
: June. These accounts do not differ materially. The action as to the — : 

British Minister was this: Lord Lyons stated that he was instructed to 
read a dispatch to Mr. Seward and to leave a copy with him if desired. | 
My. Seward refused to permit the dispatch to be read officially, unless | 
he could first have an opportunity te acquaint himself with its contents. 
Lord Lyons handed him Lord John Russell’s No. 136 for the purpose of | 

-  --_- gnofficial examination. Mr. Seward saw that it spoke of the insurgents | 
ag belligerents, and on that ground refused to permit it to be officially | 

|  gommunicated to him. He added that he preferred to treat the ques- _ : 
. tion in London, and Lord Lyons left with. him, unofficially, a copy of | 

Lord John Russell’s 136, in order that he might more intelligently in- 
a struct Mr. Adams. De es LOSS yy SEE | 
: - The instructions thereupon written to Mr.*Adams arein the [73] | 

Co same tone. Mr. Seward expresses regret that the britishand | | 
ce French governments should have seen fit to take joint action in the | 

_ matter; he refuses to admit that there are two belligerent parties to the 
a struggle; he expresses regret that Great: Britain did not await the - | 

OS arrival of Mr. Adams before instructing Lord Lyons, as Mr. Adams’s | 
7 instructions covered the whole ground; but be nowhere manifests a | 

knowledge of the purpose of Great Britain to enter into communica- | 

| 1Vol. 1, page 52. 2Vol. I, page 55. 3 Vol. I, page 56. 7 | | 
| _ 4Vol. I, page 60. .. 'Vol. I, page 62... *Vol. I, page 208, |
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tions with the insurgents at Richmond. That was studiously concealed 
from him. : | | rr ee 

The negotiations were then transferred again to London, to the “ pro- 
found surprise”! of Mr. Adams. They were protracted |. 

- there until the 19th of August, when Lord Russell informed negotiations. vith | 
Mr. Adams that Great Britain could only receive the assent." 

: of the United States to the Declaration of Paris upon the condition that | | 
| Her Majesty should not thereby “‘undertake any engagement which 

| should have any bearing, direct: or. indirect,” upon. the insurrection. a 
Phe United: States declined to be-put upon a different footing from that a 
of the forty-two independent Powers:enumerated in Lord Russell’s No. . 7 
136 to Lord Lyons, whose assent had been received. without conditions, _ 
ss. and the negotiations dropped. = op oe 

_ ‘f¥4) ss * The arbitrators will thus perceive that Her Majesty’s Govern-_ 
ment, having recognized the insurgents as belliger- .- . 

ents, felt itself bound to receive the assent of the United siredts legalize pe 

States to the declarations of the Congress of Paris only “|| % 

conditionally, so.as to have no bearing upon letters of marque that might | 
—. beissued by the insurgents. But they will also observe. that the two 

7 steps of the: recognition of belligerency and the invitations to assent to. | 
the second and third clauses in the declarations were taken simultane- 
ously, in accordance with a previous arrangement for joint action ; and 
it is not impossible that they may come to the conclusion that Her | 

_ Majesty’s Government, when the insurgents were recognized as belliger- 
ents, contemplated that they would proceed to issue letters of marque, | 
and intended to legalize those letters in the eye of British law, and to oe 
countenance the bearers of them in the destruction of American com- | 
merce. SO | ee ee wl a 

Meanwhile Lord Lyons had not forgotten his instructions to sécure 
the assent of Mr. Jefferson.Davis to the second and third rules of the : 

_ Declaration of Paris.; = 0 : : 
 -:On-the 5th of July he sent.instructions to Mr. Bunch, British Consul 

at Charleston,.to ‘obtain fromthe existing government in _ gegotistions at 
o> those [the insurgent] States securities concerning the Mmm 

[75] proper treatment of neutrals.”! He inclosed a copy of *Lord | _ 
— . Russell’s 1386. Headvised Mr. Bunch not to goto Richmond, but = 

to communicate through the governor of the State of South Carolina; | 
and he accompanied this with ‘‘a long private. letter on the same sub- | 
ject.” ?The nature of that private letter may be gathered from what - 
Mr. Bunch did. Cs | 

He put himself and his French colleague at once in communication | 
| with a gentleman who was well qualified to serve his purpose, but who. : 

was not the governor of South Carolina. They showed to this agent ad 
- Lord John Russell’s dispatch to Lord Lyons, and Lord Lyons’s official . 

and private letters to Mr. Bunch, and they told him that the step to be cae 
taken was one of “ very great significance and importance.”. The agent = = 
asked them whether they ‘were prepared to receive an official. act ee 
which should be based upon their request, thus giving: to the Confeder- RS 

| ate Government the advantage before the world of. such an implied re- OU: 
- cognition as: this would afford.” * They replied that. they “wished a . 

spontaneous declaration ;” “that to make this request the declared basis a 
_of the act-would be to proclaim. this negotiation, and the intense jeal- oe 
ousy of the United States was such that ‘this would be followed by the ns 
revocation of their exequaturs,” which they wished to avoid ; that could ~ 

| 1 Vol. I, page 71. 2 Vol. I, page 123... 8 Manuscript in Department of State. |
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only look upon this step as the initiative toward a recognition, | 
yet the object of their Government being to reach that *recogni- [76] ! 

: tion gradually, so as not.to give good ground for a breach, this __ | 
indirect way was absolutely necessary.” And they added, “Allwe | 
have a right to ask is that you shall not give publicity to this negotia- ! 

| tion; that we nor our Governments should be upon the record.” | 
_ Their agent, being thus possessed of their views, went to Richmond, 
with Lord Lyons’s letters and Lord Russell’s dispatch, and while there _ | 
he secured the passage, in the insurgent congress, of resolutions partially 
draughted by Mr. Jefferson Davis, which declared. their purpose to | 

* observe principles toward neutrals similar to the second and third rules | 
. of the Declaration of Paris; that blockades to be binding must be 

effectual ; and that they “maintained the right of privateering”” In com-_ : 
8 municating this result to Lord Lyons, Mr. Bunch said, “ The wishes of 

Her Majesty’s Government would seem to have been fully met, for, as | 
no proposal was made that the Confederate Government should abolish — ! 
privateering, it could not be expected that they should do so of their own - | 
accord, particularly as it is the arm upon which they most rely for the injury | 

— of the extended commerce of their enemy.” The United States think that | 
| the tribunal of Arbitration will agree with Mr. Bunch, thatit | 

was *not expected that the insurgents would, abolish priva- [77] : 
 teering. — a - es ee a | 

| ~ The Tribunal of Arbitration cannot fail to observe that the proposi- | 
tions which were made in these negotiations to the Government of the | | 
United States were communicated. to the insurgents, while pains were | 

| taken to conceal from the United States the fact that negotiations were | 
| opened at Richmond; that Earl Russell refused to receive the assent. of | 

_ the United States to the Declaration of Paris, except upon conditions: : 
| derogatory to their sovereignty; and that Lord Lyons was instructed to | 

| secure the assent of the Government of the United States to the four ~ | 
ss prineiples laid down by the Declaration of Paris, while he was_in- | 
structed, as to the insurgents, to secure their assent only to the second, : 

| third, and fourth propositions; .and had no instructions to take steps to. : 
| prevent privateering or to induce the insurgents to accept the first rule | 

. in the Declaration of Paris, although it had been agreed that the rules | 
, should be maintained as a whole and indivisible, aud that the Powers | 

who might accede to them should accede to them as such. The practi- | 
| eal effect of this diplomacy, had it been successful, would have been the | 

destruction of the commerce of the United States, (or its transfer to the _ | 
British flag,) and the disarming a principal weapon of the United | 

| * States upon the ocean, should a continuation of this: course of [78] | 
insincere neutrality unhappily force the United States into a war... | 

. Great Britain was thus to gain the benefit.to its neutral commerce of | 
| the recognition of the second and third articles, the rebel privateer | 

|  eruisers were. to be protected, and their devastation legalized, while the | 
- United States were to be deprived of a dangerous weapon of assault : 

- upon Great Britain. | a | SO a o 
When the whole story of these negotiations was understood by Mr. 

| Adams, he wrote to hisGovernment as follows: | CO 
- “It now appears plainly enough that he wanted, from the first, to get | 

saunas com the first article of the Declaration of Paris out of the nego- | 
ments. tiation altogether, if hecould. But he did not say a word of | 

. this tome atthe outset, neither was it consistent with the position hereto- ! 

- _-- 1 Unpublished manuscript in the Department of State at Washington. oo : 
: . #Vol. I, page 137. ~ - § Vol. I, page 136... 4Vol. I, page 103. © |
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fore taken respecting the necessity of accepting the declaration “pure and 
| simple’ What I recollect him to have said on the 18th of May was, 

7 that it had been the disposition of his Government, as communicated to 
Lord Lyons, to agree upon almost any terms, respecting the first article, 
that might suit the Government of the United States.. When reminded 

7 of this afterward, he modified the statement to mean that the | 
[79] article might be omitted altogether. It now *turns out, if we 

| may judge from the instructions, that he did not precisely say 
either the one thing or the other. Substantially, indeed, he might mean ; 

| that the general law of nations, if affirmed between the two Govern- © | 
ments, would, to a certain extent, attain the object of the first article of 
‘the Declaration of Paris, without the adoption of it as a new principle. | 
But he must have known, on the day of the date of these instructions, | | 

| — which is the very day of his first conference with me, and four days after | | 
the issue of the Queen’s Proclamation, that the Government of the — 
United States contemplated, in the pending struggle, neither encourag- 
ing privateers nor issuing letters of marque; hence that such a propo- | 
sition would only complicate the negotiation for no useful purpose what-. 

‘ever. Besides which, it should be borne in mind that the effect, if 
adopted, would have been, instead of a simple adhesion to the Declara- 
tion of Paris, to render it necessary to reopen a series of negotiations 

| for a modification of it between all the numerous parties to that instru- | 
. ment. Moreover, it is admitted by his Lordship that no powers had — 

| been given to make any convention at all—the parties could only agree. 
Yet, without such powers, what was the value of an agreement? For. 

So the Declaration of Paris was, by its very terms, binding only be- 
-- [80] tween parties who acceded to it as *a whole. Her Majesty’s Gov- . 

: | ernment thus placed themselves in the position of a party which | 
proposes what it gives no authority to perform, and which negotiates —. 
upon a basis on which it has already deprived itself of the power: to | 
 gonelude. | , eno 

| __ * How are we to reconcile these inconsistencies? By the terms of the | _ 
~Queen’s. Proclamation his lordship must have been aware that Great | 

_ Britain had released the United States from further responsibility for 
‘the acts of its new-made belligerent that was issuing letters of marque, | 
ag well as from the possible offenses of privateers sailing under its flag; | 
and yet, when the Government of the United States comes forward and 
declares its disposition to accept the terms of the Declaration of Paris, 

‘pure and simple, the Government of Her Majesty cannot consent to ~~ 
receive the very thing that they have been all along asking for, because 

| it might possibly compel them to deny to certain privateers the rights | 
| which may accrue to them by virtue of their voluntary recognition of 

them as belonging to a belligerent power. Yet it now appears that, on | 
| the 18th of May, the same Government-was willing to reaffirm the law. | 

of nations, which virtually involved the very same difficulty. on the one | 
-. hand, while on the other it had given no powers to negotiate a new con- 

— vention, but contemplated a simple adhesion to the old declaration | 
{81} on *the part of the United States. The only way by whichI can | 

re _ explain these various involutions of policy with aproperregard  —«s_—- 
‘to Lord Russell’s character for straightforwardness, which [ have no dis- 
position to impugn, is this: He may have instructed Lord Lyons prior 

~ to the 18th of May, the day of our first conference. Icertainly received 
the impression that he had done so. Or he may have written the paper | 
before one o’clock of that day, and thus have referred to the act asa 

| thing completed, though still within his power, in order to get rid of the 
| proposition to negotiate directly here. OfthatI donot pretend to judge.
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7 But neither in one case nor in the other was there the smallest intima- | 
| tion of a desire to put in any caveat whatever of the kind proposed in. | 

: his last declaration. That seems to have been an afterthought, sug- | ( 
+ gested when all other obstacles to the success of a negotiation had been | 

“That it originated: with Lord Russell I cannot credit consistently , 
with my great respect for his character. OS oo : 
“That it was suggested after his proposed consultation with his col- a 

- leagues, and by some member who had in view the defeat of the nego. 
| tiation in the interests of the insurgents, I am strongly inclined to ~ | 

| believe. The same influence may have been at work inthe earlier | 
| stages of the business *as well as the latest, and have communi- [82] J 

cated that uncertain and indirect movement which Ihave com- - 
- mented on, not less inconsistent with all my notions of his lordship’s = 

character than with the general reputation of British policy.” : 
| The partial purpose which was thus disclosed in the first official act 

content tetwoen OF the Queen’s Government, after the issue of the proclama- 
, conduct of Great TOM. of neutrality, appears often in the subsequent conduct | 

sritain. toward the | a _ Wy : 1 tee | 

baredsives nue OF that Government, | - | 
| ward “violators of Thus, when, a few months later, an officer of the Navy of | 

—— the insurgent inter the United States had taken from the deck of a British ves- / 
| sel on the high seas four prominent agents traveling on an | 

errand that, if successful, would result in disaster to the United States, .. 
against which they were in rebellion, the course of the British Cabinet | 

| indicated an unfriendliness.so extreme as to approach to a desire for | 
| war. The news of this reached both countries at about the same time. 

In the United States, while there was some excitement and some mani- 
¥ festation of pleasure, Lord Lyons bears witness to the moderation of | 

the tone of the press. Mr. Seward immediately wrote Mr. Adams to | 
acquaint him that the act of Captain Wilkes was unauthorized, and Mr. | 
Adams communicated this fact to Lord Russell. I : 
_*The excitement in England, on the contrary, was intense,and [83] 
was fanned into animosity by the press. Although without in- © | 
formation as to the purpose of the Government of the United States, | 
peremptory instructions were immediately sent to Lord Lyons to de- | 
mand the release of the four gentlemen, and to leave Washington withall | 

| - the members of the legation, if the demand was not complied with in | 
seven days? — ee ee : 

| ~ In anticipation of a refusal, vessels of war were hurriedly fitted out = 
, at the naval stations, and troops were pressed forward to Canada. In | 

the midst of this preparation Lord Russell received from Mr. Adams | 
| official information that the act had not been authorized by the Govern. , 

| ment of the United States; but this intelligence was suppressed, and — | 
- public opinion was encouraged to drift into a state of hostility toward | 

| the United States. The arming continued with ostentatious publicity ; | 

the warlike preparations went on, and the peremptory instructions to | 

Lord Lyons were neither revoked nor in any sense modified. ara | 

oO ‘Contrast this conduct of Great Britain with reference to a violation 7 

ef British sovereignty that had not been authorized or assumed by. the ; 

a ‘Government of the United States, and that, to say the least, could... ~ ! 

. be plausibly defended by reference to *the decisions of Sir Wil- [84 | 

-ltLord Lyons to Earl Russell, Nov. 25,1861, Blue Book No. 5, N orth America, 1862, : 

Lars Part Russell toLord Lyons. Same, page il. | ee OO | 
_ %Earl Russell to Lord Lyons. Blue Book No. 5, North America, 1862, page 3. !
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liam Scott,! with its course concerning the open, undisguised, oft-re. 

 . peated, flagrant, and indefensible violations of British sovereignty by 

the agents of the insurgents in Liverpool, in Glasgow, in London, in Nas- 
- gau, in Bermuda, it may almost be said wherever the British flag could | 

_ give them shelter and protection. When the information as to the Flor- | 
ida was.conveyed to Her Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for For- | 

eign Affairs, he interposed no objection to her sailing from Liv- 
_ {85} . erpool. When the overwhelming *proof of the complicity of the 

—' . Alabama was laid before him, he delayed to act until it was teo . 
late, and then, by his neglect to take notice of the notorious criminals, : 
he encouraged the guilty Laird to construct the two rebel rams—the : 

_ keel of one of them being laid on the same stocks from which the Ala- : 
bama had just been launched.?, When the evidence of the character 

_ and destination of those rams was brought to his notice, he held it for - 
almost two months, although they were then nearly ready to go to sea, 
and then at first refused to stop them. Wiser and more just counsels — 
prevailed four days later’ And when Mr. Adams, under instructions | 

from his Government, transmitted to Karl Russell convincing proof of | 
_. a deliberate attempt to establish within the lithits of this kingdom . 

|Great Britain] a system of action in direct hostility to the Governinent. 
of the United States,” embracing “not only the building and fitling 
out of several ships of war under the direction of agents especially com- | 

| missioned for the purpose, but. the preparation of a series of measures , 
under the same auspices for the obtaining from Her Majesty’s subjects _ , 
the pecuniary means essential to the execution of those hostile | 

 projects,”’. Lord Russell refused to see in the inclosed papers | 
[86] any *evidence of those facts worthy of his attention, or of the _ 

action of Her Majesty’s Government.® a 

It is not surprising .that the consistent course of partiality toward = 
the insurgents, which this Minister evinced throughout the struggle, oot 

_ should have drawn. from Mr. Adams the despairing assertion that =| 
he was “permitting himself to be deluded by what I cannot. help 

_ thinking the willful blindness and. credulous, partiality of the British — | 
.. authorities at Liverpool. rom experience in the past I have little or no : 

| confidence in any application that may be made of the kind.”™ The prob- | 

tT he Atlanta, 6 Charles ‘Robinson’s. Reports, page 440. On the receipt of the news | 
in Londen, the: Times of November 28, 1861, published a leading article which con- - | 
tained some statements worthy of note. Among other things it said: “Unwelecomeas 

. the truth may be, it-is nevertheless a truth, that we have ourselves. established a sys- 

: tem of International Law which now tells against us. In high-handed and almost . 
' despotic manner we have, in former days, claimed privileges over neutrals which have. ~ 

at different times banded all the maritime powers of the world against us. We have | 
insisted even upon stopping the ships of war of neutral nations, and taking British | 
subjects out of them; and an instance is given by Jefferson in his Memoirs in which 

_ two nephews of Washington were impressed by our cruisers as they were returning, 
from Europe, and placed as common seamen under the discipline of ships of war. We | 
have always been the strenuous asserters of the ‘rights of belligerents over neutrals, —— 
and the decisions of our courts of law,.as they must now be cited by our law officers, 

_ have been in confirmation of these unreasonable claims, which have called into being ~ ~ 
confederations and armed neutralitics against us, and which have always becn modi- | 
fied in practice when we were not supreme in our dominion at sea. Owing tothese — - 

| facts the authorities which may be cited on this question are too numerous and too | 
uniform as to the right of search by belligerent ships of war over neutral merchant 

: vessels to be disputed. . — .* ee Bey a *  * eo 

“Tt is, and it always has been, vain to appeal to old folios and bygone authorities _ 
_ in justification of acts which every Englishman and every Frenchman eannot but feel 

— to be injurious and insulting.” See also the case of Henry Laurens, Dip. Cor. of Revo- 
lution, Vol. I, page 708, et seq. Bo . ar. | 

Os ?Mr. Dudley to Mr. Seward, Vol. TI, page 315.0 8 VOL. HI, page 363, — 

4Vol. I, page 562. ’Vol. I, page 962. ~~ © Vol. I, page 578... 7 Vol. I, page 529,
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able explanation of Lord Russell’s course is to be found in his own | 
. declaration in the House of Lords: “There maybe one end of the war: | 

| that would prove a calamity to the United States and to the world, and | 
especially calamitous to the negro race in those countries, and. that | 

| would be the subjugation of the South by the North.”! He did not | 
desire that the United States should succeed in their efforts to obtain 
that result. The policy of Great Britain, under his guidance, but for ! 

_ the exertions and sacrifices of the people of the’ United States, might = 
| have prevented it. / | 3 . co | 

- The insincere neutrality which induced the Cabinet of London to | 
We Rotmarcenee L&Sten to issue the Queen’s Proclamation upon the _ eo | 

| myns on the British @VE of the day that Mr. * Adams was to arrive in Lon- [87] | 
| | don, and which prompted the counselings with France, 

and the tortuous-courses as to the Declaration ef the Congress of Paris | 
- which have just been unraveled, has been well described by Mr. Rolin- | 

— , Jacquemyns: “ Liidéal du personage neutrarum partium, ’est le juge | 
- qui, dans Vapologue de Vhuitre et les plaideurs, avale le contenu du | 

‘mollusque, et adjuge les écailles aux deux belligérents. I] n’est @aueun | 
parti, mais il s’engraisse serapuleusement aux dépens de tous deux. | 

7 ‘Une telle conduite de la part dun grand peuple peut étreaussiconforme — | 
| aux précédents que eelle du vénérable magistrat dont parle la fable. | 

Mais quand elle se fonde sur une loi positive, sur une régle admise, e’est | 
une preuve que cette regle est mauvaise, comme contraire dla science, 

, ala dignité et a la solidarité humaine.”? _ OS re 
| , ‘This feeling of personal unfriendliness toward the United States in | 

the leading members of the British Government continued during a | 
| Jong portion or the whole of the time of the commission or omission of | 

acts hereinafter complained of. - . | | 
- Thus, on the 14th day of October, in the year 1861, Earl Russell * | 

proof of unfrien SAId, In a public speech made at Neweastle: “We .- | | 
| Pos or the Bin HOW see the two parties (in the *United States) con- [88] 

| Cabinet. tending together, not upon the question of slavery, — : 
- . though that I believe was probably the original cause of the quarrel, 

. “not contending with respect to free trade and protection, but contend- = 
| ‘ing, as so many States in the Old Worid have contended, the one side | 

~ for empire.and the other for independence. [Cheers.| Far beit from = | 
-us:to set ourselves up as judges in such a contest. But I cannot help | 
asking myself frequently, as [ trace the progress of the contest, to what | 

| —  good.end can it tend? |[Hear! Hear!] Supposing the contest to end» | 
oe in the reunion-of the different States ; supposing that the South should | 

- agree to.enter again the Federal Union with all the rights guaranteed 
to her by the.Constitntion ; should we not then have debated over again 2 
the fatal question.of slavery, again provoking discord. between: North - 

«and South? * * * But, on the other hand, supposing thatthe Fed- | 
eral Government completely conquer and subdue the Southern States ; ) 

-. supposing that be the result of a long military contlict and some years | 
_ of civil war; would not the national prosperity of, that country, to a | 

_ great degree, be destroyed? -* * * If such are the unhappy results : 
which alone can be looked forward to from the reunion of these different | 
parts of the North American States, is it not then our duty, . 

oe though our voice, and, indeed, *the voice of any one in this | [89] 
so country, may be little listened to—is it net the duty of men who. > ~ 

| —  LVolL IV, page 535. | a | | ne OO 
| 2De la néutralité de la Grande-Bretagne pendant la guerre civile américaine, Vaprés 2 

M. Montague Bernard, par. G. Rolin-Jacquemyns, page 13. | me | 
8 London Times, October 16, 1861. | Oe 

| | | |
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were so lately fellow-citizens—is.it not. the duty of men who profess a a 
| regard for the principles of Christianity—is it not the duty of men who | 

wish to preserve in perpetuity the sacred inheritance of liberty, to en- 
- deavor to see whether this sanguinary.conflict cannot be put an end to ?” 

. Mr. Gladstone also spoke at Neweastle on the 7th day of October, | 
1862. It is scarcely too much to say that his language, as well as much 

. of the other language of members of Her Majesty’s Government. herein 
- guoted, might well have been taken as offensive by the United States. 

He said:1 ‘* We may have our own opinions about slavery; we may be 
for or against the South; but there is no doubt that Jefferson Davis 
and other leaders of the South have made an army, They are making, 

/ it appears, a navy; and they have made what is more than either—they _ - 
have made a nation.. [Loud cheers.|.* * * We may anticipate. 

> owith certainty the success of the Southern States so far as regards their | 
separation from the North. [Hear! Hear!] I cannot but believe that 
that event is as certain as any event yet future and contingent can 

os be.” [Hear! Hear!) | as ee 
—. [90] *In a debate in the House of Lordson the 5th of February, | 

— -.- 4863, Lord Russell said :? pe | | | —_ 
 - . «There is one thing, however, which I think may be the result of the 

| struggle, and which, to my mind, would be a great calamity. That is 
the subjugation of the South by the North. If it were possible that a 

| the Union could be re-formed;.if the old feelings of affection and at- | 
tachment toward it could be revived in the South, I, for one, would be 

| glad to see the Union restored. If, on the other hand, the North were / 
to feel that separation was finally decreed by the events of the war, I | 
‘should be glad to see peace established upon those terms. But there 
may be, I say, one end of the war that would prove a calamity to the — 

' United States and to the world, and especially calamitous to the negro | 
race in those countries, and that would be the subjugation of the South — 
by the North.” ry oe a os 

. Jn a spirited debate in the House of Commons on the 27th of March, _ 
1863, Mr. Laird, the builder of the Alabama, and of the rams which 
were afterward seized, arose and attempted to justify his courseina 
 -gpeech which was received-with prolonged cheering and satisfaction by 

a large portion of the House. Among other things which he then a 
[91] said, and which were received as *expressive of the views and : 

sentiments of those who cheered him, was the following? | 
«J will allude to a remark which was made elsewhere last night—a | | 

remark, I presume, applying to me, or to somebody else, which was 
| utterly uncalled for. [Hear!]. I have only to say that I would rather 

be handed down to posterity as the builder of a dozen Alabamas than as | 
the man who applies himself deliberately to set class against class [loud - 
cheers| and to cry up the institutions of another country, which, when =~ 
they come to be tested, are of no value whatever, and which reduced | 

‘liberty to an utter absurdity.” [Cheers. | . ; . Oo : 

Two years later, on the 13th day of March, 1865, the course of this | 
~member of the British House of Commons, and this extraordinary scene, 
were thus noticed by Mr. Bright: ¢ Co 

“Then I come to the last thing I shall mention—to the question of | 
the ships which have been preying upon the commerce of the United = 
States. I-shall confine. myself to that one vessel, the Alabama. She a 

| was built in this country; all her munitions of war were from this | 
country; almost every man on board her was a subject of Her Majesty. 

7 ' London Times, October 9, 1862. — 2Vol. IV, page 535. oa ) 
- London Times, March 28,1868. = = ¢ Vol. V, page G41...
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| She sailed from one of our chief ports. She is reported to have, - + 
been built by a *firm in whom a member of this House was, and, {927 

. I presume is, interested. Now, sir, Ido not complain. I know” 
| that once, when I referred to this question two years ago, when my hon- 

_ orable friend, the member for Bradford, brought it forward in this House, _ 
| the honorable member for Birkenhead |Mr. Laird] was excessively angry. 

I did not complain that the member for Birkenhead had struck upa 
friendship with Captain Semmes, who may be described as another sailor 
once was of similar pursuits, as being ‘the mildest mannered man that 

a ever scuttled ship.’ Therefore I do not complain of a man who has an 
acquaintance with that notorious person, and I do not complain, and did 
not then, that the member for Birkenhead looks admiringly upon the 
greatest example which men have ever seen of the greatest crime which 
men have ever committed. I do not complain even that he should | 

_ _ applaud that which is founded upon a gigantic traffic in living flesh and 
blood, which no subject of this realm can enter into without being deemed 

| * a felon in the eyes of our Jaw and punished as such. But what Ido. - 
_. complain of is this: that the honorable gentleman, the member for 

Birkenhead, a magistrate of a county, a deputy lieutenant—whatever 
, that may be—a representative of a constitaency, and having a=” 

_ seat in this ancient and Jonorable assembly—that *he should, as [93] 
_ I believe he did, if concerned in the building of this ship, break == 

. the law of his country, driving us into an infraction of International 
| ‘Law, and treating with undeserved disrespect the Proclamation of Neu-. , 

—. trality of the Queen. Ihave another complaint to make, and in allusion — 
7 to that honorable member. Itis within your recollection that when on 

the former occasion he made that speech and defended his course, he 
declared that he would rather be the builder of a dozen Alabamas than 

- do something which nobody had done.. That language was received , 
with repeated cheering from the opposition ‘side of the House. Well, 
sir, l undertake to- say that that was at least a very unfortunate cir- 

| cumstance, and I beg to tell the honorable gentleman that at the end of 
the last session, when the great debate took place on the question of 

: Denmark, there were many men on this side of the House who had no_ 
objection whatever to see the present Government turned out of office, 

| for they had many grounds of complaint against them; but they felt it — 
| impossible that they should take the responsibility of bringing into office. 

the right honorable member for Buckinghamshire or the party who could — 
utter such cheers on such a subject as that.” — Bn 
On the 27th of March, 1863, in a debate in the *House of Com- [94] — 

‘mons on the fitting out of these piratical cruisers, Lord Palmer- . | | 
ston said:' > | Re IE Pye gees 

. “There is no concealing the fact, and there is no use in disguising it, 
that whenever any political party, whether in or ont of office,in the - 
United States, finds itself in difficulties, it raises a cry against England 
as a means of creating what, in American language, is called ‘ political _ 
capital’ That is a practice, of course, which we must deplore. Aslong- 
as it is confined to their internal affairs we can only hope that, being | 
rather a dangerous game, it will not be carried further than is intended, — 
When a government or a large party excite the passions of one nation 
against another, especially if there is no just cause, it is manifest that 
such a course has a great tendency to endanger friendly relations between 
the two countries. We understand, however, the object of these pro- — 
ceedings in the present instance, and therefore we do not feel that irri- 

ee | ps — Vol. IV, page 530. _ 2
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tation which might otherwise be excited. Butif this cry-is raised for — | 
~ the purpose of driving Her Majesty’s Government to do something which | : 
_-- may be contrary to the laws of the country, or which may be derogatory . 
a _ to the dignity of the country, in the way of altering our laws for | 7 

[95] the purpose of pleasing another gov*ernment, then all I can say | 
.. is that such a course is not likely to accomplish its purpose.” 
On the 30th of June, 1863, Mr. Gladstone, in the course of a long | 

- speech, said:) ee oe ne 
“Why, sir, we must desire the cessation of this war. No man is jus- . 

_° tified in wishing for the continuance of a war unless that war has.a just, | 
| an adequate, and an attainable object, for no object is adequate, no object - | 

is just, unless it also be attainable. We do not believe that the restora- 
tion of the American Union by force is attainable. I believe that the | . 

public opinion of this country is unanimous upon that subject. [No !] | 
‘Well, almost unanimous. I may be right or I may be wrong—I do not _ 
pretend to interpret exactly the public opinion of the country. I ex- . 
press in regard to it only my private sentiments. But 1 will go one step. - | 
further, and say I believe the public opinion. of this country bears 

_ very strongly on another matter upon which we have heard much, | 
namely, whether the emancipation of the negro race is an object that | 
can be legitimately pursued by means of coercion and bloodshed. Ido. a 

' not believe that a more fatal error. was ever committed than when men— => ; 
of high intelligence I grant, and of the sincerity of whose philanthropy. . 

— I, for one, shall not venture to whisper the smallest doubt— . 
[96] *came to the conclusion that the emancipation of the negro race — a 

. was to be sought, although they could only travel to it. by a sea oo 
of blood. Ido uot think there is any real or serious ground for doubt OS 
as to. the issue of this contest.” a or ae : 
In the same debate, Lord Palmerston, with an unusual absence of | 

caution, lifted the veil that concealed his feelings, and said:2 oe 
| —“ Now, it seems to me that that which is running in the head of the B, 

_ honorable gentleman, [Mr. Bright,] and which guides and directs the . 
whole of his reasoning, is the feeling, although perhaps disguised to —__ 

_ binself, that the Union is still in legal existence; that there are not in- 
America two belligerent parties, but a legitimate government and.are-. . - 
bellion against that government. Now, that places the two parties in. oe 
a very different position from that in which it is our duty to consider. | 

As late as the 9th of June, 1864, Earl Russell said? in the House of. 
Lords: Ls | | : cs 

“Jt is dreadful to think that hundreds of thousands of men are being. - 
_ slaughtered for the purpose of preventing the Southern States from act-. nn 

ing on those very principles of independence which in 1776 were asserted 
—» by the whole of America against this country. Onlyafew years, - 

_ [97] ago the *Americans were in the habit, on the 4th of July, of cel- | 
_  ebrating the promulgation .of the Declaration of Independence, | 

and some eminent friends of mine never failed to make eloquent and - ) ; 
stirring orations on those occasions. . I wish, while they keep up a use- os 
less ceremony—tfor the present generation of Englishmen are notrespon- ’ 

_ sible for the War of Independence—that they had inculcated upon their | - 
own minds that they should not go.to war with four millions, five mil- _ | 
lions, or six millions of their fellow-countrymen who want to put the - | 
principles of 1776 into operation as regards themselves”, =... - 

The United States have thus presented for the consideration of the - | 

4 Vol. V, page 666, Vol, V, page 695. = 8 Vol. V, page 507. -
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Tribunal of Arbitration the publicly expressed sentiments of: the lead- 
ing members of the British Cabinet of that day. Lord Palmerston was 

ss the -recognized head of the Government. Earl Russell, who, at the. | 
commencement of the insurrection, sat in the House of Commons as | 

— Lord Jobn Russell, was during the whole tinie Her Majesty’s Principal 
‘Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, specially charged with the ex- | 
pression of the views and feelings of Her Majesty’s Government on | 
these questions. Both were among the oldest.and most tried statesmen 

| of Europe. Mr. Gladstone, the present distinguished chief of the 
Government, was then the *Chancellor of the Excheqner; and [98]. | 
Lord Campbell, well known in both hemispheres as a lawyer and — | | 
as a lover of letters, sat upon the woolsack when the contest began. | 

— Lord Westbury, who succeeded him in. June, 1861, was the chief coun- 
selor of the policy pursued by the British Goverment. These gentlemen : 

.  ° Were entitled to speak the voice of the governing classes of the Empire; 
and the United States have been forced with sincere regret to the con-  - 

a . viction that they did express the opinions and wishes of much of the —_ 
cultivated intellect of Great Britain. ea | 

_ The United States would do great. injustice, however, to the senti- | 
Oo ments of their own people did they fail to add, that some of the most 

| eloquent voices in Parliament were raised in behalf of the principles of | 
: freedom which they represented in the contest; and that members of | 

| | the governing classes most elevated in rank and distinguished in intel- | 
lect, and a large part of the industrial classes, were understood to sym- | 
pathize with them. They caunot, however, shut their eyes to the fact, 

| and they must ask the Tribunal of Arbitration to take nots, that, with 
. the few exceptions referred to, the leading statesmen of that country,and — | 

| nearly the whole periodical press and other channels through which the | 
. British cultivated intellect is accustomed to influence public. _ 

- affairs, *sustained the course of the existing Government -in the — [99] | 
| unfriendly acts and omissions which resulted so disastrously to... | 

+. .the United States. The United States compiain before this Tribunal - | 
only of the acts-and omissions of the British Government. They refer | 
to the expressions and statements from unofficial sources as evidence of — | 
a state of public opinion, which would naturally encourage the members | 
of that Government in the policy and. acts of which the United States | 

| complain. — ee Ce ae a | | 

| It is not worth while to take up the time of the Tribunal of Arbitra- 

| _ tion, by an inquiry into the reasons for this early and long-continued | 
unfriendliness of the British Government, toward a goverment which — | 
was supposed to bein sympathy with its political and moral ideas, and 

sO toward a kindred people with whom it had long maintained the attitude | 
7 of friendship. They may have been partly political, as expressed in | 
- Parliament by an impetuous member, who spoke of the bursting of the 

| ' bubble republic,! (for which be received a merited rebuke from Lord 
Bee John Russell); or they may have been those declared. without rebuke 
i : ata later date in the House of Commons by the present Marquis of | 
| Salisbury, then Lord Robert Cecil, when he said? that ‘‘ they [the |. 
oo people of the South*ern States] were the natural allies of this [100] 
: country, aS great producers of the articles we needed and great. _ | 

consumers of the articles we supplied. The North, on the other hand, 
| kept an opposition-shop in the same departments of trade as ourselves;” | 

, or they may have been those announced by Earl Russell last year, when 

- _ : 1 Hansard, 3d series, Vol. 163, page 134. Bn | 
7 .  *Same, page 276... 5 Vol. V, page 671, _ |
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saying, “It was the great object of the British Government to preserve : 
 - for the subject the security of trial by jury, and for the nation the legi- 

- timate and lucrative trade of ship-building.” a 

Without pursuing an inquiry in this direction, which, at the best, would - 

be profitless, the United States invite the careful attention “Gomchiziona 

-_ of the Arbitrators to the facts which appear in the previous _ | 
pages of this Case. In appoaching the consideration of the third branch - 
of the subjects herein discussed, in which the United States will en- 

- deavor to show that Great Britain failed in her duties toward the United | 
States—as those duties will be defined in the second branch thereof—the | 
Tribunal of Arbitration will fiid in these facts circumstances which 

~ eould not but influence the minds of the members of Her Majesty’s Gov- | 
ernment, and induce them to look with disfavor upon efforts to 

[101] repress the attempts of British subjects, and of *other persons, - 
| to violate the neutrality of British soil and waters in favor of | 

the rebels. | | So _ oe 7 
~ Some of the members of the British Government of that day seem to 
have anticipated the conclusion which must inevitably be drawn from 

_ their acts, should the injuries and wrongs which the United States have 
suffered ever be brought to the adjudication of an impartial tribunal. 

7 Lord Westbury (appointed Lord High Chancellor on the death of | 
- Lord Campbell, in June, 1861) declared, in the House of Lords, in 1868, 

that “the animus with which the neutral Powers acted was the only true | 
criterion. The neutral Power might be mistaken; it might omit to do 
something which ought to be done, or direct something to be done which : 

ought not to be done; but the question was whether, from beginning to 
end, it had acted with sincerity and with a real desire to promote and an 

preserve a spirit of neutrality. * * * He [Mr. Seward] said, in | 
effect, ‘Whether you were a sincere and loyal neutral was the question | 
in dispute, and that must be judged from a view of the whole of your 
 eonduct. I do not mean to put it merely upon the particular transac- | 

tion relative to the Alabama. I insist upon it in that case undoubtedly ; a 

‘but I contend that, from beginning to end, you had an undue 
-{102] preference and predilection for the Confederate States; *that you _ 

7 “were therefore not loyal in your neutrality; and I appeal to the 
precipitancy with which you issued your Proclamation, thereby involv- 
ing a recognition of the Confederate States as a belligerent power, as a | 
proof of your insincerity and want of impartial attention’ And now, - 
could we prevent him from using that document for such a purpose? | 

_ How unreasonable it was to say, when you go into arbitration, you shall | 
not use a particular document, even as an argument upon the question | 
whether there was sincere neutrality or not.” | ee 

Such is the use which the United States ask this Tribunal to make of 
the foregoing evidence of the unfriendliness and insincere neutrality of 

the British Cabinet of that day. When the leading members of that | 
- Cabinet are thus found counseling in advance with France to securea 

joint action of the two governments, and assenting to the declaration | 
of a state of war between the United States and the insurgents, 

- pefore they could possibly have received intelligence of the pur-— : 
poses of the Government of the United States; when it is seen that 

the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs advises the | 
[103] representatives of the insurgents as to the course to be *pursued 
— to obtain the recognition of their independence, and at the same . . 

1 Earl Russell’s Speeches and Dispatches, Vol. II, page 266. : : 
| 2 Hansard’s Parliamentary Debates, 3d series, Vol. CXCI, pages 347, 348. |
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time refuses to await the arrival of the trusted representative of the  __ 
United States before deciding to recognize them as belligerents; when 

he is found opening negotiations through Her Majesty’s diplomatic. 
representative at Washington with persons in rebellion against the 

| United States; when various members of the British Cabinet are seen _ 
_ to comment upon the efforts of the Government of the United States — 

to suppress the rebellion in terms that indicate a strong: desire that. 
. those efforts should not succeed, it is not unreasonable to suppose that, 

: when called upon to do acts which might bring about results in conflict | 
With their wishes and convictions, they would hesitate, discuss, delay, | 

- ° and refrain—in fact, that.they would do exactly whatin the subsequent _ 
ls, pages of this paper it will appear that they did do. — - es |



fF PART 
THE DUTIES WHICH GREAT BRITAIN, AS A NEURTAL, 

SHOULD HAVE OBSERVED TOWARD THE UNITED — | 
| STATES. Ba oe res ea WG 

The second branch of the subject, in the order in which the United — 
_ States desire to present it to the Tribunal of Arbitration, Tie Queen's Prod 
involves the consideration.of the duties which Great Brit- larnation ‘recor | 
ain, as a neutral, should have observed toward the United onder “me aw ct 
States during the contest. However inconsiderately and?" 7 
precipitately issued, the Proclamation of Neutrality recognized the ob- 

_ ligation, under the law of nations, to undertake the performance of oe 
_ those duties, and it becomes important to have a correct understanding 

of their character. - 7 Se, . | : 
In attempting to define these duties, it is natural, first, to endeavor = - | 

to ascertain whether Great Britain itself has, by legislative Geox Britain has - 
or. official acts, recognized any such obligations; and next ‘tcomized its able 
to inquire whether the canons of international law, as ex- *¥* : 7 oo 
pounded by publicists of authority, demand of a neutral, the observance | 
of any other or broader rules than have been so recognized. The coe 
United States will pursue the examination in this order. re 

| They find, first, an evidence of Great Britain’s conception of its ae 
_ [106] duties as a neutral in the Foreign *Enlistment Act | ee the” 8 

- which was enacted in 1819, and was in force during forcen Enlistment 
the whole of the Southern rebellion. BE OUI SAE 
_it must be borne in mind, when considering the municipallaws of 

_ Great Britain, that, whether effective or deficient, they are cso t ee 
but machinery to enable the Government to perform the signed to aida go" cae 
international duties which they recognize, or which may: nee of internationel Ot 
be incumbent upon it from its position in the family of ““* a oo 
nations. The obligation of a neutral state to prevent the violation of me 
the neutrality of its soil is independent of all interior or local law. The 
municipal law may and ought to recognize that obligation; butitcan 
neither create no destroy it, for it is an obligation resulting directly = 
from International Law, which forbids the use of neutral territory for 
hostile purpose. _ | | | Oe 

The local law, indeed, may justly be regarded as evidence, as far as it) 
goes, of the nation’s estimate of its international duties; but it is nop == 
to be taken as the limit of those obligations in the eye of the law of — 

~ nations. | | a ce | 
_ ‘It is said. by Lord Tenterden, the distinguished Secretary of the. - 
British High Commissioners, in his memorandum attached _ ; Co \ 2 ° oe Histery of Foreign | to the report? of Her Majesty’s Commissioners upon Enlistment Act of | 

_ [107] the neutrality law,> *that the neutrality law of the “” me 
United States formed the foundation of the neutrality of England.‘ oo 

“The act for the amendment of the neutralty laws,” he says, “was mon 

- 1 Ortolan, Diplomatie de la mer, vol. 2, page 215. | Co 
2 Vol. LV, page 79. — | | — | oo 7 

» 8VoLIV, page 93, Appendix No. 3, by Mr. Abbott, now Lord Tenterden. | ae 
.. *¥Vol. TV, page 124. (en | oo
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| introduced by Mr. Canning on the 10th of June, 1819, in an eloquent 
oe speech, in the course of which he said, ‘It surqly could not be forgotten 

a that in 1793 this country complained of variols breaches of neutrality | 
. _ (though much inferior in degree to those now under consideration) | 

_ committed on the part of subjects of the United States of America. | 
What was the conduct of that nation in consequence? Did it resent — | 
the, complaint as an infringement of its independence? Didit refuse | 
to take such steps as would insure the immediate observance of neutral-_ 
ity? Neither. In. 1794, immediately after the application from: the | 

| _ British Government, the Legislature of the United States passed an | 
act prohibiting, under. beavy penalties, the engagement of American | 

| citizens in the armies. of any belligerent Power. Was that the only 
a instance of the kind? It was but last. year that the United States 

passed an act by which the act.of 1794 was confirmed in every respect, 
| again prohibiting the engagement of their citizens in the service of any 

| foreign Power, and pointing distinctly to the service of Spain or. : 
 , the South American Provinces”! It appears from the*whole [108] | 

| tenor of the debate which preceded the passage of the act that. ° — 7 
its sole purpose was to. enable the Executive to perform with fidelity the | 
duties toward neutrals which were recognized as imposed upon the Govern- | 

_ ment by the Law of Nations. = = i SE : 
_. The United States assume that it will be conceded that Great Britain | 

| Great Britain WaS bound to.perform all the duties of a neutral toward the | 
: ibe duties recomized United States which.are.indicated in this statute. If this. 

_ bytarac. obligation should be.denied, the United States beg to refer 
the Tribunal of Arbitration. to the declaration of Earl Russell in his 

a communication to Mr. Adams of August 30, 1865, where he? “lays down 
with confidence the following proposition :” “That the Foreign Enlist- 

oo ment Act is intended in aid of the duties * * of a neutral nation,”? 
They also refer to Lord Palmerston’s speech-in the House of Com nrons, 
July 23, 1863,4 in which he says: “The American Government ‘have a 

| distinct right to expect that a neutral will enforce its municipal law; if 
| it be in their favor.” de A Ae ee ee ee a 

Indeed, Great Britain is fully committed to this principle in its deal- _ 
| ings with other Powers. Thus, during the Crimean war, Her Majesty’s 

Government, feeling aggrieved at the aets of the Prussian Government 
in tolerating the furnishing of arms and other contraband of =~ 

_- war to Russia, were *advised by the Law Officers of the Crown [109] | 
a that they might justly remonstrate against violations ef Prussian =. 

| | . After these declarations. by. British. authorities, it will searcely be 
contended that the United States had not the right to expect, and to 

| demand of Great Britain the performance of the measure of duty re- 
cognized by existing municipal laws, however inadequate those laws | 

a might be as an expression of international obligations: © 
The British Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819 consisted of twelve  sec-: 

- __, tions, written in. the verbiage which the customs of Eng- _ 
ne Duties recognized . eye. (a oo oq les 

a by Foreign “rity land make necessary.in the jaws providing for the punish- | 
| —. Ment. of crimes. These sections relate to four.distinet sub-’ 

jects. First, they repeal all former statutes; secondly, they define the _ 
— acts which the British legislators regarded as acts which a neutral ought 

. not to permit to be done within. its jurisdiction; thirdly, they provide’ 
| modes for prosecuting persons found.guilty of committing the acts — 

| | Vol. IV, pages 123,124. Wool, Ill, page 549. 
| | 8 Vol TW, page 550.00. A Vol. VV, page 695. Poe | pe : "  & Harl Granville to Count Bernstorff, September 15,1870. ae
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: whieb are prohibited by the statute; and they indicate the punishments. 
which may be inflicted upon them when convicted; fourthly, they 
exempt certain parts of the Empire from the operation of the stat- 

[110]. .*This Tribunal need take no notice of the penal portions of the oo 
_ ° statute, which affect only the relations between the State and — 

those Who: owe allegiance to its laws by reason of residence within its, | 
- territory. The United States will therefore confine themselves to at- 

tempting to deduce from the statute the definitions of the principles, 
and the duties, which are there recognized as obligatory on the nation | 
in its relations with other Powers. -The adjudicated cases often disre- 
gard the distinction between the duties of a neutral, however defined, © 
and the proceedings in its courts against persons charged as criminals 

for alleged violations of its laws for the preservation of neutrality. Even | 
some of the best publicists, in referring to this class of decisions, have 

- not always remembered that, while in the former we have only to do. 
with principles of public law, in the latter we are dealing with the evi- | 

_ dence necessary for the conviction of an offender. Bearing this dis- _ 
7 tinetion in mind, the Tribunal of Arbitration may be able to reconcile 

many apparently conflicting authorities, and arrive at just conclusions. 
The acts which, if committed within the territory of the neutral, are 

to be regarded as violations of its international duties, are enumerated in . 
-. the second, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth sections of the statute. : 
{111] *Translating this statutory language into the expressions com- oe 

monly employed by publicists and writers on International Law, 
this statute recognizes the following as acts which ought to be prevent- 

- ‘ed within neutral territory during time of war. _ oo ae - 
| “1. The recruitment of subjects or citizens of the neutral, to be em-. : 

. ployed in the military or naval service of a foreign Government or of | . 
persons assuming to exercise the powers of government over any part. 
of foreign territory; or the acceptance of a commission, warrant, or | 
appointment for such service by such persons; or the enlisting or agree- 

_ ing to enlist in such service; the act in each case being done without 
_ the leave or license of the Sovereign. | : | — 

, _ 2. The receiving on board a vessel, for the purpose of transporting: 
_. from-a neutral port, persons who may have been so recruited or com-_ 

missioned ; or the transporting such persons from a neutral port. Au- 
| thority is given to seize the vessels violating these provisions. | * 

— 3. The equipping, furnishing, fitting out, or arming a vessel, with | 
- intent or in order that it may be employed in the service of such for- 

| cign Government, or of persons assuming to exercise the powers of gov- . 
: 7 ~ ernment over any part of -a foreign country, as a transport or 

_ [112] store-ship, or to *cruise or carry on war against a. power with , 
| which the. neutral is at peace; or the delivering a commission: 

for such vessel, the act in each case being done without the leave or 
license of the Sovereign. —. ne | | ee 

4, The augmenting the warlike force of such a vessel of war by add. . | 
ing to the number of guns; by changing. those on board for ether, © 

' gons, or by the addition of any equipment of war, if such vessel atthe : 
trme of its arrival in the dominions of the neutral was a vessel of war) | 
in the service of such foreign Government, or of such persons, the act 
being done without the leave or license of the Sovereign. © pe | 

- , VWohIV,page86 _ Oo 
2 It may interest the members of the Tribunal of Arbitration to. see in this eonnec-: 

tiou an abstract of the acts whicl.are made penal. by the United. States Neutrality: 
| Law of 1818. The law itself will be found: in Vol. TV, pages $0-92. The abstract.is ,
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ss *During the insurrection, as will be seen hereafter, this act [113] | 
| novel Commmtesion WAS; by the construction of the English courts, = | 

to reviseForeienrn- Stripped of its effective power. The United States repeat- 
Listment Act of 1819. . ° . ° . See ae 

| "edly and in vain invited Her Majesty’s Government to | 
| amend it. Although these calls proved abortive during the contest | 

| ’ with the South, the appalling magnitude of the injury which had been / 
. inflicted by British-built and British-manned cruisers uponthecommerce 

7 ‘ and industry of a nation with which Great Britain was at peace . | 
_. appears to have awakened its senses, and to have impelled it to take | 

. some steps toward a change. In January, 1867, the Queen’s Commis-. | 
' glon was issued to some of the most eminent of the British lawyers and | | 

| _ Judges, authorizing them to inquire into and consider the character, | 
| working, and effect of the laws of the Realm, available for the | | 

, _ *enforcement of neutrality, during the existence of hostilities be- [114] ! 

taken from President Grant’s Proclamation of Neutrality in the late Franco-German | 
» war, dated October 8, 1870. °° : 7 | ee an 

| “By the act passed on the 20th day of April, A. D. 1818, commonly known as the | 
| ‘Neutrality Law,’ the following acts are forbidden to be done, under severe penalties, 

, within the territory and jurisdiction of the United States, to wit: rene 
J, Accepting and exercising a commission to. serve either of the said belligerents | 

/ by land or by sea against the other belligerent. | 
_ 2, Enlisting.or entering into the service of either of the said belligerents as a | 

soldier, or aS @ marine or seaman on board of any vessel of war, letter of marque, or. | 
privateer. a a es oo - | 

7 | “3, Hiring or retaining another person to enlist or enter himself in the service of | 
either of the said belligerents:as a soldier, or.as a marine or seaman on board of any | 
vessel of war, letter of marque, or privateer. | a . —— | 

- “4, Hiring another person to go beyond the limits or jurisdiction of the United = | 
| States with intent to be enlisted as aforesaid. = Ce 

_“%, Hiring another person to go beyond the limits of the United States with the in- 
| tent to be entered into service as aforesaid... . | 

| “6. Retaining another person to go beyond the limits of the United States with in- | 
tent to be enlisted as aforesaid. Oo | ee SG | 

_-  . #7, Retaining another person to go beyond the limits of the United States with 
_ intent to be entered into service as aforesaid. (But thesaid act is not to be con- 

strued to extend toa citizen or subject. of cither beHigerent who, being transiently | 
within the United States, shall, on board. of any vessel .ef war, which, at the time of | ! 

| its arrival within the United States, was fitted and equipped as such vessel of war, | 
a _ enlist, or enter himself, or hire, or retain another subject or citizen of the same bellig-' 

: _ erent, who is transiently within the United States, to enlist, or enter himself to serve 
: _ such: belligerent on board such vessel of war, if the United States shall then be at | 

peace with such belligerent.) — | | 
eo “8, Fitting out and arming, or attempting to fit out and arm, or procuring to be 

_ - fitted out and armed, or knowingly being concerned in the furnishing, fitting out, or | 
| arming of any ship or vessel, with intent that such ship or vessel shall be employed in 2 

_ the service of either of the said belligerents.. | | | ce | 
_ “9, Issuing or delivering a commission within the territory or jurisdiction of the | 

United States for any ship or vessel to thé Intent that she may be employed as afore- 
-  gaid. ~ - - oe ; poe | 

4 10. Incréasing or augmenting, or procuring to be increased or augmented, or ~— 
| knowingly being concerned in increasing cr augmenting, the force of any ship of war, | 

: etuiser, or other armed vessel, which at the time of her arrivel within the United. | 
a States was a ship of war, cruiser, or armed vessel in the service of either of the said | 

oo belligerents, or belonging to the subjects or citizens of either, by adding to the num- : / 
7 ber of guns of such vessels, or by changing those on board of her for guns of a larger | 

caliber, or by the addition thereto of any equipment solely applicable to war, ! 
| “)1, Beginning or setting on foot or providing or preparing the means for any mili- | 

tary expedition or enterprise to be carried on from the territory or jurisdiction of the. | 
oe United States against the territories or dominions of either of the said belligerents.” | | | 
a ‘The Tribunal of Arbitration will also observe that the most important part of the- ! 
oe American act is-omitted in the British act, namely, the power conferred by the eighth sec- | 

«tion on the Executive to take possession of and detain a ship without judicial process,andto 
| | use the military and naval forces of the Government for that purpose, if necessary. Earl + : 

_*-‘Russell is understood to have determined that. the United States should, in no event, a 
have the benefit of sich a summary proceeding, or of any remedy that would. take | 
away the trial by jury.—Speeches and Dispaiches of Earl Russell, Vol. I, page 266. a |
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tween other States with whom Great Britain might be at peace, 
and to inquire and report whether any and what changes ought to be a 

: made in such laws for the purpose of giving to them increased efficiency, a 
; and bringing them into full conformity with international obligations! _ 

 _ That Commission held twenty-four sittings, and finally reported that => 
the old Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819 was capable of Report of tac 

| improvement, and might be made more efficient by the Commission. 
enactment of several provisions set forth in the report.” | 

s,s Among other things the Commission recommended that it be 
[115] made a statutory offense to “fit *out, arm, dispatch or cause to be oo 

- -. dispatched, any ship, with intent or knowledge that the same shall 
or will be employed in the military or naval service of any foreign 

- . Power in any war then being waged by such Power against the subjects 
or property of any foreign belligerent Power with whom her Majesty = _ 

po shall.not then be at war.”> It was also proposed to make it a statutory 
offense to “build or equip any ship with the intent that the same shall, after 

7 being fitted owt and armed, either within or beyond Her Majesty's Domin- | 
ions, be employed as aforesaid ;”* and it was proposed that the Executive 
should be armed with summary powers similar to those conferred upon | 
the President of the United States by the eighth section of the act of | 
1818. It was further proposed to enact that “in time of war no vessel 
employed in the military or naval service of any belligerent, which 
shall have been built, equipped, fitted out, armed, or dispatched 

/ contrary to the enactment, should be:admitted to any port of Her 3 
| Majesty’s Dominions.” oo -_ ee | 

| The Tribunal of Arbitration will not fail to observe that these recom- 
mendations were made by a board composed of the most eminent.judges, — 7 

jurists, publicists, and statesmen of the Empire, who had been in ao 
| [116] public life and had participated*in the direction of affairs in Great _ i 

7 .. Britain during the whole period of the Southern rebellion; and | 
that they were made under a commission which authorized these distin: 
guished gentlemen to consider and report what changes ought be made aan 
in the laws of the Kingdom, for the purpose of giving to them increased Ae 
efficiency, and bringing theminto full conformity with the international obli.  _ 
gations of England. The Tribunal of Arbitration will search the whole of | 
that report, and of its various appendices, in vain, to find any. indication Te 
that that distinguished body imagined, or thought, or believed that the es 

-- measures which they recommended were not “in full conformity with oe 
international obligations.” On the contrary, the Commissioners say _ 
that, so far as they can see, the adoption of the recommendations will 

'* bring the municipal law into full conformity with the international obli- | 
gations. Viewing their acts in the light of their powers and of their aa 

, instructions, the United States feel themselves justified in asking the - | 
Tribunal to assume that that eminent body regarded the acts which | | 
puey proposed to prevent by legislation, as forbidden by International = 

| - The report of the Commissioners was made in 1868, but was not acted Se 

upon until after the breaking out of the late war between” ae Forcien Ex - 
_.. Germany and France. On the 9th.of August, 1870, BsmmentActor sz 

| [117] Parliament *passed “An act to regulate the conduct of Her Ma- — 
-.. jesty’s subjects during the existence of hostilities between foreign = 

_ States with which Her Majestyisat peace.” Thisact,which maybefound —_... 

a. 1 Vel IV, page 79. . 2 Vol. IV,-page 80. Vol. IV, pages 80,81. =, _ 
oan *VolL LV, page 8l. - ® Vol. IV, page 82... 6Vol IV, page82. 6. =|
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in Volume VEI,! embodies the recommendations of the Commissioners. | 
which are cited above, except that which exeludes a ship which has 

| been illegally built or armed, &c., &e., from Her Majesty’s ports. 
_. Soon after the enactment of this statute, a vessel called the ‘ Inter-. 

Jidicat construe DAtional,” was proceeded against for an alleged violation of 
| tion of that act. ity ~ provisions. The case came before Sir Robert J. Philli. | 

more, one of Her Majesty’s Commissioners who signed the report in 1868. __ 
_ -_In rendering his decision on the 17th of January, 1871, he said: “ This 

statute, passed during the last session, under which the authority of 
this court is now for the first time evoked, is, in my judgment, very im-- 
portant and very valuable; strengthening the hands of Her Majesty’s  _ 
Government, and enabling them to. fulfill more easily than heretofore that 
particular class of international obligations which may arise out of the con- 
duct of Her Majesty’s subjects toward belligerent Foreign, States, with 
whom Her Majesty is at peace”? 

*These eminent commissioners and this distinguished jurist [118] — 
have chosen their words with the precision which might have | 

7 been expected of them. They declare that, in the execution of the / 
commission, they have only sought to bring the law of England. into 

| harmony with the law of nations. Their functions ceased when they 
recommended. certain changes with that object. in view. Parliament | 
then took up the werk and adopted their. suggestions. . Then, as if to | 

- prevent. all misapprehension, one of ‘the commissioners, acting aS a | 
- judge, held that the act of 1870 is intended to bring the law of the 
realm into harmony with the international duties.of the Sovereign. | 

~The United States confidently submit that the new  provisicns, in- | 
eo caiomat tow SCLted in the act of 1870, were intended, at least as against 
isapatof the com the British Government, as a re-enactment of the law of 

| ~ nations, as understood by the United States to be applica. ~ 
ble to the cases of the Alabama, and other ships of war constructed in 

 ngland for the use of the insurgents. ge a ae 
- - They conceive that Great Britain is committed to the doctrines there- 

in stated, not merely by the articles of International Law expressed in 
its statutes, but also by the long-settled Common Law of England con- 
firmed by acts of Parliament.  .. . | ee 

- - *The act of 7 Anne, ch. 12, enacted in consequence of the viola- [119] _ 
- tion of the law of nations by the arrest for debt of the Ambas- 

_ gador of the Czar, Peter the Great, in London, is prominent in the. 
| history of the legislation of Great Britain.? ..  - Be 

| Lord Mansfield, commenting on this act in the case of Triquet vs. 
| Buth, 3 Burrow’s Reports, p. 148, says that this act was but declaratory. 

. All that is new in this. act is the clause. which gives a summary juris- 
. diction for the punishment of the infraction of the law. He further 

remarks that the Ambassador, who had. been arrested, could have been 
discharged on motion. This act of Parliament was passed. as an apology 
from the nation. It was sent to the Czar, finely illuminated, by au Am- 

| bassador Extraordinary, who made.the national excuses in.an. oration. | 
“The act was not occasioned by any doubt. whether the law of nations, 

. particularly the part relative to public ministers, was not part of the 
| - law of England, and not intended to vary an. iota from it.” Lord Mans- 

 fiéld further says, in reference. to the case of Brevot vs. Barbot, that 

. “TVol.VIL,pagehe 
2London Times, January 18, 1871. See also Admiralty and Ecclesiastical Reports, 

oe Vol. 3, page 332. ‘See also Report of the Debate on the Foreign Enlistment Act in the 
House of Conimons, in the London Times of August'2, 1870; © 7 

_ ®See Phillimore’s International Law, vol. 2, ch. 8, section 194, — we SEE
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‘Lord Talbot declared “that the law of nations, in its full extent, was 
part of the law of England;” and adds, “ I remember, too, Lord Hard- 

wick declared his opinion to the same effect, and denying that Lord 
[120] Chief *Justice Holt.ever had any doubt as to the law of nations . | 

being part of the law of England, upon the occasion of the arrest 
- of the Russian Ambassador”t = oe | . 

‘To the same effect is the remark of Lord Tenterden, when he says | 
: “ that the act of Anne is only declaratory of the common law. It must, 

therefore, be construed according to the common-law, of which the law 
of nations must be deemed a part.”* moon - 

| Blackstone states the doctrine in general terms as follows: “The law: : 
of nations is a system of rules, deducible by natural reason, and estab- | 

__ Jished by universal consent among the civilized inhabitants of the world, 
in order to decide all disputes, to regulate all ceremonies and civilities, 
and to insure the observance of justice and good faith, in that intercourse | 
which must frequently occur between two or more independent States, | 
and the individuals belonging to each. | es re 

% * OR ae ns * | 

| “In arbitrary States this law, wherever it contradicts, or is not pro- 
: vided for by the municipal law of the country, is enforced by the 

— [121] Royal Power; but since in England no Royal Power *can intro- 
a duce a new law or suspend the execution of the old, therefore the . 

Jaw of nations (whenever any question arises which is properly the | 
object of its jurisdiction) is here adopted in its full extent by the 
common law of the land. And those acts of parliament which have | 
from time to time been made to enforce this universal law, or to facili- | 
tate the execution of its decisions, are not to be considered as intro- ~ | 
ductive of any new rule, but merely as declaratory of the old funda- | 
mental constitutions of the Kingdom; without which tt must cease to be 
a part of the civilized world”? — a : re 

— In the presence of these authorities it cannot be doubted that the 
law of nations enters integrally into the common law of England, and 
that any enactment by Parliament on this point derives force only from 
its conformity with the law of nations, having no virtue beyond that, 
except in so far as such enactment may afford means for the better en- 

. forcement of that law within the realm of England. © 
| That eminent judge and jurist, Lord Stowell, even goes so far as to ne 

say that, while an act of Parliament can affirm the law of nations, it 
cannot contradict it or disaffirm it to any effect as respects foreign Gov- | 

7 - ernments.4 ae | i REE 
[122]  *Lord Stowell’s position is in perfect’ accordance with the ob- a 

| servation of Lord Mansfield, in another case, viz: Heathfield vs. 
Chilton, that, “The privileges of public ministers and their retinue de- | 
pend upon the law of nations, which is part of the common Jaw of Eng- | 
land. And the act of Parliament of 7 Anne, ch. 12, did not intend to on 
alter, nor can alter the law of nations”? = hE Ss | 
~The next act of the British Government’ to which the United States oo 

. invite the attention of the Tribunal, as showing to SOME €X-  puaties recomnized 8 
tent that Government’s sense of its duties toward the pytheguears hoe - 
United States, is the Proclamation of Neutrality of May.138, 
1861, already alluded to, 00 - | oe ne 

- 1See further 1 Black. Com, pps 48, 354; 1 Woodson’s Lectures, p. 31. fo . 
-2Novillo vs. Toogood, 1 Barnwell and Creswell’s Reports, 562. . —_ Co 
.8Blackstone’s Com., vol, 4, ch. 5. See also Lord Lyndhburst’s opinion, ante, page 61. 3 

_ #The Louis, Dodson’s Admiralty Reports, vol. 2, p.210, 0 os . 
5 Heathfield vs. Chilton, 4 Burrows, p. 2016. .'This observation of Lord Mansfield is — | 

_ ited and adopted by Phillimore, vol. 3, p. 541.0 0° oo ee .
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-.  * - Tt is not claimed that a belligerent has the right, by the custom. of 
: nations, to require a neutral to enforce in its favor an executive Procla- 
7 ‘Imation of the neutral, addressed to its own citizens or subjects; but it 

is maintained that, as between Great Britain and the United States, 
| there is a binding precedent for such a request to Great Britain. «In 
a _ 17938, during General Washington’s administration, the representative 

_ of Great Britain in the United States pointed out to Mr. Jefferson; who 
= was then Secretary of State, acts which were deemed by Her = — | 

Britannic Majesty’s Government *to be “ breaches of neutrality,” [123]. 
. done “in contravention of the President’s Proclamation” of Neu- 

7 trality, and he invited the United States to take steps for the repression _ 
| of such acts, and for the restoration of captured prizes. It appears 

| - that the United States complied with these requests. eS SEES 
. Relying, therefore, upon this precedent, established against Great 

- Britain, rather than upon a right under the laws of nations, which can 
be asserted or maintained against the United States or against other. 

| nations, the United States invite the attention of the Tribunal to the 
| fact that two principles, in addition to those already deduced from the 

-. Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819, appear to be conceded by the Procla- 
| mation of May 13, 1861: ne | ee | 

| __ 1. That itis the duty of a neutral to observe strict neutrality as to 
a both belligerents during hostilities. == a 

7 Neutrality is defined by Philliimore “to consist in two principal circum. — 
-  Desnition of neu. Stances: 1. Entire abstinence from any participation in the — 
_Ballty, - war; 2. Impartiality of conduct toward both belligerents.”. 

7 “This abstinence and ‘this impartiality must be combined in = 
| - the character of a bona-fide neutral’? = a Co ERO 

| Bluntschli defines it thus: La neutralité est la non-participation & 
‘la guerre. Lorsque l’état neutre soutient un des belligérants, 1 °° 

_ prend *part a la guerre, en faveur de celui qu’il soutient, et des [124] 
lors il cesse Wétre neutre. L’adversaire est autorisé & voir dans: ~ 

oo cette participation un.acte d’hostilité. Et cela n’est pas seulement vrai 
| quand Vétat neutre livre luiméme des troupes.ou des vaissoeux des 

guerre, mais aussi lorsqu’il préte a un des belligérants un appui médiat 
| en permettant, tandis qwil pourrait Vempécher, que, de son territoire | 

neutre, on envoie des troupes ou des navires de guerre”” , 
- -Hautefeuille says: “Cet état nouveau impose aux neutres des devoirs 

: particuliers:. ils doivent s’abstenir complétement de toute acte @im- — 
inixion aux hostilités et garder une stricte impartialité envers les deux 

oo belligérants. * * * TV’impartialité consiste a traiter les deux belli- 
| gérants de la méme maniére et avec une parfaite égalité dans tout ce 

| — qui concerne les relations d’état a état/* =. oe : 
_ . Lord Stowell says: “The high privileges of a neutral are forfeited | 

| by the abandonment of that perfect inditterence between the contend- 
oo ing parties, in which the essence of neutrality consists. — - 
: _ Calvo collects or refers to the definitions given by the various writers 
. on International Law, and expresses a preference for Hubner’s: = 
: , ‘Lamas *aceptable es la de Hubner, por la claridad y precision [125] 

con que fija, no solo la situacion de las naciones pacificas, sinola = 
oe extension que tiene sobre ellas el status belli” ae cee | 

: 1Vol. TV, pages 94-102, eee Baek. 
| ©. /23Phillimore,Ch. IX, . ost . on . on 
| - _ ,_. § Opinion impartiale sur la question de VAlabama. Berlin, 1870, page 22... 
| | * - 4Nécessité d’une loi maritime pour régler les rapports des neutres est des belligé- 
) Yants. Paris, 1862, page 7. - Oo a | as he 
| The Eliza Ann, (1.Dodson’s Reports, 244.) | ee. 
| _. § Calvo Derecho Internacional, tom. 2, page 151, § 603. | ee
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| _ 2. The proclamation also distinctly recognizes the principle that the . 
duties of a neutral in time of war do not grow out of, and are not. | 
dependent upon, municipal laws. Offenders against the provisions of oe 

. the act are therein expressly forewarned that such. offenses will be | 
“acts in derogation of their duty as subjects of a neutral sovereignin — 

the said contest, or in violation or contravention of the law of nations in - 
that behalf. |” =. os a Ss a 7 

| The next acts of the British Government, indicating its sense of its . 
duties as a neutral toward the United States, to which the  paties recognized a 
attention of the Tribunal is invited, are the several instruc- }Y,,jstrpctions jlo 
tions issued during the contest, for the regulation of the ithe insurrection 
official conduct of its naval officers and of its colonial authorities toward i: 
the belligérents.! 7 PEP te See : | 
_.Yhese various instructions state or recognize the following principles a 

: and rules: ' | Mga Meta os, ar 
1. A belligerent may not use the harbors, ports, coasts, and waters of 

a neutral in aid of its warlike purposes, or as a Station or-placeof resort | - 
for any warlike purpose, or for the purpose of obtaining any facilities of 

warlike equipment. > | Se oe 
[126]  *2. Vessels of war of the belligerents may be required to depart 

| -from .a neutral port. within twenty-four hours after entrance, 
| except in case of stress of weather, or requiring. provisions or things - 

tor the crew, or repairs; in which case they should go to sea as soon as 
. possible after the expiration of the twenty-four hours. | 

3. The furnishing of supplies to a belligerent vessel of warinaneu- 
tral port may be prohibited, except such as may be necessary for the | 

- subsistence of a crew, and for their immediate use. | a ey | 
—  ~ 4, A belligerent steam-vessel of war ought not to receive in a neutral — | 

port more coal than is necessary to take it to the nearest port.of its © 
7 own country, or to some nearer destination, and should not receive two ©; 

supplies of coal from ports of the same neutral within less than three © 
‘months of each other. Oo Ce 
... The.attention of the Tribunal is further invited to the officialopinions  —s 

-- -expressed. by the representative of Great Britain im the © gorrespondence be- 
' ‘United States during the administration of President Wash- teenth: te fee : 

_ ington upon the duties of a neutral toward a belligerent; ™™ =. 
and to the acts of the Government of the United States during that = ==> 
administration, preceding, and accompanying, and subsequent to those _ 

| expressions of opinion; and to the treaty concluded between the United 
States and Great Britain,in 1794. _ | aan Vols ae | 

- [127] - *The first actg toete place tn-tile United States in 1793, a year. | 
| / before the passav’e tof? the first“ American Neutrality Law, when | 

the United States had nothing bup,the Jaw of nations and the sense of 
_ their duties as a neutral to guide, thend.*.. | on pe 

- The envoy from the new frénch *Republic, M. Genet, arrived at . 
| Charleston, in the United States, early in April, 1793, with the purpose 

of making the ports and waters of tké:ceyn fry the base of hostile opera- 
tions against Great Britath? °The Steps which he took are fairly referred : 

~ to by Lord Tenterden in the memorandum already cited? _ ee 
Phe Capital was then at Philadelphia, several hundred miles distant 

from Charleston, with few regular means of communication between the 
two towns. The Government of the United States wasinitsearlyin- = 
fancy. Four years only had passed since it was originated, andit had 
not. been tested whether the powers confided to it would prove sufficient 

mo Vol. IV, page 175, et seq. et Co 2 Vol. IV, page 93, et seq. a - . |
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for.an emergency that might arise in its Foreign Relations. It had 
| _ neither navy, nor force that could be converted into one, and no army | 

on the sea-coast; and it was obliged to rely upon, and did actually call | 
out, the irregular militia of the States to enforce its orders. 9 | 

—- Under the directions of M. Genet, privateers were fitted out, = 7) | 
| manned,-and commissioned, from *Charleston and other ports, [128] = 

. before he reached Philadelphia, and prizes were bronght in by | 
them. On the 22d of April, 1793, M. Genet. not having yet reached © 
Philadelphia, President Washington issued his celebrated proclamation, 
the first of its kind, in which he declared that “the duty and interest — 
of the United States require that they should, with sincerity and good —- 
faith, adopt and pursue-a conduct friendly and impartial toward the — 
belligerent Powers ;” and he warned all persons against “committing, 

_ aiding, or abetting hostilities against any of the said Powers”) 
| The news of the coming of M. Genet had preceded lis arrival at Phil: 

adelphia. On the 17th of May, 1793, Mx. Hammond, the then British Min- 
_ ister, made complaint of his acts, and called attention to the fact that: 

_ privateers were fitting in South Carolina, which he conceived to be 
| “breaches of that neutrality which the United States profess to observe, 

and direct contraventions of the Proclamation.” - Te 
| _ He invited the Government to “pursue such measures as to its wisdom 

: _ may appear the best calculated for repressing such practices in future,’ 
| and for restoring to their rightful owners any captures which | © 

these particular privateers may *attempt to bring intoany ofthe [129] - 
. ports of the United States”? BS ELEN AE 

_  . Two days before the receipt of that representation, Mr. Jefferson had 
already complained to the French Minister of these proceedings, anc. 

. M. Genet, on his arrival, claimed to justify himself by the existing 
treaties between Trance and the United States. nea 

Other eases subsequently occurred, in which Mr. Hammond inter- 
: vened; for an-account of which the Tribunal of Arbitration is respect: — 

os fully referred to Lord Tenterden’s memorandum. —_ EES 
The subject of Mr. Hammond’s complaints and-his demand for the _ 

restoration of the captured vessels were under consideration until the’ 
| Sth of June, 1793, when answers were given simultaneously to M. Genet 

and to Mr. Hammond. ee DR | : 
The former was told that the United States could not tolerate these 

- acts of war within their territories. The latter was told that effectual — 
measures would be taken to prevent a repetition of the acts compleined | 

| of; but as to restoring the prizes, jt_coulil.not be done for two reasons: 
| first, because if commigstors. tO the.prigatedrg jyere valid and the cap- 

tures were legal, the E’xeéilte* ofthe: United States had no control 
| over them; and if they were leeal-the owners had a-sufficient 

| *remedy in the national cour$s stepydty; because the acts.com- [130] 
plained of had been done at % refudfe port, without any privity = 

a of the United States, “inapessrble.to.-Ravé been. known, and therefore | ; 
impossible to have been pfévéerted bythe, Gpyarnment.”° rs 

|  .It is worthy of note that thé owners did resort to the courts, and that 
| prizes taken by these privateers were restored by judicial process. 49° 

~ The Government of General Washington determined, however, as it» 
had been informed of these attempts at violating the sovereignty of the 
nation, that it was the duty of the United States not only to repress — 

7 them in future, but to restore prizes that might be captured by vessels ~ 

| — 1Vol.IV, page 94. = 2 Vol. IV, page 95. = sC:s«&S Voll. IV, page 97. 
= + 4Dana’s Wheaton, section 439, note 215, page 536. This note, which contains:an ex-. 

_  haustive review of the Américan policy, may be found in Vel. VII, page 11. |
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thus illegally: fitted out, manned, equipped, or commissioned within the 
waters of the United States; or, if unable to restore them, then to make | 

- compensation for them. a 
The reasons for this course are stated in a letter from Mr. Jefferson to 

_ Mr. Hainmond, dated the 5th of September, 17938) 6° co , 
The United States Government also, on the 4th of August, 1793, 

issued instructions to collectors of the customs,’ which were in- 
[131]. tended to-enforce *the President’s Proclamation of April 22. We . 

| have the authority of Lord Tenterden for saying that the result 
of the publication of. those instructions was, that the system of priva-_ 

 teering was, generally speaking, suppressed:? = : | 
.. From this examination, it appears that a well conceived and extended. : 

| system of violating the neutrality of the United States, when they were 
weak and the powers confided to their Executive were untried, was put 
in operation in April by the representative of one of the powerful na- 
tions of Europe, and was suppressed before August without legislation; | 
and aiso that the United States: undertook to make compensation for the in- — 
juries resulting from violations that had taken place wkere they had failed 
to exe, t all. the means in their power to prevent them. ~~ oe | 

It was subsequently agreed between the two Governments‘ that in 
cases where restitution of the prizes should be impossible, © shyerreaty orxov 
the amount of the losses-should be ascertained by a method: 1 | 

- similar to that provided by the Treaty of Washington, and that a 
monkey payment should be made by the United States to Great Britain | 

in lieu of restitution. The examination of these claims extended | | 
[182] *over a period of some years, and the amounts of the ascertained 

. losses were eventually paid by the United States to Great Britain. | oe 
In the case of the “Jamaica,” before the commission, under the 7th — . 

article of the treaty of 1794, the capturing vessel Was al= gonsmction of 
leged. to have been armed in the United States, but the the Trety by the | 

_ prize, (the Jamaica,) with her cargo, was burned by the cap- Pimted eerie 
tors, and never brought within the jurisdiction of the United States. ve 

~ Upon this bare:case, without any allegation of permission er neglect by | 
the Government of the United States: as to the arming of the French. 

~ cruiser, the advocate for the claimants contended that the law of na- - 
| tions obliged the United States to make compensation. The claim was 

rejected ;“‘the board. [one gentleman only dissenting] were of opinion = 
_ that the case was: not. within the stipulation of the article under which 

the commissioners act? 6 a | 
. A rehearing being granted and counsel heard, Mr. Gore delivered thé 

_ opinion sustaining the original determination. After reviewing British | 
- precedents cited by the counsel for the claimants, as supporting: his 

| view of international law, Mr. Gore SayS? 
_ The counsel for the claimant seemed to suppose that the obligation 

os _ to compensate arose from the circumstance of the privateer 
_ [133]. having been *originally armed in the United States; but as there’ - 
a as not the smallest evidence to -induce a belief that in this or in-any | 

_ other case the Government permitted, or in any degree connived at, such 
arming, or failed to use all the means in their power to prevent such equip- 

1Vol. IV, page 100.. The United. States also refer to Mr. Jefferson’s letter to Mr. 
Hammond, of November 14,1793... 0. = SE PhO oO 

. @Vol. IV, page 97 ' oe | 4 ee BE 
3Vol. IV, page 101. 2 0 oe | sw . 

| _ *Treaty concluded between the United States and Great Britain, at London, Novem- 
ber 19, 1794, commonly known as “ Jay’s Treaty.” See United States Statutes at Large, 
Vol. VIII, page 116, 7 eo
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ment, there 1s no ground to support a charge on the fact that the arma- 
‘ment originated in their ports”) OB Pe 

> All these steps prior to 1794 were taken by the United States under 
_ the general rules of International Law, without the aid of a local statute, 

_ in order to perform what Mr. Jefferson. called “their duty asa neutral. 
| nation to prohibit such acts as would injure one of the warring powers.”? 

In 1794, however, the Congress of the United States, on the application 
| of Great Britain, passed a statute prohibiting such acts, under heavy 

penalties? > . Cn can aa 
| - The neutralitylaws Lhe general provisions of the United States act of 1818 

| enacted atthe request. (Which is still in force) are set forth in note 1; on page 114. 
| of Great Butain This act was passed at the request of the Portugese Gov- 

~ ernment. The act of 1838 was enacted on the suggestion of Great 
_ Sritain. In the year 1837 a formidable rebellion against Great Britain 

| broke out in Canada. Sympathizers with the insurgents begin. — | 
ning to *gather on the northern frontier of the United States, Mr. . [134] 
Fox the British Minister at Washington, “solemuly appealed to © 

_ the Supreme Government promptly to interpose its sovereign authority 
| for arresting the disorders,” and inquired what means it proposed to 

employ for that purpose. The Presidentimmediately addressed acom- _ 
_ munication to. Congress, calling attention to defects in the existing © 

statute, and asking that the Executive might be clothed with adequate . 
--*- power to restrain all persons within ‘the jurisdiction of the United 

a _ States from the commission of acts of the character complained of. 
_. Congress, thereupon, passec the act of 1838. Thus Great Britain once 

| more asked the United States to amend their neutrality laws, in British 
| _ Interest, so as to give more power to the Executive, and the request was 
> gomplied with. ) ee ae ae 

oo case of the bark LO the year 1855, Great Britain being then at war with Rus- 
Maury. . sia, It was supposed by the British Consul, at New York, 

a that a vessel called the Maury, which was being innocently fitted out 
at New York for the China trade, was intended asa Russian privateer. 
The British Minister at Washington at once called the attention of Mr. 

_. + Marcy, the then Secretary of State, to this vessel. The affidavits which 
he inclosed for the consideration of the Secretary of State fell far, =~ 
very far short of *the evidence which Mr, Adams submitted to [135] 

~.  Harl Russell in regard to the Liverpool cruisers. The whole foun-- 
_. @ation which the British Minister furnished for the action of the United _ 

States was the “ belief” of the Consul, his lawyer, and two police offi- 
.. cers, that the vessel was intended for Russian service. This was com- 

municated to the Government of the United States on the 11th of Octo- — 
| _ ber. Notwithstanding the feebleness of te: sasgssion, the. prosecuting 

Officer of the United States was, on thse }2th of ¢mtober, instructed by 
telegraph to “ prosecute if cause appears.’ and was at work on the 13th 

_ in order to prevent a violation of the sover@'sacy of the United States 
to the injury of Great Britain. The proveedings given atlength in the ~ 
accompanying volumes show with what rapidity and zeal the investiga- | 
tion was made, and that the charge was at once proved to be unfounded. | 

a oe .. dnall this correspondence and these precedents, the fol- 
Principles. -thus . e e . ae 

7 recomized by the lowing principles appear to have been assumed by the two 
) - Governments: — | Se a - rE | 

7 ~ 1, That the belligerent may call upon the neutral to enforce its muni- 
- cipal proclamations as well its municipal laws. . CE Sis ee 

a 12d Vol. Mms. Opinions, Department of State. 
: . ? Mr. Jefferson to M. Genet, June 5, 1793.  Jefferson’s‘Works, Vol. III, page 572, 

_ §&Mr,. Canning’s: speech, cited ante, page 107. a 
: 4Vol. IV, pages 53-62. | | a | a bet
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—. 2 Thatitis the duty of the neutral, when-the fact of theinten- __ 
[136] ded violation of its sovereignty is. *disclosed, either through the 

agency of the representative of the belligerent, or through the | 
| vigilance of the neutral, to use all the means in its power to prevent we 

‘the violation. ©. | Coed oo eS a | 
3. That when there is.a failure to use all the means in the power of | 

a neutral to prevent a breach of the neutrality of its soil or waters, ook 
there is an obligation on the part of the neutral. to make compensation | 
for the injury resulting therefrom. : | | ne 
The United States are aware that-some eminent English an 

publicists, writing on the subject of the ‘ Alabama _ compensation, for m 
Claims,” have maintained that the obligationinsuch ease | 
to make compensation would not necessarily follow the proof of the | 
-contmission of the wrong; but the United States confidently insist that 
such a result is entirely inconsistent with the course pursued by Great 
Britain and the United States, during the administration of General | 
Washington, when Great Britain claimed of the United States compen- : 
sation for losses sustained from the acts of cruisers that had received =~ 
warlike additions in the ports. of the United States, and the United 
States admitted the justice of the claim, and paid the compensation _ 
demanded. The United States also point to the similar compensation = = = © 

made by them to Spain in the treaty of:1819, for similar injuries 
[137] inflicted on *Spanish commerce during the War of the Indepen- | 

| dence of the Spanish American Colonies, as showing the sense : 
of Spain on this point. ' | oan | | 

In the course of the long discussions. between the two Governments | 
on the Alabama claims, Great Britain has attempted to Gorrespondene | 

_ justify its course by a reference to the conduct of the United gir pet | 
 $tates toward Portugal between 1816 and 1822." ne | 

. . These several replies of Mr. Adams amply defended the course of the 
United States in that affair. From the replies and from the official ©. | 
 deeuments referred to in them, it would appear that in the year 1850 
the United States had brought to the point of settlement a long-stand- . 
ing claim against Portugal, for the destruction of the American armed - 
brig General Armstrong, in the harbor of Fayal, in the year 1814. | 

~ They were at the same time pressing some other claims against Portugal, 
and were conducting a correspondence with the Portuguese Legation at- 
Washington, growing out of the seizure of a Portuguese slaver? | 

_. The Portuguese Government, as an ofiset to these claims of the United | 
| States, revived some exploded claims of Portugal against the United oe 
- States, for alleged violation of neutrality, that had slumbered for nearly | 

thirty years. These are the claims referred to by Karl Russell in | 
{188} his note to*Mr. Adams of May 4, 1865,° and his note to the same | 

of August 30, 1865,* and his note.to the same dated November 2, | 
1865.2 Lord Russell asserts that the complaints of Portugal were more . _. 
irequent and extended to a larger amount of property after 1818 than 

, they had done before. Mr. Adams denies this allegation,’ and hisdenial 
is. supported. by the evidence in. possession of the Governmeut of the _ 
United States =... ge | Be 

_ The -facts.appear to be these: On the 20th December, 1816, the Por- 
tuguese Minister informed the then Secretary of State (Mr. Monroe) of 

_ the fitting out of privateers. at Baltimore to act against Portugal, in , 

ee 1 Vol. III, pages 556-560. ) ee ae 
2 Executive Document No. 53, 32d Congress, 1st session. Oe 

©. 8 Vol. TH, page 525.0000...° | AWOL. TW, page 548, 0-00 22 
. wk — $Vol.-T, page 584. Vol. TIL, page G21.
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ease it should turn out that that Government was at war with the “self. | 
| styled Government of Buenos Ayres.” He further stated that he did | 

: not make the application in order “ to raise altercations or to require | 
satisfaction,” but that he solicited “the proposition to Congress of such | 

_ provisions by law as will prevent such attempts for the future,” being | 
nersuaded that my [his] magnanimous Sovereign will receive a more | 

| dignified satisfaction, and worthier of his high character, by the enact- : 
| ment of such laws by the United States.” Mr. Monroe replied, on the 

27th of the same month, “I have communicated your letter to the _ 
President, and have now the honor to transmit to youacopy 
*of a message which he has addressed to Congress on the sub- [139] 

| ject, with a view to obtain such an extension, by law, of the Ex- =.” | 
. ecutive power as will be necessary to preserve the strict neutrality of | 

- the United States, * * * and effectually to guard against’*the 
| : danger in regard to the vessels of your Sovereign which you have an- 

ticipated.” The act of 1817 was passed and officially communicated to | 
| the Portuguese Minister on the 13th of March, 1817. On the 13th of. , 

_ May, 1817, the Portuguese Minister informed the Secretary. of State | 
| that although “ the law passed at the last session of Congress obviated 

| a great part of the evils” of which he complained, he feared there | 
. would be a lack of vigilance on the part of some of the officials, and he | 

—_ _-asked for special instructions to them. On the 8th of March, 1818, he | 
: complained to Mr. John Quincy Adams, then Secretary of State, of the = 

capture of “three Portuguese ships, captured by privateers fitted in 
the United States, manned by American crews, and commanded by . 
American captains, though under insurgent colors;” and he asked for | 

| satisfaction and indemnification for the injury. The note making this _ | 
| complaint contained neither proof of the allegations in the note as to | 

the fitting out of vessels in the United States, or as to their being 
manned by Americans, nor indications from which the United =~ 
States might have discovered *those facts for themselves. The [140] 
Secretary of State, therefore, in reply to such an allegation, very = a 
properly stated the fact that the United States had “used all the means / 
in its power to prevent the fitting out and arming of vessels in their ports - | 
to cruise against any nation with whom they were at peace,” andhad 
‘‘faithfully carried into execution the laws to preserve inviolate the 

Oe neutral and pacific obligations of the Union ;” and therefore could not 
consider themselves ‘“‘ bound to indemnify individual foreigners for | 
losses by captures.” It will not escape the notice of the Tribunal: that ! 
Mr. Adams calls attention to the distinction between the national obli- | 

_ gations under the law of nations and the duty of the Government to 
execute the municipal law; and that he grounds his refusal upon the 
fact that both have been complied with. NESS a a ES j 

' The Portuguese Minister next complains (October 15, 1818) that'a ! 
| | privateer is fitting out in Baltimore, and the Secretary of State = 

ae orders a prosecution and asks for the names of the witnesses, and it | 
: appears that before November 13th the Portuguese Minister is informed ~ 

ss that the grand jury have found a bill against the accused. On the 14th 
| of November the Portuguese Minister sends to the Secretary of State— | 

_ depositions and the names of witnesses, and informs him that === 
 heis alarmed at the “thick crowd of individuals who *are en- [141] 

| gaged in this iniquitous business,” and that “ great care hasbeen ~~ ) 
| _ taken to intercept the notice of such facts from the knowledge of the 

| | Executive.” Mr. Adams, on the 18th of November, informs the Minis-. 
ter that the evidence has been placed in the hands of the prosecuting , 
attorney of the United States. It thus appears that the second com- - 

. 3 . gee a |
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| plaint was disposed of to the satisfaction of the representative of Por- 7 
tugal . , ee eS peme T 7 

_ The.third complaint, made on the 11th of December, 1818, states that : 
an arméd vessel called the Irresistible, sailing under so-called Artigan 

- colors, was committing depredations on the coast of Brazil, and that the 
-. commander and crew of the vessel were all- Americans. It will be | 

observed that in this complaint there is no charge made of an illegal 
use of the soil or waters of the United States in violation of their duties 

* asa neutral. The charge is that citizens of the United States, beyond , 
_ their jurisdiction, have taken service under a belligerent against Por- | 

tugal. poe a 2 ne oe , fo ee Oe ; - 

The next communication from the Portuguese Minister is made on the © 
4th of February, 1819. He asks to have the neutrality act of 1817 con- 
tinued. The Secretary of State answers, on the 9th, that that has already 

_. been done by the passage of the act of 1818. This appears to have been | 
| _- regarded as entirely satisfactory. . ee — a 

[142] *The next note is dated the 17th of March, 1819. Although stat- 
ing that there were persons in the United States “ interested. in 

this iniquitous pursuit of plundering the lawful property of an inoffen- 
sive friendly nation,” in which statement the Minister undoubtedly sup- | 
posed that he was correct, he says that he has ‘‘abstained from written 
applications about the new individual offenses,” and he makes no par- | 
ticular complaint, furnishes no evidence, and indicates no suspicions. 

_ it appears to be the object of the note to induce the Government of the | | 
United States to withdraw its recognition of the Artigan flag. “If this,” | 
he says, “is once declared illegal, and the prizes made under it acts of | 
piracy, all occasions of bitterness and mistrust are done away.” ‘ 1 can,- | 
in the capacity of Minister of my Sovereign, certify you solemnly, and 
(officially too, if necessary, that Artigas and his followers have been — 
expelled far from the countries that could afford them the least means and 
power of navigating, and consequently have no right to fight by sea. What | 7 

_ becomes, then, of the rights of privateers under this flag?” When the 
| Tribunal come.to consider the case of the Shenandoah at Melbourne they _ 

+. Will find this language, which was referred to with approbation, — 
143]... and assumed by Earl Russell,! to be exactly in point in *dispos- 

. Ing of the claims growing out of the acts of that vessel. ao 
| On the 22d of April the Secretary of State acknowledges the note of 

December 11, 1818, and says that he is informed the commander of the 
_ Irresistible has returned to Baltimore, and wiil be prosecuted for a vio- 

lation of neutrality, and asks the Minister to furnish proof for the trial. oo 
On the 23d of November, 1819, the Minister again complained. He  —_ 

says: ‘One city alone on this coast has armed twenty-six ships, which 
| prey on our vitals, anda week ago three armed ships of this nature 

were in that port waiting for a favorable cecasion of sailing for a cruise.” 
But be furnishes no facts, and he gives neither proof nor fact indicating = 
tbe city or the district which ‘he suspected, and nothing to afford the 
Government any light for inquiry or investigation. On the contrary, 
he says: “J shall not tire you with the numerous instances of these facts ;” 
and he adds, as if attaching little or no real importance to the matter: 

_. “Relying confidently on.the successful efforts of this Government, I | 
‘ choose this moment. to pay a vistt to Brazil.” | : | . | 

On the 4th of June, 1820, the Minister, not yet having departed, in- | 
| forms the Secretary. of State that he desires to offer his “ thanks 

{144] for the law that prohibits the entrance of privateers in the *most 

WoL TO, page 5668 |
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| important ports of the Union ;” that he “acknowledges the salutary | 
influence of the Executive in obtaining these ameliorations;” and | 

 . that he is “fully persuaded of the sincere wishes of this Government — | 
to put a stop to practices so contrary to friendly intercourse.” °. | 

| On the 8th of June, 1820, he gives information of a formidable priva- | 
_ ‘teer, which he says is to be fitted out at Baltimore, and adds thathe «| 

| ‘has not the least doubt that the supreme Executive has boththe power 
and the will of putting a stop to this hostilearmament;” to which the | 
Secretary of State, om the 20th of July, replies that “such measureshave "| 

_ been and will continue to be taken, under direction of the President, as 
a are within the competency of the Executive, and may serve to main- | 

‘ tain inviolate the laws of the United States applicable to the case”* = | 
a On the 16th of July the Minister “laid before this Government the | 

| _-hames and value of nineteen Portuguese ships and their cargoes, taken 
a by private armed ships fitted in the ports: of the Union by citizens of ! 

these States;” but he did not accompany this allegation with proof of ! 
_ such fitting, or with anything tending in the remotest degree to fixa 

liability on the United States, or to afford them the means of an inde- : 
pendent examination. He also proposed a joint commission for 

: the set*tlement of these matters, which the Secretary of State,on [145] | 
| — the 30th of September, 1820, declined, saying that “the Govern-. — 

ment of the United States has neither countenanced nor permitted any 
violation of neutrality by their citizens. They have, by various and : 

— successive acts of legislation, manifested their constant earnestness to 
fulfill their duties toward all parties to the war. They have repressed 

— every intended violation of them which has been brought before their | 
| courts and substantiated by testimony.” Other claims were trans- 
ae mitted to the United States Government on the 4th of December, 1820, 
ae unaccompanied, as had been the invariable case before, by anything 

tending to show a liability in the United States to make compensation. 
The case appears to have been closed by an offer from Portugal, on 

the 1st of April, 1822, to grant to the United States exceptional com- 
—. mercial advantages if the United States would recognize these- claims, — 

and the refusal of the United States, on the 30th.of April, todo so. 
cs It is worthy of remark that in Earl Russell’s elaborate statement of 
oe _ this correspondence, in his note of the 30th of August, 1865, he omits, | 
-- with a completeness which argues design, certain parts of it which 

| showed that the United States were animated with aconstant © — 
desire to perform their *international duties. Thus, nothing is [146] ~ 

| _ said of the Portuguese note ot February 4, 1819, asking that the — 
a neutrality act cf 1817 may be continued in force, and the American reply 

| stating that it had been so continued. Nothing is said of the American 
oo note of the 22d of April, 1818, stating that the commander of the Irre- 

| _ sistible, the vessel referred to in the Portuguese note of December 11, 
~ «1818, had returned to Baltimore and would be prosecuted. The Amer- 

wee ican note ef the 20th of July, 1820, is also omitted, in which, in answer 
a _ to the Portuguese note of the 8th of June, 1820, it is stated that meas- 
re ures have been, and will continue to be, taken to maintain inviolate the 
~~. Jaws of the United States. BE ee | 

_ The tribunal of arbitration cannot fail to observe that these sup- 
| pressed notes had an important bearing in forming a judgment upon 

the correctness of the conduct of the Government of the United States: 
- In this case—a case which has received the official approval of Earl 

| _ Russell, as Her Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Af- , 
fairs. From a candid review of the whole correspondence, it appears 

a that the United States admitted or asserted the following propositions,
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to which’ Her Majesty’s government, through Earl Russell, has given | mo 
- - jts assent: - | = a - . | , 
[147] . 1. That a neutral government is bound to use *all the means in 

its power to prevent the equipping, fitting out, OF — prnciptes recor: | 
- arming, within its jurisdiction, of vessels intended to cruise nized in that come" 
against a power with which it isat peace. oe | | 7 

2. If the means within its power are. in the opinion of either belliger- oe 
ent, inadequate for the purpose, it is bound to receive suggestions of 
changes from the belligerent, and if it be true that the means are inad- | 
equate, it should so amend its laws, either in accordance with such sug- 
gestions or otherwise,'as to put new and more effective means in the = 

- hands of its Executive. | oO on Sf 

_ 3. That it is bound to institute proceedings under its lawsagainst all 
.-- vessels as to which reasonable grounds for suspicion are made to appear, 7 

even if the grounds for suspicion fall short of legal proof. oy Oo 
The Government of Portugal,. during the whole. correspondence, . | 

| offered no evidence to prove that captures had been made by armed 
~_-vessels illegally fitted out, equipped, or armed in the United States, nor 

- even statements of facts tending to lead to the discovery of such evi- ° | 
-. dence, which were not at once used for the purpose of detaining such — . | 

vessels, or of punishing the guilty parties; nor did. they contest by. 
proof the allegation of Mr. John Quincy Adams that the Government. | 

| of the United States. had done everything in its power to per- | | 
[148] form its duties as a neutral, and to execute its laws. The *cor- es 

a respondence shows exclusively that in every case in which the oe 
United States was furnished either with positive legal proof, or with: 

-.  gueh an intimation of the facts as would enable them to pursue the in- ne 
vestigation themselves, they acted with the vigor which was required. Ce 
of them by International Law, and which Great Britain failed to show oe 

-, in similar cases during the rebellion. oT TEE TEBE ee 
The claims lay buried until they were exhumed by Mr. Figaniere, in | 

1850, as an offset to. the “General Armstrong” case; and would have | 
been forgotten if Earl Russell had not rescued them from oblivion. : | 

- The latest official act of Her Majesty’s Government, indicating the 
views of Great Britain as to the duties of a neutral in time — gutesinthe Treaty oe 
of war, is to be found in the rules contained in Article VI of of W#hnste. Se 
the Treaty of Washington. It is true that it was thought essential by _- oa 

- the British negotiators to insert in that instrument a declaration on the wee 
part of Her Majesty’s Government that they could not consent to those 

_ * rules asa statement of principles of International Law which werein 
force at the time when the claims now under discussion arose. But the Lo 
United States were then, and are still, of the opinion, and ‘they confi-. ae 

| dently think that the Tribunal of Arbitration will agree with a 
_ [149] them, not only that those rules were then in force, but *that there: 

were also other rules of International Law then in force, not. in- 
consistent with them, defining, with still greater strictness, the duties ae 
of aneutralin time of war, | sO ne 

_ . Article VI ofthe Treaty of Washington contains the following rules: oN 
A neutral government is bound— OO | a | 

_“First, to use due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming, or . | 
- equipping, within its jurisdiction, of any vessel which it has reasonable 
ground to believe is intended to cruise or to carry on war against a: . 

_ Power with which it. is at peace; and also to use like diligence to pre-- Ce 
vent the departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to cruise’ a 
or carry on war as above, such vessel having been specially adapted, in | 
whole or in part, within such jurisdiction, te warlike use. wi
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| “Secondly, not to permit or suffer either belligerent to make-use of | 
its ports or waters as the base of naval operations against the other, or. | 
for the purpose of the renewal or augmentation of military supplies or | | 
arms, or the recruitment of men. : rn red | 
' “Thirdly, to exercise due diligence in its own ports and waters, and, 

oo as to all persons within its jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the 
foregoing obligations and duties.” a Be ee | 
_ Article VII contains the following provision as to compensation: “In 
ease the Tribunal finds* that Great Britain has failed tofulfillany © | | 

| duty or duties as aforesaid, it may, if it think proper, proceed to [150] 
- award a sum in gross, to be paid by Great Britain tothe United ~~ | 

States, for all the claims referred to it;” and Article X provides that, ‘in | 
_. ¢ase the Tribunal find that Great Britain has failed to fulfill any duty or © | 

_ duties as aforesaid, and does notawardasum in gross, the high contracting = 
parties agree that a Board of Assessors shall be appointed to ascertain and | 

| determine what claims are valid and what amount or amounts shall be 
| paid by Great Britain to the United States on account of the liability | 

arising from such failure” = / et ay 
, The obligation to prevent vessels of war from being fitted out,armed, 

or equipped, within the jurisdiction of a neutral, when such vessels are 
intended to cruise or to carry on war against a Power with which the | 

| neutral is at peace, is recognized almost in the identical terms in which - | 
_ it was stated in the original United States act of 1794, which Mr. Can- | 

7 ning said was passed at the request of the British Government, andin  . | 
_ the British act of 1819, passed to aid Great Britain in the performance | 

| of its duties as a neutral. SIN ee esas fs Be | 
| The rules impose upon the neutral the obligation to use due diligence 

- what is“dueani. tO prevent such fitting out, arming, or equipping. These 
gence.” words are not regarded by the United Statesaschang- 

| _ing Im any *respect the obligations of a neutral regarding the [151]. | 
_ Inatters referred to in the rules, as those obligations were imposed = | 

by. the principles of International Law existing before the conclusion of | 
| the Treaty, A SEE an Sa | 

: The phrases “ negligence” and “ diligence,” though opposite, are cor- 
| relative expressions: the presence of the oneimplies the absence of the 
7 other. It happens that in the ordinary course of judicial proceedings | 

: the ‘term “negligence” is of the one most frequently employed, andis 
therefore the one mest often commented on and explained by writers on 
law. ‘ Negligence,” which is only the absence of the diligence which __ 

— the nature and merits of any particular subject ‘and the exigencies of 
- any particular case demand as “due” from thé nature of its inherent 

| circumstances, implies blamable fault, called in‘the Roman law culpa, 
_ with reponsibility for consequences. The idea of obligation, either. 

; legal or moral, and of responsibility for its non-performance, is found in: 
all the forms and applications of the question, either of diligence or of 

Ae negligence. | a ee eee ee 
Sc _ Legal writers in England, in Ameriea, and on the Continent of Ku- 
a rope, have treated this matter in reference to numerous subjects of con- 

troversy, public and private. It has come under the considera- = 
_ tion of courts in questions relating to the *custody of property, [152] 

7 _ to the performance of contracts, to the transportation of persons — 
an or property, to the collision of ships and railway-trains, to the discharge 

of private trusts, to the execution of public duties, and in many other _ 

. In most of these cases, with the ‘Roman, Continental, and Scottish 
| jurists, and to a certain extent with English and American courts, the
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question has generally been put as one of negligence or culpa, rather 
| than as an absence of diligence. But, nevertheless, the phrase “due 

diligence,” exacta diligentia, is of received use in the civil law.) 
| The extent of the diligence required to escape responsibility is, by all 

_ authorities, gauged by the character and magnitude of the matter which 
-. it may affect, by the relative condition of the parties, by the ability of 

the party incurring the liability tosexercise the diligence required by the 
_ exigencies of the case, and by the’ extent of the injury which may fol- 

-  lownegligence, 00000 a | 
_ . Qne of the earliest and one of the best of the English expositors of 

the Roman law is Ayliffe, (New Pandects of Roman Civil Law as an- 
ciently established in that Empire and practiced in most European Na- 
___« tions, London, 1734.) He says: “A fault is blamable through 

| [153] ‘want of taking proper *care;. and it obliges the person who does — | 
. the injury, because by an application of due diligence it might : 

have been foreseen and prevented’’> a 

1 Vinnius, Comment. ad Inst., lib. 3, tit. 15.0 8 ae ce 
_— 2 Avliffe, in his Pandects, (B. 2, tit. 13, pp. 108, 109, 110,) has given an elaborate view __ 

| of the different sorts of fault or negligence, and fraud and deceit. The passage is long, | 
but as it contains a very ample view of the opinions of the Civilians it may be useful 
to place a part of itin anote: - co ge oe 7 BS 

e “The word fault, in Latin called culpa, is a general term ; and according to the defi- 
‘inition of it, it denotes an offense or injury done unto another by imprudence, which - 

might otherwise be avoided by human care. For a fault, says Donatus, has a respect 
unto him who hurts another not knowingly nor willingly. Here we use the word 

_ offense or injury by way of a genus, which comprehends deceit, malice, and all other 
' misdemeanors, as well as a fault; for deceit and malice are plainly intended for the in- 

jury_of another, but a fault is not so designed. And therefore we have added the a 
word imprudence in this definition, to point out and distinguish a fault from deceit, | 
malice, and an evil purpose of mind, which accompanies all trespasses and misdemean- 7 

_ ors. A fault arises from simplicity, a dullness of mind, and a barrenness of thought, 
which is always attended with imprudence ; but deceit, called dolus, Has its rise from a 
malicious purpose of mind, which acts in contempt of all honesty and prudence, witha 
fall intent of doing mischief, or an injury. And by these last words in the definition, 

/ namely, which might otherwise be avoided by human care, we distinguish a fault from’ | 
a fortuitous case. Fora fault is blamable through want of taking proper care ; and it | . 
throws an obligation upon the person that does the injury, because by an application 

_ of due diligence. it might have been foreseen and prevented. But fortuitous cases: | 
often cannot be foreseen, or-(at least) prevented by the providence of man ; as death, | 

| fires, great floods, shipwrecks, tumults, piracies, &c. Those things are.superior to. the. 
| prudence of any man, and rather happen by fate, therefore are not blamable. . But if | 

fraud or some previous fault be the.occasion of these documents, they are not then 
deemed to be fortuitous cases. A fault isa deviation from that which is good; and, | 
according to Bartolus, crring from the ordinance and disposition of a law. It is some- - 
times difficult to judge what is the difference betwixt a fault and a dolus, since these — 
words very often stand for one and the same thing. There is no one in this life lives. 
without a fault; but he that would speak distinctly and properly, must impute a dolus 

_ tosome wickedness or knavery, and a fault to imprudence. The first’ consists chiefly | 
in acting, and the other in not.acting or doing something which a man ought to do. 
According to Bartolus, a fault is divided into five species, viz, culpa latissima, latior, 

: lata, levis, and levissima. The first he makes to be equal to manifest deceit, and. the : 
~ second to be equivalent unto presumptive malice or deceit. The first and second of 

these distinctions (he says) approach unto fraud, and are sometimes called by the name | 
| of fraud. But a lata culpa, which is occasioned by gross sloth, rashness, improvidence, a 

and want of advice, is never compared unto deceit or malice. For he that understands: | 
“not that which all other men know and understand may be styled (says Bortolus) a 
supine and unthinking man, but not a malicious and deceitful person. But, I think, : 

- none of those distinctions of his have any foundation in law; for such things as admit | __ 
of any degree of comparison, in respect of being more or less so, do not admit of any | 
specific difference; as majus et minus diversas species non constituunt. For that which the. | . 
law ‘says de latiore culpd sometimes is to be understood de lata culpdé, after the manner . 
that a word ef the comparative degree is sometimes put for a word of the positive, as | / 
in Virgil: Zristior et lacrymis- oculos suffusa nitentes. Wherefore I shall here distinguish sO 

_ a fault into two species only, to wit, into lata and levis, though others mention a culpa
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_ *Mr. Justice Story has elaborately discussed. the Meaning of [154] | 
these terms, and the extent of diligence required to avoid respon- | | 

: sibility. He says, as the result of a comparative examination of the © / 
_ authorities of different nations, “What is usually done by pru-. 

ae “dent men in a particular country in respect to things of a like [155] 
_ nature, whether it be more or less, in point of diligence, than ~~ | 

| what is exacted in another country, becomes in fact the general measure | 
of diligence.” , | a SEE A | 

| _ Following the example of Sir William Jones, *and other writers. [156] | 
on the civil law, Mr. Justice Story favors the idea that there may | 

7 be three degrees of diligence, and three degrees of negligence, which’ | 
are capable of being accurately defined and applied to the various cir- — - | 

: - cumstances of life. But while asserting, as the authorities supported — | 
him in doing, that not only the Roman law, but the jurists of Conti- | 
nental Europe and of Scotland all recognize this division, he candidly | 
concedes the difficalty of applying such a fictitious system, and he is | 

_ obliged.to admit the general and only sound principle, that “ diligence | 
: ‘is usually proportioned to the degree of danger of loss, and that dan- | 

levissima too. The first. denotes a negligence extremely blamable; that is to say,such — - | 
a negligence as is not tempered with any kind of diligence. The other imports sucha 4 
kind of negligence, whereby ‘a person does not employ that care in men’s affairs which 

' other men are wont to do, though he be not more diligent in-his own business. Butas | 
often as the word culpa is simply used in the law, it is taken for that which we’ style 
culpa.levis, a light fault, because words are ever understood in the more favorable sense. | 

_ . A culpa levissima, or simple negligence, is that which proceeds from an un affected igno- | 
_ Yrance and unskillfulness, (say they,) and it is like unto such a fault, which we easily 

excuse, either on the account of age,.sex, rusticity, &e. Or, to set the matter ina | 
| clearer light, a lata culpa is a diligence in a man’s own affairs, and a negligence in the | 

: concerns of other men. And a levis culpa is, when a.man employs the same care or dili- | 
, gence in other men’s affairs as he does in his own, but yet does not use all. care and 

_ fidelity which more diligent and circumspect men are wont to make use of; and this | 
_ may be called aneccustomed negligence as well in. a@ man’s own affairs as in the busi- | 

_ ness ofother men. A lata culpa, I mean a great fault, is equivalent or next unto deceit | 
or malice. And it.may be said to be next unto deceit or malice two ways, namely, - 

| either because it contains in it a presumptive deccit, as when a man does not use the | 
a same diligence in another’s concerns as in his own ; or else because the fraud is so gross | 

and inexcusable, that, though fraud be not presumed, yet it differs but little from it. : 
As when a person becomes negligent in favor ofa friend; for though favor, or too great | 
a facility of temper, excuses a man from malicious or knavish purposes, yet it is next 
of kin thereunto. And it is a rule laid down in law, that when the law commands any 

: act of deceit to be made good, it is also always understood of a lata culpa, or a gross | 
fault. Wherefore, since a great fault is equivalent or next unto deceit, it follows, that | | 
in every disposition of law where it is said:that an evil intent or dolus ought only to be ~ | 

a repaired, it is to be understood also of.a lata culpa; which is true, I think, unless it be | | 
in the Cornelian law de Sicariis. For he who commits the crime of murder ex latdculpd, 

. shall be punished according to the severity of that law, but in a more gentle manner ; 
and thus herein a lata culpa is distinguished from malice, or an evil design, called dolus | 
malus ; for a murderer is Hable on the score of his wicked. purpose; and not on the ac- | 
count of gross negligence... Some say, that. generally speaking, whenever the law or | 
an action is touching a pecuniary penalty, and the law expressly mentions a dolus, a | 
lata culpa is insufficient, and is excluded.” ~ o So 2 

7 Numerous authorities to the same éffect might be cited; but it will suffice at this ! 
stage to refer to such as are most familiar to jurists in Great Britain and the United | 

| “Wood’s Institutes, -p. 106. | oo, ce oc | eye 
| -Hallifax’s Civil Law, p. 78. ~ Oe , 7 | oboe | 
- Beil’s Commentaries, § 232 ef seq. | : CEE | 

| Browne’s Civil and Admiralty Law, vol. 1, p. 354, . 7-9 | 
\ : Erskine’s Institutes, bk. 3, tit. 1. a 7 pA | 

| . - Bowyer’s Civil Law, p. 174. | Beye ys | nes | 
oe Mackenzie’s Roman Law, p. 186. | . i ee | 
-... '. Domat’s Civil Law by Strahan, vol. 1, p. 317... ra a ep | 

Heineccius, Elementa Juris Civilis, lib. 3, tit. 14, Opera, tom. Ve oo, |
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- ger is, in different states of society, compounded of very different ele- — , 
ments.” ! . os pa oe oo . - oo 

The highest court of the United States has doubted the philosophy 
of grading the degrees of diligence and negligence into fixed classes.? 

| The Scottish courts have laid down a rule which is perhaps more phi- - | 
- . losophical—that where an injury has been suffered through the act or 

| omission of another, it must. be shown, in. order to avoid liability, that 
_ the accident was caused without any fault of the party doing or suffer- 

_ ing the act or omission, and through some latent cause, which could not 
| be discerned, obviated, controlled, or averted’ | 

/ [157] *In the discussion upon the Treaty of Washington in the House | 
of Lords, Lord Granville, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, is repre-_ | 

| sented as saying: ‘‘The obligation to use due diligence implies that the fos 
: Government will do all in its power to prevent certain things, and to : 

detain vessels which it has reasonable ground for believing are designed —— 
for warlike purposes.”* Lord Cairns, in the same debate, is represented _ 
as saying: “The point turns upon the words ‘due diligence’ Now,the | 
moment you introduce those words you give rise to another question, for | 

| which I do not find any solution in this rule. Whatis the standard by 
which you can measure due diligence? Due diligence by itself means 

_ nothing. What is due diligence with one man, with one Power, isnot = 
due diligence with another man, with a greater Power.” Sir Roundell 

_ Palmer, in a subsequent debate in the House of Commons, said that he | 
supposed that due diligence “meant that a neutral should use, within a 
reasonable sense, all the means legitimately in its power.’’® - | 

_ Itis neediess to say that the United States do not agree in these official 
| definitions by Lord Granville and Sir Roundell Palmer, in the © 

a [153] sense in which *they are probably made. . The definition to which 
> Lord Cairns has given the weight of his authority appears te be_ 

nearer to the opinions as to these words, entertained eby the United © 
States. — UE reer oo. | ° 

- © The United States understand that the diligence which is called for 
_ by the Rules of the Treaty of Washington is a due diligence; thatis,a = 
| diligence proportioned to the magnitude of the subject-and to the dig- __ 
- nity and strength of the Power which is to exercise it:—a diligence | 
- which shall, by the use of active vigilance, and of all the other means 

in the power of the neutral, through all stages of the transaction, pre-. 
vent its soil from being violated :—a diligence that shall in like manner 

| deter designing men from committing acts of war upon the soil of the | | 
- neutral against its will, and thus possibly dragging it into a war which | 

_ It would avoid :—a diligence which prompts the neutral to the most 
_ energetic measures to discover any purpose of doing the acts forbidden a 

by its good faith as a neutral, and imposes upon it the obligation, when 
it receives the knowledge of an intention to commit such acts, to use all 
the means in its power to preventit. = | Oo on. oe 

: _. No diligenée short of this would be “ due;” that is, commensurate with —_ 
| the emergency, or with the magnitude of the results of negligence. Under- 

standing the words in this sense, the United States finds them idén- | , 
: tical with the measure of duty which Great Britain had previously | 

_- admitted. : OO eS a | 

1S8tory on Bailments, § 14. — | a | | ot Leas | | 
7 Steamboat New World vs. King, 17 Howard Reports, page 475. See also the author 

ities there cited. _ | ae - a 
| 3 Hay on Liabilities, ch. 8. oo a . rer 

-4London Times, June 13,1871... ne So me , 
| 5A speech delivered in the House of Commons, on ‘Friday, August 4, 1871, by Sir | 

| : io ae Falmer, M. P. for Richmond. London and New York, Macmillan & Co., 
AOE, Page 60. Pe
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sO *It will also be observed that fitting out, or arming, or equip- [159 | | 
2 Filed is am Ding, each constitutes in itself a complete offense. : 

2 ing, or eauinving ‘’herefore a.vessel which is fitted out within the neutral’s | 
| —*-- jurisdiction, with intent to cruise against one of the bellige- | 

rents, although not equipped or armed therein, (and vice versa) commits 
the offense against International. Law, provided the neutral government / 

oe hadreasonable ground to believe that she was intended to cruise or carry | 
on war against such belligerent, and did not use due diligence to pre- | 

| vent it. - a | | ns So | 
‘The neutral is required by the second: clause of the first Rule of the | 

| The second chuse Lreaty to prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of aby | 
either Rule’ vessel intended so. to cruise, or carry on war, such vessel : 

i having been. specially adapted, in whole or in part, within. such jurisdic- + | 
| tion, to warlike use. | oo | ) oe | 

The Tribunal of Arbitration -probably will not have failed to observe | 
- Reasons forchange Chat anew term.is employed here. In the first clause of the | ! 

ae first Rule the obligation of the neutral is limited to the pres 
| vention of the “fitting out, arming, and equipping” the vessel. In the: | 

_ second clause, the language is much broader: a vessel which has been — | 
| “specially adapted, in whole or in part, to warlike use,” may not be per- | 

oo mitted to depart. -The reasons for this change may probably be found: : 
- in the different interpretations which have been put by the Exe- 9, 7 

. *eutive and Judicial Departments of the two Governments upon [160] 7 
| the words “fitting out” and “equipping,” and in the desire of the me | 

negotiators of the Treaty to avoid the use of any. words that could be— | 
deemed equivocal. The United States will endeavor to explain to the | 

| Tribunal what these differences:of interpretation were. = 
SO The eighth section of the United States. law of 1818 empowers the 

_ President to take possession of and detain vessels which have been a 
‘fitted out and armed” contrary to the provisions of the. act. In the- | | 

og year 1869, while there was a state of recognized war between Spain and: | | 
Peru, (although there had been no active hostilities for several years,) | 
the Spanish Government made contracts for the construction of thirty | 
steam gun-boats in the port of New York. After some of these boats — ! 

_ were launched, but while most of them were on. the stocks, and before _ 
| any had received machinery or had been armed, the Peruvian Minister, : 

| on behalf of his Government, represented to the Government of the | 
| United States that this was being done in violation of the neutrality of: | 

, the United States. The President, proceeding under the section of the 
_ Statute above referred to, took possession of the vessels, and they remained | 

in the custody of the naval forces of the United States until they == © | 
were released, with *the consent of the Peruvian Minister at [161] 

| Washington. ‘This was done under the assumption thatthe con- = ! 
struction of a vessel in neutral territory during time. of: war, which: : 
there is reasonable ground to belive may be used to carry on waragainst: , 

, a power with which the neutral is at peace, is an act which ought to be 
— prevented; and that the constructing or building such a vessel was in- | 

_ cluded in the offense of. fitting it out. The same interpretation (in - 
substance) has been given to this language by the judicial authorities — 

7 _ of the United States.1. The British tribunals have given a different: | 
| opinion upon the meaning of these words. In the case of the Alexandra,” 

against which proceedings were had in London, in 1863, for an alleged | 
_ violation of the provisions of the act of 1819, it was held that the proof. 

| | a : 1 United States vs. Quincy, 6 Peters’s Reports,445. a 
| oe ?Vol.'V, pages 3-470. Ere LS . OP Sane
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| of the construction of a vessel for the purpose of ‘hostile use against 
the United ‘States did not establish such an:equipment, or fitting out, — | 
or furnishing, as would bring the vessel within the terms of the Foreign | 

ps Enlistment Act! and enable the Government to hold it by. proceedings 
a | under that ‘statute. When the Joint High Commissioners met 

[162], at Washington, *and had ‘to consider what words they would use 
| .. in the Treaty, they found the Executive of the United States and 

the Judiciary of Great Britain differing as to the meaning of these im- 
portant words. The Tribunal of Arbitration may therefore reasonably 

| presume that the framers of that Treaty, after the experience of the ' 
American insurrection, sought for language which would, beyond any | 

. question, indicate-the duty of the neutral to prevent the departure 
from its ports of any vessel that had been specially adapted for the 

| hostile use of a belligerent, whether that adaptation began when the keel - 
was laid to a vessel intended for such hostile use, or whether tt was made in — 
later stages of construction, or in fitting out, or in furnishing, or in. equip- 
ping, or in arming, or in any other way. oo : | | 

The undoubted duty of the neutral to detain such a vessel, although 
it had not been formulated by Great Britain in any of the acts prior to — 
1861 which have been passed in review, is understood to have been in- 
cluded in the obligation to prevent her construction. The United States 

: ‘regard this duty as one that existed by the law of nations prior - 
: [163] to the Treaty of Washington; but as that *Treaty provides that, 

| . for the purpose of the present discussion, the rule is to be taken 
as having the force of public law during the Southern Rebeilion, it is 
needless to discuss that point. | a : oo 

The United States invite the particular attention of the Tribunal to | 
_ the continuing character of the second clause of this rule. continuing force of a 

The violation of the first clause takes place once for all ™™ | - 
. when the offending vessel is fitted out, armed, or equipped within the | 

jurisdiction of the neutral; but.the offense under the second clause may! 
be committed as often as a vessel, which has at any time been specially | 
adapted, in whole or in part, to warlike use, within the jurigdiction of | 
the neutral, enters and departs unmolested from one of its ports. I | 
Every time that the Alabama, or the Georgia, or the Florida, or the 

- Shenandoah came within British jurisdiction, and was suffered to de- _ 
part, there was a renewed offense against the sovereignty of Great | 

| Britain, and a renewed liability te the United States. on, 
| The British Government, certainly onee, if not oftener, during the | 

| rebellion, admitted its duty to detain these cruisers. Mr. guy io actin 
| Cobden stated it forcibly in a speech in the House of Com. sfentins vessels at 7 

mons: “The Government admit, through their legal ad- ™ | 
oo _viser, that they have the power, if they choose to exercise it, to | 

_ [164] prevent these vessels from entering our *harbors; but the honor. oo 
, able and learned gentleman doubts the expediency of exercising 

it, and his reason is that he thinks we have not clear proof of guilt. - 
. Phis brings me to a striking piece of inconsistency on the part of the 

| 1This opinion was on the Act of 1819. The Act of 1870 provides that “equipping | 
_ Shall include the furnishing a ship with any tackle, apparel, furniture, provisions, arms, 

munitions, or stores, or any other thing which is used in or about a ship for the purpose 
~ of fitting or adapting her for the sea or for naval service.” ae 
"2 “Tt is perfectly true that Lord Chief Baron Pollock and Baron Bramwell, as well 

as other great legal authorities, thought that such words as these did not convey the . 
_ true meaning of our then Foreign Enlistment Act; which, in their opinion, was in- 

_ tended to apply only to those vessels which might be armed within our jurisdiction, 
either completely or at least so far as to leave our waters in a condition immediately to 

- commence hostilities.”—Sir R. Palmer’s Speech, August 4, 1871, page 32. | : 
8Vol. V, page 590. | a
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honorable and learned gentleman. He begins with administering a | 
solemn exhortation, and something like a solemn reproof to English ship-_ | 

, builders, for infringing our neutrality laws and disregarding the Queen’s | 
| _ Proclamation by building these ships. Well, but if they are violating | 

) - our neutrality and disregarding the Queen’s Proclamation, it must have | 
_ -been because they built these vessels for a belligerent to be employed | 
- against some Power with which we are at peace. The honorable and. | 

_ learned gentleman assumes that these individuals are guilty of these | 
| acts. He knows they have been guilty of these acts; he knows that | 

_ these three vessels in particular, and the Alabama more especially, have | 
been built for the Confederate Government, and employed solely for 

| _ that Government, and yet he doubts the expediency of stopping them 
| from entering our ports. He speaks as though we were asking that he | 

-sbould send out ships of war to-order away these vessels without trial. 
He says there must be legal proof; but it does not require legal proof | 

a to warrant you in telling a Government, ‘You have got these vessels | 
| clandestinely ; you got them by the infringement of our neutral- «— | 

| ity *code, or, at least we suspect you upon fair grounds of doing [165] 
ce so; and unless you prove that they came legitimately into your == 

| hands, we must refuse them the hospitality of our ports” Why, how | 
do you act in private life? You hear charges and reports compromising - 

7 the honor of your acquaintance or friend. You may have a moral con- | 
, Niction in your mind that that individual’s honor is compromised, but | 

you may not have legal proof of it, and still you may be quite justified | 
, in saying to him, ‘Until you clear up these charges, which on the face | 

, of them criminate you, [ must refuse you the hospitality of my house? 
- I hold that you have the right to say the same thing in regard to these | 

| cruisers. But what was the course of the Government in the case of | 
| the Alabama? They told Mr. Adams, the American Minister, that they | 

should give orders to stop the Alabama, either at Queenstown or Nassau. | 
| Therefore the principle was recognized im the case of that vessel that you | 

| had «a right to stop her when she reached your jurisdiction. I say, therefore, | 
| in the same way, prevent their entering your harbors until they givean. 

account of themselves, to show how they became possessed of: that | 
| vessel. This has a most important bearing, and one so apparent that = 

it must be plain to the apprehensions of every honorable gentleman _ 
: who hears it.” - | ee | | 

| _ The French Government, during the insurrec*tion, practically [166] 
Also recognized by @SSerted the same power in the neutral to protect its | | 

France, violated sovereignty. The British Government in 1864 sold ! 
| a screw gun-boat to persons who proved to be-agents of the insurgents. | 

/ | This was done at a time when it was a matter of public notoriety that. 
those agents were in England making great efforts to fit out a navy. | 

- he purchasers took the vessel to Calais to complete the equipment. | 
Qn the way from the Thames to Calais the name of the vessel was | 

oS changed to the ‘“Rappahanock,” the insurgent flag was hoisted, an ! 
| insurgent officer, holding an insurgent commission, took the command, | 

-_ and the crew were mustered into the service of the insurgents. On | 
| arrival at Calais, attempts were made to complete the equipment. The | | 

ss French Government stopped this by placing a inan-of-war across the 
ss bows, and holding the vessel as a prisoner, and the Rappahannock was 

_ thus prevented from destroying vessels and commerce, sailing under the | 
flag of a nation with which France was at peace. a 

/ The second Rule provides that a neutral government is bound not te 
po “The second Rule Permit or suffer either belligerent to make use of its porte 
- of the Treaty. or waters as the base of naval operations against the other,
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or for the purpose of the renewal or augmentation of military supplies 
or arms, or the recruitment of men, 

[167] *A question has been raised whether this rule is understood to — 
"apply to the sale of military supplies or arms in the ordinary 

~ eourse of commerce. The United States do not understand that it is 
intended to apply to. such a traffic. They understand it to apply to the : 
use of a neutral port by a belligerent for the renewal or augmentation 
of such military supplies or arms for the naval operations reterred to in | 
therule. Taken in this sense, the United States maintain that the 
same obligations are to be found, (expressed in other words,) first, in 
the Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819; and, secondly, in the instructions 
to the naval forces of Great Britain during the rebellion. = a 

.. Phe Tribunal of Arbitration will not fail to observe the breadth of 
this rule. - i - ee Oo 
_ +The ports or waters of the neutral are not to be made the base of 
naval operations by a. belligerent. Vessels of war may come and go 
under such rules and regulations as the neutral may prescribe ; food and 

- the ordinary stores and supplies of a ship, not’ of a warlike character, _ 
- may be furnished without question, in quantities necessary for imme- 

diate wants; the moderate hospitalities which do not infringe upon im- | 
partiality may be extended; but no act shall be done to make the neu- | 
ss teal port a base of operations. Ammunition and military stores 
[168] for eruisers cannot be.obtained there; coal *cannot be stored 

there for suecessive supplies to the same vessel, nor can it be 
furnished or obtained in such supplies; prizes cannot be brought there 
for condemnation. The repairs that humanity demand can be given, — _ 
put no repairs should add to the strength or efficiency of a vessel, be- 
yond what is absolutely necessary to gain the nearest of its own ports. 

-. In the same sense are to be taken’ the clauses relating to the renewat 
or augmentation of military supplies or arms and the recruitment of 
.men. As the vessel enters the port, so is she to leave it, without addi- 
tion to her effective power of doing injury to the other belligerent. if. . 
her magazine is supplied with powder, shot, or shells; if new guns are 
added to her armament; if pistols, or muskets, or cutlasses, or other 
implements of destruction, are put on board; if menare recruited; even 

. if, in these days when steam is a power, an excessive supply of coal is 
put into her bunkers, the neutral will have failed in the performance of 
its duty. en — a 

The third Rule binds the neutral to exercise the same measure of dil- _ 
| igence as required by the first Rule, in order to prevent, if ae tira nue ot 

its own ports and waters, and as to all persons within its T=" . 
_ jurisdiction, any violation of the obligations and duties prescribed by ~ 

the first and second Rules. The same wakefulness and watch- 
| [169]+ fulness, proportioned to the *exigencies of the case and the mag- 

| _. .... nitude of the interests involved, that was required by the first | 
_ Rule, is likewise required in the performance of the duties prescribed | 

by the second Rule, without which the neutral will have failed in the - 
| «performance of his duty. | rs | 

., The express recognition in the Treaty of an obligation (in case the | 
Tribunal finds that Great Britain has failed to fulfill any of — 

-. her duties in these respects) to pay to the United States the peusation “or ine 
amount or amounts that may be found due, “on accountof the 

liability arising from such failure,” makes it unnecessary, in this connec- 
tion, to do more than to refer to what has already been said on that 

= gubject. ee re Oo - | 
The doctrines of International Law which have thus been deduced
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_— Foregoing views in LOIN the practice of Great Britain are in harmony with the 
‘harmony with opin Views of the best publicists. The discussions vetween the 

| publicists, sd two Governments growing out of the acts herein complained 
of, and unfortunately made necessary by the unwillingness of Great 
Britain to apply to the United States the same measure of justice which _ 
was applied to Spain in 1819, to Portugal in 1827, and which was re- 
ceived by Great Britain from the United States in 1793, have evoked 

- the comments of many writers in England, in America, and on the con- 
| tinent of Europe. For obvious reasons the opinions of the Eng- — 

| - lish or American * writers favorable to their respective countries— [170] _ 
| (as for instance Professor Bernard in Great Britain or President - 

| Woolsey in America)—will not be regarded. ~— 
~ On the 20th of May, 1865,! Mr. Adams had occasion to quote to Lord —- 

| Russell the opinion of Hautefeuille: ‘“ What the obligation of Her Majes- 
ty’s Government really was, in this instance,” he said, ‘is so clearly laid 
down by a distinguished writer, notoriously disposed never to exagger- 
ate the duties nor to undervalue the privileges of neutrals, that I will 

| ask the liberty to lay before you his very words: ‘Le fait de construire 
- un batiment de. guerre pour le compte d’un belligérant, ou de Parmer 

a dans les états neutres, est une violation du territoire. Toutes les prises. - 
faites par un batiment de cette nature sont illégitimes, en quelque lieu 

| qwelles été faites. Le souverain offensé a le droit de s’en emparer, 
—  ~méme de force, si elles sont amenées dans ses ports, et den réclamer la 

_ restitution lorsqu’elles sont, comme cela arrive en général, conduites 
dans les ports hors de sa juridiction. I] peut également réclamer le 
désarmement du batiment ilégalement armé sur son territoire, et méme — 

| le détenir, s'il entre dans quelque lieu soumis.a Sa souveraineté, jusqu’a 
ce quwil ait été désarmé’”= So | Be 

*The distinguished Dr. Bluntschli, professor at the University [171] 
plantecht ' of Heidelberg, in his pamphlet, entitled “Opinionim-,. ~~ 

untschli. . ye o ay 
a 7 partiale sur Ja question de VAlabama et surla maniérede la. 

| ' résoudre,” reprinted at Berlin, in 1870, from the Revue de Droit Interna-— 
| tional, says as follows: oe oe 

“La violation des devoirs d’un état ami, dont ’Angleterre se rendit __ 
~ coupable lors de Véquipement de ’ Alabama, fut la circonstance la plus 

 €6clatante, mais non la seule dans laquelle se révélérent les dispositions | 
| hostiles du gouvernement anglais.. Il y eut encore d’autres croiseurs 

_ sudistes du méme genre. Les nombreux coureurs de blocus qui trans- _ 
portaient en méme temps de la contrebande de guerre, avaient tous 
également leur origine et leurs propriétairesen Angleterre. Partoutoi 

| les troupes de l'union finirent par ’emporter et s*emparérent des places 
-  ennemies, elles trouvérent des armes anglaises et des canons anglais. — 

“Tous les faits ainsi allégués Wont pas la méme importance. Mais _ 
’ plusieurs d’entre eux, si tant est qu’il faille les tenir pour avoués ou. 

| prouvés,—ce dont nous n’avons pas a juger ici,—doivent certainement. — 
étre considérés comme constituant une infraction aux devoirs dun état — 
neutrn = BF rr ok 

a “Tétat neutre qui veut garantir sa neutralité, doit sabstenir 
@aider aucune des parties belligé*rantes dans ses opérations de [172] | 
guerre. Il ne peut préter son territoire pour permettreaVune 
des parties d’organiser en lieu stir des enterprises militaires. I] est — 

—_ obligé de veiller fidélement 4 ce que des particuliers n’arment point sur 

— -1Vol. I, page 538. ee | ot - | 
. 2Hautefeuille. Des droits et des devoirs des nations neutres, (Paris, 1849,) tome 2™, . 

pages 79-80, | oo , foe
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son territoire des vaisseaux de guerre, destinés 4.étre livrés 4 une des | 
parties belligérantes. (BLUNTSCHLI, Modernes Vélkerrecht, § 763.) | 
“Ce devoir est proclamé par la science, et il dérive tant de Vidée de 

neutralité que des égards auxquels tout état est nécessairement tenu | 
| envers les autres états, avee lesquels il vit en paix et amitié. — | 

“Ta neutralité est la non-participation 4 la guerre. Lorsque Vétat 
| neutre soutient un des belligérants, il prend part 4 la guerre en faveur 

de celui qwil soutient et dés lors il cesse Wétre neutre. L’adversaire est 
- autorisé a voir dans cette participation un acte WVhostilité. Et cela n’est — | 

pas seulement vrai quand l’état neutre livre lui-méme des troupes ou des | 
-- Yaisseaux de guerre, mais aussi lorsquwil préte a un des belligérants un | 

appui médiat en permettant, tandis qu'il pourrait Vempécher, que, de son | 
territoire neutre, on envoie des troupes ou des navires de guerre.. - | 

— . “Partout ott le droit de neutralité étend le cercle de son application, | 
co — il restreint les limites de,Ja guerre et de ses désastreuses consé- | | 

| [173] quences, et il *garantit les bienfaits de la paix. Les devoirs de | 
a Pétat neutre envers les belligérants sont, en substance, lés mémes que oo 

ceux dé Pétat ami, en temps de paix, vis-a-vis des’ autres états. Aucun oe 
.. €6tat ne peut non plus, en temps de paix, permettre que Yon organise sur _ 

_--§on territoire des agressions contre un état ami, Tous sont obliigésde | 
veiller 4 ce que leur sol ne devienne pas le point de départ d’entreprises | 

_ militaires dirigées contre des états avec lesquels ils sonten paix, 
oe ‘Ces devoirs internationaux universels sont aussi consacrés, dansle | 

_ droit public interne, par les législations anglaises et américaines. La loi. a 
-. anglaise du 3 juillet 1819 contient a ce sujet (art. 7) la disposition sui-. Dos 

 -vante: - 7 —— oO , ae 
“And be it Jurther enacted, That if any person within any part of the _ | 

United Kingdom, or in any part of His Majesty’s Dominions beyond | . 
- the seas, shall, without the leave and license of His Majesty for that. _ 

purpose first had and obtained as aforesaid, equip, furnish, fit out, or arm, 
or attempt or endeavor to equip, furnish, fit out, or arm, or procure to 

- be equipped, furnished, fitted out, or armed, or shall knowingly aid, as- . on 
sist, or be concerned in the equipping, furnishing, fitting out, or arming __ 
of any ship or vessel, with intent or in order that such ship or vessel |. , 
- ghall be employed in the service of any foreign prince, state, or : 

_ [174] potentate, or of any *foreign colony, province, or part of province, | 
| or people, as a transport or store-ship, or with intent to cruise or. 
commit hostilities against any prince, state, or potentate, or against the | | 

_ persons exercising, or assuming to exercise, the powers of government - 
_ In any colony, province, or part of any province or country, or against. 

the inhabitants of any foreign colony, province, or part of any province | | 
er country with whom His Majesty shall not then be at war... J | | 

. “Cette loi défend incontestablement tout appui prété en cas de guerre, - 
. peu importe que les parties belligérantes soient des états étrangers re- 

— connus, ou des usdrpateurs du pouvoir, ou des colonies, ou des provinces _ 
— révoltées. Done, le gouvernement anglais, en permettant intentionnelle- en 

-  - ment ou par une négligence évidente,—alors qu’il aurait pu et di ’em- 
pécher,—l’équipement de ?Alabama, a méconnu dumémecoupundevoir 
international 4 ’égard de Yunion américaine et les prescriptions d’une | 
loi nationale. Par ces motifs il est aussi, d’aprés les régles du droit des 

. gens, responsable envers Vétat lésé. _ : oo 
“Tl est notoire que la loi anglaise est une imitation de la loi améri- | 

| caine de 1818 sur la neutralité, laquelle ne faisait elleeméme que reviser | 
_. et rétablir la loi antérieure de 1794. C’est méme précisément la. - 
[175]. question de Péquipement de corsaires sur *un territoire neutre, | . 

oS au profit @une partie belligérante, qui donna la premiére impul-
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sion a cette législation. En 1793 Angleterre, qui était 4 cette époque en 
guerre avec la France, se plaignit de ce qwa New-York on équipat des 

Oo -corsaires francais pour nuire au commerce maritime anglais, Le Prési- 
| dent Washington sévit avec une grande énergie contre cette violation 

| de la neutralité et, malgré la sympathie de la population américaine 
pour les Francais, malgré les démarches de Vambassadeur francais 

a -Genet, il fit saisir les corsaires. Ji empécha, de la méme maniere, la ¢on-, 
| | struction, en. Géorgie, d’un corsaire destiné 4 entraver la navigation 

frangaise. Des deux cotés, il observa consciencieusement et raisonna- 
Oo ‘blement les devoirs Wun état neutre, et détermina ensuite le congrés a 

| regler ces devoirs par. voie législative.! | — _ 
| | _ “Le ministre libéral Canning invoqua dans le parlement anglais,en 

1823, cette honorable attitude de Washington pour défendre, de son 
cété, la loi anglaise sur la neutralité contre les attaques d’hommes politi- 
ques passionés on de particuliers égoigtes.? — a Ee 

‘ T/opinion du monde savant et du monde politique éclairé est presque 
‘unanime & reconnaitre ces principes, que le peuple americain et 

. son premier *Président ont Vhonneur d’avoir proclamés avant. [176], _ 
| tous les autres, dans des textes'de lois clairs et formels.” — as 

_. Mr. Rolin Jacquemyns, in a notice of the able treaties of Mountague 
Rolin Jacquemyns. Bernard, published in the same review in 1871, says: | 
—*¢ Dans le cas spécial de ’ Alabama, M. M. Bernard insiste sur le fait _ 

| que ce vaisseau, en sortant du port de Liverpool, n’avait ni un canon, ni un 
. - mousguet. Ilrecut dans la baie de Moélfra environ quarante hommes 

WVéquipage qui lui furent amenés de Liverpool, mais sans aucun matériel 
 .. de guerre. C’est seulement a Terceira, une des. iles Agores, par con- 

séquent dans les eaux portugaises, qwil fut rejoint par la barque | 
| Agrippine, de Londres, et un peu plus tard par le steamer Bahama, de 

Liverpool, qui lui amenerent ses officiers, son armement, les habits de 
‘ Véquipage et un supplément de charbons.2 Un fait analogue s’est pré- 

senté pour les corsaires Shenandoah et Géorgia, qui, également construits 
. en Angleterre, en étaient également partis sans armes ni €quipement. 

a STi est vrai, dit M. M. Bernard, (p. 382,) ‘que Varmement fourui a ces 
--vaisseaux leur fut expédié de différents ports anglais, chaque fois 

. évidemment *en vertu @un concert préalable, mais c’est ce que le [177] 
gouvernement anglais ne savait ni ne pouvait savoir,’ et plus loin — | 

| il essaie d’établir la thése qwun gouvernement neutre n’est pas obligé, en 
droit international, d’empécher la sortie de ses ports de batiments ayant) > 
Papparence de vaisseaux de guerre mais désarmés, alors méme que 
Von a des raisons de les croire construits pour le service Wun des belli. 

 . gerants. (V. p. 385 et pp. 890 et ss.) | | ok, 
| ‘Ti nous semble que ladoption d’une pareille proposition équivaudrait =| 
-  -°@ Vindication @an moyen facile @éluder la régle qui déclare incompa- 

a tible avec la neutralité Wun pays Vorganisation, sur son territoire, d’ex- 
- -péditions militaires au service Wun des belligérants. Il suffira, s’il 
a sagit Vune entreprise maritime, de faire partir en deux ou troisfois 

Jes élements qui la constituent; dabord le vaisseau, puis les hommes, 
| pais les armes, et si tous ces 6léments ne se rejoigneut que hors des 
- eaux de la puissance neutre quiles a laissés partir, la neutralité sera - 

. intacte. Nous pensons que cette interprétation de la loi internationale 
_ west ni raisonnable, ni équitable. Sans doute il ne faut pas demander 

Vimpossible, et puisque le droit international actuel n’empéche pas les 

: . 1 (Note by M. Bluntschii.)— Bemis, American Neutrality, Boston, 1866, p. 17 et seq. | 
3 2 (Note by M. Bluntschli.)\— PHILLIMORE, Intern. Law. UT, 217. 0 we aes 

_ 8 (Note by Mr. Rolin-Jacquemyns.)—“ Ce point n’était pas nettement indigué dans la 
aversion donnée par M. Sumner, V. t. I, p. 452, de la Revue, ainsi que Varticle de M. 
Bluntschli. V. aussi les publications citées plus haut de MM. Espurson et PIERANTONI, |
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neutres de permettre a leurs sujets Pexportation Warmes et de mu- ~ 
- | nitions de guerre a usage des belligérants, on ne peut exiger | 

| [178] que Von arréte les armes dans le cas dont il *s’agit. Mais 
7 cette tolérance nest qu’une raison de plus pour se montrer 

| -scrupuleux a, Végard des vaisseax et des hommes. la considération | 
| que la fraude, méme confinée dans ces limites, sera. encore prati- 

cable, que les hommes pourront étre nominalement engagés pour une | 
destination pacifique, que la difiérence entre les vaisseaux de guerre 

' et ceux de commerce ne se reconnait pas toujours a des caracteres | 
certains, peut servir, dans les cas particuliers, 4 excuser ou a justifier 

: la conduite du gouvernement neutre qui se laisse tromper aux appa- 
-. rences. Mais dans ’espéce ces motifs de justification ou Vexcuse n’exis- 

tent certainement pas. Bien que l’Alabama n’ait été armée ni dans la 
Mersey, ni dans la baie de Moélfra, il est certain que, des le 24 juin 
(plus @un mois avant son départ), M. Adams avait informé officiellement 
Lord Russell qwun nouveau et puissant steamer était prét a quitter | 
Liverpool, dans le dessein manifeste de servir &4la guerre maritime,et 
que les parties intéressées dans Ventreprise étaient des personnes bien | 

— econnues 4 Liverpool comme agents et officiers des insurgés sudistes.} | 
Il est certain que, le 21 juillet, comme le collecteur et les autorités des 
douanes avaient prétendu ne pouvoir agir sur des renseignements 

: - vagues, le consul des Etats-Unis leur remit six affidavits, et que | 
7 [179] le 23 juillet il leur'en remit *deux autres; que trois de ces docu- 

: ments étaient les dépositions de marins engagés 4 bord de VAla- | | 
bama, et attestant comme chose notoire ‘que le vaisseau était un vaisseau 
de combat (a fighting vessel), construit et aménagé comme tel, avec de © | 
‘grandes quantités de poudre, de charbons, et de provisions; que. les 
déposants avaient été enrélés par des personnes bien connues comme | 
agents des Etats-Confédérés; qu’ils n’avaient pas encore W’articles formels 
@engagement, mais qu’il était généralement su a bord que le vaisseau 

 . €tait un corsaire du gouvernement fédéral, destiné & combattre. les | 
Etats-Unis en vertu @une commission: de M. Jefferson Davis. Un des 

- -marins ajoutait cette déclaration caractéristique, qu’il avait été déja : 
capturé comme coureur de blocus, et que son idée fixe était de retourner - 
dans le sud ‘pour se venger sur les gens du nord de ce quils lui avaient 

_ pris ses habits.’ On lui avait promis que cette occasion ne tarderait. pas | 
a@ se présenter2 - ee . — | 

| . ‘A ces affidavits était jointe une consultation é6manée Wun des | 
[180] premiers avocats d’Angleterre, *M. Collier, lequel, surle vudes | 

| piéces, émettait Vopinion qu’une violation du ‘ Foreign Enlistinent | | 
 . Act’ était établie, et que le colleecteur des douanes avait le droit et le | _ 

devoir d’arréter le vaisseau. - Ce L : | 
_ “Six jours encore s’écoulérent avant le rapport des jurisconsultes 
officiels (law officers). Ce fut le 29 juillet seulement qwils conclurent 
également a ce que le vaisseau fat arrété. Mais le 28, le-corsaire, averti 

. - qu’on allait Pempécher de. partir, se hatait de quitter, quatre jours pius ons 
_ tot qwil ne se Vétait proposé le bassin ott il se trouvait, et le 29 il prenait ~ 

lamer? Cependant il ne quitta les eaux anglaises que le 31. | Ls 

FM BERNARD, p. 339 | | _ 
2 (Note by Mr. Rolin-Jacquemyns.)—“ ‘It is well known by the hands on board that the 

vessel is a privateer for the confederate government to act against the United States | 
under a commission from Mr. Jefferson Davis. Affid. No. 1, BERNARD, p. 368. : 

3(Note by Mr. Rolin-Jacquemyns.)—“ Affid. No. 8, p. 369. ‘I wanted to get Southin - 
order to have retaliation of the Northerners for robbing me of my clothes. He [l’agent 

: des états du sud] said that if I went with him in his vessel I should very shortly have 
_ ‘thatopportunity? | a ee as : 

— 4( Note by Mr. Rolin-Jacquemyns.)—“ Affidavit de Clarence Yonge, cité par M. Bre- 
_ NARD, p. 345, en note, Dee ae Doge bad te done nen |
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a _%M. Bernard ne croit pas que la sortie de Alabama, effectuée dans | 
ces circonstances, suffie pour justifier Vimputation de faute grave de : 

| ~— coupable négligence & la charge du governement anglais. I convient, | 
—  .toutefois, que ni un Anglais, ni un Américain n’a peut-étre le droit — 
 .. @avoir sur cette question une confiance implicite dans son propre juge- | 

: ment. Mais il ne voit pas ce qui Vempécherait de dire que accusation 
Lui parait légére et déraisonnable.. Quant & nous, nous ne voyons pas _ 
comment il serait possible 4 quelqu’un qui n’est ni Anglais, ni Américain, 

| de partager cette patriotique indulgence.” | / ty 
*Mr, Théodore Ortolan, of the French navy, from his practical [181] | . 

| Ovtolun.. experience, as well as from his theoretical knowledge [ 
and his high reputation as a publicist, is recognized asa 

| writer of authority on these subjects. In a late edition of his Diplo- 
matie de la mer‘ he discusses the subject of neutral obligations with | 
special reference to the differences between Great Britain and the United 
States. He says: | | | ee 

‘Si lon suppose un navire construit sur le territoire neutre, non pas 
'  - gur commande d’un belligérant, ou par suite Wun traité ostensible ou 

 . dissimulé avec ce belligérant, mais en vue Wun dessin quelconque, soit 
/ de navigation commerciale, soit tout autre, et que ce navire, déja par. 

- jui-méme propre &la guerre ou de nature a étre converti a cet usage, 7 
une fois sorti des ports de la nation neutre, soit vendu, dans le cours de 

: sa navigation, occasionnellement, 4 Pun des belligérants, et se mette a. 
| - naviguer en destination directe pour ce belligérant, un tel navire dans_ 

de telles circonstances tombe uniquement sous le coup des régies rela-_. 
tives & la contrebande de guerre. Il est sujet a étre arrété et confisqué | 
par Pennemi qui pourra s’en emparer, Mais sans qwaucun grief de vio- 
Jation des devoirs de la neutralité puisse sortir de ce fait contre | | 
Vétat.neutre pour n’avoir pas defendu a ses *nationaux de telles [182] _ 
ventes ou ne les avoir pas réprimées. C’est une opération de 

| trafic qui a eu lieu, trafie de contrebande de guerre, dont aucune circon- — 
stance particuliére n’est venue changer le caractére. — - Oe us 

a “Tel fut, en Pannée 1800, le cas du navire américain le Brutus, cap- 
 turé par les Anglais et jugé de bonne prise par la cour d’amirauté 

: d@Halifax. cael oe ee | : 
7  * # a oe ae * Ke 

Mais la situation change, la contrebande de guerre n’est plus la ques- 
, tion principale, d’autres régles du droit des gens interviennent et modi- . | 

fient profondément la solution, si Yon suppose qu’il s’agisse de batiments 
de guerre construits, armés ou équipés sur un territofre neutre pour le 

- compte d'un belligérant, par suite d’arrangement pris a V’avance avec . 
-. lui, sous la forme d’un contract commercial quelconque: vente, commis- 

. sion, lonage dindustrie ou de travail; que les arrangements aient été | 
pris ostensiblement ou qu'ils le soient d’une mapiére secrete ou déguisée 5 

| car la loyauté est une condition essentielle dans la solution des difficultés _ 
internationales, ef sous le couvert de fausses apparances, il faut tou- 
jours aller au fond des choses. Il y aici, incontestablement, une seconde © 

. hypothése qu’il importe de distinguer soigneusement de la précé-.. 
dente. — ae | oo ce gee 

| ‘¢ Nous nous rattacherons, pour résoudre en *droit des gens les [183] 
. difficultés que présente cette nouvelle situation, 4 un principe | 

| universellement établi, qui se formule en ce peu de mots: ‘Inviolabilité . 
so du territoire neutre” Cette inviolabilité est un droit pour état neutre, 

| _ dont le territoire ne doit pas étre atteint par les faits de guerre, mais 

co -1Diplomatie de la mer, tome 2, page 208.
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elle impose aussi 4 ce méme état neutre une étroite obligation, celle de 
- ne pas permettre, celle d@empécher, activement au besoin, Pemploi de ce 

_ territoire par Pune des parties, ou au profit de Vune des parties belligé- | 
rantes, dans un but hostile 4 Vautre partie. | _ 

‘6 Les publicistes en crédit ne font aucun doute pour ce qui concerne 
Varmement et ’équipement dans un port neutre de batiments de guerre | 
 destinés & accroitre les forces des belligérants. Ils s’accordent pour re- 
connaitre Villégalité de ces armements ou équipements, comme une infrac- 
tion de la part de état neutre qui les tolérerait aux devoirs de la neu- 
-tralité. : | : Oo oo. os 

‘¢Nest-il pas évident quil en doit étre de méme @ fortiori de la con- | 
struction de pareils batiments, lorsque cette construction a lieu dans les —_ 
conditions prévues en notre seconde byothése?”” | 

The attention of Italian jurists and publicists has also been attracted - a 
to the discussion. A learned and exhaustive pamphlet appeared 

[184] at Florence in 1870 from the pen of Professor Pier*antoni. With- 
out claiming the extreme rights which this learned ‘gentleman | 

concedes to them, the United States invite the attention of the Tribu- - 7 
nal of Arbitration to the following expression of opinion: , - 
 “& Dopo che nella sez. XXII, il professor di Pavia sostiene che ne il © 
governo inglese né gli altri governi debbano assumere la Piersntomt 
giuridica responsabilita delle depredazioni commesse dai “erento 

'  gorsari separatisti, nella seguente sez. XXIII, passa ad esaminare il 
: secondo suo assunto: se la neutralita fu violata dalla Gran Bretagna | 

per la costruzione del’ Alabama, legno corsaro, e pel consentito arma- — 
‘mento nei cantieri inglesi. Egli in brevi termini chiama lInghilterra | 
responsabile dei soli danni cagionati dalle depredazioni del detto legno, 
scrivendo: ‘Di queste perdite soltanto deve rispondere il governo bri-— 

_. tannico, per essere le medesime una conseguenza immediata di un fatto — | 
illegittimo, che ebbe luogo da sua parte, violando apertamente le leggi ce 
della neutralita’ = oe | | - 

‘© To non posso acconsentire a questa mite conchiusione, anzi me ne oe 
discosto per considerazioni di fatto e di diritto. In linea di fatto, io non ° 
intendo come il chiarissimo autore escluda le altre specie di offese, che — no 

if Sumner ed il suo governo adducono di aver patite dalla nazione: > | 
[185] americana.(sic.) Nella esposizione dell argomento ho citato*i tre 

: capi, nei quali riassume il Sumner la serie delle offese patite. UH | 
_ caso del vascello costrutto a Liverpool é il pitt grave; ma gli Americani - . | 

- gostengono che avvennero altri simiglianti casi, e sino a prova.contraria - 
non é lecito circosecrivere il numero dei fatti addotti come offensivi, 

In diritto; io non so, ché in questa seconda parte lo serittore non. | 
-ricorre ad alcuna dimostrazione dottrinale, perché egli limiti le conse- . 

' guenze della violata neutralita al semplice rifacimento: de’ danni cagio-: . _ 
nati dal legno corsaro. Bo ae oe | . 

7] principii della neutralita soltanto accennati dimostrano pil grave | 
la responsabilita del governo:che la violo.””) | pee es = 

- Lastly, the United States cite, for the consideration of the Tribunal, | 
the authority of Lord Westbury, Lord High Chancellor of awestbu | 
England during the rebellion, who, on the 7th day of March, "°°" 
1868, in a discussion in the House of Lords on these questions, said : 
“There was one rule of conduct which, undoubtedly civilized nations — — oo 
had agreed ‘to observe, and it was that the territory of a neutral should. — | 
not: be the base of military-operations by one of two belligerents against - . 

1 La Questione Anglo-Americana del? Alabama, per PAvv. A. Pierantoni, Fireuze : 
1870, pages 46-7. — Co ; |
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| the other. In speaking of the base of operations, he must, toa certain 
degree, differ from the noble earl, [Earl Russell.| . 7t was nota 
question whether armed ships *had actually left our shores ; butitwas. [186] 

| a question whether ships with a view to war had been builtin our. 
ports by one of two belligerents. They need not have been armed ; but of 

oo they had been laid down and built with a view to warlike operations by one 
| of treo billigerents, and this was knowingly permittcd to be done by a neu- — 

— tral Power, it was unquestionably a breach of neutrality.” co as, | 
The public and official acts of other European Governments have 

. also been in harmony with the principles which are claimed in this paper 
| to have been violated by Great Britain, >) 7 | 

: During the war between Spain and the Spanish-American Colonies, 
, case of Swedish LHe Government of Sweden sold, in the ordinary course of 
a vessels, = s commerce, to some private individuals, some vessels of war, 

after first dismantling them of their armament, and reducing them toa 
| — much less formidable condition than the Alabama was in when she left | 

7 Liverpool. > Some of the correspondence which took place between the 
- .Spanish Minister at Stockholm, the Russian Minister, and the Swedish | 

a Government may be found in De Marten’s Causes Célébres, Vol. 5, page 
| 229, et seq. A good résumé of the whole case may be found in De Cussy,? 

oa to which the United States invite the attention of the Tribunal of Ar- 
_  itration in full,as follows: De . | ae 

_ *% Dans Vannée 1820, le roi de Suede prit la résolution de faire [187] 
| - ~vendre, quand Voceasion s’en présenterait, quelques batiments de 

ss guerre dont la construction remontait & plus de vingt-cing ans, ordon- 
.. nant Vailleurs de Jes remplacer immédiatement par des batiments nou- - 

- .  -veaux en appliquant aux frais de construction de ceux-ci le produit de 
oe - la vente des premiers: le but et les intentions du roi, en cette circon- 

ss gtanee, étaient de rendre, au sein de la paix, quelque activité aux chan- 
- tiers de la marine royale, par la construction de cing ou Six vaisseaux | 

Be de guerre. a | ee | 
“La Suéde fit proposer 4 ’VEspagne d’acheter ces batiments, tant par 

_ Vintermédiaire de M. de Moreno, envoyé de la cour de Madrid, a Stock- —~ 
ss holm, que par celui de M. de Lorichs, chargé d’affaires de Sa Majesté 
 guédvise auprés du gouvernement de 8. M. catholique. Le ministére fit _ 
€galement proposer, en méme temps, ala cour @Eispagne de lui céder, _ 

| & des prix modérés, de la poudre et des projectiles, et de mettre les 
---- ghantiers de la marine royale de Suede ala disposition de S. M. catho- . 

a lique. Oo | Eons eae 
Co “Ta cour de Madrid déclina ces propositions diverses: l’lispagne pos- 

|  gédait, répondit M. de Moreno, tous les éléments nécessaires pour la 
fabrication de la poudre, et un nombre suffisant de vaisseaux de guerre; 

a Pargent seul manquait pour mettre en activité les moulins a poudre et > 
- pour ravitailler les batiments. | ee cee SIN 

| _. #*¢Te ministre de la marine de S. M. suédoise avisa done aux. [188] 
| moyens nécessaires pour trouver des acquéreurs. Six vaisseaux, = | 

oe fort bons encore, bien que leur construction remontat 225 et 30 ans, 
- furent déclarés réformés, et leur vente fut annoncée,; c’étaient le vais- 
—-- geau FGrsigtigheten.(la Prévoyance) et les frégates, ?Hurydice, la Camille, 
Los la Manligheten, le Chapman, et la Tapperhetenn = Maes Bee 
oe _-& Avant de procéder 4 la vente, qui eut lieu au commencement de Van- | 

née 1825, le ministre suédois fit renouveler la proposition d’achat des 
-dits batiments au chargé d’affaires d’Espagne qui se trouvait encore, a | 

ne cette époque, a Stockholm, ainsi qu’a son successeur M. d’Alvarado. — _ 

oe BES ce «1 Hansard, 3d series, Vol. CXCI, pages 346,347, 
woe ee » - 2De Cussy, Droit Maritime, tome 2, page 402 |
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| ‘ Sur le refus de la légation espagnole @entrer en négociation pour 
lacquisition des bitiments désignés, le gouvernement suédois accepta | 
les offres que lui fit la maison de commerce, établie 4 Stockholm, Mi- 
chaelson et Benedicks; celle-ci peu apres céda les batiments dont elle 
avait fait Pacquisition 4 la maison anglaise Barclay, Herring, Richard- 
gon et Cie, de Londres. — : a | | 

‘Or, cette derniére maison ayant, ainsi que la maison Goldsmith, de | 
_ Londres, fourni les fonds de Pemprunt contracté, peude temps avant, par 

le Mexique, ?VEspagne crut reconnaitre, dans la circonstance de Vachat 
des batiments réformés fait par la maison Barclay, Herring, Rich- 

{189] ardson et *Ci*, des mains de la maison de Stockholm, une inten- | 
tion de simulation ayant pour but d’éloigner la pensée que la gou- | 

- -vernement suédois était informé (quand il accepta les offres de la maison: 
Michaelson et Benedicks, de Stockholm) dela destination qui serait pro- , 

 chainement donnée aux vaisseaux de guerre vendus par le ministre de Oo 
ja marine. | Pe ee | Des ee, 

| “Pour M. d’Alvarado, chargé d’affaires d’Espagne, il ne semblait pas | o 
: douteux que les batiments achetés, dans le principe, par la maison Mi- , ee 

chaelson et Benedicks. pour passer, peu de temps aprés, entre les mains 7 
dela maison Barclay, Herring, Richardson et Conipagnie qui se trou- : 
vait en relations d’affaires d’argent avec la colonie révoltée, étaient des- ao 
tinés 4 renforeer les armements maritimes des insurgés de Amérique 8 
espagnol = on - , | 

| ‘“C’est dans cette conviction, fordée, disait-il, sur la notoriété pu- | 
blique & Stockholm, 4 Carlscrona, 4 Gothenbourg, et a Londres, que M. Co, 

7 Alvarado, dans la note qu'il addressa, le 1° juillet 1825, a4 M. le comte wees 
de Wetterstedt, ministre des affaires étrangéres de Suede, et parlaquelle 
‘il faisait appel a la loyauté de S. M. suédoise, dont la religion avait sans © 
doute été surprise, conjura le gouvernement du roi de résilier les con- ss 

_trats de vente, et avant tout de retenir dans ses ports quatre des bati-. | 
7 | ments vendus qui s’y trouvaient encore. 7 - oe 

[190]  “ Dans sa réponse au chargé Waffaires d’Es*pagne, le ministre : 
.  guédois déclara que si le gouvernement de 8S. M. suédoise avait 

- vendu, 4 des négociations, quelques vaisseaux de guerre, qu’on avait 
jugé apropos de réformer, en se réservant d’ailleurs la moitié de l’arme- cee 
ment, il navait fait qu’exercer son droit que personne ne pouvait lui con-. an 
tester. ‘Son action,’ continuait le ministre, ‘s’arréte la; et si M.@Alva-  . 
rado peut, ou croit pouvoir, prouver que les acquéreurs ont intention 
de faire de ces batiments un usage qui pourrait devenir nuisible a lV Es- me 
pagne, Vest auprés du gouvernement britannique que sa cour doit agir, 
lui seul pouvant exercer sur ses sujets la surveillance quilui convien- 
dra. Mais vouloir, sur de simples présomptions, arréter une vente dans : 
la crainte @un danger a venir, qui. pourrait en résulter, ce serait anéantir _ 
Vactivité et le développement de toutes les transactions commerciales’? 
» “A Ja suite de diverses notes échangées entre le ministre suédois:et— / 

M. d’Alvarado, qui obtint des envoyés des puissances amies et alliées de 
. YPEspagne, résidant & Stockholm, @Wappuyer ses réclamations, le gou- = ~~ 

vernement de 8S. M. le roi de Suéde, voulant donner un témoignagede = 
la.bonne foi qui ’avait. guidé dans toute cette affaire, consentit 4 résilier’ | 
les contracts de vente qui avaient été passés, en dernier lien, A Poccea- = 

sion de la Prévoyance, de UV Hurydice, et de la Camille... Oo Se 
— [191]  *“Cette résiliation entraina, pour le gouvernement suédois,une 

> -perte @argent assex considérable, que Yon a évaluée & plus de- ae 
60,000 francs. os a CO 

~ 4¢Les membres de Vopposition, dans la diéte tenue en 1828, cherchérent == 
a établir que la gouvernement du roi avait violé la constitution, (éternel et -
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- banal argument de toutes les oppositions dans tous les pays!) non-seule- 
-- ment pour avoir vendu des batiments de la marine de V’état sans avoir 

obtenu préalablement Vassentiment des états, mais aussi pour avoir | 
depuis permis la résiliation des marchés, et s’étre soumis, de cette sorte, | 
a& une perte en argent dun chiffre élevé. Une commission fut nommée = | 
pour examiner la conduite du gouvernement, laquelle, aprés leur exa- | 

- men, fat trouvée irrépréhensible. | a OC | 
“Tes états sollicitérent, il est vrai, du roi, que S. M. voulait bien pren- | 

-. dre les mesures nécessaires pour faire rentrer.au trésor les sommes que | 
| le gouvernement avait cru devoir sacrifier, quand il se vit mieux éclairé. | 

| sur les inconvénients résultant de la vente effectuée et lorsqwil cédaaux 
représentations diplomatiques dont cette vente était devenue Vobjet; 9 
mais la mort du Comte de Cederstrém, chef de Padministration dela 

| marine, contre lequel la demande paraissait dirigée, mit fin a cette | 
affaire; elle ne fut pas reprise, en *effet, dans lecours des séances [192] | 

. de la diéte suivante. — | oe ee Bo 
| . “Le gouvernement suédois en résiliant les contrats de vente, et en | 

: simposant un sacrifice (argent en cette circonstance, agit dignement et i 
: -loyalement; aussi longtemps qu'il ne vit dans la vente des batiments de _ 

— guerre réformés et Vane partie de leur armement, qwune opération pure- 2 
ment commerciale, dont les résultats devaient protiter uniquement, tant 
au commerce d’aucun acquéreur, qu’an trésor de état, aun moment ou de 
nouvelles constructions navales allaient étre entreprises, le gouverne- _ 

| ment sucdois était parfaitement dans son droit; mais du jour ot il put 
-croire que les batiments achetés par Ja maison de Stockholm et reven- 
dus &la maison de Londres étaient destinés effectivement 4 renforcer | 

: les armements maritimes @une colonie que VHspagne considérait encore. 
comme insurgée contre son autorité et dont Vindépendance politique ma- . 
vait encore été reconnue par aucun des grands états européens, la Suede, | : 
alliée ou amie de ’Espagne, ne pouvait se préter, sans porter atteinte au | 

| principe de la neutralité, a ce que ses vaisseaux de guerre réformés con- | 
| courussent 4 accroitre les forces navales du Mexique. So 

| “Cene fut que le 26 décembre 1826 que la Grande-Bretagne signa, a : 
| Londres, un traité public avec les états mexicains; dans année sis 

1827, *la. France, les Pays-Bas, le Hanovre, le Danemark suivi- [193]. | 
rent cet exemple, en signant, avec le gouvernement mexicain, des _ ; 

| traités de commerce et de navigation; le 28 décembre 1836, enfin, ’Es- _ 
-- '‘pagne, comprenant Vinutilité de continuer la lutte contre des colonies | | 

qui étaient séparées d’elle sans retour, conclut avec le Mexique un 
traité de paix et Wamitié. © a 
“En agissant autrement qu’elle le fit, Vest-a-dire en persistant 4. | 

| repousser les réclamations du chargé d’affaires d’Espagne, la Suéde, 
nous le répétons, aurait manqué aux devoirs et aux obligations de la _ 

| neutralité. C’efit 6té se préter 4 favoriser Pun des deux belligérants | 
| (et, dans le cas actuel en 1825, le belligérant favorisé était un peuple | 

dont la condition politique était. encore indéterminée), que de ne pas | | 
| prendre les mesures nécessaires pour que les batiments de guerre 

réformés, vendus avec un demi-armement, n’allassent pas accroitre les - 
forces navales d’une colonie de VEspagne insurgée contre Vautorité du 

—_ roicatholique.” =’ ee ne 
It may possibly be asserted that the construction, or the fitting out, 

sine veey OF the arming, or the equipment by neutrals of vessels of | 
cot simply contre War intended for the service of a belligerent were, before 
and of war. . a ede ork i 

| the Treaty of Washington, to be regarded as standing si 
/ - upon the same footing with the dealings in articles *ordinarily [194] _ | 

esteemed contraband of war. Should this be the case, the United ==. 

| | | | | |
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- States might content themselves with a reference to the history of the : 
legislation ef the two countries, as. a complete answer to such an asser= os 

_tion. While the subjects or citizens of either country have been lefu by > 
law free to manufacture or sell muskets or gunpowder, or to export | . 

them at théir own, risk, even if known to be for the:use of a belligerent, a 
the legislatures, the executives, and the judiciaries of both Great Britain | 
and the United States have joined the civilized world in saying that a | 

_ vessel of war, intended for the use of a belligerent, is not an articlein _ 
which the individual subject, or citizen of a neutral State may deal, sub- 
ject to the liability to capture as contraband by the other belligerent. | . 
Such.a vessel has been and. is regarded as organized war—more clearly . 

- organized war than was that unarmed expedition which lett — . 
_ {195}. Plymouth in 1828 for Portugal,! and was arrested *by the British 

navy at the same Terceira to which the Alabama fled to receive 
. the arms and ammunition that she failed to take on board at Liverpool, a 

either because the purposes of. the Foreign Office were surreptitiously: a 
- revealed, or because the insurgent agents had reason to. believe that 

they could evade the law by the construction of the vessel on one side — 
of the river Mersey, the collection of the armament on the other side of 

it, and the putting them together more than three miles out at sea. > | 
- Itis not, however, necessary for the United States to rely in this 
respect: upon the action of the several branches of the Governments of 

_ the two countries. The question has been considered by several of the . 
leading publicists of the Continent. Ortolan, in his “ Diplomatie dela | 
mer,” says, in addition to what has already been cited: - | | 

_ A part toute prohibition faite législativement par telle outelle nation, —. 
il faut, en droit international, considérer comme. des actes | 
décidément contraires 4 la neutralité, ’équipement, etVarme-. 7" 
ment et, 4 plus forte raison, la construction dans les ports:neutresde 

_ paAtiments de guerre appartenant aux belligérants, oudestinés, par concert | 
ostensible ou dissimulé avec les belligérants par a étreremisenleur _ | 

_ , [196] pouvoir. Nous croyons fermement *qu’il est impossible Vassimiler , 

' .” de pareils actes 4 la contrebande de guerre proprement dite et 
que Vobligation pour un état.neutre de s’opposer 4 ce quwils aientliew 

-- sur son territoire est indépendante de toute loi intérieure ou particuliére — 
a cet état; que la loi intérieure peut et doit sanctionner cette obligation, = 
mais quelle ne saurait ni la créer nila détruire, parceque c’est une obli: — : 
gation qui résulte uniquement de la loi internationale, laquelle défend — 
@Vuser, dans un but hostile, du territoire neutre” 

| -Heffter,? the distinguished German publicist, says tothe «| : 
same effect: = = = 7 2 AMON a 
'“Ovest un devoir général pour les peuples restés spectateurs tran- ° 
quilles de la lutte, de n’y prendre aucune part active, ni de participer - oe 
directement aux ‘actes de la guerre. Les gouvernements, les sujets _ 
 étrangers qui fournissent.a Vun des belligérants des secours directs | 

i During the contest in Portugal between Don Miguel.and Donna Maria II,an unarmed 
expedition of the adherents of Donna Maria left Portsmouth, ostensibly for Brazil, but .. a 

_ really for the Azores. The British’ Government of that day pursued it to Terceira, | | 
fired into it and broke it up; and they were stistaimed in the House of Lords. bya vote 

> of 126 to 31, and in the House of Commons by a vote of 191 to78. (Hansard for. 1830, | . 
«= ~WVol. XXUIL See also Annual Register for 1829, and Phillimore’s International Law, = 

“ Vol. I, page 229, ef seq.) The Tribunal of Arbitration will not fail to observe how dif- | 
ferently the powers and duties of the Government were construed by the British Gov-_ | 
ernment when it was a question of the disintegration and disruption of the commerce. | 

- 2Diplomatie de la mer, Ortolan, tome 2, page 214. eee pe apap! yet enfant | | 
 § Heffter, Droit international, (French translation. by Jules Bergson, Paris,) page 296.
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--—- ¢ommettent-une violation du devoir de la neutralité, un acte d’immixion | 
| dans les hostilités anquel VPadversaire est en droit de s’opposer par tous 

a les moyens. Dans la pratique on regarde comme de tels actes @hos- | | 

oo _. “1° le transport volontaire des soldats, matelots- et autres hommes ) 
de guerre; CO ae . gene 4 

| 2°) Ja construction dans les ports neutres de vaisseaux de guerre on | 
7 +. de commerce pour le compte de Pennemi dés leur sortie; = ! 

| _~ *#30, le. transport volorftaire de dépéches de Pun des belligé- [197] 

I ‘Ces diverses contraventions, lorsqu’elles sont réguliérement con- | | 
_ gtatées, entrainent la saisie et la confiscation du navire employé au | 

— transport. La confiscation s’étend également 4 la cargaison, si il est | 
-  - 6tabli que les propriétaires avaient: connaissance du but illicite du voy- : 

age. Toutefois cette pénalité n’est pas toujours exécutée a leur égard 2 
a avec la méme sévérité.. En réalité-elle constitute un acte de légitime | 

défense auquel le neutre qui se rend complice de l'un des belligérants 
“ne saurait échapper du cété de Vadversaire. | 
oo “Bin dehors des cas qui viennent @étre énumérés, il existe encore un | 

Oe certain nombre Wobjets dont le commerce est regardé, @une maniére : 
| plus ou moins générale dans la pratique: des états, comme prohibé. Il | 

| constitute la contrabande de guerre proprement dite.” | Oo | 
. Without wearying the patience of the Tribunal in the further dis- - | 

| case of the Santis, CUSSION Of this question, it will be assumed that a vessel of | 
— fm Trinidad." waris not to be confounded with ordinary contraband of | 

so war. Indeed, the only respectable authority which has been. cited even | 
oe apparently to the contrary, is an observation which Mr. Justice Story | 
a thrust into the opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States, - 

ss ‘apon the ease of the Santisima Trinidad! *If that eminent jurist [198] | 
a had said that a-vessel of war was to be regarded in publiclawas 

an article which might be legitimately constructed, fitted out, armed, | 
oO equipped, or dealt in by a person in the territory of a neutral, withthe — | 
a ‘dntent that it should enter the service of a belligerent, subject only to ! 

- a Hability:to capture as contraband of war by the other belligerent, | 
the United States would have been forced, with great regret, to ask | 

oo this tribunal to disregard an opinion so at variance with common sense, | 
oa and with the whole current of the actions of nations. Happily they | 

ss gre under no necessity of casting an imputation on the memory of one : 
of their brightest judicial ornaments. | Soe os oo | 

- - During the last war between the United States and Great Britain a 
privateer, called the Monmouth, was constructed at Baltimore, and | 

~ —eruised against the enemy. After the peace she was stripped of her | 
—_ armament, and converted into a brig. ‘She was subsequently loaded | 

with munitions of war, armed with a portion:of her original armament, | 
ss wand.:sent to Buenos Ayres, (which was then-a revolted colony of Spain | 
 - recognized asa belligerent, but not recognized as an independent gov-  _ 

_ -ernment,):to find a market for her munitions of war. The supercargo | 
— was also authorized‘‘to sell the vessel to the Government of Buenos | 

Ayres if he could obtain a suitable price.” He did sell her, and she ~ | 
-  .*went ints the service of that Government as a man-of-war. She [199] 

-- subsequently put into a port of the United States, and while there = | 
oe enlisted thirty new men, and took with her, when she put to sea, the 
ce -newly enlisted men, and a tender, which carried some mounted guns 

ee and twenty-five men. After this addition to her effective power for in- 

SIE a a . 7 "Wheaton’s Reports, page 288, wi
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jury, assisted by the tender, she captured the Spanish vessel Santisima _ : 
Trinidad, and carried her cargo: into: Norfolk, one of the ports of the aa 

- -United States. On the instigation of the Spanish authorities, proceed- | 
ings were taken for the restitution of this property, on the ground, first, : 

that the Independencia had been originally illegally fitted. out, armed, | 

| or equipped in the United States; secondly, that she had, after entering : 

- the service of Buenos Ayres, illegally recruited men and augmented her Q 

force within the United States. The court decreed a restitution of the | 

property on the second ground. Any remarks, therefore, upon the first : 3 

point were outside of the requirements of the case, and, under the Ameri- 

ean practice, would be regarded as without authority; but inasmuch as 
they were made by one of the most eminent writers on public law, they re 

deserve the consideration which they have received. ‘Taking them in con- | 

| nection with the facts as skewn in evidence, it isclearthatthedis: | 

[200] tinguished. judge intended to con*fine his statement to the case we 

-.~ of a vessel of war equipped and dispatched as acommercial ven- 

- 4ure, without previous arrangement or understanding with the bellig- og 

erent, and at the sole risk of the owner, - “It is apparent,” he says, oo 

“that she was sent to- Buenos Ayres on a commercial venture.” The 8 

‘whole of his subsequent remarks turned upon the absence of an intent, . 
| in Baltimore, in the mind. of the owner, before she sailed, that she 4 

| should, in any and at all events, whether sold or not, go into the service od 

- of the belligerent. * Se, Mee FS 

_ The judges who -were brought in contact with the witnesses in that = —_ 3 

-. ease, and had access to all the original papers, and knew personally - 

| both the men and the facts, and who, therefore, had opportunities which | 7 

-are denied to us of judging of the merits of the case, seem to have | : 

-. reached the conclusion. that this particular transaction was a purely a 

commercial venture; and they placed the decree of: restitution ef the ue 

-- gaptured property upon later violations of law. It may, however, be ore 

said that the ordinary experiences.of human life show that such deeds 

border upon the debatable ground between good faith and fraud.. The OR 
: -court which decided that case evidently did so on the izapressions which vs 

os. the judges received from the particular evidence before them, = => 

[201]. for, on the very next *day, the most illustrious: Of © controtica ‘by the | 

American judges, John Marshall, then Chief Justice eete@mnis 

7 of the United States,-in the parallel case of the Irresistible, a vessel built Ls 

at Baltimore, sent to Buenos Ayres, and there commissioned. as a pri- a 

| vateer, pronouncing the opinion of the same court, declared that the 

+ facets as to the Irresistible showed a violation of the laws of the United | “ 

 §tates in the original construction, equipment, and arming of the ves- | 

gel; and that, should-the court decide otherwise, the laws for. the preser- oO 
_ wation of the neutrality of the country would be. completely eluded. In | oo 

justice to the highest court of the United States, these twocasesshould = 
de read together by all persons wishing to know its views upon the .du- | 
ties of a neutral nation in time of war, since if there be any difference _ : 
in the principles involved in the two cases, then. the true construction = 

| ofthe law is to be found in the carefully considered: language of ‘the _ 
court in the case of the Gran Para.. The cases were both argued in _ 
‘February, 1822: the Gran Para upon the 20th, and the Santisima 

- Yrinidad on the 28th. The: opinions-were delivered in: March: that. of oe 
--the Santisima Trinidad on the 12th; that of the Gran Para on the 13th. | 
oo. ‘Phere canbe no doubt that they were considered together in the 
[202] consultation-room.. Therefore any apparently broad er ill *con- Se 

a . 1 The Gran-Para, 7 Wheaton’s Reports, 471. oe ee
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——“FBitest of a com SIGered expressions in the opimion rendered. on thel2th of 7 
Pee sr vesctor March are to be regarded as limited. and corrected by the a 
ware carefully considered expressions of the Chief Justice on the | 
following day. ae Be pO 7 

_ . Having thus demonstrated that the principles for which the United , 
| _ States contend have been recognized by the statesmen, the jurists, the 

_- publicists, and the legislators of Great Britain; that they have the ap- | 
-_- probation of the most eminent authorities upon the continent of Europe; | 

 and-that they have been regarded by the other Powers of Europein 
| their dealing with each other, it only remains to show how the liability 9 | 

_ of the neutral for the acts of cruisers illegally built, or equipped, or fitted | 
Gut, or armed within its ports, may be terminated. eG ! 

_~ It has been intimated, in the course of the discussions upon these. 2 
questions between the two Governments, that it may be said, on the 2 

. part of Great Britain, that its power to interfere with, to arrest, or to 
detain either of the belligerent cruisers whose acts are complained of — 
ceased when it was commissioned as a man-of-war; and that, conse-— | 
quently, its liability for their actions ceased. eet | 

| Fhe United States might well content. themselves with calling the | 
- attention of the Tribunal of Arbitration to the utter uselessness = ! 

discussing these questions, if the liability to make com*pensation [203] ! 
for the wrong-can be escaped in such a frivolous way. Itis well  ° ~ | 

| known how the several British-built and: British-manned cruisers got | 
into the service of the insurgents. Few of them ever saw the line of the : 
coast of the Southern insurgent States. -The Florida, indeed, entered ; 

— the harbor of Mobile, but she passed the blockading squadron asa | 
| British man-of-war.. In most eases the commissions went out from 2 

| England—from a branch office of the insurgent Navy Department, | 
_ established and maintained in Liverpool at the cost and expense of the ! 

insurgent.(so-called) Government. From this office the sailing orders of — | 
_ the vessels were issued; here their commanders received their instruc: 

tions ;.and hence they departed to assume their commands and to begin — | 
: the work of destruction. They played the comedy of completing on the 

| high seas-what had been carried to the verge of completion in England. | 
_ The parallel is complete between these commissions and those issued : 

by Genet in 1793, which were disregarded by the United States.at the | 
| instance of Great Britain. If a piece of paper, emanating through an. | 

_. English office, from men who had: no nationality recognized by Great | 
oe Britain, and who had no open port into which a vessel could go unmo- | 

' lested, was potent not.only to legalize the depredations of British’  —- ° | 
_ built and manned cruisers *upon the commerce of the United: [204] | 

. _ States, but-also to release the responsibility of Great Britain there- © 
_. for, then this arbitration is indeed a farce. Such, however, cannot be | 

 thecase. pe Se a 
- Sir Roundell Palmer, the Attorney-General of Lord Palmerston’s | 
' Opinion of sx Cabinet, as well.as of the present Government, wel! said, in : 

| Boundell Palmer. the House of. Commons, in 1864, when defending tie course ! 
| of Great Britain‘as to the Tuscaloosa, a tender of the Alabama, “Can | 

: if be said that a neutral Sovereign has not the right to make orders for - | 
the preservation of his own neutrality, or that any foreign Power what- 
ever violating these orders, provided it be done willfully or fraudulently, 
48 protected to any extent, by International Law, within the neutral | 

_ territory, or has the right to complain, on the ground of International | 
Law, of any means which the neutral Sovereign may see fit to adopt. | 
for the assertion of his territorial rights?” * * “Tt is a mere ques: |
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| tion of practical discretion, judgment, and moderation whatis the proper _ 
- way of vindicating the offended dignity of the neutral Sovereign.”' =, 

| The United States do not deny.the force of the commission ofa man-- 
of-war issuing from a recognized Power. On the contrary, © opinion of chief , 

| they point with a pardonable pride to the exhaustive ‘te Meshal. oo 

. [205] language of *Chiet Justice Marshall on this subject’ as evidence = 
"of what they understand to be the practice of nations. Nor de ° 

they deny that since Great Britain had, however precipitately and un- — 

justly, recognized the existence of a civil war between the United States | 
and the insurgents, and avowed a determination to.remain neutral be- | 

-- tween the parties, she might, without a violation of the law of nations, 
commit the further injustice of allowing to such vessels of war of the 

insurgents as had not been built, armed, equipped, furnished, fitted out, oe 
supplied, or manned within her territory, in violation of her duty to the 

_. United States, the same rights of asylum, hospitality, and intercourse 
‘which she conceded to the vessels of war of the United States. They 
do, however, most confidently deny that the receipt of a commission by 
a vessel like the Alabama, or the Florida, or the Georgia, or the Shen- | 

_andoah, exempted Great Britain from the liability growing out of the - | 
violation of her neutrality. To this point they are fortunately able to | 

- gite two from the many pertinent cases adjudicated in the Supreme Court 
of the United States, which show directly what the public law in this | 
respect is understoed to be, not. only by the United States, but also by | 
_ §pain and by Pertugal. - | . | ee | 
[206] . *The first is the case of the Santisima Trinidad,’ the facts of 
-.. which have. already been given. The property fOr  pecision of id: . 

which restitution was claimed in this case was Spanish. firereCoutorthe 
The libel was filed by the Spanish Consul at Norfolk on be- @ssciihe See 
half of the owners. The capture was shown to have. been @™™P — .. 
made after a commission to the vessel, expressly recognized by the ye 

~ court rendering the decision. - Nevertheless, restitution was decreed on 
: the ground of an illegal increase of armament in the neutral territory. | 

after the.commiss~on, Co | Bn . oe 
The second ease is that of the Gran Para,‘ also already alluded to. | 

The libel was filed by the Consul General of Portugal. The opinion of | | 
the court was given by Chief Justice Marshall. The facts are set forth — Co 
so clearly in the opinion. that no other statement is necessary. The — 

~, Chief Justice, in announcing the judgment of the court, said: ©... 
“The principle is now firmly settled that prizes made by vessels which _ | 

have violated the acts of Congress that have been enacted for the pres- | 
- ervation.of the neutrality of the United States, if brought within their 

territory, shall be restored. The only question, therefore, is, Does this . 
case come within the principle? co a py ; | 

ee “That the Irresistible was purchased, and that she sailed out | 

| [207] of the port of Baltimore, armed *and manned as a vessel of war, 
for the purpose of being employed as a cruiser against a nation 

with whom the United States were at peace, is too clear for controversy. 
That the arms and ammunition were cleared out as cargo cannot vary. 

_ the case. Nor is it thought to be material that the men were enlisted ou 
- in form as for a common mereantile voyage. There is nothing resem- : 

. bling. a commercial adventure in. any part of the transaction. _ The ves- | 
sel-was constructed for war and not for commerce. ‘There was no cargo 
on board but what was adapted to the purposes of war. ‘The crew was 

_~ 1 Hansard, 3d series, vol. 174, page 1595. | : oo ree | 

2 The Schooner Exchange against McFadden et al., 7 Cranch’s Reports, 116. ~~ 
| . 87 Wheaton, 283, . . £47 Wheaton, 471, — | |
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_ too numerous for a merchantman, and was sufficient for a privateer: 
_ . ‘These circumstances demonstrate the intent with which the Irresistible: 

a sailed out of the port of Baltimore. But she was not commissioned asa 
| privateer, nor did she attempt to act as one until she reached the river. 

oo La-Plata, when a commission was obtained, and the crew re-enlisted: 
This court has never decided that the offense adheres to the vessel, 

:. whatever changes may have taken place, and cannot be deposited at the 
termination of the cruise in preparing for which it was committed; and 

_ as the Irresistible made no prize.on her passage from Baltimore to the — 
river of La Plata, it is contended that her offense was deposited there, 
and that the court cannot connect her subsequent cruise with the trans- . 
actions at Baltimore. _ po “ He EOS aS ig ne a 

7 _ *“Tf this were to be admitted in such a ease as this, the laws [208] 
: _ forthe preservation of our neutrality would be completely eluded, 

_ 80 far as this enforcement depends on the restitution of prizes made in 
| violation of them. Vessels completely fitted in: our ports for military 

operations need only sail to a belligerent port, and there, after obtain- 
_ ing a commission, go. through the ceremony of discharging and re-en- 

os listing their crew, to become perfectly legitimate cruisers, purified from 
a every taint contracted at the place where all their real force and capacity 

- for annoyance was acquired. ,This would, indeed, be a fraudulent neu- 
 trality, disgraceful to our own Government, and of which no nation 

- would be the dupe... It is impossible for a moment to disguise the facts 
that the arms and: ammunition taken‘on board the Irresistible at Balti- 

| _ more were taken for the purpose of being used on-a cruise, and that the 
men there enlisted, though engaged in form as for a commercial voyage, 

: were not so engaged in fact. There was no commercial voyage, and no 
| individual of the crew could believe there was one. Although there 
a might be no express stipulation to ‘serve on board the Irresistible after 

| her reaching the La Plata and obtaining a commission, it must becom: _ 
_ pletely understood that such was to be the fact. For what other. © - 

| _- purpose could they have undertaken *this voyage?. Everything [209] 
| _ they saw, everything that was done, spoke a language too plain == 

. to be misunderstood. DET RGR ER nee 

“Tt is, therefore, very clear that the Irresistible was armed and manned 
in Baltimore, in violation of the laws and of the-neutral obligations of  - 

| the United States. -We do not think that any circumstances took place 
in the river La Plata, by force of which this taint was removed.” 

The course of the French Government during the insurrection in the 
“she prineipte vec CA8C of the Rappahannock, already referred to, practically 

epenized by France, asserted the power of the neutral to protect its violated 
| Portugal, and. the SOVereignty, even against a commissioned vessel of war. 
owe The British Governmentitself recognized this prinsiple when 

| it ordered the Alabama to be seized at Nassau, and when it found fault | 
with the Governor of .the Cape of Good Hope for not detaining the 

| Tusealoosa.at:'Cape Town. The principle for which the United States 
contend has therefore been recognized by Great Britain, Spain, Portu- 
gal, France, and the United States, i 

: It is not deemed necessary to add to the forcible views of Chief Justice 
Deposit of the oc Marshall in the case of the Gran Para, as to the deposit 

fens sc Of the offense of the cruiser. The United States only. 
ask that the same just rules which they, through their highest = - 

| *judicial officer and most eminent jurist, have established for [210] | 
-. offenses committed on.their own soil, may be applied to the of- ~~ — 

. fenses against British neutrality from which they have suffered. -The
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- AJabama, the Georgia, the Florida, the Shenandoah, and the other in- | 
surgent vessels of war made no cruise that was not planned on British | 
soil. Their respective cruises were to last till. the independence of the. | | 
Confederacy should be established. The career of the Florida termina- _ 
ted at Bahia—that of the Alabama off Cherbourg. The Shenandoah . =. 

' and the Georgia came eventually into the possession of the. United oe 
States. The principal injuries, which will be hereinafter set forth, came | 
from the acts of these vessels. There were, however, other vessels, _ 

-- whose careers and crimes, as well as those of the above-named four, will 
now be givenin detail ees | a 

Before proceeding to do so, it will be well to note the points which have 
been thus farmade | oe Py mo | 
The United States trust that they have established to the — gesume of prince | | 

 -gatisfaction of the Tribunal of Arbitration as against Great" 7 
Britain—. Gg Ey ke ata Ss : 

LL. That it is-the duty of a neutral to. preserve strict and impartial: 
| neutrality as to both belligerents during hostilities. (See the Queen’s . oe 

~ Proclamation ; also extracts from various writers on International Law | 
above cited.) — Cpe SAEED re 

[211] *2. That this obligation is independent of municipal law. (See_ | 
as above.) Lobe eu | 

8. That a neutral is bound to enforce its municipal laws and its execu- 
tive proclamation; and that a belligerent has the right to ask it to.do — | 
so; and also the right to ask to have the powers conferred upon the 
neutral by law increased if found insufficient. (See the precedents in | 

| General Washington's administration ; Lord Palmerstons speech of July — 
23, 1863; the opinion of the British Attorney General during the Crimean a 
war ; and the United States Special Law of March 10, 1838.) | 7 

| 4. That a neutral is bound to use due diligence to prevent the fitting — 
- out, arming, or equipping, within its jurisdiction, of any vessel which it - 

has reasonable ground to believe is intended to cruise or to carry on, 
war against. a Power with which it is at peace. (See lst Rule of the: | | 
Treaty ; also the Foreign Hnlistment Acts of 1819 and 1870; also the pre- 

— -cedents in General Washington’s administration ; also the writers on Inter- 
national Law who have been cited.) 7 a | 

_ 5, That a neutral is bound to use like diligence to prevent the con- | 
-» struction of such a vessel. (See Foreign Enlistment Act of 1870; also 

the action of the. United States ‘Government in 1869; also the writers on 
| International. Law above cited.) | re a 

— [212]  *6. That a neutral is bound to use like diligence to prevent the 
| | departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to cruise or | 

carry on war against any Power with which it is at peace; such vessel © 
_. having been specially adapted, in whole or in part, within its jurisdic-; | 

tion, to warlike use. (See 1st Rule of the Treaty ; also the Foreign En- 
listment Act of 1870.) a 

_  . f, That: a neutral may not permit or suffer either belligerent to make: 
use of its ports or waters as the base of naval operations against the. | 
other. (See 2d Rule of the Treaty, the Foreign Enlistment Act of .1870,. | 
and the writers on International Law above cited; also the instructions to. _ | 
the British naval forces during the Southern insurrection.) : 
8. That a nettral is bound to use due diligence in its. ports or waters, 

to prevent either belligerent from obtaining there a renewal or augment’ 7 
ation of military supplies, or arms for belligerent vessels, or the recruit-. - 
ment of men. (See 2d Rule of the Treaty ; also the precedents of Generat - | 

- Washington’s administration ; also the Foreign. Enlistment. Acts of 1819. — 
and 1870 ;. also the Queen’s Proclamation.) ©.) rs 7
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. 9. That when a neutral fails to use all the means in its power to pre- 
| vent a breach of the neutrality of its soil or waters, in, any of the a 

. foregoing respects, the neutral should make compensation for *the [213] 
-- Injury resulting therefrom. (See precedents of General Washing-  _ | 

> ton’s administration between Great Britain and the United States ; treaty 
of 1794 between Great Britain and the United States; treaty of 1819 be- 

 - . tueeen the United States and Spain ; correspondence between Portugal and 
the United States, 1817/22, and Articles VIL and X of the Treaty of _ 

od Washington.) — OC | ' Be 
— . . . 10. That this obligation is not discharged or arrested by the change 

ef the offending vessel into a public man-of-war. (See the cases of the | 
Santisima Trinidad and the Gran Para, above cited.) . eS Be 

11. That this obligation is not discharged by a fraudulent attempt of 
, the offending vessel to evade the provisions of a Jocal municipal law. 

(See the Gran Para, as above ; also Bluntschli and other writers on Inter-. | 
national Law.) | ) TB ee 

ne 12. That the offense will not be deposited so as to release the liability _ 
. of the neutral even by the entry of the offending vessel in a port of the. 

belligerent, and there becoming a man-of-war, if any part of the original 
| fraud continues to hang about the vessel. (See the Gran Para, as above.)



WHEREIN GREAT BRITAIN FAILED TO PERFORM ITS DU- 
ITS AS A NEUTRAL. - | 

.&There igs ‘no doubt that Jefferson Davis and other leaders of the South have made 
an army; they-are making, it appears, a navy.’’—Speech of Mr..Gladstone,’. ae 

| Chancellor of the Eachequer, October7, 1862, 9 .. . 3. gAdmissions of 
: _ “Tt has been usual for a power carrying on war upon the seas to ister. — — ” 

possess ports of its-own in which vessels are built, equipped, and fitted, - 
-, and from which they issue, to which they bring their prizes, and in which those prizes 

when brought before a court are either condemned or restored. But it so happens that . 
in this conflict the Confederate States have no ports except those of the Mersey and 

: - the Clyde, from which they fit out ships to cruise against the Federals; and having no 
| ports to which to bring their prizes, they are obiged to burn them on the high seas.”— » oe 

| Speech of Earl Russell, Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Aprit 26,1864. 
| “Her Britannic Majesty has authorized. her High Commissioners and Plenipoten- 

| tiaries to express in a friendly spirit. the regret felt by Her Majesty’s Government for 
the escape, under whatever: circumstances, of the Alabama and other vessels from __ 

| British ports, and for the depredations committed by those vessels.”—Treaty of Wash- 
| ington, Article I. | | a a 

| The extracts which are placed at the head of this division of the Case . 
| of the United States are at once evidence of the facts which will now 

be set forth, and a condensation of the line of argument which those 
_ facts logically suggest. The United States summon no less illustrious. : 
_.@ person than the present Prime Minister of England, to prove, not | 

only that the insurgents were engaged in the year 1862 in making a a 
| _ havy, but that the fact was known to the gentlemen who then 

[216] constitu*ted Her Majesty’s Government. They place onthe stand. > 
as their next witness Her Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs during the whole periotl of the rebellion, to prove = 
where the insurgents were constructing that navy, and why they were 
constructing it in the Mersey and the Clyde; and further, to prove that 
these facts, also, were known at the time to the gentlemen who then | 

_ constituted Her Majesty’s Government. And lastly, they lay before  —/ 
the Tribunal of Arbitration the graceful and kindly testimony of the 7 

: regret of Her Majesty’s Government that the escape! of the cruisers, — 
which were built in Great Britain, with the knowledge of the Govern- | 

- ment, and which constituted that navy, should have resulted in the , 
- subsequent destruction of the property of citizens of the United States. | 

In discussing this question, except so far as may be absolutely neces- _ 
- sary for the protection of the interests which they are bound to co 
[217] guard, the *United States will not attempt to disinter from the _ 

a grave of the past the unhappy passicns and prejudices, and te . 
: revive the memory of the injuries, often great and. sometimes petty, 

which caused such poignant regret, such wide-spread irritation, and == 

-  1&Y wish the word ‘escape *had not been found in the apology, as it istermed in 
| describing the exit from our ports of the Alabama and other ships of that kind. I 

_ cannot help thinking that was an unguarded expression, which may affect the course — . 
of the future arbitration. I can easily imagine that in some minds the word ‘escape’ | 
would be construed unfavorably to this.country, for it means that something has got . 
away which might have been retained. We speak of the escape of a prisoner; and. | 
the meaning of the term is that there was power to prevent the escape, and that the 
escape happened in spite of it.”-—Lord Cairn’s (ex-Chancellor) speech in the House of | 
Lords, June 12,1871. See London Times, June 13, 1871. | BO
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| such deep-seated sense of wrong in the United States. Over much of 
this feeling the kindly expression of regret in the Treaty of Washington 
has forever cast the mantle of oblivion. | 7 pele ba 

_.The reports of the diplomatic and consular officers of the United | 
. . States, made from the British dominions to their Government:during 

the war, which. are printed in the volumes which will accompany this , 
ease, are.full of proof of a constant state of irritating hostility to the 

_ United States, and of friendship to the insurgents in the several com- : 
. -. munities from which they are written.. These dispatches are interesting, 

| as. Showing the facilities which the complicity of the community often, 
if not always, gave to the scheines of the insurgents for Violating the 

os sovereignty of Great Britain. The reports from Liverpool, Nassau, — 
| . Bermuda, and Melbourne are especially interesting in this respect, and 

tend to throw much light on the causes of. the differences which are, it — 
is to be hoped, to be forever set at rest by the decision of this 

—  Pribunal | | a 
| _ ..*As soon. as the authorities who were directing at Richmond the [218] | 

- British ports the: LOTtunes of the insurgents were sure that theirrightto =. - 
base or peureent or, Carry on a maritime war would be recognized by Great | 
roy een to Britain, their Secretary of the Navy recommended to Mr. | 

| rant et Bence Jefferson Davis to send an agent to Great Britain for the 
_ Gowenerbools the’ purpose of contracting for and superintending the construct- : 
— ofictally aided J2 ion of men-of-war; and Mr. James Dunwoody Bullock, who 

oe and Jn amshing had been an officer in the Navy of the United States, was, - 
| - pitions, “and means in accordance with that recommendation, sent there in the | 
- stugle, -; summer of 1861, and entered upon his duties before the —_ 

co autumn of that year. Mr. North, also formerly of the United States ) 
“ Navy, was empowered “to purchase vessels”! for the insurgents; and - 

‘Mr. Caleb Huse, formerly of the Ordnance Department of the Army of 
a the United: States, was sent to London for “the purchase:of arms and | 
-_ - munitions of war.”! Mr. Bullock, Mr. North, and Mr, Huse: continued ! 
oe to discharge their duties during most of the struggle, and served the | 
yo purposes of those who sent them there, with intelligence and activity: — 

‘Phe means for carrying on. these extensive operations were to be 1 
derived from the proceeds of the cotton crop of the South. It...) | 

| will probably *be within the personal recollection of the several [219] | 
| gentlemen, members of the Tribunal, that in the year 1860 the | 

— world was dependent upon the fields of the insurgent States for a large | 
_ portion of its supply of cotton, and that, when the blockade was estab- | 

| _ jished by the United States, a large part of the crop of 1860 was still | 
; unexported.? This, and all subsequent crops that. might be produced | 
, | during the struggle, would yield their value in gold as soon as landed | 

in Liverpool. = ae 7 ea ng | 
- The insurgent agents took advantage of this fact. They secured, | 

through their assumed authority as a Government, the control of so | 
much as might be necessary for their purposes, and. they early made - | 

| arrangements for.a credit in Liverpool upon the faith of it. a 

- | _ 1 Walker to Green, Ist July, 1861, Vol. VI, page 30.0 | 
(2 7§ was estimated that only about 750,000 bales at most of the crop of 1860 re-  - | 

. mained. on hand in the South when the blockade began. The crop of 1861 was about | 
2,750,000 bales—a little more than half the total quantity consumed in 1860—and_ this | 

| supply, or so much of it as could be properly picked, cleaned, and baled, would, to- | 
>. gether with what remained from the previous.year, have been available for exportation : 

| in the winter and spring of 1861~62.. The quantity actually sent abroad, however, up | 
| to July or August, 1862, was reckoned not to. exceed 50,000 bales, the great bulk of. 

rs | wine but: not the whole, went to England.”—Bernard’s Neutrality of Great Britain, /
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| It so happened that there was at Charleston, at that time, a well- 
established commercial’ house, doing business under the gy. grmorvraser, 
name of John Fraser & Co. The head of ‘this firm wag Teatolm & Co. - | 
7 George A. Trenholm, of Charleston. Another prominent member 
[220] *was Charles K. Prioleau, also a citizen of the United States. 

_  *t- Before: or about the time the insurrection broke out, and, as the 
| United States believe, in anticipation of it, this house established a | 

branch in Liverpool, under the namé of Fraser, Trenholm & Co.  Pri- 
oleau was dispatched thither to take charge of the Liverpool business, 
and became, for purposes that may easily be. imagined, a naturalized / 
British subject. George A. Trenholm remained in Charleston, and, in 
due course of time, became the Secretary'of the insurgent Treasury, 
and a member of the so-called Government at Richmond. An arrange- : 
ment was made by which the cotton of the insurgent authorities was to 
be sent to Fraser, Trenholm & Co., to be drawn against by the purchas- 
ing agents of the insurgents 00 : 

‘The first amount (five hundred thousand dollars) was placed to their 
— eredit in Liverpool, somewhere about the month of May, or early in June, . 

1861; and, under the name of “ depositories,” Fraser, Trenholm & Co. re- 
mained a branch of the Treasury of the insurgent Government. | 

[221] _*Thus there was early established in Great Britain a branch of —__ 
| | the War Department of the insurgents, a branch of their Navy © 

Department, and a branch of their Treasury, each with almost plenary. | 
_ powers. These things were done openly and notoriously. The persons 

and places of business of these several agents were well known to. the. | 
| communities in which they lived, and must have been familiar to the | : 

| British officials. If there was any pretense of concealment in the outset = 
: it was soon abandoned. = | Fd | 

- On the 22d of July, 1861, Huse writes to the officer in-charge of the - 
| insurgent Ordnance Department, complaining of the activity of the | 

agents of the United States in watching and thwarting his movements. | 
“Jt is difficult,” hesays, “for a stranger to keep his actions secret when a 
Spies are on his‘path.” He says that he shall have ready, by the Ist of : 

| August, some of the goods that had been ordered on the 17th of the 
_ previous April, and more by the ist of October, and that “ the shipping 

| of the articles will be left in the hands of the Navy Department.”” > | 
_. Qn the 18th of September, the steamer “ Bermuda” ran the blockade, | 

oo and arrived at Savannah with “arms and munitions on board.” 
| [222] . She came*from Fraser, Trenholm & Co.,consignedto John Fraser 

| '  ~& Co. Information of the character and purposes of this steamer, 
_ and of the nature of her freight, had been given to Lord Russell by Mr. 
Adams on the 15th of the previous August,* and he had declined to 
“interfere with the clearance or sailing of the vessel.” On the fourth | 
day after her arrival at Savannah her. consignees offered to charter her 

| to the insurgents, and the offer was accepted.” te ee 

1“ Of twenty steamers, which were said to have been kept plying in 1863 between . , 
Nassau and two of the blockaded ports, seven belonged to a mercantile firm at Charles- | 
ton, who had a branch house at Liverpool, and through whom the Confederate Gov- | 

_ ernment transacted its business in England.” “The name of the Charleston firm was 
John Fraser & Co.; that of the Liverpool house, I'raser, Trenholm & Co. Of the five 
members of the house, four, I. believe, were South Carolinians, and one a British sub-- | 

_ ject.”"—Bernard’s Neutrality of Great Britain, page 289 and note. The British subject’ . 
referred to by Mr. Bernard was Prioleau, naturalized for the purpose. mes | 

| -? Huse to Gorgas, Vol. VI, page 33. So | so pS | 
. & Lawton to Cooper, 20th September, 1861, Vol.. VI, page 36. . | Co 

_ 4Adams to Russell, Vol. I, page 760. Be - , oe 
~ 8 Russell to Adams, Vol. I, page 762. - | rn eS : 

| _ 6 Benjamin to John Fraser & Co., 27th September, 1861, Vol. VI, page 37.
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he experience of the “ Bermuda,” or the difficulties which she en- | 
. countered in running the blockade, seem to have induced the insurgent. 

authorities to think that it would be well to have some surer way for _ 
- reeeiving the purchases made by their agents in Liverpool. The strin- - 

- -- geney of the blockade established by the United States, and the nature 
_ of the coast that was blockaded, made it necessary te have a set of 

~ agents in the West Indies also. . S | | 
| ~The coast of the United States, from Chesapeake Bay to the Mexican _ 
——enaracter of the Lrontier, is low, with shoaly water extending out for some dis- 

/  Blockadedcoass’ = tance to sea. A range of islands lies off the coast, from 
. Florida to Charleston, and islands also lie off Wilmington and . | | 

_ .*the coast to the north ofit.* The waters within these islands are [223] 
- shallow, affording an inland navigation for vessels of light draught. 

The passages to the sea between the islands are generally of the same 
character. The outlying frontier of islands, or of shallow. waters, is 

.  proken at Wilmington, at Charleston, and at Savannah. Atthese three 
points large steamers can approach and leave the coast; but these points 

7 were at that time guarded by the blockading vessels of the United States, 
: so as tomake the approach difficult. Vessels not of light draught and 

great speed were almost certain of capture; while vessels of such draught 
and speed could not carry both coal and a cargo across the Atlantic. 

. To avoid this risk it was resolved to send the purchases which might 
co be made in England to Nassau in British bottoms, and there transship 

| - them into steamers of: light draught and great speed, to be constructed 
for the purpose,! which could carry coal enough for the short passage — 
_into:the waters that connected with either Charleston, Savannah, or — 

| Wilmington. The tirst order from Richmond that is known to have 
Ct been given for such a shipment is dated the 22d of July, 1861.7. | 
os | The attention of the Tribunal of Arbitration is *invited to the [224] _ 

- decaraphicat site: accompanying map, showing how admirably the - | 
| tion of Nassau and British ports of Nassau and Bermuda were adapted for the 

~ . iHlegal purposes for which it was proposed to use them. | 
Nassau was surrounded by a cluster of British islands, so that even a 

_ slow-sailing blockade-runner, pressed by a pursuing man-of-war, could 
. in a short time reach the protection of British waters. Bermuda had ~ 

| the advantage of being more directly off the ports of Wilmington and — 
- Charleston. Neither Nassau nor Bermuda, however, was more than. 

| two days distant from the blockaded ports for the swift steamers that 

--—s-were employed in the service.’ ae an | 
| -.On the 4th of October, 1861, Mr. Benjamin, writing from Richmond, - 

| and signing himselfas “ Acting Secretary of War,” addressed Mr. Mallory 
as “Seeretary of the Navy,” and asked if he could ‘spare an officer 
from his department to proceed to Havana and take charge of funds 
there, to be used by agents of this department in the purchase of small- 

: arms and ammunition.’”* | | eS a 
*Mr. Lewis Heyliger, of New Orleans, was apparently desig- [225] 

nated for this purpose. On the 30th of November, 13861, he takes | 

— ~ 1 Huse to Gorgas, 15th March, 1862, Vol. VI, page 69. : 
| 2 Walker to Huse and Anderson, Vol. VI, page 31. | ee 

| 3‘ The British Island of New Providence, in the Bahamas, became the favorite resort 
- of ships employed in these enterprises. Situated in close neighborhood to the coast of 

- Florida, and within three days’ sail of Charleston, it offered singular facilities tothe . 
| blockade-runners: , The harbor of Nassau, usually quiet and almost empty, was soon 

co thronged with shipping of all kinds; and its wharves and warehouses became an 
a entrepot for cargoes brought. thither-from different quarters. Agents of the Confed- 

an erate Government resided there, and were busily employed in assisting and developing 
eee the traffic.—Bernard’s. Neutrality of Great Britain,:page 299.0 = os 
BES, 4 Benjamin to Mallory, Vol. VI, page 39... re ee
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a letter from Mr. Benjamin to Mr. Helm, the agent of the insurgents at a 
Cardenas, in Cuba, saying that he is “an active and accomplished ~ 

~ . ‘business man ;” that he is to aid Helm, ‘“‘ whether in the disposal of the Co 
. cotton or the arrangements for the shipments ;”. and that “the articles _ 

| first in importance, and to be sent in preference to everything else, are 4 
- gmall-arms and cannon powder. ”! . | ! 

- Heyliger went to Cuba, and in a few days after was transferred to ) 
_. Nassau to take charge of “ the British Steamer Gladiator, Commander _ : 

| G. G. Bird, with a cargo for the Confederate States.” He remained Oe 
there as the agent, treasury depositary, and representative of the insur- 
gents during the rebellion. | - - 

| _ The Gladiator was a steamer bought and fitted out in England under a 
- an agreement made at London, October 24, 1861, between what wasdoneat | 

: Mr. T. O. Stock, a sabject of Her Majesty, and Mr. Caleb *s | - 
Huse? The evident object of this @greement was to enable her to sail oo 
under the British flag, although owned by the insurgents. She was to vs 

oo take out five hundred tons of goods, and was “to proceed to a port : 
[226] in the *Confederate States or an intermediate port.” No con- | : 

: cealment of her object or destination was made in England.4 She sO 
arrived at Nassau from London on the 9th of December, 1861.5 : 

| The day after she arrived there a United States vessel of war came | 
_ into the port. Heyliger, finding that this vessel would not leave, and 

_ that therefore the Gladiator, which was slower than the man-of-war, 
—. eould not leave with safety, represented to the British authorities that. 7 

such a course “ would tend to cut off the trade” which the insurgents = ss 
desired to divert to Nassau, and that he thought ‘some step should be : 
adopted to remind him [the commander] that he is infringing on the. 

pe laws of hospitality.” Hereported this to Richmond and added, “TI have ae 
“  - yeason to know that these arguments have not been without their effect, | a 

inasmuch as the matter was incidentally discussed at a meeting of the | a 
Council the other day; and I really believe that in the course of a week — a 
or two some action will be taken to impress the captain of the enemy’s | 

& vessel with the conviction that his absence will be preferable to his _ 
4 company.” ‘ We have succeeded,” he continued, “in obtaining a very eo 

" important modification of the existing laws, viz: the privilege of 
[227] breaking bulk and transshipment.” *That modification was all that. | 

the insurgents wanted. That privilege converted the port of 
Nassau into an insurgent port, which could not be blockaded by the naval _ 

: forces of the United States. Further stay of the United States vessels a 
_of war was therefore useless. The United States ask the Tribunal to find | | 
that this act, being a permission from the British authorities at Nassau, 

. enabling a vessel chartered by the insurgents, and freighted with articles | 
.  econtraband of war, to diverge from its voyage, and to transship its cargo | : 

in a British port, when not made necessary by distress, was a violation 
of the duties ofa neutral. - oo 

- On the 27th of January, 1862, Maffitt, an officer in the service of the 
Insurgents, (the same who afterward commanded the Florida,) was sent oo 
to take command of the Gladiator as an insurgent vessel,’ (although = | 

_under British colors,) and on the 30th of January, 1862, a portion of the _ 

| . | 1 Benjamin to Helm, Vol. VI, page 43. : . | | 
| 7 *Helm to Heyliger, 20th December, 1861, Vol. VI, page 51. | os 

° 3 See the agreement, Vol. VI, page 42. - 
| 7 | 4 Adams to Seward, Vol. I, paze 769. De ‘ : 
oe 8 Whiting to Seward, 10th December, 1861, Vol. VI, page 44. — 

| 6Heyliger to Benjamin, 27th December, 1861, Vol. VI, page 55. | 
| 7 Benjamin to Maffitt, 27th January, 1862, Vol. VI, page 57... - oe
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_  . Gladiator’s. valuable cargo was transshipped to the “Kate,” a small — 
: - steamer sailing under British colors, and eventually all went in the 

— , same way. In the dispatch announcing the transfer to the “Kate,” 
. -Heyliger said: “ You may readily imagine how intensely disgusted the —- 

a Yankees. are at this partiality, as they style it. Itis called another ~ 
flagrant violation of neutral rights. * * My relations with =~ 

poe *the authorities here are of the most friendly character. Ireceive [228] _ 
| many marked attentions, which I value as going to show the ine 

| | creased cordiality of feeling toward -the Confederate Government.”) 
+ The United States are not able to say what “effect” the colonial _ 

oe authorities of Nassau induced Heyliger to think would come from | 
a his “arguments.” ‘They point out, however, to the Tribunal of Arbi- 

tration the fact, that in about one month after that time, viz, on the 31st_ 
es day of January, 1862, Earl. Russell mformed the Lords Commissioners 

of the Admiralty that “ during the @ontinuance of the present hostilities 
|  * *& * * no ship of war or privateer belonging to either of the 
oe _ belligerents shall be permitted to euter or remain in the port of Nassau, 

So or in any other port, roadstead, or waters of the Bahama Islands, except 
se by special leave of the Lieutenant Governor of the Bahama Islands, or © | 

in case of stress of weather’? Pos | | 7 
, An order more unfriendly to the United States, more directly in the _ 

a interest of the insurgents, could not have been made, even if founded ) 
upon Heyliger’s friendly intimations to the Colonial Authorities. Under 

7 ‘the construction practically put upon it, the vessels of war of the 
a United States were excluded from this harbor for any *purpose, [229] 

while it was open for free ingress and egress to vessels of the | | 
_ .-- Insurgents, purchased, or built, and owned by the authorities at Rich- | 

mond, bringing their cotton to be transshipped in British bottoms to | 
- Fraser, Trenholm & Co., in Liverpool, and taking on board the cargoes of 
oe arms and munitions of war which had been dispatched thither from Liver- 

— pool. The Tribunal of Arbitration will not fail to observe that this was | 
| - no British commerce which had existed before the war, and which the 

we neutral might claim the right to continue. It was toa large extent the + 
>. commerce of the authorities at Richmond—carried on in their own vessels, © 

and for their own. benefit—and consisted of the export of cotton from: 
-  . the South on account of the so-called Government, and the return of — 

| arms, munitions of war, and quartermaster stores from Great Britain, 
en for the purpose of destroying the United States—a nation with which | 

Great Britain was at: peace. The United States confidently insist that : 
es Great Britain, by shielding and encouraging such a commerce, violated = 

a its duties. as a neutral toward the United States. = ge 
| ft is amost unpleasant duty of the United States to call the atten-  . ! 

“phe United states tion of the Tribunal of Arbitration to the fact that, at the 
oo _jenied permistiovge Very time of this affair of the Gladiator, another mat- /: 

ee . ter was going *on in the same port, which furnished [230] | 
— ®@ Commentary on the ideas of neutrality entertained by the Co- | | 

_ Jonial Authorities. 5 ~ Se Ee : 
oe _ Yhe day after the arrival of that vessel, the United States Consul at | 

a Nassau wrote to his Government thus: “ Thecoal which is being landed , 
‘ _ here for Government has caused great excitement among the Nassau | 
_.- masses, and a deputation visited Governor Nesbitt yesterday to remon- i 

Ce strate against its being landed.” The remonstrances were successful. | 

oo ve 1 Heyliger to Benjamin, 30th January, 1862, Vol. VI, page 48." : 

| 5 Whiting to Seward, Vol. VI, page 44; Vol. I, page 696... -- | | 

|
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~ -On the same day the Colonial Secretary wrote to the. Consul that the : 
coal could be admitted only “ on the express condition and understand- 
ing that such coal should not afterward be reshipped or otherwise used 
jn any manner which may, in the opinion of the law authorities of the ‘ 

_ Colony, involve a breach of Her Majesty’s Proclamation of the 13th of | | 
May last, and particularly that such coal shall not be used. for the purpose o 
of coaling, or affording facilities for coaling, at this port, the vessels of war : 
of the United States Navy, during the continuance of the hostilities.” * 

The sincerity of the desire of the Colonial Authorities to obey Her - 
| _. Majesty’s Proclamation may be estimated from the following facts: 

[231] 1. That that Proclamation inhibited Her Majesty’s *subjects from | 
| -.. . “breaking, or endeavoring to break, any blockade lawfully or . 

| actually established by or-on behalf-of either of the said contending 
parties ;’” yet the Colonial Authorities finding that the Gladiator, which 
had been chartered to break a blockade established by the United | - 

| States, would probably be intercepted by the vessels of the United © 
_ States, permitted the cargo to be transshipped into smaller steamers, _ 

with the avowed purpose of breaking that blockade; 2. That Her Maj- =. 
esty’s Proclamation also inhibited British subjects from “ carrying mili- | | 
tary stores or materials, or any article or articles considered and deemed a 
to be contraband of war; according to the law or modern usage of na- oS 
tions, for the use or service of either of the said contending parties ;” 

, yet the Colonial Authorities welcomed the Gladiator, sailing underthe = 
British flag with contraband of war ip violation of the Proclamation, , 
and permitted her:to shift her illegal cargo into other vessels, in like a 
manner using the British flag for the purpose of transporting it to and — 7 
on account of a belligerent. 3. That Her Majesty’s Proclamation made 

: no mention of coal, and that coal is not regarded by Her Majesty’s 7 
~" Government as an article necessarily contraband of war ;° yet the — : 
[232] Government of the *United States was forbidden by the same , 

authorities, in the same week, to deposit its coal at Nassau, ex- | 
| cept upon the condition that it would not use it. | . 

- The United States have no reason to suppose that either of these - 
partial decisions: met with the disapproval of Her Majesty’s Govern- | 
ment. | , | sy | 

- On the contrary, Earl Russell, on the 8th of January, 1862, in reply 
to a complaint from Mr. Adams that the port of Nassau © Gonpaintsiszat 

- was used as a.depot of supplies by the insurgents, officially Pusselsnths reply. 
informed that gentleman that he had received “a report from the re- | 

-- eeiver general of the port of Nassau stating that no warlike stores have | 
been received at that port, either from Great Britain or elsewhere, and. : 

4 that no munitions of war have been shipped from thence to the Confed- 
erate States..*. The United States with contidence assert, in view of 

| what has been already shown, that, had Earl Russell seriously inquired . 
into the complaints of Mr. Adams, a state of- facts:would have been | 
disclosed entirely at variance with this report—one which should have 
impelled Her Majesty’s Government to suppress what was: going on at 

- Nassau. The foregoing facts were all within the reach of Her Majesty’s - 
~. Government, although at that time not within the reach of the 
[233] Gov*ernment of the United States. Thefailure todiscover them,  —_ 
......- after Mr. Adams had called attention to them, was a neglect of» 

the. diligence in the. preservation of its neutrality, which was ‘ due,” — | 

~~. Thompson to Whiting, Vol. VI, page 45. | . 
| * .* 2Vol. I, page 44. SEN Sop Rage = 

| 7 8 Lord Granville to Count Bernstorff, 15th September, 1870. - CO 
_, .#Russell:to Adams, Vol, VI, page 5%, 7 oo |
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— from Great Britain to the United States; and it taints all the subse. — 
-  . quent conduct of Great Britain toward the United States during the _ 

struggle. eR, pe 7 
On the 3ist day of the same month, instructions issued from the For- 

. eign Office, prescribing the amount of hospitalities to be extended to. — 
the belligerents. ee a a SPA 

- . JPhese instructions have already been referred to. They provided that: | 
oy etiin'as to 2’ NO ship of war or privateer of either belligerent was to | 

-—hespitalities to the be permitted to enter any port, roadstead, or water in the _ 
“+ Bahamas except by special leaveof the Lieutenant Gover: | 

: nor, or in case of stress of weather; and in case such permission should | 
oe be given, the vessel was nevertheless to: be required to go to seaas soon 

as possible, and with no supplies except such as miglt-be necessary for. 
-. Immediate use.. 2. No ship of war or privateer of either belligerent — 

was to be permitted to use British ports or waters as a station or place | 
of resort for any warlike purpose, or for the purpose. of obtaining any 
facilities of. warlike equipment. 3. Such ships or. privateers entering 

| _ British waters were to be required to depart within twenty-four, =~ 
_ hours after entrance, except *in case of stress of weather, or re- [234] 

quiring provisions or things for the crew or repairs; in which — | | 
a ~ eases they. were to go to: sea as soon as. possible after the expiration of 

the twenty-four hours, taking only the supplies necessary for immediate 
use; they were not to remain in port more than twenty-four hours after 

_ . the completion of necessary repairs. 4.. Supplies to such. ships.or pri- | 
_vateers were to be limited to what might: be necessary for the subsist-  - 

_ ence of the crew, and to enough coal to take the vessel. to the nearest. 
: port of its own country or to some nearer destination; andavesselthat 

had been.supplied with coal in British waters could not be again sup: _ 
| plied with it ‘within British jurisdiction, until after, the expiration.of = 

three months from the date of the last supply taken from. a British 
| porte Pe a ee os 
|. Almost simultaneously with the announcement by Earl Russell of an 

ord Pamersten’s HMaginary condition of affairs at Nassau, Lord Palmerston 
tert, stated.to Mr. Adams that “it would notido for the United 
States ships of war to harass British commerce on the high seas, under 

| pretense of preventing the Confederates from receiving things that are 
_ eontraband of war.” Thus, Great Britain, in. the month of January, 

_ 1862, through Earl Russell and Lord Palmerston, and the in... - 
structions. to the Admiralty ex*cluding United States vessels of [235] | 

a war from the port of Nassau. except by permission of the Gover- 
hor, virtually said to the United States: “ You complain that the insur- 
gents make. illegal use of Nassau, to your injury, in violation of the 
Queen’s Proclamation, and of our duties as a neutral. We deny the 

| fact;. at the same time we exclude your vessels from that port, the place 
Where you can best establish the truth of your allegations, and we warn 
you not to attempt to prove them by examining too closely, on the high 

: seas, the vessels.which’ sail under the British flag.” 
_ Having now shown how the operations of the insurgents began. at. 
Nassau, and how they were facilitated by the¢0-operation and complicity 
of the local authorities, it will not ‘be necéSsary to trespass on the pa- 
tience of the: Tribunal of Arbitration by a similarly minute examination 

| of the doings at.that port for the rest of the year 1862... Other vessels, 
| freighted with contraband of war, followed the Gladiator. The Econo- _ 

-. mist and te Southwick came closely upon her track, and Heyliger was. 

.  . © tVol IV, page 175. = Earl Russell to Lord Lyons,-Vol. II, page 591.
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_ directed to do with their cargoes as he had done with the Gladiator's.) | 
_ Huse was also instructed to continue his purchases, and to send to the 5 > 

| West India Islands, where the steamers could break bulk.2, Huse : 
_ [236] called the attention of his prin*cipals to the efficiency of the oe 

| blockade; said <that the ‘vessels which brought the cargoes | 
across the Atlantic could net enter. the blockaded ports; urged them to | 7 
continue the system of transshipment; and complained of the activity , 
of the United States officials. It was considered important to have a 

_ naval officer in charge of the transshipments, and Maffitt was detailed | 
for the purpose. He arrived there on or about the 21st of May, and” | 
reported that he had assumed command of the Manassas, [Florida ;] which | 

_ had arrived there from Liverpool on the 28th day of April; said that | 
his “ambition was great;” and promised to give “annoyance to the 7 
enemy.” In May the supply of coal for the insurgent vessels fell short, ... 
and Heyliger went to Bermuda to buy some.° The steps taken about’. _ 

_ this time for the detention of the Florida will be alluded to later. 
The cargoes of contraband of war that were thus transshipped were | 

entered on the manifests as for St. John’s, New Brunswick.  Gosmpanaotwer 
Tt could not but have been well known at the custom-house: fxtulertly cleared - 

: that this was a fraud; yet the customs authorities winked = == 
at the fraud, and gave the vessels clearances as British vessels sailing — 
a for British ports. ee | 

[237] *Heyliger continued to report the transshipment and forward- 
ing of these arms and military supplies. He noticed the arrival — 

and departure of the “ Kate,” and other vessels, on account of the in- a 
surgent authorities, and on the 26th of July, 1862, he reported that the | a 
“Steamer Scotia, a private venture,” was about to leave with a large . 
supply of rifles, powder, and other ammunition. He did not report any ne 
other “ private venture,” so far as known to the United States. oO 

___The operations of Huse during this year, and his shipments through _ | 
 Heyliger, are detailed as follows in a letter to Colonel Gor- ”-ecime for the 

gas, insurgent Chief of Ordnance, to the insurgent Secre- ve" 82 | 
tary of War, dated December 3, 1862.9 “ The purchase of ordnance and : 
ordnance stores in foreign markets ou Government: account are made . |. 
by Major Caleb Huse, C. 8S. Artillery, who resides in London, and whose 
address is No. 38 Clarendon Road, Notting Hill, London, West. Major | 
Huse was detailed for this duty in April, 1861. * * * He has pur- | 
chased arms to the amount of 157,000, [stands ?| and large quantities of 
gunpowder, some artillery, infantry equipments, harness, swords, per-— 

| cussion caps, saltpeter, lead, &e. In addition to ordnance stores, oe 
[238] using a rare forecast, he has purchased and *shipped large sup- : 

_ pliesof clothing, blankets, cloth, and shoes for the quartermaster’s | 
department, without specific orders to do so. * * To pay for these a 
purchases, funds have been from time to time sent to him by the 

_ Treasury Department, on requisition from the War Department, 
amounting in the aggregate to $3,095,139 18. These have been / 
Wholly inadequate to his wants, and have fallen far short of our 
requisitions. He was consequently in debt at latest advices to the ° 

~ .. . 1 Benjamin to Heyliger, 22d March,.1862, Vol. VI, page 71. so oe 
3... Benjamin to Huse, 10th March, 1862, Vol. VI, page 68. — 

Oo * Huse to Gorgas, 15th March, 1862, Vol. VI, page 69. a 
cea 4 Randolph to Heyliger, 11th April, 1862, Vol. VI, page 72, 

8 Maffitt to Randolph, 21st May, 1862, Vol. VI, page 83. . | 
| Be, 6 Heyliger to Randolph, 28th June, 1862, Vol. VI, page 8%. | 

| _ “Hawley to Seward, 27th June, 1863, Vol. VI, page 127. 
| 8 Heyliger to Randolph, Vol. VI, page 92. | 

oe _ *Gorgas to Seddon, Vol. VI, page 104. — 7 oe | | 
— §. Ex. 31——7 Oe | | - BO a
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amount of. £444,850, a sum equivalent, when the value of exchange is 
—- -gonsidered, to $5,925,402 of ourcurrency. * *. Anagent, Mr. Norman 

— . §. Walker, was lately dispatched with $2,000,000 in bonds of the Con- . 
. federate States. The instructions to Mr. Walker direct him. to.return _ 

to Bermuda, after the disposition of the bonds in England, and after — 
—-—- gonference with Major Huse... He is to remain there as a resident dis- 

~  bursing agent, and is, in conjunction with Mr. 8. G. Porter, charged _ 
: with the transfers of the cargo of the ‘ Harriet Pinkney,’ now there, and 

. other sbips hereafter to arrive, to the ports of the Contfederate States. 
& * * A large part of the cargoes have been landed at Nassau, and 

a thence transmitted to the ports of the Confederate States in fast steam-_ 
| ers. Their destination has lately been changed to Bermuda, where sev- | 

eral most valuable cargoes are now awaiting transportation. It —. 
| appears to me to be the appro*priate duty of the Navy Depart- [239] 

| ment to assist in the running in of these cargoes; butif the burden... 
| of itis to be borne entirely by the War Department, it is highly im- 

portant that light-draught steamers should be purchased, and used solely 
tor the transportation of cargoes from Bermuda.” eos Saye adh 

_ ‘This change to Bermuda had been recommended by. Huse in the. pre- 
: “Base changed to WiouS August.t The reason given was that “the port of | 

Bermuda. Nassau-had become dangerous;” and he had appointed as 
agent there “Mr.'S. G. Porter, a. gentleman highly recommended by 
Commander J.D. Bullock.” Gorgas inquired of the insurgent Secre- — 
tary of War whether Huse’s appointment of Porter should be ap- . 

7 proved,? and the reply is to be found in the above extract. Walker | 
| went there before January 1, 1863,° and on the 9th day of February, 

«1863, it was reported that Bermuda was a good depot for the purpose, 
and that the insurgent authorities “had then three steamers running 
there’! - oo me Co bays 

-  . Having thus shown that the branch of the insurgent War Depart- 
7 ment established in Great Britain had, during the years 1861 and 1862, 

. purchased arms, ammunition, and supplies to the amount of about 2. | 
- nine millions of dollars, and that the branch *of their Treasury [240] 

established at Liverpool had during the same time paid on ac- , . 
| count of these purchases over three millions of dollars, and that vessels 

either belonging to or chartered by the insurgent authorities were occu- 
_ pied as transports, (in violation of the Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819,) | 

in.carrying this large quantity of war material from British ports to the © 
| insurgents, and in bringing back cotton, the property of the insurgent — 

| authoritiés, to be used in making payments therefor, it is now necessary 
to see what the branch of their Navy Department, under the direction 
of Bullock, was engaged in during the same period... =. . 

| - The United States are not able to trace these transactions with the 
: minuteness with which they have been able to narrate the doings of _ 

: Huse and Heyliger. The correspondence of those who assumed: to’ 
direct the naval affairs of the insurgents has not come into the posses- 
sion of the United States, as did the confidential .correspondence of 

° other agents heretofore cited. Bullock’s operations, however, were: on 
so large a scale that it will not be difficult to follow him. In doing this 
the United States. will confine themselves to general statements, reserv- 

a _ ing the particulars for the remarks that will be made upon the career of 
; each cruiser, BE ee PE | 

— 1 Huse to Gorgas, 4th August, 1862, Vol. VI, page 93. . | 
ee : 2 Gorgas to Randolph, 1st November, 1862, Vol. VI, page 103. | 

ae a ’ Gorgas to Huse, Ist January, 1863, Vol. VI, page 107... 
4Gorgas to Huse, 9th February, 1863, Vol. VI, page 111. , |
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_. -. «Bullock, as has been said, established himself in Liverpool in 
[244] the summer of 1861. The United *States Consal-re- Wan ois aoe at, | 

ports him on the 20th of September as “residing in Liveoolby Batinck. a 
: private lodgings in Liverpool,” and as being “chiefly in communication _ 

with Fraser, Trenholm (& Co., whose office he visits daily.” Prioleau, 
one of the firm of Fraser, Trenholm & Co., says that he oceupied for a 

~ year after his arrival a room in their office! — DNB 
. ~~ Itis probable that as early as October, 1861, he had made the con- 

tracts for the two gun-boats which were afterward known as the Florida 
| andthe Alabama. The drawings of the Alabama were signed by the — | 

- Lairds,'who built her, on the 9th of October, 1861. The United States | 
| have no means for determining the date when the contract was made 

with Fawcett, Preston & Co., for the Florida. Their Consul at Liver- | 
pool has stated that on his arrival at the consulate:in November, 1861, oe 
his attention was called by the acting consul to this vessel, then called 

_ the Oreto, and to the Alabama. It:is clear, therefore, that the’ work : | 
was advanced at that time. Prioleau also testifies that. he introduced | 

_ Bullock to Fawcett, Preston & Co., for the purpose of making the con- : 
tract for the Florida® © : | | 

' By the 4th of February, 1862, the Florida was so nearly completed — . | 
| - that the Consul at Liverpool wrote, ‘‘ She is now tak- The Flos | 

_ [242] ing in her coal, and appear*ances ‘indicate that she ee 
- -will leave here the latter part of the week without her armament.” | 

Her gun-carriages were soon taken on board, in pieces, some in a rough | 
‘State, and were put in the held,‘ and aday or two later she received her 
provisions, and the crew was shipped. The steamer Bahama preceded | 
her by a few days with her armament, but reached Nassau after her. 
* When the Florida sailed she took a crew of fifty-two men and some 

| guns,° and was in every respect a man-of-war except that her armament — 
wvas not in place. It was conclusively shown at Nassau that she might 7 
have been fitted for battle in twenty-four hours after leaving the dock 

: in the Mersey.® ~ ae | , 7 . 
_ The vessel in that condition was consigned by Bullock to Heyliger.’ | 
The connection of Bullock with the vessel from the beginning is estab- a 
lished by this act, as well as by the evidence of Prioleau.. The connec- | 
tion of Fraser, Trenholm & Co. is shown by the admission of Prioleau, 
and by the fact that a member of that firm accompanied her on her trial - | 
trip and on her departure? a | 
oe Mr. Adams called the attention of Earl Russell to the charac- 
[243] ter and destination of this vessel on *the 29th of February, and | 

again on the 25th of March, 1861. Her Majesty’s Government . 
had ample time to ascertain her character and to detain her. Theydid = 
go through the form of an examination which, seen in the light ef sub- 
sequent events, reads like a farce® = oe pO Se Lo 

_. The work on the Alabama progressed more slowly than that on the _ 
_ Florida, possibly because it was a larger vessel. She was oo 
launched on the 15th of May, and made her trial trip on the The Alsbame, _ 
12th of June.” “The money for her was advanced by Fraser, Trenholm 

ses, } Vol. VI, page 185. : oe 
=a... ... 2?Dudley to Edwards, Vol. ITI, page 17. — SO | | 

, “8 Dudley to Seward, Vol. VI, page 186.00 Oe | | 
_ 4Dudley to Seward, Vol. II, page 593. | . i 

oe ann Ba 5 Report of Board of Customs, Vol. II, page 605. ee _ 
oe 6 Captain Hickley’s affidavit, Vol. VI, page 263. : 

: - THeyliger to Randolph, 2d May, 1862, Vol. VI, page.76.° | ne 
8 Dudley to Edwards, Vol. II], page 17. 2-0 | 

, 8 Vol. IL, pages 595 and’ 604.0 oe ~ 
| ' 10 Dudley to Seward, Vol. III, pagel. se :
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| & Co.” Captain Bullock was “all the time in communication with — 
| Fawcett, Preston & Co., who fitted out the Oreto, and with the Lairds, 

| who were fitting out this vessel,” and went “almost daily on board the 
-——- gun-boat, and seemed to be recognized as in authority.” It was even | 

— gaid in Liverpool that he was to command her. Mr. Adams, onthe 
: 23d of June, invited Earl Russells attention to this vessel, and an-ex-. _ 

amination was ordered. The examiners reported to the Lords Commis-. 
sioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury that it was “most apparent that she 

is intended for a ship of war,” and that “the deseription.of her => 
_ in the communication. of the United. States Consul is *most cor- [244] 

—. yxect, with the exception that her engines are not constructed on 
the oscillatory principle”? oa oe 

7 The evidence of the criminal character of the vessel became so over-. 
' whelming that Her Majesty’s Government-was at length induced to give: 

| an order for her detention. Before.the order reached Liverpool shehad | 
escaped. She ran down to Moelfra. Bay, on the coast of the Isle of. 

oe Anglesey, and there took on board twenty or thirty men from the tug. 
7 Hercules, with the knowledge of the British officials at Liverpool. She 

| then sailed to the Azores, where she was met by the Agrippina from 
_ London and the Bahama from. Liverpool. These vessels brought her 

officers, her armaments, and her coal. The transshipments were made, 
and then the British ensign, was hauled down, and the insurgent flag _ 
hoisted. PE ele ales | oS 
It is not deemed necessary to examine further, in this connection, the. 

. evidence showing the palpable character of this vessel, especially as. 
+ Lord Russell, in the.course of the: discussion which ensued, admitted 

| that “it is undoubtedly true. that the Alabama was partly fitted outina | 
British port.”* “That evidence. will. be. discussed more at lengthinits. 

-° appropriate place. For the present, the United States only aim . 
| to satisfy the Tribunal that, flagrant *as was the violation of neu-. [245]} 

as trality in the case of the Alabama, it was but a part.of the great. «|. 
| scheme which was set on foot when Huse, Bullock, and Fraser, Tren- 
: holm. & Co., combined together in Liverpool. — Oo ee 
a The operations of Captain Bullock were manifest about. this time in 

rhe Sumter at Quite another quarter of the globe. The insurgent steamer. _ 
a | Gibralter, Sumter put into Gibraltar in January, 1862, out of coal, 

| -and. not being able immediately to obtain any was obliged toremain _ 
. there until United States men-of-war arrived in those waters. Deeming. 

it impossible to. escape she was then offered for sale, and when the sell- 
ers came to make title, the officer in charge produced “‘a.power of attor- _ 
ney from a certain Bullock, who styles himself senior naval officer in _ 
Europe” Great Britain, in spite of the protests of the United States. 

-officials,® permitted a sale to take place,’ and it, is not. improbable that,. 
if the sale was bona jide, the money went to the insurgent agents to swell 

a the fund for the payment of the Alabama and the Florida, then in the 3 
Mersey. a _ os yea Peg . 

| | ee at . When the Florida reached Nassau, it. was again found. 
‘Nassua necessary to depend upon the Liverpool combination for. 
funds. — a So leg oe! 

| The insurgent Secretary of the Navy making *application to [246]. 

| 1 Dudley to Edwards, Vol. II, page18 or Eee 
( _ 2Pudley to Adams, Vol. ITI, page 6. | i err . 

| . * Report of Board of Customs, Vol. III, page 7. a aes 
oe 4 Earl Russell to Mr. Adams, 29th September, 1864, Vol. III, page 299. = 

| | 5 Sprague to Adams, 9th December, 1862, Vol. IL, page 507, - ae 
| | 6 Sprague to Freeling, Vol. HW, page 511. 0 a CO 

. | T§$prague to Adams, Vol. UW, page 515. Co | oe
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‘their Secretary of the Treasury for fifty thousand dollars, to fit out | 
and equip the ©. 8. Steamer “ Manassas,” [Florida,] “now at Nas- 8 
‘sau,”! was answered that “the Department had funds in England,” | | 
and that he could have “a bill of exchange on England for the amount | 
required.”” Mallory accepted the suggestion, and requested Memminger | 

| ‘to “transmit to Nassau, through Messrs. J. Fraser & Co., of. Charleston, : 
a bill of exchange in favor of Lieutenant John N. Maffitt, for fifty thou- oe 

— -gand dollars, ($50,000,) or its equivalent in pounds,” which was done. | 
The construction and dispatch of these vessels were by no means all : 

that was planned in Liverpool during that year. On the © contracts for con- 
21st day of August, 1862, Mallory, the insurgent Secretary ais °* "°" 
of the Navy, wrote Mr. Jefferson Davis: “A contract has been made - 
for the construction abroad and delivery of six iron-clad steam-vessels of — 7 
war, upon plans and specifications prepared by this department, which, Se 
with the outfits to be furnished, together with six complete extra engines : 
and boilers, are estimated to cost about $3,500,000."4 The estimates an- — 

| - nexed to this letter are to the same amount. Thus it appears 
[247] that, before the Ist of *January, 1863, Bullock had dispatched from oS 

os Great Britain two formidable cruisers, the Alabama and the - 
_ Florida, to prey upon the commerce of the United States, had sold an- | 

other cruiser at Gibraltar, and had possibly turned the proceeds into 
- the Treasury of the insurgents, at the office of Fraser, Trenholm & Co., | 

| and had, by himself or through another agent, made some sort of a con- . 
: tract for the construction of six iron-clads; and that Fraser, Trenholm | oe 

& Co. had provided the funds for these vessels, and also for what was | 
necessary in order to complete the fitting out of the Florida at Nassau. 

_ Before proceeding further in this history, it is better to oy. sumier at 7 
pause to take note of two other acts of the Colonial Author- ™™** | | 
ities, which, so far as known, were not censured by Great Britain. The : 
first of these was the hospitality extended to the Sumter in Trinidad, in ) 
August, 1861. She was allowed to remain five days in port, and to : 
‘supply herself with coals and other necessary outfits.”. The second case — 
was the reception of the Florida at Nassau, in 1863. The Florida steamed | 

- into Nassau on the morning of the 26th of January, in that year. What 
took place is thus described by an insurgent writer: “THIS ye Fioriaa at 

-~ seems to be our principal port of entry, and the *“" | 
, [248] amount of money *we throw into the hands of the Nassauites prob- 

~ ably influences their sentiments in our favor. We took on board 
coal and provisions to last us for several months.”® re | 

This history has now arrived at the time when the United States were = 
in a position to confirm to Great Britain all, and more than | 
all, that Mr. Adams had represented to Harl Russell as to sens’ the foresoing : 

_ the course of the insurgents in Liverpool, and to place in ““°°" 
the hands of Her Majesty’s Government the thread for the discovery of | 
all the violations of British sovereignty, and of all the injuries tothe 
United States perpetrated on British soil, which have been set forthin  _—__ 
this paper. On the 19th of January, 1863, Mr. Seward transmitted to | 
Mr. Adams ‘a copy of some treasonable correspondence of the insur- a 

_ gents at Richmond, with their agents abroad, which throws a flood of | 

1 Mallory to Memminger, 26th May, 1862, Vol. VI, page 84. 7 | 
2Memminger to Mallory, 27th May, 1862, Vol. VI, 85. | ! 

| 3 Mallory to Memminger, 27th May, 1862, Vol. VI, page 85. _ 4 
_ . 4Vol. VI, page 96. See also, on the same point, Mallory to Mason, 30th October, 1862, - - 
Vol. I, page 573. Ee eo Ss Ce Oe 

> Bernard to Seward, Vol. Il, page 485. esse | 
_. ®Journal of Confederate Steamer Florida, Vol. VI, page 335. 0) |
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| a light upon the naval preparations they are making in Great Britain.” 
| On the 9th day of February, 1863, Mr. Adams inclosed this correspond. 
| 7 ence to Earl Russell, with a note in which he said—what.could.be said - 
. without, the least exaggeration—“ These papers go to show. a deliberate — 
po attempt to establish within the limits of this Kingdom a system of |. 
| action in direct hostility to the Government of the * United States. [249] _ 
| This plan embraces not only the building and fitting out of several. 
| ships of war under the direction of agents especially commissioned for 
| _ the purpose, but the preparation of a series of measures under the same | 
| - auspices for the obtaining from Her Majesty’s subjects the pecuniary 
. means essential to the execution of those hostile projects.  *  * * | 

. Taken as a whole, these papers serve most conclusively to show that no 
respect whatever has-been paid in her own reaim by these parties to the 

oO neutrality declared by Her Majesty at the outset of these hostilities; 
ae and that, so far as may be in their power, they are bent on making her 

. (Kingdom subservient to their purpose of conducting hostilities against — 
a nation with which she is at peace’” = > oo es a 

_ Lord Russell delayed bis answer to this communication exactly one 
, tort Russet de ONth. On the 9th day of March, 1863, he made a reply, | 

clinestoact. the substance of which was that Her Majesty’s Government | 
would not examine into the truth of Mr. Seward’s and Mr. Adams’s alle- 

- gations, because, even if they were true, the papers which had. been sub- 
-— wnitted by Mr. Adams went ‘‘merely to show that the agents of the.so- 

oo called Confederate States resident in this country [Great Britain]. 
have received instructions from their own Government *to en- [250] _ | 

_., deavor to raise money on securities of that Government in Eng-. | | 
land, and to enter into contracts for the purchase of munitions of war, 
‘and for the building of iron-clad vessels; but there is no proof in 

| these papers that the agents referred to have as yet brought themselves 
within the reach of any criminal law of the United Kingdom.”?. ... 

: In order fully to comprehend the force of this answer, it is necessary | 
dente of ne 69 aSk the: Tribunal to pause, for the purpose of inquiring 

‘foreien Enlistment Into what had taken place between the two Governments | 
— as to alleged defects in the Foreign Enlistment Act, and as. | 

| to the necessity of amending it so as to give the Government greater i 
- powers. | oo | an 

Jt was found when the Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819 came to be ) 
| put into operation, under the direction of a Government inspired. by un- | 

| friendly feelings toward the United States, that there were practical | 
and multiplying difficulties in the way of using it so as to prevent the — 

- departure of the cruisers. Earl Russell, as early as March, 1862, in re- 
ply to an earnest representation‘ made by Mr. Adams under instructions, i 

| - gaid that “the duty of nations inamity with each ether is not to suffer their. : 
good faith to be violated by evil-disposed persons within their borders, merely ! 

oo — from the inefficiency of their prohibitory policye” | | 
ss * Within a few months after this the Alabamaescaped fromthe [251] __ 
port of Liverpool, and never returned. The openness and the —— | ! 

oo ‘audacity with which this was done seemed at one time to induce the | 
British Cabinet to entertain the idea of amending the Foreign Enlistment | 

a On the 19th day of December, 1862, Lord Russell, in reply. to what : 

— - 1Seward to Adams, Vol I, page 546. o Ah Snes | 
7 eo ee 2 Adams to Russell, Vol. I, page. 562. - oe | 

Oe | | 4 Adams to Russell, Vol. I, page 30.0 0 
a | 5 Russell to Adams, Vol. I, page:533. a 

, | a 6 Russell to Adams, Vol. I, page 667. | . — |
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he called Mr. Adams’s “demand for a more effective prevention for 
the future of the fitting out of such vessels from British | 

- . 1 ye 8. we . x ropositions to a= - 

 ports,”informed hinr that Her Majesty’s Government were mend the Forcien | 

of “opinion that certain amendments might be intro- — oO 
duced into the Foreign Enlistment Act, which, if sanctioned by Par- : 

liament, would have the effect of giving greater power to the Execu- ) 

tive to prevent the construction in British ports of ships destined for the use 

of belligerents.”. He also said that he was ready at any time to confer 
with Mr. Adams, and to listen to any suggestions which he might have 

to make by which the British Foreign Enlistment, Act and the corre- 

sponding Statute of the United States might be made more efficient for | 
their purpose. ae ae ge | 

Mr, Adams communicated with his Government, and, having obtained 
instructions, informed Lord Russell that his “sugestionsof | 

ue oa . . . , roppsitions ~ de= 

| _. possible amendments to the enlistment laws in order to cies by Great Brit. 
[252] make *them more effective had been favorably. re- ws 

ceived. Although the law of the United States was considered | 

as of very sufficient vigor, the Government were not unwilling to consider __ 
propositions to improve upon it.” Lord Russell replied that, since his | 

note was written, the subject had been considered in. Cabinet, and the 

- Lord Chancellor had expressed the opinion that the British law was 

sufficiently effective, and that under these circumstances he did not see | 

that he could have any change to propose.' : 

The United States are unable to state what amendments tothe For- 

| eign Enlistment Acts of the two countries the British Government might | = 

~ have proposed had they not changed their minds between December, _ 

1862, and March 1863. It is to be presumed, from the use of the word 
‘ construction” in Lord Russell’s note, that it was in contemplation to 
make some proposition to remedy a supposed defect in the British stat- . 

ute as to the construction of .a vessel intended to carry on war, as dis-— : 

tinguished from the “ equipping, furnishing, fitting out, or arming” sucha 
vessel. It was understood to be the opinion of the British lawyers that 
‘the construction of such a. vessel was not an offense under the act 

of 1819. It is also possible that Her Majesty’s Government may , 
[253] have *desired to give the Executive in Great Britain some power _ 

| similar to that possessed by the Executive of the United States 
for the arrest of vessels so constructed. As the proposal for negotiations 
on the subject was withdrawn, it is impossible to do more than conject- 
ure what was contemplated. sey egl ener: 

From the hour when Lord Russell informed Mr. Adams that the Lord 
Chancellor was satisfied that the British laws were sufficiently effective, | 
the British Government resisted every attempt to change the laws and 
give them more vigor. — i 
"Mr. Adams again, on the 26th of March, 1863, sought an interview 
with Lord Russell on the subject. of the rebel hostile opera- propositions re 
tions in British territory. What took place there is de- revet sé declined 
scribed by Lord Russell in a letter written on the following day to Lord | 

~Lyons:? “With respect to the law itself, Mr. Adams said either it was 7 
.° sufficient for the purposes of neutrality, and then let the British Gov- 

ernment enforce it; or it was insufficient, and.then let the British Govern- = 
ment apply to Parliament to amend it. I-said that the cabinet were of _ 

1 Adams to Seward, Vol. I, page 668. _ ne 
 2Vol. I, page 585... See also Mr.. Hammond’s letter to Messrs. Lamport and Holt and | 

oufers, Vol. I, page 602; also Lord Palmerston’s speech already cited, Vol. IV, page |
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opinion that the law was sufficient, but that legal evidence could not | 
- ~ always be procured; that the British Government had done everything — 

 - In. its power to execute the law, but I admitted that the cases of = | 
....  *the Alabama and Oreto were a scandal, and, in some degree, a re- [254] 
“2 proach to. our laws.” OC an a 
oe __ The Tribunal of Arbitration will thus see-that about three weeks be- 

| _ fore Earl Russell made his extraordinary official reply to the representa- 
tions of Mr. Adams, he had informed Mr. Adams “ that the Lord Chan- _- 
cellor had expressed the opinion that the British [neutrality] law was 

. sufficiently effective, and that, under these circumstances, he did not | 
see that he could have any change to propose”! in it. It will also now 

' be observed that when that declaration was made, Mr. Adams’s note of 
| _ February 9, 1863, with the proof of the complicity of the insurgent — 

agents in England, had been in Earl Russell’s portfolio four days. It 
_- will also be observed that that proof established, or afforded to Earl 

- Russell the clue by which he could, and, as the United States say, should 
_ have satisfied himself—1. ‘That contracts were already made for the | 

| _ construction of iron-clad ‘fighting-ships’ in England.”? 2. That Fraser, 
Trenholm & Co. were the “ depositaries” of the insurgents in Liverpool, 
and that the money in their hands was “ to be applied to the contracts.”? 

. 3. That they (I*., T. & Co.) were to pay purchases made by Mr. 
_ *Huse and other agents.t 4. That other contracts for the con- [255] _ 

_  Struction of vessels besides those for the six iron-clads had been 
taken by parties in Great Britain.’ 5. That parties in England were - 
arranging for an insurgent cotton Joan, the proceeds of which were to | 

_. be deposited with Fraser, Trenholm & Co. for the purpose of carrying 
out all these contracts® = = : . en 

7 When the United States found that the proof of such aggravated _ 
_-- wrong was not deemed worthy of investigation by Her Majesty’s Gov- | 

| _ ernment, because it contained no statements which could be used as _ 
evidence to convict a criminal before an English jury,’ they were most | 

__- reluctantly forced from that time forward, throughout the struggle, to - 
ee believe that no complaints would be listened to by Her Majesty’s Gov- 
aN ernment which were not accompanied by proof that the persons com- 

-. plained of had bronght themselves “ within reach of the criminal» 
. Jaw of the United Kingdom ;” that the penal *provisions of the [256]. - 

- Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819 were to be taken by Great Brit- i 
 &in as the measure of its duty as a neutral; and that no amendment | 

. cr change in that act was to be made with the assent of the existing | 
Government. . | ee ne eb ees. - 

8 They earnestly and confidently insist. .before this tribunal, that this | 
a These proceedings Cecision of Her Majesty’s Government was in violation of its : 

Bere an aban obligations toward the United States; that it was an aban- | 
“dae diligence.” donment, in advance, not ouly of that “ due diligence” which 

 1Voil. I, page 668. - | eG | 
2 Mallory to Mason, Vol. I, page 573. : | 7 Se . | 
5’ Memminger to Spence, Voi. I, page 574. Se os oe | 

a : “ Memminger to Fraser, Trenholm & Co., Vol. I, page 574; and same to same, VoL J, , 
o age 575. cot a, ae , 

Oo P Memorandum No. 11, in Vol. I, page 572. | co fae re 
Benjamin to Mason, Vol. I, page 564. Memminger to Mason, Vol. I, page. 565. . ) 

a -Memminger to Spence, Vol. I, page 574. -Memminger to Fraser, Trenholm & Co., Vol | 
| ‘I, page 574.0 | | . oe ce een oo 

| “It is supposed to be a principle of English law that a person accused of crime has. : 
a the right to have the witnesses against him subjected to a personal cross-examination. | 

The absurdity of Karl Russell’s position is shown by the fact that every witness whose | 
| correspondence was inclosed in Mr. Adams’s note of February 9, 1863, was then in Rich- | | 

' - mond, behind the bayonets of General Lee’s army. __ eg
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is defined in the Treaty of Washington as one of the duties of a neutral, - 
but of any measure of diligence, to restrain the insurgents from using 
its territory for purposes hostile to the United States. | 

oe Encouraged by the immunity afforded by these: several decisions of _ 7 
Her Majesty’s Government, the insurgent agents inGreat Britain began 
toextend their operations, | 
Early in April, 1863, a steamer, called the Japan, which was after- 

ward known as the Georgia, left the Clyde, “with intent to = 
- depredate on the commerce of the United States”! 09 “"™™ | 

_ This vessel had been publicly launched on the 10th of the previous Jan- 
wary aS an insurgent steamer, at which time a Miss North, daughter . 

: of a Captain North, of one of the Confederate States, officiated oe 
[257] as priestess, and christened thecraft*Virginia.”? “ Someseventy oe 

-. or eighty men, twice the number that would be required for any 
legitimate voyage, were shipped at Liverpool for this vessel, and sent _ 
to Greenock.”? A small steamer called the “ Alar,” belonging to a Brit- 
ish subject, was loaded with a large supply of guns, shell, shot, powder, 

| &e.,”4 and dispatched to meet her. The two vessels met off the French 
coast; the “ Alar” was made fast alongside the “Japan,” and in twenty- | 

| four hours the whole of the guns and ammunition were transferred? 
The “Japan” then dropped her Oriental name, hoisted the flag of the in- 

:  surgents, and steamed away; one day’s work after leaving the Clyde . | 
having converted her into an armed cruiser. It was not, however, until 
the 23d of the following June that her British register wascanceled and - _ 

| the transfer made to foreign owners.° | | oe 
Karly in March, 1863, Miller & Son, the builders of the Florida, | 

| launched, at their yard in Liverpool, a new gun-boat,to be | — 
called the Alexandra.? The evidence of the hostile uses for a | 

which this vessel was intended wasso overwhelming that proceed- : 
[258] ings were instituted against her fora violation of *the Foreign En- — | 
~~“ listment Act. In the trial of this case it was clearly proved that 

the Alexandra was a man-of-war, and that she was constructed tor the 
-_- purpose of carrying on hostilities against the United States? But the 

judge instructed the jury that a neutral might “ make a vessel and arm’. | 
| it, and then offer it for sale” to a belligerent; and that, a fortiori, “if 7 

any man may build a vessel for the purpose of offering it to either of 
_ the belligerent Powers who is minded to have it, may he not executean 

_-' 'Mr, Adams to Earl Russell, Vol. II, page 666. | Oe a 
2 Underwood to Seward, 16th July, 1863, Vol. VI, page 503. / a 
3Dudley to Mr. Seward, Vol. I, page 665. . a a Oe | | 
4Vol. II, page 666. ee . 
6 Mahon’s affidavit, Vol. II, page 673. - oo as me 
6 Mr. Adams to Earl Russell, 7th July, 1863, Vol. II, page 677. ee . 
7 Dudley to Seward, 11th March, 1863, Vol. I, page 258.) Oh, a ce 
8 See Vol. V, pages 1 to 470. _ | re 

| 9“The evidence as to the building and fittings of the ship proved that she was 
strongly built, principally of teak-wood; her beams and hatches, in strength and dis- 
tance apart, was greater than those in merchant vessels; the length and breadth of her. _ 
hatches were less than the length and breadth of hatches in merchant vessels; her bul- 

_ warks were strong and low, and her upper works were of piteh-pine. At the time of 
her seizure workmen were employed in fitting her with stanchions for hammock net- 
tings; iron stanchions were fitted in the hold; her three masts were up, and had light- 
ning conductors on each of them ; she was provided with a cooking apparatus for 150, 

| or 200 people ; she had complete accommodation for men and officers ; she had only stow-) - 
age room sufficient for her cretv, supposing them to be 32 men; and she was appa- 

rently built for a gun-boat, with low bulwarks, over which pivot-guns could play. | 
The commander of Her Majesty’s ship Majestic, stationed at Liverpool, said. that she. - 
was not intended for mercantile purposes.” (Neutrality of Great Britain during the 

| American Civil War, by Mountague Bernard, M. A., page 3538, note 1.) — . eS 
Vol. V, page 128. | . py ee es oo
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order for it?” He also instructed them that “to ‘equip’ is ‘to furnish. 
with arms;’” “in the case of a ship, especially, itis tofurhishandcomplete 
with arms ;” that “ ‘equip,’ ‘furnish,’ ‘ fit out,’ or ‘arm,’ all mean... . | 
precisely thesame *thing;” and he closed that branch of the in- [259] _ 

| structions by saying, “ the question is whether you think that this... | 
| vessel was fitted. Armed she certainly was not, but was there an inten- 

tion that she should be finished, fitted, or equipped, in Liverpool? Be- 
~  @ause, gentlemen, I must say, it seems to me that’ the Alabama sailed 

away from Liverpool without any arms at all; merely a ship in ballast, 
unfurnished, unequipped, unprepared ; and her arms were put inatTer- - 

| * ceira, not a port in Her Majesty’s Dominions. ‘The Foreign Enlistment — 
Act is no more violated by that than by any other indifferent: matter | 
that might happen about a boat of any kind whatever.”. The jury gave | 

| a verdict without delay for the gun-boat. An appeal on this construe- ._ _ 
' tion of the statute was taken toa higher court. The rulings of the judge | 
on the trial were not reversed, and the decision stood as the law of Eng- | 

- land until and after the close of the rebellion, and still stands as the | 
ed judicial construction of the act of 1819. as co yop saat! | 

~Dhus, after the political branch of Her Majesty’s Government had an-_ | 
‘qhe rulines inthe BOUNCed its purpose of limiting its duties to the enforcement ! 

_ Alexandra emasen- of the Foreign Enlistment Act, and had practically stripped 
| Ustmentac. = that act of all features except those relating to the prose- ! 

oe cution of offenders as criminals, the judicial branch of that Gov- : 
erninent emasculated it by a ruling *which openly authorized the [260] | 

7 construction of new Alabamas and of new Floridas. a, oe | 
. Contracts were also made, some time in the year 1862, for the construe- | 
tion, at Glasgow, of a formidable vessel, known as the Pampero. Mr. ! 
Dudley reported that the cost of the construction was to be something i 

: over £300,000.2, This vessel was seized at Glasgow for analleged viola- 
tion of the Foreign Enlistment Act. On the trial, which took place in | 
(1864, it appeared that the Scottish courts were not disposed to follow | 
the English courts in depriving the Foreign Enlistment Act of all foree. | 

| The insurgents, therefore, abandoned the attempt to use the Pampero | 
aga eruiser, and ceased to contract for.the construction or fitting out of : 

| vessels within the Scottish Kingdom. A similar course in the English | | 
courts might have produced similar results in England. a 
About the same time the arrangements were made withthe Lairds for — 

“tands’ ioncea the construction, at Birkenhead, opposite Liverpool, ofthe © | 
| fama. two iron-clads which were afterward known as “ Lairds’ iron- | 

, clads,” or “ Lairds’ rams.” The keel of one of them, as hasbeen already © | 
said, was laid in the same stocks from which the Alabama was. =. 
launched? These vessels were mostformidable, and were ** pushed . [261] | 

_ forward with all possible dispatch. ‘The men were at work night © ~~ | 
and day upon them.” The machinery and guns were made simultane- | 

, ously with the hull, and it was reported that “ by the time she is launched | 
| they will be ready to be placed in her.” CO ee a | 

| . Their construction was originally ordered from Richmond, and they — | 
were superintended by Captain Bullock,? who was at that time in fre- : 
quent correspondence with Mr. Mallory “ about building the two above- 
named and other war vessels in. England,” ‘‘and about the money to 
pay for the same.” ‘The drawings for them were in the office of 

| Fraser, Trenholm & Co., as early as June, 1862, in Captain Bullock’s 

1Vol. V, page 129.. = st<“Csé‘<‘<SS:*S Dede to Seward, Vol. II, page 201, 
8 Dudley to Seward, Vol. II, page 315... 4 Dudley to Seward, Vol. II, page 316. | 

a - 8Younge’s deposition, Vol. I, page 330. as | 
. ; : |
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 -hands.”! By the early part of April, 1863, “‘the hulls were complete, : 
and the sides wére covered with slabs of teak-wood about twelve inches 
thick.” Early in June, 1863, one of the vessels bad begun to receive . | 

- her iron armor plates, “ about four inches thick.” “The deck of each | | 
vessel was prepared to receive two turrets.”” “Hach ram had a stem, 

| made of wrought iron, about eight inches thick, projecting about five 
~ feet under the water line, and obviously intended for the pur- | 

[262] pose of penetrating and destroying’ other *vessels.”” ° These facts, | 
~-- and others, were communicated by Mr. Adams to Earl Russell in 

| a note dated July 11, 1863.2. Commenting upon them Mr. Adams said: 
“6 A war has thus been practically conducted by a portion of her people - | 

against a Government with which Her Majesty is under the most solemn | 
of all national engagements to preserve a lasting and durable peace.” On - 
the 16th of July, Mr. Adams sent to Lord Russell further evidence of the | 
character of these vessels.4. On the 25th of July, be again wrote him on _ : 

‘the subject, with fresh proof of their purposes.”. On the 1th of August . 
he again wrote to Earl Russell with “further information ;” said that 
he regretted to see “that the preparation * * * is not intermitted ;” 

| and added: “It is difficult for me to give to your Lordship an adequate | 
idea of the uneasiness and anxiety created in the different ports of the 

| United States by the idea that instruments of injury, of so formidable a : 
character, continue to threaten their safety, as issuing from the ports of —- | 
Great Britain, a country with which the people of the United States 
- are at peace.” On the 3d of September Mr. Adams again earn- 

| [263] estly returned to *thesubject. He wrote to Karl Iussell, inclos- — 
. ing “copies of further depositions relating to the launching and | | 

other preparation of the second of the two vessels of war from the yard 
of Messrs. Laird, at Birkenhead.” He said that: he believed there was | 
“not. any reasonable ground for doubt that these vessels, if permitted | 
to leave the port of Liverpool, will be at once devoted to the object of 

| €arrying on war against the: United States of America,” and he closed : 
by saying that he had been direeted “to deseribe the grave nature 
of the situation in which both eountries must be placed, in the 
event of an act of aggression committed against the Government. 
and the people of the United States by either of these formidable 

— vessels.” The new evidence inclosed in this letter related:only to the | | 
fact that the second ram was launched, and cannot be said to have 

' strengthened the case as previously presented. Again, on the 4th of 
; September, Mr. Adams sent to the Foreign Office evidence to show the 

preparation for immediate departure of one of these vessels.2 Late in 
the afternoon of the 4th, after the note had been dispatched to Karl. a 
Russell and a copy of it sent to Mr. Seward, Mr. Adams received from Earl. . 

Russell a note, dated the Ist of September, saying that *‘* Her Ma- 
[2641 - jesty’s Government.are advised that they cannot interfere in any- OO 

: way with these vessels.”? On the 5th Mr. Adams replied, express- - 
ing his “ profound regret at the conclusion to which Her Majesty’s Gov- 

| ernment have arrived ;” andadded: ‘It would besuperiluousin me to _ 

pee fs od Younge’s deposition, Vol. II, page 331. oe ee 8 
pete amp hE SS . %®Chapman’s affidavit, Vol. II, page 333. I ee 

8 Adams to Russell, Vol. H, page 325. _ So oe 
. oe es *# Adams to Russell, Vol. IL, page 3386. | ee - 
re oe -. 5 Adams to Russell, Vol. I], page 341. ag Yee 

ne Lo 6 Vol. IJ, page 346-7. . | a | 

| Se : _ 7 Adams to Russell, Vol. II, page 353. os | 
ee 8 Adams to Russell, September 4, 1863, Vol. IT, p. 358.00 | 

9 Russell to Adams, Vol. I, page 360, oO
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_ point. out to your Lordship that this is war.” On the 8th of September - 
_ - . Mr, Adams received a short note, written in the third person, in which : 
| _ it was-said “instructions have been issued which will prevent the de- 7 parture of the two iron-clad vessels from Liverpool.” It would appear _ 

| from the British Blue. Book that the instructions for their detention - 
_  “*had scarcely been sent” when Mr. Adams's note of. the 3d of Septem- 

ber was received at the Foreign Office? == we Oo | 
‘There was little in all this transaction to lead the United States to : 

 Shedctenionner LOPC fora returning and better sense of justice in the British — 
——  gbadonmet of Government. For they could not but observe, when com- 

of the duties of a DATING the dates of the receipt of the several notes which — 
eas passed between Lord Russell and Mr. Adams, that when 

| Her Majesty’s Government, after a delay of six weeks, answered that it 
_ + €ould not interfere with these vessels, it was:in possession of con- an | 

_ Vincing evidence of their character and destina*tion, which was not [265] 
materially, if at all, strengthened by the evidence containedin Mr. 
-Adains’s letter of the 3d of September. They were therefore forced to — 

SO conclude that, in detaining the vessels, Her Majesty’s Government was | 
: influenced, not by change in their opinion as to the force or effect of 

_ the Foreign Enlistment Act, or as to the duty of Great Britain toward | 
| the United States, but solely by a desire to avoid, in the interest of | 

| peace, what Mr. Adams called “the grave nature of the situation nh 
oe which both countries must be placed, in ‘the event of an act of aggres- _ 

| sion committed against the Government and people of the United States | by either of these formidable vessels.” The United States fully and earn- 
+ estly shared this desire with Great Britain, and they were relieved from — 

a state of painful suspense when the dangers which Mr. Adams pointed 
| out were averted. But they would have felt a still greater relief could 

me they have received at that time the assurance, or could they have seen 
_ in the transaction any evidence from which they could assume that the 

_ _ Executive Branch of the British Government was no longer of the | 
: opinion expressed in Lord Russell’s note of September 1, as to its duties 

in regard to evidence such as that inclosed in Mr. Adams’s previous 7 
_. notes and no longer intended to regard-the Foreign Enlistment. Oe _. *Act, as expounded by the court in the Alexandra case, as the [266] | 

a measure of its international duties. oe 
| Extensive as were the arrangements made from Liverpool by the in- | 

. ss the'contracts with SUTGeNE agents, at that time, for the construction in Great 
. simction of vessels DVitain of vessels of war intended to carry on war against the - 

| in France. United States, their operations were -not confined to Great 
a Britain. Captain Bullock, without shifting his office from Liverpool, > 

signed an agreement, “for the account of his principals,” on the 16th — - of April, 1863, with Lucien. Arman, ship-builder at Bordeaux, whereby 
Mr. Arman engaged “to construct four steamers of 400 horse-power, 

| and arranged for the reception of an armament of from ten to twelve 
_ cannon.” As it was necessary in France to obtain the consent of the | 

Government to the armament of ‘such vessels within ‘the limits of the | 
: Empire, Mr. Arman informed the Government that these vessels were = 
a ‘intended to establish a regular communication between Shanghai, | 

. Yedo, and San Francisco, passing the strait of Van Dieman, and also | a 
that they are to be fitted out, should the opportunity present itself, for oo 

---—-_- gale to the Chinese or Japanese Empire.” On this representation per- - | 
| | mission was given to arm them, the armament of two to be supplied by : 

es Adams to Russell, Vol. IL, page 365. ees So 
pt a _. ® Russell to Adams, Vol. II, page 366. ; Pe | 
es | $ Layard to Stuart, Vol. II, page 363. Co ms 7 |
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Mr. Arman at Bordeaux, and that of the other two by Mr. Vorusat | 
. Nantes. a Pree oe : : | 

-—-« [267]. *On the 16th of July, 1863, another agreement was made in Bor- 
.  deaux between Mr. Arman and Mr. Bullock, ‘acting for the ac- 

count of principals.” Arman agreed to construct two screw steamships | 
of wood and iron,-with iron turrets, of 300 horse-power. Bullock was | 

_ to supply the armament; the ships were to be finished ia six months; : 
- one-fifth.of the price was to be paid in advance. - os 

Under these contracts Bullock is said to have paid Arman 5,280,000 | 
francs. But one of the vessels ever went into the possession of the in- _ 
surgents, and that by fraud. It may interest the: Tribunal of Arbitra- os 
tion to learn,in a few words, the result of these contracts and the course 

| pursued by the French Government. oe! 
Phe authorization which had been obtained for Mr. Armanand Mr: © | 

Vorus to arm the four vessels, under the contract of the 15th © coast or ine | 
| of April, and the doings of Mr. Arman under the contract of. Fer? Government. 

- the 16th of July, were unknown to the ministér of foreign affairs. When , 
| they were brought to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys’ attention by the minis- __ , 

[268] ter of the United States at Paris, he took immediate *steps to pre- a 
) vent a violation ofthe neutrality of France. He wrote to Mr. Day- | 

ton, (October 22, 1863,) “ Que M. le ministre de la marine vient de noti- , 
fier 4 M. Vorus le retrait de Vautorisation qu'il avait obtenue pour Parme- 
ment de quatre navires en. construction & Nantes et.A Bordeaux. I en 
a été donné également avis a M. Arman, dont attention a été en méme 

| temps apelee sur la responsabilité qu’il pourrait encourir par des actes 
en opposition avec la déclaration du 11 juin 1861.” __ 7 
Mr. Arman made many efforts to remove the injunctions of the Gov- = > 

... ernment, but without success. He was finally forced.to sell to the Prus- 
_ sian Government two of the clippers constructed at Bordeaux under the 

contract of April 15. Two other clippers, constructed at Nantes under. : 
that contract, were sold to the Peruvian Government. Of the two iron: | 

- clads constructed under the contract of July 16, one was sold to Prus- 
| sia for 2,075,000‘franes. A contract was made for the sale of the other 

to Denmark, which was then at.war, and it was sent, under the Danish __ | 
-hame of Stoerkodder, to Copenhagén. It arrived there after the time 

' agreed upon for the delivery and after the war was over, and the Danish 
_ Government refused to accept it. The person in charge of the vessel in 

- .__, Copenhagen held at once the power of attorney of M. Arman and ) 
| [269] ef Mr. Bul*lock; and in one capacity he delivered the vessel to — — 

- himself in the other capacity, and took her to the Isle of Houat, - | 
oif the French coast, where she was met by a steamer from England. oe 
with an armament. Taking this on board, she crossed the Atlantic, 
stopping in Spain and Portugal on the way. In the port of Havana ) | 

| news was received of the suppression of the insurrection, and she was 
| delivered to the authorities of the United States. The course . oo . | 

pursued by France toward these vessels is in striking con- the conduct ofFrinee. 
trast. with Great Britain’s conduct in the cases of the Florida ““° 7". 
and the Alabama. se oe no 

- - Bullock’s-operations.in this way called fora great deal of money. On’ 
| the 22d of May, 1863, a “navy warrant on Messrs. Fraser, Trenholm & Co. 

| for £300,000” was sent to him”. Onthe 25th of June, 1863, “ drafts for 
1Mr. Moreau, counsel for the United States, in a suit pending before the cour Wappel - 

| de Paris, growing out of these transactions, so states: “Ill nous reste maintenant d 
. . indiquer a la cour ce que fit M. Arman, et des navires qu’il construisait et des capitaux | | 

qwilavait regus de M. Bullock, capitaux dont le montant, suivant le dire de M. Arman 
_ lui-méme, ne s’éléve pas & moins de'5,280,000 franes.” 

» Bullock to Elmore, July 3, 1853, Vol. VI, page 129, |
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| = £26,000 and £38,962 13s. 4d., in favor of Commander James D. Bullock, — 
: on the C.'8. Depositary in. Liverpool, were forwarded to him.”! Other 

, fonds were sent that the United States are not able to trace.” In Sep- 
: | tember, 1863, his contracts had been so heavy thathe was low in funds. 
- - Maffitt sent to him at Liverpool a number of “men, discharged from 

| the Florida, with their accounts and discharges””- He could = =” 
*not pay them, and the men “began to get. restive.” Mallory [270] 
made an effort to send him further funds, and asked Memminger == Ct 
to instruct. “the Depositary at Liverpool” to countersign certain eot- - 
ton certificates “on the application of Commander Bullock.”? In this, | 
or in some other way, the funds were replenished, and large sums were 

| spent after that time. Se ORE 
So ‘While these extensive preparations for a fleet were going on in Eng- | | 

a land and France, an event took place at the Cape of Good Hope which 7 
tested afresh the purpose of Her Majesty’s Government to maintain 
British neutrality and enforce the Queen’s Proclamation. === | 
On _ the 5th of August, 1863, the Alabama arrived in Table Bay and + _ 

Be gine Toscaloosa st Gave information that the Tuscaloosa, a prize that had been 
ne Cape of. Good S20". |: . . . . . of | Hops "captured off Brazil, would soon arrive in the character of ‘a. : 

oe tender. On the 8th that vessel arrived in Simon’s Bay, having her — , 
original cargo of wool on board. She lay in-port about a week, and | 

| _ while there “overtures were made by some parties in Cape Town to pur- : 
Chase the cargo of wool.”* The wodl was disposed of to a Cape Town | 

_ ‘ nerchant, on condition that he should send it to Europe for sale, and | 
a two-thirds of the price should be paid into the insurgent treasury; 9 | 

and it was landed for that pur*pose by the Tuscaloosa, on a wild [171] | 
— .- Spot, called Angra Pequena, outside of British jurisdiction’ When ~~ | 

the Tuscaloosa made her appearance at Cape Town, Rear-Admiral Sir | 
ae Baldwin Walker wrote to the Governor, desiring to know “ whether this ! 

oy vessel ought still to be looked upon in the light of aprize, sheneverhaving > 
- . been condemned in a prize court.’ He was instructed to admit the ves- | 

sel. The practicalexperience of the henest sailor rebelled at thisdecision, 
| and he replied, “I apprehend that to bring a captured vessel under the | 

denomination of a vesselof war, she must be fitted for warlike purposes, ! 
| _ and not merely have a few men and:a few small guns put on board her, | 

oo  (in-fact nothing but a prize crew,) in order to disguise her real character 
- aS aprize. Now, this vessel has her original cargo of wool still on board, ! 

which cannot be required for warlike purposes, and her armament and : 
number of her crew are quite insufficient for any services other than | 

of, those of slight defense. Viewing all the circumstances of the case, they | 
afford room for the supposition that the vessel is styled a tender, with tle | 

+ object of avoiding the prohibition against herentrance asa prize 
into our ports, where, if the captors wished, arrangements *could [272] | 

| be made for the disposal of her valuable cargo! = a ! 
_ ---- ¥he Governor replied that the Attorney General was of opinion that : 
a _ ., if the vessel received the two guns from the Alabama or | 

2 . She is released a pe - ; - > eg io | 
-qinnst ihe advice of Other Confederate vessel of war, or if the person in comm and | 

ete "Of her has a commission of war, * * * there will bea | _ . sufficient setting forth as a vessel of .war to justify her being held to be | 

1 Mallory to Elmore, June 25, 1863, Vol. VI, page 126. sa oP TNE 
oe 2 Mafiitt to Bullock, September 3, 1863, Vol. Il, page 689.0 

_. 8Mallory to Memminger, September 12, 1863, Vol. VI, page 132. ca eS ee 
- + #Walker to the Secretary of the Admiralty, Vol. IV, page 216; Vol. VI, page 456.000 

, *Mountague Bernard’s Neutrality of Great Britain, &c.; page 421, notel. = 
oo — 6 Vel. 1V, page 217; Vol. VI, page 458... | uth Spy eylin Bo | | 

+ 7 Walker to Wodehouse, Vol. IV, page 218; Vol. VI, page 459. ee |
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a ship of war.”!. The Admiral replied, tersely, “‘ As there are two guns 

- on board, and an officer of the Alabama in charge of her, the vessel ap- | 
-. pears to come within the meaning of the cases cited in your communi- 

cation”? He did not seem to think it worth while to repeat: his opinion | 
as tothe frivolous character of such evidence, since it had been disre- oo 

~ garded by the civil authorities. Be ee | | : 
-. -. The facts were in due course reported by the Governor tO. ame course of the _ 

the Home Government at London,’ and the Colonial Minis- Gevemordssproved. 
ter wrote back that Her Majesty’s Government were of opinion that the 
Tuscaloosa” did not lose the character of a prize captured by the 

_ Alabama merely because she was at the time of her being brought within | 
-.,- British waters armed with two small rifle-guns, and manned | 

[273] * with a crew of ten men from the Alabama, and used as a tender | 
—.. ». te that vessel under the authority of Captain Semmes. He said _ . 

that he “considered that the mode of proceeding in such circumstances. | 
most consistent with Her Majesty's dignity, and most proper for the | 
vindication of her territorial rights, would have been to prohibit the - 
exercise of any further control over the Tuscaloosa by the captors, and | 
to retain that vessel under Her Majesty’s control and jurisdiction until 
properly reclaimed .by her original owners.” These instructions were oo 
looked upon by the Governor as a censure ;° and the Tuscaloosa having vO 
in the mean time come again into port and placed herself — te _ Tuscatoosa 

. . . . ° . “ee : comes again inté the 

-- within the jurisdiction, was seized, and. the facts reported to watersof the colony. a 
_ London.6 Her Majesty’s Government disavowed this act, and instructed oe 

the Governor ‘‘ to restore the Tuscaloosa to the lieutenant Of te Goveror re 
the Confederate States who lately commanded her; or, if he seizes the vessel. oe 

7 should have left the Cape, then to retain her until she can be handed He 
- over to some person who may have authority from Captain Semmes, of 

| the Alabama, or from the Government of the Confederate States, | 
_- [274] to receive her.” The *Governor was also informed that, the Home Le 

Government had not in any degree censured him for the course Oe 
: which he had pursued.’ The Duke of Newcastle placed bis yi, couse is aeain 

instructions to restore the vessel upon “the peculiar cir- “verre _ 
cumstances of this case.” But the Tribunal of Arbitration will observe —— 

' that, inasmuch as, notwithstanding his first decision of the 4th of No-. | 
vember above cited, he did, in his second instructions, fully approve of 

. the course of the Governor in receiving the vessel originally as a man- oe 
of-war, in violation of the Queen’s Proclamation and_of. well-settled 

-- principles of International Law, and against the sensible and honest 
advice of Rear-Admiral Sir Baldwin Walker, he was in no: position to | 
shelter the British Government from responsibility for the hostile act of 
her officials, by pleading any special or peculiar circumstances. . 

It is necessary now to go back and bring up the history of army pur- 
chases and blockade-running. Walker and Porter were... vdociinderinniits. , 
lett established as agents at Bermuda, and Heyliger at °"°""™ | 
Nassau. - TS a —_ me a Ba , 
On the 28th of March, 1863, Fraser, Trenholm & Co. were notified | 

that the insurgent Secretary of the Treasury had “appointed Mr. Lewis _ , 

1 Wodehouse to Walker, Vol. IV, page 219; Vol. VI, page 459. RS - 
2 Walker to Wodehouse, Vol. IV, page 219; Vol. VI, page 460. SO : 

-3 Wodehouse to Duke of Neweastle, Vol.-VI, page 220; Vol. IV,. page 460. Oe | 
4 Bernard’s Neutrality of Great Britain during the American Civil War, page 425. “See 

| also Vol. II, page 207, and Vol. VI, page 463. , : : ee 
_ 5 Wodehouse to Neweastle, Vol. IV, page 229; Vol. VI, page 465. ) 

| 6Vol. IV, page 230. 2 wn ee me | 
-7Duke of Newcastle to Sir P. Woodhouse, Vol. IV, page 241; Vol.-VI,; page 468. | | 

: 8 Same to same, March 10, Vol. IV, page 242; Vol. VI, page 469, .
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| Heyliger a depositary of the treasury at Nassau, New Providence, 
: and Colonel Norman 8. Walker a de*positary at Bermuda ;”! and [275] 

| they were told that Messrs. Heyliger and Walker would forward 
, shipments of cotton on account of the treasury, and would draw on them 
oF for funds to pay expenses of the vessels and to make purchases of return. _ 

cargoes. They were also informed that shipments of cotton would be. 
made by way of Nassau and Bermuda by the authorities at Richmond, © 
and they were directed to pay the proceeds of such shipments to Mr. 

| Huse. The cotton was sent forward as opportunity offered. Thus, for 
instance, in May, 1863, the navy transported to Nassau five hundred and 
‘Seventy-five bales for the treasury.22. The shipments were, in fact, gong 

| whenever there was opportunity. ae 
' Mr. J. M. Seixas was also appointed agent. of the insurgent War 

7 Department in the ports of Wilmington and Charleston, ‘to take charge 
-_ of all that relates to the running of the steamers of the Department sail-— 

| - ing from and arriving at those ports.” ? - a me 
co On the 18th of April, 1863, Walker forwarded to Fraser, Trenholm &. _ 

: Go. 800 bales of cotton, drew against it for £20,000 for his — 
oy Cotton shipments. _ . ol _. ‘ oo pep oy ae 

| } “own disbursements for commissary stores, and notified Huse. 
that the balance would go to hiscredit with Fraser,Trenholm* &@Co. | 
He also reported the arrival at Bermuda of ‘ Confederate steam- [276] 
ers,” blockade-runners, with cotton, and he called Huse’s attention 
to “the importance of sending to this place (Bermuda) one or two cargoes 

| of Duffryne coal for the Government steamers ;” and adds: “ You will 
-. veadily see the injurious delay which may result from the want of a _ 

proper supply of coal.” He also says: “From all that I can learn, any” 
- Confederate man-of-war which may come to this port will have no difficulty | 
in coaling and procuring supplies”* ae 

oe The blockade-runners of the Richmond authorities were by this time | 
: well known, and were making regular voyages. The Cornubia was — | 

running before January, 1863.° The Giraffe and the Cornubia ran regu- | 
| larly to Bermuda and to Nassau,’ in February, 1863. One or two more — | 
- were thought “highly desirable.” In March there was “ enough to em- | 

oe ploy three steamers for some time to come,” and Huse was authorized | 
“to add to the fleet two more good swift steamers,” ’, and was tur- | 

_ nished with a credit of £200,000 on Fraser, Trenholm & Co.’ 4 
. The insurgent government was all this while urg*ing its agents [277] 

| to dispatch arms and munitions of war. In April, 1863, twenty | | 
aa thousand Enfield rifle bayonets were wanted as soon as possible.? On the | 

_ 6th of May “one hundred and fifty thousand bayonets” were wanted, | | 
sand lead and saltpeter in large guantities.”". On the 1st of June, | 

‘Walker is ordered to send “ paper for making catridges by the first boat ;”' | 
| ‘if there is pone on hand send to Major Huse to buy a large quantity’? - | 

Pwo days-later he was ordered to send ‘“ Colt’s pistol-caps aS Soon ass 
 -possible.”” They were wanted: for Lee, who was preparing to move to- | 

, ward Gettysburgh. . Se Ce | 

' 4 Memminger to Fraser, Trenholm & Co., 28th March, 1863, Vol. VI, page 128. | 
2 Memminger to Mallory, 6th May, 1863, Vol. VI, page 119. : 
3 Seddon to Seixas, 7th April, 1863, Vol. VI, page 113. _ | — 

: 4 Walker to Huse, 18th April, 1862, Vol. VI, page 115. a : 

5 Gorgas to Huse, Ist January, 1863, Vol. VII, page 48. 
, 6 Same to same, 26th February, 1863, Vol. VII, page 48. _ - - | 

7 Same to same, 8th March, Vol. VII, page 48. . ot | 
8 Same to same, 9th Mareh, Vol. Vil, page 49 

_ . 9% Gorgas to Huse, Vol. VII, page 51. a | | 
| Bos | Same to same, 6th May, Vol. VII, page 51.00 7 | | 

11 Gorgas to Walker, Vol. VII, page 54, . | — | | 

- 12 Same to same, Vol. VII, page 54.050 | | | | 
, . | | - |
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a Walker shows in all this emergency a fear of being crippled for want: 
of coal. On the 21st of March ‘he was arranging fora cargo in the port’ 8 

. of Bermuda.’ ‘On. the: 29th of March he writes that he has purchased: 3 
that cargo, and wants more. On the 16th of May he urges Huse to. 3 
send coal. ‘Every steamer takes from one hundred and gixty to one: | - 

. hundred and eighty tons.” He has but six hundred tons left.2 On the es 
— . 93d. of May he again calls attention. “most earnestly to the _ a 

[278] *importance of keeping him supplied with good. steam coal.” He 
. .. .“hopes that some are already on the way.” His “stock is almost. a 

_ exhausted.”* On the. 30th of June he cries “send us coal, coal, coal!. - 
. Each steamer takes one hundred and eighty tons, so that six hundred |.’ 

~ tons will be quickly consumed.”*> Again on the 9th'of July he writes. 2 
“egal, coal, coal. Send me two thousand tons. The Lee, I fear, willbe . 2 

. Jaid up for.the want of it. You may ealeulate that each steamer will | oo 
-take one hundred and eighty tons.”® He wrote also to Fraser, ‘Tren- a 
holm & Co., to the same effect, saying that there should be a ‘‘reserve | es 

- there.of at least three or four thousand tons.” Shipments were made, | 
andthe supplies reached him before there was any serious detention of abe 
the blockade-runners. He was enabled to fulfill all the orders givenin - 
Richmond a short time before the advance of Lee’s army into Pennsyl- 
Vania. igen. ees ee Re Ne ER : 

In spite of the countenance given by the authorities. in Bermuda and .. od 
—. Nassau, funds could not be forwarded fast enough to Major ~ 

: . . vo. The insurgent Gov: -__ “3 
Huse to meet the great demands made upon him at this emmentinerestediny °° 0 7 

° time. On the 23d of July, 1863, “on behalf ofthe Con- 
_ [279] federate Government,” he made an arrangement with *the Mer» - | 

: . eantile Trading Company for an advance of £150,000, to be ex- oS 
tended to £300,000, for the purchase of goods for the insurgents, and: aS 
their shipment by the company, “via Bermuda, Nassau, or Havana;s”? =. | 
‘‘the Confederate Government to have two-thirds cargo space in each: oe 
vessel, the company. one-third each way ;” “the cotton. received from’ 
the Confederate States to be consigned to the company’s ageneyin Liv-. > : 

~erpool.”® Stringer, the managing director of the company, soon be-. ws 
| came doubtful of Huse’s powers, and wrote Mr. Mason, saying thathe = 
_. had-already advanced him £20,000 on saltpeter, and inquiring about. 5 ; 

the powers;° to which Mason replied that he did not know about the - 
extent of Huse’s powers,. but that he had no doubt that the saltpeter a 

_. would be taken by the insurgents.” Stringer’s doubts were soon set'at.. < 
rest; for it would seem that about that time there must have beenmre- 

- ceived in London an agreement without date, executed in Richmond by.  . | 
“J. Gorgas, Colonel, Chief of Ordnance,” and “approved” by “J.AL 
Seddon, Secretary of War,” which probably replaced the temporary. - oe 
agreement of July 23.. Five steamers were to be put on to run from | . 

. Bermuda or Nassau ‘to Charleston or Wilmington, two-thirds to. - Fe 
_ [280] be owned by the insur*gents, and one-third by the British con- ss 

oo tractors. The insurgents were to pay for their two-thirds in cot- - 4 
ton, at Charleston, and were to be allowed commissions for their part of- 

a 1 Walker to Huse, 21 March, Vol. VIL,.page 50. 0 7 a og 
es 2Same to same, Vol. VII, page-50. | | ee es 

:  §Same to same,.16th May, 1863, Vol. VII, page 52. Te ae 
rs 4Same to same, Vol. VII, page 53. 0 0 | . a ; 

: 5Same to same, Vol. VII, pagé 55.03 oo re ed 
- 6 Same to same, Vol. VII, page 56.00 © a | me wd 

a 7 Walker to Huse, Vol. VI, page S727 oe 
-.. 8Memorandum made in London, 23d July, 1863, Vol. VI, page 136... 00 S| 

7 ' +» 9§Stringer to Mason, 16th September, 1863, Vol. VI, page 1384.5 | | ESS 
—— _. 10Mason to Stringer, 19th September, 1863, Vol. V1, page 198.00 0. a
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. . the-work, the other contracting parties having a similar allowance. The 
portion of the proceeds of cotton belonging to the insurgents was “ to be. 

.. paid to the credit of the War Department with Messrs. Fraser, Tren-  _ 
- holm & Co., of Liverpool.” The insurgents were to furnish officers to | 

o command the vessels. The document was signed by “C. E. Thorburn,” — . 
- and by “Chas. H. Reid & Co.,” and by ‘The Mercantile Trading Co., Lim-  _ 

= ited; Edgar P. Stringer, Managing Director, London, 23d September, — ~ 
7 1863.” Mr. Thorburn was a shareholder in the Trading Company,’ and . 

on the 3d of October Mr. Stringer is found corresponding with him about = 
| ~ the purchase of these vessels? 7 a | 

a ’ Meanwhile the operations of the insurgents at Nassau and Bermuda > 

had gone on with even more vigor than during the previous year — | 
"| Ause’s credit had been strained to the utmost, but was now restored. | 

....... The-purchases and supplies for the Quartermaster’s Department appear | 
| to have been transferred during this summer exclusively to Nassau. | 
mo Seixas was instructed to place one thousand bales of cotton at - | 
/. - Nassau for the Quar*termaster’s Department, before the close of [281] _ ! 

the year, and was told that “the wants of the Quartermaster => ! 
_. . General are at Nassau, not Bermuda.” * | Oo os | 

| . Heyliger diligently complied with his instructions to forward quarter- | 
-. master’s stores. On the 29th of October he sent 40 tons by the.“ Anto- 

| nica,” “Margaret,” and “Jessie.” On the 2d of November he shipped by | 
a the “ Hansa” 19 tons; the next day by the “ Beauregard” 40 or 50 tons; 

| -and a large.quantity by the “ Alice;” and-on the 5th of Novemberhesent = 
20° tons by the “ Banshee.” The “Margaret” and the “Jessie? were | 

. captured ; the others ran the blockade. The Quartermaster’s Depart. | 
- .ment was much employed in collecting and .forwarding cotton to meet _ | 

. : these purchases.> eee rs | 

_.. Major Ferguson was in Liverpool at this time as anagent forthe = | 
purchase of quartermaster’s stores, and was sending large amounts for- | 

| - ward. Fraser, Trenholm & Co. refused his drafts, because Heyliger had _ | 
| already overdrawn the Quartermaster’s account.© Ferguson thereupon | 
_ cwrote, urging that cotton should be forwarded. ‘I have,” he says, © _ 

- ,- & more faith in cotton than I ever had. If we can but get that | 
out, we can buy all England, for most *of the men, as well as [282] | 

.  ° their merchandise, have a price.” _ - 7 | 
- On the 3d of November, 1863, Mr. Adams, laid before Earl Russell | 

we - rpeteetabroughe new proofs of the manner in which the neutrality of Her — | 
| to Earl Russell's Majesty’s ports 18 abused by the insurgents ‘in the United | | 

| Oo ‘States, in order the more effectually to procrastinate their . 
resistance,” which he contended showed the “ establishment inthe port = | 

oe of St. George’s, in the island of Bermuda, of a depot of naval stores for | 
Ta, their use and benefit in the prosecution of the war.”* This information | 

1 should have put Lord Russell onthe track of all the facts in regard to | 
-- - Bermuda. Had Her: Majesty’s.Government pursued the investigations: | 

an to which it gave them the clew, it would have done so. Earl Russell, | 
eo ctene OD the 27th of November. answered that ‘ Her Majesty’s | 

os in them. Government do not consider that they can properly inter- 

on fere in this matter”® The dates would seem to indicate a possibility | 

that no inquiries were made at Bermuda. | MO | 

| ~ Vol. VI, page 140. ————s-*Voll, VI, page 144. $ Vol. VI, page 143. _ | | 
a '  4Bayne. to Seixas, September 29, 1663, Vol. VI, page 139. rr 
So 6 Bayle'to Lawton, November 13, 1863; Vol. VI, page 147. es | | 

es 6 Fraser, Trenholm & Co. to Lawton, November 26, 1863, Vol. VI, page 149.. | 

7Furguson to Lawton, December 23, 1863, Vol. VI, page 149. | 

ee 8 Vol. I, page 735. — ae : ° Vol. I, page 738. |
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On the 29th of December, 1863, Mr. Adams wrote Earl Russell that. __ | 
he had “information entitled to credit,” that Ralph Cator, “ an officer | 

oo in Her Majesty’s naval service,” was “engaged in violating the . _ 
_ [283] blockade ;” and that there was *“ a strong disposition on the part os 

| | of a portion of Her Majesty’s navy to violate the neutrality of - | 
| their Sovereign in aiding: and assisting the enemies of the United : 

States.”.. This, too, was answered in a week from its date, without OO 
| taking the trouble to inquire in the West Indies? | 

Again, upon the 25th day of January, 1864, Mr. Adams called attention = 
| to “ihe manner in which the insurgents habitually abuse the belligerent _ 

privileges which have been conceded to them by Great Britain.” It— 
would seem that he had lately had a conversation with Earl Russell on : 

. the subject, for he says that. he ““deems it almost superftuous to enlarge =» 
further on the difficulties which must grow out of a toleration of the  —- 

~ outrageous abuses of the belligerent privileges that have been granted to) ; 
' the insurgents.”? °*‘I¢ would be difficult,” he adds, “to find anexample : 

: in history of a more systematic and persistent effort to violate the neu-. 
~ tral position of a country than this one:has been from its commence- pone 

’ ment, that has not-brought.on a war. That this has been the object of _ es 
| the parties engaged in it I have never for a moment doubted.” “It. | 

must be obvious,” he says, “to your Lordship that, after such an expo- : 
os | sition, all British subjects engaged in these violations of blockade os 
_--« [284] must incur a suspicion *strong enough to make them liable to be - 

treated as enemies, and, if taken, to be reckoned as prisoners ae 
of war.” 4 SO _ | oo . 

| _ Karl Russell replied to this note on the 9th of March.2 Heignoredthe © . 
- evidence and charges of the hostile use of the British West — wat! Ruseels ce | 
-. India ports. He alluded to a charge against Lieutenant tention asin cated 

- Rooke, which he set aside as unimportant, and to a charge “"“"°"* nn 
against one James Ash of a purpose to build ships for the insurgents. As | 

- to the latter charge, he reiterated the oft-repeated. plea that there was no ce 
/ ‘legal and proper evidence” to sustain it; and having disposed of these, | 

, he confined himself to.a notice of Mr. Adams’s intimation thatit might ss. 
become necessary to treat blockade-runners as prisoners of war. This, - 
he said, could not be assented to. . A 

. A short discussion ensued, which was elosed by a note of Mr. Adams, oo 
, transmitting farther evidence of the character of the trade between the: — 
. British West Indian ports and the insurgent States, and calling Earl- So 
—. Russell’s “ particular attention to the express condition exacted fromall = =- | 

vessels in trade with the insurgent ports, that one-halfofthe tonnageof  —— 
| each vessel may be employed by the so-called Government for its = 

[285] own use, both on the *outward and homeward voyage;”® to Os 
which Earl Russell replied in an answer in which he said,in sub-. 

stance, that admitting all the facts stated to be true, there was nothing. ae 
in them worthy of attention; for “the subjects of Her Ma- 4, sean sees no oo 

_ jesty are entitled by International Law to carry on the opera- °#e12 them. — | - 
tions of commerce equally with both belligerents, subject to the capture of 
their vessels and to no other penalty.” * : ene a a 

- This discussion closed the correspondence which took place between =-°= | 
the two Governments on this branch of the subject. It left Great Britain | | 

_ justifying all that took place, after actual knowledge of much, and pos-  =§«:_— 

1 Vol. I, page 739... .. 2 Vol. I, page 740. ... -8Vol.'I, page 746. oe 
| .4Adams to Russell, Vel. I, page 745..0 0°02. | coe 

a * Russell to Adams, Vol. 1, pages 74951, 
Ma Adams to Russell, Vol. I, -page 756. re SO 

: : 7 Russell to Adams, Vol. I, page 757. | rn | a
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gible knowledge of all, had been brought within its reach. It left, too, the - 
“s° @ueen’s Proclamation as to this subject virtually revoked, and Her Ma-: — 

---« jésty’s subjects assured that it was no violation of international duty to. 
 break-the blockade. It is worthy of remark that Lord Westbury, the 

-.  -Lerd High Chancellor, gave a judicial decision to the same effect,’ which 
vas soon after followed by the High Court of Admiralty.2. The execu- 
tive and judicial branches of the British Government were thus | 
a second time brought into *accord in construing away Her Ma- [286] | 
jesty’s Proclamation.  — we Ee ES 

_. Blockade-running throve, and Nassau and Bermuda prospered. under 
(pi ades ruming Chese repeated decisions of Her Majesty’s Government. The | © 

in partnership with “Wlorida, too, arrived at Bermuda on the 16th of July, 1864, 
ernment. ~and-remained there until the 27th, taking coal and sup-_ _ 

-- . plies on board; and this at a time when like permission was refused to — 
_ the vessels of the United States. 7 CE 
- -.., Thowas-a favorite idea of the insurgent authorities from the beginning — 

sto. become interested with Englishmen as partners in blockade-running. | 
+ One contract to that effect has already been alluded to. a 

In July, 1864, McRae reported other contracts.2 Captain Bullock, 
-. with whom (he said) I’ [McRae] am directed.by the Secretary of the . 

Treasury to consult,” was a party to the transaction. These contracts _ 
_ - “made provisions for fourteen steamers, four to leave during the month . 

= of August, eight in December, and twoin April, 18652" They were to 
' - - be *-built of.steel, and to carry one thousand: bales of cotton each,ona. _ 

draught of seven feet water, and with an average speed of thirteen 
' knots per hour.’ Arrangements were at the same time made for the 

‘ purchase of supplies for-Huse and Ferguson pending the fin; 
_. *ishing of the vessels. The “Owl” was the first of these vessels [287] / 

--. to arrive. The insurgent Navy Department claimed theright “to = |. 
_ - place a naval officer in charge of her in. conformity with regulations.” + 

Phe treasury doubted this, but Mallory insisted upon his right.’ This 
drew from Bullock an indignant letter, complaining that the navy had 

- taken these vessels. Good ships were building for the navy; why take 
these vessels, which were not suited for naval purposes® =| 
-On the 5th of October, 1864, orders were given for more arms, and | 

| . McRae was ordered to supply Huse with $50,000 for the purpose.” On 
: the 26th of November, Ferguson reports his doings in the purchase of | 

os woolen goods, and gives the reason for “making Liverpool his head- | 
a quarters.’ As late as the 7th of January, 1865, McRae is ordered to. 

_ pay to Bullock £105,000. The steamer “ Laurel,” the same which took 
ee the arms and men to the Shenandoah, was then in Wilmington. She 

was sent out with a cargo of cotton, with instructions to the officer in 
= eemmand to sell the steamer and the cotton, and to pay Bullock 

| ~£12,000.out of the proceeds, putting the balance to the credit of 
- ‘the *treasury, with Fraser, Trenholm & Co2 No efforts. seem to [288] 

have been spared to sustain the dying fortunes of the insurrec- 
ae tion.. The insurgents, at the last, fell into the unaccountable error of | 

supposing that the British Government intended to interfere with their _ 

1 Jurist N.S. 400, 0 / oS ae 
/ 2. 2Law Reports Admiralty and Ecclesiastical Courts, Browning, Vol. I, page 1... 

ee 3McRae to Seddon, July 4, 1864, Vol. VI, page 163. Oo ee ee 
ts 4Mallery to Trenholm, September 21, 1864, Vol. VI, page 171. Ce 

oo 5 Same to same, September 22, 1864, Vol. VI, page 172. oo ee 
a - 6 Bullock to McRae, November 1, 1864, Vol. VI, page 1738.0 0 | 

7 Gorgas to Seddon, October 5, 1864, Vol. VI, page 172,00 | 
oe 8’ Ferguson to Lawton, November 26, 1864, Vol. VI, page 175. 

bee a 8 Trenholm to Fraser, Trenholm & Co., December 24, 1864, Vol. VI, page 177. a |
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- blockade-running. They changed the apparent ownership of the Stag 
| into the name of John Fraser & Co., lest it should be seized as “a 

- transport owned by the Confederate States, engaged in the blockade.” — a 
Tt is needless to say that the precaution was not required. Evidence = 
had over and over again been laid before Lord Russell that these \ 

-blockade-runners were, in fact, transports of the insurgents, carrying | | 

their funds for Liverpool, and bringing back their arms and munitions | 

of war, and that the operations of these vessels were brought clearly | 

| within the terms of the-Foreign Enlistment Act; but he ever turned a ° 

| deaf ear to the charges. CO Se ) 
On the 15th of March, 1865, Mr. Adams complained of this matter for ~ : 

the last time. The United States steamer San Jacinto , 

| having been wrecked on the Bahamas, and her officers and" | 
- -erew having found shelter at Nassau, the “ Honduras,” alsoaman-of} = 

war, was sent there for the purpose of paying in coin the claims 
_ [289] for salvage. *The Consul asked permission for the ‘“* Honduras” to 

enter the port, which was refused, although the “ Florida” had, 
' Jess than six months before, remained eleven days at Bermuda, and OM 

‘taken on board a full supply of coal. In bringing this breach of hospi- oo 
tality to the notice of Earl Russell, Mr. Adams said: “I-shall not seek = 
to dwell on the painful impression this proceeding has made inthe  — 

Naval Department of the United States, which at the sametimehad =~ 
| too much reason to be cognizant of the abuse made of that port by ae 

| persons practically engaged in hostilities in violation of Her Majesty’s . 
Proclamation. There was no single day during the month inwhichthis ——> 
incident happened that thirty-five vessels, engaged in breaking the. Be 
blockade, were not to be seen flaunting their contraband flags in that. | 

-- port. Neither has its hospitality been restricted to that hybrid class | 
of British ships running its illegal ventures-on joint account. with 

.  the-insurgent authorities in the United States. The Chameleon, not 
- inaptly named, but before known as the Tallahassee, and still earlier as. os 

a British steamer fitted out-from London to play the part of a privateer oe 

out of Wilmington, was lying at that very time in Nassau, relieved: 
indeed of her guns, but still retaining all the attributes of her hostile 
i occupation. But a few days earlier the steamer Laurel, whose 

_- [290] history *is already too well known to your Lordship, by my note - — - 
. of the 7th instant, had reappeared after its assumption of the = = =' — 

name of the Confederate States, and had there been not only received, | 
- but commissioned with a post mail toa port of Her Majesty’s King- 

dom.” Lord Russell took no notice of Mr. Adams’s charge, that many : 
of these blockade-runners were, in fact, transports in the insurgent ser- 

| vice, and that the ports of Nassau and Bermuda were depots of ordnance oe 
| and quartermasters’ stores. His only reply, made four days after the, = 

'. surrender of Lee at Appomattox, was a repetition of the old story, — : 
_ . “there is nothing in the law of nations which forbids the attempt of - 

neutral ship-owners or commanders to evade the blockade.” To the | 
- Jast the British Government refused to interfere. The fears which in- | 

: duced the insurgents to try to cover up the ownership of the “Stag” ae 
‘ were groundless. The partnership continued until the -United States — 
interfered, and closed the business,.before the English partners could a 

_. deliver the last vessels under the contract. : - oo 
| It is necessary to add a few words in regard to the closing operations 

- of Bullock’s department, before bringing this imperfect outline of Great - 
Britain’s violation of its duties as.a neutral toa close. | — | 

a Trenholm to Mallory, December 17, 1864, Vol. VI, page 176, _ _ | 
me ' 2Adams to Russell, Vol. I, page 709. ee eee : ee 
eee NS 3 Russell to Adams, Vol. I, page 714. 7 | 7 |
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+. #On the 30th of November, 1863, the London Times announced [291] 
pe pappanamocr, Lhat “the screw gun-vessel ‘Victor,’ recently pur-_ | | 
eee" ehased from the. Admiralty, has, as had been expected, 

ss passed inte the hands of the Confederate Government.” “The ‘Victor? 
an old: dispatch-boat belonging to Her Majesty’s Navy, was one of a 

-. number of ships ordered by the Admiralty to be sold as worn out and | 
_ -.-s anserviceable. An offer for her was accepted on the 14th of September, - 
.-4863,.and onthe 10th of November the hull was delivered to the order of the. 
ho purchasers, Messrs. Coleman & Co., the masts, sails, and rigging having _ 
a been previously removed, as the pivots and other fittings for guns,” 

Oo The steamer, instead of being taken away, remained at Sheerness, 
 .  . “refitting, under the direction of persons connected with the royal. 

ae dock-yards.”> Many facts came to the knowledge of Mr. Adams, indi- - 
- —- eating that the vessel was intended for the insurgents. In pursuing his _ 

inquiries, however, the suspicions of the parties concerned were probably 
a excited; for the vessel, ‘“‘by no means prepared for sea, and with no 

‘ -- adequate.force to man. her,” was carried with the workmen actually 
oe engaged upon her, across the English Channel and taken into 

Calais. Mr. Adams called Lord Russell’s attention to these *pro- [292] 
_-s.- eeeding's,* and furnished him with evidence tending to show the =. 
Be guilt.of the purchasers, and also that one Rumble, inspector of machinery | 

.> afloat of Her “Majesty’s dock-yard,. Sheerness, had been the principal . 
-. -. person coneerned in enlisting the crew. Rumble was subsequently tried _. 

and acquitted, although the proof against him was clear. As to the - 
. - vessel, any doubt of her character was at once removed. Theinsur-  , 
“. gent flag was hoisted, and she went into commission under the name of — | 

' -. the Rappahannock in crossing the Channel, and she entered the port of. 
ne Calais claiming to be an insurgent man-of-war. What was done there 

ig deseribed in the statement of the Solicitor General to the jury on the | 
. trialof Rumble: “The preparations for equipping, which had been - _ 

_ - - ¥nterrupted, were proceeded with; a number of boiler-makers were sent | | 
. .. for from England, and many of them were induced toleave their employ- | 

. ment in the dock-yard without leave, and when they. returned they. | 
_ were discharged as being absent without leave; attempts.were made to — 

Oo enlist more men; a large store of coals was taken in; but at this point _ 
_. the. French Government stepped in. The French Government, not | : 

choosing their ports to be made the scene of hostile operations, in- ! 
| terposed, and prevented any further equipmeut of the vessel, *and [293] . | 

me by the short and summary process of mooring a man-of-waracrosS 
her bows, prevented her going out of the port, and:she has been kept a ! 

s | prisoner in the harbor ever since.” Contrast again the course of the | 
‘French Government with that of the British Government in like cases. 7 
What vessel bearing a commission from the Richmond authorities. was. | 

“ever disturbed by a British gunboat, no matter how flagrant might have _ 
‘been her violations of British sovereignty? — a a | 7. 

| In the summer or autumn of the year 1864, there was in Londona —- | 
oo. vine Sherantom,  VeS8el called the Sea King. She was a merchant steamer. : 

mee’ Veh had: belonged to a Bombay company, and had been | 
— employed in the East India trade® On the 20th of September in that __ 
a year she was sold in London to Richard Wright, of Liverpool,’the father- 

ne 1Vol. IL, page 725. pie a | 
a 2 Bernard’s Neutrality of Great Britain, page 357. 7 | 

an . a 3 Mr. Adams to’ Mr. Seward, Vol. II, page 726. . 7 : / | 

wes 4Vol. II, pages: 727,735, 738, 747, 751, 754, 771, 776, 787. me 
woe ee 6Vol. IV, page 588,00 Be —_ | 

co 6 Bernard’s British Neutrality, page 359. . 7 | 
s+. YVol. TH, page 319. as ee |
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in-law of Prioleau, of South Carolina, the managing partner in the Oo 

| Liverpool house of Fraser, Trenholm & Co. © a | | | 

On the 7th of October Wright gave a power of attorney to one Cor- 

-  -bett, an Englishman, “ to sell her at any time within six months for a . ce 

gum not less than £45,000 sterling. On the next day she cleared for | 

- Bombay, and sailed with a large supply of coal and about fifty | 

[294] tons of metal and a *crew of forty-seven men.”! Corbett sold her | 
| -.” to the insurgents on the high-seas, or rather made the form of 

transfer comply with the facts of the origin al transaction which took place 

| in England On the day after the Sea King left London, the Laurel, a | 

- -gerew-steamer, “nearly new built, very strong, and admirably adapted 

- for a privateer,” lett Liverpool, clearing for Matamoras via Nassau. She | - 

took on board “a number of cases containing guns and carriages;” and 

she had “twenty-one. seamen, six stewards, besides deck-hands and | 

firemen,” as first reported by the Consul at Liverpool. Fusther infor- 

- mation after she left led him to write that she had taken “about one : 

hundred men, forty or fifty of whom were on the pirate Alabama,.and | 

all Englishmen.” The two vessels met off Madeira. On the morning 

- of the 18th of October they went together to the barren island of Porto. 

Santo near Madeira, and there, with eighteen hours’ work, transferred | 

. . tothe Sea King the arms and ammunition from the Laurel, “guns, 
- gun-carriages, shot, shell, powder, clothing, goods, &c.”” The insurgent , 

_ commander of the Sea King and about forty men came out of the. a 

[295] Laurel and took possession of *the vessel, and named her the _ | 
' -” Shenandoah; the insurgent flag was hoisted, the Laurel hoisted oe 

the English flag, and took on board some of the men ofthe Shenandoah, = 

who could not be induced, even by “a bucketful of sovereigns,” to aid’ ae 

in violating the Queen’s Proclamation ; and the two vessels separated. | 

'_. "Phe next appearance of the Shenandoah in a British port was at Mel- — 

- * bourne in January, 1865. Her character and history were well known, 
and were at once brought to the notice of the Governor by the Consul | 

of the United States.7_ The evidence was so clear that the authorities oe 

evidently felt they must go through the form of arresting and examin-— SO 

ing her. This was the shell conceded to the Gnited States. The kernel: | 

was reserved for the insurgents. The vessel was discharged and allowed — , 
to make extensive repairs; to go upon a dry-dock; to take on board | 
three hundred tons of coal, having at the time four hundred tons on | 
board ; and the authorities deliberately shut their eyes while she enlisted. 
about fifty men.’ Ce so | 

The Shenandoah, with its British crew, continued its career of destruc. 

tion until long after the insurgents had abandoned the contest in | 
[296] America. It was not until the 19th of June, 1865, that Bul*lock, 
-  ” managing things to the last, issued his instructions to Captain’ oo 

| Waddell to desist.2 This communication the Foreign Office undertook == 
| to ferward to him. Captain Waddell arrived with his shipin the Mer- : 

sey in November, 1865, and surrendered his ship to the British Govern- 
ment, by whom it was handed over to the United States. - Ce 

oe Dudley to Seward, Vol. UI, page 319. i, a, | 
oe Ne flee _ 2 Wilson’s affidavit, Vol. ITI, page 326. | —— 1; 
Be 8’ Dudley to Seward, Vol. III, page 316. CO . Se 

| - . 4Dudley to Adams, Vol. II, page 317. : | pe 

| co 5 Dudley to Seward, Vol. ITI, page 318. Sg 

| ' . 6 Wilson’s affidavit, Vol. III, page 325. | | | | _ 

- | 7 Vol. TI, pages 393, 394, 396, 398. | : | mo 

SO 8 Vol. IL, pages 384-444. cee : 
ne s+ 9Bnilock to Waddell, Voll, page 457% 

eee 10"Hammond'to Mark, Vol. IIL, page 459
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(  -.. Tt is due to Great Britain to say that, in addition to the rams,:some_ 
7 Mp. Mountague Other vessels were detained by Her Majesty’s Government. 

Bernard tones Mr. Mountague Bernard, one of Her Majesty’s High Com- 
*) Great Britsins missioners at Washington, in his able and courteous, but. 

} - essentially British, “‘ Historical Account of the Neutrality of Great | 
.. Britain during the American Civil War,”! thus recapitulates the action 

_ of the British Government in the cases which have not been hitherto: 
|  » noticed in this paper. From his position, it may reasonably be assumed 
“ _ that the list is a complete one: — | | a | | te 

—  . & November 18, 1862—The Hector. Mr. Adams’s application referred . 
| to the Admiralty November 18. This was an inquiry whether the | 

Hector was building for Her Majesty’s Government. On reference to — 
: the Admiralty it was answered in the affirmative—January 16,0 

—  . 1863—The Georgiana. Referred to Treasury and Home *Office: [297] | 
January 1%. Ship said to be fitting at Liverpool for the Confed- 

| ~ erates. Mr. Adams could not divulge the authority on which this state-_ | 
_ - Inent was made. Reports from the customs, sent to Mr. Adams on the — | 
- 18th, 19th, and 27th of January, tended to show that she was not de- | 
. | signedfor war. She sailed on the 21st of January for Nassau,and onthe - | 

— . - - 198th of March was wrecked in attempting to enter Charleston Harbor.— | 
oe March 26, 1863—The Phantom and the Southerner. Referred to the . | 

: ‘Treasury and the Home. Office March 27, to the Law Officers of the | | 
‘-  -- Crown June 2. The Phantom was fitting at Liverpool, the Southerner at | 

oo Stockton-on-Tees. Both proved to be intended for blockade-runners. - | 
*  * * *—March 18, 1864—The Amphion. Referred to Hone | 

. Office March 18. This vessel was said to be equipped for the Conteder- | 
ae ate service. The Law Officers reported that.no case was made out. She | 

was eventually sent to Copenhagen for sale as a merchant-ship.—April 
—-  . - - 16, 1864—-The Hawk. Referred to the Home Office, to the Lord Advo-. © | 

. cate, and the Treasury April 18. This case had been already (April4) | 
reported on by the customs, and the papers sent to the Lord Advocate. | 

— On the 13th of April the ship, which was suspected of having been built | 
Se for the Confederates, left the Clyde without a register, and came =. | 

ne to Greenhithe. The Law Officers *decided that there was no evi- [298] | 
—-- dence to warrant a seizure. She proved to be a blockade-runner. ~~ | 

oe * * * ._ January 30, 1865—The Virginia and the Louisa Ann Fanny. | 
- .. Referred to Treasury February 1. Vessels said to be in course of equip- 

—. . . ment at London. No éase was established, and they proved to be bloek- | 
-_ ade-runners, as reported by the Governor of the Bahamas, who had been 

a instructed to watch their proceedings.—February 7, 1865—The Hercules | 
os and Ajax. Referred to Treasury and Home Office February 8 and 9. | 
oe Both vessels built in the Clyde. The Ajax first: proceeded to Ireland, / 

and was detained at Queenstown by the mutiny of some of the crew, 
- who declared she was for the Confederate service. She was accordingly ( 

searched, but proved to be only fitted as a merechant-ship. The Gov- | 
- ._ ernor of the Bahamas was instructed to watch her at Nassau. On her | 
pe arrival there she was again overhauled, but nothing suspicious discov. 
oe ered, and the Governor reported that she was adapted, and he believed 

o intended, for a tug-boat.. The Hercules being still in the Clyde, inqui- — | 
- ries were made by the customs officers there, who reported that she was) 

. .,. undoubtedly a tug-boat, and the sister ship to the Ajaw” my 
> his is the whole catalogue of good works, additional to those already | 
-.. alluded to, which the accomplished advocate of Great Britain.is | 
. . able to put in *as an offset to the simple story of injuries which [299] | | 

has been told in this paper. Comment upon it is unnecessary. = 

| Oo : tT Bernard’s Neutrality, page 352. | ee |
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~The United States have now completed what they have to say in this: . 
connection of the conduct of Great Britain during the insurrection. oo 

| Some of the narrative may, in its perusal, appear minute, and to refer ; 
. to transactions which will be claimed on the part of Great Britain to — 8 

have been conducted in conformity with some construction of alleged oe 
_ International Law. These transactions are, however, historically nar- —— 

rated; and even those which come nearest to a justification, as within = 
- gome precedent, or some claim of neutral right, exhibit a disinclihation — . 

S to investigate, not’ to say a foregone conclusion of adverse decision.. 
British municipal statute rather than recognized International Law was | 

| the standard of neutral duty; and the rigid rules of evidence of the ~ 
_. English Common Law were applied to the complaints madein behalf of _ 

the United States, in striking contrast to the friendliness of construc- me 
tion, the alacrity of decision, and the ease of proof in the interests of © | 
the: insurgents. CR me! - eT 8 oo 

_. Before proceeding to relate in detail the acts of the several cruisers, _ 
: which will constitute. specific claims against Great Britain, the United 

‘States ask the Tribunal to pause to see what has been already estab- 
| lished. 2 2) Ss | el a -. 

| [300]  *In a dispatch from Mr. Fish to Mr. Motley, on the 25th of > 
> September, 1869, in which the Government of the | |, | 

‘United States, for the last time, recited diplomatically its ris's‘nstuetionct 
; C . es 7 “s ‘ e . September 25, 1869, . 

grievances against Great Britain, certain statements were sustained by this ev- 
- made which were esteemed to be of sufficient importance to ““~ 

be transferred. to Mr. Mountague Bernard’s book. Mr. Bernard was. : 
pleased to say of these statements, that a “rhetorical color, to use an a 

-. jnoffensive phrase, [was] thrown over the foregoing train of assertions, a 
* which purport to be statements of fact.” The United States now repeat . 

+ those statements which Her Majesty’s High Commissioner did them the =~ 
_ honor to incorporate into his able work, and to comment upon, and they — oo 

-  eonfidently insist that every statement therein contained has been more - 
. than made good by the evidence referred to in this paper. Those 

statements were as follows,! the references to the proof being inserted . 
_ for the convenience of the Tribunal : . : , a 

As time went on; as the insurrection from political. came at length 
_. to be military; as the sectional controversy in the United States pro- 

ceeded to exhibit itself in the organization of great armies and fleets, 
-. and in the prosecution of hostilities on a scale of gigantic magnitude, | 

-then it was that the spirit of the Queen’s Proclamation showed 7 
[301] itself in *the event, seeing that in virtue of the Proclamation a 

, maritime enterprises in the ports of Great Britain, which would - 
- otherwise have been piratical, were rendered lawful, [see Lord Campbel’s = 

speech in the House of Lords, May 16, 1861; cited ante, page 14,| and thus _ - 
Great Britain became, and to the end continued to be, the arsenal, [see - —~ 

.. Huse and Ferguson's letters and Gorgas’s report of Huse’s purchases,| the 
 nawvy-yard, [see the foregoing account of Bullock's doings,| and the Treas- 

| ury, [see the foregoing evidence as to’ Fraser, Trenholm & Co’sx acts ag 

| depositaries,| of the insurgent Confederates. — ee ee ee 
‘A spectacle was thus presented without precedent or parallel inthe . 
history of civilized nations. Great Britain, although the professed ~§_ 
friend of the United States, yet, in time of avowed international peace, = . — 

/ permitted. [see the decision in the Alexandra case; also the refusals to CO 
proceed against the Florida, Alabama, and the rams| armed cruisers to be | 
fitted out and. harbored and equipped in her ports to cruise against the co 

4. 4 Bernard’s Neutrality of Great Britain, 378-880. a
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.  - gnerchant-ships: of the United States, and to burn and destroy them | 
until our maritime commerce was swept from the ocean.. [See Mr. Cob- 

ne den’s speech in the House of Commons, May 13, 1864.] Our merchant- _ 
— -wessels were destroyed piratically by captors who had no ports of. their 

own [see Harl Russell’s speech in the. House of Lords, April 26, - 
_ -- 4864] in which to refit *or to condemn pwrizes, and. whose only [302] 

- nationality was the quarter-deck of their ships, built, dispatched 
7 to sea, and, not seldom in name, still professedly owned in Great 

| Britain. . [See the evidence in regard to the transfers of the Georgia, and of 
the Shenandoah. | a Sb Se 

yo | . % a * OR % | eo - 

oo _ “The Queen’s Ministers excused themselves by alleged defects in the — 
- "- taunicipal law of the country. [See Harl Russell’s constant pleas of want __ 

oe of sufficient proof to convict criminals| Learned counsel either advised 
that the wrongs committed did not constitute violations of the muni- 

oo cipal law, or else gave sanction to artful devices of deceit to cover up 
—  - -sueh violations of law. [See the decision as to the Florida; as to the : 

. ° Alabama until she was ready to sail; as to the rams ; and as to the oper- : 
ations at Nassau, Bermuda, and Liverpool.| And, strange to say, the 

— .* courts of England or of Seotland, up to the very highest, were occupied — 
| month after-month with juridical niceties and techniealities of statute 

construction in this respect, [see the Alexandra case,| while the Queen’s | 
, _ Government itself, including the omnipotent Parliament, which might 

_ have settled these questions in an hour. by appropriate legislation, sat — 
—— with folded arms, as if unmindful of its international obligations, = 

| and suffered ship after ship to be constructed*in its ports to wage [803] _ 
+ war on the United States. [See the decision of the Cabinet, com- a 

| municated to Mr. Adams, February 13, 1863, and Lord Palmerston’s speech: 
_ . 4n the House of Commons, March 27, 1863.] . i 
Me * ee ® * * BR BR 

. « “When the defects of the existing laws of Parliament had become 
a - apparent, the Government of the United States earnestly entreated the . 

@ueen’s. Ministers to provide the required remedy, as it would have 
- - been easy to do, by a proper act of Parliament; but this the Queen’s - 

| Government refused. [See the account of Lord Russells interview with 
Mr. Adams, February 13, 1863. ] | | | 

| % - RR * * * * O° 

“Qn the present occasion, the Queen’s. Ministers seem to have com- 
oo mitted the error of assuming that they needed not to look beyond their 

7 own local law, enacted for their own domestic convenience, and might, | 
1 under cover of the deficiencies of that law, disregard their sovereign | 
- __ duties toward another Sovereign Power. Nor was it, in our judgment, ~ 
ae any adequate excuse for the Queen’s Ministers to profess extreme tender: 
'.. ness of private rights, or apprehension of actions for damages, in case of 

any attempt to arrest the many ships which, either in England or Scot- . 
-  Jand, were, with ostentatious publicity, being constructed to— oo 

, eruise: *against the United States. [See the evidence as to the [304] 
7 Florida, the Georgia, the Alabama, the rams, the Bermuda, the Tal- 

ee lahassee, the Pampero, the Rappahannock, the Laurel, and other vessels.}- - 

_ “But although such acts of violation of law were frequent in Great 
_. Britain, and susceptible of complete technical proof, notorious, flaunted 

oe direetly in the faee of the. world, varnished over, if at all, with the shal- | 

oo lowest pretexts of deception, yet no. efficient step appears to have been 
taken by the British Government to enforce. the execution of its-muni- 

_.._ Gipal laws or to vindieate the majesty of its outraged sovereign power. |
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[The Alabama, the Florida, the Georgia, and the Shenandoah escaped. The | - 
| rams were seized, but never condemned ; no guilty party was ever punished; _ 8 

Bullock and Prioleau were never vaterfered with.| oe 
. ‘¢ And the Government of the United ‘States cannot believe—it would = 
. conceive itself wanting in respect for Great Britain to impute—that the 

. Queen’s Ministers are so much hampered by juridical difficulties that the os 
- local administration is thus reduced to such a state of legal impotency a 

as to deprive the Government of capacity to uphold its sovereignty | 
| against local wrong-doers, or its neutrality as regards other Sover- oe 

7 eign Powers. [Contrast with this the course of the British Gov- 
[805] *ernment and Parliament during the Franco-German war.| | 

a | “Tf, indeed, it were so, the causes of reclamation on the part — 
of the United States would only be the more positive and sure, for the . | 
law of nations assumes that each Government is capable of discharging | 
its international obligations; and, perchance, if it be not, then the ab- 

~ gence of such capability is itself a specific ground of responsibility for | 
- consequences. [This statement probably will not be deniéd.| —- a a 

“But the Queen’s Government would not be content to admit, nor - ; 
_ will the Government of the United States presume to impute toit, such 

_.. political organization of the British Empire as to imply any want of ° | 
legal ability on its part to discharge, in the amplest manner, all its du- } 
ties of sovereignty and amity toward other Powers. | 

- “Tt remains only in this relation to refer to one other point, namely, | | 
the question of negligence ; neglect on the part of officers of the British a 

| Government, whether superior or subordinate, to detain Confederate | | 
 -eruisers, and especially the Alabama, the most successful of the depre- - 
dators on the commerce of the United States. : oe Y 
‘On this point the President conceives that little needs now tobe ——- 

os said, for various cogent reasons: = | ee 
| [306] ** First, the matter has been exhaustively discussed already | 

: -. by this Department, or by the successive American Ministers. y | 
_ ° “Then, if the question of negligence be discussed with frankness, it 

must be treated :in this instance as a case of extreme negligence, which | 
 Sir'Wilham Jones has taught us to regard as equivalent or approximate - 

—. . to evil intention. The question of negligence, therefore, cannot be:pre- | 
_ + sented without danger of thought or language disrespectful toward the | Oe 

| (Jueen’s Ministers ; and the President, while purposing, of course, as his - | 
sense of duty requires, to sustain the rights of the United Statesinall => 
their utmost amplitude, yet intends to speak and act in relation to Great = 
Britain in the same spirit of international respect which he expects of her oe 
in relation to the United States, and he is sincerely desirous that all dis- ” 
cussions between the Governments may be so conducted as not only to os 
prevent any aggravation of existing differences, but to tend to such 
reasonable and amicable determination as best becomes two-greatna-. | 

| tions of common origin and conscious dignity and strength. © = = 
' TY assume, therefore, pretermitting detailed discussion in thisrespect, © = = 

—  --. that the negligence of the officers of the British Government inv, 
[3807] the matter of the Alabama, at least, was gross and inex*cusable, 

. Sand such as indisputably to devolve on that Government full = 
responsibility for all the depredations committed by her. Indeed, this | .- 

_ conclusion seems in effect to be conceded in Great Britain. [See-the pre- : 
face to Earl Russell's Speeches and Dispatches.| At all events,the United. 
States conceive that the proofs of responsible negligence in this matter. , 
are so clear that no room remains for debate on that point, and it should: - 

_. be taken for granted in all future negotiations with Great Britain.” ~ .- |
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- [809] |  *PART V, Se CO | 

’. WHEREIN GREAT BRITAIN FAILED TO PERFORM ITS DU. 
/ TIES AS A NEUTRAL—THE INSURGENT CRUISERS. 

_ Tn the first place, I am sorry to observe that the unwarrantable practice of build- SS 
_ ‘ing ships in this country, to be used as vessels of war against a State with which Her . | 

Majesty is at peace, still continues. Her Majesty’s Government had hoped that this 
attempt to make the territorial waters of Great Britain the place of preparation for y 

7 warlike armaments against the United States might be put an end to by prosecutions - : 
and by seizure of the vessels built in pursuance of contracts made with the Confederate 

_ agents. But facts which are unhappily too notorious, and correspondence which has os 
been put into the hands of Her Majesty’s Government by the Minister of the Govern- , 

‘ment of the United States, show that resort is hud to evasion and subtlety in order to - — a 
escape the penalties of the law; that.a vessel is bought in one place, that her arma-. 

_ ° ment is prepared in another, and that both are sent to some distant port beyond Her~ = ~ : 
_ Majesty’s jurisdiction, and that thus an armed steamship is fitted out to cruise against 

the commerce of a Power in amity with Her Majesty. A crew, composed partly of 
_ British subjects, is procured separately ; wages are paid to them for an unknown ser- 7 

‘ vice. They are dispatched, perhaps, to the coast of France, and there, or elsewhere, | 
| are engaged to serve in a Confederate man-of-war. . : . So 

“Now, it is very possible that by such shifts and stratagems, the penalties of the 
existing law of this country, nay, of any law that could be enacted, may be evaded; | ; 

' . but the offense thus offered to Her Majesty’s authority and dignity by the de facto 
- rulers of the Confederate States, whom Her Majesty acknowledges as belligerents, and a 

whose agents in the United Kingdom enjoy the benefit of our hospitality in quiet se- | 
| curity, remains the same. It is a proceeding totally unjustifiable, and manifestly of- oe 

fensive to the British Crown.”—Earl Russell’s Letter to Messrs. Mason, Slidell, and Mann, oo 
February 13,1865. Vol. I, page 630. | | oo 

es The Tribunal of Arbitration will probably agree with Earl Rus- 
- [810] sell in his statement to the insur*gent agents, that gar Russet ae | 

ss “ the practice of building ships” in Great Britain “to Sie” ue. Gaited oO 
_ be used as vessels of war” against the United States, and SNS,cretant to | 

the ‘attempts to make the territorial ,waters of Great Brit- 1 mettre. : 
_ ain the place of preparation for warlike armaments against the United / 

| States” “in pursuance of contracts made with the Confederate agents,” 
were “ unwarrantable” and “ totally unjustifiable.” ; 

' British territory was, during the whole struggle, the base of the na- | 
. val operations of the insurgents. The first serious fight  pyjin tersitory- 

_ had scarcely taken place before the contracts were made (iy 3ieiacons ofthe os 
in Great Britain for the Alabama and the Florida. The ™vs" ; me 

— contest was nearly over when Waddell received his orders in Liverpool . a 
| to sail thence in the Laurel in order to take command of the Shenan- © OE 

| doah and to visit the Arctic Ocean on a hostile cruise’ | | 
| There also was the arsenal of the insurgents, from whence they drew = 

_ their munitions of war, their arms, and their supplies. It | no 
_ is true that. it has been said, and may again be said, that it a 
was no infraction of the law of nations to furnish such supplies. But, —— 

- while it is not maintained that belligerents may infringe upon therights = 
| which neutrals have to manufacture and deal in such military supplies | 

, _ in the ordinary course of commerce, it is asserted with confidence . | 
_ [811] that a neutral *ought not to permit a belligerent to use the neu- 

_ tral soil as the main if not the only base of its military supplies, OS 
_ during a long and bloody contest, as the soil of Great Britain was used oo 
by the insurgents. a 7 7 

a VOL TH, page 461, a a
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>: Yt may not always be easy to determine what is and what is not ~ 
es - “shecputematiooy: Jawful commerce in arms and munitions of war; but the — 

erations of the ins’ United States conceive that there can be nodoubt:on which 
, of the duties of a Side of the line to place the insurgent operations on British | 

Se Beurahe territory. If Huse had been removed from Liverpool, Hey- — 
-_. liger from Nassau, and Walker from Bermuda; or if Fraser, Trenholm - 

4 -& Co, had ceased to sell insurgent cotton and to convert it into nroney 
-. for the use of Huse, Heyliger, and Walker, the armies of the insurgents, _ 

, ... must have succumbed. The. systematic operations. of these persons, 
a carried on openly and under the avowed protection of the British Gov- 
a eenment, made of British territory the “arsenal” of which Mr. Fish - 

_ complained in his note of September 25, 1869.1. Such conduct was, to 
a _ gay the least, wanting in the essentials of good neighborhood and 

Should be frowned upon by all who desire to so establish the principles 
of International Law, as to secure the peace of .the world, while pro- | 

oe - tecting the independence of nations. | | 
It isin vain to say that both parties could have *done the same [312] — 

thing. . The United States were under no such necessity. If they = 
poe — could not manufacture.at. home all the supplies they needed, they were | 
7. enabled to make their-purchases abroad openly, and to transport thei 

._. in the ordinary course of commerce. It was the insurgents who, una- — 
ble to manufacture at home, were driven to England for their entire _ 

“* . military supplies, and who, finding it impossible to transport those sup- | - 
+ plies in the ordinary course of commerce, originated a commerce for the . | 

: purpose, and covered it under the British flag to Bermuda and Nassau. — 
- Under the pressure of the naval power of the United States, their ne- 

" . _- cegsities compelled them to transport’‘to England a part of the execu- — 
: _ tive of their Government, and to carry on its operation in Great Britain. — _ 
a They were protected in doing this by Her Majesty’s Government, _ 

although its attention was called to the injustice thereof? This con: 
+ duet deprived the United States of the benefit of their superiority at 

a sea, and to that extent British neutrality was partial and insincere. -The 
. . United States confidently submit to the Tribunal of Arbitration that it - 
- is an abuse of a sound principle to extend to such combined transac- 

- -' tions as those of Huse, Heyliger, Walker, and Fraser, Trenholm ~~. 
& Co., the well-settled right of a neutral to manufacture and *sell [313]: 
to either belligerent, during a war, arms, munitions, and military © | 
supplies. To sanction such an extension will be to lay the foundation 

a for international misunderstanding and probable war, whenever a 
_. weaker party hereafter may draw upon the resources of a strong .neu- 

tral, in its efforts to make its strength equal to that of its antagonist. 
- sO From the Queen’s Proclamation of neutrality to the close ef the _ 
fog ‘Continuing partial struggle, Great Britain framed its rules, construed its laws 
a ity for the sure ANG its instructions, and governed its conduct in the in- 
oo seme terest of the insurgents. What could tend more to inspirit — 

| them than the news that on the eve of Mr. Adams’s arrival in London, 
os as if to show in the most public manner a purpose.to overlook him, and’ 

oo to disregard the views which he might have been instructed by bis | 
i ' Government to present, it. had been determined to recognize their 

| right to display on the ocean a flag which had not then a ship to carry _ 
- it? How they must have welcomed the parliamentary news,? on the 

heels: of this proclamation, that the-effect of this recognition would: be 
-. ._ to-employ British subjects in warring upon the commerce of the United 

ety «Vol. VI, page. 4. - ee oe ee 
| 2 Lord-Russell to Mr. Adams, Vol. I, page 578. — - . oy 

pT | -, §SVol. VY, pages 486 to 91. . an
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- States, with a protection against piracy promised in advance! How | 
great must have been their joy, when they found British laws con- Ns 

mon strued so as to confer upon them the right to use the workshops bs 
[314] *anddock-yards of Liverpool, for building ships which, without. = 

violating the municipal law of England, might leave British 
ports in such warlike state that they could be fitted for battle in twenty-- | : 
four hours! How they must have been cheered by the official legaliza- | - 
tion. of the operations of those who had been sent to Liverpool in 7 

' anticipation of the proclamation, to be in readiness to act! And if 
these welcome sights inspirited and cheered the insurgents, as was | - 

~ doubtless the case, how relatively depressing must have been their a 
| effect upon the loyal people and upon the Government of the United = 

States! The correspondence of Mr. Seward and of Mr. Adams, run- ‘ 
ning through the whole of the volumes of evidence accompanying this - 
ease, bears testimony to the depth of this feeling. = | | oo 
_ When Great Britain carried into practice its theory of neutrality, it 

| was equally insincere and partial. - oo "— Reeapitulation of | . 
-« . Its municipal laws for enforcing its obligations as a neéu- fostjesets tolerated we 

tral, under the law of nations, were confessedly inadequate, %°" ee 
- and, during the struggle, were stripped of all their force by executive — a 

and judicial construction. Yet Great Britain refused to take any steps — | 
- for their amendment, although requested so to do! | 

| [315] The Queen’s Proclamation inhibited blockade-*running ; yet the wy 
| authorities encouraged it by enacting new laws or making new 

regulations which permitted the transshipment of goods contraband of ~~ 
war within the colonial ports; by officially informing the colonial offi-.. — oo 
cers that “‘ British authorities ought not to take any steps adverse to — 
merchant-vessels of the Confederate States, or to interfere with their — 
free resort to British ports ;’ by giving official notice to the United ~~. 

_ States that it would not do to examine too closely, on the high seas, = 
British vessels with contraband of war;? and by regulations which: 

: operated to deter the United States vessels of war from entering the - 
-. British ports from which the illicit trade was carried on. 7 . 
 . Mhe Foreign Enlistment Act, of 1819 forbade the employment of a . | 

| British vessel'as a transport; and yet vessels known to be owned by a 
. the insurgent autborities, and engaged in carrying munitions of war for | | 
-. them, were allowed to carry the British flag and were welcomed in British 

ports. Still further, the same vessel would appear one day as a block- ; | 
- ade-runner, and another day as a man-of-war, receiving an equal wel- ss 

come in each capacity. | Cg 
The instructions of January 31, 1862, forbade both belligerents alike ob AS 

to enter the port of Nassau except by permission of the governor, — =». 
[316] or in stress *of weather. That permission was lavishly given to Ng 

every insurgent cruiser, but was granted churlishly, if at all, to_ ye 
the vessels of the United States. a, oo — 

_ . .. Phe. same instructions forbade the granting to a steam man-of-war of 
either belligerent in British ports.a supply of coal in exeess of what: | | 
would be necessary to. take the vessel to the nearest port of its own: — 

| country;or some nearer.destination. This rule-was enforced: upon the;  -— 
. vessels of the United States, but was utterly disregarded as to the ves- - 

| sels of the insurgents. 7 re | | ae 
Those instructions also forbade the granting of any supply of coal-to. 

— guch. a vessel if it had been coaled in a British port-within three months. | 

nn 1 Ante, page 251. | SO, a : 

- = -.. 2 Duke of Newcastle to Governor Ord, Vol. II, page 558. os | 

oS ' 8 Earl Russell to Lord Lyons, Vol. If, page 591. . - | a
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_ | Y¥et.in three notable instances this salutary rule was violated, that of 
the. Nashville, at Bermuda, in February, 1862; the Florida, at Barbadoes, — 

-. ‘jn February, 1863; and the Alabama, at Capetown, in March, 1864. > 
_* -  <These admitted facts were repeatedly, and in detail, brought to the’ 
"notice of the British Government, and as repeatedly the _ 

suspicion upon the ANSWeL Was given that there was no cause for interference, 
“  Giais toward insu At length they were, as a system, brought to Lord Russeil’s 

oS Bemrew_attention, by Mr. Adains, with the threads of evidence, __ 
_-.- which furnished him with the proof of their truth. Yet he declined. _ 

to act, saying that “this correspondence does not appear =... 
_- . *to Her Majesty’s Government to. contain any sufficient evidence [317] 

sof. a system of action in direct hostility to the United States;” : 
, _ that it furnished no proof as to the building of iron-clads that: “could | | 

form matter for a criminal prosecution ;” and that the other acts com-_ | 
Oe plained of were “not contrary to law.”! In other words, he declared. _ 

that the only international offense of which Her Majesty’s Government 
would take notice was the building of iron-clads; and that no steps _ 

| would be taken, even against persons guilty of that violation of neutral- . 
-. ‘ity, until the officials of the United States would act the part of detec. _ 

tives, and secure the proof which: a British court could. hold competent 

-  , to conviet the offender of a violation of a locallaw. It is important, in: _ 
_ -- gonsidering the evidence. which is about to be referred to, to bear in mind | 

- these constant demonstrations of partiality for the insurgents. They | 
- * show a persistent absence of real neutrality, which, tosaytheleast,should 

- throw suspicion upon the acts of the British officials as to those vessels, 
and should incline the Tribunal to closely scrutinize their conduct. 

Phe United States, however, go farther than this. They insist that —_ 
op hey show an Her Majesty’s Government abandoned, in advance, oe 

| abnegation of all di the exercise of that due *diligence which the Treaty [318] | 
— aetecomplamedof gf Washington declares that a neutral is bound to 

-. observe. They say that the position of Her Majesty’s Government just ._ 
oo cited, taken in connection with the construction put upon the Foreign 

- Enlistment Act by the British courts in the Alexandra case, was a 
a practical abandonment of all obligation to observe diligence in prevent- 
' - . ing the use of British territory by the insurgents, for purposes hostile’. _ 

| tothe United States. They aver that it was a notice to.them thatno 
- complaints in this respect would be listened to, which were not accom- 

_ ss panied by proof sufficient to convict the offender as a criminal under _ 
the Foreign Enlistment Act. To furnish such proof was simply impos- 
sible. The Tribunal will remember that it was judicially said inthe ~ 

oe hey throw upon case of the Alexandra, that what had been done in the 
Great’ Britain the matter of the Alabama was no violation of British law, and 
show “that, the acts therefore constituted no offense to be punished. Well — 

| not have ben pre Might Harl. Russell say that the Oreto and the Alabama = 
_ ee - were a scandal to English laws. Oe PE ee | 

The United States with great confidence assert that the facts which | 
-- have been éstablished justify them in asking the Tribunal of Arbitra-.. 7 

-—' tion, in the investigations now about to be made, to assume that inthe 
. -widlations of neutrality which will -be shown to have taken place; 

the burden of proof *will be upon Great Britain to establish that [819] 
| ‘they could not have been prevented. Her Majesty’sGovernment = 
--. declined to'investigate charges and to examine-evidence submitted by — 

Mr, Adams, as to repeated violations of British territory, which su¥- 
- sequent events show were true.in every respect. It placed its refusal ~ 

a 1 Earl Russell to Mr. Adams, Vol. Ij page 578, OO
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--wpon principles which must inevitably lead to like disregard in fature—- . 
+ principles which rendered nugatory thereafter any measure of diligence | | 

“to discover violations of neutrality within Her Majesty’s dominions. 2 
Thereby Great Britain assumed and justified all similar acts which had . a 
‘been or might be committed, and relieved the United States from the - 

| necessity of showing that due diligence was not exercised to prevent Oo 
them, | a | | 

Of what usewwas it toexercise diligence to show the purpose for which ae 
the Florida, the Alabama, or the Georgia was constructed, or the Shen- | 2 
andoah was purchased, if the constructing, fitting out, or equipping, or - 

| the purchase for such objects was. lawful, and covld not be interfered | 
with? What diligence could have prevented the excessive supplies of : 

, coal and other hospitalities to the insurgent cruisers, or the protection S 
of transports, all of which made these ports bases of operations, if, , 
such acts were no violation of the dcties of .a neutral, of which the = | 

- United States might justky complain? a oa oe 
~ [3820]  *The cruisers for whose acts the United States ask this Tribunal a 

a to hold Great Britain responsible are (stating them jist o¢ the insur | , 
in the order in which their cruises began) the Sumter; the cms oO oo 

Nashville; the Florida and her tenders, the Clarence, the Taceny, and | - 
the Archer; the Alabama and her tender, the Tuscaloosa; the Retribu-’ — , 
tion; the Georgia; the Tallahassee; the Chickamauga; and the Shenan- | 
doah. The attention of the Tribunal of Arbitration is now invited to _ 
an account of each of these vessels. a 

| THE SUMTER. oe a : 

The Sumter escaped from the passes of the Mississippi on the 30th of _ 
June, 1861, and on the 30th of the following July arrived | _ | 
at the British port of Trinidad. She remained there. six ene SE | 
days, taking in a supply of coal! Complaint being made of this act as. 7 
a *violation of Her Majesty’s Proclamation of Neutrality,” Lord Rus- 

sell replied, that “the conduct of the Governor was in conformity to 
Her Majesty’s Proclamation ;” that ‘“ Captain Hillyar, of Her Majesty’s a 
Ship Cadmus, having sent a boat to ascertain-her nationality, the com- a 
_ manding officer showed a commission signed by Mr. Jefferson’ 

_ [821] Davis, calling himself the Presi*dent of the so-styled Confederate’ 
States’ Her Majesty’s Government thus held this vessel to be a _ | 

man-of-war as early as the 30th of July, 1861. oe ne 
Having got a full supply of coal and other necessary outfit, the | 

_ Sumter sailed on the oth of August, 1861, and, after a eruise in which a 

_ She destroyed six vessels carrying the flag of the United States, she 
/ arrived in Gibraltar on the 18th of the following January. Before she — - | 

couid again be supplied with coal and leave that port, she was shut in | 
_ by the arrival of the Tuscarora, a vessel of war of the United States, - , 

which.‘ anchored off Algeciras” ‘The Tuscarora was soon followed by - oO 
_ the Kearsarge, both under the instructions of the Government of the — - 

United States. a OO | 
_. Finding it impossible to escape, an attempt was made to sell the i 
Sumter, with her armament, for £4,000. The consul of the United... — 

os eS OTS Bernard to Seward, Vol. II, page 485. oo 7 | | 
4 ees mo ? Adams to’ Russell, Vol. Il, page 484. " : 
Me 3 Russell to Adams, Vol. II, page 486. oo oe 

Bo : | - *8Sprague to Seward, Vol. II, page 502. - 7 So 
8 Sprague to Adams, Vol. II, page 507%, - 

 § Ex, 31-9 — oe en
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Ns States at Gibraltar, by direction of Mr. Adams, protested against this 
— . gale? "The sale was finally made “by public auction” on .the 19th of | 
> Deeember, 1862.22. Mr. Adams notified Earl Russell that the sale would | 

| ‘not be recognized by the United States, and called upon Great Britain 
| - fot to regard it, as it had been made in. violation of principles of. 

fore law that had been *adopted by British courts and publicists.’ He [3822] 
Oo tnaintained that “ Her Majesty’s Government, in furnishing shelter... | 

--. for so long a period to the Sumter in the harbor of Gibraltar, as a ship. 
of war. of a belligerent, had. determined the character of the vessel; 

.- and that “the purchase of ships of war belonging to enemies is heldin- 
the British courts to be invalid’? = 

After reflecting upon this simple proposition for more than five weeks, 
Karl Russell denied-it. He said, “The British Government, when neu- 

| tral, is not bound to refuse to a British subject the right to acquire by | 
| purchase a vessel which a belligerent. owner may desire to part with, 

. but it would not deny the right of the adverse belligerent to ascertain, 
if, such vessel were captured by its cruisers, whether the vessel had. 

- rightfully, according to the law of nations, come into the possession of — - 
| - the neutral.” Mr. Adams also maintained that the sale was fictitious,” to_ 

which Earl Russell replied that he “could not assume that the Sumter 
had not been legally and bona fide sold to a British owner for, commer- 

: cial and peaceful purposes.”? Mr. Adams insisted (and the result __ 
oe ‘proved that he *was correct) that the sale ot the Sumter was [3823] 

~~ ftietitious, and that the purchaser was an agent of. Fraser, Tren-. . - | 
holm & Go., the treasury agents and depositaries, &c., for the insurgent — 
authorities at Richmond.® His representations were disregarded, and 

_ the vessel was taken to Liverpool and thoroughly repaired. She then _ 
| took on board a cargo of arms and munitions of war, and, under the 

the name of the Gibraltar, fortified with a British register, became an 
insurgent transport.©) | ads | 

In all these proceedings. on the part of British officials the United 
a States find a partiality toward the insurgents, which is inconsistent with — 

the duties of a neutral: — ar Be | 
“J, The Sumter was permitted to receive at Trinidad a full supply of 
eoal. The United States, however, were. forbidden by Great Britain — 

7 even to deposit coal in the British West Indies for their own use, under 
_  -gueh regulations as might be prescribed by Her Majesty’s Government. 

- . —~Whatdook place at Nassau in December, 1861, has already been told. 
‘In Bermuda, on the 19th of February, 1862, their consul. was offi. — 

- cially informed that “the Government of Her Britannic Majesty... 
 *had determined not to allow the formation in any British colony [824] 

of a coal-depot for the use of their vessels of war, either by the... 
| ‘Government of the United States or of the so-styled Confederate States.” 

OO ‘Sprague to Codrington, Vol. II, page 509. EER a 
 28prague to Adams, Vol, II, page 515.) PME is 

a  8Adams.to Russell, Vol. II, page 522. eG a | 
. + -4Adams to Russell, Vol. II, page 523. | — on 7 / 

. 5 Adams to Russell, Vol. I, page 522, | : oe 
. 6Russell to Adams, Vol. TI, page 526. | ae : fh 

. 7 Adams to Russell, Vol. IJ, page 520... ee : a 

| 8 Russell to Adams, VoL II, page 521. 9. i : . 
_ 9The nominal purchasers were M.G. Klingerder & Co., (Vol. I, page 529.) . Thi 

. house was connected. with Fraser, Trenholm & Co., and paid regularly a portion of th 
a - wages of the men onthe Alabama to their families in Liverpool. (See Dudtey to 

oe Adams, Vol. ILI, page 210.) Ce 
| 10 Vol. II, pages 521-588. 

ene 11 Ord to Allen, Vol. I, page.590. See also the reports-of the officers of the Keystone | 
and. the Quaker City, who, in December, 1861, were refused supplies of coal at this port. 

woe . Vol. VI, pages 52 and 53. ‘See .also the case of the Florida, post, where this subject ig 
more fully discussed. o on - |
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‘Before this Case is finished it will be seen how thoroughly this deter- . : 
 nination was disregarded as to the ‘so-styled Confederate States”. oA 

If it should be thought that the habitually insincere neutrality of 8 
«Great Britain, as already detailed, did not. constitute: such a violation. 
of the duties of a neutral as would entail responsibility for the acts of. os 

, all the insurgent cruisers, (which the United States, with confidence, os 
maintain that it did,) itis clear that the Sumter was furnished with an a 

excessive supply of-coal at Trinidad, which supply. enabled her to inflict 2 
. the subsequent injuries on the commerce of the United States. It is not ° 
contended that at that time there were any precedents which settled. OS 
absolutely the quantity of coal which might be furnished to.a bellige- : 
rent steam man-of-war by a neutral. When. the proclamation of neu- : 

: trality was issued, it seemed to be the opinion of leading members of. a 
-* the House of Lords, (Lords Brougham and Kingsdown, for | 2 
[825] instance,) that coal for the use of vessels of war *might. be 
> regarded as contraband of war.!| The instructions issued by Her | 

-  Majesty’s Government a few months later permitted this article tobe = =~ 

° furnished, provided the supply should. be measured by the capacity of oa 

the vessel to consume it, and should be limited to what might be neces-_ | 

sary to take it to the nearest port of its own country, or to Some nearer | 
destination. This rule, as subsequently modified by the United States? = 

_ appears to be a just medium between the excessive supply furnished to | 
the Sumter in Trinidad and’ the absolute refusal to permit the United | 

7 States to supply itself. Under this rule the Sumter would have been | | 
entitled to receive only what would be necessary to take her to New | S 

| Orleans or to Galveston. a | eo OS - 
- °° 2 The Sumter was in the port of Gibraltar when the instructions of 

January 16, 1862, (Vol. IV, p. 175,) were published there, on the 11th — - 
February. By their terms they were to go into effect six days after oe 

| that date. Under those instructions the Sumter, having been rec- | 
[326] ognized as:‘a man-of-war, ought to have been required to *leave a 
"the port of Gibraltar within. twenty-four hours, or, if without | 

coal, within twenty-four hours after getting a supply of coal. Instead of | 

that she was allowed to remain there for twelve months, while Lord Rus- 
sell’s instructions were rigidly enforced against the vessels of the United. 

-. States. The reason for this partiality may be easily gathered from the — | 
| correspondence of the United States Consul at Gibraltar.* The vesselS = 

_of war of the United States were on her track, and had the instructiors | 
of Earl Russell been complied with, the well-laid schemes of the United . coe 
States officers for her destruction would have been successful. But the | | 

- Tribunal will observe that the instructions, which were so offensively Pd 

enforced against the United States vessels Connecticut and: Honduras, 7 
were ignored as to the insurgent vessel Sumter, | 

oo 3. The sale of the Sumter was palpably an evasion. — She went into : 
-. the hands of Fraser, Trenholm & Co.; and, knowing the connection be-. i 

tween that firm and the insurgents, it isnot too much to.ask the Tribunal 
to assume as a probability that there was never any change of owner- oe 
ship. But if it should be thought that the transaction was made bona | 

_ fide, then there is an equal proabability. that the money found its _ | 

“AVoLIV, pp. 486-4900 ee 
: _ 2The President’s Proclamation of October 8, 1870, issued during the Franco-German . 

| war, limited the supply of coal to.the war vessels or privateers of the belligerents to : 
- go-much as might be sufficient, if without sail-power, to carry the. vessel to the nearest 

_ European port of its own country; if with sail-power, to half that quantity. | 
» _. §Wol. TI, pages 502,503. —— : 

-_.. 4Sprague to Adams, Vol. II, pages 502, 503,506, 507 es |
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way to the *credit of the insurgents in, their Liverpool trans- [327] .— 
. aetions.. a Ce ESS eG | 

By reason of these repeated acts of insincere neutrality, or of actual 
| disregard of the duties. of a neutral, the United States were great suf- 
_ ferers. Before arriving at Trinidad the Sumter captured eleven Ameri- 
|. can vessels. After leaving that port, and before arriving at Gibraltar, 

she captured six other vessels belonging to citizens of the United States. 
‘fhe injury did not stop there. The United States made diligent efforts 

, _ to capture this vessel which was destroying their commerce. For this 
oe purpose they dispatched across the Atlantic two of their men-of-war, the ’ 

_ Kearsarge and the Tuscarora. ‘These vessels followed on the track of. 
a the Sumter, and the plans of the United States would have been suc- 

—  -—_- eessful had Earl Russell’s instructions of January 31, 1862, been carried 
out toward the Sumter in the port of Gibraltar, as they were carried dut _ 

. toward the vessels of the United States in all the colonial ports of Great 
 . Britain. | oe oo | | | oo 

. Under these circumstances, the United States ask the Tribunal to find — 
| ' and certify as to the Sumter that Great Britain, by the acts or omissions 
a hereinbefore recited or! referred to, failed to fulfill the duties set > 

; forth in the three rules in Article *VI of the Treaty of Washing- [328] 
| ton, or recognized by the principles of International Law notin- == 

consistent with such rules. Should the Tribunal exercise the power con- _. 
ferred upon it by Article VII of the Treaty, to award a sum in gross to. 
be paid to the United States, they will ask that, in considering the 

| - amount so to be awarded, the losses of individuals in the destruction of —__ 
| their vessels and cargoes by the Sumter, and also the expense to which 

| the United States were put in the pursuit of that vessel, may be taken | 
into account. | BS ey oe | 

es . DHE NASH VILUE. . So 

| The Nashville, a large paddle-wheel steamer, formerly engaged on the 
| the Nani OCW York and Charleston line, lightened to diminish her 

| draught, armed with two guns, and commanded by an officer 
who had been in the Navy of the United States, ran out from Charleston 

—— on the night of the 26th of October, 1861.2, She arrived at the British port 
a of St. George, Bermuda, on the afternoon of the 30th of the same month, | 

| having been about three and a half days making the passage. She took _ 
| on board there, by the permission of the Governor, six hundred . 

| tons of coal,* and this act was approved by Her Ma*jesty’s prin- [3829] 
cipal Secretary of State for the Colonies.” This approval seems | 
to have been elicited by the complaints which had been made to the 
Governor by, the Consul of the United States at that port.6 Itmay also 
be that Her Majesty’s Government preferred to have the question set- 

: _ tled, before it could be made the subject of diplomatic representztion on 
. the part of the United States. a : ae re 

| - In view of the rule as to supplies of coal which was soon after adopted: . 
| by Her Majesty’s Government, the United States insist, as they have 

already insisted in regard. to the Sumter, that a supply of six hundred. —_ 

- . _-  * i Bernard to-Seward, Vol. II, page 485. Ee 
, _- 2 Bernard’s Neutrality of Great Britain, page 267, © = 7 

| ° '  8Wells to Seward, Vol. II, page 538, . ° | So 
Ho '- 4Governor Ord to.the Duke of Newcastle, Vol. IT, page 557. 

ee 5 Duke of Newcastle to Governor Ord, Vol. II, page 558. 0 
/ ; § Wells to Ord, Vol. H, page 6389.5 ,
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7 tons was greatly in excess of the needs of the Nashville. There are no Ss 

means of knowing whether she had any coal on board at the time she  — 
arrived in the port of St. George. Assuming that she had none, the 1 

| utmost she should have received was enough to take her back to | 

Charleston, from which port she had just come in three days and a half. 2 

” Instead of that, she received more than a supply for a voyage to South- 

ampton. She left Bermuda on the afternoon of the 5th of November,! | 
- .. and. anchored in Southampton waters on the morning of the 21st - 

[330] of the same month,’ *having destroyed at sea the United States 
—. qnerchant-ship Harvey Birch? on the passage. we 

: __ A correspondence ensued between Earl Russell and Mr. Adams as to og 

the character of this vessel, in which Lord Russell said, “‘ The Nashville Oo 

appears to be a Confederate vessel of war.”4 She was received as such, | : 
--was “taken into dock for calking and other repairs,” and “‘received one” 

’ hundred and fifty tons of coal” on the 10th of January... On the 25th oS 

| “Captain Patey, of Her Majesty’s Navy, reported the Nashville coaled, 
and necessary repairs completed.” a So , 

— .. On the 4th of the following February the Nashville left Southampton o 
and proceeded to Bermuda, where she arrived on the evening of the 
z0th.. On the day previous to that (the 19th) the Consul had received - 
from the Governor the official notice already alluded to, that the Gov- , 
ernment of Her Britannic Majesty had. determined not to allow the = 

formation, in any British Colony, of a coal depot for the use of the - | 
| vessels of war of the United States.6 The Government of the United | 

States was, therefore, not a little astonished to learn from the Consul at , 
a ‘Bermuda that the Nashville had taken on board one hundred | 

: [331] *and fifty tons of coal at that place, and that she left “under the 
: | escort of Her Majesty’s steamer Spitetul.”” a rr ee . 

These circumstances, in accordance with the principles hereinbefore _ 
| stated, justify the United States in asking the Tribunal of Arbitration — oe 

as to this vessel, to find and certify that Great Britain, by the acts or | 
omissions hereinbefore recited or referred to, failed to fulfill the duties | 

| set forth in the three rules in Article VI of the Treaty of Washington 
or recognized by the principles of International Law not inconsistent 
with. such rules. Should the Tribunal exercise the power conferred : 

| upon it by Article VII of the Treaty, to award a sum in gross to be : 
| paid to the United States, they will ask that, in considering the amount Oo 

| so to be awarded, the losses of individuals in the destruction of their 
vessels and cargoes by the Nashville, and also the expenses to which 
the United States were put in the pursuit of that vessel, may be taken ee 
into account. a | / ss 

| [332] *THE FLORIDA, AND HER TENDERS, THE CLARENCH, os 
BER es THE TACONY, AND THE ARCHER.’ , aos 

7 ~The Florida, originally known as the Oreto, was an iron-screw gun: . 
boat, .of about seven hu..tred tons burden, bark-rigged, and me piorita and | 

: had two smoke-stacks and three masts.? The contract for **ns 

Se be 1 Wells to Seward, vol. IT, page 540. — a . - 

| _ *?Captain Patey to the Secretary of the Admiralty, Vol. II, pages 543, 544. Do : 
. 8 Russell to Adams, Vol. II, page 555. ee | : 

| 4Vol. IL, page 587... oe . 
a. 5Ord to Allen, Vol. II, page 590. . , . | 

_ 6 Adams to Seward, Vol. II, page 542. | : oo . - 
| | 7 Allen to Seward, Vol. I, page591. ©...) : ee 
So _ 8 Dudley to Adams, Vol. II, page 594... 0,0-0«0,° 22 |
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- . her construction was made with Faweett, Preston & Co., of Liverpool, . 
by Bullock, soon after he came .to England in the summer-of 1861. | 

_. - He was introduced to them by Prioleau, of the firm of Fraser, Trenholm 
— _.& Co., in order that he might make the contract.! ee 

. It was pretended, for form’s sake, that she was constructed for the 
--—- [talian Government; but it was a shallow pretense, and deceived only — 

those who wished to be deceived. The Italian Consul at Liverpool 
a disclaimed all knowledge of her,’ and people at that port who were: fa- 

miliar with ship-building understood from the first that she was being 
built.for the Southern insurgents.) en ge  tea! CB 

"The precise-date of the making of the contract cannot be = 
given by the United States. The *range of time within which it. [333] 

| must have been made can be determined. Bullock leit Englandin = | 
°. the autumn of 1861, at or about the time that the Bermuda sailed with _ 

- Huse’s first shipment of stores; and returned in March on the Annie 
| _ , Childs, which ran the blockade from Wilmington.t -The contract was 

made before he left, and the Florida was constructed during his absence.” 
-. The contract for the construction of the hull was sub let by Fawcett, 

| Preston & Co., to Miller & Sons, of Liverpool.2 The payments to 
Miller & Sons‘were made by Fawcett, Preston & Co.; the payments to : 

- Fawcett, Preston & Co. were made by Fraser, Trenholm & Co. | 
- By the 4th of February the Florida was taking in her coal, and ap- | 

_ pearances indicated that she would soon leave without her armament.$ © | 
She made her trial trip on the 17th of February. By the lst of March | 
she had taken in her provisions, “a very large quantity, enough for a | 

_ long eruise,” and was “ getting as many Southern sailors’ as: possible: —_s 
a ‘She was registered as an English vessel. Although apparently ready | 

_ to sail, she lingered about Liverpool, which gave rise to some =i 
. speculations in the minds of the people of that town. It *was [334] | 

: said that she had “injured herself and was undergoing repairs.” =| 
The mystery was solved by the arrival, on the 11th of March, in the 

_ Mersey, of the Annie Childs from Wilmington, bringing as passengers | 
oo Captain Bullock’? and four other insurgent naval officers, who came on | 

- : . board of her “some twenty miles down the river from Wilmington,”™ | 
and who were to take commands on the vessels which were contracted 

| for in Liverpool. As soon as they arrived they went on board the | 
_ Florida, and were entertained there that evening.” On the 22d of March | 

| _ the Florida took her final departure from the Mersey,” with “a crew of | 
fifty-two men, all British, with the exception of three or four, one of | 

— .. whom only was an American.” She was consigned by Bullock. to 
_ Heyliger. Another account says that she was consigned to Adderly | 

1 Prioleau’s evidence, Vol. VI, page 181. oo | | 
Ss .* Dudley to Seward, Vol. I, page 592. : . 5 Oo , 

| _ 8 See Mr. Dudleéy’s dispatches of January 24 and 31, and of February 4, 12, 17, 19, 21, 
a 22 26, and 27, and of March 1, 5, 12, 15, 19, and 22, in the year 1862, Vol. VI, page 214, { 

_ , “+ Dudley. to Seward, March 12, 1862, Vol. VI, page 223, Sa ee Tye | 
| _., ®Same-to same, February 12, 1862, Vol. VI, page 215. oo El. 

' §6Dudley to Seward, Vol. II, page 592; Vol. VI, page 215. we | 
- . ¥$ame to same, Vol. II, page 596; Vol. VI, page 220. Se Se | 

8’ Same to same, Vol. Il, page 597; Vol. VI, page22h. 
oe ® Dudley to Seward, March 7, 1862, Vol. VI, page 222. a es | 

| _ 10 Same to same, March 22, 1862, Vol. VI, page 224. - Le yell + 
11 Dudley to Adams, Vol. H, page 601. — a wale -_ | 

: | WVol Il, page60l = 0 Be _ ee 
aa 13,Vol. Il, page 604. «© BE pe Stee re PR | | 
_ .  # Customs Report, Vol. I, page 605; Vol. VI, page 238k, | |
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_. Simultaneously with these proceedings, shipments were being made 
at. Hartlepool, on the eastern coast of England, of cannon, rifles, shot, 

- ghells, &c., intended for the Florida. They were sent-rom Liverpool to | 
Hartlepool by rail, and there put on board the steamer Bahama for 

Nassau. 5 DF PR RER tey sess | 
[335] It was a matter of pablic notoriety that this was *going on.! | 

 —  * All the faets about the Florida, and about the hostile expedition | 

it was proposed to make against the United States, were open and | 

notorious.at Liverpool. Mr. Dudley’s correspondence, already cited, was _ 

full of it. The means of intelligence were as accessible to: British 
authorities as to the consular officers of the United States. _Neverthe- 

-.. Jess, it-was esteemed to be the duty of the officers of the United States 
to lay what had come to their knowledge before Her Majesty’s Govern- : 
ment. Mr. Dudley, the Consul. at Liverpool, wrote to Mr. Adams that - 

he had information from many different sources as to the Oreto, “all of 

which goes to show that she is intended for the Southern Confederacy.” | 
Mr. Adams transmitted the intelligence to Earl Russell, and said that _ 7 
he “entertained little doubt that the intention was precisely that Indi- | 

-- gated in the letter of the Consul, the carrying on war against the : 

_ United States.” * * * He added, “Should further evidence tO sus: | 

tain the allegations.respecting the Oreto be held necessary to effect the Se 
° object of securing the imterposition of Her Majesty’s Government, I 

| . will make an effort to procure it in a more formal manner.”* | | 
1836] ~='The United States ask the Tribunal to observe *that, notwith- 
. standing this. offer, no objection was taken as to the form of the _ 
information submitted by Mr. Adams, nor was he asked by Harl Russelt 
for further particulars. Lord Russell, however, in reply, transmitted to_ | 
Mr. Adams a report of the British Commssioners of Customs, in which | 

it was stated that the Oreto was a vessel of war, “pierced for four : 
guns;” that she was “built by Miller & Sons for Fawcett, Preston & . 
Oo.,” and was “intended for the use of Messrs. Thomas Brothers, of | 
Palermo;” that she ‘“‘had. been handed over to Messrs. Fawcett & 
Preston; that Miller & Son stated their belief that the destination was _ 
Palermo ;” and that “the examiners had every reason to believe that : 
the vessel was destined for the Italian Government.”* Further repre- _ 
sentations being made by Mr. Adams, the same officers subsequently, a 

| reported that, having received directions “to inquire into the further a 

allegations made in regard to the Oreto,” they found “that the vessel . | 

- in question was registered on the 3d of March in the name of John 

Henry Thomas, of Liverpool, as sole owner; that she cleared on the | 

- following day for Palermo and Jamaica, in ballast, but did not sail until os 

the 22d, * * * having a crew of fifty-two men, all Britich, ee 
- [337] with the exception of *three or four, one of whom only was an we 

, American.”? a oe 

7 The Tribunal of Arbitration will observe that even from the reports = 
of these British officers it is established that the Florida wasa vessel = 
of war, “pierced for four guns;” and also that notwithstanding their 

. alleged belief that she was intended for the King of Italy, she was allowed : 
- to clear for Jamaica in ballast. Attention is also invited'to the easy 

-_ eredulity of these officials, who, to the first charges of Mr. Adams, re- 
plied by putting forward the “belief” of the builders as tothe destination = 

: . 1See Mr. Dudley’s dispatehes of March 7, 12, and-15, Vols. [land VI, | 
_- 2Dudley to Adams, Vol. II, page 594; Vol. VI, page 216. oo 

- 8 Adams to Russell, Vol. II, page 593; Vol. VI, page 216. ~ © 
| 4Vol. Il, pages 595,96; Vol. VI, page,218. CPE so 

--- 6 Vol. IL, page 605; Vol. VI, page 23k. |
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of the vessel, and who met his subsequent complaints by extracting from __ 
| _ the custom-house records the false clearance which Bullock, and Frazer, 
_ ‘Lrenholm & Co., had caused to be entered there. Such an examination 
, . and such a-report can scarcely be regarded as the exercise of the “ due 

diligence” called for by the rules of the Treaty of Washington. 
| _. The Florida arrived at Nassau on the 28th of April, and was taken in 
=  ¢harge by Heyliger, who was then a well-known and recognized: insur. 

: gent agent. The Bahama arrived a few days later at the same port by 
_ preconcerted arrangement. The two branches of the hostile expe- 

| dition, which had left Great Britain in detachments, were thus 
: *united in British waters. They were united in their conception. [338] 

| in the contracts with Fawcett, Preston & Co.. They were tempo- °° 
a rarily separated by the shipment of a portion of the ammunition and | 

Stores by rail to Hartlepool, and thence by the Bahama.. They were now 
. again united, and the vessels went together to Cochrane’s Anchorage, 

' _ a place about nine miles from the harbor of Nassau, not included in the 
-.  * port limits. ; a OS AOR 

While there Captain Hickley, of Her Majesty’s ship Greyhound, 
. thought it his duty to make a careful examination of the vessel, and he ; 

reported her condition to the Governor. In a remarkable certificate, 
Oo signed by himself, and by the officers of the Greyhound, dated June 13, 

| 1862, it is stated that he “asked the Captain of the Oreto whether the : 
: Oreto had left Liverpool in all-respects as she was then; his answer was 

| yes; In all respects.” As, therefore, no changes had been made in her | 
. after leaving Liverpool, Captain Hickley’s report may be taken to be 

_ the official evidence of a British expert as to her character, at the time 
| _. of Mr. Adams’s complaints, and of the customs examinations. He Says, 

“IT then procceded to examine the vessel, and found her in every respect _ 
| fitted as a war vessel, precisely the same as vessels of a similar 
oO class in Her Majesty’s Navy. She *has a magazine and light- [339] 

: rooms forward, hancing-rooms and handing-scuttles for powderas ~~ 
in war vessels; shell-rooms aft, fitted as in men-of-war ; aregular lower 

_ deck. with hammock-hooks, mess-shelves, &¢., &c¢., aS in our own war 
| vessels, her cabin accommodations and fittings generally being those as 

| fitted in vessels of her own class in the Navy. * * ® She is a vessel 
| capable of carrying guns; she could carry four broadside-guns forward, 

four broadside-guns aft, and two pivot-guns amidships. Her ports are | 
| fitted to ship and unship; port-bars cut through on the upper part to - — 

| unship also. The construction of her ports, 1 consider, are peculiar to | 
| _ vessels of war. I.saw shot-boxes all round her upper deck, calculated 

| to receive Armstrong shot, or shot similar. She had breeching bolts. 
- and shackles, and side-tackle bolts. Magazine, shell-rooms, and light- 

, reoms are entirely at variance with the fittings of a merchant-ship. She. — 
had no accommodation whatever for the stowage of cargo; only stow- | 
age for provisions and stores. She was in all respects fitted as a vessel. | 

= of war of her class in Her Majesty’s Navy. * * * The Oreto, as she , 
| now stands, could, .in my professional opinion, with her erew, guns, | 

- arms, and ammunition, going out with another vessel alongside of her, be 
: equipped in twenty-four hours for battle”? _ me EB, 

ao *The judge before whom the case was tried, commenting on this [340] 
a evidence, said: “* Captain Hickley’s evidence as to the construc- : 

| tion and fittings of the vessel I should,consider conclusive even had = 
/ there been no other ; but that construction and those fJittings were made, 
Peg not here, but in England” = eb: 

1Vol. VI, page 246. — 2Vol. VI, pages 264 and 266. 8 Vol.-V, page 513. - 

oe | Co . |
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--- Phis was, therefore, the condition of the Florida when she left Liver- oo 
| pool. That she was then “intended to cruise and carry on war” against | 

the United States there can be no reasonable doubt; that she was : 
“fitted out” and “equipped” within the jurisdiction of Great Britain, . , 
with all the fittings and equipments necessary to enable her to carry on | 

| such war, is equally clear from Captain Hickley’s professional statement. | 
| “Arming” alone was necessary to make her ready for battle. By the | 

cules of the Treaty of Washington either the “fitting out” or the | 
| “equipping” constitute an offense without the “arming.” That Great _ , 

Britain had reasonable ground to believe that the fitting out and the 
| ‘equipping had been done within its jurisdiction, with intent that she So 

should carry on such a war, the United States claim to have substan: 
7 tiated. That she had been specially adapted within British jurisdiction, 

to wit, at Liverpool, to warlike use, will scarcely be questioned 
[341] after the positive testimony of Captain Hickley. That her*de- | 

an parture from the jurisdiction of Great Britain might have been . oo 
_ prevented after the information furnished by Mr. Adams would seem to 

. be beyond doubt. And that a neglect to prevent such departure was a | 
failure to use the “due diligence” called for by the second clause of the = 

| first rule of the Treaty obviously follows the last conclusion. If these 
several statements. are well founded, Great Britain, by permitting the 

. construction of the Florida, at Liverpool, under the circumstances, and 8 
by consenting to her departure from that port, violated its duty asa = 

- neutral Government toward the United States. . | | 
The United States Consul, soon after the arrival of the Oreto at Nas- 

_ sau, called. the attention of the Governor to her well-known character, | 
Ihe Governor declined to interfere, and with an easy credulity accepted . 
the statements of the insurgent agents that the vessel was not and 

| would not be armed,? and he made no further inquiries. She was then _ 
permitted to remain at Cochrane’s Anchorage. A second request to in- | 
quire into her character was made on the 4th of June, and refused.> _ 
-,»., On the 7th of June both the Oreto and the Bahama were arrested 
[342]. and brought up from *Cochrane’s Anchorage into the harbor of 
-..... Nassau: On the 8th the mail steamer Melita arrived from Eng- : . 
fand, with Captain Raphael Semmes and his officers from the Sumter as | 

passengers. They “became lions at once’* The Oreto was immedi- 
ately released. The Consul reported this fact to his Government, and , 
said that “the character of the vessel had become the theme of general —_ 
conversation and remark among all classes of the citizens of Nassau a. 
for weeks.”> On the same day Captain Hickley, whose professional eye o 
had detected the purpose of the vessel from the beginning, signed with = 

’ his officers the certificate quoted above. — : ee . ne 
_ The Consul, finding that reenwed representations to the’ Governor® 
were met by an answer that the agents of the Oreto assured him of | 
their intention to clear in ballast for Havana, and that he had given — 

' his.assent to it,’ applied to Captain Hickley, of the Greyhound, and : | 

laid before him ‘the evidence which had. already been laid before the | 
civil authorities. He answered by sending a file of marines on board - 

- . the Oreto and taking her into custody.® ORY ge Pe 

1 Consul Whiting to Governor Bayley, May 9, 1862, Vol. VI, page 235. a . 
-  . *Nesbitt to Whiting, May 13, 1852, Vol. VI, page 236. a 

«. °8Vol. VI, pages 238, 239. .~ : - - . 
.... #Whiting to Seward, June 19, 1862, Vol. VI, page 241. es 

| 5 Whiting to Seward, June 13, 1862, Vol. V1, page 242. . es ae 
6 Whiting to Bayley, June 12, 1862, Vol. VI, page 243. - : 

-~-‘TNesbitt to Whiting, June 13, 1862, Vol. VI, page 244.00 a 
8 Whiting to Seward, June 18, 1862, Vol. V1, page 250. a
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_ Phe civil authorities at Nassau were all actively *friendly to [343] 
the insurgents. With the Cousul of the United States they had == 
only the formal relations made necessary by his official position. With 
the insurgents it was quite different. We have already seen how Hey- 

- .  jiger thought they regarded him. Maffitt, Semmes, and many other in- 
| surgent officers were there, and were often thrown in contact with the 

- Government officials. Adderley, the correspondent of Fraser, Tren- | 
/ holm & Co., and the mercantile agent of the insurgents, was one of the 

_ . leading merchants of the colony. Harris, his partner, was a member of 
° _ ‘the Council, and was in intimate social relations with all the authori- 

_ ties. .The principal law officer of the colony, who would have charge 
| of any prosecution that might bé instituted against the Oreto and the 

7 cross-examination of the witnesses summoned in her favor, was the coun- | 
gel of Adderley. All these circumstances, combined with the. open parti- 

_ ality of the colonial authorities for the cause of the South, threw the 
- Insurgent agents and officers at that critical moment into intimate re- — 

- »  Jations. with those lecal authorities! =~ ce seas 
_ If it had been predetermined that the Oreto should be released: by 
going through the form of a trial under the Foreign Enlistment Act? 

| the steps.could not have been better directed for that pur- 9 
# *pose.. The trial commenced on the 4th of July, 18625 The [344] _ 

prosecution was conducted by a gentleman who was atonce Crown . 
: Counsel; Advocate General, and confidential counsel of Adderley & Co. 

oo and who, in a speech made in a trial in another court, which took | 
'  .  place.after the Oreto was libeled and before the decree was rendered, 

| said. that the Union of the United States was “a:‘myth,a Yankee | 
i . fiction of the past, now fully exploded. The temper with which he 

-» would manage the prosecution of the Oreto may be imagined from this _ 
7 _ speech. He hurried on the trial before evidence could be obtained from | 

| . liverpool. He conducted his cross-examinations so as to suppress | 
evidence unfavorable tothe Oreto, when it could be done. He neglected | 

_ ito summon, witnesses who must have been within his control, who could 
: have.shown conclusively that the Oreto was built for the insurgents, | 
. | and was to be converted into a man-of-war.> Maffitt knew it, but was 

-  . not -ealled.® Heyliger knew it, but was not called. Adderley: °° 
| *knew it, but he was not called. Evans and Chapman were.both [345] 

: _  there—officers an the insurgents’ navy, under the direction of 
- ' ‘Maffitt, drawing pay from him as.an officer in that navy, and giving re- 

ceipts as such.” They knew all about it, but were not called. Harris,* | 
| | a member of the firm of Adderley & Co., was called, but his cross-exam- 

ination was so couducted as. to bring out nothing damaging to the 
a vessel.’ He said, for instance, that the Oreto was consigned to him by — 

o 1? Kirkpatrick to Seward, Vol. VI, page 327. 
po _* This seemingly harsh statement is fully borne out by the report of the trial. See | 
ao Vol. V, page 509.055 | rr a’ moe MS 

- 7 . %Governor Bayley to Captain Hickley, June, 1862.0 § © . 
4 Whiting to Seward, August 1, 1862, Vol. VI, page 261. a 
51f the Tribunal will read the summary of this case in the opinion of the court, 

oo which may be found at page 509 of Vol. V, it will be found that this statement is not 
an too strong. ae : : mn | oo ' 7 4 

7  §The Oreto had in fact been ordered by Bullock, as agent of the Conféderate Govern- 
ment, from one ship-building firm, as the Alabama had been ordered. by him:from an- 
other; and Captain Maffitt, the officer .appointed to command her, was.-all this while 
at Nassau, Waiting the result of the trial—Bernard’s Neutrality of Great Britain, page 

+ T8ee Evans and Chapman’s vouchers, Nassau, July 28, Vol. VI, page 330. 
ae : _.8 See Consul Kirkpatrick’s dispatch to Mr. Seward, July 7, 1865, as to the , standing | 

. of these men, Vol. VI, page 327. SO ee ere . 
a —- 9Vol. V,page 51% a
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_ Fraser, Trenholm & Co., and was to clear for St. John’s, New Bruns 
—  wick.. It might have been supposed that counsel desirous of ascertain- | 

Ing the truth would have followed up these clews, afd would -have | 
: shown from this witness the origin and the real purposes of the vessel ; 

- but that was not done. - De at De oe te ~ 
_' . Thedirect examination of Captain Hickley, of the Greyhound, disclosed - 

that officer’s opinion of the character and destination of “the Oreto. , 
| His. cross-examination was conducted by a gentleman who was repre- a 

sented to:be the Solicitor General of the Colony, but who, in this case, . 
~ + appeared against the Crown. The testimony of sailors was also - | 

| [346] received to show that the vessel carried Con*federate flags, and _ 
| ~ that Semmes and the other insurgent officers were in the habit of , 

visiting her. oO Oo a 
_ . The judge, in deciding the case, disregarded the positive proof of the | 

_ character, intent, and ownership of the vessel. He said that he did not ©. 
_. believe the evidence as to the insurgent flags, coming from common 

| sailors, and he added, ‘‘ Had there been a Confederate flag on board the | 
_ Oreto, I should not consider it as very powerful evidence.” The over- 

_  Wwhelming testimony of Captain Hickley and his officers was summarily 
. disposed of. ‘To this he said, “I have no right whatever to take it into | | 

consideration; the case depends upon what has been done since the © - 
. vessel came within this jurisdiction.” While thus ruling out either as | 

false or as irrelevant evidence against the vessel which events proved | 
| to be true and relevant, he gave the willing ear of credence to the mis- 

| statements of the persons connected with the Oreto. He could see no - 
- evidence of illegal intent in the acts of those who had charge of the 

| Oreto. It is no wonder that the trial ended on the 2d of August with 
ajudgment that, “ Under all these circumstances I do not feel that I | 
should. be justified. in condemning the Oreto. She will therefore be =~ 

| restored.” ee EE en ae - 
sass Phe United States call the attention of the Arbitrators to the | 

_ 1847] important fact that the princi*pal ground on which this vessel 
> Was released, namely, the irrelevancy of the evidence of Captain 

Hickley and his associates, was believed by Her Majesty’s Governmenit 
~ not to be in accordance with British law. When the news of the seizure , 

of the Oreto arrived at London, Earl Russell directed inquiries to be 
_ made, “in order that a competent officer should be sent to Nassau ‘in | 

order to give evidence as to what occurred at Liverpool! in the case of 
| that vessel.” Her. Majesty’s Government evidently considered thatit 

would be relevant and proper to show the eondition of the vessel when a 
| She left Liverpool; and should it appear, as it did appearin Captain =| 

Hickley’s testimony, that at the time of her leaving she was’ fitted out 7 
_ as a man-of-war, with intent to cruise against the United States, then it | - 
_-would be entirely within the scope of the powers of the court in Nassau 

to condemn her for a violation of the Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819. | 
_ Had the trial not been hurried on, such probably would have been the | 
instructions from London. | we : oe, 
_ Both before and after the release of the Oreto, Maffitt was shipping a 
_ crew at Nassau. One witness deposes® to shipping forty men. 

| [848] On the 8th of August she. cleared for St. John’s, New *Bruns- 
| wick. This was on its face a palpable fraud. On the 9th the | 

_ Schooner Prince Alfred went to the wharf of Adderley & Co., the Nas- : 
. sau correspondents of Fraser, Trenholm & Co., and there took on board | 
_ eight cannon and a cargo of shot, shells, and provisions, and then went 

| . ?Solomon’s deposition, Vol. VI, page 310. i
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over the bar and laid her course for Green Cay, one of the British Ba- 
‘fama Islands, about sixty miles distant from Nassau. The Oreto, hav- 7 

-...... tng been thoréughly supplied with coal while at the island of New 
oe Providence, lay outside with a hawser attached to one of Her Majesty’s — 

| | ships of war. When the Prince Alfred appeared she cast off the haw- | 
—. ger and followed and overtook the Prince Alfred, and gave heratow. 

| It was a bright moonlight night, with a smooth sea, and the voyage was 
—— soon made. The arms and ammunition, and so much of the supplies as 

. ‘she had room for, were then transferred to the Oreto; therest weretaken © 
back to Nassau, where the Prince Alfred went unmolested for her vio- © — 

. lation of the law. The twovessels parted company, and the Oreto, now 
| called the Florida, made for the coast of Cuba. ES | 

4 | The United States ask the Tribunal of Arbitration to find that in 
these proceedings which took place at Nassau and in the Bahamas, 

._ + Great Britain was once more guilty of a violation of its duty, asaneu- _ 
, _ tral, toward the United States, in regard to this vessel. 

a *The Oreto had been, within the jurisdiction of Great Britain .[349] 
—. . at Liverpool, specially adapted to warlike use, with intent that 

_ she should cruise or carry on war against the United States. She had 
| _come again at Nassau within the jurisdiction of Her Majesty, and no 

—_ steps were taken to prevent her departure from that jurisdiction. This | 
alone was. a violation of the duties prescribed by the second clause of _ - 

_. the first rule of the Treaty; but it was not the only failure of Her 
| Majesty’s officials to perform their duties at that time as the represent- | 

ative ofa neutral Government. 7 
- The Oreto was armed within British jurisdiction; namely, at Green 

Cay. The arrangements for arming, however, were made in the harbor 
oe of Nassau; and the two vessels left that port almost simultaneously,and 

proceeded to Green Cay together. The purpose for which they went 
ss Was notorious in. Nassau. This was so palpable an evasion that the act 

.  .ghould:be assuméd as having taken place in the harbor of Nassau. In 
either event, however, the act was committed within British jurisdic- 

. tion, and was therefore a violation of the first clause of the first rule of 
| the Treaty. — he : - ps we : 

7 In like manner, the same acts, and the enlistment of men at New | : 
7 | Providence, were violations of the second rule of the Treaty. There | 

| was novliligence used to prevent any of these illegal acts. , | 
| *From Green Cay the Florida went to Cardenas, in the island of [350]  __ | 

| Cuba, and attempted to ship a crew there. ‘The matter was | 
oa brought to the notice of the Government, who sent an official to Lieu- | 

— tenant Stribling, commanding during Lieutenant Commanding J. N. ! 
| _ Maffitt’s illness, with a copy.of the [Spanish] Queen’s Proclamation, and | 

| notification to him that the Florida had become liable to seizure.” = | 
This efficient conduct of the Spanish authorities made the officers of the 

| Florida feel at once that they were no longer in British waters. She | 
left Cuba, and on the 4th of September she ran through the blockading | 

SS - squadron of Mobile, pretending to be a British man-of-war, and flying | 
British colors. oe oe | a a | 
During the night of the 16th of January, 1863, the Florida left Mobile. — 

- -—,- Qn the morning of the 26th of the same month she re-entered the harbor | 
of Nassau. Between Mobile and Nassau she had destroyed three small | 

| vessels, the Corris Ann, the Estelle, and the Windward. At Nassau | 
she was received with more than honor. She “ entered the port without - | 

| any restrictions,” and “ the officers landed in the garrison. boat, escorted 

ps 1 Copy of voucher of Manuel Corany, Vol. VI, page 331. | 
. * Whiting to Seward, January 26, 1863, Vol. VI, page 333, |
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- by the post adjutant, Lieutenant Williams, of the Second West India 
 » Regiment.”! The Governor made a feint of finding fault with the , 

- [351] mode in which she had. entered, but *ended by giving her all the . - 
| hospitality which her commander desired. She was at Nassau | 

for thirty-six hours,? and while there-she took in coal and provisions oe 
to last for three months.? This coal was taken on board by “ permis- | 
sion of the authorities” = nee pe he | 

. The attention of the Tribunal of Arbitration is also invited to the 
_ excess of these and all similar hospitalities, as violations of the instruc- : 

tions issued on the 31st of January, 1862. . oe ee | . 
‘These orders required every ship of war or privateer of either bellig- 

erent, which should enter British waters, to depart within twenty-four | | 
hours afterward, except in case of stress of weather, or of her requiring 

| provisions or things necessary for the subsistence of her grew, or repairs. ae 
In either of these cases she was to put to sea as soon after the expi- . , 

_ ration of the twenty-four hours as possible, taking in no: supplies beyond: 
what might be necessary for immediate use, and no more coal _ 

[352] than would carry her to the nearest port of *her own country, or 
| some nearer destination, nor after coaling once in British waters | 
was she to be suffered to coal again. within three. months, unless by. 

- gpecial permission.”? 2 a | De 
These rules were rigidly enforced against the United States. They ee 

were not only relaxed, but they were oftentimes utterly disregarded in 
- the treatment of the insurgent vessels. . | | 

| The Florida when at Nassau, in the months of May, June, and July, | 
1862, and again in the month of January, 1863, was distant from Wil- | 

- mington, Charleston, or Savannah, only two, er at most three, days’ 
steaming. She ordinarily sailed under canvas. Even when using steam 

_ in the pursuit and capture of vessels her consumption of coal, as Shown 
by her log-book, did not average four tons a day. Thirty tons, (more 

- than the amount taken by the United States Steamer Dacotah Septem- — | 
; ber, 1862,) was all that she should have been allowed to take on board | 

under the instructions, even had she been an honest vessel, and one 
that Great Britain was not bound to arrest and detain. Yetin July, | 

_. 1862, she received all the coal she wanted, and in January, 1863, she 
| took on board a three months’ supply. So 

The Tribunal also will note that in January, 1863, the entry : 
_ [353] into the harbor, though made * without permission, was condoned ; 

that the visit lasted thirty-six hours instead of twenty-four; and 
that the “supplies” exceeded largely what was immediately necessary | 
for the subsistence of the crew. — 7 oo ges a 

_ The excessive hospitality was in striking contrast with the receptions | 
given to vessels of the United States at that port. It has already been es 

| shown that in December, 1861, the United States had been forbidden | 
to land coals at Nassau or Bermuda, except on condition that it should . 
not be used for their vessels of war. It has also been shown. that in 

- 1 Whiting to Seward, 26th January, 1863, Vol. III, page 333. | ee 
2 Whiting to Seward, January 27, 1863, Vol. VI, page 333. OC - . 
3 Journal quoted ante, page —. See also Vol. Ii, page 617. Seé also Vol. VI, page 

335, the deposition of John Demerith, who says, ‘‘ We filled her bunkers with coal,and = 
_ placed some on deck, and-in every place that could hold it.. I suppose that she had on 

| board over one hundred and eighty tons that we put there. She did not have less than _ 
_ that quantity. The coal was taken from the wharves and from vessels in the harbor. | 

_.. The money for coaling her was paid from Mr. Henry Adderley’s store.” oo " a 
4Whiting to‘Wells, Vol. Il, page 616. So ere se 

7 6 Bernard’s Neutrality of Great Britain, ppses 765 and 26600
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September, 1862, the United States war-steamer Dacotah was forbidden | 
to take more than twenty tons of coal, and: that only upon condition 
that for. ten days she would not re-appear in British waters. On the 
20th of the previous November the commander of the Wachusett was 
informed that he could not be allowed even to anchor, or to come within 

ae _three miles of the shore, without permission of the Governor. In fact, 
the indignities to which the vessels of the United States were subjected 

os were so great that.the Rear-Admiral in. command of the fleet, on the 
| 2d of January, 1863, wrote to the Secretary of the Navy, “1 have not ~ 

entered any British port except Bermuda, nor do I intend to enter, or' 
| permit any of the vessels of the squadron to ask permission to 

-. *enter, or subject myself and those under my command ‘to the [854] — 
— discourtesies those who had entered heretofore had received.” =~ 

| The United States insist that these excessive hospitalities to the — 
en, Florida :-and these discourtesies to the vessels of war of the United 

| | States constituted a further violation of the duties of Great Britain as 
oe a neutral. By furnishing a fall supply of coal to the Florida, after a 

woe _ similar hospitality had been refused-to the vessels of the United States, 
the British officials permitted Nassau to be made a base of hostile oper- . _ 

_. ations against the United States; and for this, as well as for other vio- 
, _ lations of duty as to that vessel, which have been already noticed, Great 

| 7 Britain: became liable to the United States for the injuries resulting from 

_ The Florida left the port of Nassau on the afternoon of the 27thof 
a _ January, 1863. By the middle of the following month her coal was get- 
foe ting low. On the 26th day of February Admiral Wilkes, in command 
-.. of the United States Squadron in the West: Indies, wrote to his Gov- 
~ ernment thus: “ The fact of the Florida having but a few days’ coal 
ee makes me anxious to have our vessels off the Martinique, which is the 

es only: island at which they can hope to get any coal supplies, the = © 
_. English islands being *cut off under the rules of her Majesty’s [855] 
-. .. Government for some sixty days yet, which precludes the possi- | 

os bility, unless by chicanery or traud, of the hope of any coal or com- 
. fort there.”’ Admiral Wilkes’s hopes were destined to disappointment. 

On the 24th of February, two days before the date of his dispatch, the __ 
Bis Florida had been in the harbor of Barbadoes, and had taken on board 

oe about one hundred tons? of coal in violation of the instructions of Jan- 

| > Rear-Admiral Wilkes, hearing of this new breach of neutrality, visited _ 
- Barbadoes ten days later to inquire into the circumstance. He ad- 

dressed a letter to the Governor, in which he said, “I have to request 
~ >: your Excellency will afford me the opportunity of laying before my. 

- Government the circumstances under which the Florida was permitted - 
to take.in ‘a-supply of coal and provisions to continue her cruise and . 

_ operations, after having so recently coaled and provisioned at Nassau, 
| one of Her Majesty’s colonies in the West Indies, ample time having 

been’ afforded, some thirty days, for the information to have reached ~ 
| | this island and Government; and if any cause existed why an investi- 
Le gation was not instituted after the letter to your Excellency was 
_—._:- reeeived from *the United States Consul.”4 The Governor evaded. [356] 

. the question. . He “doubted very much whether it would be de-....-.. 
_ sirable to enter into correspondence ‘upen the points adverted to,” and. 

- 1 Rear-Admiral Wilkes to the Seeretary of the Navy; January2,1873. tS — 2 Admiral Wilkes'to Mr. Welles, Vol. VL page 388." = oe 
8 Trowbridge to. Seward, Vol. EH, page 619; Vol. VI, page,339. | _ _ 

oe _. .4*Wilkes:te- Walker, Vol. II, page 620g Vol. VI, page 343,00 .
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- gaid that “in sanctioning the coaling of the Florida, he did-no more — 
than what he had: sanctioned in the case of the United States steamer; o] 
of war San Jacinto.”! .There was no parallel or even resemblance be- | 

~ tween the treatment of the San Jacinto and that of the Florida. On — : 
the 13th of November, 1863, the San Jacinto received seventy-five tons _ 
of coal and some.wood at Barbadoes... With that exception she received a3 
no coal or other fuel from a British port during that cruise? =~ | 

Under these circumstances the United States must ask the Tribunal | 
to declare that the burden is upon Great Britain to establish’ that this : 
express violation of Her Majesty’s Proclamation was innocently done. ; 
Whether done innocently or designedly, they insist, for the reasons 
already set forth, that the act was a new violation of the. duties of a. = 
neutral, and furnished to the United States fresh cause of complaint 
against Great Britain, St 
» Before completing the history of this vessel, the United States desire | Fd 

~ .-.. to show to the Tribunal how the vessels of the United States | 
[857] were received at *Barbadoes, the port at which the Florida re- | 

egived the last-mentioned .supply of .coal. They have already 
referred to the treatment of their vessels at Nassau and Bermuda. | 

_. Captain Charles Boggs arrived. at Barbadoes in April, 1865, in the United “8 
“ States war-steamer Connecticut, and made application for permission to 

remain there “a few days for the purpose of overhauling the piston and - 
: feed-pump of the engine.”? The Governor replied, “It will be necessary oo 

| for you, before I can give my sanction to your staying here longer than o 
— twenty-four hours, to give a definite assurance of your inability to pro- Ls 

| ceed to sea at the expiration of that. time, and as to the period within | eae 
| which it would-be possible for you to execute the necessary repairs.” 4 Jos 

Captain Boggs replied, ‘“ Your letter virtually refuses the: permission = |» 
requested, inasmuch as it-requires me to give a definite assurance of 
my inability to proceed to sea at the termination of twenty-four hours. oo 
This I cannot do, as an American .man-of-war can always go to sea in a 
some manner. I shall do. this, although with. risk to my vessel and OG 

- machinery. Regretting that the national hospitality of remaining at 
oes: anchor for. the purposes named in my letter of this morning is st 

- [358] refused, I have the honor to inform you that *I shall depart from = 
-  -.... this port to-morrow at 10 a. m.”° | ge i 

. Barbadoes as well as Nassau having been thus made a base of-hostile  . 4 
Operations against the United States, the Florida again sailed out on her 

- work of destruction on the evening of the 26th of February, 1863, andin- 
a short time captured or destroyed the following vessels of. the. com- od 
mercial marine of the United States, viz: the Aldebaran, the Clarence, >> 

- the Commonwealth, the Crown Point, the General Berry, the Henrietta, = = | 
_ the M. J. Colcord, the Lapwing, the Oneida, the Rienzi, the Southern  —— 

-.  €ross,.the Star of Peace, the William B. Nash, and the Red Gauntlet. 
_. An-intercepted letter from her commander to Bullock, dated April 25, = || 

1863, says, “The Florida has thus far done her duty.. Six million dol- | 4 
— jars will not make good the devastation this steamer has committed.” ® : 

+» On the 16th of July, 1863, the Florida arrived at Bermuda. Shere-  _ 4 
mained nine days in that port, and was thoroughly repaired both in her - 4 

_ hull and machinery. She also took on board.a full supply of the best == | 

1 Walker. to Wilkes, Vol. II, page 629; Vol. VI, page344. ==: | ; 
| _ 2Robeson to Fish, Vol. VI, page 345. | . . 4 

é .-  §Captain Boggs to Governor Walker, Vol. VI, page 178. od 
= | 4Governor Walker to.Captain Boggs, Vol. VI, page 178... 

oot - §Captain Boggs to Governor Walker, Vol. VI, page 179. a : 
a So 6 Vol. II, page. 629; Vol. VJ, page 846.0 U8 Pee FS oy |
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| Cardiff coal, which had been bronght to her from Halifax by the trans:> 
pos port Harriet Pinckney.’ This was permitted notwithstanding the 

general .order that neither belligerent was to .*be permitted to [359] 
make coal depots in British colonial ports. Rare 

- _. Here, again, were fresh-recurring violations of the duties of Great = 
oe Britain as a neutral, to be added to the accumulated charges that have. 

: already been made as to this vessel. | ad on Hog te 
_ With the improvements, repairs, and supplies obtained at Bermuda 

i the Florida started for Brest. In crossing the Atlantic she destroyed: | 
| | the Francis B. Cutting on the 6th of August, and the Avon on the 20th:, | 

On the 3d of September Maffitt reports from Brest to Bullock, at Liver- 
pool, “a list of men discharged from the Florida, with their accounts. 

| and discharges,” and he asks him “to provide them. situations in the | 
ae -Service.”” We have already seen that when Bullock received this letter 

| he was low in funds.’ -He was however, able to ‘send from Liverpool to 
a Brest for the Florida some new machinery and armament,‘ and alsoa. 
Orewa, ne peer Eg 

 _ The Florida left. Brest in January, 1864, and entered the port of — 
| Bermuda in, the following May, remaining, however, only long enough — 

to land a. sick officer. In June she returned to that.port and 
_ made application for permission torepair. The *Governor directed [360]: | 
_ an examination to be made by experts, who reported :°§ “1. She 9 

_-, ¢an proceed to sea with such repairs as can be made good here, which, 
as far as we can judge, will require five days for one man, viz, a diver: | 
for two days and a fitter-for three days; or three complete daysinall.: 

- _ 2. She can proceed to sea with safety in her present state under steam, 
but under sail is unmanageable with. her screw. up in bad weather, and — 

a _ her defects aloft (cross-trees) render maintop-mast unsafe. This could’ 
_ . be made good in two days.” On. this. report, the Florida received per 

mission to remain there five days; she actually remained nine days i 
eo While there she took on board one hundred and thirty-five tons of coal, 
me half a ton of beef, half a ton. of vegetables, a large supply of, bread,» 
a provisions, and medicines, a large supply of clothing and other stores, 

and twenty days of carpenter’s work were done upon the vessel.?. Morris, ' 
. the new commander, then drew upon Bullock, in Liverpool, in. order to : 

a pay these bills, and provide himself with means for a cruise; and on 
the 27th of June, 1864, the Florida, being thus completely fitted out, 

| leit the port of Bermuda, and cruised off the harbor, boarding all vessels _ 
. approaching theisland® RE 

| _  *The breach of neutrality and violation of the instructions [361] _ 
Ce issued for the observance of British officials involved. inthese — = 
.. transactions were brought to Earl Russell’s notice by Mr. Adams.? _ 
mo os Earl Russell replied that “although some. disposition was manifested . 

ee by the commander of the Florida to evade the stringency of Her Majesty's 
. regulations, the most commendable diligence and strictness in enforcing - 

a ‘those regulations was observed on the part of the authorities, and nv 

| . 1Consul’s report to Mr. Seward. | Beh ea Sa | 
. > Vol. II, page 689; Vol. VI, page 349.. , : CF | 

s:Ante, page —. o a BS Be | 
* Dudley to Seward, January 21, 1864. Fraser, Trenholm & Co. to Barney, Septem-- 

ber 22, 1868, Vol. VI, page 352... 05 ee moe ee a ! 
a 5 Morse to Seward, January 8, 1864, Vol. VI, page 353. co | | ne 2 

SVol. VI, page 307.0 Leh eeag ELA ! 
: _ 7See the vouchers for their payments, Vol. VI, page 358, et seq. a ’ : 

, SWelles to Seward, Vol. II, page 652. oe Ce | | 
_  *. 9 Adams to Russell, Vol. I, page 651.=- ne | |
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substantial deviation, either from the letter or from the spirit ef those | 
regulations, was permitted to or did take place” = | | 

With the evidence now submitted to the Tribanal, which are the | 
original vouchers for the purchases made at Bermuda by the Florida, it | 
is evident that Earl Russell must have been misinformed when he 

_ stated that there had been no deviation from the regulations. The five | 
days’ stay which was granted was extended to nine. Twenty days’ od 
carpenter-wérk were done instead of five; supplies for a cruise were | a 
taken instead of supplies for immediate use; clothing, rum, medicines, 
and general supplies were taken, as well as supplies for the subsistence : 

Of the crew; one hundred and. thirty-five tons of coal were | 
_ [362]. *taken instead of twenty. In all this the United States find 

... fresh and cumulative cause of complaint on account of this vessel. oe 
_ They also eall the particular attention of the Tribunal to the fact that : 
at that time there was no necessity of making any repairs to the Florida. | | 
The experts employed by the Governor to make the examination reported, oO 
“She can proceed to sea with safety in her present state under steam.” The | “i 

_. repairs, therefore, were only necessary to enable her to use her sails, | 
banking her fires,” and laying to for the purpose of watching and destroy-. 
ing the commerce of the United States. Permitting any repairs tobe 
made at that time was another violation of the duties of Great Britain : 
as a neutral toward the United States. | | 

The Florida left Bermuda on the 27th of June, 1864. On the 1st of 
July she destroyed the Harriet Stevens; the Golconda on the 8th; the . ) 
Margaret Y. Davis on the 9th; the. Electric Spark on the 10th; and the ae 
Mondamin on the 26th of September, all being vessels belonging to the 
commercial marine of the United States. On the 7th of October, 1864, 
her career as an insurgent cruiser terminated at Bahia. BS | 

| _... During her cruise, three tenders were fitted out and manned : 
[363] from her officers and. crew. The *Clarence was captured by her. | 
. Off the coast of Brazil.on the 6th of May, 1863. She was then _ s 

fitted out with guns, officers, and men, and during the first part of the - 
month of June, 1863, captured and destroyed the Kate Stewart, the | | 
Mary Alvina, the Mary Schindler, and the Whistling Wind. On the | 

| 10th of that month she captured the Tacony. The Clarence was then 
. destroyed, and the Tacozxy was converted into a tender, and, in the 

Same month, destroyed the Ada, the Byzantian, the Elizabeth Ann, the 
Goodspeed. the L. A. Macomber, the Marengo, the Ripple, the Rufus. - 

~ Choate, and the Umpire On the 25th she eaptured the Archer. The oe 
crew and armament were transferred to that vessel,.and the Tacony | | 
burned. On the 27th the United States revenue-cutter Caleb Cushing’ oo 
was destroyed by the Archer. ne ns 

| The amount of the injury which the United States and its citizens’ oa 
suffered from the acts of this vessel and of its tenders will be hereafter : 7 

_ stated. The United States with confidence assert that they have 
demonstrated that Great Britain, by reason of the general principles a 
above stated, and in consequence of the particular acts or omissions : 

| hereinbefore recited, failed to fnlfill all of the duties set forth in the | 
| three rules of the sixth article of the Treaty, or recognized by the a 

[364] *principles of International Law not inconsistent with such rules, 
and they ask the Tribunal to certify that fact as to the Florida’ | 

and as to its tenders. Should the Tribunal exercise the power con- a 
ferred upon it by Article VII of the Treaty to award a sum in gross to— 

| — . .  &Maffitt to Barney, Vol. VI, pages 351, 352... | 
: | 3'Vol. VI, page 370, | Bee ee : 

|  § Ex. 31——10 | ee |
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he paid to the United States, they ask that in considering the amount _ 
0 to be awarded, the losses of individuals in the destruction of their 

| vessels ‘and cargoes, by the Florida, or by its tenders, and also the 
expenses to which the United States were put in the pursuit of either 

_. of those vessels, may be taken into aecount. | 7 | a, 

| THE ALABAMA, AND HER TENDER, THE TUSCALOOSA. 

The Alabama, a vessel which-has given the generic name to the claims. | 
| wie atenamn. ong DClore this Tribunal, is thus described by Semmes, her com- _ 

i her tender, the Tus Thander: ‘She was of about 900 tons burden, 230 feet in’ _ 
ww length, 32 feet in breadth, 20 feet in depth, and drew, when. 

provisioned and coaled for cruise, 15 feet of water. She was barkentine- | 
| -. rigged, with long lower masts, which enabled her to carry large fore and 

. aft sails, as jibs.and try-sails. ‘The scantling of the vessel was light 
-. . Gompared with vessels of her class in the Federal Navy, but this 

se was scarcely a disadvantage, as she was designed *as a scourge [365] | 
_ of the enemy’s commerce rather than for battle. Her engine was 

_ of 300 horse-power, and she had attached an apparatus for condensing 
from the.vapor of sea-water all the fresh water that her crew might 

| _require.. * * * Her armament consisted of eight guns; six 32- 
| ‘pounders in broadside, and two pivot-guns amid-ship, one on the fore- 

. castle, and the other abaft the mainmast, the former a 100-pounder 
rifled Blakeley, and the latter a smooth-bore 8-inch.”! | BS 

The Alabama was built and, from the outset, was “intended for a 
: _ Confederate vessel of war.”? The contract for her construction was 

“sioned by Captain Ballock on the one part and Messrs. Laird on the 
other.” The date of the signature cannot be given exactly. The draw- 

we ings were signed October 9, 1861, and it is supposed that the contract 
was signed at or about the same time. ‘The ship cost in United States __ 

| ‘money about $255,000.” ~The payments were made by the agents of the 
insurgents. Bullock “went almost daily on board the gun-boat, and _ 
seemed to be recognized in authority ;” in fact, “he superintended the. 

| building of the Alabama”? | oe 
| _... On the 15th of May she was launched under the *name of the [366] 

_ » 290.4 Her officers were in England awaiting her completion, and =~ : 
. were paid their salaries ‘monthly, about the first of the month, at Fra- 

: ser, Trenholm. & Co.’s office in Liverpool.”* a . ne 
- | The purpose for which this vessel was being constructed was noto- _ 

| - yious in Liverpool. Before she was launched she became an object of 
suspicion with the Consul of the United States at that port, and she 
was the subject of constant correspondence on his part with his Gov- 

* ernment and with Mr. Adams® 00 oo 
The failure of Mr. Adams to secure in the previous March the inter- 

ference of Her Majesty’s Government to prevent the departure of the 
__ - Florida, appears to have induced him to think that it would be neces- 

| sary to obtain strictly technical proof of a violation of the municipal 
Jaw of England before he could hope to secure the detention of the then 

- _  ..} Semmes's Adventtires Afloat, pages 402, 403. Co I 
ey _ 2Journal of an officer of the Alabama. See Vol. IV, page 181. =” 

| | _.. 3 Dudley to Edwards, Vol. IT], page 17; Vol. VI, page 383. 
| . 4Dudley to Seward, Vol. HI, page 1; Vol. VI, page 371.) oo 

en _  § Vol. HT, page 146; Vol. VI, page 405. ee, 
, . 6 See Vol. ILL, passim. 5 ae: eee 

| .
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. nameless Alabama. That he had good reason to think’ so is not open | 
to reasonable doubt. On the 23d of June he thought he had such proof. | 

| ‘He wrote to Karl Russell that day,' recalling to his recollection the fact | 
that notwithstanding the favorable reports from the Liverpool customs | 

in regard to the Florida, there was the strongest: reason for 
. [367] *believing that she had gone to Nassau, and was there “ engaged 

in completing her armament, provisioning, and crew,” for the pur- 
pose of carrying on war against the United States? He continued, “T 

| _ am now under the painful necessity of apprising your Lordship that a 
new and still more powerful war-steamer is nearly ready for departure. 
from the port of Liverpool on the same errand.” “The parties engaged 
In the enterprise are persons well known at Liverpool to be agents and 
Officers of the insurgents of the United States.” “This vessel has been 
built and launched from the dock-yard of persons, one of whom is now 
Sitting asa member of.the House of Commons, and is fitting out for | 
the especial and manifest object of carrying on hostilities by sea.” He | 
closed by soliciting such action as might “tend either to stop the pro- 
jected expedition, or to establish the fact that its purpose is not inimi- 
cal to the people of the United States.” OF oe 

| Karl Russell replied that he had referred “this matter to the proper 
| department -of Her Majesty’s Government,”* and on. the 4th of July, 

1862, he inclosed the customs report on the subject, in which it 
‘}868] is stated that “the officers have at all *times free access to the , 

| | building-yards of the Messrs. Laird, at Birkenhead, where the 
vessel is lying, and that there has been no attempt, on the part of her build- 7 
ers, to disguise, what is most apparent, that she is intended for a ship of — 
war.” It was further said that “the description of her in the commu- 
nication of the United States Consul is most correct, with the excep. ~_ 
tion that her engines are not constructed on the oscillatory principle® 

_ “ With reference to the statement of the United States Consul that the — . 
evidence he has in regard to this vessel being intended for the so-called 

_. Confederate Government in the Seuthern States is entirely satisfactory | 
_.to his mind,” it was said that “the proper course would be forthe Con. __ 
Sul to submit such evidence as he possesses to the collector at that port, 
who would thereupon take such measures as the Foreign Enlistment | 

_ Act would require ;” and the report closed by saying “that the officers ‘ 
_ at Liverpool will keep a strict watch on the vessel.”* The point that | 
the vessel was intended for a vessel of war being thus conceded, Mr.. 
Adams thereupon, at once, relying upon the promise to keep watch of | | 

, the vessel, instructed the Consul to comply with the directions indicated 
in the report of the Commissioners and furnish all the evidence  =—s_—| 

[869] in his *possession to the Collector of Customs at Liverpool.’ '  — . 
oh Mr. Dudley did so on the 9th of July, in a letter te the Collec: 
tor of Liverpool,’ and the attention of the Tribunal of Arbitration is 
called to the fact that every material allegation in that letter has been 
more than borne out by subsequent proof. The Collector replied that — 

| he was “respectfully of opinion that the statement made was not such | 
a8 could be acted upon by the officers of the revenue unless legally sub- 

1} Adams to Russell, Vol. IIL, page 5; Vol. VI, page 375. - / | a ae 
___ #? The Florida arrived at Nassau April 28, and the Bahama with her armament a-few | 

days later. These facts were undoubtedly known to Lord Russell and to Mr. Adams | 
_ when this letter was-written. COPE fret OR ES oo . | 

* Russell to Adams, Vol. IIT, page 6; Vol. VI, page 376: an oe | 
— *Vol. TIT, page 73 Vol. VI, page 379. ee . 4 : 

8 Adams to Wilding, Vol. IIE, page 8;’Vol. VI; page 381. = 5 Ct | a 
6 Dudley to Edwards, Vol. III, page 17: ~Vok VI, page 383...
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_ stantiated by evidence.”! And again, a few days later, he said to Mr.. 
Dudley, “ The details given by yow in regard to the said vessel are not. | 
sufficient, in a legal point of view, to justify me in taking upon myself. 
the responsibility of the detention of this ship.’?. —_ | So 

oe Thus early in the history of this cruiser the point was taken by the 
/ British authorities—a point maintained throughout the struggle—that; 

| ; they would originate nothing themselves for the maintenance and per- 
' formance of their international duties, and that they would listen to no 
representations from the officials of the United States which did not. | 

| ~ furnish technical evidence for a criminal prosecution under the Foreign. 
Kinlistment Act. So Be _ ce 

_ *The energetic Consul of the United States at Liverpool was [370] 
not disheartened. He caused a copy of his letterto belaid be- =. 

: fore R. P. Collier, Esq., one of the mest eminent barristers of England, 
| who, a few months later, became Solicitor General of the Crown, under 

_ Lord Palmerston’s administration, and who is now understood to be the — 
- principal law adviser of the Crown. — | | 

| Mr. Collier advised that “the principal officer of the customs at Liv- 
+ erpool *, * be applied to to seize the vessel, with a view to her. 

condemnation,” and, *‘ at the same time, to lay a statement of the fact. 
before the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, coupled with the re- 

| quest that Her Majesty’s Government would direct the vessel to be 
_ seized, or ratify the seizure if it has been made.”> __ Es 
—. It was. useless to attempt to induce the collector to seize the vessel. 

| Mr. Dudley thereupon set about to get the direct proof required by the 
authorities as to the character of the Alabama or 290. ‘There were 

| men enough,” he said, “‘ who knew about her, and who understood her 
character, but they were not willing to testify, and, in a preliminary . 
proceeding like this, it was impossible to obtain process to compel 

- them. Indeed, no one in a hostile community like Liverpool, 
*where the feeling and sentiment are against us, would be a will- [371]. 
ing witness, especially if he resided there, and was any way de- | 
pendent upon the people of that place for a livelihood.** At last Mr. Dud- 
ley sueceeded in finding the desired proof. On the 21st day of July, he 
laid it in the form of affidavits before the Collector at Liverpool in compli- 

*  anee with the intimations which Mr. Adams had received from Earl Rus- - 
| sell. These affidavits were on the same day transmitted by the Collector | 
7 to the Board of Customs at London, with a request for instructions by | 

telegraph, as the ship appeared to be ready for sea and might leaveany 
hour. Myr. Dudley then went to London, and on the 23d of July laid | 
the affidavits before Mr. Collier for his opinion.?. Copies of the affida-. 
vits will be found in Vol. III, page 21 to 28, and Vol. VI, page 391, | 

| ebsegy. a Oe ee 
| It is not necessary to dwell upon the character of this proof, since it- 

was. conclusively soon passed upon by both Mr. Collier and by Her. 
Majesty’s Government. It is sufficient to say that it showed atiirma-. 

7 tively that the 290 was a “fighting vessel;” that she was “ going out. 
oo to. the Government of the Confederate States of America to”. 

7 *eruise and commit hostilities against the Government and people [372]. 

| _ ‘. 1 Bdwards to Dudley, Vol. III, page 19; Vol. VI, page 385. — oe 
oe, 2Vol. VI, page 3389. | a / - - 

, | - §Vol. III, page 16; Vol. VI, page 388. Oo | Oo 
Dudley to Seward, Vol. III, page 13.. Pi 

5’ Dudley to Seward, Vol. III, page 13; Vol. VI, page 390. oO 
6 Collector to Commissioners, Vol. III, page 20; Vol. V1, page 395. oo 

a - 7Vol. ILI, page'29;. Vol. ‘VI, page 398. Ve
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os of the United States of America;” “that the enlisted men were to 
| join the ship in Messrs. Laird & Co.’s yard;” that they were enlisting 

| men “ who had previously served on fighting-ships;” that the enlist- 
| ments had then been going on for over.a month, and that there was | 

need of immediate action by the British Government, if action was to 
be of any service in protecting its neutrality against violation. | Lo 

_ Mr. Collier said immediately, “It appears difficult to make out a | 
stronger case of infringement of the Foreign Enlistment Act, which, if , : 
not enforced on this occasion, is little better than a dead letter. It well | | 
deserves consideration whether, if the vessel be allowed to escape, the : 

' Federal Government would not have serious grounds of remonstrance.”! | 
| The 290 was at this time nearly ready for sea, and time was important. - 

Mr. Dudley, through his counsel, in order that no time might be lost, | 
_ on the same day laid Mr. Coliier’s new opinion before the Under Secre- | 

tary of State for Foreign Affairs and before the Secretary of the Board 
| of Customs. ‘The Under Secretary “was not disposed to discuss the 

matter, nor did he read Mr. Collier’s opinion”” The Secretary 
[373] of the Board of *Customs said that the Board could not act with- 

out orders from the Treasury Lords.2 The last of these answers _ 
was not communicated until the 28th of July. a 

| The additional proof and the new opinion of Mr. Collier were also 
| officially communicated to. Her Majesty’s Government through the reg: 

ular diplomatic channels. On the 22d of July copies of the depositions : 
| of Dudley, Maguire, DaCosta, Wilding, and Passmore were sent to Lord 

Russell by Mr. Adams ;* and on the 24th of July copies of the deposi-. | 
_ tions of Roberts and Taylor were in like manner sent to Lord Russell; . 

- These were acknowledged by Lord Russell on the 28th. _ | ar — 
On that day “these papers were considered by the Law Officers of thé — 

Crown; on the same evening their report was agreed upon, and it was. 
in Lord Russell’s hands early on the 29th. Orders were then immegGi- , 
ately sent to Liverpool go stop the vessel.”> Zz 

| Thus it appears that this intelligence, which Great Britain regarded 
as sufficient to require the detention of tLe 290, was communicated to 

: ___. Her Majesty’s Government in three ways: first, on the 21st of July, | 
[374] through the channel at Liverpool, *which had been indicated by 
Se Karl Russell; second, on the 22d by the solicitor of Mr. Dudley 

- in person to the Customs and to the Under Secretary of State for For- 
. eign Affairs at the Foreign Office; and thirdly, on the 23d and on the 

24th by Mr. Adams officially. It also appears that the information’ 
communicated on the 21st was transmitted to London by the Collector, . 
with the statement that the vessel might sail at any hour, and that it- 
was important to give the instructions for detention by telegraph; _ 

. and it still further appears that notwithstanding this official information: | 
| from the Collector, the papers were not considered by the law advisers 

- until the 28th, and that the case appeared to them to be so clear that’ 
they gave their advice upon it that evening. Under these circumstances, 

| the delay of eight days after the 21st in the order for the detention of’ 
| the vessel was, in the opinion of the United States, gross negligence on: | 

the part of Her Majesty’s Government. On the 29th the Secretary of | 
the Commission of the Customs received a telegram from Liverpool 

1Vol. III, page 29; Vol. IV, page 398. | a : _ 
2Squary to Adams, Vol. III, page 29; Vol. VI; page 397. : | 7 

oe 3 Vol. IIT, page 31; Vol. VI, page 406. . a 
: #Vol. III, page 21; Vol. VI, page 397, | es | | 

°A speech delivered in the House of Commons on Friday, August 4, 1871, by Sir 
_ Roundell Palmer, M. P. for Richmond, page 16. . a |
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a saying that “the vessel 290 came out of dock last night, and left the 
port this morning.”! Mr. Adams was justly indignant at the failure of 
the customs authorities to redeem their voluntary promise to watch 
the vessel.? ae | i Oe 

| —*On the 31st of July Mr. Adams had a “conference with Lord [375] 
| - Russell at the Foreign Office,” at which “his Lordship first took 

up. the case of the 290, and remarked that a delay in determining upon > 
it had most unexpectedly been caused by the sudden development of a 

, malady of the Queen’s Advocate, Sir John D. Harding, totally incapaci- 
| tating him for the transaction of business. This had made it necessary 

, to callin other parties, whose opinion had been at last given for the 
a retention of the gun-boat, but before the order got down to Liverpool 

the vessel was gone. He should, however, send directions to have her 
stopped if she went, as was probable, to Nassau.”? The judgment of | 

| Her Majesty’s Government upon the character of the Alabama and _ 
, upon the duty of Great Britain toward her was, therefore, identical 

| with that of Mr. Collier, a ne 
: . The departure of the 290 from Birkenhead was probably, it may be 
- gaid certainly, hastened by the illicit receipt of the intelligence of the 

decision of the Government to detain her.* a a 
| _ After leaving the dock she “ proceeded slowly *down the Mer- [376] 

sey.” Both the Lairds were on board, and also Bullock. On the | 
| way down the river Laird settled with the paymaster for some purchases 

for the vessel, and paid into his handsasmallsumofmoney? = | 
_. At the bell-buoy the Lairds and the ladies left by a tug, and returned — 

| to Liverpool. The 290 slowly steamed on to Moelfra Bay, on the coast 
of Anglesey, where she remained “all that night, all the next day, and- 
the next night.” No effort was made to seize her. | oe | 

| During this time the tug Hercules, which had returned from the bell- 
an buoy with the Lairds and the ladies, took on board at Liverpool a num- 

: ber of new hands for the 290.. One account says there were as many 
as forty.© The master of the Hercules admits that there might have | 
been thirty... This was done publicly—so publicly that the United | 
States Consul knew of it, and notified the Collector. ‘The Collector had 

/ his orders to seize the 290, and had only to follow the Hercules to get 
the information which would enable him to obey those orders. He did 

, cause the Hercules to be examined. The Surveyor who did that =” 
- work *reported to him that there were a number of persons on [377] - 

board, who admitted “that they were a portion of the crew, and = 
Were going to join the gun-boat,”® and yet he neither stopped the Her- | 

, cules, nor followed it. In an emergency when, if ever, the telegraph ) 
, ought to have been employed, he wrote a letter by mail to the Commis- 
a sioners of Customs at London,® which could not be received until the 

following day. When this letter was received the Commissioners took 
| no notice of the admitted recruitment of men, but ordered inquiries to ' 

a 1Vol. Tl, page 36. ee Es 2m | 
, 2 Adams to Russell, Vol. III, page 536. i . | ey ! 

a °8'Vol. III, pages 35,36; Vol. VI, page 414. co Be Se | 
4Semmes says in his Adventures, “ Fortunately for the Confederate vessel, tidings of | 

| the projected seizure were conveyed to. Birkenhead.” ‘ Our unceremonious departure: | 
was owing to the fact of news being received to the effect that the customs authorities | 
had orders to board and detain us that morning.” Vol. IV, page 181. Sth at | 

6 Vol. TIT, page 147; Vol. VI, page 4387, OO es | 
, §Vol. VI, page 408. oe or oo 2 me 

oe ‘Vol. VI, page 4d. _ Po a ag ee ae | 
| _ - 8Vol VI, page 409, : 

mo ~8Vol. VI, page 410, RE a ae ag se Sgr | |
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‘be made as to powder and guns.'- Before these inquiries could be com- 

_ menced, the offender was at sea.” Under the circumstances this hesita- , 
tion and delay, and the permitting the Alabama to lie unmolested in. | 
British waters for over two days, is little short of criminal in the offi- 
cials who were or should have been cognizant of it. | oe 
When the Alabama left Moelfra Bay her crew numbered about ninety 

men.? She ran part way down.the Irish Channel, then round the north | 
 . coast of Ireland, only stopping near the Giant’s Causeway. She 
[378] then made for Terceira, one of *the Azores, which she reached 

| on the 10th of August.* ce ge 
_ On the 18th of August, while she was at Terceira, a sail was observed 
making for the anchorage. It proved to be the “Agrippina of London, 
Captain McQueen, having on board six guns, with ammunition, coals, 
stores, &c., for the Alabama.” Preparations were immediately made to. | 
transfer this important cargo. On the afternoon of the 20th, while em- 
ployed discharging the bark, the screw-steamer Bahama, Captain Tes- 
sier, (the same that had taken the armament to the Florida, whose in- 
surgent ownership and character were well known in Liverpool,) arrived, 
“having on board Commander Raphael Semmes and officers of the Con- 

| federate States steamer Sumter.”° There were also taken from this 
steamer two 32-pounders and some stores,® which occupied all the re- | 

| mainder of that day and a part of the next. . | : 
The 22d and 23d of August were taken up in transferring coal from , 

| _ the Agrippina to the Alabama. It was not until Sunday (the 
7 [379] 24th) that the insurgents’ flag was hoisted. Bullock and *those | 

who were not going in the 290 went back to the Bahama, and the 
: Alabama, now first known under that name, went off with “twenty-six 

| officers and eighty-five men.” ; oo - : 
| If it be necessary for the Tribunal to ascertain and determine what 

| was the condition of the Alabama when she left Liverpool on the 29th 
| of July, 1862, the affidavits of various witnesses, printed in the accom- 

panying Volume, (III,) will enable them to do so with accuracy.’ If any 
details are wanting, they can easily be supplied from the account which — - 
her commander has given of his Adventures Afloat.’ | 

It is clear from all these statements that when she left Liverpool sbe | 
was even more completely fitted out as a man-of-war than the Florida, : 
at the time of her departure. The Tribunal wiil recall what Captain 
Hickley, a competent expert, said of that vessel: “She was in all re- 

—spects fitted out as a vessel of war of her class in Her Majesty’s Navy.” 
| “As she now stands she could, in my professional opinion, be | 

| "2 Vol. IV, page 410.. | Fe a 
2Vol. IV, page 413. | ee, ee 
8Vol. ILI, page 46. Two crew-lists are in the accompanying volumes. One will be 

found in Vol. III, page 150; the other, in Vol. III, page 213. | 
-4Vol. IV, page 182. ae . | : . os | 
5 Journal of an Officer of the Alabama. See Vol. TV, page 182. Oo pee . 

| 6The Bahama cleared from Liverpool on the 12th of August. Fawcett, Preston & 
Co. shipped on board of her “ nineteen cases containing guns, gun-carriages, shot, ram-: 
mers, &c., weighing in all 158. cwt, 1 qr. 27 lbs.. There was no other cargo on board, 

po except five hundred and fifty-two tons of coal for the use of the ship.” Vol. III, page 
54; see also Vol. III, page 141, for further details. . | oo - - 
> T§ee particularly Younge’s deposition, Vol. III, page 145; Passmore’s deposition, ; 
Vol. Iil, page 25;. and Latham’s deposition, Vol. III, page 211. See also Vol. VI, pages 

| 8] had arrived on Wednesday, [at Terceira,] and on Saturday night we had, by 
| dint of great labor and perseverance, drawn order out of chaos. * *  * The 

ship having been properly prepared, we steamed out on this bright Sunday morning; ° | 
| ‘the flag of the Confederate States was unfurled for the first time from the peak of the a 

_ Alabama.—Semmes’s Adventures Afloat, pages 408, 409, ge alread
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equipped in twenty-four hours for *battle.” This is not too strong [380] 
- Janguage to be used concerning the Alabama. She was, in fact, =~ 

equipped for battle in little more than twenty-four hours after the Ba- 
| hama joined her. | : oo - | : | | 

—.--:- Tt is not necessary, however, to consider this question ; for her guilty 
fo status at that time is conclusively established against Great Britain. 

OS ~. 1st. By the opinion of Mr. Collier, who, soon after giving it, became a 
member of Her Majesty’s Government, under the lead of Lord Palmers- | 
ton, and with Earl Russell as a colleague. They must, therefore, be 

ee held to have adopted his views on one of the most important questions, : 
half legal and half political, that came before. Lord Palmerston’s Gov- _ 
ernment for determination. fe es 

_ 2d. Her Majesty’s Government, by ordering the detention of the 290, 
| admitted her illegal character. Earl Russell himself hints that it is not 

| impossible that “the officers of the customs were misled or blinded by _ 
the general partiality to the cause of the South known to prevail at _ 

a Liverpool, and that a prima facie case of negligence could be made out 
Oo _ 3d. Earl Russell stated to Mr. Adams in an official note that “itis — 

- undoubtedly true that the Alabama was partly fitted out ina 
British port.”? *This is all that is necessary to be said in order [381] 

| to: bring it within the operation of the rales of the Treaty of 9 
| Washington. — wa a res vo | 

~ Thus constructed, equipped, fitted out, and manned as a ship of war | 
in Liverpool, and armed under the original contract made at the same 

| _ place with arms and munitions there collected by the contractors of the 
vessel, but sent out. from Great Britain by a separate vessel in order to | 

| comply with the official construction of British municipal law, the Ala-— | 
| bama commenced a career of destruction which proved highly disastrous 

, to the commerce of the United States. oo | 
| She was found to be a “fine sailer under canvass,” ‘a quality of in-— | 

| estimable advantage,” as it enabled Captain Semmes “to do most of bis 
work under sail.’ “She carried but an eighteen days’ supply of fuel,” | 

' which induced her commander “ to adopt the plan of working under | | 
sail in the very beginning,” and “to practice it unto the end” <“With 
the exception ofa halfa dozen prizes, all captures were made with the 

_ serew- hoisted and ship under sail.” ae | 
- The United States will confine their comments to the official treat- 

| ment which this vessel received within British jurisdiction. Her a 
history for a *large part of her career may be tound in Vol. IV, [382} — | 
between pages 181 and 201. It has also been made the subjectof | 
an elaborate volume, from which some short extracts have been quoted ! 
above. | EEE ea / 

From Terceira she crossed to the-West Indies, taking at Martinique | 
coal again from the bark Agrippina, which had been sent from England | 
for the purpose;° and she passed up thence into the Gulf of Mexico, : 
marking her course by the destruction of vessels of the merchant marine : 
of the United States, and of their war-steamer Hatteras. On the 18th | 
of January, 1862, she arrived at Jamaica. Three British men-of-war. were | 

- in the harbor, but the promised orders of Karl Russell to detain her for a 
_ violation of British sovereignty were not there. In lieu of that, “ the : 

1 Speeches and dispatches of Earl Russell, Vol. II, pages 259, 260. ein ele ' 
mo % Karl Russell-to Mr. Adams, Vol. ITI, page 299. : | og css 

3 Semmes’s Adventures Afloat, page 419. Cg Rg 
—4Semmes’s Adventures Afloat, page 420... fant | 

| * 58aine, page 514. The Agrippina is the same vessel that took coal and supplies to 
her at Terceira. | ets Re RR es :
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most cerdial relations were at once established between the officers of 4 
all these ships and of the Alabama,”! and the Governor of the island . ! 
promptly granted Semmes’s request. to be permitted to repair his ship.? | © 

On the 25th of January, having been refitted and furnished with | | 
_ [883] supplies, she. left. Jamaica, ** bound to the coast of Brazil, and - 

thence to the Cape of Good Hope.” .? re a 
: On the 30th of the previous November, after Captain Semmes’s mode of 

carrying on war was known in England, Mr. Adams made to Lord Rus- | 
sell the first of a lung series of representations concerning this vessel. 

| This communication contains a summary of all that the United States 
deem it necessary to say about the Alabama in this place. “It now 
appears,” Mr. Adams says, ‘from a survey of all the evidence, First. 
That this vessel was built in a dock-yard belonging to a commercial 
house in Liverpool, of which the chief member, down to October of last 
year, is a member of the House of Commons. Secondly. That from the 
manner of her construction, and her peculiar adaptation to war purpose, 

| there could have been no doubt by those engaged in the work, and _ 
- familiar with such details, that she was intended for other purposes 

. than those of legitimate trade; and, Thirdly. That during the whole | | 
process and outfit in the port of Liverpool, the direction of the details, 
and the engagement of persons to be employed in her, were more or less. 
in hands known to be connected with the insurgents in the United | 

| States. It further appears that since her departure from Liver- | 
| [384] pool, which she was suffered to leave *without any of the cus- ~ 
. tomary evidence at the custom-house to designate her ownership, | 

she has been supplied with her armament, with coals, and stores, and | | 
men, by vessels known to be fitted out and dispatched for the purposé | 
from the same port, and that although commanded by Americans in 

| her navigation of the ocean, she is manned almost entirely by English | 
| seamen, engaged and forwarded from that port by persons in league with 
| her commander. Furthermore it is shown that this commander, elaim- 
| ing to be an officer acting under legitimate authority, yet is in the con- _ 

. stant practice of raising ‘the flag of Great Britain, in order the better . 
to execute his system of ravage and depredation on the high seas. 

~ And lastly, it is made clear that he pays no regard whatever to the | 
| recognized law of capture of merchant-vessels on the high seas, which 

| requires the action of some judicial tribunal to confirm the rightfulness _ _ 
of the proceedings, but, on the contrary, that he resorts to the piratical : 
system of taking, plundering, and burning: private property, without | | 
regard to consequences, or responsibility to any legitimate authority 
whatever.” co oe oe 

| The course of conduct so forcibly sketched by Mr. Adams was con- an 
tinued by the officers of the Alabama until that vessel was sunk by © | 

the Kearsarge off Cherbourg. oo re 
[3885], *The Alabama went from the West Indies to Bahia, where she oo 

met the Georgia. She then crossed to the Cape of Good Hope, | 
' and entered Table Bay, as has already been seen.> It is not necessary , 

to say again what took place as to the Tuscaloosa; to speak of the : 

, Semmes’s Adventures Afloat, page 555. Be co 
2 Ibid. “‘ By the act of consenting to receive the Alabama in Kingston, and permitting | 

her to refit and supply herself at that, we had considered the British Government as | 
having given her a positive recognition, and having assumed the responsibility for the 
consequences of that sanction.”—WM7r. Adams’s statement to Lord Russell, described in a | 
dispatch to Mr. Seward, Vol. Ii, page 247. a . . a . 

3 Semmes’s Adventures Afloat, page 568, a oon 
~  4Vol. IIE, pages 70,71. , : fs re 

'§ Ante, page 110.. | , pe | AE Sg SES
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| evident character of the vessel with the captured cargo on board; of 
- the honest indignation of Rear-Admiral Sir Baldwin Walker at the 

flimsy attempt to convert the prize into a cruiser; of the partiality of 
-the Governor and the Attorney General; of the decision of Her Maj- 
 esty’s Government that she must be regarded as a prize and not.as a 
cruiser; of the reluctant enforcement of the decision of the Govern- _ 
‘ment by the Colonial Authorities; or of the reversal of that decision 

 - by Her Majesty’s Government, when they found that. it had been en- 
forced. These facts have all been sufficiently set forth. It only remains 

oe to add, that, when Her Majesty’s Government had determined to send 
os the instructions to disregard in similar cases such attempts to change 

: _ the character of a prize, Earl Russell informed Mr. Adams of the fact, 
and added, “‘Her Majesty’s Government hope that under these instruc- 

a tions nothing will for the future happen to admit of a question being 
, raised as to Her Majesty’s orders having been strictly carried = 

— out.”! Karl Russell could *not have anticipated that the first [3386] 
and only attempt of the authorities at Cape Town to carry out | 

oe those instructions would be disavowed by Her Majesty’s Government, 
a and that restoration would be ordered to the insurgents of the only 

vessel ever seized underthem. | ee 
| From Cape Town the Alabama pushed into the Indian Ocean, and, 

“within a day or two of six months,”? returned again to Cape Town on 
the 20th of March, 1864. Daring her absence she had coaled at Sing- 

| apore, with the consent. of the authorities, at the wharf of the Penin- 
| - gular and Oriental Steamship Company..° | nae 

| | On the 21st of March the Alabama began taking on board fresh sup- 
| plies of coal-in Cape Town.*. The last coal from a British port (and, in 

fact, the last supply) had been taken on board at Singapore on the 23d _ 
day of the previous December.’ The new supply was allowed to be put 
on board within three months from the time when the last supply was _ 
received in a British port. This was a fresh violation of the duties of 
Great Britain as a neutral, | te | ae a | 

| . Qn the 25th of March the Alabama “got up steam and moved : 
| out. of Table Bay for the last *time, amidst lusty cheers and the [887] _ 

waving of handkerchiefs from the boats by which they were sur-  - > 
rounded.”® “Military and naval officers, governors, judges, superin- 

- tendents of boards of trade, attorneys-general, all on their way to their 
missions in the far East, came to see her.”" ) | 

| She now made her way to northern waters, and on the 11th of June, 
1864, cast anchor in the harbor of Cherbourg. Her career was now 
finished. The United States war-steamer Kearsarge was in those waters, 
and on the 19th of the same June, within sight of Cherbourg, this 

| British-built, British-armed, and British-manned cruiser went down | 
under the fire of American guns. | Se oe - | 

Oo _ During her career the Alabama fitted out one tender, the Tuscaloosa. | 
. The “Conrad of Philadelphia, from Buenos Ayres to New York, with | 

part of a cargo of wool,” was captured on the 20th of June, 1863, in | 
latitude 25° 48’ south. It has already been seen that this prize was : 

“VVol. TH, page 208 | 
- 28emmes’s Adventures Afloat, page 737. , | SO seg bie gs 

| 3. Semmes’s Adventures Afloat, page 715.. oO - oe 
- 48emmes’s Adventures Afloat, page 744. | a CS star : 

15 This is evident from Semmes’s account of his voyage on leaving Singapore,page 
, ét §éq. . . 

, ° Sommies’s Adventures Afloat, page 744. | | oo | 
| 7Semmes’s Adventures Afloat, page 745, : | 
_. §Semmes’s Adventures Afloat, page 627, |
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taken into the port of Cape Town, under the name of the Tuscaloosa, __ 
and under pretense of a commission; and that the pretense was recog- | 
nized as valid. When the Alabama left to cruise in the Indian Ocean, | 

Semmes “dispatched this vessel from Angra Pequeta back to | 
[388] the coast of Brazil, to *make a cruise on that coast.”1 It hasalso _ 

| been seen how, on herreturn to Cape Town, she was seized by the | 
Governor of Cape Town, atid held until the close of the struggle. 

The United States ask the Tribunal of Arbitration, as to the Alabama 
and as to her tender, to determine and to certify that Great Britain has, 

. by its acts and by its omissions, failed to fulfill its duties set forth in 
the three rules of the Treaty of Washington, or recognized by the 
principles of law not inconsistent with such rules. Should the Tribunal 
exercise the power conferred upon it by Article VII of the Treaty, ~ 

. award a sum in gross to be paid to the United States, they ask that, in 
| considering the amount to be awarded, the losses of the United States, 

or of individuals, in the destruction of their vessels or their cargoes by 
the Alabama, or by its tender, and also the expense to which the: | 

| United States were put in the pursuit of either of those vessels, or in 
_ the capture and destruction of the Alabama, may be taken into account. 

In addition to the general reasons already stated, they ask this for . . 
the following reasons: he | oe 

1. That the Alabama was constructed, was fitted out, and was equip- 
ped within the jurisdiction of Greet Britain, with intent to _ 

| [389] cruise and carry *on war against the United States, with whom 
| "Great Britain was then at peace; that Great Britain had reason- | 

able ground to believe that such was the intent of that vessel, and did 
not use due diligence to prevent such construction, fitting out, or 

: equipping. Se | oo 
| _ 2. That the Alabama was constructed and armed within British juris- | 
- dietion. The construction of the vessel and the construction of the | 
. arms; the dispatch of the vessel and the dispatch of the arms—all | 
| took place at one British port; and. the British authorities had such | | 
| ample notice that they must be assumed to have known all these facts, 
| The whole should be regarded, therefore, as one armed hostile expedi- 
| tion, from a British port, against the United States. | | 
| - 3. That the Alabama, having been specially adapted to warlike use | 
| at Liverpool, and being thus intended to cruise and carry on war against _ ? 
- the United States, Great Britain did not use due diligence to prevent 
! her departure from its jurisdiction at Liverpool ; nor, subsequently, from 
| its jurisdiction at Kingston; nor, subsequently, from its jurisdiction at 
| the Cape of Good Hope; nor, subsequently, from its jurisdiction at : 
| Singapore; nor, lastly, from its jurisdiction again at the Cape of Good _ | 
7 Hope, as required by the rules of the Treaty of Washington. - 
| [390] *4. That Great Britain did not, as Karl Russell had promised, oe 
/-s gend out orders for her detention. = . 

 .. § That the Alabama received excessive hospitalities at Cape Town 
| on her last visit, in being allowed to coal before three months had ex- | , 

pired after her coaling at Singapore, a British port. = 
| ' 6. That the responsibility for the acts of the Alabama carries with it a 

responsibility for the acts of her tender. - : : | 

Be ae 1 Semmes’s Adventures Afloat, page 738. - oe
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| / THE RETRIBUTION. ee - 

_ The steam-propeller Uncle Ben, built at Buffalo, in New York, in 
| The Retribution, L000, WAS Sent to the southern coast of the United States 

| —""- jast prior to the attack on Fort Sumter. Entering Cape 
' -Fear River in stress of weather, she was seized by the insurgents. Her 

| machinery was taken out, and she was converted into a schooner, and 
a cruised, under the name of the Retribution, about the Bahama Banks. | | 

oo On the 19th day of December, 1862, she captured, near the island of 
San Domingo, the United States schooner Hanover, and took the prize | 

| to Long Cay, (Fortune Island,) Bahamas, and there sold the cargo, 
| ‘* without previous judicial process.” Representations being made of 
a these facts, an answer was made by the Colonial Authorities, 

_ *claiming that they were deceived, and that they supposed that [391] 
| the person making the sale was the master of the vessel” Mr. 

| Seward replied that this answer was not ‘‘deemed altogether conclu- — 
 - give”” Subsequently one Vernon Locke was represented as the person 
who had, “by fraudulent personations and reoresentations, procured 

_ the admission of that vessel [the Hanover] to entry at the Revenue 
Office and effected the sale of her cargo there.” Locke was indicted, 

| and bail accepted in the sum of £200. The United States are not aware 
| that he was ever brought to trial. Mr. Seward thought the bail “sur- _ 

prisingly small and insignificant.”? On the 19th of February, 1863, 
| when off Castle Island, one of the Bahamas, she captured the Ameri: 

| ean brig Emily Fisher, freighted with sugar and molasses. This prize | 
also “was taken to Long Cay, one of the Bahama Islands, and notwith- | 
standing the protest of Captain Staples, [the master,| and in the pres- ; | 

a ence of a British magistrate, was despoiled of her cargo; a portion of | 
which was landed, and the balance willfully destroyed.”4. The Retribu- 

. . tion then went to the harbor of Nassau, where she was sold, assuming ) 
the name of the Etta.*’ ' | | : 

: *The United States, with confidence, ask the Tribunal to find [892] | 
| _ and certify as to this vessel, that Great Britain failed to fulfill , | 

the duties set forth in the three rules of Article VI of the Treaty, or | 
a recognized by: the principles of International Law not inconsistent with | 

such rules. They ask this, not only for the general reasons heretofore 
mentioned as to this class of vessels, but because, in the case of each 2 
of the captured vessels above named, the acts complained of were done | 
within Her Majesty’s jurisdiction. | | | 

NM | | THE GEORGIA. oe ae : 

oo ‘The Georgia was built for the insurgents at Dumbarton, below Clyde, : 
she Geore on the Glasgow. She was launched on the 10th day of Jan-. 

| “tary, 1863, at which time, as has already been said, “a Miss 
| North, daughter of a Captain North, of one of the Confederate States, 

officiated as priestess, and christened the craft Virginia.” It was no- . | 

| - 1Mr. Seward to Lord Lyons, Vol. I, page 701. Sage 
— 2 Burnside to Nesbitt, Vol. 1, page 702. an SSA iF 

3’ Governor Bayley to Duke of Newcastle, Vol. I, page 706. = 5 eS 
+ Affidavit of Thomas Sampson, Vol. VI, page 736. SO 

. ~§ Underwood to Seward, January 16, 1863, Vol. VI, page5938. °°
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torious that she was being constructed for this service.t When finished | | 
- ghe was a “serew-steamer of about five hundred tons register, 

clipper-built ; figure-head, fiddle-bow; short thiek funnel; with | 
[393] *a number of compartments forward on both sides, from eight to | | 

ten feet square, and stronger than-a jail, strong doors to them, _ 
with hinges about three inches thick, and brass padlocks accordingly, | 
and a strong magazine forward in the bow.” On Friday, the 27th of a 

- March, she left for Greenock.?, By this time she had parted with her 
name Virginia, and had the name Japan, “ written in. small letters on 
her bow ;” and it was pretended that her voyage was to be to China. | 7 

On the evening of Monday, the 30th of March, some seventy or 
eighty men who had been. shipped at Liverpool for this vessel were 
sent to Greenock. The agreements: with this crew-were made by 

- the house of Jones & Co., of Liverpool,? who advanced money to 
them.”4 The vessel was registered in the name of Thomas, Bold, of | 

_. Liverpool, a member of the house of Jones & Co., and a near connection 
of Maury, who afterward commanded ‘her. It remained registered. in 

his name until the 23d day of the following June. When. the men. : 

arrived in the Clyde from Liverpool, the Japan was “lying in the river | | 
| opposite Greenock, and they were taken on board inatug. On ~ | 
[394] the*morning of the 2d of April they ran out toward the sea, but | 

returned in the afternoon, and remained near the light-house . 
down the Clyde, taking on board more men and provision from Greenock. / 
They started again, and next morning they were off Castleton, Isleet 
Man. Here they changed their course, and went into the Atlantic, | | 

| through the northern passage, between Ireland, and Scotland. On the | 
6th of April they reached the coast of France. Ushant light was the oo 
first place they sighted. Here they turned their steps toward St. Malo, | 

| proceeding under slow steam, and in the morning they sighted, off . | 
Morleaux.” the steamer Alar, with arms, ammunition, and supplies for | 

| the Georgia, under charge of Jones, a partner in the Liverpool house of | 

} Jones & Co? | — | os 
! | It happened that these proceedings were afterward made the subject oe 

of judicial investigation before Sir Alexander Cockburn, Lord Chief 
| Justice of England. Highatt and Jones, two of the members of the firm | 
) of Jones & Co., were indicted at Liverpool, for a violation of the Foreign 
; Enlistment Act of 1819, in causing these men to be enlisted to serve 

oo in a war against the United States. The case came on for trial 
) [395] at the Liverpool Assizes, in *August, 1864. In his address to 
} the jury, after the evidence was in, the Lord Chief Justice said: - 

“There was no doubt that Matthews, Stanley, and Glassbrook did enter | 
themselves and enlist on board the steamer, which was immediately _ 7 
afterward employed as a war-steamer in the Confederate service, for the. 
purpose cf waging war against the Northern States of America; and | 

| there seemed to be very little doubt that both the defendants had to-do : | 
"with the men’s leaving the port of Liverpool, for the purpose of joining 

| the. Japan, afterward called the Georgia. * * * Now came the | 
- question, whether the defendants had procured the men to be engaged _ 

-1Extracts from London Daily News, February 12 and 17, 1863, Vol. VI, page 503, | 
- et seg. ' oO So | es | - | 

. 2 Dudley to Seward, Vol. II, page 665; Vol. VI, page 509. a mga 
~ . 8 Vol. II, page 681;. Vol. VI,.page 516; Vol. VII, page 88. — 2 oo 

| Vol. II, page 672; Vol. VI, page 512; Vol. VII, page 88. oe oe 
5 Mr, Adams to Earl Russell, Vol. Il, pages 677,678 ; Vol. VII, page 88. | oo 

| 6 Mahon’s affidavit, Vol. II, page 672; Vol. VI, page 513... 
7Thompson’s affidavit, Vol. II, page 671; Vol. VI, page 511. — 

| - 8Speech of Thomas Baring, Esq., M. P., Hansard, 3d series, Vol. 175, page 467. |
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| in war against a country toward which this country was bound to main- 
: - ¢ain a strict neutrality. .No doubt it was possible that the defendants | 

—  ,— - might have been under a delusion that the ship was engaged for a 
| voyage to China. It was for the jury to say whether they believed that 

: to have been the case. If they believed the witnesses Conolly and | 
—  <. Glassbrook, the defendant Jones could not have been of that. opinion, 

—— ‘because he was on board the small steamer which was an important 
--agent in the transaction; and when he found out what the vessel really 
‘was, he manifested no surprise or horror. It was true thatthe |. 

| jury had'to rely on the evidence of men who had turned *traitors [396] 
to the people they had sworn to serve, and who had since played = 

ee the spy upon the persons who, as they alleged, had engaged them. But, 
7 on the other hand, there was no attempt to show them that, on the-day — 

| when these men signed articles at: Brest, Mr. Jones was not on board, 
OS and if he was on board it was difficult to suppose he could have got 

_-—--there with the innocent intention described by the defense. It-seems — 
oe strange that if they were acting as agents for Mr. Bold, they did net 

now call upon him to come into court, and state that they were inno- 
~  eently employed, and perfectly unconscious that the vessel was intended 

| ‘to goon a warlike expedition. Although sometimes it was an incon- | 
| venience and a: hardship that a man, charged. as the defendants were, 

= could not be called to give his own evidence, sometimes it was a vast 
a convenience to persons accused that they could not be called, because | 

_ if they were, they would be constrained to admit, unless they committed 
- >, sperjury, that the truth was on the other side.” ~ - a 

he Alar, with her cargo, had cleared at Newhaven for St. Malo. 
oe “When the two vessels met, the Georgia took the Alar in tow, and they . 
cok floated. about on those waters during the whole day. At night = , 
_ they came to anchor, probably off the island *of Ushant, and the [397] | 

Georgia commenced taking in arms and ammunition and supplies. 
Pee ‘Three days passed.in this way. There were nine breech-loading guns to | 
oe ‘be mounted on decks, and ‘“ guns, shot, shells, rockets, ammunition, : 

oe rifles, cutlasses, and all sorts of implements of war.” . : 
| .. All-were put on board before Friday, the 10th of April; the insur- | 

| _ . gents’ flag was then hoisted; Maury, the insurgent officer destined for | 
| the command, produced his commission; the Japan was changed into | 
; the Georgia; fifteen sailors who refused to cruise in her were trans: - | 

| ferred to the Alar, and the Georgia continued her cruise. eG 
«On the 8th of April Mr. Adams called Earl Russell’s attention. to the | 

departure from the Clyde and Newhaven of this hostile expedition, 
: «with intent to depredate on the commerce of the United States,”? and. | 
a ‘he stated his belief that the destination of the vessel was the island of | 
| | “Alderney. Iarl Russell replied, on the same day, that copies of his let- ! 

ter “were sent, without loss of time, to the Home Department and to | 
Pe the Board of Treasury, with a request that an immediate inquiry might | 

_ be made into the circumstances stated in it, and that if the result should 
a prove the suspicions to be well founded, the most effective measures : 

| [898] might be *taken which the law admits of for defeating any such at- : 
| tempts to fit out a belligerent vessel from a British port.” oa : 

| Had Her Majesty’s Government taken the measures which Earl Rus- | 
Sell suggested, it is probable that the complaints of the United States, , 

| a8 to this vessel, might not have been necessary. The sailing and the 

oe EWOL VEL page 567.00 
ee cee ee 2 Vol. TT, page 671; Vol. VI, page 511. Be a 

a pe ws BML. HH, page 6665 Vol. VI, page 509, a 
| tee a we &MOl IL page 667; Vol, VI,page 510.0
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destination of the Japan were go notorious as to be the subject of news- 
“paper comment.! No time, therefore, was required for that investiga- | 
tion. It could have been very little trouble to ascertain the facts as. to. : 

the Alar. The answer to a telegram could have been obtained in a few | | 
 - minutes. Men-of-war might have been dispatched.on the 8th from 
Portsmouth and Plymouth, to seize both these violators of British sov- | 

_- ereignty. - In doing this Her Majesty’s Government need only have ex- 
ercised the same powers which were used against General Saldanha’s 

| expedition, arrested: at Terceira in 1827, and whose use im that case was 
sustained by a vote of both Houses of Parliament The island of Al- 
derney and the other Channel islands were on the. route to St. Malo and | 

Brest, and it is not at all probable, scarcely possible, that the. 
[899] Alar and the Georgia *would not have been discovered. The: 
--" nurposes of the latter vessel, thus taken. flagrante delicto, would a 
-thep have been exposed. | Se 

| ~ This was not done. Instead of directing action to be taken by the : 

‘Navy, Lord Russell caused inquiries to.be made by the Home Office and. 

| the Treasury, and the Georgia escaped. a | | 

| On the 1st of December, 1863, Mr. Adams called: Lord Russell’s atten- | 
| tion to the fact of “the existence of a regular office in the port of Liv- 

erpool for the enlistment and payment of British subjects, for the pur- 
pose of carrying on war against the Government and people of the | 

United States;” and he expressed the hope that “the extraordinary | 
: character of these proceedings; as well as the hazardous consequence to : 

| the future peace of all nations of permitting them to gain any authority 7 
under the international Jaw, will not fail to fix the attention of Her Ma- | | 

! jesty’s Government.”® The depositions inclosed in this communication 
furnished conclusive proof that the members of the firm of Jones & Co. 

' were still engaged at Liverpool in procuring and shipping men for the 
Georgia, and that the payments of the wages of the crew of that vessel = > 

9 . were regularly made through the same firm. It was also proved ss 

. [400] that Jones had *superintended the shipping of the armament of | 
the Georgia off Brest; that. he had been standing by the side of Se 

: - Maury when he assumed command, and that he had told the men, as an - 

inducement to them to remain, that ‘ of course they would get the prize 
| money.”° a a | 

- - -Qn the 11th of January, 1864, Mr. Adams inclosed to Lord Russell. | 
copies of papers which he maintained went “ most clearly to establish. . 

“the proof of the agency of Messrs. Jones & Co. in enlisting and paying a 
: British subjects in this Kingdom to carry on war against the United. ns 

States.”* Proceedings were taked against Jones & Highatt;ashasal-- 9 
| ready been shown. They were convicted, and were: fined but fifty : 
- -- pounds each—manifestly a punishment not calculated to deter them from 
, a repetition of the offense.’ | er So | 

/ . .. # Hansard, new series, Vols. XXIIT and XXIV; Annual Register, History, &c., A. D. 
1829, Vol. LXXIL, page 187. : ce pm | | 

: ~~ 3 Vok FE page 682 5; Vol. VI, page 519. ss a 
4Vol, I, pages 683, 684, 686, 689, &c. . | CO a } S | 

8 Stanley’s affidavit, Vol. II, page 684; Vol. VI, page 522. See also Charles Thomp- : 
| son’s affidavit, Vol. II, page 87. | a SO . " 
| __ 8Vol. HL, page 698; Vol. VI, page 534, a ce 
, 7 Bive prosecutions were instituted at different times against persons charged with 

having enlisted or engaged men for the naval service of the Confederate States. Of : 
/ these, three were successful. Five of the acetsed were convicted or pleaded guilty. 2 

* * * No prosecution appears to have been instituted against Bullock himself.” 8 
_ . * (Bernards Neutrality, pages 361-2.),. This is’ a terribly small’ record, considering the | 

magnitude of the offenses committed, and considering the zeal-shown in repressing en- .
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| - After all this information was before Lord Rus*sell, the Geor- [401] 
gia, on the Ist day of May, 1864, reappeared in the port of Liv- 

oe erpool. During her absence she had been busy in destroying such of 
| the commerce of the United States in the Atlantic as had escaped the | 

de)redations of the Florida and the Alabama. She had been to the | 
. Western Islands, and from thence to the Brazilian port of Bahia. From  _ 
thence she went to the Cape of Good Hope. On the way she fellin with _ 

| the. Constitution, a merchant-vessel of the United States, laden with 
coal. “ We filled our vessel with coal from her,” says one of the witnesses, 

| In a few days atter that she entered Simon’s Bay, Cape of Good Hope. 
| There she staid a fortnight, having repairs done and -getting more coal. 

| She left Simon’s Bay on the 29th of August. It is not probable that the 
supply from the Constitution was exhausted at that time. She then | 

-- *worked her way to Cherbourg, and in a short time after came again into 
| the port of Liverpool. Her career and character were rapidly but forci- 

bly sketched by Thomas Baring, Esq., in a speech in the House of Com- | | 
- . mons on.the 13th of May, 1864. He said: “At the time of her depart- | 

ure the Georgia was registered as the property of a Liverpool merchant, 
a partner of the firm which shipped the crew. She remained the = | 

- property. of *this person until the 25d of June, when the register [402] | 
was canceled, he notifying the Collector of her sale to foreign. phe 

| - owners. During this period, namely, from the 1st of April to the 23d of | 
«June, the Georgia being still registered in the name of a Liverpool 

| merchant, and thus his. property, was carrying on war against the 
| United States, with whom we were in alliance. It was while still a Brit- 

ish vessel that she captured and burned the Dictator, and captured and | 
a released, under bond, the Griswold, the same vessel which had brought — 
a corn to the Lancashire sufferers. The crew of the Georgia were paid os 
oo through the same Liverpool firm. A copy of an advance note usedisto 
. be found in the Diplomatic Correspondence. The same firm continued - 

to. act in this capacity throughout the cruise of the Georgia. After ' 
DO , cruising in the Atlantic, and burning and bonding a number of vessels, | 

_ the Georgia made for Cherbourg, where she arrived on the 28th of Octo- 
+). er. There was, at the time, much discontent among the crew; many 

| _- deserted, leave of absence was given to others, and their wages were. 
| paid all along by the same Liverpool firm. In order to get the Georgia 1 

: to sea again, the Liverpool firm enlisted in Liverpool some twenty sea. 
men, and sent them to Brest. The Georgia left Cherbourg on a a 

/ .—s- gecond cruise, but having no success she returned to that *port, [403] 
and thence to Liverpool, where her crew have been paid off with- 
out any concealment, and the vessel is now laid up. Here, then, isthe 

vo case of a vessel, clandestinely built, fraudulently leaving the port of her 
construction, taking Englishmen on board as her crew, and waging war 

| against the United States, an ally of ours, without ouce having entered | 
a port of the power the commission of which she bears, but being, for (8 

-—s- gome time, the property of an English subject.. She has now returned 
| to Liverpool—and has returned, I am told, with a British crew on board, a 

| who, having enlisted in war against an ally of ours, have committed a_ | 
7 - misdemeanor in the sight of the law.”? ney ee 

a The Attorney General, Sir Roundell Palmer, replied on behalf of the | 

: listments for the service of the United States. (See Vol. IV, page 547, and Vol. IV, page | 
: 5640.) It is to be observed, too, that Mr. Adams furnished Lord Russell with evidence ‘ 
| . to-sustain a prosecution against. Bullock. (Mr. Addams to Earl Russell, March 30, 1863, _ \ 
: Vol, IIL, page 130.) OO i a | 

1 See the affidavits in Vol. IT, page 684, ef seg. re a 2 
| . 2 Hansard, third series, Vol. 175, page 467; Vol. V, page 577, 0 |



| Government to this.speech. He did not seriously dispute the factsas) 
_ stated by Mr. Baring. “The whole of the honorable gentleman’s argu. : 
- ment,” he said, “assumes that the facts, and the law applicable to they =. 5 

facts, are substantiated, that we are in a position, as between ourselves | : 
and the Confederates, to treat the matter as beyond controversy, and to a 
assume that the Georgia was, in fact, fitted out in violation of our neu- - 8 

Bool bh, trality. Now we may have very strong reason to suspect this, and x 
_ [404] may even: believe it to be true; but. to say *that we aretoact - ~~ | 
7 _. upon strong suspicion or belief against another: state, upon. cer- US 

tain facts which have never been judicially established, and which it is se 
_, not easy to bring to the test as between Government and Government, — a 

that is a proposition which is not without grave consideration to be acc __ mek -. eepted.”? He found a defense for the irresolution andinactivity of the = 
_. Government, in the fact that the United States were unwilling to aban wg 

don their claims for compensation for the losses by the acts of the Ala 
— bama. “T have no hesitation,” he said, in saying that the United A 
_ States by advancing such demands, and by seeking to make our Gove 

- ernment responsible for pecuniary compensation for prizes taken by the Z 
_. Alabama upon the high seas, and never brought within our ports or in fos 

any way whatever under our control, are making demands directly con- 
_ trary to the principles of International Law laid down by their own cm 

-- ‘jurists, and thereby they render it infinitely more difficult for us at their — a 
: request to do anything resting on our own discretion.” 2 ) 
_.°, When it was apparent that the Georgia was to be allowed to remain. _ no 
_ In Liverpool, and that she was not to be made subject to the rules of ie 
Be January 31, 1862, Mr. Adams addressed a note to Lord Russell 

[405] in which he said: “TI learn that she is *about to remain for an => 
indefinite period, the men having been discharged. I scarcely. | 

_ -need to suggest to your Lordship that it has become amatter of interest. 
to my Government to learn whether this,vessel assumes the right tore- 2. 

—.. Inain in virtue of her former character, or, if received in a later one, 
_ Why she is permitted to overstay the period of time specified by the os 
_ terms of Her Majesty’s Proclamation. * * I cannot but infer, from a 

the course previously adopted toward the armed vessels of the United: | | 
States, that any such proceeding, if taken by one of them, would have 

, been attended by an early request from your Lordship to myself for an 
~. explanation.” ? . | | 
_.. Having received no answer to these questions, Mr. Adams, onthe — _ 

Ith of June, 1864, informed Lord Russell that he had received from the __ 2 
_ Consul of the United States, at Liverpool, information that a transfer AS 

purporting to be a sale had been made of the Georgia by the insur; ° gents or their agents at Liverpool, and on behalf of the Government of |... 
~ the United States he “ declined to recognize the validity of the sale.”* 
—. While Mr. Adams was vainly endeavoring to ascertain from Lord = | 

Russell whether the Georgia entered the port of Liverpoolasa’ . =~ 
[406] merchant-ship *or as a man-of-war, that vessel went into dock at. 

Birkenhead and had her bottom cleaned and her engines over-. : 
hauled. The insurgent agents went through the form of Selling herto 

» a person who was supposed to be in collusion with them. All thiswas | eS 
communicated to Earl Russell by Mr. Adams.* Lord Russell, in his 

ee 1 Hansard, 3d series, Vol. CLXXV, pages 484-5. oe . 
a!  *Same, page 488, cc oo 

| ee Vol. Il, page 703 ; Vol. VI, page 538. oh RE : -@ ee *Vol, I, page 710 ;. Vol. VI, page 543. ree a PANETT OE 
Be an BUN > Wilding to Seward, Vol. II, page 711; Vol. VI, page 548,00 = 0 . ve _ SVol. IL, page 713;. Vol. VI, page 545.
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-.. ‘yeply to these notes, took no notice of Mr. Adams’s protest against the | 
; - validity of the sale, or of his inquiries as to the character the vessel 

enjoyed in the port of Liverpool. He said that the evidence failed to 
. - satisfy him that the steamer Georgia would be again used for belligerent | 
- -purposes; and he added that, “ with, a view to prevent. the reeurrence. — 

of any question such as that which has arisen in the case of the Georgia, 
| Her Majesty’s Government have given directions that in future no ship 

of war, of either belligerent, shall be allowed to be brought into any of 
. Hler Majesty’s ports for the purpose of being dismantled or sold”! | | 

ae ‘This terminated the discussion on the questions raised by Mr. Adams. 
A few days later, the career of the Georgia itself was terminated by its 
capture by the United States vessel of war Niagara. 

_.. .Yhe United States ask the Tribunal of Arbitration to also cer- 
tify as to this vessel, that Great Brit*ain has, by its acts and [407] ~~ 

-. omissions, failed to fulfill the duties set forth in the three rules of 
ee the sixth article of the Treaty, or recognized by the principles of Inter- | 

national Law not inconsistent with such rules. Should the Tribunal 
exercise the power conferred upon it by Article VII of the Treaty, to 

a | award a sum in gross to be paid to the United States, they ask that, in 
. eonsidering the:amount to be awarded, the losses of the United States _ 

+" and of individuals, and the expense to which the United States were put 
in the pursuit and capture of the Georgia, may be taken into account. | 

| They ask this, in addition to the general reasons already assigned, for 
the following reasons applicable to this particular vessel: = °° 

J, That, though nominally cruising under the insurgent flag, and under | 
7 the direction of an insurgent officer, the Georgia was essentially a Brit- — 

if ish vessel. The evidence on this point cannot be better stated than in. _ 
- * the words to which Mr. Thomas Baring gave the great weight of his — | 

-. name in the House of Commons. When she returned to Liverpool,in  — 
May, 1864, she was received as a British vessel. Mr. Adams’s inquiries 

. of Earl ‘Russell failed to elicit a response that she was not. No steps 
---were taken against her or against the parties concerned in fitting her 

out, equipping and arming her, or against any one concerned in 
the destruction of the *commerce of the United States, with the, [408] | 

- _exception of the proceedings as to enlistments. The United States 
. insist that by reason of the origin and history of the vessel, and by rea- 

, son of this negligence of Her Majesty’s Government, Great Britain _ 
vole became justly liable to the United States for the injuries done by this | 

| vessel. ET ga SRN 2 
ss Q, Great Britain did not use due diligence to prevent the fitting out | 

Os and equipping of the Georgia within its jurisdiction. It was notorious | | 
_ that she was being constructed for use under the insurgent flag. (See — | 

oo the extract from the News, and Underwood's dispatch.) Ler fittings were 
sof such a nature and character as to have afiorded of themselves a rea- 

~~ sonable ground to. believe that she ras intended to cruise or to carry on” 
: war; and her destination rendered it certain that that war was to be © / 
a earried on against the United States. It was theretore the duty of 

: Great Britain to prevent her departure from the Clyde. oo 

oe 3. It was the duty of Her Majesty’s Government, on the receipt of 
, Mr. Adams’s note of the 8th of April, to take the most effectual measures 
--.- whieh the law admitted of for defeating the attempt to fit out the Georgia | 

froma British port. Lord Russell admitted this measure of duty in his reply 
CA to Mr. Adams’s note. The most effectual, and in fact the only effect- 

ual remedy, was not *taken, so far as known: to the United States. [400] _ es | 

eae 1 Earl Russell to Mr. Adams, Vol. IH, page 719; ‘Vol. VI, page 650. ee



‘Wessels of war dispatched from Plymouth and Portsmouth, immediately Oo 
on the receipt of Mr. Adams’s note, into the waters about Brest and oe 

: the Channel Islands, would have afforded a complete remedy. This = = | 
. Was @ measure sanctioned by British precedent and by Britishlaw. | 

’. [See the Terceira. case, above cited.| The failure to adopt that “effectual SS 
-- measure,” taken in connection with the original fitting out and equip- . 
--ping of the Georgia, in the Clyde, and with the arming her through the : 

Alar, at Newhaven, constitute a violation of the duties of Great Britain 
.. as a neutral toward the United States, which entails upon it the obliga- 

— tion to make full compensation for the injuries caused by the acts of the 
Georgia. (De ae Roa Sy , 

-. 4, When the Georgia arrived at Cape Town, Great Britain failed to | 
detain her. This was a violation of the duties of a neutral as set forth Se 

- in the second.clause of the first rule of the Treaty of Washington, = 

oe : " THE TALLAHASSEE, OR THE OLUSTEE. 2 Oro as 

| ' The Tallahassee was “‘a British steamer fitted out from London to play wos 
7 the part of a privateer out of Wilmington.”! She was qetatanasccor 

[410] originally called the *Atlanta” Under that name she = oss 
he arrived in Bermuda from England on the 18th day of April, 1864. . _ | 

She made two trips as a blockade-runner between thereand Wilmington, —=_—| 
and then went out for a cruise as a vessel of war. Her captures were ~ 2 
principally made under the name of the Tallahassee. Some were made =~ 
under the name of theOlustee. Itisnot quite clear whether she made two | m 

_. trips, one under each name, or whether the name was changed in one | : 
+ trip, in order to blind the pursuers.’ On the 19th of August, 1864, she oe 
arrived in Halifax, after destroying several vessels near Cape Sable. | 
The Consul of the United States at Halifax reported her as “ about. six 
hundred tons burden,” “an iron double-screw steamer,” having “ about 
ene hundred and twenty men.” He also said that the insurgents had 
established a coal depot there. On arrival, the officer in command | 
galled upon the Admiral and Lieutenant Governor. He gives the fol- 
lowing account of what took place: “My reception. by the first [the 
Admiral] was very cold and uncivil; that of the Governor less so. I . 
stated that I was in want of coal, and that as soon as I could fill up I oe 

a would go to sea; that it would take from two to three days. No 
_ . [411] objection was made at the *time—if there had been [ was pre- 
a pared to demand forty-eight hours for repairs. The Governor ees 

_-asked me to call next day, and let him know how I was progressing,. 
and when I would leave. I did so, and then was told that he was sur- 
prised that I was still’in port; that we must leave at onee; that we = 

— eould leave the harbor with only one hundred. tons of coal on boerd. IT. | 
-  - protested against this, as being utterly insufficient. He replied that = 

the Admiral bad reported that quantity sufficient (and in-sveh ma ters : 
he must be governed by his statement) to run the ship to Wilmington. 
The Admiral had obtained. this information by sending on board three =. 

of his officers, ostensibly to look at our machinery and the twin-screw, a 
. @ hew system, but really to ascertain the quantity ef coal on. board, that . 

—.. burned daily, &e. * * Tam under many obligations to our agent, Mr. 

Mr, Adams to Earl Russell, Vol. I, page 709: See Vol. VI, page 728. ; 
a -- # Morse to Seward, Vol. VI, page 727, a Co ar So 

oe  § Boreham’s affidavit, Vol. VI,page 732.0 
—. .. 4Mr. Jackson to Mr. Seward, 19th August, 1864, Vol, VI, page 728. oe
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‘Weir, for transacting our business, and through bis management about 
‘one hundred and twenty tons of coal were put aboard instead of half = _ 

that quantity. * * HadIprocured the coal needed I intended to have 
struck the coast at the capes of the Delaware, and followed it down 

— to Cape Fear, but IT had only coal enough to reach Wilmington on the — 
~ - nightofthe 25th es | eg gts 

lad the British authorities at Nassau, Bermuda, *Barbadoes, [412], 
| ~ Cape Town, Melbourne, and other colonial ports, pursued the 
--.- §ame course that the Lieutenant Governor at Halifax did, under the 
_ . wise advice of the Admiral, the grievances of the United States would 

have been much less, and this case would have been shorter by many: ~ 
- pages. The first time that the rule of January 31st, 1862, as to the sup- 

_ .. ply of coal, was fairly carried out, the operations of the insurgent cruiser, _ 
" _ to which it was applied, were arrested on the spot, and the vessel was” 

obliged to run for a home port. Pegs GS oe oe 
A _ The Tallahassee apparently remained in Wilmington for some months. © 

' — On the 13th of January, 1865, she arrived in Bermuda again, under the 
name of the Chameleon. On the 19th she sailed again, taking acargo 

- to Liverpool, where at the close of the war she was claimed by the United | 
States. Sa | Ce SA 

-.  - From the fact that she was fitted out in London to be used as a pri-— 
> ° wateer from Wilmington, and that she did go out from Wilmington with | 

._ . what purported to be a commission from the insurgent authorities, and 
7 did prey upon the commerce of the United States, and for the reasons 

| already given, the United States ask the Tribunal to find and certify : 
: - as to this vessel as they have been asked to find and certify as to —— - 

he Sumter and the Nashville, the Florida and the Alabama, and the 
a —-eorgia. — re — : Oo oo 

ES 7 : *THE CHICKAMAUGA. | _ [413] | 

} ' Among the new British-built blockade-runners reported by the United 

oe «ahs Chicken, age States Consul at Liverpool on the 5th of March, 1864, was. 
NES ohne the Edith, new double-screw ; two pole-masts; ‘forecastle 

: raised one foot higher than bulwark ; two funnels; marked to draw nine | 
‘feet forward and ten aft; no figure-head.” She arrived at Bermuda. | 
from England, on the 7th day of April, 1864. On the 23d of the follow- | 

| ing June she sailed for Wilmington, and on the 7th of the next July | 
| arrived from there with cotton. On the 23d of July she again went to 

“Wilmington. : - | | a oo, oer 
| —. - ‘Phe Edith was one of that class of blockade-runners, like the Talla- 

_-hassee, which was owned by the insurgent authorities. In the year 1864 
oo other parties as well as the insurgent’ authorities were largely engaged 

in the business of running cotton out of the blockaded ports. Thus, | 
-.  %n the quarter in which the Edith left Liverpool, 34,754 bales of cotton 

_ were imported into Liverpool from the Southern States, via Bermuda, 
Nassau, Havana, and Matamoras, of which only 7,874 were consigned te 

ee Fraser, Trenholm & Co.”? The Edith, however, was a vessel be- _. | 
- longing to the *so-called government at Richmond, and, being [414] | 
a found to be fast, and adapted for the sort of war that was carried = . 

ae oe 1 Wood to Mallory, 3ist August, 1864, Vol. VI, page 729. 
co 2Manuscripts in Department. of State; see Vol. VI, pages 723-4-5. oe 

|. #Padley to Seward, Ist. April, 1864. Only 697 bales came by way of Havana. 7



-. on against the commerce of the United States, it.;was determined to put = 

a The attention of the Tribunal of Arbitration is invited to thefacile 
‘manner in which these vessels were permitted to adapt themselvesto 

- gireumstances. The Sumter cruised as a man-of-war, and received hos- 

-' pitalities as such. She was allowed to change leer character in a British | 8 

port, and then to sail under the British flag as a blockade-runner, owned ! | 

a and operated by the insurgents. The same thing would undoubtedly } - 

. have been done with the Georgia had she not been captured by the! | 
_ Niagara. The Atlanta started her career as a blockade-runner, owned ! | 
-_by the insargents; she was converted into a man-of-war under the name | 

of the Tallahassee. When unable to pursue further her work of destruc- 
tion, she became again a carrier for the benefit of the insurgents, and _ - 

---was accepted by Great Britain in her new character. The Edith was _ | 

~ now to go through similar transformations. — es Se 

On the 17th of September she was in commission as aman-of-war. - 

wee Between that date and the 28th of October she took on boardlarge 
[415] supplies of coal from blockade-runners. Onthe 28th *of October, _ a 

oe | having waited for a month for a night dark enough torun the 

: blockade, she put to sea from Wilmington, and ran northward toward - 

ie Long. Island. On the 30th she destroyed the bark Mark L. Potter, of | | 

= Bangor, Maine; on the 31st, the Emily L. Hall, the Shooting Star, the _ 
| Goodspeed, and the Otter. Roch, all vessels under the flag of the United 

S States; on the 2d of November, the bark Speedwell, also a vessel of. _ 

the United States ; and on the 7th of November she reached Bermuda. =| 

. On the 8th of November she was allowed to come into the harbor, and 

permission was given for a stay of five days for repairs, and alsoto take 

| - on board twenty-five tons of coal, although she had at that time one | . 

hundred tons in her bunkers. She actually staid seven days, and took ~~ 

we on board eighty-two tons. On the 15th of November she sailed from 

- ‘Bermuda, and on the 19th arrived at Wilmington. we 7 a 
_ Ror the reason already given the United States ask the Tribunal,as 

to this vessel, to find and certify as they have been asked to find and nes 
“ _ eertify as to the Sumter, the Nashville, the Florida, the Alabama, the 

Georgia, and the Tallahassee. | 

oe [416] *THE SHENANDOAH. Ce Os | 

The British steamer Sea King, a merchart-vessel which had belonged =| 
j to a Bombay Company, and had been employedin the Hast. — 

| India trade? was “a long rakish vessel of seven hundred “" Shensndodi ee 
and ninety tons register, with an auxiliary engine of two hundred and 

_ wenty nominal horse-power, with which she was capable of steaming = 
en knots an hour. She was the handiwork of celebrated builderson 
the river Clyde, in Scotland, and had made one voyage to New Zealand . —- 
asa transport for British troops, when she proved herself one of the 
fastest vessels afloat, her log showing at times over three hundred and we 

. twenty miles in twenty-four hours’? ee eae 
_-In the year 1863, before the voyage to New Zealand, Mr. Dudley had 

seen her at Glasgow, and had reported her as a most likely steamer for ss 
the purposes of a privateer* | _ EEE Ss 

eee ee _ UManuseript dairy in the Department of State. | eee 
ae ee , 2Bernard’s British Neutralty, page 359. CO 7 

8 Cruise-of the Shenandoah, page9, |
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«+ Qn the 20th September, in the year 1864, she was sold in London to. 
>. Richard Wright,.of Liverpool, a British subject, and the father-in-law 

of Mr. Prioleau, of South Carolina, the managing partner in the house — 
Of Fraser, Trenholm & Co.,! and the transfer was registered the 
Same day. - Be, | , — Gs pe 

-  - *The United States agsert that the notorious connection of the [417] _ 
. firm of Fraser, Trenholm & Co. with the insurgents, and their re- | 

peated violations of the sovereignty of Great Britain in purchasing, con- 
ss Structing, equipping, arming,-and contracting for vessels of war te be | 

used in carrying on hostilities against the United States, ought by that — 
-- time to have made them objects of suspicion to every British official, con- : 

any nected with the construction of the transfer of steamers capable of being 
adapted to warlike use. The acquisition, by a near connection of a 

_ member of their firm, of a fast-going steamer, capable of being so con- 
—_.- verted, and the proposition to send her to sea in ballast, with nothing 

7 on board but two mounted guns and a supply of provisions and coal, 
sought of itself to have attracted the attention of the British officials. 
Phe omission to take notice of the fact is a proof of want of the due dili- | 

| - gence,required by the Treaty. Under the circumstances, it would have _ 
been the exercise of but the most ordinary diligence to supervise the 

oo transfers of this class of vessels in the Government records, and to fol- 
lew up so palpable a clew as was given in the case of the Sea King. 

— Qn the 7th of October, Wright gave a power of attorney to one Cor- 
- bett to “sell her at any time within six monthsfora sum notless © 

than £45,000 *sterling’” Corbett was an Englishman who had [418] | 
commanded the Douglas, afterward known as the Margaret and | _ | 

>. Jessie, one of the kaleidoscopic blockade-runners owned by the insur- «| 
gents and carrying the British flag. a no a | 

| - ~The next day the Sea King cleared for Bombay, and sailed “witha 
os crew of forty-seven men.’”’ Before sailing, while she “lay in the’basin,” | 
os she “‘ took in coal and provisions sufficient for a twelve-months’ eruise.™ | 

| She “had two 18-pounders mounted on the decks,” which were the guns 
generally used in bringing vessels to.2 ‘She was scarcely clear of the - | 

- ground when a telegram was flashed to Liverpool, advising the Confed- ! 
- erate agent at that. port” that she had sailed ;° and about 8 or 9 o'clock | 

‘that evening a screw-steamer, called the Laurel, ‘nearly new-built, very | 
‘strong, and admirably adapted for a privateer,”” left Liverpool, clearing | 

- * . for Matamoras, via Nassau, taking a “score or more of nativesof the | 
— South, who had staked life and fortune on the hazard of a desperate 

coe game,” among whom were “ several old Confederate States navy =~ | 
officers, who had served on board the Sumter, *Alabama, and [419] | 

- Georgia.”® The Laurel took ‘out as cargo “cases marked as _ | 
oe machinery, but in reality contained guns and gun-carriages, such asare 
| used in war vessels."2 Mr. Dudley, the Consul at Liverpool, from the | 

number of guns and the number of men, drew the correct conclusion 
| | that they were shipped in order to be transferred to some other vessel.” 7 
7 The officers in Her Majesty’s Service, by the exercise of due diligence, © | 

oe 4 Dudley to Seward, Vol. III, page 319; Vol. VI, page 660. oo | : 
pO _ 2Dudley to Seward, Vol. IIL, page 319. me a | 

: 7 8 Dudley. to Seward, Vol. III, page 319;: Vol. VI, page 560. Oe | 
— 7 -+Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 10. | _ eee 

So 5 femple’s affidavit, Vol. III, page 478; Vol. VI, page 709. Ope : 
a 6 Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 11. ce pe a | 

oe ot ,7 Dudley to Adams, Vol. III, page 316; ‘Vol. VI, page 550. oe | 
po - - “8 Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 16. See also Vol. II, page 318 | S| 
po | _ 9 Dudley to Seward, Vol. III, page 317; Vol. VI, page 556.00 | | 

oe He Dudley to Seward, Vol. II, page 318; Vol. V1, page oy | |
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-- might have arrived at the same conclusion, and might Have detained = 
~., both ships. | ee ee eee : 
~~ The appointed place of meeting was the harbor of Funchal, in the _ 

island of Madeira. The Laurel arrived there two days in advance of ws 
the Sea King. The latter vessel had enlisted its crew “fora voyage 5 

~~ to Bombay or any port of the Indian Ocean, China Seas, or Japan, for Ss 
a term not to exceed two years.” She “went down the English Chan. — = 

. nel under steam and sail, and when off Land’s [nd she was put under. : 

 .  reefed canvas,” and-so continued to Madeira. She was fully rigged for - - 
sailing, and her steam was intended only as an auxiliary. Oo 

. [420] The Sea King arrived off Funchal the night of *the 19th” The 
Laurel, an the morning of the 20th, camé out to meet her, “ with = 

{ a full bead of steam on ;” signaled her to round the Desertas,a barren 
— » yocky island lying near Madeira; and proceeded to the place of ren- - 
-. dezvous, the Sea King following in the wake* 2 : “4 

6 Tackles were at once got aloft on both vessels, and they commenced S 
operations by first transferring from the Laurel to the Sea King the = 
heavy guns.” “ At the expiration of thirty-six hours the transfer was 
effected, and the munitions of war, clothing, and stores, with which the ae 

-. _ Laurel had been laden, were piled in utter confusion on the decks and arene 
in the hold of the Sea King, which was to bear that name no more’? =” 

co They “took in from the Laurel eight cannon, viz, six large and two _ ao 
small, with their carriages, (the guns were called 68-pounders ;) a quan- ar 
tity of powder, muskets, pistols, shot and shell; clothing, and a quan- ed 

tity of other stores, and also a quantity of coals.” coe 
ae Corbett then came forward and announced a pretended sale of the 

vessel, (the real sale having taken place in London,) andtried to induce 
- the men who had enlisted to sail in the Sea King to continue ne 

[421] their contract in the Shenandoah, The *conduct of this person 
a was so palpably a violation of the Foreign Enlistment Act that 7 
_. the British Consul at Funchal sent him home as a prisoner, accom- | 

: - panied by depositions to prove his guilt.’ Captain Waddell, the new | 
‘commander in the place of Corbett, made a speech, “ which was receiv- _ : 

-. ed with but little enthusiasm from the majority of those who listened 
to him.”* “Out of eighty twenty-shree only cast in their lots with the = 
new ecruiser2® When the Shenandoah left the Laurel her “ officers and __. : 

-.. erew only numbered forty-two souls, less than half her regular comple. 

: ment.” This obliged her “to depend upon her auxiliary engine”) 
When the news of these proceedings was fully known in London, Mr. 

Adams brought the subject to the notice of Earl Russell... Inasubse- 
- quent note he referred to this fact in the following language:” _ ange 

On the 18th of November, 1864,I had the honor to transmit te 
your Lordship certain evidence which went to show that on the 8th of 

—. Oetober preceding a steamer had been dispatched, under the 
[422] British flag, from London, called the *Sea King, witha view té 

LG ruise.of the Shenandoah, page 19. * co be So OO e vo _ 
.... @ Ellison’s affidavit, Vol. III, page 359 ; Vol. VI, page 580. — . | 
& - 3 Harris’s affidavit, Vol. ILI, page 363; Vol. VI, page 584. m 
)  °  4Cruise of the Shenandoah, pages 19,20... ee a Do eS _ =. 

.  & Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 21. | | | oo Po 

ae thi Vol. Ht, page 363; Vol. VI, page 580. See also the other affidavits which follow = 
- | $his. io ae oe | | | ; | oo 

YT Wol. VI, page 572.00 | : Se oo, | es 
.... 8 Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 22... , Oo Bs 

» 9 Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 23... i. , , coe : 
gees 10 Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 24. oe . a, oe 

—. Adams to Russell, Vol. III, page 3823. —. Fe fe i. 
7 Same to same, Vol. TI, page 377. ae ere Oo
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meet another steamer, called the Laurel, likewise bearing that flag, _ 
| dispatched from Liverpool on the 9th of the. same month, at some 
_-—-s point near the island of Madeira. These vessels were at the time of 
“sailing equipped and manned by British subjects; yet they were sent — 

out with arms, munitions of war, supplies, officers, and enlisted men, | 
_- « for.the purpose of initiating a hostile enterprise to the people of the 

_ ‘United States, with whom Great Britain was at the time under solemn 
obligations to preserve the peace. = woe og a 

-. “It further appears that, on or about the 18th of the same month, * 
_ these vessels met at the place agreed upon, and there the British com-— 
-mander of the Sea King made a private transfer of the vessel toa — . 
person of whom he then declared to the crew his knowledge that he was | _ 

oo about to embark on an expedition of the kind described. Thus knowing , 
_. its nature, he nevertheless went on to urge these seamen, being British 7 

- _ subjects themselves, to enlist as members of it. Oo Oe 
“Tt is also clear that a transfer then took place from the British bark 

Laurel of the arms of every kind with which she was laden, for this _ 
same object; and lastly, of a number of persons, some calling them- — 

—, selves officers, who had been brought from Liverpool expressly 
to take part in the enter*prise. Of these last a considerable [423] 

. portion consisted of the very same persons, many of them British 
— subjects, who had been rescued from the waves by British intervention _ 

at the moment when they had surrendered from the sinking Alabama, — 
the previous history of which is but too well known to your Lordship. 

*'Phus equipped, fitted out, and armed from Great Britain, the suc- 
oo cessor to the destroyed corsair, now assuming the name of the Shenan- | 

' .  doah, though in no other respects changing its, British character, | 
no , addressed itself at once to the work for which it had been intended. _ 

| At no time in her later career has she ever reached a port of the country 
__ which her commander has pretended to represent. At noinstance has 

= she earned any national characteristic other than that with which she a 
started from Great Britain. She has thus far roamed over the ocean, . | 
receiving her sole protection against the consequences of the most | 

x piratical acts from the gift of a nominal title which Great Britain first 
: bestowed upon her contrivers, and then recognized as legitimating their 

successful fraud”. , : | 
ao It is not necessary to follow in detail the cruise of the Shenandoah + | 

from Madeira to Melbourne. It is enough to say that it lasted 
ninety days,’ *during which time several vessels of the merchant [424] | 
marine of the United States were destroyed,’ with valuable | 

-. eargoes. On the 25th of January, 1865, she “dropped anchor off | 
. Sandridge, a small town about two miles from Melbourne”? | | 

he November mail from Europe, which arrived at Melbourne about 
— . the middle of January, had brought the news that the Sea King had | 

" left England with the intention of being converted into a war vessel to . 
| " cruise against the commerce of the United States.”*. Suspicions were — | 

| at once aroused that the newly-arrived man-of-war under the insurgent | | 
. flag was no other than the Sea King; suspicions which were confirmed | 

‘by the statements of the prisoners from the captured vessels, and by a 
| - others oe eee cee oS | 

' Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 93. oo we se ce a ; | 
| 2 Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 94... Ey Da Ege es \ 

- § Blanchard to Seward, Yol. Ill, page 384; Vol. VI, page 588. 
| 4S ee depositions ia Vol. IIL, on_ pages 399, 401, 402, 405, 407, and 417. The same -— 
- . depositions may be found in Vol. VI." This point appears to have been settled beyond | 
i doubt. See extract from Melbourne Herald, Vol. VI, page 650..° or!
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. The Consul of. the United States appears to have acted with both — Lee 
-_- eourtesy and vigor. He plaved* before the -autherities all the informa- Ok 

tion in his possession, tending to show the illegal origin of the vesselh 5 
~~ and the liabilities which she was imposing upon Great Britain by her oe 
ie depredations on the commerce of the United States! He told . 

[425] the Governor that the “‘ Shenandoah, alias Sea *King,” had never : 
me “entered a port of the so-styled Confederate States for the pur- - 

poses of naturalization, and consequently was not entitled to belligerent : 
_, Fights;”? and that the table-service, plate, &c., on the vessel all bore Oo 

’ the mark of “Sea King.” He earnestly urged that “after the severest 

- ‘gerutiny it should be determined if this vessel and crew are entitled to 7 
the rights of belligerency, or whether the vessel should not be de- 
tained until the facts can be duly investigated”? When he found 

-. that, in spite of his remonstrances and of the proof of her character, | 
it had been decided that the Shenandoah should be repaired, and. | 

-- ghould- be allowed to take in supplies and coals, he protested “in” 
behalf of his Government against the aid, comfort, and refuge” ex-_ me 

-. tended to her. When he was informed that the Governor had come ae 
to the decision “that whatever may be the previous history of the ~— 

- §Shenandoah, the Government of the Colony is bound to treat her ae 
. as a ship of war belonging to a belligerent Power,” he protested afresh, 
. and notified the Governor “that the United States will claim indemnity | 
-. for the damages already done to its shipping by said vessel, and also |” 
ee - whieh may hereafter be committed if allowed to depart from ch 

- [426] *this port.”> He placed in the hands of the Attorney General | | 
Be conclusive “ evidence to establish that the Shenandoah isin fact = 

the Sea King.”& When it came to his knowledge that Waddell was 
enlisting a crew in Melbourne for the Shenandoah, he put the proof of  __ . 

| it at once ?nto the hands of the Governor.?, When he heard that she 
was taking coal on board he communicated that fact also.® From the | 

- -beginning of the visit of the Shenandoah at Melbourne to the hour of 
her departure, this officer was. constant in his vigilance, and in- his _ | 

efforts to aid the British authorities in the performance of their duties, . 
as the representatives of a neutral nation. - | 

_" As-soon as she arrived, almost before her anchor was dropped, her - 
commander wrote to the Governor for permission to “make the neces- — 

_. gary repairs and obtain a supply of coals.” | ee 7 
. his letter was officially answered the next day, after the twenty-four | 
hours allowed by the instructions of January, 1862, for his stay had. 
expired. He was told that directions had been given to enable him to 

_ mnake the necessary repairs and to coal his vessel, and he was asked, ab 
his earliest convenience, to intimate the nature and extent of : 

_. [427] *hbis requirements as regards repairs and supplies.” Thiswasthe = = 
 s * official answer. The real answer had been given the previous = =” 

| night to Waddell’s messenger, who was dispatched on shore “as soon 
| as practicable the afternoon of arrival, to confer with the authorities —__ 
-. and obtain permission for the ship to remain and procure some neces- 

~  y T See Mr. Blancharel’s dispatch to Mr. Seward, Vol. ITI, page 384. Se 
poe Vol. TH, page 394; Vol. Vi, page 598. : : : og 
BA -  #Blanchard to Darling, Vol. III, page 395;. Vol. VI, page 598. Con 
oe #Blanchard to Darling, Vol. III, page 397; Vol. VI, page 600. . oo 

Bal es 6 Blanchard to Darling, Vol. III, page 398; Vol. VI, page 602. eee 
SEE eae 6 Vol. III, pages 403 and 404, 405 and 407. See also Vol. VI. PEN Bags 
2 a 7 Vol. I, pages 414, 420, 423, 427, 428. See also Vol. VI. : Je og 

8 Vol, IH, page 425; Vol. VI, page 630. ee 
os Waddell to Darling, Vol. V, page 599. Care te a ER | 

Francis to Waddell, Vol. V, page 599; ‘Vol. VI, page 6389.0 To |
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gary repairs.” “He returned before midnight, having succeeded in his — 
omission? bo OEE | 

- . +. Two days were taken to reply to the question as to the nature and 
extent of the needed repairs and supplies. Waddell then stated, as a 

—- reason why he could not yet report, that the mechanics had not reported 

to him. - He spoke generally about the condition of his propeller shaft, — 

and the bearings under water, and, he added, “ the other repairs are pro. 
oe gressing rapidly.”? It thus appears that he had been at that time three 

days in port, had made no official statement of the supplies or the neces: 

| sary repairs, and that he.had a force at work upon his vessel, without — 

any report to the Governor showing the necessity.. | on 

aes The next day he was asked to. furnish a list of supplies required for the _ 

-.* Immediate use of his vessel. He appears to have furnished such | 
a State* ment, but it has not been printed in any document within [428] | 

- the control of the United States. As the list is in the possession 

| of Great Britain, it will donbtless be produced, if it tends to release _ | 

that Government from responsibility, © | 
On the following day, being the fifth day after he arrived in port, the | 

oa fourth day after he received permission to make his repairs, and the _ 
third or fourth day after the repairs were commenced, he reported to 

the Governor that the lining of the outer sternback (probably meaning 

-. the outer sternbush) was entirely gone, and that in order to replace it 
| the Shenandoah must go into the Government slip for about ten days.* | 

| On the 1st of February the Governor assented to the making of these 

-- gepairs’ and the time named for them. _. Co errr 
On the 7th of February, through his Secretary he called upon Cap- 

tain Waddell “ito name the day'when he would be prepared to proceed 

oR to sea.”6. Waddell said that he could not name a day; and he gives " 

--  exeuses why his vessel was not yet on the slip; a fact whith furnishes | 

Ss, the evident reason for the letter of the Governor’s Secretary” a 
/ +» #On the 14th of February, a week later, inquiry is again made [429] | 
_ whether he is “in a position to state more definitely when the = | 

/ * Shenandoah will be in a position to proceed to.sea.” | | 
-.. fhe reply shows that the Shenandoah was then on-the slip, and was | 

| -_- to be lannched the next day. He thought he could proceed to sea by ~ | 

eo the 19th, though he had yet to take in all his stores and coals.° ee | 

bo The next correspondence between Waddell and the Governor’s Secre- 4 

tary furnishes the solution of the delay in the original report upon the © ! 

| _ repairs, the delay in the getting the vessel into the slip, the delayin 

po getting her out of it, and the unreasonable time required “‘totakein | 

stores, coals, and to swing the ship.” During all this time Waddell had! 

boo been enlisting men for the Shenandoah out of the streets of Melbourne, | 

a and had protracted his repairs as an excuse for delay, while he filedup 

i _ the thin ranks of his crew. | Snes OEE os ei | 

The arrival of this vessel at Melbourne had produced a profound sen- | 

oO sation. An inquiry was made of the Government in the Legislature to: — | 

a know if Her Majesty’s Proclamation had not been violated by the_ 

| -—- Shenandoah. The member making the inquiry called attention to ! 

| 1 Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 97.0 Be ee eee 
po "6 ~ 2£Vol. V, page 600; Voi. VI, page 640.. ee eee one - 
i 8 Francis to Waddell, Vol. V, page 600; Vol. VI, page 641. Re | 

Oe .4Waddell to the Commissioner of Trade, Vol. V, page 600; Vel. VI, page 641. — 
: |  § Francis to Waddell, Vol. V, page 602; Vol. VI, page 644. cn a 
po 6 Francis to Waddell, Vol. V, page 602; Vol. VI, -page 643. SOMA Le" : 

i Waddell to Francis, Vol. V, page 602; Vol. VI, page 644, 9.7 : 7 

| - 8 Francis to Waddell; Vol. V, page 602; Vol. VI, page O44, 0 6 
oe ° Waddell to Francis, Vol. V, page 602 ; Vol. VI, page 644.60 _ |
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[430] the news of the de*parture of the Sea King from London for the 3 

ae _ purpose of being conserted: into,.a,cruisety and he showed that 2 | 
the Sea King and the Shenandoah were the same vessel. The House - 
-was'opposed to him, and he was called to order as he did this. The = | | 

_ Chief Secretary replied, not so much calling in question the identity of es 

| the Sea King with the Shenandoah, as doubting the propriety of accept- Os 

ing the fact on the evidence quoted by the former speaker; and he oe 

added that, “in dealing with this vessel, they had not only to consider 8 

the terms of the proclamation referred to, but also the confidential in- : 

__- structions from the Home Government”, ee pe 4 
‘Here the United States learned for the first time that, in addition to s 

the published instructions which were made known to the world, there : 

were private and ‘confidential and perhaps conflicting instructions on 
this subject. It is beyond their power to furnish to this Tribunal copies. : 

- of these confidential instructions. Should their production be deemed re 

- . important by Her Majesty’s Government, or should they tend to relieve 
Great Britain from liability to the United States, they will, undoubt- Boas ay 

oe, edly, be furnished to the Tribunal, or Bae 
[431] The Consul of the United States at Melbourne *penetrated the 

ee reasons for Waddell’s delay, and supplied the Colonial Authbori- 
ties with evidence that men were being enlisted at Melbourne for the ee 

Shenandoah. His first letter to the Governor on this subject was dated 
the 10th of February. Init he called attention “to the shipment of 7 

- - men on board. said Shenandoah in this port..2,- Again, on the14th of 
‘February, he transmitted to the Governor further proof on the same og 

——~ ‘gubject.’ an 7 ag 

The affidavits furnished by the Consul showed that an enlistment on 

- alarge scale was going on. The affidavit of Wicke, for instance, spoke 

eof a cook named “ Charley,” and ten men;* the affidavit of Behucke, of > 

“about ten men concealed in said Shenandoah.”° — yee ee 

> The authorities proceeded against Charley” only. They carefully _ : 

let alone Captain Waddell and his officers, who had been violating Her 

—. Majesty’s Proclamation and the laws of the Empire,’ and they a 

_ {432] aimed the thunders of theaw *against an assistant cook. When — | 
+...” the offieer arrived at the vessel to serve the warrant for Charley’s | | 

: oe arrest, he was informed that no such person was on board. Onexpress: 
"ing a wish to ascertain this fact for himself, his request was refused" © 
_ . The next day he went again, and Captain Waddell “stated, onhis honor 

and faith as a gentleman and an officer, that there was no such person 

~. as Charley on board.”* On the evening of the same day Charley and 
three other men who had been 4nlisted in Melbourne were arrested aS 

1 Vol. V, page 611; Vol. VI, page 660; et seq. It was in consequence of these doubts 8 7 
~. expressed: by the Chief Secretary that the Consul furnished the evidence of theiden- = 

tity of the two vessels. Vol. IN, page 386; Vol. VI, page 580. yo . | | 
.. 2Blanchard to Darling, Vol. III, page 420; Vol. VI, page 625. : we, | 

8 Blanchard to Darling, Vol. III, page 414; Vol. VI, page 619. ee - 
pees  4Vol. ILL, page 421; Vol. VI, page 625.) ee . oe ee 
— * 6 Wol. III, page 422; Vol. VI, page 626. 2 | 

6 The second section of the Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819 made it illegal to procure 
any person to engage to enlist as a sailor in sea service under any person assuming to - ae 

+. exercise, any powers of government, or to agree to go from any part of Her Majesty’s 
—. dominions for the purpose of being so enlisted ; and persons committing that offense =~ 

‘were to be deemed, guilty of a misdemeanor, and to be punished, on conviction, by fine : Ce 

er imprisonment, or both.. It would be difficult. to describe what Captain Waddell eee 
actually did at Melbourne:in more accurate language than this. a "4 

Ne 7Vol. V, page 618; Vol. VI, page 665, ae | OE Sg eae 
8 Vel. V, page 618; Vol. VI, page 605... oe ee Ye Be
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aa _ they left the Shenandoah by the water police,’ thus showing that they ~~ 
must have been there all the while. ES Ss Te ae 

_., In consequence of this the permission to make repairs was suspended; _ 
_:. butit was soon restored. The reason given for the restoration was that, 

Charley being taken, Waddell was “‘in a position to say, as commanding. 
officer of the ship, that there were no persons on board except those: 

oo - Whose hames are on the shipping articles, and that no one has been 7 
oe enlisted in the service of the Confederate States since arrival in this =~ 

- port.”? It does not appear that Waddell made any such commitment; 
on the contrary, he said that he considered “the. tone of the letter 

, remarkably disrespectful and insulting.” 7 ae eee, 
_ *The Melbourne authorities did not insist upon having such an — [433] 

| assurance. ‘The Secretary of the Governor had said that Wad- 
«dell was in a position to give the assurance; that was enough. The | 

a _ Chief Secretary said in the Assembly, speaking of the enlistment of: 
- “ Charley,” “‘it appears to me and to the Government that if anything | 

can be a violation of strict neutrality, this is it;”° but he added, in a 
_ “few moments, (his attention being called to the fact that there were still 

_ persons on board who had joined the ship.at Melbourne,) “The par-. 
ticular warrant that was issued for this particular individual (Charley). 
Was Satisfied; and if further warrants are issued for other persons who 
‘may be on board, the position of the Government will be altered. It may - 
be that there are other persons on board.?* = | 

| There were other persons on board whose presence was a violation of. 
_. British neutrality, and whose exposure would “alter the position of the 

Government ”—some fifty in all; but no warrant was issued, and “the _ 
position of the Government” was not “altered.” The Shenandoah took , 

ne _ on board her coal (three hundred tons in all) and her supplies, the 
_ character of which is not known to the United States, for the reasons — 

already given. | | | ELE ag a 2 
*Phe United States Consul to the last did his duty. Onthe [434] 

_. Afth, the day before she sailed, he informed the Governor that. Oo 
“the Shenandoah was taking in three hundred tons of ¢oal, in addition 
to the quantity she had on board wher she came into this port—about 
four hundred tons;” and added, “The Shenandoah is a full-rigged sail- 

- :Ing-vessel; steam is only auxiliary with-her; and I cannot believe Your 
_ Excellency is aware of the large amount of coal now being furnished 

' _ said vessel.”° This coal was dispatched from Liverpool in a vessel . 
called the John Fraser. The ear-marks were on the transaction inthe 
very name of the transport. © 
On the same day the Consul also lodged with the Governor the affi- | | 

_ davit of one Andrew Forbes, to show that six persons, residentsof Mel- > 
bourne, whom he named, were to join the Shenandoah outside, she being =| 

.. then ready to sail. As time was of importance; and a day’s delay might 
be too late, the Consul went with his witnesses to the office of the Crown : 

| Solicitor, to whom the Attorney General had previously directed him — | 
to communicate such information. He found. that officer leaving for his 2 
dinner. He told him “his business was urgent,” and that he =. > 

_ had “come as *the representative of the United States. to lay [435] _ | 
| _ before him, as Crown Solicitor, the evidence that alarge number > — | 

— ' Frangis to Waddell, Vol. V., page 605; Vol. VI, page 647. eer | 
oe 2 TIL, Vol. Vy page 605. 0 cee Aves as | 

co - -, « 8Vol. V, page 619; Vol. VI, page 666.  ., ¥ RSs © | 
be a  €Vol.-V, pages 620 and 667. 0 0° te Tg Sg ! 
Hse 6 Blanchard to Darling, Vol. IIT, pages 425, 426; Vol. VI, page 630. —



of men. were about violating the neutrality laws.” The Solicitor said 

he must go to his dinner,and. passed, on... Tae, Consul then went to . 
several other officers in order to secure immediate action on hiscom- - 

Bs plaint. Among others, he went to the Attorney General, who sent him eS 

to another Solicitor; bat he could get no one to attend to it, and the 8 

- Shenandoah left early in the morning of the 18th without further British = 
 gmterference, | ae eee 

— The attention of the Tribunal of Arbitration is invited to the fact. : 
_. that a sworn list of the crew of the Shenandoah is attached to an affi- - 
- davit made in Liverpool by one Temple ten months after the vessel left 7 

-. Melbourne2 Forbes in his affidavit, which was submitted to the Gov-_ | 
-_ ernor and laid before the Attorney General, gave the names of five per- 

sons who he had reason to believe were about to join the vessel from 

- | Melbourne. Temple’s affidavit shows that at least three of those per- - 

- gons did join and did serve, viz, “ Robert Dunning, an Englishman, =| 
ce captain of the foretop;* Thomas Evans, Welchman; and William ” 

[436] Green,‘ *an Englishman,” This corroborative, independent piece 
Be. of testimony establishes the truthfulness of Forbes’s affidavit. oe 

his affidavit, so summarily rejected by the Crown Solicifor, was the ed 
-__- specific evidence of the commission of a crime which Her Majesty’s Gov- Ve 

ernment required to be furnished by the United States. -When pro- | 
: duced the British authorities declined to act upon it. 8 
ae The United States assert, without fear of contradiction, that there . 
-—s-Was no time during the stay of the Shenandoah in Melbourne, when it 

-.- was not notorious that she was procuring recruits. She went there for 

- that purpose. Her effective power as a man-of-war depended ‘entirely = 
a upon her success of obtaining a new crew. When she left the Laurel = - 

| she had but twenty-three men besides her officers. With every capture OE 

between there and Melbourne great efforts were made to inducethe = 
'.  gaptured seamen to eniist; and those who would notenlist werecompelled 
‘to work as sailors in order to avoid being put infrons. The author of the 

‘Cruise of the Shenandoah” says that fourteen were enlisted in this - 

. way—ten from the Alina and the Godfrey,® two from the Susan,’ 
[437] and two from the Stacey. Temple in his affida*vit gives the | 
=" names of three from the Alina, five from the Godfrey, one from = 

. the Sugar, two trom the Stacey, and one from the Edward? It is —- 
- probable that Temple's statement is correct. Of the twelve whom he | 

names, two appear to have left the vessel at Melbourne, viz: Bruce, of o 
the Alina; and Williams, of the Godfrey. It would therefore appear 

+ that, had the Shenandoah received no recruitment of men at Melbourne, = 

bs her force on leaving -would have been thirty-three marines, firemen, ~. — Se 

and ordinary seamen. One officer and two petty officers were dis- 
charged there, which reduced the number of officers to twenty, and her 

| whole force to fifty-three. She was a full-rigged ship, 220 feet in length = 

| and 35 feet beam, and carried royal studding-sails, and required double - > 
or treble that number of men to make her effective as a man-of-war”, 

_. The Tribunal will see how important it was to recruit men at Melbourne., 

Lord to Blanchard, Vol. II, page 429; Vol. VI, page 635. Cae - 
aren ee 2 Vol. III, page 477; Vol. VI, page 709. - ag 
PER ee - 8Vol. III, page 488; Vol. VI, page 719. a Oy SE as 

me _  -. 4Wol. IW, page 489; Vol. VI, page 727, . eee eee 
ye _ 6 Vol. III; pages 489, 490; Vol. VI, page 721. . oe ce 

cel Dag ee ~ 6 Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 42. | LR PON 
yee TI pid., page 438. ae . By os 
oe BID, page 4% oo, i 
oo 9M OL. TL, pages 487-491 ; Vol. VI, page 718, ef seq cee 

10 Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 23. | ag .
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—. .. She took in there, according to the account given by the-author of — 
| the Cruise of the Shenandoah, forty-five men Temple, in-bis affidavit, , 

- * gives the names of forty-three, divided as follows: one oflicer, twelve 
petty officers, twenty seamen, seven firemen, and three marines. 

_ ‘The United *States complain of this act, not alone as a technical [438] 
ss Violation of the duties of a neutral, as laid down in the second == 

. rule of the Treaty, but as a great injury to them, from which flowed the | 
Subsequent damages to their commerce from the Shenandoah. This 

- —- recruitment might have been stopped by the exercise of the most ordi- ~ 
nary diligence. . It ought to have been stopped after the Consul’s letter. 
of the 10th of February. It ought to have been stopped after his letter | 

' of the 14th. “The authorities should have detained the Shenandoah 
—... on the information he communicated on the 17th. Most of the men 

went on board that night. It was a great negligence’ not to have pre- « 
ee vented this. When the Shenandoah sailed on the morning of the 18th, 

the whole community knew that she-had more than doubled her force — 
in Melbourne. The newspapers of the next day were full of it. The = _ 

- .. Herald said: ‘Rumors are afloat that the Shenandoah shipped or 
- reeeived on board somewhere about eighty men’” The Argus said: “It | 
ig not to be denied that during Friday night a large number of men | 
found their way on board the Shenandoah, and did not return on shore — | 
again’? And the Age said: “Itis currently reported that she 

_ Shipped some eighty mmen.”* It *is not probable—it may indeed [439] 
| be-said to be most improbable—that a shipment of halfthatnum- = 

ber of. men could have been made without complicity of the authorities. «| 
Mr. Mottntague Bernard intimates that they could not have come there’ | 
without. the knowledge of Captain Waddell A similar train of reas: — | 

a oning will convince the Tribunal of Arbitration that the least measure | 
er of “ diligence” would have discovered the fact to the loeal authorities. — | 

| ‘The permitting a shipment of three hundred tons of coal at Mel. * 
bourne was also a violation of the duties of aneutral. TheShenandoah — - | 

Was a Sailing vessel. Her steam power was auxiliary. From early in | 
| December until two days before her arrival at Melbourne, some seven ! 

- weeks in all, she was under sail, without using her steam; she went 
from Land’s End to Madeira in the same way." She took. on board, | 
when she left London, a supply of coal for twelve months. Four hun- | 

'. dred tons of it remained when she reached. Melbourne. She required | 
7 no fresh supply to enable her to return to an insurgent port,and she | 

sought it only for the purpose of cruising against the commerce of the 
-  - United States, thus making Melbourne a base of the insurgent a 

naval operations. *The United States are of the opinion that it [440] | 
_ was a breach of the duties of. an impartial neutral to permit un- 

limited sapplies of coal to be furnished to the Shenandoah in a British. . | 
_ port,.under circumstances similar to those in which like supplies had - | 

a been refused to the vessels of the United States; and that it was a still | 
os greater violation to permit the supply to be furnished trom the insurgent 4 
| _ transport, John Fraser, dispatched. from Liverpool for that purpose, - 

ss while the United States were forbidden to supply their vessels in like. | | 
manner, , woe I 

. Vol. III, page 485; Vol VI, page 6838. °° a ee _ 
ae -.. ®Vol. TLL, page 486; Vol. VI, page 684. 2, Bn oe es 

oo : — 4Vol. TIT, page 436; Vol. VI, page 685.00 He 
CO 5 Bernard’s Neutrality, page 434, - - wo See . | 

ae a | 6 Cruise of the Shenandoah, pages 63-94. __ ee eee | | 
ee, | - .. 7§chutcher’s affidavit, Vol. IT, page 365; Vol. VI, page 586. ee |
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~.. When the Shenandoah left London she took general suppliesfora  —s 
year; yet she was allowed..to,ceplenish.at.Melbenrne within less than 

_ gix months from the time of leaving London. It must be concluded 4 
from the declarations of the author of the Cruise of the Shenandoah, | 
that when this was done she had enough supplies on board for the sub- a 

- gistence of the crew to the nearest insurgent port. The addition ob- oe 
tained at Melbourne enabled her to continue her hostile cruise and to) 4 
 jight up the icy seas of the north with the fires of American vessels, 4 

-- Jong after the military resistance to the United States had ceased. i 
| _ The United States further insist that when the authorities at Mel-_ a 

bourne permitted the Shenandoah to make repairs to her machinery in. | 
that port, a still greater violation of the duties of Great Britain as av - oe 
neutral was committed, © 

Jt has just been shown. that thts vessel was under no necessity'of : 
“using her steam; that she had gone to Madeira under sail; that she had ms 

~ ..come from the Cape of Good Hope to Melbourne under sail. For many a ‘ 
days before arriving at Melbourne “a heavy and continuous gale” pres 

_ -vyailed.) Atits height it was “sublime beyond description,” and the oN 
\ Shenandoah “ drove before it at the rate of eleven knots an hour, un- ee 
> der close-reefed topsails and reefed foresail” Yet the author of the yo 
-\ Cruise of the Shenandoah makes no mention of any injury to the ves- 

gel, or of any leak, and there is nothing to show thatthe hull needed Le SS 
-- repairs, or that anything was done to it except that “a gang of calkers os 
--were procured and went to work upon the decks with pitch and oakum.”= 

‘The. United States are convinced that no other repairs were necessary" =. 
for the hull, and that if the departure of the vessel was delayed forthe == 
ostensible purpose of further repairs to the vessel itself, the pretense coe 

~ -was made solely for the purpose of delay. preg ee 
—-. . Therepairs to the machinery, as distinguished from thehull, weremade = 

with the object of enabling the Shenandoah to go-to the Arctic as 
[442] Ocean, there to destroy the whalers of the United States, *in = 

| accordance with Bullock’s instructions to Waddell before he left . a 
- Liverpool.* Itis evident, not only from the absence of any mention of a 

injury to the hull by the author of the Cruise of the Shenandoah, but _ 
also from the statement of experts of the repairs wlych the machinery 
required, that the bull was sound and seaworthy, and that the Shenan- _ a 

- ~ doah asa sailing-vessel, without steain, could at once have proceeded | 
 . to sea, and have made her way to the insurgent ports... When Captain: | | 

- . Boggs, of the United States Navy, two months later, (after the surren-.) 
der of Lee,) asked permission to remiain at Barbadoes “afew days, for 

-. the purpose of overhauling the piston and engine,” he was. required, as) 
| a preliminary to the permission, to “ give a delinite assurance of bis in-: ee 

. ability to proceed to sea.”® As aman of honor and truth he could not. 5 
dé this, and he went to sea without hisrepairs. The sameruleapphed = > 
to the Shenandoah would have produced the same result, supposing = 
Captain Waddell to have been as. honorable and as truthtul a man as. Se 
Captain Boggs. ys Ey re Be 

| LCruise of the Shenandoah, page 66. _ ee | wae 
2 pid., page 67. : | | bee la | PS 
 8ybid., page 104. - oe | eae , ag 

\ -  4Vol. IH, page 461; Vol. VI, page 705. ye, - Bg 
. It is true that ‘the insurgents had no ports at that time which the Shenandoah could: aS 

. -enter. Wilmington, the last of their ports, was closed by the capture of Fort Fisher. = 
) ‘This, however, was an additional reason why the Shenandoah should not have been, ©, 

allowed to leave Melbourne, carrying a flag that had no pert to receive it. See the | 
-.- eorrespondence between the United States and Portugal referred to ante, page 59. 

eat 6 Walker to Boggs; Val. VI, pages 178-9, _ oe . re . :
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_ _. *Pwenty-four hours elapsed before any questions were put.to [443] 
ss Captain Waddell by the local authorities. Then he wastoldte . . 

state what repairs he wanted, in order that. the Governor might know | 
how long he was to enjoy the hospitalities of the port. He delayed for —__ 
two days to. answer this question, going on, however, in the meanwhile - - 

_.. with some.of his repairs. He then reported the repairs already begun — 
4. as “ progressing rapidly,” and added that Langland Brothers & Co. were 

o _ to examine the propeller and bracings (probably a misprint for “bear- 
ings”) under water; that a. diver had that day examined them; and 

| that “‘so soon as Messrs. Langland Brothers & Co. should hand in their. | 
—.. report” he would inclose it, 
~~. Pwo. days later, on the 30th, Langland Brothers & Co. made their re- | 

sport, “after inspection by the diver,” saying that “the lining of the 
| outer sternback” (probably a misprint for ‘ sternbush” ) is entirely gone, 

and. will have to be replaced; that ‘three days will elapse before she is | 
Cues slipped,” and that they “will not be able to. accomplish the repairs within 

ten days from date 
ss Fhe Tribunal will observe that it was proposed that two kinds of ree. 

es pairs should.be made, | 

 . ‘The first class did not require the vesselto gointotheslip. These © | 
_ included the calking referred *to by the author of the Cruise of [444] | 

the Shenandoah,” and perhaps also repairs of a generalcharacter, = = 
- which all steam machinery requires after having been run for any length — | 

of time, such as refitting of brasses, packing stuffing-boxes, examining’ | 
| _ ‘and readjusting of working parts, &c., &e, All these repairs could have © | 

- gone on simultaneously. Such coal. as might be allowed within the con- _ | 
| struction of the instructions of January 31, 1862, as those instructions | 

a were applied to the vessels of the United. States, and such supplies as | | 
-. were legally permitted, could also be taken on, and the vessel could be | 
-. - ready to go to sea again in from two to four days after her arrival in | 
-... port. Or, should it be necessary for the vessel to go into a slip for the | 

ss purpose of repairing the propeller, this class of repairs might also be : | going on in the slip, at the same time with the others. . . | 
re The other class of repairs were those which Langland Brothers & Co. 

were to report upoji—repairs to the propeller. It appears from the re- | | 
- port made by these mechanics on the 30th of January, that theyfounded | 

oe their estimate upon the report of adiver. Mechanics ordinarily haveto. 
depend upon sucha report, and to found their estimates upon it. The. | 

- examination of the propeller of a screw-steamer, and of its bear- 7 
| ings *below the water-line; is a simple matter, and takes but a [445]. — 

. ghort time. It is confined to the stern of the vessel. A practi: | : 
ss gal expert can go down, satisfy himself of the extent of the injury, and - 

a return and report in a few minutes. Had the Governor treated Captain : 
- Waddell as Captain Boggs was treated, the examination could easily 

| have been made on the morning of the 26th, and the whole extent of 
- . the injury could have been reported to the Governor.on the afternoon of — 

= the same day within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the vessel in. 
7 port. .Captain Waddell, however, was not required to. nove so rapidly. . 

He did not .send his diver down until the 28th; he did not get the offi- 
7 cial report of his mechanies until the 30th. Thus he spent five daysin | 

doing what-could have been done in five hours. There must have been. 
 *  @ motive for that délay; the United States find that motive in his neces- . 

ss sity toenlistacrew. 

oS - Waddell to Francis, Vol. V, page 600; Vol. VI, page 640. 00 | 
- | ; - *Cruise of the Shenandoah, page77,
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> Phe Tribunal will also observe that his own report on the 28th of the os 
~ . extent of his injuries differs from that-nade-by Hismechanics on the 30th. 
- He reported that “the composition castings of the propeller-shaft were — - 

-. entirely gone, and the bracings (probably a misprint for “bearings” ) 
| under water Wwere in the same condition.” This was a more serious in- 

; jury than the one reported by his mechanics two days later, | 
_ [446] namely, the *necessity of giving the shaft a new outer sternbush. | 

The latter would, it is true, require the docking of the ship to | 
admit of the renijVal of the shaft. But when the ship was once in the | 
slip, the propeller could be easily hoisted, being a movable one;! and 
then the renewal of the lignum-vite lining, technically known as the | | 

_ gternbush, the only repairs which the experts reported to be necessary, __ | 
could be completed two or three days-after the ship should be on the ~— . ~ 
Slip. If the vessel was necessarily longer on the slip she must have re- oe 

_ ceived more repairs than are described in the official report of the Lang- i. 
. lands, which embraced all for which the permission was granted. po 

It therefore appears that, on the supposition that the authorities at | 
Melbourne could, under the circumstances, without violating the duty of . a 

Great Britain as a neutral, permit.the repairs reported by Langland  —_— 
Brothers & Co. to be made, the Shenandoah should have gone to sea in | 
ten days after her arrival. This estimate gives the extreme time for a 

_ every requisite step, viz: one calendar day for the examination of the | 
diver, excluding the day of arrival; three days (the estimate of the 
Langlands) for putting the vessel in the slip; three days for the repairs 7 

by the Langlands; one day for getting her out of the slip; and | 
--'[447] two days for *reloading and getting to sea, which was the time =——™ 

/ aetually taken; but as, during this time she unwarrantably took . | 
on board three hundred tons of coal, this is probably too large an esti- 
mate. Instead of requiring these repairs to be completed in ten days, | 
the Melbourne authorities allowed the Shenandoah to stay theretwenty- | 

- four days. The extra fourteen days were occupied in the recruitment | 
- of the forty-three men whom she carried away with her. It is difficult, 

under the circumstances, to resist the conclusion that the repairs were 
_ dawdled along for the purpose of securing the recruits, and that the au- , 

_ . thorities, to say the least, shut their eyes while this was going on; 
especially if it be true, as said by Temple, that the Government engineer  _— 

' was on board three or four times a day while they were undergoing re-. 
. pairs, and assisted them with his opinion and advice.’ It is fair to say oF 

that this fact is doubted by the Governor of the Colony.’ If the Gov- - 
ernment engineer was not there, however, he should have been, in. order oe 
to see that Waddell was not violating British neutrality. = _ oe 

Leaving Melbourne, the Shenandoah went through the Pacific Ocean : 
to the Arctic Seas, via Behring’s Straits, under the instructions oe 

[448] issued by Bullock, in Liverpool, for the purpose of destroy*ing . : 
= the whalers of the United States. How successful she was in Oo 

her attacks upon these intrepid and daring navigators is shown by the ~ 
long list of captured vessels, for whose destruction the United States 
claim compensation. = ss | Oo, 

/ On the cruise to those seas she used her sails only. After arrival = | 
_ there she commenced steaming on the 25th of June, and “from that _ 

time till she left the Arctic Seas she made comparatively little use of. — 
| her sails.* Many of the most valuable vessels were destroyed after. 

Sn 1 Wilson’s affidavit, Vol. ITI, page 325; Vol. VI, page 566. _ re 
: ae  2Temple’s affidavit, Vol. II1, page 481; Vol. V, page 712, . Oo ° 

| 8 Darling to Cardwell, Vol. ILL, page 506.. BS | 7 
| ae _*Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 187. . | | : 

US. Ex. 3I——12— | a | |
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Lo that time. Temple names, in. his affidavit, fifteen that were destroyed 
after Waddell knew of the suppression of the insurrection.! Bullock. — 
wrote him a letter, instructing him “ to desist from any further destruc. — 
tion of United States property,” and Earl Russell undertook to send | 

a the letter “through the British Consuls at the ports where the, ship. _ , 
| may be expected.” It was not until the 17th day of October, 1865, that — 

she ceased to be officially registered as a British vessel. Waddell ar- 
| rived at Liverpool with the Shenandoah on the 6th of the following _ 

November, and wrote Earl Russell that the destructions committed | 
: ‘on. the 28th of June—when Temple said that he knew of the | 
---- *gurrender of Lee—were committed “in ignorance of the oblit- [449] 

| eration of the Government.” He. said that he received his first 7 
-. intelligence on the 2d oft August. The author of the Cruise of the 
a Shenandoah says that they received, on the 28th of June, while burn- - 

a ing the whalers, the news ofthe assassination of Mr. Lincoln? This. - 
: event took place a week after the surrender of Lee. The affidavits of 

| Temple and Nye in Vol. VII indicate still earlier knowledge. It would 
8 seem, therefore; that Waddell’s statements to Earl Russell could not. 

_ have been correct. eG aoe a 
“The re-appearance of the Shenandoah in British waters” was re- 

garded as “an untoward and unwelcome event.” The Times reminded 
the public that “in a certain sense it was doubtless true that the She- _ 
_nandoah was built and manned in fraud of British neutrality.” Great 

. Britain dealt with the “untoward” question as it had dealt. with others 
a during the ‘contest—by evading it. The vessel was delivered to the. 
— - United States. The men who had been preying upon the commerce of 7 

the United States for months without a semblance of authority behind _ 
of. them, most of whom were British subjects, with unmistakable British | 

Co bearing and speech, were called before an officer of the British ——__ | 
-.. Navy *to be examined as to their nationality, they understand- [450]: 

. ing in advance that it was a crime for British subjects to have — | 
.» served on the Shenandoah. ‘“ Each one stated that he belonged to one 4 

or the other of the States of America,” and they were discharged with- _ 
| out further. inquiry. . a , | 

- On the 28th of December, 1865, Mr. Adams, commenting upon these | 
proceedings, wrote to Earl Clarendon as follows :® “I trust it may be 

- made toappear— ss. | 
Oo ‘1, That the Sea King did depart from a British port armed with all =| 

the means she ever had occasion to use in the course of her cruise _ | 
-——s againts the commerce of the United States; and that no inconsiderable | 

._- portion of her hostile career was passed while she was still registered ( 

-. as a British vessel, with a British owner, on the official records of the 7 

. Kingdom. - ee tage . 

‘  , «9. That the commander had been made fully aware of the suppres- | 
| sion of the rebellion the very day.before ‘he committed a series of out-— | 

. rages on innocent, industrious,.and unarmed citizens of the United | 
States, in the Sea of Okhotsk. st ee - | 

oo «3, The list of the crew, with all the particulars attending the sources | 
from which the persons were -drawn, is believed to be so far sub- | 

- i Vol. ILL, pages 482, 483; Vol. VI, page 709, et seq. - This statement by Temple is | 
| confirmed by Hathaway’s affidavit, Vol. VII, page 95.00 a 

- 2Vol. III, page 458; Vol. VI, page 698. So a | 
a . 3 Cruise of the Shenandoah, page 206. — | | Lee an | 

-* | 4Qondon Timés, November 8, 1865; Vol. III, page 449 a oy 
ke ‘ |, 5Cheek to Paynter, Vol. Il], page 505.00 oo | 

aes — §Vol. HII, page 475. _ ee BF
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: [451] stantially *correct as to set at rest the pretense of the officer oo 
| sent on board that. «there-were- no Britisksubjects belonging to. 
‘the vessel? 2 5 ve on 

The United States confidently insist that they have incontestably es- - , 
tablished the points there claimed by Mr. Adams; and further, 7 OO 

“4. That the Shenandoah was fitted out and armed within British or. 
jurisdiction, namely, at London, for the purpose of cruising against the 

_. United States; that Great Britain had reasonable ground to believe that 
such was the case, and did not use due diligence to prevent it. = | 

. 5, That she came again within British jurisdiction, where all. these os 
facts were open and notorious, and the British authorities exercised no °' 

: diligence to prevent her departure, but claimed the right to treat her as | 
a commissioned man-of-war, and to permit her.to depart as such. a 

| «6, That twice within British jurisdiction she received large recruit- 
- ments of men, without due diligence being used to preventit: Ist. At = 

Liverpool, from whence the men were forwarded by the Laurel; and, a 
| 2d,at Melbourne. = a we 

‘7, That she wag allowed to make repairs and to recéive coal and 
| supplies which were denied to vessels of the United States in similar _ - 
- circumstances.” | : | oo | 

[452] The subsequent career of the steamer Laurel, *which, with the . | 
| -. Shenandoah, formed the, hostile expedition against the United Oe 

States, throws additional light on the sincerity of the British neutrality 
in the ease of the Shenandoah. On the 7th of March, 1865, Mr. Adams a 
wrote as follows to Earl Russell : ee ea 

- &T am pained to be obliged once more to call your attention tothe  _— 
-. proceedings of the vessel called the steamer Laurel: | a 

| ‘This is the vessel concerning which I had the honor to makearepre:.' 
sentation, in a note dated the 10th November last, which appears to. 
have proved, in substance, correct. | 

_. Her departure from Liverpool on the 9th October, laden with mens 
: and arms destined to be placed on board of the steamer Sea King, her , 

meeting with that vessel at Porto Santo, in the Madeira Islands, her — | 
subsequent transfer of her freight to that steamer, which thereupon ok 
assumed the name of the Shenandoah, and proceeded to capture and : 

: destroy vessels belonging to the peopleof the United States, are all facts 
now established by incontestable evidence. a | 

« Tt now appears that this steamer Laurel, having accomplished her So 
- object under British colors, instead of immediately returning to this CO 

| Kingdom, made her way through the blockade to the portof =. 
_. [453] Charleston, where she changed her register and *her name, and = 

assumed to be a so-called Confederate vessel. In this shapeshe —.. 
-. ‘next made her appearance at the port.of Nassau as the ‘ Confederate 

States.” From that place she cleared, not long since, to go, via Madeira, _ So 

to the same port of Liverpool,:from. whence she had originally started. | 
.. - “Jt further appears that, notwithstanding the assumption of thisnew ~~ 

_ character, this vessel carried: out from Nassau a ship mail, made up at vo 
the post-office of that port, and transported the same to Liverpool I. 
have the honor to transmit a copy of a letter from the postmaster at. coy 

, that place establishing that fact. — . wo : 
-. & Under these circumstances, I have the honor to inform your Lord- «© | 

- ghip that I am instructed’ by my. Government to remonstrate against . “ 
_, the receipt and clearance with mails of this vessel from Nassau, and to 

request that such. measures may be adopted in regard to her as may — | 
prevent her from thus abusing the neutrality of Her Majesty’s territory, Lo
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: _ forthe purpose of facilitating the operations of the enemiesof the United — 
States Cg ee - 

Oo To this Earl Russell réplied “ that Her Majesty’s Government are ad- 
-_- vised, that although the proceedings of the steamer Confederate 

_ | States, formerly Laurel, may have rendered her liable to*capture [454] — - 

on the high seas by the cruisers of the United States, she has not, — a 
80. far as is known, committed any offense punishable by British law”. . 

Ck aS From all these various facts, the United ‘States ask the Tribunal of — . 
= Arbitration to find and certify.as to the Shenandoah, that Great Britain 
. has, by its acts and by its omissions, failed to fulfill its duties set forth 
-.. inthe three rules of the Treaty of Washington, or recognized by the 
m principles of law not inconsistent with such rules. Should the Tribunal 

exercise the power conferred upon it by the seventh article of the Treaty, 
--. , to award a sum in gross to be paid to the United States, they ask that, 
. «in considering the amount to be awarded, the losses in the destruction 
_,  . Of vessels and their cargoes by the Shenandoah, and the expense to : 

7 which the United States were put in the pursuit of it, mav be taken | 
. intoaccount., Bet eee os | 

.--Tn the course of the long discussions between the two Governments, 
4 came. Which followed the close of the insurrection, it became the _ 
a “we duty of Mr. Adams to make a summary of the points which 

| _ he maintained had. been established by the United States. _Thishe did _ 
i in the following language, addressed to Earl Russell:3 i 
oo... *¢T§ was my wish to maintain—' es — » [455] 

1, That the act of recognition by Her Majesty’s Government 
| of insurgents as belligerents on the high seas before they had a single | 
a vessel afloat was precipitate and unprecedented. = © ©) | 

| «9, That it had the effect of creating these parties belligerents after = © 
the recognition, instead of merely acknowledging an existing fact. - 
463, That this creation has been since effected exclusively from the | 

7 —. ports of Her Majesty’s Kingdom and its dependencies, with the aid and © 
— @o-operation of Her Majesty’s subjects. —_ | Soe : | 

. 4, That during the whole course of the struggle in America, of 
.. nearly four years in duration, there has been no appearance of the insur- 

- gents as a belligerent on the ocean excepting in the shape of British 
-_-vessels, constructed, equipped, supplied, manned, and armed in British * 

OF +65, That during the same period it has been the constant and persistent | 
endeavor of my Government to remonstrate in every possible form - 

| against this abuse of the neutrality of this Kingdom, and-to call upon, — * 
| _. Her Majesty’s Government to exercise the necessary powers to put an | 

- effective stop toite = a oo 
. 6, That although the desire of Her Majesty’s Ministers to exert 

| themselves in the suppression of these abuses is freely acknowl- | | 
.  . edged, the efforts *which they made proved in a great degree [456] 7 
--*-s powerless,’ from the inefficiency of the law on which they relied; = 

- and from their. absolute refusal, when solicited, to procure additional | 
- '* powers to attain the objects. __ ES Re Te | Be 

— - . 7, That, by reason of the failure to check this flagrant abuse of neu- | 
a trality, the issue from British ports of a number of British vessels, with 

| the aid of ‘the recognition of their belligerent character in all the ports | 
fo of Her Majesty’s dependencies around the globe, -has resulted in the 

a ---1'Vol. IIT, page 339. 2 Vol. III, page 241. 3 Vol. III, page 533. oo
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burning and destroying onthe ocean of a large number of merchant- 
: vessels, and a very large:amount:of.property. belonging to the people of - 

the United States. 7 
| “8, That, in addition to this direct injury, the action of these British- | 

. built, manned, and armed vessels has had the indirect effect of driving a 
| from the sea a large portion of the commercial marine of the United 

| States, and to a corresponding extent enlarging that of Great Britain, | 
thus enabling one portion of the British people to derive an unjust 
advantage from the wrong committed on a friendly nation by another © 
portion. | Oo " | , : | 
_ $69, That the injuries thus received by a country which has meanwhile : 

_-  gedulously endeavored to perform all its obligations owing to the imper-. — . 
-*_ feetion of the legal means at hand to prevent them, as well as the a 

[457] unwillingness to seek for more *stringent powers, are of so grave : 
a -a nature aS in reason and justice to constitute a valid claim for | Oe 

--- reparation and indemnification.” oe Be | 
The United States, with confidence, maintain that every point thus 

asserted by Mr. Adams has been established by the proof hereinbefore, | 
| referred to. In leaving in the hands of the Tribunal this part of their 

~ Case, they think it no impropriety earnestly to call attention to the 7 
-. magnitude of the issues to be decided. | | 

| Many a vindictive and bloody war has grown out of less provocation 
than the United States thus suffered from a nation with which they sup- ss. | 

- posed that they were holding friendly relations. On the 4th of July, | 
«4777, during the war of the American Revolution, Lord Stormont was 
instructed to say to the French Ministers that “the shelter givento the  —s- 
armed vessels of the rebels, the facility they have of disposing of their 

- prizes by the connivance of the Government, and the conveniences © 
allowed them to refit, are. such irrefragable proofs of support, that a 

--gearcely more could be done if there was an avowed alliance between OO 
; ‘France and them, and that we were in.a state of war with that King- a 

| dom.” He was also directed to say that however desirous of maintain- 
-. . ing the peace, His Britannic Majesty could not, “from his respect . 
[458] to his honor and his regard to the interest of his trading *sub- 

| - jects, submit to such strong and public instances of support and — 
LY protection shown to the rebels by a nation that at the same time pro- 
- fesses in the strongest terms its desire to maintain the present harmony 

subsisting between the two Crowns.”! 
| The injuries inflicted upon the United States during the insurrection, 

- under the cover of professions of friendship, are well described in this _ 
- language of the Ministers of George ILI, except that the insurgents  .- 

_ were allowed to burn, instead of assisted to dispose of their prizes. But 
the United States, although just emerging from a successful war, with - 

| all the appliances of destruction in their grasp, preferred to await. a | 
: better state of feeling in Great Britain, rather than follow the example - 

of that Government in resorting to war. The time came when Her 
_-- Majesty’s Government felt that it would not be derogatory to the ele- | 

. vated position of their Sovereign to express regret for the escape of 
the cruisers and for the depredations which they committed. The — 

| United States, receiving this expression of regret-in the spirit in which © _ 
it. was made, stand before this Tribunal of Arbitration to abide its judg. — a 

“ ment. ek rs , , oy 
Tf the facts which they bring here constitute, in the opinion of the | 

_ ‘Tribunal, no just cause for claim against Great Britain, they must 4 

RP as pe ‘Vol. UI, page599.0 a
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_ bow to the *decision.. But if, on the other hand, Great Britain [459] 
‘shall- not be able to explain to their complete satisfaction the — 

_ charges and the proof which they present, the United States will-count 
a upon an award to the full extent of their demand. They feel that it is : 

their duty to insist before this August Body, not only in their own inter- 
est, but for the sake of the future peace of the world, that it is not a 

oe just performance of the duties of a neutral to permit a belligerent to 
- carry on organized war from its territories against a Power with which 

the neutral is at peace. _ og SL | age | 
If this Tribunal shall hold that combined operations like those of 

7 Bullock, Fraser, Trenholm & Co., Huse, Heyliger, and others, (which 
ce in the judgment of the United States constituted an organized war,) 
+ are legitimate, their decision will, in the opinion of the United States, | 
any ~ lay the foundation for endless dissensions and wars. ee 
a __ If wrongs like those which the United States suffered are held by this: 

Tribunal to be no violation of the duties which one nation owes to an- | 
ae other, the rules of the Treaty of Washington can have little effective 
oe _ force, and there will be little inducement for nations in future to adopt = 

_ the peaceful method of arbitration for the settlement of their differ- 
oe ences. - . Se | a | | oe 
- _ df it was right to furnish the Nashville at Ber*muda with a [460] 

_ full supply of coal, sufficient to carry her to Southampton, instead 
. . of what might be necessary for her return to Charleston, the United 

States and the other maritime nations must accept the doctrine in the _ 
ss future. Se | BS a ; : 

= _ If, there was no violation of international duty in receiving the 
oe - Sumter at Trinidad, and in supplying her with the fuel necessary to 

enable her to continue her career of destruction, instead of giving her 
what was requisite, with her sailing power, to enable her to return to 

a New Orleans or Galveston, it is important that the maritime Powers ~~ 
es should know it. - ee, ee , 
+ If recognized vessels of war, like the Sumter and the Georgia, may | 

oe be lawfully sold in a neutral port during time of war, the United States, 
po as a nation whose normal condition is one of neutrality, accept the | 
pose doctrine. | ee 
ae If the duties of a neutral in preventing, within its territory, the con- 
| . - struction, arming, equipping, or fitting out of vessels by one belligerent, | 
| _ which may be intended to cruise against the other belligerent, or the 
| furnishing of arms or military supplies to such vessel, or the reeruit- - 
| ment of men for such belligerent, are to be limited to the exercise of 
po the powers conferred upon the neutral Government by municipal law, 
- the United States, with their extended frontier on both oceans, 
| _ have more *interest than any other maritime Power in recogniz- [461] 
|... ing that fact. a . a, | | 
| - If the recognition of belligereney by a neutral, in favor of an organ: 
LC ized insurrection, authorizes a so-called,Government of insurrectionists 
a ~ to issue commissions, which are to protect vessels that may have violated = 
po the sovereignty of the neutral from examination, inquiry, or punishment | 
| | by the neutral authorities when again within their jurisdiction, the 

| United States, and other nations here represented, must hold themselves | 
|. at liberty in future to conform to such measure of duty, in that.respect, 
: - aS may be indicated by this Tribunal. So Oo SSE, SO 
; «Tf Georgias, Alabamas, Floridas, and Shenandoahs may be allowed . 

| to go out from neutral ports without violations of international duty, 
i to. prey upon the commerce of friendly nations; if it be no offense to 
' »-reeruit men for them and to send the recruits to join them in Alars,
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Bermudas, Bahamas, and Laurels, the United States as a neutral wil 
-.. .be relieved, when other ‘States-are .at-war,;-from, a great part of the— fe 
. difficulties they encounter ii watching a long line of coast. : oe 

: If Tallahassees and Chickamaugas may be constructed in neutral ter- OS 
-_ pitory, without violation of international duty, to serve as it may suit. => 

, the. pleasure of a belligerent, alternately either as blockade- Se 
[462] runners or as men-of-war, those maritime *natious whose normal . a 

condition is one of neutrality need not regret such a doctrine, oN 

| when viewed, not in the light of principle, but as affecting their pecu- 7 

niary interests. 9 Be | 
And if it be no offense, as in the case of the Retribution, to take a cap- ae 

tured cargo into a neutral port, and there to dispose of it with the knowl- 
- edge and without the interference of the local magistracy, the maritime - 
_.. Powers, knowing that such buccaneering customs are to be permitted, == 

; will be the better able to guard against them.) 7 Be es 
| It will depend upon this Tribunal. to say whether any or all of these 

: precedents are to be sanctioned and are to stand for future guidance. : 7 

~The United States, in closing this branch of the Case, desire to call _ 
= the attention of the Tribunal to the fact that they came out me conduct ot - 

from this long and bloody contest without serious cause of (ese thar of 
complaint against any nation except Great Britain. Great Britain. - 

oo The Executives of other nations issued notices to their citizens or ‘ . 
'  gubjects, enjoining upon them to remain neutral in the contest. , oe 

oon Belgium issued a ‘notice on the 25th of June, 1861, warning - 
| [463] Belgians against engaging as priva*teers.' The United States 

| had never any cause of complaint in this respect against Belgium. = 
_. The Emperor of the French, on the 10th of June, 1861, issued a proc- - 

: lamation commanding his subjects to “maintain a strict neutralityinthe ©. 
struggle entered upon between the Government of the Union and the 

- States which pretended to form a separate confederation.”? The United oe 
- States refer to the foregoing recital of the proceedings against Mr. Ar- | 

. man’s vessels, as a proof of the fidelity with which the Imperial Gov-  - 
| ernment maintained the neutrality which it imposed upon its subjects. | 

i ‘The Government of the Netherlands forbade privateers to enter its  - 
ports, and warned the inhabitants of the Netherlands and the King’s - ss 

-.  gubjeets abroad not to accept letters of marque. The United States a 
- have no knowledge that these directions were disobeyed. 

The Government of Portugal shut the harbors of the Portuguese do- Ce 
minions against privateers and their prizes.* Of this the United States 
had no complaint to make. At a later period that Government went 

- so far “‘as to forbid the coaling of any steamer designing to violate the Q 
blockade,” and to “require a bond to be given, before allowing 

[464] *coals: to be furnished at all, that the ship receiving the supply arn 
_. willnot run the blockade.”. When the insurgent iron-clad Stone- ye 

wall came into Lisbon Harbor in March, 1865, it was ordered to leave — - 
in twenty-four hours.6 The United States bear willing testimony to 3: 
this honorable conduct of Portugal. - es : a, 
The Prussian Government announced that it would not protect its 

a shipping or its subjects who might take letters of marque, share in pri- ts 

- . Vol IV, page3. 8 VoL IV, page 4, = So 
- 8 Vol. IV, page 6. | a 4Vol. IV, page 7. | os . 

oe 5 Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward, Diplomatic Correspondence, 1864, part 4, page 296. —— 
- §Same to same, Diplomatic Correspondence, 1865, part 3, page 109. -. ,
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+. vateering enterprises, carry merchandise of war, or forward dispatches! 
_.. “ The United States have no reason to suppose that the subjects of the. — 

King of Prussia departed from the line of duty thus indicated. me 
Phe Russian Government ordered that even “the flag of men-of-war _ 

belonging to the seceded States must not be saluted”? = 
ss Spain followed France -in the track of England,’ but care was taken 

— . to avoid, in the Royal Proclamation, the use of the word “ belligerents.” * | 
oo It has been seen with what fidelity and impartiality the authorities at ._ 

oo Cardenas carried out the letter and the spirit of this proclama- 
-» tion, when the *Florida arrived there from Nassau, in the sum- [465] 

| — mer of 1862. — | ge 
af The Emperor of Brazil required his subjects to observe a strict neu- - 
po trality; and his Government informed them what acts of the belliger- : 

: ents would forfeit the right of hospitality. It was ordered that “a bel- | 
| ~ jigerent who has once violated neutrality shall not be admitted into | 
7 the ports of the Empire;” and that “vessels which may attempt to — 
= violate neutrality shall be compelled to leave the maritime territory im- . 

a mediately, and they shall be allowed to procure no supplies.” These = 
oy rules were enforced. The Alabama was refused the hospitality of Bra- 
- zilian ports in consequence of violations of the neutrality which*the 

| Emperor had determined to maintain. When the Tuscaloosa came to 
-. . St. Catharine’s from Simon’s Bay, in November, 1863, she was refused 

- supplies and ordered to leave, because she was a tender and prize of the | 
. Alabama, and was tainted by the acts of that vessel. The commander 

_. of the Shenandoah boarded a vessel between Cardiff and Bahia, opened =| 
a the manifest, and broke the seal of the Brazilian Consul; for this. act 

his vessel, and any vessel which he might command, were excluded 
eo from Brazilian ports... The Imperial Government,in all these 

proceedings, appeared desirous *of asserting. its sovereignty, and [466] : 
-. Of maintaining an honest neutrality. 7 ee oe - 
' + Mr, Fish, in one of his first utterances after he became Secretary of | 

«State, expressed the sense which the United States entertained of this - 
_ difference between the conduct of Great Britain and that of other na- 

| tions. “There were other Powers,” he said, ‘that were contempora- | 
~ neous with England in similar concessions; but it was in England only. 

| that that concession was supplemented by acts causing direct damage 
. to the United States. The President is careful to make this discrimi- 

nation, because he is anxious, aS much as possible, to simplify the case, 
oe and to bring into view these subsequent acts, which are so importantin 

-—- determining the question between the two countries.””"® 

1 Vol. IV, page 8. . | / — 
| . ~ 2Vol. IV, page 9. a a | | | 

| 7 ‘ 8 Vol. IV, page 10. . 7 ee 
a : —. 4Vol. IV, page 9. Mos - o® 

— . 5 Vol. VI, page 538. et oe | | 
a es 6 Mr. Fish to Mr. Motley, May 15, 1869, Vol. VI, page 4. , | 

_¢ 7 , 7
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[467] . a *PART VI. ee | 

THE TRIBUNAL SHOULD AWARD A SUM IN GROSS TO THE a 
ae ne | _ UNITED STATES. © a SO 

In the opening conference of the Joint High Commission relating to a 
the Alabama Claims, the American Commissioners stated ose of the amer- oS 

_ the nature of the demands of the United States. They said i7,Commisiones | 
that there were “ extensive: direct ldsses in the capture and Commission os 

_ destruction of a large number of vessels with their cargoes, and in the : 
heavy national expenditures in the pursuit of the cruisers, and indirect: os 
‘Injury in the transfer of a large part of the American commercial marine | 
to the British flag, in the enhanced payments of insurance, in the pro- 

_. longation of the war, and in the addition of a large sum to the cost of = + 
_. the war and the suppression of the rebellion.” They further said that | | 

| the amount of the direct losses to individuals “ which had thusfar been __ 3 
_. presented, amounted to about fourteen millions of dollars, without inter- | 2 

est, which amount was liable to be greatly increased by claims which © _ 
had not been presented :” and that the direct loss to the Government _ 

' “in the pursuit of cruisers could easily be ascertained by certifi- ss 
_-- [468] cates of Government accounting officers.” They added that *“in Oe 

| the hope of an amicable settlement, no estimate was made of the , 
- indirect losses, without prejudice, however, to the right of indemnifica: So 

_ tion on_ their account in the event of no such settlement being made”. =. 
| The British Commissioners declined to make the ‘amicable settle. 2 

ment” which was proposed on the part of the United States. pectin of me - : 
The Joint High Commission then entered into negotiations Sr by the Butish - | 

~ which resulted in an agreement “in order to. remove and__,,7erms of the sub- 
. adjust all complaints and claims on the part of the United ‘™*- 7 

States, and to provide for the speedy settlement of such claims,” that . 
all the claims “ growing out of the acts committed by the several ves: a 

_ Sels which have given rise to the claims generically known as the Ala- | 
-  bama Claims,” should be referred to this Tribunal of Arbitration. It. 

_ was further agreed that this Tribunal, should it find that Great Britain . 
had, by any act or omission, failed to fulfill any of the duties. set forth me 

_ in the rules in the sixth article of the Treaty, or recognized by princi: 
_ ples of International Law not inconsistent with such rules, might then . 
_ “proceed to award a sum in gross to be paid by Great Britain to the 

a United States for all the claims referred to it.” _ Se 
; ™[469]  *The claims as stated by the American Commissioners may - _ : 

oe be classified as follows: | | oe | General statement ) 
1. The claims for direct. losses growing out of the destruc- °f tte “lim. Oo 

| ticn of vessels and their cargoes by the insurgent cruisers. a | : 
oo 2. The national expenditures in the pursuit of those cruisers. 

___ 3. The loss in the transfer of the American commercial marine to the oe 
British tlag. a oo | Oo 

a8 4, ‘The enhanced payments of insurance. ce na’ 
» ° 5, The prolongation of the war and the addition of a large sum to the — : 

- .. cost of the war and the suppression of the rebellion. | Be 
So far as these various losses and expenditures grew out of the acts  —_ 

4 Ante, pages 10, 11. . a |
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committed by the several cruisers, the United States are entitled to ask — 
compensation and remuneration therefor before this Tribunal. oO 

Oo _. The claims for direct losses growing out of the destruction of vessels 
DN  Coaime wowing om 22d their cargoes may be further subdivided into: 1. Claims 
" gf destruction of ves- for destruction of vessels and property of the Government of 

: ~ the United States. 2. Claims for the destruction of vessels | 
. and property under the flag of the United States. 3. Claims for'dam- — 

ages or injuries to persons, growing out of the destruction of each class — 
| , of vessels. In the accompanying Volume, VU, the Tribunal will «= 

| find ample data for determining *the amount of damage which [470] | 
«+ should be awarded in consequence of the injuries inflicted by ' 

: reason of the destruction of vessels or property, whether of the Gov- | 
: ernment or of private persons. «= © | | | 

os ‘The Government vessels destroyed were of two classes—those under . 
; covernment veewrs, UU charge of the Treasury Department, and those in charge | 

| | | ' of the Navy Department. The Tribunal of Arbitration will | 
find in Volume VIT detailed statements of this class of losses, certified 

--. by the Secretary of the Navy, or by the Secretary of the Treasury, as 
. . the case may bee. | oe 

. _ ‘The United States reserve, however, as to this and as to all other classes | 
| _ of claims, the right to present further claims and further evidence in 

- - support of these and such further claims, for the consideration of this 
_ | Tribunal; and also similar rights as to all classes of claims, in case this 

' ‘Tribunal shall determine not to award a sum in gross to the United _ 
States. - oe | | : a | , 

| The United States, with this reservation, present a detailed statement. 
Mercnant-vence OF tll the claims which have as yet come to their knowledge, - - 

Oe for the destruction of vessels and property by the eruisers. | 
The statement shows the cruiser which did the injury, the vessel destroyed, | 
__ the several claimants for the vessel and for the cargo, the amounts 

_.. . [471] insured upon each, and all the other *facts necessary to enable the 
4. Pribunal to reach a conclusion as to the amount of the injury 

7 committed by the cruiser. It also shows the nature and character of the 
_ proof placed in the hands of the United States by the sufferers. The 

-' .. originals of the documents referred to are on file in the Department of 
_ State at Washington, and can be produced if desired. The United 

| States only ask a reasonable notice, giving them sufficient opportunity 
. toproduce them. ~—= | - : a 

an It is impossible, at present, for the United States to present to the 
tated: Tribunal a detailed statement of the damages or injuries to _ 

_ sume” nersons growing out of the destruction of each class of ves- 
sels. Hvery vessel had its officers and its crew, who were entitled to 

| the protection of the flag of the United States, and to be included in 
the estimate of any sum which the Tribunal may see fit to award. It - 

: - will not be difficult, from the data which are furnished, to ascertain the 
| names and the tonnage of the different vessels destroyed, and to form 

an estimate of the number of hardy, but helpless, seamen who were thus | 
deprived of their means of subsistence, and to determine what aggre-. 

- gate sum it would be just to place in the hands of the United States on | 
that account. It cannot be less than hundreds of thousands, and pos 

Oo sibly millions.of dollars. | OS 
_ *The United States present to the Tribunal a detailed state- [472]. 

oe “Expenditures in MENt of the amount of the national expenditure in =. 
_ Purmitoferuisers. the pursuit of the insurgent cruisers, verified inethe manner 

| . proposed by the American members of the Joint High Commission. 
po The aggregate of this amount is several millions of dollars. | |
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- .. The United States ask the Tribunal: of Arbitration to estimate the od 
| amount which ought to. be.pald, to them, for-the transfer of Transfer of vessels , "4 

_ _ the American commercial marine to the. British flag, in con- * t Butish He. 
- sequence of the acts of the rebel cruisers. __ re | of 
. On the 13th of May, 1864, Mr. Cobden warned the House of Commons oo 

| of the great losses which the United States were suffering in this a 
respect. He said: ! woh Te Co 

— “ ¥You-have been carrying on hostilities from these shores against the o 
people of the United States, and have been inflicting an amount of dam- S 

. age on that country greater than would be produced by many ordinary | 
wars. It is estimated that the loss sustained by the capture and burn- | oo 
ing of American vessels has been about $15,000,000, or nearly £3,000,000 
sterling. But thatis a small part of the injury which has been inflicted | " 

On the American marine. We have rendered the rest of her vast oe 
| [473] mercantile property for the present value*less. Under the sys- | 

- tem of free trade, by which the commerce of the world is now so 
largely carried on, if you raise the rate of insurance on the fiag of any | 

- Maritime.Power you throw the trade into the hands of its competitors, - . 
_ because it is no longer profitable for merchants or manufacturers to em- a 

/ ploy ships to carry freights when those vessels become liable to war 
_ Yisks. I have here one or two facts which I should like to lay before Oo 

the honorable and learned gentleman, in order to show the way in which — Of 
this has been operating. When he has heard them. he will see what a a 

: cruel satire it is to say that our laws have been found sufficient to en- | 
force our neutrality. I hold in my hand an account of the foreign trade =| 
of New York for the quarter ending June 30,1860, and also forthe © ~~ | 

| quarter ending June 30, 1863, which is the last date up to which a com- | 
parison is made. I find that the total amount of the foreign trade of | 

_. New York for the first-mentioned period was $92,000,000, of which — | 
$62,000,000 were carried in American bottoms and $30,000,000.in for- es 
eign. This state of things rapidly changed as the war continued, for it 

| appears that for the quarter ending June 30, 1863, the total amount of : 
the foreign trade of New York was $88,000,000, of which amount — . 

$23,000,000 were carried in American vessels and $65,000,000 in 
[474] foreign, the change *brought about being that while in 1860 two- | 
_. thirds of the commerce of New York were carried on in Ameri- . — - 
Gan bottoms, in 1863 three-fourths were carried on in foreign bottoms. a 
-You see, therefore, what a complete revolution must have taken place | 
in the value of American shipping; and what has been the conse- | 

| quence? That avery large transfer has been made of American ship- - ge 
-._- ping to English owners, because tie proprietors no longer found it profit- | 

able to carry on their business. A document has been laid on the | 
table which gives us some important information on this subject. I 

_. refer to an account of the number and tonnage of United States vessels 
- which have been registered in the United Kingdom and in the ports of ~ . | 

_ British North America between the years 1858 and 1863, both inclusive. - 
It shows that the transfer of United States shipping to English capi- = 

 talists in each of the years comprised in that period was as follows: — Oe 
- _ “In 1858, vessels 33, tonnage 12,684... SO | 

— In 1859, vessels 49, tonnage 21,308. _ , 
> “Jn 1860, vessels 41, tonnage 13,638, | eS 
~ “In 1861, vessels 126, tonnage 71,673. | | oe To , 

—-. "Jn 1862, vesgels 135, tonnage 64,578. - | Loeb | - 
- — “In 1863,, vessels 348, tonnage 252,579.? - oO | ° | 

1 Hansard, 3d series, Vol. 175, pp. 496-5003 Vol. 'V, page 589: : ae - | | 
_ ?In the year 1864 one hundred and six vessels were transferred to the British flag, 
with an aggregate tonnage of 92,052 tons. ~~ oe a oe
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te _*“T am told that this operation is now going on as fast as ever. [475] 
—. Now, I hold this to be the most serious aspect of the question ~__ | 
>» of our relations with America. I care very little about what newspa- . _ 

- pers may write, or orators may utter, on one side or the other. Wemay 
- _ balance off an inflammatory speech from an honorable member here 

._ against’a similar speech made in the Congress at Washington. We may ~ 
pair off a leading article published in New York against one published _ 
In London; but little consequence, I suspect, would be attached to | 
either. The two countries, I hope, would discount these incendiary ar- | 

— *_ tieles, or these incendiary harangues, at their proper value. But, what 
fe I do fear in the relations between these two nations of the same race, | 

_ is the heaping up of a gigantic material grievance, such as we are now 
—-~ . accumulating by the transactions connected with these cruisers; be- 
- cause there is a vast amount. of individual suffering, personal wrong, 
- ' and personal rancor arising out of this matter, and that in a country _ 
_... where popular feeling rules in public affairs. I am not sure that any _ 
— Jegislation can meet this question. What with the high rate of insur- 
) * ance, What with these captures, and what with the rapid transfer of 
-. tonnage to British capitalists, you have virtually made valueless oe | 
—.. that vast property. Why, if you had gone and helped *the Con- [476] | 

| _ federates by bombarding all the accessible sea-port towns of . SO 
America, a few lives might have been lost which, as it is, have not been 

_ sacrificed, but you could hardly have done more injury in destroying 
7 _ property than you have done by these few cruisers.” | | “ 

_ ss With the reservations already stated, the United States present the 
7 "Enhanced rates or @MOuUNt, So far as it has come to their knowledge, of the en- | 

surance hanced payments of insurance, caused by the acts of the 
.. Insurgent cruisers. All of these cruisers came from England; and | 

Should the Tribunal find Great Britain responsible for the injuries : 
| - caused. by their acts, it cannot be denied that the war risk was the re- 
ce sult of‘ their dispatch from British ports. The amount of this injury, so 

_ far as yet known to the United States, appearsin Vol. VII. 
a _ It is impossible for the United States to determine, it is perhaps im- 

prolongation of the DOSSIble for any one to estimate with accuracy, the vast in- 
Wan jury which these cruisers caused in prolonging the war. | 

:. _ The great exertions which were made in the months of April, May, | 
and June, 1863, to secure arms and ammunition for immediate use in 
Richmond have already been noted. Letter followed letter in rapid | 

eS succession, urging Walker to forward the desired articles without  —__ | 
— delay. The energetic measures which Walker took to obtain*coal [477] | 
~*~. * to enable him to comply with his instructions have been com- _ | 

ee mented on. The insurrection was at that moment gathering itselfup 
a for a blow which was intended to be final and decisive. — : | 
— On the 29th of April in that year Grant, having taken an army past 

. the fortifications of Vicksburg, began the attack upon Grand Gulf, and 
-. from that day conducted his operations with such vigor that, by the 

. - :2ist-of May he had defeated the armies of such insurgents in five pitched 
oo battles, and had commenced the investment of Vicksburg. In the At- 
____ lantic States the fortunes of the United States had been less favorable. _ 

os The Army of the Potomac under Hooker had met with a decided reverse 
a at Chancellorsville, and was resting inactive after the failure. = ss | 

Os The military authories at Richmond, having. received the supplies 
which Walker had forwarded, selected this moment for a blow in Penn- | 

_- = gylvania, which was intended at once to relieve Vicksburg, and decide 
' the contest. History tells how utterly they failed. After three days of 

bloody fighting, Lee retired from Gettysburg discomfited. The same _ 
day Grant entered Vicksburg and opened the Mississippi. | |
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The 4th day of July, 1863, saw the aggressive force on land ‘of the Ses 
cae insurrection crushed, From: that..day its.only hope layin pro-  —_ 
__ [478] longing a defense *until, by the continuance of the permitted 2 BEN 

_ violations of British neutrality by the insurgents, the United = = © 
States should become involved in a war with Great Britain. The in- Oe 
surgents had, at that time, good reason to look for that result. The . . 

_ Florida, the Alabama, the Georgia had left British ports for the purpose - 
of carrying on war against the United States, and were, nevertheless, SC 

| received with unusual honors and hospitality in all the colonial ports of oe 
Great Britain. Only ten days before the battle.of Gettysburg, the judge ae 

-_- who presided at the trial of the Alexandra had instructed the jury that _ | - 
- no law or duty of Great. Britain had been violated in the construction - _ | 

and dispatch of the Alabama. About three months before that time | cee 
| Her Majesty’s Government had decided that they would not recommend = — 

Parliament to enact a more effective law for the preservation of neu- ‘ — 
trality. Laird was constructing the rams in Liverpool under the exist- = = | 

- ing interpretation of the law, and the British Government was refusing = | 
to interfere with them. The Chancellor of the Exchequer, five days be- og 

-. fore the battle of Gettysburg, had declared in the House of Commons, = 
_ speaking not individually, but in the plural, ‘* We do not believe that, | 

_ the restoration of the American Union by force. is attainable.” Under Mes 
these circumstances the insurgents: made great exertions to keep 7 

_ [479] the *Florida, the Alabama, and the Georgia afloat, and to stimu- _ a 
late their officers and crews to renewed destruction of the com- - De 

-. merce of the United States. They counted, not without reason, upon =  —— 
- inflaming popular passion in the United States by the continuance of = => — 

these acts, until the people should force the Government into aretalia- = 
tion upon Great Britain, the real author of their woes. In pursuance _ 

of this policy they withdrew their military forces within the lines of _ . 
Richmond, and poured money into Bullock’s hands to keep afloatand ~~ 

. inerease his British-built navy, and to send it into the most distant seas a 
- in pursuit of the merchant marine of the United States. _ - 

Thus the Tribunal will see that, after the battle of Gettysburg, the 
offensive operations of ‘the insurgents were conducted only at sea, 
through the cruisers; and observing that the war was prolonged for | 

| that purpose, will be able to determine whether Great Britain ought | 
‘ not, in equity, to reimburse to the United States the expenses thereby | | 

entailed upon them. oe a 
On all these points evidence is presented which will enable- the a 

' Tribunal to ascertain and determine the amount of thé Sev- iyterestcaimedto oy 
eral losses and injuries complained of. To the amount thus ‘ “*eofpayment. on 

- shown should be added interest upon the claims to the day when., sat 
[480] the award is payable by the terms of the Treaty, *namely, twelve §. | 
es months after the date of the award. The usual legal rate of a 
‘Interest in the city of New York, where most of the claims of individuals ss 

~ are keld, is seven per cent. per annum. In some of the States it is a 
greater; in few of them less. The United States make a claim forin- ~ | 
terest at that rate. The computation of the interest should be made ~~ 

_ from an average day to be determined. The United States suggest the co 
| Ist day of July, 1863, as the most equitable day. - ee 
_. ‘Dhey earnestly hope that the Tribunal will exercise the power con- | ea 

ferred upon it to award’ a sum in gross to be paid by Great a oO 
-_ Britain to the United States. The injuries of which the srosssum shouldbe 

- United States complain were committed many years since.“ 
_ The original wrongs to the sufferers by the acts of the insurgent cruisers = 

_.. have been increased by the delay in making reparation. It will be -
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- unjust to impose further delay, and the expense of presenting claims to — 
another Tribunal, if the evidence which the United States have the 

es honor to present for the consideration of these Arbitrators shall prove 
to be sufficient to enable them to determine what sum in. gross would 

oe be a just compensation to the United States for the injuries and losses 
oo of which they complain, | 

. . Above all it is in the highest interest of the two great Powers. | 
Which appear at this bar, that the *causes of difference which [481] 
have been hereinbefore set forth should be speedily and forever — 

oo set at.rest. The United States entertain a confident expectation that 
| _ Her Majesty’s Government will concur with them in this opinion. ,
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| PARTI. : 

STATEMENT OF THE MATTER. REFERRED TO THE ARBITRATORS, AS IT IS UN- | 

-- DERSTOOD BY THE GOVERNMENT OF HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY. = 

| _ The government of Her Britannic Majesty, in proceeding to state, for | 
the information of the tribunal of arbitration, the facts pyertttrodne: 7 
and arguments which appear material to a just adjudication ‘7 statement Oo 

_ on the claims to be presented by the Government of the. United States, : 
_ finds it necessary to remark, in the first place, that no definiteandcom- , 

plete statement of those claims, with the grounds on which they are _ 
founded, has ever been furnished by the latter Government. | 

A general definition of them is, however, supplied by the terms of the 
reference to arbitration contained in Articles I to XI of the treaty of 
Washington, (8th May, 1871,) coupled with the previous correspondence | 

: between the two governments. | Oo a | 
The parts of the treaty to which Her Britannic Majesty’s govern- | 

ment particularly refers are the following: | oo , | 

_ ArtTicyE I. Whereas differences have arisen between the Government of the United 
States and the Government of Her Britannic Majesty, and still.exist, growing out of. © 
the acts committed by the several vessels which have given rise to the claims generic- 
ally known as the Alabama claims: and whereas Her Britannic Majesty has authorized 

' her High Commissioners and Plenipotentiaries to express in a friendly spirit the regret 
felt by Her Majesty’s Government for the escape, under whatever circumstances, of tho 

_ # Alabama and other vessels from British ports, and for the depredations committed by 
those vessels: now, in order to remove and adjust all complaints and claims on the 
part of the United States, and to provide for the speedy settlement of such clains, | 

_ Which are not admitted by Uer Britannic Majesty’s Government, the High Contract- 
_. ing Parties agree that all the said claims, growing out of acts committed by the afore- — 
_. said vessels, and generically known as the Alabama claims, shall be referred to a Tribu- | 

- nal of Arbitration, to be composed of five Arbitrators, to be appointed in the following 
manner: oe / : - 

: * : # % ¥ * *# : * . 

- ArviciE II. The Arbitrators shall meet at Geneva, in Switzerland, at the earliest 
". convenient day after they shall have been named, and shall proceed impartially and | | 

carefully to examine and decide all questions that shall be laid before them on the part 
_ of the Governments of Her Britannic Majesty and the United States respectively. All . , 

questions considered by the Tribunal, including the final award, shall be decided by a 
majority of all the Arbitrators. a oe ~ 

ARTICLE VI. In deciding the matters submitted to the Arbitrators they shall be gov- 
_ _ erned by the following three rules, which are agreed upon by the High Contracting . 

Parties as rules to be taken as applicable to the case, and by such principles of inter- | 
national law not inconsistent therewith as the Arbitrators shall determine to have | 
been applicable to the case : | | | 

a ue ne |  ' RULES. _ | | | . 

A neutral Government isbound— = | | Oo 
_ First. To use due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming, or equipping, within 
its jurisdiction, of any vessel which it has.reasonable grounds to believe is intended | 
to cruise or to carry on war against a Power with which it is at peace; and also to use 

_ * jike diligence to prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to |
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cruise or éarry on war as above, such vessel having been specially adapted, in whole | 
or in part, within such jurisdiction, to warlike use. : | 

| Secondly. Not to permit or suffer either belligerent to make use of its ports or wa- | 
| ters as the base of naval operations against the other, or for the purpose of the renewal 

or augmentation of military supplies or arms, or the recruitment of men. 
Thirdly. To exercise due diligence in its own ports or waters, and, as to all per- | 

sons within its jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the foregoing obligations | 
and duties. | a a 

Her Britannic Majesty has commanded her High Commissioners and Plenipotentiaries 
to declare that Her Majesty’s Government cannot consent to the foregoing rules 

[2] as a statement of *principles of international law which were in force at the 
| time when the claims mentioned in Article I arose, but that Her Majesty’s Gov- | 

| | ernment, in order to evince its desire of strengthening the friendly relations between ! 
the two countries and of making satisfactory provision for the future, agrees, that in | 
deciding the questions between the two countries arising out of those claims, the Ar- | 
bitrators should assume that Her Majesty’s Government had undertaken to act upon | 

_ the principles set forth in these rules. And the High Contracting Parties agree to ob- | 
serve these rules as between themselves in future, and to bring them to the knowledge | | 
of other maritime Powers, and to invite them to accede to them. | - | 

_ ARTICLE VII. The decision of the Tribunal shall, if possible, be made within three =~ | 
| months from the close of the argument on both sides. It shall be made in writing, | 

| and dated, and shall be signed by the Arbitrators who may assent to it. The said Tri- | 
- burial shall first determine as to each vessel separately whether Great Britain has, by | 

: any act or omission, failed to fulfill any of the duties set forth in the foregoing : 
three rules, or recognized by the principles of international law not inconsistent with 

- such rules, and shall certify such fact as to each of the said vessels. In case the Tri- 
bunal find that Great Britain has failed to fulfill any duty or duties as aforesaid, it 
may, if it think proper, proceed to award a sum in gross to be paid by Great Britain to 
the United States for all the claims referred to it; and in such case the gross sum so 

_ awarded shall be paid in-coin by the Government of Great Britain to the Govern- 
ment of the United States at Washington within twelve months after the date of 
the award. e | | oe 

_ ARTICLE X. In case the Tribunal finds that Great Britain has failed to fulfill any duty 
or duties as aforesaid, and does not award asum in gross, the High Contracting Parties 
agree that a board of assessors shall be appointed to ascertain and determine what 
claims are valid, and what amount or amounts shall be paid by Great Britain to the. _ 
United States on account of the liability arising from such failure as to each vessel, 
according to the extent of such liability as decided by the Arbitrators. | ~_ | 
oO x oe - * # % ¥ 

ArricLe XI. The High Contracting Parties engage to consider the result of the pro- | 
ceedings of the Tribunal of Arbitration and of the Board of Assessors, should such 
board be appointed, as a full, perfect, and final settlement of all the claims hereinbe- | 
fore referred to; and further engage that every such claim, whether the same may or 

| may not have been presented to the notice of, made, preferred, or laid before the Tribu- — 
nal or Board, shall, from and after the conclusion of the proceedings of the Tribunal | 
or Board, be considered and treated as finally settled, barred, and thenceforth inad- 

_ missible. oe Se | | . 

| The second of the above “ Rules” is understood by Her Majesty’s gov- — 
ernment as prohibiting the use of the ports or waters of the neutral for 
the renewal or augmentation of military supplies or arms, only when 
such supplies or arms are for the service of a vessel cruising or carry- 
ing on war, or intended to cruise or carry on war, against either bellig- 
erent; and as not prohibiting any sale of arms or other military sup- 
plies in the ordinary course of commerce; and Her Majesty’s govern- 

. ment have no reason to believe that it is otherwise understood by the 
Government of the United States. _ ae Oo 

- ° The claims, then, which are referred to the tribunal are “claims 
* ——s- growing out of the acts of” certain vessels, in respect of which the 

Government of the United States alleges that Great Britain has failed _ 
| to fulfill some international duty. The duties specifically mentioned, 

and to which the attention of the tribunal is directed, are duties to be 
_ performed by a “neutral government” as such. - As to each vessel sep- 

arately, the tribunal is to determine whether there has or has not been 
any failure of duty on the part of Her Majesty’s government. If, in the
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judgment of the tribunal, there has been such a failure in respect of _ 
any specified vessel or vessels, the tribunal may adopt, at its discre- 
tion, either of two courses. It may, on the one hand, award such a gross | 
sum as the arbitrators may deem just to be paid by Great Britain, in | 
full satisfaction of all well-founded claims on the part of the United 
States, “growing out of the acts” of the vessel or vessels in respect of 

- which there has been a failure of duty; or, on the other hand, | 
dt may content itself with deciding, as to each or any vessel in respect | - 
of which there has been a failure of duty, the measure or extent of 
the liability which on general principles may justly be deemed to have 
been incurred by such failure. In the event of the second course being 
chosen, the office of examining and adjudicating on,the validity of par- 
ticular claims ‘‘growing out of the acts” of the specified vessel or ves- 

- sels, and of fixing the sum or sums of money to be paid on account of 
each, according to the measure of liability laid down by the tribunal, . 
is remitted to a board of assessors, for constituting which provision is | 
made by Article X. ae | Poe , : oe 

| In effect, therefore, the tribunal is called upon to determine whether, _ 
dn respect of certain vessels not designated by name, the government of 
Great Britain,.as a neutral power, has made default in the performance __ . 
of any international obligation due from that power to the United a 
States. Should this question be answered in the affirmative, the tribu- 
nal is then to form a judgment on the extent of the liability, if any, in- 
eurred by the default, and is either to award a gross sum in Satisfaction 
of all just claims, or to define the general limits of the liability as to | 
each vessel for the guidance of the assessors. The claims which may _ 7 

be presented to the tribunal, and to which alone it is to have re- 
[3] gard in *making its award, are claims “ growing out of the acts” 

of the vessels (if any) In respect of which a failure of duty shall 
be proved. | woe 

‘The vessels to which this inquiry relates are (as has been already re- 
marked) not designated in the treaty by name; they are only indicated 
by reference to a particular class of claims, to which their “acts” are said 
to have given rise. These claims are assumed in ‘the treaty to have be- 
come familiar to both governments, in the course of the correspondence 

_ which has passed between them, under the general title of the ‘Alabama 
- Claims.” They are assumed to form a distinct class, well known, and ; 
easily separable from the mass of miscellaneous claims arising from 
other sources, for which latter a different mode of settlement is pro- 
vided by Articles XII to XVII of the treaty. The Alabama was a 
vessel which sailed from the port of Liverpool, under circumstances 
which will be stated below, and was afterward employed as a cruiser | 
in the naval service of the Confederate States.. The phrase “The Ala- 
 bama claims” is understood by Her Britannic Majesty’s government.to | 
embrace all claims “ growing” (to use the language of the treaty) “out —__ 
of acts committed by” this vessel, and by other vessels which are | 
alleged to have been procured, like the Alabama, from British ports —_- : 

_ during the war,and under circumstances more or less similar,and to = 
-. be confined to such claims. The only vessels in respect of the acts of 2 

which claims have been made by the Government of the United States 
on that of Her Britannic Majesty, either during the civil war or in the — : 

_ Six years which have elapsed since its termination, are the Alabama 
herself, and the vessels formerly known as the Florida, Georgia, and | 
‘Shenandoah. On one occasion, indeed, since the close of the. war, 
namely, in a dispatch dated 27th August, 1866, and communicated by — 

_ the minister of the United States to Her Majesty’s government, men-
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| tion was made of a vessel called the Sumter, as one of those in respect 
. of which the Government of the United States conceived itself to have. 

claims against Great Britain. But no claims in respect to the Sumter 
: were in fact included in the detailed list which was inclosed in that dis- 

patch and then presented to Her Britannic Majesty’s government, nor 
| have any such claims been presented before or since. Nor is Her Bri- 

tannic Majesty’s government aware of any grounds on which such 
-. eGlaims could be made with any show of reason. Her Britannic Majesty’s 

| government is, therefore, entitled to assume that the claims referred to 
ce the tribunal are claims “growing out of the acts” of the four vessels | 

above named, or of some or one of them. | 
| The circumstances under which these four vessels respectively sailed = 

a from British ports, and came into the possession of the government of 
: the Confederate States, and the considerations which the tribunal will : 

be called upon to apply to them respectively, are, as will hereaiter be 
seen, dissimilar in very material respects. Her Britannic Majesty’s 

| government, however, maintains that in respect of none of them was | 
there, on its part, any failure in the discharge of international obliga- | 

| tions rendering Great Britain justly liable to make reparation to the 
-—- United States for acts committed by them, or by the persons in whose 

possession they respectively were, out of the jurisdiction of the British 
a Crown. | 7 | 

For the guidance of the tribunal in adjudicating on the questions sub- | 
mitted to it, three “rules” have been laid down, which, by agreement | 

| between the two governments, are to be taken as applicable to the case, 
and to be reciprocally observed in future by Great Britain and the | 

. United States. These rules purport to lay down certain specific obliga- | 
tions incumbent in time of war on neutral powers. By them, and by | 

| such principles of international law not inconsistent with them as. the | 
tribunal, shall determine to have been applicable to the case, the tribu- 
nal is to be governed. Her Britannic Majesty’s government has de- 

| clined to give its assent to these rules as a statement of principles of 
| international law which were actually in force at the time when the claims 

| now submitted to arbitration arose. But by Her Britannic Majesty’s 
| ‘government, as well as that of the United States, they are believed and | 

intended to be not at variance, but in substantial accord with the | 
| general principles of that system by which both powers alike hold them- : 

selves bound, which they alike desire to preserve sacred and inviolate, | 
| and from the dominion of which neither of them proposes to withdraw | 

- the questions that have unhappily arisen between them. Accepting the | 
rules sincerely and without reserve, in the manner expressed in the sixth 

, article of the treaty, Her Britannic Majesty’s government will assume 
(as is, indeed, clearly implied in the terms of that article) that they are | 

a to be construed with reference to, and in connection with, that long- : 
established body of international rules and usages which was, and still | 

: is, common to Great Britain and the United States with other eivilized | 

| peoples... | oe : SO 

. | 

: i
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[4] PART IL oo | 

STATEMENT OF EVENTS WHICH ATTENDED AND FOLLOWED THE COMMENCE- 
“MENT OF THE CIVIL WAR AND OF THE COURSE PURSUED IN RELATION 
 fO IT BY GREAT BRITAIN AND OTHER MARITIME POWERS. | 

Before approaching the cases of the vessels to which the claims in | 
question are understood to relate, it is necessary to state por 11—mtro- 

| concisely the previous course of events, and to place clearly “sty sttement 
before the tribunal the course of conduct which had been pursued | 

during the earlier period of the war by Her Britannic Majesty’s govern- _ | 
ment. oO | | 

—_ | - GENERAL PROPOSITIONS. 

The following propositions are believed by Her Majesty’s government : 
to be in accordance with the principles of international law and the 
practice of nations: | 7 

1. It is the duty of a neutral government, in all matters relating to 
the war, to actimpartially toward the belligerent powers; to concede to 
one what it concedes to the other; to refuse to one what it refuses to | 

| the other. | | colons So 
-. 2. This duty, inasmuch as it flows. directly from the conception of 
neutrality, attends the relation of neutrality wherever it exists, and is 
not affected by considerations arising from the political relation which 
before the war the belligerents may have sustained to one another. | | | 

3, Maritime war being carried on by hostilities on the high seas, and 
through the instrumentality (ordinarily) of vessels commissioned by” 
public authority, a neutral power is bound to recognize, in matters re- | 
lating to the war, commissions issued by each belligerent, and captures | 
made by each, to the same extent and under the same conditions as it 
recognizes commissions issued and captures made by the other. 

4, Where either belligerent is a community or body of persons not 
recognized by the neutral power as constituting a sovereign state, com- , 
missions issued by such belligerent are recognized as acts emanating, , 
not indeed from a sovereign government, but from a person or persons | 
exercising de facto, in relation to the war, the powers of a sovereign 
government. | | | 

| . THE CIVIL WAR. | a 

In the year 1861 a civil war broke out in the United States. Seven 
 $States—South Carolina, Florida, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Louisi- 

| ana, and Texas—had one by one formally renounced their allegiance to | 
the Union and declared themselves independent. They had formed 
themselves into a separate confederation, under the title of the “ Con- | 
federate States of North America;” had adopted a federal constitution, ) 
instituted a federal legislature, executive, and judiciary; taken measures |
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_ toraise an army of 100,000 men, and appropriated sums of money amount- 
- ing to $2,029,485 (equal to more than 10,000,000 frances) toward the 

creation of a navy. This series of events commenced in November, | 
1860, and was completed before the end of March, 1861, at which time 
the confederate legislature had been for more than a month in session. __ 
In April, 1861, hostilities commenced between the Government of the 

| Union and the Confederated States of the South; and shortly afterward 
| four ether States—Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Arkansas 

—likewise separated themseives from the Union and joined the confed- 
eracy, which thus embraced a vast and compact territory, extending 
from the river Potomac to the confines of the republic of Mexico. 

_ The war began with the attack and bombardment by the confederates 
of Fort Sumter, a fort situate at the mouth of Charleston Harbor, and 

7 held by a small garrison of United States troops. On the reduction of ’ 
_ this place, which was speedily effected, followed within a few days the _ 

Seizure, by Virginian militia, of Harper’s Ferry, an important military 
arsenal at the confluence of the rivers Shenandoah and Potomac, and 
of the great naval arsenal and ship-building yards of Norfolk, where the 

| -.. James River discharges itself into Chesapeake Bay. Fort Sumter © 
| [5] surrendered on the 18th April. On the 15th the *President of the 

| United States issued a proclamation calling out militia to the num- | 
| ber of 75,000 men.’ On the 17th Mr. Jefferson Davis (who had been elected 

in February to the office of President of the Confederate States) pub- 
lished a counter-proclamation, inviting applications for letters of marque 

| and reprisal to be granted under the seal of the Confederate States 
_ against ships and property of the United States and their citizens.’ 

| _ By a further proclamation, dated the 19th April, President Lincoln, 
atter referring to the proposed issue of letters of marque, declared that _ 
he had deemed it advisable to set on foot a blockade of the ports within 

Oo the seven States then in revolt, “in pursuance of the laws of the United 
States and of the law of nations in such case provided.” ? SO 

For this purpose a competent force will be posted so as to prevent entrance and exit 
7 of vessels from the ports aforesaid. If, therefore, with a view to violate’ such block- 

ade, a vessel shall approach, or shall attempt to leave any of the said ports, she will 
be duly warned by the commander of one of the said blockading vessels, who will in- 
Gorse on her register the fact and date of such warning; and if the same vessel shall 

_ again attempt to enter or leave the blockaded port, she will be captured and sent to — 
the nearest convenient port for such proceedings against her and her cargo as prize as 
may be deemed advisable. - | ) . 

By another proclamation, dated the 27th April, the blockade was 
declared to be extended to the ports of Northern Virginia. ns 

On the publication of these proclamations, Lord Lyons, then Her 
Britannic Majesty’s envoy at Washington, requested of the Government 

| | of the United States that he might be furnished, for the ‘guidance of 
| British merchants, with definite information as to the manner in which 

the blockade was to be enforced. He was assured, in reply, by Mr. 
| Seward, then United States Secretary of State, that it would be con- 

' ducted as strictly according to the recognized rules of public law, and 
with as much liberality toward neutrals, as any blockade ever was by 

| a belligerent.’ oO 
| To the minister of the Queen of Spain, Mr. Seward wrote as follows 2 © 

Str: In acknowledging the receipt of your note of the 30th ultimo, on the subject of 
the-blockade of the ports in several of the States, I deem it proper to state for your 
further information : | oe | ne ae 

| 1 Appendix, vol. iii, p. 2. ——-2Tbid., p. 4.° ye | 
| | | - 8Tbid., p. 6. . *Tbid., p. 9. | . 

5[bid., pp. 10, 11.- | .
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| 4d. That the blockade will be strictly enforced upon the principles recognized by the | 
law of nations. - FO : , | 

2. That armed vessels of neutral states will have the right to enter and depart from 
the interdicted ports. | 

3. That merchant-vessels in port at the time the blockade took effect will be allowed 
a reasonable time for departure.’ | | 

IT avail, &c., | — 
(Signed) oe : | '  W. H. SEWARD. 

| The blockade declared by the foregoing proclamations was actually 
instituted, as to the ports within the State of Virginia, on the 30th | 

_ April; and was extended to the principal ports on the sea-board of 
_ the other Confederate States before the end of May. <A considerable 

| number of neutral ships and cargoes were captured for breaches or al- 
leged breaches of blockade, some at or near the mouths of blockaded 
ports, others on the high seas. Vessels or cargoes so captured were 
carried before, and condemned by, courts of the United States exercis- | 
ing jurisdiction in matters of prize; and the validity of the sentences - 

. thus pronounced was upheld by the Supreme Court of the United | 
_ States, which is the highest court of appeal in such matters. Mr. Jus- | 

tice Grier, in delivering the judgment of the court on this question, __ 
Said: a - . . | 

7 To legitimate the capture of a neutral vessel or property on the high seas, a war must 
exist de facto, and the neutral must have.a knowledge or notice of the intention of one 
of the parties belligerent to use this mode of coercion against a port, city, or territory 
in possession of the other. 

Ina subsequent part of the same judgment he added : 

Whether the President, in fulfilling his duties as commander-in-chief in suppressing —: | 
an insurrection, has met with such armed hostile resistance, and a civil war of such 
alarming proportions as will compel him to accord to them the character of belliger- 
ents, is a question to be decided by him; and this court must be governed by the | 
decisions and acts of the political department of the Government to which this power 
was intrusted. He must determine what degree of force the crisis demands. The 
proclamation of the blockade is itself official and conclusive evidence to the court that 

’ a state of war existed which demanded and authorized a recourse to such a measure 
under the circumstances peculiar to the case. The correspondence of Lord Lyons with 
the Secretary of State admits the fact, and concludes the question. | 

[6] *On the 3d May, 1861, President Lincoln directed that the — 
| naval force of the United States should be increased by the enlist- 

ment of 18,000 additional seamen, and their land forces by fifty addi- 
tional regiments, partly of regular troops and partly of volunteers, with | 
an aggregate maximum of 04,748 men. 

It is needless to refer particularly to the subsequent history of the | 
war waged on the American continent. It is well known that the _ 
forces of the United States, attempting to penetrate into Virginia, en- 
countered a severe defeat; that great armies were raised on bothsides; 

| that hostilities were carried on over an immense area, with varying for- | 
tune, for nearly four years; and that the contest terminated, in 1865, 
in the complete reconquest of the eleven Confederated States, which, — 
after being held for a considerable’ time under military control, were | 

_ finally re-admitted to their original position in the Union. | 
The events stated above are matters of general notoriety, recorded in 

- the history of the period. — , . | | | 
— Qn the 30th April, 1861, Mr. Jefferson Davis, as President of the . 
Confederated States, addressed to the congress of those States a mes- | 
sage, which contained the following passage: | 

. The operations of the navy department have been necessarily restricted by the fact | 
that sufficient time has not yet.elapsed for the purchase or construction of more than 

so ; 1 Appendix, vol. iii, p. 10. |
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| a a limited number of vessels adapted for the public service. Two vessels have been 
| prepared and manned, the Sumter and McRae, and are now being prepared for sea at. 

New Orleans with all possible dispatch. . | 

On the 1st May, 1861, Mr. Seward, Secretary of State of the United | 
a States, addressed to the British Minister at Washington a dispatch of | 

that date, which contained the following passage :' | 

, The so-called Confederate States have waged an insurrectionary war against this 
| Government. They are buying, and even seizing, vessels in several places for the pur- | 

- pose of furnishing themselves with a naval force, and they are issuing letters of 
: marque to privateers to be employed in preying on the commerce of this country. You 

are aware that the President bas proclaimed a blockade of the ports, included within —. 
the insurgent States.. Ail these circumstances are known. to the world. 

| — On the 6th May, 1861, the congress of the Confederate States passed 
an act entitled ‘An act recognizing the existence of war between the 

| United States and the Confederate States, and concerning letters of 
| marque, prizes, and prize-goods.”” The first section of, this act was as 

follows: — Oo , a - 

The congress of the Confederate States of America do enact that the president of 
the Confederate States is hereby authorized to use the whole land and naval force of 
the Confederate States to meet the war thus commenced, and to issue to private ves- 
sels commissions or letters of marque and general reprisal, in such form as he shall 
think proper, under the seal of the Confederate States, against the vessels, goods, and 
effects of the United States, and of the citizens or inhabitants of the States and Terri- 
tories thereof; provided, however, that property of the enemy (unless it be contraband 
of war) laden on board a neutral vessel, shall not be subject to seizure under this act. 
and provided further, that vessels of the citizens or inhabitants of the United States 
now in the ports of the Confederate States, except such as have been since the 5th 

a April last, or may hereafter be in the service of the Government of the United States, 
Oo _ shall be ajlowed thirty days after the publication of this act to leave said ports and 

-reach their destination ; and such vessels and their cargoes, excepting articles contra- 
‘band of war, shall not be subject to capture under this act during said period, unless 

a they shall have previously reached the destination for which they were bound on 
leaving said ports. | | | 

- The act then proceeded to lay down in detail regulations as to the | 
. .  gonditions on which letters of marque should be granted to private ves- 

sels, and the conduct and behavior of the officers and crews of such 
vessels, and the disposal of prizes made by them, similar to the regula- 

— tions which have been ordinarily prescribed and enforced with respect 
‘to privateers in the United States and by the maritime powers of Ku- 
rope. | | 

| The fourth and seventh sections were as follows: 7 

_ 4, That, before any commission or letters of marque and reprisal shall be issued as. 
| aforesaid, the owner or owners of the ship or vessel for which the same shall be re- 

quested, and the commander thereof for the time being, shall give bond to the Con- 
_ federate States, with at least two responsible sureties not interested in such vessel, in | 

the penal sum of $5,000, or, if such vessel be provided with more than 150 men, then in 
the penal sum of $10,000, with condition that the owners, officers, and crew who shall 

‘be employed on board such commissioned vessel shall and will observe the laws of | 
‘the Confederate States, and the instructions which shall be given them according to 
_jJaw for the regulation of their conduct, and will satisfy all damages and injuries which 
shall be done or committed contrary to the tenor thereof by such vessel during her 
commission, and to deliver up the same when revoked by the president of the Confed- 
erate States. - | : - 

o 7. That before breaking bulk of any vessel which shall be captured as aforesaid, or other 
: disposal or conversion thereof, or of any articles which shall be found on. board the — 

same, such captured vessel, * goods, or effects, shall be brought intosome port of the 
[7] Confederate States, or of a nation or State in amity with the Confederate States, and 

_ shall be proceeded against before a competent tribunal; and after condemnation 
| and forfeiture thereof shall belong to the owners, officers, and crew of the vessel captur- 

ing the same, and be distributed as before provided; and inthe case of all captured ves- 
: : els, goods, and effects which shall be brought within the jurisdiction of the Confed- 

a — . Appendix, vol. iii, p. 12. 8 Tb, p. 13. | 
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erate States, the district courts of the Confederate States shall have exclusive original 
| eognizance thereof, as the civil causes of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction ; and the 

' gaid courts, or the courts being courts of the Confederate States into which such cases . 
shall be removed, in which they shall be finally decided, shall and may decree restitu- 
tion in whole or in part, when the capture shall have been made without just cause. 
And, if made without probable cause, may order and decree damages and costs to the | 
party injured, for which the owners and commanders of the vessels making such cap- 
tures, and also the vessels, shall be liable. | 7 

A farther act, entitled “An act regulating the sale of prizes and the 
distribution thereof,” was likewise passed by the Congress of the Con- 7 
federate Svates on the 14th of May, 1861.3 : : 
-. Many persons who had served as officers in the Navy of the United 
States offered themselves for employment in the naval service of the - 
Confederate States, and those for whom employment could be found 

| were received and employed in such service. : a ° | 
-. -_In and soon after the month of May, 1861, a number cf armed ships, 

- mostly of small tonnage, were fitted out in and sent to sea from ports = 
in the Confederate States, and a considerable number of captures were. 
made by them. Some of these were commissioned as public ships of 

' war of the Confederate States, and commanded by officers in the naval 
service of the confederacy; others as private ships of war or privateers. _ 
Among the armed vessels which were so fitted out and made prizes were 
the Calhoun, a steamer of upwards of 1,000 tons, sent to sea in May, 
1861; the Jeff. Davis, Savannah, St. Nicholas, Winslow, and York. 
More than twenty prizes were made by these vessels. The Sumter (to 
which reference will be made hereafter) went to sea in June, 1861; the 
Sallie and Nashville in October, 1861; the Echo in 1862; the Retribu- > 
‘tion and Boston in 1863; the Chickamauga, Olustee, and Tallahassee in 
1864. These vessels are said to have taken from sixty to seventy prizes. 

It appears from an official report of the Secretary of the Navy of the : 
' United States that the number of vessels captured and destroyed by — : 

vessels of the United States during the war, for breach of blockade or 
in battle, exceeded 1,200. a. 4 

£ - NEUTRALITY OF THE MARITIME POWERS. 

The maritime powers, on receiving information of the outbreak of the 
war, resolved to maintain a strict and impartial neutrality in their rela- 
tions with the belligerents, holding that it did not belong to them, as 
governments, to decide on the questions which had unhappily divided 
the American people, nor to take any part in the contest on which the . 
future of the American Commonwealth appeared to depend. 

Of all the nations of the world, Great Britain, by reason of her geo- | 
_ graphical position, the activity of her manufacturing and trading in- 
_dustries, her vast commerce with America, the extent and number of © 
her transatlantic possessions, the magnitude of her military and com- 
_mercial marine, and its dispersion, not only over the seas bordering on | 
the American coast but over every part of the world, was the power 
most inmediately and profoundly affected by a civil warin the United ~~ 
States. The European power which, after Great Britain, possessed the 
dargest marine was France. ae 7 

— .. On the 14th May, 1861, Her Britannic Majesty’s government issued _ 
the following proclamation, intended for the information of the officers . 
of the government and of British subjects in general: ? 
_Vicrortra R, | oe | | | * 

~ Whereas we are happily at peace with all sovereigns, powers, and states; eo | 
_ And whereas hostilities have unhappily commenced between the Government of the : 

| 1 Appendix, vol..iii, p. 15. oo 2Ibid, p17
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United States of America and certain States styling themselves the Confederate States 
| of America; | : | 

Aud whereas we, being at peace with the Government of the United States, have : 
| declared our royal determination to maintain a strict and impartial neutrality in the | 

a contest between the said contending parties; | So | 
We therefore have thought fit, by and with the advice of our privy council, to issue | 

this our royal proclamation. | _ Loa | 
| And we do hereby strictly charge and command all our loving subjects to observe a : 

strict neutrality in and during the aforesaid hostilities, and to abstain from violating 
or contravening either the laws and statutes of the realm in this behalf, or the law of 
nations in relation thereto, as they will answer to the contrary at their peril. es | 

And whereas in and by a certain statute made and passed in the fifty-ninth year of 
His Majesty King George III, entitled “An act to prevent enlisting or engage- 

[8] ment of His Majesty’s subjects *to serve in a foreign service, and the fitting out | 
| or equipping, in His Majesty’s dominions, vessels for warlike purposes, without | 

- His Majesty’s license,” it is among other things declared and enacted as follows: | 
“That if any natural-born subject of His Majesty, his heirs and successors, without | | 

| the leave or license of His Majesty, his heirs or successors, for that purpose first had: 
| and obtained, under the sign manual of His Majesty, his heirs or successors, or signified | 

| by order in council, or by proclamation of His Majesty, his heirs or successors, shall 
take or accept, or shall agree to take or accept, any military commission, or shall other- 
wise enter into the military service as a commissioned or non-commissioned officer, or 
shall enlist or enter himself to enlist, or shall agree to enlist or to enter himself to 

: --gerve as a soldier, or to be employed or shall serve in any warlike or military operation 
_ in the service of, or for, or under, or in aid of any foreign prince, state, potentate, col- 

| ony, province, or part of any province or people, or of any person or persons exercis- . 
ing or assuming to exercise the powers of government in or over any foreign country, 
colony, province, or part of any province or people, either as an officer or soldier, or in 
any other military capacity; or if any natural-born subject of His Majesty. shall, with- 
out such leave or license as aforesaid, accept, or agree to take or accept, any commis- 
sion, warrant, or appointment as an officer, or shall enlist or enter himself, or shall 

_ agree to enlist or enter himself, to serve as a sailor or marine, or to be employed, or 
| engaged, or shall serve in and on board any ship or vessel of war, or in and on board 
a any ship or vessel used or fitted out, or equipped or intended to be used, for any warlike 

purpose, in the service of, or for, or under, or in aid of any foreign power, prince, state. 
. - potentate, colony, province, or part of any province or people, or of any person or per- 

sons exercising or assuming to exercise the powers of government in or over any 
foreign country, colony, province, or part of any province or people; or if any natural- 

oe born subject of His Majesty shall, without such leave and license as aforesaid, engage, 
| contract, or agree to go, or shall go, to any foreign state, country, colony, province or | 

| part of any province, or to any place beyond the seas, with an intent or in order to en- 
. 7: list or enter himself to serve, or with intent to serve in any warlike or military opera- 

tion whatever, whether by land or by sea, in the service of, or for, or under, or in aid 
| of any foreign prince, state, potentate, colony, province, or part of any province or 

. people, or in theservice of, or for, or under, or in aid of any person or persons exercising or 
assuming to exercise the powers of government in or over any foreign country, colony, | 
‘province, or part of any province or people, either as an officer or a soldier, or in any : 
other military capacity, or as an officer or sailor or marine in any such ship or vessel 
as aforesaid, although no enlisting money or pay or reward shall have been or shall be 

| in any or either of the cases aforesaid actually paid to or received by him, or by any 
| person to or for his use or benefit; or if any person whatever, within the United King- 

dom of Great Britain and Ireland, or in any part of His Majesty’s dominions elsewhere, 
or in any country, colony, settlement, island, or place belonging to or subject to His 
Majesty, shall hire, retain, engage, or procure, or shall attempt or endeavor to hire, 

| retain, engage, or procure, any person or persons whatever to enlist, or to enter or en- 
gage to enhst, or to serve or to be employed in any such service or employments as 
aforesaid, as an officer, soldier, sailor, or marine, either in land or sea service, for, or un- _ 

. der, or in aid of any foreign prince, state, potentate, colony, province, or part of any 
province or people, or for, or under, or in aid of any person or persons exercising or 

| assuming to exercise any powers of government as aforesaid, or to go, or to agree to go, 
or embark from any part of His Majesty’s dominions, for the purpose or with intent 

' to be so enlisted, entered, engaged, or employed as aforesaid, whether any enlisting 
money, pay, or reward shall have been or shall be actually given or received, or not; 

| in any or either of such cases, every person so offending shall be deemed guilty of a mis- 
demeanor, and upon being convicted thereof, upon any information or indictment, 

se shall be punishable by fine and imprisonment, or either of them, at the discretion of 
the court before which such offender shall be convicted.” - 
And it,is in and by the said act further enacted : | | 
“That if any person within any part of the United Kingdom, or in any part of His 

| Majesty’s dominions beyond the seas, shall, without the leave and license of His Majesty. ,
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_ for that purpose first had and obtained as aforesaid, equip, furnish, fit out, or arm, or oe 
- attempt or endeavor to equip, furnish, fit out, or arm, or procure to be equipped, fur- 

| nished, fitted out, or armed, or shall knowingly aid, assist, or be concerned in the | 
equipping, furnishing, fitting out, or arming, of any ship or. vessel, with intent or in | 
order that such ship or vessel shall be employed in the service of any foreign prince, 

_ state, or potentate, or of any foreign colony, province, or part of any province or peo- 
ple, or of any person or persons exercising or assuming to exercise any powers of gov- 
ernment in or over any foreign state, colony, province, or part of any province or peo- 
ple, as a transport or store-ship, or with intent to cruise or commit hostilities against — . 
any prince, state, or potentate, or against the subjects or citizens of any prince, state, 
or potentate, or against the persons exercising or assuming to exercise the powers of 
government in any colony, province, or part of any province or country, or against the 
inhabitants of any foreign colony, province, or part of any province or country, with 
whom His Majesty shall not then be at war; or shall, within the United Kingdom, or any. 
of His Majesty’s dominions, or in any settlement, colony, territory, island, or place be- 
longing or subject to His Majesty, issue or deliver any commission for any ship or ves- 
sel, to the intent that such ship or vessel shall be employed as aforesaid, every such 
person so offending shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon conviction 

. thereof upon any information or indictment, be punishable by fine and imprisonment, : 
or either of them, at the discretion of the court in which such offender shall be con- 
victed ; and every such ship or vessel, with the tackle, apparel, and furniture, together 
with all the materials, arms, ammunition, and stores, which may belong to or be on 
board of any such ship or vessel, shall be forfeited; and it shall be lawful for any 
officer of His Majesty’s customs or excise, or any officer of His Majesty’s navy, who is. 
by law empowered to make seizures for any forfeiture incurred under any of the laws 
of customs or excise,.or the laws of trade and navigation, to seize such ships and ves- 
sels aforesaid, and in such places and in such ‘manner in which the officers of His Maj-- 

_ . esty’s customs or excise and the officers of His Majesty’s navy are empowered | 
[9] respectively to make seizures under the laws of customs *and excise, or under 
“the laws of trade and navigation ; and that every such ship and vessel, with the 

tackle, apparel, and furniture, together with all the materials, arms, ammunition, and | 
stores which may belong to or be on hoard of such ship or vessel, may be prosecuted | 
and condemned in the like manner and in such courts as ships or vessels may be pros- 

~ ecuted and condemned for any breach of the laws made for the protection of the reve- . 
-- nues of customs and excise, or of the laws of trade and navigation.” | a 

And it is in.and by the said act further enacted: | | a . 

“That if any person in any part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire- 
- Jand, or in‘any part of His Majesty’s dominions beyond the seas, without the leave and: 

_ license of His Majesty for that purpose first had and. obtained as aforesaid, shall, by 
adding to the number of the guns of such vessel, or by changing those on board for other 
guns, or by the addition of any equipment for war, increase or augment, or procure to 

_ be increased or augmented, or shall be knowingly concerned in increasing oraugment- . | 
_ ing, the warlike force of any ship or vessel of war, or cruiser, or other armed vessel 

- which at the time of her arrival in any part of the United Kingdom, or any of His. 
Majesty’s dominions, was a ship of war, cruiser, or armed vessel in the service of any | 

' foreign prince, state, or potentate, or of any person or persons exercising or assuming 
to exercise any powers of government in or over avy colony, province, or part of any 
province or people belonging to the subjects of any such prince, state, or potentate, or : 
to the inhabitants of any colony, province, or part of any province or country under . 
the control of any person or persons so exercising or assuming to exercise the powers. , 
of government, every such person so offending shail be deemed guilty of a misde- 
meanor, and shall, upon being convicted thereof upon any information or indictment, | | 
be punishable by fine and imprisonment, or either of them, at the discretion of the court - 
before which such offender shall be convicted.” oe 
Now, in order that none of our subjects may unwarily render themselves liable to- : 

the penalties imposed by the said statute, we do hereby strictly command, that no- 
person or persons whatsoever do commit any act, matter, or thing whatsoever contrary | 
to the provisions of the said statute, upon pain of the several penalties by the said - 
statute imposed, and of our high displeasure. a 
And we do hereby further warn all our loving subjects, and persons whatsoever 

- entitled to our protection, that if any of them shall presume, in- contempt of this our 
royal preclamation, and of our high displeasure, to do any acts in derogation of their 

: duty as subjects of a neutral sovereign in the said contest, or in violation or contra- ne 
vention of the law of nations in that behalf; as, for example, and more especially, by- 
entering into the military service of either of the said contending parties as commis-. | 

' gioned or non-commissioned officers or soldiers; or by serving as officers, sailors, or : 
| marines on board any ship or vessel of war or transport of, or in the service of, either- 

of the said contending parties; or by serving as officers, sailors, or marines on board 
- any privateer bearing letters of marque of or from either of the said contending: 

parties; or by engaging to go or going to any place beyond the seas with intent to
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enlist or engage in any such service, or by procuring or attempting to procure, within 
Her Majesty’s dominions at home or abroad, others to do so; or by fitting out, arming, 
or equipping any ship or vessel to be employed as a ship of war or privateer or trans- 

_ port by either of the said contending parties; or by breaking or endeavoring to break 
any blockade lawfully and actually established by or on behalf of either of the said 

a contending parties; or by carrying officers, soldiers, dispatches, arms, military stores, 
| or materials, or any article or articles considered and deemed to be contraband of war, 

according to the law of modern usage of nations, for the use or service of either of the 
| said contending parties, all persons so offending will incur and be Hable to the several 

penalties and penal consequences by the said statute or by the law of nations in that 
~ behalf imposed or denounced. ae Oo —_ 2 

And we do hereby declare, that all our subjects, and persons entitled to our protec- 
tion, who may misconduct themselves in the premises, will do so at their peril and of 
their own wrong, and that they will in nowise obtain any protection from’ us against 
any liabilities or penal consequences, bu6 will, on the contrary, incur our high dis- 
pleasure by such misconduct. . . , | . 
~ Given at our court at the White Lodge, Richmond Park, this 13th day of May, in | 

: the year of our Lord 1861, and in the 24th of our reign. _ BOP no 

: This proclamation was published fourteen days after the receiptin 
London of the news that Fort Sumter had been reduced by bombard- 
ment, that the President of the United States had called out 75,000 
men, and that.Mr. Jefferson Davis had taken measures for issuing let- 
ters of marque;! twelve days aftér receipt of intelligence that President = 
Lincoln had published a proclamation of blockade ;’ nine days after a 
copy of that proclamation had been recéived from Her Britannic — 

| Majesty’s consul at New York;? and three days after the same | 
7 proclamation had been -officially communicated to Her Majesty’s seere- 

tary of state for foreign affairs by the United States minister, Mr. 
Dallas.‘ | | . 

| On the 1st June, 1861, Her Britannic Majesty’s government issued | 
| _ orders by which the armed ships of both belligerents, whether public — 

| ships of war or privateers, were interdicted from carrying prizes made ~ 
by them into the ports, harbors, roadsteads, or waters of the United 
Kingdom, or of any of Her Majesty’s colonies or possessions abroad | 

. The government of the Confederate States remonstrated warmly 
against these orders, as practically unequal in their operation, and 

| unduly disadvantageous to the belligerent whose ports were blockaded. 
The Secretary of State of the United States expressed his satisfaction | 
with them, as likely to “prove a death-blow to southern privateer- 

ing | 

4/10] *These orders were strictly enforced throughout the whole 
| . period of the war, and no armed vessel was suffered to bring 

| prizes into any British port. ee | Be 
| ~ On the 10th June, 1861, the government of the Emperor of the 

French issued a declaration, which was as follows °° Be 
: | , Paris, le 10 juin, 1861. 

Le ministre des affaires 6trangéres a soumis 4 empereur la déclaration suivante, que 
ga majesté a revétue de son approbation : , | - 

| | DECLARATION. - 

Sa majesté Vempereur des Francais, prenant en considération Vétat de paix qui 

existe entre la France et les Etats-Unis d’Amérique, a résolu de maintenir une stricte 

| --nentralité dans la lutte engagée entre le gouvernément de Punion et les états qui 

_ prétendent former une confédération particuliére. a ae | 
En conséquence, sa majesté, vu article 14 de Yordonnance dela marine du mois, 

Waott 1861, Varticle 3 dela loi du 10 avril 1825, les articles 84 et 85 du code pénal, 

t Appendix, vol. iii, pp. 2and3. 2 Times” and “ Daily News” of May 2, 1861. 
7 3 Appendix, vol. ili, p. 4. 4%bid., p. 7. | 7 

. SThid.,p. 18 6Ibid., p. 22. | -
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' 65 et suivants du décret du 24 mars’ 1852, 313 et suivants du code pénal maritime, 
et Particle 21 du code Napoléon ; | os 

—  Déclare: - So | 
1. Il ne sera permis & aucun navire du guerre ou corsaire de un ou Vautre des 
belligérants d’entrer et de séjourner avec des prises dans nos ports ou rades pendant 
plus de vingt-quatre heures, hors le cas de relache forcée. 

2. Aucune vente d’objets provenant de prises ne pourra avoir lieu dans nos dits 
‘ports ou rades. oo : | 

3. Il est interdit & tout Francais de prendre commission de une des deux parties 
pour armer des vaisseaux en guerre, ou d’accepter des lettres de marque pour faire la 
course maritime, ou de concourir d’une maniére queleonque a Péquipement ou Varme- 
ment d’un navire de guerre ou corsaire de l'une des deux parties. 

A, Tl est également interdit & tout Frangais, résidant en France ou & V’étranger, de 
s’enréler ou prendre du service, soit dans ’armée de terre, soit & bord des batiments de 
guerre ou des corsaires de ’un. ou de autre des belligérants. 

= 5. Les Francais résidant en France ou & Vétranger devront également s’abstenir de 
tout fait’ qui, commis en violation des lois de Vempire ou dui droit des gens, pourrait 

. tre considéré comme un acte hostile & Pune des deux parties, et contraire a la nen- oo 
tralité que nous avons résolu d’observer. : | 

Les contrevenants aux défenses et recommendation contenues dans la présente : 
déclaration seront poursuivis, s'il y a lieu, conformément aux dispositions de la loi du _ 
10 avril 1825, et aux articles 84 et 85 du code pénal, sans préjudice de Vapplication | 
qu'il pourrait y avoir lieu de faire aux dits contrevenants des dispositions de l’article 
21 du code Napoléon, et des article 65 et suivants du décret du 24 mars 1825, sur la . 
marine marchande, 313 et suivants du code pénal pour ’armée de mer. : 

' Sa majesté déclare, en outre, que tout Francais qui nese sera pas conformé aux 
‘présentes préscriptions ne pourra prétendre & aucune protection de son gouvernement | 

- contre les actes ou mesures, quels qwils soient, que les belligérants pourraient exercer 
ou décréter. 

| ee . So NAPOLEON. 
Le ministre des affaires étrangeéres, 

E. THOUVENEL. 

A decree, of which a translation is subjoined, was on the 17th June, | 
1861, issued by the government of the Queen of Spain:) | | | 

[Translation.] oe 

: PALACE, June 17, 1861. - 
Taking into consideration the relations which exist between Spain and the United 

States of America, and the desirability that the reciprocal sentiments of good under- 
~ standing should not be changed by reason of the grave events which have taken place 

in that republic, I have resolved to maintain the most strict neutrality in the contest 
begun between the Federal States of the Union and the States federated at the South ; 
and in order to avoid the damage which might accrue to my subjects and to navigation 
and commerce, from the want of clear provisious to which to adjust their conduct, I do 
decree the following: - 

ARTICLE 1. It is forbidden in all the ports of the monarchy to arm, provide, or equip: — 
any privateer vessel, whatever may. be the flag she displays. | 

ART. 2. It is forbidden in like manner to the owners, masters, or captains of mer- 
chant-vessels to accept letters of marque, or contribute in any way whatsoever to the 
armament or equipment ot vessels of war or privateers. 4 a 

ArT. 3. It is forbidden to vessels of war or privateers with their prizes, to enter or 
to remain for more than twenty-four hours in the ports of the monarchy, except in | 

. case of stress of weather. Whenever this last shall occur, the authorities will keep . 
| watch over the vessel, and oblige her to go out to sea as soon as possible, without per- So 

: mitting her to take in any stores except those strictly necessary for the moment, but | | 
' jn no case arms nor supplies for war. | 

oo, ArT. 4. Articles proceeding from prizes shall not be sold in the ports of the | 
| monarchy. | oo | | | 

_ Arr.5. The transportation under the Spanish flag of all articles of commerce is . 
guaranteed, except. when they are directed to blockaded ports. The transportation of 
effects of war is forbidden, as well as the carrying of papers or communications for 

- belligerents. Transgressors shall be responsible for their acts, and shall have no right 
| - to the protection of my government. | 

Arr. 6. It is forbidden to all Spaniards to enlist in the belligerent armies, or take 
service on board of vessels of war or privateers. . 

-  . Fil} *ArtT. 7. My subjects will abstain from every act which, in violation of the , 
-  » laws of the kingdom, can be considered as contrary to neutrality. _ : | 

et, Oo - } Appendix, vol. ili, p. 22.
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| _ Arr, 8. Those who violate the foregoing provisions shall have no right to the protec: | 
tion of my government, shall suffer the consequences of the measures which the 
belligerents may dictate, and shall be punished according to the laws of Spain. 

, Ses | _ SIGNED WITH THE Royan Hanp. 
| The Minister of State, > a 7 

| SATURNINO CALDERON COLLANTES. : i Be 

The following public notifications were, previously to the 16th June, 
) 1861, issued by the government of the King of the Netherlands:! 

. [ Translation. | - 
| - : oo | THE Hague. » 

In obedience to the King’s orders, the ministers for foreign afiairs, of justice, and of 
: the marine, present to the knowledge of all whom it may concern, that to guard against 
_. probable difficulties during the doubtful complications in the United States of North . 

y _ America, no privateers under any flag, or provided with any commission or letters of 
marque, or their prizes, shall be admitted into our havens or sea-ports, unless in case of 

, distress, and that requisite orders be issued that under any circumstances such priva- 
teers and their prizes be required to go again to sea as speedily as possible. 

. - The ministers above named, vO . | 

| : [ Translation.) ee 
| . THe Hacvur. — 

The minister for foreign affairs and the minister of justice, by the King’s authority, 
warn, by these presents, all inhabitants of the kingdom, that during the existing dis- 

_turbances in the United States of America they in nowise take part in privateering, 
because the Netherlands government has acceded to the declaration upon maritime 

. rights set forth by the Paris conference of 1856, whereby, among other matters, priva- 
| teering is abolished, and no recognition of commissions obtained for letters of marque 

| is permitted. Also that commissions and letters of marque, in conflict with the afore- 
_ said prohibition, which may be issued to inhabitants of the Netherlands, cannot have 

| legal effect in behalf of the King’s subjects, or of any abroad who are in subjection to 
the laws.of the kingdom. Those who, under such circumstanees, engage in privateer- | 
ing or lend their aid init to others, will be considered as pirates, and prosecuted ac- 
cording to law in the Netherlands, and subjected to the punishment provided for the 
commission of such oftenses. 4 Se 

The ministers above named. oe : 

. . - [Translation.] . . . 
_ 7 | | THE Hacue, June, 1861. | 
oe The minister for foreign affairs, apprised by a communication from the minister of | 

marine that the King had authorized the naval force in the West Indies to be season-: 
ably strengthened by His Majesty’s steam-frigate Zealand and the screw propellers | 

| Dyambi and Vesuvius, for the purpose of giving protection to the trade and navigation 
of the Netherlands during the contest which seems to be in existence in the United 
States of North America, wherever it may be desired, accordingly esteems it to be his 

| duty to direct the attention of shipmasters, consignees, and freighters to the peril io ; 
which their insurance against loss will be exposed by any violation of the obligations | : 

oo imposed on neutral powers to respect actual blockades, and not to carry contraband | 
| of war, or dispatches of belligerents. 7 / | a 

In these cases they will be subject to all the resulting losses that may follow, with- | 
| out the benefit of any protection or intervention on the part of His Majesty’s govern- : 

. ment. Of which take notice. | 
- The minister above named. | | | | 

- The government of the Emperor of Brazil issued the following cir. 
, cular, addressed to the presidents of provinces within the Brazilian 

Empire:? — | | _ _ 

: . _ Circular to the presidents of provinces. 

| Translation. ] | . oe 

os OC RIO DE JANEIRO, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, | ee 
| - | : : : 7 _ August 1, 1801. — : 

| _ Inbusrrious snp Excetient Srr: The strife that has broken out between the 
Federal Government of the United States of North America and some of those States 
which have declared themselves constituted as a separate confederation, may produce’ 

: - 1 Appendix, vol. iii, p. 27. | | 2Tbid., p. 24. | ——
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questions for our country, for the solution of which it is important that your excellency. | 
should be prepared; and I have, therefore, received orders from His Majesty the | 

_ Emperor to declare to your excellency that the imperial” government considers that 
it ought to maintain itself in the ‘most strict neutrality during the war in which those 

_ States are unhappily engaged ; and in order that that neutrality may be preserved, 
it is fitting that the following determinations be observed: | 

: The Confederate States have no recognized existence; but, having constituted a dis- 
tinct government de facto, the imperial government cannot consider their naval arma- 
ments as acts of piracy, nor refuse them, with the necessary restrictions, the character 
of belligerents which they have assumed. oe 

In conformity with this, Brazilian subjects are to abstain from all participation and 
- aid in favor of one of the belligerents, and they must not take part in any acts which oo 

ean be considered as hostile to one of the two parties, and contrary to the obligations vo 
of the neutrality. — . . 

The exportation of warlike articles from the ports of the empire for the new Confed- . 
erate States is absolutely prohibited, whether it is intended to be done under the 

| Brazilian flag or that of another nation. | fk 
— fi] *The same trade in contraband of war must be forbidden to Brazilian ships, | 

| although they may be destined for the ports subject to the government of the 
North American Union. | : ne | 

No ship with the flag of one of the belligerents, and which may be employed in this 
war, or intended for it, can be provisioned, equipped, or armed in the ports of the | 
empire; the furnishing of victuals and naval provisions indispensable for the contin- 
uation of the voyage not being included in this prohibition. ° oo 

No ship of war or cruiser shall be allowed to enter and remain with prizes in our . 
ports or bays more than twenty-four hours, excejt in case of forced arrival, and they a 
shall in no way be allowed to dispose of the said prizes, or of objects coming from 

- them. — oo 
| In the execution of these measures, and in the solution of the questions which may 

arise, your excellency will be guided by the principles of international law, keeping in 
mind the instructions issued by this ministry on the leth of May, 1854, retaining the 
purport of the circular of the 30th of July, 1859, relative to the United States at strife 
with the Confederate States; and you will communicate to the imperial government 
any difficulties or extraordinary occurrences that require fresh instructions. 

1 repeat, &e. . , | . 
| BENVENUTO AUGUSTO DE MAGALHAES TAQUES. , 

To his Excellency the PResmpENT of the Province of ———. | 

Declarations, decrees, or notifications were likewise issued by other | 
maritime powers. a - a, 
i - | ‘THE SUMTER. 

Of the armed ships sent to sea by the Confederate States during the | 
first year of the war, two only, the Sumter and Nashville, entered any | 
port belonging to a European power. It is necessary to state briefly 
the circumstances which occurred in relation to these vessels. | 

The Sumter was a steamship which had been purchased by the navy 
department of the government of the Confederate States, was commis- 
sioned as a public ship of war in the service of those States, and was . 
commanded by an officer who had previously held a commission in the | 
Navy of the United States. It appears from the message of Mr. Jeffer- 
.son Davis, dated 29th April, 1861, and hereinbefore referred to, that she 
had at that date been purchased and manned, and was being actively | | 
prepared for sea. She sailed from the Mississippi River on the 30th | 

| June, 1861, cruised for six months, and captured seventeen prizes. 
_ In the course of this cruise she entered (in the order herein named) 
ports within the dominions of the following sovereigns and states, 
namely, the Queen of Spain, the King of the Netherlands, the republic 

~ of Venezuela, the Queen of Great Britain, the Emperor of Brazil, and. 
the Emperor of the French. She obtained coal and supplies in the ports 
of Cienfuegos, Curacoa, Paramaribo, Trinidad, and Martinique succes-_ 
Sively. pe | : 7 

At the time of her arrival at Cienfuegos she had with her six prizes, , 
captured since her departure from New Orleans, and these she left —
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behind her in harbor when she sailed. The Government of the United 
States complained to the Spanish government of the admission of the 

'-—-« Sumter into port, and of her having been permitted to take in coal and _ 
water; and demanded that the prizes should be released, on the ground 
that the capturing vessel was a pirate. The Spanish government did 

- not assent to the demand that the Sumter should be treated asa pirate; 
but the prizes which she had left in port were set at liberty by order of’ 
the captain-general of the island, on the ground that they were proved, 
on examination, to have been captured within the territorial waters of. 

aa Cuba, under unlawful circumstances. | | oe 
The Sumter approached the port of St. Anne’s, Curacoa, on the 15th 

| July, hoisted the flag of the Confederate States, and requested permis- 
sion to enter. The governorof the island withheld this permission until 

ot assured that she wags not a privateer, the regulations issued by the gov- 
: _ ernment of the Netherlands prohibiting the admission of privateers 

unless in case of distress, but granted it upon receiving from her com- 
ma mander a declaration in writing that the “Sumter was a ship of war _ 

, duly commissioned by the government of the Confederate States.” In 
Oe accepting this declaration as sufficient, without further proof, he acted 

Oo upon the unanimousadvice of his colonial council. The Sumter remained 
mo eight days in port, and took in coal. — | oe 
oo With reference to these facts the Government of the United States, 

on the 15th of August, 1861, addressed to the government of the Neth-' - 
| erlands a complaint and a demand for reparation.! The latter govern- 

| - ment answered that it had faithfully fulfilled its duty as a neutral power, | 
| and would continue to adhere toitin future. In the dispatch conveying 
a this answer the following propositions (among others) were laid down 

7 and affirmed by the government of the Netherlands :: - 
a [13] . *1. According to the principles of the law of nations, all | 

nations, without exception, may admit vessels of war belonging _ 
to a belligerent state to their ports, and accord te them all the favors 

| - * which constitute an asylum. a . 
| ' 2. As evidence that the Sumter was not a privateer, the governor of 

: Curacoa was bound to be satisfied with the word of her commander 
given in writing, and had no right to demand further proofs. | 

| 3 The Sumter was not, however, in fact a privateer, not being the 
property of private owners. She was a ship of war. | , 

4. It cannot be admitted that all vessels carrying the confederate flag — 
| should, as contended by the Government of the United States, be con- 

sidered as privateers; because the principles of the law of nations, as 
well as the examples of history, require that the rights of war should be 

Oo accorded to those States. _ 
_.  §.. Much less can these vessels be regarded as pirates, or “engaged,” __ 

| in the words of the American Secretary of State, “in a piratical expe-_ 
oe dition against the commerce of the United States.” This would be in- 

: compatible with neutrality. | | a 
: Adhering to these principles the government of the Netherlands. 

recognized, at the same time, that itis the duty of a neutral state to 
| take care that vessels of the belligerent parties commit no act of hos- 

tility within the limits of its territory, and do not keep wateh in the | 
ports of its dominion to attack from them vessels of the enemy; and it 
informed the Government of the United States that instructions on this 

co head would be sent to the governors of the King’s colonial possessions, 
oo ' Subsequently to this correspondence, and on the 19th of August, 1861, 

| a 1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 725. - ®Tbid., pe. 780.0
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the Sumter was admitted into the port of Paramaribo, in Dutch Guiana, | 
and coaled there, remaining in port eleven days.) , | 

The government of the Netherlands shortly afterwards issued orders - 
to the authorities in its colonial possessions to the effect that no vessel 
of either belligerent should be allowed to take in more coal than would oo 
be sufficient for twenty-four hours’ consumption, or to remain in port | 

| during a longer period than forty-eight hours.’ a 7 
Before arriving at Paramaribo the Sumter had visited Puerto 

Cabello, in Venezuela, and the British island of Trinidad. She remained 
in port, at the latter place, during six days, and purchased from private 
merchants coal and provisions. Her commander had applied for per- 
mission to purchase coal from the government stores; but this had 
been refused by the governor. 7 , a 
- With reference to these facts the subjoined correspondence passed ~ | 
between the Government of the United States, through its minister in _ 
London (Mr. Adams) and the government of Her Britannic Majesty? _ 

| Mr. Adams to Earl Russell. | | 

LEGATION OF ae UNITED States, September 30, 1861. 

| The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United 
| States, regrets to be obliged to inform the right honorable Earl Russell, Her Majesty’s Oo 

| principal secretary of state for foreign affairs, that he has been instructed by the . 
President of the United States to prefer a complaint against the anthorities of the : 

: isiand of Trinidad for a violation of Her Majesty’s proclamation of neutrality, by 
giving aid and encouragement to the insurgents of the United States. It appears by | 

' an extract from a letter received at the Department of State from a gentleman be- m 
7 lieved to be worthy of credit, a resident of Trinidad, Mr. Francis Bernard, a copy of : 

which is submitted herewith, that a steam-vessel known as an armed insurgent priva- — 
teer, called the Sumter, was received on the 30th of July last at that port, and was per- | 
mitted to remain for six days, during which time she was not only furnished with all 3 
necessary supplies for the continuance of her cruise, under the sanction of the attorney-: . 

| general, but that Her Majesty’s flag was actually hoisted on the government flag-stafi' 
in acknowledgment of her arrival. . : 
. The undersigned has been directed by his Government to bring this extraordinary | 
proceeding to the attention of Lord Russell, and, in case it should not be satisfactorily 
explained, to ask for the adoption of such measures as shall insure, on the part of the | 
authorities of the island, the prevention of all occurrences of the kind during the con- | 
tinuance of the difficulties in America. . 

The undersigned deems it proper to add, in explanation of the absence of any official . 
representation from Trinidad to substantiate the present complaint, that there was no 

- consul of the United States there at the time of the arrival of the vessel. The under- 
signed had the honor, a few days since, to apprise Lord Russell of the fact that this 
deficiency had been since supplied by preferring an application for Her Majesty’s exe- 
quatur for a new consul, who is already on his way to occupy his post. me, | . 

The undersigned, &c., . a 

(Signed) CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. | 

Lit] ~[Inclosure. } . . 

Mr. Bernard to Mr. Seward. Oo a 

| «fT Extract.] . . oe 

| TRINIDAD, August 7, 1861. _ 
| re: I beg to inform you that on the 30th ultimo a steam sloop of war (Semmes com-- __ 

mander) carrying a secession flag, five guns, some of a large caliber, and a crew of from | 
_ 120 to 150 men, sailed boldly into our harbor, and reported herself to the authorities of 

this island as being on a cruise. She was last from Puerto Cabello; and since she suc- 
_ ceeded in getting out of the Mississippi River she has already captured no less than 

: eleven American vessels., I have ascertained the names of some of them, viz: the 
Joseph Maxwell, Abe Bradford, Minnie Miller, West Wind, of Westerly, with a cargo of 

: sugar from Havana, and Golden Rocket, which was burnt by her off the coast of Cuba. 

| 1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 734. 2Tbid., p. 737. 3 Tbid., p. 3.
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The Sumter landed eight of her. prisoners here in a destitute condition; but a 
contribution has been raised here for their benefit, sufficient to supply their immediate | 
wants, and I will take care that they are provided for until an opportunity ofters to 
ship them to the States. , oo , 

The Sumter remained here till the 5th instant, aud was allowed to supply herself | 
| with coals and other necessary outfits. The British flag was hoisted on the govern- | 

inent flag-staff for her arrival, and the officers of the British war vessel Cadmus _ 
| appeared to be on amicable terms with those of the Sumter. The merchant who sup- 

plied the Sumter with coals did it. with the consent and approval of our attorney- 
general. | : : | | . | 

| - Being a loyal American, I consider if my duty to send you these informations, as 
_ there bas been no consul of our nation in this island for many months. os 

| Iam, &c., : | 
” (Signed) | | oT FRANCIS BERNARD. © 

| _ Earl Russell to Mr. Addams. | | | | . 

| , | : - Forrign Orrice, October 4, 1861. 

oe The undersigned, Her Majesty’s principal secretary of state for foreign affairs, has 
had the honor .to receive a complaint from Mr. Adams, envoy extraordinary and 

: : minister plenipotentiary of the United States at this court, against the authorities of 
the island of Trinidad for a violation of Her Majesty’s proclamation of neutrality, by = 
giving aid and encouragement to the insurgents of. the United States. | a 

| | It appears, from the accounts received at the Colonial Office, and at the Admiralty, | 
that a vessel bearing a secession flag entered the port of Trinidad on the 30th of July 
last. CO . oe 

Captain Hillyar, of Her Majesty’s ship Cadmus, having sent a boat to ascertain her 
nationality, the commanding officer showed a commission signed by Mr. Jefferson Davis, 
ealling himself the President of the so-styled Confederate States. . 

| The Sumter, which was the vessel in question, was allowed to stay six days at 
Trinidad, and to supply herself with coals and provisions; and the attorney-general of 
the island perceived no illegality in these proceedings. 

The law-officers of the Crown have reported that the conduct of the governor was 
: in conformity to Her Majesty’s proclamation. . 

No mention is made by the governor of his hoisting the British flag.on the govern- | 
ment flag-staff; and if he did so, it was probably in order to show the national char- | 
acter of the island, and not in acknowledgment of the arrival of the Sumter. 

| There does not appear, therefore, any reason to believe that Her Majesty’s proclama- | 
tion of neutrality has been violated by the governor of Trinidad, or by the command- | 
ing officer of Her Majesty’s ship Cadmus. ee 

a ‘The undersigned, &c. | : : | 
(Signed) . | RUSSELL. | 

The Government of the United States instructed Mr. Adams to | 
| inform the government of Great Britain “that the President deeply | 

: regrets that Lord Russell is altogether unable to give to our complaint | 
a@ satisfactory solution.” The reason alleged for this expression of 

| dissatisfaction was the same which had been previously rejected by _ 
the government of the Netherlands; namely, that the Sumter was | 

| a@ piratical vessel, and that her officers and crew were pirates, and | 
| that they ought to be treated-as such in foreign ports and waters. | 

| Further communications on the subject subsequently passed between | 
the two governments. These communications are stated in the sub- | 
joined dispatches, addressed respectively by Her Britannic Majesty’s  . | 
minister at Washington to Her Majesty’s secretary of state for foreign _ | 

| affairs, and by the minister of the United States in London to the | 
Secretary of State of the United States: oO : 

Be Lord Lyons to Earl Russell. os | | Pe | 

: a --WasHineron, November 4, 1861. | 
OF My Lorp: Mr. Seward spoke to me, the day before yesterday, respecting the admis- — | 

sion of the confederate vessel Sumter into British and Dutch ports. | 7 | 
With regard to the Dutch government, Mr. Seward said that he had been obliged to | 

oo Oo ne lAppendix, vol.ii,p.5. 0 © 0 8 | 
: | | : |
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7 [15] > cause very “serious remonstrances to be addressed to them, but that he had now . 
| been informed that they had given orders that the Southern privateers should not. | 
| be allowed to remain more than twenty-four hours in a Dutch port. It was true, : 

he said, that it had been declared that these orders had not been issued in deference 
to the representations of the United States Government, but this was immaterial; so 
long as the privateers were excluded in practice, he did not care to inquire on what 
ground that. was done. BC | So ee . | 

; Mr. Seward then mentioned the reception of the Sumter at Trinidad, and alluded 
to your lordship’s note to Mr. Adams of the 4th of October on the subject. He said 
he had been obliged to send immediately instructions to Mr. Adams with regard to 
that note. He did not tell mé the nature of those instructions, but he spoke to me of | 
the affair in a tone of complaint, and dwelt especially on the length of time during 
which the Sumter had been allowed to remain at Trinidad, and on the supplies which | 
she had obtained there. He said that France and, he thought, all the other powers of 

- Europe, refused to allow privateers to remain for more than twenty-four hoursin their , | 
ports. He could hardly conceive that England wished to stand alone as the only 7 

: power which admitted the enemies of the United States without restriction into its 
harbors. He supposed that the matter could hardly have been presented in this light | 
to Her Majesty’s government. ° a | . 

I observed to Mr. Seward that I supposed that in this matter each power had looked 
back to precedents, and taken the course which had been usual with it on similar oc- 
casions in former times. In one point the English rule was, I said, more stringent than : 
that of France and many other powers, for armed vessels were not allowed to carry 
their prizes into British ports for any time, however short. 

Mr. Seward did not pursue the conversation. He merely said that he had wished to 
mention the matter to me in the hope that I might do something toward getting it | 

| satisfactorily settled. . 
~ Thave, &c¢., — . 

_ (Signed) ae | | LYONS. 

Be | Lord Lyons to Earl Russell. 

| WASHINGTON, November 9, 1861. | 
My Lorp: With reference to my dispatch of the 4th instant, I have the honor to 

inform your lordship that this morning Mr. Seward spoke to me again on the subjéct 
of the admission of confederate vessels into British ports. He used very nearly the 
samé language on this.as on the former occasion. He seemed, however, to wish now , 
to be understood as requesting me positively to suggest to Her Majesty’s government 

- to adopt the rule in this respect which had, he said, been adopted by all the other pow- 
ers of Europe. He seemed to desire to make this suggestion through me, rather than 
in a more formal manner through the United States minister in London. . 

. I said. to Mr. Seward that Great Britain had, I thought, been the first power to place 
any restriction upon the admission into her ports of the armed vessels of the belliger- 
ents in the present war; and that she had no doubt followed the precedents afforded 
by her own previous conduct in similar cases. I did not make any difficulty about 
‘conveying Mr. Seward’s suggestion to your lordship, but I did not express any opinion 
as to the reception it would meet witb. a 

I have, &c., ot 
(Signed) LYONS. 

. Mr. Adams to Mr. Seward. a 

[Hxtract. , 

| | . . , Lucarion or THE Unrrep Srarss, . 
Se ee | London, December 20, 1861. 

Sr: *. * BB, * * TI decided to ask 
a conference of Lord Russell for the purpose of talking over the substance of your 
communications to me in dispatches No. 136 and No. 137. It was appointed for yester- 
day at 3 o’clock, when I enjoyed an opportunity for full and frank conversation. . 

* * : * * * 

On the third point bis lordship contested the. fact as stated in the dispatch. He re- : 
capitulated what the government had done as regards the assistance said to have been 
rendered to privateers in the colonies. Supplies had been refused by the authorities . 
in all-cases. Whatever had been obtained had come from purchases of individuals. © | 
The only difference that he could find between the action of this government and that oo 

_ of other nations was that the stay of belligerent vessels was confined by the latter to 
twenty-four hours. As to that, he said that the omission to insert the same provision _ 

in the British orders was by no means owing to unfriendliness to, the United States. 

| 15 A ) |
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On the contrary,it was thought that if a government vessel of theirs should put into any. | 
port, such as Malta, for example, to stay a short time, it. had seemed to them churlish | 

. to issue a decree to limit it toa single day. He said he had taken some pains to make 
_ inquiries as to the action of other governments, and, so far as he could learn, he found —_ 

an it in other respects substantially the same. | | oe 
: IT have, &c., -. : Co : . 

_ (Signed) ip . CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, . 

| With the view of preventing the recarrence of similar complaints in 
future, and also of preventing as far as might be the possibility of any | 

| abuse of the asylum granted in British ports (as in those of other neutral : 
- powers) to belligerent vesseis, the British government on the 31st of 
_ January, 1862, issued the subjoined orders, to be observed in all the. _ 

ports of the United Kingdom and those of Her Majesty’s transmarine 
-*-—s- territories and possessions: | So oo 

| [16] . *Lhe secretary of state for foreign affairs to the lords commissioners of the 
. admiralty oo, a 

, a | FOREIGN OFFICE, January 31, 1862. 

_ My Lorps: Her Majesty being fully determined to observe the duties of neutrality | 
- during the existing hostilities between the United States and the States calling them- | 

, _  gelves “the Confederate States of America,” and being, moreover, resolved to prevent, _ 
as far as possible, the use of Her Majesty’s harbors, ports, and coasts, and the waters | 

' within Her Majesty’s territorial jurisdiction, in aid of the warlike purposes of either , 
belligerent, has commanded me to communicate to your lordships, for your guidance, 
the following rules, which are to be treated and enforced as Her Majesty’s orders and 

‘ directions. : a | 
Her Majesty is pleased further to command that these rules shall be putin forcein _ 

the United Kingdom and in the Channel Islands on and after Thursday, the 6th day of 
February next, and in Her Majesty’s territories and possessions beyond the seas six 

| days after the day when the governor or other chief authority of each of such territories or 
| possessions, respectively, shall have notified and published the same, stating in such 

| notification that the said rules are to be cbeyed by all persons within the same terri- ) 
tories and possessions. . | ' oe ee : 

I. During the continuance of the present hostilities between the Government of the 
United States of North America and the States calling themselves “the Confederate 
States of America,” or until Her Majesty shall otherwise order, no ship of war or pri- 
vateer belonging to either of the belligerents shall be permitted to enter or remain in the 

_ port of Nassau, or in any other port, roadstead, or waiters of the Bahama Islands, ex-_ 
cept by special leave of the lieutenant-governor of the Bahama Islands, or in case of 
stress of weather. If any such vessel should enter any such port, roadstead, or waters 
by special leave, or under stress of weather, the authorities of the place shali require 

| her to put to sea as soon as possible, without permitting her to take in any supplies 
| beyond what may be necessary for her immediate use. oe 

| If, at the time when this order is first notified in the Bahama Islands, there shall be 
_ any such vessel already within any port, roadstead, or waters of those islands, the : 

. lieutenant-governor shall give notice to such vessel to depart, and shall require her | 
| ‘to put to sea, within such time as he shall, under the circumstances, consider proper 
- and reasonable. If there, then, shall be ships of war or privateers belonging to both 

the said belligerents within the territorial jurisdiction of Her Majesty, in or near the 
| same port, roadstead, or waters, the lieutenant-governor shall fix the order of time in 

which such vessels shall depart. No such vessel of either belligerent shall be permit- 
a ted to put to sea until after the expiration of at least.twenty-four hours from the time | 
a when the last preceding vessel of the other belligerent (whether the same shall be a 

CS ship of war, or privateer, or merchant-ship) which shall have left the same port, road- 
stead, or waters, or waters adjacent thereto, shall have passed beyond the territorial 

| jurisdiction of Her Majesty. | . . . 

Il. During the continuance of the present hostilities between the Government of the 
United States of North America and the States calling themselves ‘the Confederate 

, States of America,” all ships of war and privateers of either belligerent are prohibited 
from making ase of any port or roadstead in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and . 

| Ireland, or in the Channel Islands, or in any of Her Majesty’s colonies or foréign 
possessions or dependencies, or of any waters subject to the territorial jurisdiction of 

_ the British Crown, as-a station or place of resort for any warlike purpose or for the — 
purpose of obtaining any facilities of warlike equipment ; and no ship of war or priva- 

| : | 1 Appendix, vol. 11, p. 18, : : |
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 teer of either belligerent shall hereafter be permitted to sail out of or leave any port, | - 
roadstead, or waters subject to British jurisdiction, from which any vessel of the other Oe 
belligerent (whether the same shall be a ship of war, a privateer, or a merchant-ship) 
shall have previously departed, until after the expiration of at least twenty-four hours 
from the departure of such last-mentioned vessel beyond the territorial jurisdiction of 

| Her Majesty. : | _— . a 
III. If any ship of war or privateer of either belligerent shall, after the time when 

this order shall be first notified and put in force in the United Kingdom and in the Chan- 
nel Islands, and in the several colonies and foreign possessions and dependencies of Her 
Majesty respectively, enter any port, roadstead, or waters belonging to Her Majesty, 
either in the United Kingdom or in the Channel Islands, or in any of Her Majesty’s 
colonies or foreign possessions or dependencies, such vessel shall be required to depart 
and to. put to sea within twenty-four hours after her entrance into such port, road- 

_ stead, or waters, except in case of stress of weather, or of her requiring provisions or ; . 
things necessary for the subsistence of her crew, or repairs; in either of which cases: 
the authorities of the port, or.of the nearest port, (as the case may be,) shall require her: 
to put to sea as soon as possible after the expiration of such period of twenty-four — 
hours, without permitting her to take in supplies beyond what may be necessary for her . | 
immediate use ; and no such vessel, which may have been allowed to remain within 

_ British waters for the purpose of repair, shall continue in any such port, roadstead, or — 
waters for a longer period than twenty-four hours after the necessary repairs shall have 

_ been completed: Provided, nevertheless, that in all cases in which there shall be any . 
vessels (whether ships of war, privateers, or merchant-ships) of both the said belliger- 

_ ent parties in the same port, roadstead, or waters within the territorial jurisdiction of. . 
Her Majesty, there shall be an interval of not less than twenty-four hours between the 
departure therefrom of any such vessel (whether a ship of war, a privateer, or a mer- os 

. chant-ship) of the one belligerent, and the subsquent departure therefrom of any ship | 
of war or privateer of the other belligerent; and the times hereby limited for the de- | 

_-parture of such ships of war and privateers, respectively, shall always, in ease of neces- 
sity, be extended, so far as may be requisite for giving effect to this proviso, but not : 
further or otherwise. ; . 
IV. No ship of war or privateer of either belligerent shall hereafter be permitted, | 

while in any port, roadstead, or waters subject to the territorial jurisdiction of Her o 
Majesty, to take in any supplies, except provisions and such other things as may be re-' a 

quisite for the subsistence of her crew ; and except so much coal only as may be | 
[17] sufficient to carry such vessel to the nearest port of her own *country, or to 

some nearer destination; and no coal shall be again supplied to any such ship 
of war or privateer in the same or any other port, roadstead, or waters subject to the 
territorial jurisdiction ef Her Majesty, without special permission, until after the ex- 
 pivation of three months from the time when such coal may have been last supplied 
to her within British waters, as aforesaid. | . . 

.. I have, &c., | | 
(Signed) J. RUSSELL. | 

By the first and second of the foregoing orders belligerent vessels — oe 
were absolutely excluded from the ports, roadsteads, and waters of the | 
Bahama Islands, except in case of stress of weather or of special leave 
granted by the lieutenant-governor. These islands being very near to Se 
the American coast, access to them was of little importance to the armed | ; 
vessels of the United States, unless under stress of weather; while to | 
vessels of the Confederate States it was of great importance, the har- - | 
bors of these States being generally, though not always, effectively 7 

. blockaded. : , . 
_. he orders thus issued by Her Britannic Majesty’s government were 

more stringent and comprehensive by far than those of any other neu- ee 
_ tral government. It was not the fact that in the ports of the French 
empire, or in those of other neutral powers generally, belligerent vessels | 
entering without prizes were prohibited from remaining more than. — 
twenty-four hours or from purchasing supplies other than arms and mil- | 
itary supplies. — . : | 
The Sumter, after leaving Trinidad, entered in succession the ports of , 

Paramaribo, of San Juan de Maranham in the empire of Brazil, where | 
She remained ten days; of Port Royal and St. Pierre in Martinique; | 
and of Cadiz, where she remained fourteen days. She was during four- 
teen days in the waters of Martinique, and procured there, under the
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written authority of the governor of the island, as much coal as her 
7 commander wished to take on board to enable him to extend his cruise | 

— across the Atlantic, together with other supplies. A few days after her | 
arrival, the Iroquois, a war steamer of the United States, entered Port 
Royal harbor, and the subjoined correspondence passed between her _ 
captain and the governor: | 

| | _ Captain Palmer to the governor of Martinique. —— SO 

| . UNITED SraTes STEAMSHIP IROQUOIS, . 
| | - Of St. Pierre, November 15, 1861. 

Sir: As circumstances prevent my paying my personal respects to your excellency _ 
or your representative at this place, I write to announce my arrival in the afternoon of 

| yesterday, as well as to inform you that, to my surprise, I find a notorious steamer. 
called the Sumter quietly coaling at the wharves and enjoying the hospitalities of the 

. port. : | 
As your excellency cannot be aware of the character of this vessel, I denounce her 

: to you as one that has been for some time engaged in pirating upon the commerce of . 
the United States, robbing, burning, or. otherwise destroying all American vessels 
whichcome within her reach. __ | a | ' 
May I not hope, therefore, that your excellency, upon this representation, will not. 

allow her to enjoy the privileges I complain of, but direct her to leave the protection 
of the French flag and the immunities of a French port ? | 

I have, &c., | | oS | | : 
| (Signed) ; _ JAS. S. PALMER, 

Commanding United Staies Steamship Iroquois. 
His Excellency the GOVERNOR OF MARTINIQUE. | 

— | The governor of Martinique to Captain Palmer. 

a | _ ‘ [Translation.] a | | 

_ GOUVERNEMENT DE LA MARTINIQUE, CABINET DU GOUVERNEUR, 
| | No. 430 Fort-de-France, le 15 Novembre, 1861. 

M. LE COMMANDANT: I have the honor to reply to the letter which you addressed me 
this morring. | | | 

| I am not ignorant, M. le commandant, of the presence in the roads of St. Pierre of a 
vessel belonging to the States of the South, who profess to have formed a separate con- 

| federation. — : | - | 
7 To accomplish the generous intentions of the Emperor, I wish to be hospitable to the 

vessels of the two belligerent parties, but I will not, nor can, without violating the — 
orders of His Majesty, divest myself of the absolute neutrality that I ought to observe. 

. That is to say to you, M. le commandant, that if it is not my intention to refuse an 
anchorage to a vessel belonging to the States of the South, I offer te you, on the other — 
hand, the same hospitality and the same facilities to the vessels belonging to the Gov- 
ernment of the Union which you have the honor to command. _ | oe 

There exist, besides, international laws, that every civilized nation scrupulously ob-— 
serves, and which I need scarcely recall to you, M. le commandant, nor to the com- 

. mander of the Sumter. a | 
Accept, &c. : | 

: (Signed) | LE AMIRAL, 
| | Gouverneur de la Martinique, gc. - 

| M. LE COMMANDANT DE L’TROQUOIS. | | | 

-. ‘The captain of the Iroquois was also informed that, if the Sum- 
[18] ter should leave *the port before him, he would not be permitted | 

| to weigh anchor wntil twenty-four hours should have elapsed after 
her sailing. He quitted his anchorage immediately, and cruised in the 

_ , offing, with the design of intercepting her, till the night of the 234, 
when she succeeded in making her escape. a | 

a On the 18th of January, 1862, the Sumter arrived at Gibraltar. The 
| American consul at that port immediately addressed a letter to the 

governor, informing him of the fact, and expressing the hope that he 
would “ give sue. orders as may prevent this rebel cruiser from obtain-
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ing the necessary facilities, and making equipments for the continuance __ | 
of her unlawful vocation.” To this letter the following answer was os 
returned by the colonial secretary of the dependency :! | | 

. Mr. Freeling to Mr. Sprague. | | . 

| . SECRETARY’S OFFICE, Gibraltar, January 19, 1862. | 
Sir: I am directed by his excellency the governor to acknowledge the receipt of : 

your letter of yesterday’s date on the subject of the confederate steamer Sumter, now | 
at anchor in this bay. | , : | 

His excellency desires me, in reply, to inform you that the instructions contained in | 
Her Majesty’s proclamation of the 13th of May last (published in the Gibraltar Chron- 
icle of the lst of June, 1861) with reference to the strict neutrality to be observed by - : 
Her Majesty’s subjects in the contest between the Government of the United States of PO 
America and certain States styling themselves “the Confederate States of America,” | 
will be strictly carried out with regard to the rights and obligations toward both bel- _ _ 
ligerent parties. . / | 

| I have, &c. | . / . 2 
(Signed) | | | _ : S. FREELING, | - 

| oo | - Colonial Secretary. a 

On the 21st January, 1862, the consul addressed a letter to the senior | 
naval officer at Gibraltar, asking to be informed, for the guidance of the Oo 
masters of American vessels. then lying in the bay, what rules he in- : | 

| tended to lay down and enforce “in case any American vessels should | - 
leave port before the Sumter, or if the Sumter should be outside the - 
port, waiting to intercept them.” He was informed, in answer, that | 

_ % American merchant-vessels quitting Gibraltar while the Sumter is 
in the bay, are entitled to a start of twenty-four hours before being pur- > 
sued with a hostile intention, and it is the duty of the authorities con- | 
cerned to see that such protection is extended over them.” Hewasfur- | 
ther-informed that notice of this regulation had been given to the com- © - 

mander of the Sumter.’ | | | | 
On the same 21st of January, the consul telegraphed to the minister of 

the United States in London information that the Sumter was still in a 
harbor, and added, “The British governor observes strict neutrality, in | 
conformity with the Queen’s proclamation.” | 

-. _ The Sumter was, in fact, according to the statements of the United 
States consul, unable to leave Gibraltar for want of coal, the consul : 
having succeeded in inducing the merchants of the place to refuse to 
supply her with coal, though her commander offered 50 per cent. more 
than the market price. She then applied to be allowed to purchase coal 
from the government stores; but this was refused, in conformity with | 

: the rule observed throughout the war, at all British ports, toward the 
| vessels of both belligerents.° | a - 

On the 12th February, 1862, the United States war steamer Tusca- 
- -rora arrived at Gibraltar, and proceeded to coal at the ‘neutral port of - 

_ Algeciras. She was soon afterward joined by the United States war . 
steamer Ino, and subsequently by the Kearsarge; and the Ino and 

_ Kearsarge remained off Algeciras waiting to intercept the Sumter. The 
Sumter was paid off in April, and lay in harbor till December, 1862, | 

- when she was sold by public auction (after having been first deprived | 
of her armament) to a British subject resident at Liverpool. The United - 
States consul addressed to the, governor a protest against the sale,on 
the ground, first, that the Sumter had come into the possession of the — : 
confederate government as a prize of war, (which was proved not to be SO 
the fact, the vessel having been purchased by that government from a 

Appendix, vol. ii, p. 13. 2Tpid., pp.9and10. — %Ibid., p. 18.
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_-private owner,) and secondly, that the sale was made “for the purpose : 
_ of avoiding a capture by the cruisers of the United States.” This pro- | 

test was not accompanied by any proofs, but notice of it was officially 
published by the colonial secretary before the day fixed for the sale.! a 

_ With reference to this sale the subjoined letters passed between the 
United States minister in London and Her Britannic Majesty’s secretary 
of state for foreign affairs 2 | Oo | | 

| Oe Mr. Adams to Earl Russell. | oe | 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, =~ 
: | | London, December 30, 1862, 

: _. My Lorpb: On the 19th of this month, Iam informed by the consul of the United 
| States at Gibraltar, that a public sale is said to have been made of the steamer 

[19] Sumter, a vessel which had committed *much depredation upon the commerce of 
the United States, and which had taken shelter in that port from pursuit from 

the national ships. . : an eo 
_, Having the strongest reason, from the known character and previous conduct of the. — _ | 

. . alleged purchaser, to believe that this sale is effected solely for the purpose of rescuing | 
the vessel from its present position, and of making use of Her Majesty’s flag to con-  - 

: vert it to new purposes of hostilities to the United States, I must pray your lordship’s : 
| - attention to the necessity under which I am placed of asking the assistance of Her. | 

“Majesty’s government to prevent any risk of damage to the United States from a 
_ fraudulent transaction in one of her ports; or,in default of it, of declining to recog- ~ 

_ nize the validity of the transfer, should that vessel subsequently be found by the | 
armed ships of the United States sailing on the high seas. : | : 

a Renewing, &c., 7 | / 
: (Signed) | : CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. — “ 

| | | —  farl Russell to Mr. ddame? a 

oo oe — Formren Orvice, January 1, 1863. 
| _ Srr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 30th ultima, 

calling my attention to the circumstances attending the sale of the steamer Sumter at 
| Gibraltar, and I have the honor to state to you, in reply, that the law-officers of the 

—- Crown have already the case before them. : - 
: Ihave, &c., : , 

: (Signed) | RUSSELL. | 

_ Karl Russell to Mr. Adams | | 

| 7 ForEIGN Orvice, January 15, 1863. 
Srr: With reference to my letter of the Ist instant, in which Iacknowledged the 

receipt of your letter of the 30th ultimo, respecting the sale of the Sumterat Gibraltar, - 
| _ I have now the honor to inform you that Her Majesty’s naval and military officers at 

that port have received instructions not to give any protection to that vessel beyond 
| the waters of Gibraltar; but it will of course be clearly understood that those instruc- 

tions do not preclude the owners of the Sumter, if that vessel should be taken by 
United States cruisers, from appealing, according to the usage and practice of inter-. 

| national law, to the prize court in the United States against the captors; nor will Her 
: Majesty’s government be precluded from taking any course which may appear here- | 

_ after to them proper, if the Sumter, now assumed to be British property, should be 
hereafter condemned, or otherwise dealt with in any manner which might not be, in 

| their judgment, warranted by international law. | 
. I have, &c., | oS 

(Signed) | : | — RUSSELL. 

| | Mr. Adams had on the 3d January, 1863, telegraphed to the Ameri- — 
can consul at Gibraltar that Captain Bryson, commanding the United | 
States war steamer Chippewa, was to endeavor to capture the Sumter 

_ should she leave Gibraltar under the British flag; and on the 19th Jan- 
- uary, 1863, he again telegraphed, “ The Sumter should be captured if © 

| | - LAppendix, vol. ii, p. 45.0 | 2 Tbid., p. 47. } 
3 lbid., p. 52. r 7 | | 4Ibid., p. 54.
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 ghe goes out of the British waters on the high seas. If she have nomi- | 

nal British papers she must be sent home for adjudication as prize.” - 

| The American consul, on the 21st January, answered as follows: “Your == 

telegram communicated to our commanders: Sumter coaling again and | 

-- provisioning to-day.” She sailed from Gibraltar on the 7th February, 

- was not captured, and reached. Liverpool on the 13th.1 At Liverpool = 

she remained until the 3d July, 1863, when she sailed as a merchant- | 

vessel, without armament, and carrying as freight some heavy ordnance, 

which could not possibly have been used on board of her. She had un- - | 

| dergone repairs, but all fittings for warlike purposes had been removed 

from her, and she had been re-named the Gibraltar. While in port she 
had been carefully watched by order of Her Majesty’s government, as | 

| a precaution lest she should be in any way armed or equipped for war ; 

and she was not permitted to clear till it had been satisfactorily shown 

that she was in no respect so equipped and had no armament.’ She is 

believed to have been wrecked at last in attempting to enter Charleston. | 

. After the time when she entered the harbor of Gibraltar she never | 

appeared at sea as an armed ship, nor was employed to commit hostili- — 

ties against the United States or their citizens. - oo | 

With reference to the sale and transfer of this vessel, the views of = 

Her Britannic Majesty’s government were further expressed in_the - 

following letter addressed to the minister of the United States in Lon- | 

don: 

Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. , 

| FOREIGN OFFICE, Apr 20, 1863. | 

| Sie: There are several statements in your letter of the 14th of March respecting the _ 
~ gale of the Sumter, at Gibraltar, to a British owner, upon which, if any advantage 

| were likely to result from further discussion of the subject, I should feel ie 
[20] right to observe. But it appears to me sufficient to *say, that you seem to have 

confounded, both in your reasoning upon the subject and in your reference to 
authority, the positions of a neutral and belligerent in regard to the sale of ships | 

‘belonging to another belligerent, and to have forgotten, as in the instance of your . 
reference to a statement in a passage on the law of prize, that no neutral state, such 
as Great Britain now is, administers prize law in favor of either belligerent. 

The neutral and belligerent have distinct rights in the matter: the neutral has a . 
right to acquire such property offered to him for purchase, but the belligerent may, in 
the particular circumstances of the case, not recognize the transfer of such property, 
as being that of his enemy, only parted with to the neutral in order to protect it from 
capture on the high seas. The prize court of the belligerent, when property so circum- 

| stanced is brought before it, decides whether the transfer is fair or fraudulent. 
— The British government, when neutral, is not bound to refuse to a British subject 

the right to acquire by purchase a vessel which a belligerent owner may desire to part | 
| with, but it would not deny the right of the adverse belligerent to ascertain, if such 

vessel were captured by its cruisers, whether the vessel had rightfully, according to 
the law of nations, come into the possession of the neutral; and if Great Britain were 

. herself belligerent, she would not complain of a neutral government allowing one of 
its subjects to acquire by purchase a vessel which her adversary might desire to part | 
with, though she would have the right of capturing such vessel on the high seas, and _ 

1 sending it before the prize court for judgment as to whether the vessel had rightfully, 
according to the law of nations, become the property of a neutral owner. | 

oo I have, &c., : 
- (Signed) : _ RUSSELL. . 

‘The course pursued by Her Majesty’s government in this case was 
| adhered to in 1864, in the case of the confederate ship Georgia. It was 

afterward judged expedient by the government to prohibit vessels of ~ 
war belonging to either belligerent from being dismantled or soldin — 
British ports. eo | | 

It is not the duty of a neutral government to prohibit the sale within 

— ‘Appendix, vol. ii, p. 59. 2Tbid., pp. 64-80.  8Ipid., p. 62.
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| its territory of a ship owned by a belligerent to a neutral purchaser, 
| This is a transaction which in no way concerns the neutral government; 

and with which it cannot be called upon to interfere. Under certain _ 
| circumstances, indeed—as in the case of a ship of war driven by supe- _ 

rior force to take refuge in a neutral port—such a sale may be liable to 
be declared void by a prize court of the other belligerent. But this isa 

| jurisdiction exercised by prize courts alone. Until so set aside, the sale | 
(even in the case supposed above) is valid everywhere, and operates to 

| transfer the property to the neutral purchaser. Nor again cana neutral 
government be called upon to apply rules applicable exclusively to 
vessels of war to a vessel which, having originally been armed for war, 
has been disarmed and sold as atoresaid, unless it clearly appear that 

_ the sale was a fictitious transaction, intended to disguise, without alter- 
) ing, the true character of the ship. | ne, 

THE NASHVILLE. | | 

The Nashville, an armed steamer commissioned asa ship of war of 
= the Contederate States, arrived at the British dependency of Bermuda 

on the 30th of October, 1862, having sailed from Charleston on the 
| 26th. Her commander applied for leave to draw a supply of coals 

from Her Majesty’s dock-yard, but this request was refused. . She pro- | 
cured coal from a private yard, and sailed on the 4th November. On the 

| Zist November she entered the harbor of Southampton, having, on her 
| “way, taken and destroyed an American packet-ship, (the Harvey birch,) 

and on the 22d went into dock for repairs.” On the same day directions 
a were sent from the Foreign Office that she “ should not be allowed to | 

-equip herself more completely a8 a vessel of war, or to take in guns or | 
| munitions of war.” , | oe L. 

| On the same 22d of November, Mr. Adams addressed a note to Earl. 
Russell in reference to the Nashville, inclosing certain papers received — 

| from the consul of the United States in London? From statements in. 
- these papers, it would, Mr. Adams alleged, appear that the Nashville — 

was not equipped under a commission aS.a Ship of war, nor even with 
the pretense of a letter of marque; and, further, that she was sentto | 
England with the avowed design that she should be refitted in English 

| ports and made a formidable vessel of war, and that the officers who _ 
~ game in her should be put in command of two other ships which were 

alleged to be then fitting out in the ports of Great Britain for the pur- | 
pose of carrying on war against the United States. He proceeded to 
request that Her Majesty’s government would cause inquiry to be made, 
and would adopt such measures as the case, upon. investigation, might 

| seem to demand. ‘This inguiry may be solicited to the ascertainment 
of two classes of facts: the first, as to the authority possessed by this 
vessel to commit so aggressive an act on the citizens of a friendly power, 

= and then to claim a refuge and recognition in the harbors of Great 
| [21] Britain. The second, in case *the nature of that authority be - 

deemed sufficient—at least in the view of Her Majesty’s govern- 
a ment—as to the purposes for which the ship is alleged to have come 

across the ocean, to wit, the making more effective preparation inthe _ 
. ports of Great Britain for carrying on a war against the people of a 

| friendly nation. in the former case, the question will arise whether the 
vessel be or be not subject to due process of law as a common dis- 
turber of the peace of the world; in the second, whether a recognized _ 

1 Appendix, vol. 1, p. 87. 2 Ibid., pp. 90, 91. ss 8 Thid., p. 92. — 7
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- pelligerent shall or shall not be permitted with impunity to violate the | 
terms of Her Majesty’s proclamation forbidding the fitting out, within | } 

_ the ports of Great Britain, of any armament intended to be used against Os 
-  anation with which she is at peace.” | oo 7 

The foregoing note was immediately answered by Earl Russell, as 
follows: | . | | a | 

a Earl Russell to Mr. Adamss | 2 

ae FOREIGN OFFicE, November 23, 1861. | | 

Lord Russell presents his compliments to Mr. Adams, and begs leave to acquaint him 
that his letter and the inclosure shall receive the immediate attention of Her Majesty’s : , 

| government. | oe 2 
-~ Lord Russell has already given directions that no infringement of the foreign en- | 
listment act shall be permitted in regard to the Nashville. : | 

On the 28th November, 1861, Earl Russell addressed to Mr. Adams, - 
with reference to his note of the 22d, a further note, which was as fol- | 
lows: 7 

| , Earl Russell to Mr. Adams? | | | 

, | | FOREIGN OFFICE, November 28, 1261. | 

The undersigned, Her Majesty’s principal secretary of state for foreign affairs, has - 
the honor to inform Mr. Adams, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of 
the United States at this court, that his note of the 22d instant has been the subject of | 

-  geareful and anxious consideration by Her Majesty’s government. | | 
Mr. Adams, after reciting the capture and destruction by fire of the United States 
merchant-ship on the high seas by order of the commander of the armed steamer called | 
the Nashville, and the subsequent arrival of the Nashville in the port of Southampton, | | 
asks for an inquiry as to two classes of facts: the first, “as to the authority possessed . 
by this vessel to commit so aggressive an act on the citizens of a friendly power, and 2 
then to claim a refuge in the harbors of Great Britain ;” the second, “in case the na- | 

| ture of that authority be deemed sufficient, at least in the view of Her Majesty’s gov- | 
ernment, as to the purposes for which the ship is alleged to have come across the | 
ocean, to wit, the making more effective preparations in the ports of Great Britain for | - 
carrying on war against the people of a friendly nation.” | | 

- Her Majesty’s government have directed their inquiries to both these points, and 2 
also to the state of the law as applicable to the facts thus by them ascertaineds | 

With regard to the first point, the undersigned has to state that the Nashville ap- | | | 
pears to be a confederate vessel of war; her commander and officers have commis- | | 

| sions in the so-styled confederate navy; some of them have written orders from the 
navy department at Richmond to report to Lieutenant Pegram “for duty” on board - | 
the Nashville, and her crew have signed articles to ship in the confederate navy. : 
-In these circumstances the act done by the Nashville, of capturing and burning on | 

the high seas a merchant-vessel of the United States, cannot be considered as an act 
“voluntarily undertaken by individuals not vested with powers generally acknowl- - 

_ edged to be necessary to justify aggressive warfare,’ nor does it at all “ approximate | 
within the definition of piracy.” 

Such being the answer of Her Majesty’s government on the first point raised by Mr. a 
Adams, the undersigned passes to the second. | | 

_ The undersigned stated to Mr. Adams, in his informal note of the 23d instant, that | | 
he had already given directions that no infringement of the foreign enlistment act — 

| should be permitted in regard to the Nashville. In fact, directions had already been | | 
| given to prevent the Nashville from augmenting her warlike forces within Her Majes- a 

ty’s jurisdiction in contravention of the foreign enlistment act. 
With respect to the allegation made by Mr. Adams that some of the officers of the , 

Nashville are to be put in command of vessels now fitting out in British ports for pur- 
_ poses hostile to the Government of the United States, the undersigned can only say 

that, if reasonable evidence can be procured to that effect, all parties concerned who 
shall be acting in contravention of the foreign enlistment act shall be legally proceeded 
against, with a view to the punishment of the persons and to the forfeiture of the ves- 
Seis. | 

Having thus answered Mr. Adams upon the two points to which his attention was _ 
called, the undersigned has only further to say that if, in order to maintain inviolate | 
the neutral character which Her Majesty has assumed, Her Majesty’s government | 

Appendix, vol. ii, p. 95. | 8 Tpid., p. 101.
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| . should find it necessary to adopt further measures within the limits of public law.. 
. Her Majesty will be advised to adopt such measures. 7: 

| ~ It is the earnest desire of Her Majesty to preserve intact the friendly relations be- 
_ tween Her Majesty and the United States of America. | a 

oe _ The undersigned, &c. oe | | oe OF 
: (Signed) | | ee | | 

. oe : , | RUSSELL. | 

[22] *On the 2d December, 1861, Mr. Adams answered the foregoing _ 
- note as follows: _ OO . Sa | 

a | My, Adams to Earl Russell | 
. . : _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, . 

| | | . . London, Decemher 2, 1861. _ 

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United 
States, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a note from the Right Honorable : 

_ Earl Russell, Her Majesty’s principal secretary of state for foreign affairs, dated en 
, the 28th of. November, and in answer to the note of the undersigned soliciting an 

investigation into the case of the armed steamer the Nashville. oe ne 
| While the undersigned regrets that Her Majesty’s government has determined to | 

give what he cannot but think a liberal construction to the evidence furnished of the _ 
character of the voyage of the Nashville, it is yet a source of great satisfaction to him 

' to learn the intention expressed by the government to apply all its power to the pre- 
vention of measures taken within this kingdom by ill-disposed persons to fit out enter- 

_ prises of a hostile character to the United States. The undersigned entertains no 
doubt that this information, which has been already transmitted by him to this gov- 

- ernment, will be received with much pleasure. — | : 
_ The undersigned, &c. oe 

= (Signed) CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. 

Reports of the nature of the repairs which the Nashville was under- | 
going, showing that nothing whatever was being done to fit her more 

- completely as a vessel of war, were from time to time received at the | 
Foreign Office from the senior naval officer at Southampton, and were | 
forwarded to Mr. Adams for his information. Mr. Adams, in acknowl- 
edging the receipt of these reports, added, “It is a source of gratiff- 
cation to him (Mr. Adams) to observe the continued supervision exer- 

_ cised by Her Majesty’s government over the outfit of that vessel.”—(28th __ 
December, 1861.)? , So 7 _ | 

Qn the 15th December, 1861, the United States war-steamer Tusca- 
| rora arrived in Southampton Water. She remained there, occasionally 

| shifting her anchorage, until after the departure of the Nashville, which 
occurred on the 3d February following. While the two ships remained — 

| in British waters, Her Majesty’s government enforced with strict im- 
| partiality the rule which had previously been enforced by the French 

| authorities at Martinique in the case of the Sumter and Iroquois, that, 
if either should sail, the other should not follow within twenty-four hours - 

a _ afterward. The facts are stated in reports addressed by Captain Patey 
as senior naval officer to Her Majesty’s board of admiralty.’ Both ships 
coaled at Southampton. | 

In July, 1862, the Tuscarora returned to Southampton, and remained 
| in that port undergoing repairs for three weeks-or thereabouts. | 

— GENERAL COURSE PURSUED BY HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S GOVERN- 

- MENT, AND BY OTHER MARITIME POWERS, IN REGARD TO THE 
: RECEPTION OF BELLIGERENT CRUISERS. . _ 

From the beginning of the war to the end of it, Her Britannic Maj- _ 
esty’s government scrupulously observed. in respect of vessels entering | 
British ports or waters under the flag of either belligerent, the duties 
of a neutral power. The cruisers of both were admitted upon the same 

Ss ~ 1Appendix, vol. ii, p. 102. — 2Tbid., p.105. 
’¥or a summary of the proceedings of the two vessels, see Appendix, vol. ii, p. 120.
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terms; and the regulations which it was found necessary to make from 
time to time in order to prevent the hospitality thus accorded from being Oo 
abused, whether by design or “through inadvertence, were impartially | 

-. applied to both. Unremitting care and vigilance were employed to 
prevent these necessary precautions from being infringed or eluded, and 
especially to prevent any belligerent vessel from engaging in hostilities, 
or from enlisting seamen or otherwise increasing its military force, within 
British territory, or using such territory as a station from whence to 

observe and attack enemy’s ships. The difficulties occasioned, especially 
in Her Majesty’s colonial possessions, by the resort of belligerent cruisers 
te British ports and waters, were considerable, and called for the | 
exercise of much judgment and moderation on the part of the local 
authorities. By United States cruisers the ports and waters of Her 
Majesty’s dominions were resorted to for coaling and other purposes | 
more frequently than by vessels of the Confederate States. The impar- 
tial neutrality maintained in these respects by Her Majesty’s govern- | 

ment was nevertheless made a frequent subject of complaint by the | 
- Government of the United States, which continued to insist that con- 

federate vessels ought to have been treated as piratical, or at least ex- 
cluded altogether; whilst the Confederate States, on their part, com- 
plained that the regulations enforced were unequal in operation, and _ 
unduly disadvantageous to a belligerent whose ports and coasts were 

~  ynder blockade. a 
| - The neutrality observed by Great Britain was observed also through- | 

out the war by other maritime powers. By them, as by Great Britain, | 
the armed vessels of both belligerents were admitted impartially and | 
indifferently into their ports, subject to such regulations and conditions 

| as they respectively judged it expedient to impose for their own protec- 
tion, and to prevent their hospitality from being abused. Oo



[23] | *PART ITT. J , 

, _ STATEMENT ON INTERNATIONAL RIGHTS AND DUTIES; ON THE POWERS 
WHICH WERE POSSESSED BY HER BRITANNIC MAJESTYS GOVERNMENT ~ 

| OF PREVENTING UNLAWFUL EQUIPMENTS, AND THE MANNER AND CIR- | 
CUMSTANCES IN AND UNDER WHICH THESE POWERS WERE EXERCISED 
DURING THE WAR. | oe | 

_ With a view to enable the tribunal to form a just appreciation of 
Oo Parr iit—intro. the circumstances under which certain vessels were pro- 
a ductory statement. Gured from ports in Great Britain by the government of the 

Confederate States, it will be proper to state, in the first place, some 
| general propositions, applicable to the subject, which are believed by 

. Her Britannic Majesty’s government to be in accordance with interna- 
| tional law and practice; secondly, to explain the means of prevention 

which were at the command 6f Her Majesty’s government; and, thirdly, 
_to describe in some detail the manner in which those means of preven- 

| tion were exercised during the war. — | mo 

GENERAL PROPOSITIONS. ee - 

| Her Britannic Majesty’s government believes the following proposi- 
| tions to be in accordance with the principles of international law and 

the practice of nations: | | | | oo 
1. A neutral government is bound to exercise due diligence, to the 

intent that no place within its territory be made use of by either bellig- | 
| erent as a base or point of departure for a military or naval expedition, | 

or for hostilities by land or sea. 
2 A neutral government is not, by force of the above-mentioned ob- 

ligation or otherwise, bound to prevent or restrain the sale within its 
territory, to a belligerent, of articles contraband of war, or the manu- ) 
facture within its territory of such articles to the order of a belligerent, 
or the delivery thereof within its territory to a belligerent purchaser, or 

7 the exportation of such articles from its territory for sale to, or for the 
use of, a belligerent. | | | 

3. Nor is a neutral government bound, by force of the above-men- | 
tioned obligation or otherwise, to prohibit or prevent vessels of war in 

. the service of a belligerent from entering or remaining in its ports or 
waters, or from purchasing provisions, coal, or other supplies, or under- | 
going repairs therein; provided that the same facilities be accorded to 
both belligerents indifferently ; and provided also that such vessels be 
not permitted to augment their military force, or increase or renew . 

- their supplies of arms or munitions of war, or of men, within the neu- 
Oo tral territory | 7 | a 

| 4, The unlawful equipment, or augmentation of force, of a belligerent | 
vessel within neutral waters being an offense against the neutral power, 
it is the right of the neutral power to release prizes taken by means or
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by the aid of such equipment or augmentation of force, if found within | 
its jurisdiction. Oo ; | 

7 5. It has been the practice of maritime powers, when at war, to treat | 
‘ aS contraband of war vessels specially adapted for warlike use and | 
found at sea under a neutral flag in course of transportation to a place 

-- possessed or occupied by a belligerent... Such vessels have been held : 
’ liable to capture and condemnation as contraband, on proof in each case | 

that the destination of the ship was an enemy’s port, and provided 
there were reasonable grounds for believing that she was intended to 
be sold or delivered to or for the use of the enemy. | | 

6. Public ships of war in the service of a belligerent, entering the 
ports or waters of a-neutral are, by the practice of nations, exempt from _ . 
the jurisdiction of a neutral power. To withdraw or refuse to recog- 

_ nize this exemption without previous notice, or without such notice to : 
exert, or attempt to exert, jurisdiction over any such vessel, : 

[24] would *be a violation of a common understanding, which all 
a nations are bound by good faith to respect. | 

4, A vessel becomes a public ship of war by being armed and com- | 
missioned, that 1s to say, formally invested by order or under the 
authority of a government with the character of a ship employed in its 
naval service and forming part of its marine for purposes of war. 
There are no general rules which prescribe how, where, or in what form | 
the commissioning must be effected, so as to impress on the vessel the 
character of a public ship of war. What is essential is that the ap- 
pointment of a designated officer to the charge and command of a ship | 
likewise designated be made by the government, or the proper depart- 
ment of it, or under authority delegated by the government or depart- | 

- ment, and that the charge and command of the ship be taken by the 
officer so appointed. Customarily a ship is held to be commissioned | 
when a commissioned officer appointed to her has gone on board of her — 

' and hoisted the colors appropriated to the military marine. A neutral 
_ power may indeed refuse to admit into its own ports or waters as a 

public ship of war any belligerent vessel not commissioned in a specified | 
form or manner, as it may impose on such admission any other condi- 
tions at its pleasure, provided the refusal be applied to both belliger- | 

_ ents indifferently; but this should not be done without reasonable 
~ botice. . a 

| 8. The act of commissioning, by which a ship is invested with the | 
character of a public ship of war, is, for that purpose, valid and con- 
clusive, notwithstanding that the ship may have been at the time regis- 
tered in a foreign country as a ship of that country, or may have been a 
liable to process at the suit of a private claimant, or to arrest or for- | 

feiture under the law of a foreign state. The commissioning power, ; | 
by commissioning her, incorporates her into its naval force; and by 
the same act which withdraws her from the operation of ordinary legal 

- . process assumes the responsibility for all existing claims which could . 
otherwise have been enforced against her. | oe 

J. Due diligence on the part of a sovereign government signifies that | 
measure of care which the government is under an international obli- | 
gation to use for a given purpose. This measure, where it has not been | 
defined by international usage or agreement, isto be deduced fromthe 

_ hature of the obligation itself, and from those considerations of justice, 
— equity, and general expediency on which the law of nations is founded. 

10. The measure of care which a government is bound to use in | 
order to prevent within its jurisdiction certain classes of acts, from 

_ ‘which harm might accrue to foreign states or their citizens, must
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always (unless specifically determined by usage or agreement) be de- 
| pendent, more or less, on the surrounding circumstances, and cannot be _ 

defined with precision in the form of a generairule. Itwouldcommonly, 
however, be unreasonable and impracticable to require that it should 
exceed that which the governments of civilized states are accustomed 

| to employ in matters concerning their own security or that of their own 
| citizens. That even this measure of obligation has not been recognized 

oo in practice might be clearly shown by reference to the laws in force in 
| the principal countries of Europe and America. It would be enough, | 

| indeed, to refer to the history of some of these countries during recent 
periods, for proof that great and enlightened states have not deemed _ 

. themselves bound to exert the same vigilance and employ the same means 
, _ of repression, when enterprises prepared within their own territories 

endangered the safety of neighboring states, as they would probably 
have exerted and employed had their own security been similarly im- 
periled. _ oe 7 SO | 

| li. In every country where the executive is subject to the laws, for- 
eign states have a right to expect— | 

(a.) That the laws be such as in the exercise of ordinary foresight 
might reasonably be deemed adequate for the repression of all acts | 

which the government is under an international obligation to repress; 
| _ (.) That, so far as may be necessary for this purpose, the laws be 

enforced and the legal powers of the government exercised. oo 
But foreign states have not a right to require, where such laws exist, 

that the executive should. overstep them in a particular case, in order — 
to prevent harm to foreign states or their citizens; nor that, in order to 

: prevent harm to foreign states or their citizens, the executive should act 
| against the persons or property of individuals, unless upon evidence 

: which would justify it in so acting if the interests to be protected were 
; - its own or those of its own citizens. Nor are the laws or the mode of 

. judicial or administrative procedure which exist in one country to be | 
apphed as constituting a rule or standard of comparison for any other 
country. Thus, the rules which exist in Great. Britain as to the admis- 

. _ gion and probative force of various kinds of testimony, the evidence 
necessary to be produced in certain cases, the questions proper to be 

tried by a jury, the functions of the executive in regard to the 
7 [25| prevention and prosecution of offenses, may differ, as the * organi- | 
ae zation of the magistrature and the distribution of authority , 

among central and local officers also differ, from those which exist Im | 
| france, Germany, or Italy. Hach of these countries has aright,as well __ 

: in matters which concern foreign states or their citizens, as in other 
| matters, to administer and enforce its own laws in its own forum, and 

according to its own rules and modes of procedure; and foreign states 
cannot justly complain of this, unless it can be clearly shown that these 

moe - rules and modes of procedure conflict in any particular with natural | 
Justice, or, in other words, with principles commonly acknowledged by | 

| -  @ivilized nations to be of universal obligation. | | 
| In connection with the foregoing propositions are to be taken the 
oe three rules stated in Article VI of the treaty, and accepted by Her 

Britannic Majesty’s government in the manner expressed in that. article. 

| NEUTRALITY LAWS—LAW OF THE UNITED STATES. | | 

The case of a vessel which is dispatched from a neutral port to or for 
the use of a belligerent, after having been prepared within the neutral 

_ territory for warlike use, is one which may be regarded from different:
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- points of view, and may fall within the operation of different principles. = 
The ship herself may be regarded merely as an implement or engine of 
war, sold or manufactured to order within neutral territory, and after- : 

- ward transported therefrom, and the whole transaction as falling within 
. the scope of the principles applicable to the sale, manufacture, shipment, 

and transportation of articles contraband of war; or, on the other hand, 
the preparation and dispatch of the ship may be viewed as being really | | 

- and in effect the preparation and commencement of a hostile expedition. 
_ The-circumstances of each case can alone determine from which of these . 

two, points of view it may most fitly be regarded,.and to which class the 
transaction ought to be assigned. Butthe difficulty of drawing a clear, 
precise, and intelligible line between these two classes of transactions 
has always been considerable in theory, and still greater in practice; and | 
it was enhanced to the utmost during the civil war by the ingenuity ~ . 
and audacity of American citizens, who were engaged in carrying on 
hostilities against the Government of the United States, and were de-: | 

_, sirous of availing themselves for this purpose of the ship-building and 
.. wranufacturing resources of Great Britain. This will sufficiently appear 

from the narrative which follows; and it will be seen also how serious | 
and incessant were the trouble and embarrassment which these enter- | 
prises occasioned to Her Majesty’s government. It is by the many dif- 
ficulties encountered and by the experience acquired during the war 
that Her Majesty’s government. was finally led to the conclusion that it 
was expedient not only to enlarge the scope of its municipal law in rela- 
tion to this subject beyond what has hitherto been deemed necessary in 
any other country, but, further, to accept for itself, and propose to other <° ° 
powers, rules of international obligation somewhat more stringent and | 

- gomprehensive than are to be found in earlier expositions of the law of. 
nations. | : | 

The acts of which the Government of the United States is understood 
to complain belong to a class which have not commonly been made an 
object of prohibitory legislation. In few countries, or in none, according 

_. to the information received by Her Britannic Majesty’s government, did 
the law direetly prohibit such acts; or make any definite provision for 
preventing them, at the time when this war began, except in the United . | 
States and Great Britain. Laws are not made till the necessity for them 

- has arisen. In the United States the necessity arose at avery early 
period in the history of that commonwealth, and has again repeatedly ——© 
presented itself at various times. The first maritime war in which the 

_ United States held the position of a neutral power was that which com- , 
menced in 1793, when the French Republic declared war against Great = 
Britain and against the United Provinces of the Netherlands. + Within ao 
three months after the declaration of war several privateers had been | 
procured, equipped, armed, and commissioned in ports of the United | 
States to cruise under the French flag against the commerce of Great. os 
Britain, with which the United States were at peace. They were not | 
only fitted out in American ports, but were owned, officered, and manned, 
In large proportion, by American citizens. The measures adopted by -— 
the Executive of the United States to restrain these enterprises proved — | 
inadequate ; they were renewed from time to time, and the persons who. 
took part in them were not punished; and on the Sth June,1794,an act. 
of Congress entitled “An act in addition to the act for the punishment . | 
of certain crimes against the United States” was passed for amending 
the law in this respect. This act was a temporary one, to continue in a 

_ force for two years, and thenceforth until the end of the then next ses- | 
sion of Congress. Its provisions were re-enacted on the 2d. March, 1797,
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and were. made perpetual by an act of Congress passed. on the 24th 
. April, 1800. It was not completely effectual. From the published 
[26]. reports of cases decided in the American *courts it appears that 

_....,. depredations on British commerce were again and again com- 
mitted by French privateers, subsequently fitted out and armed for war 
in ports of the United States. . Oo abt 

~ In March, 1806, an expedition against Spain (with which the United: 
| States were at peace) was fitted out in New York by one Miranda, a 

| native of Peru, who had served in the French republican army under 
| Dumouriez. This expedition, which consisted of an armed vessel, carry- 

ing 18 guns, and two schooners, sailed for its destination. Orders were 
issued for arresting it, but they were too late. Persons who participated _ 

- in it were afterward prosecuted, but were acquitted by the jury before _ 
' whom they were tried. | So coy OSs te 

In the year 1810 war broke out between Spain and her American | 
: colonies, and in 1816 Portugal engaged in the war on the side of Spain. . 

| The United States remained neutral. It appears from the correspond- 
ence which subsequently passed between the Government of the United 

| States and the governments of Spain and Portugal, as well as from the 
| published reports of cases decided in the courts of the United States, 

- that a considerable number of privateers were, at various times during 
- the war, but chiefly in the earlier part of it, fitted out, manned, and _ 

a armed in ports of the United States for the purpose of: cruising against 
the commerce of Spain and against that of Portugal, and that large 
numbers of: Spanish and Portuguese ships were captured by these 

| privateers. In the dispatches of the Portuguese minister at Washington 
| - not fewer than twenty-six of such privateers are mentioned as having 

been fitted out and armed at a single American port; and fifty ships 
belonging to Portuguese citizens are stated to have been captured be- 
tween the years 1816 and 1819, inclusive. It was further stated that 

- the privateers were, for the most part, not only fitted out, but owned — 
| and commanded, by citizens of the United States. The facts alleged do 

| not appear to have been disputed by the Government of the United 
| States. In answer to the first representation of the Portuguese minister, 

| in which he indicated ten ships which had armed, or were believed to 
- be then arming, at Baltimore, Mr. Monroe, then. Secretary of State, 

wrote as follows: 7 / | 

ss The United States Sécre‘ary of State to the Portuguese minister at Washington. = 

oo | . WASHINGTON, December 27, 1816. 

. Sr: Lhave had the honor to receive your letter of the 20th instant, complaining of | 
certain equipments of armed vessels from Baltimore, and of instructions given to the 
commander of one of those vessels to attack conditionally the vessels of your sovereign, 

| the King of Portugal and Brazil. You are aware that these vessels are equipped with- 
out any authority from this Government, and on pretexts very different from those 
which you assign.. You are also aware that the existing laws do not authorize the 

| President to interfere in such cases, and it is your object to obtain such amendment of 
them as may be sufficient for the purpose. | | oe 

TT have communicated your letter. to the President, and have now the honor to trans- 
| mit to you a copy of a message which he has addressed to Congress on the subject, 

with a view to obtain such an extension by law of the executive power as will be. 
oO necessary to preserve the strict neutrality of the United States in the existing war be- — 

| tween Spain and the Spanish colonies, and effectually to guard against the danger in 
6 regard to the vessels of your sovereign which you have anticipated. 

| As soon as a law may be passed on this subject, I shall have the honor of communi- 
cating it to you, and I avail myself of this opportunity of assuring you of the great 
interest which the President takes in cultivating the most kindly relations with your 
sovereign, his subjects, and dominions. 7 | ne oe 

I have, &c., | | a So 
+ (Signed) , JAMES MONROE. 

_ Chevalier J. CORREA DE SERRA. . | | | | eo,
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-- Qn the 26th December, 1816, President Madison communicated to — 
Congress the following message : . oe 

. , WASHINGTON, December 26, 1816. 

It is found that the existing laws have not the efficacy necessary to prevent violations . 
of the obligations of the United States as a nation at peace toward belligerent parties, a 
and other-anjawful acts on the high seas by armed vessels equipped within the waters 

' of the United’ States... wo | | oe 
. With a view to thaintain more effectually the respect due to the laws, to the character, 
and the neutral and pacific relations of the United States, I recommend to. the con- 
sideration of Congress the expediency of such further legislative provisions as may be 

: requisite for detaining vessels actually equipped, or in course of equipment, with a 
warlike force within the jurisdiction of the United States, or, as the case‘may be, for ob-. 
taining from the owners or commanders of such vessels adeq ate securities against the me 
abuse of their armaments, with the exceptions in such provisions of the cases of mer- 
chant vessels furnished with the defensive armaments used on distant and dangerous. 
expeditions, and of a private commerce in military stores permitted by our laws. and: 

| which the law of nations does not require the United States to prohibit. oo | 
(Signed) | | JAMES MADISON. : 

, - Papers relating to the same subject were at the same time laid: a 
_ [27]. by the Committee on *Foreign Affairs before the House of Rep- 
oN resentatives. Among these was one by Mr. Monroe, then Secre: - a 

tary of State, in which he reported as follows: a — | 

The provisions necessary to make the laws effectual against fitting out armed vessels. . 
in our ports, for the purpose of hostile cruising, seem to be— a 

1st. That they should be laid under bond not to violate the treaties of the United. 
‘States, or the obligations of the United States un:ler the law of nations, in all cases 
where there is reason to suspect such a purpose on foot, including the cases of vessels : 
taking on board arms and munitions of war, applicable to the equipment and arma-  ~ 

. ment of such vessels subsequent to their departure. 
2d. To invest the collectors, or other revenue officers where there are no collectors, 

with power to seize and detain vessels under circumstances indicating strong presump- . 
tion of an intended breach of the law; the detention to take place until the order of 

- the Executive on a full representation of the facts had thereupon can be obtained. - 
The statute-book contains analogous powers to this above suggestion. (See particularly. . — 
the eleventh section of the act of Congress of April 25, 1803.) | : 

- The existing laws do not go to this extent. They do not authorize the demand of | _ 
security in any shape, or any interposition on the part of the magistracy asa preven- 
tive where there is reasou to suspect an intention to commit the offense. They rest 
upon the general footing of punishing the offense where, if there be full evidence of the . 
actual perpetration of the crime, the party is bonded over after the trial to the penalty 4 
denounced. | | 

| On the 3d. March, 1817, a short act was passed, by the first section of . 
_. which provision was made (by the introduction of the words “colony, | . 

district, or people,”) for the case of a belligerent community or body of 
persons not recognized as a sovereign state. | BO 

- The second and third sections were as follows: | 

Src. 10. And be it further enacted, That the owners or consignees of every armed ship | | 
_ or vessel sailing out of the ports of the United States, belonging wholly or in part to : 

- eitizens thereof, shall enter into bond tothe United States, with sufficient sureties, 7 
_ prior to clearing out the same, in double the amount of the value of the vessel and cargo 

, on board, including her armament, that the gaid ship or vessel shall not be employed — 7 
by such owners to cruise or commit hostilities against the subjects, citizens, or property | 
of any. foreign prince or state, or of any colony, district, or people, with whom the | 
United States are at peace. | . | 
Sec. 11. And be it further enacted, That the collectors of the customs be, and they are a 

hereby, respectively authorized and required to detain any vessel manifestly built for =” 
warlike purposes, and about to depart the United States, of which the cargo shall 

_ principally consist of arms and munitions of war, when the number of men shipped on 7 
board, or other circumstances, shall render it probable that such vessel is intended to 
be employed by the owner or owners to cruise or commit hostilities upon the subjects , 
citizens, or property of any foreign state, or of any colony, district, or people, with whom 
the United States are at peace, until the decision of the President be had thereon, or 
until the owner or owners shall give such bond and security as is required of the owners . 
of armed ships by the preceding section of this act. oe ne
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It is to be remarked that these provisions were enacted on a repre-_ 
| sentation by the Secretary of State that it had become necessary, in 

order to make the laws against fitting out armed vessels effectual, to 
_ Invest the collectors or other revenue officers with a preventive power _ 

| to seize and detain om a reasonable suspicion, or at any rate on a 
“strong presumption,” of an intended breach of the law. The only 

- cases in which Congress was willing to confer this power were. those 
defined in these sections, neither of which could by any latitude of 
construction be so extended as to include a vessel which at the time of . 

, its departure was neither armed nor laden with a cargo consisting 
principally of arms and munitions of war. Nor would the second seéc- - 

_ tion embrace any vessel not owned wholly or in part by citizens of the 
| United States; and the security which the collectors were authorized 

| to take wasa security only against a hostile employment of the ship by 
| the “ owner or owners ” thereof, and (in cases within the second section) 

by “such” owners; that is to say, by owners being American citi- 
. zens. | _— Sos ted 

| - On the 20th April, 1818, a further act of Congress was passed, entitled. 
- An act in addition to the act for the punishment of certain crimes. 

- against the United States, and to repeal the acts therein mentioned.” 
| By this act the acts of 1794, 1797, and 1817, were repealed, and their 

_ provisions were revised and consolidated, but without being made more 
| stringent in any material respect. It has never since been repealed, 

| altered, or amended, and continues at the present day a part of the law. 
| of the United States. : a | oa 

_ Notwithstanding the legislation of 1817 and 1818, the Spanish and _ 
- Portuguese ministers continued from time to time to complain to the 

| Government of the United States of depredations on Spanish and 
_ Portuguese commerce by vessels fitted out and armed in ports of the 

ae United States. By the Spanish minister, writing on the 2d November, 
1817, it was affirmed that “the act of Congress of the 3d March, 1817, 

- has in nowise lessened the abuses by which the laws are evaded, 
_  -—-« [28] ~and which render entirely illusory the laudable *purposes for 

| «which they were enacted.” “From the greater part,” he con- _ 
tinued, “of the ports of these States there frequently sail a considerable 

. | number of vessels, with the premeditated intention of attacking the 
: . Spanish commerce, which carry their armament concealed in the hold. 

oe It rarely happens that they can be arrested, inasmuch as the collectors . _ 
of customs say that they have not at their disposition the naval force 
necessary to effect it. On the other hand, armed vessels, under the flag 

- of the insurgents, enter into the ports of the Union, and not only supply 
| themselves with all. necessaries, but also considerably increase the _ 

. means they already have of destroying the trade of Spain, as has re- 
| cently been the case at New York, whereby the (so-called) privateers of 

His Majesty’s revolted provinces, which are in reality nothing morethan = _ 
| pirates, manned by the scum of 4ll countries, enjoy greater privileges | 

| than the vessels of independent powers.” eee | gh 
- These remonstrances were repeatedly renewed during the year 1818. 
On the 7th May, 1818, he wrote— ) we 

| I would have considered myself dispensed from the necessity of again pressing this 
| | subject on your attention, if it had appeared possible for me to restrain these arma- 
So ments by the employment of judicial means ; but, unfortunately, the act of Congress 

of the 20th. of April last, for preserving neutrality with foreign nations, and others 
' already in force, although highly judicious, are.easily eluded; and although these 

| practices are public and notorious throughout the whole Union, His Majesty’s consuls 
| _ advise me that through a-deficiency of evidence they cannot be restrained by a regular | 

So - application of the law. | 
rr
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And on the 9th June, 1818, he represented that there were then at — a 
- Baltimore four privateers, three of which were notoriously fitted out | 
there, whilst the fourth was a schooner captured from Spanish owners. 
All these vessels, he affirmed, were commanded by citizens of the United 

- States, and manned, with scarcely an exception, by American crews; 
but he added that, though these facts were well known, it was in vain | 
to seek evidence to prove them, “as, a great portion of the commercial | 
people of Baltimore being interested in the cases which produce my 

- present reclamations, no one is willing to come forward and offer tes- 
timony against what is termed the general interest.” : So | 

It is needless here to refer particularly to more recent instances of 
vessels fitted out in ports of the United States for expeditions against 
countries with which the United States were at peace. These in- 
stances are well known. | | Oe on | , . 
In referring to the facts mentioned above, itis by no means the in- 
tention of Her Majesty’s: government to east any reproach upon the | 
Government or people of the United States. Prohibitory laws directed 
against offenses of this kind are liable to be evaded or infringed without 
fault on the part of the Government; and they have accordingly been | 
infringed in the United States by acts much more flagrant than any of 
these now charged against Great. Britain. The enforcement of such 
laws is indeed beset by special difficulties. It is usually difficult to as- | 
certain the existence of an unlawfulintention. The class of acts which 
they prohibit are easy to conceal or disguise; the oecasions which call | 
them into operation occur but seldom; and when these. occasions arise 
it-beeomes needful either to create a special machinery for the purpose, — | 
or to rely upon the officers intrusted with the execution of the ordinary 
laws of trade and navigation—laws which are framed on the principle | 
of avoiding as much as possible all minute scrutiny and unnecessary | 
interference. re ae CR ee | 
Many eases of alleged violations of the acts hereinbefore mentioned | 

have been brought before courts of the United States, and various parts — - 
of them have received from those courts a judicial interpretation. These _ | 

interpretations have been, and still are, regarded as authoritative expo- 
sitions of the law of the United States bearing on this subject. « — . 

It results from the foregoing statement— | oe | 
_ 1. That the law of the United States regarding this matter arose out | 
of the prevalence within the United States of the acts which it was. de- . 

~ signed to prevent, and that it. has been altered and amended in order to 
- prevent more effectually the recurrence of those acts. Be a 

2, That it has existed in its present form for more than. fifty years; _ : 
that in the course of that time recourse has frequently been had to it; oe 
and that it has always been held, and is now held by.the legislative au- sit 
thority in the United States, to be adequate for its purpose. > a 
3. That, notwithstanding this law, vessels have from time'to time been | 

fitted out and armed within the United States, to cruise and commit 
hostilities against nations with which the United States were at peace, | 
and that severe losses and injuries have been inflicted on these nations = 
by the depredations of such vessels. co Be 

_ Further, it has been constantly held and maintained by the United — 
States (and particularly during the discussions with Spain and Portugal | | 
above referred to) that the powers possessed by the Government of the 
.... United States to prevent the fitting out of vessels within theter- _ 

[29] xritory of the Republic were such only a8 could beshown to be *ae- - 

"tually vested in the Government. by the laws and Constitu- : 
tion of the United States in force for the time being; and that, | ,
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| provided those powers had been bona fide exercised, the United States | 
| were not responsible for any losses, however severe, inflicted by any 

vessel or vessels, however numerous, fitted and armed within their terri- 
tories. a - | Bo wd 

. It has been the practice of the executive authorities of the United 
States, in enforcing the law, to act upon information laid before them 

| by consuls of foreign powers, or other persons interested officially or | 
otherwise in preventing the acts prohibited by the law, and to require 
the persons furnishing such information to produce evidence in support 

| | of it; and the importance of such information, to enable the neutral 
power to intervene in proper cases, was expressly pointed out in the let- 
ter of Mr. Jefferson to Mr. Hammond, of the 5th September, 1793, an- 

- - nexed to the treaty of the 19th November, 1794, between the United _ 
| — States and Great Britain. | a 

| LAW OF GREAT BRITAIN. | 

- The law of Great Britain on this subject was, at the time of the hap- 
pening of the events out of which the questions submitted to the arbi- ! 

. trators arose, embodied in an actof Parliament passed in the year 1819, 
and entitled “An act to prevent the enlisting or engagement of His _ 
Majesty’s subjects to serve in foreign service, and the fitting out or equip- 
ping, in His Majesty’s dominions, vessels for warlike purposes with- 
out His Majesty’s license.” This act is commonly referred to as the “ for- 

| eign enlistment act.” At the time when it was proposed to Parliament, 
a it was reported and believed that expeditions were being prepared in 

_ England for the assistance of the Spanish-American colonies, which 
were then at war with their mother country. The circumstances, there- 
fore, which gave rise to the passing of the British law, were similar to 

a ' those which gave rise to the passing of the corresponding laws in the 
United States, with the difference that in the United States armed ves-. 

' sels had actually been fitted out, and had actually committed hostilities 
and depredations against the commerce of a friendly power, whereas in 

- Great Britain it was only apprehended that some vessels were about to _ 
be fitted out and dispatched with a like purpose. hae heat 

- The legislature of Great Britain, in framing the law of 1819, appears 
' to have adopted as its model the law which had been passed by the Con- . 

gress of the United States in the preceding year. The British act 1s, 
however, as regards the matters now in question, more stringent, rigor- 

| ous, and comprehensive than that of the United States. eRe 
In regard to the fitting out of vessels for belligerent purposes, the see- 

tion of the act of the United States which defines the. offense is as 
| follows: ae : Se | 

| . Src. 3. And be tt further enacted, That if any person shall, within the limits of the 
United States, fit out and arm, or attempt to fit out and arm, or procure to be fitted 

: ~ out and armed, or shall knowingly be concerned in the furnishing, fitting out, or arm- 
- ing of any ship or vessel with intent that such ship or vessel shall be employed in the 

service of any foreign prince or state, or of any colony, district, or people, to cruise or 
, | commit hostilities against the subjects, citizens, or property of any foreign prince or 

state, or of any colony; district, or people with whom the United States are at peace, 
or shall issue or deliver a commission within the territory or jurisdiction of the United = — 

. States, for any ship or vessel, to the intent that she may be employed. as aforesaid, 
- every person so offending shall be guilty of a high misdemeanor, and shall be fined not 

: more than $10,000, and imprisoned not more than three years; and every such ship or 
vessel, with her tackle, apparel, and furniture, together with all materials, arms, am- 

| munition, and stores, which may have been procured for the building and equipment 
thereof, shall be forfeited; one-half to the use of the informer, and the other half to 
the use of the United States. | a - | mae ee
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The section of the British act which defines the offense is as follows: © | 
ss WIL. And be it further enacted, That if any person within any part of the United oo 
Kingdom, or in any part of His Majesty’s dominions beyond the seas, shall, without | 
the leave and license of His Majesty for that purpose first had and obtained as afore- — , 

- gaid, equip, furnish, fit out, or arm, or attempt or endeavor to equip, furnish, fit out,or 7 
arm, or procure to be equipped, furnished, fitted out, or armed, or shall knowingly aid, bs 
assist, or be concerned in the equipping, furnishing, fitting out, or arming of any ship 
or vessel with intent or in order that such ship or vessel shall be employed in the ser- 

- vice of any foreign prince, state, or potentate, or of any foreign colony, province, or part 
of any province or people, or of any person or persons exercising or assuming to exercise 
any powers of government in or over any foreign state, colony, province, or part of any 

_ province or people, as a transport or store-ship, or with intent to cruise or commit hostili- . 
ties against any prince, state, or potentate, or against the subjects or citizens of any ; 
prince, state, or potentate, or against the persons exercising or assuming to exercise — 

_ the powers of governmeut in any colony, province, or part of any province or country, 
or against the inhabitants of any foreign colony, province, or part of any province or 
country, with whom His Majesty shall not then be at war; or shall, within the United 
Kingdom or any of His Majesty’s dominions, or id any settlement, colony, territory, 

island, or place belonging or subject to His Majesty, issue or deliver any commis- | 
_ [80] sion for any.ship or *vessel, to the intent that such ship or vessel shall be em- 

| ployed as aforesaid; every such person so offending shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor, and shall, upon conviction thereof, upon any information or indict- ee 
ment, be punished by fine and imprisonment, or either of them, at the discretion of 

_ the court in which such offender shall be convicted ; and every such ship or vessel, | | 
with the tackle, apparel, and furniture, together with all the materials, arms, ammu- 
nition, and stores which may belong to or be on board of any such ship or vessel, shall 

-- be forfeited ; and it shall be lawful for any officér of His Majesty’s customs or excise, or | 
any officer of His Majesty’s navy, who is by law empowered to make seizures for any - 
forfeiture incurred under any of the laws of customs or excise or the laws of trade and . , 
navigation, to seize such ships and vessels as aforesaid, and in such places and in such | 
manner in which the officers of His Majesty’s customs or excise and the officers of His 

- Majesty’s navy are empowered respectively to make seizures under the laws of customs oe 
: and excise or under the laws of trade and navigation; and that every such ship and 

vessel, with the tackle, apparel, and furniture, together with all the materials, arms, 
ammunition, and stores which may belong to or be on board of such ship or vessel, . 
may be prosecuted and condemned in the like manner and in such courts as ships or ~ 
vessels may be prosecuted and condemned for any breach of the laws made for the pro- | 
tection of the revenues of customs and excise, or of the laws of trade and navigation. 

The tenth and eleventh sections of the American act (which are com- | 
monly referred to as the “ bonding clauses”) were not introduced into the __ 
British act; but, inasmuch as neither of these clauses could have been ee 
applied with effect to any of the vessels which sailed from British ports 
during the war, and the acts of which have given rise to the claims now 
in question, they may be dismissed from consideration in comparing 7 
the two acts for the purposes of this discussion. a | 

_ During the forty-two years which elapsed between the passing of the we 
_ act of 1819 and the year 1862, only one case founded on an alleged vio- © 

lation of that act appears to have been brought to trial before a court. ‘ 
_ ‘This was a criminal prosecution on a charge of having fitted out in Eng- oe 

land in the year 1849, during the civil war in the kingdom of the Two - 
_ Sicilies, a ship intended for the naval service of persons in arms against | 

the government of that kingdom. : 7 
It results from the foregoing statements that the law of Great Britain, - 

as it existed at the time of the civil war in the United States, was such | 
- aS ip.the exercise of due foresight might reasonably be deemed ade- 
quate for enabling the British government to perform its obligations as _ 

~ a neutral government. It was modeled upon the law of the United 
_. States, which had long existed and had frequently been brought under 

consideration in the courts of that country; it equaled that law, and 
even surpassed it in stringency; and offenses against it (if any there 

_ were) had been so rare as to have left hardly any trace in the judicial 
records of Great Britain. a a oo
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| - The functionaries to whom the power of seizing vessels for contraven- 
tions of the foreign enlistment act was committed by law, were the officers 
of the customs stationed at the several ports of the United Kingdom. 

| Yhese officers are under the direction of the commissioners of customs _ 
--- resident in London, who are themselves under the general superintend: 
- enee and control of the lords commissioners of the treasury or finance 

department of Her Majesty’s government. DN ag 
, --' The police or peace-officers charged with the prevention and detec. © 

tion of crimes and offenses in general within the United Kingdom, are 
+. under the control of the local authorities in the several counties and — 

| boroughs under the general supervision of the secretary of state for the _ 
| - home department. : | | ae 

. The official advisers of the government on questions of law are the 
. | attorney-general, the solicitor-general, and the Queen’s advocate. To 

| these functionaries (whom it is usual to designate collectively as the — 
| “ law-officers of the Crown”) the government refers for advice on such 

oS questions of law as may arise in the administration of public affairs, and 
— it guides itself by their advice in dealing with such questions. = 

‘To the foregoing statement respecting the law of Great Britain so far 
as it specifically relates to the matters now in question, it is proper to 

os add that, according to the general principles of the constitutional law 
of the kingdom— _ Co CT , | 
1. The Executive cannot deprive any perscn, even temporarily, of the 

ss possession or enjoyment of property, nor subject him to bodily restraint, — 
_° unless by virtue and in exercise of a power created and conferred on the 

| Executive by law. | : : ees 
ne 2. No person can be visited with a forfeiture of property, nor-sub- _ 

| | jected to any penalty, unless for breach of a law, nor unless such breach 
} _ an be proved to the satisfaction of a competent legal tribunal, by testi- 

* ‘mony given on oath In open court, subject to the rules of procedure es- 
| tablished here for the due administration of justice. Every witness is | 

a liable to be cross-examined by the accused party or his advocate. | 
- _ 3. No person can be compelled to answer a question put to him in a 

-  . court of law if the question is such that, by answering it, he would in- — 
oe cur the risk of a penalty or of a prosecution before a criminal tribunal. 

a ' Statements on hearsay are not admissible as evidence. = 
7 [31] *These general principles apply equally, whether the object 

- sought to be attained be the prevention or punishment of an | 
. injury to the state, or to any citizen of the state, or to any other person. 

a or persons whomsoever. | - ore Pe 
’ It may be further observed that, during the whole period to which 
the questions submitted to the arbitrators relate, every case of alleged 
infringement of the British foreign enlistment act brought to trial within 
the United Kingdom was required to be proved to the satisfaction of a’ 
jury. oo ns | re 
nad ee EFFECT OF THE BLOCKADE. a 

7 “. After these observations on the nature, extent, and limitations of the 
‘powers of prevention which by the laws and constitution of Great Brit- 
ain were vested in Her Majesty’s government, it will be convenient to 

| state the circumstances in the midst of which the government: was called 
oo upon to éxercise those powers during the war. : | oe, 
Oo It has been mentioned above that one of the first acts of the Govern- 

- ment of the United States, after the outbreak of the war, was to set on 
‘foot a general blockade of the ports, harbors, and sea-coasts of the Con- 

_ federate States. These States being hemmed in to the landward. on
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— every side, except on the remote southern frontier of Texas, by States 
which remained faithful to the Union, it was designed by this blockade an 
to cut them off entirely from all traffic and intercourse with neutral | 

~ countries, especially those from which the people of the South had been “ 
accustomed to draw their supplies of manufactured goods, and to which | . 
they had been wont to export vast quantities of raw produce. It was 
not only a commercial blockade on a prodigious scale; it was much more; 
it was a blockade which, so far as it was successful, shut up and isolated 
a population of many millions, inhabiting a vast territory and accus- | 

- tomed to export and import largely, from all external commerce what- . 
soever. At the same time the blockade itself was for a long time very , 

_ imperfectly maintained, the Navy of the United States being quite inad- . 
equate for the purpose, and needing to be supplemented by vessels of all _ 
kinds hastily procured; and the fleet thus composed being distributed _ — 
along an immense coast-line. These facts are notorious. 4 

It is evident that a blockade of this character offered extraordinary _ | 7 

inducements, not only to the people of the Confederate States themselves, _ 
bat to traders in Europe, to use every effort in order to elude it wher- | 
ever an opening could be discovered. Accordingly, in the year 1862, an ) 
active traffic began to be carried on with some of the blockaded ports; : 
and for the purposes of this traffic it was found profitable to procure or 
construct vessels of a peculiar class, specially adapted for speed and for 
protection against the fire of blockading squadrons, and differing in | 
various ways, externally and internally, from ships employed in ordinary 
trade. Recourse was had, for this purpose, to the ports and building- — , 

| yards of Great Britain, which are accustomed to supply shipping to , | 
_purchasers of all countries, and are the principal seat of this kind of | 

- : Industry. | a ce a 
Her Majesty’s government, though aware that the blockade was for — 

a considerable time not. completely effective, and though frequently  . | 
urged to disregard it, both by the Confederate States and by persons | : 
-désirous of trading with them, refused to do so, and recognized it from | 
first tolast. British subjects who attempted to trade with the blockaded. 

- ports were warned by Her Majesty’s proclamation (issued at the com- | 
~mencement of the war) that they would incur the risk of the capture | 
_and confiscation of their property, and that against that risk their gov- 
ernment would not protect them. On the other hand, the government 
neither did nor could—forcibly or by process of law—prohibit its sub- | 
jects, or persons within its dominions, from engaging in such trade, or | 
from selling or constructing or purchasing vessels adapted for that pur- | 
pose. Such a course, indeed, would have been not only a departure 
from the ordinary practice and usage of neutral nations, but in conflict _ | 
with those considerations of general expediency on which the rules of | 
international law are founded. The right of blockade is a belligerent 

: right, and the enforcement of it belongs to the belligerent, and not to — 
neutral powers. That blockades, to be binding, must be made effective _ oe 
by the blockading power, is a settled and salutary rule; and this is. 
indeed the sole protection of neutrals against an undue and extravagant. 
extension of the right of blockade. It follows, of necessity, that to the _ - 
exertions of the blockading power, and to those alone, the task of mak- 
ing them effective must be left.. 7 on | 

eg e eey REPRESENTATIONS OF MR. ADAMS. as ae 

At all. the principal sea-ports of Great Britain the United States _ 
maintained consuls or consular officers.. It was the duty of these
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[32] officials, in their respective localities, to *keep a watchful eye on 
| __. whatever might tend to endanger the security or interests of the | 

| -. United States; to use the utmost diligence in informing themselves of 
any actual or contemplated violations of law which might prove injuri- 

- ous to those interests; to communicate their information to Mr. Adams, 
the minister of the United States in London, and to act on such instruc- 

| tions as they might receive from him in matters within the range of 
_ their functions. And it was the duty of Mr. Adams, in all cases which, 

| in his judgment, demanded action or inquiry on the part of the govern- 
ment of Great Britain, to lay before that government facts sufficient to 

| eall for and justify such action or inquiry. In the course of the years — 
(1861, 1862, 1863, 1864, and 1865, many representations were addressed by 

| Mr. Adams to Her Majesty’s government respecting vessels which he be- 
| | lieved to be either actually employed in carrying on trade with blockaded 

, ports in articles contraband of war or other things, or to be preparing 
_ for such employment; and also with respect to other vessels, which he 

| believed to be intended to be used as privateers or commissioned ships 
| of the Confederate States in eruising and carrying on war against the 

United States. To complaints of traffic carried on with blockaded ports, 
| _ or in articles contraband of war, it was answered, on the part of Her 

| Majesty’s government, that these were enterprises which Her Majesty’s | 
government could not undertake to prevent, and the repression of which 
belonged to the United States as a belligerent power. Allegations, on 

| the other hand, that vessels were being prepared for cruising or carry- — 
| mg on war were immediately referred to the proper officers of the gov- 

| ernment at the several localities for careful investigation and inquiry. 
_._ _If, on such investigation, it appeared by sufficient prima facie evidence _ 

that any illegal act was being or had been committed, the vessels were 
forthwith seized, and proceedings instituted according to law; if not, the — 

.-Yesult was at once communicated to Mr. Adams, and directions were 
| given to the local authorities to watch closely the vessels as to which 

| his suspicions had been aroused. a 

ee THE BERMUDA. ae po 

| ' The first of these cases was that of the steamship Bermuda. On the 
15th August, 1861, Earl Russell received from Mr. Adams the following 

| note :+ | oo | | . | 

| Oo Mr. Adams to Earl Russell. | pe | 

| . | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, —a 
oS | . | London, August 15, 1861. 

'My Lorp: From information furnished from sources which appear to me entitled to — 
eredit, I feel it my duty to apprise Her Majesty’s government that a violation of the 

—— act prohibiting the fitting out of vessels for warlike purposes is on the point of being . 
committed in one of the ports of Great Britain, whereby an armed steamer is believed 
to be about to be dispatched with the view of making war against the people of the 
United States. | } | a ON 

It is stated to me that a new screw-steamer, called the Bermuda, ostensibly owned 
| by the commercial house of Fraser, Trenholm & Co., of Liverpool, well known.to. con- 

| sist in part of Americans in sympathy with the insurgents in the United States,isnow. 
| lying at West: Hartlepool, ready for sea. She is stated to carry English colors, but to : 

| be commanded by a Frenchman. She is two-masted, brig-rigged, lower part of funnel 
black and upper part red, black hull, with a narrow red stripe round the. molding, 

| - Jevel with the deck, no poop, wheel-house painted white, six white boats, slung in iron’ - 
. . davits. She has neither figure-head nor bowsprit. Her bottom is painted pink up to 

. ‘the water-line. oe : oy 7 
This. steamer is armed. with four guns, and she has been for some time taking in 

= a . | - 1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 138. oo SO a
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erates, cases, and barrels believed to contain arms and ammunition of all kinds ordi- 
_narily used in carrying on war. | 7 oo | 

This cargo is nominally entered as destined to Havana, in the island of Cuba, but her 
armament and cargo are of such a nature as to render it morally certain that the mer- : 

. chants who claim to be the owners can have no intention of dispatching her on any . 
errand of mercy or of peace. | - | ce 

- Tam informed that this vessel will sail in a day or two. I therefore feel under the 
highest obligation to submit the information I have obtained as the ground for an appli- 
cation for a prompt and effective investigation of the truth of the allegations while 
there is time. Not doubting the earnest disposition of Her Majesty’s government faith- 
fully to adhere to the principles of neutrality to which it has pledged itself, lask, on | 
the part of the United States, for no more than a simple enforcement of the law, in case 
it shall appear that evil-minded persons are seeking to set it at naughi. . 

| I pray, &e., | SO, ci a 

(Signed) | CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. — 

On the same 15th August Earl Russell informed Mr. Adams (as the _ 
fact was) that he had lost no time in communicating on the subject 

_ ‘with the proper department of the government. Inquiries were imme- : 
diately directed to be made on the spot, and it was found, as the result. 

of such inquiries, that there was no reason to believe that the — 
[33] vessel *was intended for warlike use. Ear] Russell, on the 22d 

~ August, 1861, wrote to Mr. Adams as follows: 

Oo Bart Russell to Mr. Adams a . 

| le | — | FOREIGN OFFICE, dugust 22, 1861. . - | 

‘Srr: I acquainted you in my letter of the 15th instant that I had lost notime incom- _ 
municating with the proper department of Her Majesty’s government respecting the 

_ steam-vessel fitting out at Hartlepool, which you believed was about to be dispatched Co 
with a view of making war against the people of the United States. 

_ JT have now the honor to state to you that the result of the inquiries into this case 
having been submitted to the proper law-officer of the Crown, Her Majesty’s govern- 
ment have been advised that there is not sufficient evidence to warrant any interference a 
with the clearance or the sailing of the vessel. _ - | 

' -- The seventh section of the foreign-enlistment act, 59 Geo. IJ, cap. 69, applies to the __ 
equipment of a vessel for the purpose of being employed in the service of a foreign 
state as a transport or cruiser, but has no reference to the mere nature of the cargoon — 
board, and there is at present no proved intention that the vessel itself is to be em- 
ployed for a warlike purpose. — 7 

' . The persons engaged in the venture must take the consequences which, according to 
the law of nations, may happen to ensue during transit, owing toa portion ofthecargo — 
loaded by them being contraband of war. 

Tam, &e., e ee 
(Signed) . RUSSELL, | : 

The Bermuda was doubtless intended for blockade-running, for which | 
' purpose alone she was employed. She sailed from Liverpool with cargo 

for Savannah, and succeeded in entering that portand returning thence | 
to Liverpool. On her second voyage she was captured by a United 
States ship, and was condemned as prize. | a a 

-- The vessels to which Mr. Adams next called the attention of ‘Her 
_ Majesty’s government were the Oreto, or Florida, and the Alabama, | 

| originally known as ‘‘No. 290.” The facts which are within the knowl. | | 
| edge of Her Britannic Majesty’s government, relating to the prepara- ce 

tion, departure, and subsequent history of these two vessels, are fully =. 
stated in Parts V and VI of this case. an - 

co ge SE a ee THE HECTOR. - SO | 

-_- In November, 1862, Mr. Adams made inquiry of Earl Russell respect- : 
ing a_ vessel then in course of construction at Glasgow, which subse- | 

. quently became Her Majesty’s ship Hector. He was informed in answer 2 

ees -- 1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 138. |
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_. (as the fact was) that the vessel was being built for Her Majesty’s gov- 
ernment. oo | | 

oo | THE GEORGIANA. | Be 

‘The next case was that of the Georgiana. nee eal 
_ On the 17th of January, 1863, Earl Russell received from Mr. Adams 
the subjoined note and inclosure : : ae 

= | My. Adams to Earl Russell.” a - _ 

. - . | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
a | | - .. London, January 16, 1863. 

_ My Lorp: It has become my painful duty to call your lordship’s attention to one 
more of the cases in which the neutral territory of Great Britain is abused by. evil- | 

: ‘disposed persons for the worst of purposes in the present war. Ihave the honorto = | 
transmit a copy of a letter addressed to me by the consul of the United States at..Lon- 
don, giving the particulars based upon credible information received by him, the au-— 
thority for which it is not in his power at present to disclose. As the vessel is known _ 

| to be on the eve of departure from the port of Liverpool, I fear I have not the time 
necessary to procure corroborative evidence from that place. Under these circum- 

: stances I feel myself impelled to make this representation without further delay. I 
. have reason to believe that the vessel in question is intended to pursue a similar course 

- with that formerly called No. 290, to wit, the destruction of the commerce of the Uni- | 
ted States. Itherefore solicit the interposition of Her Majesty’s government, at least 
so far as to enable me to procure further evidence to establish the proof of the allega- 
tions here made, in season for the prevention of this nefarious enterprise. CN eT 

Co ' . Praying, &c., | oe 
7 (Signed) , | CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. - | 

: [34] on, oe *[Inclosure. ] | | - 7 | 

| Mr. Morse to Mr. Adams. a a | 

| CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, .. - 
| London, January 16,1863. © | 

 §rr: I have information, on evidence which secures my belief, that the iron screw- 
steamer Georgiana, Captain Davidson, now in Sandon graving dock, Liverpool, is in- : 

_ tended for a confederate privateer, and is now fitting for the business of privateering. | 
She was built in the yard of Mr. Laurie, at Glasgow. Mr. George Wigg, of New Or-° | 

_ Jeans, contracted to have her built. She is now, I presume, but temporarily (for secu- 
rity until she gets off) registered in the name of Niel Mathieson, secretary of the Con- 

- federate Aid Association at Glasgow. She is so constructed that armor-plating could 
be puton to her at any time after leaving the port where she was constructed. | 

She is a well-built, fast vessel, rigged for fore-and-aft sails, and is over 400 tons, net | 
measurement. She left Glasgow for Liverpool on the 3d of the present month, and is 
now at the last-named port, preparing for sea. She has port-holes cut for four rifled | 
cannon; and bolts, &c., arranged for them, since she left Glasgow; and also a portion ) 

| of her armor-plating put on, and small-arms enough for a crew of privateersmen. She | 
will take some forty or fifty men, all told, from Liverpool, and make up a full crew | 
after leaving. Among those now engaged is a gunner, once a sergeant in the royal ar- | | 
tillery. She is advertised for Nassau, and will pretend to go out as a regular trader. — 
-Irégret that Iam unable to sustain the above statement by the affidavits of my in- | 

_ formants; but I am bound in honor not to use their names. My information concern- 
ing this steamer, for the last five or six weeks, confirms the accuracy of the statement, | 
and T have full confidence in its truth. | | : : | 

| - The Georgiana will call at Queenstown for coal. Ee, oe | 
Your obedient servant, | we , | | 

: (Signed) FL H. MORSE, Consul. — | 

. Immediately on receiving the said note and inclosuare, Earl Russell | 
| sent copies of them to the proper departments of the executive govern- | 

- ment, with a request that instant inquiry might be made; and on the | 
. same 17th January, 1863, he wrote to Mr. Adams asfollows:? | ! 

‘ Appendix, vol. ii, p. 143. | 2Tbid.,p.447, = i(s*~*«S TL, p. 148, |
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Fe ; Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. | - | _ 

| | | - - FOREIGN OFFICE, January 17, 1863. — 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt this day of vour letter of the 16th —_- 
' instant, inclosing a letter from the United States consul in London, giving the particu- 

lars based upon credible information received by him, the authority for which it is not 
in his power at present to disclose, respecting an iron screw-steamer, named the Georgi- 
ana, Captain Davidson, now lying in the Sandon graving-dock, at Liverpool, which he 
believes to be intended for a confederate privateer, and to be now fitting out for the 
business of privateering. oe 

| I have communicated copies of your letter and of its inclosure to the board of treas- 
ury, and to the secretary of state for the home department, without delay ; and I have 

- requested that orders might be sent by telegraph to the proper authorities at Liverpool 
enjoining them to take such steps in the matter as may legally be taken. 
- I think it right, however, to observe that Her Majesty’s government cannot be an- 
swerable for any difficulty which may be experienced in carrying out those orders, in 
consequence of the evidence on which the statement of the United States consul is 
made being withheld from them. : oe atin 

. I have, &c., | | : | : 

(Signed) , | os RUSSELL. | 

oe A telegraphic dispatch, directing an immediate investigation, was, on 
the same day, sent to Mr. Price Edwards, the collector of customs at 
Liverpool. a oe | | | 

_ The vessel and her papers were examined accordingly, and on the . 
following day (Sunday) the collector reported by telegraph the results | 

: of such examination as follows :? : : 
io Georgiana, British, 407 tons register; brig rig ; cargo, merchandise, provisions, and. : 

drugs; no gunson deck; no fitting for guns on board; one cwt. powder; iron bul- 
warks; no port-holes for guns; no fittings for guns on board; a fast vessel; forty, | 
crew ; not fitted as a privateer; better adapted for running the blockade ; cleared out | 
for Nassau ; now in the Mersey, and is intended to leave to-day, say 4 p. m. - 
Sunbay, January 18. | | 

Detailed reports of the examination were subsequently made by the 
_ Officers employed for the purpose, and were as follows:? | | 

a Report of the surveyor of customs, Liverpool, to the collector of customs, Liverpool. 

wth / so wate Foes oe | | - §unpay, January 18, 1863. . | 
_- §rr: Last night, about 10 o’clock, I received the telegram sent to you relative to the | 
Georgiana, but being too late, I had no alternative but to wait till this morning early, 

- when I went in search of the vessel, and found that she had hauled into the river on 
‘ Saturday. - | ae 
[35] *I gave directions to the acting assistant surveyor, Mr. Webb, to accompany 

me to her, but, as we were going, I met the master of her, (Davidson,) who in- | 
formed me that all the ship’s papers were ashore. . . mo 7 
_ I then accompanied the master, while Webb went to the vessel. On my inspecting : 
the papers, I found nothing to induce the suspicion that she was intended for priva- 
teering. She had a great many bills of lading, in which the goods (cargo) were con- | 

'  gigned to parties at Nassau. oe : | - . 
.. Among other things, there were a great many packages of drugs, which convinced | 

- ‘me that they were intended to run through the blockade. os 
I also saw the ship’s articles, upon which the names of all the crew stood. The 

- amounts set against their respective names, forty in number, were not higher rates of . - 
wages than usual; and his charter-party was in the usual style, and destined him to : 
Nassau, Havana, or New Orleans. . le ate Peat 

 . . On-the.return of the officer from the ship, he stated that she had no port-holes, ne 
guns, and no fittings for guns on deck, and nothing to denote that she was intended for 
a@ privateer. | / ee | | 
- Under these circumstances, I am respectfully of opinion that she is in no way subject 

 tedetention. = = = : | 7 a 
of. Very respectfully, &e.,, | | | a | 

_ (Signed) a a _ C. MORGAN, Surveyor. | 
| _ The COLLEcTor. : oe 

| > t Appendix, vol. ii, p. 149 — tTbid, pod ,
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| a ~. Declaration of the acting assistant surveyor of customs, Liverpool. pe 

| - Thave been in the service of the customs nearly twenty-seven years. I entered the | 
Service as a tide-waiter. Yesterday morning (Sunday) the surveyor, Mr. Morgan, called 

 . at my house (for it was my turn off duty) about 7.30, and asked me if I knew where 
the Georgiana was lying. I told him she had gone into the river on Saturday, and was | 
then lying in the Mersey, opposite the watch-house. I then accompanied him toward 

. the boarding station at the Prince’s Dock Pier-head. As we were going down we met 
the captain, Davidson. He said he was going to the ship. Mr. Morgan then desired me 

| to go to the ship in the river, while he turned back with the captain to see his papers. 
I went on board the Georgiana at about 9.30 a.m. She was about half a mile off the 
great landing-stage. I went on board and had the hatches removed in order to exam- 

| ine the cargo. She was not above half full. She appeared to have a quantity of tea 
— _ and bale goods on board; also, oil, tallow, and provisions, which I saw. There was no 

objection made to my going into any part of the vessel. I have seen the vessel sev- 
eral times before, both while she lay in the Sandon docks and in the graving-dock. She | 

- is an ordinary scréw-steamer, ¢. ¢., not built stronger than the ordinary merchant- | 
: vessel. She is brig-rigged, and not fore and aft. She has no port-holes, and no places | 

- fitted for mounting guns. It is impossible that she could have port-holes without a 
total change in the bulwarks, there being no support to sustain the recoil of the guns. 
There were eighteen or nineteen iron plates cn board, lying on the top of the cargo; 
they were of the same thickness as the hull of the vessel—that is, the ordinary thick- 

. ness for merchant-vessels. ” | | en 
Lam satisfied, from the construction, general fitting, and adaptations of the ship, \ 

: that she is in no way fitted for a privateer. I specially noticed the vessel after she came 
. to the port, and on her arrival made several inquiries about her, and so satisfied was I 

. then, and still am, that she was not intended for warlike purposes, that I did not con- 
. sider myself called upon to make any report concerning her. _ 

| oS (Signed ) : | - J. WEBB. : 
7 Signed and declared before me, at the custom-house, Liverpool, this 19th day of Jan- 

uary, 1863. | 

| ~~” (Signed) | an S. PRICE EDWARDS, Collector. 
a _A letter was. also sent by the secretary of state for the home depart: 

ment to the mayor of Liverpool, requesting that inquiry should be made _ 
| _ by the police respecting the vessel. Inquiry thus made confirmed the 

_ reports of the officers of customs, that she was not fitted or intended for 
war. She was a vessel constructed with a view to speed, for the purpose 

| of running the blockade, slightly and hastily built. Two port-holes had 
been pierced in her on each side; these, it was stated, might be used to 

_ enable her to carry guns for her. own protection, as many merchant- | 
vessels do, but were intended (as the ship-builder’s foreman, who super- . 

_ Intended. the piercing of them believed) chiefly for the escape of water, 
Of which, from her great speed, she would ship large quantities in a 

| heavy sea.’ 7 | | ad | 
- All the information thus obtained was transmitted at once to Mr. 
Adams. — aos | 2 ae . 

| - The Georgiana sailed from Liverpool on the 21st January, 1863, with 
_ a general cargo for Nassau, and thence for Charleston, as a blockade- | 

runner. In attempting to enter Charleston harbor she was chased and 
os fired upon by the blockading vessels, and was run aground and wrecked.? 

| i THE PHANTOM. © Se, 

On the 27th March, 1863, Earl Russell received from Mr. Adams the 
—--- Subjoined note and inclosure.* — , a 

: ee a a Mr. Adams to Earl Russell. ee 

7 | —. LGaTIoN OF THE UNITED Staves, London, March. 26, 1863. - 
. My Lorp: I have the honor to transmit, for your information, the copy of an ex- . 

| : tract of a letter received by me from Mr. Dudley, the consul at Liverpool, giving 

| 1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 152. 2 Ibid, pp. 154, 155,156. -_ 
| | sTbid., p. 160. #Ibid., p. 167,.
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[35] some particulars of hostile outtits making *at that place. It is proper to add ae 
in correction of a statement therein contained, that Mr. Dudley hag to-day in- , 

formed me that the Southerner has not yet reached Liverpool. . There is little doubt, 
| however, of its ultimate destination. | Be a 

: , Ipray, &c.,. | eas _— | 
(Signed) | | 7 CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. | 

| . oo, | . _ {Inclosure.] ; a | . | 

| : | | Mr. Dudley to Mr. Adams. © 9» . 

Se Unirep StaTus ConsuLate, Liverpool, March 24, 1863. 
_ Srp: On Saturday last Mr. William C. Miller & Son launched from their yard, in 
Liverpool, an iron screw-steamer, called the Phantom, built for Fraser, Trenholm & 
Co.. This vessel is large and to have great speed. The contract is not less than seven-, X 
teen nautical miles per hour. Her engines are being made by Fawcett, Preston & Co. - 
She has three port-holes gn each side. Captain Bullock, Captain Tessier, Mr. Prioleau, 
the leading members of the. firm of Fraser, Trenholm & Co., Mr. Thomas, of the firm 
of Fawcett, Preston & Co., and others, were present at the launch. She is intended 
for the South, either as a privateer or blockade-runner ; there is no doubt about this, I 
think. She will turn up a privateer. Her draught of water will be light, and with 
her powerful engines her speed will be very fast. When afloat she will be a most 
dangerous craft to our commerce, if armed with two or three guns. . 

I have on several occasions referred to the steamer built at Stockton for Fraser, 
~ Trenholm & Co., called the Southerner. This vessel came here yesterday either to coal 
or else to fit out asa privateer. There is no doubt about this vessel. Isuppose it will be 

- impossible for me to obtain legal evidence against these two vessels, and nothing sbort 
of this will satisfy this government. _ | . 

Iam, &c., | . : 
(Signed) | THOMAS H. DUDLEY. 

The receipt of this note was immediately acknowledged by Earl Rus- 
sell, and Mr. Adams was informed that the proper departments of Her. 
Majesty’s government would be requested to make immediate inquiries | 
on the subject. | | | ; So Ss 
- On the same 27th March, 1863, Earl Russell sent copies of the said 
note and inclosure to the proper departments, with a request that in- 
stant inquiry should be made, and on the following day he wrote to Mr. © 
Adams as follows:? | | 

PPO Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. 

CO FOREIGN OFFICE, Murch 28, 1863. | 
_ Srr: With reference to my letter of yesterday’s date, I have the honor to inform you 
that I have received from the home office a copy of a letter which has been addressed . 
to the mayor of Liverpool respecting the two vessels, Phantom and Southerner, stated - 

| by the United States consul at that port to be fitting out for the service of the so-styled «> 
| Confederate States. | a 

In that letter the mayor of Liverpool is instructed to make immediate inquiries as 
_ to these vessels, or whichever of them is now at Liverpool, and to ascertain whether =~ | 

there is any reason to believe that they or either of them are or is being equipped, fur- 
nished, fitted out, or armed with the intent to commit hostilities against the United oo 
States Government; and, if so, to report whether any evidence on oath can be pro- - 

, cured in order to proceedings being taken under the foreign-enlistment act. . 
_Thave accordingly the honor to suggest that, as the United States consul ac Liver- 

| pool has stated in his letter to you that there is no doubt with respect to the vessel a 
named the Southerner, you should instruct that officer to furnish the mayor of Liver- . 
pool with the information on which his belief is founded. 

: _ Thave, &e., a | 
(Signed) . | SO RUSSELL. _ | 

Z ~The officers of customs at Liverpool made prompt and careful inquiry 
into the matters alleged by Mr. Adams, and inquiry was also made | 
under the direction of the mayor of Liverpool, and the result of such 
inquiries was, on the 3d April, 1863, communicated by Earl Russell to 

-’ Mr, Adams in the following note? = | | ae . | 

mo "1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 168. -  8Tbid., p17.
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oy ete mie oe : Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. | - os - | BU BS es 

. co A — | _ Foreren Ovrice, April 3, 1863. 
; Sir: Since the date of my letter of the 27th ultimo, I have received from the board ; 

. _ of the treasury a report made by the commissioners of customs, under date of the 31st. 
| ultimo, and from the secretary of state for the home department a report from. the 

| mayor of Liverpool, bearing the same date, containing the result of inquiries made by 
OS them in regard to the vessels Phantom and Southerner, denounced by you in your iet- 

ter of the 26th ultimo ps intended for the naval service of the so-called Confederate 
States. po . , a 

| It appears from the first of these reports that the Phantom was built at the yard of | 
- Mr. W. C. Miller, and is now in the Clarence graving-dock. Her length is 193 feet; 

_ her breadth, 22 feet; her depth, 12 feet; her gross tonnage, 321; and her probable 
| register tonnage, 160. - : - oe 

. From the considerable space appropriated to her engines, and from her model, there 
__ seems to be no doubt a high rate of speed will be obtained; and from her light 

a _ [37] draught of water she is well adapted *for running the blockade; but as she has steel - 
plates only half an inch thick, and as the angle-irons which compose the deck- 

oo beams are only five by three and a half inches thick, and as, moreover, she has no ports: 
, except for water-way, (three in all,) and a hurricane-house on deck, the surveyor of . 

. customs considers that she is not intended to carry guns, and that she is not fit fora 

7 privateer. | | | | | | a rs | 
| The mayor of Liverpool reports that the Phantom was launched on the 21st of March. 

| from the yard of Messrs. Miller & Co., and that her engines are being made and fitted 
- by Messrs. Fawett, Preston & Co., of Liverpool; that she is in an unfinished state, and — 

not expected to proceed to sea under a fortnight or three weeks. No distinct informa- 
tion could be obtained as to what she is intended for, but a strong impression exists 

_ that she is destined for the purpose of running the blockade. . | So 
| The Southerner has not yet arrived at Liverpool. _ Ss | oo 

| A strict watch will be kept as regards both vessels. | : oF es 
_ Thave, &c., _ , Oo | - 

(Signed) | ce / | RUSSELL. _ 

| On the 7th of April, 1863, Earl Russell received from Mr. Adams the 
following note :! | | 

| | Mr. Adams to Earl Russell. — | oe | 

| - : | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
: | | | : London, April 6, 1863. 

My Lorp: I have the honor to acknowledge the reception of notes from your 
_ lordship, dated the 27th and 3ist of March, and two on the 3d of April, in reply to _ 

certain representations of mine concerning vessels believed to be in preparation at | 
, ‘Liverpool for the carrying on of hostilities at sea against the commerce of the United 

| States. It is a source of great satisfaction to me to recognize the readiness which Her 
Majesty’s government has thus manifested to make the investigations desired, as well — 
as to receive the assurances of its determination to maintain a close observation of 

| future movements of an unusual character, that justify suspicions of any evil intent... 
| I pray, &e. oo oe | a, 

a (Signed) ” CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. 

| Mr. Adams subsequently (viz, on the 16th, 19th, and 23d May, 1863)? | 

| sent to Earl Russell copies of several sworn dispositions made by a de- 
tective police officer at Liverpool who had been employed to watch the 

_ Ship-building yards, and by other persons. These depositions tended to 
_ show that the building and fitting of the Phantom was superintended 

a by persons in the employ of Messrs. Faweett, Preston & Co., a firm of 
iron-founders and engineers carrying on a very extensive business at | 
Liverpool, (a member of which firm was the registered owner of the: 
vessel.) It also appeared from the depositions that a Captain Bullock _ 
(to whom reference will be made hereafter) took part in superintending 

_. the work; and it was further sworn by two of the deponents (who 7 
| were police-constables) that the vessel was entirely cased in steel 
 .._- plates; that she had three port-holes on each side, with steel-plate — : 

a LAppendix, vol. ii, p. 171. Ibid, pp. 171, 173,176



shutters; that she had very little room for cargo; and that she appeared cS 
| to them to be built for war purposes. _ ; 

Immediately on the receipt of these depositions, further inquiries were | 
directed by. Her Majesty’s government, and were prosecuted accord- 
ingly, and the result of ‘them was, on the 27th May, 1863, communicated . 

| by Earl Russell to Mr. Adams in the following note:' : | 

| . | Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. an 

oe - | ForriGNn Orrice, May 27, 1863. 
$m: I had the honor, in my note of the 3d ultimo, to communicate to you the result 

of the inquiries which have been instituted by Her Majesty’s government, on the re- 
3 ceipt of your letter of the 26th of March, in which you denounced the Phantom steamer 

as being in course of construction at Liverpool asa vessel of war for the service of the 
so-styled Confederate States. | | 
The evidence which I was then able to lay before you seemed to show that you had | 

been misinformed in this respect; but as the depositions inclosed in your letters of the 
16th, 19th, and 23d instant appeared to call for further inquiry, Her Majesty’s govern- | 

ment did not lose a moment in causing such further inquiry to be made, and I now . | 

- proceed to communicate to you the result. a | 

ist. With regard to the allegation that the Phantom has port-holes, the collector at 
Liverpool has obtained from the surveyor a report, from which it appears that, though . 

| the Phantom has ports on deck, it is evident from their size and situation that they 
are intended for the escape of water, and not for guns, which the strength of the deck . 

is not sufficient to carry; moreover, the permanent fittings on deck would interfere 
with the working of guns. The surveyor adds that, in his opinion, the Phantom is 
intended for mercantile pursuits, but whether of a lawful character or for running the 
blockade there is no evidence to show. | 

Qdly. The commissioners of customs, since the date of my last letter, have caused a | 
strict watch to be kept upon the Phantom, but nothing has transpired worthy of a 
special notice, and the several papers in regard to this vessel, including the depositions 
forwarded by you, having been submitted to the legal adviser of that board, he has re- : 
ported that there is no evidence to warrant the slightest interference with her. Indeed, . | 

it is stated that during a recent interview between that officer and Mr. Squarey, oe 
[38] the solicitor to the United States consul at Liverpool, Mr. Squarey admitted *that 

there was no case against the Phantom, and that the recoil of a heavy gun would 
shake her to pieces. | - 

IT have, &c., / 
| ~~ (Signed) : : . RUSSELL. 

In a subsequent note to Mr. Adams, dated 30th May, 1863, referring == 
to the same subject, Earl Russell wrote as follows ? | 

_ The surveyor further observes that it is difficult for any one at all familiar with the 
construction and fittings of vessels intended for warlike purposes to account for the | 
supposition that the Phantom is destined for sach a service, her hull being of the most S| 
fragile character that can be conceived for a sea-going vessel, her steel-plates being but 
a quarter of an inch thick, and her iron frame of the same proportion. | 

The Phantom sailed on the 10th June, 1863, from Liverpool for Nas- | 
sau, and is believed to have been employed as a blockade-runner. She | 
was never used for war. a re | - 

Wh Peo THE SOUTHERNER. | | - 

On the 3d June, 1863, Mr. Adams addressed to Earl Russell the fol- 
lowing note respecting a vessel called the Southerner, alleged to be 
fitting out at Stockton-on-Tees :° | = | | | 

. - . - | Dr. Adams to Earl Russell. / | 

eR Pe - | ee LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a | 
DO a a a oe , London, June 3, 1863... > | 

My Lorp: I have the honor to submit to your.consideration copies of two deposi-. — 
tions relating to a vessel which has been fitting out at Stockton-on-Tees, for some 
(ect eh eee etna : : ; 

| - 1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 177. — 2ybid., p. 179. -8Tbid., p. 187. —
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purpose not usual in times of peace. This vessel is called the Southerner, and is the | 
| same to which I called your lordship’s attention in my note of the 26th of March last. 
rane {think it ean scarcely admit of a doubt that she is intended to carry on the same 

: piratical mode of warfare against the commerce of the United States now praéticed by 
7 the so-called Alabama and the Oreto. The person superintending her equipmert appears = - 

_ to be the same who was equally active in the case of No. 290. Itherefore feelitismy 
duty to call your lordship’s attention to the case, in order that the proper measures 

. may be taken in season to prevent any evil consequences to the peace of the two 
countries from the escape of such a vessel. oo, 

| [ have, &c., 7 | a 
ae (Signed) : | _ CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. — sy 

In this note were inclosed two depositions, sworn by persons who had — 
| _ inspected the vessel. These depositions, however, furnished no evidence 

| that she was in any way fitted or intended for war. It appeared that 
a she had two small guns mounted on her decks; but these were after- — 

: | ward described by Mr. Dudley himself as “small guns, such as are 
usually found in passenger vessels of her size.” ee | 

| | In answer to Mr. Adams’s note, Harl Russell, on the 4th June, 1863, 
| wrote to Mr. Adams as follows:' re ne 

| ; | Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. | | fe 

| | a ForEren Orrice, June 4, 1863. 
Sir: Your letter of yesterday respecting the Southerner was unfortunately not de- | 

livered at the foreign office till 8.50 p. m., some time after the business of the day was | 
ended and the office closed. | | oo, . aan oS 

ae I have, at the earliest possible hour this morning, communicated with the treasury 
| and home department, and I have requested that orders may at once be sent by 

telegraph to the proper authorities,-to pay immediate attention to the circumstances 
set forth in your letter. | 

I have, &c., | . . a 
| | (Signed) . | RUSSELL. 

) Orders were forthwith sent accordingly, and the collectors of customs | 
at Stockton and Middlesborough-on-Tees, at West Hartlepool, and Liv- 

| erpool, respectively, were instructed by telegraph to watch the vessel, | | 
to report any suspicious circumstance, and, should there be any legal | 
proof of a violation of the foreign-enlistment act, to delay her, or, if — - 
necessary, detain her for the direction of the board of customs. = ! 

The collector of customs at Stockton, on the same day, (4th June, 1863,) | 
reported concerning the Southerner as follows :? | a : 

She appears to me to be calculated for neither running nor fighting, but is certainly : 
avery superior merchant-ship, built, I should say, expressly for carrying bales of cotton. : 
The owners appear to me to have calculated, when they contracted abouttwelve months 

=. ago for building her, that the stock of cotton in America would have been | 
[39] from some cause or other released ere now. And; as * freights upon the article | 

- would have ruled high for fast: vessels, they doubtless expected to reap great — | 
profits. For the present, however, they would seem to have been disappointed. And | 

| I understand that a sister ship, built in the Tyne for the same parties, has, for want of | 
more profitable employment, been sent to Alexandria on some miserably low freight. _ | 

CS This report was confirmed by the collector and the surveyor of cus- - | 
| toms at West Hartlepool and the acting surveyor of customs at Liver- | 

a pool. These officers reported that she appeared to be intended for com- | 
-. - mercial purposes; that her ports were far too small for working guns, | 

: and were designed for letting away water; and that the two guns on 
board of her were ordinary signal-guns, mounted on carriages such as : 
are generally used by merchant-vessels of her class, and were, as so | 
mounted, merely fit for firing signals with blank cartridge.’ 

| On the 12th June, 1863, Karl Russell wrote as follows:* . | 

| 3Ibid., pp. 201 and 207. |  ATbid., p. 203. oo
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a Earl Bussell'to Mr. Adams. oo 

oo ae -- Foreien OFrvice, Tuné 12, 1863. 

Srr: At the same time that I communicated to the lords of the treasury and to the 
_ geeretary of state for the home department, as I informed you in my letter of the 4th in- 

stant, the statements respecting the Southerner contained in your letter of the 3d , 
instant, I submitted those statements also to the consideration of the law advisers of 

_ the Crown; and-.I have since learned from them that, in their opinion, the evidence 
_ supplied by those statements wéuld not:support a charge against the vessel that she is 

so equipped, or fitted out, or destined, as to-constitute a breach of the provisions of 
-the foreign-enlistment act, and that it consequently did not afford sufficient warrant | 
for-arresting the vessel. an . a 
The greater portion of the two depositions inclosed in your letter consists of hearsay. 

matter, or statements of mere belief, which, according to American equally with British — | 
law, are inadmissible in a court of justice, and upon which Her Majesty’s government 
could not legally proceed. | ne — OS 7 , ae 

‘Attention will, nevertheless, continue to be paid to the vessel, with a view of guard-: : 
ing, as far as possible, against her being equipped in this country Ina manner incon- © . 
sistent with the provisions of the foreign-enlistment act. | 7 

I have, &c., . | | . a 
. (Signed) | oo — - RUSSELL. ~ : 

On the 3d July, 1863, he again wrote as follows:! | | | 

- Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. | 

| , . 
| | | | FOREIGN OFFICE, July 3, 1863. , 

Sir: I had the honor, on the 12th of June, to communicate to you the result of the 
_ inquiries which had, up to that time, been instituted by Her Majesty’s government 

with reference to the stateménts respecting the vessel Southerner, contained in your . 

_ letter of the 3d of that month. I however added that attention should nevertheless — 
continue to be paid to that vessel, with the view of guarding, as far as possible, against . 

her being equipped in this country in a manner inconsistent with the provisions of the © 
foreign-enlistm nt act. 7 | 

I have now to inform you, in fulfillment of that assurance, that Her Majesty’s gov- | 
ernment considered it desirable to request the board of admiralty to associate with the : 

custom-house surveyor at Liverpool an officer well acquainted with the build and 
equipment of vessels of war, with instructions to survey the Southerner, and to report — 
the result to Her Majesty’s government. = De : | 

_ That officer’s report has now been received, and I have-the honor to acquaint you 
that it appears from it that the Southerner is an ordinary-built iron screw steam pas- 

-senger and cargo vessel of 1,569 tons, fitted with engines of 300 horse-power ; that she 
is also fitted with top-gallant, forecastle, and poop-deck, with deck-house continuous fore 
and aft with the same, in the same manner as the Inman line of screw-boats sailing be- 
tween Liverpool and New York; that she is fitted up aft, under the poop-deck, with 
cabin accommodation for about sixty-six saloon passengers ; the forecastile for the crew, . 
and deck-houses for the ship’s officers ; that her holds are appropriated for the recep- 
tion of cargo, and that she is fitted with steam-winches for working the same. 

The admiralty surveyor further reports that he finds, upon examination, that her top 
sides are of iron plates three-eighths of an inch thick, and are in no way fitted or | | 

secured for the working of guns; and that she has two gangways fitted one on each 
side amidships, for the purpose of working her cargo. . . , , 

The surveyor, in conclusion, says that, upon fully examining the Southerner, he can- 7 
not find anything, with regard to construction or fittings, that would lead him to sup- | | 
pose that she was intended for belligerent purposes.” | | , 

_.. Lhave, &c., — oe | | me 

-  .. (Signed) | | : RUSSELL. | 
| On the 9th August, 1863, the Southerner sailed from Liverpool, with 

a clearance for Alexandria, via Cardiff. . She proceeded to Alexandria, a 
and was employed in the Mediterranean in the conveyance of cotton and 
of passengers, and was never used for war.” | — 

— 40) PEE ALEXANDRA, | oe 

On the 28th March, 1863, application was made by Mr. Dudley ‘to the —_ 
collector of customs-at Liverpool for the, seizure of a vessel stated to | 

1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 208 -8Tbid., p. 209. 
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be lying in one of the docks in the port of Liverpool, and called the 
Alexandra.!| Mr. Dudley at the same time laid before the collector six 

-- Sworn depositions, one made by himself, and the others by various other | 
a persons, tending to show that she was constructed for warlike use, and | 

| that she was intended. for the service of the Confederate States. oe 
| _ Copies of the depositions were, on the 31st March, received by Earl 

| Russell from Mr. Adams, together with a note, in which Mr. Adams | 
OO stated that he would remit no exertion to place in the hands of Her . 

| Majesty’s government all the information that could be obtained. The 
- receipt of this note was on the same day acknowledged by Earl Russell, 

oO and instructions were immediately given that whatever measures could _ 
—. Iegally be taken in view of the facts thus brought to the knowledge of 

Her Majesty’s government should be adopted.2. The depositions were 
at the same time laid before the law-officers of the Crown, in order that 

| they might advise the government thereon. | | 4 
~ On the 3d April, 1863, Karl Russell further wrote to Mr. Adams, as 

- follows :° | | | , | 
| a Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. / 

| | . | | -< Foreran OFFICE, April 3, 1863. 

. ~ Sre: With reference to my letter of the 31st ultimo, I have the honor to inform you 
ok that the secretary of state for the home department has instructed the mayor of Liv- 

— erpool to cause immediate inquiries to be made with the view of ascertaining whether 
the Alexandra, denounced by you in your letter of the 306th ultimo, is being equipped, 

oo furnished, fitted out, or armed with the intention of her being employed in the 
: service of the so-called Confederate States, with intent to commit hostilities against. 

the Federal Government of the United States; and if this should appear to be the 
ease, the mayor is further instructed to adopt whatever steps can legally be taken in | 

_ the matter. | . | | | | 
I have, &c., : . ee 

SO (Signed) RUSSELL. 

os On the 5th April, 1863, the Alexandra was, pursuant to the direction | 
ae of Her Majesty’s government, seized by the officers of the customs at 

| Liverpool, under the powers created by the seventh section of the for- 
. eign-enlistment act ;* and proceedings were soon*afterward instituted _ 

in the court of exchequer by the attorney-general on behalf of the Crown, 
in order to obtain a condemnation of the ship under the provisions of 
that act. | | ; : 

- Mr. Adams was informed that orders to seize the vessel had been 
given, and he, on the 6th April, 1863, wrote to Earl Russell as follows? | 

Se Mr, Adams to Earl Russell. | en 7 

a | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, __ 
| : - + London, April 6, 1863. 

My Lorp: I have the honor to acknowledge the reception of your lordship’s note of 
the 5th instant, in answer to mine of the 30th ultimo, making certain representations 
in regard to the character of a vessel in Liverpool known as the Alexandra. It is with 

| _ the most lively satisfaction that I learn the decision of Her Majesty’s government to. 
' detain that vessel. Believing that such an act, at the present moment, is calculated 

| to defeat the sanguine hopes of the common enemies of both nations, to sow the seeds” 
| of dissension between them, I shall remit no effort to procure all the information pos- 

sible to support it. To that end I have, agreeably to your lordship’s suggestion, sent 
| the necessary instructions to the consul of the United States at Liverpool to put him- | 

self in communication with the authorities designated at that place to pursue the sub- 
ject... | , a Se 

I pray, &e., | | ae oo ey 
. (Signed) _' CHARLES FRANCIS, ADAMS. 
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. On the 22d June, 1863, the cause came on for trial in the court of ex- a 
- -ehequer, before the lord chief baron (the chief judge of that court) and | 

a special jury; the attorney-general, the solicitor-general, and the , 
Queen’s advocate, with two other members. of the bar, conducting the | 
case for the Crown. The trial occupied three days. Af the close of the : 
third day the jury returned a verdict against the Crown and in favor of 
the persons claiming to be owners of the ship.’ Application was there- 
upon made on behalf of the Crown to the four judges of the court of ex- - 
 gchequer sitting as a collective court, to obtain a new trial of the cause, | 
on the grounds, first, that the instructions which had: been delivered by 
the lord chief baron to the jury as to the intent and interpretation of | 

the law were erroneous; and, secondly, that the verdict was con- __ 
_ [41] trary tothe weight of *testimony. After long argument, the hear- | 

| Ing being continued during six days, this application failed, the 
- four judges composing the court being equally divided in opinion, and / 
judgment was given against the Crown.’ Alt the judges pronounced 

: their opinions seriatim in open court. From this judgment an appeal - 
was made on behalf of the Crown to another tribunal, (the exchequer - | 

_.  cChamber,) composed of all the judges of the superior courts of common 
law sitting collectively ; but.it was adjudged, after argument, that the 
‘jurisdiction assigned by law to this tribunal did not authorize it to enter- | 
tain the appeal. | : | | 

Costs and damages amounting to £3,700 were paid by the Crown, as | 
the defeated party, to the claimants of the ship. 

_ While these proceedings were pending, and after the verdict of the — 
_ jury had been delivered, Mr. Seward addressed to Mr. Adamsadispatch, 

| dated the 11th July, 1863, which contained the following instructions 7 
p in regard to the case of the Alexandra: | oe 

Ist. You are authorized and expected to assure Earl Russell that this Government is 
entirely satisfied that Her Majesty’s government have conducted the proceedings in So 

- that case with perfect good faith and honor, and that they are well disposed to prevent a 
the fitting out of armed vessels in British ports to depredate upon American commerce - 
and to make war against the United States. 

. | £dly. This Government is satisfied that the law-officers of the Crown have performed . 
_ their duties in regard to the case of the Alexandra with a sincere conviction of the 

~ adequacy of the law of Great Britain, and a sincere desire to give it effect. 
, ddly. The Government of the United States does not descend to inquire whether the 

jury in the case were or were not impartial. It willingly believes they were so, and it | 
accepts the statement made with so much unanimity by all the reporters of the case, 
that the judge who presided at the trial made the bench responsible for the verdict by 
the boldness and directness of his rulings against the prosecution. 

4thly. Great Britain being a free and constitutional country, and the proceedings in 
the case of the Alexandra having been thus far conducted by the government in good 
faith, and according to law, the United States would not be justified in deeming the | : 
verdict rendered by the jury a cause of national complaint, provided that the govern- 

| ment prosecutes an appeal to the higher courts until it be determined in the court of — 
' last resort whether the law is adequate to the maintenance of the neutrality which 7 

. Her Majesty has proclaimed, and provided, also, that in'the mean time the Alexandra - | 
and other vessels that may. be found violating or preparing to violate the law be pre- | 

. vented, so far as the law may allow, from leaving British ports to prosecute their work __ 
of devastation. | . | me 7 | 

- During the whole course of these proceedings, viz, from the 5th 
_ April, 1863, to the 24th April, 1864, the Alexandra remained under a 

_ Seizure and in the possession of the officers of customs. | | : 
_ At the end of that time, the executive having no legal power to de- | 

tain her, she came again into the possession of Messrs. Fawcett, Preston oS 
& Co., the persons claiming to be her owners, by whom she was, in 
June, 1864, sold to a Mr. Henry Lafone, a merchant residing at Liver- | 

| 1 Appendix, vol. iii, p. 56. | 8 Tbid., p. 5%. 7
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pool. “By her new owner her name was then changed to “The Mary;” 
her fittings on deck and below were altered and made apparently suit-. - 
able to a vessel of commerce; and in July, 1854, she sailed from Liver- 

oe pool for Bermuda and thence to Halifax. Mr. Seward, on being in- 
) formed of her arrival there, wrote as follows to Mr. Hume Burnley, Her 

_ ° Britannic Majesty’s chargé d’affaires at Washington :' a agp 

| | a | | Mr. Seward to Mr, Burnley. | a - . 

ne : Oo co DEPARTMENT OF STATE, . | 
| - | : | _. Washington, September 13,1864, © 

Srr: This Department has been informed that the steamer Mary, which formerly, 
. under the name of the Alexandra, was charged in the British courts with having been | 

| built for the naval service of the insurgents, has arrived at Halifax for the supposed 
| purpose of there being armed and equipped for that service. aan | 

: It is consequently suggested that you communicate with the governor of Nova | 
i Scotia, in order that the hostile designs of that vessel against the United States and — 

_ ° their shipping may not be carried into effect from any port. within his jurisdiction. —. 
| Thave,&c¢, > | Ss 

: - (Signed) | | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD, _ | 

- A copy of this note was at once transmitted by Mr. Burnley to the | 
lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia, who replied as follows: - | | 

— . _ Lieutenant- Governor Macdonnell to Mr. Burnley. oe : a ° 

- , _ GoveRNMENT Hovsg, | 
| | | | Halifax, Nova Scotia, September 30, 1864. | 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 13th instant, | 
_ which did not reach me till the 28th instant. Your letter incloses a commu- 

[42] nication from Mr. Seward, representing that *the Mary, formerly the Alexan- _ 
| dra, has arrived at Halifax, for the supposed purpose of being armed and 

: equipped for the confederate service. | . | Oo 
Mr. Seward therefore suggests that you should communicate with me, in order that. 

the hostile designs of that vessel against the United States and their shipping. may 
a not be carried into effect from any port within my jurisdiction. - | 

In reply, I have to state that, in future, as heretofore, my most strenuous exertions 
a shall be directed to maintaining within the neutra] waters of this portion of Her 
Ca Majesty’s dominions the strictest observance of those orders which have been issued | 

for my guidance in reference to belligerent cruisers, whether Federal or confederate. 
I cannot, however, interfere with any vessel British-owned, in a British harbor, on | 

. | ‘mere suspicion; nevertheless, I have so decided a determination to prevent any abuse 
of the accommodation afforded by this port to any party, that I have instituted | | 
inquiry, for my own satisfaction, into the rumored destination of the Mary. I have . 

| even directed that the Mary shall be watched, and am prepared to interfere, if any : 
illegal equipment of that vessel, for warlike purposes, be attempted in this province. 7 

| At the same time you may inform Mr. Seward that the result of my inquiries hitherto | 
leads me to suppose that the Mary, although originally strongly built, and apparently 
intended for warlike purposes, is now lying here an embarrassment to her owners, ~ | 

SO unsalable and unserviceable, either as an ordinary merchantman or a cruiser. Her. | 
speed under steam does not exceed four and a half knots, and I believe she is consid- 

| ered a failure, whatever may have been her original destination. Therefore no diffi- : 
a culty is likely.to arise in her case. — : 7 | 

| — Thaye, &e, : | 7 ae - | 
| : (Signed) — | | R. G. MACDONNELL, | 

: . a | | Lieutenant-Governor, §c. | 

| The Mary returned in November from Halifax to Bermuda, and thence | 
proceeded to Nassau, where, on the 13th December, 1864, she wasseized 

| by order of the governor, and proceedings were instituted against her 
-,- in the vice-admiralty court of the colony,’ it having been discovered | 
—_ that she had taken on board at Bermuda certain packages the contents | 

sof which afforded some evidence that a design existed of employing | 
| her in the naval service of the Confederate States. The cause was | 

oe _ 1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 272. Me 2Tbid., p. 258. _ _ 
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heard on the 22d and 23d May, 1865, and on the 30th May the court | 
_ decided that there was no “reasonably sufficient” evidence of illegal 

Intent to support a sentence of forfeiture, and the vessel was accord- 
- ingly released.|. The war had by that time terminated, and.all armed oo 

resistance to the authority of the Government of the United States 
was atanend. The costs and expenses which the colonial government - 

- Incurred by the seizure of the vessels amounted to £311 18s. - 

| | Lit Tousson and El Monassir, (iron-clad rams.) oo 

_ .QOn the 7th July, 1863, Mr. Dudley made formal application to the 
collector of customs at Liverpool to seize, under the provisions of the — , 

- above-mentioned act, a vessel described by him (Mr. Dudley) as “an | 
_ iron-ciad steam vessel of war,” launched three days before, and then So 

-. lying at Birkenhead. “He at the same time laid before, the collector 
several depositions on oath, sworn by himself and various other persons, oe 
in which it was stated that two iron-clad steamships, similar in all. 7 

. material respects to each other, had for many months been in process : 
of construction in the ship-building yard of Messrs. Laird & Co., ship- a 
builders of Birkenhead ; that they were of very great strength, and | 
manifestly designed for vessels of war; that each was furnished witha — | 
ram or piercer, of wrought-iron, projecting under the water-line, and was | 
also prepared to receive two iron turrets for heavy guns, and that two 
of such turrets were being constructed in the yard. One only of the a 

_ Said vessels had been launched, and to this Mr. Dudley’s application | 
related. The said depositions contained also allegations tending to — 
show that the vessels were intended for the naval service of the Con- * | 
 federate States. | a | es 

Copies of these depositions and of Mr. Dudley’s application were, | : 
on the 11th July, 1863, sent by Mr. Adams to Earl Russell? _ | . 

On the 13th July these depositions were referred to the proper depart- 
_ ments of the government, and to the law-officers of the Crown.‘ | 

| That these two vessels were in course of construction had for along. on 
time been known to Mr. Dudley, and he had sent information respecting | 
them to the Government of the United States, commencing in the month 
of July, 1862. It was Mr. Dudley’s opinion that they would be most 

. formidable ships, possessing more power and speed than any iron-clads, 
previously built, and so heavily plated as to be invulnerable. _ | 

_ Further depositions in support of the application were subsequently _ oe 
submitted by Mr. Dudley to the collector of customs, and transmitted 
by Mr. Adams to Earl Russell.® | | . - 
The second of the two vessels above mentioned was launched on the ee 
_ 29th August, 1863; and an application, supported by sworn _ a 

_ [438] depositions, for the seizure of her was, on *the 1st September, 
| 1863, made by Mr. Dudley to the collector of customs at Liverpool. 

Copies of these further depositions were sent by Mr. Adamg to Earl | 
Russell.® | : | a 7 - 

- Her Majesty’s government had, at the earliest moment, given direc- 
tions that a strict watch should be kept over the vessels, and that dili- a 
gent inquiry should be made for the purpose of ascertaining their char- | | 
acter and destination. os 

'_ It was at first reported that they were built for the government of . | 
France. Subsequently, they were claimed by a M. Bravay,a French | 
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merchant and member of a firm carrying on business in Paris, who stated. © 
that he had purchased them on account of the Pasha of Egypt. M. 

7 Bravay had, in fact, in August, 1863, made an application-to the French 
7 government, stating the alleged purchase, and requesting that the good 

oe offices of the French embassy in London might be used in his behalf, 
in order to enable him to send the vessels to Alexandria ;! and it further 

| appeared that he had, in February, 1863, made a claim upon the Pasha’s 
—,-: government on account of two iron-clad vessels of war, which he affirmed _ 

. that he had been ordered to procure by the then Pasha’s predecessor, (who 
_. died in 1862,) and for which he alleged that he had paid a large sum on _ 

| account.’ Finally, he produced to the British naval attaché at Paris a 
| number of papers relating to the vessels, and furnished him with a copy 

of a legal instrument, dated 18th July, 1863, from which it appeared 
| that the iron-clads had, in fact, been built to the order of Bullock, but 

that Bullock’s interest in them had been transferred, or purported to be 
- transferred, to Bravay? oO 

| On the 28th August, 1863, Her Britannic Majesty’s consul-general in 
a | Egypt reported to the government that the Pasha of Egypt refused to 

_Yatify the order alleged to have been given by his predecessor, or to - 
. purchase the vessels. This report was received by the government on : 

| the sth September* | ae | | | 
_ On the same Sth September the builders of the vessels, in reply toan 

| inquiry addressed to them by the under-secretary of state for foreign — 
a affairs, wrote to him as follows:> — . . | 

- oo Messrs. Laird Brothers to Her Majesty's foreign office. ‘ : 

OO | | | a BIRKENHEAD, September 5, 1863. 
7 Sir: We have received your letter of the 4th instant, stating that Lord Russell has | 

| instructed you to request us to inform him, with as little delay as possible, on whose 
_ accountand with what destination we have built theiron-clad vessels recently launched, | 

oe _ and now in course of completion at our works. | : 
. In reply, we beg to say that although it is not usual for ship-builders to declare the 

~ names of partiés for whom they are building vessels until. the vessels are completed 7 
S and the owners have taken possession, yet, in this particular case, in consequence of the 

| Inany rumors afloat, coupled with the repeated visits of Mr. Morgan, the surveyor of 
OO , customs, to our works, we thought it right to ask permission of the parties on whose 

: account we are building the vessels to give their names to the English government, in 
the event of such information being asked for officially in writing. | . . 

They at once granted us the permission we sought for. 
_ We therefore beg to inform you that the firm on whose account we are building the 
vessels is A. Bravay & Co., and that their address is No. 6 Rue de Londres, Paris, and 

. that our engagement is to deliver the vessels to them in the port of Liverpool when’ 
they are completed according to-our contract. co So 
The time in which we expect to have the first vessel so completed is not less than 

. one month from this date, and the second not less than six orseven weeks from this date. 
~ Weare, &e., 7 Ce an 

7 _.. (Signed) LAIRD BROTHERS. 
: A. H. Layarp, Esq., M. P. Oo | : 

| ~The inquiries directed by Her Majesty’s government were actively 
oe prosecuted, and, although they led to no conclusive result, nevertheless 

- convinced the government that there was a reasonable prospect of 
a obtaining sufficient evidence as to the destination of the vessels. On 

the 9th September, 1863, both vessels being then in an unfinished state, . 
the following notice was sent to the builders by the secretary of the 
treasury: ee — | oe 
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oo Her Majesty’s Treasury to Messrs. Laird Brothers. | : 

| TREASURY CHAMBERS, September 9, 1863. | 

GENTLEMEN: I am desired by my lords commissioners of Her Majesty’s treasury to 
acquaint you that their lordships have felt it their duty to issue orders to the commis- : 

' sioners of customs that the two iron-clad steamers now in the course of completion in 
your dock at Birkenhead are not to be permitted to leave the Mersey until satisfactory 

| evidence can be given of their destination, or at least until the inquiries which are now 4 
| being prosecuted with a view to obtain such evidence shall have been brought to a con- 

clusion. : | So , . 
Tam, &c., 
(Signed) | a GEORGE A. HAMILTON. | 

: Messrs. Larrp & Co., Birkenhead. - 

{44] *The builders replied as follows :1 | TO 
| In reply, we beg to inform you that we have forwarded a copy of your letter to : 

Messrs. A. Bravay & Co., at- No.6 Rue de Londres, Paris, on whose account we are 
building the vessels, and to whom we beg to refer you for further information ; inas- 
much as our engagement with them is to deliver the vessels at the port of Liverpool 

| when they are completed according to our contract. : | oe 

The builders having informed the collector of customs that they wished | 
to take the vessel which was nearest completion (named El Tousson) for | 
a trial-irip, in order to-test the machinery, but with an assurance that | 
she should be brought back again, they were told that circumstances had 7 
come to the knowledge of the government which gave rise to an appre- - | 

~~ hension’ that an attempt might be made, without the privity and against 
the intention of the builders themselves, to carry away the vessel by 
force while on such trial-trip.2. The government, therefore, could not. - 
permit the trip to take place, unless on the conditicn that a force of sea- 
men and marines, from Her Majesty’s channel fleet, (which was then in — 
the Mersey,) sufficient to defeat any such attempt, should be placed on | 
board of the vessel. a SO - | ee 
On the 7th October, 1865, the builders were told that, in consequence 

of further information received by the government, it was deemed neces- | | 
gary to place an officer of the customs on board the vessel named El 
‘Tousson, with authority to seize heron behalf of the Crown in the event 
of any attempt being made to remove her from her actual position, and 
that he was instructed to obtain from the commanding officer of Her | 
Majesty’s ship of war Majestic any protection which might be necessary 
to support him in the execution of his duty.* 

On the 9th October, 1863, orders were issued to seize both the vessels, 
and they were seized accordingly. The vessel remained under seizure | | 
from that time until the month of May, 1864, when they were, by agree- 

| ment, sold and transferred to Her Majesty’s government for the aggre- 3 
gate sum of £220,000.° The evidence which the government had up to | 
that time been able to obtain was so imperfect as to make the event of. ; 

- a trial doubtful; and in agreeing to the purchase, Her Majesty’s govern- oo 
ment was mainly actuated by a desire to prevent by any means within co 

its power (however costly) vessels of so formidable a character, con- . 
structed’ in a British port, from passing directly or indirectly into the - 
hands of a belligerent. | | ny | | 

i | THE CANTON, OR PAMPERO. | | a 

On the 18th October, 1863, Earl Russell received from Mr. Adams the =~ 
following note, (with an inclosure :)® | | a 

1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 358. Ibid. p.367. =. 8 Ibid. p. 387, | 
oo .  4Tbid., pp. 388, 389, ef seq. . 5 Tbid., pp. 457-459. = S Thid., p. 467.
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| a ee Mr, Adams to Earl Russell. . | | a 

| | | | | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
: . ae . London, October 17, 1863. 

- -My Lorp: It is with great regret that I find it my duty once more to call your lord- 
ship’s attention to the efforts making in this kingdom to aid the insurgents in America 

/ in carrying on their resistance to the Government of the United States. I have strong 
" reason for believing that, in addition to a very formidable steam-ram now in-process of 

construction at the port of Glasgow, but not yet so far advanced as fully to develop her 
character, there is another steamer ready to be launched, called the Canton, having all 

| the characteristics of a war-vessel, which is about to be fitted up and dispatched with | 
. the same intent from the same place. I beg leave to submit to your lordship’s con- : 

. sideration some extracts from a letter addressed to me by W. L. Underwood, esq., the 
| consul of the United States, giving some information in regard to this case. Mr. Under- 

| wood himself entertains no doubt of the destination of this vessel, although from the 
secrecy used in the process of construction and preparation, itself a cause of suspicion, —__ 

_ he has been slow in gaining evidence on which to base a representation. - a 
| Not doubting that Her Majesty’s government will take all suitable measures to ascer- 

tain the correctness of these allegations, I pray, &c. on 
| (Signed) 7 CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. 

| -_ The extracts inclosed in the above note contained a description of the 
a Canton, | | | | —— a a 

| _ The information thus furnished by Mr. Adams was immediately com-. 
ss municated to the proper departments of the government, and the offi- | 

oe cers of customs and local authorities were instructed to make immediate | 
| - inquiry, and to take such legal measures as might prevent any attempt — | 

| to infringe the law. | | : | ce , 
| ‘he inquiries thus directed were pursued for a considerable time with 
 . very little result. The vessel was carefully examined, both by the sur- 

| _ veyor of the customs and by the commanding officer of Her Maj- 
oe [45] esty’s ship Hogue, stationed in the Clyde; and the specifi*cations 
— on which she was constructed, as well as the contract for building 

- her, were produced and exhibited by the agents through whom the , 
~ contract had been made. It appeared that, though she was being fitted 

— up aS a passenger-ship, there were some peculiarities in her construction 
| such as to render her capable of being converted, not indeed into a 

| regular ship of war, but into a vessel serviceable for war purposes. She | 
. had been contracted for by a person resident in London, through the | 

agency of a Glasgow firm; and this firm, as well as her builders, stated : 
that they believed her to be intended for the merchant service, and were 
not aware of any intention to dispose of her to the Confederate States. | 

_ ‘The vessel was launched on the 29th October, 1863, (her name having | 
| been previously changed to the “Pampero;”)' and the United States 

_. consul at Glasgow soon afterward made a formal application that she =| 
. -- aight be seized, supporting it by several depositions on oath, to which =| 

_ others were afterward added from time to time. No evidence what- | 
, ever of her being intended for the confederate service, beyond vague 
p _ rumor and hearsay, was furnished by the United States consul in these 
| _-—- depositions or otherwise, nor by Mr. Adams. a ; , 7 

| By the end of November, however, the inquiries directed by the | 
| government had led to the production of some evidence, and it was 

| eventually ascertained that the real owners of the vessels were several 
persons resident respectively in London, Manchester, Glasgow, and 

: Dumbarton, and that they were under a contract to sell her to one | 
Sinclair, calling himself a citizen of the Confederate States; but that | 
Sinclair had lately been, and then was, desirous of canceling the con- | 

—_ tract. A letter from Sinclair, asking that the contract might becan- | 

: 1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 478. | —8Ibid., p.486.00¢=«=~*~<“CS~S*~*
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-- eeled, was placed in the hands of the law-officers of the Crown for os 
Scotland, and was as follows’ a 

a, : , . Lonpon, September 24, 1863. | oo 

My Dear Sir: When I made a contract with you in November last for the building - 
of a steamship, I was under the impression, having taken legal advice, that there was 

_. nothing in the law of England that would prevent a British subject from building 
-  guch a vessel for any foreign subject as a commercial transaction. Although the re- 

cent decision of the. court of exchequer in’ the case of the Alexandra would seem to 
- gustain the opinion, yet the evident determination of your government to yield to the . 

pressure of the United States minister, and prevent the sailing of any vessel that may _ 
‘be suspected of being the property of a citizen of the Confederate States, is made so . 

manifest that I have concluded it will be better for me to endeavor to close that con- 
tract referred to, and go where Ican have more liberal action. oo 

-_---In these circumstances I desire to put an end to our transaction, by your returning | 
me the cotton certificates which I delivered to account of price, and my canceling 
the contract. . | | . ' | | 

The increased value of shipping since the date of our transaction will, I have no 
| doubt, enable you at once to meet my wishes in this respect. I shall feel much obliged 

by an early reply. . , 
, (Signed) a | | G. SINCLAIR. _ 

EDWARD PEMBROKE, Esq. a | | _ 

On the 10th December the Pampero was, by direction of Her Ma- 
jesty’s government, seized by the collector of customs at Glasgow, and | 
legal proceedings were instituted to obtain a declaration of forfeiture. ? 
The case was appointed to be tried in April, 1864, when, no defense be- 8 
ing made, a verdict was entered for the Crown, and the vessel was de- 

. Clared forfeited. She remained under seizure until October, 1865, and oO 
_ was then given up to her owners, all reasons for detaining her being 

at an end.? 7 

THE AMPHION, THE HAWK, THE VIRGINIA, THE LOUISA ANN FANNY, ‘ 
Se | _ THE HERCULES. © - _ | | 

: In the year 1864 representations were made by Mr. Adams to Earl a 
_ Russell respecting two vessels named the Amphion and Hawk; and, in | 
_ the year 1865, respecting three others, the Virginia, the Louisa Ann - 

- Fanny, and the Hercules, all of which he alleged to be fitting out in 
_. ports of the United Kingdom under suspicious circumstances, and to. 

be probably destined for the naval service of the Confederate States. | 
In each of these cases the information furnished was immediately trans- 

_ Initted to the proper departments of the government, and careful in- 
_ quiry was made. In none of them were any reasonable grounds of | 

suspicion found on examination to exist, which would have justified the | | 
executive in interfering, and none of the suspected vessels were ever 
in fact armed or used for purposes of war. The dates at which Mr. | 
Adams’s representations in these several cases were respectively first | 
received, and were referred for inquiry, were as follows: oo 

 . Fhe Amphion.—Received March 18, 1864; referred on the same day 
tothe home department. ee | | 

[46] * The Hawk.—Received April 16,1864; referred to the treasury, 
‘the home department, and the lord advocate, (the law-officer of the 

Crown for Scotland,) April 18, 1864.° | | | 
: Lhe Virgima and Louisa Ann Fanny.—Received January 30, 1865; 

_ referred to the treasury February 1, 1865.° eer 7 
The Hercules.—Received February 7, 1865; referred to the treasury 

and to the home department February 8 and 9, 1865.7 | a 

Appendix, vol. di, p. BIL,  8Tbid., pp.543,544.—O 
—. 2Tbid., p50, | 6Ibid., pp. 595, 596. | 

sTbid., p. 533. a | | 7Tbid., p.580. | 
__-4Tbid., pp. 566, 567. a |
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In acknowledging the receipt of Mr. Adams’s note respecting the 
—.  _Hereules, Earl Russell wrote as follows :! oo | a 

a | . | Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. — oo oe oo 

me - oe | FoREIGN OFFICE, February 8, 1865. _ 
| Sir: I have received your letter dated the 7th instant, and delivered at the foreign 

. Office at a late hour yesterday evening after the close of business; but not. being 
marked immediate, it did not come under the notice of the under-secretary of state 

until 1 p. m.. to-day. — Cs | - 

The matter shall be immediately attended to, but, in the mean time, I wish to call 
your attention to the dates of the letters which yon inclose. The first letter of the 

- ' United States consul at Liverpool is dated the 2d instant, and affirms that a steamer 
a named the Hercules is fitting out in the Clyde for the confederate service, and that 

_ this vessel is to be ready for sea in eight days. ‘The second letter which you transmit 
- to me is dated Glasgow, the 4th instant, and contains further information respecting -. 

oe this vessel, and states, moreover, that the trial trip is to take place to-day. oe | 
en In a former instance I was able by means of the lord advocate to prosecute the . 

. owrers of a vessel building in the Clyde, and to get a verdict entered by consent, | 
which defeated the purpose of the confederate agert. But these operations are very _ 
quick, and unless I have timely notice I can have but little hopes of stopping these 

" nefarious transactions. - | =: | se 
im IT have, &c., ; : | | a an 

— (Signed) . | | RUSSELL. © | 

The attention of the government had been directed to the Amphion 
oe and Hawk, and inquiry made respecting them, before the reeeipt of 
-. any representation from Mr. Adams concerning those vessels. A ves- 
| sel called the Ajax, as to which no representation had been made or in- ! 

| | formation furnished, but which was suspected by some of her crew of. | 
hee _ being intended for the confederate service, was examined and searched | 

* by the officers of customs at Queenstown, and afterward, under in- ~ 
 -- structions from the government, by the colonial authorities at Nassau’ 

| , She. was not, however, found to be adapted or intended for warlike use, 
. and was never applied to such use. | Los 

fo In sending information to Mr. Adams respecting the Virginia, Mr. 
Dudley, in a letter dated the 27th January, 1865, wrote as follows :° 

- Like the Sea King, any steamer now destined for privateering fits away as a commer- 
. cial vessel, and there is nothing about her movement before she leaves port, or until 

within a few hours of her leaving, when she may suddenly change owners, and her 
. master be given authority to sell at a given sum out of British waters, to create any ! 

| mistrust of the purpose of those who control her here. . 
Under such a mode of operations it is next to impossible for us to get testimony in 

Oo - season, and sufficiently strong, to ask for their detention. The only course left me, | 
therefore, is to call your attention to all cases offering any reasonable ground of sus- 

4 ‘ picion, and leave them to be disposed of as you may deem most expedient. — ae | 

| - 4 7 SUMMARY. | a ae | 

The preceding statement of facts shows the general course of con- | 
| duct pursued by Her Britannic Majesty’s government, in relation to. | 

| . vessels alleged to be, or suspected of being, fitted out or prepared | 
| _ within British territory for belligerent use. It includes all the cases | 

(except those of the Florida and Alabama, which will be presently stated) 
in which information that any vessel was being built, equipped, or pre- | 

, pared for sea in any British port, and intended, or supposed to be in- | 
| tended, for warlike use, was received by, or came to the knowledge of, _ | 

| Her Majesty’s government before the departure of such vessel. | 
a It will have been seen— ns | 

1. That in every case directions were given, without the least delay, 
: for investigation and inquiry on the spot by the proper officers of gov- . | 

| a | 1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 582. | 3 Ipid., p. 596. a | 
. 2Tbid., pp. 575, 590. | - | |
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ernment; and these officers were ordered to keep a watchful eye on the | 
suspected vessel; and the directions and orders so given were executed. es 

a, 2. That in some cases the attention of the government had been a 
_ [47] directed, before the* receipt of any communication from Mr. Adams, 

oe to vessels as to which there appeared to be ground for suspicion. os 
3. That as soon as any evidence was obtained it was submitted, with- 

out delay, to the law-officers of the Crown; and they were called upon ., : 
to advise as to the proper course of proceeding. = | | 

4, Thatin every case in which reasonable evidence could be obtained - 
the vessel was seized by the officers of the government, and proceed- | 
ings. were instituted against her in the proper court of law. By rea- —  ~ 

- sonable evidence is understood testimony which, though not conclusive, _ | 
offered nevertheless a reasonable prospect that the government might 
be able, when the time for trying the case should arrive, to sustain the os 
seizure in a court of law. | 7 | : 

5. That in several of the cases in which a seizure was made the gov- ae 
_ ernment found itself unable, or uncertain whether it would be able, to | 

- sustain the seizure by sufficient evidence, and was under the necessity 
| of either releasing the vessel and paying the costs of the trial and de- Co 

tention, or of purchasing her at the public expense. 7 
6. That in every one of the cases enumerated either the information | 

_ furnished to the government proved to be erroneous, and the supposed | 
indicia of an unlawful intention to be absent or deceptive, or this inten- . 
tion was defeated or abandoned by reason of the measures taken and 
the vigilance exercised by Her Majesty’s government. | SO 

7. That it is easy to infer special adaptation for war from peculiari- | 
ties or supposed peculiarities of construction which are really equiv- - 
ocal; and such inferences are liable to be fallacious, especially in cases — 

_ where the vessel is constructed with a view to some employment which, 
though commercial, is out of the ordinary course of commerce. nts | 

ASE OF THE ANGLO-CHINESE FLOTILLA. — | 

Phe steady determination of Her Britannic Majesty’s government to 
guard against any act or occurrence which might be supposed to cast a | 

— doubt on its neutrality, and its readiness even to go beyond, for this 
purpose, the strict measure of its international obligations, were exem- — 
plified in the case of the iron-clad rams, and were even more strikingly 
shown in that of the flotilla of gun-boats equipped for service in China. ~ 

In March, 1862, the Chinese government gave authority to Mr. Lay, at 
inspector-general of Chinese customs, then on leave in England, to pur- 
chase and equip a steam-fleet for the Emperor’s service ;' and a sum of - 
money was placed at his disposal for the purpose. | | 

Mr. Lay accordingly entered into an agreement with Captain Sherard — 
Osborn, an officer in Her Majesty’s navy, according to which the latter 
was to take command-in-chief of the fleet, receiving orders from the — 

_ Chinese government through Mr. Lay. Her Majesty’s government, by 
orders in council, gave permission to enlist officers and men for this 
service. : oO, 

In September, 1863, Captain Sherard‘ Osborn arrived in China with 
the flotilla, consisting of six vessels of war. These were the Pekin, 
China, and Keang-soo, of six guns each, the Kwangtung and Tien-tsin | : 
of tour guns, aud the Amoy of two, the Thule yacht, and the Ballarat oo 
store-ship. he agi ee | 

a 1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 681.0 oO 

| | . . | ft . an -
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_ A. difference, however, arose between the Chinese government on 
Ue the one side, and Mr. Lay and Captain Osborn on the other, as to the 
~~ gonditions on which Captain Osborn was to hold his command; and, | 

, this difference not having been adjusted, Captain Osborn informed Sir _ 
7 F. Bruce, Her Majesty’s minister at Pekin, that the foree would be dis- - 

banded. He asked at the same time whether Sir F. Bruce saw any ob- 
-@» ‘jection to his surrendering to the Chinese government the eight ships 

which he had brought out. : Oo 
- Sir F. Bruce thereupon informed the Chinese government and Cap- 
tain Osborn of his conviction that Her Majesty’s government would not. 
have consented to the organization of this powerful squadron, unless 
on the understanding that it was to be placed under the orders of an 

_ officer in whose prudence and high character they had full confidence, 
and that he could not consent to the ships and stores being handed over | 
to the Chinese government without instructions to that effect from Her: _ | 

| Majesty’s government.! | - “ | 
Among other reasons for this course Sir F. Bruce reported to Her © 

Z Majesty’s government that the ships were not such as the Chinese _ | 
| could manage, and that it would not be safe to sell them on the coast, | 

as they might fall into the hands of hostile daimios in Japan, or be | | 
bought for employment as confederate cruisers in those seas.” The fol- | 

| lowing letter from the United States minister at Pekin to Sir I’. Bruce | 
shows that he was equally alive to the latter danger: ce | 

© [48] Mr. Burlingame to Sir F. Bruce. | ) 

| e . | :  Pexin, November 7, 1863. — : 

| - Srr: When the Chinese government refused the doings of its agent, Mr. Lay, and 4 
there was nothing left for Captain Osborn but to dissolve the force of the flotilla, the. 
question was how it could be done with safety. I feared that the ships might fall 
into the hands of the confederates, who are supposed to have agents in China; and _ 
then there was the common apprehension from lawless men on the coast in the inter- . | 

: est of the Taepings as well as from pirates, and the desire of thes daimios in Japan to © 
| : procure steaniers at any price. . oe | | | 

: It was clear that the Chinese could do nothing of themselves with the steamers, and - | 
that, unless something were done by you, they would certainly fall a prey to one of | 

| these several dangers. In my solicitude on account of the rebels in my own country, I : 
made an earnest protest against the delivery of the ships to the Chinese. You re- | 
sponded, in that spirit of comity which has ever distinguished our relations, thatthe — | 
ships should be taken back to England, and that no effort on your part should be | | 
spared to prevent them from taking a direction against the interests of my country. . 

7 Though subsequent events made it necessary for the ships to take the direction indi- _ 
| cated by the desire of the Chinese themselves, still I should be wanting in appreciation’ _ 

of your conduct did I not mark it with my most heartfelt thanks, and at as early a ~ 
a period as possible bring it to the attention of my Government. | 

| Thave, &c., | : | | 

| (Signed) | A, BURLINGAME. | 

It was eventually arranged that Captain Osborn should send part of 
7 the flotilla to England, take the other portion to Bombay, and sell them | 

all on account of the Chinese government. | | | ——- 
, Captain Osborn accordingly took three vessels, the Keang-soo, (6 , 

guns,) Kwangtung, (4 guns,) and Amoy, (2 guns,) and the dispatch- 
- boat Thule, to Bombay, where he arrived in January, 1864.4 At his 

- request the government of India took charge of the vessels and the 
_ mnilitary stores on board of them, and-he then proceeded to England, _ 

where he arrived in February. The rest of the flotilla, consisting of the — 

a 1 Appendix, vol. iiep. 682. 8 Tid, p. 689. So 
| 2Jbid., p. 686. | 4 Tbid., p. 692.
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Pekin and China, (6 guns,) the Tien-tsin, (4 guns,) and the Ballarat a 
_ store-shép, were sent to England, where they arrived in April! | 

| On the first intelligence of the arrangement made with the Chinese _ 
government for disposing of these vessels in India and England, a letter 
was addressed by the foreign office to the admiralty, India office, : 
and colonial office,’ stating that the “vessels are understood to be fully 
equipped for belligerent purposes, and Her Majesty’s government are | 

.. Of opinion that it is incumbent upon them to take any precaution that. 
; may legally be within their power to prevent them from passing in their 

present state into the hands of any power or state engaged in hostility = 
with another power or state in amity with Her Majesty.” o 

It was therefore desired ‘that the attention of the naval, colonial, or . 
- Indian authorities, both at home and on any station abroad within Her 

Majesty’s dominions, where the vessels may be expected.to bemet with, 
should be called to the necessity of taking such measures as may be : ) 
legally within their power in furtherance of the views of Her Majesty’s | 
government in this matter; and specifically as regards Captain Osborn, | : 
who is ‘an officer in Her Majesty’s naval service, that he should be point- — a 
edly cautioned against disposing of any of the vessels to be used in the 

naval service of a belligerent power.” | | : 
Sir F. Bruce, at Pekin, and Sir H. Parkes, at Shanghai, were in- 

structed to make a similar communication to Captain Osborn, in case | 
that ofticer was still in China when the dispatch reached them. - 

In. anticipation of these instructions Commodore Montresor had 
warned Captain Osborn on his arrival at Bombay against selling the __ | 
vessels, and had joined with the governor in remonstrating against any ve 
attempt to sell the Thule, which, as being an unarmed dispatch-boat, | 
did not, in Captain Osborn’s opinion, come within the same category as 
the armed vessels, but which the two former officers considered open to 7 
objection, as-having been equipped for naval service, and capable of be- 
ing adapted in some degree to belligerent purposes? | 

| The Thule was, notwithstanding, advertised for sale in Bombay on 
 . the 16th of February, after Captain Osborn’s departure; but the govern- 

ment of Bombay forbade the sale. Orders were sent from home in 
April to permit the sale of the Thule, but to retain the other vessels. 
Care was also to be taken that the Thule was not equipped as a vessel 
of war for either of the belligerent parties in America.’ | 

’ The sale, however, did not take place. oo 
[49] *The three armed vessels sent to England arrived in April, and 

were moored in Woolwich dock-yard. The Ballarat, being merely | 
a store-ship, did not come under the custody of the government, and = 
was sold. ce | | _ 

The admiralty refused to purchase the vessels for the government; 
and it was settled that they should be placed at moorings in the Med- a 
way, and there retained until the objections to their sale might be re- 
moved, and that any expenses incurred by this course should be defrayed - 
by Her Majesty’s government.° | Oo - 
In the meanwhile Captain Osborn, learning that it was not the inten- | . 

tion of the government to purchase the vessels left in charge of the | 
Bombay authorities, wrote to ask permission to relieve himself of all =~ 

7 responsibility, by substituting a mercantile firm at Bombay as the : 
agents to carry out Sir Frederick Bruce’s instructions for the sale of the . 
vessels on account of the Chinese government.® oe 

| The matter was referred to the law-officers, who reported that the sale oo 

‘Appendix, vol. ii, p.700. | | *Lbid.,pp. 200, 703. . os 
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a within Her Majesty’s dominions, even to a belligerent ‘power, of armed 
ss Ships of war, already legally equipped with a view to a different object, 

| under Her Majesty’s license, would not be illegal. The foreign enlist- 
os ment act did not, in their opinion, prohibit such a sale. Her Majesty’s _ 

ss government had therefore two alternatives. It might, ontheonehand, 
| | inform Captain Osborn that it did not interpose any objection to his 

: selling the vessels to any person or in any way that he might think fit; 
such sale (provided no addition were made to their equipments or furni-— 

- ture, before delivery to the purchaser, for the purposes of any belligerent " 
power) being in no way contrary to law. If, on the other hand, the | 

| government were not prepared to take this course, it was morally bound 
| to take upon itself the responsibility from which Captain Osborn desired 

to be freed. | | / 
Captain Osborn, the admiralty, and India office were thereupon ap- 

| prised that Her Majesty’s government could not at present sanction the 
_. gale of the vessels in India, but was prepared to take on itself the re- | 

= sponsibility of detaining the vessels in question unsold until further 
orders. A similar communication was made to the Chinese government, . 

| through Sir F. Bruce, with the assurance that the Chinese government — 
| should not ultimately lose the value of the vessels! : | 

a An offer was made in December, 1864, by Messrs. Ritherdon & Thomp- 
| son, to purchase the three vessels in England on behalf of a foreign gov- 

oe ernment. They were informed that a written guarantee would be re- 
a , quired from the representative of the power for whom the vessels might 

be purchased, that they would not be used for warlike purposes against — 
. any power with whom the Queen was at peace, and that the government 

- '.,reserved to itself the right of refusing, without giving any reason, to | 
sell the vessels when the name of the principal in the transaction should 
be disclosed. The negotiation was dropped. Overtures were alsomade — 

7 | in 1865 by Messrs. Bake & Co. to buy the vessels for the government of | 
Mexico, but these also failed. Ce | an 

as A committee appointed to assess the value of the vessels at the time — 
they left China valued them, with the concurrence of Captain Osborn, | 
at £152,500, and Mr. Wade was instructed to inform the Chinese gov- 2 

, ernment that the admiralty would be intrusted with the sale of them, | 
that the amount realized would be transmitted to the Chinese govern- : 

: ment, and any loss upon the original value of the ships would be made | 
good by Her Majesty’s government. The admiralty was at the same | 
time again cautioned against the sale of*the vessels either directly or. 
indirectly to any state or body of persons at war with a state in amity 
with Her Majesty.° | 

_ In June, 1865, the civil war in America having come to an end, the | 
| restrictions on the sale of the vessels were withdrawn; but, from the 

delay and consequent deterioration, the price realized fell far short of 
| the original estimate. : | . 

: The government of Egypt purchased the three vessels in England for | 
| £30,100. Of the four vessels left at Bombay, the government of India | 

| purchased two for £14,500, from which, however, a sum of £6,376 had 
| to. be deducted for dock-yard expenses. A sum of £11,250 was realized 

by the sale of the two remaining vessels ; and the balance of £103,026 
was provided by a parliamentary grant, and paid over to the Chinese 
government.* | oo 

| a The guns and munitions of war on board the vessels had been pro- 
. ’ cured from Her Majesty’s government, and they were taken back by the | 

My 1 Appendix, vol. ii, p. 704. _ 8 Ibid., pp. 712-714. 
ce 8Tbid. p70, | 4Ibid., p. 721. :
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military authorities in England and India, and the amount remitted to SoS 
the Chinese government. = = . | 

. Sir Frederick Bruce, writing in December, 1865, from Washington, to ae 
| urge a speedy settlement of the Chinese claim, said, “I may os 

[50] mention that there is no doubt that agents *of the confederates | 
| were on the look-out to purchase the more powerful vessels of the 

'  gquadron from the Chinese, had they been left in their hands, and it is 
equally certain that the Chinese would have sold these vessels as being 
unsuited to them. It is not difficult to conjecture what would have been | 
the effect.on our relations with this government had any of these vessels | 
been turned into confederate cruisers. It would have been impossible 
to disabuse this government and people of the idea that the flotilla was | 
a deep-laid scheme to supply the confederates with an efficient squadron | 
in the Pacific.' | | : | | a 2 

- And Mr. Adams, in a note to Lord Clarendon of December 28,1865, = 
on the same subject, wrote as follows.’ “In a conversation which I had | \ 

. the honor to hold with your predecessor, the Right Honorable Karl Rus- : 
sell, on the 25th of February, 1864, I acquitted myself of what was to , 
me a most agreeable duty, of signifying to Her Majesty’s government | e 
the high sense entertained by that which I have the honor to represent — 

. of the friendly proceedings of Her Majesty’s envoy in China, Sir Fred- - 
erick Bruce, in regard to the disposition to be made of the vessels then 
known as the Osborn Flotilla.” , OS 

_ lAppendix, vol. ii, p. 718. 2Tbid., p. 719. a
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| [51] *PART IV. | Bae, 

CONSIDERATIONS PROPER TO BE KEPT IN VIEW BY THE ARBITRATORS IN - 

OO REFERENCE TO THE CASES OF THE FLORIDA, ALABAMA, GEORGIA, AND 

| | SHENANDOAH. OO , | 

, In considering the facts about to be presented to the tribunal relative 
, parr IvIntre. tO the four vessels which, after having been originally pro. 

ductory statement, ‘cured from British ports, were employed as confederate 

| cruisers in the war, it is right that the arbitrators should bear in mind _ 
the following propositions, to some of which their attention has already __ 

; been directed in an earlier part of this case: Si | | 
1. The powers possessed by Her Majesty’s government to prohibit or 

- prevent the fitting out, arming, or equipping within its jurisdiction of 
| vessels intended for the naval service of the Confederate States, or the. 

| - departure with that intent of vessels specially adapted within its juris- 
, diction to warlike use, were powers defined and regulated by the statute | 

or act of Parliament of July 3, 1819, (the foreign-enlistment act.) 
oO 2, The modes of prevention provided by the statute. were two, of 

- which both or either might be adopted as might be deemed most ex- 
an pedient, namely, (1,) the prosecution of the offender by information or 

oa indictment; (2,) the seizure of the ship, which, after seizure, might be 
prosecuted and condemned in the same manner as for a breach of the _ 
customs or excise laws or of the laws of trade and navigation. © 4 

a 3. The persons empowered to seize under the provisions of the statute 
were any officers of customs or excise or of Her Majesty’s navy, who by 

a law were empowered to make seizures for forfeitures incurred under the 
: laws of customs or excise, or of trade or navigation; and the seizure 

was to be made in the same manner as seizures are made under those 
| laws. Oo | 

4. The customs officers were not empowered by law to make a seizure 
| until an information on oath should have been laid before them. Nor, 

without such an information on oath, had any magistrate jurisdiction 
under the provisions of the statute. | 

5. After a seizure made, it was by law necessary that proceedings for - 
| the condemnation of the vessel seized should be instituted in the court 

| of exchequer and brought to trial before a jury. In order to obtaina | 
condemnation it was necessary to prove two things: ae 

(a.) That there had been in fact an equipping, furnishing, fitting-ont,. 
| or arming of the vessel, or an attempt or endeavor so to do, or an 

issuing or delivery of a commission for the vessel, within the dominions . 
of the Crown; ° a a 

(b.) That the act had been done with intent, or in order, that the ves- 
aS sel should be employed in belligerent operations as described in the 

ae seventh section of the statute. es | | | 
| _ 6. By proof, in a British court of law, is understood the production _
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of evidence sufficient to create in the mind of the judge or jury (as the 
case may be) a reasonable and deliberate belief, such as a reasonable ss. 

| person would be satisfied to act upon in any important concerns of his | 
own, of the truth of the fact to be proved. And by evidence is under- , 

| stood the testimony, on oath, of a witness or witnesses produced in | 
open court, and subject to cross-examination, as to facts within his or | 
their personal knowledge. Testimony which is mere hearsay, or as to 
the existence of common reports, however prevalent and however gen- 
erally credited, or as to any matter not within the knowledge of the — | 
witness, is not admitted in an English court. | | 

| 7. In the judgment of Her Britannic Majesty’s government, and in 
that of its official advisers, the special adaptation of a vessel to warlike 
use was among the acts prohibited by the statute, provided there were 

—- gufficient proof of an unlawful intent, although the vessel might not be. 
~ actually armed so as to be capable of immediate employment for war. 

- But no court of law had pronounced a decision on ‘this point, and the a 
‘question was never raised before any such court until the trial of the | | 
case of the Alexandra in 1863. - os | 

‘Her Britannic Majesty’s government now proceeds to state for the in- 
formation of the tribunal the facts relative to the cases of the 

‘{52] Florida and Alabama. It may be here *remarked that when | 
| these cases were brought to the notice of Her Majesty’s govern- 

ment, and up to the time of the departure of the Alabama from Liver- | 
pool, there had been no instance from the commencement of the war — 
of a vessel ascertained to have been fitted out in, or dispatched from, | 
any British port for the purpose of engaging in hostilities against the - 

_ United States. The only vessel to which the attention of Her Majesty’s 
| government had been directed before the Florida had proved to bea 

blockade-runner. | oe oe | - Co 
It may be added that the claims for the interference of Her Majesty’s 

government in the case of. these and other vessels were based, according 
to the. statement of Mr. Adams in his letter to Harl Russell, dated 

3 October 9, 1862, on evidence considered by him to ‘apply directly to 
infringements of the municipal law, and not to anything beyond it.” 

| . ornare nn 

| | : 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 216. , 

18 A. | | |
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53] 7 *PART V. — ae 

| ss STATEMENT OF FACTS RELATIVE TO THE FLORIDA. oe 

pant v._the: On the 19th February, 1862, Earl Russell received from | 
a Florida, - Mr. Adams the following note and inclosure: ere 

| Mr. Adams to Earl Russell.) ee - - 

s : oe | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, —__ | 
ca : London, February 18, 1862. : 

My Lorp: I have the honor to submit to your consideration the copy of an extract 
of a letter addressed to me by the consul of the United States at Liverpool, going to 

| ‘show the preparation at that port of an armed steamer evidently intended for hostile 
- operations on the ocean. From the evidence furnished in the names of the persons 

‘stated to be concerned in her construction and outfit, I entertain little doubt that the 
- intention is precisely that indicated in the letter of the consul, the carrying on war — 

‘against the United States. The parties are the same which dispatched the Bermuda, — 
— Jaden with contraband of war at the time, in August last, when I had the honor of 

| . calling your lordship’s attention to her position, which vessel then succeeded in run- 
ning the blockade, and which now appears to be about again to depart on a like 

| errand. : me 
_ Should further evidence to sustain the allegations respecting the Oreto be held neces- 
sary to effect the object of securing the interposition of Her Majesty’s government, I 
will make an effort to procure it in a more formal manner. oe : 

SO I have, &c., . oo | , | 
| | (Signed) | | CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. 

| | | ‘[Inclosure.] | - 

| | | | Mr, Dudley to Mr. Adams. : 

| . | | UNITED STATES CONSULATE, 
. Liverpool, February 17, 1862. 

' Sire: The gun-boat Oreto is still at this port. She is making a trial trip in the river 
. to-day. No armament as yet on board. She bas put up a second smoke-stack since I 

. wrote you. She therefore has two funnels, three masts, and is bark-rigged. I am | 
— now informed that she is to carry eight rifled cannon, and two long swivel-guns on 

| pivots so arranged to rake both fore and aft. No pains or expense has been spared in 
her construction, and when fully armed she will be a formidable and dangerous craft. 
In strength and armament quite equal to the Tuscarora; so I should judge from what 
I learn. , 
Mr. Miller, who built the hull, says he was employed by Fawcett, Preston & Co., 

| and that they own the vessel. I have obtained information from many different 
| sources, all of which goes to show that she is intended for the southern confederacy. 

. I am satisfied that this is the case. She is ready to take her arms on board. I cannot 
learn whether they are to be shipped here or at some other port. Of course she isin- _ 
tended as a privateer. When she sails, it will be to burn and destroy whatever she 

a meets with. bearing the American flag. 7 ‘ + 
| The Herald sailed for Charleston on Saturday last; Captain Coxeter-went out in her. 

. Fhe Bermuda will sail this week. ~ : ne 
| Ihave, &e., 9 . | | 

_ (Signed) - | : a - H. DUDLEY, | | 
oe | | . a ‘United States Consul. 

. a - | | 1Appendix, vol.i,p.l 2. cos 7 ee
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P. §.—The gun-carriages for the Oreto, I have just learned, were taken on board on : 
>» -Friday night last, in a rough state, and taken down into the hold. Fraser, Trenholm SO 

& Co. have made advances to Fawcett, Preston & Co., and Miller, the builder. a o 

A fortnight before the date of Mr. Adams’s letter, Mr. Dudley, in - 
| writing to Mr. Seward, had mentioned the Oreto. He then said, “In 

my last two dispatches I called attention to the iron-screw steam gun- | 
_ boat Oreto or Oretis, being built at Liverpool, and fitted out by Faw- | 

cett, Preston & Co. She is now taking in her coal, and appearances a 
indicate that she will leave here the latter part of this week without her. 
armament. The probabilities are she will run into some small port and 
take it and ammunition on board. This of itself is somewhat suspicious. 
They pretend she is built for the Italian government, but the Italian . 
consul bere informs me that he knows nothing about it, and has no | 
knowledge whatever of any vessel being built for his government. . 
There is much secrecy observed about her, and [ have been unable to 
get anything definite, but-my impressions are strong that she is intended. 
for the southern confederacy. I have communicated my impressions 

and all the facts to Mr. Adams, our ministerin London. She has | 
[54] one funnel, *three masts, bark-rigged, eight port-holes for guns | 

on each side, and is to carry sixteen guns.” _ | | 
- .Mr. Adams had not, previously to his note of the 18th, made any com- | 

, munication respecting this vessel to Her Majesty’s government. | 
- Immediately on the receipt of Mr. Adams’s note and inclosure, copies . 
of both were sent to the secretary to the treasury, accompanied by the | 
following letter signed by Mr. Hammond, one of the under secretaries — | 
of state for foreign affairs :! a oe | 

FOREIGN OFFICE, February 19, 1862. 

_ Sir: Iam directed by Earl Russell to transmit to you a copy of a letter from Mr. 
. Adams, inclosing an extract of a letter from the United States consul at Liverpool, in 

which he calls attention to a steam-vessel called the Oreto, reported to be fitting out 
| at Liverpool as a southern privateer; and I am to request that you will move the 

lords commissioners of Her Majesty’s treasury to cause immediate inquiries to be made —_ 
| respecting this vessel, and to take such steps in the matter as may be right and ~ | 
I proper. - | | . 
| Iam, &c¢., 
| _ (Signed) » E. HAMMOND. » 

| _ Earl Russell on the same day acknowledged the receipt of Mr. 7 
- Adams’s note and inclosure, and stated (as the fact was) that he had lost =“ 

| no time in communicating with the proper department of government — | 
| on the subject. es 

The commissioners of customs were instructed to inquire and report — & 
upon the matter; and on the 24th of February, 1862, the secretary to - - 

_ the treasury transmitted to Mr. Hammond their report, which was as a 
| follows ? Bo oe a 

po ne | | | 7 CusTOM-Howsz#, February 22, 1862. | 
| Your lordships having referred to us the annexed letter from Mr. Hammond, trans- | . 
| mitting, by desire of Earl Russell, copy of a letter from Mr. Adams, inclosing an ex- 
| tract of a communication from the United States consul at Liverpool, in which he calls 

attention to a steam-vessel called the Oreto, reported to be fitting out at Liverpool as | 
-- @ southern privateer, and requesting that immediate inquiries may be made respecting | 

this vessel, - 
We report— oe : - | | 
That, on the receipt of your lordships’ reference, we forthwith instructed: our col- an 

lector at Liverpool to make inquiries in regard to the vessel Oreto, and it appears from , 
his report that she has been built by Messrs. Miller & Sons for Messrs. Fawcett, Preston oe 

_ & Co,, engineers, of Liverpool, and is intended for the use of Messrs. Thomas Brothers, 
of Palermo, one of that firm having frequently visited the vessel during the process of © 
building. _ Oo | 7 oo 

oe 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 2. an 8 Tbid., p. 2
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: The Oreto is pierced for four guns; but she has as yet taken nothing on board but 
_ coals and ballast. She is not, at present, fitted for the reception of guns, nor are the 

| _ builders aware that she is to be supplied with guns while she remains in this country. 
_ The expense of her construction has been paid, and she has been handed over to © 

: Messrs. Fawcett & Preston. Messrs. Miller & Sons state their belief that her destina-— - 
a tion is Palermo, as they have been requested to recommend a master to take her to — 

| _ that port, and our collector at Liverpool states that he has every reason to believe that 
| the vessel is for the Italian government. oe 

. We beg further to add that special directions have been given to the officers at Liv- _ 
- | erpool to watch the movements of the vessel, and that we will not fail to report forth- 

with any circumstances which may occur worthy of your lordships’ cognizance. © 
(Signed) a | | CO 

| ° | ) ) THO. F. FREMANTLE. _ | 
| GRENVILLE C. L. BERKELEY. | 

| The reports which the commissioners of customs had received from. 
a - their officers at Liverpool were as follows :! ) | 

Mr. Edwards to the commissioners of customs. © | _ oe . 

| oe | | . LIVERPOOL, February 21, 1862. 
| -. HONORABLE Sirs: The builders of the vessel Oreto are Messrs. Miller & Sons. Mr: 

-Miller is the chief surveyor of tonnage. By their note inclosed the vessel is correctly | 
| described, and Ihave every reason to believe that she is for the Italian government, 7 

oe and not for the confederates. | | es | : me 
| Tt will be seen by the note of the surveyor, Mr. Morgan, which I annex, that as yet 

she has nothing in ker, so that the information furnished to the government is, so far, 
incorrect. . ; a a - 

Special directions have been given to the officers to observe the movements of the 
ae vessel, so that whatever takes place can be made known to the board at any time. 

_ « Respectfully, &c., | 
7 (Signed) 

- Oo , ' §. PRICE EDWARDS. | 

Mr. Miller to Mr. Edwards. a 

| - LIvERPOOL, February 21, 1862. 
Sir: We have built the dispatch-vessel Oreto for Messrs. Fawcett, Preston & Co., 

a -engineers, of this town, who are the agents of Messrs. Thomas Brothers, of Palermo, . 
. for whose use the vessel, we understand, has been built. She is pierced for four guns; 

_. ghe has taken nothing whatever on board except coals and ballast; she is in no . 
| \ [55] way fitted for the reception of guns, as yet; nor do we know *that sheisto 

- have guns while in England. Mr. Thomas, of the firm at Palermo, frequently 
visited the ship while she was being built. 
We have handed her over to the engineers, and have been paid for her. According 

to the best of my information the present destination of the vessel is Palermo; and we 
have been asked to recommend a master to take her out to Palermo. oo 

I remain, &c., . a | 
| (Signed) Oo | | T. MILLER. | 

_Mr. Morgan to Mr. Edwards. oo a a 

ee SO ss Fepruary 21, 1862. 
| Sir: I beg to state that I have inspected the Oreto, now lying in Toxteth Dock, 

agreeably with your directions issued to-day. | | 

She is a splendid steamer, suitable for a dispatch-boat ; pierced for guns, but has not 
.. any on board, nor are there any gun-carriages. Coals and ballast are all that the holds 

contain. rally. & | 7 : | | 
| Respectfully, &e. : _ 

. (Signed) | C. MORGAN, Collector. 
| A copy of the report of the commissioners of customs was sent on the | 

26th February by Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. | 
oe Her Britannic Majesty’s minister at Turin was directed to inquire 

whether the vessel was intended for the use of the Italian government ; 
ne and, on the 1st March, 1862, he telegraphed as follows: “ Ricasoli tells 

| me that he has no knowledge whatever of the ship Oreto, but will cause 
| inquiry to be made.” ? | - ee 7 

1 Appendix, vol.i, p. 159. | | 2 Ibid., p. Boe
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| Up to this time no information whatever tending to prove thatthe => | 
vessel was intended for belligerent use had been obtained by Mr.Adams = 
or was possessed by Her Majesty’s government. She had been built | 

| for a Liverpool firm of engineers and iron-founders, and was. stated by 
the builders to be for the use of a firm at Palermo, a member of which 
(himself a native of Palermo) was known to have often visited her while 

- building. She was pierced for guns, but not fitted for the reception of 
_, them, and had none on board. Beyond this Mr. Adams’s note and Mr. - 

— Dudley’s letter contained only vague hearsay and conjecture. : 
No further information could be obtained by Mr. Adams, or was re- _ 

- geeived by Her Majesty’s government, up to the time of the sailing of 
— the ship. ; | : | a | 

. On the 3d March, 1862, the Oreto was registered at the port of Liver- . 
| pool, in the name of “ John Henry Thomas, of Liverpool, in the county , 

of Lancaster, merchant,” as sole owner thereof. The declaration made : 
-_-by the said John Henry Thomas at the time of registry was as follows : | | y | : gistry , 
| - Oficial number of ship, 44,200; date of registry, March 3, 1862. a 

| General description.of ship. | a. | oe 

Port of registry. | How propelled. : 

Name of ship. | British or foreign built. . | 
i. oo _ ee | ns — i 7 | 

/ Oreto .......---| British built at Liverpool Liverpool. _ Screw. « - | 
a | in 1861. | 

Number of decks.........-.-. Two. Build .....2-..22-22---00s----+ Carvel. | 
| Number of masts .......--.-. Three. Galleries ....----.-----..~----- None. : 
| Rigged.......--..----------.- Schooner. Head...--------+---+-4--.----- Shield. - 

Stern ............-22--2.---.- Elliptic. | Frame-work ..-...---..----... Wood. 

! | “MEASUREMENTS. | oo 
: oe . | . Feet. Tenths. — 

po. Length from the fore part of stem, under the bowsprit, to the aft side of the - 
| head of the stern-post.........-...---- --- eee eee eee eee eee eeeeess 185 2 | 

-. Main breadth to outside plank...... 22.2. 2.220 eons ee eee eee eee e ee 8 3 a 

| Depth in hold from tonnage-deck to ceiling at midships .--.-.----------- $0 FO 

| TONNAGE. 
po No. of tons. a 
! Tonnage under tonnage-deck .... 2.222. --- 220 cece cence ee creer cece ee cee ees ALO. AL 
| Clused-in spaces above the tonnage-deck, if any, viz: 
| Space or spaces between decks ......-2-. 6222+. ---- 2 eee eee ee eee eee ee eee a 
| POOP _2 2. 2. nna cee ee cee ee ee ee cone ee cee eee eee eee ene cece ee eee | 
| Round-house ...-2. 2... 22-2 e 8 eee ene eee enn ene teen eee e nee eeees | | 
| Other inclosed spaces, if any, naming them .--.-. .----.---- +--+ 2-8 eee eee eee | | 

| uv a 
| Gross tonnage..--.. 02. eee ee ee cee cee eee ene cee cee eee ee ALO. AT | 

Reduction for space required for propelling power. -......---.---------------- 231.90 | 

_  _ Registered tonnage ..-...--.. cnevedrceececece cenebe cee renscces secon 178, 51 

| Length of engine-room woe b vee cee ce ceceee cece secceceeseccneecercccseeee 61 feet. | 
Number of engines .---.. 02-22 - eee ene ee eee cee eee ne eee cee wee 2 

Combined power, (estimated horse-power,) number of horse-power .. 200 : 

[56].  *J, the undersigned, John Henry Thomas, of Liverpool, county of Lancaster, 
a merchant, declare as follows: I am a natural-born British subject, born at Paler- | 
mo, in the island of Sicily, of British parents, and have never taken the oath of allegi- . 
ance to any foreign state. The above general description of the ship is correct. James _ | 
Alexander Duguid, whose certificate of competency or service is No. 4073 is the master - 
of said ship. I am entitled to be registered as owner of sixty-four shares of the said 

ship. To the best of my knowledge and belief no person or body of persons other than 

Bs ee a 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 10. a ot ‘
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such persons or bodies of persons as are by the merchant-shipping act, 1854, qualified | 
| to be owners of British ships is entitled, as owner, to any interest whatever, either 

legal or beneficial, in the said ship. And I make this solemn declaration conscien-. . 
tiously, believing the same to be true. : a | . 

* (Signed) | | oo JOHN H. THOMAS. 
’ Made and subscribed the 1st day of March, 1862, by the above-named John Henry 

! Thomas, in the presence of | | ces 
(Signed) | | J. C. JOHNSTONE, Jr, 

- - | Registrar of Shipping, Port of Liverpool. . - 

On the 4th March, 1862, the Oreto was cleared from the office of cus- 
| toms, Liverpool, for Palermo and Jamaica, as appears from her vic- 

tualing-bill, of which the following is a copy :? a 

. Victualing-bill. | oo 

Pilot, ———- ———.. Granted number, [ 662. ] ae 

: Port or LIVERPOOL.—ORETO. | oo 

Bonded and drawback stores in the ———. James A. Duguid, master, for Palermo 
- and Jamaica. Men, 52; passengers or troops, —— ; guns, ——-; 178 tons. | 

a | | Net quantities taken on board. - 

Spirits, foreign: | | | | 
Rum .......--..-----2----------per gallon..| 2 cases; 54 gallons, . 

| Brandy .....-..-.2-.0+-----+---+----do...--.| 10 cases; 20 gallons, | 
| - Geneva ....------------ 2-2 +--+ d0.----- , | 
a Other spirits, not sweetened .........d0...-.. . 

: Spirits, British or plantation: | 
a ROM ee ce ee eee eee ee eee eee AO. eee | a 

Gin ....--.222....2-------.----- ----do..---.| 8B cases; 16 gallons. 
Whisky ....---.---------- ---------. d0.....- . | | 
Other spirits, not sweetened........-do....-.| 12 cases; 2333 gallons, 

a | Wine .... 22. eee eee eee eee eee eee ee 0..---.| 20 cases; 40 gallons, a 
Wine, (for drawback).....-.--------------d0.----. | 

_ Beer, (for drawbaek).........----. ----.--d0..---- 
Vinegar.... 2-6-2. eee eee eee eee ee dO... . . _ 

| Tea. oc cecece cece cece cece coeeseeee eee-perpound..| 3chests,5 canisters ; 240 lbs. 
) Coffee ... 22. 022. cee eee eee eee ee ene ee d0..----| 4 Dags; 646 lbs. | 

. Coffee, roasted, (for drawback) .-.. -..-.--..d0..---- , 
oe Cocoa... 2 ee ee eee ee eee wee eee ce ee GO. 2 eee], 

. Cocoa-paste ... 2+. 22 ee eee eee eee eee dO. 
Sugar, refined.....-..-....--.per hundred-weight..) 1 barrel; 1 cwt. 8 Ibs. 
Sugar, (for drawback) ........------------do......| 5 bags | 

oe Sngar, unrefined ...-.- 20s ..ss reve vesss.d000.. 3 astals ¢ 13 ewe. 2 qr. 12 Ibs. 
Sugar, unrefined, (for drawback).....-..--do...--- | | 
Sugar, bastard, (for drawback)...--.--..--d0..--..) Oo 

ee Molasses .....--- ---- ---0 2-20 eee wee eee dO. - 2 e | | es 
| " ‘Lobacco, (for drawback)....-..--.-.--.per pound..| 3 boxes; 63 Ibs. 
| Tobacco, negro-head.....-.--.-.----------d0...... ; a 

: Tobacco, roll......-----. ------- ---- -+----0......| 2 boxes; 10 Ibs. | | 

| Sugars.....-...--. 22-222. eee eee ee -0-- 
Pepper.....------- eee ee ee eee ete eee eee -d0-----.]| 12 boxes; 2 cwt. 1 gr. 26 Ibs. 

| _ WBaisins..........-.-..-.-.-..- per hundred-weight..| ll jars; 2 cwt.1qr.18 lbs. © | 

Currants ... 2.2.22. .e ee eee eee eee eee 2 Oe eee] | . 
Figs we ee wee ve eee wee meee Meee wees -d0....-. - 

| Pranes.... 0-22 eee eee eee eee vee eee eee AO. eee | . . 
- : PlIUMS 2... eee ee cee ee ee eee cee eee oe AOL. eee] | Bo 

Sundries 2.0. coc. week cece eee eee 2 One ee eel | veg FBS: 

| Surplus stores -.,. 2... ----------+- +. ----dO.----) : . a 

(Signed) . J. MUDIE, Searcher. a 
es , 1862. —— ———, Collector, si 

oo a SAMUEL WAKEHAM, Broker, !%7 Park Lane. — 
. Examined. , | oo | a : 

- Cleared March 4. OO oe OY alae on 

: 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 8 | mo
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"- Phe above victualing bill isin the usual form, printed with blanks . 
| to be filled up according to the facts in each case. The blanks 

_ [57] following the words “passengers or *troops” and the word | 
‘ouns,” respectively, are equivalent to a statement that the ~ : 

-~ vessel had on board no passengers or troops and no guns.. The words 
“178 tons” denote the registered tonnage of the ship. —>—’ 

It may be convenient here to explain briefly what is meant by the 
words “registry” and “clearance,” and what are the duties of the offi- 7 
cers empowered to register ships and of the officers of the customs in 
respect to granting clearances. | | | | | | 
Registry signifies the recording, in a book kept for that purpose, of | 

- the name of a ship which the owner desires to have recognized as a Brit- | 
| ish ship, together with certain particulars composing a general descrip- - 

tion of the ship. © | | 7 | a 
The effect of registry is to. entitle the ship to use the British flag and , | 

assume the British national character. The conditions necessary for | 
| obtaining a registry, in the case of a ship not already registered, are the 

- production to the registrar of a certificate by the builder, in 4 form 
prescribed by law, and of: a declaration (also in a prescribed form) that _ | 

‘the ship is British-owned. a ; an 
It is not the duty of the registrar to question or ascertain the accuracy | 

' of either the builder’s certificate or the declaration of ownership. As _ 
a ministerial officer, he is- bound to accept them, if tendered to him. - 
For false statements in the certificate the builder is liable to a penalty ; 
and for making a willfully false declaration, the owner is liable to be in- | 
dicted for a misdemeanor and to forfeit his interest in the ship. ae 

In Great Britain, as in the United States, the law does not positively | 
require the registration of any vessel. But the disadvantages and dis- _ : 
abilities incurred by omitting to procure it are practically sufficient to : 
make the registration of British-owned ships universal. a | 

The register, though, in ordinary questions arising under municipal | 
jaw, evidence of the title of the person registered as owner, is not _ 

| conclusive in a question arising between other ‘parties, nor is it | 
- necessarily sufficient proof of the national character of the ship. A ~ 

transfer to a foreigner, at sea or beyond seas, of a registered British , . 
| ship is sufficient to change its ownership and the nationality of the | 

vessel, though not followed by any registry. The law of registry is a 
part of the law by which British trade and navigation are regulated for o 
fiscal and other purposes; and a ship is registered as British on the > 
voluntary declaration of the person claiming to be owner, without | 
further proof. ae | 

The number of vessels which were placed on the registers of the | 
various ports of the United Kingdom in the year 1870 was 1,043, of | | 
which 970 were built within the United Kingdom. | | | | 

Clearance signifies the final official act by which the proper officer Z 
of customs notifies that all has been done which the law requires to be oe 
done before the departure of ship and cargo. It is purely for customs a 

| purposes, the main objects being to protect the revenue and to secure 
-_- statistics as to the number of ships and quantity of merchandise entering 

and leaving British ports. -As there are in ordinary times no restrictions . 
~ or duties on the export of articles of any kind from the United Kingdom, | 

~- no rigid inspection is exercised by the customs authorities over the gen- 
| eral nature of the goods shipped on board vessels in British ports. The — . 
-. attentionof the authorities is mainly directed to the shipment of those | 

, articles on which an exemption from import duties otherwise payable, 
| or a remission of import duties‘ already paid, is claimed on the ground
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| of their exportation abroad. The object of the inspection is to ascer- : 
- tain that the goods of this nature stated to be thus exported are really 

a shipped and carried away on board the vessel. The agents who ship 
oe such goods furnish the customs department with statements, in the form | 

of shipping-bills, of the amount and nature thereof, and it is the duty 
| of the examining officer to ascertain that the packages placed on board 

the vessel correspond with these statements. Before starting on his 
| voyage the master of the vessel is bound to produce a paper called. a 

| content, giving the number and description of any packages of mer- : 
| chandise shipped on board on which exemption from or remission of 
a duty is claimed, but merely specifying any other articles as “sundry 

| packages of. free goods.” The master has also to produce a victualing- | 
bill, enumerating the amount of stores liable to duty (such as tea, | 
spirits, tobacco, and the like) which he has shipped forthe use of his crew. | 
These papers are compared with the shipping-bills: and certificates | 

| already in the possession of the customs authorities, and if they are 
found to tally, a label, signed and sealed by the examining officer and: | 

or collector, is affixed to the victualing-bill and certificates, and these | 
| papers are delivered to the master as his clearance. | - 7 

a It is true that, for statistical purposes, the agents to the master of the — 
| vessel are required to furnish to the customs department a list, called a — . 

manifest, giving the number and description of all packages of goods, | 
| whether liable to duty or not, shipped on board the vessel, and the ship-. 

ss ping agents or exporters are also required to furnish specifications of all. 
goods, described by the master on his content as “sundry packages of 

| _ free goods,” and subsequently further describedin hismaniiest; but | 
| [58]. the law does not require that these *particulars should be given 

) before the vessel sails ; if is complied with provided they be fur- 
| nished within six days after she has cleared. a ag | 

| Previously to the year 1867, no penalty was attached by law to the 
departure of a vessel for foreign ports without a clearance, provided 
she was'in ballast and had on board no stores.except such aS were free 

| or had paid duty.’ Since that date, however, clearance has been 
required in these as well as in other cases. — ) Se 
A clearance may not be granted until the master of the ship has | 

declared the nation to which he affirms that she belongs; and a ship | 
| - attempting to proceed to sea without a clearance may be detained until =| 

such a declaration has been made. The officer, however, cannot ques- 
a tion, or require proof of, the truth of the declaration. As to the desti- | 

nation of ships sailing from the United Kingdom, the officers of | 
| eustoms have little or no means of ascertaining this beyond the infor- | 

| mation which the master or owner gives on entering outward. It fre- 
quently happens that a vessel entered outward for a specified destina-— 
‘tion changes her course when at sea and proceeds to a different destina- 

7 tion. There are no means of preventing this. : So : 
- The number of vessels clearing from ports of the United Kingdom in. | 

the course of the year is very great. In the year 1870 the number of | 
-. .- glearances granted was 203,031. Of these 13,214 were for vessels sailing | 

, from Liverpool and 17,037 for vessels sailing from London.. 7 
, — Onthe22dof March, 1862,' the Oreto sailed from Liverpool. Hermaster . 

was James Alexander Duguid, a master-mariner residing at. Liverpool, - 
| and the person named in the above declaration. Her crew were hired, 
ia - as appears from the articles signed by them, for a voyage from Liver- 

| pool to Palermo, and thence, if required, to a port or ports in the Medi- | 
-—s- terranean Sea or the West Indies, and back to a final port of discharge 

oo Appendix, voki,p.16l. |
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in the United Kingdom, the term not to exceed six months. They were 
not enlisted in the service of the Confederate States; and it. is clear, 

- from what subsequently occurred at Nassau, that they had no intention ss 
whatever of entering that service, and had at the time of sailing no 

_ knowledge or suspicion that the vessel was intended to be employed as 
a confederate ship of war. Ce 

The subjoined statements, made in the month of August, 1862, for 
the information of the commissioners of customs and of Her Majesty’s | 
government, by officers of the customs at Liverpool, and by the pilot | 
who took the Oreto out of the Mersey, further show what was the 

' condition of the vessel at the time of her departure, and the precau- 
tions taken in respect of her: | oo | | 

ipo : _ Statement of Mr. Edward Morgan. SC | 

I am one of the surveyors. of customs at this port; pursuant to instructions I re-. - 
ceived from the collector on the 21st of February in the present year and at subsequent 
dates, I visited the steamer Oreto at various times, when she was being fitted outin the 
dock, close to the yard of Messrs. Miller & Sons, the builders of the vessel. I continued 
this inspection from time to time until she left the dock, and Iam certain that when 
she left the river she had no warlike stores of any kind whatever on board. | 
_ After she went into the river she was constantly watched by the boarding officers, . 
who were directed to report to me whenever any goods were taken on board, but, in . 
reply to my frequent inquiries, they stated nothing was put in the ship but coals. | 

- (Signed) | EDWARD MORGAN, Surveyor. 

: | Statement of Mr. Henry Lloyd. 

~ In consequence of instructions received from Mr. Morgan, surveyor, I, in conjunction. 
with the other three surveyors of the river, kept watch on the proceedings of the ves- 
sel Oreto from the time she left the Toxteth Dock, on the 4th March last, till. the 
day she sailed, the 22d of the same month. On one occasion I was alongside of her, ; 
and spoke to Mr. Parry, the pilot, and the chief mate. Neither I nor any of the other 

_ river surveyors saw at any time any arms or warlike ammunition of any kind taken . 
on board, and we are perfectly satisfied that none such was taken on board during her 
stay in the river. | | : Oo 

(Signed) - : H. LLOYD, Examining Officer. 

: — Statement on oath of Mr. William Parry. | 

Twas the pilot in charge of the ship Oreto when she left the Toxteth Dock on the | | 
Ath March, 1862. JI continued on board to the day of her sailing, which was the 22d a 
of the same month, and never left her save on Sunday, when all work was suspended. , 

I saw the ship before the coals and provisions were taken into her; there were . 
_ [59] no munitions of war in her—that is to say, she had no guns, *carriages, shot, | 

: shell, or powder; had there been any on board I must have seen it. I piloted. - 
_ the ship out of the Mersey to Point Lynas, off Anglesea, where I left her, and she pro- 

ceeded down the channel, since which she has not returned. From the time the vessel left co 
the river until I left her she held no communication with the shore, or with any other _ 
vessel, for the purpose of receiving anything like cargo on board. I frequently saw 
Mr. Lloyd, the tide surveyor, alongside the ship whilein the river. ; : 

(Signed) » 7 WM. PARRY. | . 

., Sworn before me, at the custom-house, Liverpool, this 23d August, 1862. . 
/ _ (Signed) | |  § PRICE EDWARDS, Collector. | 

On the 26th March, 1862, Earl Russell received from Mr. Adams a _ 
note’ dated the previous day, which contained the following passage: | 

It is with great reluctance that I am drawn to the conviction that the representa- a 
. tions made to your lordship of the purposes and destination of that vesel were delu- | 

sive; and that, though at first it may have been intended for service in Sicily, yet | | 
that such an intention has long been abandoned, in fact, and that the pretense has Oe 
been ‘held up only the better to conceal the true object of the parties engaged. That — 
object is to make war against the United States. All the persons thus far known to - 

-- V Appendix, vol. i, p. 34. | 2 Tbid., p. 4. : 
. : I . | : | | .
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7 ; be. most. connected with the undertaking are either directly employed by the insur- 
. gents.of the United States of America or residents of Great Britain, notoriously in 

— sympathy with and giving aid and comfort to them on this side of the water. - oe 

_ Mr. Adams proceeded to enlarge on the dissatisfaction felt in the 
a United States at the circumstance that the trade with blockaded ports 

Was (as he alleged) chiefly carried on from Great Britain and her depend-. 
-- eneies, and that this was permitted or not prevented by Her Majesty’s _ 

- government. He added: | | Ce 
The duty of nations in amity with each other would seem to. be plain not to suffer. 

| their good faith to be violated by ill-disposed persons within their borders, merely 
from the inefficacy of their prohibitory policy. Such is the view which my govern- 

: ment has been disposed to take of its own obligations in similar cases, and such it doubts 
a notis that of all foreign nations with which itisat peace. Itis forthat reason I deprecate 

the inference that may be drawn from the issue of the investigation which your lordship | 
oS caused to be made in the case of the Oreto, should that vessel be ultimately found 

| | issuing safely from this kingdom, and preying on the commerce of the people of the 
United States. Not doubting myself the sincerity and earnest desire of yourlordship to 

: do all that is within your power to fulfill every requirement of international amity, 
| it is to be feared that all the favorable effect of it may be neutralized by theater evi- 

dence of adverse results. It is no part of my intention to imply the want of fidelity 
| or of good-will in any quarter. I desire to confine myself closely within the pale of. 

ee my duty, a representation of the precise causes of uneasiness’ between the two coun- 
| tries, and an earnest desire to remove them. Firmly convinced that the actual posi- 

; tion of things in connection with the hostile equipment in British waters by no means 
does justice to the true disposition of Her Majesty’s government, I am anxious to place 

| the matter before your lordship in such a light as to obtain the evidence more per- 
| fectly to establish the truth. « oe POR aA 

_In the above note Mr. Adams inclosed a copy of a letter received — 
_ from Mr. Dudley, which was as follows: | | 

| | oe Mr. Dudley to Mr. Adams) BC he 

| UNITED STATES CONSULATE, Liverpool, March 22, 1862. oe 

Sir: The Oreta is still in the river. A flat-boat has taken part of her armament to 
7 her. A part of the crew of the steamer Annie Childs, which came to this port loaded. 
. with cotton, have just left my office. They tell me that Captain Bullock is to com- | 

mand the Oreto, and that four other officers for this vessel came over with them in the 
Childs. The names of three are Young, Low, and Maffit or Moffit; the fourth was 

: called Eddy ; the two first are lieutenants, and the two last-named midshipmen. They 
further state that these officers during the voyage wore naval uniforms; that they . 
came on the Childs ata place called Smithville, some twenty miles down the river 
from Wilmington; that it was talked about and understood by all on board that their 

| ~ object in coming was to takecommand of this vessel, which was being built in England 
for the southern confederacy. They further state that it was understood in Wilming- 

. ton, before they left, that several war vessels were being built in England for the 
: South. As they were coming up the river in the Childs, as they passed the Oreto she 

dipped her flag to the Childs. I have had this last from several sources, and the addi- 
_ tional fact that the same evening after the arrival of this steamer a dinner was given 

in the Oreto to the officers who came over in the Childs. J understand she will make 
_ direct for Maderia and Nassau. | | 

| Il have, &c., , 
SO vo (Signed) THOMAS H. DUDLEY. 

[60] *The above note was dated on the third day, and received (with 
. ___ its inclosure) on the fourth day, after the Oreto had put to sea. 

| In answer to the above note, Earl Russell, on the 27th March, 1862, 

wrote to Mr. Adams as follows: —— 

_ | . Karl Russell to Mr. Adams oe - 

- oe | | 3  Fornien OFFicn, March 27, 1862. 
Sir: Upon receiving your letter of the 25th instant, I immediately directed that the 

treasury and customs department should be requested to take such steps as may be. 
necessary to ascertain whether the Oreto is equipped for the purpose of making war 

a on the United States, and, if that fact can be proved, to detain the vessel - 

— | 1 Appendix, vol. i, p- 6. - | Oo ee —
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.' The charge that nearly all the assistance now obtained from abroad by the persons | 
still in arms against the Gevernment of the United States, and which enables them to 
‘continue the struggle, comes from Great Britain and its dependencies, is somewhat - 

a vague. I believe the greater part of the arms and ammunition sent from this country 
-_ to America during the struggle has gone to the United States. . : 

I agree with you in the statement that the duty of nations in amity with each other Oe 
is not to suffer their good faith to be violated by ill-disposed persons within their bor- | 
ders, merely from the inefficacy of their prohibitory policy. But it is, at the same 
time, a duty not to punish persons on suspicion without any proofof their evil intent. 
It is not the custom of this céuntry to deprive any person of liberty or property with- 
out evidence of some offense... If such evidence can be obtained, the laws are snfficient 

| to prevent the.accomplishment of their evil designs against friendly nations. . a 
You have not yourself hitherto furnished me with evidence that any vessel has _ 

- received a hostile or warlike equipment in British waters, which has. been afterward. | 
used against the United States. The care that was taken to prevent the warlike | 
equipment of the Nashville in: British waters must be familiar to your recollection. . 
-. With regard to co-operation with the policy of the United States in respect to. the 
blockade, I must remind you that Great Britain has abstained, as far as possible, from : 
complaints of the irregularity of the blockade which has been instituted. Her Maj- 

_ esty’s government have been mindful of the suddenness of the danger with which the 
United States were threatened; of the inadequacy of the naval force then at the dis- 
posal of the government; and of the great difficulty of blockading a coast of 3,000 
miles. , | 

But beyond forbearance, and a liberal interpretation of the law of nations in favor | 
of the United States, Her Majesty’s government cannot go. If by co-operation with oS 
the policy of the United States is meant, either taking part in the civil war still | 
raging, or imposing restraints on the Queen’s subjects unknown to international law, 
J cannot undertake that Her Majesty’s government will adopt either of those courses. | 

‘ . It would be an unheard of measure to prohibit merchants from sending ships to sea 
destined to the southern ports. Should such ships attempt to violate the blockade, 
capture and condemnation are the proper penalty of such attempts; no authority can 
be found for any other. - 

But while these attempts are made on the one side, the United States Government 
have willingly received in the ranks of their army British subjects, who violate the 
Queen’s proclamation in order to serve against the confederates. Nay, the law of the. 
United States, by which parents can prevent the enlistment of their sons, being 
minors, has been set aside to the prejudice of British subjects, the fathers and mothers > 
of thoughtless lads of sixteen or seventeen years of age. | 

These evils are, perhaps, inseparable from the unhappy contest now carried on in 7 
| America. Ican only trust it may have a speedy termination, suitable to the reputa- . 

tion of the United States, and conducive to the future happiness of all the inhabitants 
of a country so lately prosperous and united. 

| Tam, &c., 
(Signed) . . RUSSELL. 

_ Information that the Oreto had put to sea had not at this time been — 
received by Her Majesty’s government. | ts 

| ~ On the 8th April, 1862, Earl Russell sent to Mr. Adams the follow- 
“ing report of inquiries made respecting the Oreto by order of the com- 

| missioners of customs :! an fine . 

. | _ Custom-Hovuse, April 4, 1862. . oy 

. Your lordships having referred to us the annexed letter from Mr. Hammond, trans- | 
Taitting, by desire of Earl Russell, a copy of a further letter, addressed by the United 
‘States. consul at Liverpool to Mr. Adams, the United States, minister at this court, in | 

- which it is again affirmed that the Oreto is being fitted out as a vessel of war for the. 
_ southern confederacy, and various statements are reported in support of that asser- 

tion, and requesting that your lordships would instruct this board to give directions | 
7 that the Oreto might be vigilantly watched, and that, if any armament prohibited 

py the foreign-enlistment act should be discovered, the vessel might be at once de- | 
ained. a . 
 Wereport— | | a : 

: That, on the receipt. of. your lordship’s reference, we directed our collector at Liver-— BS 
pool immediately to inquire into the further allegations made in regard to the Oreto, 
and to govern himself in accordance with the instructions contained in Mr. Ham- . 
mond’s. letter, and, having received the report of the collector, we find that the ves- 
sel in question was registered on the 3d ultimo, in the name of John Henry Thomas, 
of Liverpool, as sole owner; that she cleared on the following day for Palermo 

7 | | 1 Appendix, vol. i, p.7. |
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oo [61] and *Jamaica in ballast, but did not sail until the 22d, the day on which the — | 
| - American consul’s letter is dated, having a crew of fifty-two men, all British, | 

_..-with the exception of three or four, one of whom only was an American. She had no | | 
- gunpowder, nor even a signal-gun, and no colors, saving Marryatt’s code of signals. | 

and a British ensign, nor any goods on board except the stores enumerated on the . | 
-, accompanying copy of her victualing-bill. ee - 7 

| With regard to the statements in the letter of the consul, the collector further reports : 
that it is clear the passengers brought by the Annie Childs, the vessel therein men- | 

| tioned, which has recently arrived from one of the Southern States, were not intended | 
| to form any portion of the crew of the Oreto, inasmuch as they were still in Liverpool, | 

and that the dipping of the ensign on board the latter vessel on the arrival of the | 
oe _ Annie Childs, as far as the collector had been enabled to ascertain, was intended as a | 

, _ compliment to one of the Cunard steamers and another vessel which saluted the Annie | 
_ Childs on her arrival, the masters of the several vessels being known to one another. | 

(Signed ) . THO. F. FREMANTLE. 
| , | oo GRENVILLE C. L. BERKELEY. _ 

This report was accompanied by a copy of the ship’s victualing-bill 
| On the 28th April, 1862, the Oreto arrived at Nassau, as appears by | 

the subjoined entry in the books of the revenue department of the colony 
| of the Bahamas: : | | 

| Inmvards. - | 
(No.48) | | | | 

In the British steamer Oreto, Duguid, master, from Liverpool; 178 tons; 12 feet; 
7 52 men. | | | | | ' oe oo 
- ae OS ‘Ballast. — | | 

Nassau, New Providence, April 28, 1862. | Oo 

— — On the 29th April she quitted the part of the harbor which is adjacent | 
to the town of Nassau, and proceeded to Cochrane’s Anchorage, a station. | 

- distant from the town about fifteen miles, measuring by the course. | 
, usually taken by vessels of heavy draught. It was stated that this was | 

| done on the advice of the pilot, and for the reason that there was not 
room for her in the harbor. On the 9th May, 1862, the governor of the — 

, Bahamas received from Mr. Whiting, United States consul at Nassau, _ 
- the following letter? : 7 | 

: : ae UNITED StaTes ConsULATE, | 
oan | Nassau, New Providence, May 9, 1862. _ . | 

| _ §rr: I have the honor to communicate to your excellency several facts of importance, | 
deeming it to be my duty so to do, as representative of the Government of the United | 

_ States of America. 7 | . | 
| The tug Fanny Lewis, which arrived here from Liverpool on the 6th instant, hason — | 

board, Iam credibly informed by letters received from that port, a Lirge quautity of 
_ powder for the rebel States of America, or for the so-called Confederate States. | 

On the 28th ultimo the steamer Oreto also arrived off this port from Liverpool, and — 
now lies at Cochrane’s Anchorage, where it is believed, and so reported by many resi-. | 

- dents here, that she is being prepared and fitted out as a confederate privateer to prey | 
on the commerce of the United States of America. a _ | 

Linclose for your excelléncy’s perusal a slip from the Wilmington, North Carolina, | 
paper of the 20th April. . a | 

- Yeannot but think that your excellency will consider it proper that some inquiry _— 
. - should be mate, to ascertain how far the vessels alluded to are preserving the strict 

| neutrality so earnestly enjoined by Her Majesty’s late proclamation, and I'am confident: . 
| _ that I pay but a deserved tribute to your excellency’s high character when I express 

| my firm belief that no illegal steps will be allowed to those who seek to subvert the 
Government which I have the honor to represent. | | | 

. . Tam, &e., . 
- (Signed) | | SAML. WHITING, .  -——” 

| a | . So United States Consul. 

| Mr. Whiting was on the same day informed in answer by the colonial 
' secretary that the governor would cause inquiries to be made into the 
a circumstances alleged in his (Mr. Whiting’s) letter. The letter was at 

. the same time referred, by order of the governor, to the attorney-general _ 
of the colony, who reported as follows 2 oe ee 
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_ Assuming the cargo of the Fanny Lewis to be such as is stated by the United States ae 
consul, it is nevertheless one that can be legally imported here from the United King- 

- dom, and its fature presumed destination does not invest it with any character of | 
illegality which calls for or would authorize any action with respect to it on the part 
of the executive or other authorities of the colonies. | Bot bes . 

| 2. With respect to the Oreto the consul’s allegation is to the effect that it is believed 
‘and reported by many residents here: that she is being prepared and fitted out where 
she now lies, at Cochrane’s Anchorage, which is within the limits of-the port of Nassau, 

| as a confederate privateer. Now if such is the fact, an offense against the foreign 
enlistment act has been committed, all parties implicated in which are liable to be 

: criminally proceeded against for misdemeanor, and the vessel may be seized by any 
naval or revente officer ; but to justify proceedings either against the parties or the 

| vessels, the matter must not rest on repute or belief alone, but the authorities : 
| [62] must have positive facts to “ground their proceedings on, and unlessthe consul 

| can adduce such, or they can be obtained through other channels, no steps can 
be taken either for the arrest of the vessel or those on board of her. ae 

_ (Signed) a G. C. ANDERSON. 

On the 28th May, 1862, Commander McKillop, commanding Her — 
, Majesty’s ship Bulldog , wrote to the governor as follows: ae | 

a BULLDOG, Nassau, May 28, 1862. — 
Sir: Several steamers having anchored at Cochrane’s Anchorage, I sent. an officer 

yesterday to visit them and. muster their crews, and ascertain what they were and how : 
employed. - , ; . 

The officer reports that one steamer, the Oreto, is apparently fitting and preparing 
for a vessel of war; under these circumstances I would suggest that she should come : 

into the harbor of Nassau to prevent any misunderstanding as to her equipping in this | 
port, contrary to the foreign-enlistment act, as a privateer or war vessel. 
~ Tam, &e.,, | : . : 

(Signed) | | H. F. McKIJLLOP. | 

No facts were furnished by Commander McKillop in support of the — 
- Statement that the Oreto was “ apparently fitting and preparing for a | 
vessel of war.” On receiving this communication the governor requested 
Commander McKillop to take such steps as he might think best for | 
ascertaining the true character of the Oreto and the nature of her equip- 
ment; and if he should be convinced that she was really a man-of-war. 
or privateer arming herself there, to concert measures for bringing her 

’ down into the part of the harbor adjacent to the town, or else to remove | 
his own ship to Cochrane’s Anchorage and there watch her proceedings 

| from day to day. 
Early in the month of June, 1862, the consignees of the vessel, who 

_ were a mercantile firm at Nassau, applied to the receiver-general (the | 
proper officer for that purpose) for permission to load her for an outward: | 
voyage to Saint John’s, New Brunswick. | - 8 

. Her Majesty’s government is informed and believes that during the 
| blockade of the Confederate States it was a common practice for ships — os 

leaving the port of Nassau, with the intention of endeavoring torun © 
_ their cargoes into the blockaded ports, to clear for Saint John’s, New | 
Brunswick, and many of them took in their outward cargoes at the | 
anchorages adjacent to the harbor of Nassau. In the application itself, 
therefore, there was nothing peculiar; but in consequence of the suspi- | 
cious which had arisen about the ship, the receiver-general, before grant- | 
Ing the usual permission to load, referred the matter to the governor, | 
and it was brought by him before the executive council of the colony ae 

| on the 4th June, 1862, when the following order was made ? ne 

OO La Bee | JUNE 4, 1862. ae 
At an executive council his excellency the governor, with the advice of the board, 

was pleased to make the following order: | : : 
“I, That the Oreto, if practicable, should take in her cargo within the port of Nassau... . 
“2. That if, however, it be found impracticable, from the depth of water in port or 

1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 16. | 2 Tbid., pp. 19, 53.
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_ otherwise, that she cannot conveniently take in her cargo within the port, then that | 
oo _ she be permitted to do so at Cochrane’s Anchorage, under the direct supervision of 

( - officers of the revenue department to be specially appointed for the purpose. OS 
| ‘3. That 1n consequence of the suspicions which have arisen respecting the character 

, of the Oreto, it is advisable that a British vessel of war should remain at-Cochrane’s 
a Anchorage, in the immediate vicinity of the Oreto, while she is taking in cargo, and 

to prevent such vessel being detained at the anchorage an inconveniently long time |. 
_. there be imposed -as.a condition, for the permission for the Oreto to load without the 

: port, that she complete her lading at Cochrane’s Anchorage within a period to ‘be desig- 
nated by the chief officer of the revenue department.” | De 

| His excellency was further pleased to direct that a copy of the foregoing order be | 
ae furnished to the receiver-general and treasurer, and the commander of Her Majesty’s. 

ship Bulldog, respectively, for their information and guidance. 

| On the same 4th June, 1862, the United States consul sent tothe . 
- governor the subjoined letter and inclosure:! | os - oe 

“4 - UNITED States ConsuLats, | - 
oe . a . Nassau, New Providence, June 4, 1862. 

Sir: I have the honor to inform your excellency that 1 am in receipt of a communi- — 
cation from one of. the crew (in prison here) of the steamer Oreto, now lying at — 

a _ ,Cochrane’s Anchorage, a copy of which I inclose. CO 
7 | May Irequest your excellency to inform meif any steps have been taken by the 

: colonial government to ascertain the true character of the Oreto, the service for which | 
she is intended, and if her longer stay at Cochrane’s Anchorage, under all the circum- 
stances disclosed, is in accordance with Her Majesty’s late neutrality proclamation. 
Tam, &e., SO . . ee 

(Signed) - _ a SAML. WHITING, 
Ss | : | a ~ Consul. 
[63] | *[Inclosure. | . ci 

, | . Myr. Jones to:Mr, Whiting. OO 

| | "Nassau Prison, June 4, 1862. 
pe Sir: The ship I am from is the Oreto, built by W. C. Miller, in Liverpool, after the 

modei of the English navy gun-boats, with magazine, shot-lockers, ports, and bolts for _ 
| twenty guns. Everything is rigged and ready for mounting; even all the articles _ 

‘necessary for seamen, such as hammocks, bedding, kettles, and pans, with three years’ 7 
. provisions. In short, she is a perfect man-of-war. Captain, James Duguid; chief offi- 
: cer, William Duggin; second officer, —— Hudson; I, sir, was third officer and boat- | 
a 'swain. The chief steward and purser, who refused duty, are in jail bere. - 

=. * x * * * * #0 oe 

: Yours, &c., | | oe | | 
: (Signed) — 7 , EDW’D JONES. 

| The counsel renewed his representations on the 12th June.’ oe 
Bo _ In conformity with the above resolutions of the executive council, the 
| - commander of the Bulldog proceeded to Cochrane’s Anchorage, put one 
| _ of his officers in charge of the Oreto, and placed his own ship near her. 
_ On the 7th June she was removed by the consignees to the part of the 
| harbor close to Nassau. | | 

: | On the 8th June, 1862, the governor received from Commander — 
| McKillop a letter dated the 6th,’ reporting that he had visited and ex- 

| amined the Oreto; that she was fitted for war purposes, and had fittings 
at variance with the character of a merchant-vessel, but had on board 

| no guns or ammunition. | . ; 
S On the 9th June the consignees began to load the vessel with cargo, 
| part of which consisted of arms and ammunition, including some boxes | 

: of shells. On the morning of the 10th, however, the cargo which had 7 
| been put on board was discharged, the consignees having obtained leave 

 * - to land it, and to clear the vessel in ballast for the Havana. | 
: Commander McKillop quitted Nassau on the 9th June, and was suc- 

: ceeded, as senior naval officer at the port, by Commander Hickley, of 

po Appendix, vol. i, p. 19. bid, p. 2h. ®Ibid., p. 20. |



Her Majesty’s ship Greyhound. On the 10th June, Commander Hickley | 
_* went on board the Oreto, but, being informed that she had cleared for the a 

_ Havana in ballast, and was to sail shortly, forbore at that time to ex- | : 
amine her. On the 13th he again went on board of her, and sent in a 
report to the governor, which was as follows:! - | . , 

| So GreyHounp, Nassau, New PRovipence, _ 
oO | | - — Bahamas, June 13, 1862. _ 

~  §rr: On going on board the Oreto this morning, the captain informed me that the 
crew had refused to get the anchor.up until they could be certain as to where the ship 7 
was going, as they did not know what might become of them after leaving port, and 

| that: the Oreto was a suspicious vessel. I then proceeded round the decks to note her 
\ fittings, &c., and to ascertain whether she had any warlike stores on board for her own . 

equipment, and I have the honor to make the following report: | 
Phat the Oreto is in every respect fitted as a man-of-war, on the principle of the dis- | | 

' - patch gun-vessels in Her Majesty’s naval service. . a 
. ‘That she has a crew of fifty men, and is capable of carrying two pivot-guns amidships 
and four broadside, both forward and aft, the ports being made to “ship and unship,” : 

| port bars, breeching, side tackle, bolts, &c. . | 
That she has shell-rooms, a magazine and light-rooms, and, “handing-scuttles” for 

handing powder out of the magazine, as fitted in the naval service, and shot-boxes, for | 
- Armstrong shot, or short similar to them. Round the upper deck she has five boats, (1 

7 should say,) a ten-oared cutter, an eight-oared cutter, two gigs, and a jolly-boat, and ° 
: davits for hoisting them up—her accommodation being in no respect different from her 

similar class of vessel in the royal naval service. oy , 
And on my asking the captain of the Oreto, before‘my own officers and three of his | 

| own, whether she had left Liverpool fitted in all respects as she was at present, his | 
answer was, “Yes, in all respects,” and “that no addition or alteration had been made 

-, whatever.’ 
In witness of this report, and ready to testify to its correctness, we, the undersigned, a 

atfix our names. re 
(Signed) H. D. HICKLEY, Commander. ; 

JNO. L. GILBY, Lieutenant. _ ce 
| _ C. 8. CARDALE, Lieutenant. . 

| B. B. STUART, Master. 
So P. O. M. PRESGRAVE, Assistant Paymaster. . | 

| - | E. B. GIDLEY, Gunner. , 
a ee E. EDWARDS, Carpenter. — . 

re - i  W. ROSKILLY, Gunner’s Mate. | 
ee, JOHN LEWAN, Seaman Gunner. | | 

The attorney-general of the colony, being called upon to advise the oe 
governor upon this report, gave his opinion that it would not justify the 

detention of the vessel. : 
| [64] *On the 15th June some of the crew of the Oreto came on board a 

the Greyhound and stated to Commander Hickley that they had | 
left the Oreto because they were not able to ascertain her destination, 
and that she was endeavoring to ship another crew. Commander | 
Hickley thereupon seized the vessel, but, on the morning of the 17th, a 
released her, the attorney-general being still of opinion that there was | 
not evidence sufficient to justify a seizure. Notwithstanding this re 

_. opinion, however, the seizure was forthwith (namely, on the morning of : 
the 17th June) renewed, with the sanction of the governor, that officer 
holding that, after the statements which had been made to him by Com- a 
mander Hickley, it was right and proper to submit the case to judicial = 
Investigation. The sanction of the governor was given on the 17th _ | 
June, and proceedings were, by his direction, forthwith instituted in the — - 
vice-admiralty court of the colony (which was and is the court having ee 
-by law jurisdiction in matters of this nature) for the condemnation of _ | 
the vesseh | . OC 

On the trial of the case, the following witnesses were examined on 
behalf of the Crown: | a | | oe 

Pe 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 23. ee 7
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 -. Wynn Fely James Duggan, chief officer of the Oreto. : Be 
: * Willian Porter, seaman of Oreto. 7 oe : Se ! 

| ~~ Peter Hinson, seaman of Oreto. — : 
oe _ Charles Ward, steward of Oreto. | | : 

= . _ Walter Irving, fireman of Oreto. a a, —— ) 
: ~ John Quinn, fireman of Oreto. | . a 

; Thomas Robinson, fireman of Oreto. a | 
Daniel Hamy, coal-trimmer of Oreto. _ | oe - | 

= Commander Hickley, of Her Majesty’s ship Greyhound. _ : a - 
| . _ Thomas Joseph waters, a master mariner in the merchant-service. on 

. Lieutenant Cardale, royal navy. _ a es, . 
Bay Beaufoy Stuart, master and pilot of Her Majesty’s ship Greyhound. | nae 

One of the firm of merchants who were consignees of the vessel at . 
| Nassau, the master under whom she had made her outward voyage, and. 

other witnesses, were examined for the defense. The consignee, in the 
. ‘course of his evidence, made the following statements on oath:) + 

| We (meaning his. firm) had the sole direction and management of the Oreto. ITknow 
of no person but Captain Duguid having any control over the Oreto. * * * In 

_ placing the cargo on board the Oreto, it was distinctly understood as cargo. I-stated 
| to the receiver-general that it was cargo only; that we intended to ship a full load by 

that. vessel. We were fully aware that we could not ship such goods otherwise than 
as cargo, unless committing a breach of the foreign-enlistment act; and had we been 
ordered to do it, we should have handed the consignment over to some one else. Noact | 
was done by authority of Henry Adderly & Co. [the witness’s firm | with the intent 
that the vessel should be employed as a cruiser. , a . | 

/ j 

|  . Qn eross-examination he stated as follows: a Sg eg | 

The vessel was consigned to us by Messrs. Fraser, Trenholm & Co., of Liverpool. 
She was consigned to us as a merchant-vessel, and we considered her as such. No in- 

a struction, in the first instance, was given to us, except the general instructions of ship- 
ping cargoes by all their vessels'to Messrs. W. and R. Wright, Saint John’s, New Bruns- | 
wick, on account and risk of J. R. Armstrong, of Liverpool. Mr. John Lowe, I think, 

’ brought a letter of introduction from Mr. Trenholm to the firm.. Ido not know whether 
Mr. Lowe was in any way interested in the Oreto. I do not recollect Mr. Lowe being _ 
mentioned in any correspondence which we received from Fraser, Trenholm & Co. 
We never had any transactions with Mr. Lowe in regard to the Oreto. She remained 

. here several weeks before any attempt was made to ship cargo in her. We thought 
| ~ we should receive some instructions from our friends about her, but we did not. The 

a shipping of the cargo on board the Oreto was. performed by us under our generalin> _ 
structions. I am not prepared to say whether the vessel was actually going to Saint 

_ John’s, New Brunswick. | . a oy CE, 

‘The master, James Alexander Duguid, gave evidence as follows?’ 

I am master of the Oreto. * * * The owner of the Oreto, I believe, is named Mr. | 
Thomas. I took my instructions from Fawcett, Preston & Co., the agents. * * * - 

. I arrived here at the latter end of April.. I went to Cochrane’s Anchorage, and commu- 
nicated with H. Adderly & Co. as the agents of the vessel representing my owners in 

. England. J had no instructions, when leaving England, who the agents of the. vessel 
were; but, on my arrival here, I understood who they were. Mr. Lowe had a letter, 

| and told me that Messrs. Adderly & Co. were the agents of. the vessel, and they would 
. enter the ship. I remained at Cochrane’s Anchorage seven weeks; we were 

[65] waiting orders *from the agents, who were waiting orders from the owners at 
| home. * * * The shell was taken on board by the direction of the agents. — 

Inever thought that it was intended for the vessel, neither did I know that it was. 
oe * * * Jhad not intent, nor would I do so, to use the Oreto to commit hostilities 
| against any power or state. | . 

| | On cross-examination he said :° | . —— 

oy - [received my instructions from Messrs. Fawcett, Preston & Co. as to the voyage. 
/ They were written. [The instructions were produced in court.] In the conversation 
- referred to in the letter dated 22d March, 1862, [ proposed going to Nassau instead of 
| Havana. No instructions were given to me as to the ultimate destination of the vessel 
; after she reached Nassau. ~ * * I had no knowledge whatever, when the-vessel | 
a | cleared for Havana, that she was ultimately bound to the Confederate States of — 

| | : 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 47. 2Ibid., p. 48. 3 Ibid., p..50. : |
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America. I have no knowledge whether the vessel. was to return to Europe or not; I 
have no knowledge one way or the other. I have no knowledge whatever that she . 
had been sold or agreed to be-sold to any persons in the Confederate States. . 

: _ With respect to the crew of the vessel, the consignee gave evidence | 
| aS follows: a ee 

| We had some difficulty with the crew. They set up a piea that the vessel not hav- 
ing touched at Palermo, there had been a deviation of the voyage, and therefore they 

| claimed their discharge. We demurred to this, but afterward agreed to pay them | 
| their wages up to date, and give them a bonus of £5 and pay their passage to England | 
| if they would not.remain in the ship. This they refused to accept, stating that, from 
| the several visits of the officers of the man-of-war on board the vessel, they considered 

she was of a suspicious character, and that they would not go in her unless the gov- 
| _. ernorand Captain Hickley guaranteed their safety. Some accepted the terms that were 

| offered. In consequenee of this they were summoned before the police magistrate, and 
_ the case was brought under his adjudication. They elected to take their discharge. 

J was present at the time they then and there agreed to quit the ship. They then 
obtained leave to go on board for their clothes. The men were discharged by the" 
magistrate. In consequence of this we got a shipping-master to ship another crew -for 
the Oreto. I think there were fifteen or sixteen new hands then shipped. They — 

, received the usual advance. It was our intention to send her immediately to sea. <I 
had arranged with the pilot to take her out the following morning, (Sunday ;) they, . , 
however, missed the tide, the crew not having come.on board. The vessel was again 
‘seized that day. The crew we shipped then left the Oreto. I have not seen them 
since, and all the advance that we paid is lost. - | 

As to the same matter, the master stated as follows 2? | 
‘Two mornings following, previous to this seizure, (I mean on Friday and Saturday,) | 

‘I ordered my crew to get the vessel under way, but they refused, stating that had © 
deceived them once, and that they would not believe what I-told them again. I told | : 

|. them she was cleared for Havana, and bound there as far as I knew. They still oe 
continued to refuse to work, and said that they would not believe anything that I told 
them. In consequence of this I sent warrants on board for them. They all appeared 
‘before the magistrate. They said that they would not proceed in the vessel .uuless 
they were guaranteed that they would be safe from any American cruisers, They | 
then said that they would take their discharge, and the whole of them took their dis- 
charge. - | _ oe re 

On the 2d of August, 1862, the judge of the court pronounced judg- 
ment in:the case, reviewing at considerable length the evidence which | 
had been produced on both sides, and stating what, in his opinion, was a 
the effect and value of that evidence. At the beginning, he said?’ 

: To support the libel, it is necessary that proof should be given— | 
' Ist. That the aforesaid parties, having charge of the Oreto, while the vessel .was | 
within the jurisdiction of the vice-admiralty court of the Bahamas, attemptéd to . 
equip, furnish, and fit her out as a vessel of war; a | | : a 
' Qdly. That such attempt was made with the intent that she should be employed: in 

: the service of the Confederated States of America; and, Be oe 
_ 3dly. That such service was to cruise and Gommit hostilities against the citizens of eo 

the United States of America. Witnesses have accordingly: been produced to prave 
| that the Oreto is constructed for and fitted as a war-vessel; that acts have been done 

in her, since she came to Nassau, which constitute an attempt to equip, fit, and arm . 
- ~her-as.a vessel of war; that from certain conversations which were overheard between — | 

! the. master ‘of the vessel.and a person who came out passenger in her, and from certain 
: acts done by this person, there is proof that she was intended for the service of the 

Confederated States of America, and to cruise against the citizens of the United States. 

_  After-recapitulating the substance of the evidence, he said :4 | : 

| The question now to be decided is, whether, upon a careful consideration of the-evi- - 
.... dence, there appears proof, or circumstantial evidence amounting to reasonable _ : 

£66] proof, that a violation of the. provis*ions of. the foreign-enlistment act has been . 
committed by the parties having charge of the Oreto. . First, by attempting, hy 

any act done since she came into this colony, to fit or equip the Oreto as a vessel of war. | 
‘Secondly, by making such attempt for the purpose of fitting and equipping her-as:a 

-_-vessel.of- war for: the service of the Confederated States of America, to ernise and.coni- 

| FA ppendix, vol. i, p. 46. a - ]pid., p. 49. | ; 
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mit-hostilities against the citizens of the United States of America. «I have already 
an said that what took place before the vessel came here can only be received as elucida- 

| tory or explanatory of what has occurred since that time. Two facts have been proved, 
_ both of which, it has been contended, are violations of the act. One is that, while the 

| Wessel lay at Cochrane’s Anchorage, some blocks were stropped in such a manner that 
they might be used as gun-tackle blocks, and that they were so called in. an. entry in 
the ship’s log-book, and by some of the crew. The other, that a number of boxes con- 

| taining shells were put in the ship after she came into this harbor, and were taken out __ 

_ He arrived at the conclusion that there was no sufficient evidence of . 
any act done, or attempt made, since the Oreto had come to the colony, 
to fit out or equip her as a vessel of war. — — 

_ He was further of opinion that, although the vessel might not be cal- 
culated to carry the ordinary bulky cargo of merchant-ships, she was 

| capable of carrying a considerable quantity of some kinds of cargo, and 
_ that it was not improbable that a vessel of her description might be 

used for running the blockade. | | res a 
- He was also of opinion that the evidence connecting her with the Con- | 
federate States, as a vessel to be used in their service to cruise against 

oo the United States, was “ slight.”? a - et 
It rests entirely on her connection with a gentleman named Lowe, who came out pas- 

senger in her, and some evidence has been given from which it may be inferred that 
oe this Mr. Lowe is connected in some way with the Southern States. He is said by some 

of the crew to have exercised some control over the Oreto. This is denied on oath by 
Mr. Harris and Captain Duguid. But assuming it to be true, and assuming also that | 
Mr. Lowe is connected with the Confederated States, no one can state that Mr. Lowe, 

' or his employers, if he have any, may not have engaged the Oreto for the purpose of 
carrying munitions of war, which we have seen she is well capable of doing, and this | 

: would not have been an infringement of the act under which she is libeled. But the 
evidence connecting the Oreto with the Confederated States rests almost entirely on the 
evidence of the steward, Ward, whose testimony I have already explained my reasons 
‘for receiving with much doubt. a oo, DO 

. The judge, therefore, made a decree for the restoration of the vessel 
to the master, claiming on behalf of the alleged owner, John Henry 

| Thomas— | | 
. Under all the circumstances of the case, I do not feel that I should be justified in 

| condenining the Oreto. She will, therefore, be restored. | . 
. ‘ With respect to costs, although I am of opinion that there is not sufficient evidence 

of illegal-.conduct to condemn the vessel, yet I think all the circumstances of the case 
taken together seem sufficient to justify strong suspicion that an attempt was being 
made to infringe that neutrality so wisely determined upon by Her Majesty’s govern- ~ 
ment. It is the duty of the officers of Her Majesty’s navy to prevent,as far as may be | 
‘in their power, any such infringement of the neutrality. I think that Captain Hick- | 
ley had prima facie grounds for seizing the Oreto; and I, therefore, decree that each 

| ‘party pay his own costs. — : | | | en | 

_ The assumption, on which the judge appears to have proceeded, that _ 
/ evidence of acts done before the Oreto arrived at the Bahamas could | 

not be received, unless for the purpose of explaining or elucidating acts. 
| done after her arrival, may have been erroneous, and Her Majesty’s — 

| ~ government believes that it was so. Her Majesty’s government be- | 
 lieves that in a proceeding in rem against a ship, to enforce a forfeiture 
for an alleged infringement of the statute, a court, wherever locally 

| situate within the dominions of the Crown, might lawfully receive and: 
| adjudicate upon evidence of such infringement, wherever the act oracts | 

| -constituting it might have been committed. | BS 
- The decision, however, although founded in part on an assumption | 
that Her Majesty’s government considers open, at least, to grave doubt, 
was the judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction, and was, assuch, | 

| binding on the. executive authorities of the colony. And itis further | 
. ‘to be observed, that proof of acts done out of the limits of the colony _ 

etc tt | 
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had it been tendered and admitted, could not have altered the decision 
of the court, unless it had supplied evidence also of an unlawful inten- —_ 
tion. - fore | : 

' Her Britannic Majesty’s government, on the 31st July, 1862, received , 
from the governor of the Bahamas intelligence of the measures taken in 
respect of the Oreto. > | ae BO = - 

The seizure of the vessel was approved by Her Majesty’s govern- — 
ment, and the governor was informed that she should be detained until | 

instructions could be given as to what further process should be | 
[67] instituted. The lords commissioners of the treasury *were at 

the same time requested to consider the propriety of sending an 7 
officer of customs from Liverpool who could give evidence of the facts 
which occurred in regard to the Oreto at that place, and inquiries with | 
that view were forthwith made by the commissioners of customs. | 
~ Intelligence of the decree of the vice-admiralty court of the Baha- 
mas, ordering the restoration of the Oreto, was received by Her 

_ Majesty’s government on the 16th September, 1862. _ | 
_ The Oreto was released, in obedience to the decree of the court; : 
and on the 7th August, 1862, she was cleared at the Nassau custom- 

_ house as a merchant-vessel with cargo, for Saint John’s, New Brunswick, | 
as appears from the subjoined copy of the manifest of cargo, extracted . 
from the books of the revenue department of the Bahamas:? 

- Oo | | —— Outwards. - | . | a 

Manifest of cargo on board British steamer Oreto, A. L. Read, master, for St. John’s, 
N. B. 178 tons; 12 feet water; 52 men. oe | 

: 4 kegs white lead. 28 barrels bread. me 
3 barrels oil. oe | & cheese. a 

: 2 purncheons rum. — : 3. kegs butter. - 
: 6 cases 4 and 4+ boxes tobacco. : | ‘8 bags pepper. Lo an 

4 barrels sugar. a 4 boxes candles. 
4 bags coffee. | 

(Signed ) J. L. READ. 
- Nassau, New Providence, August 7, 1862. 

- — On or about the 7th August the Oreto sailed from Nassau. Of the  _ 
subsequent history of this vessel, from the time of her leaving Nassau | 
to that of her arrival in a port of the Confederate States, Her Britannic 
‘Majesty’s government has no knowledge; but it has been informed and | | 
believes that she was subsequently armed for war by a Captain Maffit,. - 
who had formerly held a commission in the United States Navy, and | 
was then a commissioned officer in the service of the Confederate States; | 
that she was then commissioned as a ship-of-war of the Confederate | | 

_ States, under the command of the said Matfit, and her named changed - | 
fiom “the Oreto” to “the Florida;” and that, after keeping the sea : 
for a few days, she put in at the port of Cardenas, in Cuba, where (or at 
the Havana) she remained for nearly a month. On the 4th September : 
‘the vessel arrived at and entered the port of Mobile in the Confederate 
States, which was then blockaded by three United States ships of war. an 
She remained in port for upward of four months. She was repaired | 
and refitted, and shipped a crew, and, in January, 1863, was sent to sea 
‘from Mobile, under the command of Maffit, as a Confederate States | 
ship of war. en Te 
~The United States consul at Nassau, after the departure of the 

1 Appendix, vol. i, pp. 29, 31, e¢ seq. . ee 2Ibid., p. 58 |
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-. vessel, and on the 8th September, 1862, wrote to the governor as 
| follows? - oo 

| UNITED STATES CONSULATE, 
a re Nassau, New Providence, September 8, 1862. 
Sr: I have the honor to inform your excellency that I have good authority for-stat- 

ing that the schooner Prince Alfred, of Nassau, took the Oreto’s armament from this — 
_ port and discharged the same on board that steamer at Green Cay, one of the Bahamas; 

. that the Oreto afterward left Green Cay with the secession flag flying at her peak; | 
that the Prince Alfred has returned to this port, and now lies at Cochrane’s Anchorage, 
and I am credibly informed that her captain is again shipping men to be sent to. the 

'  Oreto, in direct contravention of the foreign-enlistment act. —- oo 
7 - LT earnestly urge upon your excellency the propriety of instituting some inquiry into 

: | these matters, and of preventing acts so prejudicial to the interests of the friendly 
: government which I have the honor to represent. , 

J have, &c., , | be Oo 

7 | (Signed) | ss SAMUEL WHITING. © 

| - The colonial secretary replied as follows: | Me rome : 

a, , | COLONIAL OFFICE, — 2 = 
2g on oe a Nassau, September 9, 1862. 

_. Str: In reply to your letter of the 8th instant, directed to the governor, I am in- 
structed by his excellency to inform. you that, if you feel assured that you have suffi- | 
cient credible evidence to substantiate your allegation, and will put your evidence into 

_ the hands of the attorney-general, his excellency will direct a prosecution against the 
. captain of the Prince Alfred, or others who may have been guilty of violating the 

toreign-enlistment act. | . oo . 
‘Bat his excellency has no authority to take any steps against the Oreto, which is 

| - out of his excellency’s jurisdiction. } ok 
 Thave, &c., . . | . os 

— (Signed). . a C. R. NESBITT, o 
| ae Colonial Secretary. ~ 

68] *No evidence whatever in support of the allegations of the con- 
| | sul appears to have been furnished by him, and no facts were _ 

| produced on which a prosecution could be founded. eS 
| _ The subsequent history of the Florida, so far as it is known to Her 

| Majesty’s government from official reports and other sources, is as 
follows : ne es 

| _ .' On the 25th January, 1863, the Florida came into the harbor of Nas- — 
sau, where she remained twenty-six hours; and on the 24th February 
she put in at Barbados, where she remained about two days, (being 
detained for twenty-four hours at the request of the United States con-_ . 
‘sul, in order to allow time for the sailing of a United States merchant- 

: vessel then in the harbor.) Each of these colonies had been repeatedly 
oe visited by United States ships of war. It was alleged that in each of 

7 them some advantage or indulgence which United States vessels had 
‘not enjoyed had been granted to the Florida. But it was shown by 

| the governors of those colonies that this assertion was entirely errone- 
| ous, and that no advantage was conceded to the Florida which had not 

| _ been before granted to cruisers of the United States. It appeared, how-. 
ever, that both the United States ship San Jacinto and the confederate 

| _ ship Florida had been permitted to obtain coal at Barbados within a 
_ less time than three months after they had respectively coaled at another 
‘British colony, the commander of each vessel having alleged that. his 

7 supply of coal had been exhausted by stress of weather. In consequence | 
of this the following dispatch was addressed by Her Majesty’s secretary 

| of state for the colonies to the governor of Barbados; and instructions, 
substantiaily to the same effect, were sent to the governors of the other 

| ‘British colonies in the West Indies? 

| —. FAppendix, vol. i, p. 87. oo EDI, p. 102
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ae | DOWNING Stren, July 16, 1863. | 
~Srr: I have received and had under my consideration your dispatch of the 7th 
March, giving an account of certain communications which have passed between your- 
self and Rear-Admiral Wilkes, of the United StatesNavy.  —~ 

: You were quite right in refusing to enter into correspondence with that officer upon 
the matter adverted to in his dispatch of the 5th March. On this and other occasions 
it has become evident that interviews and explanations such as you accorded to Rear- | 
Admiral Wilkes were made the pretext for placing on. record charges more or less 
direct against officers of Her Majesty. And I think that, as the governor of one of 
Her Majesty’s colonies owes no explanation of his conduct to an officer of the United 
States Navy, it will be prudent hereafter to avoid such explanations as far as the rules . 
of courtesy will allow. It is the wish of Her Majesty’s government. that matters of 

| complaint should in general be discussed between the two governments concerned | 
rather than between any subordinate officers.. a oo oe a 

With regard to the issue of coal to the war-vessels of the belligerents, you have, I 
think, allowed yourself too much liberty in giving the “special permission” to take in, 
fuel contemplated in Her Majesty’s proclamation. Coal, in the opinion of Her | 
Majesty’s government, ought not to be supplied to a vessel of war of either belligerent = 
except in such quantity as may be necessary to carry such vessel to the nearest port 
of her own country, (or, of course, any nearer port,) and this, I will add, without refer- 
ence to the question whether the ports of that country are or are not under blockade. | 
In case of such blockade it. will rest with the officer in command to seek some more 
convenient destination. If within the period prescribed by the proclamation a vessel 

- thus furnished with coal in one of Her Majestiy’s possessions should apply for a-second : 
supply in the same or another colony, the application may be granted if it is made to 
appear that, owing to real necessities arising from stress of weather, the coal originally | | 
given has been prematurely exhausted before it was possible that the vessel could, | 
under existing circumstances, have reached the destination for which she coaled. | 

- But if it should be the case that the vessel has not, since taking in coal, been bona | 
jide occupied in seeking her alleged destination, but has consumed her fuel in cruising, 
the coal should not be replenished under the terms of the proclamation. Such a case oO 

- is not one to which “ special permission” referred to in that proclamation was intended | 
to apply. 7 So 

Her Majesty’s government are of opinion that the regulations of the proclama- 
tion thus interpreted should be strictly adhered to without any arbitrary concession — 
to either belligerent. ~It is by such a course that misunderstandings and complaints. 
of partiality will be most certainly avoided. An unauthorized concession to one bel- 
ligerent, it may be safely assumed, will not be accepted by those to whom it is made | 
as a justification of a similar concession in an opposite direction. | — 7 
LTapprove of your having communicated to the officers administering the govern-: — 

ment of the other West Indian islands the fact that certain Federal and confederate 
vessels of war had called at Barbados. . . 
I shall instruct the governors of the other islands to follow the same course, com- . 
municating in all cases the name of the vessel, its alleged destination, and the date of 

- receiving the coal, and the quantity allowed to be placed on board. | co 
| Thave, &c., : | 

- (Signed) Ce os | 

On the 8th May, 1863, the Florida entered the harbor of Pernambuco, 
| and received permission to remain there for twenty-four hours. Cap- | 
i tain Maffit stated to the president of the province that the ma- 

[69] — chinery of his ship was out of order and required repair; and *he 
obtained, on this ground, leave to stay for three or -four days. : 
‘The machinery was repaired on shore, and he sailed .on the 12th : 

May. ae | Oo a 
The United States consul at Pernambuco addressed a remonstrance 

_to the authorities protesting against any accommodation being granted 
to a vessel which he insisted should be regarded as piratical. | 

_ The president replied that there had been no infringement of the let- 
ter or spirit of international law in the course which had been pursued | 

_by the authorities; that he could not agree with the consul in regard- 
ing the Florida as piratical, and could not admit his protest. 
- Qn the 16th July, 1863, the Florida came into the port of St. George’s, | 
Bermuda, her commander having previously applied for and obtained — 
leave to enter for the purpose of procuring coals and making necessary a 

_ repairs. Being unable to obtain coal from private persons, Captain
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Maffit requested to be allowed to purchase some from the Government 
stores, and he requested also that permission might be given him to 
have his ship repaired in the government dock-yard. These requests 

| were refused, aS appears from the following correspondence: | 

an Mr. Walker to Governor Ord. ee ba | 

| ro , 7 | SAINT GEORGH’S, July 18, 1863. : 
Sir: At the request of Captain Maffit, commanding Confederate States steamer — 

Florida, I have the honor to inform your excellency that, on his applicaticn at the 
dock-yard this morning for coals, he was informed by Captain Glasse that, under his 

, present instructions, he did not feel authorized to furnish the Florida with the small 
amount even which Captain Maffit required. a of / 
_Asthe Florida must therefore of necessity be detained at this port as a vessel in 
distress until the arrival of coals which are daily expected, Captain Maffit begs me to © 

_ inquire of your excellency if the privilege will be accorded to him of proceeding to | 
the dock-yard for the purpose of having effected some repairs to machinery and hull of 
ship, which are of essential importance, and whith cannot be effected in the port of . 
St. George’s. > ; . ee 
/  Thave, &c¢., | “ oe an 

| (Signed) | | NORMAN STEWART WALKER. 

- Governor Ord to Mr. Walker. . 

- : a Mount LANGTON, July 19, 1863. 

' Srr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 18th instant, 
informing me, at the request of Captain Maffit, of the Confederate States steamer 
Florida, that, having applied yesterday at the dock-yard for coals, he was informed by | 
Captain Glasse, royal navy, that he did not feel authorized to furnish the Florida 
with the small amount she required, and further stating that, as the Florida must 

: therefore of necessity be detained at this port as a vessel in distress until the arrival of 
coals, which are daily expected, Captain Maffit begs you to inquire whether the priv- 
ilege will be accorded to him of proceeding to the dock-yard for the purpose of having 
effected some repairs to machinery and hull of ship which are of.essential importance, 
and which cannot be effected in the port of St. George’s. ae EE ay ee 

- Having referred this application to Captain Glasse, superintendent of the dock-yard, 
I have the honor to acquaint you that he informs me that he does not feel himself at 

. liberty to allow of any repairs to the machinery or hull of the Confederate. States. 
: steamer of war Florida being effected in Her Majesty’s dock-yard. , | 

- In making this communication I have to express a hope that Captain Maffit may | 
. yet find it in his power to obtain for his vessel such supplies of coal and such necessary 

| repairs as will enable her to proceed without delay to her destination, but I must at 
, '. ‘the same time point out that Her Majesty’s instructions (with a copy of which Captain 

_ -Maffit was supplied on the 16th instant) are very stringent as to the limitation of the 
stay in British waters of vessels of war of the United States or Confederate States, and , 
that it is necessary that whatever may be required to enable the Florida to take her 

: departure from these islands should be provided in the shortest possible period. If, 
however, Captain Maffit should find it impossible to procure at the present.time what- 

: ever may be requisite for this purpose, I must request that he will at-once proceed with 
the Florida to Grassy Bay, there to remain until his departure from the colony is ren- 

. ‘dered practicable. / oo, co | . oe 
: ce Thave, &c., —— 7 Se 

 .. (Bigned) a H. ST. GEORGE ORD. 

: Mr. Walker to Governor Ord. a oe 

. re | | ST. GEORGE’S, July 20, 1863. 
Sir: Since the communication which I had the honor to address to your excellency: 

on Saturday evening last, Captain Maffit has been informed that there is a large quan” — 
tity of coals at this port belonging to the commissariat department. a 
He therefore requests me, in his great emergency, to apply, through your excellency, 

to the proper officers, for a quantity sufficient to carry his vessel to some other coaling 
oo depot. | oS | . ot 
£707 *Captain Maffit will be happy to have the opportunity of paying for the coals 
.... in coin immediately, or of having them returned in kind, within. two or three 

_ weeks, at any point in the island which may be indicated. =... 
| — Thave,&e, 9 © Lo | ee _ 

, (Signed) oO | | NORMAN STEWART WALKER. 

1 Appendix, vol. i, p..109. |
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Bo. Governor Ord to Mr. Walker. . | 

Oe oe OO Mount Laneron, July 20, 1863. , 
Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of this day’s date, - 

| requesting, on behalf of Captain Maffit, Confederate States steamer Florida, that he 
may be permitted to take from a large quantity of coal belonging to the commissariat 
department at St. George’s a quantity sutiicient to carry his ship to some other coaling 
depot. 7 | Be | | 

In reply I have to inform you that the coal in question is not under my control, but . 
under that of Colonel Munro, the commandant of the troops. | | | 

- | have, &c., oe | —_ | 
| - +. (Signed) | | : H. ST. GEORGE ORD. - 

| / Colonel Munro refused to allow coal to be supplied to the Florida 
from the commissariat department. She subsequently obtained some 
from a vessel which arrived at the colony from Halifax. | : | 
- The commandant of the fort at Bermuda had, on the arrival of the 
Florida there, consented to exchange salutes with her. This act was | 
disapproved by Her Majesty’s government tor the reason that, while — 
Great Britain had recognized the Confederate States as a belligerent,  - 

| she had not recognized those States as independent or their government 

aS @ sovereign government, Z : | ' 
—  .On the 23d August, 1863, the Florida arrived at Brest, having two 

_ days before taken and destroyed at sea a United States merchant-ship a 
~ bound from Liverpool to New York. ‘The following report of what then — | 
occurred at Brest was subsequently furnished to Her Britannic Majesty’s 
government by Her Majesty’s consul at Brest, and is believed by Her 
Britannic Majesty’s government to be true and correct ? So 

oo Brest, September 22, 1871. a 
~. My Lorp: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your lordship’s dispatch 

of the 12th instant, instructing me to furnish you with a report containing all the. par- —_ 
_  ticulars of which I could obtain information respecting the proceedings at this port of 

- the confederate cruiser Florida in 1863-'64. | . _— | . 
| - In obedience to your lordship’s commands I have now the honor to report that the | 

Florida arrived in Brest Bay at 11 o’clock on the morning of the 23d of August, 1863; 
and her commander having declared that she entered the port in order that her engines 

- . and copper sheathing might be repaired, and for purposes of general refitting, she on 
obtained free pratique on the evening of the following day. a 

_ Captain Maffit, the commander of the Florida, was informed by the admiral of the 
port, (préfet maritime,) Vice-Admiral Count de Gueyton, that he was at liberty to | 

_ effect the repairs of the ship and provide her with coal and provisions, the same as any 
-merchant-ship. ee ann . 
. Captain Maffit then selected as his agents Messrs. Massurier & Sons; but to this oo 
selection an objection was raised by Count de Gueyton, on account of their not being a 

. sworn brokers; and, at his suggestion, M. Aumaitre, sworn broker and interpreter, on 
was appointed agent. | , | ao . 

Later, a M. Puquet du Belley arrived from Paris as the special agent. of the Confed- 
- erate States for France. He, however, did not remain here long, but confirmed the | 

appointment of M. Aumaitre. | 
| The commercial resources of Brest proving insufficient to effect the repairs of the | 

Florida, application was made to the port admiral to allow her to enter the govern- 
ment deck-yard, and permission for her to do so was granted, it being stipulated that. 

_all expenses should be re-imbursed by the agent, M. Aumaitre, and that her powder- oe 
‘magazine shonld be cleared before entering the dock. To effect the latter operation, a. 

- government barge was furnished for the purpose of removing the ammunition; and | 
this barge was, later, moored in the bay. : - ee 

-. On the 9th of September, 1863, the Florida entered the government dock, and | 
~ remained there for general repairs for a period of about five weeks. 9 | 

On the 17th of the same month the Federal corvette Kearsarge put into Brest for a 
_ supply of coal; but this appears simply to have been a pretext, as she took but a small: 
quantity on board. She, however, remained at anchor in the bay, with tires banked, oe 
until the 30th of October, when she proceeded to sea, Queenstown being reported'as 
her destination. . ae a, 

me * Appendix, vol. i, p. 126. : | /
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_. The Federal corvette, however, returned to her anchorage at Brest on the 27th of. 
— November, and remained there until the 4th of December, when she again left Brest, 

and cruised off Cherbourg until, as Iam informed, her commander ascertained that 
: _ the confederate vessel Georgia, then repairing at that port, would not be ready for - 

‘séa for some time; whereupon the Kearsarge returned to Brest Bay, and anchored. 
there on the 11th of the same month. vos | et 

sO Meanwhile the Florida had completed her repairs in the dock-yard, and after- . 
| _ £7b)} ward took moorings *in the merchant harbor of Brest, where she was slowly : 

refitted. On the 27th of December she was moved to the roadstead, and: there. 
7 anchored within a half a mile of the Kearsarge. _ ae : - | Sy 

At half-past 1 o’clock on the afternoon of the 29th of December the Kearsarge again: 
_ left Brest for an unknown destination. ee, 

It appears that some of the mechanism of the more heavy guns of the Florida had. 
never been regulated ; and her commander desiring to have this done, an application. 
was made to the port admiral for permission to land the guns for that purpose, but this . 

| - was at once and. positively refused,.on the ground that such an act might. be inter- 
preted as an equivalent to allowing a re-enforcement of arms. eet fa TE. 

But, it.appears, her small-arms were allowed to be landed, in order to be repaired by 
a gaun-maker of Brest, named Kock. This permission was granted on the agent, M.: | 
Aumaitre, giving a guarantee to the authorities of the custom-house that they should. 
be: reshipped on board the Florida... Se is oo iy a oo 
No arms or ammunition were furnished to the Florida while here. wo pus 

'  'Fhrongh M. Aumaitre, the agent, I have ascertained that thirty-five seamen claimed 
and obtained their discharge from the Florida here; that they were, in part, replaced 7 

. by others, chiefly natives of Belgium, Germany, Italy, and Southern Austria, brought 
to Brest. by railway direct from Paris, in numbers never exceeding four at a time, and 
that they were quietly sent on board in similar. numbers. » 

_ . Phe Federal corvette Kearsarge re-appeared in Brest waters on the 3d of January, 
1864, and after steaming “about the bay to within a mile of the town, again proceeded 

, The confederate cruiser Florida, being ready for sea, left Brest between 9 and 10 
o’clock on the evening of the 9th of February, 1864, in charge of a pilot, and atadis- = 

| tance of about thirty miles from this port passed through the dangerous passage Du | 
Raz, inside the Saints, landing the pilot at Audierne. | arr 

, On the 18th of February the Kearsarge, coming. from Cadiz, re-appeared in Brest: 
Roads ; but her commander, finding that the Florida had left, departed the following. 

_ day for an unknown destination. : Dee tae 
During the stay of these two ships of war in the port of Brest the French ship-of-the-. 

_ jine Louis XIV was placed in a position to watch their movements, the commanding | 
officer having orders, in the event of one of these vessels quitting the port, to prevent the: 
other from leaving until after the expiration of twenty-four hours. | i 

ae - Jam informed that the agent, M. Aumaitre, paid the authorities of the dock-yard for 
| repairs to the Florida 135,000 francs, and that the total sum expended on her here ex: 

ceeded 300,000 francs, which amounts were later re-imbursed by Mr. Taylor, the pay- 
master of the ship. | re Sy 
.'Phe Florida, on her arrival at Brest, was commanded by Captain Maffit, who was - 

: later replaced. by Captain Barney, who was again relieved by Captain Morris, under 
. whose command she finally left this port. ©... Oo , 

: “In eonclusion, I beg leave to state that your lordship’s dispatch of the 12th instant, 
. calling for this report, having been received by Captain Clipperton, then acting consul, 

| the day before I took charge of the consulate, he had already collected valuable infor- : 
mation on the subject to which it refers, and I am, therefore, indebted to him for a por- 
tion of that furnished in the present dispatch. I would, however, add that before 
availng myself of such information I had it verified by persons competent to do so..: | 

. LThave, &c, _ | os . , oO os 
'. (Signed). i a Sr HARRY RAINALS. 

The United States minister at Paris, Mr. Dayton, addressed several 
reinonstrances to the French government against the facilities afforded — 
at Brest to the Florida, but without success. An account of these re- 

. monstrances and the answers given to them was furnished by him to 
his Government, and is contained in the following extracts from his 
dispatches, published by order of the Government of the United | 

| | States : | Se ae 

| T have this day sent out a note to the minister informing him that I had learned - 
. -that the Florida had come into Brest, not for repairs of machinery only, but fer coal, | 
| -which had been denied to her. at Bermuda, from which port she had.come.: The- fact 
| is that, as she is a good sailing-vessel, and has crossed the Atlantic,.as I believe, prin. — | 
| ? : : . 

| oo | 

, | .
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cipally by that means, neither coal nor machinery is necessary to her safety, although 
a great convenience, doubtless, in enabling her to prey upon our.commerce. It may: 
well be doubted whether the rule which limits aid in such cases to what is called for | 

~ by necessity and humanity applies at all to her case.—( Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward, 25th | 
August, 1863.) - a : : 

o I have to-day had a conversation with M. Drouyn de Lhuys upon the subject. He 
says they are much annoyed that the Florida should have come into a French port. - | 
But, having recognized the South as belligerents, they can only deal with the vessel 
as they would deal with one of our ships of war under like circumstances. They will 

| give her so much aid as may be essential to her navigation, thongh they will not pro- 
‘vide her with anything for war. I stated that she was a good sailer, and really needed 
nothing in the shape of repairs to machinery, &c., to enable her to navigate. He said 
that if she were deprived of her machinery she would be pro tanto disabled, crippled, 
and’ liable, like a duck with its wings cut, to be at once caught by our steamers. _He | 
said it would be no fair answer tosay the duck had legs, and could walk or swim. But - 

' he said that, in addition to this, the officers of the port bad reported to the government: | 
that the vessel was leaking badly; that she made water at so much per hour, (giving 
the measurement,) and unless repaired she would sink; that this fact, coming from 
their own. officers, he must receive as true. They said nothing, however, about her 
eopper being damaged, but. reported that she needed calking and tarring, if I under-_ 

stood the French word rightly.. I then asked him if he understood. that the 
[72] rule in such cases required or justified the grant of a *government dock or basin a 

| - . for such repairs, especially to a vessel like this. fresh from her destructive work : 
in the channel, remarking that, as she waited no judicial condemnation of her prizes, 

'  -when repaired in this government dock she would be just at hand to burn other Amer- ‘ 
ican ships entering or leaving Havre and other French ports. He said where there was | 
no mere commercial dock, as at Brest, it was customary to grant the use of any accom- 
modations there to all vessels in distress, upon the payment of certain known and fixed 

- rates; that they must deal with this vessel as they would with one of our own ships, 
or the ships of any other nation, and that to all such these accommodations would be 
granted at once.-( The same to the same, 3d September, 1863.) , | 

On the 19th instant I received a note from M. Drouyn de Lhuys requesting to see me. | 
on the next day (yesterday) in reference to certain matters of business. I of course 
attended at the foreign office at the time named. He then informed me that it had 

been reported to him thatthe United States steamship Kearsarge, Captain Winslow, . 
now in the port of Brest, kept her steam constantly up, with the view, as supposed, of | 
instantly following and catching, if possible, the Florida, upon her leaving that port.;. oo 
and that. France, having .resolved.to treat this vessel as a regularly commissioned ship. — 
of war, could not, and would not, permit this to be done. He said.that the rule which. 
requires that the vessel first leaving shall have twenty-four hours the start must be. . 

- applied. ‘To avoid the difficulty which he said must inevitably foliow a disregard of 
this rule by Captain. Winslow, he requested me to communicate to him the determina- 
tion of this government, and apprise him of the necessity of complying with the rule. | 
Inasmuch as nothing was to be gained by inviting the application of force, and increased | 
difficulties might. follow that course, I have communicated to Captain Winslow the 
letter of which I herewith send you a copy. . Oo 

. M. Drouyn de Lhuys furthermore informed me that this government, after much con-: . 
ference, (and, I think, some hesitation,) had concluded not to issue an order prohibit-- . 
ing an accession to the crew of the Florida while in port, inasmuch as such accession 
was necessary to her navigation. They had. made inquiries, it would seem, and said 
they had ascertained that the seventy or seventy-five men discharged after she came | 
into Brest were discharged because the period for which they had shipped had expired. 
He said, farthermore, that it was reported to him that the Kearsarge had likewise ap- 
plied for some sailors and a pilot in that port, as well as for coal and leave to make a 
‘repairs, all of which had been and would be, if more were needed, cheerfully granted. 

I told him I was. quite confident the Kearsarge had made no attempt to shipacrew . 
there, and that, as respects a pilot, that stood on ground peculiar to itself, and had no . 
reference to the general principle. Oo : o | 

The determination which has. been reached by the French authorities to allow the 
shipment of a crew, or so large a portion of one, on board of the Florida while lying 
in their port, is, I. think, wrong, even supposing that vessel a regularly commissioned 
ship of war. I told M. Drouyn.de Lhuys that, looking at it as amere lawyer, and clear. 
of prejudices which my. official position might create, I thought this determination an 

- error. He said, however, that in the conference they had reached that conclusion unan- 

- imously, althongh a majority of the ministry considering the question were lawyers.—. 
| (The same to the same, 21st October, 1863. | a | 

_ The Florida remained in the harbor of Brest, repairing and refitting, | 
during nearly six months, from the 23d August, 1863, till the 9th Feb- 
ruary, 1864. : | | ,
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. On the 13th April, 1864, the Florida touched at Bermuda, but remained: 
only a very short time, anchoring on the afternoon of that day and put- | 

: ting to sea the same evening. oa OS 
| ~ On the 18th June, 1864, she again arrived at Bermuda, and obtained 

| _ permission to remain during five days for the purpose of making neces- 
“gary repairs. The circumstances which occurred, and the course pur- 

| sued by the authorities at Bermuda, are set forth in the subjoined 
. dispatch from the acting governor :! Si 

| . BERMUDA, July 7, 1864. | 

Sir: I have the honor to report the following particulars connected with a recent 
visit to these islands of the Confederate States steamer Florida. : On Saturday, the 18th 
June, the Florida arrived at the outer anchorage, and Commander Morris sent one of | | 

. his officers to report his arrival and ask permission to take in coal, and permission, | | 
also, to effect some repairs. I was informed that nosupplies or coal had been furnished | 
to the Florida in any English port for ten months past, and that it would not be possi- | 

_ ble to ascertain the full extent of the repairs necessary until the vessel came into port. 
I then gave permission for the Florida to be brought into Saint George’s Harbor for | 
twenty-four hours, exclusive of Sunday. The vessel came in accordingly on Sunday, and, - | 
shortly after his arrival, Commander Morris waited upon me and delivered me a letter | 
asking that the repairs which were found necessary might be carried out at Her Maj- | 

| esty’s dock-yard. I immediately transmitted this letter to Vice-Admiral Sir James | 
Hope, who declined to allow any repairs to be carried out in the dock-yard, but offered | 
to send competent officers on board the Florida to ascertain the extent of the repairs | 
necessary. Commander Morris was very glad to obtain the opinion of these officers, | 
and the knowledge was necessary to me, in order that I might judge what time should > 

a, be granted. The admiral sent the flag leutenant, chief engineer, and two assistant | 
| engineers on board the Florida, and they reported on the vessel: | | 

“Ist. She can proceed to sea with such repairs as can be made good here, which, as | 
| far as we are able to judge, will require five days for one man, viz, adiver fortwo days | 

and a fitter for three days, or three complete days in all. | 
a “2d. She can proceed to sea with safety in her present state under steam, but | 

| [73] under sail *is unmanageable with her screw up in bad weather, and her defects | 
. alott (cross-trees) render main top-mast unsafe. This could be made good in 

~ two days.” re 
| ~ Leconsulted personally with Sir James Hops, and gave Commander. Morris permis- 

| sion to remain five working days in Saint George’s to complete the repairs. I also | 
oe furnished Commander Morris with printed extracts of some portion of the circular dis- | 

. patch dated the 15th July, 1863, informing him of the regulations under which alone | 
he could be allowed to take in coal. He asserted that Mobile was the first confederate 7 
port he expected to visit, and reports that he took in about eighty tons of coal. The | | 

a five working days expired on the 27th June, and the Florida quitted Saint George’s | 
-. harbor on that day, but was seen off the island on the following. day and also on the | 
morning of the 29th. I had the advantage of the advice of Sir James Hope until he | 
quitted Bermnda in the Duncan for Halifax, and our views were completely in accord. | 
During this visit the conduct and demeanor of Commander Morris wereall that I could. | 

wish, and he appeared very desirous to. avoid the least infringement of the instruc- — | 
tions laid down. in Her Majesty’s proclamation. Since that time, however, I cannot — | 
think Commander Morris has behaved quite properly. On the 28th June the Florida | 

oS was seen off the islands all day, and also on the morning of the 29th. Again she was 7 
| signaled off the south side on the 2d July, about 7.30 a. m., and on the afternoon, about , 

A4p.m. I received a verbal message to say that two men, supposed to be deserters, had | 
| been found on board, and requested that I would send some persons off to identify them, | : 

: in a steam-tug that was going off to visit the Florida. The departure of this tug was | 
: delayed until after sunset, and the fort adjutant then perceived that she was going to | 

tow outa barge fall of coal. This officer immediately told Mr. Black, who is tempo- 
rarily acting as agent for the Confederate States, that he ought not to take out coal 

| without the governor’s permission. Mr. Black then sent me a note, of which I inclose 
| a copy, asking for permission to take out fifteen tons of coal to the Florida in conse- — 

a quence of her having returned to Bermuda for the purpose of bringing back the two 
- deserters. To this Il immediately replied that I could not sanction any further issue of | 

. coal. The fort adjutant was present when my letter was delivered to Mr. Black, and 
at that moment the tug-steamer started off to the Florida with the barge in tow. Mr. 
Black stated that she had goue without his orders, and that he would follow her in a 
gig. This he did, and Lam informed that about half the coals had been already taken 
on board before Mr. Black. had arrived in the gig, and the remainder was brought back. 

| 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 182. Ce
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| The deserter belonging to the royal .engineers was placed on board and handed over. | 
It will be observed in Mr. Black’s note that he stated the deserters were discovered in : 
twenty-four hours. The Florida remained in sight for at least thirty-six hours after 
her departure, and the deserter was not landed for five days. ce . 

~~ Commander Morris never applied to me for permission to take the coal, I suppose, - 
being fully aware that the circular dispatch of the 16th July, 1863, prohibited coal 
being supplied to vessels such as his, which “had consumed their fuel in cruising” as_ - 
he had done in sight of these islands. | | 

Mr. Biack, who belongs to the Southern States, states that, he sent the coal at the re- 
quest of Commander Morris. The Florida then immediately left the islands, and has 
not since been seen. . 

I beg to annex a copy of a printed extract from the circular dispatch of the 16th 
July. 1863, which I forwarded to Commander. Morris. _ , 7 . 
-. J have, &c., . eo _ 

— Bigned) ae : | WILLIAM MUNRO. 

_ With. reference to these circumstances the following correspondence 
- passed between Mr. Adams and Earl Russell :* | : 

| Mr. Adams to Earl Russell. _ : | a a 

Pe | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
[ _ | London, August 19, 1864. - 

‘My Lorn: Itis with very great regret that I find myself compelled to call the at- 
tention of your lordship to the abuse made of the neutrality of the island of Bermuda 
by. the vessels under the direction of the insurgents in the United States, in making it 
a base for hostile operations against the commerce of a friendly nation. I have the 
honor to submit to your consideration the copy of an extract from a report of Mr. 
Allen, consul of the United States at that place. to the Secretary of State, in which he 

: makes certain statements respecting the reception there of the gun-boat known under ~ 
the name of the Florida, and her subsequent proceedings, which appear to be directly : 
in violation of the regulations heretofore laid down by Her Majesty’s government. I 
beg permission to remind your lordship of the remonstrances which were promptly . 
made, a short time since, in the case of one of the vessels of the United States, for pro- 
ceedings of a far less exceptionable character. ‘ | - 

Not doubting the disposition of Her Majesty’s government to do full justice in the 
: premises, I pray, &¢., | - oo a 

(Signed) CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. 

oe | —- [Inclosure.] . . 

fe Mr. Allen to Mr. Seward. 

Se UNITED STa1rES CONSULATE, Bermuda, June 30, 1864. 
: §1r: The Florida, after remaining in port nine days, went to sea last Monday even- 

ing, bnt has not been far from Jand. She is in sight to-day from the hills, about 
[74] six miles off. She boards all vessels *approaching these islands. She received 
; all the coal and supplies they wanted. The coal was taken from the ship Storm 
King, C. L. Hobson, of Richmond, agent. | | 5 | 

Tam, &c., - es | 
_ (Signed) . * C..M. ALLEN, Consul..-: 

_ _ . Hart Russell to Mr. Adams. hoe - 

Mone PA . . FOREIGN OFFICE, September 5, 1864. ° 

~$rr: In reply to your note of the 19th ultimo respecting the proceedings of the 
_ Florida at Bermuda, I have the honor to inform you that Her Majesty’s government 

' have received reports on the same subject from Her Majesty’s colonial and naval au- 
‘thorities, and that, after due consideration of the same, they are of opinion that al- 

_ though some disposition was manifested by the commander of the Florida to evade 
the stringency of Her Majesty’s regulations, the most commendable strictness and dil- 
.igence in enforcing those regulations was observed on the part of the authorities, and Oe 
that no substantial deviation, either from the letter or from the spirit of those regula- 
“tions, was permitted to, or did, take place. 

~~ T have further the honor to inform you that Her Majesty’s government consider that 
the conduct of the lientenant-governor of Bermuda on the occasion in question was 
perfectly proper. : a Oo ai, Bog oe | Se 

| (Signed) - . os , oo RUSSELL. - 

| ~ | . 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 134.
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On or about the 5th October, 1864, the Florida entered the port. of ! 
| Bahia. On this occasion the following correspondence passed between | 

the United States consul at that place and the president of the province | 
of Bahia :' an | : | | co 

- The United States consul to the president of the province. . 

. | CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
. ° Bahia, October 5, 1864—9 a. m. 

_ Sir: This morning a steamer anchored in this port bearing the flag adopted by those 
_ who are involved in the rebellion against the Government of the United States of 

America, and Tam informed that the said vessel is the Florida, which is engaged in, 
capturing vessels. navigating under the flag of the United States of America, and in | 
destroying them by making bontires of them and their cargoes. . - | 

mo _ - The vessel in question is not commissioned by any recognized government whatever; | 
: - and her officers and crew are composed of persons of various nationalities, who are | 

not subject to any international or civilized law, and are consequently not entitled to, | 
| the privileges and immunities conceded to vessels navigating under the flag of a civil- | 

--- ized nation. I therefore protest, in the name of the United States of America, against : 
the admission of this vessel to free practice, by which she might be enabled to supply | 

, herself with coal, provisions, tackle, or utensils of any kind whatever, or receive on. | 
board any persons whatever; finally, against any assistance, aid, or protection might be | 
conceded to her in this port, or in any other belonging to this province. — . a | 

- - TI likewise claim that the piratical cruiser which, in combination with the pirate Ala- | 
bama, violated the sovereignty of the imperial government of Brazil, by capturing . | 
and destroying vessels belonging to citizens of the United States of America within — | 
the territorial. waters of Brazil, near the island of Fernando de Noronha, in April, 1863, | 

. be detained with all her officers and crew, in order to answer for so flagrant a violation — | 
of the sovereignty of the government of Brazil and of the rights of citizens of the 
United States within the jurisdiction of the Brazilian government. | _ 
|. Lavail, &e., ye : | | - | . 

| . (Signed) . Oe . THOMAS F. WILSON, | | 
| | | | Consul of the United States. | 

His Excellency ANTONIO JOAQUIM DE SILVA GOMES, | oes | 
| President of the Province of Bahia. nyt od | 

—— : The president of the province to Mr. Wilson. | : ng | 

| PALACE OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PROVINCE OF BAHIA, | 
: foe OC : ae October 5, 1864. _| 

In a note, dated this day, Mr. Thomas F. Wilson, consul of the United States, claims | 
that the steamer Florida, now anchored in this port, shall not be admitted to free pra- _ , | 
tique, nor obtain permission to provide herself with coal, provisions, supplies, and 
utensils of any kind whatever, nor receive on board any person whatever; he likewise ! 
requests that, as the cruiser, in combination with the Alabama, violated the sovereignty. | 
of the imperial government of Brazil, by capturing and destroying vessels belonging | 

- to citizens of the United States of America within the territorial waters of the em-  _ | 
pire, near the island of Feraando de Noronha, in April, 1853, she may be detained, with | 

: all her officers and crew,-in order to answer for this flagrant violation of the sover- | 
. , eignty of the government of Brazil and of the rights of citizens of the United States. 

within the jurisdiction of the Brazilian government. | | | 
In reply to the consul, I have to inform him that, as the said vessel belongs to the | 

_ +». Confederate States, in whom the imperial government recognized the character . | 
[751 of belligerents, all the assistance *required by humanity may be furnished her, | 

- o which does in no wise constitute assistance for warlike purposes, as laid down | 
| by international law, and does not conflict with that neutrality which this govern- 

| ment studiously seeks to preserve, and has always preserved, in the contest between 
7 - the States of North America. The undersigned cannot, therefore, admit the first por- 

tion of the claim of the consul, in the general manner in which it was presented, and 
| particularly in relation to those articles considered as contraband of war, in conform- 

7 ity with instructions issued on that subject by the imperial government, and accord- 
ing to which the said vessel will only be permitted to remain in this port for the length — 

: of time absolutely indispensable. — : oe Us, : 
. In regard to the second part of his note, it is my duty to observe to the consul that, | 

even if it were fully established that the Florida had previously violated neutrality, 
such a proceeding would scarcely authorize us to refuse her permission to enter the 

a _. 1—Extracted from the “World” (American journal) of December 2,1864. (See Ap- 
: pendix, vol. i, p. 146.) | eye yt : 

poe
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‘ports of the empire, and would never warrant us to commit the acts required by tho 
- consul, which would be equivalent to a hostile rupture, without the intervention of 

the supreme government of the state, which is alone competent to authorize such a 
rupture. | _ | | 

I renew, &e., oo oo | 
(Signed) — ANTONIO JOAQUIM ba SILVA GOMES. 

Mr. THoMAS F. WILSON, Oo ce ae 7 : 
Consul of the United States. | | a 

| Before dawn on the morning of the 7th October, 1864, the Florida 
was surprised and captured in the port of Bahia by the United States | 

_war-steamer Wachusett, and was carried as a prize to the United _ 
| States. Shortly after her arrival she sank in Chesapeake Bay, in con- . : 

sequence, as was affirmed, of having sprung a leak during her voyage 
and of having been injured while at anchor by a United States — 
transport-steamer. ne | a . - 

_. The government of Brazil protested immediately, in strong terms, . 
against this violation of its sovereignty and of the neutrality of the 
port; and the United States minister at Rio.deciared, in reply, that the 
capture of the Florida had not been directed or authorized by himself, 
condemned the act of the captain of the Wachusett, and promised that - 
reparation should be made. __ a Co | . - 

Mr, Seward, on learning what had occurred, wrote as follows to the | 
United States minister at Rio :! ae : 

: | Mr. Seward to Mr. Webb. . ; 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oe 
oo Washington, November 11,1864. 7 

Str: In the years 1862 and 1863, remonstrances were addressed by us to the govern- | 
ment of Brazil against the policy, different as it was from that of all other American 

. States, in regard to the furnishing of shelter and a haven to pirates who were engaged 
in depredating upon the peaceful commerce of the United States. The correspondence 
came to a close without having produced any satisfactory result, and not without 
leaving a painful presentiment that a continuance of measures so injurious to the . 

United States would sooner or later affect the harmonious relations heretofore existing 
- between the two countries. - 

We have just now. heard of the capture of the Florida by the Wachusett, at Bahia, me 
and of the consequent hostilities adopted by the Brazilian forces in that port; but we 
have no particular information of the circumstances which preceded the collision, and. 

_-our information concerning the transaction itself is incomplete. At the same time, we 
are absolutely without knowledge of any correspondence that it may have elicited 
between yourself and the Brazilian government. Fs 

In this stage of the matter, the President thinks it proper that you should inform 
the minister of foreign affairs that we are not indisposed to examine the subject upon 
‘its merits carefully, and to consider whatever questions may arise out of it, in a 
becoming and friendly spirit, if that spirit shall be adopted by His Imperial Majesty’s 

government. tk a . 
7 Tam, &e.,, So | - 

(Signed) : | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. oe 

_ With reference to this occurrence, the following correspondence | 
| passed between the Brazilian minister at Washington and the United 

States Secretary of State: : | 

pe - | { Translation. } . , | . | 

| bo Faded ee _ IMPERIAL LEGATION OF Braz, 
oe CS re | Washington, December 12, 1864. | 

. The undersigned, chargé d’atfaires ad interim of His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, 
has just received orders from his government to address himself, without. delay, to 
that of the United States of North America about an act of the most transcendent | ¥ 
gravity done on the morning of the 7th day of October last, in the port of the capital 

_ of the province of Bahia, by the war-steamer Wachusett, belonging to the Navy of the 

1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 152. - - Ibid, p. 153. |
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Union, an act which involves a manifest violation of the territorial jurisdiction of the 
empire, and an offense to its honor and sovereignty. Po, a 

On the fourth day of the month referred to, there entered that port, where already | 
.. had been lying for some days the Wachusett, the confederate .steamer.Florida, for the 

_ purpose, declared by her commander to the president of the province, tosupply herself 
| : with alimentary provisions and coal, and to repair some tubes of her machinery. 

| | [76] “The president, proceeding in accordance with the policy of neutrality which 
. the empire resolved to adopt on the question in which unfortunately these States 
are involved, and in conformity with the instructions in this respect issued by the im- | 
perial government on the 23d of June of the year last past, assented to the application 
of the commander of the Florida, and fixed the term of forty-eight hours for taking in 
supplies, and fixing, in dependence on the final examination by the engineer of the ar- 
senal, the determination of the residue of the time which, peradventure, should be 
deemed indispensable for the completion of the repairs. an 

, The same authority at once took, with the greatest impartiality, all the measures ~ 
. - necessary to avoid any conflict between the two hostile steamers. tts r 

The Florida was placed under cover of the batteries of the Brazilian corvette D. | | 
Januaria, on the.in-shore side, at the request of her commander, who, reposing on. the . 
faith with which, without doubt, the chief authority of the province could not faiito 
inspire him, considered himself sheltered from any attack of his adversary, andinthis — | 
confidence not only staid a night on shore, but gave liberty to a great part of the crew | 
of his vessel. _ | | : mds | 
_ It behooves me to say that, as soon as the confederate steamer entered the port at: | 
Bahia, the American consul, Wilson, addressed to the president a dispatch claiming that = 
the Florida should not be admitted to free pratique, and that on the contrary she should | 

| be detained, alleging for this, that that vessel had, in concert with the Alabama, vio- | 
lated the neutrality of the empire by making captures in 1863, near the island of Fer- | 

- nando de Noronha. oe so 7 ee oe | 
oe Such exaggerated pretensions, founded on facts not proven, which had already been =| 

| the Subject of discussion between the imperial government and the legation of the | 
- . United States, could not be even listened to. aan | 

oe _ If the president should have refused the hospitality solicited by the commander of | 
the Florida, he would have infringed not only the duties of neutrality of the empire, | | 

, but also those of humanity, considering that steamer, coming trom Teneriffe, had been | 
| sixty-one days at sea, was unprovided with food, and with machinery in the worst | 

condition. | : et | 
. _ Afterward, the president having stated to the same consul that he hoped, from his : | 

honor and loyalty toward a friendly nation, that he would settle with the commander | 
of the Wachusett that he should respect the neutrality and sovereignty of: the empire, | 
he was answered affirmatively, the consul pledging his word of honor. Things were in | 

_ this condition, the term of forty-eight hours being to expire wt one o’clock of the after- | 
noon of the 7th, when, about dawn of that day, the commander of the steamer Wa- | 
chusett, suddenly leaving his anchorage, passed through the Brazilian vessels of war and. | 

| : approached the Florida. | “ Pe 
_ On passing across the bows of the Brazilian corvette D. Januaria he was hailed from ! 
on board that he must anchor; but, as he did not attend to this intimation, and con- | 
tinued to approach the Florida, at the same time firing a gun and some musketry; the | 

| commander of the naval division of the empire stationed in those waters sent an officer | 
to board the Wachusett and inform her commander that the ships of the division and 
the forts would open fire upon her if she should attack the Florida. The Brazilian offi- | 
cer was not allowed to make fast to the Wachusett, but the officer of the deck hailed | 

| him, saying in reply that he accepted the intimation given, that he would do nothing | _ | 
more, and that he was going to return to his anchorage. The commander of the Bra- | 

: zilian division then thought proper to ratify his intimation by firing a gun, upon which | 
a complete silence followed between the two ships Wachusett and Florida. woos | 

At the time this was passing, the corvette D. Januaria, on board.which the commander | 
of ‘division had hoisted his flag, lay head to flood, the steamer Florida anchored B. B., | 

. side by side of her, and quite close to the shore, and between her and the corvette the | 
Wachusett stopped her wheels. : | 

The commander of division then observing, notwithstanding the darkness of the | | 
night, that the Wachusett, from the position in which she was, kept moving onward ' 
and was passing ahead of the corvette, in a course E. B., became convinced that, in | 
fact, she was steering for her anchorage, thus complying with the promise made. 7 | 

But a few moments afterward, perceiving that the Florida was in motion, the com- | 
mander discovered that the Wachusett was taking her off in tow by means of ‘a long 
eable.. * pS . SO a 

o Surprised at such an extraordinary attempt, the commander immediately set about ! 
stopping this, and redressing, at the same time, as behooved him, the offense thus | 
done to the dignity and sovereignty of the empire... a
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| . But availing himself of the darkness of the night, and of other circumstances, the . 
commander of the Wachusett succeeded in carrying his prize over the bar, and 
escaping the just punishment he deserved. 7 
_.The consul, Wilson, preferred. to abandon his post, withdrawing on board the 
Wachusett. Oe . ' i es a 
~The government of His Majesty, as soon as it had official information of the event, 
addressed to the legation of the United States at Rio Janeiro a note, in which, giving 
a succinct exposition of the fact, it declared that it had no hesitation in believing it 

7 would hasten to give to it all proper assurances that the Government of the Union would SO 
attend to the just reclamation of the empire as promptly and fully as the gravity of 
the case demanded. | , , | 

In correspondence with this expectative note, the worthy representative of the 
United States was prompt in sending his reply, in which he declares he is convinced 
that his Government will give to that of the empire. the reparation which is due to it. 

- Such are the facts to which the undersigned has received order to call all the atten- 
tion of the honorable William H. Seward, Secretary of State of the United States. . 

- The principles of international law which regulate this matter, and in respect of 
which there is not the least divergence among the most distinguished publicists, are | 
eommon and known to all. The undersigned would fail to recognize the high intelli-— . a 
gence of the honorable Mr. Seward, if, perchance, he should enter in this respect into 

| fuller developments. a | aa | | : | 
: He limits himself then only to recall a memorable example, in which these 

| [77] principles, invariably *sustained by the United States, had entire application. 
| ; In 1793, the great Washington then being President of the United States, and 

the illustrious Jefferson Secretary of State, the French frigate ?Embuscade captured 
the English ship Grange, in Delaware Bay, thus violating the neutrality and the terri- . 
torial sovereignty of the United States. The American Government remonstrated 
energetically against this violation, and required from the government of the French 

| republic not only the immediate delivery of the captured vessel, but also the complete 
| liberation of all the persons found on board.. This reclamation was promptly satisfied. — 
| Much more grave, certainly, is the occurrence in the port of the province of Bahia a 

| which makes the subject of the present note. By the special circumstances which oT 
| preceded and attended it, this act has no parallel in the annals of modern maritime 

wal. | , , : 
The commander of the Wachusett not only gravely offended the territorial immuni- 

ties of the empire, passing beyond the laws of war by attacking treacherously, during 
the night, a defenseless ship, whose crew, much reduced because more than sixty men 
were onshore with the commander and several officers, reposed unwary beneath the 
shadow of the protection which the neutrality of the empire guaranteed to them; and . 
so open was the violation, so manifest the offense, that the. enlightened American 
press was almost unanimous in condemnation of the inexcusable proceeding of Com- 
mander Collins.. | 
--On this occasion, remembering the United States, whose antecedents are well known 
and noted in history by the energetic defense of and respect for neutral rights, of these 

- noshaken principles, the undersigned cannect consider the event which occurred at 
Bahia otherwise than as the individual act of the commander of the Wachusett, not | 
authorized or approved by his Government, and that it will consequently give to the 
government of His Majesty the Emperor the ‘explanations and reparation which, in. : 
conformity with international laws, are due to a power which maintains friendly and Ce 

. pacific relations with the United States. : 
The just reclamation of the imperial government being thus presented, the under- 

'  gigned awaits the reply of the honorable Mr. Seward, and, fully confiding in his exalted. | 
~. wisdom and in the justice of the Government of the United States, he has not even for —_ 

a moment doubted but that it will be as satisfactory as the incontestable right which so 
aids the empire and the vast gravity of. the offense which was done to it may require. | 

— oo°. Phe undersigned, &c.,  _ - oe | / 
(Signed) ~. » “IGNACIO DE AVELLAR BARBOZA DA SILVA. : : 

~ His Excellency the Hon. Wini1AmM H. SEwarb.. | a 

gi | Mr. Seward to Mr. Barboza. . a 

—— a - | 7 | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, . . 
oe ~ | | Washington, December 20!, 1864. = 

Sire: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note, which sets forth the 
| sentiments of the imperial government. of Brazil concerning the eapture of the Florida — 

~ by the United States war-steamer Wachusett in the port of Bahia. , os 
| _,-You will, of course, explain to your government that, owing to an understanding yy 

between you and myself, your nofe, although it bears the date of the-12th December, 
was not submitted to me until the 21st instant. | . ae 

Jealousy of foreign intervention in every form, and absolute non-intervention in the 

- Should be dated December 26, 1864. |
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| ‘domestic affairs: of foreign nations, are cardinal principles in. the pohcy of the United —_ 
a States. You have therefore justly expected that the President would disavow and 

| regret the proceedings at Bahia. He will suspend Captain Collins and direct him to 
appear before a court-martial. The consul at Bahia admits that he advised and incited 

ae the captain and was active in the proceedings. He will therefore be dismissed... The 
| flag of Brazil will receive from the United States Navy the honor customary inthe | 

. intercourse of friendly maritime powers. 7 , | as 4 
It is, however, not to be understood that this Government admits or gives credit to 

the charges of falsehood, treachery, and deception which you have brought against the 
- captain and the consul. .These charges are denied: on the authority of the ofticers 

accused. oe , | — ee 
| You will. also be pleased:to understand that the answer now given to your repre- 

sentation rests exclusively upon the ground that. the capture of the Florida was an 
_ . wnauthorized, unlawful, and indefensible exercise of the naval force of the United | 

States within a foreign country in defiance of its established and duly recognized gov- » 
ernment. | ee | | | | 

This Government disallows your assumption that the insurgents of this country are | 
: alawful naval belligerent; and, on the contrary, it maintains that the ascription of 

_ that character by the government of Brazil to insurgent citizens of the United States, 
who have hitherto been and who still are destitute of naval forces, ports, and courts, - 

: is an act of intervention in derogation of the law of,nations and unfriendly and wrong- _ | 
a ful, as it is manifestly injurious, to the United States. | 7 | sy 

| - So-also this Government disallows your assumption that the Florida belonged to | 
oo _ the aforementioned insurgents, and maintains, on the contrary, that that vessel, like the | 

Lo Alabama, was a pirate, belonging to no nation or lawful belligerent, and therefore that: | 
a the harboring and supplying of these piratical ships and their crews in Brazilian ports | 

were wrongs and injuries for which Brazil justly owes reparation to the United States | 
as:ample as the reparation which she now receives from them. They hope and con- | 

_ fidently expect this reciprocity in good time, to restore the harmony and friendship | 
oe _ which are so essential to the welfare and safety of the two countries. . Oe | 

oo - In'the positions which I have thus assumed the imperial government will recognize 
an-adberence to rights which have been constantly asserted, and an enduring sense of | 
‘injuries which have been the subject. of earnest remonstrance by the United States | 

| during the last three years. The government of Brazil is again informed that these 
| positions of this Government are no longer deemed open to argument... — | 

—_ It does not, however, belong to the captains of ships of war of the United | 
[78] States, or to the *commanders of their armies, or to their consuls residing in for- 

_ eign ports, acting without the authority of Congress, and without even Executive 
. direction, and choosing their own time, manner, and occasion, to assert the rights and 

/ ‘redress the wrongs:of the country. This power can be lawfully exercised only by the 
Government of the United States. Asa member of the family of nations, the United  — | 
States practice order, not anarchy, as they always prefer lawful proceedings to aggres- | 

- sive violence er retaliation. The United States are happy in being -able to believe 
that. Brazil entertains the same sentiments. The authorities at Bahia are understood 

eo to ‘have unsuccessfully employed force to. overcome the Wachusett aid rescue the 
Florida, and to have continued the chase of the offender beyond the waters of Brazil, 
out upon the high seas. Thus, in the affair at Bahia, subordinate agents, without the 

- : knowledge of their respective governments, mutually inaugurated an unauthorized, | 
irregular, and unlawful war. In desisting from.that war on her part, and in appealing | 
to this Government for redress, Brazil rightly appreciated the character of the United | 
States, and set an example worthy of emulation. . | 

The disposition of the captured crew. of the Florida is determined upon the princi- | 
ples which I have laid down. Although the crew are enemies of the United States, - | 
and, as they contend, enemies of the human race, yet the offenders were, nevertheless, | 
<uniawfully brought into the custody of this Government, and therefore they could not | 

. lawfully be subjected here to the punishment which they have deserved ; nor could | | 
they, being enemies, be allowed to enjoy the protection of the United States. They | 

| will therefore be set at liberty, to seek a refuge wheresoever they may find it, with the | 
’ hazard of recapture when beyond the jurisdiction of this Government. 2 

‘The Florida was brought into American waters, and -was anchored, under naval. sur- | 
veillance and protection, at. Hampton Roads. While awaiting the representation of | 
the Brazilian government, ou- the 28th November, she sunk, owing to a leak which | 
could not be seasonably stopped. The leak was at first represented to have been 
caused, or at least increased, by a collision. with a war-transport. Orders were’ imme- | 
diately given to-ascertain the manner and circumstances of the occurrence. It seemed | 

| to affect the Army and the Navy. A naval court of inquiry and alsoa military court | 
of inquiry were charged with the investigation. The naval court has submitted its : 

| report, aud a copy thereofis herewith communicated. The military court is -yet | 
engaged. So soon as its labors shall have ended, the result will be imade known to | | 
your Government. Inthe mean time it is assumed that the loss of the Florida was a |
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consequence of some unforeseen accident, which cast no responsibility upon the United 
_ States. OO _ oe | . 

mo T avail, &c., a an ce : 
'... (Signed) . . - Ss - WILLIAM H. SEWARD.! 

Senhor IGNACIO DE AVELLAR BARBOZA DA SILVA, &. ce , 

It has been stated above that the crew of the Florida were shipped 
principally at Mobile. Representations having been made to Her 
Majesty’s government to the effect that some of the men who served in 

- her were British subjects, the law-officers of the Crown were consulted | 
on the question whether proceedings could be instituted against these 

' -persons for an infringement of the foreign-enlistment act. The law-. | 
officers advised as follows:” | | oe - | 

_ We do not think that sufficient evidence has yet been obtained to warrant the insti- - 
| tution of proceedings against any of these seamen. . a a 

_If it were shown that their enlistment on board the Florida had taken place in Eng- | 
- land, or within British jurisdiction, they might perhaps have been presumed to be 

natural-born British subjects, owing obedience at, that time to British law; so far, at : 
* all events, as to make slight evidence in confirmation of that presumption sufficient. 

_ Next it appears, by the fourth column of the list annexed to Thompson’s first affidavit, | 
that, with two exceptions only, all-these men took service on board the Florida. beyond Se 
the limits of British jurisdiction, and by far the greater number of them at Mobile, ae 
within the territory. of the Confederate States. With respect to the two, Dennis Sulli- 
van and Charles Ballinger, who are alleged, the one to have enlisted at Nassau, and 
the other to have been shipped at the first, (which we suppose means when the ship | 

. first sailed from England,) no evidence whatever has yet been obtained in support of | 
either of these allegations. . | . | 

In the former report of the law-officers upon this subject it was noticed that the first : 
section of the foreign-enlistment act, which prohibits the enlistment of British sub- — | 
jects in the belligerent service of any foreign power, is not limited (as the seventh a 

- section as to equipping vessels is) to acts done within British jurisdiction, but that. it 
seems to be intended to apply, and is in its literal terms applicable, to all natural-born . 
British subjects who may enter into the service of any foreign belligerent power without 
Her Majesty’s license, wheresoever the prohibited act may be done. Assuming this:to 

__-be.the construction and effect of the statute, we apprehend that it would be impossible 
to procure a conviction under it in the case,of persons who were not.resident. within 
British jurisdiction at the time of their taking foreign service, without strict proof 
that such persons were in fact, at the time of their doing so, natural-born British sub- 

: jects, owing exclusive obedience, wherever they might be, to the statute law of Great 
Britain; and we think it is at least very doubtful whether those sections of the statute 
‘would be held to be applicable to any persons who were naturalized, or even domiciled, | 
at the time of their taking such service, within the territory of the belligerent power 

_ in whose service they enlisted. : ee 
[79] “Bearing these considerations in mind, we turn to the original depositions. of so 

Thompson and Miiller, and we find in the former no evidence whatever bearing | 
upon the essential question of-the nationality and origin of any of these seamen; 
while the statements of the latter, as to seventeen of the thirty-three persons who are 
described as of British origin in the second column of the lists, depend upon admis-. | 
sions or inferences of so loose a character that we do not think any reliance ought to : 
be placed. upon them. So far as they rest only on the deponent’s belief, théy are inad- —_ | 
missible ; so far as they prove that certain individuals associated on board the ship as - 
Irishmen, and sung Irish songs, &e., they are insufficient; and we think it would be | 
unsafe to trust to the statements of this witness as to the admissions said to: have been | 
made by some of the parties (as we count them, by seven only, viz, Considine, Con- 
way, Doris, McNevin, McCabe, McGarroch, and Welch) to the effect. that Ireland was —_ 
their home, their country, or the place of residence of their parents. Every one of — 

| these seven persons, it is to be remembered, joined the Florida, acéording to the lists, | 
at Mobile; and it may serve as some test of. the value of this kind of evidence, that 
the same. witness makes very similar statements’ as to: four other seamen, (Taylor, 
Rivers, Grover, and King,) with a view to prove them to be either Englishmen or Irish- 

| men, although they are described as native Americans in the second column of the list So 
referred to in his own affidavit. oe Oo | : 7 
The opinion which we had formed; as above expressed, upon the perusal of the 

-_ original depositions of Thompson and Miiller is. strongly confirmed by the subsequent oy 

_) These two letters, as well as the preceding one, are extracted from the Daily Morn- : 
ing Chronicle, (American journal,) of 31st December, 1864. - Co 
-? Appendix, vol. i, p. 124. . - - | - | 

| 20 A oe , | ee —
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affidavit of Thompson; who in that affidavit speaks of admissions made to him by 
| eighteen of these seamen, to the effect that they were born in Ireland, Scotland, or 
os England; and by six others, to the effect either that they were Irishmen, or that Ireland | 

) or Liverpool was their home. . | | | 
_ But of these twenty-four persons there are only seven on whose history any further 
light is thrown by these depositions, and every one of these seven appears to have 
emigrated from Great Britain or Ireland to the United States previous to the existing 

_ civil war, under circumstances from which it is prima facie to be inferred that, at the | 
time when he took service on board the Florida, he was either a naturalized or a domi- 
ciled American. Some of them appear to have resided for many years in the United 

_. States; and two (Good and Doris) are expressly stated to have acquired the rights of _ 
' citizens there, and to have voted at presidential and other elections. With respect to 

the rest of the crew there is nothing whatever to show that they may not have enlisted 
| under similar circumstances. | | _ | 

As to all persons so situated, we think that it would be a reasonable construction of 
| the foreign-enlistinent act to hold that, although they are natural-born subjects of Her 

Majesty, the word “foreign,” which pervades the first section of the statute, is not, ( 
as regards them, applicable to the service into which they have entered. And even | 

. assuming that this eonstruction might not be admitted, we think that it would not be _ | 
a proper exercise of discretion on the part of the Crown to attempt to put the statute | 
in force, so far as relates to acts done by persons so situated beyond the limits of | 

_ Sritish jurisdiction, and within the territory in which such persons may have been + | 
, naturalized or domiciled. | | | 

(Signed) | | ROUNDELL PALMER. - : 
| | | . . hk. P. COLLIER. © | 

: LINCOLN’S INN, October 20, 1868. | . | 

| | | . ‘SUMMARY. OS : | 

oo _ The Florida was a vessel built at Liverpool by a firm of ship-builders ! 
_ . , there, to the order of another Liverpool firm carrying on an extensive | 

business as engineers and iron-founders. She was stated to be ordered ! 
for and on account of a person resident at Liverpool, who was a partner | 
In a mercantile house at Palermo, and upon the completion of the vessel | 

oo this person was duly registered as her owner, on his own declaration. _ | 
_ Her builders stated that, according to the best of their information, they | 

| believed her to be really destined for Palermo. | | 
| _ She was a vessel built for speed, and her internal fittings and arrange- | 

ments were not such as are usual in vessels constructed to carry cargo, | 
- but were suitable toa ship of war. She was unarmed, however, and | 
had on board no guns, carriages, ammunition, or other warlike stores of : 

| any kind. — | | 
; _ No facts whatever proving, or tending to prove, that she was intended ! 

to cruise or carry on war against the United States were ever, before | 
the departure of the ship, communicated by Mr. Adams or Mr. Dudley 
to Her Majesty’s government. Mr. Adams alleged, indeed, that. ad- | 
vances of money had been made to the firm which ordered the vessel, | 

_ and to that which constructed her, by the firm of Fraser, Trenholm & | 
Co., who were believed to have been engaged in blockade-running, and 
_to be employed as agents for the government of the Confederate States; | 
but this assertion, whether material or not, was not substantiated in | 

7 any way. ‘These were all the facts respecting the vessel which had been | 
‘communicated to or were in the possession of Her Majesty’s government | 
previously to and at the time of her departure from England. | : 

It is.certain that, had the vessel been seized by Her Majesty’s govern- | 
| ment, a court of law would have ordered, and would indeed have been | 

bound to order, the immediate restoration of her, for want of evidence | 
to support.a forfeiture. It was not the duty of Her Majesty’s govern- | 

| ment to seize a vessel which it would have been the duty of a court of : 
°jawtorestore. | re | |
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| no The means and opportunities possessed by Mr. Adams and | 

{80] Mr. Dudley of ascertaining *the truth were fully as greatasthose | 

| possessed by Her Majesty’s government. They were, indeed, 

greater; since Mr. Dudley was the United States consul on the spot, in 

- eonstant communication with Americans of all classes, always on the 7 

watch for information, and provided with means of gaining it which | 

could not have been employed by Her Majesty’s government. | 

The vessel sailed from Liverpool with a clearance for Palermo and 

| Jamaica, unarmed, and with no warlike stores of any kind, under the 

command of a master belonging to the British mercantile marine, and 

manned by a crew who were not enlisted for the confederate service | 

and had no thought or intention of engaging in it, and who afterward — 

left the ship as soon as they conceived a suspicion that she might be 

employed in that service. | - oe 

_ Although no directions, nor any notice or warning, had or could have / 

- ‘been sent to the authorities of Nassau before her arrival there, the = = 
vessel was, upon her arrival and while she remained there, strictly © 

- watched by order of the governor; a ship of war was placed near to 

| her; she was finally seized by order of the governor; and proceedings 
were instituted against her in the proper court of the colony. On being 
released by the decree of the court, she sailed from Nassau unarmed, > 
and with a clearance for New Brunswick. 

Before committing any hostilities against vessels of citizens of the 
United States, she sailed for and entered a port of the Confederate | 
States, where she remained during more than four months and was put | 
in condition for war, and enlisted a crew, and from whence she was 
finally sent out to cruise. a , a 

She was commissioned as a ship of war of the Confederate States, and 
was commanded by an officer commissioned by the de facto govern- | 7 

ment of those States. She was received on the footing of a public ship _ 

of war in the ports of neutral nations—Spain, France, and Brazil; and | 
on the same footing, and in the same manner, without favor or par- 

_ -tiality, she was received likewise in those ports of the British colonies 
_ which she had occasion to enter. | 

he United States ships of war blockading the port of Mobile failed 
to capture the Florida when she entered it, under circumstances which 
made the capture so easy of accomplishment that the officer to whose 

- ineapacity the failure was due was dismissed the service. They again a 
failed to capture her when she left the port to commence her cruise. — 
From that time, until her unlawful seizure in the port of Bahia, she | 
was, for a year and nine months, engaged in cruising, sometimes near 
the coast of the United States. It does not appear, however, that = 
‘dnring all that period she was ever encountered or chased by a United 
‘States ship of war. No serious endeavor, indeed, to intercept or cap- 
ture her appears to have been made.on the part of the Government of _ 
the United States. — . ; | 

_ Her Britannic Majesty’s government cannot admit that, in respect of | 
the Florida, it is justly chargeable with any failure of international . 
duty for which Great Britain owes reparation to the United States.
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Bt —*PART VIL oO 

_ STATEMENT OF FACTS RELATIVE TO THE ALABAMA. ve 

} On the 24th June, 1862, Earl Russell received from Mr. Adams the — 
| following note with an inclosure:! ) | , | 

| | | Mr. Adams to Karl Russell. | | a 4 

| oe LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, —__ 
| . a . _ London, June 23, 1862. 

- My Lorp: Some time since it may be recollected by your lordship that I felt it. my. 
| duty to make a representation touching the equipment from the port of 

| avast Vi-The Liverpool of the gun-boat Oreto with the intent to make war upon the — 
So United States. Notwithstanding the statements returned, from the 
authorities of that place, with which your lordship favored me in reply, touching a 
different destination of that vessel, I have the strongest reason for believing that that 

| vessel went directly to Nassau, and that she has been there engaged in completing her 
| armament, provisioning, and crew for the object first indicated by me. 

. Tam now under the painful necessity of apprising your lordship that a new and still - 
more powerful war-steamer is nearly ready for departure from the port of Liverpool on. 

| -. the same errand. This vessel has been built and launched from the dock-yard of per-. 
| sons, one of whom is now sitting as a member of the House of Commons, and is fitting 

out for the especial and manifest object of carrying on hostilities by sea. It is about . 
ee to be commanded by one of the insurgent agents, the same who sailed in the. Oreto.. 

| The parties engaged in the enterprise are persons well known at Liverpool to be agents 
and officers of the insurgents in the United States, the nature and extent of whose 
labors are well explained in the copy of an intercepted letter of one of them which I 
received from my Government some days ago, and which I had the honor to place in 
your lordship’s hands on Thursday last. | | | . 

. I now ask permission to transmit, for your consideration, « letter addressed to me _ 
. by the consul of the United States at Liverpool, in confirmation of the statements 

| here submitted, and to solicit such action as may tend either to stop the projected ex- 
pedition, or to establish the fact that its purpose is not inimical to the people of the 
United States. 
Renewing, &c., — 

| (Signed) CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. 

: The “copy of an intercepted letter” referred to in the above note 
| was a paper purporting to be a copy. of a letter or report from a confed- 

erate officer of artillery, addressed to some person unknown, and relat- 
ing to purchases of military supplies for the confederate army, and to 
vessels employed in blockade-running. The inclosure was as follows: 

_ | | Mr. Dudley to Mr. Adams. oe 

: oe | | | UNITED STATES CONSULATE, : 
a ne | | | Liverpool, June 21; 1862. ue 

Sir: The gun-boat now being built by the Messrs. Laird & Co., at Birkenhead, oppo- 
site Liverpool, and which I mentioned to you in a previous dispatch, is intended for 

| the so-called confederate government in the Southern States. The evidence I have is , 
entirely conclusive to my mind. I do not think there is the leastroom for doubt about | 
it. Beaufort and Caddy, two of the officers from the privateer Sumter, stated that | 

- this vessel was being built for the Confederate States. The foreman in Messrs. Lairds’ 

_ i | ~ 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 177. an
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_-yard says she is the sister to the gun-boat Oreto, and has been built for the same par- 
ties and for the same purpose; when pressed for a further explanation he stated that 
she was to be a privateer for the “southern government in the United States.” The oe 
captain and officers of the steamer Julia Usher, now at Liverpool, and which is loaded | 
to run the blockade, state that this gun-boat is for the confederates, and is to be com- oo 
manded by Captain Bullock. | | | 

The strictest watch is kept over this vessel; no person except those immediately en- - 
gaged upon her is admitted into the yard. On the occasion of the trial trip made last 
‘Thursday week, no one was admitted without a pass, and these passes were issued to 

_ but few persons, and those who are known here as active secessionists engaged in send- — . 
ing aid and relief to the rebels. | | 

J understand that her armament is to consist of eleven guns, and that she is to enter 
| at once, as soon as she leaves this port, upon her business as a privateer. | 

The vessel is very nearly completed; she has had her first trial trip. This trial was 
successful, and entirely satisfactory to the persons who are superintending her . 

_ [82] construction. She will be finished *in nine or ten days. A part: of her powder- 
canisters, which are to number 200, and which are of a new patent, made of cop- 

per with screw tops, are on board the vessel; the others are to be delivered in a few 
days. No pains or expense have heen spared in her construction. Her engines are on. : 
the oscillating principle, and are 350 horse-power. She .measures 1,050 tons burden, 
and will draw 14 feet of water when loaded. Her screw or fan works in a solid brass | 
frame casting, weighing near two tons, and is so constructed as to be lifted from the 

' water by steam-power. The platforms and gun-carriages are now being constructed. : , 
When completed and armed she will be a most formidable and dangerous craft; and, | 

if not prevented from going to sea, will do much mischief to our commerce. The per- 
sons engaged in her construction say that no better vessel of her class-was ever built. 

| - DT have, &e., . | | 
(Signed) ae | THOS. H. DUDLEY. 

The attention of Mr. Adams had been called by Mr. Dudley to the 
vessel mentioned in the foregoing note and inclosure, both before she —_— 
was launched and immediately afterward. The launching of this ves-. | 
sel took place on the 15th May, 1862, about a month before the date of | 

_. Mr. Adams’s first representation to Earl Russell. Mr. Dudley’s atten- | 
tion had been directed to the vessel in November, 1861, immediately on 
his arrival at Liverpool. - oe SO 

_ Immediately on the receipt of Mr. Adams’s note, Mr. Hammond, one a 
of the under-secretaries of state for foreign affairs, wrote, by the direc- 
tion of Earl Russell, to the secretary to the treasury and to the law- : 
officers of the Crown, as follows :? 

— Mr. Hammond to the secretary to the treasury. 

FOREIGN OFFICE, June 25, 1862. | . 

Sir: I am directed by Earl Russell to transmit to you a copy of a letter from the 
United States minister at this court, calling attention to a steamer reported to be fitted 
out at Liverpool as a southern privateer, and inclosing a copy of a letter from the United | 
States consul at that port, reporting the result of his investigations into the matter; _ 
and I am to request that you will move the lords commissioners of Her Majesty’s | 

_ treasury to cause immediate inquiries to be made respecting this vessel and to take 
such steps in the matter as may be right and proper. , 

I am, &c., . a 
- (Signed) . . |  E. HAMMOND. Co 

. | Mr. Hammond to the law-officers of the Crown. | 

| a : I ForEIGN OFFICE, June 25, 1862. | 
GENTLEMEN: I am directed by Earl Russell to transmit to you a letter from the | 

Upited States minister at this court, calling attention to a steamer reported to be fit- : - 
ting out at Liverpool as a southern privateer, and inclosing a copy of a.letter from the | 
United States consul at that port reporting the result of his investigations into the 

| matter; and I am to request that you wil! take. these. papers into your consideration . 
and favor Lord Russell with any observations you may have to make upon this ques- oO 
tion. —— | | | OO oe 

oT am, &e., | ! 
(Signed) , = BC | E. HAMMOND. ~ 

| a 1 Appendix, vol. i, pp. 180, 181. } ;
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- Copies of Mr. Adams’s note and Mr. Dudley’s letter were sent with 
each of the two preceding letters for the information of the lords com- 

__- mnissioners of the treasury and the law-officers, respectively. Earl Rus- 
- ° sell, on the same day, wrote as follows to Mr. Adams:! - a 

| _ - Karl Russell to Mr. Adams. | a | Oo 

| | | — FOREIGN OFFICE, June 25, 1862. _ 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 23d instant,, 
calling attention to a steam-vessel which you state is now fitting out at Liverpool with 
the intention of carrying on hostilities against the Government of the United States ; 7 

_ and tI have to acquaint you that I have lost no time in referring the matter to the 
proper department of Her Majesty’s government. 

, | Iam, &c., | : , | 
_ (Signed) | RUSSELL. 

The law-officers of the Crown, on the 30th June, 1862, made their — 
~ —- geport, as follows:? _ | oo | - a 

- a The law-officers of the Crown to Karl Russell. an oe 

Bo a | TEMPLE, June 30, 1862. 
My Lorp: We are honored with your lordship’s commands signified in Mr. Ham- 

mond’s letter of the 25th June instant, stating that he was directed by your _ 
_ [83] lordship to transmit to us a letter from the United *States minister at this court, 

calling attention to a steamer reported to be fitted out at Liverpool] as a south- 
ern privateer, and inclosing a copy of a letter from the United States consul at that 
port, reporting the result of his investigations into the matter, and to request that we 
would take these papers into our consideration and favor your lordship with any ob- 

| servations we might have to make upon this question. 7 = 
In obedience to your lordship’s commands we have taken these papers into consider- 

ation, and have the honor to report— 7 Pe 
That, if the representation made to Her Majesty’s government by Mr. Adams is in 

accordance with the facts, the building and equipment of the steamer in question isa 
manifest violation of the foreign-enlistment act, and steps ought to be taken to put. 
that act in force and to prevent the vessel from going to sea. 

The report of the United States consul at Liverpool, inclosed by Mr. Adams, besides 
_ suggesting other grounds of reasonable suspicion, contains a direct assertion that the 

, foreman of Messrs. Laird, the builders, has stated that this vessel is intended as a pri- | 
vateer for the service of the government of the Southern States; and, if the character- 

| of the vessel and of her equipment be such as the same report describes them to be, it 
. seems evident that she must be intended for some warlike purpose. a 

_ Under these circumstances we think that proper steps ought to be taken, under the 
direction of Her Majesty’s government, by the authorities of the customs at Liverpool, 
to ascertain the truth, and that, if sufficient evidence can be obtained to justify -pro- 
ceedings under the foreign-enlistment act, such proceedings should be taken as early _ 
as possible. In the mean time, Mr. Adams ought, we think, to be.informed that Her. 
Majesty’s government are proceeding to investigate the case; but that the course which 
they may eventually take must necessarily depend upon the nature and sufficiency of 

, ' - any evidence of a breach of the law which they may be enabled to obtain; and that it 
will be desirable that any evidence in the possession of the United States consul at 
Liverpool should be at once communicated to the officers of Her Majesty’s customs at 
that port. | 

a ‘ We have, &c., . | | 
(Signed) WM. ATHERTON. | 

| ROUNDELL PALMER, 

The commissioners of customs, on the Ist July, 1862,reported to the 
| treasury as follows:? : _ 

| | : * 
| feport ty the commissioners of customs. | 

| To the lords commissioners of Her Majesty's treasury : : | 

Your lordships having referred to us the annexed letter from Mr. Hammond, the: | 
under-secretary of state for foreign affairs, transmitting, by desire of Earl Russell, _ 
copy of a letter from the United States minister at this court, calling attention to a. 

st Appendix, vol. i, p.180.——*Ibid., p. 181. sTbid.,p.18%
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steamer reported to be fitting out at Liverpool as a southern: privateer, and inclosing 
: copy of a letter from the United States consul at that port, reporting the result of his 

- investigation into the matter, and requesting that immediate inquiries may be made 
| respecting this vessel, and such steps taken in the matter as may be right and proper, 

We report that, immediately on receipt of your lordships’ reference, we forwarded 
the papers to our collector at Liverpool for his special inquiry and report, and we learn | 
from his reply that the fitting out of the vessel has not escaped the notice of the officers 

of this revenue, but that as yet nothing has transpired concerning her which has 

- appeared to demand a special report. | . - . 

We are informed that the officers have at all times free access to the building-yards 

‘of the Messrs. Laird, at Birkenhead, where the vessel is lying ; and that there has been 
no attempt on the part of her builders to disguise what is most apparent, that she is | 

| intended for a ship of war; and one of the surveyors in the service of this revenue, 

who had been directed by the collector personally to inspect the vessel, has stated that 

the description of herin the communication of the United States consul is correct, with | 

the exception that her engines are not constructed on the oscillating principle. Her oe 

- dimensions are as follows: Length, 211 feet 6 inches; breadth, 31 feet 8 inches; depth, : 

| 17 feet 8 inches; and her gross tonnage, by the present rate of admeasurement, is 682.31 
tons. The surveyor has further stated that she has several powder-canisters on board, 
but, as yet, neither guns nor carriages, and that the current report in regard to the oe 

vegsel is, that she has been built for a foreign government, which is not denied by the © 

| Messrs. Laird, with whom the surveyor has conferred; but they do not appear disposed — 

to reply to any questions respecting the destination of the vessel after she leaves Liver- oy 

pool. And the officers have no other reliable source of information on that point ; and 
having referred the matter to our solicitor, he has reported his opinion that, at present, _ 

there is not sufficent ground to warrant the detention of the vessel, or any interference 
on the part of this department, in which report we beg to express our concurrence. — ’ 

And, with reference to the statement of the United States consul, that the evidence he | 

has in regard to this vessel being intended for thé so-called confederate government 

in the Southern States is entirely conclusive to his mind, we would observe that, inas- 
- much as the officers of customs of Liverpool would not be justified in taking any steps. . i 

against the vessel unless sufficient evidence to warrant her detention should be laid 
before them, the proper course would be for the consul to submit such evidence as he _ . 

possesses to the collector at that port, who would thereupon take such measures as the ° 

provisions of the foreign-enlistment act would require. Without the production of 
full and sufficient evidence to justify their proceedings, the seizing officers might fo 

, entail on themselves and on the government very serious consequences. ~ _ 
[84] * We beg to add that the officers at Liverpool will keep a strict watch on the | 

_ ” vessel, and. that any further information that may be obtained concerning her 
will be forthwith reported. | 

(Signed) THO. F. FREMANTLE. 
| - oS GRENVILLE C. L. BERKELEY. 
CustomM-Houwsk, July 1, 1862. 

: A copy of the report of the commissioners of customs was, on the 4th - 
July, 1862, transmitted by Earl Russell to Mr. Adams, inclesed in the 
following letter:! - Oo 7 

Earl Russell to Mr. Addams. a | | 

' | FOREIGN OFFICE, July 4, 1862. : 

Sir: With reference to my letter of the 25th ultimo, I have the honor to inclose a | 
copy of a report from the commissioners of customs, respecting the vessel which you 

' have been informed is being built at Liverpool for the government of the so-styled 
Confederate States, and in accordance therewith I would beg leave to suggest that you Ds 

: should instruct the United States consul at Liverpool to submit to the collector of cus- . — 
toms at that port such evidence as he may possess tending to show. that his suspicions | 

as to the destination of the vessel in question are well founded. | 
: Tam, &e, | | a | 

(Signed) | | — RUSSELL. 
Mr. Adams replied as follows: ee | 

. Mr. Adams to Earl Russell. | - 

: | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, . 
re | Se London, July 7, 1862. , 

My Lorp: [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 4th 
instant, covering a copy of the report from the commissioners of customs respecting a 
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vessel presumed by me to be in course of preparation at Liverpool to carry on hostile’ 
operations against the United States. - | er ! 

In accordance with your lordship’s suggestion, I shall at once instruct the consul of 
the United States to submit to the collector of customs at that port such evidence as he | 
possesses to show that the suspicions he entertains of the character of that vessel are | 
well founded. . oe a 7 ee 

I pray, &e., ne 
(Signed) CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. | 

| On the 10th July, 1862, the collector of customs at Liverpool received | | 
from Mr. Dudley the following letter:! =~ | Vecige | 

| The United States consul to the collector of customs, Liverpool. Oo | 

. | | | oo LIVERPOOL, July 9, 1862. | 
. Sir: In accordance with a suggestion of Earl Russell, in a communication to Mr. | 

Adams, the American minister in London, I beg to lay before you the information and 
circumstances which have come to my knowledge relative to the gun-boat now being | 
fitted out by Messrs. Laird, at Birkenhead, for the confederates of the southern United | | 

: States of America, and intended to be used as a privateer against the United States. _. 
_ On my arrival, and taking charge of the consulate at Liverpool in November last, | 
my attention was called by the acting consul and by other persons to two gun-boats ss 
being. or to be fitted out for the so-called confederate government: the Oreto, fitted © 
out by Mr. Miller and Messrs. Fawcett, Preston & Co., and the ene now in question. 
Subsequent events fully proved the suspicion with regard to the Oreto to be well | 
founded ; she cleared from Liverpool in March last for Palermo and Jamaica, but sailed 
direct for Nassau, where she now is receiving her armament as a privateer for the so- 

| _ - ¢alled confederate government; and my attention was called repeatedly to the gun- ss | 
boat building by Mr. Laird, by various persons, who stated that she also was for a — 
confederate privateer, and was being built by the Messrs. Lairds for that express . | 
purpose. | 

_ .- In May last two officers of the southern privateer Sumter, named Caddy and Beau-_ | 
_. fort, passed through Liverpool on their way to Havana and Nassau, and while here 

stated that there was a gun-boat building by Mr. Laird, at Birkenhead, for the southern 
_ confederacy; and not long after that a foreman employed about the vessel in Mr. | 

Laird’s yard stated that she was the sister of the Oreto, and intended for the same_ | 
service, and, when pressed for an explanation, further stated that she was to be a pri- 
vateer for the southern government in the United States. . | | | 

| ~ When the vessel was first tried, Mr. Wellsman, one of the firm of Fraser, Trenholm —Ss |; 
& Co., (who are well known as agents for the confederate government,) Andrew and | 

, Thomas Byrne, and other persons, well known as having been for months actively 
engaged in sending munitions of war for said government, were present, and have — | 
accompanied her on her various trials, as they had accompanied the Oreto on her trial | 
trip and on her departure. 

i In April last the southern screw-steamer Annie Childs, which had run the blockade 
out of Charleston, and the name. of which was changed at this port to the Julia Usher, : 
was laden with munitions of war, consisting of a large quantity of powder, rifled can- | 

‘non, &c., by Messrs. Fraser, Trenholm & Co., for the southern confederacy, and left 4 
. _ [85] Liverpool to run the blockade under the command of a Captain *Hammer,and 

| | having on board several of the crew of the privateer Sumter, to which I have 
before referred. ae | | | | 

For some reason unknown this vessel came back and is now here. Since her return — 
a youth named Robinson, who had gone in her as a passenger, has stated that the gun- | 
boat building at Lairds’ for the southern confederacy was a subject of frequent con-— 

: versation among the officers while she (the Julia Usher) was out. That she was all 
the time spoken of as a confederate vessel; that Captain Bullock was to command 
her; that the money for her was advanced by Fraser, Trenholm & Co.; that she was 
not to make any attempt, to run the blockade, but would go at once as a privateer ; 
that she was to mount eleven guns; and that if the Julia Usher was not going, the | 
six men from the Sumter, who were on board the Julia Usher, were to join the gun- ss 
boat. This youth, being a native of New Orleans, was extremely anxious to get taken | 
on board the gun-boat, and wished the pefsons he made the communication to, to assist — | 
him and see Captain Bullock on his behalf. He has, I understand, been removed toa | 
school in London. With reference to his statement, I may observe that Captain Ham- 
mer referred to is a South Carolinian, has been for many years in Fraser, Trenholm & 
Co.’s employ, is greatly trusted by them, and is also intimate with Captain Bullock, so 
that he would be likely to be well informed on the subject ; and as he had no notion - 
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at that time of returning to Liverpool, he would have no hesitation in speaking of the 
matter to his officers and the persons from the Sumter. I may also state that Captain | 

| _ Bullock referred to is in Liverpool; that he is an officer of the confederate navy; that 
he was sent over here for the express purpose of fitting out privateers and sending : 
over munitions of war; that he transacts his business at the office of Frazer, Tren- 
holm & Co.; that he has been all the time in communication with Fawcett, Pres- | 
ton & Co., who fitted out the Oreto, and with Lairds, who are fitting out this vessel ; 
that he goes almost daily on board the gun-boat, and seems to be recognized as in 
authority. | | 

A Mr. Blair, of Paradise street, in this town, who farnished the cabins of the Laird | 
gun-boat, has also stated that all the fittings and furniture were selected by Captain 
Bullock, and were subject to his approval, although paid for by Mr. Laird. _ : 

The information on which I have formed an undoubting conviction that this vessel 
is being fitted out for the so-called confederate government, and is intended to cruise 

"against the commerce of the United States, has come to me from a variety of sources, — : 
| and I have detailed it to you as far as practicable. I have given you the names of per- 

sons making the statements; but as the information in most cases is given to me by | : 
persons out of friendly feeling to the United States, and in strict confidence, I cannot. 
state the names of my informants; but what I have stated is.of such a character that | 
little inquiry will confirm its truth. : Co | 7 —— | 
Everything about the vessel shows her to be a war-vessel; she has well-constructed a 

magazines; she has a number of canisters, of a peculiar and expensive construction, 
~ tor containing powder; she has platforms, already screwed to her decks, for the recep- 

tion of swivel-guns. Indeed, the fact that she is a war-vessel is not denied by Messrs. 
Laird; but they say she is for the Spanish government. This they stated on the 3d of | 
April last, when Genéral Burgoyne visited their yard, and was shown over it and the a 

- various vessels being built there by Messrs. John Laird, jr.,and Henry H. Laird, as 
was fully reported in the papers at the time. 
Seeing the statement, and having been already iuformed from so many respectable | 

sources that ‘she was for the so-called confederate government, I at once wrote to the 
minister in London to ascertain from the Spanish embassy whether the statement was _ 
true. The reply was a positive assurance that she was not for the Spanish government. | 
I am therefore authorized in saying that what was stated on that occasion, as well as 
statements since made that she is for the Spanish government, are untrue. — Be 
- J am satisfied beyond a doubt that she is for a confederate war-vessel. | . 

If you desire any personal éxplanation or information, I shall be happy to attend 
you whenever you may request it. | : | oe 

Tam, &e., BO | | . oS 
~ (Signed) — | | | - ‘THOMAS H. DUDLEY. 

The statement in the above letter that the Florida was receiving arma- 
ment at Nassau was erroneous. The Florida, as has been already shown, 
did not receive any armament at Nassau. | 

To this letter the collector replied as follows :! 

The collector of customs, Liverpool, to the United States consul. : 

LIVERPOOL, July 10, 1862. 

Simm: I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your communications of yesterday’s date, 
_ «received this morning,) and to acquaint you that Ishall immediately submit the same 

for the consideration and direction of the board of customs, under whom I have the. — 
honor to serve. I may observe, however, that I am respectfully of opinion the state- | 

| mént made by you is not such as could -be acted upon by the officers of this revenue, 
unless legally substantiated by evidence. | . | 

— - LThave, &ce., 7 . a a . 
(Signed) - oe 8. PRICE EDWARDS. - | : 

A copy of Mr. Dudley’s letter of the 9th July was on the 10th July © | 
transmitted by the collector to the commissioners of customs, together 

- with the following report from the surveyor of customs :? . 7 

{86]  . oe * Surveyor’s report. 

| er a - SURVEYOR’S OFFICE, July 10, 1862. 
: Sir: I beg to report that, agreeably with your directions, I have this day inspected 

the steamer lying at-the building-yard of the Messrs. Laird, at Birkenhead, and find , 
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that she isin the same state, as regards her armament, as on the date of iy former 
‘report. | | —_ 

She has no guns or carriages on board, nor are her platforms fitted to the deck. 
_ Very respectfully, = oo 7 

Oo (Signed ) | | | E. MORGAN. 

| The papers transmitted by the collector as aforesaid were referred by. 
_ the commissioners of customs to the solicitor to the customs, who is’ 

Oo the official adviser of the department on matters of law; and he, on the 
, — 11th July, 1862, reported as follows :! | - 

| os Leport from the solicitor to the customs. | an 

| There is only one proper way of looking at this question. If the collector of cus- 
oe toms were to detain the vessel in question, he would no doubt have to maintain the 

seizure by legal evidence in a court of law, and to pay damages and costs in case of 
| . failure. Upon carefully reading the statement I find the greater part, if not. all, is 

_ hearsay and inadmissible, and as to a part the witnesses are not forthcoming or even 
to be named. It is perfectly clear,to my mind that there is nothing in it amountin g 
to prima facie proof sufficient to justify a seizure, much less to support it in acourt of 

. law, and the consul could not expect the collector to take upon himself such a risk in 
opposition to rules and principles by which the Crown is governed in matters of this | 
nature. ot : 

ce (Signed ) | | -F. J. HAMEL. 
JULY 11, 1862. | : | 

__ The commissioners of customs accordingly wrote to the collectoras 
follows: } | oe | oe: 

. | The commissioners of customs to the collector at Liverpool. 

7 . . Custom-Houss, London, July 15, 1862. - 

Sir: Having considered your report of the 10th instant, inclosing a communication . 
_ which you had received from Mr. T. H. Dudley, American consul at Liverpool, appris- 

| | ing you of certain circumstances relative to a vessel which he states is now being 
fitted out by Messrs. Laird, at Birkenhead, as a gun-boat for the so-called confederate 

: government of the Southern States of America, and intended to be used as a privateer 
| . against the United States, and having communicated with our solicitor on the subject— 

_ <We acquaint you that there does not appear to be prima facie proof sufficient in the 
statement of the consul to justify the seizure of the vessel, and you are to apprise the _ 
consul accordingly. | 
We transmit, for your information, a copy of the report of our solicitor on the mat- 

ter, dated the 11th instant. . 
: (Signed) = | | FREDERICK GOULBURN. 

: | : Rk. W. GREY. 

' Copies of the above papers were, on the 17th J uly, sent by the com- 
' missioners of customs to the treasury for the information of the lords 

| commissioners of the treasury. | ce 
‘Up to this point the information which was in the possession of Her 

7 Majesty’s government respecting the vessel consisted chiefly, and almost 
| entirely, of hearsay statements, made by persons who could not be - — 
: produced, as to alleged admissions by other persons who were repre- | 

sented to be either concerned in her equipment or identified in interest — - 
with the Confederate States, and whom, according to the rules of English 
legal procedure, Her Majesty’s government could not compel to give 

| | similar admissions or evidence. It was, however, apparent that she 
_-wasintended for war; and there was some (though very slight) evidence 

tending to connect her with persons who were believed or known tobe 
| __partisans or agents of the government of the Confederate States. Mr. 

Dudley admitted, at the same time, that he could not give the names of . 
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his informants. The Captain Bullock mentioned above was, in fact, 
(as Her Majesty’s government believes,) an officer and agent of the gov- | | 
ernment-of the Confederate States, but Her Majesty’s government had 
at that time no means of proving him to be such. oS : 

On the 22d July, 1862, the commissioners of customs received from 
_ the collector at Liverpool the following letter :* : | 

[87] *The collector of customs, Liverpool, to the commissioners of customs. . 
. . \ 

| | oo | LIVERPOOL, July 21, 1862. — 
HONORABLE Sirs: The United States consul, accompanied by his solicitor, Mr. 

Squarey, has just been here with the witnesses whose affidavits are inclosed, request- , 
ing me to seize the gun-boat alluded to in your honors’ order of the 15th instant, upon 
the evidence adduced to him that the gun-boat has been fitted out by Messrs. Laird, 

- of Birkenhead, for the confederate government of the Southern States. Oo | 
~The only evidence of importance, as appears to me, is that of William Passmore, : 
who had engaged himself as a sailor to serve in the vessel. oo, , 

I shall be obliged by the board being pleased to instruct me by telegraph how Iam | | 
to act, as the ship appears to be ready for sea, and may leave any hour she pleases. | | 

Respectfully, | oo , 
_ (Signed) | . 7 S. PRICE EDWARDS. 

P. S.—Nothing has been done to her since my first representation, nor has anything / 
besides coals been placed in her. | | 

| . 8. P. E. | 

| -Inclosed in this letter were copies of six sworn depositions, which 
were as follows: | oo 

_ DEPOSITIONS. | Oe : 

I, William Passmore, of Birkenhead, in the county of Chester, mariner, make oath ae 
and say as follows: | oa . | 

1. I am a seaman, and have served as such on board Her Majesty’s ship Terrible 
| during the Crimean war. | | oe 
- .. °2, Having been informed that hands were wanted for a fighting-vessel built by 
_. Messrs. Laird & Co., of Birkenhead, I applied on Saturday, which was, I believe, the 
| 2ist day of June last, to Captain Butcher, who, I was informed, was engaging men 

| for the said vessel, for a berth on board her. 
! 3. Captain Butcher asked me if I knew where the vessel was going, in reply to 

which I told him I did not rightly understand about it. He then told me the vessel 
was going out to the government of the Confederate States of America. JI asked him 
if there would be any fighting, to which he replied, yes, they were going to fight for — 
the southern government. I told him I had been used to fighting-vessels, and showed 
him my papers. I asked him to make me signalman on board the vessel, and, in reply,. | 
he said that no articles would be signed until the vessel got outside, but he would 
make me signaiman if they required one when they got outside. oe : 

4, The said Captain Butcher then engaged me as an able seaman on board the said — 
vessel, at the wages of £4 10s. per month, and it was arranged that I should join the | 
ship in Messrs. Laird & Co.’s yard on the following Monday. To enable me to get on 
board Captain Butcher gave me a password, the number ‘ 290.” | 

: _5. On the following Monday, which was, I believe, the 23d of June last, I joined the ' 
| said vessel in Messrs. Laird & Co.’s yard, at Birkenhead, and I remained by her till 
| Saturday last. . . 

. ..6. The’said vessel is ascrew-steamer of about 1,100 tons burden, as far as Ican judge, | 
. and is built and fitted up as a fighting-ship in all respects; she has a magazine and 

_ shot and canister racks on deck, and is pierced for guns, the sockets for the bolts of 
| - which are laid down. The said vessel has a large quantity of stores and provisions on 

_ board, and she is now lying at the Victoria wharf in the great float at Birkenhead, 
| where she has taken in about 300 tons of coal. - | 
| _. % There are now about thirty hands on board her, who have been engaged to go out 

| in her; most of them are men who have previously served on board fighting- . 
ships, and one of them is a man who served on board the confederate steamer Sumter. 

: It is well known by the hands on board that the vessel is going out as a privateer for 7 
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the confederate government, to act against the United States, under a commission | 
from Mr. Jefferson Davis. Three of the crew are, I believe, engineers; and there are 
also some firemen on board. a oo 

_ 8, Captain Butcher and another gentleman have been on board the ship almostevery _ 
_ day. It is reported on board the ship that Captain Butcher is to be the sailing-master, 

and that the other gentleman, whose name I believe is Bullock, is to be the fighting 
- captain. OO | 

9. To the best of my information and belief, the above-mentioned vessel, which I 
‘have heard is to be called the Florida, is being equipped and fitted out in order that. | 

_ she may be employed in the service of the confederate government in America, to 
-  -eruise and to commit hostilities against the Government and people of the United 

‘States of America. - — 

_ (Signed) | WILLIAM PASSMORE., | 
| Sworn before me at the custom-house, Liverpool, this 21st day of July, 1862. 

a (Signed) | S. PRICE EDWARDS, Collector. | | 

: I, John de Costa, of No. 8 Waterloo Road, Liverpool, shipping-master, make oath | | 
'  . and say as follows: _ Oo | 

| 1. I know, and have for several months known, by sight, Captain Bullock, who is | 
| “very generally known in Liverpool as an agent or commissioner of the Confederate - | 

| States in America. ce | 
488] *2. In the month of March last I saw the screw-steamer Annie Childs, which | 

had run the blockade from Charleston, enter the river Mersey. She came up : 
‘the Mersey with the confederate flag flying at her peak; and I saw the Oreto, a new | 
gun-boat which had been recently built by Messrs. W. C. Miller & Sons, and which | 

- was then lying at anchor in the river off Egremont, dip her colors three times in | 
acknowledgment of the Annie Childs, which vessel returned the compliment, and a 

' boat was immediately afterward dispatched from the. Annie Childs to the Oreto, with 
‘several persons on board, besides the men who were ai the oars. 

3. On the 22d day of March last I was on the north landing-stage between 7 and 8» 
| o'clock in the morning; I saw the said Captain Bullock go on board a tender, which | 

' afterwards took him off to the said gun-boat Oreto, which was then lying in the Sloyne. 
-Just before he got on board the tender he shook hands witha gentleman who was with | 

«him, and said to him, “This day six weeks you will get a letter from me from Charles- | 
~ ten,” or words to that effect. e 

4. On the same day, between 11 and 12 o’clock, as weil as I can remember, I saw the 
‘Oreto go to sea. She came well in on the Liverpool side of the river, and from the 
Princess Pier head, where I was standing, I distinctly saw.the said Captain Bullock 

| -on board her, with a person who had been previously pointed out to me-by a fireman 
who came to Liverpool in the Annie Childs as a Charleston pilot, who had come over , 
‘in the Annie Childs with Captain Bullock to take the gun-boat out. So oo | 

| (Signed) | _ JOHN DE COSTA. | 
Sworn before me at the custem-house, Liverpool, this 21st day of July, 1862. — | 

: | (Signed) S. PRICE EDWARDS, Collector. | 

I, Allen Stanley Clare, of Liverpool, in the county of Lancaster, articled clerk, make | 
- oath and say as follows : oe ee | 

1. On the 21st day of July, now instant, I examined the book at the Birkenhead — 
-dockmaster’s office, at Birkenhead, containing ‘a list of all vessels which enter the | | 
Birkenhead docks; and I found in such book an entry of a vessel described as ‘No. 
“290, and from the entries in the said book, in reference to such vessel, it appears that | 
she is a screw-steamer, and that her registered tonnage is 500 tons, and that Matthew | 

-J. Butcher is her master. : | 
(Signed) | SO ALLEN 8. CLARE. © | 

Sworn hefore me at the custom-house, Liverpool, this 2ist day of July, 1862. . | | 
(Signed ) ae S. PRICE EDWARDS, Collector. | 

- We, Henry Wilding, of Liverpool, in the county of Lancaster, gentleman, and | 
7 ' Matthew Maguire, of Liverpool, aforesaid, agent, make oath and say as follows: ot 
. 1. I, the said Matthew Maguire, for myself, say that on the 15th day of July, now — 

| anstant, I took Richard Brogan, whom I. know to be an apprentice working in the ship- 
‘building yard. of Messrs. Laird & Co., at Birkenhead, to the above-named deponent, - 
d8Tenry Wilding, at his residence at New Brighton. | | |
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2. And I, the said Henry Wilding, for myself, say as follows: I am the vice-consul | : 
of the United States of North America at Liverpool. 

: 3. On the 15th day of July, pow instant, I saw the said Richard Brogan and exam- 
| ined him in reference to a gun-boat which I had. heard was being built by the said 

Messrs. Laird & Co. for the so-called confederate government, and the said Richard 
| Brogan then informed me that the said vessel was built to carry four guns on each 

., side and four swivel-guns; that Captain Bullock had at one time, when the vessel was. 
in progress, come to the yard almost every day to select the timber to be used for the 
vessel. That the said Captain Bullock was to be the captain of the said vessel; and 
that the said Captain Bullock had asked the said Richard Brogan to go as carpenter’s. 

. wate in the said vessel for three years, which the said Richard Brogan had declined to 
do, because Mr. Laird, who was present at the time, would not guarantee his wages. 
That the said vessel was to carry 120 men, and that 30 able seamen were already en- 

. gaged for her. That the petty officers for the said vessel were to be engaged for three 
years, and the seamen for five months. That the said vessel was then at the end of . 
the new warehouses in the Birkenhead dock, and that it was understood she was to. 
take her guns on board at Messrs. Laird & Co.’s shed, further up the dock; and that it ° 

_ was generally understood by the men in Messrs. Laird. & Co.’s yard that the said vessel 
was being built for the confederate government. | ; 

4, The vessel above mentioned is the same which is now known as No. 290, and IL 
verily believe that the said vessel is, in fact, intended to be used as a privateer or vessel 
of war, under a commission from the so-called confederate government, against the 
United States Government. . — 

, (Signed) | : - _ H. WILDING. - 
| MATTHEW MAGUIRE. | 

Sworn before me at the custom-house, Liverpool, this 21st day of July, 1862. . 
| ~~ (Signed) | _ S. PRICE EDWARDS, Collector. 

. J, Thomas Haines Dudley, of No. 3 Wellesley Terrace, Prince’s Park, in the borough 
of Liverpool, in the county of Lancaster, esq., being one of the people called Quakers, 

| _ affirm and say as follows: | 
[€9] _ *Iam the consul of the United States of North America for the port of Liver- . 

~ pool and its dependencies. . a oo : 
| 2. In the month of July, in the year 1861, information was sent by the United States 

Government to the United States consulate at Liverpool, that a Mr. James D. Bullock, of 
Savannah, in thé State of Georgia, who was formerly the master of an American steamer 

: called. the Cahawba, was reported to have left.the United States for England, taking | 
with him.a credit for a large sum of money, to be employed in fitting out privateers, 
and. also several commissions issued by the Southern Confederate States for such priva-  — 

teers, and in the month of August, in the year 1861, information was sent by the 
United States Government to the United States consulate at Liverpool that the 
said Captain Bullock was then residing near Liverpool and acting as the agent of the 
said Confederate States in Liverpool and London. | | Oo 

3. In accordance with instructions received from the Government of the United States, | 
| steps have been taken to obtain information as to the proceedings and movements of | 

the said James D. Bullock, and I have ascertained the following circumstances, all of 
which I verily believe to be true, viz, that the said James D. Bullock isin constant 
communication with parties in Liverpool who are known to be connected with and | 
acting for the parties who have assumed the government of the Confederate States. 
That thé said James D. Bullock, after remaining for some time in England, left the 
country, and after an absence of several weeks, returned to Liverpool in the month of a 
March last, from Charleston, in the State of South Carolina, one of the seceded States, 
in a screw-steamer then called the Annie Childs, which had broken the blockade of the 
port of Charleston then and now maintained by the United States Navy, and which — oe 
vessel, the Annie Childs, carried the flag of the Confederate States as she came up the - 
Mersey. That shortly after the arrival of the said James D. Bullock at Liverpool in. 

| the Annie Childs, as above mentioned, he again sailed from Liverpool in anew gun- | 
| boat called the Oreto, built at Liverpool, by Messrs. W. C. Miller & Sons, ship-builders, . 

and completed in the.early part.of.the present year, and which gun-boat, the Oreto, 
though she cleared from Liverpool for Palermo and Jamaica, in reality never went to 
those places, but proceeded to Nassau, New Providence, to take on board guns and arms 

| with a view to her being used as a privateer or vessel of war under a commission from | 
the so-called confederate government against the Government of the United States, and 
which said vessel, the Oreto, is stated to have been lately seized at Nassau by the com- 
mander of Her Majesty’s ship Greyhound. That the said James D. Bullock has since 
returned again to Liverpool, and that before he left Liverpool, and since he returned, 

| he has taken an active part in superintending the building, equipment, and fitting out - 
of another steam gun-boat, known as No. 290, which has lately been launched by -
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Messrs. Laird & Co. of Birkenhead, and which is now lying, as I am informed and 
believe, ready for sea in the Birkenhead docks, with a large quantity of provisions and 
stores and thirty men on board. That the said James D. Bullock is going out in the 

| said gun-boat No. 290, which is nominally commanded by one Matthew S. Butcher, who, 
IL am informed, is well acquainted with the navigation of the American coast, having 
formerly been engaged in the coasting-trade between New York, Charleston, and 

assau. : 
| 4. From the circumstances which have come to my knowledge I verily believe that 

the said gun-boat No. 290 is being equipped and fitted ont as a privateer or vessel of 
war to serve under a commission to be issued by the government of the so-called Con- 
federate States, and that the said vessel will be employed in the service of the said. 

| : Confederate States to cruise and commit hostilities against the Government and people | 
of the United States of North America. | - | 

. (Signed ) — THOMAS H. DUDLEY. - | 

. ise and taken before me at the custom-house, Liverpool, this 21st day of July, 
e ~ F862. 

| (Signed) | S. PRICE EDWARDS, __. 
| . Collector. . 

6. | 

| - I, Matthew Maguire, of Liverpool, agent, make oath and say as follows: 
| 1. I know Captain J. D. Bullock, who is commonly reputed to be the agent or com- 

| _ missioner of the Confederate States of America at Liverpool. 
2. I have seen the said J. D. Bullock several times at the yard of Messrs. Laird & 

Co. at Birkenhead, where a gun-boat known as No. 290 has lately been built, while 
| the building of the said vessel has heen going on. | | 

3. On the 2d day of July now instant, I saw the said J. D. Bullock on board the said 
vessel in Messrs. Laird & Co.’s yard; he appeared to be giving orders to the workmen 
who were employed about such vessel. | | a 

| _ (Signed) MATTHEW MAGUIRE. 

| Sworn before me at the custom-house, Liverpool, this 21st day of July, 1862. , 
: (Signed) . - §. PRICE EDWARDS, | 

| Collector. | 

- . he above depositions were referred, as soon as they were received, to 
the assistant solicitor and solicitor of customs, who on the same day 

| - reported as follows :' | | 

[90] * Reports of the assistant solicitor and solicitor of customs, referred to in the preced- 
| | | “ang letter. | 

. In my opinion there is not sufficient evidence in this case to justify the detention of 
: the vessel, under the 59th George III, c. 69. The only affidavit that professes to give . 

anything like positive evidence is that of the seaman Passmore; but, assuming all he 
states to be true, what occurred between the reputed master (Butcher) and himself 
would not warrant a detention under section 6, nor. support an information for the 

| penalty under that section. Nor do I think, however probable it may seem that the 
7 vessel is fitted out for the military operations mentioned, that sufficient evidence has 

Co been adduced to entitle the applicants to the interference of the collector of customs 
_ at Liverpool. The only justifiable grounds of seizure under section 7 of the act would 

be the production of such evidence of the fact as would support an indictment for the 
misdemeanor under that section. SO | : | 

. (Signed) | | J. ODOWD. 
_. Customs, July 22, 1862. oo | mo 

- Tentirely concur with Mr. O’Dowd in opinion that there is not sufficient evidence 
to warrant the seizure or detention of the ship by the officers of customs. There ap- 
‘pears to be some evidence of enlistment of individuals, and if that were sufficient to 
satisfy a court, they would’ be liable to pecuniary penalties, for security of which, if | 
recovered, the customs might detain the ship until those penalties were satisfied, or 
good bail given; but there is not evidence enough of enlistment to call upon the 
customs to prosecute. The United States consul or any other person may do so at their 

. own risk, if they see fit. a oe 
a (Signed) on . | F. J. HAMEL. . 

oo JULY 22, 1862. : fae 

oe Appendix, vol. i, p. 192. OO CO 
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_ » In accordance with these reports the commissioners of customs,on 
the same 22d July, 1862, wrote to the collector as follows :* 

S The commissioners of customs to the collector of customs, Liverpool. — - 

: 7 | | — Lonpon, July 22, 1862. 
Sir: Having considered your report of the 2ist instant, stating with reference to 

previous correspondence which has taken place on the subject of a gun-boat which is 
being fitted out by Messrs. Laird, of Birkenhead, that the United States consul, accom- | 
panied by his solicitor, has attended at the custom-house with certain witnesses, whose 
affidavits you have taken and have submitted for our consideration, and has requested. 

' that the vessel may be seized, under the provisions of the foreign-enlistment act, upon . 
| the ground that the evidence adduced affords proof that she is being fitted out for the 

government of the Confederate States of America— a , 
~ We acquaint you that we have communicated with our solicitor on the subject, who 
has advised us that the evidence submitted is not sufficient to justify any steps being - . 
taken against the vessel under either the sixth or seventh section of act59 George IU, — 
cap. 69, and you are to govern yourself accordingly. | 7 

. The solicitor has, however, stated that if there should be sufficient evidence to satisfy n 
a court of enlistment of individuals, they would be liable to pecuniary penalties, for 

_ security of which, if recovered, this department might detain the ship until those pen- . 
- alties are satisfied, or good bail given; but there is not sufficient evidence to require | 

the customs to prosecute; it is, however, competent for the United States consul or any | 
other person to do soat their own risk, if they see fit. : 

(Signed). a T. F. FREMANTLE, ’ 
" : G. C. L. BERKELEY. | 

_ On the same day, the papers were transmitted by order of the com- | 
missioners of customs to the treasury, with a covering letter, which was 
as follows ? | a | 

Mr. Gardner to Mr. Hamilton. _ 
| . . , . 

| : Custrom-Hovss, July 22, 1862. , 

Sir: With reference to the report of this board of the 1st instant, respecting a vessel 
fitting out at Liverpool, which it is stated is intended to be used as a privateer by the 

| so-called Confederate States of America— po | 
: I am directed to state that the board have this day received a report from their col- 

lector at Liverpool, inclosing affidavits which have been made before him with a view 
| to the detention of the vessel; and in transmitting to you, by desire of the board, the 

accompanying copy of the collector’s report, with the affidavits referred to, I am to state 
-that the board having communicated with their solicitor, are advised that the evidence 
is not sufficient to justify any steps being taken against the vessel under either the — 

| sixth or seventh section of the act 59 George III, cap. 69, and they have apprised the col- | 
lector at Liverpool accordingly, informing him at the same time that the solicitor has - 
also stated that if there should be sufficient evidence to satisfy a court of the enlist- 
ment of individuals, they would be liable to pecuniary penalties, for security of which, 
if recovered, the customs might detain the ship until those penalties are satisfied, or 
good bail given; but that there is not evidence enough of enlistment to call upon the 
customs to prosecute, although the United States consul, or any other person, may do 

so at their own risk, if they see fit. | | 
{91) = *Lam, however, to submit, should the lords commissioners of Her Majesty’s 

- treasury have any doubt upon the subject, whether it may not be advisable that | 
: the opinion of the law-officers of the Crown should be taken. —_ | 

| Iam, &c., : pe | Co 
| (Signed) | J. G GARDNER. 

_ The secretary to the treasury, on receiving the papers, sent them im- . 
Inediately to Mr. Layard, one of the under-secretaries of state for the | 
foreign department, with an unofficial letter, which was as follows ?? | 

7 S Oe ee ~ Mr. Hamilton to Mr. Layard. | so | 

Bo yee | ‘Treasury, July 22, 1862. 
_ My Dear MR. Layarp: As the communication may be considered pressing, I send it 

_ . £0 ou unofficially to save time. Perhaps you will ascertain from Lord Russell whether 

ep ge ‘Appendix, vol. i, p. 192. . | oe Ibid, Dp. 188. - | |
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it is his wish that we should take the opinion of the law-officers as to the case of this 
vessel. it is stated that she is nearly ready for sea. | 

_ Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) | GEO. A. HAMILTON. 

__ The papers thus sent were received at the foreign office on the 23d 
July, 1862, and were, on the same day, referred to the law-officers of the 
Crown, with the following letter:? | | eae ES a 

— Mir. Layard to the law-officers of ‘the Crown. . ~ - - 

[Immediate] a Forrien Orricr, July 23, 1862. _ 
GENTLEMEN: With reference to your report of the 30th ultimo, I am directed by Earl | 

Russell to transmit to you the accompanying papers, which have been received by the 
board of treasury from the commissioners of customs, containing further information 

a respecting the vessel alleged to be fitting out at Liverpool for the service of the so- = 
called Confederate States; and Iam to request that you will take the same into your 

. consideration, and'favor Lord Russell at your earliest convenience with your opinion 
thereupon. | | , | cos Pipes oe de 

ae The former papers on this subject are inclosed for reference if required. a 
| Tam, &e, | Bs os 

| (Signed) : | AHL LAYARD. - 

It will have been seen from the above statement that the evidence 
a laid by Mr. Dudley before the collector of customs at Liverpool on the 

21st July was on the same day sent to London, on the following day (the 
. 242d) referred to the official advisers of the customs department and = _ 

' reported on by them, and on the 23d referred to the law-officers of the 
| Crown. | pe oe SO Fee 

Of the six depositions one only (that of Passmore) contained any 
—  . evidence which was at. once material to the question and legally ad- 

missible. To rely on evidence of this kind proceeding from a single 
| _ witness, without more corroboration or without inquiry into his ante- : 

cedents, would, according to English judicial experience, have been 
very unsafe in a case of this nature.. Of the contents of the five others 

| the greater part was merely hearsay and not admissible as evidence ; 
_ and they furnish grounds of suspicion, but not sutticient grounds for. 

belief. a | | ae a yt 

Copies of the depositions were also, on the 22d, sent by Mr. Adamste =| 
Eari Russell, with the following note :! . oo 

| — | Me. Adams to Earl Russell. oo - / 

| : | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
| | -- London, July. 22, 1862. — ) 

My Lorp: I have the honor to transmit copies of six depositions taken at Liver- | 
pool, tending to establish the character and destination of the vessel to whieh Icalled = _ 
your lordship’s attention in my note of the 23d of June last. es oO 

. The originals of these papers have already been submitted to the collector of the 
| customs at that port, in accordance with the suggestions made in your lordship’s’ note | 

to me of the 4th of July, as the basis of an application to him to act under the: powers 
conferred by the enlistment act. But I feel it to be my duty further to communicate 
the facts as there alleged to: Her Majesty’s government, and to request that: such . 

. _ further proceedings may be had as may carry into full effect the determination which | 
I doubt notit ever entertains to prevent, by all lawful means, the fitting out of hostile 
expeditions against the government of a country with which itis at peace. == =~ 

I avail, &e. So | Cee, 
| — °, (Signed) cS CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. 

| On the 23d.July two additional depositions were sent by Mr. 
[92] A. T Squarey, of *Liverpool, a solicitor employed by Mr. Dudley, 

| | _ to the board of customs, with the following letter:”
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ne - Mr. Squarey to Mr. Gardner. | | | os 

; | | | TAVISTOCK HOTEL, COVENT GARDEN, ar 
| oy | | _ London, July 23, 1862. - oo! 

7 Sir: Referring to an application which I made on behalf of the United States . 
- Government, under the instructions of their consul at Liverpool, to the collector of . 

customs at Liverpool, on Monday: last, for the detention, under the provisions of the : 
act 59 George ILI, cap. 69, of a steart gun-boat built by Messrs. Laird & Co., at Birken- | 
head, and which there is no doubt is intended for the Confederate States, to be used as . 
a vessel of war against the United States Government, I beg now to inclose two affi- 

-  davits which reached me this morning from Liverpool; one made by Robert John Tay- | 
Jor, and the other by Edward Roberts, and which furnish additional proof of the char- 
acter of the vessel in question. a | ‘ . an 

[also inclose a case which has been submitted to Mr. Collier, Q. C., with his opinion : 
- thereon. I learnt this morning from Mr. O’Dowd that instructions were forwarded .- 2 

yesterday to the collector at Liverpool not to exercise the powers of the act in this 
instance, it being considered that the facts disclosed in the affidavits made before him _ : 
were not sufficient to justify the collector in seizing the vessel. On behalf of the | 
Government of the United States I now respectfully request that this matter, whichI  - | 
need not point out to you involves consequences of the gravest possible description, may , 
be considered by the board of customs on the further evidence now addticed, The gun- | 7 
boat now lies in the Birkenhead docks, ready for sea in all respects, with a crew of | oe 
fifty men on board; she may sail at any time, and I trust that the urgency of the case oO 
will excuse the course I have adopted of sending these papers direct to the board a 
instead of transmitting them through the collector at Liverpool, and the request which : 
I now venture to make, that the matter may receive immediate attention.. . : 

~ [Lhave, &e., _ | 
—. (Signed) 0 7 Co : A. T. SQUAREY. : 

The two additional depositions were as follows: mo 

| DEPOSITIONS. : | 

I, Edward Roberts, of No. 6 Vere street, Toxteth Park, in the county of Lancaster, 
ship-carpenter, make oath and say as follows: : | 

1. Lam a ship-carpenter, and have been at sea for about four years in that capacity. | | 
2. About the beginning of June last I had been out of employ for about two months,. 

. and hearing that there was a vessel in Messrs. Laird & Co.’s yard fitting out to run | 
the blockade, I applied to Mr. Barnett, shipping-master, to get me shipped on board | 
the said vessel. co Ss | 

, 3. On Thursday, the 19th day of June last, I went to the said Mr. Barnett’s office, | 
No. 11 Hanover street, Liverpool, in the county of Lancaster, and was engaged forthe = ————- 

_ gaid vessel as carpenter’s mate. By the direction of the said Mr. BarnettI met Captain 
- Butcher the same day on the George’s landing-stage, and followed him to Messrs. Laird | a 

& Co.’s ship-building yard, and on board a vessel lying there. The said Captain 
Butcher spoke to the boatswain about me, and I received my orders from the said . 

-_  boatswain. At dinner-time the said day, as I left the yard, the gate-mai asked me if + 
I.was ‘going to work on that gun-boat;” to which I replied,“ Yes.” : : 
-4, The said vessel is now tying in the Birkenhead float, and is known by the name. 

No. 290. The said vessel has coal and stores on board. The said vessel is pierced for 7 
guns, I think four on a side, and a swivel-gun. The said vessel is fitted with shot 

_ and canister racks, and has a magazine. There are about fifty men,.all told, now on : 
board the said vessel. It is generally understood on board of the said vessel that she | 
is going to Nassau for the southern government. . a . _ oo. 

5. I know Captain Bullock by sight, and have seen him-on board of the said vessel | 
five or six times; I have seen him go round the said vessel with Captain Butcher. I — 

' understood, both at Messrs. Laird & Co.’s yard and also on board the said vessel, that 
_. the said Captain Bullock was the owner of the said vessel. ; | | 

: 6. I have been working on board the said vessel from the 19th day of June last ‘up a 
_.- to the present time, with wages at the rate of £6 per month, payable weekly. I have , 
_, signed no articles of agreement. The talk on board is that an agreement will be signed — 

before sailing. | | | . 
(Signed) Po oo EDWARD ROBERTS. — 

Sworn at Liverpool, in the county of Lancaster, this 22d day of July, 1862, before me, | 
pow (SIQNER) a WM. BROWN, | 

. | ot | - _ dustice of the Peace for Lancashire and Liverpool.
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I, Robert John Taylor, of Mobile, but at present remaining temporarily at Liverpool, 
_ mariner, make oath and say as follows: Ce . 

oo 1. Lama native of London, and 41 years of age. From fourteen years upward I, | 
- have followed the sea. During the last fifteen years I have been living in the Con- 

[93] federate States of America, *principally at Savannah and Mobile, and. since the 
a secession movement I have been engaged in running the blockade.. I have run 

oe the blockade six times and been captured once. | . : : oo: 

. 2. The vessels in which I have been engaged in running the blockade have sailed - 
from Mobile, and have gone to Havana and New Orleans. I am well acquainted with 
the whole of the coast of the Confederate States, as I have been principally engaged 
‘since 1847 in trading to and from the Gulf ports. | | ~ 

oO ss: 3. came to England after my release from Fort Warren, on the 29th of May last. I 
~ came here with the intention of going to the Southern States, as I could not get there 

-:  , from Boston. | | a | | : 
4. Mr. Rickarby, of Liverpool, a brother of the owner, at Mobile, of the vessel in 

| which I was captured when attempting to run the blockade, gave me instructions to 
a go to Captain Butcher, at Laird’s yard, Birkenhead. I had previously called on Mr. © 

| Rickarby, and told him that I wanted to go South, as the Northerners had robbed me | 
- of my clothes when I was captured, and I wanted to have satisfaction. . 

5. I first saw Captain Butcher at one of Mr. Laird’s offices last Thursday fortnight, — . 
- (namely, the 3d of July last.) I told him that I had been sent by Mr, Rickarby, and 

| ‘asked him if he were the captain of the vessel which was lying in the dock. T told 
him that I was one of the men that had been captured in one of Mr. Rickarby’s vessels, 

| and that I wanted to get South in order to have retaliation of the Northerners for 
| robbing me of my clothes. He‘said that if I went with him in his vessel I should very | 

-. °.- shortly have that opportunity. } : | Ss 
: ‘6. Captain Butcher asked me at the interview if I was well acquainted with the 

Gulf ports, and I told him I was. JI asked him what port he was going to, and he re- 
vo plied that he could not tell me then, but that there would be an agreement made be- 

- “fore we left for sea. I inquired as to the rate of wages, and I was to get £4 10s. per 
a ~ month, payable weekly. 7 | | | 

; . °%, I then inquired if I might consider myself engaged, and he replied, yes, and that 
I might go on board the next day, which I accordingly did; and I have been working 

| on board up to last Saturday night. ey 
8. I was at the siege of Acre in 1840, in Her Majesty’s frigate Pique, Captain Ed- - 

_ award Boxer,.and served on board for nine months. Captain Butcher’s ship is pierced 
for eight broadside guns and four swivels or long-toms. Her magazine is complete, 
and she is fitted up in all respects as a man-of-war, without her ammunition. She is | 

- now choek-full of coals,and has, in addition to those in the hold, some thirty tons on 
. deck. . 

9, One day, whilst engaged in heaving up some of the machinery, we were singing a 
gong, as seamen generally do, when the boatswain told us to stop that, as the ship was. 

. nota merchant-ship but a man-of-war. . / - ; . 

(Signed) — ROBERT JOHN TAYLOR. — 

- Sworn at Liverpool, in the county of Lancaster, this 22d day of July, 1862, before 
me. : 

pe 

| (Signed). | oo W. J. LAMPORT, 
| . Justice of the Peace for Liverpool.’ 

: - The case and opinion which, together with the additional deposi- 

- tions, were mentioned and inclosed in Mr. Squarey’s letter, were as fol- 

| lows:! | | | a 

| Case submitted to Mr. Collier, Q. C., and his opinion thereon. 

SO - You will receive, herewith, copies of the following affidavits in reference to a gun- 

boat known as No. 290, which was built by Messrs. Laird & Co. at Birkenhead, as it is 

believed, for the Confederate States of America, and which is now lying ready for sea 
in all respects in the Birkenhead docks: No. 1. Affirmation of T. H. Dudley; No. — 

9, Affidavit of J. de Costa; No. 3. Affidavit of Mr. Maguire; No. 4. Affidavit of H. Wild- 

ing and M. Maguire; No. 5. Affidavit of A. 8. Clare; No. 6. Affidavit of William Pass- 
- more; No.7. Affidavit of Edward Roberts; No. 8. Affidavit of Robert John Taylor. 

: An application has been made, on the affidavits Nos. 1 to 6 inclusive, to the collector of 
oe customs at Liverpool, to detain the vessel under the provisions of the act 59.Geo. III, 

oS cap. 69; but, under the advice of the solicitors to the customs, the board have de- | 

. Glined to sanction the detention of the vessel. Ck bt be, | 

| 7 . | 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 196. . 7 - S
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You are requested to advise the consul for the United States at Liverpool whether ~ | 
. the affidavits now submitted to you would disclose facts which would justify the col- 7 

lector of customs in detaining the vessel under the act in question. _— | . 
, JULY 23, 1852. | | oo . 

Opinion. - _ _ 

- [have perused the above affidavits, and I am of opinion that the collector of cus- | 
-. toms would be justified in .detaining the vessel. Indeed, I should think it his duty to 

-. detain her; and that if, after the application which has been made to him, supported 
by the evidence which has been laid before me, he allows the vessel to leave Liverpool, . 
he will incur a heavy responsibility, a responsibility of which the board of customs, 
under whose directions he appears to be acting, must take their share. 

- Tt appears difficult to make out a stronger case of infringement of the foreign-en- 
listment act, which, if not enforced on this occasion, is little better than a dead letter. 

It well deserves consideration whether, if the vessel be allowed to escape, the Fed- oo 
| eral Government would not have serious grounds of remonstrance. . 

- (Signed) © | - ae R. P. COLLIER. 
—. ‘DEMPLE, July 23, 1862. oe oo os , - 7 | 

| [94] *The case and opinion, together with the additional deposi- | 
| tions, were referred to the assistant solicitor of customs, who on — 

the same day reported as follows:! . BO 
'- I have read the additional evidence, and Ido not think that it materially strengthens 

the case of the applicants. As regards the opinion of Mr. Collier, I cannot concur in 
_ his views; but, adverting to the high character which he bears in his profession, I | 

submit that the board might act judiciously in recommending the lords of the treasury : 
to take the opinion of the law-ofticers of the Crown. | 

_ . (Signed): , J. O DOWD. 
: JULY 23, 1862. | . 

_. Mr. Squarey’s letter, with the additional depositions and the case and | 
_ opinion, were on the same 23d July sent by the board of customs tothe — | 

| treasury with a suggestion that the opinion of the law-officers of the : 
Crown should be taken on the matter. As soon as received at the treas- | 
ury they were sent unofficially to Mr. Layard, who was at the time in | 
the House of Commons. . Mr. Layard, after communicating. with Earl , 
Russell, sent them at once, by his (Earl Russell’s) instructions, to the 
law-officers of the Crown, with the following letter :! | 

oe | Mr. Layard to the law-officers of the Crown. 

| FOREIGN OFFICE, July 23,1862. 
_ GENTLEMEN: With reference to my letter of this morning, sending to you papers 

respecting the vessel stated to be preparing for sea at Birkenhead for the service of the. __ 
government of the so-styled Confederate States of North America, I am directed by Earl , 
Russell to transmit to you a further letter from the commissioners of customs, inclosing 
additional papers respecting this vessel; and I am to request that you will take these eo 
papers into your consideration, and favor Lord Russell at your earliest convenience - 
with your opinion as to the steps which ought to be taken by Her Majesty’s govern- 
ment in the matter. oo | 

. Lam, &e., . . 
' (Signed) . . A. H. LAYARD. | | : 

Copies of the papers sent by Mr. Squarey were on the 26th J uly re- 
ceived by Earl Russell from Mr. Adams, together with the following | 
letter: | o : — | 
re Mr, Adams to Earl Russell. | Oo | . 

: re LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — | 
: | ae | London, July 24, 1862. 

_ «My Lorp: In order that I may coniplete. the evidence in the case of the vessel now 
fitting out at Liverpool, I have the honor to submit to your lordship’s consideration the 
copies of two more depositions taken respecting that subject. os 

| - 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 197. orn
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--- In the view which I have taken of this extraordinary proceeding as a violation of 
the enlistment act, I am happy to find myself sustained by the opinion of an eminent 
lawyer of Great Britain, a copy of which I do myself the honor likewise te transmit. 

° Renewing, &c¢., | - . . 
| (Signed) | | CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS.. _ 

ae On the 25th July a further deposition was received by the board of 
—_ -eustoms from Mr. Squarey, referred to the assistant solicitor of customs, | 

and transmitted to the treasury; from whence on Saturday, the 26th of 
July, it was sent to the foreign office, and was on the same day referred 

| to the law-officers of the Crown, with a request that they would take it 
: | into consideration, together with the other papers then- before them 

 . -yelating to the same subject. , 
-. This farther deposition was as follows? | Oo 

- = Affidavit of Henry Redden. a 

: | I, Henry Redden, of Hook street, Liverpool, in the county of Lancaster, seaman, 
co - make oath and say as follows: . + ne 

- - 1. Iam a seaman, and have followed the sea for fifteen years. Ihave been boat- 
: swain on board both steamers and sailing-vessels, and belong to the naval reserve. 

| ~ 9 About six weeks ago I was engaged by Captain Butcher (with whom I have. pre- 
_ viously sailed) as boatswain on board a vessel then in Messrs. Laird & Co.’s ship- 

“building yard, but now lying in the Birkenhead float, and known by the name No. 
- - 990. The said Captain Butcher offered me £10 per month, and said an agreement 

should be signed when we got outside. He told me that we should have plenty of 
| money when we got home, as we were going to the Southern States on a speculation 

oF to try and get some.’ “ | se 
[95] *3. The crew now on board the said vessel consists of about forty men, but I 

| _. believe that she will take to sea about one hundred men, all told. It is gener- 
| ally understood on board that she will clear for Nassau, but not make that port. The 

said vessel has all her stores and coals on board ready for sea. She is fitted in all re- 
“gpects as a man-of-war, to carry six broadside-guns and four pivots, but has no guns or 

| ‘ammunition on board as yet. The rules on board are similar to those.in use on aman- 
| -of-war, and the men are not allowed to sing as they do on a merchantman. The call : 

is used on board. The said vessel is of about 1,100 tons burden. ER BET 
4, I know Captain Bullock. He has been superintending the building of the said 

7 vessel in Messrs. Laird & Co.’s yard, and is, I believe, to take charge of the vessel 
when we get outside. | | 

“It is generally understood on board the said vessel that she belongs to the confed- 
erate government. : : 

a (Signed) | | HENRY REDDEN.: | 

Sworn this 24th day of July, 1862, before me. a 
. ‘ (Signed) , ~ JOHN STEWART, | 

ge | A Justice of the Peace for the County of Lancaster. 

On this deposition the assistant solicitor of customs had, on the 25th 
July, reported as follows :* | a | 

= [submit a reference to my former reports, to the opinions expressed in which I feel 

| | ‘still bound to adhere. So far from giving additional force to the application, the affi- | 

- davit of Henry Redden appears to me to weaken it, as, after the lapse of several days 

— -gince the date of the former affidavits, the applicants are confessedly. unable to make 

| out a better justification for detaining the vessel. It is, no doubt, difficult to procure 

_ satisfactory evidence in such a case; but, in the absence of at least a clear prima facte 

“ ease, there cannot exist those grounds for detaining the vessel which the foreign- 

-enlistment act contemplates. —— es 

~~ (Signed) oe | | oO — J. ODOWD. - 

— Customs, July 25, 1862. , a aa 

/ - From the above statement it will have been seen that the additional 
papers sent Mr. Squarey on the 23d were on the same day referred by 

the board of customs to their official adviser and reported on by him, 
-and were also on the same day transmitted by the board, through the 
treasury, to the foreign office and thence referred to the law-officers of 
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- It will have been seen, also, that the further deposition received on | 
| the 25th was on that day reported on by the official adviser of the board’ | 

of customs, and was on the following day referred to the law-officers of 

the Crown. - | " a a | | | 
| On Tuesday, the 29th July, the law-officers of the Crown reported as _~ | 

follows on the papers which had been successively referred to them :’ 

: | . ‘The law-oficers of the Crown to Earl Russell. a 

eae ee . oa er TEMPLE, July 29, 1862.. | 
My Lorp: We are honored with your lordship’s commands signified in. Mr. Layard’s Od 

letter of the 23d July instant, stating that, with reference to our report of the 30th Lo 
ultimo, he was directed by your lordship to transmit to us the accompanying papers, - _ 
which had been received by the board of treasury from the commissioners of customs, OG 
containing further information respecting the vessel alleged to be fitting out at Liver- 
pool for the service of the so-called Confederate States, and to request that we would | 

| take the same into our consideration, and favor your lordship at our earliest conven- - 
ience with our opinion thereupon. | _ re | oe De 

The former papers on this subject were inclosed for reference if required. 
-We are also honored with your lordship’s commands signified in Mr. Layard’s letter | 

| of the 23d July instant, stating that, with reference to his letter of that date, sending | 
to us papers respecting the vessel stated to be preparing for sea at Birkenhead, for the 

. service of the government of the so-styled Confederate States of North America, he was _ 
directed by your lordship to transmit to us a further letter from the commissioners of - . 

| customs, inclosing additional papers respecting this vessel, and to request that we 
| would take these papers into our consideration, and favor yourlordship at our earliest 

convenience with our opinion as to the steps which ought to be taken by Her Majesty’s 
government in the matter. 
- Weare further honored with your lordship’s commands signified in Mr. Layard’s let- | | 
ter of the 26th July instant, stating that he was directed by your lordship to transmit 
to us the accompanying letter from the board of treasury, dated July 26, which your 
lordship had received that morning, containing further information respeeting the. . 

-~ vessel stated to be fitting out at Liverpool for the service of the so-styled Confederate 
States, and to request that we would take the same into our consideration, together 

with the other papers on the same subject which were then before us. 
[96] . *In obedience to your lordship’s commands we have taken these papers into 

' consideration, and have the honor to report— | | 
That, in our opinion, the evidence of the witnesses who have made depositions, 

- (we allude particularly to William Passmore, Edward Roberts, Robert John Taylor, | 
' and Henry Redden,) coupled with the character and structure of the vessel, makes it 
reasonably clear that such vessel is intended for warlike use, against citizens of the 
United States, and in the interest of the (so-called) Confederate States. It is not, and . 
cannot be, denied that the vessel is constructed and adapted as a vessel of war, being 
pierced for guns, the sockets for the bolts for which, Passmore states, are already laid 
down, and having a magazine, and shot and canister racks on the deck, and a certain 
number of canisters being actually on board. It is also stated in thereport of thecom- | 

. missioners of customs of July 1, that Messrs. Laird, the builders, do not deny that the a 
vessel has been built for some ‘foreign government,” although they maintain appar- : 
ently a strict reserve as to her actual destination, and as to the “foreign government” — oe 

i in particular, for whose service she is intended. We do not overlook the facts that nei- SOE 
ther guns nor ammunition have as yet been shipped; that the cargo (though of the | 
nature of naval stores in connection with war-steamers) may yet be classed as a mer- 

-cantile cargo ; and that the crew do not appear to have been, in terms and form at 
least, recruited or enrolled as a military crew. It is to be expected that great stress — 

will be laid upon these circumstances by the owners and others who may oppose the . 
- condemnation of the vessel if seized by the officers of the customs; and an argument | . 

may be raised as to the proper construction of the words which occur in the 7th sec- 
tion of the foreign-enlistment act, ‘“ Equip, furnish, fit out, or arm,” which words, it - 

“ may be suggested, point only to the rendering a vessel, whatever may be the character | 
| -of its structure, presently fit to engage in hostilities. We think, however, that sucha — 

narrow. construction ought not to be adopted, and, if allowed, would fritter away the act, 
- and give impunity to open and flagrant violations of its provisions. We, therefore, 

recommend that, without loss of time, the vessel be seized by the proper authorities, 
‘after which an opportunity will be afforded to those interested, previous to condemna-. 
tion, to alter the facts, if it may be, and to show an innocent destination of the ship. | 
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» In the absence of any such countervailing case, it appears to us that the vessel, cargo, 
and stores may be properly condemned. . oS , | 

| - We have, &c., | 0 
be (Signed) | | WM. ATHERTON. | | 

| OO oo | | ROUNDELL PALMER. | 

On the same 29th July the board of customs received from Mr. Dud: 
___ Jey’s solicitors a communication, dated the 28th, to the effect that they 

had every reason to believe that the vessel would sail on the 29th.1 And 
soon afterward the board received from the same firma telegraphic _ 

| message Stating that she had come out of dock the night before (the 
— 28th) and had left the port that morning, (the 29th.) | - 

— . On the 30th July the board of customs received from Mr. Dudley’s 
oe ‘solicitors the following letter, which was transmitted, through the 

: treasury, to the foreign office:? — oe | : eee 

| Messrs, Duncan, Squarey and Mackinnon to Mr. Gardner. | ee 
. . . : . . | 

| , 10 WATER STREET, LIVERPOOL, July 29, 1862. 
: Str: We telegraphed you this morning that the above-named vessel was leaving | 

| Liverpool; she came out of dock last night, and steamed down the river between 10— | 
and Ila. m. | . a | 

i We have reason to believe that she is gone to Queenstown. Coes | | 
OO Yours, obediently, | | | | | oO 

| | (Signed ): ~. DUNCAN, SQUAREY AND MACKINNON. : 

| - On the 31st July orders were sent by the commissioners of customs | 
to the collectors of customs at Liverpool and Cork, that the vessel 

’ should be seized if she should be within either of those ports. On the 
morning of the lst August similar orders were sent to the collectors at. 

_. Beaumaris and Holyhead.’ Instructions were likewise sent to the gov- 
_ ernor of the Bahamas, that, if she should put in at Nassau, she should | 

‘ be detained.” . a | 
_ On the 30th July, the-day after the departure of the vessel, Mr. Dud- __ 

| iey wrote as follows to the collector of customs at Liverpool : 4 ee 

| a | _ - Mr, Dudley to Mr. Edwards. — oe 

- UNITED STATES CONSULATE, ! 
| - Liverpool, July 30, 1862. : 

| Siz: Referring to my previous communication to you on the subject of the gun-boat | 
_ No. 290, fitted out by Messrs. Laird, of Birkenhead, I beg to inform you that she left | 

_ the Birkenhead dock on Monday night; and yesterday morning left the river accom- | 
panied by the steam-tug Hercules. _ - a . | 

.. The Hercules returned last evening, and her master states that the gun-boat was ! 
oe cruising off Point Lynas; that she had six guns on board, concealed below, and was ! 

2 taking powder from another vessel. - | | | | 
| _ The Hercules is now alongside the Woodside landing-stage, taking on board men, | 

(forty or fifty,) beams, evidently for gun-carriages, and other things, to convey down | 
_ to the gun-boat. <A quantity of cutlasses were taken on board on Friday last. 
[97] “These circumstances all go to confirm the representations heretofore made to : 
. you about this vessel, in the face of which I cannot but regret she has been per- 
mitted to leave this port; and I report them to you that you may take such stepsas 

: _ you may deem necessary to prevent this flagrant violation of neutrality. a i 
| . * Respectfully, —— | | . 7 

(Signed) | . | THOMAS H. DUDLEY, Consul. ~ | 

_ The surveyor of customs, by direction of the collector, immediately — | 
went on board of the Hercules, and reported as follows:? . : 
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es Oo Mr. Morgan to Mr. Edwards. a : os 
| | _. SURVEYor’s OFFICE, July 30, 1862. - 

Sir: Referring to the steamer built by the Messrs. Laird, which is suspected to be a : 
gun-boat intended for some foreign government, I beg to state that, since the date of _ 
my last report concerning her, she has been lying in the Birkenhead docks, fitting for 

---gea, and receiving on board coals and. provisions for her crew. | 

She left the dock on the evening of the 28th instant, anchored for the night in the 
Mersey, abreast the Canning dock, and proceeded out of the river on the following 
morning, ostensibly on a trial-trip, from which she has not returned. | 

I visited the tug Hercules this morning as she lay at the landing-stage at Woodside, 
and strictly examined her holds and other parts of the vessel. She had nothing of a 

. suspicious character on board, no guns, no ammunition, or anything appertaining | 
thereto. A considerable number of persons, male.and female, were on deck, some of 
whom admitted to me that they were a portion of the crew, and were going to join the, 

. gun-boat. oo | . a | 
| I have only to add that your directions.to keep a strict watch on the said vessel have 

been carried out; and I write in the fullest confidence that she left this port without — 
| any part of her armament on board. She has not as much as a single gun or musket. 

It is said that she cruised off Port Lynas last night, which, as you are aware, is some | 
fifty miles from this port. os oe : | 

: Very respectfully, — mo 7 - 
* (Signed) of - E, MORGAN, Surveyor. | 

‘Mr. Dudley’s letter and the surveyor’s report were transmitted to the a 
board of customs. Immediately on the receipt of them the following | 

_ telegraphic message was sent to the collector :* 
a a Lo JULY 31, 1862—11.35 a. m. 
Examine master of Hercules, whether he can state that guns are concealed in vessel | 

290, and that powder has been taken on board. 

_ This order was executed, and the collector replied as follows?” : 

. . Mr. Edwards to the commissioners of customs. , 

| _Custrom-HouseE, Liverpool, August 1, 1862... | 

_ Honorasce Sirs: The master of the Hercules has attended here this morning, and | 
I beg toinclose his examination taken on oath, whereby it will be seen that the state- | - 
ment in the letter of the American consul, forwarded with my report of the 30th ultimo, 
is not borne out. The board will see that the vessel has left the port. Should oppor- 

| tunity, however, offer, she shall be seized in accordance with the directions of the — - 
board, as contained in the telegram of yesterday’s date. . . 

(Signed) . : 8. PRICE EDWARDS. 

| a The examination of Thomas Miller, taken on oath by the collector. 

I am the master of the steam-tug Hercules. I accompanied the new gun-boat built : | 
| by Mr. Laird (No. 290, I believe she is distinguished by) to sea on Tuesday last. [I 

kept in sight of her, in case the services of the steam-tug should be required, until she - 
| lay to, about a mile off the bell buoy, and about 14 miles from the Canning dock. The: 

vessel left her anchorage about 10 a.m., and I left her between 4and5 p.m. I saw . . | 
nothing on board the ship but coals. I returned from the vessel in the evening, and | | 

' got into the river about 7 p. m.; there were some of Mr. Laird’s workmen and riggers — 
on board ; all of these, I believe, I brought back. The next day, Wednesday, I left the oe 

-  Janding-stage in the river, and took with me from twenty-five to thirty men, who, I 
| believe, were: to be employed on board as part of the crew; they appeared to be all , 

sailors'or firemen. I found the vessel about 3 o’clock that afternoon in Beaumaris Bay. | 
I put the men on board, and lay alongside till midnight. We were from three to four 
miles from the shore; it was a fine day. Besides the men, I put on board an anchor- | 

stock, a piece of wood about 15 feet long, and two pieces of brass belonging to the 
/ <>. machinery.. I neither carried guns, powder, or ammunition of any kind to her, 

[98] nordid I see anything of this description on board, *nor yet being put on board. — | 
There was no vessel of any description came near the vessel while I was by her. : 

| I have never seen the American consul to my knowledge. I never told him or any one 
else that they were taking powder on board the new vessel. I never was told what . 

.  ghe was for, or what was her destination. The piece of wood which I have mentioned _ 
was not in any way fit fora gun-carriage. I thought it was intended to rest the ship’s . 

_ boat upon; it was planed and cut out for some purpose, if not to rest the boat upon. — 
(Signed) © a THOMAS MILLER. | 

- . worn at the custom-house, Liverpool, August 1, 1862. | . 
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: __‘The subjoined letters, received by the board of customs from their 
_ officers at Beaumaris, Holyhead, and Cork, show what was done by those 

| Officers In obedience to the orders of the board:! a on : 

| 7 Mr. Cunnah to the secretary to the customs, London. a 

; OO | | Custom-Housz, Holyhead, August 1, 1862. | 
Sir: Your telegram respecting the iron steam-vessel 290 is duly to hand. _ 

a The vessel is not, at present, within the limits of this creek. I have arranged that 
- constant watch shall be kept, so that immediately upon her entering either of the har- | 

| bors or the roadstead she will be seized; and I am now leaving (to go along the coast) | 
_ to Point Lynas and Amlwch to make further inquiries. | — | 

I beg also to state that I have forwarded a copy of the message to the collector of | 
_. customs, Beaumaris, and the principal coast officer at Amlwch. : | 
~ Thave, &ce., a | : a rs | 

.. (Signed) | : E. B. CUNNAH, | 
| | a Principal Coast Officer. ( | 

| oe Mr. Smith to Mr. Gardner. 7 o — | 
oe a - | - - Custrom-Hovss, Beaumaris, August 2, 1862. - | 

a Str: On receipt of your telegram on the 1st instant, directing me to seize the steam- 
—— ship 290, reported to be off Point Lynas, l immediately proceeded to Amlwch and insti- 

tuted inquiries, but could get but little satisfactory information. I heard that there: | 
7 _. had been a suspicious screw-bark in Moelfra Roads on Wednesday last; that the | 

_ shore-boats would not be allowed alongside. I called on Mr. Pierce, chief officer of the | 
coast-guard, and consulted with him; Irequested that he should order his boat, with | 

| four hands armed, to be at Point Lynas by 5 o’clock the next morning to meet us; I | 
took a car at Amlwch, accompanied by Mr. Pierce and my principal coast officer, and 

| proceeded to Point Lynas light-house, and made every inquiry of the keeper. Ithen. | 
| proceeded to the telegraph station, and on inquiry there found that the suspected ves- 

, sel had not been seen by either party since Wednesday evening, when she was riding _ 
| in Moelfra Roads. ,We then got into the coast-guard boat and proceeded to Moelfra, — 

| _ and found that a large black screw-bark, or three-masted topsail-yard screw-steamer, | 
_ with black funnel, and no name or port on her, had arrived at Moelfra Roads at 7.30 | 

: - p.m. on Tuesday evening last, and came to anchor; that a fishing-boat. was going 
os - alongside, and asked if they wanted any fish; the answer from the steamer was, “No; 

7 keep off.” On Wednesday they appeared to be washing the decks and cleaning her, | 
and about 5°p. m. a tug-boat, supposed to belong to the Old Tug Company of Liver- | 

. pool, went alongside with what was supposed to be an excursion party, the passengers | 
going on board the screw-steamer ; there was music on board. The tug-boat remained | 
alongside until about 10 o’clock p. m. the same evening, when she left; the shore peo- | 

_ ple could not say whether she took the party she brought back again, because it was 
too dark, At 3 o0’clock a. m. the following morning, viz, Thursday, the screw-steamer 
got under weigh and proceeded to sea, and has not since been seen by any parties on 
the shore along the whole part of that coast. — 

| They held no communication whatever with the shore during her stay in Moelfra | 
. Roads. . | a 

Iam, &c.,. | oo | | . i 

| (Signed) | — | . W. H. SMITH, Collector. 

| Mr. Cassell to the secretary to the customs. | | 

. . Gun-boat 290, the subject of telegram from the secretary of customs, 31st ultimo, and | 
a —_ | board’s order, 89/1862. | . | 

7 : an _ Custom-Houwss, Cork, August 4,1862; | 

_ Sir: Immediately on the receipt of your telegraphic message steps were taken for 
the detention of the above-mentioned vessel, should she put into this port; but up to 
the close of this letter, 4 p. m., she has not made her appearance. 

| - Tam, &e., | , | o ! 
(Signed), | | F. CASSELL, Collector. | 

| The vessel in fact sailed from the port of Liverpool on Tuesday, the 
29th July, between 10 and 11 a. m. She sailed ostensibly with the | 

po intention of making a trial-trip and returning to her moorings ; and, | 
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| 99] in order to give an-appearance of truth to this *pretense,a num-. _— ‘ 

. ber of persons were taken on board, who, after accompanying her | 
/ for a short distance, returned to Liverpool in a tug-boat. . She had not 

been registered as a British ship, nor had she been cleared at the cus- 

| tom-house for an outward voyage. She took her departure before the 

| report of the law-officers had been received at the foreign office, and 

therefore before any orders for her detention had been given. Whither : 

she was bound, or in what direction she was likely.to shape her course, — | 
was unknown to.the officers of the government, as it was to Mr. Adams, 
Mr. Dudley; and their informants and advisers. From Mr. Dudley’s | 

communications with his own government, it appears that on the 30th 

_ July he thought she would probably go to Nassau; afterward he gave 

some credence to a rumor that she was bound for a Spanish port, and 
subsequently believed that she would try to reach some port in the Con- 

.  federate States. Her Majesty’s government was equally without means ~ 
of knowledge. It will have been seen, however, that orders to detain 
her were sent by the government, not only to Liverpool, whither 1t was | 

_- still possible that she might. return, but to other ports, which (or the 
-- yoadsteads adjacent to which) she might probably enter before proceed- 

 ing- to sea. She did in fact enter a roadstead on the coast of North = 

Wales, which les at a considerable distance from both Beaumaris and _ 
- _ Holyhead, but had quitted it before the officers of customs authorized to . 

detain her could arrive on the spot. | | 
Jt will have been seen also that when she quitted Liverpool, and up 

to the time of her final departure from British waters, she was entirely 
unarmed, and had on board no guns, gun-carriages, or ammunition. As | 
tothe persons who composed her crew, and the terms on which they 7 

| were hired, and as to any other persons who may havé. gone to sea on oe 

- board of her, Her Majesty’s government had not, through its officers at: | 
Liverpool or otherwise, any means of information. It appears, how- — 
ever, from depositions which have been subsequently communicated to 
Her Majesty’s government by Mr. Adams, and Her Majesty’s govern- 
ment believes it to be true, that the crew, after the ship had left Liver- 
pool, signed articles for Nassau or some intermediate port; that persua- 
sion was afterward used, while the ship was at sea, but still under the | 

- British flag, to induce them to enlist in the naval service of the Confed- ' 
erate States, and that such of them as were induced to do so signed fresh 

- - articles after the arrival of the vessel at the Azores. | an 
7 Mr. Adams had, in the month of June, 1862, requested Captain 
'. Craven, commanding the United States war-steamer Tuscarora, to bring 

his ship from Gibraltar to Southampton, in order to wait forand capture 
the vessel should she put to sea. The Tuscarora came to Southampton _ | 
accordingly in the beginning of July, and, onthe 17th July, Mr. Adams 

wrote to Mr. Seward, “I have supplied to Captain Craven all the in- . 
formation I can obtain respecting the objects and destination of this = 
vessel, and have advised him to take such measures as may, in his opin | 

ion, be effective to intercept her on her voyage out. He will probably | 
_ Jeave Southampton in a day or two.” OS oa . 

7 ‘The Tuscarora, however, lay at Southampton until the evening of the 
_ 29th July, when her commander, after receiving two telegraphic mes- 

sages from Mr. Adams informing him that the vessel had sailed, and - 
urging him to put to sea immediately, took his departure for Queens- : 
town.. An account of the failure of the. Tuscarora to intercept the 
‘vessel is given in the subjoined dispatch addressed by Mr. Adams to. 
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" Mr. Adams to Mr. Seward. | 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| : | London, August 7, 1862. 

Sim: In my dispatch of the 30th July I brought down the narrative of the pro- 
ceedings in the case of the gun-boat No. 290 to the morning of the 29th. Later in the. 
day I sent another telegram to Captain Craven, giving further intelligence from Liv- 
erpool, urging his departure from Southampton; also, that he should let me know his 

_ next movements, and cautioning him about the line of British jurisdiction. To this 
message the captain immediately replied, announcing his departure at 8 o’clock, and 
his intention to touch at Queenstown for further information. On the 30th of July I 

| wrote to Captain Craven, by mail to Queenstown, giving fuller details, received at. 
half-past 11 o’clock from Mr. Dudley, touching the movements of the gun-boat off Point 
Lynas on that day. Early on the morning of the 31st I sent a telegram to Captain 
Craven, at Queenstown, apprising him that No. 290 was said to be still off Point Lynas. 
At about 10 o’clock p.m. of that evening I received a telegram from Captain Craven, 

| dated at Queenstown, announcing his reception of my dispatch, and his intention to 
await further instructions.. This was answered by me early the next morning in the 
following words, by telegram: . 

. “At latest, yesterday, she was off Point Lynas; you must catch her if you can, and 
if necessary, follow her across the Atlantic.” 

On the same day I received by mail a note from Captain Craven, dated the 31st, 
: announcing the receipt of my dispatches, and his decision to go to Point Lynas at noon 

: on the Ist instant. | 
[100] *Capiain Craven seems to have sailed up Saint George’s Channel. This last 

movement must have been made in forgetfulness of my caution about British 
jurisdiction, for, even had he found No. 290 in that region, I had in previous conversa- 
tions with him explained the reasons why I should not consider it good policy to 
attempt her capture near the coast. In point of fact, this. proceeding put an end to 
every chance of his success. . . 

On the 5th instant received a letter from him dated the 4th, at Queenstown, inclos- 
ing a report of his doings, addressed to the Secretary of the Navy, left open for my 
inspection, which I forward by this steamer, and at the same time apprising me of his | 
intention to go round to Dublin, and await a letter from me prior to his return to his 

' station at Gibraltar. To this I sent the following reply: . 

| “S “LEGATION or THE UNrrep Sratus, 
ie ** London, August 6, 1862. co 

“YT will forward your letter to the Secretary of the Navy. Having in my hands © 
sufficient evidence to justify the step, I was willing to assume the responsibility of 
advising you to follow the boat No. 290, and take her wherever you could find her. 
But I cannot do the same with other vessels, of which I have knowledge only from 
general report. I therefore think it best that you should resume your duties under the 

| general instructions you have froin the Department, without further reference to me.” 
It may have been of use to the Tuscarora to have obtained repairs at Southampton 

to put her in sea-worthy condition. But had I imagined that the captain did not 
intend to try the sea, I should not have taken the responsibility of calling him from 
his station. I can only say that I shall not attempt anything of the kind again. : | 

I have, &e., — _ 
(Signed) CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. 

Captain Craven’s failure to intercept the vessel appears to have been 
regarded by Mr. Adams as evincing remissness and dilatoriness on the 
part of the former, and a want of the promptitude and judgment which — 

| ought to have been used under the circumstances of the case. Lt is 
probabie, indeed, that he would have succeeded in intercepting her if 
he had used the needful activity and dispatch. 

_ For some weeks after the sailing of the vessel (which, up to the time 
of her departure, had continued to be known only as “The 290,” from 
the number which she bore in the builders’ yard) nothing’ more was 

. heard of her. On the 1st September, 1862, a steamship named the 
Bahama, which, on the 13th September, had cleared from Liverpool for 

| Nassau, returned to the port and was entered as in ballast from Angra, 
in the Azores. On the 3d September, 1863, the assistant collector of. 

_ eustoms at Liverpool sent to the board of customs, with reference to 
this ship, the snbjoined letter and inclosures :! | | 
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Mr. Stuart to the commissioners of customs. | 

CuUSTOM-HOUSE, Liverpool, September 3, 1262. | 

HONORABLE Srrs: With reference to the collector’s report of the 1st ultimo, I beg 
to transmit, for the information of the board, the annexed reports from the surveyor 
and assistant surveyor, detailing some information they have obtained respecting the 
gun-boat No. 290. I also inclose a specification of the cargo taken out by the Bahama, 
and which there appears no reason to doubt was transferred to the gun-boat. 

Respectfully, . . 
(Signed ) , W. G. STUART, 

| Assistant Collector. 

; [Inclosure 1.] 

| | Mr. Hussey to Mr. Stuart. | | 

| LIVERPOOL, Nelson Dock, September 2, 1872. 
Srr: I beg to state that a steamship called the Bahama arrived here last evening 

from Angra, (the capital of the island of Terceira, one of the Azores,) having pre- 
viously cleared from Liverpool for Nassau. 

In consequence of a paragraph which appeared in the newspaper of this morning in ~ 
reference to the above vessel, I deemed it expedient to send for the master, Tessier, 
and to inquire the nature of the cargo shipped on board in Liverpool. He states that | 
he received sixteen cases, the contents of which he did not know, but presumed they 
were arms, &c., and, after proceeding to the above port, transferred the sixteen cases. | 
to a Spanish vessel, and returned to Liverpool with a quantity of coals. 

| The master also states that, when off the Western Islands, he spoke the confederate 
gun-boat Alabama, (No. 290, built in Mr. Laird’s yard at Birkenhead,) heavily armed, 
having a 100-pounder pivot-gun mounted at her stern, which he believes is intended 
to destroy some of the sea-port towns in the Northern States of America. 

: The above case having excited much interest in the port, I deeined it expedient to 
report the facts for your information. 

Respectfully, 
(Signed) J. HUSSEY, 

. | Assistant Surveyor. 

,101] 7 | [*Inclosure 2.] | | 

os Specification of shipment per Bahama, August 11, 1862. 7 

: wa, a Cwts. qrs. Ibs. 

(By a 
OP. 1.—t case containing 1 cast-iron gun............--...----. weighing 49 1 14 

2. ease containing 1 broadside carriage..........--.-...weighing 12 0 14 
1B 3.—I ease containing rammers, sponges, handspikes, &c-....weighing 2 1 14 

| 
OP, 1.—1 case containing 1 cast-iron gun..............-.-....-welghing 49 1 14 | 

2.—1 case containing 1 broadside carriage........-.....-... weighing 12 0 14 - 
3.—1 case containing rammers, sponges, handspikes, &c.... weighing 2 0 10 | 

Bl 
OP 1 to 6.—6 cases containing 50 cast shot....-....---..----.- weighing 13 I 20 : 
SOL 
[B] . | | . 
B- 1 to 6.—6 cases containing 50 cast shot....-.....-.-..---.. weighing 17 2 6 

SOL 
[BI | 

: B 1.—1 case containing brass vent-covers......-.....--......weighing 0 0 5 

Total weight .-. 2.2.0... ce. eee cee eee cee eee cece cece eeeeeess 158 1 27 

Total value, £220. 

: {Inclosure 3. ] 

a Mr. Morgan to Mr. Stewart. | 

| , SURVEYOR’s OFFICE, September 3, 1862. 

_ Sir: I beg to report, for your information, that the British steamship Bahama, Tes- 
sier master, which vessel cleared out for Nassau, and sailed on the 13th ultimo with 
nineteen cases, contents as per specification annexed, has returned to this port, and 

: entered inwards in ballast from Angra, 7
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| - . Phe master of her is not disposed to enter very freely into. conversation upon the | 
subject, but from others on board there appears to be no doubt that the cases above 

_ referred to were transferred to the gun-boat No. 290. _ a 
oo '. Captain Semmes, formerly of the confederate steamer Sumter, took passage in the. 

-Bahama, together with some fifty other persons, and they are described.as being the. . 
permanent crew of the 290, now known as the Alabama. - oo 

| Respectfully, | : . SS oe a 
, : (Signed) : —_ | EK. MORGAN, 

| | . Surveyor. 

oe _ The Bahama had cleared for Nassau in the ordinary way, with a cargo 
of munitions of war, which it was probable were intended for the Con- 

.  federate States. Her clearance and departure presented, so far as Her. | 
Majesty’s government is aware, no circumstances distinguishing her i 
from ordinary blockade-runners. No information was ever given or | 

_ representation made to Her Majesty’s government as to this ship, or her | 
| cargo, before she left British waters. But even had a suspicion existed 

| that the cargo was exported with the intention that it should be used, 
| either in the Confederate States or elsewhere out of Her Majesty’s | 

. dominions, in arming a vessel which had been unlawfully fitted in Eng- 
: | land for warlike employment, this would not have made it the duty of 

; the officers of customs to detain her, or empowered them todo.so. Such | 
a a transaction is not a breach of English law, nor is it one which Her | 
Oo _ Majesty’s government was under any international obligation to pre- | 

| — vent. | So = ecg as | 
|  . On the 5th of September, 1862, Earl Russell received from Mr. Adams | 

a note inclosing a letter from Mr. Dudley, and also a deposition pur- _ 
_ porting to be made by one Redden, a seaman, who had sailed in the : 

_ Alabama on -her outward voyage, and had returned in the Bahama to | 
| Liverpool. The note and its inclosures were as follows:! — Ce | 

mo Mr. Adams to Earl Russell. | eee | 

, | St  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ | 
| Bo | 7 | London, September 4, 1862. 

. My Lorp: I have the honor to transmit the copy of a letter received from the 
| consul of the United States at Liverpool, together with a deposition in addition to the | 

others already submitted with my notes of the 22d and 24th of July, going to show the ! 
_ _ . further prosecution of the illegal and hostile measures against the United States in | 

- . [102] connection with the outfit of the gun-boat No. 290 from the port of *Liverpool. : 
It now appears that supplies are in process of transmission from here to a vessel 

fitted out from England, and now sailing on the high seas, with the piratical intent to | 
burn and destroy the property of the people of the country with which Her Majesty is . 
in alliance and friendship. I pray your lordship’s pardonif I call your attention tothe 

'  faet that I have not yet received any reply in writing to the several notes and repre- 
sentations I have had the honor to submit to Her Majesty’s government touching this | 

: _ flagrant case. _ — a | 
—. » Renewing, &e., . | So ee | 

| (Signed) | a CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS.» © | 

— me . a a [Inclosure 1.] a | a : | 

a Mp, Dudleyto Mr. Adams. sss | 

| ae | oe Unirep Srarus CONSULATE, = s 
| | Liverpool, September 3, 1862. | 

, Srr: I have just obtained the affidavit of the boatswain’s mate who shipped in and 
went out in the No. 290, now called the Alabama. JI inclose it to you, with bill for his | 

, services, signed by Captain Butcher. He returned on the Bahama. Hestatesthatthe — | 
Alabama is to cruise on the line of packets from Liverpool to New York; that Semmes | 
told them so. This may have been said for the purpose of misleading us. The bark | 
that took ont the guns and coal is to carry out another cargo of coaltoher. Itisto | 
take it on either at Cardiff or Troon, near Greenock, in Scotland; the bark to meet | 

| oe Bo | Appendix, vol. i, p.20% oo a | |
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the Alabama near the same island where the armament was put on board, or at least 
in that neighborhood. There will be no difficulty to get other testimony if it is re- 
quired. . oo a a 

SO Iam, &c., | | : | | 
(Signed) - an Se | THOS. H. DUDLEY. . 

| P. S.—There were two American vessels insight when they parted with the Alabama, : 
- which Captain Semmes said he would take. They no doubt were taken and destroyed, 

: the first-fruits from this vessel. | | oe 
a | | | TT. HD. | 

| . Oo,  [Inclosure2.J 00° So | | - 

ae | — Deposition of H. Redden. | | 

Henry Redden says: I reside at-16 Hook street, Vauxhill road, and am.a seaman. 
In April last I shipped as boatswain’s mate of a vessel lying in Laird’s dock at Birk- | | 

-enhead, known as 290, and worked on board until she sailed. , 
~ We sailed from Liverpool about 28th July ; Captain Butcher was master: Mr. Law, | 
a southerner, was mate; Mr. Lawrence Young was purser. A Captain Bullock went 
out with us, but left with the pilot at.Giant’s Cove, near Londonderry. There were 

| five ladies and a number of gentlemen went with us as far as the Bell buoy. Wewent 
| first to Moelfra Bay, near Point Lynas, when we anchored and remained about. thirty a 

hours. The Hercules tug brought down about forty men to us there ; nothing else was oe 
| _ then taken on board. Her crew then numbered ninety men, of whom thirty-six were 

sailors. She had no guns on board then, nor powder nor ammunition. We left Moelfra | 
7 Bay on the Tharsday night at 12 o’clock, and steered for the North Channel. We dis- 

charged Captain Bullock and the pilot on Saturday Afternoon. We first steered down 
the South Channel as far as Bardsea, when we’bout ship and steered north. From Derry 
we cruised about until we arrived at Angra, eleven daysafter leaving Holyhead. About 

. four days after we arrived, an English bark, ———-, Captain Quinn, arrived from 
~ London with six guns, two of them 98-pounder (one rifled and the other smooth-bore) | 

pivot guns, and four 38-pounder breech-guns, smooth-bore broadside guns, 200 or 300 
« barrels of powder, several cases of shot, a quantity of slops, 200 tonsof coal. She came oe 

- alongside and made fast. We were anchored in Angra Bay about a mile and a half or . 
two miles from shore. After being there about a week, and while we were taking.the 
guns and ammunition on board, the authorities ordered us away. We went outside 
and returned at night. The bark was kept lashed alongside, and we took the remain- 

der of the guns, &c., on board as we could. While we were discharging the bark, — 
the steamer Bahama, Captain Tessier, arrived from Liverpool. Captain Bullock, Cap- 
tain Semmes, and forty men came in her. She also brought two. 38-pounder guns 
sinooth-bore, and two safes full of money in gold. She had a safe on board before, 
‘taken on board at Birkenhead. The Bahama was flying the British flag. The Ba- | 
chama towed the bark to another place in the island, and we followed. The next | 

. ‘morning we were ordered away from there, and went out to sea until night, when we 
returned to Angra Bay. The Bahama, after towing the bark away the evening of - 
her arrival, came back to the Alabama, or 290, in Angra Bay, made fast alongside of 
her, and discharged the guns on board of her and te money. 

The men struck for wages, and would not then go on board. There were four engi- 
neers, a boatswain, and captain’s clerk named Smith, also came in the Bahama, and 
they were taken on board the same evening. All three vessels continued to fly the oe 
British flag the whole time. The guns were mounted as soon as they were taken on | 
board. They were busy at work getting them and the Alabama or 290 ready for fight- 
ing while the Babama and the bark were alongside. On the Sunday afternoon fol- | | 
lowing (last Sunday week) Captain Semmes called all hands aft, and the confederate. | 
flag was hoisted, the band playing “ Dixie’s Land.” Captain Semmes addressed the — ‘ 
men, and said he was deranged in his mind to see his country going to ruin, and had to | 
steal out of Liverpool like a thief. That instead of them watching him he was now - 
going after them. He wanted all of us to join him; that he was going to sink, burn, : 
aud destroy all his enemies’ property, and that any that went with him was entitled to a 

_two-twentieths prize-money ; it did not matter whether the prize was sunk, or burned, * 
__. or sold, the prize-money was to be paid. That there were only four or five nn 

[103] northern ships that he was afraid of. *He said he did not want any to go that 
were not willing to fight, and there was a steamer alongside totakethem backif 

' they were not willing. | : : : oS 
The vessel was all this time steaming to sea, with the Bahama at a short distance. 
Forty-eight men, most of them firemen, refused to go, and an hour afterward were 
put. on board the Bahama. I refused to. go, and came back with the rest in. the 
Bahama. Captain Butcher, Captain Bullock, and all the English engineers came with - 
us, and Janded here on. Monday morning. When we left the Alabama she was all 
ready for fighting, and steering to sea. I heard Captain Semmes say he was going to 
cruise in the track of the ships going from New York to Liverpool, and Liverpool to |
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_ New York. The Alabama never steamed while I was in her more than eleven knots, - 
and cannot make any more. We signed articles while in Moelfra Bay for Nassau or 

- an intermediate port. Captain Butcher got us to sign. The provisions were put on 
. board at Laird’s yard before sailing; they were for six months. When we left her she . 

had about ninety men, and eight guns mounted, three on each side and two pivots. : 
oe | (Signed) oo a HENRY REDDEN. | 

oo Declared and subscribed at Liverpool aforésaid, the 3d day of September, 1862, be- 
fore me. ce | | oo 

(Signed) WILLIAM G. BATESON, 
_ - Notary Public, and a Commissioner to Administer Oaths in Chancery. 

— | Account. we : 

. | - August 31.—Henry Redden, at £6 per month: a ce! 

Oo One month and five days, at 48..2-2. 0.022. ee ee ee ee eee eee eee ees 7 0-0 
a Advance, £6; tobacco, 18. 8d ...- 0-1 eee cee eee cee cee ee eee ee cee eeeeees 6 1 8 

| Amount due...--..----- -- 22-2 eee eee eee eee eens. beveececeeeeeee 0 18-4 

oe (Signed) -. MATTHEW JAMES BUTCHER, | 
- : 7 Master of Steamship 290. 

| Earl Russell, on the 22d September, 1862, replied as follows:) | 

| | Karl Russell to Mr. Adams. | | 

7 be a oe FOREIGN OFrFice, September 22, 1862... 
Sir: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 4th instant.  ~ 
inclosing a copy of a letter from the United States consul at Liverpool, together with 

a ‘the deposition of Henry Redden, respecting the supply of cannon and munitions of _ 
war to the gun-boat No. 290.. You also call attention to the fact that you have not yet | 
received any reply to the representations you have addressed to Her Majesty’s govern- 
ment upon the subject. oe 

I had the honor, in acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 23d of June, to | 
| state to you that the matter had been referred to the proper department of Her | 

_ -Majesty’s government for investigation. Your subsequent letters were also at once 
| | forwarded to that department, but, as you were informed in my letter of the 28th of 

. July, it was requisite, before any active steps could be taken in the matter, to consult 
the law-officers of the Crown. This could not be done until sufficient evidence had | 
been collected, and from the nature of the case some time was necessarily spent in 

- -procuting it. The report of the law-officers was not received until the 29th of July, 
_ and on the same day a telegraphic message was fowarded to Her Majesty’s govern- 
ment stating that the vessel had sailed that morning. Instructions were then dis- 

OS patched to Ireland to detain the vessel should she put into Queenstown, and similar 
| instructions have been sent to the governor of the Bahamas in case of her visiting 

Nassau. It appears, however, that the vessel did not go to Queenstown, as had. | 
been expected, and nothing has been since heard of her movements. _ a 
The officers of customs will now be directed to report upon the further evidence 

a forwarded by you, and I shall not fail to inform you of the result of the inquiry. 
.. Lam, &e., | : sO 
_ (Signed) Co | RUSSELL. 

Mr, Adams’s note, with its inclosures, having been referred to the 
commissioners of customs, they, on the 25th September, 1862, reported 
as follows °° le Des 

| " | The commissioners of customs to the lords commissioners of the treasury. . 

| _ _ Custom-Hovusnz, September 25, 1862. 

a Your lordships having, by Mr. Arbuthnot’s letter of the 16th instant, transmitted to — 
us, with reference to Mr. Hamilton’s letter of the 2d ultimo, the inclosed communica- - 
tion from the Foreign Office, with copies of.a further letter, and its inclosures, from the - 

' United States minister at this court respecting the supply of cannon and muni- : 
- [104] tions of war to the gun-boat No. 290, recently built at *Liverpool, and now in the | 

service of the so-called Confederate States of America, and your lordships having | 
| desired that we would take such steps.as might seem to be required in view of the , 

: facts therein represented, and report the result to your lordships— | SO | 

oo 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 211. ed oO Ibid, p. 213, |
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-- . "We have now to report: . Se Co os oe a | 
- That, assuming the statements set forth in the affidavit of Redden (who sailed from 
Liverpool in the vessel) which accompanied Mr. Adam’s letter to Ear] Russell to be 
correct, the furnishing of arms, &c.,. to the gun-boat does not appear to have taken | 
place in any part of the United Kingdom, or of Her Majesty’s dominions, butinornear 
to Angra Bay, in the Azores, part of the Portuguese dominions. No offense, therefore, 
cognizable by the laws of this country appears to have been. committed by the parties - 
engaged in the transactions alluded to in the affidavit. | ~ LO : 
With respect to the allegation of Redden that the arms, &c., were shipped on board . - 

| the 290 in Angra Bay, partly. from a bark (name not given) which arrived there from 
London, commanded by Captain Quinn, and partly from the steamer Balama, from 
Liverpool, we beg to state that no vessel having a master named Quinn can be traced 

' as having sailed from this port for foreign parts during the last six months. The. 
Knight Errant, Captain Quine, a vessel of 1,342 tons burden, cleared for Calcutta on . 

| the 12th April last with a general cargo, such as usually exported to the East Indies, 
‘but, so far as can be ascertained from the entries, she had neither gunpowder nor cannon : | 

~~ on board. a | . | : a 
- The Bahama steamer cleared from Liverpool on the 12th ultimo for Nassau. We find : | 
that Messrs. Fawcett, Preston and Co., engineers and iron-founders, of Liverpool, | 
shipped on board that vessel nineteen cases containing guns, gun-carriages, shot, ram- S 
mers, &c., weighing in all 158 cwt. 1 qr. 27 lbs.. There was no other cargo on board, Oo 

: excepting 552 tons of coals for the use of the ship; and the above-mentioned goods a 
! having been regularly cleared*for Nassau in compliance with the customs laws, our 
| officers could have no power to interfere with their shipment. | | 

With reference to the further statement in the letter of Mr. Dudley, the consul of 
the United States at Liverpool, that the bark that took out the guns and coal is to 
carry out another cargo of coal to the gun-boat, 290, either from Cardiff or Troon, near 
Greenock, we have only to remark that there would be great difficulty in ascertaining . 
the intention of any parties making such 4 shipment, and we do not apprehend that 

- our officers would have any power of interfering with it were the coals cleared out- 
ward for some foreign port in compliance with the law. 

| _ (Signed) F. GOULBURN. 
. W. R. GREY. — 

_- A copy of this report was sent to Mr. Adams by Earl Russell. = si 
As to the vessel stated in Redden’s deposition to have been com- 

manded by a Captain Quinn, she may perhaps have been the Agrippina, 
McQueen, master, which appears, by the register of clearances kept in 
the port of London, to have cleared from that port for Demerara in 
August, 1862. CO | 

_. Her Britannic Majesty’s government has reason to believe that - 
Butcher, while the vessel afterward called the Alabama was in the - 

_ waters of the Azores, falsely stated both to the Portuguese officials and 
_ to the British vice-consul that she was the steamship Barcelona, from | 

London to Nassau, and that he desired only to coal the vessel in smooth | 
water, having no occasion to communicate with the town. These false 

_ statements were made in order to escape interference on the part of the 
_ authorities of Terceira. 7 a a 

Depositions purporting to be made by other persons who had taken _ 
service in the Alabama, and had afterward left that ship during her | 
cruise, were afterward furnished to Her Majesty’s government by Mr. _ 

_ Adams. Among these was a deposition purporting to be made by one : 
John Latham, part of which was as follows: | 

oo | Deposition of John Latham. | | 

a | - oo . | .[Extract.] | | _ 

“J, John Latham, of 36 Jasper street, Liverpool, in the county of Lancaster, engineer, _ | 
~ make oath and say as follows: — 

| I. About the 8th or 10th of August, 1862, I signed articles at the Sailors’ Home, Liv- 
_  erpool, to ship in the steamship Bahama, Captain Tessier, for a voyage to Nassau and 

_ back. The Bahama went out of the Bramley Moore dock the same night about 12
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o’clock, and went into the river and lay to. Captain Semmes, Captain James D. Bul-. 
| lock, and some other officers came on board, and about half past 7 o’clock a. m. a tug- 

- - boat came alongside with some seamen on board}; the tug-boat accompanied us out 
_. about ten miles. The tug then left us, and a tall gentleman, with a reddisao face and — 

ee pock-marked, who came from Cunard, Wilson & Co.’s office, left us and went into 
: the tug; as he left us he said, “I hope you will make a good thing of it, and that you’ 

will stop where you are going to.” We then proceeded on our voyage, and stood out 
| some days, when we found we were going to the Western Isles. | oO 

: : 2. About the 17th or 18th of August we arrived at Terceira, and we there found the | 
Alabama and the bark Agrippina. Captain Butcher, who was on board the Alabama; 
hailed us and told us to go round the island, and he would be after us, but it would 

ao take them three-quarters of an hour to get his steam up. We went on, and he followed | 
_. us,and the Alabama went under the lee of the island, and a shot was fired across the > 
[105] Bahama’s bows from a battery on shore, so we stopped out until the *morning. 

-. ~ Jn the morning we went alongside the Alabama, and some small cases and a safe | 
containing money was passed into the Alabama from our ship, and we then parted and 
anchored. a little distance from her, and the bark Agrippina went and discharged 
the remainder of her cargo into the Alabama. During this time Captain Semmes and 

. Captain Bullock were going backward and forward to the Alabama, but would not | 
let any of the officers go. On Sunday, the 24th of August, Captain Semmes came on | 
board the Bahama, and called us under the bridge, he himself and the officers standing 

- on the bridge; he addressed us and said, ‘‘ Now, my lads, there is the ship,” (pointing 
to the Alabama;) “she is as fine a vessel as ever floated’ there isa chance whichseldom - 

+ offers itself to a British seaman, that is, to make a little money. Iam not going to | 
put you alongside of a frigate at first; but after [have got you drilled a little, I will 
give you a nice little fight.” He said, “There are only six ships that Iam afraid of : 

| in the United States Navy.” He said, “We are going te burn, sink, and destroy the 
- commerce of the United States; your prize-money will be divided proportionately ac- 
_. Gording to each man’s rank, something similar to the English navy.” Some of the men 

- objected, being naval reserve men. Captain Semmes said, ‘‘Never mind that, I will 
make that all right; I will put youin English ports where you can get your book 

- signed every three months.” He then said, “There is Mr. Kell on the deck, and all 
_ those who are desirous of going with me letthem go aft and give Mr. Kell their names.” 

| A great many went aft, but some refused. A boat came from the Alabama, and those . 
| who had agreed to go went on board. Captain Semmes and the officers went on board. 

| Mr. Low, the fourth lieutenant, then appeared in uniform, and he came on board the — 
| Bahama, endeavoring to induce the men to come forward and join, and he suecesded 

in getting the best part of us. I was one who went at the last minute. When I got 
_ - on board the Alabama, I found a great number of men that had gone on board of her 

| from Liverpool. Captain Semmes then addressed us on board the Alabama, and Cap- 
tain Butcher was there also, who had taken the vessel out. Captain Semmes said he. 
hoped “ we should all content ourselves and be comfortable, one among another; but 

| any of you that thinks he cannot stand to his gun I don’t want.” He then called the. 
purser, and such as agreed to serve signed articles on the companion-hatch, and on 
signing the men received either two months’ pay in advance, or one month’s wages and 
@ half-pay note. Itook a month’s wages and a half-pay note for £3 10s. a month in 
favor of my wife, Martha Latham, 19 Wellington street, Swansea; the note was drawn 
on Fraser, Trenholm & Co., of Liverpool, but it was paid at Mr. Klingender’s, in Liver- 

: pool; the note was signed by Captain Semmes, Yonge, who was the paymaster, and 
'  $mith, the captain’s clerk. I sent £5 and this half-pay note ashore by Captain Bul- 

| Jock, and he forwarded it with a letter to my wife. - , Le a 
| _ 3. Captain Bullock, on the passage out, and after we arrived at Terceira, used argu- 

ments to induce us to join the Alabama. On several occasions he advised us, and 
| urged the men to join. a a | . 7 | 

4, As soon as the men who had consented to go had all signed articles, the English 
| ensign which the Alabama had been flying was pulled down, and the confederate flag 

hoisted, anda gun was fired. The men who declined joining left the ship with Cap- 
tains Bullock and Buteher for the Bahama, and we preceeded under the command of | 
Captain Semmes. | a | | a 

- Her Majesty’s government neither affirms nor denies the truth of the - 
statements of these persons, some of which statements, however, it has 

~ reason to believe to be incorrect. But Her Majesty’s government be- | 
lieves it to be true that the vessel known at first as the 290, and after- 

, wards as the Alabama, having left Her Majesty’s dominions unarmed, 
| was armed for war after arriving at the Azores, either wholly in Portu- _ 

guese waters, or partly. 1n Portuguese waters and partly.on the high 
‘seas; that her crew were, after her. arrival in the Azores, hired and
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- signed articles for service in the confederate navy, either in Portuguese _ | 
waters or on the high seas; that Captain Semmes took command of her . 
after she arrived at the Azores; and that, after she had been armed as 

_ aforesaid, she was commissioned (being then out of the dominions of 
Her Britannic Majesty) as a ship of war of the Confederate States. Her | 

| captain and officers were, as Her Majesty’s government believes, all 
'_ American citizens, and were at the time commissioned officers in’ the 

. confederate service, except the assistant surgeon, who was a British 
subject. John Low, one of the lieutenants, who has been stated tohave _, 
been an Englishman, was, as Her Majesty’s government believes, a 
citizen of the State of Georgia. Of the common seamen and petty offi- 

_ cers Her Majesty’s government believes that a considerable number | 
: were British subjects, who were induced by Captain Semmes (himself 
| an American citizen) to take service under him; but the ship’s company _ 

was afterward largely increased by the addition of many American | 
_ Seamen, drawn from the crews of United States vessels captured by the 

_ Alabama during her cruise. In this way her crew, which is stated to 
_. have numbered about 84 men when the ship left the Azores, had in- : 

creased to nearly 150 when she arrived at Martinique. | 7 
In the above-mentioned deposition of John Latham, which was re- 

| ceived by Her Majesty’s government from Mr. Adams on the 13th 
_  gJanuary, 1864, it was stated that a considerable number of the seamen | 

who had been induced to take service in the ship belonged to the royal 
naval reserve; and a list or schedule was given, purporting to be a list 
of the crew, and to specify the names of nineteen such seamen. In- oo 

| quiries were thereupon made at the admiralty with reference to the _ 
matter, and the subjoined letters, addressed by the secretary of that 

- department to one of the under secretaries of state for foreign affairs, 
_ show both what steps had been previously taken by the lords | 

{106] *commissioners of the admiralty, and what was afterward done 
: in consequence of such inquiries :* | | - | a 

| The secretary to the admiralty to Mr. Hammond. | 

- | | | Se . ADMIRALTY, June 24, 1864. 
- §ir: With reference to your letter of the 2lst instant, relative to the statement that | 
many of the crew of the late confederate ship Alabama were naval-reserve men, I am 
commanded by my lords commissioners of the admiralty to acquaint you, for the in- 
formation of Earl Russell, that the only men who were suspected of, having joined 
confederate vessels, and who were ascertained to be improperly absent, were discharged 
from the naval-reserve force on the 25th January last. | - | 

My lords, however, concur with his lordship that it will be desirable to ascertain - 
whether any of the men on board the Alabama did belong to the naval reserve, and oo 
they will take the necessary steps as requested. | Lo 

Lam, &e., _ | 
(Signed)  C. PAGET. 

a | ‘The secretary to the admiralty to Mr. Hammond. Oo } 

| _ | ADMIRALTY, January 29, 1864. 

_ S1r: In reply to your letter of the 22d instant, respecting the naval-reserve men who . 
are said to form part of the crew of the confederate steamship Alabama, I am com- 

-, mmanded by my lords commissioners of the admiralty to acquaint you, for the informa- . | 
tion of Earl Russell, that only three of the nineteen men described in the printed list 

-. #s§ naval reserve men can be identified, viz: David Roach, Peter Hughes, and Michael 
. _ Mars; and, of those three, the last (Mars) has been already discharged, in consequence 

: of having joined the Alabama, as will be seen by the inclosed copy of a report from the 
registrar-general of seamen, who has been directed to make inquiries on the subject. - 
_ L return the printed list of the crew, which accompanied your letter, with the regis- . 
trar-general’s notations against the names. a 

Lam, &e., | Oe : | | 
(Signed) | | | a 7 6G, PAGET. 

1 Appendix, vol. i, p37, 2Tbid., p.2338. oe 
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. oe we Mr. Mayo to the commodore comptroller-general of the coast-guard:. 

| OO GENERAL REGISTER AND RECORD OFFICE OF SEAMEN, 
— : : — Oo January 27, 1864. | 

Sir: In accordance with the request contained in your letter of the 25th instant, EB . 
* beg to acquaint you, for the information of the lords commissioners of the admiralty,,. 
that the register-books of the royal naval reserve have been searched, with.a view of) | 
ascertaining whether the nineteen men described in the annexed list as forming parti 

_ of the crew of the Alabama belong to the royal naval reserve, and the following is the- 
7 result of the investigation: | - Oo Ps , 

A seaman of the name of David Roach (R. N. R. No. 11919) is reported.to have been | 
a at Liverpool on the 2d of October, 1862, and a seaman of the name of Peter Hughes (R. | 

| N. R. No. 10849) is reported to have been discharged from the Great Eastern, at Liver— | 
a pool, onthe 16th June, 1862. Asnosubsequent account has been received of either of these- | 

naval-reserve men, itis possible that they may be the same men as David Roach and Peter | | 
| ‘Hughes described in the accompanying list of the crew of the Alabama; but of this I | 
have no proof. Be a asap Peg | 

ot _. A-seaman of the name of Michael Mars formerly belonged to the royal naval reserve, 
: but he was discharged from the force, in consequence of having joined the Alabama.: 

With regard to the remaining sixteen men, who are said to be members of the royal’ 
naval reserve, I have to state that I haye not. been able to trace them in our books by | 

: | ‘thenames given. No persons of the names of William Brinton, Brent Johnson, Samuel | 
| - Henry, John Duggan, Joseph Connor, William Purdy, Malcolm Macfarlane,. Jobn ‘| 

- Emory, William Nevins, and William Hearn, have been enrolled in the reserve, and [am | 
unable to indentify as members of the royal naval reserve the seamen serving on board the | 

. Alabama in the following names, for the reasons given: William Crawford, native and | 
resident of Aberdeen, and not of Liverpool; James Smith, thirty-two enrolled of this. 
name; John Neil, sailed in Goldfinder, 11th April, 1862—no aeécount since; Thomas. 
Williams, seventeen enrolled of this name; Robert Williams, six enrolled of this name. ; 

| - T have, &c., | | ee | 
: _ (Signed) | | F. MAYO, Registrar-General. | 

| ae | | The seeretary to the admiralty to Mr. Hammond. | | 

| | | — ApMrranry, July 27, 1864. | 
| Sm: Iam commanded by my lords commissioners of the admiralty to acquaint: | 

you, for the information of Earl Russell, that the board of trade have succeeded in | 
| identifying three of the late confederate ship Alabama’s men as naval-reserve men,. 

. viz, Thomas McMillan, Peter Hughes, Charles Seymour, and: that their lordships have — | 
ordered them to be.dismissed from the force.” — | | 

Lam, &e., | : | _ | 
(Signed). | , W. G. ROMAINE. | 

[107] *With respect to the greater number of the names entered im 
| | ‘the aforesaid schedule, it was found that no persons bearing 

_ those names had in fact been enrolled in the naval reserve. - : 
‘The subsequent history of the Alabama, so far as it is known to Her : 

Britannic Majesty’s government, from the reports of its colonial officers. | 
_ and from other sources, is as follows: _ cle OE" 4 
-. On or about the 18th of November, 1862, the Alabama arrived at 

7 Martinique, and anchored in the harbor of Fort de France, where she 
received permission from the governor to remain for such time as she 
needed, and to Jand her prisoners. Her Britannie Majesty’s.econsul at: | 

| Saint Pierre, in a report made at the time, stated that shortly before | 
| her arrival, suspecting that preparations were being made for her to coal | 

there, he had communicated the grounds of his belief to the governor. | 
| The following is an‘extract from the report: | . — 

 - [next deem it proper to acquaint the governor with what I had just learned. He | 
did not seem much surprised, and observed that, if the Alabama eame into port, he | 
would act exactly as he had dove on a former occasion in the case of. the Sumter, when | 
the French government had altogether approved of the measures he had ‘taken in re- | 
gard to that vessel. — a a : / | 

The Alabama remained at Fort de France till the evening of the 19th, | 

a E Appendix, vol. i,. p.- 237, re | | |
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-* when she pat to sea, eluding the pursuit of the United States war- 
steamer San Jacinto, which was keeping watch for her within view of 
the shore, but outside of the territorial waters of the island. 

On the 20th of January, 1863, the Alabama came into the harbor of 
-  . Port Royal, Jamaica, and her-commander applied for leave to land the 

prisoners he had made in his recent engagement with the United States 
-war-steamer Hatteras. This application was granted by the lieutenant- 
governor, in the following letter to Commodore Dunlop, the seniornaval | 
officer at the port :? | | 7 ae 

os me Lieutenant-Governor Eyre 10 Commodore Dunlop. | os 

ae | | Kine’s Housu, January 21, 1863. 
7 -» §rr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 21st instant, 

and beg to acquaint you, in reply, that, having consulted with the attorney-general, I : 
- « do not see any grounds for objecting to the landing of the prisoners taken by the 

~~ Alabama. De 7 . SO - - . 
Common humanity would dictate such a permission being granted, or otherwise — 

- fever or pestilence might arise from “an overcrowded ship. oe - 
~ Probably the best course would be to reply to Captain Semmes’s application, oO 
that this government will not interfere with his landing any persons he may think - 

proper. ' : 7 
_-* Of course, once landed, no persons could be re-embarked against their will from 

British ‘soil. | . | . 
oT have, &e, - | 

(Signed) E. EYRE. 

| The following letters, addressed by Commodore Dunlop to the vice- / 
admiral in command on the West Indian station, contain an account of | 
what occurred in relation to the Alabama while she remained at Port : 

2 Royal : | 

ma : : Commod re Dunlop ‘to Vice-Admiral Sir A. Milne - oo, a 

ee - a re _ABOUKIR, AT JAMAICA, January 23, 1863. | 
tr: I have the honor to inform ‘you that on the evening of the 20th a screw-steamer, | 

apparently a man-of-war, was seen off this port about sunset, under French colors. 
After dark the vessel entered the harbor, and upon being boarded proved to be the — 

_ serew gun-vessel Alabama, under the so-called Confederate States flag. | 
, + On the morning of the 2ist her commander, Captain Semmes, called on me and | 
asked for permission to land 17 officers and 101 men, the crew of the late United States = 

| - gun-vessel Hatteras, which had engaged the Alabama twenty-five miles southeast of oe 
: Galveston, Texas, during the night of the 11th of January, and was sunk. The action, | 

- - according to Captain Semmes’s account, lasted from 13 to 15 minutes, when the Hat- 
- teras, being in a sinking state, ceased firing, and the crew were removed on board the 
Alabama, which there was just time to effect before the Hatteras went down. 

. 3. In-answer to Captain Semmes’s application to land his prisoners, I replied that I - 
~ had no authority to give such permission, but would immediately inform his excel- 
lency the lieutenant-governor of his request, and let him know the:answer I received ? 

. as soon.as :possible. - ls a | 
| 4A, I have the honor to.annex copies of my correspondence with his excellency and | 
“his reply, relative to landing the prisoners, also copy of his excellency’s letter _ 
~ [£08] to me, to notify to the captain of *the Alabama the instructions contained in the 
..... 8d paragraph of Earl Russell’s dispatch to the Duke of Newcastle, and my reply 

_ thereto, as well. as a copy of my letter to Captain Semmes, inclosing a copy of the 3d 
and 4th paragraphs of the dispatch referred to above. —— 

5. Captain Semmes then stated that he had six large shot-holes at: the water-line, 
. which .it-was absolutely necessary should be repaired before he could proceed to sea 

with safety, and asked permission to receive coal and necessary supplies. The neces-_ 
, . Bity of ‘the repairs was obvious,:and I informed Captain Semmes that no time must be 

_ Jost in completing them, taking in his supplies, and proceeding to.sea in exact conform- 
ity with the spirit of Earl Russell’s dispatch. Captain Semmes gave me his word of 

_ honor that no unnecessary delay should take place, adding, “My interest is entirely — 
dn accordance with your wishes on this point, for if I remain here an hour more than 

a _ tAppendix, vol. i, :p. 265. eg ee 2Tbid., p. 264. oS
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can be avoided I shall run the risk of finding a squadron of my enemies outside, for no 
doubt they will be in pursuit of me immediately.” — | 
Owing to the delay in receiving the lieutenant-governor’s answer to my letter rela- 

tive to landing the prisoners from Spanish Town, it was not until the evening of the 
. 21st that permission to do so reached Captain Semmes, and too late for them to be 

, landed that night. The crowded state of the vessel previous to the landing of the 
| prisoners on the morning of the 22d made it difficult to proceed with the necessary | 

7 | repairs, and no doubt.caused some unavoidable delay. As soon as these repairs are 
completed the Alabama wil! proceed to sea. oo a 

Tam, &c., | | “a 

(Signed) | HUGH DONLOP. 

: ne Commodore Dunlop to Vice-Admiral Sir A. Milne. oe 

| Oo : ABOUKIR, aT JAMAICA, February 7, 1863. 
Srp: In order to anticipate any exaggeration or false reports that may be circulated | 

| _ in the American newspapers, or otherwise, relative to the visit of the confederate gun- | 
vessel Alabama at this port, and so to save unnecessary correspondence, I have the honor | 

: to state herein for your information the whole of the circumstances attending the visit | 
~~ of that vessel from her arrival to the time of her departure from Jamaica. — | | 

| 2. As reported in my letter of the 23d January, the Alabama anchored in this port | 
| after dark on the evening of the 20th. She commenced repairing the damages received | 

| in action with the Federal gun-vessel Hatteras the next morning, at the same time  _—_—if 
. ' receiving a supply of provisions and coal. | a | 

. 3. The lieutenant-governor’s permission for the prisoners to land not having reached. | 
me until the evening of the 21st, they did not leave the Alabama until the morning of | 
the 22d, when they proceeded to Kingston in shore-boats, which were provided by the - | 
United States consul. | | : | | | 

po 4, The commander of the late United States gun-vessel Hatteras did not call on 
| me, or send me any communication whatever, during his stay in this island. oe 

un 5, At 9.30 on the morning of the 21st, the captain of the Jason waited on me to ask 
, if I had any objections to officers of the ships in harbor going on board the Alabama ; 
; to which I answered that as it might be hurtful to the feeling of the officers and men, | 

prisoners on board the Alabama, on no account was any one from any of Her Majesty’s | 
| ships to visit that vessel until after all the prisoners were landed. : | I 

6. It having subsequently been reported to me that some officers. had been on board 
the Alabama prior to the landing of the prisoners, I called on the captains and 
commanders of the different ships to report to me in writing whether any officer under | 
their command had acted contrary to my order. I found from the reports that four | 

: _ Officers of the Challenger, four officers of the Cy gnet, and one of the Greyhound had gone 
oe on board the confederate gun-vessel before my order was made known. _ | | 

a 7. I regret that the captains and commanders of these ships should have given per- | 
mission to their officers previous to communicating with me on the subject, though :it | 
was done entirely from thoughtlessness, forgetting that there could be any objection to 24 
it.. The commander of the Cygnet was in hospital, and therefore is not responsible for 

- the officers of that ship going on board the Alabama. 2 
a 8. I annex a copy of a report from Commander Hickley relative to the tune of 

“ Dixie’s Land” having been played on board the Greyhound shortly after the Ala- 
bama anchored, and copy of.a correspondence between him and Lieutenant-Com- 

| | mander Blake, of the United States Navy,.relative to the same. - After the explanation ~ 
that took place Lieutenant-Commander Blake expressed himself to Commander Hick- | 
ley as perfectly satisfied that no British officer or gentleman would have been guilty | 

: of insulting gallant men suffering from a misfortune to which the chances of war ren- | 
der allliable. Iseverely reprimanded the lieutenant of the Greyhound who ordered the | 

 . confederate.air to be played, and he expressed his regret for having doneso. © 
oS 9. The fractures made by six large shot or shell near the water-line of the Alabama 

required extensive repairs, which could not be completed by the unskillful workmen 
_ hired here before late in the afternoon of the 25th, and the Alabama sailed at 8.30 of ! 

| the same evening. — | | | | | ae Oo 
| 10. In conclusion I have only to state that the confederate vessel was treated strictly = 

7 in accordance with the instructions contained in Ear] Russell’s letter of the 31st Janu- 
ary, 1862, and exactly as I shall act toward any United States man-of-war that may | 

- hereafter call here. _- oo oe Peas! | 
11. Two United States ships of war, the Richmond and. Powhatan, arrived: here in. 7 

— - 1861, coaled and provisioned, and remained in port, the Richmond four days, and the 
a Powhatan three days; the San Jacinto was also here and remained four hours. | 

mo _. (Signed) - pe Ug IN oe HUGH DUNLOP. | | 

| | 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 268. = : : 
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[109] *On the 11th day of May, 1863, the Alabama arrived at Bahia, a 
having previously touched at the Brazilian island of Fernando | 

~ de Noronha. About the same time the Florida and Georgia, confed- 
erate war steamers, were likewise in Brazilian ports, where they were ~* 
permitted to purchase coal and provisions and to refit. : | 

The United States minister at Rio de Janeiro hereupon wrote in very | 
-warm terms to the Brazilian minister of foreign affairs, arguing that all 
the three vessels were piratical, and should be treated as such ; affirm- 
ing further that the Alabama, while at Fernando de Noronha, had vio- 
lated the neutrality of Brazil by making prize of United States vessels 
within the territorial waters of the empire; insisting that it was the 
duty of the Emperor’s government to capture her; and threatening that — | 

_ if this were not done the Brazilian government should be held resposi- | 
ble by the Government of the United States. In a dispatch dated the 
21st May, 1863, he wrote as follows :' | | oo 
The Georgia lands prisoners avowedly taken from a captured American ship, and | 

asks permission of the governor of Bahia to coal and buy provisions, and the per- | 
mission is cordially granted.» pS | 
The Florida lands her prisoners, officers, crews, and passengers of American vessels 

captured and burned, and not only asks and receives permission to coal and purchase pro- 
. visions, but further asks to be allowed whatever time is necessary to repair her engine . 

and refit for her work of destruction ; and in defiance of the solemn and most earnest | 
protest of the consul of the United States, this privilege is accorded to her by the 
governor of Pernambuco, from a desire not to diminish his means of defense and security ! 7 

The Alabama goes into Bahia, and does not even ask permission to remain. She ar- 
rived on the 11th and was still there when the Guienne sailed on the 14th. The con- 
sul of the United States protested against her presence, and demanded that she should : 
be seized and held subject to the orders of the Brazilian government for having de- : 
stroyed American property in Brazilian waters, for which the Government of the United 
States will hold Brazil responsible, if, now that the opportunity presents, the authori- 
ties do not vindicate the sovereignty of Brazil and capture the pirate. The governor 
of Bahia sends to the United States consul the communication of the governor of : 
Pernambuco to the captain of the pirate, complaining of his piracies, charging him 
with a violation of Brazilian sovereignty, and ordering him, in consequence of such . 
disgraceful conduct, to leave the waters of Brazil within twenty-four hours. The gov- | 
ernor of Bahia thus demonstrates that he knows the piratical character of this vessel, _ 
and is familiar with her violation of the sovereignty of Brazil by destroying Ameri- . 
can vessels within the waters of that. empire. He knows, too, that the imperial gov- 
ernment, by its acts, had preclaimed this pirate guilty of violations of its sovereignty, 
and ordered him to leave their port of Fernando Noronha; and yet he deliberately 
permits him to enter the port of Bahia, refuses to regard the protest of our consul, and, 
at the last accounts, had harbored him four days without pretending that his presence 7 
was not acceptable! oS a | 

Thus, at this moment, the ports of Brazil are made harbors of refuge and places of 
resort and departure for three piratical vessels, avowedly designed to prey upon the 
commerce of the United States. The waters of Brazil are violated with impunity in 
this piratical work, and after the imperial government had admitted and declared its _ 

. indignation at such violation of sovereignty, the guilty party is received with hospi- . 
tality and friendship by the governor of Bahia, and instead of being captured and im- | 

_ prisoned, and his vessel detained, heis féted, and supplied with the necessary provisions _ 
and coal to enable him to continue his depredations upon American commerce. The ; | 
wharves and streets of Bahia and Pernambuco have been for weeks past swarmed 
with American sailors and passengers from.merchantmen trading with Brazil, which 
have been captured, and the persons on board robbed by the pirates of the Alabama, 

: Florida, and Georgia, and they have been compeiled, in the ports of a friendly nation, 
to witness their clothing and jewelry, and even family relics, sold on. the wharves and | 
in the streets of Bahia and Pernambuco, by their piratical captors, at a tenth of their : 
value ; while the piratical vessels and all on board were received and treated as friends, . 
and sup»ylied with the necessary materials to continue their nefarious practices. The 
scenes which history informs us were rife in the seventeenth century, in the islands of oo 
the West Indies, are now being enacted in this the nineteenth century, in the ports of 

| Brazil, and that through no fault of the imperial government—which has already —— 
done its whole duty as rapidly as circumstances have permitted—but because the gov- . 
ernors of Pernambuco and Bahia, in their sympathy with piracy and pirates, hive neg- 
lected their duty to Brazil, and brought discredit upon the civilization of the age. 

_ a 1A ppendix, vol. i, p. 280. ee
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Your excellency is aware that the facts in connection with the presence of these ~ 
piratical vessels in the ports of Brazil are even stronger than in this hasty communica- — 

oO ' tion they are presented; and, therefore, the undersigned will not for a moment doubt | 
. but the imperial government will promptly visit. upon the offending governors the — 

| punishment they have so richly merited. But it appears to the undersigned that the — . 
~ government of Brazil has. still another duty to perform, itself, to the Government of 

| the United States, to humanity, and to the civilization of the age, and that is the cap- 
ture of the Alabama whenever she enters a Brazilian harbor.. That piratical vessel has _ 
violated the sovereignty of Brazil by destroying the vessels of a friendly nation within 
the waters of the empire. The government of Brazil, by its acts, has proclaimed this — 

- fact; and, most assuredly, if, when it has the power to do so, it does not capture and 
detain the offender, it makes itself a party to his acts, and compels the Government of 
the United States not only to look to Brazil for compensation for injuries done to its — 
commerce within its waters, but also to hold Brazil responsible for peymitting this 

: pirate to proceed in his depredations upon American commerce. _ oo | 
[110] *The undersigned does not visit upon the imperial government the conduct of — 

its governors toward the Florida and Georgia, well knowing that it will, as ~ : 
oo heretofore, do its duty in the premises. But the case of the Alabama is a very different — 

one. She has violated the neutrality and. outraged the sovereignty of Brazil, by cap- © 
. turing and burning American vessels in Brazilian waters; and if, when Brazil possess 

the ability, and the opportunity offers, she does not take possession of her, assuredly 
the government of Brazil assumes the responsibility of her acts, and the United States — 
will be compelled to look for redress to Brazil,.as she did to Portugal in the case of the 
General Armstrong. , | a 

The course taken by the United States minister was approved by his . 
Government. | 7 oo re . 

| ‘The minister of foreign affairs for the empire of Brazil replied as fol- 
| lows to the complaints of. the minister of the United States | 

| — | The Marquis d Abrantes to Mr. Webb. | J 

a - {Lranslation. | | “ ! 

| . _  MINIsrry OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
| a | kio de Janeiro, May 23,1863... — 

I hasten to acknowledge the reception of the note which, under date of the 21st in- | 
stant, Mr. James Watson Webb, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of — | | 
the United States at this court, has done me the honor to address to me, with a view © | 
of calling my attention to a serious violation of neutrality which has been perpetrated, . — | 

Oe and is now being perpetrated, by two representatives of the imperial government: in 
| the ports of Pernambuco and Bahia. 7 

‘Mr. Webb, in referring to the proceedings of the presidents of said provinces toward 
_ the steamers of-the Confederate States which come into their ports, accuses said presi- 

dents, and complains of their having. afforded hospitality to those steamers, and of 
having permitted them to make repairs, to receive provisions, and to land merchan- 
dise of vessels which they had captured. ° oe 

: Mr. Webb bases his complaints on a series of acts which he enumerates, and which 
he characterizes as violative of the neutrality which the government of His Majesty 
the Emperor imposes on itself in the deplorable contest of the American Union. | 

_ The affair in question is undoubtedly grave and important, and the imperial gov-- 
. ernment gives to the authorized language of Mr. Webb all the consideration which. is | 

due to it. | | 

| _  ° But for this very reason, and Mr. Webb will certainly acknowledge it, the imperial | a 
cabinet is under the unavoidable necessity of proceeding in such a delicate matter. , | 
with the greatest discretion and prudence, in order to observe religiously the. position _ | 
which it has assumed since the manifestation of the first events which tended to the = 
result of a division of the United States. - _ 

| The position to which I allude Mr. Webb perfectly understands, as he also under-. | | 
stands the principles on which it rests, since they were laid down in a circular which | 

- was issued by the imperial government to its delegates in the provinces, under date | 
of the Ist of August, 1861. - oe co | 

| _ Conforming to the rules. generally admitted among civilized nations, the imperial _ 
| - government in that circular prescribes the practical mode of rendering effective the | 

. neutrality which it imposes on itself. 7 / oe 
‘Without at present. confirming or denying the acts as set forth by Mr. Webb, and . | 

_ without entering into an appreciation of the observations with which he accompanies 
the narration of them, what J can.at once most positively declare to him is, that the | 

| | : 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 283. ar |
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government of His Majesty the Emperor is firmly resolved. to maintain, and to cause _ 
to be respected, the neutrality, in fhe terms in which it has declared it assumed it, and. . 
what is important to declare, that it is not disposed to allow this neutrality to be vio- - 

| jated in any way by those interested in the contest, and still less by the delegates of , 
_ the government itself. | | _ | oo | . 

: Of the sincerity of this declaration Mr. Webb has an indisputable proof in my note . 
| of the 7th instant relative to the steamer Alabama, of the Confederate States, as in it I 

voluntarily hastened to bring to the knowledge of Mr. Webb not only the official com- - 
munications whieh the imperial government has received in regard to the acts com- 
mitted at Pernambuco by that steamer, but also the resolutions adopted by the govern- 

| ment to-approve entirely of the proceedings on that occasion of the president referred. . 
to, and to resort to the necessary measures to repress the abuses of the captain of the 
Alabama, and cause the neutrality of the empire to be religiously observed. . 

Therefore Mr. Webb, certain as he must be of the intentions of the imperial govern-. 
ment, and of all the respect which this government pays to his word, will assuredly a 
not be surprised that, before coming to a final decision on theimportant acts which __ 
form the subject of the note with which I am now occupied, the imperial government — a 
should hear what their delegates in the provinces have to relate, and should strive 
scrupulously to verify their exactness. | | oe . 

By the French packet which leaves this port on the 25th instant, the imperial gov- . 
ernment sends the most positive and conclusive orders to the presidents of Bahia and. 

- Pernambuco that, without loss of time, they will circumstantially report in regard to 
each of the acts alleged in the note of Mr. Webb, of which he gives to them full 
anfor mation. | So . . | 

. And, as soon as the reports referred to shall arrive, Mr. Webb may rely that the im- 
perial government will not hesitate to put forth its hand to the means necessary to 

- vender effective the neutrality which it imposes on itself, provided it has been violated, | 
and to leave beyond all doubt the fairness of its proceeding. 

Flattering myself that this brief answer will tranquilize Mr. Webb, I profit by the 
occasion, &¢., 

(Signed) MARQUIS D’ABRANTES. 

{111] *The government of Brazil in this note adhered to the position _ 
which it had assumed at the commencement of the war by its 

| circular of 1st August, 1861. The circular contained the following pas- | 
sage :! | | - | 

~The Confederate States have no recognized existence; but, having constituted a dis- . 
tinct government de facto, the imperial government cannot consider their naval arma- | 
ments as acts of piracy, nor refuse them, with the necessary restrictions, the character . 
of belligerents which they have assumed. 

It being alleged, however, and (asit appears) proved, that the Alabama | 
‘had made prizes within the territorial waters of the island of Fernando 
de Noronha, and that the governor of that island had taken no steps to | 
prevent this or protest against it, he was deprived of his office by the 
president of the province; and this act was approved by the Brazilian | 
government. The Alabama remained in the port of Bahia for eight or 
nine days. eo ne 

Sume further correspondence passed between Mr. Webb and the Bra- . 
_ #ilian minister of foreign affairs, in the course of which the latter vindi- 

cated the conduct of the presidents of the provinces of Pernambuco and 
" - Bahia, and declared that, since Brazil had orignally recognized the 

Confederate States as belligerents, and had not withdrawn that recogni- 
| tion, and the Florida, Georgia, and Alabama bore the flag and com- 

mission of those States, these vessels had been rightly treated as 
_. belligerent vessels of war. He informed Mr. Webb, however, that since | 

| the Alabama appeared to have violated the neutrality of Brazil by using 
Rata Island as a base of hostile operations, she would not in future be : 

_ admitted into any Brazilian port? oI 
| . On or about the 29th July, 1863, the Alabama arrived at Saldanha os 

Bay, on the southwest coast of Africa, and in the vicinity of Cape Town. 
- Phe consul of the United States at Cape Town, on the 4th August, - 

eT Appendix, vol. i, p. 284, | . . 2Tbid., pp. 288-300.
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| 1863, addressed the following letter to Sir Philip Wodehouse, governor. | 
| of the Cape Colony: | | | 

| | | UNITED STATES CONSULATE, | 
| _ ‘Cape Town, August 4, 1863. | 

Sir: From reliable information received by me, and which you are also doubtless in | 
: possession of, a war-steamer called the Alabama is now in Saldanha Bay being painted,. 2 

discharging prisoners of war, &c. | oo : | 
The vessel in question was built in England, to prey upon the commerce of the «© | 

United States of America, and escaped therefrom while on her trial trip, forfeiting 4 
bonds of £20,000, which the British government exacted under the foreign-enlistment | 

| act. oe a oo — : 
| Now, as your government has a treaty of amity and commerce with the United | 

States, and has not recognized the persons in revolt against the United States asa o> 
government at all, the vessel alluded to should be at once seized and sent to England, | 
from whence she clandestinely escaped. Assuming that the British government was. | 

| sincere in exacting the bonds, you have doubtless been instructed to send her home to | 
oo England, where she belongs. But if, from some oversight, you have not received such | | 

instructions, and you decline the responsibility of making the seizure, I would most 
_. | -xespectfully protest against the vessel remaining in any port of the colony another day. — ! 

She has been at Saldanha Bay four (six] days already, and a week previously on the - : 
coast, and has forfeited all right to remain an hour longer by this breach of neutrality. _ | 
Painting a ship does not come under the head of “necessary repairs,” and is no proof 

| that she is unseaworthy ; and to allow her to visit other ports after she has set the } 
Queen’s proclamation of neutrality at defiance, would not be regarded as in accordance | 

oo | with the spirit and purpose of that document. : | - 
— Yours, &e., oO oo - | 

(Signed) | 7 WALTER GRAHAM, © | 
United States Consul, 

His Excellency Sir Parrr BE. WopEnOoUsE. | ae 

The statement in this letter that bonds had been exacted and forfeited | 
~ was entirely erroneous. No such bonds had been given or forfeited, nor 

. could they have been required by British law. The consul’s letter was 
- answered as follows:? | | ; re a 

oe | COLONIAL OFFICE, August 5, 1863. 
srr: Iam directed by the governor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter or | 

yesterday’s date, relative to the Alabama. __ | | 
_ His excellency has no instructions, neither has he any authority to seize or detain that 

vessel; and he desires me to acquaint you that he has received a letter from the com-. 
mander, dated the 1st instant, stating that repairs were in progress, and as soon as they 
were completed he intended to go to sea. He further announees his intention of re- 

| specting strictly the neutrality of the British government. a 
| The course which Captain Semmes here proposes to take is, in the governor's opimon,. 

| . in conformity with the instructions he has himself received relative to ships of 
{112] war and privateers belonging to the *United States and the States calling. 

— _ themselves the Confederate States of America visiting British ports. . . . 
The reports received from Saldanha Bay induce the governor to believe that 

: the vessel will leave that harbor as soon as her repairs are completed; but he will, 
immediately on receiving intelligence to the contrary, take the necessary steps for | 
enforcing the observance of the rules Jaid down by Her Majesty’s government. | 

|  Thave, &e., oe 
| —.. (Signed) | | LL. ADAMSON, - |. 

— | | Hor the Colonial Secretary. 

| The facts which occurred, and the questions which arose, while the 
Alabama remained within the limits of the Cape Colony, are stated in © 

| the following dispatch, addressed by the governor to Her Majesty’s. 
secretary of state for the colonies :? | | : | | 

7 Governor Sir P. Wodehouse to the Duke of Newcastle. Oe 

, : a | _ [Extract.] Oo 

: : | GOVERNMENT Howsr,. 7 
| oe | | | — Cape Town, August 19, 1863. 
Bc I beg to take this opportunity of making your grace acquainted with what has _ 

occurred here in connection with the visit of the Confederate States steamer Alabama. ; 

| (2. Vappendix, vol. i, p. 300. Ibid. p. 3801, Abid. p. BI\ 

| | | . |
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~ On Tuesday the 14th instant I received a letter from the commander of that vessel,. 
dated the ist August, at Saldanha Bay, announcing his having entered that bay with a. | | 
view to effecting certain repairs, and stating that he wonld put to sea as soon as they 

--were completed, and would strictly respect our neutrality. . 7 
When this intelligence was received the United States consul called on me to seize 

her, or at any rate to send her away instantly; but as the vessel which brought the. 
news reported that the Alabama was coming inmediately to Table Bay, I replied that 
I could not seize her, but would take care to enforce the observance of the neutral 
regulations. . . | , 

On the next day, about noon, it was reported from the signal station that the Ala- 
-. bama was steering for Table Bay from the north, and that a Federal bark was coming. 

in from the westward ; and soon after, that the latter had been captured and put about. 
A little after 2p. m. the United States consul called to state that he had seen the cap- 

; ture effected within British waters; when I told him he must make his statement in 
writing, and an investigation should be made. I also, by telegram, immediately re- 
quested the naval commander-in-chief to send a ship of war from Simon’s Bay. The 
Alabama, leaving her piize outside, anchored in the bay at 3.30 p..m., when Captain 

' Semmes wrote to me that he wanted supplies and repairs, as well as permission to land | 
_ thirty-three prisoners. After communicating with the United States consul, I author- a 

ized the latter, and called upon him to state the nature and extent of his wants, thatI. . — 
might be enabled to judge of the time he ought to remain in port. The same afternoon Ps 
he promised to send. the next morning a list of the stores needed, and announced his | 

~ intention of proceeding with all dispatch to Simon’s Bay to effect his repairs there.. 
The next morning (6th August) the paymaster called on me with the merchant who 
was to furnish the supplies, and I granted him leave to stay. till noon of the 7th. 

On the night of the 5th Her Majesty’s ship Valorous had come round from Simon’s. 
Bay. During the night of the 6th the weather became unfavorable; a vessel was 
wrecked in the bay, and a heavy sea prevented the Alabama from receiving her sup- 
plies by the time arranged. On the morning of the &th, Captain Forsyth, of the Valor- | 
ous, and the port-captain, by my desire, pressed on Captain Semmes the necessity for 
his leaving the port without any unnecessary delay; when he pleaded the continued 
heavy sea and the absence of his cooking apparatus, which had been sent on shore for 
repairs and had not been returned by the tradesman at the time appointed, and inti- | 
mated his own anxiety to get away. Between 6 and 7 a. m. on Sunday the 9th he 
sailed, and on his way round tv Simon’s Bay captured another vessel, but, on finding — 
that she was in neutral waters, immediately released her. | 

In the mean time the United States consul had, on the 5th August, addressed to me a 
_ written statement, that the Federal bark Sea Bride had been taken “ about four miles. 
from the nearest land,” and “already in British waters ;” on which I promised imme- 
diate inquiry. The next day the consul repeated his protest, supporting it by an affi- 

_ ,davit of the master of the prize, which he held to show that she had been taken about 
. two miles and a half from the land; and the agent for the United States underwriters, 

on the same day, made asimilar protest. On the 7th the consul represented that the — , 
prize had, on the previous day, been brought within one mile and a half of the light- 

- house, which he considered as much a violation of the neutrality as if she had been there 
captured, and asked me to have the prize-crew taken out, and replaced by one from the . 
Valorous, which I declined. | 

I had, during this period, been seeking for authentic information as to the real cir- 
cumstances of the capture, more particularly with reference to the actual distance from a 
the shore, and obtained, through the acting attorney-general, statements from the . 
keeper of the Green Point light-house, (this was supported by the collector of customs,) 

| trom the signalman at the station on the Lion’s Rump, and from an experienced boat- 
man who was passing between the shore and the vessels at the tinie. Captain Forsyth, , 
of. the Valorous, also made inquiries of the captain of the Alabama, and of the port- - - 
captain, and made known the result to me; and from all these statements I came to 

; the conclusion that the vessels were not less than four miles distant from land; and on 

the 8th I communicated to the United States consul that the capture could not, in my | : 
| opinion, be held to be illegal by reason of the place at which it was effected. 

[113] *In his reply ef the 10th, the consul endeavored to show how indefensible. 
| my decision must be, if, in these days of improved artillery, I rested it on the’ 
fact of the vessels having been only three miles from land. This passage is, I think, of 
considerable importance, as involving an indirect edmission that they were not within. 
three miles at the time of capture; and I hope your grace will concur in my view that 
it was not my duty to go beyond what I found to be the distance clearly established 
by past decisions under international law. . | 

An important question has arisen in connection with the Alabama, on which it is 
very desirable that I should, as soon as practicable, be made acquainted with the 
views of Her Majesty’s government. Captain Semmes had mentioned, after his arri- - 

' val in port, that he had left outside one of his prizes previously taken, the Tuscaloosa, 
which he had equipped and fitted as a tender, and had ordered to meet him in Simon’s | 

: \ : e
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Bay, as ‘she also stood in need of supplies. When this became known to the naval. 
| -commander-in-chief, he requested me to furnish him with a legal opinion; and 

_ whether this-vessel could be held to be a ship of war before she had been formally . 
condemned in a prize-court;.or whether she must not be held to be still a prize, and — 
.a8 such prohibited from entering our ports. The.acting attorney-general, founding 

: his opinion on Earl Russell’s dispatch to your grace of the 31st January, 1862,and on. 
~ Wheaton’s “International Law,” stated in substance that it was open to Captain ~ 
“Semmes to convert this vessel into a ship of war, and that she ought to be admitted. | 

| . .into onr ports on that footing. | . 
| On the 8th August the vessel entered Simon’s Bay, and the admiral wrote that she | 

had: two. small rifled guns with a crew of ten men, and that her cargo of wool was’ « 
: Still on board. He was still doubtful of the propriety of admitting her. 

_ On the 10th August, after further consultation with the acting attorney-general, I 
anformed Sir Baldwin Walker that, if the guns had been put on board by the Ala- | 
“bama, or if she had a commission of war, or if shé were commanded by an officer of 

_ the confederate navy, there must be held to be a sufficient setting forth as a vessel of 
war to.justify her admission into port in that character. | | - oo 
The admiral replied in the affirmative on the first and last points, and she was ad- 

mitted. : 
The Tuscaloosa sailed from Simon’s Bay on the morning of the 14th instant, but 

» was becalmed in the vicinity until the following day, when she sailed about noon. | 
/ “The Alabama left before noon on the 15th instant. Neither of these vessels was. 

-allowed to remain in port longer than.was really necessary for the completion of their . 
repairs. | , Oo | 
‘On the 16th, at noon, the Georgia, another confederate war-steamer, arrived at Si- 

‘ :mon’s Bay in need of repairs, and is still there. oo ) 
Before closing this dispatch, I wish particularly to request instructions on a point. 

7 rtouched. on in the letter from the United States consul of the 17th instant, viz, the 
. Steps which should be taken here in the event of the cargo of any vessel captured: by _ 

one of the belligerents being taken out of the prize at sea, and brought into oneof 
| «our ports in a British or other neutral vessel. 

Both belligerents are strictly interdicted ‘from bringing their prizes into British 
- ports by Earl Russell’s letter to the lords of the admiralty of the Ist June, 1861, and I 
conceive that a colonial government would be justified in enforcing compliance with . 

| - that order by any means at its command, and by the exercise of force if it should. be » 
required. . . a eee 

But that letter refers only to “ prizes,” that is, I. conceive, to the ships themselves, _. 
| and makes no mention of the cargoes they maycontain. Practically, the prohibition has 

been taken to extend to the cargoes; and I gathered, from a conversation with Captain 
| _.Senames on the subject of our neutrality regulations, that he considered himself de- 

| barred from disposing of them, and was thus driven to the destruction of all that. he 
took. But I confess that Iam unable to discover by what legal means I could pre- . 

| vent the introduction into our ports of captured property purchased at.sea, and tend- 
ered for entry at the custom-house, in the usual form, from a neutral ship. I have 
consulted the acting attorney-general on the subject, and he is not prepared to state 

= that the customs authorities would be justified in making a seizure under such circum-_ 
| stances; and therefore, as there is great probability of clandestine attempts being 

made to introduce cargoes of this description, I shall be glad to be favored with the | 
| earliest practicable intimation of the views of Her Majesty’s government on the sub- - 

iject. | | | | a 

, The allegation that the capture of the Sea Bride had taken place | 
within the territorial waters of the colony was ascertained by clear 

, proof to be erroneous. | Coa 
The questions stated in the dispatch of Sir P. Wodehouse were re- 

ferred to the law-officers of the Crown, who reported on them as fol. — 
lows:' . | | | | oO 

| | Opinion, — | 7 

| : - : OO LINCOLN’S INN, October 19, 1863. 
My Lorp: We are honored with your lordship’s commands, signified in Mr. Ham- 

«mond’s letter of the 30th September ultimo, stating that he was directed by your lord- | 
| ship to transmit to us the accompanying letters and their inclosures from the ad- 

miralty and colonial office, dated. respectively the 26th and 29th September ultimo, 
relative to the proceedings at the Cape of Good. Hope of the confederate vessels of . 

- war. Georgia, Alabama, and her reputed tender Tuscaloosa; and to request that we. | 
would take the various questions raised in these papers, and especially the opinion : 

| | | 1 Appendix, vol.i,p. 322,00 ©
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given by the acting attorney-general of that colony with regard to the latter vessel, 
into our consideration, and favor your lordship with such observations as we might - . 
have to make thereupon. | | | | | | 4 | 

~ '° Weare also honored with your lordship’s commands signified in Mr. Hammond’s 
| letter of the 2d October instant, stating that, with reference to his letter of the 30th , 

[114] ultimo, he was directed by * your lordship to transmit to us the accompanying | 
letter, dated the 29th September ultimo, from Mr. Adams, relative to the pro- 

ceedings of the Alabama off the Cape of Good Hope, and to request that we would . 
take the same into our consideration, together with papers on this subject then before 
as, and favor your lordship with our opinion thereupon. : . 

-_In obedience to your lordship’s commands we have taken these papers into con- 
sideration, and have the honor to report— — : | | 

That, so far as relates to the capture of the Sea Bride made by the Alabama, it ap- 
pears, as we understand the evidence, to have been effected beyond the distance of ~~ 
three miles from the shore; and, as we have already had the honor to report to your — | 
lordship, that distance must be accepted as the limit of territorial jurisdiction, ac- — 
cording to the present rule of international law upon that subject. It appears, hows - 
ever, that this prize, very soon after her capture, was brought within the. distance of | 

_ two miles from the shore; and as this was contrary to Her Majesty’s orders, it might | : 
have afforded just grounds (if the apology of Captain Semmes for this improper act, 
which he ascribed to inadvertence, had not been accepted by Sir Philip Wodehouse) - 
for the interference of the authorities of the Cape Colony upon the principles which : 

- -weare about to explain. : Oe a _ 
Secondly, with respect to the Alabama herself, we are clearly of opinion that — 

neither the governor nor any other authority at the Cape could exercise any jurisdic- 7 
tion over her; and that, whatever was her previous history, they were bound to treat : 
her as a ship of war belonging to a belligerent power. . 

Upon the third point raised with regard to the vessel called the Tuscaloosa, we are 
not able to agree with the opinion expressed by the attorney-general of the Cape a 

_ Colony, that she had ceased to have the character of a prize captured by the Ala- 
_ pbama,.merely because she was, at the time of her being brought within British waters, | 

- armed with two small guns, in charge of an officer, and manned with a crew of ten_ 
men from the Alabama, and used as a tender to that vessel, under the authority of. | 
Captain Semmes. . a | oe 

It would appear that the Tuscaloosa is a bark of 500 tons, captured by the Ala- 
fama off the coast of Brazil on the 21st of June last, and brought into Simon’s Bay - 
on or before the 7th of August, with her original cargo of wool (itself, as well as the ; 
vessel, prize) still on board, and with nothing to give her a warlike character (so far. 
as. appears from the papers before us) except the circumstances already noticed. 
We therefore do not feel called upon, in the circumstances of this case, to enter . 

into the question whether, in the case of a vessel duly commissioned as a ship of war, 
after being made prize by a belligerent government, without being first broughtinfra . 
presidia or condemned by a court of prize, the character of prize, within the meaning 
of Her Majesty’s orders, would or would not be merged in that of a national ship of | 

: war. It is enough to say that the citation from Mr. Wheaton’s book by the colonial | : 
attorney-general does not appear to us to have any direct bearing upon this question. . 
Connected with this subject is the question as to the cargoes of captured vessels, | 

which is noticed at the end of Sir Philip Wodehouse’s dispatch of the 19th August 
last. We think that, according to the true interpretation of Her Majesty’s orders, — | 
they apply as much to prize cargoes of every kind which may be brought by any armed — 
ships or privateers of either belligerent into British waters as to the captured vessels — 
themselves ; they do not, however, apply to any articles which may have formed part a 
of any such cargoes, if brought within British jurisdiction, not by armed ships or pri- 
vateers of either belligerent, but by other persons who may have acquired or may | 
claim property in them by reason of any dealings with the captors.  _ oe 
We think it right to observe that the third reason alleged by the colonial attorney- 

general for his opinion assumes (though the fact had not been made the subject of any- 
inquiry) that “no means existed for determining whether the ship had or had not been | 
judicially condemned in a court of competent jurisdiction ;” and the proposition that, 
‘““admitting her to have been captured by a ship of war of the Confederate States, she was - 
entitled to refer Her. Majesty’s government, in case of dispute, to the court of her | 
States, in order to satisfy it as to her real character,” appears to us to be at variance. : | 

- with Her Majesty’s undoubted right. to determine, within her own territory, whether | 
her orders, made in vindication of her own neutrality, have been violated or not. =~ | 

The question remains, what course ought to have been taken by the authoritiesat — 
the Cape, first, in order to ascertain whether this vessel was, as alleged by the United 
‘States consul, an. uncondemned prize, brought within British waters in violation of |. - 
Her Majesty’s neutrality; and secondly, what ought to have been done if such had _ - 
appeared to be really the fact? Wetbink that the allegations of the United States. 
consul ought to have been brought to the knowledge of Captain Semmes while the
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Tuscaloosa was still within British waters ; and that he should have been requested 
to state whether he did or did not admit the facts to be as alleged. He should also 

: have been called upon (unless the facts were admitted) to produce the Tuscaloosa’s. 
papers. Ifthe result of these inquiries had been to prove that the vessel was really 
an uncondemned prize, brought into British waters in violation of Her Majesty’s or- 

. ders, made for the purpose of maintaining her neutrality, it would, we think, deserve 
, very serious consideration whether the mode of proceeding in such circumstances, most . 

consistent with Her Majesty’s dignity and most proper for the vindication of her ter- 
, ritorial rights, would not have been to prohibit the exercise of any further control | 

over the Tuscaloosa by the captors, and to retain that vessel under Her Majesty’s 
control and jurisdiction until properly reclaimed by her original owners. _ a 

(Signed). . _ “ROUNDELL PALMER. 7 
oe | R. P. COLLIER. | 

. ROBERT PHILLIMORE. | 

a Instructions in accordance with this opinion were accordingly sent to 
| 7 Sir P. Wodehouse.! - | | a 

[115] *In connection with the above correspondence it may be | 
- convenient to state here the subsequent history of the Tusca- 

7 loosa. | | at aba 
Lhe question which arose as to this ship was not whether there had | 

been a violation of the law of nations or of Her Majesty’s neutrality, — 
: but whether the orders issued by Her Majesty’s government, that no 

: prizes should be suffered to be brought into ports within Her Majesty’s 
: dominions, had or had not been infringed. This again depended on 

the question whether the Tuscaloosa had or had not been divested of : 
= the character of a prize. The governor of the Cape Colony was advised. | 

that she had, and he accordingly permitted her to depart. Her 
Majesty’s government was advised that she had not. She returned to — 

_ Simon’s Bay on the 26th December, 1863, and was then seized by the 
| rear-admiral commanding on the station, with the concurrence of the 

| _ governor.” Directions were subsequently sent by Her Majesty’s Sov. 
| | ernment that she should be ‘restored to her commander, Lieutenant — 

_ Low, on the special ground that, having been once allowed to enter and 
| | leave the port, he was fairly entitled to assume that he might do so 

| a second time.’ She was not, however, actually given up; Lieutenant. 
| Low having left the Cape at the time, and there being no one to receive : 

| her. At the conclusion of the war she was handed over to the consul 
_ of the United States as the representative of her original owners.* | 

A further question afterward arose respecting certain goods which 
- had been imported by a French ship into the Mauritius, and had been 

, claimed by the United States consul there, on the ground that they 
had formed part of the cargo captured by the Alabama in the Sea 

- Bride. This question having been referred to the law-officers of the 
Crown, they reported on it as follows»? ae ee 

- os The law-officers of the Crown to Earl Russell. . | - 

a ; | \ | | ‘LINCOLN’S INN, May 11, 1864, a 

. My Lorp: We are honored with your lordship’s commands signified in: Mr. Mur- 
ray’s letter of the 5th instant, stating that he was directed by your lordship to trans- : 

. _ mit'to us the papers as marked in the margin, respecting some goods which had been 
brought to the Mauritius in the French bark Siréne, and for the detention of which 

| application was made by the United States consul to the governor of the colony, on the 
ground that they had formed part of the cargo of the confederate prize Sea Bride; 

' and Mr. Murray stated that we should observe from the letter from the colonial office 
of the 5th instant, that Mr. Secretary Cardwell is of opinion that, as the question of the 
general instructions to be issued to the governors of Her Majesty’s colonies was 

| brought under our consideration in Mr. Layard’s letter of the 16th ultimo, it is desira- 
ble that we should also have before us the papers now sent to us, relative to the dis- 

' 1 Appendix, vol..i, p. 327.  —- Ibid., pp. 330-342. Ibid, pp. 342-344. | 
a 4#lbid., p. 363.0 - | 5 Tbid., p. 356. | ae |
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posal of the cargoes of prize vessels brought into a colonial port in British or other | 
neutral vessels; and Mr. Murray was accordingly to request that we would take these 4 
papers into consideration, together with those lately before us, and embody in the pro- pO 
posed instructions to the colonial governors such directions as we may consider advisable 
on this particular head. a | | . a 

In obedience to your lordship’s commands we have taken these papers into consid- 
eration, and have the honor to report that, after. considering these papers, it does not 

_ appear to us to be necessary to make any change in, or addition to, the draught instruc- 
tions prepared by us, pursuant to the request conveyed in Mr. Layard’s letter of the 
16th ultimo. | as | 

Questions such as that lately raised at the Mauritius by the United States consul 
with respect to the cargo of the Sea Bride, must be left, in our opinion, to the civil . 
tribunals. The executive government has no authority to disregard or call in question 

_ the prima facie title, evidenced by possession, of a private non-belligerent person who 
brings property of this description into a neutral port, whether he be a foreigner or a 
British subject. And there is no foundation in law for the idea that a valid title can- 

_ not be made to property taken in war, by enemy from enemy, without a prior sentence 
- of condemnation. / | | —_ | 

' The absence of such a sentence may be material when the question is whether cap- - 
| tured goods, brought by a belligerent ship of war, exempt from civil jurisdiction, into. | . 

a neutral port from which prizes are excluded, ought to be'regarded by the neutral - 
government as still having the character of prize; but this is altogether different from 

-a& mere question of property in the goods themselves. , 
- We have, &c., _ . 

(Signed) a | - ROUNDELE PALMER. | 
| ee : | R. P. COLLIER. a 

. . oo | ROBERT PHILLIMORE. 

— It has been previously stated that the Alabama sailed from Simon’s 
Bay on the 15th August. On the 16th September she returned thither,! | 

- and soon afterward sailed for the Indian Seas. The United States war- | 
. Steamer Vanderbilt had, in the interval, visited both Cape Town and 

_ Simon’s Bay, coaled, and departed for the Mauritius. She had pre- | 
viously coaled at St. Helena, and at the Mauritius she obtained | 

[116] a renewed supply. The *Alabama touched and coaled at Singa- 
-- pore on or about the 21st of December, 1863; returned a second 
time to the Cape of Good Hope on the 20th of March, 1864;? and an 
thence proceeded to Europe, anchoring, on the 11th June, 1863, in the | 
port of Cherbourg. The United States minister at Paris, Mr. Dayton, pO 
protested in writing against her being received into a French port.’ 
She was, however, admitted, and suffered to coal and to make such 

-- repairs as might be necessary, but did not obtain permission to enter : 
the government docks. . 

On the 19th June, 1864, she engaged the United States war-steamer | 
Kearsarge, off the coast of France, and was sunk, after an action lasting .§ __ 
about an hour. Some of her officers and crew were picked up and saved | 
by an English yacht which happened to be near at hand, and some by | | 
a French pilot-boat. | 7 Oo 

With reference to this incident Some correspondence passed between 
Mr. Adams and the government of Her Britannic Majesty, Mr. Adams 

_- erroneously contending that it was the duty of the owner of the yacht _ 
to surrender the persons whom he had picked up to the captain of the | 

-  Kearsarge. To the representations made on this subject Earl Russell : 
replied :+ Lo | | 

Oo Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. 7 

eS os  FoREIGN OFFIcE, June 27, 1864. _ 
Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 25thinstant, == ~~ 

' . complaining of the interference of a British vessel, the Deerhound, with a view to aid 
_. imeffecting the escape of a number of persons belonging to the Alabama, who you 

Appendix, voli, p. 3250 Ibid. p. 372.” 
— 8 Ibid, p. 376. | | | * Ibid., p. 380. | |
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state had already surrendered themselves prisoners of war, and calling my attention 
"to the remarkable proportion of officers and American insurgents, as compared with 

the whole number of. persons rescued from the waves. You state further that you can | 
- -searcely entertain a doubt that this selection was made by British subjects witha view 

\ ‘to connive at the escape of these particular individuals from captivity. — ee 
. I have the honor to state to you, in reply, that it appears to me that-the owner of 

| the Deerhound, of the royal yacht squadron, performed only a common duty of 
humanity in saving from the waves the captain and several of the crew of the Ala-  . 
bama. They would otherwise, in all probability, bave been drowned, and thus would 

| never have been in the situation of prisoners of war. | Aree 
+. It does not appear to me to be any part of the duty of a neutral to assist in making” 
prisoners of war for one of the belligerents. | a | are 

__- shall, however, transmit to the owner of the Deerhound a-copy of your letter and 
-. its inclosures, together witha copy of this letter. — os . oe 

ss Dam, .&c., a - so o - 
_ | (Signed) an eo «RUSSELL. | 

~The following correspondence also passed between the captain of the 
Kearsarge and M. Bonfils, who is stated to have been an agent, in 

| . France, of the government of the Confederate States? 

| : | : Captain Winslow, United States Navy, to M. Bonjils. ce 

. | | -‘Unirep Srares Steamsmipe KearsareGe, le 21 juin, 1871. 
Monsizur: Certains canots de pilots, auxquels j’avais permis, par humanité, de: 

| | sauver plusieurs prisonniers lorsque l’Alabama efit sombré, les ont amenés a Cherbourg. 
Ces officiers et hommes d’équipage n’en sont pas moins soumis aux obligations que la. 

~ - Joi de la guerre impose; ils sont mes prisonniers, et je demande qu’ils se rendent a. 
| ‘bord du Kearsarge pour s’y constituer prisonniers. Dans le cas quw’ils chercheraient a. 

ge. délier de cette obligation 4 la faveur des moyens qui out été employés, dans des cas. 
, ‘semblables qui pourraient se présenter ils ne doivent plus attendre aucune clémence., 

~~ (Signé) | | _ JNO. A. WINSLOW. 

| - M. Bonfils to Captain Winslow, United States Navy. - a : 

| - MonsIEvuR: J’ai recu votre lettre du 21 juin. L’objet de votre réclamation est un. 
| ..de ceux sur lesquels je n’exerce aucun controle, et je vous ferai remarquer que votre- 

demande aurait du étre addressée au gouvernement frangais, chez lequel ces malheureux. 
ee . ont trouvé refuge. | : , | . 

a Je ne connais aucune loi de la guerre qui empéche un soldat de s’échapper @um | 
champ de bataille apres un revers, lors méme qu'il aurait été déja fait prisonnier, et 

je ne vois pas pourquoi un marin n’en pourrait pas faire autant 4 la nage. Je dois. 
| refuser d’agir comme votre intermédiaire aupres de certaines personnes que vous ne 

nommez méme pas, et que néanmoins vous réclamez comme étant vos prisonniers. 
/ __.. Je ne puis non plus comprendre comment les autorités des Etats-Unis peuvent pré- 

- tendre retenir des prisonniers dans les limites de ’empire frangais. | 
: : Je suis, &¢., | ° 

| (Signé) | CO OO . BONFILS. 

1117] ~~ * After the original departure of the Alabama from Liverpool,. 
. . many communications were from time to time addressed by Mr. 
Adams to Her Majesty’s government, in which he dwelt on the circum-. 

- stances that the vessel was built in England, and subsequently received. 
| her armament from England; that coal and supplies had also been pro- 

| eured for her from. England; that many of her crew were British sub- _ 
jects, and that their wages were paid to their wives and families in _ 
England, through merchants resident at Liverpool. These circum- 

| stances were repeatedly referred to by Mr. Adams; and, in a letter © 
inclosed by him to Earl Russell, dated the 1ith January, 1864,’ and 

| written by Mr. Dudley, they were enumerated as proving that the 
Alabama ought to be deemed a British ship, and her acts piratical. The 

TO law-officers of the Crown were requested to advise the government 
| whether any proceedings could be taken with reference to the supposed 

breaches of neutrality alleged by Mr. Adams and Mr.-Dudiey, and they — 

| reported asfollows? 
| Appendix, vol. i, p. 390. * Ibid. p. 226. SF Ibid.. pee35.
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Hee a | - Opinion of law-offcers. | 

We are of opinion ‘that no proceedings “can at present be taken with reference to: , fa” 
any of the matters alleged as breaches of neutrality in the accompanying printed’ | 

papers. - oo 7 | Se - , 
'. If the persons alleged to be Englishmen or Irishmen who have been serving om. 
board the Alabama are natural-born British subjects, they are undoubtedly offenders- | 
against the foreign-enlistment act. But, not being (so far as it appears) within British nn 

- jurisdiction, no proceedings can now be taken against them; and it is, under these. | 
7 circumstances, unnecessary to enter into the question of the sufficiency or insufficiency, 

| -in 6ther respects, of the evidence against them contained in John Latham’s affidavit — 
of the 8th January last. Whether any acts were done within the United Kingdom to | 

-- induée all or any of these persons to enlist in the confederate service, or to go abroad : 
for that ‘purpose, which would be punishable under the foreign-enlistment act, isa 
‘question on which these papers throw little or no light; certainly they furnish no 
evidence of any such acts against any persons or person now within British jurisdic- 

__, tion, on which any proceedings could possibly be taken under that statute, a 
So far as relates to the supply of coals or other provisions or stores to the Alabama,. 

‘and the payments made to relatives of seamen or others serving on board that ship by | | 
persons resident in the country, we are not aware of any law by which such acts‘are: 

_ prohibited, and therefore no proceedings can be taken against any person on that - 
. account. | 7 an , 
om 80 far as relates to Mr. Dudley’s argument (not now for the first time advanced) that. - 

the Alabama is-an-Enghsh piraticeal craft,;it might ‘have ‘been enough to say that Mr.. 
Dudley, while he enumerates almost everything which is immaterial, omits every- 
thing that is material, to constitute that character. The character of an English pirate / 
cannot possibly belong to.a vessel armed and commissioned as a public ship of war by 

_. the Confederate States, and commanded by an officer belonging to the navy of those | 
States, under their authority. Such the Alabama undoubtedly is, and has been, ever 
since she first hoisted the confederate flag, and received her armament at Tercéira. 

_ Even by the schedule of John Latham’s affidavit, in which he describes the greater 
-part of her petty-officers and seamen (on what evidence we know not) as Englishmen 
or Irishmen, it appears that twenty out of the twenty-five superior officers (as well as- 
the captain) are not so described; and of these twenty officers one is stated to be the 
brother-in-law of the President of the Confederate States. It is to be regretted that, . 
in any of the discussions on this subject, so manifest an abuse of language as the appli-. . 
cation of the term “English piratical craft” to the Alabama should still be permitted: , 

to continue. | oo | BT 
(Signed) _ ROUNDELL PALMER. 

oe , ae : a oo RR. P. COLLIER, | 

PER Eh oe SUMMARY. 

-. The Alabama was built at Birkenhead by a ship-building firm which 
had for a long time carried on a very extensive business. The building’ | | 
of ships of war required for the use of foreign governments, and ordered | 
by such governments directly or through agents, had formed apart of . 
the ordinary business of the firm. It has been alleged that one of the 
members of the firm was a member of the House of Commons. This. ro 
allegation, if it were true, would be immaterial; but Her Majesty’s | 
government has been informed and believes that it was not true, and: | 
that Mr. John Laird, who was member of Parliament for Birkenhead, 7 
and had formerly been a partner in the business, had ceased to be so: “ 
before the building of the Alabama. The vessel appears to have been 
completed by the builders for delivery in the port of Liverpool, andto. => 
have been delivered accordingly ; and Her Majesty’s government sees. Oe 
“no reason to doubt that the building and delivery of the vessel were, so far - - 

as the builders were concerned, transactions in the ordinary course | 
[118] *of their business, though they probably knew, and did not 

disclose, the employment for which she was intended by the per- : 
_ son or persons to whose order she had been built. — | ae . 

_ The general construction of the vessel was such as to make it appar~ — 
ent that she was intended for war and not for commerce.
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. The attention of Mr. Dudley had been called to this vessel in Novem-. 
ber, 1861, by his predecessor in office. The attention of Her Britannic 
Majesty’s government was for the first time directed to her by Mr. 

| _ Adams, in a note received on the 24th of June, 1862. | | . 
Mr. Adams’s communication was referred immediately to the law-offi- 

gers of the Crown. Inquiries were directed to be forthwith instituted at 
pi, Liverpool, and such inquiries were instituted and prosecuted accord- 

| ingly. Mr. Adams was at the same time requested to instruct the 
| United States consul at Liverpool to submit such evidence as he might 

: possess, tending to show that his suspicions as to the destination of | 
: the vessel were well founded, to the collector of customs at that port. 

_. In order to enable Her Majesty’s government to justify and support a 
| - seizure of the vessel, it was necessary that the government should have 
/ | reasonable evidence, not only that she had been or was being equipped, _ 

armed, or fitted out for war, but also that she was so equipped, armed, | 
_ or fitted out with the intention that she should be. used to cruise or 

| commit hostilities against the United States. | 
Admissible and material evidence, tending to prove the existence ot 

such an unlawful intention, was for the first time obtained by the cus- 
toms officers at Liverpool on the 21st July, 1862, and came into the | 

| possession of Her Majesty’s government on the following day. This 
evidence, however, though admissible and material, was very scanty, 
consisting in reality of the testimony of one witness, who stated facts 

| within his own knowledge, that of the other deponents being wholly or 
chiefly hearsay.. Further testimony was obtained on the 23d July, and 
additional evidence on the 25th July. a : 

| | It was the right and duty of Her Majesty’s government to inform its 
judgment as to the credibility and sufficiency of the evidence obtained 

| as aforesaid, by consulting its official legal advisers. Nor can any 
reasonable time taken by the advisers of the government for delibera- 
tion, especially when additional materials were being daily received and. | 
sent to them, be a ground for imputing want of due diligence to 
Her Majesty’s government. One of Her Majesty’s ordinary legal ad- 

-_. visers, the Queen’s advocate, now deceased, was at that time seriously 
ill of a malady from which he never recovered, and this was mentioned 
at the time (on the 31st July, 1862) by Lord Russell to Mr. Adams, as 
‘a circumstance which had occasionnd some delay. : , 

All the evidence obtained as aforesaid was in fact referred by the 
government aS soon as obtained, with the utmost expedition, to its 
legal advisers. | | | . | 

| The advisers of the government, on the 29th July, reported their 
a opinion that the evidence was sufficient to justify a seizure of the 

vessel. | —_ | _ 
On the day on which this opinion was given, and before it could be — 

reported to the government, the Alabama put to sea. She had not 
a been registered, and the application for a clearance, which is usual in 

| the case of ships leaving port, had not been made, and the intention 
- to carry her to sea was concealed by means of an artifice. 

nee The destination of the vessel, and the course which she would take 
after putting to sea, were entirely unknown, except to the persons im- 

7 mediately concerned in dispatching her. Orders for arresting her were, 
however, sent by the government to various places at which she might peat, probably touch after leaving Liverpool, and to Nassau. | 

OO ‘The Alabama sailed from England wholly unarmed, and with a crew 
. hired to work the ship and not enlisted for the confederate service. She 

| | 1 Appendix, vol. 1, p. 249. | |
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received her armament at a distance of more than a thousand miles = 
~ from England, and was armed for war, not within the dominions of Her | 

| Majesty, but either in Portuguese waters or on the high seas. | - 
/ The guns and ammunition which were put on board the Alabama ee 

- off Terceira had been procured and exported from England in an ordi- 
~ nary merchant-steamer, which faded them as cargo and sailed with a 7 

regular clearance for Nassau. oo . | 
O The Alabama was commissioned by the government of the Confeder. - 

ate States, and commanded and officered by American citizens. Of the 
crew a considerable number were British subjects, who were induced by 
persuasion and promises of reward to take service in her while she , : 

~ was off Terceira. Others were American ¢itizeps, and the proportion — a 
- which these bore to the rest increased during her cruise. 7 

After having been armed and commissioned as a ship of war of the’ — 
Confederate States, the Alabama was. admitted in that character into 7 
ports of all the countries visited by her,.among which were several . | 

- of the colonies of Great Britain.. In these she was received on the _ - 
- game footing as elsewhere, without favor or partiality. - | , 

_ No serious endeavor to capture the Alabama appears to have been | 
--made on the part *of the Government of the United States. The | oe 

_ [119] Tuscarora, which had been summoned by Mr. Adams to an Eng- ne 
_- Jish port in order to intercept her on her departure, failed todo + — 

‘so, apparently through the remissness of the Tuscarora’s commander. — 
_ During the whole cruise, which lasted nearly two years, and until she en 

sailed from the port of Cherbourg to engage the Kearsarge, she was | 
- . only encountered twice by United States ships; once in the Gulf of 

Mexico, when she voluntarily provoked an action and sunk her opponent,, .. _ 
-‘ ‘and a second time when she eluded the pursuit of the San Jacinto, at a 

Martinique. ee . oo Ne Se, 
Her Britannic Majesty’s government cannot admit that, in respect of . . : 

the Alabama, it-is justly chargeable with any failure of- international | 
duty, for which reparation is due from Great Britain to the United a 
States | : | | |
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"STATEMENT OF FACTS RELATIVE 10 THE GEORGIA. = = 

On the 8th April, 1863, Mr. Adams addressed to Earl Russell a note — 
Pant VIL~The respecting a steam-vessel, built in Dumbarton, in Scotland, | 

Georgia, - and at first known as the Japan, but subsequently as the © 
— ., Georgia. es er | 

This vessel had put to sea six days before the date of Mr. Adams’s . 
~ note, and was at that date out of the Queen’s dominions. No informa- _ 

| - tion whatever relating to her had previously reached Her Majesty’s 
: - government. Mr. Adams’s note was as follows:! | | 

re | Mr. Adams to Earl Russell. - oO 

/ ' : | LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, ae 
mo Oe . : London, April 8, 1863.. | 

Co _ My Lorp: From information received at this legation, which appears entitled to 
oo credit, [am compelled to the painful conclusion that a steam-vessel has just departed 
oo from the Clyde with the intent to depredate on the commerce of the people of the 
-..'-.  * United States.” She passed there under the name of the Japan, but is since believed to 

- have assumed the name of the Virginia. Her immediate destination is the island ef |’ 
. Alderney, where it is supposed she may yet be at this moment. <A small steamer called 

oo the Alar, belonging to Newhaven, and commanded by Henry P. Maples, has been loaded 
. with a large supply of guns, shells, shot, powder, &c., intended for the equipment of 

, the Virginia, and is either on the way or has arrived there. It is further alleged that | 
a considerable number of British subjects have been enlisted at Liverpool, and sent to | 
serve on board this cruiser. | a | — 

oe - Should it be yet in the power of Her Majesty’s government to institute some inquiry 
into the nature of these proceedings, in season to establish their character if innocent, 

- orto puta stop to them if criminal, I feel sure that it would be removing a heavy 
burden of anxiety from the minds of my countrymen in the United States. 
_. T pray, &c., 

_ _ (Signed) . | CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. © 

From dispatches addressed by Mr. Adams and Mr. Dudley to their 
-- own Government, it appears that the consuls of the United States at 

| ~ Glasgow and Liverpool, and Mr. Adams himself, had for a long time 
| - been in possession of information respecting this vessel, and that she — 

had Jong been an object of suspicion to them. Mr. Adams, on the 9th 
| _ April, 1863, wrote as follows to Mr. Seward: - a 
oy Lastly, comes the case of the Japan, alias the Virginia. I have been long in the pos- © 

|. gession of information about the construction and outfit of that vessel on the Clyde, ~ 
| but nothing has ever been furnished to me of a nature to base proceedings upon. _ 

, Learning, however, that she had gone to the island of Alderney to take her armament 
| | ‘there, I made up my mind.to send notice of it to the British government, and leave it | 

—_ "sto them to act in the case as they might think fit. oo | 

i Mr. Dudley, on the 3d April, had written as follows to Mr. Seward: _ 
| - Mr. Underwood, our consul at Glasgow, has no doubt informed you about the steamet 

~ now called the Japan, formerly the Virginia, which is about to clear from this port fot _ 
| the East Indies. Someseventy or eighty men, twice the number that would be required 

| | for any legitimate voyage, were shipped at Liverpool for this vessel, and sent to. 
| Greenock on Monday evening last. They are shipped for a voyage of three years. My 

| oe ~ i ” - 1Appendix, vol. i, p. 399. . oe |
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| belief is that she belongs to the.confederates, and is to be converted into a privateer ; : 
quite likely to cruise in the East Indies, as Mr. Young, the paymaster from the Alabama, So | 

_.. tells me it has always been a favorite idea of Mr. Mallory, the secretary of the confed-_. oe 
erate navy, to send a privateer in these waters. I sent a man from here to Glasgowto = = 
accompany these men, to endeavor to find out the destination of the vessel, &c.. He | | 

- has not been successful yet in his efforts. He has been on board, and writes that she 
has no armament, and he is still there watching her. | : | 

| No communication respecting this vessel was made to Her Majesty’s ae 
government until the 8th April, six days after her departure from British | 
waters. oe So . a | : | 

| The receipt of Mr. Adams’s note of the 8th April was unofficially Oo 
_ acknowledged by Mr. Hammond, one of the under-secretaries of state 

for foreign affairs, asfollows? = eo | 

nee | Mr. Hammond to Mr. Adams. a gs 

[Private] |  Forergn Oeice, April8,1863. 
My Dear Sir: I found your, immediate letter on my arrival at the office at 12.45, | : 

and as your mail goes, I believe, to-day, you may like to know at once that within | 
: F121} half an hour of that time it was sent to the *home office, within whose particu- ©” | 

| lar jurisdiction are the Channel Islands. A copy will also be sent to the treas- - 
ury as soon aSit canbe made. eo . 

You shall have,an official acknowledgment of your letter as soon asI can get Lord... . 
-  Russell’s signature, but he is out of town. oy 

-  -Wery faithfully, &c., : 
. _, (Signed) ° E. HAMMOND. - 

_.- Copies of Mr. Adams’s note were, on the same day, sent to the home oo 
office and the treasury, and those departments were requested to 
adopt, without delay, the measures most. suitable for ascertaining the. 
correctness of the report, and, if it should prove to be well founded, 
then to take the most effectual measures allowed by law for defeating = ~ | 
the alleged attempt to fit out a belligerent vessel from a British port, — oe 

_ and for bringing to justice all persons connected with the vessel who | 
might have rendered themselves amenable to the law. | | 

7 In pursuance of this request, the following letter was addressed by  —— 
the under-secretary of state for the home department to the lieutenant- an 
governor of Guernsey :? - so 

: | a Mr. Waddington to Major-General Slade. - - 

| 7 . WHITEHALL, April 8, 1863. ~ . 
Str: I am directed by Sir George Grey to transmit to you herewith, as received - 

through the foreign office, a cop§ of a letter from the United States minister at this me 
court, respecting a steam-vessel named either the Japan or the Virginia, reported to me 

| have left the Clyde for Alderney, where she is to receive on board an armament con- 
veyed to that island by a small steamer, the Alar, belonging to Newhaven, and is to be 

| eventually employed in hostilities against the United States; and I am to request that 
; you will make immediate inquiry inte the truth of the allegations contained in that | 

communication. . | pO 
| _ I have to -call your attention to the statute 59 Geo. ITI, cap. 69. Section 7 appears ‘ 
| to be applicable to this case, if the information which has been given to the minister , 
| of the United States of America should turn out to be correct. In that case the law- . 

officers of the Crown should be instructed to take without delay the proper proceed- _ 
ings authorized by the law of Alderney, to enforce the provisions of the act in ques- . . 

- tion, and the officers of customs may be called upon to assist, if necessary. , 
Sir George Grey will be glad to. be informed of the result of the inquiry, and of any, 

-. steps that may be taken in consequence. | : . 
7. Thave, &e.,. py | | ce | (Signed) a Bn | _H. WADDINGTON, — 

_ The lieutenant-governor, on receiving these instructions, desired 

A Appendix, vol. i, p. 39% 8 Tbid, p40
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Captain de Saumarez, commanding Her Majesty’s ship Dasher, to pro- 
. ceed at once to Alderney. It was found, however, that Mr. Adams’s 

| information as to the immediate destination of the two vessels men- 
| tioned in his note was erroneous. 7 | SO 
a _ . Lhe commissioners of customs were, on the same day, (8th June,) 
a directed by the lords commissioners of the treasury to instruct their 

_ officers at Alderney to cooperate with the lieutenant-governor of 
; Guernsey. This order was forthwith executed, and the commissioners 

| wrote to the same effect to their officers at Guernsey. They likewise 
_ . Instructed.the collectors of customs at Greenock and Glasgow to report - 

all the information which they might be able to obtain respecting the . 
 . Japan. | | a _ eo 7 

Do The collector at Greenock reported as follows: | | 

, | - | Mr. Hodder to commissioner of customs. . | wos a 

7 | : | , ae Custom-Houss, Greenock, April 10, 1863, 0 

a HoNoRABLE Sir: With reference to the board’s commands signified by Mr. Gard-. 
.  ner’s letter of yesterday’s date, directing me to report to the board all the particulars 

I may be enabled to ascertain ‘respecting a vessel called. the Japan or Virginia, which » 
it is alleged has recently sailed from the Clyde, to be employed against ships of the 

7 : United States, I beg to report an iron vessel named the Japan, Thomas Hitchcock 
oe master, registered at Liverpool as 427 tons, official N6. 45868, was built at Dumbarton 

| and measured by the measuring officer at Glasgow, came down the river and proceeded 
| to Gareloch Head, to adjust her compasses, and afterward brought up at the Tail of the 

__ Bank, where she remained three or four days. This vessel was, on the 31st ultimo,» 
entered outward by Colin-S. Caird, for Point de Galle and Hong-Kong, with a crew | 
of forty-eight men. On the Ist instant she shipped the under-mentioned bonded stores, | 

. which were sent from Liverpool, viz: 115 gallons of spirits, 32 gallons of wine, 244 
yes -peunds of tea, 590 pounds of coffee, 212 pounds of tobacco, 10 pounds cigars, 18 ewt. 3 

e quarters 2 pounds of sugar, 2 cwt. 2 quarters 8 pounds of molasses, 2 cwt. 1 quarter 5 
pounds of raisins, and 1 cwt.1 quarter 8 pounds of currants; and cleared the same 

| _ day-in ballast for Point de Galle and Hong-Kong. . oe a 
; | It appears she left the anchorage at the Tail of the Bank early on the morning of the 2d — 

- instant, with the ostensible purpose of trying her engines, intending to returnyhaving 
. | on board several joiners who were fitting up her cabins, and 1 am informed that . 

oo ' [122] after she left this the joiners were employed in “*fitting up a magazine on 
| -* ‘poard, and were subsequently landed on some part of the coast lower down the 

os Clyde.., . os | 
a it is reported that she did not take her final departure until the 6th or 7th instant ; 

. ~. put I cannot ascertain where she went after leaving this anchorage. . 
. ' T have questioned the officer who performs tide-surveyor’s duty afloat, and who 

visited her, on the evening of the Ist instant, to see that the stores were correct. He 
-. .. jnferms me he saw nothing on board which could lead him to suspect that she was 

, - intended for war purposes. I can testify that she was not heavily sparred ; indeed . 
-ghe could not spread more canvas than an ordinary merchant-steamer. I beg to | 

es add, whet the tide-surveyor was on board, the joiners were fitting doors to the cabins. . 
Tam, &ce., Oe | - | | 

| (Signed ) | J. F. MOORE HODDER, | 
[ _ . ) . . a _ Collector. . 

| The officer acting for the collector at Glasgow transmitted the sub-. 
+: jeined report, made by the measuring surveyor at that port.2 He added 

- that the Japan had not cleared from Glasgow: a | 

oe Co ee Custom-Houss, Glasgow, April 10, 1863. 
7 Sir: In compliance with your reference, I beg to report that an iron screw-steamer, 

galled the Japan, was recently built by Messts. W. Denny, Brothers, at Dumbarton. _ 
. -I surveyed her on the 17th January last, and visited on two subsequent occasions for - 

the purpose of completing my survey. She appeared to me to be intended for commer-_. 
oo cial purposes, her frame-work and plating being of the ordinary sizes for vessels of her _ 

— class. SO , _ 
| - -. ... Appendix, vol.i,p.408, 8 *Tbid., p. 404.00 -
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‘DT annex a copy of my certificate of survey, which shows the vessel’s tonnage and. Lo 
- description, and beg to add that the formule and. certificate of survey for the Japan « © 

were forwarded to Liverpool on the 2d ultimo, with a view to her being registered as | 

_ a British ship. , ne OC 
7 Respectfully submitted. | - oS 

(Signed) , a : | M. COSTELLO, . ~ 
ee | — Measuring Surveyor. 

| Form No. 1a. Steamer. | 4 Se | 

| es Certificate of survey. _ | | 

. Name of ship. British or foreign built. Port of intended registry.| How propelled. * | 

“Japan.” British, == | Liverpool. | |Byascrew-propeller. 

- Number of decks......- One and a poop. Build... 0202.22 eee eee eee Clincher. | 
~ Number of masts......- Two.. oe Galleries........--...-.-.. None. | 
Rigged...--.-.--. ..---- Brig. Oo Head.....--..--.--.-.---- Demi-woman. | 
Stern.......----....-.--. Round. | Frame-work........ .----. Iron. ; | 

| - : |. ‘MEASUREMENTS, - | | — 
ne . Feet. Tenths. | 

Length from the fore part of stem under. the bowsprit to the aft side of 
. the head of the stern-post....... 2... 62-2202 eee eee e ee eee cee eeeeeee- 219 00 me 
Main breadth to outside plank..-.... 22-2222. ------ ee eee eee eee eee ee 7 25 . - 

| Depth in hold from tonnage-deck to ceiling at midships.... ..-...------ 14 75 
_ Name and address of builder—W. Dennys, Brothers, Dumbarton. . | 

| | TONNAGE. | . 
, a No. of tons. . 

Tonnage under tonnage-deck .-...-- 222 c2- 22. 2 e eee eee cece ee eee eee eee 504.54 
Closed-in spaces above the tonnage-deck, if any; viz: Se Lo Se 

Space or spaces between decks... 2... 20-2 cee eee ve ewe wee cere coerce eene | 
POOP . one cece eee eee eee cece cee ee eee eee ee neem ee newe recent cncens 85. 67 . 

~ Round-house.... 2-6 be. eee eee ee ee eee ee cee ce ee cence tenes eee | | 
-. Other inclosed spaces, if any, naming them—store-room on deck..-..-.--- 1.39 
- Excess of space appropriated to the crew above 4 of the remaining ton- 

 DAQC- oes eee eee eee ee cee rene eee tee eee ne nee cence e cece ete enenee 6.68 — 

otal ..2- ce cece ene cece wen cee cee cee cece ceecee ceccce cecesececceecess 648,28 | oe 
- Deduction for space required for propelling-power as measured..-.-. ---. 221.03 | | 

' Register tonnage, (after making deduction for space for propelling-power oo 
in steamers) .... 22.22. nee cece cee ne cee ne ee eee ween eee cece cece 427,25 

Length of engine-room, 54 feet 3 tenths. - | - = . 
Number of engines, two. yo 

_ Combined power, (estimated horse-power,) number of horses-power, 200. horses. a | 
Name and address of engine-makers, Denny & Co., Dumbarton. an 

I, the undersigned Martin Costello, measuring surveyor for this port, having sur- -— oe 
veyed the above-named ship, hereby certify that the above particulars are true,and = _ me 

_ that the name and the port of registry are properly painted on a conspicuous part of. — - 
| her stern in manner directed by the merchant shipping act, 1854. — SS 

~ Dated at Glasgow, the 4th day of February, 1863. , | | i 
| (Signed) — . M. COSTELLO, OO 
Oo a | | ne 7 Surveyor. | . 

_. It appears from these reports that the vessel, when surveyed by the =| 
_ measuring surveyor, presented nothing calculated to excite suspicion; | . 

-. "that she had the appearance of being intended for commercial 7 
_ [123] purposes, her frame-work-and plating being such as are *ordinary = 
a in trading-vessels of her class; that she had been regularly . | 

_ entered outwards for Point de Galle and Hong-Kong, with a crew of _ 

Appendix, vol. i, p. 423. oo |
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_. forty-eight men, and that, on the Ist April, 1863, she had cleared for that _ 
» destination in ballast. oo oe 

- _ It subsequently appeared further that she had, on the 20th of March, © 
; 1863, been registered as the property of a Mr. Thomas Bold, a merchant 
* residing at Liverpool, on the declaration of Bold that he was the sole 

me owner of her. It also appeared that she had been advertised at the 
_. ‘Sailors’ Home in Liverpool as about to sail for Singapore; that seamen 

were hired for her at Liverpool as for a ship bound for that port; and 
that all her crew so hired signed articles for a voyage to Singapore, or 

_, any intermediate port, for a period of two years, and that the men | 
| _ believed that this was the real destination of the ship. She took her — 
oe  erew on board while lying in the Clyde, off the port of Greenock, and : 

on the 2d of April she sailed. | | CO | 
a _ _ With respect to the Alar, the small steamer stated by Mr. Adams in | 

his note of the 8th to have conveyed men and munitions of war to the | 
Japan, the commissioners of customs had, before the date. of that note, | 

a received from their collector at N ewhaven the following report, which | 
they had forwarded to the treasury :! | | a | 

| Mr. Dolan to the commissioners of customs. - oe | 

oe | Custom-Hovusu, Newhaven, April 6, 1863. | 
ee HONORABLE Sirs: The steamship Alar, of London, 85 tons, owned by H. P. Maples, 
: | ‘sailed on Sunday morning, 5th instant, at 2 a.m., bound, according tothe ship’s papers, 

vo ‘viz, the accompanying content, for Alderney and St. Malo. On Saturday, at mid- 
OO * night, thirty men, twenty of whom appeared to be British sailors, ten mechanics, 

| arrived by train. Three gentlemen accompanied them, Mr. Lewis, of Alderney, Mr. 
oe Ward, and Mr. Jones. The then appeared to be ignorant of their precise destination ;_ | 
TO some said they were to get £20 each for the trip. .A man, rather lame, superintended 

them. Shortly after midnight aman arrived from Brighton on horseback, with a - 
oe telegram, which, for purposes of secrecy, had been sent there and not to Newhaven, it 

. issuspected. Mr. Staniforth, the agent, replied to my inquiries this morning that the 
‘Alar had munitions of war on board, and that they were consigned by ——— —_—* | 

a to a Mr. Lewis, of Alderney. His answers were brief, and with reserve, leaving no 
doubt on my mind nor on the minds of any here that the thirty men and munitions of 

ee war are destined for transfer at sea to some second Alabama. The private telegram —s| 
| to Brighton intimated, very probably, having been reserved for the last hour, where 

- _ that vessel would be found. Whether the shipment of the men, who all appeared 
. to be British subjects, can, if it should be hereafter proved that they have been 

_ . transferred to a Federal or confederate vessel, be held as an infringement of the foreign- 
- enlistment act, and whether the clearance ‘of the Alar, if hereafter proved to be untrue, 

can render the master amenable under the customs consolidation act, is for your con- 
: ‘sideration respectfully submitted: | \ . | | 

. __. (Signed) | : , BR. J. DOLAN, Collecter. : 

— No.7. | Content. a a : | | | 

| : SS | Port of Newhaven, — ——,, pilot. we 7 | 

| ae oo Tonnage and von ‘ | - | . 

_  -Ship’s name! number of | If British, port of de | | Number of . 
and desti-; guns, registry; if for- | Number of | Name of passen-- | 

oo nation | 2 | eign, the coun- crew. | master. gers or | 

| ty, : 3 | troops, 
- | Pons. | Guns. |} — | | ; _ : 

- “Alar” AL] © 85 |.......| British ship, | 16 | Jos. Back. |..-....20022000 | 
‘derney en ae o London. | rs pO | 
and St. : oe, | | a po 2 
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- Warehoused and transshipment goods. Drawback and restricted goods. | : 

| . Number and re - | fe Auer “ | . 

_-- Marks. | Numbers. | descr a non. Remarks. Marks. | Numbers.| scription | Remarks. 

| | : apes | | of pack- | - 

—- British goods and foreign goods free. of duty, and foreign goods not fos drawback: oe 

oo | Sundry free goods... > ae | ‘ es ON 

- _ Examined. . oe ne - | - . — 

—_ (Signed) - | a W. 8. FLINT, Examining Officer. oe | 

_G. W. STANIFORTH, Broker. oo! . : a | 
Cleared, dated April4. o | _ 

- J do-declare that the above content is a true account of all goods shipped or intended | 
: to be shipped on board the above-named ship, and correct in all other particulars, and ‘ 

that all the requirements of the act 17 and 18 Vict., cap. 104, have been duly complied 
with | - cS 

(Signed) . JOS. BACK, Master. a 

| Signed and declared, this 4th day of April, before me. 7 | oe 
(Signed) oo W. K. STAVELEY, Collector. 

[124] *When this report was received no information respecting the 
_ vessel then known as the Japan had reached the commissioners oo 

| of customs or the government, and on this point no information was or 
could be conveyed in the report, since none was possessed by the col- ; 
 lectorat Newhaven. = = . | | , | 

On ‘the 11th April, 1863, the following statement appeared in the 
- getond edition of the Times newspaper :* Oo 

. , | PLyMourTH, Saturday Morning. | | 
The steamship Alar, Captain Back, of and from Newhaven, for St. Malo, put’ in here 

this morning, and landed seventeen men belonging to the steamship Japan, Captain . 
Jones, 600 tons, which left Greenock on the 28th March for a trading voyage in the ~ 
Chinese seas. On atrival off the coast of France she lay to for three days, itis sup- | | 

. posed to take in more cargo. On the 4th April, at ll a. m., one of the condensers of ts 
the steam-engines, which are about 200 horse-power, exploded, and two firemen in the . | 
stokehole were scalded, viz, Alexander McDuff, of Edinburgh, and William Hamilton, - vos 

_ of Downpatrick, seriously; they were taken immediately into the captain’s cabin, _ ve 
~ transferred to the Alar on the 9th, and are now in the Devon and Cornwall hospital | oe 

. here. The other fifteen are seamen and firemen, who took advantage of the proximity Oo 
. of the Alar, and are said to have ‘backed out of the voyage to China.” They left by 

train this merning for Liverpoo], Portsmouth, &c. The Japan, which had a comple- ae 
.. ment of eighty men, has proceeded. The Alar had to lay to in the Channel on Thurs- : 

day and Friday, in consequence of some trifling damages. © | 

| ~ Karl Russell, on observing this statement, gave orders that it should — . a 
- - be immediately brought to the notice of the secretary of state for the 

-  home.department, and the lords commissioners of the treasury. After-— 
ward, and on the same day, at 5 p. m., he received from Mr. Adams the | 

_ following note referring to it? oo, Pee : 
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ae me 7 Mr, Adams to Earl Russell. a a : 

a a —_ | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, Oo | 
. oo . eo ~ London, April 11,1863. 

| My Lorp: I have the honor to inclose to your lordship a slip extracted from the Lon- 
_.. don Times of this day, touching the case of the vessel now called the Japan, but named 

| at Greenock lately the Virginia. It is needless to add that the statement therein made | 
- of the destination of the vessel is known to me to be false. I have reason to believe — 

that she has not gone. The steamer Alar has already transferred to her one 56-pounder 
gun and four smaller ones, and is expected to return to her. = _—> | oo - 

I pray, &e., | - | | mo 

Co (Signed) oe _ CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. __ 

> Copies of this note were immediately sent to the home department — 
| and the treasury, with a request that it should receive immediate atten- 

tion, and that those departments would take such steps as might be legally 
in their power to prevent a violation of the law. _ - Not 

. On the same evening, at 7.40 p. m., orders were sent by telegraph-to _ 
7 the collector of customs at Plymouth to make inquiry about the Alar; 

and at 11.40 p. m. an answer was received from him to the effect that 
| She had arrived that morning, and that the collector had taken the 

master’s statement, and had forwarded it to the board of customs. | 
- _ The statement so forwarded, and the collector’s letter inclosing it, were . 

as follows :} 7 | | a | 

ee Mr. Browne to the commissioners of customs. oe Oo 

a , Oe - Cusrom-Hovuss, Plymouth, April 11,1863. 
| _ HonorRas ie Sirs: I beg to submit, for your honors’ information, the inclosed state- 

- ment of the master of the steamer Alar, of. London, to whith he has affixed his signa- a 
7 ture. He states that his vessel is a regular trader between Newhaven and the Channel . 

Islands. | | . | | . a 
Respectfully, &c., So | | oe _— i 

: (Signed) | | Se N. E.. BROWNE. | 

ee Statement of Mr. Back, master of the screw-steamer Alar. ~ | | 

fo. J cleared from Newhaven on the 4th April for Alderney and St. Malo, in ballast, and | 
oo sailed from thence on Sunday the Sth, having on board about thirty passengers, of : 

| whom about six were in the cabin, and a quantity of packages, which I supposed con- © 
- tained provisions and passengers’ baggage. Before leaving a principal party Was 
o pointed out to me by the owner of my ship, and I was informed by him that the pro- | 

: - - visions belonged to this party, and that I was to obey his instructions. ! 
. . On Sunday, about 3 p. m., my engine broke down, owing to the bursting of the feed- 

pipe, and I was compelled to rake out fires, and blow off steam; the engineer repaired 
| - damage, and after about seven or eight hours’ delay I proceeded on my voyage. 

£125] — Broke down again on Monday morning, from * some cause, and proceeded, after = 
-- repairs and similar delay. Laying-to on Tuesday afternoon and night, weather | 

: very thick, and blowing from westward. | : Oo | 
On Wednesday, about 11 a.m., saw a steamship a long way off to the westward, with | 

_ signal flying, but I know not what colors. The passenger before mentioned asked me. 
| | to bear down to the ship, which J] did; but before reaching her, my engine broke down | 
7 again, when the steamer came up to me, and took my vessel in tow. The steamer .— | 

\ towed me toward the coast of France, in order that I might get shelter to effect repairs, - | 
She towed me for about an hour, then the rope parted ; and in coming back to fetch me 

~ again, the tow-rope got foul of the large steamer’s propeller, and caused. her to fall 
oe, down upon us, damaging our stanchions, and carrying away our bowsprit. . a 

Co - The passenger before mentioned then asked me to transfer the provisions and bag- - | 
—_ gage to the large. steamer, which was done, by about twenty of the passengers, who 

also went on board the steamer, where they remained. I was then asked by a person | 
in authority.on board the large steamer, if I would take two men who had been badly 

| scalded to any port where there was an hospital, which I consented to do, and they, 
, with about nine or ten others, and the person who had spoken to me aboué the sick | 

| men, came.on board my vessel; and I at once proceeded for the first English port I . | 
could make that had an hospital. | OT co, | 
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- I parted with the large steamer on Thursday afternoon. On the afternoon of Friday we | | 

o again broke down, and were delayed about the same time as before. About2a.m.on | 

| Saturday the 11th, we sighted the Eddystone, and bore up for Plymouth, which wereached — - 

about 4.30 a. m., when we landed the person we had taken with us from Newhaven—_ OS 

the person who spoke to us on board the steamer—about one dozen men, including the , 

~~ men from the steamer, and the two sick men for the hospital. I heard the large steamer. | 

7 was called the Japan, but'I did not see her name on her stern, as I had enough to do to 

attend tomy own ship.  . mo Co | re 

, (Signed) : | | J. F. BACK, Master of the Alar. 

Custom-Hovuset, Plymouth, April 11, 1863. — a 

; (Signed) — _ | NE. BROWN, Collector. - 

On the 16th April, Earl Russell received from Mr. Adams a note 

inclosing two depositions purporting to be made by seamen who had | 

shipped in the Japan at Greenock, as part of her crew, and had since oo 

, returned to Liverpool. The note and copies of depositions were as a 

~- follows:1 Se | Ce me 7 

os Mr. Adams to Earl Russell. Se a | 

| | _- LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, an 
- OC | | London, April 15, 1863. ie 

-- My Lorp: I have the honor to transmit copies of two depositions of British subjects, 

who appearto have been solicited to engage in the unlawful expedition of the Japan, — 

alias the Virginia, against the commerce of the United States. I append a list of the 
- officers and men, subjects of Great Britain, shipped at the Sailors’ Home _in Liverpool, | 

- a large part of whom have, been induced to join the piratical expedition. Likewise =~ 

a list of the men who refused to enlist, left the Virginia, and returned to Liverpool. | oo 

It is not without great pain that I feel is my duty to point out to your lordship these O 
transactions at Liverpool, and the extent to which, if not in some way prevented, . 

-_ they are calculated to give rise to complaints in the United States of the violations of | 

‘neutrality deliberately committed by Her Majesty’s subjects in the port of Liverpool. 
I pray, &c. oe | | | - 

| (Signed) | CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. 

| es Deposition of Edward Thompson. : | . 

Edward Thompson, of No. 18 Denison street, in Liverpool, makes oath and says: I 

am an able seaman, and served for five years in a man-of-war, on Her Majesty’s ship 
Neptune and others. I-was shipped from Liverpool to Greenock to join the steamer . 
Japan, a8 I was told, bound on a voyage to Singapore. She was advertised in Sailor’ =. | 

| Home as bound for this port. I belong to the royal naval reserve. We sailed from 
| Greenock on the 2d day of April instant. Captain Hitchcock was in command. We . 

sailed first down toward the Isle of Man. We then tacked and went north through 
the North Channel and down the west coast of Ireland, passed Cape Clear, and steered _ 
east up the Channel. Ushant light was the first light we sighted; went toward 

_ §t. Malo. We then put her to the westward, and dodged at slow steam all night. We 
fell in with the Alar steamer just off Morleux; we were not more than three or four LO 
miles from land at the time. When the Alar saw us she hoisted a flag for apilot; after 
she got her pilot on she hoisted a flag of distress. We had taken her in tow before the | 7 
pilot reached us. We floated about until night, then got the Alar alongside, and com- oe 

- menced to discharge the cargo into the Japan. We were three uights engaged in dis- oo 
_ charging the cargo; we did nothing in the day-time. She brought to us guns, shot, oo 

shell, rockets, ammunition, rifles, cutlasses, and all sorts of implements of war. I pO 
-  gounted nine Whitworth guns to be mounted on the decks.‘ I may be mistaken about = === 

_ the maker’s name. I only know they were breech-loading guns. I understood there Led | 
was one large pivot-gun on board when we left Greenock. I left the vessel on Friday | oo ) 
Jast, in the steamer Alar. After we got all the cargo discharged from the Alar into the | ce 

| Japan, at 4 o’clock on Friday afternoon, while we were off Brest, about two miles from | 
_. Jand, the new captain who came to us in the Alar, having dressed himself in regimen- 

tals, in a blue uniform with a star in the epaulets, had all hands piped aft by the 7 
boatswain. He then directed the lieutenant to read the articles, and then said, ‘“ We | 

- are not bound for Singapore; we are going to sail under the confederate flag, the oo 
| [126] same as the *Alabama, to sink, burn, and destroy vsssels belonging to the United. . . 

: .. — States. All of you who wish to join, Iwill give £10 in cash as soon as you sign the . 
| articles, and you who do not wish to join can go back in the Alar. Those who join . 
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_. Shall also have £1 per month extra.” The captain told us her name was to be the Vir- 
_. ginia, and this was the name mentioned in the articles which we were required to 

: _ sign. They had the confederate flag on board at the time laid down on the floor of 
Se the cabin, but it was not hoisted. The articles were for three years, or during the war - 

: with the United States. During the night, while we were discharging the cargo from / 
7 one vessel to the other, we ,were at anchor very close into the land; not more than ~ 

- half a mile from the land, opposite a magazine which lies a quarter of a mile from 
_  -Ushant light. We went to this place, or very near there, every night. After reading 

7 | the articles, the men who refused to sign asked about their wages. They were told | 
_. that Captain Hitchcock would settle this after we arrived at Liverpool. I saw Mr. | 

Hitchcock yesterday at Jones & Co.’s office, No 28 Chapel street, Liverpool. This 
house of Jones.& Co. acted as agents for shipping the men. One of their clerks was 

| _ at the steamer which took us around from Liverpool to Greenock. They signed all the - 
| shipping notes; at least, they were all made payable there at Jones & Co.’s offices, and 

| they have paid them since. They paid me my shipping note yesterday at their office | 
| in Liverpool. There were ten sailors lately belonging to the British navy from Ports- 

_ mouth, who came out in the Alar, but refused to join the vessel. They received £2 
— _ apiece from Captain Hitchcock not to say anything about the matter. This was-paid 

| _ them while we were returning to Plymouth... Mr.-Jones, one of the firm m Chapel 
street, Liverpool, who came out to usin the Alar, was ‘present at the time when the 
Money was paid, and ordered Captain Hitchcock to pay it to the men. Mr. Jones 

. _ seemed to [take] charge of everything. The report was that she, the Virginia, was ° _~ 
od to go to Madeira. She had not more than five days’ coal when we left her. She is an— 

iron vessel, very slightly built, with a full. poop as far as the after scuttle-hole to fire-: | 
, room and top-gallant forecastle. Three masts, square rigged forward; fore and aft | 

main and mizzen. She has one funnel between the fore and main mast; a house over 
: engine-room, with a donkey-engine init. The Alar isa British steamer hailing from a 

| London. When she came out to meet the Japan, or Virginia as she is called, she sailed | 
| from Newhaven. | . Be oo, a 

oe (Signed) | EDWARD THOMPSON.” | 

ae _ Sworn before me at Liverpool this 14th day of April, 1863. a 
oe a (Signed) : , '. J. PEARSON, | 

; | A Commissioner to Administer Oaths in Chancery in England. | 

ae | Deposition of Thomas Mahon. | | 

: - ‘Thomas Mahon, residing at No. 8 Court, Gore street, Toxteth Park, Liverpool, being | 
_ SWOrh, Says: | | . . | 

a Tam a native of Liverpool, and ama laborer. On or about the 27th day of March 
last past, hearing that a steamer was wanting men for Singapore, I went to the Sailors’ | 

_ Home in Liverpool, and was introduced to a man as the captain. I don’t remember 
—-  - ‘his name at present ; L believe it is Hitchcock. He isin Liverpool now. He told me 

| "he was captain of the Japan. He said he wanted firemen and trimmers, and the next | 
+ day, the 27th, I went with him to the shipping-office, and there signed articles for | 
steamer Japan for Singapore, or any intermediate port, for two years. Captain Hitch- | 

_ cock engaged me, and witnessed my signing. I was to have £3 10s.per month. About 
. fifty men in all signed in the same way. When we had ‘signed, we were told to take - 

our clothes to Jones & Co.’s, No. 28 Chapel street, and would then receive an advance | 
_. note for a month’s pay. I took my clothes there, and received a note for £3 10s., pay- | 

able ten days after the ship sailed from Greenock. At Jones & Co.’s we were told by _ 
the Captain Hitchcock to meet at the Glasgow boat at 5 o’clock on Monday afternoon | 

| ~at the dock. We went-as ordered, and “our clothes were brought down, and our fares | 
were paid by a clerk from Jones & Co. We sailed the same evening in the Heron, — | 

a ' about fifty in all. We arrived at Greenock about 3 or 4 the next afternoon, and a tug’ | 
came alongside and took. us off the Heron ard put us on*board the screw-steamer Japan, | 

- _ lying in the river opposite Greenock. Captain Hitchcock came off in the tug and took | 
- uson board. He went on board with us; he gave us our orders. Ihad shipped as | 

: _ coal-trimmer, and believed she was an English steamer, and going to Singapore. She’ 
had then the English ensign flying: Captain Hitchcock remained on board and exer- 

-- cised command. We remained at Greenock till Wednesday. On Thursday, about.6 in 
| the morning, when. we got under way, the pilot said we were going on a trial trip. 
a | On the Wednesday night the revenue officers came on board, after the storescameon =| 

board, and put seals on the stores. The stores came off in a steamer and a lighter. | 
They consisted of large quantities of spirits, clothing, blankets, beds, knives and forks, — | 
tins, and the like. I did not see any other government officers visit the ship. We 

7 sailed out, I believe, on the Thursday morning, as we supposed on the trial trip, and 
steered toward sea. In the afternoon we returned to the light-house down the Clyde: | 

, and stopped, but did not anchor. A tug came to us there with some more men and 4 
_ -provisions from Greenock, and as soon as we had taken them on board we started down | | 

: again and steered right to sea. The pilot left-us. next morning off Castletown, Isie of 

. . : . |
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_ Man. Captain Hitcheock had command of the vessel. About two days after we made | 
_. land, as I was teld, on the coast of France, and we kept beating about there for sev- = 

| eral days. We wondered why, but did not ascertain the reason. __ ; Lo 
_- On Monday, the 6th, an English secrew-steamer, the Alar, of London, came to us and ma 

_. spoke us. We were so near the coast of France that a shot could be fired ashore. — 
. Captain Hitchcock told-the Alar to go under the island. The Alar soon after made a . 

signal as if she was broke down, and the Japan took her in tow. . We towed her awhile 
- and the hawser broke. She then steamed away herself, and we soon after spoke a 

| French pilét-boat and we took a pilot. on board, as did also the Alar. The Alar sailed | 
: away into a small bay and we followed, and came to an anchor near the shore, no 

further off than I could have thrown a stone. The Alar then made fast alongside, and a 
that night avery large case of guns and a quantity of ammunition in small cases were 

. 7 _ taken on board the Japan from the Alar. The next morning both vessels sailed 
[127] out and we went out to sea, and the Alar into another bay. In *the afternoon  ~—” 

' we joined the Alar in the other bay, and took on board the rest of her cargo, | 
consisting of guns and ammunition. Men in the mean time were engaged making the _ . 
fittings for the guns. The same afternoon a tall man they called Lamont or Dupont =| 
eame on board from the Alar and took charge of the Japan. He came on deck in uni- 7 

. form and called all the men aft. He told us she was no moré to be called the Japan, | 7 
: but the Virginia, confederate war-steamer. He produced articles; and reading them oo 

to the effect that there would be discipline same as the Alabama or any other under © 
the confederate flag, he said he was going to burn and destroy all North American ves- | 
sels, and told us we should have £10 bounty to sign for three years under the confed- . ~ 

. erate flag. One of the men asked about prize-money, and he said we should havethe ° 
same as the Alabama; that any man who had a family could have half-pay. Eight of oo 

- us went into the cabin to see what he would do with us if we would not ship. He « 
aid Mr. Jones would pay our fare through to Liverpool, and anything else that we 
required when we came ashore. Mr. Jones was sitting at the table where they were 
«paying the bounty and signing the articles, and said it would be all right. We anda. 
number of others, in all about twenty-four, refused to join, and the same night we 

. were taken to the Alar and both vessels left the bay. The next morning the Alar took 
the pilot from the Japan and landed him and her own about where we had picked them a 
up. I was below when she took the pilot off, and did not see the Japan after leaving — 
her in the bay. I heard the order given to hoist the confederate flag. Captain Hitch- 

: cock, Mr. Jones, and the chief and second mates came from her with us. Wewere : 
| landed at Plymouth on Saturday morning, and received from Captain Hitchcock a sov- 
| _ ereign each to pay our way to Liverpool, and the same day came in to Liverpool in the | 

steamer, = | | a | | a 
(Signed) | | | 7 THOMAS MAHON. | 

Sworn the 14th day of April, 1863, before me, — BS oo , | 
~  (@Bigned): oe a WM. RATHBONE, 

as Po | A Magistrate for the County of Lancaster. 

Mr. Adams also inclosed the two lists mentioned in his note. In the 
‘list of officers and men,” the only officers mentioned were the master, 
first mate, second mate, store-keeper, and boatswain. All of these, except = 
the boatswain, were stated to have returned in the Alar, together with = 
many others of the original crew of the Japan. . ; | 

On the same 16th April, 1863, Earl Russell received from Her Britan- a 
nic Majesty’s consul at Brest a report, dated the 13th April, which was | 

. as follows: . | 8S ee ee 

: So Consul Sir A. Perrier to Earl Russell. Be — 

re ee Brest, April 13,1863. 
“My Lorp: I have the honor to report to your lordship that I have received the fol- | - 

a lowing letter from Conquet: = = oo. ae oS 
, a | oo _“ Conquer, April 10, 1863. oe 

_ “Srr: I have the honor to inform you that on the 7th of this month two English _ ; 
po _ vessels, a brig and a steam-schooner, were seen in the Fromveur, (a passage between . 

. Ushant and the main-land,) with a signal fora pilot. Piton and Maree, pilots of Mo- 
lene, went on board. ‘The names given to them were, Japan of Liverpool, for the brig, | 
and Alar of London, for the schooner, which was bound trom Emzic to Liverpool with = 

: a general cargo. This vessel having sprung a leak, had requested the brig to stay by 
until all danger was over. After beating about all day they anchored in Bertheaume | 

co Bay, about 6 in the evening, where they tried to transship part of the cargo from the __ 

"1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 416. oe oe
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| _ schooner to the brig, but a heavy surf prevented their doing so. The pilots offered to _ 
bring the vessels into Brest, which was refused. Next morning, the 8th,they gotunder 

‘  ... way at about 6 in the morning, went through Conquet Channel, and anchored. in : 
Stiff Bay, under Ushant, where the transshipment was effected that‘evening. They _ 
then sailed for Liverpool.” os | — a | 

7 I called upon the vice-admiral, commander-in-chief, to know if he had received any 
--. account of this affair from Conquet. He replied that he had not yet received theofficial 

- report, but that he had been informed of all that I had stated, and also that the 
| schooner had struck on a rock in Stiff Bay, and that the cries of her crew had been | 

. heard at the light-houseon Ushant. Suspecting that this transshipment might be of war | 
_ ~~ contraband goods for America, he has demanded a full report from the commissary of 

_-- narine at Conquet, and will communicate it to me. . 
: I have, &c., | a | a | : 

(Signed) ) a ANTHY. PERRIER. 

| A somewhat more detailed statement of the incidents described in the 
_ -—- foregoing report has been recently furnished to Her Majesty’s govern- | 
a ment by Her Majesty’s consul at Brest. This statement is as follows: * : 

mo en Consul Clipperton to Earl Granville. . , 

a, a So _ Brest, Sepiember 9, 1871. | 
_ My Lorp: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a dispatch from the for- - | 

a _ _ eign office marked separate, and dated 31st August last, instructing me to | 
[128] report to your lordship all the information I * can obtain respecting the equip- | 

7 | ___ ment of the confederate cruiser Georgia, then known as the Japan or Virginia,» | 
Off Morlaix, and the visit of that vessel to Brest between the 4th and 9th of April, © | 

__.., 1863, and to forward with my report a small map or chart of the coast, explanatory of | 
oo the proceedings which took place within or contiguous to the limits of French jurisdic- | | 

. _ tion. * 
7 i In reply, I beg most respectfully to inform your lordship that at Morlaix nothing is | 

_ known of the confederate cruiser Georgia, either under the name of Japan or Virginia, . 
_ but the matter appears to have transpired near to Conquet, marked (A)on the accom- 

: panying chart, and was as follows:. Oo a oe | 
On. the 9th April morning, 1863, two English vessels, a brig and steam-schooner, 

were seen in the Fromveur Channel between Ushant and the main-land, (B,) making | | 
oo signals for a pilot. Two pilots of Moléne, named Piton and Marec, went on board. 

They were told that the vessels were the brig Japan of Liverpool, and schooner Alar | 
| of London, bound for Liverpool, with a general cargo. : 

oO ' The Alar was represented to have sprung a leak, and had requested the brig to stand 
by her to render assistance if required. At about 6 in the evening of the same day the | 
two vessels anchored in Bertheaume Bay, (C,) and efforts were made unsuccessfully, 

. owing toa heavy surf, to transship part of the cargo from the schooner to the brig. ~. 
| The pilots proposed to take the vessels into Brest, but were refused. The two vessels | 

got under way at 6 a.m. of the following day, the 8th, passed through the Conquet ! 
Channel, and anchored in Stiff Bay, (D,) under Ushant, where the transshipment was 
effected, and that same evening they sailed for Liverpool. | 

| The official reports made to the admiral of the port of Brest by the French naval 
: agent at Ushant, and the custom-house officer at Conquet, state that the schooner was | 

. sighted before the brig, and that both were seen hovering about for two or three days; 
_. they were both seen close alongside of each other, the schooner apparently disgharging, | 

| . or trying to discharge, cargo into the brig. After anchoring in Stiff Bay the transship- 
ment was actively carried on until between 7 and 8 in the. evening, at about which = 

oe hour the brig went to sea. _ | | 4 : | | 
S At about 10 o’clock of the same night cries and noise of putting out boats were heard | 

-. at the light-house, as if proceeding from the schooner. It is supposed that the schooner. _ 
= foundered, and that the boats went out to sea, as nothing further was ever heard of 

: _ either vessel or crew. — | . | o | 
« [beg further to inform your lordship that two steam-vessels were constructed and | 

a partly fitted out at Nantes, during the war in America, for the Confederate States. On | 
my return to my post I shall be in a. position to forward all the information connected — | 

7 with them, should. your lordship consider it expedient for me todo so. | | a 
:  Thave,&e,. | = | 7 of 

2 a (Signed) | Oo an ROBT. CHAS. CLIPPERTON, | 

;  . ° . The places called Conquet and Bertheaume Bay, and mentioned in 
_ the two preceding reports, are on the coast of France, in the depart- | 

| — — a | 1 Appendix, vol. i; p..416. " 
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_ -wnent of Finistére. The Baie du Stiff, or Stiff Bay, is on the coast of = = 
: the French island of Ouessant, or Ushant. = | es 

-. . From the statements contained in the preceding depositions and - 
reports, it appears that. the vessel afterward called the Georgia sailed ae 
from Greenock under the name of the Japan, as a merchant-vessel, on / 
a trading voyage to the East Indies, and that until she arrived off the | 
coast of France her crew were not aware that this was not her true | 
character and destination; that she was armed for war in French | 
waters; and that she there took on board her commander and officers, 

| who then and there enlisted acrew. | | . a 
| With reference to Mr. Adams’s note of the 15th April, 1863, the fol- | 

| lowing letter was on the 21st April addressed to him by Earl Russell: oe 

ee a Hart Russell to Mr. Adams) . a 7 Oo - ; 

| | Oe | 7 FOREIGN OFrFIce, April 21, 1863. oo 
8 Sir: I stated to you in my letter of the 16th instant, that your letter of the previous: | 

. day, respecting the case of the Japan, otherwise the Virginia, had been referred to the an 
proper departments of Her Majesty’s government, but I will not delay informing you 
that Her Majesty’s government have received from the authorities at Glasgow and at 2 

| Greenock reports, from which it appears that that vessel was constantly visited while oe 
’ she was in course of construction, and that the surveys seemed to show that she was siz 
intended for commercial purposes, and that her frame-work and plating were of the 

| ordinary sizes for vessels of her class. © | 
She was entered on the 31st ultimo, as for Point de Galle and Hong-Kong, with a | 

| crew of forty-eight men. She shipped on the Ist instant the bonded stores stated in 
_ the margin,? and she cleared on the same day in ballast for Point de Galle and Hong- 
Kong, , 

~ Her Majesty’s government are further infermed that the Japan left the anchorage 
- early on the merning of the 2d instant, with the ostensible purpose of trying her ee 

engines, intending to return, having on board several joiners, who were fitting up her a 
cabins. These men, who are said to have been employed at a later time in fitting up 

| a magazine, were subsequently landed on some part of the coast lower down the Clyde. 
The custom-house officer who visited the Japan on the evening of the Ist instant to . 

oo see that her stores were correct, reports that he saw nothing on board which - 
. [129] could lead him to suspect that she was *intended for war purposes. Her Maj- . 

+ - esty’s government are further informed that she was not heavily sparred, and | 
po that she could not spread more canvas than an ordinary merchant-steamer. : 

Tam, &e, a , 
(Signed) . . . RUSSELL. oS 

On the question whether persons who had joined the vessel, or who 
| _ had induced others to join her, could be prosecuted as offenders against 

British law, the law-officers, on the 30th April, 1863, advised as fol- 
lows 3 | pS Oe 

~ ‘In our opinion itis not competent to Her Majesty’s government at present to take 
| any steps in the matter to which Mr. Adams’s dispatch of the 15th April refers. : 

So far as relates to British seamen who have accepted the proposal made to them in . 
- French waters to engage in the belligerent service of the Confederate States, we think — a 

that they have offended against the 2d section of the foreign-enlistment act, and will. | 
be liable to be proceeded against for a misdemeanor if they should*be found within ~— 
British jurisdiction; the first part of that section (which applies to the persons enter- 

'  Ing-into such engagements) being in the form of an absolute prohibition, applicable = = 
. generally to British subjects, without reference to the place where the act prohibited . 

may be done. But, inasmuch as these seamen are not at present within British juris- — - 
| diction, no steps can now be taken for their prosecution. . 

_ With respect to the seamen who have returned. to this country, it seems clear that 
| their conduct has been laudable, and not criminal. They were induced, by false and — | 

fraudulent representations, to enter into.engagements at Liverpool for a perfectly law- ort fe 

. 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 418. | oo a ae So 

| 2 One hundred and fifteen gallons spirits, 32 gallons wine, 244 pounds tea, 159 pounds : 
coffee, 212 pounds. tobacco, 10 pounds cigars, 18 .cwt. 3 quarters 2 pounds of sugar, 2 

_ ewt. 2 quarters 8 pounds molasses, 2 cwt. 1 quarter 5 pounds raisins, 1 cwt. 1 quarter 
8.pounds currants. . | : ba 
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ne ful voyage, and afterward, when apprised of the deception which had been. practiced 
| | upon them, and invited to enter an engagement of a different character, they refused 

~~ to do so. - | - _ | 
With respect to Captain Hitchcock, and any other persons who may have been in- | 

| strumenta! in inducing the crew of the Japan to take service in her before her depatt- _ 
_ ure from this country, it is clear that (howsoever censurable their conduct may have 

| been) they did nothing contrary to the foreign-enlistment act; for it was not until the | 
| ship was in French waters that any proposal appears to have been made to any of the 

- men to enter into the belligerent service of the confederate government, and the latter 
part of the Ist section of the foreign-enlistment act (which applies to the case of persons 
“hiring, retaining, engaging, or procuring ” others to enter into the belligerent service 

- . of a foreign state) is expressly limited to acts done within the territorial jurisdiction of 
. the British Crown, oo oo So — 

‘ On the 8th July, 1863, Earl Russell received from Mr. Adams a note, 
in which, referring to the Georgia, and stating (as the fact was) that his 

. , former representations concerning that vessel had unhappily been made 
too late for Her Majesty’s government to interpose effectively, he called =| 

o _ Earl Russell’s attention to the circumstance that she had been, and until 
oo recently was, registered in the name of a British subject. The portion _ 

of the note in which reference was made to this matter was as follows: 

a | a | Mr. Adams to Earl Russell. ; ne oe | 

| os : | . [Extract] - . a - . . 

oo | . ss SuLy 7, 1863. - | 
| .  Itis with great regret that I feel-myself once more compelled to call your lordship’s 

. ; attention to the circumstances attending the outfit of the steamer called the Japan. It. | 
| now appears that_that vessel was, at the time of her escape, and has continued until 

_-very lately to be, the property of a British subject residiug in Liverpool. That person. | 
oo is Thomas Bold, a member of the commercial. house of Jones & Co. I have informa-. | 

. .. tion which leads me to believe that only within a few days has Mr. Bold notified the | 
a collector of customs at Liverpool of his sale of this vessel to foreign owners, and re- 

oe quested the register to be canceled. That act was not completed until the 23d of June > | 
_ last. It would appear from these facts, should they prove ta be true, that this vessel — | 

. has remained the property of a British subject during a considerable time in which she 
| has been engaged in committing extensive ravages upon the commerce of a nation | 

. with which Her Majesty is at peace. The fact of the outfit of that vessel for hostile 
: . purposes has already occupied the attention of your lordship, in consequence of former | 

| representations, unhappily made too late for effective interposition. But tht circum- | 
; stances of the retention of the ownership by a British subject ‘for so long a period after | 

she was known to be engaged in hostilities against. the United States, is of too grave a | 
| character to justify me in omitting to call your lordship’s particular attention to it, in a 

a advance of the possibility of receiving instructions respecting. it. | 

_ On inquiry it appeared that the certificate of registry of the steamer 
| Japan, which had on the 20th March been issued to Bold by the collector 

of customs at Liverpool, had on the 23d June, 1863, been delivered up | | 
_ by Bold to the collector, with the following letter:? OS 

OP “Mr. Bold to Mr. Edwards. | 
re eo oe | _LiverPoot, June 23, 1863. - | 
_Srr: I beg to hand you the certificate of registry of the serew-steamer Japan, official - 

_ No. 45868, port No. 93,as I have conveyed the vessel to an alien. | - a | | 
a —  . Lam, &e,: De Oo : “ a 

(Signed) — me | | - THOMAS BOLD. | | 

The circumstance that Bold’s name had, on his own declaration, been — 
_ entered on the register-book asthe owner of the vessel, and had continued : 

to be so registered till the 23d June, did not render him responsible for . | 
acts doneduring theinterval by the persons who had the actual possession - 

- . and control of her, unless it could be proved that he was-himself a party a 
to such acts, of which there was no evidence. Nor could he have been 

Appendix, voli, p. 419, Tb, pa
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" prosecuted under the foreign-enlistment act for participating inan un- 
lawful equipment of the ship, on proof merely that he was the registered 

’ . owner, and without any evidence to show that he had been actually 
. concerned in so equipping her within Her Majesty’s dominions. Ofthis . 

again there was no evidence. No proceedings, therefore, were or could - 
‘have been taken against Bold. From a dispatch addressed by the 

— United States consul at Liverpool to Mr. Seward, dated 7th August, 
_ 1863, it-appears that the consul had in the preceding July consulted | 

the legal adviser who had been employed by him in the matter of the _ 
_ . Alabama (Mr. Squarey) on this subject, and Mr. Squarey advised as | 

- follows:' — 7 cs | | / | | 
ee | ; ~ Mr. Squarey to Mr. Dudley. a ne | 

ele a [Extract] ee - 
: oO Se 10 WATER STREET, 1863. " 

- - Jt does not appear to me the engagement of the crew can be treated as an offense 
against the act, because the only legal contract binding upon the crew was that appear- 

| ing upon the articles. Themen were not liable to do anything except what they had / 
| agreed to do by the articles; and from the statements of the men whom I saw it did. es 

not appear that they knew when they shipped that it was expected or intended: that oe 
_ they should serve on board a-man-of-war or privateer. As regards the liability of the a 
British registered owner to make good to the owners of the American vessel destroyed - | 
the loss sustained by them, I conceive it must depend upon the question whether those 
in command of the vessel at the time can be considered to have been the agents of the | 

.. British owner. If they were such agents, and there was any evidence to show that 
the destruction of the American ship could be considered as an act within the scope of 
their authority, I have no doubt that the owners would be liable; but it appears to me 

_ that the circumstances to which I have previously referred go very far to rebut 7 
~ the presumption that such agency existed, and to prove that in destroying the Ameri- | 

| can vessel the officers and crew were acting, not for the British owner, but for the gov- FO 
ernment of the so-called Confederate States. In such case I do not think that any lia- 
bility could be established against the British owner; for it is now well established —. 
that the mere fact of being on the register of the ship does not involve liability for the oO 

- acts or engagements of the master and crew, and that such liability is, in fact, a ques- 
tion depending upon express or implied agency in every case. - ee - 

' Although, therefore, I do not see how a British owner.is to be made liable, there is, 
' .- in my opinion, a case which justifies the American Government in bringing the matter 

. before the notice of the British government, and requiring explanations from that _ 
government of the circumstances under which a British vessel is found to be engaged 
in the destruction of vessels belonging to American citizens. OO 

| With reference to this part of the subject, it may be here stated that, _ | 
in the month of January, 1864, a prosecution was commenced by the | 
direction of Her Majesty’s government against two persons, named , 
Jones and Highatt, (who were admitted to be partners with Bold in the a, 
business of ship-store dealers and ship-chandlers, though notin that of = | 
ship-owners,) for having, within the Queen’s dominions, hired and pro- | ae 
cured men to engage in the service of the Confederate States, by enlisting. to 
on board the Georgia. Thecase came on for trial at the Liverpool assizes = 
in August, 1864, and the defendants were found guilty and sentenced to a 

_-. payadine. No evidence could be produced on the part of the prosecu- | 

| tion to-show that the men who shipped on board the vessel at Green- 
~-, ock had at that time, or when they were originally hired, any intention 

to enter the confederate service, although there was evidence that the | 
defendants hired them with the intention of afterward inducing them to 
enlist in that service. em | : OO 
The Japan, after having been armed, was commissioned asa public = 

_ Ship of war of the Confederate States, under the command of a Lieu- | | 
- tenant Maury, formerly an officer in the Navy of the United States, = 

and under the name of the Georgia, by which name she was afterward 

- - a a 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 427, _— . -
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_ [1381] *In “May, 1863, she was admitted’into the harbor of Bahia, 
— and coaled there’; on the 16th August she arrived at Simon’s 

| Bay, in the colony of the Cape of Good Hope, and was allowed to repair 
a and coal; and in October, 1863; she is believed to have touched at — 

| Teneriffe and coaled at that place. On or about the 28th October, 1863, 
ye she arrived in the roadstead of Cherbourg, and was shortly afterward 

| admitted into the dock-yard for repairs. She was admitted as a man-of- 
: ‘war, on the order of the minister of marine, and her repairs (which were | 

| not extensive) were made by the dock-yard workmen,.and are stated to. 
_ have been paid for at the usual rate of work done on ships of war, which 
a _ 1s less than the rate charged for’ work done on merchant-ships. — 

‘She remained at Cherbourg during nearly four months. On the 25th — 
March, 1864, she arrived at Pauillac, the boarding station of Bordeaux, _ 

| _ + and was reported as in want of repairs for her steam-machinery and of : 
7 _ provisions. She was allowed.to keep her gunpowder on board, on con-. 

. » dition of mooring at Lormont, an anchorage a little distance below | 
| _ Bordeaux. -Her machinery having been surveyed and certified to re- 

quire a fortnight for its. repair, she was given that time to remain at 
| Lormont. She remained at-anchor, however, until the 28th of April? 

CO While the Georgia was at Cherbourg, the Florida being at the same 
time in the harbor of Brest, it was ascertained that some seamen had 

po been induced to go from Liverpoo! to France in order’to join those ves- 7 
a sels. Four of these men were identified, upon inquiry made.by order of + | 

Her Majesty’s government, as belonging to the royal naval reserve,and 
| they were forthwith discharged from the force. One Campbell, a keeper 

mo of a sailors’ boarding house at Liverpool, was found to have been con- 
- gerned in inducing them to go, and was prosecuted and brought to trial : 
and pleaded guilty. It was deemed sufficient by tlie judge to exact security 

- - against a repetition of the offense, by requiring him to enter into recog- |_| 
oe, nizances in the sum of £150 to appear for judgment when called upon. . 

- . + Qn the 2d May, 1864, the Georgia came into the port of Liverpool,  — 
_ -Very soon after her arrival there, her crew were discharged, her warlike 

stores were lodged in warehouses, (where they remained until after she | 
— left. Liverpool, as. hereinafter mentioned,) and the vessel herself was 

| removed to a dock at Birkenhead, dismantled, and offered for sale by 
public advertisement in the following terms: | oe 

_... For sale, the splendid screw-steamer Georgia, about 750 tons, builder’s measurement; 
oO built by Messrs. Denny, of Dumbarton, 1863; has engines of 200 horse-power; speed 

_ 12 knots; carries a large cargo; is abundantly found in stores, and ready for immedi- 
A ate employment. For specification and further particulars, apply to Curry, Kellock & : 

- The reason given for selling her was that she was deficient in Strength | 
. .° and speed, and was, by her construction, unsuitable for a eruiser. oe 

a _ Directions had been given, shortly after her arrival, that, if not bona | 
Jide sold, she should be ordered to leave the port as soon as she had re- 

— ceived necessary repairs. , | rr 
| With respect to the manner in which these directions should be en- 

_ forced, and the power to enforce them, the law-officers of the Crown were 
consulted, and advised as follows :? ae oo ” | 

a . oe | Opinion of the attorney and solicitor general. a 

a If the Georgia is still (as has been hitherto assumed) a public ship of war of a bellig- 
a erent power, she is, while within Her Majesty’s dominions, exempt from all civil and . ° 

oy municipal jurisdiction, and it is not, therefore, upon any civil or municipal law of this | 
realm that Her Majesty’s government can act, if they should find it necessary to take 

al -- LAppendix, vol.i, p44. 2Tbid., p. 456. 
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any compulsory measures with respect to her; nor will the execution of those measures - a -_ 
_-belong-to the commissioners of the customs, or to-any other civil authority. we 

_ By the universal law of nations, and by the prerogative right of regulating the inter- Oo 
course between this country and the public ships of war of a foreign government, eg 

_ which belongs to Her Majesty in right of her crown, it is competent for Her Majesty . 
to prohibit the entrance of any foreign public ship of war into Her Majesty’s territory, ee 

~ except under such conditions as she may think proper from time to. time to impose 3 
-and if any such prohibition is not duly obeyed, it is,in our opinion, perfectly within the 
competency of Her Majesty to enforce its observance by her military or naval officers, : 

~ and by the use of force, ifnecessary. = =» 7 . 
If the Georgia has ceased to be a public ship of war of the Confederate States, and _ 

~ has been sold to and become the private property of. any of Her Majesty’s sub- | 
[132] jects, the case is different. Under these *circumstances, Her Majesty’s orders . | =. 

| - would no longer be applicable to this ship; and, of course, no forcible or other | 
| means could be used for the purpose of compelling their observance in a case to which _. 

they would not apply. The Georgia, after such a sale, would be exactly in the same’ 
situation as the Gibraltar (formerly called the Sumter) was last year; she would be = ——s 
governed by the ordinary municipal law of this country, like any other private ship, | | 
the property of British subjects. a | a . 

~ . (Signed) es — ROUNDELL :- PALMER. | . 
: | . | / RR. P. COLLIER.. | oo Oo 
7 Lincoin’s INN, May 23,1864. 2 oe a oe 

The vessel was sold to Mr. Edward Bates, a ship-owner carrying on a en 
very extensive business at Liverpool. | | a 

Mr. Adams, on being informed of the sale, wrote to Earl Russell, oo 
stating that, on behalf of his Government, he must decline to recognize = 
the validity of it, and must claim the right to capture the vessel wher- . 
ever she might be found on the high seas. 

On the 27th July he again wrote to Earl Russell, suggesting that | 
there was reason to suspect that the sale was fictitious, and the vessel => 

_ intended to be again employed in the confederate service. a 
: To this letter Earl Russell replied as follows: | cae as : 

So ' Earl Russell to Mr. Adams. a - | oe 

eo Pons -— Foreren Orrice, August 8,1864. °° 
Sir: With reference to my letter of the 28th ultimo, I have the honor to state to you: | 

that Her Majesty’s government do not see sufficient grounds for coming to the conclu- | 
sion upon the statements contained. in your letter of the 27th ultimo, that the steamer. Se 
Georgia is about to be again used for belligerent purposes. With a view, however, to i 
prevent the recurrence of any question such as that which has arisen in the case of 
the Georgia, Her Majesty’s government have given directions that, in future, no ship 
of war of either belligerent shall be allowed to be brought to any of [ler Majesty’s ports ) 
for the purpose of being dismantled or sold. 

Iam, &c., / , 
, (Signed) RUSSELL. | 

The directions mentioned in the above letter were issued accordingly, = 
and were notified in the London Gazette as follows: OS a 

| - Extract from the London Gazette of September 8, 1864. - | ae 

eS | re -Fornren OFricn, September 8,1864. 
-- It is hereby notified that Her Majesty has been pleased to order, that for the future | | | 

no ship of war belonging to either of the belligerent powers of North America shall be ° - - 
allowed to enter, or to remain, or be, in any of Her Majesty’s ports for the purpose of Le 

: being dismantled or sold; and Her Majesty has been pleased to give directions to the | 
commissioners of Her Majesty’s customs and to the governors of Her Majesty’s colonies - 7 
and foreign possessions to see that this order is properly carried into effect. | oe 

On the 8th August, 1863, the Georgia, being then registered in the Be 
_ hame of the said Edward Bates, sailed from Liverpool for Lisbon. Off = 
_ Lisbon, and while on the high seas, she was captured by the United _ oo 

_ States war-steamer Niagara, and was sent to Boston for adjudication. __ - 

ety oe a 2 Appendix, vol. i, p. 459. re
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Mr. Bates, her owner, thereupon wrote to Earl Russell as follows, com- 
plaining of the seizure of his ship: : eT 

ee a Mr. Bates to Hart Russell’ oe : 

Be | a oe _ LIVERPOOL, August 27, 1864. 
Se - My Lorp: I beg to call your lordship’s attention to a very serious outrage which 

| | has been committed upon me by the United States man-of-war Niagara, in having 
co forcibly seized and sent to the United States my screw-steamer Georgia. ne 

_ This vessel was, in. the month of May last, lying jn the Birkenhead dock, and was 
; oftered for sale by public advertisement by the well-known ship-brokers, Messrs. Curry, 

oo Kellock & Co., of this town. — - | os 
- - [Thad her examined, and, thinking her a suitable vessel, I entertained an intention 

Ss to purchase her. I knew she was the property of the confederate government, and |. 
co. thereupon, before completing a purchase, I communicated with the custom-house _ 

: authorities at Liverpool, in order to ascertain whether the authorities would grant me 
eS a British register, without which I should not have bought her. pe 

oe The customs authorities took some time to consider, and during all this period 
. . [133] the advertisement *continued in the public papers, and I have no doubt that. 
a this public annotncement was seen and well known to the American consul at: 

| this port. , , : es Me 
| Eventually I was informed that a British register would be granted to me if [bought 

a . her. I conclided a purchase of her, and paid for her on the 13th June last. The pur- 
| sO chase-money I paid to Messrs. Curry, Kellock & Co., and réceived a bill-of sale signed. 
OO , by James D. Bullock. This document I presented at the custom-house, where I made 

oe the usual declaration of ownership, and the ship was thereupon duly registered in my 
oo name. . 7 / , _ “ 

— - During the whole of this period she was in a public dock open to the inspection of 
| the public, and where I dismantled her and proceeded to alter and repair her. All this 

| time I did not receive any intimation from either my government or from the American 
ay ~ consul or other authorities that my parchase was invalid. : - 

_ In July I received overtures from Messrs. Bennett, of London, through Messrs. Mea-. 
| cock, of Liverpool, as brokers -for the Portuguese consul in Londen, for a charter of — 

the Georgia on time to the Portuguese government. ll eventually aceepted this char- 
ter, and then proceeded to fit her up in accordance therewith as a mail and passen- 

: er boat. : | a 
ae ° While she was being thus fitted up the Niagara visited the Mersey. The vessel was 

still open to inspection, and I have reason to believe that the officers of that vessel did __ 
inspect her, but no intimation was made to me of the intention to seize my property . 

| as soon as she should get into open waters. - . 
| _ So secure did I feel in the possession of my property, that, although the consul-gen- — 

eral for Portugal conveyed to me his feeling of apprehension of the Niagara, I sconted. 
the idea as something unworthy of credence, and on the 8th August she sailed from 

, - the Queen’s dock in Liverpool for Lisbon, there to run in the service of the Portuguese 
' government, from that place to the coast of Africa and back, with mails, goods, and 

— passengers. On the completion of this service the Portuguese government covenanted 
. and agreed to deliver my ship to me in‘ the port of Liverpool. _ | oe 

| Your lordship may therefore conceive the astonishment and indignation with which _. 
oe I received the intelligence on my return to Liverpool of the vessel having been seized 

. off Lisbon by the United States steamer Niagara: and sent to Boston. | , 
. . I am well known in Liverpool as an extensive ship-owner. - 

| | Ihave no connection with the confederate government or their agents, and never. 
have had, directly or indirectly. | i , en | | | 

: 7 I bought the vessél for the purpose of my own business,.on an arrangement with the 
~ eustom-house authorities that 1 should receive for her a British register, and iu the 
. belief that-a British register would protect my property from the outrage which has — 

been practiced, upon me. . | a CO 
I respectfully submit these facts to your lordship’s consideration, and trust that Her — 

: _ Majesty’s government will forthwith take such steps as they may deem necessary in » 
_ order to procure for mea restitution of my ship and compensation for the injuryI | 

have sustained. — | a : a | 7 
Thave,&e, | . | : | oo . a 

oy — . (Signed) : : | EDWARD BATES. _ 

Mr. Bates was informed in reply that the question must go before. a 
co , prize-court in the United States, and that he must be prepared to de- — 

Oe tend his interest therein. The view entertained of the case by Her _ 

OS | oo 1A ppendix, vol. i, p. 464, | we -
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--Majesty’s government was afterward more fully explained to him in | _ 
. the following letter? | pe | 

7 | - Mr, Hammond to Mr. Bates. — 4 7 - 

oe | Borgen OrKice, September 19, 1864. 
Sir: I acquainted you shortly, by: Lord Russell’s direction, in my letter of the 9th 

instant, that the case of the Georgia must go before the prize-court in the United 
States, and that you must be prepared to defend your interest therein. ny . 

~ Iam now further to acquaint you, in reply to your letter of the 27th ultimo, that ¢ * 
- having consulted the law-officers.of the Crown, Lord Russell desires me to state to 

| you that the Niagara, in capturing the Georgia and sending her into a prize-court for = 
- adjudication, which it is to be assumed will be the course she will pursue, has not ex- . 
ceeded the limits of her belligerent rights. ee _ 
. If the Georgia had formerly belonged to the mercantile marine of the Confederate | . 

_ States, and been the property of a private subject of the Confederate States, the United ! 
_ States cruiser would have been justified in seizing her upon the high seas, and in | 
taking her into a prize-court for the purpose of submitting to proper judicial investi- . 

-. gation the question whether the transfer of an enemy’s vessel to a neutral flagrante | 
_ bello had been bona fide, and executed in the manner and in the circumstances which a 

international law requires. - But it is a fact beyond the reach. of contreversy or denial oO: 
that the Georgia had formed, till a very recent period,/part of the confederate navy. ne 

- The belligerent, therefore, had, a fortiori, the right to seize her and endeavor to obtain 
her condemnation in a prize-court. That court. will have to determine, not only the | 
question whether the transfer of the Georgia to a neutral owner was real, and accom-. . | 
panied by an entire extinction of all the interests and rights of the former hostile ) 

owner, but the much graver preliminary question whether (as against the right of 
- eapture of the other belligerent) a ship of war can be lawfully transferred by a bellig- 

«erent flagrante bello in a neutral port to a neutral, with whatever publicity and how- ° 
ever completely the transfer may have been actually made, and whatever alterations . 
the structure, equipment, or employment of the vessel so de facto transferred may have =~ | 

' undergone while in the possession of the neutral. - oe 
£1384] *Lord Russell is further advised that the officers of the custom-house at Liver- 

oe pool, in granting to this vessel, upon the production of proper documents, a 
British register, merely acted in conformity with the municipal laws of this country, | 
which neither undertakes to: assist and facilitate, nor pretends upon the high seas to 
overrule or supersede the right of maritime capture belonging to a belligerent under 
the law of nations as administered in prize-courts ; and that it. was. certainly no part of — | 
the duty of Her Majesty’s government to inform a private individual who might 
entertain the idea of purchasing this vessel of any risk which he might incur by so _ 

- doing. Nor is Lord Russell aware of any obligation imposed by international law and 
comity upon the representatives or agents of the United States in this country, or , 
upon the officers of the Niagara when at Liverpool, to give any notice or intimation 

- whatever that the Niagara or any other cruiser of the United States might still consider | 
the vessel a proper subject of capture, whether transferred or not to a neutral, and 

| under whatever register or flag she might safl. 
I am to add that the application contained in your letter of the i0th instant for — , 

, documents in the caseis now under consideration, and that an answer will be returned 
_ to you as soon as possible. a oe | a, | a 
| lam, &e., . a 

(Signed) | . og E. HAMMOND. | 

~~ SUMMARY. a | 

The Georgia was a vessel built at Dumbarton, in Scotland, and sent | 
-. to sea from the port of Greenock. For whom she was built and by | o 
whom and under what circumstances she was sent to sea are matters as © a 

- to which Her Majesty’s government has no information beyond what — 
has appeared in the foregoing statement.. - | | 4 _ 

_ The Georgia neither appeared to be nor was, up to the time when she o 
- sailed from the port of Greenock, fitted ont, armed, or equipped for war, — | 

- nor especially adapted to warlike use. She appeared to be constructed | 
 -and intended for a ship of commerce. She proved, in fact, to be not | 

fitted for employment as.a cruiser, and for this reason she was dismantled. | 
and-sold after having been at sea for about nine months altogether, ex- —, 

"1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 468. — .
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: — clusive of the time during which she remained in the harbors cf Cher- 
bourg and Bordeaux. = © | | | : 

| She was registered under the name of the Japan, in the name of a © 
-. Liverpool merchant, and was entered outward and cleared in the cus-. 

| - tomary way for a port of destination in the East Indies. She was ad- 
+ vertised at the Sailors’ Home, in Liverpool, as about to sail. for Singa- 

ae _ pore, and her crew were hired for a voyage to Singapore or some in- | 
termediate port, and for a period of two years. The men when they 

| were hired believed this to be the true destination of the ship, and her. 
voyage to be a commercial one, and they appear to have continued 

| under this belief until after the vessel had arrived off the coast of 
—  Brance. | | | a | 8 | | 

| She was armed and equipped for war in the waters of France; she 
| there took on board her commander and officers, and her crew were en- | 
a listed there; the crew who had shipped at Greenock having been re... 

" - Jeased from their.agreement and provided with the means of returning — 
. if they chose to do so. — | | oe OP 
be Her officers and armament appear to have been conveyed to the 

: French coast or its immediate vicinity, in a steamer which had cleared 
from Newhaven in ballast for Alderney and St. Malo, and which was 

~~» stated to be a regular trader between Newhaven and the Channel 
Islands. The master of the steamer stated that the persons whom she 

—- eonveyed were taken on board as passengers. | 
a Her Britannic Majesty’s government bad no reasonable grounds to 
-. tbelieve that the vessel was intended to cruise or carry on war against 

_ - the United States until after she had departed from the waters of Great 
Britain and arrived in the waters of France. The government had in- 
deed no knowledge or information whatever about her previous to the 

| receipt by Earl Russell of Mr. Adams’s note of 8th April, 1863. __ | 
a - Information about the construction and outfit of the vessel had fora | 
ae long time before her departure been in the possession of Mr. Adams; — 

and Mr. Dudley, who was (as it was his duty to be) in constant commu- 
 -  nieation with Mr. Adams, knew of the hiring of seamen for her and had 

her examined by a man sent on board by him for that purpose. The 
- - information possessed by Mr. Adams was not, however, in hisopinion, | 

“-- sueh that proceedings could be founded upon it; and no communication 
-. was made by him to Her Majesty’s government on the subject until six 

days after the ship had sailed. At that time Mr. Adams had received — 
‘further information (which proved to be erroneous) that the vessel was 

to receive her armament at Alderney, within the Queen’s dominions, ~ 
mS ‘and he then made up his mind to “ send notice of it to the British gov- 

ernment, and leave it to them to act in the case as they might think fit.” 
The vessel did not go to Alderney, and Mr. Adams’s communication — 

was (in his own words) ‘“ too late for effective interposition” 
. — [135] * The Georgia, after having been armed for war in French waters, | 

| : - was commanded by an officer commissioned as such by the gov- | 
/ ernment of the Confederate States. Her officers were, as Her Majes- 
- ty’s government believes, Americans belonging to those States. Of 

| the composition of her crew, Her Majesty’s government knows nothing, 

Oo except that it appears to have consisted, in part at any rate, of British ,_ 
_ °. subjects, who were induced by the persuasion and promises of her | 
- eommander to take service in her while she was in French waters. 7 

oo The Georgia was received as a ship of war of the Confederate States 
in the neutral ports visited by her, particularly in those of Brazil and 

Oe . France. On the same footing, and in the same manner, without favor .
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or partiality, she was received in a port of the colony of the Cape of 
Good Hepe, and in a port within the United Kingdom. . | 

After having been disarmed, dismantled,.and sold in a British port, = 
the Georgia was captured at sea by a United States cruiser, as having | 

- been a ship of the Confederate States, and incapable of being trans- ! 
ferred, during the war, to a British subject. Her Britannic Majesty’s | 
government, while it saw no reason to doubt that the sale had been : 
bona fide, did not dispute the right of the United States to capture the - oo 
vessel for the purpose of submitting the validity of the transfer to the — 
judgment of a prize-court.. eee | 
During the cruise of the Georgia, which lasted (as stated above) 

about nine months, exclusive of the period of her stay in the harbor of 
' Cherbourg, no serious endeavor to intercept or capture her appears to _ a 

have been made on the part of the Government of the United States. | / 
Her Britannic Majesty’s government cannot admit that, in respect of — no 

-the Georgia, it is justly chargeable with any failure of international 
duty, for which Great Britain owes reparation to the United States. - :
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. 86) *PART VIII. - | 

| .. STATEMENT OF FACTS RELATIVE TO THE SHENANDOAH. 

On the 12th November, 1864, Earl Russell received from Her Britannic | 
: parr viit—tme Majesty’s consul at Teneriffe a report dated the 30th Oc-_ 

| / Shenandoah. tober, 1864, from which it appeared that a vessel bearing | 
| _ the name of the Sea King, from London, had shortly before that date 

ss arrived in the vicinity of the Madeira Islands; that she had there - 
Be received on board guns and a small number of men from:a British | 
7 | steamer called the Laurel; had been taken possession of by a person 

ae claiming to be her commanding officer in the name of the Confederate 
os States, and had hoisted the confederate flag. This report was as fol- — 

lows: a 4 | | Ss 

ve : | ~ Consul Grattan to Earl Russell. | 7 cs a 

eS | a So TENERIFFE, October 30, 1864. 
. - My Lorp: I have the honor to inform your lordship that the British steam-vessel 
oe Laurel, (47819,) of the port of Glasgow, bound from Liverpool to Nassau, arrived here : 

- - on the 2ist instant for the purpose of coaling. : - | 
. The master, J. F. Ramsay, on presenting himself at this office, stated that he wished 

to land-forty-three passengers, who were to proceed to England by the next Liverpool 
. ' steamer, and that these persons were the master and crew of the British steamer Sea 

- -King, (official No. 48547,) of London, which vessel had been wrecked off the Desertas. ! 
pe The Laurel continued her voyage on the 22d instant. The master, on getting up | 
+. steam, and not before, landed the above-mentioned seamen. . od 

: The master of the Sea King, P. 8. Corbett, did not call at this office, as isusualin | 
- . ., guch cases, either for the purpose of making a protest or to claim assistance. There- 

fore, on the 25th instant. I sent to desire his attendance, and demanded the certificate . 
. of registry of his vessel, in pursuance of instructions contained in No. 13 Paragraph of | 

the Board of Trade Instructions. On handing in his certificate he informed me that 
his vessel had not been wrecked, but that she had been sold in London, and delivered | 

- to her owners on the high seas ; and that himself and his crew had landed here for the | 
| | purpose of returning to England as passengers in the West Coast of Africa mail-steamer, | 

_ due at this port on the 31st instant. - me , a | 
re The discrepancy between the statements of the two masters led me. to seek for fur- 

. - ther information respecting this matter, and the substance of the declaration [ have 
_ obtained from George Kelly, Edward Everall, John Ellison, (Royal Naval Volunteers, . 

- 18536,) and John Hircus, all seamen belonging to the crew of the steam-vessel Sea | 
/ King, is as follows: | , a oe ee . 

oO “The Laurel sailed from Liverpool bound to Nassau with 24 supposed officers and 17 _ 
: seamen, besides her own crew, 45 to 60 shells, about five tons of gunpowder, and 

. | various other munitions of war; she proceeded to Madeira, where she took about 300 | 
tons of coal. The Sea King sailed from London on the 7th instant, and also proceeded , 

_. to the offing of Funchal Roads. Both vessels then steamed to a place off the Desertas, 
— - where the sea was smooth, and the officers and men, arms, and munitions of war were. 2 

7 transshipped from the Laurel to the Sea King on the 20th instant. The cases of arms ~~ 
. were at once opened and the seamen armed themselves with cutlasses and revolvers. | 
| . One of the officers then took command of the vessel in the name of the government of 
ps the so-called: Confederate States of America. Some of the crew of the Laurel joined the 
: Sea King; the remainder of her intended crew are to be sent out from England.” . 
os The 42 seamen now here, in charge of the former master of the Sea King, awaiting a 
ee passage to England, refused to join the confederate vessel, though as much as £17 per © 

~~ man was offered to them as bounty. te ne 

| | Oo Tes oo 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 477. . . o —
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| In consequence of having become aware that a serious offense against British law 
has been committed on board a British ship, I have thought it my duty to take the oe 
depositions, upon oath, of four of the seamen of the Sea King, which I have the honor : 
to forward to the Board of Trade, according to instructions. | a 

These depositions,in my opinion, contain evidence sufficient to snbstantiate a charge — 
against the master, P. 8. Corbett, of an infringement of the foreign-enlistment act; 

- | therefore, pursuant to paragraph 127 of the Consular Instructions, deem it proper to 
| send the offender in safe custody to England, in order that cognizance of the offense 

may be taken, _ nn a | 
I am satisfied that the 42 seamen now here are about to proceed to England by the . . 

- West Coast of Africa mail-steamer, which leaves this port for England on this day. . 
-  Lhave, &e.,. Se Oe , 

/ (Signed) | ‘ : HENRY C.GRATTAN. _ Oo 

—.-Tnelosed in the above report were depositions on oath made by Oo 
_{187] several. seamen, of *whom two belonged to the Royal Naval Re- : 

y seyve, and all had refused to take service on board. of the Sea | 
_ King when she was declared to be a confederate ship of war; and also 

- astatement signed by the master of the Sea King. | a oo 
- /Dhese depositions were as follows) «8 | 7 7 

a _ a _ Deposition of John Ellison, BR. N. V., 185386. . : 

I signed as quartermaster in the Sea King on or about the 8th of October, 1834; pro- a 
- ceeded to sea; after several days we came off Madeira; on the same night a steamer So 
went into the port of Madeira; on the following morning the Sea King went into the | 
bay, and signalized to the steamers that were lying there, and after two hours the : 
Laurel came out to sea, and signalized to the Sea King, and was answered by hoisting 
No. 3 pendant, which 1 hoisted myself. I was ordered by one of the passengers to S 
hoist this pendant; the captain was on the poop at the time, and, turning round, said . 
to me these words, “ Who ordered that pendant to be heisted ? Haul it down immedi- 

_ ately ;” which I did. After this flag was hauled down—about three-quarters of an hour. 
_afterward—the Laurel anchored off what I believe to be the Desertas; the Sea King , 

| anchored within about 30 yards of her. The captain of the Laurel was on the fore-  _ 
| castle; our captain said,’ “I will. come alongside of you directly,” and he did so. In the } 

mean time the men were erecting tackles, rigging purchases to the port main yard-aria, oo 
and preventer lifts and relling tackle ready. After this, commenced to take-in large , 

* heavy cases from the Laurel, I think four or five, by means of other purchases. Small | 
cases and casks of powder were taken in forward; all lights ordered to be put out. © | | 

_ These orders were given by some of the passengers of the Laurel, who had embarked - 
on board the Sea King, and not by our captain. One of these passengers told us that 

- he was the captain, and had charge of the ship, and ordered our captain to hoist the  . — . 
confederate flag, which was done. Shortly after, our captain gave ordets for all hands , 

. to lay aft; when the men were aft, our captain came aut of the saloon with our articles | 
in his hand, and said, ‘ Well, men, I have sold the ship.” Immediately, the captainthat 

_ ‘had charge came out alongside of him. Captain Corbett said to us, ‘This gentleman is - 
offering £4 for able seamen.” I was stauding close to the captain at the time, and I — 
said to him, “I agreed with you in London to go to Bombay, which I have my naval | | 
certificate to prove.” I told him, “ Yon have broken your agreement; why are we not Se 
proceeding to Bombay ?” He said, *‘ Well, men, [cannot helpit;” and, buttoninguphis © 
coast, he said, ‘‘ Follow me, (and ran to the gangway ;) I am off.” Isaid, ‘Let him go; this | | 

- ig the ship we have earned our money in, and ought to have it out of.” After he had 
gone, one of the passengers said to me, ‘‘ Why cannot you go in this ship? It is. good . 
money.” I said “ Thad never earned a shilling in Americain my life;and thereforel did = 
not wish to fight for it; that England was my country, and I was not ashamed to own oe | 
it’ He said,“ Why?” I said, “ You do. not know where I belong to; do you see this 

— on my cap?” Thad the naval reserve cap on at the time. “If I were to desert from oe 
this you could not place any confidence in me; you may try, but itis of no use,I have © 

_ got the wrong heart in me for this, so-you have no need to try me any more.” I said cS 
to Captain Corbett, “I stop in the ship till I get-my money down on the capstan- 

- head.” fe said, “ Men, I have no money to pay you.” I said, ‘‘You have sold the _ po, 
_ ship; what have you done with the money?” He said, “I-have no money to pay a : 
you here;” he said. I talked too much. I said, “I will see you when I get to — . 

- England.” The other royal naval volunteer on board the Sea King told me that 
Captain Corbett had offered him between £15 and £20 bounty, and about £10 per | 
month, as near as I can recollect; he refused this, and in about half an hour all the men 

| Lt Appendix, vol. i, p. 478. - a
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| “went, without being paid, on board the Laurel. The Laurel went to reconnoiter a — 
. ‘ship which hove in sight, and came back and signalized that she was 1 Hamburg 

ae vessel. The Laurel laid off about an hour and a half, trying to persuade us to join the 
. Sea King, Captain Corbett doing his uttermost to this end. When he found it no use 

| oe they hoisted the boats and proceeded to Teneriffe, where we arrived on 20th, at night, - 
| and were not allowed to land until the 22d. When the steam was up, ready to depart, - 

an the chief officer came forward to the men of the Sea King and said, “If anybody asks 
--.: you where you came from, say you are castaway seamen, and tell the consul the same, 

if required.” . oO an oo 

a (Signed) | JOHN ELLISON. — 

— This deposition was made before mo, and read over to the deponent. 
| -. (Signed) : . HENRY C. GRATTAN, Consul. 
. «+. ‘TENERIFFE, October 29,1864. | . . 

ee Deposition of John Allen, R. N. V., 950. a _ 

a . I shipped in the Sea King for a voyage to Bombay and China; voyage noteto exceed _ 
| two years. After we got clear of the Channel we stopped the steam and proceeded — 

.*. "under double-reefed topsails, dodging along -for about three days, as farasI recol-  . 
Jeet, looking for something. We then made sail and carried on until we came to the: , 

island of Madeira, ran in past it at night, then rounded the vessel to, and stood out. 
—  . . again till 4 the next morning; then got steam up. and stood in for the harbor again. ~ 

When we got abreast of the harbor we hoisted our number, which was answered by - 
| the Laurel steamboat: lying at anchor. Directly altered the ship’s head outward, and 

SO . stood away from the harbor. Then we were followed by the Laurel steamer, which 
: got under way directly we signalized her; then we laxed our steam until she came 

Se _ up tous; she then signalized to us when she was going. Immediately we set full 
| _. steam on and made all sail. We ran for about two hours and a half, when the steamer 

rounded an island, and we followed her, taking in all sail; and going up under easy 
: steam, brought the ship to an anchor in 17 fathoms. A boat from the little steamer — 

came alongside of us, with the captain in her, and told our captain that he would be 
CO alongside of him in afew minutes. Then we commenced to secure our main- | 

| [138] yard and get a pendant from the mast-head, and got the tackle hooked * on all 
| | ready for taking some heav¥ weight-on board. Then the Laurel came along- 

| - side us, and we commenced slinging the cases until about 9 o’clock, likewise cases of 
. _ powder, which was carried to the after cabin and stowed away; likewise large cases 

wee of shell and shot; also cases of rifles, and a great many cases of clothing. About 9. 
—— o’clock we went to our suppers. Went to work again about half past 9, and continued - 

working till about 2 in the morning taking in kegs of powder; all lights ordered 
to.be put out. They gave us a glass of grog and let us go to bed about 2 o’clock next 

Oo morning. We were not asked to turn to work. After breakfast. the hands were all to 
Oo come aft. When we were all mustered aft; Captain Corbett waited for the person who | 

' proved to be the captain, and took charge of the ship. Then he addressed us in this 
. manner: “Men, I have sold the ship; you who like to stop in her, you will get very 

| ~ good wages, and I will give you'two months’ pay.” The men refused to do so. The 
oo new captain spoke to the men and told them he would give them two months’ advance, 

; '. £7 per month, and £10 bounty if any of them would join him. The third engineer 
- ~ and two or three of the firemen joined him. The new captain came to me while I was 

a on the poop, it being my watch, and tried all he could to persuade me to go with him; 
offered me £14 a month to go as gunner’s mate, which I told him plainly I dare not 
do, as I belonged to the English navy already, and I dare not go into any other. When 

_. they found they could not persuade me, they went to Captain Corbett to try if he 
, could not advise me to do so. As I came off the poop, as all hands were standing 

-- reund the cabin-door to see the captain, the captain, Captain Corbett, came out of the - 
' ° eabin and called me in, and told me I was very foolish to lose such a good chance. I 

ne - told him I would not go for double the amount. He said when he went home he would 
7 / not report me, nor let it be known where I was, if I would go, and I thanked him, and 

. ~ told him I would go home and report myself, and walked out of the cabin. The cap- - 
tain came on deck and the men asked him to give them three months’ wages before 
they would leave the ship, which he refused to do. He said, there is the steamboat, | 

oe and you can come along with me. He told us he would take us to England and dis- 

; - charge us, and if the law would allow us anything, he would give it to us. Seeing it 
. was no use hanging on any longer, we put our things on board the steamboat and waited 

 , for the captain; as soon as he came on board the steamer shoved off, got her steam up, 
= and at this time a sail hove in sight, and the captain lowered his boat and went on. - 

, board the Sea King. Again pulled back as quick as he could, and put to sea, till he 
7 +  ~made out what the vessel was, and then stood back for the Sea King again to let her 

= know it was all right. We hovered off and on till about 5 or 6 in the evening, as the | 
: : captain could not get any of us to join. Some of the little steamer’s hands went.
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' Turned away and made our passage towards Teneriffe. On arriving there were not a 
- allowed to land until the Laurel was ready for sea with her steam up. , 

4 The above has been read over to me, and is correct and true. i a | 

(Signed) oS , nr JOHN -+ ALLEN. | 
on . yo mark, 

. This deposition was made before me. — , . | | a 
(Signed) | ns oS HENRY C. GRATTAN, Consul. | 

: TENERIFFE, October 29, 1864. oo ° 

a Deposition of Thomas Everalt, oe 

a I signed as ordinary seaman in the Sea King, on or about the 8th of October; sailed 
| from London, suppose to be going on a voyage to Bombay, &c., voyage not to exceed a. 

two years.. When the vessel left there were two persons on board not belonging to . 
_ the crew; one of these persons went ashore at Deal, the other proceeded on the voyage oo, 

. with us. ‘About ten days after leaving London we hove to. before the island ef Ma- 
. deira, after having been dodging about all night. We signaled to some vessel inside | 4 

_ the harbor, and seon after a steamer came out; we accompanied her to an island _ . 
about 50 miles from Madeira. As.soon as we had let go our anchor the other vessel. - 
‘came alongside of us, and we began to transship guns and ammunition into the Sea os 
King. We worked till late, and when we had done the mate came into the forecastle . 
and told us that the Sea King was sold to the confederate government for a privateer, ‘ | 
and if we liked to join we should, get £4 10s. a month, two months’ wages from the Sea 

_ King, two months’ advance from the Shenandoah, (the name given to the Sea King,) - 
and £10 bounty. The next morning, after we had finished the transshipment, Captain . 

_ , Corbett called the hands aft and corroborated the mate’s statement}, further saying ee 
_ ? that if we did not like to join he would give us two months’ wages and pay our : 

" passage to England. We wouldnot agree to this, so he said we must go in the steamer 
| alongside, and we said we would settle it when we got to England. The new captain 

, of the Sea King then offered us £6 per month and £15 bounty ; then afterward raised | 
his offers to £7 per month and £16 bounty, but only two lads joined. We then took a 
our cloths on board the Laurel, and we left the Shenandoah in the evening; she | 

| hoisted the confederate flag. The passenger who went out with us was the first 
lieutenant. We arrived at Teneriffe next Thursday, and landed the Saturday follow- 
ing, and have since been living at the captain’s expense, waiting for the mail-boat to oo 
take us home. ae os ce | a 

 -_.. ‘The above has been read over to me, and is. correct and true. . —__ - 
) 0: (Signed) — Co Be | THOMAS EVERALL. 

. This deposition was made before me. | | 
 (Singed) : A | HENRY C. GRATTAN, Consul. 

-"TENERIFFE, October 29,1864. | | 

| Deposition of George Kelly. 

The Sea King sailed from London on the above voyage ; as.soon as she got clear of the 
, Channel the steam was taken off, and some of the sails put her under easy canvas. We ~ 

said, “ There is something strange, er the captain would be more anxious to proceed 
on his voyage.” We had one passenger on board who was afterward said to be the — 
first lieutenant.. The sail-maker was making a few hammoeks for some of the men eS 

_ forward, and this passenger give him orders to make twelve; from this we 
. [139] supposed *this person was not a passenger. On Monday night er afternoon 

. - ' came off Madeira and dodged off and on until Tuesday morning, then the cap- oO 
. tain gave orders to the engineer to put on full steam till he got outside the town. He es 

hoisted signals; they were answered by a steamboat that was lying in-shore; then we So 
_ kept off again for a couple of hours. The steamer which signalized us came out, and 
both steamers hoisted signals. We made all steam and sail toward the lee of an _ 7 
Island; we anchored there, and the other steamer came alongside ef us. The boat- 

- swain ordered us to+secure the mainyard with a topsail sheet, and to put tackles for a 
_ taking in three tons weight. We took in some heavy cases, and also foureases of shob 

_. and shell, which we knew to be such, as some tumbled about the decks. There were : 
- some gun-carriages in cases and some without ; the cases containing the gun-carriages | 

were partly open. . Several bales of clothing and beds were transshipped. The captain —__ 
ame to us, and told us he had sold the ship; that the captain who now had the ship OS 

.. .. would give us £4 10s. a month, and £10 bounty, and he himself would give us two. . . 
* months’ wages if we would join the ship. He then raised his terms to £6 and £7 > 
_. £16 bounty. We refused to go in her. One engineer, a boy, and an ordinary seaman . 

_ stopped, I believe. The captain told us to go on board the Laurel; that he would pay 
_ our passage home. We went on board. We received no wages. We dodged off and 

os : |
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on. The confederate flag was hoisted after we left the ship. We then came down to 
Teneriffe. | cs / | 

4 7 The above has been read over to me, and is correct and true. ss ae 

- + (Signed) bo GEORGE + KELLY. . 
so ; mark. 

| This deposition was made before me. — | a 
— Bigned) ae HENRY C. GRATTAN, Consul. 

_ The master’s statement was as follows:! a ee 

| Statement of the circumstances under which the British vessel Sea King, official No. 48547 ye 
co of London, has been sold by Mr. P. 8. Corbett, the master thereof. oF 

4 The above vessel left London on the 19th of October, 1864, bound to Bombay, calling . 
— _ at port or perts on the passage. The cargo consisted of coals and provisions for the 

: _ voyage. There were no munitions of war whatever on board. I held a certificate of 
sale from the owner. On the 19th of October I sold the said ship, receiving the — 

+ anfount agreed upon as per bill of sale. Iam not aware that by the said sale I in any a 
- way infringed the foreign-enlistment act. — . a oo , 
a (Signed) Oe BP. 8. CORBETT. | 

This statement was made before me. ee | oe ee 
. (Signed) I | HENRY C..GRATTAN, Consul. 

, ‘TENERIFFE, October 29,1864. , | ee Po a 

a The law-officers of the Crown were forthwith requested to advise the - 
-. government as to the course which should be taken in relation to the 

° _ facts stated in the above report. | nn | 
+. On the 14th November, 1864, the law-officers reported their opinion 
aS follows:? | | ae re - Se 

a a The law-officers of. the Crown to Earl Russell. a - ; 

| oe a a — Tarwcorn’s Inn, November 14,1864... 
My Lorp: We are honored with your lordship’s commands signified in Mr. Layard’s 

-. * letter of the 12th instant, stating that he was directed by your lordship to transmit to 
—— us a@ copy of a dispatch received on the 12th instant from Her Majesty’s consul at 

a - Teneriffe, reporting the circumstances under which a number of men had been landed ) 
“at that port from the British steamer Laurel, and the part taken by that vessel in the. 
oe equipment at sea of the British steamer Sea King as a vessel of war for the govern- 

-ment of the so-called Confederate States. That Mr. Consul Grattan states that he had. 
oe ' taken the depositions on oath of four of the seamen of the Sea King, who were landed 

| - from the Laurel, and that he had deemed it proper to send Captain Corbett to ~ 
| England in safe custody to answer a charge of having infringed the foreign-enlist- — 

ment act. _ . . a Oo 
_'. Phat your lordship had ascertained that the depositions had not yet reached the 

oe Board of Trade, and that your lordship was unable, therefore, at present, to submit — 
vo _ them for our consideration; and Mr. Layard was directed, however, to send us at once. 

Oo the consul’s dispatch, as well as a copy of a telegram received at the Board of Trade, | 
- announcing the arrival of twenty-two of the men at Liverpool, and to request that we. 7: 

| would take these papers into consideration, and farnish your lordship with our advice 
as to the course which should be adopted by Her Majesty’s government in this matter. 

We are also honored with Mr. Layard’s letter of this day’s date, forwarding the de- | 
positions in the case of the Sea King, , | | oo, . . 

In obedience to your lordship’s commands we have taken these papers into consid-  ~ 
— eration, and have the honor to report— a a a 

° That we think the depositions taken at Teneriffe, and forwarded to Her Majesty’s. . 
7 _ government by Mr. Consul Grattan, do not support the conclusion arrived at by the 
, oo éousul, that Captain Corbett (whom we understand to have been in command of the 

| Sea King until she was handed over to certain agents of the Confederate States off 
| Desertas) is chargeable with any offense against the foreign-enlistment act. To con- | 

stitute an offense under the seventh (the equipment) clause of that act, there must . 
| . have been an equipment, &c., with a view to employment in the belligerent 

[140] _ service of a foreign * power, within some part of the United Kingdom, or of 
SO _. Her Majesty’s dominions beyond the seas. In like manner, to constitute an 

. offense (by a person not himself enlisting, &c.) under the second section such person 
- must have been concerned within the United Kingdom, or in some part of Her Ma- ‘ 
)  jesty’s dominions elsewhere, in inducing or procuring others to enlist, &c., or to go,or 
"+: to agree to go, or embark for some part of Her Majesty’s dominions for the purpose or 

os | oo 1 Appendix, vol. 1, p. 481, 0 , oo 
poo oe Sn 2Tbid, p. 482. .
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 - with intent to be enlisted, &c.;. and. to constitute an offense under the sixth section, - 
_. the master or other person in command of a ship or vessel in some part of the United. . 
‘ Kingdom, or of Her Majesty’s dominions beyond the seas, must knowingly and will- . | 

. ingly have taken, or engaged to take, on board persons who had. enlisted, or had 
. agreed, &c., to enlist; &c., or who were departing from Her Majesty’s dominions for |. - | 

the purpose and with the intent of enlisting, &&.. oe 
_ In every one of these cases the criminal act must have been committed within some 

_ part of “ Her Majesty’s dominions, ’? a word which, as here used, does not, in our opin- 
" ion, include a British ship on the high seas.. But all the facts mentioned. in these de- ° 

positions appear to have taken place upon the high seas, beyond the limits of Her Ma- 
jesty’s territory. It is, indeed, not improbable that in the preparation of the Sea King | 

' . for her voyage (if she went to sea under Captain Corbett’s command from any port in 
this country) an offense against the seventh section of the act may have been commit- 
ted. Itis also possible that the officers and men, or some of them, may have been 

_ hired and taken on board in this country with a view to employment in the confeder- 
ate service, so as to constitute offenses against the second and sixth sections, or one of | 

. them. But there is no evidence to support either of these conclusions in the deposi- a 
tions taken at Teneriffe by Consul Grattan, Ho oe ae 

_. All, therefore, that we can now advise your lordship to do is to direct that the twen- 
ty-two men, or some of them, who have just landed at Liverpool, be immediately ex- : 

‘ _amined by the solicitor to the treasury, or some person deputed by him, and their ev- 
* . idence reported to us; and that the solicitor be directed to obtain such other informa- — 

tion as may be accessible in this country with respect to the previous histery of the . 
_ Sea King, the nature and circumstances of her equipment, the engagements of her 
crew, and the persons concerned therein, if there should be reason to believe that she | 

. sailed from this country with the view of being employed as a ship of war in the con- - 
 .. federate service. — St Lo 

- We have, &c.,. ROUNDELL PALMER. 
(Signed) 7 R. P. COLLIER. 

: . ROBERT PHILLIMOREY © . 

The lords commissioners of the treasury were requested to give im-® 
mediate directions to their solicitor, in conformity with the concluding 
paragraph of the law-officers’ report. , | SO 

Op the 19th November, 1864, Earl Russell received from Mr. Adams _. 
a note,’ submitting for Earl Russell’s consideration a.copy of a letter — | 
from Mr. Dudley relating to the Sea King, together with copies of two 
depositions made by seamen who had shipped on board of that vessel | 

. in the port of London, and who had returned to England from Teneriffe 
_ in the mail steamer Calabar. | . 

| These depositions, though containing some statements which were 
- Clearly erroneous, confirmed, in general, the truth of those sent to the , 
foreign office by Consul Grattan. - : 

| With reference to the original hiring, one of the deponents, John | .— 
Hercus, deposed as follows 2 , a 

On or about the 25th of September last past, I and John Wilson, a ship’s carpenter, | 
were looking for a ship in London, and went on board the steamship Sea King, lying 
in the East India dock, and spoke to the chief mate. He pointed out the captain, == «= 
whose name, we were informed, was Corbett, and we spoke to him about going on the . 
ship. He asked us if we were single men, and said he wanted all single men if he | 

-. could get them. He told me that the ship would be ready in ten days or a fortnight; - | 
_ and if I liked to wait he would give me the chance. He asked the carpenter if he 
-- could come to work at once, and he agreed to do so, and went to-work the next morning. 
_ Qn or about the 5th of October I went. to the Sailors’ Home, and there signed articles 

as able seaman at £2 10s..a month for a voyage to Bombay, thence to any port or | 
_, ports in the Indian Ocean, or China Seas, Japan or Australian Colonies, Pacific or At- 

'  lantic Ocears, and back to a port in the United Kingdom, voyage not to exceed two- | 
years. _ I received-a note for a month’s advance, which I got cashed at Isabella Cal- 

_ der’s, No. 6 Bird street, East London. OO 
_ On Friday, the 7th of October, I-took my clothes on board, when we were told she 

_ ss Was not going until Saturday morning, the 8th. . eo | 

« The other deponent, who-was the John Wilson referred to in Hercus’s © 

| ee ..  tAppendix, vol. 1, p. 484. ; oo, 
a | — 2Tbid., p. 486. | |
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| _ statement, deposed to a like effect as.to both the terms and the mode ot 
. hiring. | _ | | eine’ | 7 

With reference to the persuasions used in order to induce the men to 
oe enlist in the service of the Confederate States, the said John Wilson 

deposed as follows? 7 Br ee 
, _ After we had finished taking in the things from the Laurel, the mate came and 

7 called all hands aft, and said the captain wanted to see us.. We all went and gathered - 
| round the cabin-doors, and Captain Corbett came out and said, “Well, men, _ 

| [141] I have sold the ship to the confederates; she is to *belong to their navy, . 
_ . to be a cruiser, to burn and destroy merchant-vessels and whalers in particular. 

| She is not to fight, but merely to take prizes, and there will be a first-rate chance 
for any of you young men who will stop by the vessel, and I should advise you all to ~ 
do it.” The general reply made by the men was that we did not want anything to | 

; do with her. The new captain then came out of.the cabin and asked if we would not . 
| join. He was dressed in a gray uniform. Captain Corbett introduced the man when 

he came out as the American officer who was to have the command.of the ship, but did 
? not mention his name; said he would pay the seaman £4 per-month, and £10 bounty. 

a _ One of the engineers, one of the firemen, and two of the seamen consented to join, and . 
So took the bounty and signed the articles. The officer in uniform, when he came out to 

us, announced that the Sea King was now the Shenandoah of the confederate navy. | 
| Liquor had been served among the men, during the time we were making the transfer, 
--- in-profusion.. Some were under itsinfluence. It was brought round twice after we got 

_ through, and offered to the men. They made great efforts to induce the men to join. - 
| They raised the wages to £7 and £15 bounty for able seamen. They offered me £16 a | 

_ month and £15 bounty. I declined to accept it, or to stop with them on any terms. — 
| A bucket of sovereigns was brought out on the déck to tempt the men to join. <A por- 

tion of the crew of the Laurel joined. The person whom Captain Corbett introduced | 
| to us as the commander of the Shenandoah came out on the Laurel; there were a 

_ number of others who also came out on the Laurel; Eshould say about forty. We — | 
-. * Jleft them on board the Shenandoah. Some were acting as officers. One of them, 

- . “pointing at the commander, who was standing on the deck, said he was Captain 
— . Semmes. - | : a : | 

a Hercus deposed tothe sameeffect.. Describing theinducementsoffered 
. to the men, he said? - oo + 

ee I said I should not join, but four others said they would. One was a fireman, one an 
7 engineer, and two were ordinary seamen. They were under the influence of liquor, 

which had been supplied freely to all who would take it since we commenced taking 
- in the guns. When they found us unwilling to go the wages and bounty were in- 

.  ereased, until we were offered £7 a month, and £16 bounty, and to sign the articles 
for six months. A bucket containing sovereigns was brought on deck, and the officers 

' took up handfuls to tempt the men on deck. The four who consented to go went into . 
_. the cabin, and I afterwards saw one of them with twenty-eight sovereigns in his hand. 

He added: © | | | 
| ‘When the American officers who came from the Laurel to the Sea King were trying - | 

to persuade us to go in her, they said, “ You had better go in the Shenandoah,” (which 
- the Sea King was to be called.) They promised us the best of living,and said that the 

best of the provisions would be taken out of the prizes, and all that were then aboard | 
| which were no good would be thrown overboard. a OS | 

' It was stated by the deponents that the officers who had gone out in 
; the Sea King, including the captain, returned in the Calabar to England. : 

The only exception was one of the engineers. The statement that | 
Captain Semmes was on board of the Sea King was erroneous. . | 

- ., Phe copies of depositions sent by Mr. Adams were immediately laid | 
before the law-officers of the Crown, who, on the Ist of December, 1864, | 

| advised thereon as follows? es | 

| | Lhe law-officers of the Crown to Earl Russell. SoA 

| a | a _ Lirncoxy’s Inn, December 1, 1864. 
a My Lorp: We are honored with-your lordship’s commands signified in Mr. Ham- 

: mond’s letter of the 19th ultimo, stating that, with reference to our report of the 15th | 
_ November, he was directed by your lordship to transmit to us a letter from Mr. Adams, | 

| a -  Appendix,vo.i,p.488 000 
a | *Tbid., p. 487.0 co : oe . 
ee ee ES «8 Tbid., p. 490. | : Be,
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- | inelosing copies of the depositions of tio. ffien aplio lately formed part of the crew of oe 
_ . the Sea King, and to request that we would take these papers into our considera- - a 
_. tion, and favor your lordship with such observations as we might have to offer there- 7 

upon. | | : | : a , oo 
Mr. Hammond was also pleased to state that we should observe from the accompany- _ 7 

ing draught of aletter to the treasury that the lords commissioners have-been requested - 
to instruct their solicitor to take the depositions, and to proceed in this,case in other. | 

- respects in the manner reconimended in our report; and that a dispatch of Mr. Consul 
Grattan was also inclosed. | fe oo oo | a 

In obedience to your lordship’s commands we have taken these papers into our con- | 
sideration, and have the honor to report— ss: , a | 

. That, in our opinion, the depositions now forwarded by Mr. Adams are sufficient to . 
prove that Captain Corbett did in this country engage and procure the deponentstoserve * . 
as sailors on board the Sea King, which ship, from the whole of the evidence in the case, 
we infer to have been then a vessel intended by him to be used (after she should have a 

_. been taken to the Azores) in the confederate service. These facts raise questions simi- So 
/ lar to thoge which were involved in the cases of the seamen on board the Georgia and | 

Rappahannock, except that none of these particular deponents accepted the confed-_ | 
_ erate service when the true object of the voyage was disclosed to them. ‘Those ques- a 

tions, upon the construction of the act, are not free from difficulty; but in some ofthe  . 
other cases convictions have been obtained and submitted to; and we think that, | 

7 _ even if there were no other point arising upon his acts when he handed overthe =, 
' [142] ship to her confederate commander, it would be proper, upon this evidence, *that, , 

Captain Corbett.should be prosecuted fora violation of the second section of the oe 
act, by procuring, or attempting to procure these men, and others unknown, to serve - 

. and be employed, &c., or to go and embark from Liverpool for the purpose, or with . | 
| intent to serve or to be employed, &c., contrary to that section. - 

We further think, on more deliberate consideration, that if the Sea King ought to be Fs 
deemed (as, prina facie, we think she may be) to have been still a British ship when | 

' . Captain Corbett endeavored to induce the men on board her to accept the confederate 
7 service, the question whether her deck was not then “a place belonging, or subject to 7 

Her Majesty ” is a serious one, which ought also to beraised by the indictment. Inour | | 
former report, we stated that we did not think 4 British merchant-ship at sea was mo 
included within Her Majesty’s “ dominions,” in the sense of the act; but in the second 
clause there are also the other and larger words above noticed, to which we did not Ho 

. then advert, and which might, perhaps, receive a more extensive coristruction. _ | 7 
We have, &c., | : a Ce 

a (Signed) | ~  ROUNDELL PALMER. — 
os a 7 , | RR. P. COLLIER. a : 

| we : ROBERT PHILUIMORE. ~ 

Proceedings were accordingly directed to be taken againstthe master 
ofthe Sea King. He was arrested in January, 1865, brought before a oo 

-- ~tmagistrate, committed for trial, and in November of the same year | 
. tried before the lord chief justice and a special jury, on the charge of a 

- having, either within the United Kingdom or on the high seas, enlisted | | 
British subjects, or incited them to enlist in the service of the Confeder- oo 
ate States. . eee 

The evidence produced at the trial was very conflicting. Several wit, | 
- nesses who had sailed in the ship were examined for the defense. These oa 

__-witnesses contradicted on material points the evidence given in support - e 
| of the prosecution, and the statements contained in the foregoing depo- 

- sitions, and stated on oath that Corbett took no part in the endeavors a 
made to induce the men to enlist, and that the persuasion used was _ 
used solely by the Americans who presented themselves as confederate 
officers. The chief justice put to the jury the question whether the de- 

: fendant did, in fact, attempt to enlist the men or procure them to enlist, — / 
| reserving any questions of law which might be raised on the part of the , 
_. defense, in case the answer should be in the affirmative. The. jury Se 

- _- returned a verdict of “not guilty”) | nn 
- The first mate of the Sea King, Charles Easman, who was examined . 

| for the defense, gave evidence, in the course of his examination, as 
follows: | anaes Oo ee - 

: I was second mate of the Sea King when I sailed in her on her first voyage. I was _ 
_\. first mate on her when she was sold to the confederates. Mr. R. Wright was her
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| owner. She was to go to Bombay, and nothing was said as to her ultimate destination. 
| She took in 850 tons of coal. It was an ordinary cargo, and coals at that time paid 

| the best freight. She had’ forty-five hands the first voyage, and forty-seven. the _ 
a second. . oo — | 

The steward of the ship, John R. Brown, who was also examined for _ - 
| the defense, stated that when she left London there was nothing out of 

—_ the usual course in her stores which might lead to the supposition that =| 
a she had any other destination than the East Indies. woes O 

| In cross-examination, he said, “Steamers often.take cargoes of coalto 
the East Indies. She had nearly as many coals on board as she could — - 

oS earry. It is not an unusual thing to send a power of sale with ships 
going on a long voyage.” Ly Bee a - 
With the view of obtaining further information respecting the Sea 

| King, Mr. Hammond, on the 27th January, 1865, wrote to Messrs. 
| Robertson & Co., of London, who had originally been part owners and 
a managing owners of the ship.” Mr. Hammond’s letter and the answer | 

returned by Messrs. Robertson & Co. were respectively as follows; | 

ae | . _— Mr. Hammond to Messrs, Robertson § Co. | ye Oe 

: | OT _ ForEran OFFICE, January 27, 1865. ° a 

GENTLEMEN: I am directed by Earl Russell to state 1o you that his lordship has 7 
a been informed that the Shenandoah, a full-rigged ship of 1,100 tons and 250 horse-power, 

now stated to belong to the government of the so-called Confederate States, was | 
__ formerly in the possession of your firm, at which time she bore the name of the Sea. ' 

. King; and I am directed to inquire whether you have any objection to inform his lord- 

(2 - ghipof the circumstances under which you sold the vessel, and particularly whether =~ 
- she was sold to an agent of the so-called confederate government. — 

Jam, &e, 0 oe | - 

Oc (Signed) | aan . _ E, HAMMOND. 

[143] | * Messrs. Robertson Sf Co. to Mr. Hammond. PEE a Ne 

- | #5 NEWMAN’S Court, CoRNHILL, LONDON, January 28, 1865. 

Sir: We beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of yesterday, and to inform you _ 
he that the Sea King was sold by us to a British subject, a Mr. Wright, of Liverpool, - 

a _ through the agency of Messrs. Curry, Kellock & Co., of Liverpool, brokers, in the usual 
way, and that the bill of sale, &c., passed through Her Majesty’s custgms in due order, 

After the sale of the vessel we had nothing whatever todo with her, and she remained 
in dock for some weeks, and was entered out for Bombay, which port we were informed 

- ~ was to be her destination. 
, We are not aware, nor have we any knowledge, that any confederate agent had any- 

thing to do with the ship during her stay in this country.. 
+ The Sea King was only 150 horse-power, and not, as stated in your letter, 250. 

We have, &c., . . 

— - (Signed) ee a ROBERTSON & CO. 

| ‘On inquiry it appeared that the Sea King was a screw-steamer, built = 
| at Glasgow in the. year 1863, with a view to employment in the China. _ 

trade. She was originally owned in shares by several part owners, 

7 Messrs. Robertson & Co., of London, acting as managing owners. She. 
sailed from London, in November, 1863, for New Zealand and the China — 

_ Seas, carrying troops for Her Majesty’s government to Auckland, whence ~~ 

she proceeded to Hankow, and returned to London with a cargo of tea, 

In September, 1864, she was sold to a Mr. Richard Wright, a ship-owner 
of Liverpool. Wright, on the 7th November, 1864, granted a certificate _ 

 . . of .sale to P. 8. Corbett, the master of the ship, by which he was) 
- empowered to sell her at any port out of the United Kingdom for a price 

ce not less than £45,000, within six months after the date of the certificate. 
When originally fitted out by Robertson & Co., and when sold by them. ~ 

' to Wright, she had on board two ordinary 12-pounder carronades intended 
| | OT —_ : 1 Appendix, vol. i, p- 497. - | — en
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. only. for use as signal-guns ‘and for othertses*tommon in merchant- ~ __ 
- -vessels. These were the two 12-pounder guns hereinafter referred to. oY 

The crew of the Sea King signed articles for a voyage from London to a 
Bombay, (calling at any ports or places on the passage,) and any other | 

| ports or places in India, China, or Japan, or the Pacific, Atlantic, or | | 
Indian Oceans, trading to and from as legal freights might offer, until a 
the return of the ship to a final port of discharge in the United Kingdom Oe 
or continent of Europe, the voyage not to exceed two years. = | 

- From what has been stated above, it will have been seen that the : 
_. Shenandoah was a steamship originally named the Sea King, which had 

—- been built not for war but for commercial purposes; that. she had been ~ 
_ employed in the China trade, and was at the time when she sailed from _ 
the port of London, in October, 1864, registered in the name of a Liver- | 
pool merehant; that she cleared and sailed as for a trading voyage; that a 
her crew were hired and signed articles for such a voyage, andthatthey . 

_ Shipped and went to sea without suspecting that she was intended for. oo 
any other destination; that there was nothing in her cargo, stores, or | oe 

- otherwise to excite suspicion; that before or at the time of her arrival 
— In the vicinity of the Madeira Islands she was sold and transferred by © 

.. her owner to. the government of the Confederate States; that she took | Oo 
_ * on board, while at sea, her commander and officers, all of whom were 
_ “American citizens, with a small handful of men as acrew; that the: | 

officers and crew who had brought her out from London left her, with 
_ very few exceptions, and returned to England; that in order to induce 

-. her original crew to take service in her, solicitations and inducements oe 
| of every kind were employed by her commander and officers, but with- 

| out success; that, after being transferred as aforesaid, she was armed for 
| war either on the high seas or in Portuguesewaters, aud that she thence an 

commenced her cruise under the name of the Shénandoah, given to 
her by her new owners. . a re 7 

It will have been seen, also, that no representation had been made to _ 
Her Majesty’s government respecting her by Mr. Adams, and that no : 

- Information about her was ever conveyed to or came into the possession : 
| of the government previous to the report received on the 12thNovember, — | 

1864, from Her Majesty’s consul at Teneriffe. _ 
a Lastly, it will have been observed that immediately on the receipt of mS 

‘that report, the government consulted its advisers on the question 
. whether legal proceedings could be instituted against the masterof the | 

+ . ship who had sailed with her from London,. for his share in the trans- — 
_ action, and that he was afterward indicted and brought to trial, but ° = 

~ was acquitted by the jury, the evidence as to his acts being doubttul = | 
.* and conflicting. ee cn a 

. The steamer Laurel, which conveyed to the Madeira Islands the guns - es 
destined for the Shenandoah, and her commander and officers, had on - | 

: the 24th October, 1864, cleared from the port of -Liverpoolfor Matamoras,  —. 
Via Havana and Nassau, and her crew were shipped for that voyage. . 

| | _ . Her clearance stated that she had a crew of 40 men, no passengers,  —_—> 
| [144] .and *sundry packages of British and foreign goods free of duty. _ 

| - She is believed to have been sold while abroad to the govern- 
ment of the Confederate States. a | cere 

_ - Mr, Adams subsequently, on the 7th April, 1865, wrote to Earl Russell, 
_.. Incloging and referring to a letter addressed to Mr. Seward by the consul 

_ of the United States at Rio Janeiro, in which it was stated that several __ 
_ United =tates ships had been captured and destroyed by thé Shenandoah. 

In this note Mr. Adams wrote as follows:! | Re | 
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oo _.. Tam by.no means insensible to the efforts which have already been made, and are 
; yet making, by Her Majesty’s government to put a stop to such outrages in this king- 

dom and its dependencies. Neither can I permit myself to doubt the favorable disposi- 7 
| - tion of her ministers to maintain amicable relations with the Government which I 

a represent. | a | ; - oo oo 
a While perfectly ready to. bear testimony to the promptness with which all the numer- 

_ ous remonstrances and representations which it has-been my painful duty heretofore — 
_ to submit have been met and attended to by your lordship, it is at the same time 
_. Impossible for me to dispute the fact that the hostile policy which itis the object of all 7 

this labor to prevent, has not only not been checked, but is even now going into execu- 
- _ tion with more and more complete success. a a . a 

po He proceeded to dwell upon the losses which the commerce and navi- | 
a gation of the United States had sustained, and the circumstances under | 

_. . - which these losses had been inflicted, and to observe in effect that such 
a injuries must tend to give rise to “the gravest of complications between —__ 

. any two nations placed under like circumstances.”. Headded: 

. - That in this case no such event has followed has been owing, in the main, toafall 
| conviction that Her Majesty’s government has never been animated by any agressive _ 

a - disposition toward the United States; but, on the contrary, that it has steadily endea- 
-_vored to discountenance and, in a measure, to check the injurious and malevolent oper- 

ations of many of her subjects. But while anxious to do full justice to the amicable . 
intentions of Her Majesty’s ministers, and on that account to forbear from recourse to). - 

_» any but the most friendly and earnest appeals to reason and to their sense of justice 
for the rectification of these wrongs, it is impossible to resist the conviction that hereto- « . 

_. .* fore their measures, however well intended, have never proved effective to remedy the ~ - 
evil complained of. Prompt to acquit them of any design, Iam reluctantly compelled 

_ to acknowledge the belief that practically this evil had its origin in the first step | 
| taken, which never can be regarded by my Government, in any other light than as pre- 

cipitate, of acknowledging persons as a belligerent power on the ocean before they had > 

: a single vessel of their own to show floating uponit. The result of that proceeding 
| | has been that the power in question, so far as it can be entitled to the name ofa 

_ belligerent on the ocean at all, w&s actually created in consequence of the recognition, | 
oe and not before; and all that it has subsequently attained of such a position has been 

| ° through the labor of the subjects of the very country which gave it the shelter of that 
, title in advance. Neither is the whole case stated evennow. The results equally show 

that the ability to continue these operations with success during the whole term of 
oe four years that the war has continued, has been exclusively owing to the opportunity - 

a to make use of this granted right of a belligerent in the courts and -the ports and har- 
bors of the very power that furnished the elements of its existence in the outset. 

Oo Mr. Adams did not assert that in respect of the departure, equipment, 
or armament of the Shenandoah there had been any negligence or 
breach of international duty on the part of Her Majesty’s government; 
nor could he have done'so with any show of reason. The substance of 

_. his complaint, as regarded the acts or omissions of the government, was 
| that Great Britain had declared herself neutral in the war,and had | 

- recognized the Confederate States as a belligerent, and that confederate, 
vessels had been suffered to enter and make use of the ports and harbors ~ 
of Great Britain and. her’ colonies equally with vessels of the United: | 

_ States. oe | oe ah 
On the 25th January, 1865, the Shenandoah arrived at Port Philip, in 

the colony of Victoria, and anchored in Hobson’s Bay; and hercom- | 
| mander Immediately sent one of the officers of the ship to present the — 

_ following letter to the governor of the colony: | 7 a 

a eS Lieutenant Waddell to Governor Sir C. H. Darling. ae 

re a 3 os CONFEDERATE STATES STEAMER OF WAR SHENANDOAH, | . | 
| es. Dar | _ Port Philip, January 25, 1865. . 7 

| | _ Srr: TL have the honor to announce to your excellency the arrival of the Confederate 
- States steamer Shenandoah, under my command, in Port Philip this afternoon, and also 
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- ¢0 communicate that the steamer’s thachinery reqilités repairs, and that I am in want | . 
of coals. een So ; | | 7 Se 

I desire your ex#ellency to grant permission that I may make the necessary repairs | 
and supply of coals*tozenable me to get to sea as quickly as possible. . : 

_ I desire also your excellency’s permission to land my prisoners. I shall observe the | . 
neutrality. - | | oe : 

: Ihave, &e., oo, a ae | 

[145] * Thiegovernor (Sir C. H. Darling) caused the bearer of thelet- 
| ter tobe infornied that it should be answered on the following 

| day. ~The governor. had not, at this or any other time, any personal | 
intercourse with the commander of the Shenandoah, =” | 
Commander Waddell’s application was, on the 26th January, brought — 

by the governor before the executive council of the colony for consider- 
ation. The advice given by the council to the governor thereon is set. an 
forth in the subjoined extract from the minutes of its proceedings :' / 

-; Dispatches from the right honorable the secretary of state, covering the ‘Queen’s 
proclamation of neutrality, and all instructions and orders which have, from time to | 

_ time, been issued by command of Her Majesty, through the secretary of state, to the . | 
' governors of Her Majesty’s colonies and possessions, for their guidance during the con- a 

tinuance of hostilities on the North American continent, as well as official correspond-. 
ence and papers connected with the proceedings of the confederate steamship Alabama a 
at Her Majesty’s colony of the Cape of Good Hope, are laid before the council, and . 
read by the clerk. : - : 

. After careful consideration of these instructions and papers, the council advise that . | 
the honorable the commissioner of trade and customs, writing in the name of his ex- 
cellency the governor, should acquaint the commander of the Shenandoah— | " 

1. That the vessel under his command will not be allowed to quit the anchorage in - | 
Hobson’s Bay within twenty-four hours after any vessel belonging to the Federal States | 

_  ghall have left the port, and further inform him that, in case he should infringe this | . 
rule, his government will be held responsible by that of Great Britain for violating | 
the neutrality of British waters. 0° a oe : 

. 2. That the commander of the Shenandoah be requested to communicate to the gov- _ 
ernment of Victoria the nature and extent of the repairs. of which. he states his vessél oo 
to be in need ; and that he be informed that permission will be granted for the Shenan- | 

- . doah to.remain in the waters of the colony a sufficient time to receive the provisions oe 
or things necessary for the subsistence of her erew—but not beyond what may be 

_ necessary for immediate use—and to effect her repairs; and that when the government 
of . Victoria are in possession of. the nature and extent of the supplies and repairs = | 
which are necessary, the commander of the Shenandoah will then be informed of the 
time which his vessel will be permitted to remain in the waters of the colony. 

3. That, in reply to that part of his letter which refers to prisoners, the commander | 
of the Shenandoah be requested to communicate to the government of Victoria the | | 
names of the prisoners, and any other particulars relating to them which he may be _ | , 
willing to supply. - | me - 

His excellency, concurring with the advice which has been tendered to him, directs - | : 
the honorable the commissioner of trade and customs to address the commander of. the. mee: 
Shenandoah in the above-recited terms. — | : ae wat ote | 

_ The council further advise his excellency to authorize a communication being made a : 
to the United States consul at Melbourne, informing him of the application which has _ . 

_been made by the commander of the Shenandoah for permission to land prisoners, and . | 
‘stating that the.government are desirous of knowing whether the consul will under- —- oo: 
take to receive and provide forthem. = ee / | - 

__In conformity with the advice of the consul, communications were. _ | 
addressed, by the governor’s direction, to the commander of the Shen- | | 
andoah and to the consul of the United States at Melbourne, Mr. W. 

_Blanehard. © | - a . | a 
_ The consul replied that he had already made provision for the persons | | 
brought in as prisoners by the Shenandoah. He addressed several let- _ - 
ters to the governor, protesting against the admission of the vessel into , 

_ the port of Melbourne, and calling on him to cause her to be seized, as 2 
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| guilty of piracy. The reasons on which the consul relied were stated: 
| by him in the following letter:* oe | | : 

| rs | Mr. Blanchard to Governor Sir C. Darling. ea 

ae — CoNSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AmErica, a | 
| . ee : Melbourne, January 28, 1865. | 

_ §$rer: Iam in receipt of a communication from C. J. Tyler, esq., your excellency’s 
aide-de-camp, dated to-day, informing me that your excellency has submitted my 

7 dispatches of the 26th and 27th January instant to the consideration of your legal 
advisers, and that your excellency’s decision, when made, will be forwarded tome... 

| Evidence being daily accumulating in this office in support of the reasons for the | 
. | protests I had the honor to forward to your excellency, I now beg leave to call your 

attention specially to the following: | . | | | , 
- 4. That the Sea King, alias Shenandoah, now in this port,and assuming to be a war- . 

a vessel, is a British-built ship, and cleared from a British port as a merchantman, legally 
: entering no port until her arrival here, where she assumes to be a war-vessel of the so- 

styled Confederate States; that any transfer of said vessel at sea is in violation of the 
 .. law of nations, and doés not change her nationality. a 

| 2, That inasmuch as Her Majesty’s neutrality proclamation prohibits her subjects 
from supplying or furnishing any war material or ship to either belligerent, this vessel, 
having an origin as above, is not entitled to the privileges accorded to the belligerents: 

| . by said proclamation. oe : | Oo | 
| [146] *3. That being a British-built merchant-ship, she cannot be converted into a | 

ya war-vessel, upon the high seas, of the so-styled Confederate States, but only by | 
proceeding to and sailing in such character from one of the ports of the so-styled con- 

| federacy. . | . | | ; | 
4 4, That it is an established law that vessels are to be considered as under the flag of 

OO , the nation where built, until legally transferred to another flag. | 7 oo 
. ... § That said vessel sailed as an English merchant-ship from an English port, and 

| cannot, until legally transferred, be considered as a man-of-war. . _ 
, 6.’That not being legally a man-of-war, she is but a lawless pirate, dishonoring the 

flag under which her status is to be established, and under which she decoys her vic-  - 
tims. : oo | | 

a 7. That her armament came also from Great Britain in English vessels, (the Laurel 
, and-Sea King, now Shenandoah,) both of which eleared under British seal, or, if with- 

. out it, in violation of established law. —— —— - 
a - 8. That as such she has committed great depredations upon ships belonging to eiti- 

, .zens of the United States, making her liable to seizure and detention, and the crew | 
+ guilty of piracy. a - | | | 

—... Teannot close this without further protesting in behalf of my Government against _ 
: the aid and comfort and refugemow being extended to the so-styled confederate cruiser 

_ Shenandoah in this port. | 
—.  Lhave, &c., = . 

| (Signed) WM. BLANCHARD. 

The propositions ass erted by the consul, that the Shenandoah, hav 
ing been built as a merchant-ship in Great Britain, and having sailed 

—.. as such~ from a British port, could not subsequently acquire the char- | 
- acter of a belligerent ship of war, unless she had in the interval pro- — 

| ceeded to, and sailed from, a port in the Confederate States, and that 
- _ she was in the view of international law a pirate, were erroneous. — 

_~. In answer to the eonsul’s letter above set forth, the following letter _ 
‘was addressed to him by order of the governor? ae | 

eee | Mr. Tyler to Mr. Blanchard. 

| ct hte te tb te — PRIVATE SECRETARY'S OFFICE, 
- Oo | | 7 _ Melbourne, January 30, 1865. 

_ . Sir: Iam directed: by his excellency the governor. to acknowledge the receipt of 
, your letter of the 28th instant, and to acquaint you that, having fully considered the 

‘representations contained in that communication and in your previous letters of the 
26th and 27th instant, and advised with the Crown law-officers thereon, his excellency | 
‘has come to the decision that, whatever may be the previous history of the. Shenan- 
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_doah, the government of this colony is bound’ to‘tréat ‘hér ‘dsa ship of war belonging — ae 
to a belligerent power. SR Spe re ae Ss 

—  -. * J have, &e., Me, moe So br : | o 
| re _ (For Private Secretary, ) oe 

(Signed) es oo a oO C. J. TYLER.. 

- The subjoined extracts from minutes of the proceedings of the execu- : 
tive council. of the colony show what subsequently occurred in relation | 
to. the Shenandoah and the-course pursued with reference to her by the | 
government of the colony? = si re | 

Extract from the minutes of the council.—Minute 65/7 of the proceedings on the 30th of Jan- 
po Gk ouasabains wary, 1865, ee | 
- At the close of the ordinary business of the council, the honorable the commissionez ~ 
of trade and customs submits to his excellency a communication from the commandes 
of the Shenandoah, dated 28th January, 1865—in reply to the letter which was ad- 
“dressed to him on the 26th instant—in which Lieutenant Waddell states that he has | 
not been able up to the present time to inform the government of theextent ofthe repairs oe 

' “which are required to be made to his vessel, and expressing his fear that the damages : 
will prove to.be more serious than he had anticipated; but that as soon asa diver, - 
~-whom he had employed for the purpose, has been able to inspect the screw-shaft below a 
water, he will lose no time in communicating with them. This letter was, shortly - | 
afterward, followed by another from Messrs. Langlands, Brothers & Co., of the Port | 
Philip foundery, and dated the 30th January, addressed to Lieutenant Waddell, which oe 

_ that officer indorsed, as forwarded to the honorable the commissioner of trade and . 
eustoms, for the information of the governor, and with a request that it might be . a 

—--peturned. > So ma | ‘ - 
In this letter Messrs. Langlands report that it was absolutely necessary to put the | 

vessel on the government slip, as, after inspection by the diver, he reports the lining 
- of the outer sternbush to be entirely gone, and requires to be replaced, and that, as three | 

' days more will elapse before the vessel can be slipped, Messrs. Langlands state they 
will not be able to accomplish the repairs within ten days from the date of their letter. | 
_. After considering these letters, the council advise his excellency to authorize another | 

| communication to be addressed to the commander of the Shenandoah, drawing’ his © 
attention to the cireumstance that he had not as yet replied to the request-for 

[147] information as to the nature of the supplies of * which he states he is in need for 
- the subsistence of his crew, nor had he furnished the list of the prisoners on 

board; and that he be further informed that the governor had appointed a board of 
practical men to examine the- Shenandoah, and report whether that vessel is in a fit . 

| state to proceed to sea, or whether any, or if any, what, repairs are necessary. For 
this purpose his excellency appoints Mr. QC. B. Payne, secretary naval survey board ; 

| _ ‘Mr. Douglas Elder, superintendent ‘marine yard; and Mr. Alexander Wilson, government - 
engineer, to be a board to proceed on board the Shenandoah, and report accordingly. - 

His excellency then lays before the council three letters which have been addressed | 
to him by the United States tonsul at Melbourne, dated, respectively, the 26th, 27th, 
and 28th of January, 1865, protesting against the rights of a belligerent being granted _ 
to the Shenandoah, and further protesting against the aid and comfort and refuge now | ps 
being extended to that vessel. | : ce | OS 

- Having referred these letters to his legal advisers, his excellency received from them = me 
the following opinion: oe oo oe — 
’ «We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of three letters addressed to his 
excellency the governor by the consul of the United States of America, dated, respect- . : 

| ively, the 26th, 27th, and 28th instant. a / as 
“We are of opinion that there is no evidence of any act of piracy committed by any | 

_ ‘person on board the vessel called the Shenandoah. This vessel purports to be, and we 
think she should be treated as, a ship of war belonging to a belligerent power. — | | 

a _ (Signed) - ne “ARCHD. MICHIE, «°° © : 
| : . | | | “GEO. HIGINBOTHAM, | a 

: — SO, ee Oo “Crown Law-Offcers. © Fe 
» “January 30, 1865.” | | - | : oo | 

_ His exeellency states that he had replied to the United States consul to the effect _ 
_ that, having given an attentive consideration to his letters, and having consulted with a 

the law-oflicers of the Crown, he had come to the decision that the government of this 
colony were bound to treat the Shenandoah as a ship of war belonging to a belligerent : 

| “power. ee : - ee NS Lo hg 
«His excellency then consults the council.en the only point upon which he thought | 
any doubt could arise, viz, whether it would be expedient. to call upon the lieutenant | 
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commanding the Shenanadoah to show his commission from the government of the Con- 
federate States, authorizing him to take command of that vessel for warlike purposes. 

| After brief consultation a majority of his advisers tender their opinion that it would 
| ~ not be expedient to do so... | | . | 

| Extract from the minutes of the council. —Miniite 65 /S'of the proceedings on the 6th February, | 
oe 865.1 | 

- Onconeluding the ordinary business of the day his excellency informs the council 
| | that since their last meeting a communication had been received from the commander 

ef the Shenandoah, dated 30th January, stating that the immediate supplies required | 
: for the officers and crew under his command. consisted of fresh meat, vegetables, and 

_ bread daily, and certain sea supplies which are enumerated, and that with respect to 
mo the list of prisoners, all the persons—whom on the high seas he considered to be his 

| prisoners—had left his ship in shore boats, without his knowledge, soon after his arrival 
— in the port. The honorable commissioner of trade and customs had been authorized 
. - to reply to Lieutenant Waddell that permission was granted to him to ship, in reason- 

able quantities, the provisions and supplies which he had enumerated, and that it was 
necessary for him to place his paymaster in communication with the collector of cus- 

— toms as to the quantities and particulars in detail. The request formerly made to Lieu- | 
\ tenant Waddell to furnish the numbers and particulars of his prisoners was also renewed. | 

_ in this communication, and he was informed that, although the number in thisinstance | 
| _ was understood to be small, yet this case might form a precedent for future guidance 

. in any other case where it might be desired to land a larger number of prisoners in 
violation of municipal or other laws. or regulations in force in this colony. 

. - To this letter Lieutenant Waddell replied, on the Ist February, that the number of 
| the prisoners he had brought into the port were eleven, two being females; that they 

DO were captured serving in the American bark Delphine, which vessel he destroyed; and 
| on arrival in this port they left the Shenandoah of their own free will—without con- 

sulting the regulations enforced in this colony—unmolested, unassisted, and not in any : 
. '. boat belonging to the ship. He further added that he was extremely anxious to get 

the Shenandoah to sea. > : a 
. The report of the board of survey on the repairs required by the Shenandoah is then 

a laid before the council and read. | | | 

~ On receiving this report, his excellency states that he had directed another letter to 
be addressed to Lieutenant Waddell, informing him that, as it was evidently necessary 
from the report that his vessel should be placed on the slip, it was presumed that he 

a would proceed promptly with the necessary arrangements; and it was further pointed 
out to him that the slip—which Messrs. Langlands, in their communication, had termed 

| the government slip—was not in the possession or under the control of the govern- 
ment; that it was originally built by the government, but had for many years been | 

_ Jeased to various parties, and, therefore, Lieutenant Waddell’s arrangements must be | 
| made with the present lessees. | SO — 
ee - The commissioner of trade and customs then acquainted his excellency that he had 

issued instructions to the principal officers in Hobson’s Bay to furnish daily : 
[148] reports of the Shenandoah, in *obedience to a minute of his excellency of the 3d 
. instant, and that he had enjoined upon these officers the necessity of perform- 

oS ing this service without unseemly obtrusion or interference, but that any apparent 
abuse of the permission to make repairs or to take in supplies was to, be reported; and 
their attention was especially directed to the coucluding paragraph of the minute relat- _. 
ing to any extension of the armament of the Shenandoah, or to any attempt. to render 

| her present armament more effective. 7 : | os 
Mr. Francis further states that an application had been made this day to the collector - 

of customs for permission to land certain surplus stores, accompanied by a declaration 
that none of these stores had been captured, but that they all came into the possession 
of Lieutenant Waddell with the vessel. On consultation with the council, his excel- 

( lency directs this application to be referred for the opinion of the Crown law-officers, 
whether such a permission should be granted, and whether the forty-fourth section of 

SO the act 21 Vict., No. 13, is applicable to the case. | : 
His excellency then directs Mr. Francis to address another letter to Lieutenant Wad- 

dell, and inform him that, as his vessel has been twelve days in the port already, with | 
permission to lay in provisions and to effect necessary repairs, it is now desired that | 
he should name the day upon which he will be prepared to proceed to sea, and that, 
after carefully considering the position of Great Britain as strictly neutral in the pres- 

| ent contest on the North American continent, the government of Victoria cannot grant 
him the use of any appliances which are the property of the government, nor can it 
render any assistance, either directly or indirectly, toward effecting the repairs of his 
vessel. ahh ty Le pe a | ae 
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The report of the board of Survey referred’ to in’ the foregoing minute. my 
-  wasasSfollows’ 2 

| Report of survey held on board the confederate screw-steamer Shenandoah. a a 

7 ee ; Bl Mxsourne, February 1, 1865. _ 
We, the undersigned, in pursuance of instructions received from his excellency the 

governor, proceeded on board the confederate screw-steamer Shenandoah this morning, 
at 10.a. m., for the purpose of examining her with a view of reporting whether that, | 
vessel is now in a fit state to proceed to sea, or whether, and what, repairs are necessary, 
have the honor to report: | | an , | | : 
.Ist..That the Shenandoah is not in a fit state to proceed to sea as a steamship. . 
2d. That repairs are necessary. _ | oo, ee | 

_ 3d. That the part or parts requiring repair being the inner stern-post bearing of the 7 
 gerew-shaft, the extent of damage cannot be ascertained without the vessel being 
slipped. - | a | 7 an - 

>» (Signed) Be CHARLES B. PAYNE. © 
| ... ALEX. WILSON, a 

Ca | . Engineer-Surveyor. | | 
- | : DOUGLAS ELDER, | 

oe | | he - Superintendent of Marine Yard. r 

- The governor’s minute (or memorandum) of the 3d February, referred 
to in the foregoing minute of proceedings, was as follows :? 

ae | - Memorandum for the.commissioner of trade and customs. ae 

_ Thave to request the honorable the commissioner of trade and customs will be so good 8 
as to make arrangements for obtaining daily reports of the progress of the repairs and : 
provisioning of the Shenandoah, and communicate the information obtained to me. . 7 

_ J am sure that the honorable commissioner will take every precaution in his power Ds 
against the possibility of the commander of that vessel in any degree extending its. 
armament or rendering the present armament more effective. OmD | 

: Toorak, February 3, 1865, 0 , 7 | | 

: - On the 10th February, 1865, the consul wrote to the governor’ inclos- _ 
ing a deposition on oath by one John Williams, who had been a prisoner 
on board the Shenandoah, and had escaped from her by swimming . 
ashore on the 6th February. In this deposition the said John Williams | | 
stated that fifteen or twenty men had joined the ship since her arrival 
in port, and were concealed ‘in various parts of her, and that three | 
others, who were wearing the ship’s uniform, had also come aboard since 

_ her arrival. | | | | 
The course pursued by the colonial government with reference to this | 

and other matters relating to the Shenandoah is stated in the subjoined  _ | 
further extract from the minutes of the executive council :* - 

Extract from the minutes of the council.— Minute 65 /9 of the proceedings on the 13th February | coe 

: a | | 1865. | | OO — 

-. His excellency states that Lieutenant Waddell had replied, to the communication 
—.:... which it had been agreed to address him at their last: meeting, that he could 
[149] not name a day for proceeding to sea *until his ship is taken on the slip, when 
«the amount of repairs which may be necessary could be ascertained and the time 
estimated in which they could be effected. He further states that the recent gales had 
prevented him from lightening the ship to the necessary draught preparatory to plac- oO 
ing her on the slip, but that he hoped todo so on the following morning. : . | 
_ Lhe opinion of the attorney-general on the application which has been made for 
permission to land certain surplus stores from the Shenandoah, is also laid before the 
council, © | | Bo oe | 

_. .. It is to the effect that the permission cannot be granted by the government of = — 
. Victoria, consistently with a strict observance of the rules prescribed for the main- | 
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. tenance of neutrality; and his-excellency informs the council that he has authorized. _ 
acommunication to the commander of the Shenandoah to that effect. — OS 
The further report of the board of survey on the Shenandoah, after viewing that ~~ 

vessel on the slip, is also submitted and considered. | oo 
' S His excellency then states to the council that, in consequence of a letter which he 

had received from the United States consul, dated the 10th instant, and inclosing a 
oC testimony on oath of one John Williams, he had deemed it his duty to refer it for the 

i eonsideration of the law-officers of the Crown; as, presuming the statements therein 
ne contained to be correct, if would appear that the commander of the Shenandoah was. 

taking advantage of the aid and comfort which had been afforded to him in this port, 
a to increase the number of his crew by enlisting British subjects, in contravention of 

| | the foreign-enlistment act. i . po ek et ge. | 
| oo In consequence of this reference the law-officers of the Crown had directed the attend- 

ance of the man John Williams, and that he had, with other men, attended that morn- 
ing at the Crown Jaw-offices, and had made statements to the effect that a number of. 

| men, representing themselves to be Englishmen, had gone on board the Shenandoah 
since her arrival-in this port with the intention of joining her, and were now con- | 
cealed on board. | . Soe 

The law-officers being of opinion that there was sufficient evidence to take steps for 
prosecuting, had instructed the police to lay informations against these men for a mis-. 

, demeanor, aud to apply for a warrant for their apprehension. 
oi — On consultation with the council, it was not considered necessary by his excellency 

ro to take any further steps in the matter until the result of the police-office proceedings 
a was known; but Mr. Francis is instructed again to inquire, by letter, when Lieutenant. 

Waddell would be ready to proceed to sea, 2 | 
. A report from the detective police at Sandridge, of this day’s date, on matters relat- 

- ing to the Shenandoah, is laid upon the table of the council; and as, from information 
which had reached the government, some suspicion had been attached to the move- 

- Inents of a vessel called the Eli Whitney, now lying in the bay, the honorable the. 
- . commissioner of trades and customs undertakes that, her movements shall be carefully 

| watched. - en , 
‘The honorable the attorney-general then submits to his excellency depositions taken ' 

: on oath by eleven persons before the consul of the United States, in Melbourne, which 
depositions have been placed in his hands by the consul. | : . a 

A true extract. | a ae 
_ (Signed) OS J. H. KAY, 

" 7 a Clerk of the Council. 9 — 

: . The opinion of the attorney-general of the colony, referred to in the _ 
| foregoing minute, was as follows: | 

- Section 44 of act No. 13 is not applicable, in my opinion, to this case. Evenif the 
Shenandoah be regarded*as a ship having a commission from a foreign state within 
the meaning of the section, the section does not authorize the master of such a ship to — 

| land. goods without submitting to the rules of the-customs, but imposes a penalty on 
- him for not delivering an account, in writing, of the quality and quantity of goods, . 

| &c., on-board. The account is not stated to have been delivered; and if it had been, 
. the master is not empowered to land the goods, although the customs officers have the - 

right to do so, subject to the regulations in force respecting Her Majesty’s ships. * 
Iam not aware that there is anything in the customs act that would make the relaxa- | 

| tion of the customs regulations now asked for absolutely illegal... But Iam of opinion 
that the permission that is sought cannot be granted consistently with a strict observ- 

—— ance of the rules prescribed for the maintenance of neutrality. | 

— Gigned) . | | GEO. HIGINBOTHAM. 
~ Crown Law-OFrFices, February 6, 1865. - ee ps Eas 

7 _. The further report of the board of survey, also referred to in the 
foregoing minute, was aS follows? — | : fs ms ad - 

: me . Further report on the confederate steamship: Shenandoah. . | 

| The Shenandoah having been hauled up on the patent-slip at Williamstown, we, the 
. undersigned, proceeded to hold a survey on the damage sustained to the forward, 

7 bearing of the outer length of the screw-shaft, and find as follows, viz: 
| Ist. The lignum-vitee staves, forming the bearing for the forward end of the outer 

length of the screw-shaft, are entirely displaced. oS Na : 
| | Qd. That the inner ‘stern-post bracket, in which the staves of lignum-vitx are 
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£150] fitted, forming *also the suyipoxt for the :feremost end of the screw-frame, is . Se 
; . fractured on the starboard side to the extent of about 4inches. o 

3d. That these repairs (necessary to render the steamship seaworthy) can be effected 
in or about five clear working-days from this date. | 

(Signed) | a — a CHARLES B. PAYNE, a 
co nes a Late Lieutenant, Royal Navy. © | 

oe OO . ALEX. WILSON, | 7 : 
| Engineer-Surveyor. 

a . Oo OO . | DOUGLAS ELDER, - | . 
an | Superintendent, Marine Yard. . 

WILLIAMSTOWN, February 10, 1865. 7 oe a 

On the same 13th of February a warrant was granted by a magistrate 
at ‘Williamstown for the apprehension of a man known as James David- | | 
son, or “Charley,” who was stated to be concealed on board the Shenan- | 
doah:. The superintendent of police, who was charged with the execu. 
tion of the warrant, went on board the ship, but was not permitted to- oO 

| search her, and was unable to apprehend the man of whom he was in | | 
quest. The superintendent reported as follows to the chief commis- | 
sioner of police:' | oo os - co a 

Superintendent Lyttleton to the chief commissioner of police, Melbourne. . 7 . 

| | | POLICE DEPARTMENT, SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE, | 
Dab a Po ; 7 Melbourne, February 14, 1865. 

_ Sir: DT have the honor to inform you that, acting on your instractions, I proceeded - 
_. fast evening to the confederate war-steamer Shenandoah, with a warrant for the arrest _ 

of a man known as Charley, stated to have illegally engaged himself on board of the 
vessel. J asked for Captain Waddell, but was informed that he was not on board. I 
then asked for the officer in charge, saw him, and obtained permission te go on board. 
i told the officer my business, and requested that he weuld allow me to see the men on. 
board, in order that I might execute my warrant. He refused to allow me. He then | vs 

' showed me the ship’s articles, and asked me to point out the name of the man, which | 
Iwas unable to do. Ishowed him my warrant, which he looked over, and returning 

. it to me he said, “ That is all right, but you shall not go over the ship.” . He told me L 
had better return when the captain was on board; but as be could not say at what. —_ 
hour he would probably return, I told him that I would see the captain the following 
day. | | Be | ‘ 
- This morning I went again to the Shenandoah, and, after stating my business, was 
allowed on board. I told Captain Waddell that 1 was informed he had persons on . 
board who had joined his vessel here, and that informations having been sworn to that 
effect, I had a warrant with me. He said, “I pledge you my word of honor asan 
officer and a gentleman that I have not any one on board, nor have I engaged any - 
one, nor will I while Iam here.” I said I understood that the persons I wanted were . 
wearing the uniform of the Confederate States, and were working on board. Thishe — 
distinctly denied. He offered to show me the ship’s articles, but I declined, and-told 
him that I had seen them last evening. I then asked him to allow me to go over the | - 
ship, and see if the men I wanted were on board. This he refused todo. I said TI . o 
must try to execute my warrant, even if I had to use force. He said he would use - 
force to resist me, and that if he was overcome, he would throw up his ship to the 
government here and go heme and report the matter to his government.* He said that | ae 
he dare not .allew me to search his ship ; “it was more than his commission was worth; 

. and that such a thing would not be attempted by the government to aship of war of - 4 
any other country.” He said, “It was only by courtesy that I was allowed on board,” — | 
and that he considered “‘a great slight had been put upon him by sending metothe — oe 
ship with a warrant.” He said he thought that his “word should have been taken in 
preference to that of men who had probably deserted from the ship, and had been put: 
up to annoy him by the American consul.” He said that if I teok one man I might 
come afterward and take fifteen er twenty, and that the American consul would 
perhaps lay an information against him as being a “buccaneer. or pirate’ Hesaid he 
thought that he had been “very badly treated here by the police refusing to assist him in : _ 

- arresting his deserters.” Before leaving I asked him again if he refused to allow me | 
to look for the man for whom I had a warrant in my hand. He replied yes, that he . 

. did refuse, and that he would “fight his ship rather than allow it.” I then left. oo 
- am, &c., EERE A Lowa wide ts 

oo {Bigned) en ee eee THOMAS LYTTLETON, : 
(TR seysetidvar en | Ek | _ Superintendent. — 
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’ This report was on the same 14th February laid by the governor 
before the executive council for consideration, as appears by the sub- 

: joined further extract from the minutes of the council :! : 7 

7 Extract from the minutes of the council_—Minute 65/10 of the proceedings on the 14th 
, | February, 1865. © | oy | 

| _ The council are specially summoned to consider a report from Police Superintendent - 
| Lyttleton, to whom had been intrusted the warrant mentioned in yesterday’s pro- 

, ceedings, for the arrest of a British subject known as “Charley,” who was stated on 
: oath to have illegally enlisted himself on board the confederate ship Shenandoah. 

| The report is read to the council. _ , a - a 
[151]. *His excellency then draws the attention of his advisers to the gravity of 

| ' the present state of affairs as respects. the confederate steamship Shenandoah, 
- : and points out that as the ordinary course of the law has been frustrated by William 

_ Waddell refusing to allow the execution of a warrant issued upon a sworn information, : 
it becomes necessary to consider what steps should now be taken to enforce the main- 
tenance of neutrality. : | pe 
-- After fall consideration of the instructions issued by Her Majesty’s government for 

| _ the observance of neutrality, and some discussion upon the question of the right of the 
. government to enforce the execution of the warrant, the council advise his excellency 

to direct the honorable the commissioner of trade and customs to write to Lieutenant 
‘Waddell and request that officer to reconsider his expressed determination to resist by 
force the execution of the warrant ;.and further to inform him that, pending his reply, | 

: - the permission which has been granted to him to repair and take in supplies has been 
fs suspended by the governor. pe - : - ce a 

7 _ His excellency then issues a direction under his own hand that, upon the receipt of 
an instruction to that effect from the chief commissioner of police, none of Her 

_ Majesty’s subjects in this colony are to render any aid or assistance to or perform any 
. - work in respect to the so-called confederate steamship Shenandoah or in launching the | 

| same. , oe | - 
His excellency further directs that the chief commissioner of police be instructed to . 

| sned some police to Williamstown, to take care that the direction above mentioned is 
: duly observed by Her Majesty’s subjects, and that the officer in charge of this force be © 

strictly enjoined to prevent any collision between the police and the officers and men . 
of the Shenandoah, and that no obstruction in any manner whatever is to be offered 

| _ to their movements. . oo 

| _' In pursuance of the advice of the council the following letter was on 
' the same 14th February, 1865, addressed to the commander of the 

| Shenandoah by the governor’s direction :? a | 

a . : Custom-Hovusz, Melbourne, February 14, 1865. 
-  .. Srr: Tam directed by his excellency the governor to state that it has been reported 

_ to the government that you have refused to allow the execution on board the Shenan- 
doah of a warrant issued upon the sworn information, according to law, alleging that 

| a British subject is on board that vessel who has entered the service of the Confederate | 
. States in violation of the British statute known as the foreign-enlistment act; that . 

it is not consistent with the British law to accept. any contrary declaration of facts, , 
whatever respect be due to the person from which it proceeds, as sufficient to justify 

' the non-execution of such warrant; and that, moreover, it is conceived that this gov- 
- - ernment has a right to expect that those who are receiving in onr port the aid and , 

_ assistance which they claim as a belligerent under the Queen’s proclamation should not 
' in any way oppose proceedings intended to enforce the maintenance of neutrality. . 

| . It will be apparent to you that the execution of the warrant is necessary, in order to 
‘enable the government to bring to justice those upon whose depositions the warrant : 
was issued, if the statements in those depositions should prove false in fact. . | 

In this view you are appealed to to reconsider your determination, and, pending fur- 
' ther information from you, which you are requested to. make with as little delay as 

| possible, the permission granted to you to repair and take in supplies is suspended, and 
a _ Her Majesty’s subjects have been duly warned accordingly. a 

IT have, &c., = | | | es . 
(Signed) ee JAS. G. FRANCIS. 

| J.J. WADDELL, Esq.,. | So ESTAR eg | ; | , 
_ Ineutenant Commanding Confederate States Steamer Shenandoah. —- . 7 | 
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-* To this letter the following-reply-was'received'! Oe 

| : | CONFEDERATE STATES STEAMER SHENANDOAH, oo 
a . a _ February 14, 1865. , 

_. Str: Iam in the receipt of your letter of this date, in which you inform me that you 
have been directed by his excellency the governor to state that it has been reported to 
the government that I have refused to allow the execution on board the Shenandoah of 
a warrant issued upon sworn information, according to law, alleging that a British sub- 
ject is on board this vessel who has entered the service of the Confederate States in 
violation of the British statute known as the foreign-enlistment act, and that it is not 
consistent with the British law to accept any contrary relation of facts, whatever 
respect be due to the person from whom it proceeds, as sufficient to justify the non- oe 
execution of such warrant. Iam then appealed to to reconsider my determination, and 
the letter concludes by informing me that, pending a further intimation from me, the | 

| permission granted to repair and. take supplies is suspended. sits . a 
_.. T have to inform his excellency the governor that the execution of the warrant was | 

- not refused, as no such person as the one therein specified was on board, but permis- 
_ . sion to search the ship was refused. According to all the laws of nations, the deck of a 

"vessel of war is considered to represent. the majesty of the country whose flag she flies, | 
7 and she is free from all executions, except for crimes actually committed on shore, 

when a demand must be made for the delivery of such person, and the execution of the . 
warrant performed by the police of the ship. Our shipping-articles have been shown 

: to the superintendent of police. Allstrangers have been sent out of the ship, and two : 
' - .. commissioned officers were ordered to search if any such have been left on board. 

[152] They have reported to me that, *after making a thorough search, they can find 
em no person on board except those who entered this port as part of the complement 

: of men. oe 
_. I therefore, as commander of the ship, representing my government in British - 

- waters, have to inform his excellency that there are no persons on board this ship except | 
those whose names are on my shipping-articles, and that no one has been enlisted in 

: the service of the Confederate States since my arrival in this port, nor have I in any a 
way violated the neutrality of the port. _ . oo! 7 

_ And I, in the name of the government of the Confederate States of America, hereby. 
enter my solemn protest against any obstruction which may cause tiie detention of this 
ship in this port. ‘ | | oe , | 

 _Lhave, &ce., - , | ; - 
° ~ Signed) | | JAS. J. WADDELL, 

oe - . oe Lieutenant Commanding, Confederate States Navy. - 

*. Hon. Jas. G. FRANCIS, oo . . 
Commissioner of Trade and Customs, Melbourne. 

_ Late in the evening of the same day (14th February) four men, who 
. had been on board the Shenandoah, were apprehended by the police a 

under the circumstances stated in the subjoined report : . | 

Superintendent Lyttleton to the chief commissioner of police, Melbourne? == 

I have the honor to inform you that, acting on your instructions, I proceeded yester- | 
day, at 4 p. m., to Williamstown, and took possession of the slip on which the confed- | | 
erate vessel Shenandoah is placed. I cleared the yard, and would not allow any work- a 
men to go on board the ship. At about 10 o’clock p. m. four men left the Shenandoah 

_ ina boat, pulled by two watermen._ They were followed by the water-police, who were 
unable to come. up with them until they got to the railway-station. They were then 
requested to come back and see me. I questioned them, and they told me that they 
had been on board a few days unknown to the captain, and that as soon as he found 
they were on board he ordered them to go on shore. I have detained these men in cus- - 

_ tody, and have written to the American consul requesting him to forward some one : 
who may be able to identify them. The tug-steamers came at 4 this morning to tow 

_. the Shenandoah off. I ordered them off, and requested Captain Ferguson not to supply 
| the ship with a pilot. Iam still in charge of the slip. - Oo 

| I have, &c., _ So - a | . 
. (Signed) z | | | J. LYTTLETON. SS 

_. The four persons so apprehended were on the 16th February taken , 
before a magistrate and charged with having violated the foreign-enlist- So 
ment act by enlisting, or attempting to enlist, in the confederate service. = _ 
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> One was discharged, being an American; the three others—one of _ 
Whom was identified as being the man known as James Davidson or 

os Charley—were committed for trial. a | a | 
, . On the15th of February the lessee of the slip on which the Senandoah | 

was being repaired wrote to the chief secretary of the colony stating _ 
that his manager had informed him that, should a gale of wind arise, 

| he (the manager) would either be compelled to launch the ship or run a 
great risk of her sustaining serious damage in consequence of her unsafe. 
position onthe cradles | ers 

_ ... This communication was laid before the executive council, and the 
governor, by the advice of the council, determined that the order by 

| _ which the permission to repair had been suspended should be revoked, 
. and the vessel allowed to complete her necessary repairs, her com-— 

| mander being at the same time told that he was expected to use every 
dispatch in getting to sea by the time previously fixed.” 7 | 

_ A communication to this effect was accordingly made to Commander 
| Waddell, who, in acknowledging it, reiterated his previous denials in’ 
a the following terms: ee 7 | cas | 
os The four men alluded to in your communication are no part of this vessel’s comple- 
SO ment of men; they were detected on board by the ship’s police after all strangers were 

a reported out of the vessel, and they were ordered and seen out of the vessel by the 
. _ ship’s police immediately on their discovery, which was after my letter had been dis- 

‘patched informing his excellency the governor that there were no such persons on 
. board. These men were here without my knowledge, and I have no doubt can be 

properly called stowaways, and such they would have remained but for the vigilance. | 
ee of the ship’s police, inasmuch as they were detected after the third search ; but in no . 

| way can I be accused, in truth, of being cognizant of an evasion of the foreign-enlist- : 
: ment act. - : | | | ee | 

_ . The Shenandoah quitted Port Philip on the morning of the 18th Feb- 
Oo ruary, 1865. | | | oy ee oy 

| On the 18th February,‘ after the ship had sailed, the consul of the | 
. : United States sent to the governor a declaration on oath pur- 

: [153] porting to be made by a man named Forbes. *The declaration | 
: — - was to the effect that about 4 p. m. on the 17th February Forbes | 

had seen on the pier at Sandridge five men, (most, if not all, of 
oO whom were stated by him to be British subjects,) and that one of these 

told him that they and others were going on board a bark called the | 
. Maria Ross, then lying in the bay, and were to join the Shenandoah 

when she was out at sea, and that boats from the Maria Ross were to_ 
come for them at five o’clock. The consul stated that Forbes had come 
to his (the consul’s) office with this intelligence at about 5p. m., and . 
had been taken by him immediately to the office of the Crown solicitor, | 
with the view of laying an information, but that the Crown solicitor had 

| refused to take the information, whereby an endeavor to prevent a vio- _ 
lation of the neutrality of the port had been defeated. The consul 
inelosed also a statement by a Mr. Lord, who had accompanied him to 
the Crown solicitor. This statement, after giving an account of the 
Interview, proceeded as follows:? . | | | 

| We left and went first to the office of the chief commissioner of police, and not 
. _ finding either him or Mr. Lyttleton in, we drove to the houses of Parliament, and on 
oe sending your name to the attorney-general he at once came out and asked us into the 
| side room; he patiently listened to all you had to say, and then suggested that, if you 
| would place the matter in the shape of an affidavit, he would lay it before his col- | 
: leagues; that a verbal statement was not sufficient for the government to proceed 
e upon. We then left and drove to the office of the detective police, and saw Mr. Nich- 
po, elson, the chief, who heard the man’s statement in full, but, as he could not act with- 
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out a warrant, advised us to go tothe police niagistrate, Mri Sturt, and get a warrant; Oe 
_ . then he would at once act upon it. Leaving there, we went to the residence of Mr. ) 

Sturt, in Spencer street, who received you very politely, listened to what you had to : 
say, examined the man, but stated that he could not take the responsibility of granting 

| a warrant on the evidence of this man alone, and advised your going te Williamstown - 
to Mr. Call, who, perhaps, would be in possession of corroborative testimony through 
the water-police. We then left, it being about half past 7, and you, finding such a dis- . 
inclination in any one to act in the matter, decided to take the deposition yourself and 
send it to the attorney-general, leaving it to the government to take such action on 
it as it might deem proper. Going to your consulate the deposition was taken, and a 
copy incloséd to the attorney-general, with a request for me to deliver it. cet 

I took it to the houses of Parliament, which I found closed, and it being then late, 
about 9, I decided it was too late to stop the shipment of the men, as we understood | 
the vessel was to leave at 5, and I went home and returned the letter.to you on Satur- 

| day morning. Previous to going home, however, I again went to the detective office, | 
_ saw Mr. Nicholson, told him how you had been prevented from getting the evidence | 
before the government in the shape they required it. He expressed his regret, but oe 
could not act in so important a matter without a warrant. | Oo 

- The consul complained that the language and manner of the Crown | 
| solicitor, in refusing to take the information, had been insulting to him. 

The consul’s letter was answered as follows :' oo | | oe 

CO | Mr. Warde to Mr. Blanchard. 
| - | Oe | FEBRUARY 21, 1865. * 

Srp: Iam desired by his excellency the governor to acquaint you that he received : 
your letter of the 18th instant ,in the afternoon of that day, Saturday, and that on | 

. Monday, the 20th, he caused.it to be referred, through the honorable the attorney- 
general, to the Crown solicitor for any explanation he might wish to offer. i ; 

yo 2. After stating that it was only in consequence of his accidentally returning to his a 
office at half past 5 p. m., after it had been closed for the day, that the interview be-. | 
tween you and himself occurred at all, Mr. Gurner states that he informed you that,. 
not being a magistrate, he could not take an information, and adds that he was in a 
hurry to save a railway-train, and therefore left more suddenly than he otherwise 

' should have done; but he positively asserts that neither in manner nor language, did eo 
he insult you; let ms | . | 

3. His excellency feels sure that the Crown solicitor’s tone and manner have been - 
misapprehended, and confidently assures you that there was no intention on the part : 
of that officer to fail in the respect due to your position as the consul of the United 
States of America. — — | | 

_ . .Dhave,&e, . 
(Signed) ° N. L. WARDE, — 

oe Private Secretary. 

From circumstances which were discovered after the sailing of the : 
Shenandoah, there was reason to believe that a number of men had | 
gone secretly on board of that vessel during the night of the 17th Feb- Bh 
ruary, and that they went to sea in her and became part of her crew. _ | 
. The governor reported this fact to Her Majesty’s government, and at. 

_ the same time sent to the governors of the other Australian colonies, | | 
and to the governor of New Zealand, letters in the following terms? : 

. [154] * Governor Sir C. Darling to governors of Australian colonies and New Zealand. - 

| ee | | _ GOVERMENT House, Melbourne, February 27, 1865. — 
| _ Sir: I consider it my duty to place your excellency in possession of the accompany- | 

ing correspondence and other documents connected with the proceedings of the com- | | 
| mander of the Confederate States vessel Shenandoah, while lying in Hobson’s Bay, for. 

the purpose of having necessary repairs effected and taking in supplies, under permis- oe 
sion granted by me in accordance with the conditions prescribed by Her Majesty’s 
proclamation and instructions for the observance of neutrality. oo. | 
QT have also the honor to forward copies of letters from the chief commissioner of | 
police in Victoria, accompanied by reports and statements which leave no doubt that- 

| the neutrality has been flagrantly violated by the commander of the Shenandoah, who, : 
| after having assured me of his intention to respect it, and pleaded the privilege of a | 

Appendix, vol. i, p. 618. oo Ebi. p56
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sO, belligerent ship of war to prevent the execution of warrants under the foreign-enlist- | 
- ~ ment act, nevertheless received on board his vessel, before he left the port on the 18th 
.. Instant, a considerable number of men destined to augment the ship’s company. =| 

. 3. [have thought it right to communicate to your excellency this information, in the _ 
event of Lieutenant Waddell or any of his officers hereafter claiming the privileges of 
a belligerent in any port of the colony under your government. 7 Oo 

. - Lhave, &e., | ae 
, , (Signed) oo | | C. H. DARLING. | 

_ The three persons who had been committed for trial on the charge of | 
_ having taken service or agreed to enlist on board the Shenandoah were 
brought to trial on the 17th March, 1865, at the criminal sessions of the 
Supreme court of the colony of Victoria. One was found guilty by the 

a jury, and another pleaded guilty, and these two were sentenced to ten 
days’ imprisonment: == © | - oe 

' The judge, in pronouncing sentence, took notice that the men had 
| already been imprisoned for more than a month, and that persons in 

their condition of life might not and probably did not know the import- 
SO ant results which might follow from such an unlawful act as they had 

- committed. It was right and necessary, however, that the law should | 
. be vindicated. The third of the accused persons (a boy of about fifteen _ 

years of age) was discharged in consideration of his youth, on the appli- 
cation of the attorney- general. Oo | 

a _ It may be here mentioned that in March, 1864, six men had been 
Co brought to trial at Cork on a charge of having agreed to enlist on board — 

| the United States war-steamer Kearsarge. They pleaded guilty,and were 
_ discharged without punishment, on the ground that they were probably 

unacquainted with the law, and ignorant of the criminality of the act 
_ ‘which they had committed. It was stated, and is believed by Her 
a Majesty’s government to be true, that they had come on board without 

- . . the sanction or knowledge of the captain of the Kearsarge, who ordered _ . 
them to be put ashore when he subsequently touched at Queenstown. | 

The governor of Victoria, in reporting to Her Majesty’s government 
a the circumstances which had occurred during the time that the Shenan- 

doah remained within the waters of that colony, requested that he might 
be furnished with specific instructions as to the right of the colonial . 

7 government to execute a warrant under the foreign-enlistment act on 
| board a belligerent ship of war, whether belonging to a state with 

~ which Her Majesty had diplomatic relations, or to a community situate 
| as the Confederate States were; and, if the right should be considered | 

- to exist, he requested to be informed. to what extent the government — 
| would be justified in proceeding for the purpose of enforcing the execu- 

tion of such a warrant. The governor’s inquiry was referred to the law- 
Officers of the Crown in England, and they advised as follows :? 

| | oo — The law-officers of the Crown to Earl Russell. — ce | 

| OO a | . - Liycorn’s Inn, April 21, 1865. 
| | -My Lorp:. We are honored with your lordship’s commands signified in Mr. Murray’s 

letter of the 18th instant, stating that he was directed by your lordship to transmit to 
ps us a letter from the colonial office, inclosing copies of dispatches from Governor Sir C. 

Darling, together with their severa! inclosures, relative to the visit to the port of Mel-_. 
bourne of the Confederate States steamer Shenandoah, and the alleged enlistment of 

| British subjects there to serve on board that vessel; and to request that we would take 
— these papers into our consideration, and favor your lordship with any observations we 

| - might have to offer thereupon, and more particularly as to whether they ‘seem to- 
| | require any action on the part of Her Majesty’s government. «= , Se 

: _. In obedience to your lordship’s commands we have taken these papers into our con- . 
we sideration, and have the honor to report.. » ee os |
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~ That it appears to us thht,in the circtimstances stated, his excellency the ree 
[155] governor acted with *propriety and discretion ; and there does not appear to us | } 

a at present to be a necessity for any action on the part of Her Majesty’s govern- _ a 
ment. 7 oe | a a 

| With respect to his excellency’s request, that he may receive instructions as to the ~. 
propriety of executing any warrant under the foreign-enlistment act on board a con- 
federate (public) ship of war, we are of opinion that, in a case of strong suspicion, 
he ought to request the permission of the commander of the ship to execute the war- 
‘rant; and that, if this request be refused, he ought not to attempt to enforce the 
execution ; but that, in this case, the commander should be desired to leave the port as. 
speedily as possible, and should be informed that he will not be re-admitted into it. 

' Weéhave, &c., Se mo an , - 
_ (Signed) : ROUNDELL PALMER. ©. 

—_ eS _ R. P. COLLIER. — 
ce | | | ROBERT PHILLIMORE. | so 

While the Shenandoah was in Hobson’s Bay the following report on , 
her construction, equipment, and warlikeforce was made to the governor | _ 
by a competent officer who had. served as a lieutenant in Her Majes- 

 ty’s navy :? re i —- 

| Captain Payne to Colonel Henderson. — 

oe | MELBOURNE, February 10, 1865. - 

- Sir: With reference to your, memorandum, marked confidential, directing me to 
‘ - report upon the armament, speed, and other qualities of the confederate war-steamer - 

Shenandoah, I have the honor to inform you that I have taken every opportunity that 
presented itself for obtaining the information you desire, and beg now to report— | 

1st. That the armament (as far as I can see) consists of the following ordnance, viz: 
Two Whitworth rifle-guns of thirty-three hundred-weight each. Four 8-inch smooth- 
bore guns, fifty-five hundred-weight each. Two 12-pounder smooth-bore guns, about - 
fifteen hundred-weight each. : | - ~ 

I have been unable to ascertain what amount of ammunition she has on board for 
. these guns, nor have I been able to determine where her magazines are placed. I do | 

not think they are abaft her engine-room; for her after-hold has been cleared, and there 
is no appearance of any magazine there. I observe that there were no small-arms, 
stands for small-arms, cutlasses, or pistols, about any part of her decks; and,as faras - 
I could see, there. appears to be a general unreadiness for action about her quarters. | 
Shot-racks were not fitted, nor did I see any place I call the shell-room aloft; every- 
thing indicated that she was nothing more than an ordinary merchant-ship. | 

. J have used every exertion (but without success) to ascertain whether she has any | 
larger guns stowed away below. I do not think she has, as her scantling would 
hardly allow her to carry more than I have already seen. There appears to be a . 

‘ mystery about her forehold, for the foreman of the patent-slip, when asked to go down 
to that spot to measure her for the cradle, was informed he could not get to the skin 
at that place. The hatches were always kept on, and the foreman states that he was oe 
informed they had all their “ staff” there. | OC eo 

As to her speed, I have been informed by competent judges that, taking her boiler | 
power into consideration, she would not exceed an average of ten knots an hour under ~— 
steam alone; while under sail she has every appearance of being very fast. There is oe 
nothing to protect her machines from shot and shell; in fact, her boilers and the prin- ee 
cipal parts of her machinery are above the water-line. Her bunkers certainly are | 

—.. between the machinery and the ship’s side, but from their small dimensions, they would 
offer but small resistance to shot. The most vulnerable part, viz, the boilers, is left | 
quite unprotected. She can carry a great quantity of coals, but in her bunkers she can 
only stow about 50.tons. Her daily consumption under full steam averages about 24 So 
tons. She is fitted with a smoke-consuming apparatus, which appears to answer well, _. 
for I. remarked when she first came up the bay but little smoke was emitted from her 

. funnel. In her other qualities, I think she corresponds with the description given in. 
Lioyd’s: Register of another vessel which has a similar number and the same tonnage . 

| marked on -her main beam, viz, No. 4854 and 790 tons. She is built on the composite 
. plan, having iron frames with wood planking, and appears to have been strongly 

built, but not more so than is usual for ships classed on the first letter for thirteen 
years. a Sag 7 | ——- 

- The state of the vessel on deck, aloft, and in the engine-room, I think both slovenly 
“and dirty, and does not reflect any credit upon her officers. Fo pe RS 

: 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 557. - a | 
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ae | '» ‘There appeared to me to be about 40 to 50 men on board, slouchy, dirty, and undis- _ 
: . @iplined. I noticed also a great number of officers, and could not help remarking — 
pS that the number appeared out of all proportion to the few men I saw on board. With- 
an . out disparaging the confederate war-steamer Shenandoah, J am altogether of opinion | 
| a that there is nothing in her build, armament, (with the exception of the Whitworth’ 

_ guns,) and equipment that should call for. more special notice than that she is an ordi- 
Bo nary merchant-vessel, armed with afew guns.  ——— oo 

oe, Ihave, &c, - . a , Sa Hs 
Ee . (Signed) / _ CHARLES B. PAYNE. 

| The consul of the United States at Melbourne had, on the Shenan- 
oe  doah’s first arrival in the port, sent to Mr. Adams, in:a letter 

[156] dated 26th January, 1865, the following *description of her, com- _ 
| ~ municated to him (the consul) by persons who had been on board 
a of her as prisoners :4 | | | 

_ - She has the appearance of an ordinary merchant-ship, with a long full poop, a large 
| bright wheel-house, oval skylights on the poop. She has one telescope funnel... The 

, mizzen topmast and top-gallant staysail, both hoist from the mainmast head. Sheis | 
wire-rigged. | : | we | 

ee The officers declare it would not be safe to fire a broadside. It is the general im- 
| | pression that she is not a formidable vessel. She is leaky, and requires two hours’ 

| pumping out. The crew consists of seventy-nine, all told. — . a 

_ Her armament was stated by these persons to consist of “two unrifled 
 . §-inch-shot: gans, two rifled 4-inch guns, and two ordinary 12-pounders, 

: the original ship’s guns.” | - ao 
_ .. By several persons who had been on board of her as prisoners or among 

a her crew, it was sworn that only the two ordinary 12-pounder guns were 
~ . used during her cruise in making prizes. By this was meant (as appears 

| from the depositions themselves) that these guns were used in firing 
ae blank shots, to compel merchant-vessels to heave to. They do not appear 
BE to have been used in any other manner. — — mo Oo 

| _ With respect to her crew it was sworn by one of the prisoners that he 
a _ had heard her captain say that he and his officers took charge of her at the 

Madeira Islands, and sailed thence with acrew of seventeenmen. Another 
| _ deponent (one Silvester, a seaman who had joined herfromthe Laureland 

| left her at Melbourne) stated on oath that, when she was left by the Lau- 
vel, her whole crew, including officers, numbered twenty-three persons. | 

Co When she arrived at the port of Melbourne she had captured nine or more 
| - United States merchant-ships, and her crew was largely increased by the 

addition of men who had joined her from those ships. Several men who © 
— . had so joined her, and who left her at Melbourne, affirmed that they 

— had been forced to take service in her against their will by threats and 
|  iil-usage. | a So | 

~ On the 20th June, 1865, Karl Russell received the following letter from | 
SP Mr. Mason, who had been residing in England during the war as an 

agent of the government of the Confederate States, though not offi- 
mo cially recognized as such by Her Majesty’s government: — Oo 

| : — Mr. Mason to Earl Russell? ae 

e oe | a BO : 28 Grove STREET, a : | 
| mo re : | Leamington, June 20, 1865. 

- 7 ' My Lorp: It being considered important and right, in the present condition of the — 
— Confederate States of America, to arrest further hostile proceedings at sea in the war — 
os against the United States, those having authority to do so in Europe desire as speedy 

as practicable to communicate with the Shenandoah, the only remaining confederate 
ship in commission, in order to terminate her cruise. 

Having no meaus of doing this in the distant seas where that ship is presumed now 
= . to be, I venture to inquire of your lordship whether it will be agreeable to the govern- 

a '-- 1. Appendix, vol. i p. 589. os ' 7 a .  ®Ipid., vol. i, p. 653.
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ment of Her Majesty to allow thisto--be* dotie-throtgh ‘tle British consuls at ports | 
_.. «where the ship may be expected... , Coe . a ee 

' [have the-honor to inclose herewith a copy of the order it is proposed to transmit, ne 
-. and will be obliged if your lordship will cause me to be informed whether, upon send- a 

' ing such orders unsealed. to the foreign office, they can be sent through the proper } 
| channels to the consuls or other representatives of Her Majesty at the points indicated, 

_ to be by them transmitted, when opportunity admits, to the officer in command of _ 
the Shenandoah. These points are Nagasaki in Japan, Shanghai, and the Sandwich 

ta ct that your lordship will, from the exigency of the occasion, pardon the liberty 
I have ventured to take, and will oblige me by having the inclosed copy returned | 
to me. | ' 7 | | a | | 

... Lhave, KO.) | are oe oo. | 
—. (Signed) ae we bo, J. M. MASON. ° 

_. Inclosed in this letter was a paper signed “James D. Bullock,” giving 
an account of the downfall of the confederate government and the | 

. cessation of the civil war, and purporting to direct the commander of — 
_ the Shenandoah “to desist from any further destruction of United | 

States property upon the high seas, and from all offensive operations = 
| ‘against the citizens of that country.” ae | : 

- Mr. Mason was told, in reply, that Earl Russell “has no objection to | 
- Sending this letter to the places mentioned, and also to Her Majesty’s ° 

colonial and naval authorities, it being always distinetly understood 
that the Shenandoah will be dealt with in the courts, if claimed, ac- 
cording tolaw. a — | 

7 Copies of the letter were sent accordingly to the commander-in-chief a 
- of Her Majesty’s ships on the China and Pacific stations, and to Her. 
Majesty’s officers commanding on other naval stations, except. the __ 

= Mediterranean. a | - be ot : 
_ [157] *Reports having subsequently reached Her Majesty’s govern-— - 

ment from Washington, that the Shenandoah continued to cap- 
ture and destroy United States vessels after her commander had received | | 
information that the war was at an end, it was ordered that instructions - | 

_ _ Should be sent to commanders of Her Majesty’s ships of war and to gov- yo 
ernors of colonies that she should be seized, if found upon the high | 
seas equipped for war; and if in a colonial port, should be forcibly | 

_ detained. It was further ordered that, if so seized or detained, being | 
_ , equipped as a vessel of war, she should be delivered to the nearest. | 

_ authority of the United States, in a port or harbor of that country, or 
to an officer commanding a United States vessel of war on the high ae 
‘seas... . Be a oy 

__ It was afterwards positively affirmed by the commander of the Shenan- oo 
doah that, although up to the 28th of June, 1865, he had continued to. 
cruise and to make prizes, being then in the Arctic Sea and without = 
news of what had occurred in America, he had, on receiving intelli; = 

_ gence of the downfall of the government by which he was commis- os 
sioned, “ desisted instantly from further acts of war,” and shaped his . 

-_- eourse for the Atlantic Ocean. | ee | 
| __ On the 6th November, 1865, the Shenandoah arrived at Liverpool.? | | 

She was immediately placed under detention by the officers of customs; | 
and a party of men from Her Majesty’s ship Donegal was put on board | _ | 

_ of her, to prevent her leaving the port... The gun-boat Goshawk was | — 
_ also lashed alongside of her, with orders that she should not be allowed = 

| ‘to hoist anchor, nor to light her fires, nor hoist out any property that == 
might be considered as belonging to the Government of the United | 
States. On the inspector-general of customs going aboard of the ship, | 

—— es ” * eR 
A CL a rt : 
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her commander stated that she had come into port with the intention | 
of delivering her up to Her Majesty’s government; and he, on the’ 

OS same day, wrote and sent to Her Majesty’s secretary of state for foreign © 
_ affairs a letter which concluded as follows | 7 a | 

_ As to the ship’s disposal, I do not consider that I have any right to destroy her, or 
any further right to command her. On the contrary, I think that as all the property 
of government has reverted, by the fortune of war, to the Government of the United 

| States of America, that therefore this vessel, inasmuch as it was the property of the 
Confederate States, should accompany the other property already reverted. I therefore 

- sought this port as a suitable one wherein to “learn the news,” and, if I am without a 
government, to surrender the ship with her battery, small-arms, machinery, stores, 

- tackle, and apparel complete to Her Majesty’s government for such disposition asin. 
its wisdom should be deemed proper. oo : i . 

— . Captain Waddell, in this letter, stated that the Shenandoah had been 
a ship of war under his command belonging to the Confederate States, 
and that he had commissioned her in October, 1864, under orders from | 
the naval department of the Confederate States, and had cruised in her. 
in pursuance. of his orders. | a oe 

vo _ Mr. Adams, on being informed of the arrival of the Shenandoah at 
Liverpool, wrote as follows to the Earl of Clarendon, then Her Majesty’s  _ 
secretary of state for foreign affairs? = ha a 

' | | —_ Mr. Adams to Earl of Clarendon, | oe a 

| CS | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STaTES, 
or C. | ° | London, November 7, 1865. 

My Lorp: I have the honor to submit to your consideration the copy of aletterre- 
-_ geived by me from the vice-consul of the United States at Liverpool, touching the 

-- arrival yesterday of the vessel known as the Shenandoah at that port. 
Although necessarily without special instructions respecting this case, I do not hes- . 

itate to assume the responsibility of respectfully requesting Her Majesty’s government 
. to take possession of the said vessel with a view to deliver it into the hands of my 

- Government, in order that it may be properly secured against any renewal of the au- 
- - dacious and lawless proceedings which have hitherto distinguished its career. - a 

, I perceive by the terms of the vice-consul’s letter that some of the chronometers : 
saved from the vessels which have fallen a prey to this corsair are stated to be now on 

| board.. I pray your lordship that proper measures may be taken to secure them in such 
- manner that they may be returned on claim of the owners to whom they justly belong. — 

| Inasmuch as the ravages of this vessel appear to have been continued long after she 
. ceased to have a belligerent character, even in the eyes of Her Majesty’s government, | 

it may become a question in what light the persons on board and engaged in them are 
to be viewed before the law. The fact that several of them are British subjects is quite — 

- certain. While I do not feel myself prepared at this moment, under iniperfect infor- 
mation, to suggest the adoption of any course in regard to them, I trust I may venture | 

| to hope that Her Majesty’s government will be induced, voluntarily, to adopt 
7 [158] that which *may most satisfy my countrymen, who have been such severe suffer- 

ers, of its disposition to do everything in its power to mark its high sense of the 
flagrant nature of their offenses. : | - a 

| | I pray, &c., : | | | ae , 
| So (Signed) . CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. 

This letter, with other communications relating to the Shenandoah 
- and her officers and crew, having been referred to the law-officers of 

| the Crown, they, on the same day, (7th November, 1865,) advised as. 
— follows? | a Poe 

. In obedience to your lordship’s commands, we have taken these papers ito our con- 
' gideration, and have the honor to report— : 

That we think it will be proper for Her Majesty’s government, in compliance with. | 
- Mr. Adams’s request, to deliver up to him, on behalf of the Government of the United : 

States, the ship in question, with her tackle, apparel, &c.,and all captured chronome- | 

. ters or other property capable of being identified as prize of war, which may be found 
a -onboardher, | ee . ce 

—— 1 Appendix, vol. i, p. 667. 2 Ibid. p. 669. 
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--.. With respect to the officers and eféw, we observe that Mr. Adams does not demand eas 
--. their’surrender to the United States Government, and that the only question suggested - Boga 
-.. by him'is, whether they or any of them ought to be proceeded against, under thediree- = 

tion of Her Majesty’s government, for some offense or offenses cognizable by British © | 

-s. ‘Jaw. The only offense at which he distinctly points is that. of violating the foreign-— oe 
~- enlistment act, by taking part in hostilities on board of this ship; and, as to this, we wes 

think it would be proper, if some of these men are, 4s he says, British subjects, (by ee 
_ which we understand him to mean natural-born British subjects, for none others are. 5 “4 
.- within those provisions of the act’ which relate to enlistment or acts of war out of this _ na 

 eountry,) and if evidence can be obtained of that fact, to direct proceedings to be taken® | 
_. . against those persons, under the second section of the foreign-enlistment act, 59 Geo: - 
--, ITI, cap. 59, before they have become dispersed, so as to escape from justice. If the — S 

facts stated by Captain Waddell are true, there is clearly no case for any prosecution, 7 8 
, en the ground of piracy, in the courts of this country; and we presume that Her _ 8 

-- ‘Majesty’s government are notin possession of any evidence which could be produced _ oo 
| before any court or magistrate. for the purpose of contravening the statement or of = 9 | 

. ghowing that the crime of piracy has, in fact, been committed. an 
- - We conceive that the substance of the foregoing observations may properly beem- 

_- podied in the reply to be given to Mr. Adams, and we think it may not’be amiss toadd = 

- that, of course, Mr. Adams and his Government must be well aware that'any proceed- 

_- ing in this country against persons in the situation of the crew of the Shenandoah (as = st 

~. against all others) must be founded upon some definite charge, of an offense cognizable . oo. 
-.. by our laws and supported by proper legal evidence; and that Her Majesty’s govern- Oe 

nent are not at present in.a position to say whether such a charge, supported by such ce 
evidence, can or cannot be brought against any of the persons in question. oe BE 

‘With respect to any of the persons on board the Shenandoah who cannot be imme- , = 
diately proceeded against and detained, under legal warrant, upon any criminal charge, BE 
we are not aware of any ground on ‘which they can properly be prevented from going oe 

“. on shore and disposing of themselves as they may think fit; and we cannot advise Her - 7 
_ Majesty’s government to assume or exercise the power of keeping them under any kind — oe 

» of restraint. | SO . ena 
“We have, &c., | Be ES 

— GBigned) | - ROUNDELL PALMER. 
| | | | 5 RP. COLLIER. et 

| a oe Coe ROBERT PHILLIMORE. i 
On a subsequent reference, upon the following day, they again stated _— ae 

_ their opinion as follows: 0 + 

7: With respect to the. question whether the officers and crew of the Shenandoah may’ . 
. now be permitted to leave the ship, and'to go'on shore, we have only to repeat the” _ 

opinion expressed in our report of yesterday’s date, namiely, that these persons being 
now in this country, and entitled to the benefit of our laws, cannot be detained except . . 
under legal warrant upon some criminal charge duly preferred against them in the . - 
ordinary course of law. If Her Majesty’s government are now in possession, orcon-.. 

' gider it probable that, if an information were laid before.a magistrate, they would’. 
_ shortly be in possession of evidence against any of these persons sufficient to justify: = = 
“their committal for trial, either upon any charge of misdemeanor under the foreign- Moog 

- - enlistment act or upon the graver charge of piracy, we think it would be right and =~. 
proper to take the necessary proceedings without delay, in order to have such charge” = 
duly investigated ; but, at the present time, we are not informed of any such evidence = = ==————s—s— 
in the possession or power of Her Majesty’s government by which such a:‘chargewould 

' pe likely to be established. Oo oe (oo 

eee 0 eee ee R. P.COLIER. ~ HESS 
ee ee ee, ee ee ROBERT PHILLIMORE. 

Instructions were thereupon sent to Captain Paynter,commanding. —s_—i«y’ 

-. - Her Majesty’s *ship:Donegal; who wasin charge of the Shenan- 
_ [159] doab, that those’of her offiérs'and-men*who were not'asvertained 

to be British subjects, either’ by’ their’ own admission or by = = 
the evidence of persons who knew them, should. be allowed to quitthe = #8 — 

_. vessel with their personal effects, Asito those who should beascertained* = - 
_. to be British subjects, inquiry was‘to be made*whether evidence on oath 

could be obtained against them. Those against whom evidence could = 
-. be obtained were to be detained and taken before a magistrate;therest 

oo Appendix, vol.i, p.673.-0 0 2 Appendix, vol. i, p.-676. - Se
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_ «Captain Paynter reported, on the 8th November, that on receiving 
these instructions he had gone on board the Shenandoah, and had as-. | 

-_- eertained that the crew were all shipped on the high seas. ‘‘ I mustered | 
_. . the crew, and was fully satisfied that they were foreigners, and that — 

| _. there were none known to be British-born subjects on board; they,;were _ 
therefore all Janded with their effects”) 

-  . Captain Paynter subsequently stated that his conclusion was formed _ 
partly on the assurances given him on board by the late commanderand | 

~ - - officers of the ship, and partly by the answers returned by the men when 
| . mustered and questioned, one by one, on their general appearance, andon = 

— - the absence of any evidence against them. He added that any men who, | 
/ were British subjects, and had formed part of her original crew, might 

+ have found means to make their escape while'she was in the Mersey:? 
Qn this subject the following report was made by the lieutenantcom- | 

De man ding the Goshawk :° ar oo OO ogo a 

eye ES JET a as — Lheuten ant Cheek to Captain Paynter. WE EET 

fe _ a — OE : GOSHAWK, Roc k Ferry, January 26, 1866. me eS 

os _ Sir: In compliance with your order calling on me toreport the proceedings on board 7 
- the Shenandoah during her detention at this port by the British authorities, have 

, 7 the honor to inform, you that agreeably -to. instructions, dated 6th November, 1865. 
a - . J proceeded in Her Majesty’s gun-boat Goshawk, under my command, and lashed her -— 

alongside the vessel.  . a as og SB : 
oe - In the evening Captain Waddell informed me that the vessel having been taken | 

“+. s ehargeof by the custom-house authorities, he considered himself, the officers, and crew 
.. .. . relieved from-all further charge and responsibility of the ship, and that his authority | 
oo. 3 over the crew would alsoend. | o, oe a 

- | The following day (November 7) the crew requested that I would allow them to — 
... Jand, none of them having been on shore for more than ninemonths. Itoldthem that | 

° under the circumstances it was not in my power to grant it, and persuaded them to. 
remain quiet for a day or two, till orders could be received from London. |...) 

. _ They then demanded to see my authority for detaining them. [explained thatI 
| --acted under orders from you. They replied that you could have-no charge of them =~ 

_ without instructions from Earl Russell, the foreign office, or the American minister, | 
oo as they were American subjects. oe 

- This evening, as on the previous one, I succeeded in pacifying the crew by reasoning =~ 
with them. |. ee | vy COE GE ts gh co etal od 
On the following morning (8th November) the crew were getting riotous, and de- . 

. - termined to remain on board no longer. Hight or ten had already deserted. I there-. 
— - + * fore in a letter.to you explained the excited state the crew were in, and that I had | 

- heard from.one.or-two. of their officers their determination to leave the vessel that. 
Lo evening at all risks. JI should, therefore, be compelled to let them escape, or else... 

 detainthem by force. 2 ee a | eee 
4 ‘The answer I received from you was, that I-was to act up to your orders, and the 

co - erew were to remain-on board, but. that you hoped soon to have instructions from \ 

| | I would call your attention to the excited state of the crew by their conduct in at- 
: . tempting to desert, many of them jumping on board the steamer and trying to conceal 

themselves when. you came to muster and examine them, on which occasion I accom- — ~ 
_. panied you into the cabin and heard you question Captain Waddell as to whether he 

7 believed any of his crew to be British subjects ; he replied in the negative, and stated . 
that he had shipped them all at sea. — NES an ms - 

“On your questioning the officers they also made the same statement. | a f 
‘The first lieutenant mustered the crew from a book of his own, the only list found | 

ot - on board, and you stopped,and questioned the men as they passed before you. 
Each one stated that he belonged to one or other of the States of America. |__| a 

_ “The personal baggage of the officers and crew was examined by the custom-house 
officers to prevent any American property being taken on shore. S a - 

i On the evening of the 9th November you again came on board the Shenandoah, and | 
a met the American consul in the cabin of a tug he had hired to bring him alongside; 

a he then promised to send an officer to take charge of her, as .a captured confederate 
_  eruiser, on behalf of the American Government. © Be 
Se On the 10th November, Captain Freeman came on board and took charge, under: 

. - ‘ , SUE EEERNE RERRE Rn a a : — : 7 — . aa —— ~ nn ~ — 2 - : - — wed ; — - — ok 
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-- orders from the American consul, and, in compliance with your memorandum,I handed. =” 
-_.» the vessel and stores over to hime) ee 
~~... On my leaving the Shenandoah, Captain Freeman hoisted the American ensignand |. 
-.. pennant, and proclaimed ber a man-of-war. 9° Op a 
pais During the time I was on board I received no information, nor could obtain = 9 | 
~~. [160] any evidence, that “any of the crew were British subjects; had I done so I RS 

oe should have arrested them, and immediately communicated with you for further Oo 
-. dostructions, 6 we aS : - 
a - Thave, &¢6.,,00 oo aye —_ 

. (Signed) AD CHEEK, | oO 
-_- In order to justify the detention of any of the crew it was, by law, 
-°. necessary to prove by evidence that the persons detained were natural- oe 

porn British subjects. To allege that they were probably such would | 
- not have been sufficient, nor could they have been called upon to prove | 

that they were not such.. No evidence tending to prove the British ~~ 
.. nationality of any of the Shenandoah’s crew was furnished or offered to, . © . 
“or was in the possession of, Her Majesty’s government or its gfficers 
before or at the time when the crew landed and dispersed. A deposi- — | 

- tion made by one Temple or Jones, a native of Madras, who stated that = => 
he had himself enlisted in the ship, and served in her throughout her 

- eruise, was, on the 28th December—about seven weeks after the disper- = © 
sion of the crew—sent to the Earl of Clarendon by Mr. Adams. It was a 
clearly shown, however, that ‘Temple: was a person unworthy of credit, a 
and some of the statements in his deposition were ascertained to be gross 

falsehoods. The crew of the Shenandoah, if Temple’s evidence were to = © 
~. be believed, included. Americans, Prussians, Spaniards, Portuguese, | 
. Danes, Malays, and Sandwich Islanders. About fifty men were stated «= 

by him to have joined her from United Statesships. 
On. the 10th November, 1865, the Shenandoah was delivered to, and =. 

~. accepted by, the consul of the United States, and she soon afterward = | 
_  gailedfor New York, 2. eee . 

+. The Shenandoah was a steamship built, not for war, but for commer- | a 
- cial purposes, and constructed with a view to employment in the China | 

trade. She had been employed by her original owners in atrading voy- ss 
. ‘age to New Zealand and China, and was, when'she sailed fromthe port 

of London in October, 1864, registered in the name of a Liverpool © =» 
“merchant as sole owner. 0 OURSESASE OT Sea EO Se 

_ . She-was not, within the jurisdiction of Her Britannic Majesty’s gov-- 
-- ernment, fitted out, armed, or equipped for war, in any Manner or 

degree, nor in any manner or degreé specially adapted for warlike use. = | 
She appeared to be, and was.in fact, -by her construction, fittings, and 

- in all other respects, aft.:the time when she departed from the waters of 
the United Kingdom, an: ordinary merchant-steamer,-and nota shipof  —= | 
war. She had on board, at the time when she was owned and usedas =. 
a trading-vessel, two 12-pounder carronades such as are usually carried 
by vessels of her class for making signals; and these guns passed with 
the rest of the ship’s farniture, when she was sold by her original owners, = - |” 

_ and remained on board when she sailed in October, 1864, They were 
guns suitable for use in a merchant-vessel, and not for useinashipof = 

: war. She cleared and sailed.from the port of London as for an ordinary, tit 

_ trading voyage, under her original name ofthe Sea King, by which.she 
was known as a trading-vessel. In her stores, and in the coals which 

- she carried as cargo,.as well.as.in, her build and equipment, there was, | 
_ , a8 Her Majesty’s government. belibves, nothing that was caleulated to
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excite, or did excite, in the minds of persons on board of her, any sus- _ 
-_ picion that she was intended for a different purpose. = = | 

SEs _ Her crew. was composed of men who had shipped on board of her in © 

the ordinary way, in the port of London, fora trading voyage. They 
were hired and signed articles for a voyage from London to Bombay, © 

- * (galling at any ports or places on the passage,) and any other ports or 
places in India, China, or Japan, or the Pacific, Atlantic, or Indian — 

 * Oceans, trading to.and from, as legal freights might offer, until the re- 
| turn of the ship to a final port of discharge in the United Kingdom or 

.. eontinent of Europe; the voyage not to exceed two years. 
- Before or at the time of her arrival at the Madeira Islands, she was. . 

sold by her owner to the government of the Confederate States. Hither 
_ on the high seas or in Portuguese waters she was transferred to an. ~ 
__ Officer commissioned by the government of the Confederate States, who =~ 

7 then took possession and control,of her; and the master, officers,and 
- erew who had come out. in her from England (three or four men only. — 

excepted) left her at that time, and returned to England. The three or 
‘four men who remained on board the ship were one of the engineers, a _ 

--- common Sailor, and one or two firemen. They are stated to have enlisted. 
"when under the influence of Hquor. 

—.- f161] ss * The commander who had taken possession of the ship, and his — 
officers, (who, like him, were Americans,) employed the strongest _ 

inducements in order to persuade the ship’s crew to ehlist, by the offer of 
large bounties, by the promise of high wages and prize-money, by ex- _ 

o _ hibiting money to them, and by lavish supplies of liquor. These induce. . 
-, ments, however, were used in vain, except in the case of the three or “<< four mien above mentioned, ee BRE 

oe ‘The ship-was also joined by a few men who had come in the steamer 
os Laurel. At the time when she commenced cruising, her whole. crew, | 

| exclusive of officers, was from seventeen to nineteen men. The number 
| of men who would commonly be shipped to work a vessel of her sizeas ~~ 

-- amerchant-ship would be from forty to fifty, which was the number that 

_ actually went out In her. ‘As a ship of war she would require a larger 
oe number than that. It appears that before she arrived at the port. of 

| Melbourne, her crew had been increased to a complement of from seventy = 
_ to eighty men, exclusive of officers, (who were about twenty,) by the 

| addition of men who joined her from captured American vessels. | 
| _ _ The commander and officers of the Shenandoah (excepting, as some = __ 

os deponents stated, one of the lientenants, who had taken a passage in her 
“> from London as an ordinary passenger, concealing his purpose and 

official character) came on board of her, for the first time, after she had 
arrived near to a detached group of islands belonging to the Madeiras, 
and called the Desertas. ‘They came out’ as passengers in the Laurel 
steamer, which cleared on the 8th October, from Liverpool for a voyage 
to Matamoras via Havana and Nassau, They took the control of the ship, 
and, by their orders, her guns (other than the two small 12-pounders’ 
above mentioned) and all her ammunition were put on board of her from 

- the Laurel. ‘These acts were done either within Portuguese waters or 
on the high seas. ‘The vessel afterward hoisted the confederate flag and 

--- eotmenced cruising. "Her commander was a lieutenant-commander in 
the naval service of the Confederate States, appoitited by the naval de- 

Of the vessels captured by the Shenandoah a considerable number 
__-were captured before she arrived at a British colony, 

"The earliest’ intelligetice respecting the Shenandoah which reached 
Her Majesty’s government was received from Her Britannic Majesty’s ,
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consul at Teneriffe. Up to that time (that is, Until the 12th November, 
1864, five weeks after she left London) no representation respecting her | 
had been made by Mr. Adams, and no information about her had been 
conveyed to or cone into the possession of Her Majesty’s government. Oe 
Immediately on the receipt of the British consul’s report, and before 2 

any representation had been made or information furnished by the =. 
minister of the United States, Her Majesty’s government ‘took the ==. 
Opinion of its legal advisers ‘on the question whether legal proceedings oS 

- - ould be instituted against Corbett, the master of the ship, forhisshare === 
in the transaction, and the master was, in fact, indicted and brought to : 
“trial, but was acquitted by the jury, the evidence as to his acts being = 

~The commander of the Shenandoah on arriving in the port of Mel-  * 
-. bourne addressed to the governor an application in writing, stating tha = 
-... she was a steamer belonging to the Confederate States, and asking for 
-.. permission to make necessary repairs and obtain necessary supplies of 

Coal. Permission was granted to him to remain in the waters of the 
- Golony a sufficient time for receiving the provisions and things necessary 
_ for the subsistence of the ship’s crew, and for effecting needful repairs, 

‘The commissioner of trade and customs for the colony was at thesame 

time instructed to take every precaution in his power against the pos- 
_ sibility that her commander might attempt to augment her armament ed 
in any degree, or to render the.‘armament which she possessed more —s_— 

- effective. The officers of the government were directed to attend to this, 
and to furnish daily reports of the progress made with the repairs and 

._- provisioning of the ship. Competent persons were appointed toascertain 
whether repairs were really hecessary and toreport tothe governoronthe| 
subject, and these persons reported that she was not ina fit stateto go 

| to sea, and that repairs were necessary, for which the vessel would have =. 
_. to be placed on a slip. The slip, though the property of the colonial 9° 

| government, was not underits control, but under that of aprivate person 
to whom it had been leased by the government. = = =. ©... 4 

| . Permission to land from the vessel. stores which she did not require | - 
_. for use was asked} but refused by the govérnor, on the advice of his 

. . law-officers. | a oo 
_ The commander of the ship was required to fix the earliestdayon 

| which she would be ready to sail, and to take his departure ontheday  =—— 
‘go fixed; and she departed accordingly. UR gs ee 
Three persons discovered to have gone on board the ship for the pur- 

- pose of joining her crew were: prosecuted and brought to‘trial Two 
- -were punished; the third released without punishment by reason = 

_ [162]. of his youth. A fourth was discharged, being found to*bean . 
~. . "American. These were the only persons who could be ascer- 
—. tained, before she left Melbourne, to have joined or attempted to joinher; 

and her commander gave his word in writing,as commander of theship, 

-. that there were no persons on board of her exeept those whose names ss — 
were on his shipping-articles; that no one had been enlisted in the ser-. 

vice of the Confederate States since his arrival, and that he had in no 
_ way violated the neutrality of the port. .— ae | UEP gees | 

.- Jt-was not the duty of the colonial government to seize or forcibly ~ 
search the Shenandoah while in the waters of the colony, nor could it = | 
have done so without transgressing the’ rules of neutrality and the 

.. settled practice of nations. = oe ees oe | 

No personal communication took place between the governorandthe =| 
. gommander of the ship while she remained in the waters of the colony. - | 

. he discovery having afterwards been made that, notwithstanding
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| , the vigilance exercised by the officers of the colonial government, per- 
— -.- gons had been secrectly put on board the ship during the night preceding ~ 
| _. her departure, notice of this was sent by the governor to the governors 

‘of the other Australian colonies and of New Zealand. | Co 
| _. Her Britannic Majesty having subsequently received re ports, which 

appeared to be worthy of credit, to’ the effect that the Shenandoah was 
continuing to capture and destroy merchant-vessels.after hercommander 
had been informed of the cessation of the civil war, gave directions that, _ 

_ she should be seized in any port of Her Majesty’s colonial possessions, or 
7 on the high seas, and should be delivered over to officers of the United = 

: States. But the truth of these reports was positively denied by her | 
. . * ecommander on his arrival at Liverpool, and Her Majesty’s Government | 

has no reason to believe that the denial was untrue. . 
On arriving at Liverpool the vessel was secured by the officers of the 

government, and was handed over: to the Government. of the United — 
- States, on the express request of Mr. Adams. | Do Se A AE 

CO, The crew were detained on board for some days by the officers of the - 
a government. No evidence being within that time given, offered, or dis- 
oa covered against any of them, they were at-the end of it suffered to land 
| and disperse. More than six months had at this time elapsed since the — | 

. - endofthecivilwar, he | 
oo ‘The Shenandoah was at sea during more than twelve months, from 

- , the time at which her cruise began. She was never, so far.as Her. 
4 . Majesty’s government is aware, encountered or chased by a United States - 

-- ship of war, and no endeavor to intercept or capture her appears tohave 
-  » been made by the Government of the United States. — | 2 ek 

_.  _Her Britannic Majesty’s government denies that, in respect of the 
-. . Shenandoah, there was on its part any failure of international duty for —__ 

which reparation is due‘from Great Britain to the United States. _ |
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ae - -RECAPITULATION OF FACTS PREVIOUSLY STATED. | | 

... The statements of fact which have been placed before the arbitrators fo 

- may be recapitulated as follows: — . gees TX Recap _ 

| Of the four vessels in respect of which alone the United oe 

_ . - States have, up to this time, made claims against Great Britain, two—. 

-. the Georgia and Shenandoah—were never, in any manner or degree, 

-. within the dominions of Her Majesty, fitted: out, armed, or equipped =. 

_ for war, or specially adapted to warlike use. They were constructed . _ ee 
‘and fitted in a manner suitable to merchant-ships. One of them, the oy, 
_. Shenandoah, was not only built for a merchant-ship, but had beenowned = 

and used as such before she was purchased by the government of the = 
_ - Oonfederate States ; and her condition and equipment when she departed. oe 

from Great Britain, and when she. came into the possession of the gov- sad 

ernment of the Confederate States, were, so far as appears, the same in 

~ all material respects as they had been when she was owned.andem- 

-_ployed..as a trading-vessel. This vessel, according to the evidence = _ oe 

_- which has been brought to the knowledge of Her Majesty’s government, 

was sold‘and transferred to the government of the Confederate States si 
-_ after‘she had departed from Her Majesty’s dominions. — eo Feb sa Ta 

No information whatever respecting these two vessels respectively = = 

_ was. conveyed to Her Britannic Majesty’s government by the minister _ | 

or consular officers of the United States, or came to the knowledge of — oo 

' that government, until they had respectively departed from Her ns 
_ Majesty’s dominions. Her Britannic Majesty's government had no =| 

ground to. believe ‘or suspect that they or either of them were or was “ 

intended to be delivered to the government of the Confederate States or _ | 

‘ its officers, or employed in cruising or carrying on war against the — - 

United States. If the minister or consuls of the United States had 

: any: such grounds of belief or suspicion, they were not communi- 
cated to the government of Her Britannic Majesty. = eee 
The other two vessels, the Alabama and Florida, though’ suitable by = 3) 

_. their construetion for vessels of war, were not armed for war when they = 
- respectively departed from the waters of the United Kingdom. They 

had then no armament whatever, and they did not-receive any until = => 
after they had arrived at places very remote from Great Britain, and = 
out of the control of Her Majesty’s government. _ aes 

As to one of these two, the Florida, no information supported by | | 
evidence proving, or tending to prove, that she was intended to cruise 

. -or carry on war against the United States, was conveyed to or received = 
by Her Britannic Majesty’s government. previously to her departure 

: from the United Kingdom. On her first arrival in a British colony:this 

__-vessél was seized under the authority of the governor,.but was released = 
for want of proof, by the decree of a court of competent jurisdiction. = 

The Florida, before engaging in any operation of war, entered a port = 
- of the Confederate States. She remained there for more than four. oo
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| months; she there enlisted and shipped a crew, and was put in suitable 
_ .. -eondition for cruising, and she was from thence sent out to cruise. oo 

ney, In the case of one vessel only, the Alabama, admissible evidence 
+ tending to prove the existence of an unlawful intention was furnished 

to Her Britannic Majesty’s government before the departure of the ship. _ 
‘This evidence was supplied little by little, the last installment of it be- 

a ing delivered on the fourth day before her departure. She put to sea 
~ . unregistered and without a clearance, under the pretense that she was | 

about to make a trial trip and return to. her moorings. The cireum- | 
-. Stances under which. the evidence relating to this vessel was received, 7 

oe ee referred to the legal advisers of the government, and by them consid- | 
Lo ered and reported on, are stated in Part VI of this case. - . ae 
a _ All the information furnished by *Mr. Adams to Her Majesty’s gov- 

— , ernment, as well in relation to the Alabama as in relation to each of the 
three other vessels hereinbefore*specified, was referred by the secretary 

of state for foreign affairs, with the utmost expedition, to the proper _ 
es departments of the government, for inquiry, and‘in order that measures 

might be immediately taken, should occasion so require, for the due _ 
Cet enforcement of the law. Inquiry was accordingly made in every 

- |164] ‘case. In cases of the Georgia and *the Shenandoah, nothing 
—- could be done, since each of these vessels had already departed —— 

from: Her Majesty’s dominions. In that of the Florida no evidence of 
o - unlawful intention was or could be obtained while she was within the 

1 United Kingdom. In that of the Alabama, the persons having posses- 
_ Sion of the ship carried her to sea before the order for seizing her was 

, \ given. | SATORU ee de _ ee 
- __ In estimating the reasonableness of the views’ acted upon by Her 
-- Majesty’s government as to the sufficiency of the information and evi- 

| dence from time to time submitted to them respecting apprehended 
: infractions of the law by the construction and equipment of warlike | 

_, .. vessels for the service of the Confederate States, itis necessary through- | 
out to bear in mind not only that the trade of ship-building isa great _ 
and important branch of industry, which Her Majesty’s government 

. Was not required by any international duty to place under restrictions 
unauthorized by law, and over which it was not justified in assuming 

. _ any arbitrary control, but also that the principalfirms of British ship- 
| builders had been for a long time in the habit of entering into contracts 

| with foreign governments in all parts of the world for the construction, | 
equipment, and sale of ships of war; such contracts being privately 

- negotiated, in the ordinary, course of business, without any power on 
the part of the government to inquire into or interfere with them. No _ 

7 presumption, therefore, as to the real destination of any such vessel. 
ae would in any case arise from the mere fact of her having a warlike . 

character, although she might be in course of building during a state 
_ of war between particular powers, while others were at peace. = ss 

| In the papers relating to the iron-clad rams at Liverpool, ample illus-- 
a tration will be found of the difficulties which were liable to arise from = 

this state of things whenever it became necessary to prove the actual | 
7 purpose for which a ship of this character was being constructed, diffi- - 

oe culties which, in the end, rendered it ultimately advisable for Her _ 
Bs Majesty’s government to pay a very large sum of money for the pur- , 

| chase of the rams rather than risk the uncertain result of atrial = 
| - The four vessels above specified were procured from British ports, or 

_. purchased from British owners, by the persons comprising the de facto 
a - government of the Confederate States through their agents, and passed 
' ss into the possession and control of that government. After possession =
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‘had been so acquired they weré respécttivély arthed for war, by the = 

 -orders of that government, were commissioned as ships of war, and were 
- -eommanded and officered by American citizens holding commissionsin 

The crews of these vessels were enlisted on the high seas or elsee  - 
where out of the jurisdiction of Her Majesty’s government, and, in the oe 
ease of the Florida, chiefly in a port of the Confederate States. They ; 
were composed partly of British subjects, whom the American officers 

.. Induced by persuasion and by promises of reward to take service when - 
: at a distanee from England. The solicitations of the American officers _ 

Were Sometimes successful in inducing British seamen to serve; some- 
times they were exerted in vain. ‘But the vessels were also manned to. | 

-- a considerable extent with Americans and others drawn from the crews 
of American ships captured ‘by them ; though itisright to add thatin 

‘the case ef some of the latter class‘who left the Shenandoah at Mel- ss \ 
bourne, it was alleged that threats and ill usage had been employed in 
order to induce them.to join, 

. hese vessels, after having been armed for war, were received as ves- ae 
~~ sels of war in the ports of Great Britain as well as in those of the other si 
-- neutral countries visited by them. In British ports they were received ~*~ 

on the same footing. as in those of other neutral nations, and were 
allowed to repair and purchase supplies on the same conditions as wae 
armed vessels of the United States, without favor or partiality, careful = 
“precautions being employed to prevent any renewal or augmentation of 
their warlike force within British waters. - se 

No serious endeavors to intereept or capture any of these vessels, ss. 
__ during the times of their respective cruises, appear to have been made 

| by the Government of the United States; and the losses inflicted by |... 
them would probably have been in great measure averted had reasona- 

- ble activity and diligence been exerted by that Government and its = 
Officers for that purpose, 0 00 
The general course of<Her Britannic Majesty’s government through- 5 

out the war was governed by a strict regard for the obligations of neu- 
tralitv and a sincere desire to fulfill them ; and this is apparent as well a 

- from the facts which have been stated.in relation to the four vessels = = 
~ . above specified, as from the other facts stated in the earlier parts of this = 

case. mel ae ee 
- Thus it haS been seen— : (Lg NS ES 

That, besides the Florida and Alabama, many other ships were be- = 
| lieved and asserted by Mr. Adams to be fitting out‘in British ports for . 

the purpose of carrying on war against the United States,and were «| 
- made the subject of representations to Her Majesty’s government. SE 

7 ae That in every case, without exception, the allegations of Mr. 
[165]. Adams were promptly *and carefully investigated; that in the 

greater number of cases Mr. Adams proved to be mistaken, the  —_ 
_. suspected ships being merely merchant-ships, built and fitted out with = = 

a view to a special employment, and not for war; that in alleasesasto 
_ which reasonable evidence could be obtained the suspected vessels were 

seized and proceedings instituted for the condemnation of them; that = => 
four were thus seized—the Alexandra, the two iron-clads, and the Can- 
‘ton or Pampero— and were prevented from being used for belligerent = =|’ 
purposes; and one of them, the Alexandra, having been seized in-Eng- 
land and restored by the verdict of a jury, was afterward seized again = 

_ imaBritisheolony, ~ 
Phat during the whole period of the war, which lasted for four years, <.° © 

- _ no vessel armed for war was sent. out or procured from British ports for = :
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belligerent use; and that of vessels specially adapted by construction 
for warlike use, two only, the Florida and Alabama, were so procured — 

og in the manner and under. the cireumstances above described ; while of _ 
—». these two one only, the Alabama, escaped and came into the posses- | 

sion of the confederate government without having undergone a seizure | 
and trial. oe HEE | pS Es Sees ee Ae 

“Finally, it has been seen that the government of Her Britannic Maj- 
- — esty, not content with carefully performing, to the utmost of its power, 

|. its recognizéd international obligations, overstepped, on more than one — 
occasion, the actual limit of those obligations, for the sake of preventing 
anything whatever, which might compromise, or be reasonably thought 

sae to compromise, its neutrality; and, in particular, that, in order to pre- — 
_-—-went_ vessels which had been armed or built for war within Great. Brit- 
_. ain from passing into the hands of a belligerent, a large expenditure | 
ee was twice voluntarily incurred, much of it without any equivalent, in | 
i addition to the costs and charges occasioned by unsuccessful proceed- | 

a, ingsincourtsof law, = | - Ea 

, oa . ; - we ON : . ; . - . Q : : °



REMARKS IN CONCLUSION, 

-. Her Britannic Majesty’s government has now stated, for the informa- 
-. tion of the arbitrators, the principal facts which it believes pyrex —coieme 

_. to be material to a just adjudication on the claims urged on rem 
the part of the United States. In so doing, Her Majesty’s government 
has been under the unavoidable disadvantage of having to meet acase 

- » which has not yet, been presented. When that shallhave,been done, = 
-“ and the claims of the United States shall have been clearly ascertained, | a 

-- _Her Majesty’s government will avail itself of the opportunity which it Os 
| will have, under Article IV of.the treaty, to submitto the tribunal such 
additional or more ample statement of facts as may then appeartobe  —_.._—- 
necessary. It forbears, also, until a comparison of the cases submitted == 
on both sides shall havéshqwn what points arereally in dispute between —~— 

the two governments, to enter into argument in support of its own po- 
 -gition, and will, for the present, content itself with placing before the =~ 
tribunal the considerations which follow... 
That vessels should, under whatever circumstances, have been pro- | 

_ cured from British ports for warlike use, and employed as belligerent = 

cruisers against the United States, Great Britain herself being neutral, — 
has been a subject of displeasttre and regret to Her Britannic Majesty’s © a 

-- government. This regret is not removed by the facts, material as they 
‘undoubtedly are to a just appreciation of the question, that the vessels 

--were obtained by means of artifice and concealment, which defeated the ==; 
_. vigilance of the officers of the government; that all of them, whenthey = —- 

-_- respectively departed from Her Majesty’s dominions were wholly un-) 
armed, and some of them constructed as mere merchant-ships, without = => 

any special adaptation for war; that they were few in number; and .. 
that the persons who gained possession. and control of them, and by = = 

- whom they were used for war, were themselves, as the Governmeht of — 
_- the United States has never ceased to maintain, American citizens. = 

Circumstances such as these must greatly affect, in the judgment ofany = = 
'. impartial person, the question as to the responsibility of the neutral = = 
-. government. Yet it is nevertheless true that the ‘acts themselves, be- 

ing such as, if done or authorized by the neutral government, would. 
have compromised its neutrality, had an inevitable tendency to disturb 
its relations with the belligerent against whom they were directed. Her 

- Majesty’s government, therefore, has not hesitated to express its regret, 
. frankly and publicly, to the Government of the United States, and has ./ 
J permitted the expression of it to be placed on record in the treaty which 

has been concluded between the two powers. . DO Shy 
__.. . But the Government of the United States insists that itis entitled to 
_ satisfaction in money for claims which it asserts have arisen out of acts 

of these-vessels—that is, out of operations of war carried on, by means = 
«of them, by the persons in possession of them for the time being. Itigs ==
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_.. manifest that this contention is one which Her Britannic Majesty’s gov- 
ernment, although animated by the most friendly feelings toward the | 

_.. United States, could not, with due regard for its own rights and those \— 
_. Of neutral nations in general, consent to. acknowledge, not believing it. 

_ to be just. It is a claim of strict right, and can be supported only by > 
«Clearly establishing that an international duty, owed by Great Britain _ 

to the United States, has been violated.by Great Britain, and by show-. 
ee ing further that an appreciable injury has accrued directly from this | 

—. cause to the United States, for which Great Britain ought, in justice, 
to make reparation in money. It is for the Government of the United | 
States, then, to substantiate these positions, to specify clearly the inter- 
national duty or duties en which it relies, and to prove the violation of — 

re which it complains. _ C8 Boe I oe re 
a A charge of injurious negligence on the part of a sovereign govern- 

, ‘ment, in the exercise of any of the. powérs of sovereignty, needs to be 
a Sustained on strong and solid grounds. Every sovereign government — 

claims the right to be independent of external serutiny or interference 
' , in its exercise of these powers; and the general assumption that they are | 

| exercised with good faith and reasonable care, and that laws are fairly and | 
‘properly administered, (an assumption without which peace and friendly 

| Intercourse could not exist among nations,) ought to subsist untilit has —- 
_ been displaced by proofto the contrary. Itisnotenoughtosuggest orprove _ 

"that a government, in the exercise of a reasonable judgment on some 
 , question of fact or law, and using the means of information at its 

[167] *command,‘has formed and acted on an opition from which _ 
another government dissents or can induce an arbitrator to dis- 

| sent. Still less is it sufficient to show that a judgment pronounced by — | 
oe a court of competent jurisdiction, and acted upon by the executive, was 

7 tainted with error. An administrative act founded on error, or an | 
| erroneous judgment of a court, may, indeed, under some circumstances, 
ae found a claim to compensation on behalf of a person or government | 

| - Injured by the act or judgment. Buta charge of negligence brought 
| - against a government cannot be supported on such grounds. Norisit 

_ enough to’ suggest or prove some defect of judgment or penetration, or_ 
. somewhat less than the utmost possible promptitude and celerity of : 
action on the part of an officer of the government in the execution of 
his official duties. To found on this alone a claim to compensation, as 
for a breach of international duty, would be to exact, in international : 

,  . affairs, a perfection of administration which few governments or none | 
oe attain in fact, or could reasonably hope to attain, in their domestic con- : 

_- cerns; it would set up an impracticable, and therefore an unjust and | | 
. fallacious standard, would give occasion to incessant and unreasonable | 

. complaints, and render the situation of neutrals intolerable. Nor, again, _ | 
| is a nation to be held responsible for a delay or omission occasioned by 
cs _ mere accident, and not by the want of reasonable foresight or ¢are. ! 

| . Lastly, it is not sufficient to show that an act has been done which it 
ae was the duty of the government to endeavor to prevent. Itisnecessary | 

to allege and to prove that there has been a failure to use for the pre- | 
‘vention of an act which the government was bound to endeavor to pre- 

-- « -vent, such care as governments ordinarily employ in their domestic 
4 goncerns, and may reasonably be expected to exert in matters of inter. 

| national interest and obligation.. These considerations apply with 
on especial force to nations which are in the enjoyment of free institutions, _= 
- and in which the ‘government is bound to obey, and cannot dispense __ 

— with the laws, 08 
oe _ Ifthe tribunal should come to the conclusion that Great Britain has’



- ineurred any liability to the Uilited States, the question will then arise 
_. what should be deemed the just measure and extent of that liability. —~ . 
_. Her Britannic Majesty’s government abstains at present from entering = 
. jnto that question, and will reserve such observations as may be fitly OE 

offered in relation to it on the part of Great Britain to a later stage of UES 
the proceedings, Here it is sufficient to remark that a claim on the , a 

_ part of a belligerent to. be indemnified at the expense of a neutral for ee 
losses inflicted or occasioned by any of the ordinary operations of war, oo 
on the plea that those operations were assisted or facilitated. by negli- | 
gence on the part of the neutral government, is one which involves 

-- grave considerations and requires to be weighed with the utmost care. .. oe 
- Losses of which such négligence is the direct and proximate cause,(and = = 

it is in respect of such only that compensation could justly be awarded,) ~- = 
are commonly not easy to separate from those springing from other = 

.  @auses. Success in warlike operations is generally due not only to the 
- force possessed, but to the skill. and courage exerted by the successful = 

--. combatant. If claims of this nature were to be freely admitted, a bel- 
 ligerent might demand to be indemnified by the neutral against conse- = | 

_.. quences fairly attributable, in part or altogether, not to the fault of the = | 
| latter but to his own want of capacity and enterprise. Her Majestys | 
_. government has been compelled to point out that in respect of the ves- i 
_.... sels to which the foregoing statement relates there was, on the partof 
_. the Government of. the United States or its officers, an extraordinary =~ 
---yemissness in using the naval forces at their disposal, and that if ordi- =. 

>. nary activity had been exerted in the endeavor to intercept and capture = 
these vessels, the losses of which the United States now complain would 
probably have been in great measure averted. It cannot be consistent = 

- with any reasonable view of international obligations that a belligerent ss 
‘state, alleging itself to be aggrieved by some imputed negligence of a == 

: neutral government, should on that account claim indemnity from the’ 
neutral for losses in the course of warlike operations which it has not 
actively and diligently exerted itself to prevent or arrest. 

' It was the constant aim ‘of Her Britannic Majesty’s government. 
throughout the war to observe with fidelity and exactness the obliga- 

tions, and to maintain unimpaired the rights, which the law and prac. 
tice of nations have assigned to neutral powers. In upholding those | | 
rights all the nations of the world are interested ; and it was the duty - 

| of Great Britain,,as a maritime power of the first order, brought by cir- 
~  gumstances into closer contact with the war than any other state,to -  . 
~- yesist on the one hand any encroachment on them,.and to abstainon = | 
- the other from any attempt to extend them beyond the just and expe-. 
~~ dient limits traced out by international law. Her Majesty’s government 

_. has given the best proof of its sincerity in these respects, as wellasits = 
earnest desire to promote the pacific and amicable settlement of inter- 
national differences, by proposing and agreeing to refer to the judg- 
ment of impartial arbitrators the question whether, in the matters = | 

-.. complained of by the United States, it has failed to discharge amy 
 *. » international duty. In deciding on the questions submitted to == 

-. [168] it, the tribunal will be called upon to apply to *them principles 
and considerations of wide application, not confined to maritime = 

neutrality, ndr to the acts and conduct of maritime nations alone. ss» 
 ~ Great Britain is prepared to accept the award, whether favorable or 

unfavorable to her. She desires only-that it shall be just. She claims == 
-. only that it shall be founded on a trie and equitable interpretation of = = 
_..» the law of nations, and on principles which she herself and all other = 

powers may be satisfied, whether as neutral or as belligerent, to 
acknowledge and abide by in time to come. ee
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Same tO SAME... eee ee ee cece eee cane eeenenecewcees| Doc, 18,1819 | 134) 500 | 
oe Same to Mr. Glenn .... 2-22-20. 2s eee ee eee eee ence ewneeeenees| an. 11,1820] 135 504 

- Mr. Adams to Mr. Drayton....... 2-22-22 2-2 eee ee eee ee eee eee ence eee cee| Apr. 15,1820} 186) —501- | 
. Same to Mr. Nicholson .-. ..-.----- 2-2-2 eee eee ee ee een ne eee ee eeceese| Apr, 17,1820) 137) — 502 

Same to Mr. Austin. -....... 22.0222 20 eee ee ee ee ee eee eee een eee ee eee] May 25,1220) 1388 | 502. 
. Same to Mr, Prince. -.....--..------ 2-022 eine eee ee eee eee eee eee eee eee] May 25, 1820; 139 503 | 

Same to Mr. Parker...... 222... 2222 ce eee nee ce ecw eens eee eeee| DULY 29,1820) 140 503 | 
_ ‘Game to Mr. Glenn. ... 2... 0. e cece eee eee erence ee ence ete ce reseatececee| AUG, 2,1820) 143) 504 | 

. Mr. McCulloch to Mr. Glenn. .... 2.202. ee eee ee eee eee eee eee ees | Nov. 1,1820| 144 505 
Same to Captain Webster .....-.-..--.2--22 0-22 eee eee eee eee eee neees| Nov. 3,1820! 145 505 | 

- s Same to same... -. 22. eee ee eee ee cee ee eee ne ee een eee eeeeceees| Dec. 13, 1820) 146 506 | 
Same to Mr. Lowry -.-....-- 6. eee een ee ee ew ence eect w ence wnccee| AQ. 18,1821 | 147 506 | 

; ' Same to Mr. Crawford.........0 22-22 eee ee ne ee ee ee ee cence een ceeeeee| Oct. 3,1821 | 147 506 
- Same to same, (inclosing report of J. Burn, inspector)-.......-.--....-....----| Nov. 38,1821 | 149 507 

- Same to Captain Webster...-...--..------ +. eee ee eee ene eee ee eee eee eeee--| Nov. 15,1821) 150 508 
Same to Mr. Lowry ..-.....--0. 22-220 eee eee cee eee ee cee et eee eee ee eee --| Deo. 16,1822) 151} 508 

_ Same to Mr. Johbnston......--...-- 002-222 - eee eee eee eee eee ee eee eee eee | Mar. 19, 1823} 152 508 
Same to Mr. Crawford 2.2.2.2... 2.2.22 eee e ee eee eee eset a eenceesees| Mar, 26, 1823 | 154 509 
Same to Mr. Lowry ..--.----- 2-220 ee eee eee cee ee eee eee eee ence eeeeceee-| Aug. 9, 1824) 156) 510 7 

. Same to Captain Webster ............---- 20 cee cee cee eee cee c een eeeeees| Atig. 9, 1824] 156) 510 | 
Mr. Sterling to Mr. Williams .........-.- 202.222 eee eee eee en eee ee eee | Jan, 30,1872 | 158 Bll 

. . Mr. Graham to Commodore McCauley ......----.--.0.0--0-2eeecseeee-e--+-| Nov. 17,1851} 163] 512. | 
Mr. Fillmore to General Hitchcock, United States Army. -.......-.........-| Nov. 18,1851) 165 512 

- Mr. Conrad to General Hitchcock, United States Srmy............-..-..---| Nov. 19,1851 | 166 513° 
. General Hitchcock to Mr. Hammond..........-2.---- 20-2 e ee eee nee eee | SOpt. 22,1853} 168.) 514 - | 

Mr. Hammond to Mr. Guthrie.........-- 0.22. e eee eee nee ee eee eee eee --| Sept. 30, 1853 | 169 514 | 
"Same to General Hitchcock...........-. 2... +222 eee eee eee eee ee eee eee | Sept. 30,1853 | 170 | 515 

. Same to Commodore Dulany......--. 2-2... 220s ence e eee eee eee eee eee ee e| NOpPt, 30,1853 | 171 515 | 
_ Same to General Richardson.........--- 20... 2. ee ee eee eee te ee eee ee! Sept. 30, 1853 | 173 516 
Mr. Davis to General Wool. ...... 05-22-22 0eee eee ec ene eg ere e ee eeeeeeee | dan. 12,1854) 174) 516 | 
Mr. Cushing to Mr. Inge........... 22-22 eee eee eee eee eee et eee enc ee cence | Jan, 16,1854) 174 517 | 
President’s proclamation .......------ 2-2 eee ee ence eee eee eee eee eeees| Jan, 18,1854) 175 517 
Extract from President’s message ..-.-..--..-------- 22-22 eee ee eee ee eee | Dec. 4,1854 | 177 518 | 
Mr. Cushing to Mr. McKeon .. 2... 2-0. ee ee eee ete ce cee e eee ee | APL. 20,1855 | 178 518 
Same to same... 2... ee cee ce ee eee eee eee nese eeceeseenees| May 25,1855 | 179 519 

_ Same to the President . 2.2... 02.2 eee ee ee eee eee eee eee eee eee cence ee} ABQ, 9,1855} 181 519 
Same to Mr. McClelland. ...... 1... cece cee een cece eee eee e een eececcweees| Aug, 24,1855} 221) 5352 | 
Same to Mr. McKeon ..... 02-20 ee cee eee eee ee ee eee ee neem eee eseeceeeee-| Dept. 10, 1855 | 223 532 
Same to Mr. Van Dyke. 2.2.0... 6 22 ee eee eee eee eee ce eee cece eeeeees- | BEpt. 12,1855 | 223 533 | 
Same to same .- 2.22.2 eee ee eee ee eee cee eee eee ee eee ees | SOpt. 17, 1855 | 225 533 
Report of the case of Hertz vs. Perkins, charged with enlisting men for the |.........1855.| 227 534 

Crimea. . 
: Mr. Cushing to Mr. Van Dyke..... 2.2002 e eee ee ee eee eee eee ee ee. | Sept. 12,1855 | 461 617 " 

_ Same to same....... 20. oe ee eee eee eee ccc eens ec eeneecceees| DOPt. 17,1855 | 463) 617 - 
a Confession of Henry Hertz. --..-2--0.-.- 22 eee eee ee cee eee ween eee es | Oct. 11,1855, 465 618 - | 
- Mr. Cushing to district attorneys, (circular) .-....-.....00ceneee eee ceneeees| Dec, 8, 1855 | 498 626
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Mr. Cushing to Mr. Hallet. and Mr. Jewett ....------ ---- ee eee ene ee cee eee eee Dee. 8,1855| 499 626 

Same to Mr. Inge and Mr. Ord ...-..0--.00--2 00-20 e cence eee cette ee ec eeeeeees| Deo. U1, 1855) 500) 627 
. Same to Mr. Van Dyke ...--..2---eec ence ceed eee eect eee ceec ene ceeecerscces =| Dec. 12,1855) 501 627 

Mr. Van Dyke to Mr. Cushing. .....-.....02--22 222 ee ee eee ee ee eee e te ences] Dec. 14,1855 | 502) 628 
Mr. Mcoy to SAME. 2c eee ne ee eee eee ee ee ee eter e eer ees Dec. 18,1855} 502 623 , 

Inclosure: Mr. McCoy to Colonel Porter ......--..-----+--+-+-+--++2+---+| Dee. 17, 1855 503 629. 
The President to Mr. McCoy ..-....------ 22 cee e cee eee eee teen ere e eee ne eec ees Dec. 26,1855} 504 629 ; 

~ Mr. Cusiting to Mr. McKeon.....-...---0 4.2200 cence nett eer eeeeeeee sees] Deo. 24,1855 | 904 | 629 

Mr. McKeon to Mr. Cushing ...---------- 2-2 eee eee ee cece eee ree te eee ee ees Dec. 26,1855, 506 630 . 

. Mr. Cushing to Mr. McKeon .......---------- eee eee eee te ie tote e eccrine: Dec. 27,1855 | 506 630 

Mr. Addison to Mr. Cushing .....-.----20- 2-2-2 eee eee eee ed eee eee eeeee-| Dec, 28,1855} 508 | 631 . a 

Mr. Pierce to Captain Bigelow...-....-----2-0+e0- eee eee cere eee n eee ee eeeeee | Sam. (9, 1856 508 | - 631 
Mr. Joachinson to Mr. Cushing.......-22..2--0-00+- cece ene eee cece ee eeeee| San. 9, 1856) 509 | 631 
‘Mr. Cushing to"Mr. Cannon..--------.----- 2205-2 e sence creer e rece ree ees Jan. 14,1856} 509 632° = oe 

Mr. Cannon to Mr. Cushing ......-----220-2e eee eee e ee cece eee eee ee cece es| Jam. 16, 1856 | 510 632 oe 

_ Mr. McKeon to Mr. Cushing....-------------- 2-1 scene etter ee creer e rene ees Jan. 16,1856 | 510 632. ee 

Same t0 same ........--- 2-2 ee eee e cee eee ee cern eee eee ce resent cceeeseerese| Jan, 16,1856 / Sil 633 

Mr. Cushing to Mr. McKeon.......-.------- see eee cece eee e teen cee nes Jan. 19,1856 | 512 633 

- Mr. Ord to Mr. Cushing.........2----eee eee e eee e cece ee en enen ee ceneeeceeesees| Feb. 16,1856) 512.) 633 - . 

Same to SaMC...-. 2.2 e cee eee cence cere eee eee en eee enteeteseceaesenceecees| Feb, 16,1856 | 513 634 

Mr. Cushing to Mr. Inge........--- +2. 202 eee eee cence eee eee reece: Mar. 1,1856| 514 634 . 

Mr. Inge to Mr. Cushing. ..... 2.22.0. -- ee ener e tere cere eee etter een eeees Apr. 1,1856| 514 634 . 

Mr. McCoy to Mr. Cushing.....-...-22--2 222-2 eee cece eeee eee eceeseeecees ses] Apr. 9, 1856} 516 635 

Same to same... 2-26. cece eee cece eee eee cent e eect eee eecesesceeees see] Apr, 10, 1856 | 517 635 ey 

Charge of Judge Willson to the grand jury, southern district of Ohio. (Ex- [overs 2888 517 636 

tract.) . 

‘Mr. Cushing to the ‘President. ..- 2.220. eee ene cence ewe ce cee eee weneeceeeees! May 27,1856} 521 637 

“President’s MeCSSAGe ..- 02. e ee ee nee ce eee ee cree ee ere eer eee eecceeeseeea{ May 29,1856 | 543 645 

‘Mr. Dallas to Mr. Marcy. ....--.----.----- 2 eee e eee ce eee cece cece eee e ee ceeeeee May 1,1856| 544 645 , 

. -Inclosures : é 
Mr. Dallas to Lord Clarendon ...---..------------e--ee eee reece eee esse | May 1, 1856 544 645 a 

* Ford Clarendon to Mr. Dallas.....-.--.--------- ee eee eee ee eee rece eeeeee| Apr. 30,1856 | 546 646 oe 

Mr. Marcy to Mr. Dallas....-..--------.-0---2eece eee e ee eee ee eee eeees | May 27,1856) 572 | 655 . 

Same to Mr. Crampipn .....--.---------eee cee e neces eee ecreeeeceteetens sane] May 28,1856) 604 6655 

Same to Mr. Barclay. .-...--------2- eee ee ceecce cere teeeceeseseesseseeeess| May 28,1856} 605 666 ce 

Inclosure: Revocation to exequatur-.........---.----0- 220s eee eee see + | May 28,1856 | 606 666.0. 

Same to Mr. Rowcrolt .....-0.20- 02+ ene e eee eee tence cree eee reese cesses ces] May 28, 1856 607 | 667 

Mr. Cushing to Mr. McKeon ...0...----- eee eee eee ee nec e ene crt eect erences Dee. 17,1856 609 667. 

Same to Mr. Marcy.:..---.--.20e cee tee e cece eee cere entre reeset neon eee: Dec. 17,1856} 609 667 

Same to Mr. McKeon...... 2.2.20 eee eee ence ee beer erect erence eee tecees Dee. 12,1856 | 610- 668: 

Mr. McKeon to Mr. Vanderbilt........-...2--¢2---- 2-2 2e ee eee eee eee eee e+ | Dec. 18, 1856} 610 668: 7 

President’s Message ...-. 2 eee ee ee nee eee ene t ents eee e reese ee Jan. 7,.1858| 612 668 

Inclosure No.1: Mr. Toucey to Commander Chatard -.....---..-----------| Oct. 2,1857| 621 671 

Inclosure No. 2: Mr. Cass to ——— ..-...--22--2-2--- ceeree sees - sare] Sept. 18, 1857 | 622 672. 
Inclosure No. 3: Mr. Toucey to Flag-Officer Paulding, United States Navy} Oct. 3,1857; 623 672 . - 

-- Inelosure C: Flag Officer Paulding to Mr. Rynders .......--..------------| Dec. 11, 1857} 624 6735 

Inclosure No. 17: Same to Mr. Toucey .....--..-.--------+----------------| Dee. 15, 1857 | 625 673 a 

Mr. Kennedy to Mr. Black... 2 .:...-2--s2222 eee e ee cece eee eect ereet ec eeeee es] NOV. 25,1858] 629) 674 | 

Mr. Semmes to Same. -...--...-.ee cece eee eee ee cere ee ceeee sc eeeeesceseesees| Dec, 27,1858} 630 | 675: me 

Mr. Miller to same...-... 22-2 eee ene ene cee ence nee cece ee cnet eet ceeesceceeccees| Dept. 1,1859 | 630 675 

Same to Same ....... 22-02 nen ce cee eee reece eee eet ceeecesneccsccoescecsrcee.| SOpt. 9, 1859} 631 676: 

Mr. Hatch to the President .....-..--------- 2222s cece ee ee eee e tee e cesses -+| Sept, 22.1859} 631 676 a 

Same tO SAC. 2-2. o eee cee cece ene cece cece nee cece ee neces ec cee ceececenececce-| NEPE, 27, 1859 | 633 67% | 

Mr. Miller to Mr. Black.........--.-----0 eee eee ene n ee erence ees eeeeeeeeee-+| Oct. 7,1859} 634 61% eos 

Same to same, (telegram).......---------- 20-2 ee eee cere eee cee e neces eee -| Oct. 81859) - 635 678. . 

Mr. Kennedy to same, (telegram)..-..-..-.--------+- 220s cere eee cere eee ee+| Oct. 8, 1859] 635 67 

Mr. Miller to same....--.. 2-2. eee eee nee cee eee ee eee ene n cere cr ceesscccecee=| Oct. 10,1859] 636 678 

Mr. Miller to Mr. Black ....-..----- 22-22 eee eee ene ene ee ene ence eee eee tes| Oct. 20,1859 | 638 679: 

President’s mes8age......-..-.-- eee cece eee eee ee eee nce cree cee eeeeeceecee es) Sune 71,1850; 641) 680° . 

Mr. Clayton to the President .....-..----.-------------eee ee eee eee eee -| May 31,1850) 642 |) 681 : 

‘Same to Mr. Hunton... 1. -----e cece ee cece ee ce ence ener ec ecee ee ceeeceneeees--| Aug, 9, 1849} 642 [681 oe 

Same to Don A. C. de la Barca ...---. 2-2-2 e eens cece eee ce eee eee nee ec ceeree--| Aug. 9,1849} 646; 682 — - . 
Same to Mr. Hall. ..... 2. -0 een ee eee eee ce eee ee cee eee eeccee reece} Aug, 10,1849} 646 | 683. 

-President’s message .... 2. 2. e eee eee cee bee ee eee eee ee cee eeeseecereees-+-{ Aug, 11,1849 | 648 683: 
Mr. Clayton to Don A. C. de la Barea....2...-..2-4ese- ee eee eee eee eee eee --| Aug. 17, 1849} 650 | 684 

Same to district attorney of Alabama ..-...-...--...---2-------e-ee--------| Aug. 23,1849 | 65L | 685: 

Same to Mr. Hall, (telegram)... .- 2... ------ ee eee eee ener eee ee cecee esses] Sept, 6, 1849 | 652 685. 

Same to same, (telegram)-.--..------- +20 ee eee e eee eee deece eer ee eee eenee+ | Sept. 6,1849 | 652 | 68>. 
| Same to same, (telegram) -.-..-----.20--- eee cee een nee ee eee ee eee eee eee se. Sept. 7, 1849 | 653 | 685 , oo 

Mr. Hall to. Mr. Clayton. ........0-- 2-2 --ee eee eee eee cece re eee eceensesees-| Sept. 8, 1849) 653 | 686 Bo 
. Mr. Clayton to Mr. Hall. ....2..22--- 22-222 eee ee eee eee eee ee cece eee ce nese s+] Sept. 19, 1849 | 656 687%. . 

Mr. Sewell to Mr. Clayton... ..-.-----220-22-2 eee eee eee ee eee wee cece eee +| OGt. 25,1849 | 657 687. 

‘Mr. Clayton to Don A. C. de la Barca. ....------+---- 2-22-22 ee eee eee e ener eee) Jan. 22,1850] 658 6RB: 

Same to Mr. Hunton .-...---.----e-cscsssscecenestecececteceeesesseesseess-| dam, 22,1850} 659) 688 
Same to Don A. C. de la Barca... 2.2... ne cee ene ce eee nee eee ee eee eeeeeee--| May 18,1850| 660, 689 - 

‘ Same to Mr. Hall . 212.222. 22 o cece ee eee eee ee eee eee ee cee ee ceeeeeeeee sess] May 17, 1850 | 663 | 690 

- “Mr. Hall to: Mr. Clayton. ....2. 000620 -cce ee een ee ete nee cece ee coon ee eceeees---| May 20,1850 | 665 | 691 . 
| Gare t0 SAMO. -... sseecoecccc ss sececccccecccecsceeceaceceerccccenee woes | May 25,1850| 665| 691 -
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Mr. Clayton to Mr. Williams, (telegram) ..........--.+---0+---ee seen eee ee+--| May 25,1850 | 666.) 692 

Mr. Hall to Mr. Clayton ...... 2-220. cee eee ee eee cence nee cee eeeete ee} May 25,1850] 666 692 

Same t0 SAMO .- 22.1 ea ee eee cee ce eee eee cence ene ceneweeceecccecceee| May 25,1850 | 667 692. 

Mr. Clayton to Mr. Hall .......22-22- 2-202 eee e ee eee ee eee ee rece e ence ene cess] May 26,1850) 668 693 

General Jones to Colonel Crane .....-..2--+--.0 22 cee eee reece eee e dee eee ees -| Aug, 24, 1849 | 668 693 — 

. Mr. Preston to the President ....2-2.----- 22-2 ee eee ee eee ee ee eeeeeeeeeeeee-| May 25,1850} 670 694 

Mr. Preston to Commodore Sloat .........2-.0-2 cece eee cece eee ceeeeeteceees| May 15,1850} 670 694 

Same to Commodore Downes ......----- 2-22 - ee ence eee e ene pee eeeeeeeceee-| May 15, 1850 | * 670 694 

. Same to Commodore Parker .......--- ses -ee ese eee cece ence eee ne ceeeeneeeess| May 15,1850) 671 695 

Same to Commodore Tatnall...-.....-------00eceee eee eee te eeee serene eee ees| May 15,1850} 671 695 
Same t0 Same .--- 22. eee ee eee ee eee ee reece cere nen eeeneneecetncarecceees| May 17,1850 | 674 696 

‘Same to Captain Newton, (telegram). ...-.-.----0+seeeseeeeeee ec eeeeeeeeeee-| May 16,1850) 675 697 

‘Same to Commodore Parker .......--cee eee e cece eee cence cece cone ce sencreree:| AUg, 9,1849| 676 697 

Same to Lieutenant Hunter ......-..------ cence eee eee eee eee eee eeeeeeees| Aug, 14, 1849 | 679 698 

Same to Captain McCauley... ....--- 20-002 eee eee nnn e ce eee eee eeeeeeeeceees+| Aug, 14,1849 | 681 | 699 

- Same to Commodore Parker. ....-. 2.220. 2cete en cence wee eens ee ceeereccesees| Aug, 14, 1849 | 682 700 

— Same to Commodore Lowndes ....---2--002eeececceeeee eee teen eeeeeeeeeerees| Aug, 21, 1849 | 683 700° 
Same to Commodore Downes...-..--..--.-2ee ee cence nce eee ne cen e ce eteeeees| Ag, 21,1349 | 684 OL 

as - Same to Commodore Parker......--.--+sceeee cece cee cence eee ceeeceseeneress| Alig, 23, 1849) 685 |. TOL 

Commodore Randolph to Mr, Preston........----6--0-00-2--e eee eer eee) | Ag, 28, 1849 | 686 701 

-Tnclosure, Commodore Randolph to the persons encamped on Round Island .| Aug. 28,1849 | 688 702 

- Commandant Newton to Mr. Preston ....... 02-20-2222 cee e ee ne eeeeneee eee ee>| Aug, 31,1849 | 691 704 

Tnclosures, Commandant Newton to Commander Randolph..........--------| Aug. 17,1849} 692) 704 

Same to same .....-2 2. eee ence eee ee eee eee erence neces sewsnncnes| Aug, 18,1849 | 692 704 

Same to Lieutenant-Commandant Totten. ..-.....---0-0---- eee ee ees ees | Aug. 19, 1849 | 693 705 

Same t0 Same 22... 2. ee ee cece eee cee eee ee eee eee cnn eeeeeeccebenecrenenrcree| Aug. 20,1849) 694 705 

Same tO SAC .oe cee ce ccc ee eee cee eer ccc c eee e re ceee enc cenecsesaeseeereseeee| Aug. 20,1849 | 695 | 706 

. Same to Lieutenant-Commandant Farrand ..-....---.- 2+. 2+ - eee ee een eee e eee Aug. 23,1849 695 |. 706 

- Same to SaM6 .-- eee eee eee nee cee eee eee ne ee eee ceeneeenenneenee| Ag, 27, 1849 | 696 706 

Same to Same .-. 2.2.22 0 ee eee eee eee eee eee ene rere eee ene cceeneecenececee| Aug, 28, 1849) 697 107 

. - Same to Cominmander Parker. .........--0- 0s eee eee eee eee cece cee n ee eee eee e+| Aug, 27, 1849 | 697 7107 

Same to Commander Randolph ......-.------ essence e eee ence eee cence eee} Aug, 28, 1849 | 698 107 

Same to Master Pearson.... 22-22 -. eee cence ee cece ee eee cece cen e ew enenner ene] AUG. 28, 1849 | 698 708 

Game tO SAME ..---- eee ee eee ne eee ce ee nee ee cece cece nce emeerccsane | AUGs 28, 1849 | 699 708 

Same to Commander Randolph..........--------- eee ee cee e ee eee tee ceeeee-| Sept. 6, 1849] 700 708 

. Mr. Preston to Commander Randolph........-.--2---eeceeceene nee cere eee ee -| HOPE. 20, 1849 | FOL | 709 

Mr. Meredith to Mr. Peters. .......-2- 200 eee cece n ence ee cere cee ec ee eeeeneeee-| Aug. 10,1849) 701 709 

, Same to collectors, (circular) ....--....---2- 22 ee ee ee ee eee ee eee eee nee cee eee May 28,1850; 703 710 

 President’s proclamation ........2.0.022. 6 cece eben eee eee eeeeeeeeceeeee eee] Aug. 11, 1849) 704 | “710 

- President’s proclamation ..--..... 2.22220 scence eee ete nee eee cree cence sence] Apr, 25,1851 | 705 TL 

President’s proclamation ....-....--.- 2-222 -eee eee eee ee cee e ee ceeeneeneeeee-| Dec. 81855) 707 712 

. . President’s proclamation ..-.......--- 2 eee scene ee cee ee ee eee eee eee eee es Oct. 30,1858 | 708 712 

: © : = 

- CORRESPONDENCE RELATIVE TO THE MONITORS CATAWBA AND ONEOTA, . 

. . AT NEW ORLEANS. 

Mr. Goni to Mr. Seward ..... 22.0.2 eee eee ence eee ee eee cere cece ee ee eee} May 23, 1268 | 713 714 

Same to SAMC .-. wenn ee ee ence cone ee cece rece eee eee en eecnereceeseeceeees| JUNG 30, 1868) T15 715 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Goni 2.22. -.-. 22. cee eee eee ee eee een ee cee eeeeeeeecees| uly 9,1868) 717 716 

Mr. Goni to Mr. Seward ... 2.02.20. cae eee eee ce eee eee e cere eeeeweececeeees| Uy 29,1868 | 722) 718 

. Same to SAMe ..-.-- eee ee eee ee ee ee eee ee eee eee tee ne nc cteeeceecnecens| Nov. 24, 1868 | 728 7200 | 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Goni ..2 20... eee cee ee eee ee ee cee eee nent een eeeceee| Nov. 30, 1868 | 729 721 | 

Mr. Garcia to Mr. Seward ....-...-.-02. eee e cece ee eee cee ence eee eceeeneeees| May 8, 1868) 730 722 

Same.t0 SAMC 2.2.2 cee e eee nee cece nee eee eee eee eneeenseceeccneenee| SUly 28, 18681 731 722 

Mr. Roberts to Mr. Fish ... 22. 2.2--- 0-022 eee eee cee eee cee ee eee eneeeeeeeees| Apr. 3,1869 | 731 722 

Mr. Fish to Mr. Roberts ...-.-.-----0- ee ee eee ee cee ee cee cece eee cers eeeeenee| Apr. 7, 1869 | 733 723 

Same tO SQINC ..--. eee nec e cece tere e cece ec ence cece eee e eee eeeeteceercenee| Apr. 14,1869) 34) 724 

. Mr. Roberts to Mr. Fish ....... 0. ----2ee 22 eee eee eee ee cee eee eee ee eee eee | Apr. 15/1869 | 735 724 

-. CORRESPONDENCE RELATIVE TO THE FLORIDA, AT PHILADELPHIA. . . 

- Mr. Wish to Mr. Boutwell . 222-6020 ..e cece nee cere ee eee eee eee een eeceneeeee| Apr, 3, 1869 | 737 725 

Same to Mr. Hoar ....c.--2-ccecee een ee ceeee ene n eee ccrcnneeemccesceneccecce| Apr, 3, 1869 | 7137 925 

Mr. Hoar to Mr. Fish ...... 2-20-2222 - eee een e eee eee tener eee eee ee cee ccee es] Apr. 10, 1869 | 738 725 

| Same to district attorney eastern district of Pennsylvania....--.-----------] Apr. 10,1869 | 739 726 

_ Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Fish... 2.2... 22 eee eee en ee ee eee eee eee ee ceene Apr. 12,1869} 739 | 726 

a ~ Inclosures: : . 

“Mr. Moore to Mr. Boutwell .....-. .----2--2 2-2 cee ce eee eee e eee e cree: Apr. 8,1869| 741 27 

. Mr. Litzenberg to collector of customs, Philadelphia ....... -.------+---| Apr. 8, 1869 | 741 | 727 

' Mr. Boutwell to collector of customs, Philadelphia. ....--------/--++-++---:: Apr. 12,1869 | 742 728 

Mr. Hoar to Mr. Smith . 2.1.2... 2-0. cece ee eee ce ee eee ree ee nee ence ces May 14,1869 |. 743; 728 | 

_ Mr. Fish to Mr. Hoar .....-. cece ce cec ene cene ce cneennenenteeenesesescccccenee! May 10,18691 744! 728
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Mr. Hoar to Mr. Smith 2.2.2.0 022s elec eee ene ee eee te eee en nee te rent ee enee May 18,1869 | 744 729° 

-- Same to Mr. Andrews ...~.---- 2-2 -ee eee eee ee tere rect e tenes eee c eee May 18,1869} 744 729 ‘ 

Inclosure: Mr. Hoar to Mr. Barlow.....-------20eeeeeeeeeeeeete recesses e+| May 10, 1869 | 745 | 7290 . 

Mr. Hoar to Mr. Fish. :....- 02202 c eee ee cece ee eee ee een ene nen enenesesececees| May 18,1869} '749 730 

Same to SAMC ...- 2.22 e ecw ne eee ee eee ee cece eee ene ce epeeceeseeteeeeeees | May 18,1869} ‘750 71 t 

Mr. Fish to Mr. Murray .....0.5002- -eecse ee cece cece ee cc ereeeeeesececereeess| July 29, 1869 750) 0 78L . 

Same to Mr. Roberts .....------ceeeeeeece cece eee c cece ceteeeeceeesceeecesees] Oct. 7, 1869) 751 732 

- ° CORRESPONDENCE RELATIVE TO THE, SPANISH GUN-BOATS AT NEW YORK. — 

Admiral Porter to Mr. Fish, (with inclosure) ...-..----+---0++---see+-e-+-+-| May 15,1869 | 753 | | 7320 

Mr. Davis to Mr. Robeson *......-----0ecece eee e ee cece centre eneeseceseeess-| Aig, 3, 1869) 754 | 733° oe 

“Admiral Porter to Mr. Fish ....-.-------eseee cece cece eee cece ce ceceneeeeess| Aug, 4, 1869) 755 | 733 

Mr. Field to Mr. DavisS....-----ceecccecectcccccccecccnecercessersscncncesees| Aug, 4, 1869 | W55 733 

Inclosures: Z oe * 

Mr. Field to Mr. Pierrepont, (telegram) ..-....---0--0+seeeeeeeee eee ee --| Aug. 3, 1869) 756 734 NO 

Mr. Pierrepont to Mr. Hoar, (telegram) ......--.----+---+--2-----02----| Aug, 3,1869| 757 | 734 

Mr. Barlow to Mr. Hoar, (telegram) ......0. 602 een ee cence eee eee e cee ees Aug. 4,1869| 757 135 

Mr. Davis to Mr. Pierrepont ...-..---8 2.02 ee eee c ee ee ence eee eeeecercneeeess| Aug. 4, 1869 | 758 735 

Mr. Barlow to Mr. Hoar. .....-..--02--ceeeecescnecee ccc ceebenecceesseccneeee| Aug. 4, 1869} 759 135 

_ Mr. Davis to Mr. Barlow... 0.2.22. econ ce ee ec eee eee ee eee cee ececererseceseees| Aug. 4, 1869) 61 7136 

Mr. Fish to Mr. Robeson. ...-- 20. c eee eee eee eee eee nee eee eee e nee et eree cee Aug. 10,1869 | 762 737 . 

Same to Mr. Hoar ...----cacececec cece cece cc cceeeeccencececccecccececeeecees| Aug. 10, 1869 | 763 137 

, — Inclosures: . ; 
Mr. Fish to Mr. Pierrepont ..-..--..2--- 2-222 cence eee e eee cee eee cece ees] Aug. 10,1869) %64; ‘727 

Same to Mr. Barlow ... 2.2 cccccccecececececcecccececcersceecsececeeeeee-| Aug. 10, 1869} 764 | 738 7 

Mr. Barlow to Mr. Hoar, (telegram). ......---------+ 2-2 cece eee eee eeecee ++] Aug. 10,1869 | 765 | 738 ‘ . 

Mr. Field to Mr. Barlow, (telegram) .....-.--------00--eceeeee eee e eee eeeeee-| Aug, H, 1869 | 765 738. 

Mr. Smith to Mr. Fish......-.-------c cence eee ewe cece cece cece ence eee eeuecenss| Aug. 11,1869 | 766 | 739 

Mr. Davis to Mr. Barlow....--..---2-eccenccee cect eee ec cer seceeeteseecescees| Alig, 18,1869) 767 |. 739 . 

Same to Mr. Hoar... -- cece ence nce ce cece eee cecw ee etensecceeteeescersecees| AG. 13, 1869 | 67 | 739 | 

Mr. Fish to Mr. Boutwell......--.--ccececcccececccccecescecceceseesseceese-| Sept. 14,1869) 768) 740 | 

Mr. Fish to Mr. Pierrepont . 2.20. .222e2 cence cee eee cee eee eee ne ceqeegeeceee| Nov. 25,1869 | 769 740° 

' Mr. Pierrepont: to Mr. Fish ......22.- 222.222 c0 cece ee ence e cote ne cece reece eee] NOV. 25, 1869 | . ‘770 74). . 

Mr. Fish to Mr. Pierrepont ..-- 2-6... eee ce eee ee eee cee ee rte eneee Nov. 26,1869; 771 | 741 . 

Mr. Harlow to Mr. Fish... 2-22.22 eee eee eee eee ee ee nee eee ees Nov..26, 1869 | 773 742 

Mr. Roberts to Mr. Fish ..... 2.2... c eee eee cee cee ne ee ceed e cee e eee eees Nov. 27, 1869 | 774 743 : 

, Mr. Fish to Mr. Roberts .....-20c0 lecccececcc cers cee cecceccecncceesecseccees| Nov, 30,1869 | 782 746 

- Mr. Hoar to Mr. Pierrepont........6--2--- 202 cece cece eee nec e ence eee eneeees Nov. 30, 1869 | 790 748 

Mr. Roberts to Mr. Fish ... 2.2.22. 2. oe eee eee ee cee ee eee ee ec eee e eee ee Dec. 1,1869| 790 749 

Mr. Fish to Mr. Roberts .......2. 2-220 cee cee nee cence cence cnc ceecesceeese-| Dec. 4,1869) 795 750 

— Game to Same .-. 22. ee cee eee eee cence cee ene cece terete cceneees Dec. 8,1869; 797 WL. . 

Mr. Roberts to Mr. Fish ...ccc cece cece ccccccccccccccccccecccccccceccceccee-| Dec. 8, 1869] 798 WL oe 

Mr. Fish to Mr. Pierrepont ...........-0----- eee cece eee eee cee ee censeccece-| Dec. 8, 1869 | 799 752 

Mr. Pierrepont to Mr. Fish .........--02 02-222 e een c ee cece ee eee cece eteeee Dec. 10,1869} 9800} 753 

Mr. Hoar to Mr. Fish .. 0. o cece cece ccc cece ccccccecccecccccecceccnee--e---| Dec, 16,1869} 801 753 ae 

PART IL. | | ; 

° CUBAN CORRESPONDENCE, 1866-1871. | 

Mr. Dickinson to Mr. Hunter, (telegram) ...-......----0---0-0-20-----+----| Jan. 24, 1866 1 759 - 
. Mr. Hunter 1o Mr. Dickinson, (telegram).....-.---------+--ee-eee-----e---++-| Tan. 25, 1866 |....--] 759 

Mr. Dickinson to Mr. Seward ......--.-02c- eee ene e een ee eee ee eee eee ence ee-| HOD. 17, 1866 2 739 
‘Mr. Seward to Mr. Dickinson .......-....---- eee ee enn e eee cece eee eee eeeees| Mar. 31, 1866 3 760 
Mr. Seward to Mr. MeCulloch . 22.2.2... 2-2. - eee eee eee ee cece e cee eeeeneeeee-| APY. 10, 1866 3 760 
Mr. McCulloch to Mr. Seward ......--.20- 02-2 eee ee cece ee ee eee neces eneneee| Apr. 11, 1866. 4 761 

- Mr. Seward to Mr. Dickinson.......--.2...---- eee eee eee ee eee ee eee eeneeee| Apr. 11, 1866 5 761 
Mr, Seward to Mr. Tassara.... 2.2.2. -c eee e ee eee nee eee cece wee cen seeeees| Apr. 11, 1866 6 761 0°... 
Mr. Seward to Mr. Welles .......202ececce new ee cee e eee ence renee ceceeecseees| Apr. 16, 1866 7 7162 . 
“Mr. McCulloch to Mr. Seward .... 2-2-0222 22 ee eee eee eee ence eee eeeeeee| APY. 20, 1866 7 762 
Mr. Turnbull to Mr. McCulloch. ....--......---- eee ede eee cee eens eeene| Apr. 16,1866 8 762 

. Mr. Speed to Mr. Kelby... ..- 222.2222 cee e eee e eee eee e eee eee neeeecceeeeee-| ApY. 21, 1866 8| 763 | 
Mr. Seward to Mr. McCulloch. .........-...--- 2-2 e eee e eee e ee eee eeeeeeeeeee-| ADE. 21, 1866 9 163 

- Mr. Goodloe to Mr. Ashton. .... 22... --.eee ee cence cee e eee eee eeceeeseccee--| May 5,1866; 10 763 : 
Mr. Ashton to Mr. Seward.....-2.. 22. -ceccueeceeeceeccececccecceccenccseeee| May 9,1866) 11] 764° — | 

7 Mr. Seward to Mr. McCulloch ......- 22.0222 eee eee eee eee eens ec eeesenceee| May 9, 1866 11 764 — 
“Mr. Chandler to Mr. Seward .....-...2- 2.2 22200-ceeee cece eeeecececccecerees| Jan. 29,1867] 12} 765 

~ ‘Mr. McCulloch to Mr. Seward 2.2.2... 2.05.00 e cece cence ee cece eee eeseceesee| Feb. 21867) 13 165 
| Mr. Smythe to Mr. McCulloch ...........0..c20cen cece neecceeeeeecceecesese| Dan. 30,1867] 13] 765. - 
i Mr. Courtney to Mr. Seward ....2.--..2.0- 020s cnc e eee cee cece eee ceccceecees| Feb. 5, 1867 14 |} 766: , 

| Mr. Smythe to Mr. Courtney......2..220..0.2 00. ceceee ee eeeeeeceneeeseeeeses| Feb. 5,1867| 15 |. 166 
Mr: Herton to Mr. Browning .......2.ce scence cece eet e eee cece ecsececcceveces Sully 13, 18685 17 167 oo
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Mr. Herring to Mr. Browning. ..-......--.-0---e ence ee eee eee eee ee eeeeeeee+| July 20,1868; 17 767 . 
Mr. Seward to Mr. Evarts 2.2.22. .2002- 2 eee cede eee eee eee een ee ceneeee-| NOV, 11, 1868 21 769 
Mr. Evarts to Mr. Courtney. ..---. 22-22. 22 eee ce ee ee cw cece ee cee eeseece! NOV. 14,1868} 22 769 
Mr. Murray to Mr: Evarts ..... 2.2.2. e eee cece eee e weet ween eneenes| NOv. 19, 1862 23 7169. 
Spanish minister, (memorandum) ...........---- 2 eee eee ee eee eee eee} Mar. 19, 1869 25) 0 | 
Mr. Fish to Mr. Boutwell ...-..--.-- 2. eee eee ee eee eee eee ges c eee rene e+ | Mar. 20, 1869 26 770 
Mr. Fish to Mr. Hoar... 2.2.2.2... 2222 ee ee eee ee eee eneseceeees| Mar, 20, 1869 27 V7 

- Vice-Admiral Porter to My. Fish ............ 222.222 eee eee eee eee eee eee} Mar. 22, 1869 27 (7 
| | Mr. Hoar to Mr. Bisbee ........ 220. ccccccee sects ceceecctcceecseseecsaeceess| Mar, 23,1869| 28] 772 
: Mr. Hoar to district attorneys....--..---.. 2-2. ee eee eee ee eee ence eee eeeee| Mar, 23,1869 |}. 29 772 

: Mr. Hoar to Mr. Fish .... 2.2... 2 sec ese ence cle cece cee ce ee eee cee Mar. 23, 1869 30 T72 

“Mr. Fish to Mr. Buchanan ......-.. 2.002202 ence ence cect eee eee e ee ceeeeceeees| Mar, 30,1869 31 773i 
._ Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Fish ......2... 2-2 eee eee ee ne ee eee eee eee eeeees+/ ApE, 6, 1869 33 |. TT4 

«Mr. Mondy to Mr. Boutwell .......-.2-.-2- 2-02 ee eee eee ee cece ete neces | Mar. 26, 1869 33. 774 
Mr. Roux to Mr. Boutwell ......-...-. 22.02 e ee eee ee nee ee eee ence cee eeeee+| Mar. 29, 1869 34 |. 774 
Viee-Admiral Porter to Mr. Fish .....-.2.2-- 20-2 eee ee eee ee eee eee ee eee | Apr. 6, 1869 35 TI5 
Mr. Fish to Mr. Roberts ..-...-.---.- 0-220 eee ee eee ee eee ee cece eeeceeecees/ Apr. 7, 1869; 35. 7715 
Mr. Porter to the President ... 22.2... 2.0... eee eee ee ence ee eee ese eee ee eeees| Apr. 21, 1869 36 viet) 
Rear-Admiral Hoff to Mr. Borice.........-- 2-2 eee eee ee ee eee eee nee ees| Apr. 13, 1869} 36 776 / 
Commodore de Krafft to Rear-Admiral Hoff ...........---..-202.0-2+--+--+.{ Apr. 11,1869 | 37 716 
My, Fish to Mr. Barlow. ...... 0-20-22 e eee ee ce eee eee nee cece ceeeceneecce| May 7, 1869 39 WT 

_ Mr. Barlow to Mr. Fish, (telegram) ...........-0.022 002 c eee c sence enge ee eceee-| May 7, 1869 |------) 777 
. -. Mr. Fish to My. Hoar ....20. 0.2.02 e eee eee eee e ee eee ec eeescnuacecccnsee-| May 8, 1869 39 117 

Mr. Fish to Mr. Boutwell ......--.---..--02--e eee eee eee eee eee ee ec ce eeeeeeees| May &, 1869 41 778 
Mr. Barlow to Mr. Fish . 2.22... 220.2 ecw eee ee ec ee ee cece cece ne eeneceeeecee-| May 8, 1869 41 718 

. Mr. Fish to Mr. Barlow .. 2.222.222. 2-0 e eee cece ee eee eee eee ene eceeeecee| May 8, 1869 42) 719 | 
~ Mr. Barlow to Mr. Fish 2.02... 000.2 e ccc cee cee ee cee e cence cee eewencceeeeceee-| May 9, 1869 43 | 779 

Mr. Hoar to Mr. Barlow ......-0-- 2-20 c eee ee eee ee eee ee eee eee eee eeeceeees| May 10,1869{ 44 779 
‘Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Fish. ........--2. 002020 cece ee eee Caen cece eee eeeeeees| May 10,1869] 47 780 
Mr. Hoar to Mr. Pierrepont. ...... 222.0220. - eee ee eee ee cee eee ee eee eeeeee| May 11, 1869 47 781 

_ Mr. Barlow to Mr. Fish. ........... 2.5.22. 2e eee ee ete eee eee eee ee] May 11, 1869 47 WL 
* ‘Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Fish..-...--.. 02.2 eee cece cece cee eee ene eee eeesececcees| May 11, 1869 48 | 781 — 

- Mr. Grinnell to Mr. Boutwell ........2 2.2.2 ec eee ee eee eee ceseee-| May 10, 1869 49 | 82 
_. My. Boutwell to Mr. Fish. ...... 0... eee eee eee ee ce eee eee seeenee| May 12,1869} 50 {82 

Mr. Grinnell to Mr. Boutwell ........ 2... ..0..-2-0. cece nee c ee eneeeeccereeeeee-| May 11,1869) 51] 783 
- Mr. Pierrepont to Mr. Hoar.....-----.-------- seen eee eee enter cence eee eeeeee| May 12,1869 52 783 

. Mr. Fish to Mr. Hoar .....2--- 2. ene cee ce nee ee eee cece eee cnecenceeeeee-| May 13,1869}. 52 783 
. Mr. Davis to Mr. Barlow. 0.22... 22.022 eee eee cee ecw ene cence cece eee eeeeeecee.| May —, 1869 53 734 

, Mr. Hoar to Mr. Pierrepont....-.. 2-200. 2.2008 cence cece cence ee eneneceeeee-| May 14, 1869 54 784 
Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Fish 2.22... 0- 2c ccc cece cece ec ee cece eee c en eeceeecceeees| May 14,1869] 54 784 

a Same to Mr. Grinnell ........ 000-2202 c cece cee eee ence eee cecneceveeesene| May 14, 1869 59 785 
Same to Mr. Moore ..-. -..-2. 222.0222 e ee ee eee ce ene eee eee eee cner ee eees| May, 14, 1869 56 785 
Same to Mr. Fish. ...2-.. 2-2... 2--- 2-2 cece nce e ee eee eee cee eeereceesenerens| May 18, 1869 56 786 
Mr. Grinnell to Mr. Boutwell .........- 2.2222 e eee ee eee ee eee ewe e cence es | May 15, 1869 57 786 
Mr. Hoar to Mr. Fish ....... 02.002 e eee eee eee cee ne cece ec cesceceee ees} May 18,1869} 58) 786. 

; Mr. Pierrepont to Mr. Hoar ........... 2-22-02 ee eee ene ee eee ee ee eee eee e--| May 17,1869; 59 7187 
Mr. Fish to Mr. Roberts ......-.22..- 22 ee cee cece eee eee cece eeeeeereeeeeee-| May 20, 1869 59 787 
Same to same _. 2.02 o eee lke ec eee eee ce eee ee cece meee ececeeeenncceee| May 21,1869) 60) 787 

- Mr. Fish to Mr. Boutwell. ... 2.2.2.2. 20. e eee cece eee cence cee cence ee ence e-| May 21, 1869 61 788 
| Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Grinnell ...... 20... 0c e eee ee ce eee ce ee eee eee eee eee --| May 21, 1869 61 788 

Mr. Fish to Mr. Boutwell.......2. 0.0.62 eee ee eee ce eee ce cece eceecssc..| May 25, 1869 62 G88 
"Mr. Hoar to Mr. Pierrepont ... 2-22-02. nee eee e ee eee te eee cew ee cececcecceeee| June 17,1869, 62 789 
Mr. Pierrepont to Mr. Hoar ..........2.... ceed ee dete e ee cee ee eee eenceeeeee| June 18, 18697 63 7389 , 
Mr. Fish to Mr. Roberts .. 2.22.2. 22s cece cen nee cece cen ec eeeeesececesesees| JUNG 18, 1869 63 789 

7 Mr. Fish to Mr. Hoar. ... ..2.2 2-2 cece ceed eet n ace wae ce ceecbaesctcncsseee.| dune 19,1869] © 64 789 
Mr. Fish to Mr. Roberts ......0- 2.0 eee cee ec wee ee eee eee ceenncenceesj une 19, 1869 64 790 
Mr. Hoar to Mr. Barlow ......-.---ceeece ence econ nc cc ccceceeccccceeccesseee.| dune 19,1869] 65 790 
-Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Fish.......-.-...0- 2202 ¢cee eee eee cee nee ecteeecteseces| TUNG 24, 1869 65 790 
Mr. Fish to Mr. Boutwell......--2. 2-0. eee ee ee cen cee ee eee conse eeeaeeee| JUNE 24, 1869 | 66 791 
Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Moore ..-..-..----- 2-02 ee eee ee eee ce ecw ee eee eee cence | June 24, 1869} 67 791 
Mr. Huckel to Mr.’Boutwell 0.2.0.0... 0 eee ee cee cence eeeeeeeeeeeeee | TUNE 24,1869 | 67 791 
Mr. Fish to Mr. Pierrepont .....-. 2.2222 cence cece ee eee e cee ee ce ee ee ences | JUNE 26, 1869 68 792 
Same t0 SAME... eee ee eee ee cee eee cee eee nner eceesesercssees| JUNE 26, 1869 69 | 792 | 

; Mr. Barlow to Mr. Hoar. .........--. 22. cece c ew eww ee cece cece le eecewee senses a.| JUNE 28, 1869} ~~ 70 793 
° Same to same, (telegram)........---2. 0200 -ee eee ence cece cee cere e ee eeeeee----| Tune 28, 1869 71 793 2 

Same to same, (telegram) .....-.. 2-220... ee eee eee eee ete neces ceeceeeeceee| June QI, 1869 71 793 ‘ 
Mr. Pierrepont to Mr. Fish, (telegram) ......-...-... 222-2 --eee eee eeee ees ---| June 29, 1869 | TL 793% | 
Mr. Fish to the President... ..........0. 2.6.0 - ee eee eee eee ce ee eee eee eens --| DUNE 29, 1869 72, ‘94 | 
Mr. Fish to Mr. Pierrepont, (telegram) .........--------0- eee ee eee eee eee ---| June 29, 1869 73 794 : 
Mr. Pierrepont to Mr. Fish, (telegram)...........0...----- eee ee ee eee eee eee | June 30, 1869 | 73 795 ) 

. Sate to SAMO... 2... eee ae nce ee ee ence cece ence cece cece cerenetscerceeeee| dune 30, 1869) 74 | 795 
, Mr. Field to Mr. Fith oe... cece cee ewe ce cece cece ween werececencee-| June 30, 1869 79 7195 

Mr. Barlow to Mr. Hoar... 2.02... eke eee cee eee ee eee ee cere cece cces eee} JUNE 29, 1869 5 796 
_ ° Same to same, (telegram).......-.. 0... eee eee eee eee eee e ence ceeen eee | June 29, 1869 76 796° 

Same tO SAME... 2.2 oc lee ee bee cee cece ee cae e cee were eee cere nccecesencese | JUNE 30, 1869 77 796 
_ Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Hoar... 22... ec cee ee cee eee ee cee eee eee eeeeee oe e-/|dune 30, 1869) 77 797 

Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Barlow .... 00... 000. c eee cece ee eee cee ences eeeecnceee| June 30, 1869 731 197 
‘Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Grinnell. 2... 20.00. cee ee cee eens cence ne eeceeeceee---| June 31,1869) 79 197
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Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Thomas, (telegram) .........----e eee e erences eee cence e--| Jume 30, 1869 79 798 

Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Marshall, (telegram) -.-......-----2-0-----2--------+---| June 30, 1869 |. 80 798 

Mr. Soutwell to Mr. Nolan, (telegram).-...--.-.---- ----ee eee eee sere ee ---+--| Sune 30, 1869 | 80 798 

Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Grinnell, (telegram) -......------2-02- 22 -- eee eee eee eee June 30, 1869 81 799 os 

Mr. Boutwell to Mr. Moore, (telegram) ..-...------06--eeee cere ee eee neeeeee-| Sune 30, 1869 8L |} 799 
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| THE COUNTER CASE OF THE UNITED STATES, 

a : PRESENTED TO oe | 

THE TRIBUNAL OF ARBITRATION, 
| . AT GENEVA, | 7 Be 

_ UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE TREATY OF WASHINGTON, | 
| | APRIL 15, 1872. be a , 

*The [Vth article of the treaty of Washington permits each [1] | 
party, within four months after the delivery of the case, to deliver a 

' . in duplicate to the arbitrators, and to the agent of the other party, a - 
- counter case and additional documents, correspondence, and evidence, oe 
in reply to the case, documents, correspondence, and evidence presented OS 
by the other party. — | | 

. Availing themselves of this right, the United States present this as | 
| their counter case, together with additional documents, correspondence, 

and evidence, in reply to the case, documents, correspondence, and evi- 
dence submitted by Her Majesty’s government. OO - oO 

| In laying this counter case before the tribunal of arbitration, they | 
! deem it proper to premise that they do not consider it within the prov- | 

| ince of this paper to discuss all the propositions within the British case — 
| which they regard as justly disputable or requiring argumentative dis-  ° 
7 cussion. So far as the positions taken by Her Majesty’s government in _ 

| its case vary from those which the United States had the honor : 
| ‘to lay before *the tribunal in their case, they respectfully refer [2] 
: to.that document for an expression of the views which they re- | 

gard as supported by sound principles of reason and by the acquiescence | 
| of other powers, and by the writings of publicists of authority. | oe a 
: So far, too, as contestations of questions of fact are raised between the 
, parties, on their respective cases, and the supporting evidenceoneither > 
: side, a mere renewal of the contestation in the counter case would be 
| superfluous. The United States therefore refer to their original casefor . 
2 _ their views and estimates of the contested matters of fact. a 
' . It has seemed to them to be more in accordance with the spirit of the =” 
7 - treaty, and with the convenience of the tribunal, thus to reserve for 
- their counsel the general. analysis and discussion of these matters,so 
| far as they shall prove important in their bearing upon the substantial 

| — controversy between the parties in the argument which will be prepared «© 
by them for submission under the Vth article of the treaty, and in _ 

- ‘such oral arguments, if any, as the tribunal may express a wish to hear. | : 
, ©. Reserving, therefore, their rights and the freedom of their counsel in __ 

these respects, they ask the attention of the tribunal to the following © 
' observations upon some of the main points of difference between = = 
| _ the case and other matter submitted on the part of * Her = [3] 
- Majesty’s government, and those submitted on the part of the: | 
7 United States. | ee a
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| Certain errors of sense, which run through the case of Her Majesty’s 
~ government, first claim attention. , 7 oe | 

| 1. It is assumed in that case that the rebelsof the United Stateswere, 
by Her Majesty’s proclamation of May 3, 1861, invested with some unde- 

a fined political attributes. But the United States have hitherto under: _ 
stood that Her Majesty’s government merely assumed to regard the _ 
persons who resisted the power of the United States as a body of insur- 

| rectionists who might be recognized as clothed with belligerent rights 
at the discretion of neutral powers. They therefore think it right to | 
conclude that the frequent use in the British Case of language imply- | | 

| ing recognized political attributes in the insurrection is an inadvert- 
ence. — , | 

7 2. Her Majesty’s government assume that the reclamations of the 
United States are to be confined to claims growing outof the acts of the | 
Florida, the Alabama, the Georgia, and the Shenandoah. The claims | 

growing out of the acts of the other vessels named in the Amer- 
— . [4] jean case areregarded by the *United States as also embraced > 

| 7 -. within the terms of the Treaty. They form part of the claims 
| generally known as the “Alabama claims.” They are enumerated in } 

the fourth of a series of five volumes printed by order of the Senate of | 
the United States, which are part of the “ documents, correspondence, 
and evidence” submitted with the case of the United States. These 

| volumes, when thus collected and printed, were entitled: ‘Claims of 
| - the United States against Great Britain.” Itisbeleved thatunderthat — 

; title they were in the library of the foreign office at London before Her 
= Majesty’s high commissioners received their instructions. It mayalso 

be said, without impropriety, that under the same title they were onthe | 
table of the joint high commission during the negotiations which pre- | 
ceded the conclusion of the treaty. The United States, therefore, while | 

- re-asserting their construction of the language of the treaty in this | 
| respect, feel that they have the right to ask the arbitrators to assume | 

_ that Her Majesty’s high commissioners had notice of, and acquiesced | 
in, that construction. — | | | oe | 4 

| _ 38. The United States are at a loss to understand why several obser- — 
a - vations are introduced into the British Case which apparently aim to 

limit the operation of the three rules of the treaty. If, by the princi- : 
| ples of constraction which are suggested, Her Majesty’s Govern- > 

. [5]. ment intend to ask for a modification *or change in those rules, 
the United States cannot too strongly protest against it. 

4, It is averred in several places that some of the acts of which the 
7 United States complain were committed by American citizens. Ifthese | 

statements are introduced for the purpose of urging this fact as an excuse | | 
for-the negligence of Her Majesty’s officials, or for any other,supposed | 
relevant purpose, the United States will ask the tribunal to take note 

| that the “ American citizens” referred to were criminals in the eye of 
American law, at the time when they were elevated to the rank of recog- 
nized belligerents against the United States by the act of Her Majesty’s 

| government, an act in which the United States did not participate, and : 
against which they have never ceased to protest. It would seem, there- 
fore, to be impossible to impute to the United States any consequences ; 
of responsibility for the conduct of the persons thus described as. 
‘American citizens.” = a | |
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Her Majesty’s government has also stated, in terms, many proposi- Ce 
tions, some of law, some of fact, some of mixed law and fact. _ | | 

For the convenience of the arbitrators the United States call atten- _ 
tion to some of the leading points of difference between the two | 
cases, with the reservations *heretofore made as to the points not — [6] 
noticed, and as to the rights of counsel. Oo a 

1. The British Case seems to concede that a. belligerent who has oe 
wronged a neutral by violating its sovereignty and by forcing it to take . 
part, indirectly, in a war, may, nevertheless, by some subsequent act, oe 

- (such as commissioning without the jurisdiction of the neutral a vessel = 
| of war improperly constructed within its jurisdiction,) deprive the neutral 

of the right of taking cognizance of the original offense. oa 
a The United States suggest that such a right cannot. be lost by the  — | 

mere act of the offending belligerent. | | | 
- 2. It appears to claim for vessels of rebels recognized as belligerents . 
an exemption from national jurisdiction, which should be accorded, if at 7 

all, only to vessels of recognized sovereign powers, to which powers politi- | 
: cal representations can be made in case of violations of neutral sover- 

eignty; and it ignores undoubted prerogatives of the Crown to exclude _ 
armed vessels from the national ports. 

3, It attempts to limit the operation of the words “ due diligence” in 7 
| a manner inconsistent with principles of law well established on the 

continent of Europe, in the United Kingdom, and in the United States. me 
It sets up as the measure of care a standard which fluctuates with each » 

| succeeding government in the circuit of the globe, viz, ‘such oa 
Gare aS governments *ordinarily employ in. their domestic con- [7] | | 
cerns.” | | a 

| 4, If the United States have correctly interpreted its somewhat vague 
| language, on page 167, it asserts that, in a case like the present, a bellig- - 
| erent should be required to show on the part of a neutral, as a founda. 

tion for a claim for compensation, an absence of care nearly equivalent 
- to willful negligence. The United States had notice that this point oF 

| would be pressed by Her Majesty’s government. It had announced _ 
| that its case would be prepared partly under the direction of an emi- ee 
; nent and learned publicist-who had vigorously insisted upon it in his Qos 
__ public _ writings on the neutrality of Great Britain in the American : 

| struggle. They therefore presented for the consideration of the arbi- 
/ . trators certain facts exhibiting an unfriendly feeling toward them on the — 
| part of individual members of Her Majesty’s government during the = 
: contest, which might naturally lead to, and would account for, a want _ 
| of diligence bordering upon willful negligence. But, while thus antici-. 
: pating this position of Her Majesty’s government’s case, they did not, =| 
! and do not, assent to its correctness. They donot conceive thatthelaw ~~~ 
_ Of nations tolerates the proposition that belligerents are required to ee 

submit, without redress, to the injuries of neutral negligence, till 1% = 
reaches the extremity suggested. | | oe 

: 5. The British Case attempts to narrow the*international duties [8] © 
- of a government to the exercise of the restraining powers con- 
| ferred upon it by municipal law. , Oo fe ea 
| _ 6. It overlooks the obligation of the neutral to amend its munici- / 

pal laws, when the powers conferred by such law prove inadequate for | 
the performance of international duties. In this view the many state- | 

- ments in the British Case as to the actual internal distribution of powers 
in Her Majesty’s. government, though interesting, are irrelevant in 

: measuring its external obligations. _ 7
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_ 7. The British Case proposes that the liability of Great Britain to make 
_. indemnity to the United States should be limited to the cases which the 

United States cannot show, by affirmative proof, that they actively and | 
diligently exerted their naval power to prevent. The United States con- 
tend that such a proposed limitation has no just foundation in sound ~ 

| - principles of international or other law. —s ce | 

= Part IL of the British case assumes to give an introductory state- _ 
ment of, (1.) ‘The events which attended and followed the commence- — 
ment of the civil war in America;” (2.) “The course pursued by Great 

- | _ Britain in relation to the war;” (3.) The course pursued by “the | 
[9] other maritime powers” in relation thereto. *Part IILassumes to _ 

give a “statement on international rights and duties on the powers 
which were possessed by Her Britannic Majesty’s government of pre- — 

| venting ‘unlawful equipments,’ and the manner and circumstances in | 
and under which these powers were exercised during the war.” 

- The United States, with the reservation heretofore made, now call — 
attention only to some of the principal points of difference in this 

: respect between the cases of the two governments. | 
| - I. The United States insists that Her Majesty’s government is politi- 

+ gally and historically in error in the assertion,on page 6, that the | 
contest terminated in 1865 in the complete reconquest of the eleven’ 

a Confederated States. oo : a 
| 2. If it be intended by the statement in page 7, that “in and soon 

after the month of May, 1861, a number of armed ships were fitted out 
| . and sent to sea from ports in the Confederate States,” to lead the arbi- 

trators to suppose that there was any insurgent vessel preying on the 
commerce of the United States when the Florida or when the Alabama : 
escaped from Liverpool, the United States cannot too strongly protest 
that Her Majesty’s gévernment is in error in this respéct. a 

| | ‘3. The United States have, in their case, called the attention of — 
[10] the tribunal to the acts of Belgium, *Portugal, Russia, and Prus- 

Bla, which seem to have been overlooked by the authors of the. | 
British Case in their enumeration of the acts of the maritime powers. 
In regard to all the maritime powers the tribunal will doubtless observe 
that those which recognized the insurgents as lawful belligerents did so 

: only after Great Britain, the principal maritime power, had elevatedthem _ 
| -. under the name of the “‘ Confederate States” to this rank, and had thus 

~ .conferred upon them all the substantial advantages which they could 
_- gain from a general recognition by the maritime powers. They will also 

observe that the other governments did not recognize the title which the 
| insurgents had taken for themselves. Thus, for example, the proclama- 

a tion of the Emperor of the French spoke of them as “ States which pre- . 
tend to form a confederation ;” the circulars of the Dutch government — 

ss spoke of “the doubtful complications in the United States of North = | 
| America,” ‘the existing disturbances in the United. States of America;” — 
: - and the Brazilian circular expressly states that ‘the Confederate States 

| have no legal existence” — | | OS | 
- 4, Itis stated, on page 22, that “by the United States cruisers the . 

| ports and waters of Her Majesty’s dominions were resorted to for coal- 
-ing and other purposes more frequently than by. vessels of the Confed- . 
- erate States.” If by this it is intended to imply that, having 
[11] regard to the great disparity of numbers between the vessels *of 

— the United States and those of the insurgents, the United States.
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- enjoyed to an equal extent with the insurgents the hospitalities of the oe 
| British ports, or that, without regard to that disparity, those hospitali- : 

- ties were extended with an impartial neutrality to each, the United oe 
| States emphatically deny it. | a a 

| 5. It is stated, on page 25, that “the acts of which the Government of 
- the United States is understood to complain belong to a class which , 

have not commonly been made the object of prohibitory legislation ;” a, 
| that “in few countries, or in none, according to the information received | 

_ by Her Britannic Majesty’s government, did the law directly prohibit, | 
such acts, or make any definite provision for preventing them at the | -— | 

. time when this war began, except in the United States and Great Brit- 
ain.” The information of the United States on this point does notagree _ 

_ with that of Her Majesty’s Governmént. _They havethe honor torefer = =, 
the tribunal to statements concerning the laws of Austria, Belgium, =~ | 

| Denmark, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Prussia, Spain,and == 
- Sweden and Norway, which will be found in the fourth appendix at- O. 

. tached to the report of the neutrality laws commissioners. This docu- a 
ment will be found at the close of the third volume of the British 
appendix, and in the fourth volume of the American evidence, between __ : 

: pages 126 and 168. They also refer to the documents and evi- : | 
.. dence herewith submitted *regarding the laws of several powers [12] | 
--.' -jn Europe and America for the preservation of their neutrality. : | 

It will appear, from all this evidence, that acts such as those of which : 
the United States complain have been widely made the subject of posi- - 
tive legislation, and that in no country, except Great Britain, so faras = 

- the United States are advised, has it been assumed that proceedings = | 
under the municipal or local laws are the measure of neutral obliga- : 
tions toward other governments. | : ee | 

ee 6. On page 25 it is stated, with reference to the steps taken by Presi- So 
dent Washington, that ‘‘the measures adopted by the Executive of the | 

. United States to restrain these enterprises [the fitting out of French 
: privateers] proved inadequate.” In answer to this, the United States CS 
— reeall to the recollection of the tribunal that the French minister of | 

that day contended that his government derived the right to commission : 
_ privateers from the ports of the United States from the provisions of a 

the treaty of 1778 between France and the United States—a treaty = © 
made at a time when Great Britain was at war with the United States. 

| The repressive measures of President Washington were taken under a | 
. sense of the duties of the United States as a neutral under the laws of 

nations, and in the face of their particular duties under the treaty,aS 
| construed by France. In the memoir of Mr. Abbott, now Lord | Be 

_ Tenterden,) which will be *found in the British appendix, atthe [18] © © 
_ end of volume three, it is stated that “the result of the publica- a 

| tion of the rules of the 4th of August [which were the measures adopted - 
_ by the Executive referred to in the British case] was that the system of ae 
__ privateering was, generally speaking, suppressed, though cases seem to 

have occurred until the arrival of Mr. Genet’s successor, in February, = 
_ 1794, who disavowed his acts, and recalled the commission he had = 

granted to privateers.” 7 7 _ oe oe 
4% The remarks on pages 26, 27, and 28, regarding the manner in 

_ which the United States have at different times performed their duties 
as a neutral nation towards Spain, Portugal, and other powers, are | 

", stated to be made without any “intention of Her Majesty’s government —__ 4 
.. to. cast any reproach upon the Government or people of the United © . _ 

- States.” They are, however, apparently introduced for the purpose of «| 
... Inducing the arbitrators to assume that the United States, at some or :
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“all of those times, did fail to use the diligence for the repression of hostile = 
| - expeditions from their shores which ought to have been exercised, and . 
oe which is required by the rules of the treaty of Washington. The . 

- _ United States would regard such an imputation as a reproach, however — 
OS intended by its authors, They have therefore determined to ask the 
oe arbitrators to examine the further evidence on these points which -- 

+» [14] they have the honor to submit herewith, *although they cannot 
| ae but recognize that the arbitrators may justly feel that neither 

party ought to add to their arduous labors by the introduction of state- - 
| ments and evidence wholly foreign to the issues submitted to their. 

decision. The evidence now submitted by the United States regarding | 
| the performance of their international duties is voluminous and spreads 

| over a series‘of years and a variety of incidents. It relates to the con- 
test between Spain and her colonies, to the war between Brazil and the 
Artigas government, to struggles of Cubans for independence, to the — , 
war between Spain and the South American republics, and: to the = —— 

7 Crimean war. In all these contests it became the duty of the United , / 
oO States to preserve their neutrality under difficult circumstances; often _ 

~ when the sympathies of large masses of their people were enlisted in | 
_ opposition to the national obligations. Her Majesty’s government has | 

| - thought it right to call in question the efficiency, while admitting the 
: ' good faith with which the United States performed their duties in these | 

| trying circumstances. The evidence now submitted shows conclusively | 
tn: that Her Majesty’s government has been misinformed; that the United | 

_ .  §States did perform their duties as a neutral at those times with a fidelity 
So and activity which, had they been imitated by Great Britain during 

the insurrection, would have made the present proceedings unneces- — 
_ sary. : | ae 

| [15] *8, The United States unite with Her Majesty’s government in 
| its remarks on page 27, calling attention to the fact that the Presi- 

| dent of the United States, at the request of the Portuguese government, 
| did, in 1817, recommend Congress to confer upon the government, not 

| only power to punish offenders, but also power to prevent the commission | 
— ” of the offenses; and that Congress did, in compliance with such request, —- 

confer such power in the neutrality acts of 1817 and 1818. 
| 9. The United States are at a loss to understand to what reference is 

-. intended by the words on page 28: “It is needless here to refer par- 
‘ticularly to more recent instances of vessels fitted out in ports of the | 

: United States for expeditions against countries with which the United = 
7 States were at peace. These instances are well known.” Vague insin- ~ 

gations like these, without definite statement, allegat'on, or proof, fur- . _ 
nish no foundation for an answer in the only form in which the treaty | 

| permits the United States’to defend themselves. oy 
ao 10. The United States emphatically deny the statement on page 28, 
Be that their prohibitory laws have “been infringed by acts much more fla- ~~ 

ot grant than any of those now charged against Great Britain.” ,They feel __ 
oe : confident that a fair consideration of the proof which they have , 
' [16] offered and of that which *they now offer, showing the fidelity _ 

| with which they have ever performed their international duties, 
a, will convince the arbitrators that they have honestly, strenuously, in | 

| _ good faith, and with due diligence, striven to perform those duties. _ 
~ 11. The United States think that Her Majesty’s government hasbeen 

oo incorrectly informed regarding the United States statute of 1818,com- _ 
an monly known as the neutrality act. It is stated on page 29 that the 7 

. British act of 1819 is “more stringent, rigorous, and comprehensive | 
ce than that of the United States.” Her Majesty’s government does not
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-. ‘gay in what respect the superior stringency, rigor, and comprehensive- © ns 
' ness of that act is supposed to consist. If the British act could have oss 

: been suspended by the act of the Crown, which is supposed to. have been hs 
the case, it may at least be held to have furnished less permanent and = =~ 
certain remedies than the law of the United States. The United States | 

| think that the qualities of stringency, rigor, and comprehensiveness 
will be found in their law. in a superior degree; and they call attention a 
to the following points of comparison: 1. Enlistments of British sub- - 
jects only are made unlawful by the British act; the American act, 
on the contrary, makes all enlistments within the neutral jurisdiction 

unlawful, except naval enlistments of subjects of the enlisting 
{17] belligerent, made on the deck of a vessel of the belligerent*while «| 

: within the neutral waters. 2. By executive and judicial construc- 
-. tion, the words “ equip,” “ fit out,” and “furnish” have received a much bas 

broader meaning in America than in Great Britain, as the United 5 
States have explained in their case. 3. The tenth and eleventh sections | 

| of the American act, commonly known as the bonding clauses, are ad- one 
| mitted not to be in the British act. And itis also admitted that these 

clauses are intended to be preventive, not punitive. 4. The eighth sec- | 
tion of the United States act is also omitted in the English act. This 

'. section, the practical operation of which is explained in the case of the | 
United States, is regarded by them as by far the most efficient part of , 
the act for the prevention of violations of neutrality. 5. It may not 7 - 
have escaped the attention of the arbitrators that Her Majesty’s gov- | 
ernment has itself furnished evidence of the superiority of the United : 
States statute over the British act. ‘I may remark,” says Sir Frede- : 

; rick Bruce, the British minister at Washington, writing to his govern- | 
- ment, “that the Government of the United States has considerable ad- 

vantages in proceeding againstv essels underthe statute. They have, | 
on the spot where the preparations are being made, the district attor- | 
ney, a legal officer responsible to the Government, to whom the duty of a 
investigation is committed. The libel is in the nature of a proceed-_ 

i ing in admiralty in rem. It is decided by a judge conversant | 
[18]  *with international and maritime law, without the intervention oe 

| - Of a jury.” (Vol. 3, Brit. App., last paper, p. 67; vol.4, Am. 
evidence, page 162.) | eS 

12. Without questioning, in the counter case, the correctness of prop- 
| ositions 1, 2, and 3 of English constitutional law, on page 30,the United =~ : 

States think that they are not mistaken when they say that the privilege oe 
which a witness is supposed to have of refusing to answer a question is _ oe, 
a personal privilege, of which the witness may or may not avail himself. 

‘It is not supposed to be one which a court will voluntarily take for | a 
him, and enforce against his wishes. Be / 

_ 13. In the statements on pages 31 and 32, regarding the supposed | 
_ duties of the officials of the United States “to keep a watchful eye on cts 

whatever might tend to endanger the security or interests of the United we ae 
State,” &c., it’is not made quite clear whether Her Majesty’s govern, : 

_ ment regard these as duties of which it had the right to demand per- | 
_ formance of these officials, or as duties which they owed to their own 

government. Although the latter interpretation would seem to be the a 
most reasonable one, there is some ground to suppose that Her Majesty’s oo 
government has made the statement in the former sense. Without —_ | 

| admitting it in that sense to be just, the United States insist that,even — | 
~ . - Should such an obligation not be disputed, Her Majesty’s gov- 

[19] - ernment would not thereby be relieved from *the duty of an inde- 
—' --- pendent, diligent, and vigilant watchfulness, in order to prevent 7
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:  evil-disposed persons from violating its neutrality. Nor would the min- — 
ister of a belligerent power (as Mr. Adams was in the eye of the English | 

| cabinet) be required, after the receipt of official information as to the 
nature and character of the evidence that must accompany his repre- 

- gentations, to make, or complained of for not making, representations 
of fact to the neutral government, except in the manner in which he | 

- had been notified to make them. Thus, (to apply the proposition,) Mr. 
_ Adams, being notified by the British government that, in order to secure 

official action on a complaint of a contemplated violation of British neu- 
trality by the insurgents, he must furnish proof of the fact sufficient to 

| _ warrant conviction for a violation of the foreign-enlistment act, could 
a. not be charged by that. government with responsibility for not making 

| representations embodying a lesser degree of proof. | | 
a 44, The United States do not understand that it is true that “‘ allega- 

oe tions that vessels were being prepared for cruising or carrying on war,” 
| | were in all cases followed by seizure of the vessels when sufficient prima 

| _ facie evidence of the illegal purpose was furnished. They understand — 
oe exactly the contrary to have been the case; that until the opinion of ; 

oO | the law-officers of the Crown, given on the 29th day of July, 1862, | 
7 [20] (the day of the escape of the Alabama,) all branches of *Her 
TO Majesty’s Government held thatit was necessary, not only toestab- _ 

| lish a preparation for cruising or carrying on war, butalsoanactualarm- 
| ‘ing of the offending cruiser in a British port, in order to justify seizure, 

oe and that this prevailing opinion was afterward sustained in effect by the 
| courts of England in the Alexandra case, which is still the unreversed = 

| judicial coustruction of the act of 1819. —— 
oe 15. On page 57 is given what purports to.be an explanation of the | 

meaning of the words “registry” and “clearance,” and of the duties of 
— the officers empowered to register ships, and of the officers of the cus-' ~ 

| toms in respect to clearances. The acts of Parliament, prescribing the 
— duties and conferring the powers, are not specially referred to; but the 

United States understand them to be “the merchant shipping act, 
1854,” (17 and 18 Vict., cap. 104,) and the “customs consolidation act, _ 

— 18538,” (16 and 17 Vict., cap. 107,) with their several amendments. : These — 
. acts, in the opinion of the United States, confer more extended powers 

| upon the officers of Her Majesty’s government than is stated in the 
_ British Case, and they therefore ask the attention of the tribunal to the | 

acts themselves, extracts from which are submitted herewith. | | 

| [21] | *IV. : 

Part IV of the British Case assumes to state certain considerations 
| proper to be kept in view by the arbitrators in reference to the cases of | 

a - the Florida, Alabama, Georgia, and Shenandoah. | | 
The United States have already made it clear, both in their case and 

| in this paper, that they regard many of these statements as not ‘“ proper 
. to be kept in view by the arbitrators” in reference to any of these 

- vessels. Without repeating their views on this subject, they confine ( 
a themselves to calling attention to a great error into which the arbi- 

| trators may be led in consequence of the use of inaccurate or careless _ 
language in the closing paragraph of this statement in the British Case. 

_ It is there stated that “claims for the interference of Her Majesty's = 
government in the case of these and other vessels were based, accord-  — 

7 ing to the statement of Mr. Adams, in his letter to Earl Russell dated 
i 9th of October, 1862, on evidence considered by him to apply directly — 

to infringements of the municipal law, and not to anything beyond it.”
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—- Tt. is quite possible—perhaps it is not too much to say that it is prob- oe 
able—that the arbitrators may derive from this statement the impres- 

: sion that all the official representations of Mr. Adams in respect to oS 
these four vessels were expressly based. on evidence offered by 
*him in support of allegations of infringements of the munici- [22] | 
 pallaw. The United States call attention to this, feeling confi- CC 
dent that Her Majesty’s government will be anxious to exclude a con- 
struction of its language which is so little in accordance with the facts. oe 

Part V of the British Case is entitled, ‘“‘ Statement of facts relative to . 
| the Florida.” The evidence in support of this part of the case is to be ee 

found in volume one of the appendix, between pages 1 and 165, inclusive. 
There are few discrepancies in the two accounts of the career of this » 

vessel. The new evidence furnished by Her Majesty’s government sus- 
tains and confirms the views.of the United States, and attention is | 

_.  @¢alled to some instances of this character. _ | re 
_- 1. It now appears clearly that, before the Florida left Liverpool, the 

‘British government received information from the government of His . | 
Majesty the King of Italy that the pretense that the Florida was con-— 

| structed for the Italian government was a fraud. | 
2. The participation of the legal authorities at Nassau in the con- 

-. gpiracy for the discharge of the Florida, which was charged by the Oo 
United States, is established by the official reports accompanying the oo 

, British case. | | | os 
| _ 3. Her Majesty’s government introduces, on *pages 73-4 of its [23] : 

appendix, evidence which sustains the allegations in the Ameri- | oe 
can case that the Florida was, in outward appearance, a British man- — 
of-war, and that, in such an assumed character, with the British flag = 

_. fhying, she passed the blockading squadron off Mobile, and that her real 
character was not suspected until too late to stop her. This act was de- | , 

_ . geribed-at the time by the distinguished admiral who witnessed it as a 
| only “an apparent want of vigilance.” | 

| - 4; The official report of the governor of Barbadces of what took place | | 
there in February, 1863, shows that there has been an evident mistake oo 
on the part of the governor as to the San Jacinto. It also brings home | . 
to the governor positive knowledge of the fact that the act which he 

“. -was committing was a violation of international duty toward the 
United States. | ) es 

_ §. It now appears in clear colors that Bermuda was madea base of = 
7 hostile operations by the Florida. The commander of that vessel, hav- | 

ing coaled, and having been at. Barbadoes within less than seventy days, =~ 
| and having then cruised off the port of New York, destroying American .— 

- vessels, arrived at Bermuda and informed the governor of all these facts. _ 
_ The governor, with a knowledge of them, gave him a hospitable recep- 

tion, and permitted him to coal and repair. These facts were officially 
reported to Her Majesty’s government, and were formally ap- os | 
proved at the foreign office. *Until now, the United States [24] | 

_ have been unable to establish, without the help of presumptions, ©. 
: all the links in the chain of evidence. © ne 

6. It is stated in the British Case that ‘had the vessel been seized by =| 
. Her Majesty’s government, a court of law would have ordered, and | 

. would, indeed, have been bound to order, the immediate restoration of | 
her for want of evidence to support a forfeiture.” Itis not forthe United 

_ States to challenge the statements of Her Majesty’s government regard-
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| ing British municipal law. Their officials sought, during the rebellion, — 
to induce Her Majesty’s government to stop the vessels constructed in | 

| Great Britain to cruise against the United States. They did not ask for | 
oo their forfeiture, they did not object to a restoration to their owners, | , 
oe provided they were not to leave British waters to carry on war against 

the United States. Itis necessary to bring the tribunal back to this 
simple proposition, which has been obscured by the irrelevant consid- 

| ations put forth by Her Majesty’s government. _ 
7. It is searecely necessary to say that the United. States deny the 

allegations regarding the supposed negligence of their Navy. ae 

oe - | VI | | o 

oo [25] The statements made regarding the Alabama *in the Vith | 
Oo ‘part of the British case conflict but little with those made in the 

- American case. In many respects they strengthen the American state- 
— ment. | - | oe CS 

ce, - 1. There is no discrepancy as to what took place in Liverpool prior 
| to the escape of the vessel. Some new facts are introduced. Forex-  — 

: ample: (a) That in reply to. Mr. Adam’s first representations, the law- 
officers of the Crown advised that he should be informed that Her Ma- 

| ~ jesty’s government was investigating the case, and that their course 7 
would depend upon the nature and the sufficiency of any evidence of a 
breach of the law which they might obtain; (b) that the officiallegal 

| advisers of the customs gave opinions on the evidence contained in Mr. 
a Adams’s representations which were in conflict with the opinions of the 

oO law-officers of the Crown; (c) that these opinions were given upon the. 
Be questions after they had been submitted to the law-officers of the Crown, | 

+ and before the latter had rendered their opinions; (d) that the customs 
— department of Her Majesty’s government (to which Mr. Adams was 

referred by Earl Russell as charged with the management of the affair) 
acted on the opinions of their own advisers, at a time when they must . 

- have known that the law-officers of the Crown had the subject under , 
| consideration. Oo . | 

- - 2, The opinion of the law-officers of the Crown, now first made. 
public, confirms the views of the United States presented in their 

| case. sO | 
[26] *3, It appears that the commissioners of customs knew on Tues- 

ae day, the 29th of July, that the Alabama had escaped thatday,and | 
that it was not until Friday, the 1st of August, that the collectors at Holy- 
head and Beaumaris received instructions to detain her. On the 2d of 
August the collector at Beaumaris reported that he had attended to his | 

: _ instructions, and had found that the Alabama had left Point Lynas = 
-. on the morning of Thursday, the 31st. If, therefore, the instructions . 

given on the Ist of August had been given on the 29th of July, the 
} Alabama might have been detained at Point Lynas. , : 

4, Her Majesty’s government introduce a dispatch to Mr. Adams _ 
| regarding his correspondence with Captain Craven, apparently with a | 

purpose of .assuming hereafter that Captain Craven was guilty of some 
- negligence. It appears that Captain Craven was at Southampton with 

| his vessel (the Tuscarora) on the 29th of July; that he left there for | 
. | Queenstown, arriving at the latter place on the 30th; that, on the 31st, 

| he received a'telegram informing him that the Alabama was off Point 
, Lynas; and that on the 1st of August he set sail up Saint George’s 

pe Channel toward that point. Mr. Adams objected to the course he took, 
as bringing him within British waters. Facts, revealed subsequently | 

. to Mr. Adams’s dispatch, show that the Alabama had left Point Lynas |
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before Captain Craven *knew that she had been there. Without [27] oa 
. regard, therefore, to principles which might well be disputed, this , 

| fact relieves the arbitrators from considering any supposed responsi- 
| bility of the United States for the acts of the Tuscarora at that time. os 

5. The British consul’s report of the visit of the Alabama to Mar- so 
tinique shows that she was in the habit of sailing under the British flag, = 
This was known to Her Majesty’s government on the 17th of December, 
1862. wo a | 

6. In January, 1863, the Alabama entered Port Royal, Jamaica, for , 
| ‘repairs and to land prisoners. The course of the governor in allowing © 

such hospitalities to be granted was approved by Earl Russell, February 
14, 1863. This approval appears to have been given without regard to ’ 

. the advice of the law-officers of the Crown. (Appendix, page 212.) is, 
| 4, Great stress is apparently laid on the reception and acts of the “ 

Alabama in Brazilian waters. The United States invite attention tothe _ 
striking contrast between the course of Her Majestyv’s government in | fous 

-. the acts complained of before the tribunal, and the course of the Em- 
_--peror’s government, aS shown in inclosure No. 4,on page 276 of the 

appendix; a8 shown in the Brazilian circular on page 284, stating that. oe 
. the Confederate States have no legal existence ;” that they have Cs 

) been recognized as belligerents only “‘ with the *necessary re- [28] oe 
. strictions,” and that the exportation of warlike articles from the oe 

_ ports of the Emperor to the insurgents, whether under the Brazilian or | 
a foreign flag, wasforbidden; but that.a similar trade to the ports of the | 

. United States was forbidden only to the Brazilian flag ; as shown in the | 
_. rule-as to coal; and as shown in the carefully drawn distinction between | 

_ hospitalities like those permitted in the British West Indian ports for - =~ 
the purpose of aiding a vessel in a hostile cruise, and hospitalities given. | 
to enable a vessel to reach a home port. , | 

8. Her Majesty’s government aver that the original crew of the Ala- 
- bama was not enlisted for the service of the insurgents. The United oe 

| States contend that the evidence shows that a large portion of the crew | | 
' knew quite well whither they were going. LO : | 

9. The United States contend that it is immaterial whether they did _ - 
or did not make any efforts to capture the Alabama. The fact is, how- 
ever, that they made great efforts, and incurred great expense for that - 
purpose. : : 

The United States also respectfully refer the tribunal of arbitration 
| to the correspondence with.the Portuguese government and authorities =~ 

- concerning this vessel, which is contained in the documents submitted | oS 
with this counter case. a oe 

a *VIL. | | [9p 0 

| ‘The evidence offered by Great Britain regarding the Georgia is in the eS 
'  --‘ main identical with that offered by the United States. In some respects ves 

 ¢he new documents strengthen the case of the United States. I 
1. It appears that Her Majesty’s government was officially informed, . 

by its own officials, of the suspicious character of the Alar, twodaysin ~~ 
_ advance of Mr. Adams’s information, and that it took no steps incon- . | 

| sequence. | m | ke 
2. It is intimated that Mr. Adams was in possession of information, | 7 

before the sailing of the Georgia, which he should have communicated — - 
+ to Her Majesty’s government, but it is conceded that the information | 

- would not have justified conviction under the foreign-enlistment act,
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7 and that Mr. Adams had, before then, been informed that Her Majesty’s . 
oe government could not act on less complete representations. | 

7 ' 3. It appears that orders were given to a British vessel of war to pro- 
- eeed to Alderney, but it does not appear whether those orders were or 

- were not obeyed. — ots oo 
4, The report made in 1871 of the arming of the Georgia differs from 

a the contemporaneous accounts made by eye-witnesses. — | | 
5. When Her Majesty’s government made the statement that no serious - 

- | endeavor to intercept or capture the Georgia appears to have: — 
- [30] been made on *the part of the United States, it was mistaken. — . 

| This correction is, however, made under protest that the United | 
States were under no obligation toward Great Britain to relieve her from _ 

A the consequences of her original wrong-doing. | | | Oo 

| WII. oO a 

| As with the other vessels, so with the Shenandoah, the evidence inthe. 
two cases is largely the same, and the evidence exclusively presented | | 

ee by her Majesty’s government strengthens the views and theories of the 
—--- United States. : - | | 

1. It appears in the opinion of the law-officers of the Crown, (pages 
a . 141, 142,) the Sea King was regarded as a British vessel until after its | 

arrival at the Azores ; that acts took place there on its deck which were 
oo — esteemed to be violations of the foreign-enlistment act; and that the 

ae question whether her deck was not at that time a place belonging or | 
ps “ subject to Her Majesty was thought to be a serious one. The acts | 

| which are referred to as having taken place there within British juris- | 
| diction were some of the acts of whieh the United States new complain. 

a 2. The United States do not admit that the persons who went outin | 
the Laurel are to be regarded as ordinary passengers. They 

_ [31] were persons who, *in violation of the duties of Great Britain 
aS a neutral, were recruited in England to serve on the Shenan- . 

—  doah. = | | | - | 
a 3. The official report of the governor of what took place at Melbourne 

confirms the account given by the United States in their case. By — 
inclosure 19, on page 499, (appendix,) and by inclosure No. 22, on page 
500, it appears that immediately after her arrival at Melbourne she was | 
known as the Sea King. By paragraph 9, pages 505-6, it appears that 

ae the commander was not pressed to go to sea until he was quite ready to 
: go; by paragraph 20, on page 507, it appears that the governor was con- 

| senting to the condonation of the offenses of the Shenandoah against 
_ ‘ British neutrality; by the police report, on page 523, it appears thatthe 

government was officially informed by its own officers that the com- 
a mander intended to ship forty men at Melbourne; and by inclosure 90, 

page 529, it appears that, although the stay of the Shenandoah at. _. 
Melbourne was nominally for the repair of the screw and its bearings, 

: that part of the machinery was not touched until the vessel had been 
oO fourteen days in port. The United States cannot admit that there | 

| - was any vigilance exercised by the officers of the colonial govern- : 
a ment. | | | 
an _ 4, The United States, for reasons stated in their case, cannot agree | 

with Her Majesty’s government in the statements made in the 
a [32] first paragraph of page *160 of the British case, regarding the | 

| crew of the Shenandoah and Temple’s affidavit; nor can they 
| accept as true the statement of the commander of the Shenandoah, cited —y 

| by Her Majesty’s government on page 167, that on receiving intelli- —
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-. genee of the overthrow of the insurrection, he “desisted instantly from mee 
. further acts of war.” | pe fe on, | | 

.*- 5, The United States, as to the Shenandoah, make the same state- ~ . 
ment which they have already made in reply to the statements of Her = 

- Majesty’s government touching attempts to intercept or to capture the | 
Georgia. | —_ - _ | 

On page 167 of the case of Her Majesty’s government, itis said: “If 

: the tribunal should come to the conclusion that Great Britain hasin- _ 
. eurred any liability to the United States, the question will then arise | 

what sbould be deemed the just measure and extent of that liability. 
- Her Britannic Majesty’s government abstain at present from entering | 

| into that question, and will reserve such observations as may be fitly — | 
| . offered in relation to it to a later stage of the proceedings. Here it is | 

sufficient to remark that a claim on the part of a belligerent to be indem- 
nified at the expense of a neutral for losses inflicted or occasioned oe | 

_. by any of the *ordinary operations of war, on the plea that those [33} : 
operations were assisted or facilitated by negligence on the part 
of the neutral government, is one which involves grave considerations, 
and requires to be weighed with the utmost care. Losses of which such . . 

~ negligence is the direct and proximate cause, (and it is in respect of such 
| only that compensation could justly be awarded,) are commonly not 

~ . easy to separate from those springing from other causes.” 
The United States concur with Her Majesty’s government in the a 

| opinion that “a claim on the part of a belligerent to be indemnified at a 
the expense of a neutral for losses inflicted or occasioned by any of the | 

_. ordinary operations of war ” “is one which involves grave considerations, 
+ and requires to be weighed with the utmost care.” Without the explan- po 

atory observations which Her Majesty’s Government reserves the right 
| to make in a later stage of the proceedings, they cannot say how far 

; they do or do not concur in the further statement that compensation 
gan only justly be awarded by the tribunal in respect to losses of which’ | 
the negligence of the neutral is the direct and proximate cause. @ 

*It appears to them, however, that certain general considera- [34} ——- 
| tions may reasonably be assumed by the arbitrators. 1. Both et 

parties contemplate that the United States will endeavor to establish in - 

these proceedings some tangible connection of cause and effect between. - 
the injuries for which they ask compensation and the “acts committed. : 

a by the several vessels,” which the treaty contemplates are to be shown , os 

| - to be the fount of those injuries. 2. The tribunal of arbitration being 7 
- a judicial body, invested by the parties with the functions necessary for, 
‘determining the issues between them, and being now seized of the | 

7 substance of the matters in dispute, will hold itself bound by such — : 

reasonable and established rules of law regarding the relations of = _ 
- cause and effect as it may assume that the parties had in view ne TS 

*when they entered into their engagement to make this refer- [35] _ : 
ence. 3, Neither party contemplates that the tribunal will an | 

- aOn the 469th page of the American official case, in the English language, after 
enumerating the several classes of claims for injuries, the United States say: “ So far 

- as these various losses and expenditures grew out of the acts committed by the several cruisers, a 

the United States are entitled to ask compensation and remuneration before this tri- . 
bunal.”. In the unofficial French translation, made for the convenience of the arbitra- _ 
tors, there is no equivalent for the important words in italics above cited, (French version, 

| page 377.) The agent of the United States received the book just as the conferences at 

“Geneva in December were about to begin, and did not discover the error in time to - 
- correct it at that conference. He now takes the first opportunity to call attention to it.
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- establish or be governed by rules in this respect which will either on | 
- _ the one hand tend to release neutrals from their duty to observe a | 

. strict neutrality, or, on the other hand, will make a course of honest 
| neutrality unduly burdensome. oe | - 

ae ‘Leaving now the issues raised by the cases and counter cases of the 
- two governments to the arguments of counsel and to the decision of the 

tribunal, the} United States repeat with a strengthened conviction the 
- language with which they closed their case: “It isin the highestinterest = - 

of the two great powers which appear at this bar that the causes ofdif- 
-.. ference which have arisen between them should be speedily and forever 

- get at rest. The United States entertain a confident expectation that 
‘Her Majesty’s government will concur with them in this opinion.”
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, Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. Steele, collector. - 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| | | | July 18, 1811. | 

- Str: There is some reason to apprehend that the owners of the = 

| French privateer, the Diligence, are taking steps for the arming and od 

equipping her for sea. As it is improper that French vessels should be ~~ | 

armed within the United States, I have to request that you will be par- - 

-_ tienlarly attentive to this vessel, to prevent such a measure being car- 

7 ried into effect. | . oe, | 

-  .  T have, &., ) 
? BO Oo JAMES MONROE. © 

| JOHN STEELE, Esq., &c., Philadelphia. | 

_—-« [2] *Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to the collector of Charleston. | ' 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 

7 | 7 , September 19,1811. > 

Sir: Having been recently informed that a British ship, a prize to © : 

the French privateer Duke of Dantzig, Arregnandier, commander, has 

been for some months past lying in the port of Charleston, l request. 

you to state to me, with as little delay as possible, and with accuracy, _ 

: the particular circumstances connected with the arrival and detention 

of this British vessel in the waters of the United States. | 

You will also be pleased to inform me whether there have occurred. — 7 

within your district any cases of vessels apparently fitted out as mer- > 

chant ships, which have, on quitting the American shores, commenced 

| acting as privateers, under French commissions, against the British = > 

trade. : So 

Tam, &c., | | | pO 
Se | : JAMES MONROE. a 

| The CoLLECTOR of the Port of Charleston. - | oo 

Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. Dallas, district attorney. Bo 

a | , a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = 

: 3 | November 4, 1811. | 

a Srp: I have had the honor of receiving your letter of the 20th ultimo, = 
_. Iineluding a decision of the circuit court for the district of Pennsylva- a 

nia, in the case of the French public vessel Exchange, by which the de- _ 
cision of the district court is reversed. oe | 

a As this case is a very important one, it is proper that it should be | 
a carried before the highest judicial tribunal of the United States. The
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| President requests, therefore, that you will take the steps necessary | 
- - for that purpose. | | 

oe Your own judgment and knowledge will suggest those which may be © 
Oo taken with the least compromitment of the Government. Ce) 

Oe  Thave, &e, a - : 
pL : | JAMES MONROE, - | 

| [3] *ALEXANDER J. DALLAS, Esq., Philadelphia. — 

a : Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Governor Claiborne. 7 

oy 7 DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
a : | December 5, 1811. 

_Srer: I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of a letter from Mr. 
| | Onis, from which it would appear that he had received informa- 

. [4] tion *that some Frenchmen at New Orleans had it in view to arm 
- -. and equip at that place a vessel, for the purpose “of surprising 

& the port of Baracoa, in the island of Cuba, plundering its inhabitants, 
- and laying waste the town.” — | | | | 
- | Such an equipment in the port of New Orleans would be highly im- | 
a proper, and the President does not doubt that you will take effectual. _ 

measures to prevent it, if, on inquiry, you find there is any foundation 
| for the report which has reached Mr. Onis. __ | ee 

Lam, sir, &e., 
eS | | | JAMES MONROE. 

| Governor CLAIBORNE. 7 

Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to the governor of Tennessee. 

: : a | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oe 
| re _ September 3, 1812. | 

oO Sir: Intelligence has been received that some of the citizens of your | 
’ State are collecting in the county of Giles, with the intention to make - 

| an incursion into some of the provinces of Spain, to join the revolu- | 
: tionary party in a contest against the existing government. As the 

- United States are at peace with Spain, and such a movement is prohib- 
; ited by law under severe penalties, the President has instructed = 

[5] me to communicate to your excellency this intelligence, *with 
- - & request that you would investigate its truth, and, should it - 
appear to be well founded, give it all discountenance in your power. Itis 

| . presumed that when the parties concerned in this proceeding are ap- | 
_ prised of the sense of their Government, and, more especially, of the le- 

| gal prohibition and penalties attached to it, they will not hesitate to | 
7 decline it. : : | | 

| — JAMES MONROE. a 
, ~The GOVERNOR OF TENNESSEE. | 

/ Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Governor Howard. 

- | | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | : 
| | a | , September 3, 1812. 

$i: Your letter of the 21st of June, with a paper addressed to-you 
- ° py J. McClanaham, for himself and in behalf of Reuben Smith and
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. James Patterson, inhabitants of Louisiana, was received here while I - 
was absent on a visit to Virginia, or it would have been sooner attended oe 

| to. a a 

| It appears by this communication that its authors intend to visit ee 
some of the provinces of Spain, and, as may be inferred from the recital oo 

| it gives of the circumstances attending a former journey there, and the 
‘motives assigned for the purposed one, their object may be, and | 

[6] probably is, of an unfriendly nature. It is in the *latter view 
| that the subject is interesting, and on which: in that view I have a 

| to communicate to you the sentiments of the President. oe 
The United States are at peace with Spain. The convulsions of the . 

Spanish monarchy have produced no effect on this policy toward her. . : 
| The disorganized condition of that power and its embarrassments have | 

) afforded motives rather to forbear to press claims of right founded on | 
positive wrongs, than to seek redress by force, which under other cir- — me 
cumstances might have been done. | oO _—_ 

, If the projected visit contemplates any measure of hostility to Spain, ed 
it is repugnant to the policy of the United States, and is also positively . = | 

| prohibited by law. I have, therefore, to request that you will make this | ener 
- known to the parties concerned, and give all the discountenance in your». 

power to any measure which may possibly tend eventually to assume | 
a hostile character. | e 

Be | JAMES MONROE. | 
GOVERNOR HOWARD. , 

[7] *Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to the governors of Lowsiana and | | 
of the Mississippi Territory, and to Tully Robinson, esq. | oO 

Se . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
| a February 14, 1814. a 

Sirs: It is understood that Dr. John Robinson, who was employed a 
~ - some time past, on the recommendation of the late General Pike, in mak- : 

| ing a friendly communication to the governor of the internal provinces | _ | 
° ot New Spain, is now engaged, with others, in raising troops to makea : 

hostile incursion into those provinces. | | 
| These acts of Dr. Robinson, illegal in themselves, are the more | 

reprehensible from the consideration that, as he was some time since in = 
. the service of this Government, it may be inferredthat he is sostill,and 
| that these measures are taken under its sanction. Itherefore hasten . | 

to inform you that he has at this time no employment whatever under oe 
the Government, nor has he had since his return last year from the in- =‘ 

—. ternal provinces of New Spain; and that the measures imputed tohim = © 
are repugnant to the views of the Government, and contrary tolaw. | 
While at peace with Spain, whatever may be the injuries heretofore re- 

| ceived from her government, it is highly improper for any of the citizens _ ve 
of the United States to violate that relation. The President, therefore, | 
expects that you will take the necessary and proper steps to prevent | 

"any measures of the kind imputed to Dr. Robinson from being carried 
into effect. | | os, 

rn Se JAMES MONROE, » -
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| [s} *Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Dr. Robinson. | | 

a | Be . . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

Oo | SO | February 14, 1814. © 

S1r: I have just received.a letter from you, bearing date the 25th of | 
 _- January, but without any designation of the place at which it was writ- . 

| ten. From other sources I learn that you are at Natchez. This will, 
therefore, be addressed to you there. The measures in-which you are 

, engaged, being contrary to law and wholly unauthorized, have excited 
sno little surprise, especially as you knew this to be the case from your. 

| instructions while acting under. the authority of the Government, onthe — 
: recommendation of the late General Pike. Your conduct is the more 

reprehensible: from the circumstance that, as you were employed some 
_. time past in making a friendly communication to the. governor of the | 

| internal provinces of New Spain, it may. be inferred that you are still - 
in the service of the Government, and acting in conformity to its views 

| and by its authority. On hearing of your proceedings at Fort Pitt, I 
: . instructed the attorney of the United States for the district of Pennsyl- _ 

vania to take the proper measures, in compliance with the law, toputa = 
| _ stop to them; and I now write to inform you, that if you do not immedi- 

_ ately desist from your illegal measures and pursuits, the most decisive _ 
steps wil] be taken to give effect to the legal restraint applicable to 
them > | a oe : | 

a ot | | JAMES MONROE. 
: ~ . Dr. ROBINSON. | : a 

[9] * Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Governor Claiborne. oe 

re : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ne 
BO — cos es, SG February 17,1814. 
/ , Sre: I duly received the letter which you wrote to me on the 29th of 

| November, 1813, giving information that General Toledo, late comman- 
3 derof the revolutionists in the Spanish province of Texas, and General, 

: Humbert, a q tenehinan, were organizing and equipping a force in | 
- Louisiana and elsewhere within the United States, for the express pur- | 

| ' pose of entering that province and aiding in the overthrow of its gov- | 
ernment; and I observe with pleasure that you were taking measures to 
defeat their project. There is reason to believe that these foreigners act : 

| in concert and are engaged with Dr. Robinson, and it is my wish that =~ 
- . the instructions in relation to him, communicated in my letter to youof 

a the 14th instant, may be extended to them. oo Sg 7 
| | | | | JAMES MONROE. | 

| | - _ Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. Robinson. : 

a | a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
eS | = - February 17, 1814. : 

| Srz: There is reason to believe that General Toledo, late commander 
of the revolutionists in the Spanish province of Texas, and General 

> [10] Humbert, a Frenchman, *act in concert and are engaged with 
ae Doctor Robinson. It is my wish, therefore, that the instructions _ 

on in relation to him, communicated in my letter to you of the 14th instant, 
may be extended to them. — | | oe 

OO a | a | JAMES MONROE.  _ 
 .,  PuLLY ROBINSON, Esq. : ee _
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oo Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State,to Mr. Conner. 

| Co | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
a — April 19, 1814. : 

Sir: The papers referred to in your letter of the 7th instant: were 
duly received at this office. The United States being at peace with 
Spain, no countenance can be given by their Government to the pro- | 
ceedings of the revolutionary party in East Florida, if it is composed of | 
Spanish subjects, and still less can it be given to them if it consists of 

- American citizens, who, so far as their conduct may fall within the scope 
| of existing laws long enacted and well known and understood, will be 

liable to censure. | | | De 
. a oo JAMES MONROE. oe 

_ + WILSON CoNNER, Esq., | | , 
a Louisburgh, North Carolina. , | . 

fd]  — * Circular to district attorneys. , 

| | | — DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| . a September 1, 1815. . | 

$1: Information having reached this Department that sundry per- 
sons, citizens and others, within the limits of the State of Louisiana, — 
are engaged in preparing the means of a military expedition against the 

| dominions of Spain, I have to request, in the name of the President, 
that you will keep your official attention awake to the subject. Such 
conduct, violating alike the duties of neutrality and an express Statute | 
of Congress, merits the severest reprehension, and you will be pleased . | 
not to fail to prosecute, with due vigilance and to the full extent of the 
law, all persons implicated, against whom there appears, or can be ob- 
tained, any sufficient evidence of guilt. | an 

| - [ have the honor to be, W&c., | 
ee | , JAMES MONROE. | 
JOHN Dick, ‘Esq., . 

a District Attorney of the United States for Louisiana. | 

(Similar letters to. the above were written to the district attorneys of 
Hast and West Tennessee and Kentucky.) , | 7 

_ [12] * By the President of the United States of America. | 

| A PROCLAMATION. : i | 

Whereas information has been received that sundry persons, citizens = 
of the United States, or residents within the same, and especially within _ | 
the State of Louisiana, are conspiring together to begin and set on foot, 
provide, and prepare the means for a military expedition or enterprise 
against the dominions of Spain, with which the United States are hap- | 

_ pily at peace; that, for this purpose, they are collecting arms, military | 
| stores, provisions, vessels, and other means, and deceiving and seducing 

honest and well-meaning citizens to engage in their unlawful enter- 
prises; or organizing,.ofticering, and arming themselves for the same, | 

| contrary to the laws in such cases made and provided: I have therefore 
. thought fit to issue this my proclamation, warning and enjoining all 

295A ae |
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‘faithful citizens, who have been led, without due knowledge or consid- | 
| eration, to participate in the said unlawful enterprises, to withdraw’ 

| _ from the same without delay; and commanding all persons whatsoever 
- engaged or concerned in the same to cease all further proceedings therein, 

as they will answer the contrary at their peril. And I hereby enjoin 
and require all officers, civil and military, of the United States, or 

[13] of any of the States or Territories, *all judges, justices, and other | 
+. Officers of the peace, all military officers of the Army or Navy of 

the United States, and officers of the militia, to be vigilant, each within 
his respective department, and according to his functions, in searching 
out and bringing to punishment all persons engaged or concerned in 

— gueh enterprises ; in seizing and detaining, subject to the disposition of 
_ the law, all arms, military stores, vessels, or other means provided or _ 

| providing for the same; and, in general, in preventing the carrying on. | 
such expedition or enterprise by all the lawful means within their power; 
and I require all good and faithful citizens and others, within the United _ 

| States, to be aiding and assisting herein; and especially in the discov- 
ery, apprehension, and bringing to justice of all such offenders, in pre- 
venting the execution of their unlawful combinations or designs, and | 

in giving information against them to the proper authorities. Coa 
- In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States of 

- America to be affixed to these presents, and signed the same with my — 
~ hand. Done at the city of Washington, the lst day of September, in ~ 
the year of our Lord 1815, and of the Independence of the said United 
States of America the fortieth. - | 

- an | | JAMES MADISON. 
» By the President: ne | S | | 

JAMES MONROE, Secretary of State. 7 | 

_ [14]  * Circular to the governors of Tennessee, Louisiana, Mississippi, and | 
| : oo ee Missouri Territories. oo 

| vos a : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, . 
ne | September 9, 1815. | 

Sir: In the absence of the Secretary of State from the seat of Gov- 
. ernment, Iam charged to transmit to your excellency, as I have the. 

| ~ honor of doing, the inclosed copy of a proclamation of the President, 
referring to certain unlawful preparations which are said to be on foot 

| within the United States, particularly in the State of Louisiana, toward 
an enterprise against the Spanish dominions, warning the citizens of the 
United States and other inhabitants thereof against participation in = © 
them, and calling upon all faithful citizens and the several authorities | 
of the country for their aid in the suppression of these preparations and 

| designs. ae ~ Ce re 
| ce | | | DANIEL BRENT... 

| Circular to the district attorneys of Kentucky, Tennessee, Louisiana, Missis- 
| we sippi, and Missourt Territories. oe 

. ee So DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
ee : _ September 13,1815. 

: | Sir: In the absence of the Secretary of State from the seat of Gov- | 
ernment, I am charged to transmit to you, as I have the honor of doing, . 

| the inclosed copy of a proclamation of the President of the.United
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‘States in relation to a projected enterprise against the dominions of His 
_. Catholic Majesty, with a view of particularly calling your attention to | 

~ the subject of it, and of inviting your official aid, as far as it may be " 
necessary, on the occasion. => | ee a | 

| | | DANIEL BRENT. © 

 . fb]  * Mr. Dick, district attorney, to Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State. _ 

Se NEw ORLEANS, March 1, 1816. — 

_ Sir: Attempts to violate the laws by fitting out and arming, and by — | 
, augmenting the force of vessels, have no doubt been frequent; but cer- © 

| ‘tainly in.no instance successful, except where conducted under circum- 

stances of concealment that eluded discovery and almost. suspicion, or | 

| where carried on at some remote part of the coast beyond the reach of . 

detection or discovery. In every instance where it was known that 

these illegal acts were attempting, or where it was afterward discov- 

ered that they had been committed, the persons engaged, as far as they Co 
were known, have been prosecuted, while the vessels fitted out, or at- 

tempted to be fitted out, have been seized and libeled under the act of - 

-. the 5th of June, 1794; and when captures have been made by vessels 
. thus fitted out and armed, or in which their force was augmented or 

: increased within our waters, where the property taken was brought | 

within our jurisdiction, or even found upon the high seas by our cruis- | 

ers and brought in, it has been restored to the original Spanish owners, 

and in some instances damages awarded against the captors. 

| An enumeration of the cases in which individuals have been prose- 

cuted for infringing, or attempting to infringe, our neutrality in aid oe 
[16] of the governments of New *Spain, and in which vessels have = — 

been seized and libeled under the act of the 5th of June, 1794, 
together with a list of the vessels and property restored to the original 

Spanish owners, (confining the whole to the operations of the year com- 

~mencing March, 1815, and ending February, 1816,) will show more con- Ct 

clusively, perhaps, than anything else can, how totally without founda- 

tion are the complaints and how misplaced are the assertions of the 
minister of Spain on this head. a 

: The names of individuals prosecuted in the district court of the United _ 

States for the Louisiana district during the year 1815, for violating, or _ 

: attempting to violate, the neutrality of the United States in aid of the © | 
_ governments of the United Provinces of New Granada, and of the United 

Provinces of Mexico: José Alvarry Toledo, Julius Ceasar Amigone, - 

Vincent Gambie, John Robinson, Romain Very, Pierre Lameson, Ber- —~ 
nard Bourden. | | 7 

_ List. of vessels libeled for illegal outfits of the same governments dur- mo 
ing the same period: Brig Flora Americana, restored ; schooner Presi- | | 
dente, condemned; schooner Petit Melan, condemned; schooner Gen- 
eral Bolivar, discontinued; schooner Eugenen, alias Indiana, con- 

demned; schooner Two Brothers, restored. | 

[17] . *Hnumeration of vessels and property brought within the | | 
' Louisiana district, captured under the flags and by the authorityof 

the governments of New Grenada and of Mexico, libeled on the part of 
the original Spanish owners, and restored upon the ground that thecap- 

| turing vessels had been fitted out and armed, or had their force aug- 
mented within the waters of the United States: gee 
1. Schooner Cometa, restored April, 1815. Oo oe,
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| 2. Schooner Dorada, proceeds restored .16th May, 1815, $3,050. | 
3. Schooner Amiable Maria, $3,850. . | 

| 4, Schooner Experimento, restored 3d August. ) | 
. _ §, The polacre brig De Regla and cargo, proceeds restored 18th De- 

—cember, 1815, $19,209.50. : 
6. Schooner Alerta and cargo, being the proceeds of the capture of 

about eighteen small vessels, restored 18th December, 1815, $62,150.05. 
Damages awarded to the original owners against the captors in the | 

two foregoing cases, $55,272.99. | | oe | - 
7. Cargo of the schooner Petit Melan, restored 1st February, 1816, _ 

| $2,444.31, | | | ae | 
_ 8. Cargo of the schooner Presidente, restored ist February, 1816, 

| $10,931.15. | oO , 
— 9. Schooner Sante Ritor and cargo, restored Ist February, 1816, 
$37,962.94. | : a oo 

The preceding account of Spanish property restored to the origi- 
| [18] nal proprietors, after being in the possession *of the enemies of 

_ _-‘ Spain, is defective, inasmuch as it does not comprehend the whole 
| of the cases of restoration that have taken place within the period to 

| which the detail is confined. The very hasty manner in which I have | 
made this communication did not admit of a more accurate statement. 
The principal cases, however, are included init. | oo 

_ In several other cases where the property was claimed for the origi- " 
nal Spanish owners, the claims were dismissed, because it did not ap- 

) pear that any violation of our neutrality had taken place. The captur- | 
- Ing vessels were not armed, nor was their force augmented within our 

oe jurisdiction, nor had the captures been made within a marine league of 
| our shore. The principles that guided the decisions of the court, as 
. well in restoring the property captured where our neutral means had 

been used, as in declining all interference where that was not the case, 
manifest, I think, a disposition to, and an exercise of, the most rigid’ 
neutrality between the parties. _ a 

If the whole of this letter is not an act of supererogation, to dwell | 
longer upon those parts of the correspondence of the Chevalier de Onis - 

: which relate to Louisiana would at least be so considered. 
| I have the honor to be, &, | , | 

| | | | JOHN DICK. 
Hon. JAMES MONROE. a | | | 

[19] *Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. Dick, district attorney. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
oO | June 7, 1816. 

Oo - Sire: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your very inter- 
esting letter of the Ist of March. Although I was satisfied the repre- 
sentations made to the Chevalier de Onis, on which he founded hiscom- 

| munications to me, were greatly exaggerated or entirely groundless, 
yet lam particularly gratified in having received this letter, because it 
abundantly establishes the fact that all the constituted authorities at 

| New Orleans had done all that the laws required at their hands. | | 
| , I have the honor to be, &c., | | | | 

TT _ | | JAMES MONROE. 
, JOHN Dick, Hsq., oe OS - | | i 

| New Orleans, Lowisiana. | : a |
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Myr. McCulloch, collector, to Sailing Master Dorsey, United States Navy. | 

— CustomM-HousE, BALTIMORE, | 
| , ‘ Collector's Office, June 25, 1816. - 

Str: In consequence of instructions heretofore given from the oe 
(20] Department *of War and the Navy, I have called on the military | 

| and naval commanders at this station to furnish a sufficient force Se 
to suppress an illegal enterprise, partly entered upon already, and now | 
preparing to be renewed with increased -forces. The laws are violated 

| and the peace of the United States hazarded by such actions, whether 
- those concerned are aware of their nature and conse quences or not. 

~ The most of the persons engaged in the present instance are persons 
uninformed in these respects, and certain instances of injury done to 
our seamen and others have, perhaps, exerted a resentment which jus- a 
tifies itself with them; but the depredations committed, or intended to 

_ be committed, are equally dishonorable and unlawful, until authorized 
by the Government as just retaliation. You will receive herewith the _ 
laws of the United States which relate to this case; also the instruc- 
tions of the owner of this vessel, a citizen of the United States, as he 
hath sworn, directing this unlawful proceeding. You will go as speedily 

oo ‘as possible with the vessel you command, placed at my requisi- | 
| {21] tion *by Captain Spence for this purpose, to Hast River, in Mock | 

7 ~~ Jack Bay, or to any other place where you may learn that this 
vessel lays, and take possession of and bring her to this port, with all — 
effects, money, goods, and merchandise found on board, or any other — 4 
vessel acting or used aS a consort storeship or receiving vessel, unless | 
she is found to be already in the hands of the Government by any of 
its officers, when you will please to afford any assistance in your power 
to secure and defend her thus, or to transport her to a place of safety. 
I wish you, sir, a pleasant time and speedy return, with the satisfaction | 
of having promptly performed a duty to justice and to your country. 

 Tremain, in haste, respectiully, 
-e —_ | . J. H. McCULLOOH. | 

Bisco DoRsEY, Hsq., : 

In Command United States Schooner Asp. 7 

[22] *Mr. Glenn, district attorney, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. | 

| on . - BALTIMORE, June 29, 1816. - 

DEAR Sir: I return you the papers relative to the schooner Romp, 
which were yesterday handed to me, and beg leave to state that if any a 

_ proof can be obtained going to show that any persons inthe district of | 
- Maryland have been concerned in fitting out the said schooner, of fur- 

-nishing her with any materials necessary for the cruise from which she | 
has lately returned, with a knowledge of her destination, or with a | 

~ knowledge of the purpose for which she was fitted out, I shall feel . 
great pleasure in laying the proof before the grand jury at the next = — | 
session of the circuit court. In the mean time, if testimony can be had, . 

| - @ warrant may be immediately issued, and the party charged arrested, ; 
| and made to enter into a recognizance for his appearance at the court. | 

| I find the vessel has been seized in Virginia, and a part of the crew ar-
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- rested. Perhapsin the progress of the investigation there something | 
may be disclosed which may lead to a prosecution here. | 

| —  - Tam, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : | 
- : ELIAS GLENN. 

JAS. H. McCuLiocg, Esq., Baltimore. — | | | 

, Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. - 

Oo OO _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| Oo | July 19, 1816. 

| 23 | * Sir: The minister of Spain has stated to this Department that 
| the vessels of which a memorandum is inclosed have been fitted — | 

out and armed in the port of. Baltimore, by a company of merchants 
| residing in the different ports of the United States, and that these ves- - 

sels are to cruise off the port of Cadiz, under the flag of Buenos Ayres, 
: _ for the purpose of capturing the vessels belonging to the subjects of His 

Catholic Majesty. As it is equally contrary to our own laws, and the 
| pacific relations between this country and Spain, that any such arrange- 

“ment should take place in our ports, I persuade myself that the rep- | 
_ resentations made to the Spanish minister are unfounded. It is neces- 

| sary, however, that an inquiry should be made into the facts connected 
| : with the equipment and departure of these vessels, if any such have 

recently departed from the port of Baltimore. I have, therefore, to 
request that you will transmit to this Department, at as early a period 

- as circumstances will permit, all the information which the records of 
| your office will afford in relation to each of the vessels. If there are’. 

any other facts within your knowledge calculated to prove or disprove 
the allegations of the Spanish minister, you will oblige me by commu- 
nicating them in such way as you may deem proper. I am satisfied 

. that no violation of our laws has been permitted by you, but as it is a 
possible that these vessels ‘may have enlarged their crews, or furnished | 

themselves with arms after they have gone out of your district. I 
[24] should be glad *to know it, if the fact is so, as in that case addi- 

Oe tional precautionary measures may be deemed necessary by the 
President to prevent like occurrences in future. It is essential to the | 
reputation of our country, as well as to its policy, that, so long as we 

| profess to be neutral in the controversy between Spain and her colonies, | 
all proper measures should be taken effectually to preserve our neu- | 
trality. — 7 | —— , 

, | , | JAMES MONROE © 

| — Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State. 

- ee Custom-Hovusk&, BALTIMORE, | 
| ! : Collector’s Office, July 23, 1816. a 

Str: I should have answered your letter of the 19th instant yester- 
day, when received, but an influx of business having occurred at the | 
moment, it was buried inadvertently under accumulated papers not read 
by me before this morning. — a ae . 

| With respect to one of the vessels mentioned in the list, as stated : 
by the Spanish minister, to have been illegally armed here, there exists 
some reason for complaint. The rest are all rumors, or suggestions, of 
apprehension without reality. a : | as 

| m .
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~The schooner Romp was purchased here on the 14th of March, and on : 

the 18th of April last, by bills of sale of those dates from the owners | 

| separately as appears. She was cleared on the 10th of April, under a 

temporary register, as owned by Thomas Taylor, who made the 

[25] usual oath of his being a citizen of Wilmington, Delaware, for*a 
voyage to Buenos Ayres, and no cause of suspicion appeared nor | 

was any armament known to be added to her at this port. On the 24th GG 

ultimo, the collector of Havre de Grace came purposely from that place 

to exhibit certain papers accidentally thrown into his hands, which dis- | 

 eovered that the destination of this vessel had been altered, and her | 

character changed after her departure from Baltimore; that foreign colors 

had been hoisted and depredations committed upon Spanish vessels by 

her commander and crew; and that the crew had mutinied, displaced 

: the captain, and sent him with others on board vessels they had spoken. 

The schooner was then brought back to the Chesapeake, and the crew oy 

abandoned her and separated, having first divided the property found - 

on board. Immediate measures were taken to procure a vessel, and to | 

seize the schooner wherever she could be found, and as we were entirely os | 

destitute of any force here that could be commanded by the officers of the 

customs, application was made to the commander on the naval station — | 

here for an armed vessel that might be dispatched on the business. He 

was absent in the country, and no answer was received until the next 

day. In the interim, the officer who had charge of the navy-yard applied 
himself to prepare the United States schooner Asp, which was here | 

| as a receiving-vessel, with a very few men, and wholly disarmed, and, 

_ by the exertions of sailing-master Dorsey, the vessel took in stores 

[26] and guns during the night and was ready as soon *as the order _ | 
~ game from Captain Spence to proceed next day. I had also ap- | 

plied to Colonel Armistiad for a detachment of troops to strengthen the. 

expedition, which was readily granted under a commissioned officer 
and the Asp sailed immediately with instructions from this office t 
seize and bring to, this port for examination the schooner Romp, a | 

7 any vessels found carrying men, stores, &c., or appearing as attached tO | 

and consorted with her, unless found to be already in the hands of Gov- 
: ernment, in which case they would afford every assistance to secure, | 

defend, and transport her to a place of safety. This was done under an_ 

apprehension that a number of men had been engaged to replace her — | 

‘former crew, &c. Before the Asp could arrive, the Romp had been 

seized by the collector of York, and thus it appears that three officers of 
the United States, from different situations, have exerted themselvesto 

suppress the attempt upon the first information, as a violation of the. 

laws and in opposition to the will of Government. _ | - : 

_ The schooner Terry is unknown to us, unless a vessel belonging to the 

eastward is intended, which entered and cleared here coastwise, being a 
licensed vessel formerly. (Upon search made in our papers no such ves- : : 
sel appears for a long time to have been here, though when writing the 

: first lines I thought I had a recollection of her, but it must have been. 

from reports of other places, and, as conjectured above, to the east- _ . 
~. ward.) | oo i. | | : ° 

[27] *The Orb, Almida, captain, cleared from this port for Havana, 
on the 16th May last, and we have no knowledge of anything 

amiss in her case. Captain Almida had been taken and imprisoned at | 
- Carthagena, where he lost his vessel and suffered otherwise in a manner 

| which, as I am told to-day, had drawn from him some threatening ex- | 
pressions since his return, but which seem to be more declarative of feel- 
ing than intention —_— oo -
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The Comet and Chasseur have both been sold at the Havana, where 
they had gone on trading-voyages and. were, as we understand, bought. 

- for the purpose of attacking the vessels cruising against the Spaniards | 

| in that quarter. | , a a 
| Thus, sir, of the five vessels stated to be fitted here for hostility | 

against Spain,one appears never to have been here; one is yet uncharged _ 
. with any offense, and perhaps never will be, under the present owner ; 

one has been seized, and every measure taken to vindicate the jus- — 
tice of the country, and two have been sold to the very government 

| which complains of them in anticipation. | | a 
_ Tam, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, - | 7 

: | 7 | . J. H. McCULLOCH. 
JAS. MONROE, Esq. | | 

| Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to district attorney for Virginia. | | 

a | | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
oe | BS a July 26, 1816. 

[28] *Sir: Your letterof the 11th ofthis month relative to the case of 
, the Romp has been received. The Attorney-General thinks that 

| it would be a proper step to set on foot a prosecution against Thomas 
. - Taylor, without delay, who, there is reason to think, may now be found. 

| within the district of Maryland. To this effect, you will be pleased to 
| transmit under cover to this Department,.as soon as you conveniently — - 

can, all the papers and documents in your possession, or within your | 
reach, which bear upon his guilt. Should the attempt to arrest him 

~ succeed, you will be duly informed of the time of his trial, when it may. 
| become necessary to have the witnesses also ordered on to the place 

where it will be held. The proofs which you may forward will be re- 
: _ placed at the proper season in your hands, so as tosubservethe purposes 

| of trial in both districts. It is thought desirablé the one against | 
| Thomas Taylor should, if practicable, be brought in first. | | 

[have the honor to be, &e., | | a 7 
- = | So . JAMES MONROK. | 

_. [Inelosed remarks of the Attorney-General in the case of the Romp.] | 

I think it would be by all means proper to order a prosecution against 
Taylor. It is clear that this may be done in pursuance of the eighth 

: section of the act of Congress of April 30, 1790, (vol. i, p. 109,) which | 
allows the trial in cases like the present to be either in the | 

 --« [29] *district where the offender may first be brought, or in that 
| . - where he may be apprehended. | oe oo 
a T am also disposed to think that it would be a judicious measure to: try 

Taylor first, provided it can be done without too much delay to thetrial of. — 
the offenders already under bail or in custody in Virginia. To this effect 

| the district attorney of Delaware should be written to, and if the circuit: 
| court there wil) meet as soon as, or at no distant day after, the time 

fixed for the meeting of that in Virginia, it would be well to order the 
evidence deposited in Virginia to be transmitted to the Department, 

| that it may be sent on to Delaware. It would be prudent to ascertain — 
a in the first instance from tie attorney of the latter place if Tayloris — 

really to be found there. | oe ee ee 
In any event it will be proper that the collector of Havre de Grace
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| should be written and directed to preserve, as intimated by Mr. Wirt, _ 
the documents that have fallen into his hands, so as to be able to obey a 
a summons from whatever quarter to attend court at a.future day. The | 
alleged illegal voyage having had its inception at Baltimore, | think it _ 
also proper that the United States attorney in that city should be in- 

| structed to institute every practicable inquiry on his part with a view oe 
to the detection of the offenders. | | | 

In regard to the instructions to be sent out to Mr. Mitchell, the 
[30] President’s intimation seems sufficiently *explicit. | : 

| Lo | ~ RICHARD RUSH. ~ 
WASHINGTON, July 23, 1816. | 

| Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. Wart, district attorney. 

“ : _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oe - 
a | OO a August 2, 1816. 

| Sir: Your-letter of the 30th of last month has been received, with all — 
the accompanying papers. It appears that you have sent all within 
your reach, or control, but it is feared that unless the originals can be 7 
procured, obstacles will be thrown in the way of the prosecution against 
Taylor, at Baltimore. It is still deemed most advisable that the Govern- 
ment should direct proceedings against him first, being as farasis yet = 
known the principal offender. To this end it is imagined that the = 
original examinations, subscribed by the witnesses and attested by the | 

, magistrate, must be forwarded, and if these cannot be removed from the 7 
- files of the clerk’s office, where it is probable they may be, the attorney _ 
of the Government at Baltimore, it is apprehended, may experience em- | 

- barrassments, unless the witnesses themselves are made to appear in 
person. The original custom-house papers may be dispensed with, as | 
the collector at Baltimore could supply any defect that might be alleged. — 

# in their authentification, but the letter of instructions from Taylor of the = 
| - 11th of April, 1816, is an important document, the original of 

. [31] which, itis thought, it would be very desirable tohave,ifits*trans- 
mission be practicable. The papers that you sent are at any 

rate, for the present, returned, with a request that you will have the 
- goodness to act upon the suggestion of this letter, so far as you may : 

find it within your power. | 
' Tf the original examinations are not forwarded, perhapsif the inclosed = 

- could be made to take the shape of an exemphfication, under seal, they | 
might the better serve the purpose of incipient steps at Baltimore. 

. J have the honor to be, &¢., — - . | fo 
| : | | . | JAMES MONROE. ; 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Spence, United States Navy. — 

co OE Bae Custom-HouseE, BALTIMORE, ae 
EE a Bg a a Collector’s Office, August 19, 1816. | | 

| Sir: Information has just been given me, by the consul of Spain at 
- this port, that a Spanish vessel, captured in the West Indies by an ~ 

| American citizen, as is supposed, and under South American colors, has 
| been sent into our waters as a prize, and that measures are taken to 

| send down vessels from this port to take out the cargo, equally against
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| the civil and revenue laws. <A necessity therefore arises to request your 
aid and co-operation by furnishing one ofthe vessels of the United States, 

oe sufficiently armed and manned, to proceed to the river Patuxent, where 
, the vessel above mentioned is stated to be at present, for the purpose of 

seizing and conducting her to this port, that justice may be doneaccord- 
— ing to the laws and the equitable intentions of the Government of the 

| United States. | | a Mg 
[32 | *Expedition being necessary, allow me to request your orders . 

| in the case as promptly as possible. ie 
| ~ Tam, sir, yours, ae — - 

| | | , J. iH. McCULLOCH, | 
Captain SPENCE, : | 

| United States Navy. | 3 . | | 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain White. | 

| | ' CusTOM-HoOUSE, BALTIMORE, _ 
7 Collector’s Office, August 20, 1816. | 

| Sir: You will please to proceed as expeditiously as possible with the © 
_ United States cutter Active under your command to theriver Patuxent, | 

near the mouth of which it is said that a vessel captured from a Spanish 
— subject, unlawfully, is at anchor as a prize, and from which goods are 

Oo apprehended to be taken out with a view of introducing them into the — 
United States. If you find the vessel seize her and bring her up to this 
port for legal examination, and at the same time observe if you meet 

- with any goods taken out of her. If you discover, upon good informa- 
tion, that any goods not having been regularly entered according to law 

| are lodged at any dwelling-house, barn, or store, it is necessary that you 
_ make oath before a magistrate and obtain a search-warrant, which can _ 

a only be executed in the day-time. . You may seize vessels in your way 
"and examine their lading, giving as little trouble as possible. If they — 

are from a foreign port, demand their manifest and indorse it agreeable 
: to example given you. But as you are sent on a special business, stop 

nowhere going down, and as little as may be coming back, as you 
, are not fitted for a cruise, and will be at considerable expense. 

| [33] *Be very cautious and steady, as well as vigilant and active; _ 
being new in your office much prudence is required, and I hope it | 

_ will appear in the testimony that all shall render with whom you treat | 
in any manner. Be courteous, but firm; cool, but determined; and 
much success attend this and all your attempts. | 

: ae | : | J. H. MoCULLOCH. 
STEPHEN WHITE. | ne 

| _ Mr. Chacon, Spanish consul, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. 

| a CONSULATE OF SPAIN, | 
| a 7 Baltimore, August 26, 1816. 

| Srr: I had the satisfaction of receiving your letter of the 23d instant, | 
: in answer to mine of the same day. Iam very much obliged to you for 

. the measures you had the goodness to take to secure the Spanish prize | 
I alluded to, and I hope she will be brought here to be delivered to her 
rightful owners. — | os | pcSits Pines
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This is now to call to your attention another unpleasant affair, which we 
| is of the greatest importance to the interest of the subjects of my nation. | 
| T have just got information that Captain Boniface Revilla, of the Spanish os 

schooner Felix Cubana, which cleared lately at your office for Saint 
Martha, is secretly arming said schooner with guns and -ammunitions, 
and is recruiting a crew here for the purpose of cruising against the , a 
Spanish vessels, under the revolutionary flag of Spanish America. I beg | 
you, therefore, sir, to have the goodness to order, without loss of time, | 
an examination to be made on said vessel, and to compel her captain to 
land all the implements of war and men he might have taken without 

--your knowledge. As a proof of his bad intentions, I may state 
[34] that he has not called at my office to have his *papers indorsed, 

and to receive the documents from me which are required by the 
Spanish laws. Please, sir, to excuse this trouble and apprise me of the | 
result for my government. | 7 : 

I am, most respectfully, wc., | | . 
. | PAUL CHACON, 

| 7 Lis Catholic Majesty’s Consul. , 
J. H. McCULLOCH, Esq. | 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Dallas, Secretary of the Treasury. 

| CuSsSTOM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, 
- Collector’s Office, August 22, 1816. co 

Siz: In pursuance of the object-reported as required heretofore, and ce 
of your authority in the case, | have purchased a vessel for the river) 
service of about thirty-eight tons burden, to which Captain Stephen — 
White has been appointed commander, provisionally, and qualified as 
inspector of the revenue for the purpose. There appeared a sudden 
occasion to employ the vessel, in consequence of an application from 
the Spanish consul stating that a brig captured from a Spanish subject _* 
by a vessel commanded by an American citizen, that had not long ago— | 
departed from this port, had been sent into the Patuxent River, and | 
was then lying there, deserted by the crew who had brought her in, and . _ 
was in danger of being carried off by a new crew dispatched for the 
purpose, and the United States cutter Active, as she is now called, was . 
therefore instantly manned, furnished with small-arms, victualed, and 
sent down to arrest the vessel, if possible, and bring her to this portfor. 
examination. | SO . 

The purchase of the schooner cost $1,300; her equipment onthe pres-- __ | 
- ent expedition will add some expense as to men and stores, but it remains : 

to fit her further on her return for constant service.. The proceeding, 
_ so far, is submitted for your approbation. | : 

: lam, &e., | | a 
— | a | J. H. MCCULLOCH, 

A. J. DALLAS, Esq. | | Oo 

[35] *Mr. Glenn, district attorney, to Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State. 

ok ors cs _ BALTIMORE, August 26,1816. - a 
| Sir: Owing to my absence from this city I did not receive your letter 

_ until this morning. . : | | | | oe
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_. A prosecution shall be immediately instituted against Thomas Taylor, . | 
and if he can be found you shall be informed of the course the business 
takes. I shall proceed against him both for piracy and a misdemeanor. 

I have the honor to be, most respectfully, your obedient servant, a 
| | | - : ELIAS GLENN. | 

oe Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. Blake, collector. a 

a a | | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
am , | | — August 27, 1816. 

-  Srr: By the deposition of William Atkins, who was one of the prize 
crew of the Spanish brig St. Joseph, captured by the armed vessel 
Romp, from Baltimore, taken before and certified by William Wetmore, | 

- commissioner, appointed by the district court of the United States for | 
Massachusetts, on the 11th of July last. it appears that property belong- 
ing to Spanish subjects, and captured with the first-mentioned vessel, 

a was seized some time ago by the officers of the customs at Gloucester, 
Massachusetts, after having been smuggled ashore at Sandy Bay, 

[36] by the assistance and through *the instrumentality of some fish- 
: ermen in that neighborhood. The minister plenipotentiary of | 

His Catholic Majesty having made a representation of the above-men- | 
| tioned circumstances to this Department, and communicated a copy of 

| | the deposition referred to, I have informed him that you would be in- 
_ structed to adopt all proper measures to promote the restoration of the 

| | goods to the parties entitled to them, which you will please, therefore, 
: to do, and to keep this Department informed of the steps you take. 

a es JAMES MONROE. 

Mr. Lowry, surveyor, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. 

a | | SURVEYOR’S OFFICE, _ 
oe oe | August 28, 1816. 

: Sir: Agreeably to your instructions of this date, I have made the 
| necessary investigation of the armament of the ship Caledonia, now at 

| anchor below the White Rocks. _ oo 
~The number of cases of arms landed from on board that vessel the 

 — instant, say ninety-nine cases, remaining in Major Jackson’s ware- 
: house—six of her guns, 9-pounders, are upon said Jackson’s wharves. 

| 'Her gunpowder remains in the powder-magazine. A considerable _ 
| | number of passengers are supposed to be on board.. No warlike 

[37] *preparations appear to be made since she discharged her mili- 
, a tary cargo. | - | po : 
| The schooner Felix (Spanish) sailed without any military prepara- 

. -. tions whatever. Se | 
| It is respectfully suggested that the cutter may be sent to observe 

. what may be taken on board where she now lays. | 
| It is said the Caledonia settled two feet deeper in the water previous 

to sailing, but this is merely hearsay. | | 
, | Tam, &e., | BO a - 

| oe WM. LOWRY, — 
| Surveyor of the Port of Baltimore. 

J. H. McCuLiocng, Esq., Collector. oo | a ;
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: ~ Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State. | 

| oe Custom HOUSE, BALTIMORE, 
ne Collector’s Office, August 29, 1816. | 

‘Srr: The owner of the schooner Romp, seized in York River, has _ 
been here once and again, but no process had issued against him for — , 
want.of sufficient evidence. That has now appeared as far as to obtain © 
warrants of arrest, and a writ is in the hands of the marshal, if it can : 

- be served. A Spanish brig arrived lately in Patuxent River, reported 
— to be a prize to a cruiser belonging to Buenos Ayres. The pri- | 

_ [38]. vateer is said to be a vessel that went from *here and was sold 
| -- atPort au Prince. . Her commander is said to be Captain Almeda, | 

- who. was heretofore a citizen of this place; not long ago taken by the 
- Spaniards, at Carthagena, on a trading-voyage. The prize crew, who 

had been ordered to Buenos Ayres, brought the vessel here and aban- | 
doned her. Upon information of the Spanish consul, a vessel was im- 
mediately fitted, manned, and sent to bring her to this port forexam- — 
ination, but she had been previously taken possession of by the col- | : 
lector of Nottingham. It is now reported, but not yet ascertained, that 

: ghe is coming to this place, which is at the order of that collector, who 
has some of the men sent from here on board of her. Upon such view 
as I am able to give at present, and which is here submitted, the in- 

, structions that may be thought necessary for my government will be | 
gladly received, but I cannot restrain a complaint on the difficult, os 
harassing, and responsible duties that are thus laid upon a collector of | 
the customs, and which bear little analogy to his object and his char- | 

acter. a Oo 
T am, sir, | | ee 

a + J. H. McCULLOCH. » | 
JAMES MONROE, Esq. © | : | 

[39] *Mr. Glenn, district attorney, to Mr. Chacon, Spanish consul. | 

BALTIMORE, September 4, 1816. | | 

Sir: I have received your letter of the 31st ultimo, accompanied by a 
copy of a letter from Colonels Donde and Papamontes, to his excel- | 
-Jency the Spanish minister, the originals purporting to bear date at New | 
York the 28th ultimo. I have also to acknowledge the receipt of your : 
two letters of yesterday, to all which I shall now proceed to reply. In 
fact, I was about preparing an answer to your first communication at , 
the very moment your second was handed to me. a | 

I find upon inspection of your last letter, that you have misconceived | 
my power and authority, and in order. to put you in possession of a cor- | 
rect idea in that particular 1 must beg leave to suggest that my powers 
are merely legal and not political. I have already the power, whenI am 
officially informed in a legal manner of any violation of the laws of the . 
United States, to institute a prosecution against the offenders and con- 

_ duct the same to a final issue, and I hope I shall always be ready and | 
. _ willing to go thus far on all proper occasions. a . 

[40] = *Ifany armaments be fitting out within the district of Mary- | 
| land forthe purpose of cruising against the subjects ofthe King of __ 

Spain, it isa breach of our laws, and the persons concerned therein are 
_. liable to punishment, but before I can take any legal steps in the affair
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the facts of the case must be supported by affidavit taken before some . 
judge or justice of the peace, and when thatis done I will, without delay, | 
proceed to call upon the offenders to answer for a breach of our laws. 
it, therefore, you will be pleased to furnish me with the names of any 

a witnesses who can make out the case which you have stated, I will at 
| once have them summoned, if within the reach of the process of our 

| judges or justices, and attend to taking their depositions; or if you have 
it in your power to bring within this district any persons who can testify 

| on the cases referred to, I will be prepared to receive the statements on 
- oath as the foundation for a judicial inquiry into the conduct of the of. 

fenders. I shall here take occasion to say that I cannot proceed in the ~ 
| cases you have mentioned, upon the mere suggestion of any per- 

[41] son, unless *that suggestion be accompanied by an affidavit; at . 
present, therefore, [ am notin possession of any information author- 

| izing me to commence prosecution against the persons named in your ~ 
letter. | a ene 

Although Ihave, regularly, nothing to do with the political part of your 
os letters, I cannot forbear to state that the government has on all occasions . 

: manifested the most scrupulous regard to impartiality and good faith 
toward His Catholic Majesty, the King of Spain, and will, I am quite. 
sure, continue to pursue a similar course of conduct. If anv sugges- 
tions be made that our Government support, favor, or protect the fit- 
ting out of vessels to cruise against Spain, | venture to pronounce 

| them destitute of the least shadow of foundation in truth. But you . 
say they are made by a banditti of renegadoes. It therefore follows 

that you yourself cannot believe them to be true. . 
: The case of Sereno, as far as it comes under my notice, is a mere | 

[42] question whether the captain *of the vessel has violated any of our 
revenue laws, and thereby subjected the brig and cargo to forfeiture 

to the United States. Of course [ could not look for any instructions of 
the kind you mention. | : 

IT have the honor to be, with considerations of the highest respect, 
-——- Sir, your most obedient servant, | - | a 

| . fh — ELIAS GLENN, 
Don PAUL CHACON, | | 7 | es 

His Catholic Majesty’s Consul at Baltimore. : 7 

| [43] *Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. 

| ee , DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oo 
pe | _ September 12, 1816. 
Sie: You will herewith receive the translated copy of a letter to the 

Chevalier de Onis, the representative of His Catholic Majesty, from 
Jose Morales y Donde and Fernando Martz, pasa montes-at New York, . 

. on the subject of an expedition that General Mina is said to be prepar- 

ing at Baltimore against the Spanish colonies in America. 
| Mr. Onis has been invited by this Department to secure the attend- | 

- ance at Baltimore of these two persons, with a view to their substan- 
tiating, in a legal form, the facts which they state in their letter, and 

. he has likewise been informed that the necessary instructions would be © 
given to you in the case. You will please therefore to make all need- 
ful inquiries into the circumstances disclosed by the letter in question, 7 

| and to adopt such measures on the occasion as may be required by the _
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Jaws of the United States, whether the witnesses whom .the Chevalier | 
de Onis is invited to send to Baltimore appear there or not. | | ey 

| I an, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, | rs 
_ a - JAMES MONROK. — 

ELIAS GLENN, Esq., _ BO | 
| | —he., he. Ee | | | | | | 

[44] *Mr. Graham, Secretary of State, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. 

foe tie) _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
ee = 7 | September 12,1816. | 

-- Sir: In the absence of the Secretary, I take the liberty of inclosing Oo 
the copy of a letter to the Chevalier de Onis, which has been communi. | oo 

. eated by him to this Department, in relation to a military expedition 
against the Spanish colonies, connected with a vessel in your district, _ ae 
which a person, calling himself General Mina, is said to be preparing at | 

: Baltimore. A copy of the letter referred to has been sent to the dis- | 
trict attorney, Mr. Glenn, who will, itis presumed, confer with you upon 
the subject of it. — | | | | | 

| -. [have the honor to be, &e., 
oe oO oe 7 JOHN GRAHAM. 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Messrs. Hanson and Watts. | 

Custom-HouskE, BALTIMORE, November 5, 1816. - | 
Messrs. W. H. HANSON and-D. B. Warts: | | 

You will please proceed in the schooner, hired for this purpose, by the _ 
mouth of Magothy River, by Patuxent, and still lower, if found necessary, 

- in search of the revenue-cutter Active, Captain Beard, to whom you will . 
deliver the letter directed to him and communicate any information you - 
have upon the business on which you are commissioned. It may be | 

| necessary to stretch over to the Eastern Shore below Kent Island, to 
[45] look out for him, and perhaps at night to hoist a light *if nothing in 

your consideration forbids. Ifany other public vessel is met with, 
| youmay inform them of the object, and require their aid in its attainment. | 

If the cutter is not this side of Annapolis, or in sight, it will be proper 
to run into that port. Communicate with the collector and Mr. Thomas | 
H. Bowie there, confidentially. You can, without loss of time, then 

_ either proceed to look for the cutter or act for yourselves, as circum- 
__ gtances prescribe, in performance of your duty as officers of the customs | 

| on shore or the water, observing all the cautions heretofore delivered 
on similar occasions, especially in cases of search or seizure in dwelling- 
houses. When you find the cutter you may transfer yourselves with oo 
the men under your command to that vessel and dismiss the hired a 
schooner, with information to this office. Butif you are not required 
to continue there or the men are not wanted, they may return in her. — 

_ If the business appears to require greater force, information must in- a 
stantly be sent while Captain Beard watches the suspicious vessel. | 

_ Endeavors will be used here to dispatch the United States sloop Asp, 
with sufficient preparations to meet the exigence. It will be well to — 

. keep the men below when in sight of any persons likely to be effected ; 
- by their appearance, the arms, until wanted, to be kept under your | 

, hands in the cabin. | : | - | 
Oo a J. H. McCULLOCH.
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[46] *Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Beard. , 7 

— Custom-HovusE, BALTIMORE, November 5, 1816. 
: | Captain BEARD: Information is just given that a considerable quan- 

tity of goods has been landed at Annapolis from on board a Buenos 
Ayres privateer schooner, which was yesterday morning lying at anchor | 
between Horn and Seeley’s Point; that it has been ascertained that a 
further quantity was to have been put on board a schooner with bright 
varnished sides, supposed to be the Holliday Oak, commanded by Cap- 

- tain Holliday Oak, of Annapolis, with a view to their transportation to 
| Magothy River or this place. Though your force may be inadequate to 

| take forcible possession of the privateer, yet I think it will be proper 
| that you should make use of some exertion for the purpose and bring 

: her into port for investigation. Probably by showing your flag she will 
| quietly submit to authority. . | a — 

: At any rate you will receive by the vessel which carries this a re-en- 
| forcement of six men armed, under the direction of Messrs. W. H. Han- 

| som and D. B. Watts, inspectors of the customs, who will assist in every 
: measure necessary to take or secure the vessel and property which you 

| may seize or think proper to detain. The schooner hired for this ob- 
ject must be dismissed as soon as possible, as well as the men, 

[47] when their services are no longer needed. You can re*ceive them 
| on board the cutter if you need them, and if there is a resistance 

| | threatened that you do not think it prudent to encounter, stay by the © 
offender, and dispatch a messenger to me in the most expeditious manner, : 
and the United States sloop of war here will be applied for immediately 

- with a force sufficient to overcome it. 7 | 
The vessel described before (the Holliday Oak) appears like the An- | 

napolis packet, with sky-blue quarters, bright varnished bottom, &e. ; 
main top-mast, the mast raking much abaft. Youhave already received 

- such general instructions that, with the advice of the officers sent, you 
| will be able to act in any emergency. > oe - | 

~ Your obedient servant, a oe. 
oe | JAMES H. McCULLOCH. 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to the surveyor. | 

| a | | CustomM-HousE, BALTIMORE, December 13,°1816. 
—_ Str: Be pleased to direct an officer to examine the schooner Romp, | 

and if found to be increased in armament, or further prepared for hos- 
| tile action than at her arrival here, order such disarming and dismant- 

ling as shall render her to her just state and condition, and prohibit — 
the owners or commanders from taking more men than are sufficient to 

| navigate the vessel, on pain of stoppage or seizure. | - 
— [48]  *Be pleased also to direct an officer to visit the brig Independ- 

- ence, D. Choyter, of Buenos Ayres, and inspect her armament, in-— 
forming the commander that no additional strength in guns, men, or. equip- 
ment can be made on board his vessel to the state she was on arrival, and 
if any such addition is made that she cannot proceed from this port | 
until reduced to her first condition in. these respects. — Do | 

oe ae an J. H. McCULLOCH..-
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fh _ -* Message of the President. - 7 a , 

| - WASHINGTON, December 26, 1816. an 

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: ae | 

_ It is found that the existing laws have not the efficacy necessary to 
prevent violations of the obligations of the United States as a nation 
at peace toward belligerent parties, and other unlawful acts on the high | 
‘seas by armed vessels equipped within: the waters of the United States. 

With a view to maintain more effectually the respect due to the laws, | 
to the character, and to the neutral and pacific relations of the United 
States, | recommend to the consideration of Congress the expediency — 
of such further legislative provisions as may be requisite for detaining 

vessels: actually equipped, or in a course of equipment, with a warlike 
_ force, within the jurisdiction of the United States, or, as the case may | 

, be, for obtaining from the owners or commanders of such vessels ade- - 
quate securities against the abuse of their armament, with the excep- oe 
tions in such provisions proper for the cases of merchant-vessels fur- | 
nished with the defensive armaments usual on distant and dangerous 
expeditions, and of a private commerce in military stores permitted by a 
our laws, and which the law of nations does not require the United 
States to prohibit. - : 

| ee EN a ae 7 JAMES MADISON. 

- Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. | 

:  . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, SO 
| _ CS January 3, 1817.: 

(50; *Srr: There being some reason to believe that the schooner 
- Mangore, which arrived and reported herself, on the 28th of last 

month, at your port as a South American cruiser, was originally fitted 
out. for her eruise at Baltimore,'in violation of our laws, you are par- - 
ticularly requested to put the attorney of the United States in posses- ©. 

| sion of all the testimony which you may have or be able to obtain rela- ae 
| tive to such a charge. It is not doubted that you will cause every step , 

_ to be taken calculated to bring to light the real transaction in this case, 
7 so that whatever breach of the laws of the United States has taken  . - 

| place may be forthwith punished. | | | 
— JAMES MONROERE. | | 

i Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. 

ee ee a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
ae . oc | January 3, 1817. 

| ‘Sim: There being good reason to suppose that the schooner Mangore, 7 
alleged to be a South American cruiser, which arrived at Baltimore on - 
the.28th of last month, was originally fitted out at that port, probably : 
under some other name, with a view to exercise belligerent acts upon a 

' the ocean, against nations with which we are at peace, you are hereby | 
_ particularly requested. to institute prosecutions against all parties now 

to be found, who may have had any concern in such object so manifestly 
, in contravention of the laws-of the United States. The collector of — | 

[51] Baltimore will be *instrueted to furnish you with all the evidence of 
a - which‘he is in possession, or which he can obtain, bearing upon this © 

— 80 A . | |
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| | charge, and it is not doubted but that every proper step will be taken on 
your part, necessary to vindicate, as far as may be practicable, the au- 

7 thority of the laws. : | Oo 
eo | JAMES MONROE. © 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. =. 

, | , - _ OustToM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, = © 
| - : —Collector’s Office, January 9, 1817. 

SR: In compliance with the request of the Secretary of State, I now , 
communicate all the information possessed by this office respecting the ~ 

: schooner Mangore, now lying in this port, of whose character inquiry 
has been made in the correspondence of the Department on the 3d 
instant. | ¢ | oe 

| It had been stated in a letter from this office, the 30th ultimo, that 
/ this vessel entered here on the 28th previous, under South American 

| colors, commanded by James Barnes, commissioned from Buenos Ayres, - 
, -and with letter of marque and reprisal against the subjects of Spain. | 

‘Barnes was before that time a citizen of the United States, nor has any 
‘proof of formal expatriation been exhibited here. He entered as in 

| -~want of provisions and in need of repairs, from sea, with a few goods 
a which he proposed to enter for the purpose of sale, probably to defray | 

, oo expenses. The entry of the goods was not received, but an ex-. 
7 ‘{52] amination was made for *the purpose of identifying the schooner | 

with one formerly belonging to this port called the Swift, and itap- 
| pears by a report made to us this day that she is the same vessel. It | 

‘is Only in my power to add, that the schooner Swift cleared hence on_ 
‘the 3d August, commanded by Jesse Huffington, as the property of 
“Mark L. Dexaves, a naturalized citizen, through his agent, Philip 

_ (Mereler. | | . : | 
‘Your obedient servant, =~ oe | 

| OO J. H. McCULLOCH. | 
ELIAS GLENN, Esq. | | . | — | 

| Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ | 
oo | - February 15, 1817. 

~ §re: I have the honor to send you inclosed translations of three let- | 
| ‘ters from the Chevalier de Onis to this Department, dated the 10th and 

- 12th instant, on the subject of alleged violations of the laws of the 
| ‘United States, in the cases referred to in these letters, to the injury of 

_ ithe subjects of the Crown of Spain, and asking the interposition of this | 

| ‘Department: toward obtaining redress in behalf of the parties par- : 
| ‘ticularly aggrieved. As far as your official interposition or co-opera- 

ition may be proper, you will be pleased therefore to use it. | | 
, a | : JAMES MONROE. , 

_ Mr. Glenn, district attorney, to Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State. 7 

| Se ee WASHINGTON, february 25,1817. 
: [53] Sir: I had the honor to receive your *letter of the 15th instant, 

| oe - aecompanied by the copies of three letters from the Chevalier de |
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. Onis to your Department, severally dated on the 10th, 11th, and 12th of a 
February, at the very moment I was leaving home for this-place, to ali - 
which I now beg leave to reply. | eS oo S 

- In answer to the matters stated in the first extract of a letter from oe 
, his excellency de Onis, I state that I have no knowledge of the brig _ 

Paz having been bought for the purpose of cruising against the com- 
> merece of Spain. If I shall be able to acquire such information, imme- | 

diate steps shall be taken to put a stop to any further proceeding on the 
part_.of the owner or agents of that vessel in their contemplated views. 

Thad no personal knowledge of the illegal proceedings in the case of 
_the brig Fourth of July, nor was any information communicated to me 
upon that subject; consequently, I could take no notice of the case offi- . 
cially, and I was in a similar predicament with respect to the Romp. — | 

| In answer to the suggestions contained in the second letter from his | 
~ _ excellency, I beg leave to say that, upon the receipt of a former letter | 

‘from you, I was induced to make .very considerable exertions to ascer- | 
tain whether there was any reasonable ground to believe that the schooner 
Mangore could in any way be made Liable to a prosecution; and, without 

obtaining any very clear information on tbe subject, I filed an a 
[54]  *ex-officio information against her. The agents of the owners | 

thereupon came forward before the district judge and filed a claim : 
for the vessel, and denied in writing that she was intended to be used oe 

‘in any manner in violation of the laws of the United States. The judge . 
decided he would not, upon my mere suggestion in the libel in that | 

_ preliminary stage of the cause, detain her, if the parties claiming her _ | 
| would enter into a stipulation to answer to the Government for the 

amount of her appraised value in case she should hereafter be con- | 
demned. This stipulation being entered into, she was, accordingly, de- 
livered up to the claimants. The cause will, however, proceed to afinal 
hearing, when I hope to have her condemned. So anxious have I shown 
myself on this occasion to punish the offenders, that I drew up a ‘state- 
ment in writing, containing all the information possessed by the collect- 
or of the port of Baltimore upon the subject, and obtained his oath to 
the same; upon which statement a warrant of arrest issued against Cap- — 
tain Barnes, the first officer of the schooner Mangore. The process was, 
without delay, placed in the hands of the marshal, with positive instruc- 
tions to have the man arrested. This is all I can do in this affair, and - : 
I will add that my conduct in this and all other cases of a similar 
nature has met the entire approbation of Mr. Chacon, the Spanish con- . | 

-. gul, whoisa most vigilant, active, and intelligent officers Without 
[55] some fresh *charges against the Mangore, I cannot consider - | 
- myself bound to institute new proceedings against her. If Cap-. | | 
tain Barnes is in possession of property illegally taken from Spanish 
subjects the fact-is unknown to me, In answer to the third letter from cee 
the Spanish minister, 1 state that, upon information given. me by the © : 
Spanish consul, I took with me to a judicial officer the men who were. 
willing to give evidence against Captain Chase and his lieutenants, and. 

' warrants of arrest were by that officer forthwith issued against these oS 
| officers, which‘warrants were placed in the hands of the marshal, the | 

proper executive officer in such cases. I have not yet been informed. 
whether the marshal has arrested any of the persons named. In all | 
these proceedings the Spanish consul will do me the justice to say I have 

| used my most zealous exertions to do his government every possible 
service within the scope of my power and authority. | an | 
~ Thave thus endeavored to give you an. outline of the proceedings in — 
the’ cases to which your letter refers, and you may rest well assured, as |
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| far as my official interposition or co-operation can be properly used, it 
_ shall at all times be most cheerfully afforded. —— 

You are well aware I cannot proceed to arrest persons or property 
an under the laws of our country for a breach of those laws, upon a mere 

- suggestion alone, but whenever a suggestion shall be aceompanied 
{56] by anything like proof, I will take great pleasure in *prosecuting | 

, the offenders to punishment, and their property to coudemnation 
in all proper cases. | | | 7 

| _I have the honor to be, with very sincere respect, your most obedient __ 
servant, = oe re | . 
_ | ELIAS GLENN. 

| Hon. JAMES MONROE. | : | 

Neutrality act of March 3, 1817.—@ U.S. Stat. at Large, p. 370.) 

. CHAPTER LVITI.—AN ACT more effectually to preserve the neutral relations of the 
a Oo United States. | ao, 

_ Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United — 
| States-of America in Congress assembled, That if any person shall, within 

| the limits of the United States, fit out and arm, or attempt to fit out and 
arm, or procure to be fitted out and armed, or shall knowingly be con- 
cerned in the furnishing, fitting out, or arming of any such ship or 
vessel, with intent that. such ship or vessel shall be employed in the | 

| service of any foreign prince or state, or of any colony, district, or 
| people, to cruise or commit hostilities, or to aid or co-operate in any 

warlike measure whatever, against the subjects, citizens, or property 
of any prince or state, or of any colony, district, or people with whom 

| the United States are at peace, every such person so offending. shall, — . 
| - upon conviction, be adjudged guilty of a high misdemeanor, and shall be 

fined and imprisoned at the discretion of the court in which the convic- 
tion shall be had, so as the fine to be imposed shall in no case be more 
than. ten thousand dollars, and the term of imprisonment: shall not ex- 

| ceed ten years; and every such ship or vessel, with her tackle, ap- — 
.{57] parel, and. furniture, together with all materials, arms, *ammuni- 

tion and stores, which may have been procured for the building 
and. equipment thereof, shall be forfeited, one-half to the use of any per- | 
son who shall give information, and the other half to the use of the United | 
States. a an : | 

. . SKC. 2, And be it further enacted, That the owners of. all armed. ships 
sailing out.of the ports of the United. States, and owned wholly or in 
part by citizens thereof, shall enter into bond to the United States, with _ 
sufficient sureties, prior to clearing out the same, in double the: amount 

: of. the value of the vessel and cargo on board, including her armament, 
that-the said. ship: or vessel shall not be employed: by such owners in. 
cruising or committing hostilities, or in aiding or co-operating in any 
warlike measure, against the subjects,.citizens, or property of any prince 
or state, or of any colony, district, or people with. whom the United: 
States are at peace. — - 

oo Ssc. 3. And. be tt further enacted,.That. the collectors. of the: customs 
- be, and they are hereby, respectively authorized and: required. to. detain 

any vessel manifestly built for warlike. purposes, and about to. depart — 
_ from: the United States, of which the cargo shall principally: consist of 
arms and munitions-ef war, when. the number of men shipped: on. board |
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- or other circumstances shall render it probable that such vessel is in- | 
tended to be employed by the owner or owners to cruise or commit 8 
hostilities upon the subjects, citizens, or property of any prince or state, - 
or of any colony, district, or people with whom the United States are at > 
peace, until the decision of the President be had thereupon, or until the 7 

| - ownerenters into bond and sureties to the United States, prior to 
[58] clearing out the same, *in double the amount of the value of the 

vessel and cargo on board, including her armament, that the said | 
_ ship or vessel shall not be employed by the owner or owners in cruising 

or committing hostilities, or in aiding or co-operating in any warlike 
measure against the subjects, citizens, or property of any prince or _ 
state, or of any colony, district, or people with whom the United States 
are at peace. , : | | | | 

So. 4. And be it further enacted, That if any person shall, within the 
territory or jurisdiction of the United States, increase or augment, or 
procure to be increased or augmented, or shall be knowingly concerned > 
in increasing or augmenting the force of any ship of war, cruiser, or 
other armed vessel, which at the time of her. arrival within the United : | 
States was a ship of. war, cruiser, or armed vessel in the service of @ 
foreign prince or state, or any colony, district, or people, or belonging 
to the subjects or citizens of any such prince, state, colony, district, or | 
people, the same being at war with any foreign prince or state, with | 
whom the United States are at peace, by adding to the number or size 
of the guns of such vessels prepared for use or by the addition thereto | 

_ of any equipment solely applicable to war, every such person so | - 
offending shall, upon conviction, be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor, | 
and shall be tined and imprisoned, at the discretion of the court in 
which the conviction shall be had, so as that such fines shall not exceed 
one thousand dollars nor the term of imprisonment be more than one “ | 
year. | | 7 | | Oo 

SRG. 5. And be tt further enacted, That this act shall continue 
[59] *in force for the term of two years. | : 

| Approved March 3, 1817. | 

| Mr. Rush, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. 

co DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| — March 18, 1817... | 

Sir: I have the honor to send to you herewith the copy of a list of | | 
artieles stated to have been taken by the private armed vessel the Potosi 

- from the Spanish ship Ciencia, which list has been communicated to : 
this office by the Chevalier de Onis, His Catholic Majesty’s representative, 
with a request that the necessary instructions should be forwarded to 
the law-officer of the Government at Baltimore, to afford his aid to the © 
$panish consul there, in the attachment which he had laid upon a part 
of these articles in the hands of Henry Didier. You will please, there- : 

_ fore, to render your official aid to the Spanish consul in the above case, 
as far as circumstances may, in your judgment, make it necessary and 
proper. — . | | 

a e : RICHARD RUSH, a 
ARES a aes oe so -  Aeting Secretary of State. — 

: - ELIAS GLENN, hee ee a . ne 
- .. Attorney of the. United States, —_ oo , CAE 

Foe Kor the District of Maryland, Baltimore. eR <
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: Mr. Rush, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. | 

oe | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 

" os | - — March 21, 1817. 

Sir: By a letter of this date the attorney of the United States 
[60] has been requested to furnish every *information in his power | 

-  yelative to alleged outfits of several vessels at Baltimore. The 
subject being deemed of importance at this Department, I have to re- 
quest that you will be so obliging as to afford that officer all the aid_in 

-- your power toward the objects which the letter to him embraces. He 

- will show it to you, and I have to add how desirable it is that the infor- 
| mation which it calls for should be obtained in a manner the most ample 
7 and exact that is practicable. ee - ; 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 
| RICHARD RUSH, | 

| | | . | . Acting Secretary of State. 
| _ The COLLECTOR of Baltimore. oe | 

- Mr, Rush, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Wirt, district attorney. _ | 

| a a ce DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — co 

a | —  Mareh 28, 1817. 

Sir: I have the honor to send you the copy of a letter just written by 

| this Department to the collector of the customs at Norfolk, and to re- 

| quest your advice and assistance in the matters referred to in that letter, 

| should it be necessary, according to the suggestion made by Mr. Mallory, 

the collector. | PS | 

| | | ~ RICHARD RUSH, oe 

Oo a | | | - Aeting Secretary of State. 
| WILLIAM WIRT, a a | | 

District Attorney for Virginia. : oe | 

Mr. Rush, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Mallory, collector. | 

- | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

rs | | March 28, 1817. 

61] — ‘Sir: It has been stated to this *Department that two armed — 
vessels, one named the Independence of the South, the other the | 

Altaveda, have lately arrived at Norfolk from voyages, in the course of | 

which they have cruised against, and made captures of, vessels or prop- 

erty belonging to the subjects of the King of Spain. You are requested 

| to make striet inquiry into the grounds of these allegations, and transmit | 

such information as you may be able to obtain. It will embrace the _ 

--. time and manner of their arrival, their force, the flag which they bear, 

the port or place whence they last sailed, the entry, if any, which they 

made, the cargo or articles on board of them, their motives for coming 

into port, and, generally, such other facts and circumstances as may _ 

, tend to show their true character and objects. Ifthere be any proof of 

their having committed, or of. their intending to commit, an infraction 

| of any of the laws or treaties of the United States, you will cause prose- 

cutions, subject to the advice of the attorney of the United States, to be 

- instituted against all parties concerned, or such other legal steps.taken’ |
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as events may make necessary and justice require. - To further this end ee 

I inclose you an authenticated copy of an act of Congress passed on the oe 

3d of this month, (lest it may not before have reached you,) to preserve - 

more effectually the neutral relations of the United States in case any > 
recurrence to its provisions should become necessary. > : 

) a SoS RICHARD RUSH, | 
| . Acting Secretary of State. . 

CHas. K. MALLORY, a — : 

Collector, Norfolk. . . : 

[62] *Mr. Rush, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. a 

_ 7 . | = DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | - a 
| | | March 28, 1817. 7 

| Sir: It has been stated to this Department that a vessel called the _ 

Congress (formerly, as is said, the Orb) has arrived at Baltimore, having 

returned from a voyage, in the course of which it is alleged that she has : | 

committed depredations upon the property of subjects of the King of . zs 

_ Spain: Itis also stated that this vessel was fitted out at and sailedfrom 

| Baltimore, for the purpose of committing such aepredations. You are ms 

| requested to inquire into these charges, and transmit all the information : 

you may be able to obtain relative to the true character and objects of 

: this vessel, the conduct of those having any concern in her, and especi-. | 

| ally what cargo or articles were on board of her when she arrived, | 
whence, as far as can be known, they were obtained, and how they have 

| been disposed of. If there be any sufficient proof that this vessel either | 

has committed, or that she intends to commit, a breach of any of the : 

laws or treaties of the United States, you will advise with the district 

attorney, and cause prosecutions to be forthwith instituted against all 

parties concerned, and such other steps taken, whether with a view to 

prevent or punish offenses, as justice requires, and the laws will sanc- | 

‘tion. : | | a 

| [63] It has also been stated that a certain person, *known as Cap- | 

tain or Commodore Taylor, was some time ago engaged in Balti- 

- more in fitting out one or more vessels to cruise against the commerce | | 

of Spain, that they did in fact afterward so cruise, and have lately 

arrived at Norfolk, and that there is reason tothink that Captain Taylor oo 

: is now in Baltimore. Should you be able to ascertain that there is any | 
foundation for this charge, you will be pleased to cause the law to be we 

| ‘put in force against him. | | | | 

- oe | | RICHARD RUSH, a 

ce me | | Acting Secretary of State. | . 

JAMES H. McCULLOCH, |. | _ 

oo. Collector of Customs, Baltimore. | 

Mr. Zamorano, Spanish consul, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. we 

ee | a CONSULATE OF SPAIN, =. 
OE ee ss, Baltimore, April 14, 1817. _ 

_  « §rr: Having been informed that a corvette-built ship, intended asa | 
| privateer, has dropped down the river for the purpose of arming and
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proceeding to sea on a cruise in direct opposition to the act of Congress 
_ of the3d March, ultimo, and the existing treaty with Spain, I take the 

| liberty to notify you of this circumstance that measures may be taken | 
/ to prevent their infraction. | Oo : 

- I have the honor to be, respectfully, sir, your most obedient. servant, 
| | a a , | JOAQUIN ZAMORANO. | 

JAMES McCULLOCH, Esq., ae | a 
| Collector. ) | be 

[64] *Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Zamorano, Spanish consul. : 

, | - CusToM-Housk, BALTIMORE, 
| 7 | | Collector’s Office, April 14, 1817. . 

. Sir: If you can, name the vessel and specify any circumstance to _ 
- warrant the proceeding, immediate attention will be paid to the object | 

by pursuing her course as far as possible. | es 
Allow me to say that if your note just received respects the ship Idas, | - 

she was searched by me in consequence of certain suspicions on Satur- | 
| -. day evening, and was found without arms, ammunition, or any warlike 

| equipment, and cleared in ballast coastwise. . | 
Tam, sir, &., 7 Be 

a | — J. H. McCULLOCH, . 
oo Don JOAQUIN ZAMORANO, . | | 

a Consul of Spain. a : | 

So ' Myr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Beard. 

a ' . OustoM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, 
| Collector’s Office, April 16, 1817. 

Sir: Information has been given me that the ship Idas, Fisher master, 
which cleared hence on the 12th instant, remains below the mouth of 

| the river, and that her officers are in town procuring a number of men 
to go down to her. . She is fitted for arming, but was examined before | 
the clearance and found to have no arms or ammunition on board, and ~ 

suffered to proceed to Snow Hill, as you will see by her’clearance. 
[65] If she has now arms or *ammunition on board and an extra num- 

ber of men, you will please to detain her and bring her back, as_ a 
| she cleared in ballast for a port in the bay. You can judge by her hay- 

ing on board additional articles, particularly guns, how far they appear 
to be acting fairly, of the contrary of which there is great suspicion. : 

oo But if she appears as when cleared, lay by her and attend her till she | 
goes into the district of her destination, and then inform the collector 

. of Snow Hillas follows: ee | : 
The ship Idas is informed against here as going to the Tangiers to fit | 

out for cruising. The names are spelled as they appear ina paper before 
| me, Clement Cathet, master; Daniel Armstrong, Pristed Davies, offi- 
~_ eers; Henry Bunues, master of arms; J. Rover, Thos. Wood, D. Proxen, 

|  foremastmen. | | a | 
- You will suffer no vessel to board her carrying guns or men, but | 
detain. and bring them back. | co | 

en | ; . | JAMES H. McCULLOCH. | eo 
| ALEXANDER BEARD. | ne :
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| i Mr. J. H. McCulloch to Captain Beard. — | 

a ) CusToM-HovusE, BALTIMORE, . 
oo a Collector's Office, May 2, 1817. 

: Sir: Information given to-day states that a number of negroes, taken 
| in some unknown vessel, have been landed on the lower end of Kent | 

Island, or in the bay in Talbot County, some of whom are at present in 
the possession or employ of a Mr. Haddaway, in one or other of | 

|66] these places. It is not unlikely that goods *of some sort are also | 
landed in the same manner, supposed from the privateer Fourth | 

of July, reported to be in the Chesapeake. You will please.to proceed | 
immediately to ascertain the truth of these declarations, taking with _ | 
you blank warrants of search, which will be furnished here if you are | 

| without them. Be sure, in case of sufficient information being given | 
you, to obtain warrants from a magistrate, and seize the goods or nhe- 
-groes so landed against law and bring them to this place for trial, unless | 
circumstances require trial in the district ‘where they may be taken, : 

- of which you may be informed, if in the neighborhood of any judge of > 
a court. — - - a OO 

It is likewise necessary to make inquiry after the privateer, bringing | 
the persons or goods above mentioned, and if proof of her being landed 

_ by her, or by a prize of her, can be obtained, it is necessary to detain 
and bring here that. vessel or vessels, if your force is adequate. Appli- 
cation may be made to commander of the militia of the United States 
for assistance, if needed. But if resistance unequal to your force be - 
offered, it will be proper to run to Norfolk and obtain the aid of any | , 
naval or military force there for the purpose of overcoming any unlaw- 

ful opposition. Thé revenue-cutter of Norfolk, with you, may be 
[67] enough, but you can better judge. It is *preferable by a superior 

7 force to awe into submission rather than by attempting seizure | 
with a smaller force to oceasion a conflict, even though you should | 
think it probable it would end successfully. Circumstances may, how- | 
ever; even require that to be hazarded, but then it must be gone through : | 

_ with a determination that will leave little to chance. Remonstrance _ : 
and warning must be previously employed in the worst case supposed. _ 

,Hastily, yours, So . 
J. H. McCULLOCH. © , 

Captain ALEX. BEARD. a 7 

a Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Beard. — oo 

| : a - CustomM-HovusE, BALTIMORE, - 
ce ER he a : | Collector's Office, June 27, 1819. 

| Sir: It is necessary that you seize immediately and bring into port | : 
for trial the brig, (formerly the Paz,) now Patriota, or by whatever other 
name known, commanded by Stafford, and also, if in your power, the 
brig Patriota, (formerly the Fourth of July,) commanded by Thomas | | 

-  ‘Paylor, or by whosoever else appears as captain or commander. It | 
never was contemplated that any time should be given the vessel you 
were sent after, except to determine to enter or depart from the limits . 

a -!Maryland is comprehendéd in one law-district. Of course all offenses committed 
| therein are te be tried in Baltimore, BF
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of the United States, according to the character she might bear of a | 
| - merchantman or cruiser. You must make the attempt to seize 

| [68] these vessels at any rate, and if resistance is apprehended, *call 
on the officer of the Army, Navy, or militia of the United States, 

oo _as has been already directed in such cases. You have the law on your 
' -* -gide, and must proceed decisively, fearing nothing, though acting with 

prudence and moderation. | | | ote 
A vessel of the United States Navy, it is expected, will be in readi- 

ness. to join you in a day or two, as requisition has been made for that _ 
- purpose. But do not wait unless deterred by a greater force and oppo- 

sition.. — | - oe 
oe Tam, hastily, your obedient servant, _ 

JAMES H. McCULLOCH. 
Captain ALEXANDER BEARD. : | | | 

. Mr. Ingersolt, district attorney, to Mr. Adams, Secretary of State. — : 

| | “PHILADELPHIA, November 14, 1817. 

| Sire: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, 
dated the — instant, and will endeavor in the course of a day or two to 
report a statement of the circumstances of the arrest and detention of 

_ the British officers now in confinement here. 
In the meanwhile I beg leave to lay before the President the inclosed 

| copy of a note presented to me yesterday respecting the brig Klien and” 
her cargo, now under seizure.  -* 

[69] Every measure being in proper train for *complying with the 
| | views of the Spanish minister, I respectfully submit to the Pres- 

ident’s consideration and decision the propriety of releasing this vessel 
| - and cargo from seizure and further prosecution, on condition of a dis- 

charge of the munitions of war on board of her, and giving sufficient: 
security that her future destination shall be according to law. | 

Tremain, &c, | Se a | 
SO | C.J. INGERSOLL. — 

Mr. ADAMS, | | : 
Secretary of State. | : 

Mr. Kenguemt, Spanish consul, (?) to Mr. Ingersoll, district attorney. 

an ‘PHILADELPHIA, November 13, 1817... 

|  §re: I have the honor to inform you that I have received an official | 
communication from his excellency Don Louis de Onis, His Catholic ~ 
Majesty’s minister plenipotentiary and envoy extraordinary near the 

| United States, relative to the proceedings instituted against the brig — 
Ellen and her cargo. As the information which gave rise to the proceed- 
ings was derived through the medium of persons connected with His 
Majesty’s legation, the Chevalier de Onis has directed me to state to — 
you in his name that whenever the munitions of war are discharged from“ 

| the vessel to which I have referred, and sufficient security is given that — 
her future destination shall be conformable to law, and the ami- 

[70] cable relations that happily *subsist between the United States and. 
| His Catholic Majesty, it will afford him great satisfaction that the
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owners should not be exposed to any further inconvenience. You will 
readily perceive the reasons which influence his excellency on this ocea- | 
sion, and that while, on the one hand, it is equally his inclination and | 

| duty to guard against attempts alike injurious to the government of his 
sovereign and the neutrality of the nation,:near to which he is accred- oe 
ited, he has no desire to cause inconvenience or loss to any individual, - | 
and least of all to the merchants of Philadelphia, who have, in general, 
scrupulously abstained from these expeditions. You will be pleased to | , 
observe that this communication has no reference whatever to the offi- : 
cers who are in custody for a violation of the laws of the United States. 

a I have the honor to remain, We., | a 
| | | B. KENGUEMT. 

_ CHARLES INGERSOLL, Esq. © | | 

_ Mr. Adams, Secretary of State, to Mr. Ingersoll, district attorney. | 

| | . | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ oo 
ae, | ) | | | November —, 1817. ae 

Srer: Your letter of the 14th of this month has been received, inclos at 
- ing the copy of one addressed to you in behalf of the Spanish minister ” 

- which states that as soon as the munitions of war are discharged from | 
| the brig Ellen, now under seizure at Philadelphia, and sufficient security 
- is given that her future destination shall be conformable with law, there _ - 

| will be no objection upon his part to the release of this vessel, and Iam 
instructed by the President to communicate to you his assent to that 
measure upon the condition referred to. . | , 

a ee - JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
CHARLES J. INGERSOLL, | oes re , | 

ss Onited States Attorney for Pennsylvania district. | a : 

[71] *Mr. Ingersoll, district attorney, to Mr. Adams, Secretary of State. os 

a PHILADELPHIA, November 15, 1817. | 

Sir: I have the honor now to report to your Department a statement _ | 
of the circumstances of the arrest and detention of several British offi- 

| cers in confinement at Philadelphia. | yo | 
- On the 27th of October, the Spanish consul brought to my office Mr. . 

John Williams, a British subject, who, the same day, made affidavit - 
before a magistrate that the brig Ellen, laden with a great quantity of 
ready-made clothing, together with arms, accouterments, appointments 
and equipments complete for one or more regiments of cavalry, for the = 
revolutionary army in South America, had dropped down theriver Dela- © 

— ware from the port of Philadelphia that day, for the purpose of sailing 
on the said warlike expedition ; that Colonel Needham, Captain Perkins, 

_ Captain Farrier, Captain Holland, Surgeon Fry, Lieutenant George | 
Stacey, Lieutenant Richard Stacey, Lieutenant Beaix, Lieutenant Web- 
ster, and Lieutenant Clarkes were, either on board of the Kllen or at- 
tached to her, about to depart on the said warlike expedition; that the 
said persons had, within the limits of the United States, been knowingly | 

- eoncerned in the furnishing and. fitting out the said brig Ellen, with | 
intent to aid and co-operate in warlike measures, in the service of cer- 

. . | , 2
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| [72] tain foreign states, colonies, and people, to wit,some *one or more —. 
| of the revolted colonies of Mexico or South America, against the _ 

| _ subjects of a siate with whom the United States are at peace, to wit, 
Spain; and that the said persons then held commissions from some 

| foreign government or persons, for the purpose of enabling them to wage 
—-,-war against Spain, and that the said persons had, within the territory 

- and jurisdiction of the United States, been knowingly concerned in add- | 
- ing to the equipment, solely applicable to war, of the said brig Ellen. » 

| _  . Phis affidavit, you will perceive, sir, implicated the accused in charge 
: of having violated— | po | - | 

| 1. The third section of the act of Congress, dated the 5th of June, — 
| 1794, entitled “An act in addition to the act for the punishment of cer- 

tain crimes against the United States.” - oo | 
2, The fifth section of the same act of Congress. | - | | | 
3. The first section of the act of Congress, dated the 3d of March, 

oo 1817, entitled “An act more effectually to preserve the neutral. relations . 
| of the United States.” — | es a 

oo On this affidavit the magistrate issued his warrant in the afternoon 
| of the 27th ultimo. All the accused were apprehended that evening, ex- 

cept Mr. Farrier, who escaped by flight from the pursuit of the | 
- [73] marshal and his deputies, to *whom the service of the process 

was intrusted. Mr. Farrier was afterward taken, on the 29th | 
i of the month. The others enjoyed the legal opportunity of a full ex- 

amination of Mr. Williams, and also another witness against them, 
| | Mr. Peter Hogan, another of their military comrades, then for the first _ 

| time appearing, with both of whom the officers were confronted in the 
ss Magistrate's oftice during a thorough investigation of the causes of the 

: - -proceeding. The result was his satisfaction in these causes, and their 
| . commitment to prison, as they declared their inability to give bail, 

On the morning of the 29th of October, having in the interim pro-. 
| cured counsel, as I understood, through the agency of the British consul, 

they applied, by petition to the circuit court of the United States for _ 
| this district, then in session, for a writ of habeas corpus, which was | 

: - immediately awarded, and made returnable the same afternoon, that 
being the time fixed by the counsel of the applicants. At the time thus | 
appointed the regular business of the court was suspended for two | 

_ days, during which the causes of commitment were elaborately inquired 
into, a great many witnesses examined on both sides, and the case de- 
_.. liberately discussed and considered. | | | ae 

[74] *It appeared in evidence that the accused had openly embodied _ 
. themselves, together with Messrs. Williams and Hogan, in the | 

course of the last summer, at Brussels, as officers of a cavalry regiment 

to. be employed in the service of the revolutionists of South America; | 

that, not finding a direct’ conveyance from Antwerp, where they em- 
_ barked, to any place in the neighborhood of the headquarters of Gen- 

eral Bolivar, they sailed on board an American vessel for the United 

States, in order to proceed from here to the scene of warlike action; 

that they brought with them, each man, a complete cavalry equipment 5 

. that they continued, in the original organization of their expedition, 
united in a military band in this country, and this city, where they 

— _ were drilled every day, at the colonel’s quarters, in military discipline; _ 

: that Colonel Needham had re-enlisted Mr. Hogan in this country to 

| serve in his regiment in South America; and that their passages were 

| all taken and paid for, or engaged to be paid for, on board of the brig) 

_ Ellen, whose owners contracted to supply them with stores, and had 

constructed temporary berths for their accommodation duriug the voy-—
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. -. age; that the brig Ellen was clandestinely loaded with large . - 

[75] quantities of gunpowder, muskets, pistols, *cannon-balls and | 

| . shot, military clothing, drums and trumpets, and with a dis. | | 

guised manifest cleared out, ostensibly for Surinam, but really for La 
Guayra, should it be found in the possession of the revolutionists. — 

It further appeared in evidence that, while on board of the Ameri- | 

gan vessel in which the aceused came from Antwerp to New London, | 

several of them, if not all, had been guilty of what our law denominates | 

revolt on the high seas and confinement of the master of the vessel in | 

which they were passengers. Oo | 

‘Thus, besides the three specific charges disclosed by the affidavit on | 

which their commitment was founded, it appeared that they were liable | 

to indictment for— 7 | | 

1. A violation of the-second section of the act of Congress before men- 

tioned, dated the 5th of June, 1794. _ | | 

2, A violation of the eighth section of the act of Congress dated the | 

30th of April, 1790, entitled an “Act for the punishment of certain crimes 

against the United States.” | ( | 
3. A violation of the twelfth section of the last-mentioned act of Con- 

gress. | | 
| After hearing allthat could be said by eminent counsel in their | 

, [76] behalf, the court * pronounced its opinion that there was cause for | 
the commitment, and ordered the petitioners to be remanded to 

prison unless they gave bail, each one in the sum of $3,000, for appear- | 
ance at the time of trial. : | 

Not having been able to afford this bail, as I suppose, they have since oe 

remained in confinement. Their treatment in custody and at. all times | | 

and in all things sinee their arrest, I have reason to believe has been 

marked by the liberality and indulgences which characterize the insti- 

tutions and officers of this country to men in such situations, and, ad- | 
verting to the severe pecuniary penalties in addition to the personal 
punishments with which the different sections of the violated laws are 
armed: against the misdemeanorsin question, you will not fail to observe 

- that the bail was fixed by the court at the most moderate amount. oe 
The President. may rest assured, sir, that nothing has been or will be | 

omitted to alleviate their predicament. Their custody is as liberal asis 
compatible with their detention for trial. , | 

It happened quite unfortunately for them, as respects the period : 
[77] of their imprisonment, *that the grand jury wasdischarged a day a 

or two before the arrest. of these persons, who would, other- 
wise, have been put on their trial immediately. But a special court | | 
-tor that particular purpose has been. ordered for the 15th of December, | 
instead of the 11th of April, when the stated session will be held; and 

| I am informed that this unusual. act of accommodation to prisoners has > 
not been found consistent: with the multifarious business of the court | . 

_ for the last fifteen years, nor can it now be granted without both public | 
and private inconvenience. oe | | - - | 

| There are considerations of the gravest character connected with the _ 
proposed special session which may, perhaps, prevent its taking place. 
The circuit judge cannot attend it by reason of his indispensable engage- 
ments elsewhere as a member of the supreme court, and it is question-. 
able whether the district judge has authority to holda circuit court alone. | 

It would not be proper hastily to expose the jurisdiction of this import-. 
ant court to such a disparagement, if it is really to be apprehended. It. 
would answer the ends of the prisoners as little as it would those of the. 
general administration of justice, thus to draw its permanent useful-.
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[78] ness into question and controversy,*for the sake of indulging pris- 
| >” gners, whose ease is not harder than that of most others, (partic- 

_ ularly the needy and unprotected,) with an extraordinary trial. Butthe 
| - judge whose respect for his ‘station and his duty suggests to him these | 

anticipations, as animated on this as on all occasions, with the best dis- | 
position to administer justice with the mercy of promptitude; and he 
will, no doubt, undertake alone the laborious and responsible functions 

_ of the special session,-unless, in his deliberate judgment, there should) _ 
be satisfactory reasons for referring this case, like all others that have | 

| been tried in this district for the last fifteen years, to the regular and _ 
stated session of the court, constituted as heretofore. | 

. [have the honor to remain, sir, with great consideration, your obedi- | 
ent servant, | | an 

| : | ©. J. INGERSOLL. ~ 
— Hon. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, | oo CS 

Secretary of the Department of State. a — 

| [79] | * Mr. Adams, Secretary of State, to district attorneys. 

oe [Cireular.] | . 

| a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| en — | December 13, 1817. 

 S§re: I have to request you to transmit to this Department, at as early 
| a day as you may find convenient, a statement of every case in which 

you have, since the last session of Congress, instituted a process before 
- the courts of the United States, for the execution of the laws to enforce 

a due observance of the neutral obligations of the United States in the. 
contest between Spain and the American Provinces, claimed by her as | 

: ~ eolonies ; specifying those in which you have proceeded in consequence 
| of applications from the Spanish consuls, together with the decisions of 

the courts in the cases upon which any decision has been had. | | 
Be | —— JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. — 

| UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEYS co OO 
| At New Orleans, Georgia, Charleston, South Carolina, Baltimore, 

| Philadelphia, New York, Boston, Portsmouth, and Rhode Island. — | 

- [80] *Mr. Robbins, district attorney, to Mr. Adams, Secretary of State. 

; fe os NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND, © : 
| , | District Attorney's Office, December 23, 1817. 

| Sir: I have just received your letter of the 13th instant, and hasten — 
7 to communicate the information therein requested. So | | 

In July last, a Spanish ship called the St. Romans, and prize to a 
Buenos Ayres privateer, was found within the waters of this district, at 

| Block Island, disposing of her cargo by retail to the inhabitants of that 
island. The ship and cargo, so far as the latter could be, were seized 

a and carried first to the Connecticut district, and thence brought to this 
district, and have been libeled here as forfeited to the United States, _ 
under the act entitled an act to regulate the collection of duties on im- 

| _ ports and tonnage, passed the 2d March, 1798. | -
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- Mr. Malagamba, the Spanish consul, residing within this district, has 

also libeled the same property on behalf of the original Spanish owners, - 

. and has filed a claim against the libel before mentioned of the - 

|81] United States. I have also filed a *claim in behalf of the United . “ 

States against the libel of the Spanish consul. Both cases are 

still pending in our district court, and stand for trial at the term to be | : 

| holden the first Tuesday of February next. The laws to preserve the neu- | 

tral relations ot the United States are not at all involved in the ground of 

the libel of the United States, but some considerations of them, however, 

may incidentally arise in discussing the Spanish claim. The libel of the ts 

_. Spanish consul will probably be attempted to be enforced on the ground 

of those laws. As the libels are adverse, it is unnecessary to say that | 

the libel of the United States was not instituted on the application of. 7 

the Spanish consul. : | | oo 

' -_In September last, a schooner called the B, an American registered oo 

vessel, with some armament and 13 men, cleared out from Bristol, in this : : 

State, for the West Indies. Some days after, she being found hovering | 

on the coast and augmenting her force, the collector of this port sent Be! 

the revenue-cutter to seize and bring her in. These orders were exe- | 

cuted, and at the request of the collector I libeled the vessel — 

[82] as forfeited to the United States, under the *act entitled “An act . 
| more effectually to preserve the neutral relations of the United 8 

States,” passed the 3d March, 1817. This libel has been tried, and the 

property condemned in the district court of this district, but is now | 

pending by appeal in the circuit court, and stands for final trial at the | 

, term to be holden the 15th June next, which trial is to be final byagree- . 

ment of the parties. — oe oe —_ Oo 

| I have also, at the request of the collector of this port, preferred an - 

indictment against —— Jones, owner and master of said schooner, 

under the ast-mentioned act, which indictment has been found and con- | 

tinued to the next June term of the cirenit court. re ee 

~The Spanish consul has not moved at all in the business of this libel 

or indictment to my knowledge or belief. ~ : | : 

These cases embrace all the proceedings which have been had in this | 

district since the last session of Congress, involving any question upon | - 

the laws made to preserve the neutral relations of the United States. / 

With the most perfect esteem, I have the honor to be, your obedient 

servant, a i 
ASHER ROBBINS. | 

Hon. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, | OS, 

Secretary of State, United States. 

[83] *Mr. Davies, district attorney, to Mr. Adams, Secretary of State. | 

ee | SAVANNAH, January 2, 1818. | 

Str: Since the last session of Congress I have, in two instances only, | 

instituted process before the courts of the United States for the execu- | 

tion of the laws to enforce a due observance of the neutral obligations a 

of the United States in the contest between Spain and the American | 

~ provinces claimed by her as colonies. In both instances the vessels 

| proceeded against were seized and detained by the United States brig 

) Saranac, and I acted on the information of her commander, Mr. H. - 

Elton, having in no instance had any application made to me on this : 

~ subject by a Spanish consul. ee | | ca :
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The first was the case of the schooner Iris. This vessel, it appeared, 
was formerly called the Astulla, sailing under Spanish colors, and was | 

-—s gaptured on a voyage from or to the coast of Africa, by a privateer 
: under Mexican colors. She was afterward seized and detained by one 

of the United States vessels of war and sent into the Port of New © 
Orleans, where she was libeled in behalf of her Spanish owners, and 
restitution claimed on the ground that the Mexican privateer by which 

_ _ she had been captured had been equipped in the port of New Or- 
Jeans. Pending the proceedings she was sold in virtue of an 

| [84] *interlocutory decree of the court of admiralty, and was purchased , 
by a Mr. Duplessis, who afterward disposed of a moiety of her 

toa Mr. Duncan. At the time she was sent into New Orleans she had 
two large guns mounted on her quarter-deck, besides a quantity of — 

| powder and provisions on board, consisting of pork, flour, &e. Atthe _ 
- time she was seized by the Saranac there were found on board, con- _ 

cealed in the hold, twelve or fourteen more large guns, which most of 
the witnesses, examined on the part of the claimant, testified were on 

| board at the time she was sent into New Orleans; but they were not 
~- mentioned in the inventory delivered by the marshal to the purchaser, 

_ Mr. Duplessis. The other articles were mentioned, viz, the two mounted 
guns, the powder, and the provisions. After the purchase by Mr. | 

Oe Duplessis, the vessel underwent some trifling repairs and sailed from 
_ New Orleans, bound ostensibly for St. Mary’s; but it was admitted by _ 

- _Mr. Duplessis that his intention was to go to Amelia, if on his arrival off 
that place it should have been found in the possession of the “patriots.” — ) 
On the arrival of the vessel at the port of Funandisa, that place was | 
in possession of General McGregor, and.she was taken by the Saranac - 

when going into that port. At the time of her sailing from New 
[85] Orleans she had on board *the owner, Mr. Duplessis, the captain, | 

| | and ten men before the mast, besides four other persons who | 
oe were called passengers.. The acting captain at the time they left New 

Orleans testified on the trial that he had understood from these four — 
men that they held commissions in the “patriot” service, and were _ 

| going to Amelia to be employed. One of them acted as mate during 
the voyage, and one other testified that before the vessel sailed it was 

| agreed between Duplessis and himself that he should have the com- 
| mand as soon as they were at sea; that he did accordingly take the 

command a short time after sailing; and that he would have taken the 
- ecommand at New Orleans, but, holding a commission in the patriot 

service and disclaiming to be an American citizen, he could not. clear 
the vessel. This man also testified that it was understood between. 
Duplessis and himself that he should become the purchaser of the ves- 
sel on her arrival at Amelia or St. Mary’s, and Duplessis alleged in his — | 

, answer that it was his intention to make sale of her on his arrival at 
either of these places. The log-book was very imperfect, containing | 

the occurrences of but.a part of the voyage. On one day, according to __ | 
the log-book, a vessel was discovered and all sail was made in | | 

[86] chase; this latter remark was obliterated, *and all the witnesses __ 
swore that no such circumstance occurred, but that, on the con- _ 

trary, they avoided all vessels that they could during the voyage. The 
libel against the vessel was founded upon the act of March, 1817. She 
was acquitted before the district court, but condemned before the Gir- | 

cuit court. oo _ | | | : 
| The other is the case of the Hornet. This vessel was formerly an 

| American privateer called the Traveller. Some time in the course of the | 

past year she was fitted and equipped as a privateer in the Delaware. — |
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Her men, (according to the testimony,) together with her equipments, | 
were shipped and procured at Philadelphia, and sent down to the vessel 7 
in oyster-boats and other small craft. Four or five days after sailing | | 

- the name Traveller was.obliterated and she assumed the name of Hornet 
and hoisted the colors of Sir George McGregor, and commenced her 
cruise. . During the cruise the men mutinied, and, while in this state, | 
the vessel was taken possession of: by Captain Elton, on the St. Mary’s : 

| station, and sent in. There was a condemnation before the district 
court, and an appeal was. taken to the circuit court, where it is still 

~  -pending.. — | | oe 
[87] | *Perhapsa particular statement of the facts in relation to these - 

gages was not required from me, but being in doubt on this sub- 
ject I have given them according to the best information which I have | | 
been enabled to acquire, from the testimony collected and offered to 
the courts before which the cases have been heard. — | 

- Tam, yours, &e., &, | | a | 
: oe, | | | WILLIAM DAVIES. 
Hon. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, | | | oe 

: : Be Secretary of State. | 

ns Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Beard. : 

Be CUSTOM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, , 
| Collector’s Office, April 22, 1818. — 

| Sir: The brig you speak of as a Spanish vessel, prize toa Buenos | | 
_ Ayrean vessel of war, may come up and enter as a merchantman, ifin | | 

need of any supplies for the crew or repairs to enable the vessel to navi- 
gate safely, but an officer must be put on board to prevent anything | 
being landed until she is ready to depart from the United States. 
‘An inspector of the customs will perform this duty, and go down for 

| the purpose. - SO | | 
a Oe | JAMES H. McCULLOCH. 

Captain ALEXANDER BEARD. ) - | 

[88] | *United States Neutrality Act of April 20, 1818. oo 

unis act is already printed in the United States Documents, Vol. 

_  ..- Mr..Monroe, Secretary of State, to Mr. Fish, district attorney. 

be | _. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
re : ot July 20, 1818. | 

Sir: The Chevalier de Onis has represented to this department that — 
the owners of the American privateer, the True-Blooded Yankee, are 
fitting her out in New York to cruise off the harbor of Cadiz, in Spain, | . 
under the flag of the government of Buenos Ayres, with a view to the _ | 

| capture of the vessels of his sovereign and of the subjects of the Crown 
of Spain. You will lose no time in setting on foot the necessary inquiry 
in relation to the facts alleged by the Chevalier de Onis, and in taking — 

oLA | | oy | |
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| the proper measures to frustrate the plan of the adventurers, if his 
information is found to be correct. You will likewise in this case insti- = 
tute the proper legal remedies for the punishment of this violation of 

: | the law, and make a statement to this Department of the result of your 
. inquiries and of the steps you shall have taken. a 

| te re :  « JAMES MONROE. | 
, -: JONATHAN FIsn, Esq. a So | 

Mr. Wirt, Attorney-General, to the President. _ — 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL 
: .—-s OF:«* THE UNITED STATES, _ | 

| [89] ae * September 10, 1818. — 

Sir: The cause of the Corony, Captain Saunders, seized at Savannah, 
ona charge of having been fitted out in a port of the United States to | 
eruise against the King of Spain, with whom we are at peace, has been 
submitted by the Secretary of State for my opinion, and, in his absence, __ 
I take the liberty of communicating the opinion directly to you. : 
_ Captain Saunders applies for an order to discharge his vessel from 
further prosecution, on the ground that she is a legitimate armed ves- 
sel, lawfully sailing under the flag of the republic of Venezuela, and _ 
regularly commissioned by Admiral. Brion. Although both the state- 
ment and the documents furnished by Captain Saunders are entirely ex | 
parte, yet, from his own showing, I consider it a fair case for adjudica- | 

| tion; for-in his letter to the Secretary of State he admits that the 
Corony is the same vessel which, on the 1st day of April last, cleared 
-eut from the custom-house at Savannah, with the munitions of war then | 
on board with which she was apprehended; and by reference to the 

| manifest which he- incloses in his letter in support, it is presumed, of 
this assertion, it will be found that she then cleared out under the name 

| of the Felix, having on board three cases of muskets, two four-pound 
| : and two six-pound cannon with carriages, sixteen kegs of powder, 

| [90] and no other cargo except *sea-stores; and he admits that, thus : 
armed, she took a commission to cruise against the subjects of the 

- King of Spain, and did sail upon such cruise. At this time the act to 
| prevent citizens of the United States from privateering against nations 

in amity with, or against the citizens of, the United States, and the act _ 
passed the 3d of March, 1817, “more effectually to preserve the neutral 
relations of the United States,” were both in force, the provisions of 

| which are familiar to you; and I, therefore, think it unnecessary to say 

- more than that, in my opinion, the case of the Corony is a fit case for 

—— adjudication, and by no means one which calls for the extraordinary | 
| | interference of the Government. a | | 

To enable you the more readily to test the accuracy of this opinion by 
| the facts communicated by Captain Saunders, I inclose his letter to the 

oo Secretary of State, with the documents which that letter covered. 
| J have the honor to be, &c., oe 

- , The PRESIDENT of the United States. Ce
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a ee [Iniclosure.] : oo “s 

| Captain Saunders to Mr. Adams, Secretary of State. — | 

oo SAVANNAH, Suely, 1818. 2 oe 
Sir: I pray you to lay before his Excellency the President of the ; 

United States the inclosed documents. I submit the caseofthe _ 
{91] Corony to his consideration *under the belief that it is a proper | 

subject for the interposition of the Government, and that his 
excellency, under the representations made, will be pleased to direct — 
the United States officer to release the vessel from the present arrest 
and process. The Corony is regularly commissioned, and has done no 

| act since that period that could upon any ground support a libel against 
her in an admiralty court of the United States, unless it is determined 

. to doubt the authority to cruise under the flag and commission of Ven- | 
ezuela. This vessel has sailed in company with the United States ves- 
sel, the Hornet, and until the seizure under the vague and unsupported = 

| ‘allegation of being fitted out and armed within the limits of the United | 
States, her flag and’commission have been respected wherever she has 
been. A reference to the custom-house of this district will show that 
she was permitted to sail from this port with the munitions thenon = | 
board; that she had no guns mounted or was in a State or condition to 
commit hostilities. She received her armament and commission at ce 

.  Margaritta, and sailed in the full confidence (particularly as she brought | 
dispatches from Captain Reid to this Government) of not being molested 
in the United States. The Corony is now in possession of the mar- | 

shal, and with this expense is incurred the very serious one 
[92] *of supporting the crew until some decision is obtained from the 

- ” - gourt or the Government. There is no acting district judge, and 
consequently I am compelled to wait for the judgment of the court, _ 
which may not be expected before December, the period assigned for | 
the session of the circuit court. Unless, then, it is in the power of the 
President to afford me the relief solicited, the vessel and her armament a 
will be abandoned, and redress sought for against the arresting officer. 
_ _[ have the honor to be, &c., | 

| WM. SAUNDERS. 
- -Hon. J. Q. ADAMS, Oo 7 , 

Secretary of State. a 

~ Inclosures: Manifest of schooner Felix, (copy;) protest and affidavits | 
of W.58., (copy ;) commission and instructions of W.5., (copy.) 

Myr. Wirt, Attorney-General, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. | 

LAP oe So oe WASHINGTON, October 12,1818. 
DEAR Sir: I find on my table this morning yours of the 9th instant. _ 

‘Whether I can take part in the prosecutions will depend on the case 7 
you shall be able to make by your evidence. .The Government is sin- 

: cerely and earnestly desirous to fulfill the pledge of neutrality as to the | 
a South American contest, which it has given to the world, andit = | 

{93] it shall appear that our citizens have interfered *in this contest . 
| "in violation of existing laws, you may rely upon my professional 

‘assistance. But I must know what the proof will be before I can
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engage, and this same knowledge you will readily perceive is necessary 
before I can express any opinion as to the mode of indicting. ) 

| You will be so. good, therefore, as to furnish me copies of any informa- 
| tion you may receive which brings the case under either of the laws, in 

order that I may give you the aid you require; and in the mean time it 
- may not be amiss to state to the Secretary of State your wish for my 

assistance. | as | | 
Yours, with great respect, &e., . | a 

| , | | | | WM. WIRT, 
| | . | Attorney-General. 

ELIAS GLENN, Esq., : , | 
| | | Baltimore. a 

Mr. Glenn, district attorney, to Mr. Adams, Secretary of State 

— oo | BALTIMORE, October, 1818. 
Sir: Warrants have been issued by the district judge of Maryland © 

against several men of some standing in society for having, in the year | 
1816, been concerned in fitting out a privateer called the Fourth of July, 
alias the Fortuna, with intent to employ such vessel in the service 

of Buenos Ayres and of Artigas, to commit hostilities upon | 
[94] *the subjects of the Kings of Spain and Portugal. Upon these 

warrants the parties charged have been arrested and recognized 
to appear on the 7th of November next, when the subject will be pre- | 
sented to the grand jury, when,I presume indictments will be found. 

| Upon these indictments the parties charged will be tried. a 
| As the trial will involve many important questions, which will readily 

_ present themselves to your mind, I take the liberty of asking the favor 
, of you to permit me to employ Mr. Wirt to assist me in the prosecutions 

if he will consent to lend his aid. ee . 7 
' “Will you be pleased to communicate with the Attorney-General on 

| this subject, and let me have the pleasure of hearing from you on this 
subject? | | . a 

| | ~ J have the honor to be, &c., an | 
a | | ELIAS GLENN. 

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, Esq. , Oo 

| [95] *Mr. Swift, Portuguese consul, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. | 

: VicE-CONSULATE OF PORTUGAL, 
| | Baltimore, October 29, 1818. _ 

Sir: I beg leave to call your attention to the affidavit that [have — 
- the honor to inclose. I would further inform you that from my own 

knowledge the commander of the armed brig alluded to arrived here 
this morning preparatory to his departure for a cruise on which I learn | 

| -heintends to proceed immediately, which is confirmed by a communica- 
tion Ihave received from one of his officers. So | 

Under these circumstances I have to respectfully request you will, by 
virtue of the power invested in you, cause the said armed vessel to be 
detained forthwith, until at least the pleasure of the President of the 
United States can be known. | oe | | 

1 make this appeal in. great confidence, from my knowledge of your
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disposition for justice, and that with every good citizen you will unite | 

_ in showing your disapprobation of acts fraught with so much evil and : 

| injustice, which are so likely to entail disgrace on our city, and to dis- | | 

turb that tranquillity which our country now happily enjoys. | 

I have the honor to assure youof the great respect and consideration 

with which I am, sir, yours, &c., &e., ae - 
| | | . W. B.SWIET. - 

| JAMES H. McCuLLocg, Esq,., | | 
Collector of the Customs, Balttmore. | 

[96] *BALTIMORE, 8s: | | | 
So On this 29th day of October, 1818, personally appeared before 

me, the subscriber, a justice of the peace for the county aforesaid, John 
M. Guss, who made oath on the Holy Evangels of. Almighty God that | 

he has every reason to believe, and is confident in his own mind, thata | 

certain brig or vessel formerly called the Iowa Lento, and captured 
under the Portuguese flag by the private armed brig La Fortuna, under | 
a commission from Artizas, is now fitting or fitted in the Chesapeake ~ | 
Bay (and at present in or near Patuxent) for the purpose of cruising 
against the commerce of nations in amity with the United States, and 
that part of said equipment has been furnished ator from the neighbor- 
hood of Baltimore. | 

- Sworn to before | . 
AUG. FISQUITH. | 

[97] — *Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Beard. | a 

oe CuSTOM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE,  —_—_s_. | 
| Collector’s Office, October 29, 1818, | 

Siz: Information having been given to me that a certain brig or vessel... — | 

7 formerly called John Lunt, captured from the Portuguese by the oriental CC 
brig of war La Fortuna, is now arming and fitting for hostile purposes 
against nations in amity with the United States, at or near Patuxent | 
‘River in this bay, and is furnished with part of her equipments from 
Baltimore, or some place near it, you will please to proceed with the 

: eutter Active and examine the places in that quarter or elsewhere. And — 

if such vessel so acting and fitting is found without legal entry and. | 

permit therefor, seize and bring her to this port for adjudication. | : 
- If in possession of any of the officers of the United States, your ob- - 
ject is answered, and nothing will remain but to give any assistance re- | 
quired to secure the vessel. : | | | | | 

- Your obedient servant, oe a | 
a JAMES H. McCULLOCH, 
oe a | BS Collector. 
Captain ALEXANDER BEARD. | ) | 

[98] *Mr. Wirt, Attorney-General, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. | 

eho ae a DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, oe 
ee SO . Washington, November 6, 1818. _ 

~ DEAR Sie: I have been deliberating as well as 1 could on the course 
ef prosecution which shall be adopted against the owners, captain, and
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| crew of the Fourth of July, privateer, and according to the request 
contained in your first letter, will now give you my opinion on that — 

| course. 7 | : : | 
First. I would indict the captain and crew as pirates under. the origi- 

nal act of Congress which defines piracy. The prisoners will defend 
a themselves under the commission of Artigas. I would object to that | 

commission going before the jury as evidence, on the ground that it is 
| - not the commission of a sovereign recognized by our Government. 

_ In the case of the Roruss, in Richmond, the chief justice decided that 
a maritime commission signed by the sovereign authority of the province 
of La Plata furnished no justification to the crew of that vessel, because 

: the court could not take notice of La Plata, as a sovereignty, until recog- — 
| nized by our Government, and, consequently, could not take notice of 

a commission purporting to be issued under the separate authority of 
that province. That in view of the court La Plata must be considered 

: | as a dependence of the Spanish Crown, until its separate exist- | 
[99] enee as a nation *had been acknowledged by the executive branch 

> of the Government. | | | | 
: - In reply to this they will quote the decision of the Supreme Court in 

the case of Palmer, (2 Wheaton, 634-5,) and they will insist on the — 
| - eorrespondence between Mr. Monroe, when Secretary of State, with Don 

: Onis, as well as the President’s message at the opening of the last ses- 
- sion of Congress to prove the admission of the Government that the 

South American colonies are to be considered as in a state of civil war. 
: : On this limited recognition they will claim for Artigas the rights laid 

down in Palmer’s case qua supra, that is all the rights which war author- | 
izes, and they will insist, under that opinion, “That persons and vessels 
employed in the service of the self-created governments must be permit- 

| ted to prove the fact of their being actually employed in such service, _ 
- by the same testimony; which would be sufficient to prove that such 

| vessel or person was employed in the service of an acknowledged state.’’ 
That although under that opinion “the seal of such unacknowledged 

- government cannot be admitted to prove itself,” yet that it may be 
| proved by such testimony as the nature of the case admits, and that 

. . the faet that such vessel or person is so employed may be 
| [100] proved without *producing the seal.” | 

To this there are two answers : 
| 1. That the correspondence with Don Onis and the message are not: 

pointed at Artigas. They are to be considered in reference to the 
subject-matter which alluded to a complaint. of the Spanish minister 

— touching the admission of Buenos Ayrean privateers into our ports. ¢ 
The section of country which Artigas holds is claimed by Portugal. 

| ‘His war is with the King of Portugal. Thesystem of colonial govern- — 
: ment adopted by the two monarchs is alleged to be very different—that 

of Spain oppressive to the colonists in an extreme degree; that of Portu- _ 
| gal comparatively liberal. According to the writers on the laws of 

nations, the course which a neutral holds in such wars is often directed — 
/ by its sense of the justice of one side of the cause or the other, and | 

| according to this sense it relaxes at pleasure the rigor of its neutrality, 
| still, however, keeping within the neutral pale. According to these | 

writers, a recognition of the independence of a revolted colony by a neu- 
. tral is no cause of war to the parent nation, provided the revolted col- 

only be in actual and exclusive possession of its territory and 
a [101] government. According *to these principles our Government: 

| - - might recognize the government of Buenos Ayres without giving. 
| | just cause of war to Spain; but if the Bande Orientale, as Portugal
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contends, is a separate territory belonging to a distinct sovereign, such 

-  yecognition of Buenos Ayres would not extend to that, because the . 

' American Government may perceive a justice in the one conflict which | So 

| it does not in the other. _ | ree | : 

On the same principle the recognition of a civil war in Buenos Ayres, oe 

a Spanish colony, would not by any means carry along with it as a con- 
sequence the recognition of a civil war in a Portuguese colony. | | 

You will not understand me as speaking in the name of the Govern- 

ment of the United States as to its seeing any difference in fact between | 

the cases of Puerrydon and Artigas, | Se | | 

_ [have no authority for making any such declaration. I speak only — 
of the inference of fact which may or may not be fairly deduced from 

the correspondence and message in question. Those who rely upon 7 

them as establishing the admission that civil war exists between Artigas 
and Portugal must show that admission in the face of those documents, | 

-. and cannot, for the reasons I have given, infer, argumentatively, oo 

[102] by *reasoning from the one case to the other. ae a a 
| - If the prisoners fail in showing that. our Government had ad- | 

mitted the existence of a civil war between Artigas and Portugal, then , 
the principles laid down in Palmer’s case, qua supra, can have no appli; 

| cation to the case at bar, and this. case. will revert to the principles 

established by the Chief Justice in the case of the Roruss. 7 
2. But suppose it.to be taken as admitted by the Government that a 

civil war does exist between Artigas and Portugal, does it follow that 

- the citizens of the United States may participate in that war? oo 

| - The Supreme Court have not so said. Palmer was not expressly in- 

dicted as a citizen of the United States, nor is the vessel charged as _ 

. being United States property, and the principles laid down by the court 

are to be taken secundum rem judicata, and not to be extended to a dif- | 
ferentcase. = ©... . an 

- Jf the Bande Orientale is to be considered as part of the province of 

La Plata, and, consequently, as belonging to Spain, the fourteenth arti- 

cle of our treaty with Spain makes the case at bar a case of piracy, 
a (see that article;) and whatever rights of war Artigas may have 
{103] on the ground of his being engaged *in a civil war, the citizens 

— ” of the United States cannot mingle in that war.on this hypothesis 

without being guilty of piracy. (See what Vattel says, Book 3, chap- _ 

. ter 2, section 15, as to enlisting troops in a foreign nation.) 
As a branch of this opinion the owners, &c., ought to be indicted as 7 

accessories to the piracy under the ninth and tenth sections of the act 

of 1790, “An act for the punishment of certain crimes against the _ 
, United States.” Oo 

- [would indict them under the act of 1794, “An act in addition | 

to the act for the punishment of certain crimes against the United 

States,” laying a separate count under every section where the facts | 

will warrant it. The defense here will be that Artigas is neither a for- 

eign prince, nor his province a state, according to the decision in Gelston 
| vs. Hoyt. But as the previous prosecution for piracy can fail only on 

the ground that he is a prince and his government that of a state, (under | 
- the decision in Palmer’s case and by our Government’s recognition of a 

| civil war;) the prisoners will have taken this ground from under them- 

, Selves. : | | | 
[104] Artigas and his provihce are either a foreign * prince and state, 

| "or they are not. Jf they are, the indictment will be under the . 

act of 1794; if they are not, the indictment for piracy will be under the 

actof 1790. woe | os |
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here seems to be no probability of escaping this dilemma but by 
| splitting the hair and saying they are.so far a foreign prince or stateas | 

| ‘to excuse the prisoners from the piracy, but yet not so far as to subject _ 
them under the act of 1794. a : | ; 

| In the case of Gelston and Hoyt the alleged princes and states were 
-—_ Petion and Christophe, and the different parts are St. Domingo. oe 

Our Government had never acknowledged these sovereignties—not 
even by the recognition of a civil war either between themselves or 

| their parent countries. — a se | es 
So that inference can be drawn from that case to this, if the court 

| shall have previously excused the.piracy on the ground of our recogni- 
tion of acivilwar, | ee | | 

This simple recognition in Palmer’s case was considered and decided 
as placing the belligerent on the same footing for the purposes of war 

| as if they had both been regularly recognized sovereigns, an effect 
[105] which would certainly bring the act of ’94 to bear.directly on *the 

case. oO Sb 

- 3. I would indict them under the act of 1817. As to facts under this 
act you have, I understand, only a single witness; but that there is in 
expectation a further proof. — . | os | a 

| The grand jury, I presume, would not hesitate to find a bill on the 
testimony of this single witness; and if you think it unsafe to go into 

| : the trial on the evidence of this single witness, the court would, I pre- a 
- sume, indulge you in a continuance until the next term. | 

| | | WM. WIRT. : 

| T have not as yet received any direction from the President to attend . 
| these trials. I will see him to-morrow on the subject and write you | 

again. | _ , - , 
— ELIAS GLENN, | 

| District Attorney for the United States, Baltimore. 

| Mr. Wirt, Attorney-General, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. 

| WASHINGTON, November 9, 1818. 

| DEAR Sir: I have seen and consulted with the President on the sub- 
| ject of your wish, that I would go on to Baltimore to aid in the prose- 

| eution of the crew of the Fourth July, and am instructed by him to | 

| state that his confidence in your zeal and ability in giving ‘ 

[106] *effect to the laws of the Union renders the measure wholly un-— 
necessary. a | eS 

| | In my letter of the 6th instant I took the liberty to give you very fully - 

, my views of the case, in compliance with a request in one of your former 
| letters. 7 Oo | 

-- You will understand me, however, as not presuming to prescribe your | 

course, but merely as offering for your adoption or rejection the sugges- — 
tions which struck me at the moment as belonging to the case. 

I an, yours, &ce., &c., | | | | 
| : ' . WM. WIRT. 

|  ELiaAs GLENN, Esq., | : 7 | 

| a Baltimore. coe
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OO Mr. Swift, Portuguese consul, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. . 2 

oe —.. -  VyioE-CONSULATE OF PORTUGAL, | 
| Baltimore, December 16, 1818. oo 

| Sm: I am necessitated, in my official capacity, to once more intrude oe 

upon your time and attention. The schooner Alerta, or Alerto, said: to | 

be under the flag and commission of General Artigas, is now in this | 

district receiving her crew on board preparatory to a cruise. Ample 

| testimony has been furnished the grand jury recently in session, and . 

_. which can be still had, that the above-named vessel received the | 
| [107] *commission of Artigas at sea. from an officer of the private | 

-. armed brig La Fortuna, for the purpose of cruising against the 

commerce of the King of Portugal, since which period she has arrived _ 

and completely refitted at this point as a vessel of war, and so manifest _ 

_48*the views of those concerned with her, that I am necessitated, in a 

faithful discharge of the duties of my office, to request you, sir, to have 

the said vessel forthwith detained until the pleasure of the President of 

the United States can be known on the subject. — 
-.. With great personal regard, I am, &c., 

- | Be | WwW. R. SWIFT. | 

Jas. H. McCuuyioca, Esq., \ 

oe Collector of Custums, Baltimore. | 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Beard. a 

oe | COLLECTOR’S OFFICE, BALTIMORE, > 

SC oo | December 17, 1818. 
Str: Information has been verbally delivered here that a vessel called 

the Alerta has departed from this port and gone down the river without 

a certificate or permit of any kind. The same vessel has been reported | 

to me by the consul of Portugal as intended to be armed and to eruise 

7 against the commerce of that kingdom. You will therefore immediately , 

proceed to the place where she lies and take possession of. her and de- 

tain her until an investigation can be had. Demand if they have any _ 

papers in the first instance, and take whatever they produce, returning | 

them to this office. You will please to note, particularly, whether she 

: is armed, if any cargo is on board, what it is, what number of men, : 

who are the officers, &c. | : . 
| -. . Your obedient servant, | 

J.H. McCULLOCH, | 

oe | - | | an “Collector. : 
Captain ALEXANDER BEARD. | 

. Lo \ 

-[108]* Mr. Brent, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Fish, district attorney. — 

oo | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : | 

ee | February 4, 1819. | 
yo Sir: Herewith you will receive the copy of a letter from the district 

attorney of Maryland, and the original depositions of Joseph Almeda, 
in the case of George Clark and Joseph Moon, who are charged with 
having committed piracy and murder on board of a vessel thatis said to
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have been fitted out at Baltimore and to have assumed the flag of Arti- 
. . gas. You see from the letter of Mr. Glenn that a warrant was issued _ 

against these men upon the facts disclosed by this deposition, and that 
| Clark evaded the service of it by his sudden departure from Baltimore 

_ - . for New York in the Hiram, Captain Luther Evans, but that Moon was 
| taken and is now under arrest and in prison at Baltimore. Under these 

circumstances, it is the President’s wish that you lose no timein setting _ 
- on foot the necessary judicial prosecutions against Clark, and such others 

-.  eonecerned in the erimes charged upon him as-may be found in 
[109] *New York, if the deposition referred to be deemed. sufficient 
 . authority for his arrest in that district, or you can otherwise 

 Obtam. the necessary evidence in his case and that of the others. 
' The copy of a letter from the consul of the United States at the Cape. 
de Verd Islands to this Department in relation to these atrocities is 
also inclosed ; and Captain O. P. Finlay, master of the ship Boston, one 
of the vessels plundered and robbed by Clark and his party, is now at 

| Alexandria, in this district. - St! ne 
| : | Tam, &e., | | | 

| : | | DP. BRENT. | 
| JONATHAN FISH, oo SS | 

) | Attorney, United States, &e. | re 

| | AN ACT to protect the commerce of the United States and punish the crime of piracy. 

Be tt enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of the 

| - United States be, and hereby is, authorized and requested to employ so 
: many of the public armed vessels as, in his judgment, the service may ~ 

-- require, with suitable instructions to. the commanders thereof, in 
. [110] proteeting the merchant-vessels of the United States and *their 

-. erews from piratical aggressions and depredations. . 
Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That the President of the United 

| States be, and hereby is, authorized to instruct the commanders of the — 
public armed vessels of the United States to subdue, seize, take, and 
send into any port of the United States, any armed vessel or boat, or 

oe any vessel or boat, the crew whereof shall be armed, and which shall 
have attempted or committed any piratical aggression, search, restraint, | 
depredation, or seizure, upon any vessel of the United States, or of the _ 
 eitizens thereof, or upon any other vessel; and also to retake any vessel 

7 of the United States, or its citizens, which may have been unlawfully 
| captured upon the high seas. | | 

SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That the commander and crew of | 
any merchant-vessel of the United States, owned wholly orin part by _ 

| a citizen thereof, may oppose and defend against any aggression, search, 
| restraint, depredation, or seizure, which shall be attempted-upon such 

| vessel, or upon any other vessel owned as aforesaid, by the commander 
or crew of any armed vessel whatsoever, not being a public armed ves- 

: sel of some nation in amity with the United States; and may -— 
[111] subdue and *capture the same; and may also retake any ves- 

sel, owned as aforesaid, which may have been captured by the 
commander or crew of any such armed vessel, and send the same into 
‘any port of the United States. — | SO 
SEc. 4. And be it further enacted, That whenever any vessel or boat, 

_ from which any piratical aggression, search, restraint, depredation, or
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seizure shall have been first attempted or made, shall be captured and are 
- brought into any.port of the United States, the same shall and may be oe 

adjudged and condemned to their use, and that ofthe captors, afterdue ~~ | 
process and trial, in any court having admiralty jurisdiction, and which . 

| shall be holden for the district into which such captured vessel shall be - 
brought, and the same court shall thereupon order a sale and distribu- 
tion thereof accordingly, and at their discretion. —_ So | 

Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That if any person or persons what- 
soever shall, on the high seas, commit the crime of piracy, as defined by 
the law of nations, and such offender or offenders shall afterward be . 

_ brought into or found in the United States, every such offender or 
| [112] offenders shall, upon conviction thereof, before the circuit court *of 

| -.. the United States for the district into which he or they may be 
_ brought, or in which he or they shall be found, be punished with death. ~ 

 SEc. 6. And be it further enacted, That this act shall be in force until 
the-end of the next session of Congress. — ee - 

Approved March 3, 1819. _ | ; Co _— | 

| Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Lieutenant Marshall. 

| CUSTOM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, 
Collector’s Office, March 26, 1819. 

Lieutenant MARSHALL: Please to proceed with the cutter Activedown 
| the bay and look for the Buenos Ayrean brig of war Peuyeredon, re- 

ported by her commander, Captain Franklin, to this office as being now ~ | 
probably near Patuxent. | | | 
- You will warn them either to go into port and enter the vessel, or to | | 
leave the waters of the United States, as they cannot remain in a Situa- 
tion where the interests of the United States are exposed in more ways. : 

: than one. Whichever way they determine you will please to keep by 
them and prevent any vessel from boarding them till they arrive or go 

- out, except ‘the pilot-boat returning with the captain or others. 
[113] *having permission for the purpose, and especially prevent any . 

‘vessel if carrying supplies. | - 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, : | | 

| JAS. H. McCULLOCH. — : 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Crawford, Secretary of the Treasury. a 

| oo _ Custom-HovussE, BALTIMORE, | 
ee, a Collector's Office, April 16, 1819. — ) 

| . Str: On the 14th instant a South American cruiser named Congresso. 
di Venezuela, Don Henreques Chiet, commander, arrived here and re- 

) ported herself as a government brig of war, bound for the River Aro- |” 
noque, but put in here in distress, requesting permission to make repairs: — 
and take supplies of provisions, water, &c. 

| -. It appears by the verbal accounts given me that she was formerly a 
Spanish brig of war, captured by the Irresistible, a patriot brig, and | 

| that at the moment when both were prepared to join in an expedition 
under Brien and Margueretta the crew of another cruiser there took the
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_ @pportunity of the absence of the commander and crew—the latter vessel 

being on shore with but asmall guard on board—to migrate from _ 

[114] their own vessel, substitute themselves to the *crew of the Irre- 
| ”.. gistible, and go off to seain her. The practice will doubtless cor- 

-yespond on these cruises to this piratical beginning, but the Congresso 

-_- geems to have sailed in pursuit, and being in need of repairs, &c., has 
-—- put in here. | ce Ce re 

. - The case is reported not only for its singularity and the information of 

| Government, but to show the difficulty. the collectors of the customs ~ 

| ‘ have at once to gratify the neutrality claimed of the United States by 

- | the South Americans, and to restrain their cruisers within proper . | 

bounds. | | a | . | 

| _ The apology for so much as is here written must be taken from the 

vexation of hearing complaints, while a consciousness is held of having 

done everything by watchfulness here and speedy attention toevery 

| information from every part of the bay districts with the utmost readi- : 

ness, in the midst of all our proper business, to give effect to whatever _ 
| the merchants or attorney of the district can suggest in any case, not 

by rumors or suppositions, but by embodied information that will dis- 

 glose the objects and justify the vindictive proceedings. 
| a , J. H. McoCULLOCH. 

Wa. H. CRAWFORD, Esq. | - | | 

| F445] * Myr. McCulloch, collector, to Lieutenant Marshall. - 

| | Custom-HovuskE, BALTIMORE, ° | 

, - | | ae Collector’s Office, April 22,1819. 

| Se: Please to proceed with all expedition to Patuxent River or else- 
. where down the bay, in search of the vessel said to be a prize to some 

foreign cruiser. Take possession of her and bring her into port for 

| security to the revenue, and as soon as you have seen her up into this 

river, return and board privateer if found below. Order her immediately 

' to come to entry in some district or leave the waters of the United — 

| States ; if they refuse or delay willfully, call for assistance from the militia 

officers on shore, who are obliged to render it, and any person refusing 

: is liable to a heavy penalty, and notice must be taken of them. If any 

| United States vessel is in the bay at Annapolis or Norfolk apply for _ 

their aid to enforce the laws, if you cannot of yourself, but it is trusted | 

that it is only necessary to say this by way of information or instruction, — 

| and that resistance will not be offered. - ee | 

‘There is now danger of these vessels bringing up goods clandestinely, 7 

: or of their being smuggled on shore where they lay, and against | 

so [116] both of these mischances you will’ be *watchfal and not suffer 

-any boat to board or leave either vessel without being searched, 

* - stopping all goods that may be in passage, permitting only refreshments | 

to go or passengers’ baggage to be landed from then. | a 

~ J am, in haste, | | | 

a oe Be | J. H. McCULLOCH. | 

| Lieutenant MARSHALL. oe , |
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Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Crawford, Secretary of Treasury. oe 

| | —_ CUSTOM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, : 
| | _ Collector’s Office, May 3, 1819. : 

Sir: I beg leave to inclose to you a note received this morning from “s 
the attorney of the district, respecting certain vessels therein named of. | 
which I can only report that the credible information which he speaks 
of seems only to be the loose declarations of people who see some things 
doing on board these vessels, and who neither particularize nor dis- 

7 tinguish between the lawful repairs and supplies permitted by our | 
neutral regulations, and the additions and augmentation of force which 

: are prohibited. | | | | . ee | 
: _ The Pacynedon was cleared three days ago and departed, followed by 

- the cutter, with orders to prevent all communication of vessels 
[117] with her in the bay. At the same time it must *be known that | 

she was closely examined at coming in, when her stores were | | 
landed and put under the public keys; herconduct here was attended to — 
and a close examination was made at. her departure. She brought in | 
ninety-eight men and went away with seventy, leaving also a gun or 
two as not wanted, and no change whatever affecting her hostile capa- 
city was otherwise made, as is certified to me by the inspectors. The 7 

“behavior of the commander and his officers was orderly, nor was com-. oe 
plaint heard before. The Nereyda was a Spanish prize, formerly a brig _ 
of war, of whose arrival an account was given in my letter of the 16th 
ultimo; she was in bad condition and needed much repairs for her safe | 

| navigation. The commander applied for leave to puta strip of plank 
about 3 or 4 inches wide and thick, and about 3 or 4 feet in length, 
under the sliding carriages of his guns, to replace some that were rotten, 
and to raise the woodwork out of the wash of the water, and as this was 
thought to apply to carriages only, &c., he was told that he could 

- do so small a piece of work by his own carpenter anywhere, and need | 
| -- not trouble us with it. But he went further; employed a carpen- | 

[118] ter here and changed these same strips in several of the *carriages. . 
- Upon a report to the office, he excused himself by saying that his 

carpenter went on shore, it being impossible to keep the hands on board 
while in a harbor, and that therefore he paid for the trifling nature of | 
the work; he offered, however, to take away the new and replace the > 
old pieces, which has been since ordered, after some hesitation. In the | 

_ meanwhile the vessel was libeled and in the hands of the marshal, ~ | 
which seemed to render our attention not so necessary, and makes the | | 
call of the district attorney a little unreasonable, perhaps. 

_.* The Alerta has been here, I believe, all winter, dismantled,and as re- 
ported to me sold to a eitizen, who proposes to send her to the West , 

: Indies for sale, with a part of her armament and a small cargo, as a mail- | 
carrier between the islands. He has altered her so as to make her much . 
less fit for a cruiser, and there is no doubt that he intends to sell her; 
still, he will be obliged to give bonds, as he retains some guns, &. 

| _ It does not appear to me in the circumstances that the collector is re- | 
quired to act as the attorney proposes to him, and that the sections of | 

the law he refers to apply to the cases, but as much is said on | 
[119] these sub*jects, and.as something may be cast upon theofficers of 

oO the customs in relief of the law-officers, this matteris submitted 
to your direction, which I shall be glad to follow. 7 | 
To exemplify our manner of proceeding with these vessels, an order 

- and return of examination made at the departure of the last privateer
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is aiso inclosed. This, as an official document, if you please, may be re- 
, urned. A hundred others are at your service if desirable. a 

| - a Oo | J. H. McCULLOCH. : 
| WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD, Esq. | | 

7120), *Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Lieutenant Marshall. OO 

DS CusTOM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, = 
no CO , —  --- Gollector’s Office, May 8, 1819. 

Sir: Please to get the cutter instantly ready if practicable, and pro- 
ceed down the bay in search of an armed brig called the Irresistible, of 
South America. Hndeavor to secure her and as many of the crew as 
practicable, she having been, as reported, piratically carried off and her 
officers left behind or put out of her afterward. If any difficulty appears 

| _ from.a spirit of resistance, apply to the United States armed vessels for | 
assistance or to the officers of the land forces and militia, at any point 
most expedient. : | | ne 

| ~~ ¥ou will remember the usual directions to prevent the landing of goods 
or putting them on board other vessels, and to immediately seize them 
wherever found. — a | pa | | 

_  Inclosed is a blank search-warrant for use, if goods are landed, and 
- in any house, to obtain which you must go before a magistrate and make 

| oath of your information, and then enter no house but in the day-time, 
without leave of the owner, of which consent some of your own men or 

| disinterested neighbors should be witness. — | So - 
In haste, &c., | 

So | | 7 | . JAMES H. McCULLOCH.  - 
Lieutenant JoHN MARSHALL. | oo 

{121]  *Mr. Adams, Secretary of State, to. Mr. Glenn, district attorney. | 

oo oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
Os May 11,1819. — 

Sir: I have received your letter of the 8th instant. Mr. Biscoe,in- 
_ Spector of the customs at Nottingham, will deliver you this letter. He 
goes to Baltimore in pursuit of the Irresistible, which after having been | 

— ,. seized by the officers at Nottingham was taken from them, and is sup- 
: posed to be at Baltimore. | ee | | 

_ I beg leave once more to recommend this vessel to your particular atten- | 
_ tion, and that you will use every legal exertion to bring to justice those | 

who have made her the instrument of their piracies. _ ee ha Bee 
| oe Lam, &e., . | ee | : 

Oo on | _ JOHN Q. ADAMS. | : 
ELIAS GLENN, Esq. _ | | 

| Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Crawford, Secretary of the Treasury. — . 

: oo . CustomM-HovusE, BALTIMORE, | 
oO Collector's Office, May 14, 1819. 

- Sir: It is most likely the representations you have received of Cap- 
tain Child’s language respecting the oriental brig La Irresistible, seized
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in Patuxent by the surveyor of that district, have been the loose say- ‘ 
ings and reports of sayings between him and others, with no very : 

- [122] correct understanding on *either side. Child, who commands the Q 
--. * vessel, reported to you on the 16th ultimo. Congressié de Vene- oe 

zuela was employed by Daniels (who had ordered her in expectation of } 
finding the stolen vessel, formerly under his command, in some port of 
the United States) to go down and assist in getting possession of her. | 
I neither knew this nor gave any authority to Child on the subject. But — 
what was said and written to Daniels may have given some occasion for 

| the reports you mention. oe | : 7 
This latter person applied to me on Saturday morning with informa- | 

tion of the vessel having arrived somewhere below, and begged to know 
what should be done in that case. He was informed the cutter would . 
be dispatched to effect every purpose necessary for the objects of our 
law and government, as he knew the strength of the brig, the temper | 4, 

, _ of the crew, and the weakness of the apparent means in our power here ; ooo 
he offered to go as a volunteer with others on the expedition. This was | 
declined, and the cutter ordered to proceed to execute the business. oe 

- This vessel, however, was then careening, her given ballast, &c., being | 
taken out, as everything must be, toheavedown. Mr. Marshall, the first Oo 
officer, who continues in command, came up to inform me of this situa- 

tion, and was directed to take in everything necessary again and - 
(123] proceed as fast as possible. This *could not be done before mid- 
-. , night or later ; and hethen departed on Sunday morning as directed. 
In. the mean time Daniels sent me a message, repeating a request that 
he had before made, that he might send down some of his former crew ae 
and officers to attend to the brig; but fearfal of some desperate act | 
being perpetrated to destroy her, &c., I sent him a written answer of 
which a copy is inclosed.. He was in too much haste, however, to wait : | 
the: motion of the cutter, as it appeared, and having hired a vessel sent 
a number of men, who, finding the brig abandoned, though with notice 

: of the surveyor there, having boarded her, &c., took possession and 
came out with a deputed inspector from that officer. Another cutter 
arriving, seized.the seamen found on board or in other vessels or ashore, | | 
agreeably to my orders, put them in irons, and came up with the brig, 

| never having disposed of the person employed by the officer of Notting- o 
ham, nor doing anything more than securing the vessel and prisoners, 

- noticing Child and his men no other ways, as far as I am informed, than - 
| by letting them assist to bring the brig into port. As he had but six | 

men, I.think, and near twenty prisoners, he could do no more. . oe 
_ | I must beg leave to say, sir, that a great deal of foolish, false - 

[124] story is every now and then *put in circulation, and not a little of ae 
_ pitiful self-interest among our citizens, as well as malignant dis- - a 
position with others, is manifested in occasional ravings on the subject 
of South American cruisers. But be assured, sir, the officers of the — 

| customs here will never give a real ground for such allegations as you 
have heard. They feel themselves bound to follow the same equal — . 

_ gourse which the spirit of our laws and the conduct of the Government a 
manifest is to be observed toward the vessels of the warring parties. It | | 

_ is not very likely, while each requires too much, that we shall satisfy 
either. But the officers here in their place will not swerve from their 

. duty to shun their disapprobation.  —_- a pe 
Yours, &c., et : OO 

, eo Re ee J. H. McCULLOCH. 
| WILLIAM CRAWFORD, Esq. | | | a
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[125] | *Mr. Glenn, district attorney, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. | 

oo BALTIMORE, May 21, 1819. 
| Sir: I have received information from Mr. Benabran, the Spanish con- 

sul, that the vessel called, now, the Louisa Casares, but formerly called | 
the Arrogante Barcelone, is actually fitting out as a privateer, by | 
Almuda or others, to cruise upon the high seas against the subjects or ) 
property of the King of Spain or some other foreign government with _ 

| which the United States is at peace. As too much of this business has 
already been carried on in this city, I pray you to make your inspectors 
furnish me with information of the state of this vessel before she is suf- 
fered to clear out, in order that I may, if the facts will justify me, file 

a information against her. ee | , a | 
Yours, very respectfully, 

- | ELIAS GLENN. 
JAMES H. McCuuLuocg, Esq,, | eS | 

a | _ Collector. | 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Glenn, distrect attorney. — 

ee | Custom-HovUsE, BALTIMORE, . 
an | | a Collector's Office, May 22,1819. 

Sir: In answer to your note of yesterday’s date, received this morn- 
| ing, respecting the Spanish consul’s information against the Louisa = — 

Caseres, it is proper to advise you that this vessel has been under _ 
[126] the constant inspection of an officer ever since she began *to take — 

oo - in. She came here asan armed merchantman, regularly cleared | 
according to the forms of the Spanish authorities, from Marguerita, 
landed a cargo and is now prepared to sail with the same individual . 
armament she brought in. If you know of anything in this proceeding 
forbidden by our laws, I shall be glad to be informed of it that my mis- 
takes may be corrected. : , 

Every information you need shall be furnished, at your own request, 
Co from this office. Oo : a 

~ -- Yours, very respectfully, : | - 
| ae _ J. H. MoCULLOCH. | 

| KE. GuENN, Esq. a | | oe | 

| Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Parker. i 

| | : CustomM-HovusE, BALTIMORE, | 

. i | Collector’s Office, May 26,1819. 
Sir: Ihave just received your letter respecting the ship Louisa, : 

Ameida (or rather Drew) master, which sailed from. this port on the — 
4th day of August, 1818, ostensibly on a sealing-voyage. As she was _ 

| a foreign vessel no list of crew was, of course, demanded, or rend- - 

. ered. She had been a prize, captured from the Spaniards some time 

a before, and came here with a cargo. She was, therefore, no ways likely 

nor was ever ‘pretended to be a vessel of the United States, nor do ~ 

) we know aman on board except the owner and captain above men- 
tioned. , | | - )
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[127] | She had been searched by my orders two or three *times during | 

and after her landing. | : Si 

- Tn the last examination her casks, ballast, &c., were removed to the | 

kelson after her clearance, and nothing prohibited appeared. . Indeed it 

is not said that she had anything more than her own armament, and 

such stores as were allowed, at her departure from Baltimore. Ameida 

left her at sea and proceeded to Marguerita, from whence he came here | 

in another vessel. . - | | | 

The piratical portion of the crew afterward deserve the severest pun- | 

_ ishment; but we can furnish nothing here for their conviction. | | 

oe | Cove | J. H. McCULLOCH. : 

THOMAS PARKER, Esq. | - | | 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Daniels. ee | 

| | - Custom-Hovust, BALTIMORE,, _ | 

. OO Collector's Office, July 6, 1819. 

Sir: Information is given that you are making alterations in the ves- 

sel of war under your direction and management here which, from their | 

- nature, are inadmissible as effected in our ports. You had promised 

not to take off the pieces put under the gun-slides and to restore the car- 

riages to their former situation excepting such repairs aS your own Car- 

- penter could make; you have had the work done by a citizen here and. | | 

are going on toenlarge your hatchways, &c. This must be stopped 

[128] and every *work besides which is necessary for the safe naviga-_ 

| tion of the vessels must be foreborne or undone, otherwise you will _ 

not be permitted to sail from this port. | 7 | 

| a oe : J. He McCULLOCH. © 

Captain J. D. DANIELS. | ; | oS | | 

: _ Mr. Glenn, district attorney, to Mr. McCulloch, collector. on 

| BALTIMORE, August 24, 1819. CO 

Sir: The inclosed letter was this day handed to me by Mr. Purviance, 
with a request that it might be transmitted to you. | ee ( 

I will thank you to take steps such as your official duty require to — 

frustrate the illegal purpose which Daniels appears to have in view,.and: 

to let me hear from you as early as convenient on the subject. _ 

Be pleased to return me the letter inclosed. a po 

Yours, respectfully, | | | oe 
a ca aw Lo ELIAS GLENN... — | 

-. Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Lowry, surveyor. _ Coe | 

= _ | CusTOM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, | 
oe oO = - | Collector’s Office, August 25, 1819. | | 

| Siz: It is alleged that Captain Daniels has not only repaired: the brig: . 
7  Negreda, a Spanish prize, in which he arrived, but has altered her 

[129]. masts, decks, and rigging, as well as her armament, that *her plat- 
| "form is renewed and fixed, that her mainmast, formerly schooner- 

, 99 4 oe | | 7
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. 

Lo rigged, is now square rigged, her guns formerly on slides are now on 

2 carriages, sixteen innumber, and that some brass pieces are added toher 

- : after-deck or bulwarks, which she had not before. | | 

| Please to order two officers, one of them the officer who inspected her 

, at arrival, to visit and strictly examine her and report to me on these | 

oo and other particulars in her case. — | i 

| - | | od J, HA. McoCULLOCH. © 

Mr. Lowry, © | | : tee 
| | Surveyor Port of Baltimore | oe ss 

| Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Marshall. oe 

| | — - CustomM-HoOUSE, BALTIMORE, _ 
a : — Collector’s Office, October 25,1819. 

a Sir: Information having been received of a South American privateer | 

- being in the bay, it is necessary that she should be attended to for pre- | 

vention of any irregularities and breach of law. Be pleased, therefore, _ 

to sail immediately in search of her, and direct her to come without de- 

| | lay to the fort and enter, or leave the waters of the United States. In 

either case keep close to her; prevent. vessels boarding her, or anything 
7 - being landed from her except necessary supplies of provisions 

a _ |130] and water. *If she does not remove immediately, report must 
be made and recourse had to the naval and military officer of the , 

7 United States for a force sufficient to control or bring her into port. | 
| | JAS. H. MCCULLOCH, | 

| Collector. 

| Captain JOHN MARSHALL. | eo | 

_ Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Lowry, surveyor. 6 

| | Custom-Housk, BALTIMORE, | 
| — Collector’s Office, November 15,1819. 

| - §rr: Please to direct two officers of inspection to examine, visit, and 
| | report to this office all and every privateer or ship of war under foreign | 

colors. Take an account of every particular of armament; the number 
| and description of crew—that is, what countrymen; under what com- — 

a mission they sail, and whether their commission is lodged atthe custom- | 
house, and, if not, demand it for depository here. From this last _ 
direction , the brig Independencia, Gunnalds, commander, is to be ex- 
cepted, as I have lately had his commission and know her to be a 
national vessel. _ oe — | 

The officers will please to report, with as much expedition as possible, 

7 adding any remark of their own on the appearance or conduct of their — 
crews or commanders. — | | | 

| Oo 7 J. H. MCCULLOCH, | | 

_ ae | Collector. 
Wm. Lowry, Esq., | | : 

| / _ Surveyor Port of Baltimore. oe a |
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— [181] *Mr. Adams, Secretary of State, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. | : 

: DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| - | os Washington, November 19, 1819. | | 

| ‘Srr: Your letter of the 16th tnstant has been laid before the Presi- 
| dent of the United States, by whose direction I am happy to assure you 

- that no complaint or charge of any kind has ever been exhibited to him 
against you, and that he has never received from any person the most | 
distant intimation affecting the integrity of your character or the faith- | 
fulness of your official services. To this I add with pleasure that no 

--representation of a different character has ever been received at this | 

Department, and my entire conviction that the suggestion to you of | 
JudgeDuvall was founded upon erroneous information. — 

| Lam, &e., So oe oo / 
| | | | JOHN Q. ADAMS. | | 

EL AS GLENN, _ | | | oo: os 7 
District Attorney of the United States, District of Maryland. / | 

Mr, MeCulloch, collector, to Mr. Jackson. 

| | CustoM-HoUSE, BALTIMORE, 
' Collector’s Office, December 3, 1819. 

Sir: It has been reported to me this morning that you have said, 
upon being asked about some gun-carriages in your workshop, that they 

were partly old, and that the men who employed you to make them told 

you that they had the collector’s instructions to do them in such 

[132] away as would *just keep clear of the laws, intimating thereby | 
that they had been instructed by me in the way to evadethelaw. 

This is such an impudent, bare-faced falsehood that, though I am per- | 

-guaded this has never been said to you, I cannot but wonder that you | 

should believe and repeat such things, who surely know me well enough 

to suppose that I would neither emulate nor deliver such disgraceful | 
‘lessons. The whole is a declaration of false knaves, and the carriages 
must not be delivered to any foreign vessel of war with those who are - | 

: in peace with the United States, under penalty of aiding and assisting in 
fitting them out contrary to law. | a - 

I am, sir, with better hopes for your future observations on this sub- 
ject and on me, yours, , oo | 

re | J. H. McCULLOCH. 
| . Mr. WILLIAM JACKSON. , | | _ 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Webster. — 

| pe - | _Custom-HovusE, BALTIMORE, | | 
| | _  Collector’s Office, December 3, 1819. | | 

- - Sir: Upon receiving this be pleased to attend the South American 
schooner El Ameida till she goes out of the Chesapeake. You will 

anchor near her when she anchors, and keep off all boats or vessels 
[132] visiting her and prevent anything being *carried on board her | 

_. from the water or land side that will add to her military strength.
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The necessary supplies of fresh provisions and water and vegetables | 
are not intended to be denied, but men and warlike stores must be 
driven off or seized. : : | 7 

If the inspector meet you he will give you the commission and clear- 
ance of the vessel, which you will please deliver to her commander at 
her departure. | a | a : 

| | | | J. H. McCULLOCH. | 
Captain Joun A. WEBSTER. a | | 

| | Mr. McCulloch to any officer of the United States Navy or Army. 

a | | Custom-Hovusk, BALTIMORE, 
| Collector’s Office, December 18, 1819. | 

— - he brig Irresistible, a South American privateer, has left this port 
contrary to law. ee, | oe 

| The collector of the customs, therefore, according to instructions re- 
peatedly directed to him from the Secretaries of the Navy and of War, re- 

. quests the assistance of any naval officer or military commander to fol- 
a low, detain, and send back said brig to this or any other judicial district 

. of thé United States. : i | 
| Respectfully, | . Ft 

| | | JAMES H. McCULLOCH. 

[134]  *Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Webster, Baltumore. | 

| , a CustoM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, OO 
—  —- Collector’s Office, January 8, 1820. 

| Str: The South American brig of war Congressio de Venezuela being © 

about to depart from this port, it will be necessary to examine her crew, _ 

_ and make report here if any difference in number and quality from what - 

. is permitted should be found. Persons thus improperly entered must be 

disembarked. Any addition to the force of the vessel in equipment and 

| armament must be taken off before she can depart. oo 

To enable you to perform the business aright, the report of the vessel _ 

| at arrival, and the copy of her commission from court, are handed you | 

- with this. The latter, upon finding all right, you will please to deliver 

| to the commander, on leaving him at the chops of the bay, whither it is - 

. proper to accompany him to prevent any illicit supplies going on board 

| of articles of war forbidden by our neutrality. — - 

: - With wishes for your pleasant run and a safe return, | 

| Your obedient servant, ae oO 

Co | — J. H. McoCULLOCH. 

| — Captain J. A. WEBSTER. | : - : | 

oo Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain. Webster. oe | 

Oo CustomM-HovuUSsE, BALTIMORE, _ 
_ | — Collector’s Office, December 18,1819. 

oe Srr: You will please to proceed immediately to Norfolk, and apply to 
any. officer of the United States, having a suitable force at com- —
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[135] mand, to assist you *with all speed tointercept the brig Irresisti- mo 

| - ble, to detain, arrest, and bring back to this port, or any district 

of the United States, the said brig; her commander and crew having 

violated the laws of the United States by entering and recruiting men 

in our district, thereby increasing her force, &c., in breach of our neu- | 

| trality. | Oe | : - | 

You will, therefore, run straight down, without stopping, and get 

ahead of the brig, if possible; and apply to the naval commander of 

any of the United States vessels to assist to stop her, and bring her in | 

for trial for the said offenses. , | 

Yours, — 
, | — J. H. McCULLOCH. | 

Captain J. A. WEBSTER. | | oO . 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. | a - 

7 | | Custom-HOouUSsE, BALTIMORE, | | 

_ . | Collector’s Office, January 11, 1820. a 

Sir: I have directed a number of men, who have declared themselves 

tb be citizens of the United States, to be landed from the South Ameri- 

ean brig Gongressio de Venezuela, Richard Nivon, commander, who say he 

they were shipped by certain persons for the service of that country 

against Spain, with whom we are at peace. They appear previously to. 

| have made oath, before justices of the peace for this city, that they were | 

severally foreigners; but they now say that other men made oath for | 

them; and they have enlisted under this simulated proceedings, . 

[136] as above said. *They will be brought to your office this after. — 
noon, that you may take such testimony as you see needful, and 

prosecute the men who enlisted thus feignedly. , | 

A paper containing the names of seamen and shippers, authenticated , 

by the oath of Captain Daniels and the certificate of Captain Webster, . 

_ of the cutter, as well as the magistrates’ certificate of the oaths taken - 

by the sailors before them, are all sent herewith. , on 
JAS. H. McCULLOCH. 

ELIAS GLENN, Esq. | | - 

Mr. Adams, Secretary of State, to Mr. Drayton, district yudge. 

| | oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 

: Washington, April 15, 1820. - 

- §Srr: I have had the honor of receiving your letter of the 21st ultimo, | | 

and, conformably to the recommendations contained in it, the President 

has determined not to interpose to respite, or suspend the execution of, | 

the sentence of G. Clark and H. Roberts alias De Wolf. He has, in the 

cases of Griffin and Brailsford, directed a reprieve for two months from 

- the 12th of May, the day fixed by the sentence of the court for their exe- | 

cution. Itis his intention to pardon them ultimately on the capital con- | 

viction, but to leave them subject to the sentence of imprisonment which 

the court may pass upon them on the indictments to which they have | 

| pleaded guilty. I am uncertain whether, according to the course | 

[137] of judicial proceedings, *a sentence of imprisonment for a term ex-
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tending beyond the period at which the reprieve will expire can be | 
| passed by the court, or whetherit benecessary that a pardon for the piracy | 

a should issue, to enable the court to sentence them to imprisonment for 
a term of years, on the indictments for misprision of felony. In the lat- 
ter case, I will be obliged to you for notice of it as early as may be con- 
venient, upon which a conditional pardon for the piracy will be trans- | 

ee mitted to the marshal, to take effect on the condition that the parties 
| - ghall undergo such term of imprisonment as the sentence of the court 

may decree against them on the indictments for the minor offenses to 
= which they have pleaded guilty. It is presumed that there will be time 

| for me to be honored with your reply to this letter, and for such a con- 
| ditional pardon to be made out and to reach the marshal before or at 

| the day of the next session of the circuit court. | 
: | Tam, &e., ae oa | | | 

. JNO. QUINCY ADAMS. 
- JOHN DRAYTON, Esq., | | : 

a _ United States District Judge, Charleston. | , 

Mr, Adams, Secretary of State, to Mr. Nicholson, United States marshal. 

| | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — 
| | | | , Washington, April 17, 1820. — 

Srrz: Since the date of the pardon and reprieves, which were forwarded 
, to you on the 3d instant, in the cases of John Trickhart, Peter 

_ [1388] Morel, and others, who *are under sentence of death for piracy, 
: : the President has understood that, according to usage in the 

_ State of Louisiana, when capital punishment is to be inflicted, death- 
warrants are necessary; and, in conformity with that practice, Linclose — 
herewith two death-warrants, respectively enjoining the execution of 
the sentence passed upon John Derfarge and Robert Johnston by the 
district court of the United States for your district. » os | 

Please to acknowledge the receipt of this letter and its accompanying ©” 
: inclosures. | 

Tam, &e., — 
| | JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. | 

ee JOHN NICHOLSON, Esq., | 
| Marshal of the United States | | 

: in and for the district of Louisiana, New Orleans. ; 

| oe Mr. Adams, Secretary of State, to Mr. Austin. - 

: | a | oo DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| : | | —. Washington, May 25, 1820. | 

| Sir: In answer to your letter of the 22d ultimo, and that of the 16th 
instant, I have to state that, upon the receipt of the former, which 

: inclosed. the petitions of William Holmes, Edmund Rosemaine, and 
Thomas Warrington, for pardon, in the case of their conviction for the 

) ‘erime of piratical murder, they were submitted to the President, who 
referred the papers to the Attorney-General for his opinion. A copy of 

oo. that opinion is’ herewith transmitted to you, in which, from a full con-
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sideration of all the circumstances presented to his view, the _— 
189] President reluctantly feels himself com*pelled to concur. 

| Lam, &., | | _ 
a - | JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. - 

JAMES T. AUSTIN, Esq., > | oo oe 7 

Boston, Massachusetts. | a , | 

Mr. Adams, Secretary of State, to Mr. Prince, United States marshal. . | 

a | _° DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | oe 
: oo | Washington, May 25,1820. 

Sir: Your letter of the 17th instant, which informs me of the sentence oO 
pronounced upon Rosemaine and others, by the circuit court of the_ | 
United States for the district of Massachusetts, has been duly received. oe 
From a full consideration of all the circumstances of the case, the Presi- coe 

| dent declines interposing, and leaves them to the operation of the law. 
Tam, &e., | | 

| co | a JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
JAMES PRINCE, Esq., : oe 

| | Marshal of the United States for the district of Massachusetts. | 

[140] *Mr. Adams, Secretary of State, to Mr. Parker, district attorney. 

| Oo _ . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
eS ae 7 ' — Suly 29, 1820. 

| _ $re: I have had the honor of receiving you letters of the Ist, 2d, 
and 21st instant, and shall pay every attention in my power to their con- 
tents. oo | 

The frigate Constellation has sailed, or is about to sail, from New York 
for Buenos Ayers. Mr. Forbes goes out in her, and has been instructed _ 
to remonstrate in the strongest terms against the articles of their priva- 
teering ordinance, which open the door to all the piracies committed un- 7 
der their flag. These articles are the third and the eighth, asyouwillim- 
mediately perceive on reference to them. (See appendix to 4 Whea- - 
ton’s Reports, p.30, 31.) Commodore Perry, and afterward Commodore _ 
Morris, were instructed to remonstrate against them; but the lamen- _ | 
table death of the former prevented his ever reaching Buenos Ayres; 
and the state of anarehy and revolution in which the latter found that 

- country made his remonstrances ineffectual. | | 
; Mr. Forbes is charged to state the cases both of the General Ron- 

-- - [141] deauand the Wilson; but by the manifesto of Mr. Surgeon * Whee- | 
: | don, published in our papers, Captain Almeida nolongerhails from si. 

Buenos Ayres, nor calls his brig the Wilson. He has become a denizen of. 
the new republic of Colombia, and calls his privateer the Bolivar. This _ | 

' game Almeida was the captain of the Louisa, from which I think Clark oc 
and Wolf were hung; but he was then a Buenos Ayrean. os , 

_ Wr. Wheedon insists that the only proper court to try the merits of | mo 
his cause is the court at the island of Margaritta. It is precisely that | 
court, combining with the third and eighth articles of the Buenos Ayres 

: privateering ordinance, which sanctions all the piracies. We have re- — 
monstrated, and shall continue to remonstrate against its proceedings.
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But I believe our ultimate reliance for the suppression of piracy must _ 
‘be upon the tribunals of our own country. | 

You will have seen by the newspapers that the mutineers of the 
: General Rondeau killed only one of their officers, and that Captain 

David B. Miles has safely arrived at Margaritta, and there proclaimed 
them pirates. We have evidence at this Department that thisCaptain _ 

| | Miles, in May, 1819, went from Buenos Ayres to Valparaiso with 
7 _ [142] one of his prizes, and there entered her as a *vessel of the United 

- -* States, with forged papers, bought at Buenos Ayres for five hun- 
| dred dollars, by Mr. Juan Higginbotham, mentioned in your letter of the . 

2d instant as part owner of the General Rondeau. | 
| If Miles should make his appearance in this country to bear testi- 

| - mony against his mutineers, it will serve infinitely more the cause of | 
| justice if testimony can be obtained to reward him according to his own 

| | deserts. I beg leave to recommend this to your particular attention. 
This fact of his going with forged United States papers to Valparaiso, 

: in a pretended ship Mercury, you will please to keep secret for the pres- | 
| ent, but if he shows his face in the prosecution of his mutineers, you | 

| will make such use of it as you may think advisable. The forged papers 
are here, and an insolent letter from Higginbotham to Mr. Hill, the » 
vice-consul at Valparaiso, who, as his duty required, obtained possession = 
of the papers and sent them to this Department. Should copies of them 
or the originals themselves be necessary upon any of the trials, they — 

_ghall be furnished upon your application for them. 
| | Tam, &ce., | 

| | | — JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. | 
THOMAS PARKER, Esq., . | | 

United States District Attorney, oo . 
Oo , — Charleston, South Carolina. a : 

[143] *Mr. Adams, Secretary of State, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. | 

4 oe | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — - 
: . Washington, August 2,1820. 

Sir: Information has been given to the President of the United 

States that the Portuguese ship Montalegre was sold on the Ist of June, 

‘purchased by a person named Chase, now under indictment for piracy, 

and is to be fitted out as a privateer, and to be commanded by Captain 

Taylor. a | ) 
It is certain that this purpose cannot be carried into effect but by the 

erossest violation of the laws of the United States. The execution of 

| the two miserable men who had been induced to join a similar unlawful 

armament in the port of Baltimore, and the numerous other victims of 

such expedition whose forfeited lives have been spared only by the : 

clemency of the Executive, have exhibited in the deepest colors the 
duty of vigilance in all the officers of the United States, to arrest before | 

| their accomplishment attempts, the natural and unavoidable conse- 

quences of which are thus awful and calamitous. I am directed by the. - 

-- President of the United States earnestly to request your attention tothis | 

case, and if by any official interposition of yours, or of any other offiver of 

oe the Government at Baltimore, the design of this hew outrage upon) 

| _.. [144] the laws of the country, of nations, and of humanity can *be frus- von
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trated, he trusts that no exertion will be wanting on your and their 4 
part to that end. | Oo oe 

Lam, &c., | | . - a 
| | JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. | 

ELIAS GLENN, Esq., . | | — 
_ District Attorney United States for the District of Maryland. : . 

Mr, McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Glenn, district attorney. 

ar 7 Custom-Hovusk, BALTIMORE, _ So 
_ | Collector’s Office, November 1, 1820. - 

: DEAR Str: Upon receiving your note with that of the Spanish con- . — | 
sul inclosed, an order was immediately given to two inspectors of the a 

— eustoms to proceed to the point and examine the several vessels men- oo 
tioned in a particular manner, and a report has just been handed to me | : 
by the-officers thus appointed, the result of which, in their own words, | 
isas follows: | | | 

At Captain Merrick’s wharf found a new schooner completely rigged, with three 
_ gilt stars on the stern, no name, and nothing on board except a small quantity of 

ballast. .The second vessel named was not found. There are other schooners at the 
wharf, viz.: the Blucher, Waverly, and a quite new vessel, mast standing only, and a 
considerable quantity of water in the hold. : 

The brig Independencia has 15 guns mounted on deck, and her old or former arma- | — 
. ment; no sails bent; with two persons on board. 

[145] | *To this I add that the first schooner (with stars) is owned by | 
Captain Kelly, the Blucher, by Coil’s Tennant, the Waverly, | 

by C. Malloy and J. Williams. The two last have lately returned from | 
commercial voyages, the first is, as well as the last, owned by persons | 
hitherto clear of any imputations of such proceeding as the conrsul 

' seems to apprehend. It must be supposed he is deceived by persons 
_ . who report in this case without knowledge of the ownership or circum- 

stances of the vessels beyond their outsides. The Independencia is a a 
public vessel of the Buenos Ayrean government, and cannot be detained | 
when she is ready to proceed, unless upon knowledge of illegal arma-_ 
ment, &c.. . . 

JAS. H. McCULLOCH. 
ELIAS GLENN, esq. Oo mo 

. P. 8.—The new vessel cannot move till measured, We. | | 

| Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Webster. So 

: CuSTOM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, 
a | - Collector’s Office, November 3, 1820. | 

_ $rR: Please to proceed down the bay with the cutter Active under a 
your command. The Sally, Caruthers master, cleared bere on the 16th 7 
October, and after examination was permitted to proceed with one gun 
in the bold, &ce., as reported in her manifest. Circumstances, concurring oo 

.. - with information from the Spanish embassador, lead us to believe , 
[146] that there is an intention to cruise with that vessel before *her arri- 

a _. val perhaps at a foreign port. If you find any additional men on 
- board under the name of passengers or otherwise, you had better take
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| her into Norfolk and search her thoroughly. If more guns are found 
| on board, or articles of warlike preparation considerably beyond the 

| contents of the manifest, bring her here for trial. If no addition of men 
or no material difference of military stores appears, take away the gun- 
-earriage or its trucks, rammers, &c., to prevent any use being made of it 

. during the passage outward, or make them land the gun itself, that no | 
| pretense may be left of their having fitted here for hostilities. | | 

| Tam, yours, &e., © | . : 
: | | : J. H. McCULLOCH. 

- - Captain JoHn A. WEBSTER. = | 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Webster. | os 

| : CustomM-HowsE, BALTIMORE, oo 
| | Collector’s Office, December 13, 1820. - 

Sir: Please to proceed with the cutter Active, under your command,1n _ 
. company with the Buenos Ayrean brig of war Independencia del Sud 

) to the capes of Virginia, for the purpose of preventing any improper 
communication with the shore or with any vessels which might convey _ 

| to her supplies of arms, ammunition, or men. She is a public vessel, 
and therefore we have treated her. with a little more respect than 

[147]. some others not bearing the same *commission. Her officers 
| have also been particular in their manner, and well-behaved 

heretofore. a a | | | 
7 _ If she goes into Norfolk you will then report yourself to the collector 

| there, and resign your charge to the officers of that port, returnirg with' 
the usual lookout on both sides of the bay, and as you find it expedi- 
ent at this season. | — oo 

OO | oo | J. H. McCULLOCH. | | 
| _ Captain JoHN A. WEBSTER. / | 4 

| Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Lowry, surveyor. — 

| | | a CusTomM-HovusE, BALTIMORE, 
| Collector’s Office, August 18, 1821. 

Sir: Please direct the officer charged with an attention to the South 
American brig San José to go on board and peremptorily forbid the 

oe putting in ring-bolts, stanchions, or any other appurtenance to the | 
3 mounting of guns beyond what she was fitted with at arrival here. | 

| | JAMES H. McCULLOCH, | 
| | Collector. | 
WILLIAM Lowry, Esq., | | | | 

| Surveyor of the Port of Baltimore. | | 

Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Crawford, Secretary of the Treasury. 

= | : _ CuUSTOM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, - 
| | | Collector’s Office, October 3, 1821. 

Sir: Since writing this morning by Captain Dieter on the subject of 
| a South American vessel, which has been reported to you betore, |
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[148] the Spanish *consul ad interim has addressed me a note respect- oo 
ing her, which I beg leave to transmit for your inspection. As 

7 he called on me himself I had the opportunity of finding that his state- | 
ments are made on the reports carried to him, as was to be expected. 
As to her taking guns or men within our waters, that shall be guarded : 

' against by the fullest inspection here and sending the cutter to accom- 
pany her to sea. But the officers of the vessel, knowing the suspicion. 
entertained here, have not only made the strongest assurances of their 
fair intentions, but have requested that an inspector should attend at 
the taking in of every article permitted, saying that, if wanted, her old 

* armament remains at Margueritta, and they have no occasion for any- 
thing but what can be supplied there for military purposes. They 
wanted a new cam-house, which they did not offer to take until they Oo 
applied for permission, which was granted after the ruined state of the | 
old one was ascertained. No extraordinary supplies of any kind will be a 
allowed to her here, but the matter is submitted to your judgment upon : - 

. all the representations. : | - na 
| , a | J. H. McCULLOCH. 

Wm. H. CRAWFORD, Esq. _ | 

[149] *Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Crawford, Secretary of Treasury. oe 

| Custom-HovuskE, BALTIMORE, | | 
| Collector’s Office, November 8, 1821. | 
Sir: As soon as practicable after receiving your letter of the 5th in- 

stant, respecting the South American brig San José, another examina- 
tion was ordered, to ascertain the state of the vessel, agreeable to your | 
direction. It is but a little while since the same measure was taken, : 

7 upon a note being addressed to me by the Spanish consul here. It was 
not thought necessary to make any observations to the Government on | 
the subject. I was apprised that a copy of his note was transmitted to | 

- the minister at Washington. The fact is that a constant watch has oe 
been kept on this vessel, and we are acquainted with every particular - 
respecting her. But the reporters to the Government give the rumors _ 

| constantly floating in their atmosphere, in which conjecture and imag- oe 
ination take the greatest part. Mr. Beatty, the Navy agent, upon be- | 
ing called upon for such information as he had, was not a little dis- oy 

— pleased that his name should be given in support of the ramors, which, =~ 
_. indeed, he acknowledged he had laid before the Department, but with- | 

out any knowledge of hisown. | | oe 
I beg leave to repeat, in his own words, the report of the officer a 

charged with the present examination: . | 

150] | | | | “BALTIMORE, November 8,1821. : 
I certify that I have been attending upon the prize San José since the 22d Oc- | 

tober at least twice a day, and have this day examined the magazine and hold of said 
vessel, and do report that there is no cargo, no ammunition of war, nor any equipments | 
other than when she arrived; that there is nothing in her magazine, and nothing but | 
water-casks and ballast in her hold; that her present complement.of men is four Span- | : 

. iards, who came in the vessel. es | . 
| 7 7 | JAMES BURNS, Inspector. 

| oo | a J. H. McCULLOCH. " 
Wa. H. CRAWFORD, Esq. | ats
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Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Webster. | 7 

_ a CustoM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, | | 

a - | Collector’s Office, November 15, 1821. . 

| - Srr: In consequence of directions received from the Department of 

the Treasury the cutter Active is to proceed, in company with the South 
American brig San José, down the bay till she meets the cutter from 

Norfolk, which is ordered to be in readiness near that station, and which 
-—'«,_—-will then relieve you of the charge, both as to the vessel and the 

[151] marines put on board of you there. You *will afterward continue 
- to cruise in the neighborhood of the capes for the purpose of in- * 

|  tercepting any vessel having on board men, arms, or munitions of war 

intended for that vessel. But, as the season is uncertain, and your ves- 

| ‘sel small, the time employed in the latter service must be ordered with 

| discretion, and the cutter preserved from the casualties of seas and | 

weather as far as possible. _ | 7 
| _ The papers of the vessel and the clearance from this port are handed — - 

| you herewith. You will deliver them to the captain of the San José at 

| parting, or rather to the commanding officer of the United States ma- 

| rines if he should go on board when you leave the brig, but not other- 

- wise, that she may not be exposed without papers by accidental parting — 

| from the Norfolk cutter, as first directed. This is added, as I am igno- 

| rant of the orders given to that vessel. | | 

| oo | J. H. McCULLOCH. 

Captain JOHN A. WEBSTER. 

Mr. McOulloch, collector, to Mr. Lowry, surveyor, : 

| mo | CUSTOM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, 

, a Collector's Office, December 16, 1822. 

Sir: Please to direct an officer to examine minutely the equipment of. 

the Colombian schooner General Paez, Jno. Chase commander, 

[152] to ascertain that her repairs have not exceeded what our *neutral- | 

| ity permits; that is, that the work here done to the vessel has not 

added to her military strength or fitted her for receiving additional arma- 

-- ment, or that they confer any other or more capacity than she possessed 

at her entrance here, except as replacing spars and other furniture or : 

tackle unfit for safe navigation. | : ( | 

The officer must also exercise a particular vigilance as to any menor | 

articles of armament being clandestinely put on board or in preparation, 

as far as possible, and report seasonably to this office. | 

| | J, H. McCULLOCH. | 

a Wm. Lowry, Esq., | ) - 

a -. Surveyor of the Port of Baltimore. » | a 

| | ~ Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Johnston. | 

| CustomM-HouUsE, BALTIMORE, 

| : Collector's Office, March 19, 1823. : 

Srp: The Colombian schooner General Paez, commanded by Jobn | 

Chase, arrived here in August last from a cruise, and applied for per- —
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| mission to make repairs; this was granted, but as coming in under such | 

‘circumstances forbids an entry, her cargo was taken into possession. 

While refitting, suits having been brought against the captain, he was a 

arrested, cominitted to jail, and the goods taken and sold by the _ 
marshal, &c., &c. The vessel has remained ever since till to-day, 

| [153] when the * captain, being liberated unknown to me, speedily got a 

~ on board with his tackle, &c., and seizing the opportunity of a . 

fresh wind he set sail, and has run out of the harbor and river, with 

intent no doubt to proceed immediately to sea. Our cutter has been 

dispatched after him with a civil officer and process for arresting him 

and detaining the vessel, he having without any right in himself carried 

‘off the schooner, and having neither made declaration nor taken clear- — | 

ance at this office, besides leaving a number of private claims unsatis- | — 

fied. I beg that if any vessel of war or the revenue-cutter is in port, 

they may be immediately required to stop this fellow, whose whole con- a 

duct is of the most desperate and flagitious character. Our cutter — 

being gone, this is sent by the steamboat in hopes that a change of wind — : 

may detain the disorderly privateersman somewhere, and give oppor- 

tunity to bring him to correction for his misbehavior. | 
| a | I J. H. McCULLOCH. 

JAMES JOHNSTON, Hsq. | | ° " 

|154] *Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Crawford, Secretary of the Treas- a 
Ury. : 

| ; CustomM-HovuskE, BALTIMORE, a | 
- : — Collector’s Office, March 26, 1823. 

- Srr: It is proper to inform you that the Colombian cruiser General | 

Paz, Chase commander, of whose situation I had written to you August _ 

13, 1822, has been suddenly carried off from this port without declara- oe 

tion or clearance by the said John Chase, in contempt of the public au- - 
thorities, and injuriously to individuals concerned. | | 

The captain had been arrested here at the suit of a foreign agent, the 
cargo on board his vessel sold by order of court, and himself imprisoned 
for want of bail. The vessel remained dismantled for several months, | oe 
till during the last week the captain received a discharge under the in- | | 

solvent laws of this State,as is reported. This was unknown to me / 
till information came from the cutter that he was preparing the ves- | | 
sel for sea. But this was done so secretly and expeditiously by a few 
of his officers and passengers that the officer of the cutter had scarcely © | 

«started to bring the information before the privateer was under | 
[155] full sail and running down theriver. Having a strong and *fa- | | 
- -yorable wind, blowing almost a storm, she reached the capes and. 

went to sea next morning, being followed in vain by our cutter, and, as 
I am informed, by the United States brig Spark, which, at my request | 
through the collector of Nortolk, had been dispatched in pursuit. 
What has made the transaction more remarkable is the circumstance - | 

that several persons interested to observe his motions, and who were ) 
| living around the spot, were unapprised of the preparations for the ves- | | 

- gel’s departure, and were as ignorant as every one else; a few officers 
having put her under way at breakfast-time, and some men having been 

| silently dispatched the night before in two or three small boats to be 
taken on board: below. | a co
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| | It was an additional unluckiness of occurrence that the captain and. 
os first officer of the cutter were both confined to their beds by sickness 

at the moment, The second officer, Mr. Philip Marshall, with great — 
—- geal and activity, got under sail and pursued the fugitive to the capes, 

en agreeably to his orders, notwithstanding the boisterous season. 
| J. H. McCULLOCH. 

o . Ww. H. CRAWFORD, Esq. _ 

| [156] *Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Mr. Lowry, surveyor. | | 

ee _’ CustoM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, | | 
Collector’s Office, August 9, 1824. 

a .Srr: Please to send two inspectors of the customs to-morrow morning 
| to examine the Colombian cruiser Aguila, below the fort. The object is 

to ascertain that no addition is made to her force by any new warlike 
| equipments or enlistments of American seamen. In case such should | 

appear, you will direct the officers to detain the commission, &c., of the 
—. . vessel herewith sent and inrmediateiy report it here. If otherwise, they 

| will deliver the captain his papers, and if the cutter can be found, deliver 
Captain Webster the letter handed herewith. Return if no occasion a 

a requires a further proceeding. But if the cutter is not to be seen, it 
will be proper for an officer to go on till she can be met with or any 

7 other public vessel, to the commander of which the letter to Captain . 
| Webster may then be delivered. _ 

. oo . J. H. McCULLOCH. | 
| Wa. Lowry, Esq., - - . | | 

oe Surveyor of the Port of Baltimore. | 

: Mr. McCulloch, collector, to Captain Webster. | 

SO | Custom-HovusE, BALTIMORE, 
: | | oe | Collector’s Office, August. 9, 1824. 

Sir: It seems necessary that you should proceed with the cutter 
_ [157] to accompany the South *American brig Aguila or Kagle down 

7 the bay to the capes. You will, with the inspectors of the cus- 
| toms, who are directed in the business, visit and examine the vessel to | 

see that she has not made an addition to her armament or warlike stores | 
or equipments, of which an inventory at her entry is sent by the inspect- 
ors. The crew must also be examined, and any that appear to be 
Americans taken out and brought here, that they who shipped them — 

, may be dealt with according tolaw. You will then please to accompany : 
| the vessel and prevent all boats from boarding her unless with provis- -_ 

ions and refreshments. So | | : 
You are acquainted with the reasons that make this necessary under 

the laws of neutrality, for the observance of which our Government and 
| all its agents are answerable. We have certainly suffered by the irreg- 

ular conduct of many of these cruisers heretofore, though Captain Cot- 
trell, I trust, has not nor will not intentionally infringe our regulations. 

| But the temptations to enlist men are such that the people he employs | 
may care but little what becomes of the peace of the country or for the 
safety of our people who visit the ports of Spain and her colonies.
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_ [158] The vexation given to us and myself, as *much concerned person- | 
— ally in the execution of the laws, has determined me to exact a | / 

| rigorous compliance with them in allcases. _ 
| es J. H. McCULLOCH. : 

Captain JOHN A. WEBSTER. | | | | _ 

Mr. Sterling, district attorney, to Mr. Williams, Attorney General. : 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY’S OFFICE a | 
| _ - FOR THE DISTRICT OF MARYLAND,» : 

dG nited States Court-House, Baltimore, January 30, 1872. 

- Sire: Referring to your letterof January 15, 1872,in which you say that 
the Secretary of State has requested you to obtain from me a full ree 

: port of any evidence I may find on the records in my office, or of the | 
United States courts in the district of Maryland, which will tend to oe 
show in what manner. the United States sought to maintain its neu- | 
trality, before the courts in that district, from the year 1815 to 1830 in- | 

| clusive, I respectfully report as follows: = 
| There are no papers or records of any kind in the office of the United 

States attorney for this district for the years stated in your inquiry. | 
The reason for this is, that the attorneys, at that time, had no offices, 

| except their private ones as members of the bar, and all papers | 
[159] *in their possession at that time are either among their private pa- 

oe pers or are lost, or areamong the records of the United States courts 
for this district. I have had a careful search made undermy personal over- : 
sight in all therecords of said courts, for the period from 1815 to 1830 inelu- | 
sive. I have personally examined the papers and dockets in cases of | 
prosecutions during those years, ‘by libels on vessels, and by indictments . 

| for breaches of the neutrality laws of the United States, and I find abun- 
dant evidence from these records that the attorneys of the United States 

_ for this district, during those years, were active and diligent in enforcing 
those laws, by libels against vessels, and by indictments, both under 
the neutrality act of 1818, chapter 88, and the piracy act of 1819, s 
chapter 77. | | 

I find that the same parties were indicted at the same term of court a 
under both laws, and that the piracies charged were alleged to have “ 
been committed on the property or persons of subjects of the Kings of 
Spain and Portugal, and that those who had served on armed vessels, | 
cruising against Spanish or Portuguese commerce, were indicted for _ | 

piracy under the above-mentioned act of 1819, which act the — | 
[160] records show to have been used by the United States attorney *to | 

enforce the neutrality of the United States, as well as the above- 
| - mentioned act of 1818. oo 7 i 

- It appears by the dockets that, in cases under the above laws where - 
the process of arrest against the persons indicted was returned non est = 
wmventus, renewals of process were made and continued during several 
successive terms of court, showing diligent efforts to secure the arrest / 
of the persons indicted; and, generally, the papers and dockets during 
the years aforementioned exhibit, on inspection, evidence of constant - 
activity and diligence on the part of the law-officers of the Gov- So 

| ernment here in. enforcing the provisions of the neutrality laws and | 
maintaining before the courts the neutrality of the United States. 
po | : ARCHIBALD STERLING, — 

a JERS os Attorney of the United States for the District of Maryland. - 
| _ Hon. GEORGE H. WILLIAMS, Attorney-General. |
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 -[163], *Mr. Graham, Secretary of the Navy, to Commodore McCauley, 
| United States Navy. . 

ee Navy DEPARTMENT, November 17, 1851. 

| §re: Information has reached the President of the United States | 
| that an effort is being made at San Francisco, California, to raise an 

expedition for the purpose of establishing a new form of government 
| -at the Sandwich Islands, and it is apprehended that citizens of the © 

United States may, in violation of our laws, fit out military expeditions © 
trom California for the purpose above referred to. | Oo 

You are, therefore, directed by the President to consult with the 
United States marshal, the collector, and other United States officers at | 

| - San Franciseo, in order to prevent any military expedition or 
oot [164] enterprise being carried on from thence against *the government - 

of the Sandwich Islands. You will observe the movements of | 
all vessels leaving the waters of California, for the purpose of ascer- 
taining if any military expedition or enterprise has been begun or set | 
on foot or any means provided to be carried from the United States, to 

-. be used against the government of the Sandwich Islands, and should 
| you, discover any vessel engaging in or carrying on any such expedition 
- or enterprise, whether by transporting troops and arms and munitions | 

of war or otherwise, which you shall have reason to believe has been 
fitted out in the territories of the United States, you will prevent her _ 
proceeding thereon by seizing such vessel, taking her to the most con- 
venient port, and delivering her over to the marshal of the district in 
which the same is situated. Oo | 

You will dispose of the vessels of your command in such manner as 
will be best calculated to secure the objects of this order. , . 

Should you ascertain that a military expedition is on foot and has | 
proceeded against the Sandwich Islands, you will repair, with the force 
under your command, to those islands, and use all lawful means to | 
arrest and prevent its landing there, or on other territory of a friendly 

: power. — | —— 
The provisions of the act of Congress approved April 20, 1818, | 

[165| entitled “An act in addition to the act *for the punishment of 
certain crimes against the United States,” will be your guide. : 

~ The Department will expect full and prompt information of all your | 
| movements. me a 

| I am, very respectfully, &e, | | 
ae | | re WILLIAM A. GRAHAM. - 

~  - Commodore CHARLES S. McCauLzEy, | 
7 7 Commanding United States Squadron. | . | 

Mr. Fillmore, President, to General Hitchcock, United States Army. - 

oe _ EXECUTIVE CHAMBER, November 18, 1851. 

Sir: Recent information induces me to believe and to apprehend — 
that efforts are making and will be made to fit out, for the invasion of 
the Sandwich Islands, military expeditions from California, in violation 
of the laws of the United States and of our obligations to a friendly 

. ower. | , 
° Every such attempt must, if possible, be arrested; and having full | 
confidence in your discretion and ability to execute the high powers 4
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- which I confer, you are hereby authorized and empowered, in virtue of | 

_ the eighth section of the act of Congress of the 20th of April, 1818, to | 
take all proper measures, and employ such part of the land forces of | 

the United States, or of the militia thereof, as may be necessary for the ee 

purpose of preventing the carrying on of any such expedition or 

[166] enterprise frpm any port or *place within the limits of your” 

division against the territories or dominions of any foreign prince a 

or state, or of any colony, district, or people, with whom the United 

States are at peace. a 

You will, in case of doubt, act under the legal advice of the district — 

attorney of the United States for the district of California. oe — 
Tam,sir, &., os Po ae | | 

— So | MILLARD FILLMORE. | 
By the President. ee | OO 

oo DANIEL WEBSTER, | | | Oo 

Os Secretary of State. — | : . Le | 

Brevet Brigadier-General E. A. HITCHCOCK, ee oe , 

Commanding Pacific Division, Sonora, California. 7 

Mr. Conrad, Secretary of War, to General Hitchcock. | 

| WAR DEPARTMENT, November. 19, 1851. - 

Sir: Information recently received at this Department induces an ~ : : 
apprehension that an attempt may be made, in violation of our laws, to 

fit. out and send an armed expedition against the government and 

people of the Sandwich Islands. I therefore transmit you herewith | 

full powers from the President of the United States to enforce the pro- | 

visions of the act of April 20, 1818, should such an attempt be made > 
within the limits of yourcommand: : 

[167] You are directed to be vigilant and active *in preventing any _ | 
-” expedition or enterprise being carried on from the United States 

against said islands. | , 

You will endeavor by every means in your power to ascertain 

whether any military expedition or enterprise has been, or is about to_ hs 

be. begun or set on foot, or any means provided to be carried from the | 

United States to be used against these islands. And should you dis- - 
cover any vessel engaged in preparing for such expedition or enter- 
prise, whether to transport troops or arms or munitions of war, you | 
will prevent her proceeding by seizing and delivering her to the United . . 
States marshal of the district in which the seizure is made. You will, 
to this end, confer or correspond with the collectors of the customs at 
San Francisco and San Diego, who have been directed to co-operate | 
with you in the execution of this order. _ Co 

-. Instructions have been given to the officer in command of the naval _ 

forces on the Pacific to co-operate with you when applied to by you for _ 
| that purpose... | Be, | 

| Very respectfully, &c., | a | 

| Bo ao | | - ©. M. CONRAD, | 

| . ; o a 7 | Secretary of War. 
.  Brevet Brigadier-General EK. A. HITCHCOCK, | 

| Commanding Pacific Division, Sonora, California. | | | 

OO A a po | - ee |
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[168] * General Hitchcock to Mr. Hammond, collector. | | 

oo oo | HEADQUARTERS, PACIFIC DIVISION, ° 
a San Francisco, September 22, 1853. 

_.§rr: In a communication from the honorable Secretary of War, of 
, November 19, 1851, inclosing instructions from the President of _ 

, _ November 18, 1851, ‘‘to arrest, if possible, any expedition or enterprise, 
from any port or place within the limits of the United States against the 
territories or dominions of any foreign prince or state, or of any colony, 

- district, or, people with whom the United States are at peace,” Iam | 
directed to confer with, or correspond with, the collector of this port. = 

Under these circumstances, I feel called upon to advise you thatI 
| have been confidentially informed, from what [regard as areliablesource, 

that a hostile expedition is now, in all probability, nearly ready to start 
| from this port for the purpose of seizing Guaymas, in the expectation 

| that the people of Sonora may declare in favor of the invaders. If such. 
| an expedition is on foot it would clearly fall within the class to be ‘ar- 

rested, if possible,” and I therefore request that, if you deem it proper, | 
| | your will instruct one or more of your officers confidentially to keep a 
a - strict eye upon all vessels preparing for sea in this port, and in 
a _ [169] case of any vessel becoming an object of suspicion on account *of 
a receiving on board supplies of a military character, or being fitted 

. up to receive armed men on board, &c., I may be informed of the suspi- 
: cious circumstances in order to seize the vessel, if it should be necessary — 

a for the execution of my instructions. —__ | | | 
IT. am, sir, very respectfully, &c., | | | | 

| E, A. HITCHCOCK, 
- Colonel Second Regiment, Brevet Brigadier- General. 

| RICHARD P. HAMMoND, Esq., | | | 
, Collector of San Francisco. 

Mr. Hammond, collector, to Mr. Guthrie, Secretary of the Treasury. — | 

- poe Beas CustTomM-HOUSE, SAN FRANCISCO, . 
| a  Collector’s Office, September 30, 1853. 

. Sir: I have the honor to inclose copies of correspondence in relation 
to an expedition which it is suspected is on foot here for the purpose of 

| seizing the Mexican port of Guaymas and invading the department of 
: Sonora in that republic. The laws upen this subject confine my discre- __ 

tion, and I have hoped that either the United States marshal or the 
| - military commander may have had instructions conferring more ample 

7 powers. With this view, I have advised them of all the facts in my pos- | 
- gession, and trust they may see fit to seize and detain this vessel. Should | 
they decline to act, I shall not permit the vessel to leave this port, but. | 

| shall seize her, and endeavor to convict those engaged in the expe- . 
[170] dition; *and, in any event, shall require a bond from the owners, 

| | as provided for by law. re - | 
: I have no special instructions upon this subject, but shall hold it my 

duty to prevent, if possible, any attempt against Mexico or the Sand-  _ 
wich Islands, to both of which countries the eyes of restless men here | 
are now turned, with intent of conquest. _ 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
— | RICHARD P. HAMMOND, | 

| | a Collector. 
| Hon, JAMES GUTHRIE, oo Oo | 

, | Secretary of the Treasury. ae a
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Mr. Hammond, collector, to-General Hitchcock. | re 

| | CusTOM-HovsE, SAN FRANCISCO, . 
| | | - Collector’s Office, September 30, 1853. | 

Sir: Inacknowledging the receipt of your letter of September 22, 1853, | 
; I beg to inform you that the English-built brig Arrow, now lying at. 

the foot of Clay-street wharf, is fitting up to accommodate a large num- : 
ber of men on board, and is supplying herself with water and sea-stores. 
in such quantities as may induce suspicion to the object of her intended 
voyage. She has been in the trade between this and Guaymas, and is _ ; 

... ,evidently arranging to make her next voyage for purposes other | 

[171] than the *mere transport of freight and an ordinary number of : 

- passengers. I have not been able to ascertain that any arms. - 

have been carried on board. She will leave this port between this. | | 

and the 5th proximo. I deem it proper to direct your attention to the : 

| vessel, as the circumstances which attach to her may authorize your pro-. | . 

. geeding under the instructions of the President of November 18, 1851, 
referred to in your letter to myself. | 

~ J inelose also a letter written by me to Commodore Dulancy, of the _ 
United States ship Saint Lawrence, now at Acapulco. Should you ap- | 

prove the purpose of that letter, may I suggest that you will join in the ne 
communication to that officer, or correspond with him by the mail to- - 

morrow. | oS 
Very respectfully, &c., a a 

RICHARD P. HAMMOND, Bo 

: | | Collector. — | 
Brigadier-General HITCHCOCK, | 

Commanding. | | | | 

Se Mr. Hammond, collector, to Commodore Dulany. | | 

Oe [ Confidential. ] | | 

7 CusTOM-HOUSE, SAN FRANCISCO, ——- a 

| | Collector's Office, September 30, 1853. _ 

| Siz: I have been led to believe that an attempt will be made to in- eR 

evade and take armed occupation of a portion of the territory of the re- as 

public of Mexico upon the Pacific coast. a oe - 

| If I am rightly informed, a party of lawless men are now pre- | 
| [172] paring and fitting out an ex*pedition to sail from this port, with 

| ~~ the intent to land at the port of Guaymas, or at some other point _ | 
in the Mexican territory bordering on the Gulf of California. 
-'Phey will probably leave this port prior to the 5th proximo. Every 
exertion will be made to ascertain the name of the vessel, and to arrest OO 
the progress of this unlawful expedition, but it is quite probable that 
its leaders may elude all vigilance, and succeed in getting to sea. Ihave _ 

- no revenue-cutter at my command fit to render any important assistance, _- 
- and I have deemed it proper to advise you of the facts, with a view of | | 

requesting your presence with your vessel in the waters of the gulf. 
| Any attempt upon this coast to disturb the relations of peace and amity 

between the United States and Mexico is, in my judgment, to be espe- 
cially deprecated at this moment, and I feel satisfied that every possible
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— exertion of the officers of the United States should be used to detect and | 
-———s arrest those engaged in such unlawful enterprises. 7 

a - J may be permitted to call your attention to the laws of the 30th April, 
1818, in respect to this subject. | | | 

| Very respectfully, &c., | - 
, . | RICHARD P. HAMMOND, 

| | | | | | Collector. 
. Commodore BLADEN DULANCY. | | 

[173] *Mr. Hammond, collector, to General Richardson, United States 
: | | marshal. Oo 

: | | - CUSTOM-HOUSE, SAN FRANCISCO, — | | 
| | Collector’s Office, September 30, 1853. 

| - §rre: LT have the honor to inform you that the brig Arrow, now lying 
at Clay-street wharf, is preparing and fitting out for a sea-voyage, — 

| under circumstances which are calculated to induce a suspicion that she 
is to be used. to convey an armed force from this port against the citi- | 

| zens of the Mexican Republic. : 
| | I am also told that you have received some communication from the | 

American minister in the city of Mexico, and are probably prepared by 
7 - that and other instructions to endeavor to arrest any expedition fitting 

out for such purpose. - 
° I deem it proper, therefore, to direct your attention to the above- : 

named vessel, and to signify my readiness to co-operate with you to pre- 
3 - vent any infraction of the neutrality laws of the country. | 

| Will you be pleased to inform me as speedily as possible what. course 
- you shall determine to pursue. , 

| Very respectfully, &¢., | | | 
RICHARD P. HAMMOND, | 

| | | | Collector. | 
, General WM. H. RICHARDSON, | 

a | United States Marshal. | | | | 

[174]. *Mr. Davis, Secretary of War, to General Wool, United States 
vO Army. a 

| . ~ War DEPARTMENT, 
> | | — Washington City, January 12, 1854. * 

, ‘Srr: In addition to the ordinary duties of the military command to _ 
which you have been assigned, it is deemed proper to direct your atten- 

7 tion to certain special duties which will devolve upon you. ‘Among 
| these will be the duty of maintaining our international obligations by 

- preventing unlawful expeditions against the territories of foreign 
powers. | - | 

: Confidence is felt that you will, to the utmost of your ability, use all 
. proper means to detect the fitting out of armed expeditions against 

| countries with which the United States are at peace, and will zealously 
co-operate with the civil authorities in maintaining the neutrality laws. — 

| Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
. | . | JEFFERSON DAVIS, 

| | | a — Seeretary of War. a 
-, Brevet Major-General Joun E. Woon, U.S. A. 7 Se
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Mr. Cushing, Attorney General, to Mr. Inge, district attorney, California. 

_ . ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, ees 
— - | 7  . Jsanuary 16, 1854. oe 

Sir: Iam directed by the President to call your attention to the sev- | 
eral acts of Congress for the preservation of the neutral relations of the : 
United States, more especially to the acts of March 3, 1817, and April | 

20, 1818, which prohibit the organizing or fitting, within the 
[175} *United States, of any expedition, military or naval, against the 

territories of any government with which this Government is at 
peace, and subject all engaged in such acts to punishment as for a high © 7 
misdemeanor, besides authorizing the employment of the public force , 

- for the prevention and arrest of the same. po | 
The President has regretted to perceive that persons in California are | 

charged with engaging or intending to engage in such unlawful enter-_ | 
prises against the territories of the Mexican republic, with which this | 
republic is in amity, and, justly solicitous to maintain the honor and the 
good faith of the American Government, as well as to see to the execu- 
tion of the laws, he expects you to exercise the utmost vigilance in the — 
detection and prosecution of all acts within your official district in vio- a 
lation of the neutral obligations of the United States. 

| I have the honor to be, &ce., 
- - : SO C. CUSHING. 

Hon. 8S. W. INGE, oo 
| United States District Attorney. 

By the President of the United States. moe | 

a | A PROCLAMATION, a | 7 

_ Whereas information has been received by me that an unlawful ex- | 
pedition has been fitted out in the State of California, with a view os 

[176] to invade Mexico, *a nation maintaining friendly relations with | 7 
"the United States, and that other expeditions are organizing | | 

within the United States for the same unlawful purpose; and whereas | | 
certain citizens and inhabitants of this country, unmindful of their obli- _ 
gations and duties, and of the rights of a friendly power, have partici- mo 
pated, and are about to participate, in these enterprises, so derogatory Oo 
to our national character, and so threatening to our tranquillity, and 
thereby incurring the severe penalties imposed by law against such — | 
offenders : LO : | | 

~ Now, therefore, I, Franklin Pierce, President of the United States, : 
have issued thismy proclamation, warning all persons who shall con- _ 
nect themselves with any such enterprise or expedition that the penale 
ties of the law, denounced against such criminal conduct, will be rigidly 7 
enforced, and I exhort all good citizens, as they regard our national , 
character, as they respect our laws or the laws of nations, as they value | 

_ the blessings of peace and the welfare of their country, to discountenance, _ 
and by all lawful means prevent, such criminal enterprises; and I call . 

| | upon all officers of this Government, civil and military, to use any | | 
(177) efforts *which may be in their power to arrest for trial and pun- 

-ishment every such offender. | | . 
- Given under my hand and the seal of the United States, at Wash-
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ington, this eighteenth day of January, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and fifty-four, and the seventy-eighth of the 

| independence of the United States. | | 
| ‘[L. 8.| | FRANKEIIN PIERCE. 

By the President. - | | | 
W.L. Marcy, | | —_ | 

_ ~ Secretary of State. a 

| Hetract from the President's message. | 

| - WASHINGTON City, December 4, 1854. 
| It has been my anxious desire to maintain friendly relations with the 

| Mexican republic, and to cause its rights and territories to be respected, 
not only by our citizens, but by foreigners who have resorted to the 

o United States for the purpose of organizing hostile expeditions against 
. some of the States of that republic. The defenseless condition in which 

é its frontiers have been left has stimulated lawless adventurers to em- 
: bark in these enterprises, and greatly increased the difficulty of 

_ [178] enforcing our obligations of neutrality. Regarding *it as my 
| solemn duty to fulfill efficiently these obligations, notonly toward 

Mexico but other foreign nations, I have exerted all the powers with 
which I am invested to defeat such criminal proceedings and bring to 

- punishment those who, by taking a part therein, violated our laws. 
The energy and activity of our civil and military ‘authorities have frus- — 

| trated the designs of those who meditated expeditions of this character, 
except in two instances. One of these, composed of foreigners, was at. 
first countenanced and aided by the Mexican government itself, it hav- 
ing been deceived as to their real object. The other, small in number, — 
eluded the vigilance of the magistrates at San Francisco, and succeeded 

| in reaching the Mexican territories; but the effective measures taken 
oe by this Government compelled the abandonment Of the undertaking. 7 

Mr. Oushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. McKeon, district attorney. 

/ ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, April 25, 1855. 
Str: The Secretary of State having referred me to your letter of the 

24th instant, with its inclosures, [have taken the directions of the Presi- . 
dent on the subject, and in accordance therewith have to request | 

| [179] you to institute legal proceedings against *Colonel Kinney andthe _ 
steamer United States, provided, in, your judgment, the evidence | 

~ aecessible will suffice to afford probable cause. | | 
_. Thave the honor to be, &e., &c., | — a 

: re | Oo - _. ©, CUSHING. 

JOHN McKEON, Esq., Sn | 
; | United States District Attorney, New York. | Ce 

, P. S.—Since writing the above, I have seen the letter of Mr. Fabens 
in the New York Herald of yesterday, which seems to require that he 
be proceeded against equally with Colonel Kenney. Oo:
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Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. McKeon, district attorney. | 

° - ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, May 25, 1855. — bose 

Str: I am directed by the President to inclose to you the within os 
communication, addressed to Captain Boarman, containing proper 5 
authority for the detention of the steamer United States. | | 

As the authority thus conferred is of a high and responsible nature, — | 
it is not in the present case to be exercised, except it shall appear to | 
you that allordinary legal means to prevent the departure of the United. OO 
States shall have been exhausted. Captain Boarman has been directed 

, to advise with you in whatever he shall have occasion to do in - | 
— -{180] the *execution of this order. a | ; Co 

ss Fhe President has authorized the present proceeding under the 
_ sense of his general obligation to take care that the laws be faithfully 

_ executed, and in discharge of his particular obligation to prevent the 
fitting out within the United States of. any hostile expedition against | 
foreign Xtates in amity with the United States; and he cannot in this — 

— case entertain any doubt of his duty to interpose, in view of the fact 
that the parties now stand indicted before the district courts of the 
United States for the southern district of New York and the eastern . 
district of Pennsylvania, on the charge of being engaged in a military 

| enterprise against the republic of Nicaragua, in the prosecution of | 
which they have chartered the steamer United States. 
- I have the honor to be, very respectfally, 

. ©. CUSHING. 
7 Hon. JoHN McKEon, ok _ a 7 

United States’ Attorney. ; | : 

[181] * Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to the President. . . 

| pe  ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, August 9, 1855. | 
Str: I have the honor to submit herewith the considerations of law 

applicable to the enlistment of troops within the United States by the - | 
British government, in so far as the facts appearing in documents before | 
me concern the personal action either of the British minister or of the | | 

. British consuls in the United States. - —— 
There is no room for doubt as to the law, municipal or international,  . 

regarding the general question. | 
| In the first place, the act of Congress of April 20, 1818, contains the 7 

following provision : re | a | | | 

Sc. 2. And be it further enacted, That if any person shall, within the territory or = 
jurisdiction ef the United States, enlist or enter himself, or hire, or retain another per- | 
son to enlist or enter himself, or to go beyond the limits or jurisdiction of the United- | 
States with intent to be enlisted or entered into the service of any foreign prince, state, 

colony, district, or people, as asoldier, or as a marine or seaman on board of any vessel of . 
war, letter of marque, or privateer, every person so offending shall be deemed guilty _ 

of a high misdemeanor, and shall be fined not exceeding one thousand dollars, and . | 
[182] be imprisoned *not exceeding three years.—(3 Stat. at Large, p. 448.) - | 

Of course, as the levy of troops within the United States for foreign 
service is forbidden by law, no such right has, by your permission, been 
given to Great Britain. To the contrary of this, the British government | 

| was expressly notified, by letter of Mr. Marcy to Mr. Crampton, of April 
28, 1854, that enlistments in the United States would not be permitted
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a either to Great Britain or to Russia.—(Ex. Docs. 1st session33d Congress, 
— vol, xii, No. 103, p. 5.) | 7 . : 

| In the second place, independently of the municipal relations of the * 
| acts in question, they constitute, whether they be the acts of the British _ 

-. - government or of its minister and consuls, a violation of the sovereignty 
and of the neutral rights of the United States. | . 

 Yhe rule of public law is unequivocal on this point, and is correctly 
_ stated by Wolff to the effect that, since the right of raising soldiers is a 

right of majesty, which must not be violated by a foreign nation, it is not 
permitted to raise soldiers in the territories of a state without the con-. 

| - sent of its sovereign.—(Jus Gentium, 747-753.) a : 
+ “he following passages of Wolff are translated, as comprehend- 

a 183] ing the whole question in all its * parts: a 

Inasmuch as to him who has the right of war belongs the right of enlisting soldiers, 
| consequently the right of enlisting soldiers is intimately connected with the right of 

| war; and as the right of war pertains to the class of rights of sovereignty, the right of 
enlisting soldiers also pertains to rights of sovereignty.—( Wolff, Jus Gentium, 8.747.) 

It is not lawful to enlist soldiers in foreign territory without consent of its govern- 
— ment. * * Since it is not lawful to enlist soldiers in foreign territory without. con- 

sent of its government, if any person presume to do so, he violates the law of nations, 
and wrongs the local sovereignty; and as this wrong isacrime if committed byan 
alien, and as aliens guilty of crime in a foreign tountry are punishable according to 

a the local Iaw, hence, if an alien presume to recruit soldiers in a foreign territory without. 
consent of its government, being apprehended, he may be punished. ae 
Whoever recruits troops in a foreign territory against the will of its government, or | 

a without the permission obtained, either does it without the knowledge of his own 
we [184] government, or else by its command er its implied *approbation. In _ the first 
oe | case, a crime is committed by the individual recruiter, but no wrong has been 

done on the part of his sovereign; bus, in the latter case,.since the sovereign whom 
. the recruiter serves, participates in the crime, that sovereign violates the law of nations, . 

a and the wrong done by him is to be distinguished from the crime which the recruiter | 
_ commits. | Cy 

7 It often happens that considerations of policy exist, which induce the injured. party 
in such case to dissemble the international wrong, and, therefore, to punish the muni- 
cipal offense of the recruiter with more severity, aS a warning to others. The abstract’ 

o right of society to punish crimes is infinite and limited to a particular case only by cir- : 
cumstances, among which undoubtedly is consideration of the degree of punishment 
adequate to prevent repetition of the offense. . Hence, inasmuch as capital punishments 

. are lawful, if crime cannot be repressed without them, it isnot to be doubted but that 
they who undertake to levy troops in foreign territory without permission of. its gov-. 

oy ernment first obtained may be coerced with capital punishment. Itisin the highest 
degree contrary to the public security that an alien should enter the territory of. 

[185] a foreign *country and there levy troops at will, whether he abduct the inhabi- 
tants by clandestine force or by mendacious persuasions. Of course, it is neither 

unjust nor harsh to punish this crime by hanging, as it is not. unknown to have been | 
: _ provided in some countries.—(Ibid., 753, 754.) | } 

‘Kidnaping (or man-stealing) is the surreptitious abduction of a man from the © 
authority to which he is subject. * * * It is man-stealing, or kidnaping, for one 
government surreptitiously to draw away the subjects of another. * * * for its mili- 
tary service.—(Jbid., s. 755, 756.) - | | . | 

| Whoever, by fraudulent contrivances, surreptitiously draws the subjects of another 
. government into acts of war, outrages the sovereign power of such government. * * * 

If this be done by command or permission of aforeign government, the latter is respon- 
sible for the wrong; that is to say, it is to be understood as a wrong done by nation to 

: : nation. , oe | : 
The magnitude of this wrong fails to be comprehended by those who have no idea, | 

or at least not a clear one, of sovereign rights, and especially of eminent power, and 
who do not, therefore, rightly appreciate the gravity of any foreign violation of 

[186] the territorial rights of sovereignty. Even if the *local sovereign have no juris- 
| diction over the foreigner, still the latter is not for that cause to violate at will 

os rights which are of. the sole competency of the local sovereign. If it were otherwise, - 
we should have to concede that any man may do what he pleases against the rights of 7 
another if he be not subject to the latter’s authority. How absurd this would be, and | 
how diametrically opposed to natural right, no man can fail to see unless he labors 

. - under gross ignorance of all natural right, and has become destitute of all common __ | 
| sense of what he would not have others do to himself. And, for this reason, it is not
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presumed of any government that surreptitious enlistments for its military service ae 
have been carried on in a foreign country with its will, unless that will manifestly 

_ appear, or the verified fact shall overcome the contrary presumption. Meanwhile, | 
although the foreign agents who carry on surreptitious recruiting in a country per- oe 
petuate this man-stealing by their own sovereign’s authority, they are not theless — on 

amenable to animadversion, for they ought not to have obeyed commands. of 
. [187] their sovereign which were against natural right, since malefaction *does not 

cease to be such because perpetuated by command of a superior, nor will the 
excuse of unlawful obedience to another convert into right what is acquired by male- 
faction. | SO | 

Since a government inflicts national wrong on another, if by its order or permission __ 
the personal or material instruments of war be stolen from the latter for belligerent use, 
‘such acts are a just cause of war. * * * | * 

It is not intended to say that whenever the instruments of war, personal or material, 
have been surreptitiously procured for belligerent use, either by command.or by consent : | 
of the sovereign in whose behalf it is done, therefore the injured government must of 
necessity declare war, but only that it may well be received among the justificatory |. | 
causes of war. | | 7 

Nor is the cause of war removed, if the guilty agents of the crime shall happen to -  . 
have been punished. They indeed have suffered the just penalty of the crime they | - 
committed: but that does not satisfy the wrong done to the national sovereignty.— : 

7 (1bid., s.'758, 759.) ’ 7 7 . 

- The same ideas are found in Vattel; but he need not be quoted at 
length, as he does but copy or abridge Wolff. —_ 

7 Kluber says: 2 7 
[188] *A state entirely neutral has the right to exact, even by force, if necessary, . 

that belligerent powers do not use its neutral territory for the purposes of war; 
that they do not take there arms, munitions of war, and provisions and other immedi- 
ate requirements of war, for their armies; that they do not make there any military Les 
armaments, either enrollments or collections of troops; that none of their troops, armed or wn 

. - unarmed, pass through, &c., &c.; that they exercise there no act of hostility against 
the persons or property of the subjects of the hostile state; that they do not occupy it 
militarily, or make it the theater of war.—(Droit des Gens moderne de V Europe, 8. 585.) so 

G. F. de Martens says: . = , 
While, in case of rupture between two nations, a neutral state preserves the full 

enjoyment of its territorial rights, it can, in the absence of treaties, prohibit during the | 
war, aS in time of peace, any passage or sojourn of foreign troops, and much more 
forbid the occupation of its fortresses, the recruiting, mustering, and exercising troops; | 
and it may use force against those who shall attempt to violate the prohibition.—( Précis 
‘du Droit des Gens, 8. 30.) | | 

| - Galiani says: | 
[189] Ali governments are *accustomed to prohibit, under capital penalty, any for- me 

7 eigner to make military engagements or recruits within their territory; in doing | 
which they do no more than to sustain and defend a natural right, and one inherent 
in every sovereignty.— (Dei Doveri dé Principi Neutrali, p. 325.) . a 

| The sovereign, who leaves his subjects at liberty to engage themselves in the service 
of a foreign belligerent, will not therein be wanting to his neutral duties, provided it | . 
has been customary with his nation; if it has been usual in time of peace ; if it accords | 
with the physical and political condition of the country; if, in fine, he practices in- - 
difference and impartiality, not denying to one belligerent what he concedes to the | 
other. But, if a sovereign has not been accustomed .to allow his subjects to enlist in 

| the military or naval service of other governments, it may well be doubted whether he - 
may, for the first time, do it on the occurrence of war between two states, each of — 

. which is in amity with him. I am not prepared to say that in doing so he gives equal- | 
ity of advantage and facilities to both; there might’ be inequality in the need of the | 

_._ belligerents; for, perhaps, one of them, suffering from deficiency of men, would derive : 
[190] precious and powerful succor from such permission, while to the *other it would be 

| useless and superfluous. In my opinion, therefore, this question comes within : 
the general rule of essential neutral duties; that is, to continue in the anterior condi- 
tion, it being lawful to persevere in what has been usual, but unlawful to innovate.— - 
(Lbid., p. 329.) | 7 ae oO 

Hautefeuille says: , | - 
| The duties of belligerents may be summed tip in very few words. The belligerent | 

ought to abstain from the employment of all such indirect means to molest his enemy 
as, in the accomplishment of their object, would first injuriously affect a neutral.
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| nation. He ought to respect, in the most complete and absolute manner, the independ- 
ence and sovereignty of nations at peace; in a word, he ought to treat them in. the 

: same manner as if the most profound peace continued to prevail. Those nations, in 
fact, are at peace with him, fulfilling strictly their duties of neutrality ; they have the 
right to enjoy the advantages of their position, and to be exempt from all the evils of  - 
war; the duty of the belligerent is to abstain from the infringement of this right. 

_ Thus, neutral territory ought tobe held sacred and inviolable by nations at war; these 
| last ought not, on any pretext, nor in any manner, to make use of such territory to 

, [191] subserve their purposes *of hostilities, directly or indirectly. The passage of 
: armed troops, the levying of soldiers, &c., &c., without the consent of the sover- 

_ eign, would constitute an offense against the sovereignty of the neutral, and aviola- 
tion of the duty of the belligerent.—(Droits et Devoirs des Nations Neutres, tom. i, 312, 

As to the territory of neutral nations, the occurrence of hostilities makesno change nor 
modification of their rights; they remaininviolable asin time of peace. Their territory . 
ought, then, to be sheltered from all enterprises of belligerents, of whatever nature 
they may be. The consequences of war ought never to be felt by them directly ; that | 
is to say, no act of hostility should be con:mitted against them, under any pretext. : 

_  Belligerent nations, in this respect, have only the rights they possessed in time of 
oe peace, because war never injuriously affects nations at peace. Belligerents cannot, 

then, in any case, without the permission of the sovereign, use neutral territory, I do 
not say directly, for the operations of war; but cannot even make use of it for any 
advantage whatever, to the prejudice of their enemy. This permission cannot be 

_ granted to them by the neutral without violating his duties. , 
[192] The principle of the inviolability of the territory *being admitted, the coneclu- 

_ sion, as absolute as the principle itself, follows: that a belligerent has no right 
- touse neutral territory, in any manner whatever, without the permission of the neutral 
nation, sovereign of such territory; and cannot, therefore, levy troops there, and march | 
armies through it, &c., without this permission. | - 

. The neutral has the incontestable right to resist every attempt. the belligerent may 
make to use his territory; to oppose it by all the means in his power, and even by 
force of arms, in the same manner as a citizen has the right to defend his property by . 

| all the means placed at his disposal by the law to which he is subject.—(Ibid., tom. ii, 
pp. 48, 49.) : Bo 

By Riquelme: oe - | . 
It is also a violation of the rights of neutrality to entice enlistments in the neutral 

state, without the authorization of its government; because the right to levy troops 
| is inherent in the national sovereignty. But, on the other hand, a government which 

grants this authority ceases to be neutral, because it supplies to one of the belligerents 
7 the principal element of war.—( Derecho Publico Internacional, tom. i, p. 144.) 

| | Citations to the same effect might be multiplied from the works 
| [193] of the jurists of *continental Europe. | | oe 

I do not perceive that this doctrine is explicitly produced in any | 
of the books of international law published during the last few yearsin 
Great Britain. Possibly their silence on this point may be caused by. 
the policy of their country, which, under the kings of the house of | 
Hanover, has frequently relied upon foreign recruits in time of war. | 

| However this may be, some of the English works referred to recognize | 
_ the right of every sovereignty to the supreme use of its own territory. . . 

| and resources, (Wildman’s International Law, vol. i, p. 64,) but without 
| adverting to the present logical consequences of this right. At least, 

| one of them discusses fully the collateral question whether a state _ 
loses its neutrality by permitting foreign levies, and concludes, prop- 
erly, that if it be permitted to one it should be permitted to each of the 
respective belligerent powers.—(Manniug’s Law of Nations, vol. ili, ch. 1.) - 

In this connection the same aceredited English writer considers and 
confutes the assumption, crudely and erroneously taken up in Great | 
Britain, that some.doctrine to the contrary of this is to be found in 
Vattel—(Pendergast, Army Law, p. 44; idem., Navy Law, vol. i, p. 

| 131.) on | | 
| [194] *The truth is that Vattel, as already stated, maintains unequiv- 
oe ~ . oeally the doctrine that there can be no foreign recruiting in a 

a country without the consent of its government. He says expressly
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| that all such unlicensed foreign recruiters are kidnapers, and justly = = © 
| ‘‘ punished with the utmost severity in every well-regulated state.”— SS 

(Droit des Gens., liv. iii, ch. 2, 8. 15.) Nay, he admits the general rule 4 
' that the neutral should not furnish assistance to either belligerent.— ; 

(Ibid., liv. iii, ch. 7, 8.110.) But Vattel was a Swiss, of Neufchatel, and oe 
he labored, in this matter, under the patriotic necessity of extenuating, 
as he best might, the ignominious capitulations of the Swiss cantons for oo 
the supply of mercenary troops to the other states of HKurope.. But, | 
in this case, he has enough of conscientiousness to say that there must | 
be strict impartiality, or at least contracts of service anterior to the. 
war. | 

Mr. Manning, in an elaborate review of the whole subject, concludes | 
| thus: — | So a | 

| _ Foreign levies may not be allowed to one belligerent while refused to his antagonist, - 

consistently with the duties of neutrality. When treaties, antecedent to war, permit - 
such exclusive privilege, then * * no complaint of breach of neutrality can be | 

maintained by the excluded party. But when no antecedent treaty exists such _ 
- [195] a permission would be a violation of neutrality, *the principles of which demand , 

the strictest abstinence from assistance to either party, and, of course, will not | 
admit that exclusive privileges, in so important a particular, should be granted to one 
belligerent. Nor have the customs of Europe, derived from the practices of the middle : 
ages, established any usage that prevents this question from being settled in accord- 
ance with the dictates of reason, or, in other words, with the law of nature.—(Manning, | 
ut supra, p. 180.) - 7 

Mr. Manning’s reasoning is conclusive so far asit goes. And the | 
imperfection of other English law-books in this respect is of no account, 

| as against the general authority of the expounders of international law | 
in all the rest of Christendom. | . 

Misconstruction has also been placed on the fact that Bynkershoek 
| maintains the right of private or voluntary expatriation, even forthe 

purpose of foreign military service. But he does not express nor coun- : 
tenance the thought that a foreign belligerent may recruit soldiers in a_ 7 
neutral country without the consent of its sovereign. On the contrary, 

ae he exhibitsin full the legislation of the United Provinces, accord- 
{196] ing to which it was a capital offense to make *enlistments in the " 

country without the consent of the States-General.— (Quest. Jur. 7: 
Publici, lib. i, e. 22.) ; | 

Besides, Great Britain has, in her own legislation, sanctioned and | 
adopted the rule of public law, by enacting that if any person what- | 
ever, within the United Kingdom, or in any part of the dominions of 

- Great Britain, shall hire, engage, retain, or procure, or shall attempt or 
endeavor to hire, retain, engage, or procure any person whatevertoenlist, = = 
as an officer, soldier, sailor, or marine, either on land or sea service, for 
or under or in aid of any foreign prince or government, or to go or to- 
agree to go or embark from any place in the British dominions for the 
purpose or with the intent to be ‘so enlisted, entered, or engaged, as 
aforesaid, every person so offending shall be deemed guilty of a misde- 
meanor, punishable by fine or imprisonment, at the discretion of the 
court having jurisdiction of the act.—(Act of 59 Geo. ITI, ch. 69.) a 

' We, in the United States, acting in the sense of natural right, and | 
following the rules of public law as explained by the jurists of conti- | 
nental Europe, asserted and established this doctrine at a very early | 

~- period, in opposition to the undertaking of the French government, | 
_  {197] through *its minister, M. Genet, to man or equip cruisers within | 

| the United States.—(Mr. Jefferson to M. Genet, June 17, 1793. 
American State Papers, Foreign Affairs, vol.i, p.154.) > ae 
~ And our judicial text-books are full and explicit on the same point.— | 
(Wheaton, by Lawrence, p. 498; Kent’s Com., lec. 6.) ce : 

e . , : .
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It is obvious to the most superficial reflection, that no distinction ot 
principle exists in the levy of a military force in the neutral country, as 
between the land and sea service; and if Great Britain may raise | 
within the United States volunteers for her land service, so Russia may ~ | 

| raise them for her marine service, that is, may fit out privateers in our - 
ports; and, indeed, if we grant or permit the former privilege to Great 

| Britain, we must, in like manner, in order to be impartially neutral, | 
concede the latter privilege to Russia. SR 

And it is equally obvious that foreign recruiting must not be forbid-. 
den or permitted under the influence of any assumed national sympa- 
thies or antipathies. Individual or national preferences are quite im- 
material in such a question. The United States cannot, either lawfully 

| | or honorably, practice a simulated neutrality; nor can a dissem- _ 
{198} bled alliance be claimed or *expected from us, either by Great 

Britain or by Russia. | | | 
| From the well-established rules and principles of law, then, it is plain 

| to conclude: | | | | | 
1.-The acts of enlistment in question are contrary to the municipal 

| law of this country, and indictable as a high misdemeanor. | 
— _ 2. Those acts, if permitted to one belligerent, must be permitted to 

| all, in observance of impartial neutrality. - . 
| 3. Being against law in the United States, and therefore not permitted . 

| to Great Britain, if undertaken by her as a government, they afford 
. | just cause of war, being direct national violation of the territorial sov- 

ereignty of one nation by another. | | | 
| 4. Whatever agents of the British government, whether official or . 

: unofficial, acting voluntarily or by orders, have participated in such  — _ 
acts, are not only guilty of a criminal infraction of the statute law, but, | 

| also, in the language of Vattel, of violating one of the most sacred | 
rights of the nation. oe | | 

_ ~ T presume that if, in the present case, the British minister imagines 
that the acts performed under his direction were not contrary to the 

: - municipal law, it must be on the ground that the recruits were 
{199] not completely enlisted in *the United States; that is, did not 

, here in all form enter the military service of Great Britain. That | 

assumption is altogether fallacious. The statute is express, that if any | 
person shall hire or retain another person to go beyond the limits or Juris- —_ 
diction of the United States, with intent to be enlisted or entered into 
the service of any foreign state, he shall be deemed guilty of the defined — | 

misdemeanor. — ) | a , 
| ‘It is possible, also, that he may have supposed that a solemn contract | 

of hiring in the United States is necessary to constitute the offense. — 

That would be mere delusion. The words of the statute are “hire or 
| retain.” It is true, our act of Congress does not expressly say, aS the | 

- British act of Parliament does, “whether any enlistment money, pay, or 

| reward shall have been given and received or not,” (Act 59 Geo. ITT, | 

, ch. 69, 8. 2;) nor was it necessary to insert these words. A party may — 

| be retained by verbal promise, or by invitation, for a decared or known ° 

purpose. If such a statute could be evaded or set at naught by elab- 

| orate contrivances to engage without enlisting, to retain without hiring, 

| to invite without recruiting, to pay recruiting money in fact, but under 

oe another name of board, passage-money, expenses, or the like, it 
. [200] would be *idle to pass acts of Congress for the punishment of this 

or any other offence. —s_| : oa oe 
| - However this may be, and if such were the thought of the British 

| government, it has not been succesfully carried out; for, on the evi- :
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| dence before me, including the general instructions of the British min- 
ister and his direct correspondence with recruiting-officers in the United. 
States and others, my opinion is positive that the parties have made | 
themselves amenable to the penalties of the statute, and may be con- 
victed before any competent court of the United States. | | 

It is further to be observed, in conclusion of this branch of the sub- | 
‘ ject, that, whether the acts of the British minister and his agents, in 

recruiting troops within the United States, do or do not come within 
the technical provisions of the acts of Congress, is altogether immate- 
rial to international right, as between this Guvernment and that of Great 
Britain. If, by ingenious evasions of the letter of a penal statute in- : 
tended only for private malefactors, the British government should, | i 

' - nevertheless, levy troops here, the fact of the statute being thus de- 
feated and trampled under foot would serve only to augment the public | 

wrong. | : 
[201] *Suppose, for instance, that the British government shall have OS 

said to its officers, civil or military, in the British North Ameri- | 
can Provinces, and to its diplomatic or consular agents in the United a 
States, “you will proceed to raise so many men in the United States; 

-- but remember that to do so is forbidden by the municipal law of that 
- country, and is indictable as a misdemeanor; you will, therefore, take , 

‘ . care to.:proceed cunningly in this, so as not to incur the penalties of the 
statute.” Such instructions, while they might have the effect of raising | 

| the troops, as desired by the British government, without its agents 
incurring the penalties of the statute, would but constitute a more fla- | 

. grant and aggravated violation of the national dignity and the sovereign Oo 
rights of the United States. : an : | | 

~ Suppose a foreign government, by circular instructions to its diplo-. 
matic and consular agents in the United States, instructs them to 

_ organize a system for evading the revenue laws of the country. In such 
case would the international injury be any less if the contemplated : 

— evasions should be successfully perpetrated? Or, ifthe government of | 
oo an adjoining country send hither agents, under the immediate | 

| [202] superintendence of its minister, to *counterfeit the coin, circulate | a 
base coin, steal, rob, or commit any other offense, with depots on | 

our frontier to facilitate the commission of the crime and utilize its | 
proceeds: Should we be satisfied with the reply, thatin all thisourlaws | 

, had been successfally evaded by the careful instructions and ingenious = 
devices of the foreign government and its public functionaries in the 
United States? | ae | 
Beyond all this, it would seem that the legal advisers of the British — | 

-goverument conceive that the official agents of one nation may right- ) 
fully do, within the territory of another, anything which is not by the : 
domestic statutes of the latter declared to be a municipal offense, in-— a 
dictable as such before the courts of law. If such an idea be entertained 
by the British government or its law-officers, certainly it isa mere de- _ 

_ lusion, possible to exist only in minds shut up ‘in the narrow sphere of 
_ ~the technical common law of England. | | | Se 

How insular that law is, and how defective the knowledge itimparts | 7 
_ even for the purpose of domestic, and still more of foreign, administra- 

tion, the jurists of England themselves have too frequently had cause 9 
' to observe.—(See, ex. gr., Phillimore’s Internat. Law, pref., p. xi; Chitty’s | 

| . .. Prac., pref., p. v, note.) | en 
[203] Nothing can be plainer than the position that the objects of the an 
-... municipal law in such acase aredomestic only. In coustitutional — - 
governments it confers on the executive in the particular matter powers |
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) which he would not otherwise possess, and it provides the means of re- 
- pressing all acts of individual persons, whether foreign agents or not, 

. which may contravene the policy or infringe the rights of the country. 
_ But the municipal law cannot reach the foreign sovereignty, by whose 

- orders the individuals in question, if public agents, act in violation of _ 
| the local sovereignty. Yet, is not the foreign sovereign, aS sovereign, 
/ the chief wrong-doer? - And is the wrong to be redressed in no way ex- 

. cept by punishing the subordinate agents of the wrong, if there happen 
to be any municipal law to reach the case? And if there be no such 

| law, is the injury to go unredressed? Clearly not, for governments in 
/  . their international acts are directly responsible to governments. | 

: ~ But the radical absurdity is in assuming that a foreign government 
may lawfully do on the territory of another government, or cause to be 

| done, anything whatever, which is not made penal by local statutes. _ 
This assumption is altogether groundless. The law of nations is 

_-—-« {204] ~*international, not domestic or municipal; it is the ensemble of | 
oe “international conventions, usages, and received opinions, aided, in . 

ease of need, by the doctrines of abstract justice and of universal reason. 
: It is not restricted to the bounds of acts of Parliament or acts of Con- 
- gress. International right would be reduced to a singular condition in- 

deed if it consisted of those things, and those things only, which, for — 
SO consideration of internal convenience, Great Britain or the United States 

: may have happened to enact as law by means of their legislative as- 
semblies. It is not so, either affirmatively or negatively. Things are 
affirmed in their statutes which are not according to the law of nations; 
and there are many points of international law which have not been = 

. affirmed by their statutes. <A single pertinent illustration of the latter 
will suffice. | | | | | 

There are two matters of sovereign right which are alike in character, 
| and are naturally associated in the writings of international jurists, | 

- namely, the right to prevent éither the transit of foreign troops or the 
enlistment of soldiers for foreign service. In Great Britain and the 

oe United States we have municipal laws to repress and to punish 
. _ -{205] the individual agents, official *or unofficial, of the latter invasion 

: of our sovereign rights; but none to punish or even to repress _ 
the former. May it, therefore, be done with impunity? Nay, can it be 

a done without national offense? It may, according to the premises as- _ 
sumed in the other case. If all acts of foreign enlistment may be right- 

| fully done, provided there be no prohibitory statute, and if there be any, 
then all such as the statute does not reach—of course all acts of foreign 
military transit may be rightfully performed, and there istheend of the 
sovereignty of every nation, which does not happen, like Great Britain, 

7 to be surrounded by water. | | co | - 
- In truth, the statute in all these matters is of but.secondary account. 

7 - The main consideration is the sovereign right of the United States to 
exercise complete and exclusive jurisdiction within their own territory ; 

| to remain strictly neutral, if they please, in the face of the warring na- | 

- tions of Europe; and, of course, not to tolerate enlistments in thecoun-  — 

| try by either of belligerents, whether for land or sea service. If there _ 

Oo be local statutes to punish the agents or parties to such enlistments it is” 

| well; but that is a domestic question for our consideration, and 

[206] does not regard any foreign government. All *which it concerns 

- a foreign government to know is, whether we, as a government, 

| permit such enlistments. It is bound to ask permission of us before — | 
_ coming into our own territory to‘raise troops for its own service. It has 

no business to inquire whether there be statutes on the subject or not. |
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_. Least of all has it the right to take notice of the statutes only to see — | 
how it may devise means by which to evade them. Instead of this itis | 
bound, not only by every consideration of international comity, but of 
the strictest international law, to respect the sovereignty and regard the | 

| public policy of the United States. mo / 
Accordingly, when, at the commencement of the great European struggle | 

between England and France, near the close of the last century, the French | 
governmentassumed to recruit marine forces in the United States, it was : 
held by President Washington, and by his Secretary of State, Mr. Jef- 
ferson, as explained in the correspondence hereinbefore quoted, that by : 
the law of nations, in virtue of our sovereignty, and without stopping | 
to enact municipal laws on the subject, we had full right to repress and 

— .- repel foreign enlistments, and, e converso, that the attempt to make oe 
[207] any such enlistments was an act of gross *national aggression on | 

the United States. me ! | = 
When a foreign goverument, by its agents, enters into the United oes 

States to perform acts in violation of our sovereignty, and contrary to 
- our public policy, though acts not made penal by municipal law, thatis | - 

a grave national indignity and wrong. If, in addition to this, such for- oe 
| eign government, knowing that penal statutes on the subject exist, de- = 

liberately undertakes to evade the municipal law, and thus to baffle and - 
| bring into disrepute the international administration of the country, in | 

such case the foreign government not only violates but insults our 
national sovereignty. . Mf 

I repeat, then, that, if it were to be supposed that the British gov- | : 
. ernment had so far forgotten what is due to its own dignity, as. to in- | 

struct its agents within the territories of the German Bund, in the 
Netherlands, in the United States, to enlist recruits without respect for | 
local sovereignty, but with care to avoid or evade the letter of local 
statutes, instead of diminishing, that would aggravate theinjusticeand  ——_- 
illegality of the proceeding in the eye of the law of nations, and the : 
a intensity of the public wrong as regards the neutral states thus 

| [208] converted, without their consent, into a *recruiting ground for | 
the armies of Great Britain. | | 

Such instructions would be derogatory to our public honor in another _ | 
respect. They presume that the United States, without becoming the | 
open ally of Great Britain, will, by conniving at the use of their terri- 
tory for belligerent purposes, while professing neutrality, thus carry on, 

| as already intimated, a dishonorable war in disguise against Russia. = —™ 
It appears, however, that the British government, finding it impossi- a 

ble to keep the ranks of its army filled by voluntary enlistments, and — | 
being loath to encounter the responsibility of a law for conscription, for 
drafts on militia, for periodical service of its able-bodied men, or for — 
any other systematic method of raising troops from its own population, | 
Introduced into Parliament a bill entitled “An act to permit foreigners oe 

| to be enlisted, and to serve as officers and soldiers in Her Majesty’s | 
| forces,” but which was in fact a bill to authorize the government to em- 

| ploy agents to carry on recruiting service in the neutral statesof Europe’ 
and America. | | | | | 
_ The law was earnestly objected to in its progress as insulting toneu- 

oO tral states and derogatory to the national dignity, but was passed, 
[209] *nevertheless, on the 22d of December, 1854.—(Hansard’s De- | 

bates, third series, vol. 136, passim.) | | | 
~ At an early day after the passage of this act measures were taken to | 
recruit officers and men for a proposed foreign legion in the United 
States, those measures being publicly pursned under the official respon-
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sibility of Sir Gaspard le Marchant, lieutenant-governor of the province 
of Nova Scotia. A military depot was established at Halifax for the 

| reception and enrollment of recruits; and Mr. Howe, a member of the 
--provincial government, with other agents, came into the United States 

| to make arrangements for engaging and forwarding the recruits, chiefly 
' from Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. Subsequently, corresponding 

arrangements were made for collecting and forwarding recruits from the 
- Western States, by Buffalo or Niagara, through Upper Canada. | oe 

- hese acts were commenced and prosecuted with printed -handbills _ 
' and other means of advertisement, and recruits were collected in depots 
oe at New York and elsewhere, and regularly transported to Canada or | 

| Nova Scotia, with undisguised notoriety, as if the United States were 
-  - still a constituent part of the British empire. Of course, they 

- --—-« (210) attracted great attention, and the * various measures, whether . 
legal or political, proper to put a stop to them were instituted by 

- your direction, through the instrumentality of the foreign or legal — 
departments of the Government of the United States. | : | 

| In the course of the investigations which ensued, among the facts 
brought to-light are some, in the documents referred to me, which 

| unequivocally implicate not only the British consuls but the British 
- tmninister himself in the unlawful transactions in question, and so call 

a for inquiry as to the rights of this Government in reference to them and | 
their government. 3 | 

In the application of the general rules of law to the offenses committed, — 
it is necessary to distinguish between the case of any of the consuls and 
that of the minister. — _ 

The several district attorneys of the United States within whose 
jurisdiction, respectively, the cases occurred very properly assumed that _ 
the consuls were subject to indietment for infraction of the municipal 
law, and have proceeded accordingly, prosecutions having already been 

7 instituted in the southern district of Ohio against the consul at — 
[211] Cincinnati, and in the southern district of New York * against. _ 

| _ an officer of the consulate of New York. O | 
, Nothing is better settled by adjudication in this country than that 

foreign consuls are subject to criminal process for violation of the 
municipal laws.—(United States vs. Ravara, 2 Dall., 297; Mannhardt vs. 
Soderstrom, 1 Bin., 144; Commonwealth vs. Kosloff, 1 Serg. & R., 545; | 
State vs. De la Foret, 2 Nott and Mce., 217.) : a | | 

These adjudications are in exact conformity with the law of nations in | 
| regard to consuls, as understood and practiced not less in Great Britain 

than in the other states of Christendom.—(See ante, p. 18; also Kent’s 
Com., vol. i, p. 44; Wheaton’s Ed. by Lawrence, 305.) a 

' The only privilege which a consul enjoys in this respect in the United _ 
States is that awarded to him by the Constitution, of being tried by the 
Federal courts; the effect of which is, that his case remains within the | 
control of the General Government, which may deal with it according 

_ to the convenience or the exigencies of its foreign policy, without imped- 
iment from the authority of any of the individual States of the Union.— 

- (Const., art. iii, sec. 2; act of September 24, 1789, sec. 9, 1 Stat. at Large, 
a p. 77.) : | Oo : | 

| The consul at Cincinnati, as appears by the legal proceeding 
[212] there, supposes that he is *entitled to the benefits of certain pecu- 

liar stipulations in the consular convention between the United 
| - States and France of February 23, 1853. Ifit were so, that would not 

serve him on the main point, because it does not exempt consuls from | 
the criminal jurisdiction of either of the contracting governments. But
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~  this-convention has no application whatever to the consular relations of | | 
- Great Britain and the United States. Whether it applies or not to - | 

governments with which we have entered into stipulations to place our : 
? respective consuls on the footing of the most favored nation, is a ques- , 4 

, tion as yet unsettled. But there is no stipulation of that nature in : 
-* existence, as between Great Britain and the United States. Of course, 

the duties and the rights of American consuls in Great Britain, and of 
British consuls in the. United States, stand upon the law of nations, ; 
except as the same is modified by their treaties and by the local law of. 
either country. The iocal law ofveach, as we have seen, withholds from 
consuls the diplomatic privilegé of exterritoriality. A British consul, | 
therefore, has no just cause of complaint if, when charged with an 
offense, he is held amenable to the criminal jurisdiction of the United | 

| States. 7 | | 
[213] In addition to those ordinary means of redress *in the case of 
- , the misconduct of a foreign consul, is that afforded by the law of. — | 
nations. The President of the United States has the undoubted power, | a 
in his discretion, to withdraw the exequatur of any foreign consul. To 
justify the exercise of this power, he does not need the fact of a technical oe 
violation of a law judicially proved. He may exercise it for any reason- | 
able cause, whenever, in his judgment, it is called for by the interests 
or the honor of the United States.—(De Clereq, Guide des Consulates, 
p. 101.) | . | | | 

On each of these points provision was made in the commercial con- 
vention between the United States and Great Britain of July 3, 1815, - 
which stipulates that “before any consul (in either country) shall act | 
as such, he shall, in the usual form, be approved and admitted by the 2 | 
government to which he is sent; and * * in ecaseof illegal orim- . | 
proper conduct toward the laws of the government of the country to | 
which he is sent, such consul may either be punished according to law, 

| if the law will reach the case, or be sent back; the offended govern- — 
ment assigning to the other the reasons for the same.”—/(Article IV.) — 

- This convention, by its terms, was to subsist only four years. By - a 
[214] a subsequent convention, *that of October 20, 1818, its duration . 

was prorogued ten years, (Article [V,) and afterward, by the con- 
vention of August 6, 1827, for another ten years, and until denounced | an 
by either party on twelve months’ notice. - es 

For the rest, the stipulations of the convention of 1815, as continued ae 
7 by the conventions of 1818 and 1827, are but declaratory of the law of - 

nations, as that is understood both in Great Britain and the United — 
States. | , eS 

_ In regard to the minister, it is clear, if he violate the laws of the gov- 
ernment to which he is accredited, or otherwise offend its sovereignty, — 
there is no remedy except in the manner and form prescribed by the oe 
law of nations. He enjoys exemption from judicial process, which im- os 
munity is not so much his right as that of his government. ne 

It was formerly held in England, as we seein March’s case, reported — a 
by Rolle, in the time of James I, that, “although an embassador is : 
privileged by the law of nature and of nations, yet, if he commit any 
offense against the law of nature or reason, he shall lose his privilege, | 
but not if he offend against a positive law of any realm.”—(Rolle’s R., 
p. 175.) No such distinction between mala prohibita and mala in se, as 

_ respects embassadors, is now admitted, and their exterritoriality 
[215] isthe *unanimous doctrine of all publicists, and is recognized in. 
_ -England, as it is in the United States, by statute. | 

— The whole question is learnedly discussed by Wildman, whose views 
| O4 A. | 7 

| ‘
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 - are in accordance with those of Grotius and Bynkershoek, which now: 
prevail throughout Christendom.—(Institutes, vol. 1, p. 90.) 7 

- But the privilege of exterritoriality is not conferred on a public min- 
ister as a shield to crime. For any crimes which he may commit the || 

-. remedy varies according to the nature of the case. | L 
As to offenses against the municipal law of the country, committed ~~ 

- _ by a foreign minister, or other person entitled to the privilege of diplo- | 
-. - matic exterritoriality, we have a statute which declares that any writ - 

or process against them, issued by any court, is utterly null and void.— 
(Act of April 30, 1790, sec. 25, 1 Stat. at Large, p.117.) And thisimmu-  _ 
nity of public ministers bas been the subject of judicial recognition in 
several instances. (See United States vs. Hand, 2 Wash. C. C. h., 

| 435; United States vs. Liddle, tbid., p. 205; ex parte Cabrera, ibid., p. 
| 232. See also Wheaton by Lawrence, p. 284; Kent’s Com., vol. 1, p. 

88; Opinion of Mr. Attorney-General Lee, of July 27, 1797.) | 
| The cases of criminality on the part of a public minister may be. 

on [216] distinguished into the *following classes: , | 
1st. If the crime committed by the minister affect individuals 

only, (delicta privata,) the government of the country is to demand his 
recall; and if his government refuse to recall him, the government of | 
the country may either expel him by force or bring. him to trial as no 

- Jonger entitled to the immunities of a minister.—(Kluber, Droit des 
| Gens, sec. 211; Ch. de Martens, Guide Diplomatique, tom. 1, p. 88.) 

| 2d. If the crime affect the public safety of the country its govern- 
ment may, for urgent cause, either seize and hold his person until the | 

| danger be passed, or expel him from the country by force; for the safety 
| | of the state, which is superior to other considerations, is not to be per- 

| - jled by overstrained regard for the privileges of an embassador.— _ 
| (Ibid.; see also Kent, vol. 1, p. 38; Schooner Hxchange vs. McFadden, 7 — 

oe Cranch, 116-139.) Indeed, it has been held in such a case in England | 
a that the offending party may be proceeded against for treason. ‘¢é If,” 

| ‘it is affirmed in the case of Rex vs. Owen, “an embassador compass and 
| - intend death to the King’s person in the land where he is, he may be © 

| | condemned and executed for treason.”—(Rex vs. Owen, Rolle’skh., 
[217] p.188.) Butthat dictum is not in concord with precedents, * which, . 

| in general, go no further than the arrest and confinement and 
| the eventual or the immediate expulsion of a public minister for treason-. 

able acts or acts dangerous to the security of the state. OO 
| _ Signal instances of the arrest or summary expulsion of public min- 

isters in such a case are collected by Bynkershoek, by Wicquetort, by 
Wildman, and by Charles de Martens, (Causes Ceé lébres.) _ =. 

A very modern case of great notoriety is that of Sir Henry Bulwer, | 
who, while British minister at Madrid during the administration of the 

’ Duke of Valencia, (General Narvaez,) being detected in complicity with 
domestic revolutionists, was, after his recall had been respectfully re- 
quested of the British government and refused by it, required by letter _ 
of the Duke of. Sotomayor, the Spanish minister of foreign affairs, to 
quit Spain immediately, and did so.—(Hernandez, Espana y el Visconde 
Palmerston, Madrid, 1848.) . Oe co | 

The incident occasioned a brief interruption of the diplomatic rela- 

: tions of the two governments; but Spain stood firm; and, as Sir Henry 7 
Bulwer had acted under the instructions of Lord Palmerston, the Brit- 

_ ish minister of foreign affairs, the British government, after some delay 
- and the exchange of explanations, conscious that it had been 

| _ [218] placed in the wrong by Lord Palmerston, *subm'tted to send a 
| new minister to Madrid.—(Hansard’s De ates, third series, vol. 

| 99, p. 347.) | coe | Co 
a
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 ° 3d..-Finally, if the offense be grave, but not such as to compromise ~ 
the public safety, the course of proceeding in accordance with the law = 

| of nations, and sanctioned by diplomatic usage, is to demand the recall : 
of the minister, and meanwhile to refase, or not, all further intercourse 7 
with him, according to the circumstances. oo oo 

The United States have pursued this course in several instances, of | 
which a memorable one, and exactly pertinent to the present case, is | 
the demand on France for the recall of M. Genet, guilty of enlistments 
in: this country without the consent of its Government.—(Am. State | 
Papers, For. Af., vol. 1, No. 65.) _ oo | | 

_ The public law and usage in this respect are well stated by a modern — | 
English author, who says: oo a | 

- With respect to the dismissal of ministers, it is usual, where the matter admits of — ee 
delay, first to demand his recall. .* * But this is a mere act of courtesy, which | 
cannot be expected on occasions of imminent peril. The dismissal of an embassador 
on such oceasions is not an assumption of jurisdiction, but a measure of self-defense, | 

- which no one has ever denied to be legal in the case of embassadors. * * If 
[219] an *embassador use force he may be repelled by force. “ * When thedanger | — 

is imminent, an embassador may be seized as a public enemy, may be impris- a 
oned, may be put to death, if it be indispensably necessary to our safety.—( Wildman, | — 
Institutes, vol. 1, p. 114.) | | | 

| On the whole, the case of the British minister, regarded in the light 
of established rules of the law of nations and diplomatic usage founded 
thereon, would seem to resolve itself into, first, a question of strict | 
right; and, secondly, of discretion in the exercise of that right. 7 

| It clearly is not a ease affecting the security of the state, and . 
_ thus needing or justifying the interposition. of summary authority, as SO 

in the instance of the Prince of Cellamare in France, (Ch. de Martens, 
Causes Célebres, tom. 1, p. 139,) Count Gyllenberg in Great. Britain, | 
(Foster’s Crown Law, p. 187,) and many other cases of historical and - 

: legal notoriety or interest. No acts of violence are imputed to the— , 
British minister, nor any purpose or fact threatening to the national | | 
stability of the United States. What is charged against him is conduct 
improper in a public minister, illegal as respects the municipal law, in- 

ore jurious to the national sovereignty. If sufficiently shown, it re- . 
[220] quires to be repressed *in such a manner as effectively to vindi- 

cate the public honor. Of strict right the President may, asthe 
Queen of Spain did in the case of Sir: Henry Bulwer, send his pass- ve 
ports to the British minister, with intimation to leave the country with- | : 
out delay; or he may well, in his discretion, adopt the milder course, 
as President Washington did in the case of M. Genet; that is, after, | | 
affording to the British minister opportunity of explanation-through. 
the Secretary of State, then, if his explanation be not satisfactory, to ‘ 
demand his recall of the Queen’s government. The personal esteem | 
which the British minister justly enjoys here in other respects might. 

- counsel the latter course, more especially if the British government, | 
--  - assuming the responsibility of his acts, should thereupon proceed to 

tender, in its own name, complete and ample satisfaction for having | 
- authorized or permitted such a flagrant wrong as the systematic at- 

tempt to recruit a military force in the United States by the instru- — | 
mentality of the lientenant-governor of Nova Scotia. _ 

y-- | have the honor to be, very respectfully, ~— ns 8 
- | | | - | ©. CUSHING. 

The PRESIDENT. y Oe
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[221] *Mr. Cushing to Mr. McClelland, Secretary of the Interior. — 

7 . | re ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 
a | | August 24,1855, 

|  $rre: Your letters of the 2d and 15th instant refer to me for consid- | 
_ eration certain accounts of expense incurred in watching the steamers 
. United States and Ocean Wave in the port of New York. oe | 

| It appears that these services were performed in execution of orders | 
~ duly and lawfully given by the President, through the customary and 

proper channel of the State Department, to prevent the departure of 
the steamers in question, they having been chartered by Henry L. Kin-— 
ney and Joseph W. Fabens for an alleged military expedition against | 

the republic of Nicaragua, undertaken in violation of an act of Con- 
. gress.—(3 Stat. at Large, pp. 447-449.) | nae 

It is undeniable, therefore, that, assuming the service charged for to : 
have been performed by these parties as charged, reasonable compen- | 
gation therefor is due them on the part of the United States. | 

- Before examination of the accounts is entered upon, however, it is | 
necessary to determine to what department jurisdiction of the subject — 
belongs. , | | 

| I think you have rightly conceived that the accounts are not of mat- 
ters chargeable by their nature to the appropriations for judicial | 

[222] *expenditures, and, therefore, not of the resort of the home de- 
partment. | | | 

-, Inasmuch as the orders for the service emanated from the Depart- 
ment of State, and were issued for the maintenance of the neutrality of | 

the United States, it seems very clear to me that the accounts are 
| chargeable to appropriate funds placed by law at the disposal of the 

Secretary of State for objects of foreign relation. / 
| _ Thave therefore inclosed the papers, with a copy of this opinion, to 

the Secretary of State. | Se 
I am, very respectfully, an 7 _ | 

— | | | ©. CUSHING. : 
| Hon. ROBERT MCCLELLAND, _ a : 

Secretary of the Intervor. 7 | 

—: [223] *Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. McKeon, district attorney. 

| | ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 
| so September 10, 1855. | 

Sre: I have the Wonor to inclose herewith a copy of a dispatch from 
the British minister to the Secretary of State, and of letters annexed, 
alleging that troops have been recruited in New York by the Accessory =| 
Transit Company for service in the state of Nicaragua, and to request 

--you to investigate the fact, and if, on such investigation, it shall ap- 
a pear that any such recruitments have been made in violation of law, 

then to institute criminal proceedings against the parties concerned. _ 
, Lam, yours, &e., &e., | 

| | : | , C. CUSHING. | 
. . Hon. JoHn McKeon, : | a | 

co | Attorney United States, New York.
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Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. Van Dyke, United States at- : 

ee torney, Philadelphia. | ca 

: ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, ~ : 
, September 12, 1855. , 

—Sre: In reply to your letter of the 10th instant, on the subject of the 
indictments pending against persons charged with recruiting for the , 

military service of Great Britain, I have the honor to make the follow- | 

ing observations: : a _ | - . 

| Mr. McKeon has been advised of the desirableness of conferring 

_* with you personally, either by himself or his assistant, in regard | 

[224] to new *evidence, to which he may have access, and which can : 
‘be useful to you. | | Be : 

I suggest the propriety of trying only a part of the cases now, especi- | 

ally if you fail to convict in some leading case. But the most important 

| consideration is this: | - oe 2 | 

This Government has, of course, addressed to that of Great Britain ° 

~ guch demands of public redress and satisfaction in the premises as the na- | 

tional honor requires. But the government of Great Britain, with ex- | 

traordinary inattention to the grave aspect of its acts, namely, the | 

flagrant violation of our sovereign rights involved in them, has supposed | 

it a sufficient justification of what it has done to reply that it gave in- 

structions to its agents so to proceed as not to infringe our municipal 

laws, and it quotes the remarks of Judge Kane in support of the idea | 

that it has succeeded in this purpose. It may be so. Judge Kane is - 

an upright and intelligent judge, and will pronounce the law as it is, 7 

| without fear or favor. But if the British government has, by ingenious 

contrivances, succeeded in sheltering its agents from conviction as 

malefactors, it has, in so doing, doubled the magnitude of the national 

- . wrong inflicted on the United States. _ BS oe , 

[225]  *This Government has done its duty of internal administration 
- in prosecuting the individuals engaged in these acts. If they are | 

acquitted by reason of a deliberate undertaking of the British govern- | 

~ ment, not only to violate, as a nation, our sovereign rights as a nation, 

but also to evade our municipal laws, and that undertaking shall be -_ 

consummated by its agents in the United States; when all this shall - 

have been judicially ascertained the President will then have before’ 

him the elements of decision as to what international action it becomes - 
the United States to adopt in so important a matter. | 

I am, very respectfully, | | 
OO | , ©. CUSHING. : 

. . JAMES C. VAN Dyke, Esq., . | 
; | | United States Attorney, Philadelphia. — : Co 

Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. Van Dyke, United States attorney, 

| ce | c Philadelphia. oo 

Soo | an ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 
| , | September 17, 1855. . 7 

Srr: I desire to make a further suggestion in regard to the trial of 
parties charged with recruiting soldiers in the United States for the 

| service of the British government. 7 oe oe | 
| It is known that instructions on this subject were given by that gov-
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oe ernment to its officers in the United States. We are told by Lord | 
a [226] Clarendon that those officers had “stringent instructions” so to *pro- 

| ceed as not to violate the municipal law, that is, to violate its 
“ Spirit, but not its letter. If so, the instructions themselves violate the 
: sovereign rights of the United States. ee | | 
— But in the mean time every consul of Great Britain in the United 

_ States is, by the avowal of his government, subject to the just suspicion 
 . Of breach of law ; while, apparently, he must either have disobeyed his 

- own government or, in obeying it, have abused his consular functions _ 
by the violation of his international duty to the United States. oe 

In these circumstances it is deemed highly necessary that the British 
- - gonsul at Philadelphia, or any other officer of the British government, 
. . Shall not be suffered to interfere in the trials, as he attempted to do on | 

_ & previous occasion; that no letter of his be read, except in the due 
- form of evidence; and that if he have anything to say he shall be put = 

_ on the stand by the defense, in order that he may be fully cross-exam- 
| ined. by the prosecution. =. | | - | 

-«: Jt is clear that he has no right, by any rule of public law, or of inter- 
—-- national comity, to be heard in the case by the court otherwise thanas | 

: a witness, whether enforced or volunteer. a 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 

| : ; oe | ©. CUSHING. 
2 | JAMES ©. VAN DYKE, Esq., | | 

: Cs United States Attorney, Philadelphia. . | 

[227| *UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 7 a 
US. 7 | 

: HENRY HERTZ AND EMANUAL C. PERKINS, | | | 
charged with hiring and retaining persons to > | | | 

: - go beyond the jurisdiction of the United States, | sO 
| with the intent to enlist in the British foreign | — | oo 

legion for the Crimea. § : a . 

| - -District-court of the United States, eastern district of Pennsylvania. | 

- SEPTEMBER 21, 1855.—Before the Honorable John K. Kane. The de- | 
| - fendants were arraigned on several bills of indictment, to which they 

severally pleaded not guilty. ~ - | | 
Here follow the names of the jurors. : 7 = | 

| The indictments were similar in their character, and related to the | 
hiring of different persons. — | ee : - 

The following is a copy of one of the indictments: 

_ In the district court of the United States in and for the eastern district | 
eo - of Pennsylvania, of May sessions, in the year of our Lord one thousand 

eight hundred and fifty-five. | ee 

: HKASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, 88: | 

 Frrst count.—The grand inquest of the United States of America, 
| . inquiring for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, upon their — | 

| [228] oaths and affirmations respectively, *do present that Henry 
oa Hertz, late of the district aforesaid, yeoman, and Emanuel C. Per- . 

kins, late of the district aforesaid, yeoman, heretofore, to wit,on the twen- |
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- tieth day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eighthundred 
and fifty-five. in the district aforesaid, and within the jurisdiction of 7 

| this court, with force and arms, did hire and retain one William Budd see 
~ to enlist himself as a soldier in the service of a foreign prince, state, Gs 

colony, district, and people, contrary to the form of the act of Congress _ | 
in such case made and provided, and against the peace and dignity of 
the United States. —— - 7 | - 

Second Count.—The grand inquest of the United States of Ameri- | | 
| ca, inquiring for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, upon their oaths | 

and affirmations respectively, do further present that Henry Hertz, late ! 
of the district aforesaid, yeoman, and Emanuel C. Perkins, late of the 
district aforesaid, yeoman, heretofore, to wit, on the twentieth day of a 
February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty- _ | 

| five, at the district aforesaid, and within the territory and jurisdiction — . 
of the United States, and of this honorable court, with force and arms, | 
did hire and retain William Budd to enlist and enter himself as a sol-— a 
dier in the service of a foreign prince, state, colony, districts and peo- | 

_ ple, to wit, the service of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen | 
(229] of Great Britain and Ireland, *contrary to the form of the act of 

| Congress in such case made and provided, and against the peace 
and dignity of the United States of America. 
 TurrRD CountT.—The grand inquest of the United States of America, 

' inquiring for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, upon their oaths and 
affirmations respectively, do further present that Henry Hertz, late of | 

| the district aforesaid, yeoman, and Emanuel ©. Perkins, late of the dis- - 
trict aforesaid, yeoman, heretofore, to wit, on the twentieth day of Feb- 
ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-five, 

| atthe district aforesaid, within the territory and jurisdiction of the United _ 
States, and within the jurisdiction of this court, with force and arms, © 
did hire and retain William Budd to go beyond the limits and jurisdic- : 
tion of the United States, with the intent of him, the said William | 
Budd, to be enlisted and entered as a soldier in the service of a foreign 
prince, state, colony, district, and people, contrary to the form of the | 

- act of Congress in such case made and provided, and against the peace __ 
and dignity of the United States of America. 
Fourts Count.—The grand inquest of the United States of Ameri- | 

. ea, inquiring for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, upon their oaths a 
and affirmations respectively, do further present that Henry Hertz, a 

[230] late of said district, yeoman, and Emanuel *C. Perkins, late of : 
the district aforesaid, yeoman, heretofore, to wit, on the twen- 

tieth day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun- © 
- dred and fifty-five, at the district aforesaid, and within the territory 

and jurisdiction of the United States, and within the jurisdiction of this | | 
- honorable court, with force and arms, did hire and retain William Budd 

to go beyond the limits and jurisdiction of the United States, with the 
intent of him, the said William Budd, to be enlisted and entered as a 

: soldier in the service of a foreign prince, state, colony, district, and 
people, to wit, the service of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen of 
Great Britain and Ireland, contrary to the form of the act of Congress | 

7 im such case made and provided, and. against the peace and dignity of 
the United States of America. oo ie Oo 

| FirtH Count.—The grand inquest of the United States of America, _ 
inquiring for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, upon theiroathsand 

| _ affirmations respectively, do further present that Henry Hertz, late of. . 
_ Said district, yeoman, and Emanuel C. Perkins, late of the district afore- 

| sald, yeoman, heretofore, to wit, on the twentieth day of February,inthe
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| year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-five, at the dis- 
trict aforesaid, within the territory and jurisdiction of the United States, 

| and within the jurisdiction of this court, with force and arms, did 
[231] hire and retain * William Budd to go beyond the limits and juris- 

a diction of the United States, with the intent of him, the said Wil- | 
‘iam Budd, to be enlisted and entered as a soldier in the service of a _ 

foreign prince, state, colony, district, and people, the said Henry Hertz _ 
| and Emanuel C. Perkins, at the time they so hired and retained the said 
| William Budd to go beyond the limits and jurisdiction of the United : 

, States, with the intent as aforesaid, not being asubject orcitizen ofany = 
oe foreign prince, state, colony, district, or people, transiently within the 

United States, and said hiring and retaining not being on board any 
| | vessel of war, letter of marque, or privateer, which at the time of the | 

arrival within the United States of such vessel of war, letter of marque, 
or privateer, was fitted and equipped as such, and the said William Budd, 
so hired and retained, not being a subject or citizen of the same foreign 
prince, state, colony, district, and people, transiently within the United 

Bo States, enlisting and entering himself to serve such foreign prince, state, 
—.-—- golony, district, or people, on board such vessel of war, letter of marque, 
| or privateer, the United States being at peace with such foreign prince, 

, state, colony, district, and people, contrary to the form of the act of. 
Congress in such case made and provided, and against the peace and 
dignity of the United States of America. | | 

| ‘SixrH Count.—The grand inquest of the. United States of 
_ [282] America, inquiring for the eastern dis*trict of Pennsylvania, upon : 

| a their oaths and affirmations do present that Henry Hertz, late of 
_ said district, yeoman, and Emanuel C. Perkins, late of the district afore- 

| said, yeoman, heretofore, to wit, on the twentieth day of February, in 
ve the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-five, at the 

district aforesaid, and within the territory and jurisdiction of the United 
States, and within the jurisdiction of this honorable .court, with force 

| and arms, did hire and retain William Budd to go beyond the limits and 
| _ jurisdiction of the United States, with intent of him, the said William 

_ Budd, to be enlisted and entered as a soldier in the service of a foreign 
prince, state, colony, district, and people, to wit, in the service of Her | 

| | Most Gracious Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, the —. 
- gaid Henry Hertz and Emanuel C. Perkins, at the time they so hired and ; 

| retained the said William Budd to go beyond the limits and jurisdiction _ | 
of the United States, with the intent as aforesaid, not being a subject or 

—— citizen of the said Queen of Great Britain, transiently within the United : 
States, and said hiring and retaining not being on board,any vessel of 
war, letter of marque, or privateer, which at the time of its arrival 

---within the United States was fitted and equipped as such, and the said | 
William Budd, so hired and retained, not being asubject or citizen of Her 

-. Most Gracious Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, — 
| [233] transiently within the *United States, enlisting and entering 

— himself to serve the said Queen of Great Britain on board such — 

vessel of war, letter of marque, or privateer, the United States being at . 

| peace with the said Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen of Great ' 

- Britain and Ireland, contrary to the form of the act of Congress in such 
| case made and provided, and against the peace and dignity of the United _ 

States of America. a . | oO 
, oe | JAMES C. VAN DYKH, | 

Attorney for the United States for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.
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J.C. VAN DYKE, esq., attorney for the United States, opened the ey 
case on the‘part of the prosecution in substance as follows: oe 

May it please the court: Gentlemen of the jury, it is a fact which a. 
will be judicially noticed by this court and jury, that during the year 2 
1855, as for some time previous, the Crimea has been the site of a san-. 8 
guinary and melancholy conflict between some of the most powerful na- a 
tions of the globe. That conflict has been conducted principally. by the | 
British, French, and Turks on one side, and by Russia onthe other, 

| and has become part of the political and legal history of nations. Itis - 
not important for us to inquire into the cause of this conflict, nor is it | 

: necessary for us to trace the various military or political maneuvers by | 
- which it has been conducted, much less to endeavor to ascertain or 

| - speculate as to the probable result of an attack on the part of the - 
. [234] allies *producing those misfortunes to the British government 2 

which they have endeavored to retrieve by a violation of law a 
in this country. We do not deem it in any degree important tothe oy 
American people that the combined forces of Southern Europe should 
be successful against a single nation of the North in maintaining her _ | 
asserted rights. In this free and republican country, the home ordained Oe 
by Providence for the oppressed of all nations, we have very little to do : 
with the struggles for supremacy and power by the different crowned . 
heads of the Old World. The various schemes which have been adopted 
for the support of a balance of power by the potentates of Europe never | 
have, and I am of opinion never will advance those republican institu- 2 

| tions which itis our pleasure and duty to foster. Onthecontrary,those =~ 
combinations which have been formed in support of such balance, have at a 
all times been made the instrument of retarding in Europe the progressive 
democratic spirit of the age, and of binding the masses more firmly be- 

| neath the yoke of an overgrown and decaying aristocracy; and although © 
the popplar pulse in this country is manifestly against all war which | 
originates in the desire to perpetuate or extend any other than a repub- | 
lican form of government, yet a proper regard for our national integrity 
forbids us to tolerate, on the part of those residing among us, any in- . 
termeddling in the disputes of other nations, where those disputes do | | 
not interfere with or concern the legitimate objects and manifest destiny 

of our own wide-spreading institutions. Except in such cases our oo 
_ [235] policy is peace, and we should en*deavor to keep ourselves free — - 

from all political connections which might in any way involve us | 
| in the conflict among European powers, not so much for the reason aa 

that we are not ever ready to defend our rights by an effectual resortto = 
arms, but because our implied and.treaty obligations require us firmly 

| and faithfully to maintain an impartial neutrality. Ca 
By prudence and an entire good faith in observing the position of an = 

_ independent neutral nation we increase our own happiness and pros- 
perity at home, and secure to ourselves the right to demand a proper 

| respect abroad. : | | 
A neutral nation cannot with propriety interfere with any matter of 

. dispute between foreign belligerent parties, nor can it furnish aid to. 
either without justly incurring the danger of the displeasure of the other. | - 
The propriety of a nation not directly involved in an existing war, in Pe 
maintaining this position of strict impartiality, is manifest. Itispro- 

_ tection and preservation both to our citizens and our property. This 
has been the doctrine of all neutral powers, and although for centuries | 
disregarded by European governments in violation not only of the 
well-settled laws of nations, but alsoof highly penal statutes, it has ever 

o |
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been regarded by American statesmen as a cardinal element in Ameri- — 
. can diplomacy. | | ne | 

| The benefits of a.strict observance of neutrality are too great and too | 
many to be enumerated in the trial of the issue which lam about to | 

7 present to you. Suffice it to remark that, so great are those bene- 
. (236) fits, that from the begin* ning of our Government we have consid- 

- ered it the duty of every resident in this country, whether minister 
| plenipotentiary, consul, or private citizen, to inquire the character 

and extent of our laws upon-this subject, and carefully to observe them. 
4 No one residing here has a right to violate the national sovereignty of 

the United States by setting those laws at. defiance, by the perpetration _ 
of acts derogatory to our character as an independent, impartial, neutral 

| nation; and any neglect of this duty renders him amenable to the laws 
~ of the land. As an. example of the early feeling of our Government 

| upon this subject, Mr. V. read the proclamation of President Washing- 
- ton, in 1793, in relation to “ the war then existing between Austria, . 

- Prussia, Sardinia, Great Britain, and the Netherlands, on the one part, | 
: and France on the other, stating that the duty and interest of the United 

States require that they should ‘with sincerity and good faith adopt and 
: pursue a conduct friendly and impartial toward the belligerent-powers.” 

| I have therefore thought fit, by these presents, to declare the disposition of the United 
States to observe the conduct aforesaid toward those powers respectively, and to exhort 

: and to warn the citizens of the United States carefully to avoid all acts and proceed- 
a : ings whatsoever which may tend in any manner to contravene such disposition. 

| [237] *And Ido hereby also make known that whosoever of the citizens of the 
- United States shall render himself liable to punishment or forfeiture by the laws : 

of nations, by combatting, aiding, or abetting hostilities against any of the said pow- | 
ers, or by carrying to any of them those articles which are deemed contraband by the 
modern usage of nations, will not receive the protection of the United States against | 

. such punishment or forfeiture; and, further, that I have given instructions to those 
officers to whom it belongs to cause prosecutions to be instituted against all such per- 

oe sons who shall, within the cognizance of the courts of the United States, violate the 
. laws of nations, with respect to the powers at war, or any of them. 

The justice of the principles contained and proclaimed in this message, 
no doubt produced in 1794 the passage of the first law for the protec- 
tion of our neutrality. That act is the same in its principal features as 
the English statute 9 Geo. IT, ch. 30, sec. 2, and 29, ch. 17, sec. 2. 

-- Mr. Van Dyke then referred to the various acts of Congress which 
| had at different times been enacted for the purpose of imposing punish- 

ment upon those who should violate the national sovereignty of the 
| United States by interfering with the rights of belligerents. 
- ‘he act of June 5, 1794, ch. 50, puhishes any citizens of the United 

| States for accepting and exercising a commission to serve in any war, 
on land or at sea, in the service of any foreign prince or state, 

[238] and prohibits any *person within the territory or jurisdiction of 
° | the United States enlisting or entering-himself, or hiring or re- 

taining another person to enlist or enter himself, or to go beyond the — 
| limits of the United States, with the intent to be enlisted or entered in 

| the service of any foreign prince or state as a soldier, or as a mariner, . 
| or seaman on board any vessel of war, letter of marque, or privateer, and 

forbids the fitting out or attempting the fitting out of ships of war, 
within any of the waters of the United States, or procuring the same to 

--——s he done. This act also forbids any person within the territory of the 
| United States increasing or augmenting, or procuring the increase or - 

oN augmentation, or knowingly being concerned therein, of the force of any 
ship of war, cruiser or other armed vessel of any foreign prince or State, _ 

| or belonging to the subject of any foreign prince or state, the same being
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_at war with any other foreign prince or state with whom the United eS 
States are at peace. a a. - 

: Section 5 prohibits all persons within the territory or jurisdiction of ee 
the United States to begin or set on foot, or provide jor prepare the | 
means for any military expedition or enterprise, to be carried .on from | 
thence against the territory or dominions of any foreign prince or state, _ _ 

. with whom the United States are at peace. Co 7 | 
Section 6 makes the offense indictable in the district court of the | | 

United States. | : : . 
| Section 7 authorizes the President of the United States to em- _ , 

[239] ploy the armed forces of the United States, to prevent *the com- | 
| mission of the offenses declared against by the neutrality laws of : 

the United States. | - - | 
Section 8 authorizes the President to use the armed forces of the Se 

United States to compel the departure of any armed ship of any foreign | 
prince, in all cases in which by the laws of nations or the treaties of the | 
United States they ought not to remain in the United States. a a 

This act was to continue in force for two years, or until the next Con- _ - 
gress thereafter. In 1797 the act was further extended for the period 
of two years. | oe 

| . On the 24th April, 1800, Congress, by an enactment, made the act of 7 
1794 perpetual. | | 

The next enactment was March 3, 1817, ch. 58, by which new punish- 
ment and penalties were imposed for a violation of the provisions of the . 
act of 1794, 7 | : 7 

Mr. V. said he referred only to the substance of these acts of Con- | | 
--gress, without delaying the court to read from the books, because, having 

been repealed by the law under which the present bills of indictment _ 
are framed, they are important for two reasons only: | | - | 

1. They show, in a most conclusive manner,'‘the policy of our Govern- . 
ment in maintaining a strict neutrality on the international attairs of i 
European powers. ‘Peace with all nations, entangling alliances with 
none” has ever been the motto, not only of ‘the Government but of the 

people of this country. | y 
 : [240] By adopting and strictly observing this just and fair *policy, 

| the United States has in times of intense political excitement, and . 
bloody and disastrous warfare in other countries, cultivated peace with 
all nations, and secured at all times national repose and commercial | 
prosperity at home and respect abroad. By fulfilling with a strictim-: — : 

_ partiality our neutral responsibilities toward belligerent powers, we © 
have in times past avoided the disasters which have befallen other free 
governments, and, by continuing so to do in the future, we will continue eS 
able to present to mankind an example of republican integrity worthy | 
of imitation by the civilized world... | oe 

| 2. They are important, because, from their peculiar similarity with _ | 
the act of 1818, under which these defendants now on trial arein- | | 
dicted, we are enabled more fully to comprehend the meaning of the 

. several judicial constructions which have been given to them, especially oo 
in cases of prize, and to ascertain the bearing of such construction upon 
the act of 1818. | 

In 1818 the Congress of the United States felt the importance of © 
remodeling the law upon the subject of American interference in dis- 

_ putes between foreign nations, and in act passed on 20th April, which —. 
repeals all former laws upon the subject, adopted a most wholesale | 
law, which, though varying somewhat from former enactments, is the 
same in all essential points. Mr. Van Dyke referred to this act at
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ce, length. The defendants are indicted under the provision of the second — 
| section of this act. The grand jury have found several bills of 

, [241] indictment against them *for the various violations of this law, 
| which seem to them susceptible of the most easy proof. - 
It will be observed that the crime mentioned in this section consists 

in the doing of various acts.. You will be instructed by the court that 
| you must be satisfied ‘of certain propositions which it will be my duty to | 

| submit to your consideration. - 
First. It will be necessary for the Government to satisfy you that the | 

| aot complained of was committed within the territory of the United 
tates. a | | | | 
Second. That the defendants, or either of them, enlisted or entered 

- himself respectively in the service of a foreign prince, state, colony, 
| district, or people, as a soldier, or aS a mariner or seaman on board any 

| | vessel of war, letter of marque, or privateer. | " | 
: | Third. That the defendants, or either of them, hired or retained 

— another person to enlist or enter himself in such service. os 
_ Fourth. That the defendants, or either of them, hired or retained 

another person to go beyond the limits or jurisdiction of the United 
| States, with the intent to be enlisted or entered in such service. | 

| Upon the first point LT remark that, if from the evidence you are satis- 
a fied that the acts complained of were not committed within the limits of 

the United States, and also within the limits of the jurisdiction of this . 
| | court, which is bounded by those counties forming the eastern districé 

| | of Pennsylvania, it will be your duty to acquit both the de- 
[242] *fendants on all the bills now laid before you. Upon this point, 

| | however, gentlemen, I think you will have no trouble. The evi- 
| dence will be conclusive that whatever was done by the defendants was. 

: done within the eastern district of Pennsylvania. — | : . 
_ Upon the second point you are relieved from any inquiry, there being 

no charge in the indictment that the defendants, or either of them, en- 
"listed himself in any foreign service. | | 
| Having found, however, the first point in favor of the Government, 

your investigations will be directed to the third and fourth points of 
inquiry, viz: Did the defendants, or either of them, at the various times 
specified in the various bills under consideration, hire or retain any or” 

- all of the persons mentioned to be enlisted or entered in a foreign Ser- 
vice, or did they hire or retain any or all of the persons mentioned in 

_ these bills to go beyond the limits of the United States, with the intent. | 
to be enlisted or entered in such foreign service? If either, or both, then 
you will find them, or either of them, guilty on such counts in the indict- 

: ment as are applicable to the facts upon which you base your conclusions. 
The court, [ am of opinion, will inform you that the intent mentioned 

in the act refers to the intention of the party enlisted, hired, or retained. | 
: . Not that such an intent must be an absolute determination to enlist 

when arriving beyond the limits of the United States, but the crime 
| charged against the defendants being the hiring of some other person, 

. which other person must have the intent, it is sufficient ground 
an [243] for conviction, if, *from all the testimony, you are satisfied that — 

: _ the defendants, at the time they so hired or retained any other © 
person, believed it to be the bona-fide intention of the person so hired 
or retained to enlist or enter such foreign service when he should arrive — 

Co beyond the limits of the United States. Upon this point, however, _ 
gentlemen, you will have no difficulty upon many of the bills, as I shall - 
beable to prove to your entire satisfaction, first, that the defendant 

- Hertz thought the recruit had such intention; and, secondly, that the
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recruit did, in fact, agree to depart from our jurisdiction with intent to a 
enlist. a | oe | | 
Having thus briefly reviewed the political policy of our Government, 

and the law applicable to the present prosecution, permit me to call — : 
| your attention to the facts as I shall be able to present them to your . - 

serious consideration. So far as applicable to the prosecution, they are | | 
easily understood. | | po os 

I have said that the war in the Crimea was conducted by the British, - 
French, and other nations, as allies, against the single power of Russia. 
I have said that the consequences of that war had been disastrous to : 
the besieging parties, and that the signs of the times indicated a still . 
more humiliating fate, The English army having met the most serious = > 
losses, the government of Great Britain, in direct violation of her duty : 
toward us, and with a design of misleading those residents of the United | - 
States who did not fully comprehend the nature of our laws, devised a se 

plan for the purpose of partially regaining the position and OES 
[244] standing which, in the absence of the proper *exercise of the | 

| advanced military experience of the age, they had lost. oe 
A plan for this purpose was adopted, and attempted to be carried 

out, by his excellency John C. Crampton, the minister plenipoten- | 
tiary of Her Majesty, assisted by several agents of the British govern- | 
ment, within the territory and jurisdiction of the United States; and 

_ . [think that you will be satisfied that Mr. Crampton thus acted with 
the knowledge and approbation of his government. This high function- | | 

| ary of that government made contracts and agreements with certain 
persons known in this country as able and efficient officers in the various 
eonflicts which have recently taken place on the continent of Europe. 
The parties thus contracted with were to commence a system of recruit- | 
ing men within our territorial limits. SO 7 

There will be examined before you two or three individuals who were 
engaged in carrying out this plan, and who, on various occasions, had 
interviews with Mr. Crampton, and with him adjusted and perfected the a 
programme for this enlistment. Mr. Howe, Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, | 

_ governor of Nova Scotia; Mr. Wilkins, his secretary; Mr. Barclay, the 
| British consul at New York, and other British representatives in power, 

also assisted in and directed this flagrant violation of our law. | 
| In the perfecting of this general design, Mr. Howe came to Philadel- — cos 

phia, and endeavored to make an arrangement with Colonel Rum- _ : 
[245] berg, well known here for *many years as one of the publishers po 

of the German Democrat, and now known as one of the editors | 
of the German Adopted American, published in Philadelphia and Potts- : 
ville. Mr. Howe brought to this gentleman a proclamation, which will Se 
be submitted to you, calling for enlistments within the United States to | 
serve in the foreign legion, then forming at Halifax. Colonel Rumberg a 
was at first pleased with the proposition, and felt disposed to lend his rr 
aid in its furtherance, but afterward, upon being informed that such eS 
enlistments were a violation of the laws of the United States, and that : 
he might get into difficulties, he abandoned it. ote ye SY 

_ He, however, translated the proclamation for Mr. Howe, and having _ | 
met Mr. Hertz and Mr. Howe together at Jones's Hotel, he published the oo 

- proclamation in his paper for Mr. Hertz.- _ | | 
| Arrangements were made by Mr. Howe and Mr. Crampton with the  — 

defendant Hertz, who, for them, undertook the enlistment of men at his — 
. office, which he opened for that purpose, at 68 South Third street. Mr. 
Hertz published and paid for the proclamation for these recruits in | 
various newspapers. That proclamation was signed by Lewis M. Wil- .
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kins, secretary of the provincial government of Nova Scotia, and calls _ 
| upon persons to enlist in the foreign legion. | 

[246] *While this matter was going on, Captain Strobel was either sent 
) for by Mr. Crampton, or came. himself to him, I do not. recollect. 

| which, and entered into negotiations with him for carrying on this busi- 
ness. Mr. Crampton told Mr. Strobel that he had written to his home. — 

| government for the purpose of learning what arrangements should be 
made in this country for enlisting soldiers, and had not yet received a _ 

- _ reply; but, as soon as he received it, he would let him know. <A short. 
time afterward he wrote him a note, informing him that he had received 

- the reply, and was prepared to enter into the proper arrangements for — 
a - varrying on the enlistment. They met together, and Mr. Strobel pre- 
| '- pared. for him a plan which he had devised for the purpose of recruiting — 

men in the United States, and taking them beyond our borders to serve _ 
inthe “legion.” The plan, with some alterations, was adopted by Mr. 

| Crampton, and Mr. Strobel was sent through the large cities of the 
United States to establish various recruiting offices. I give the most 

: prominent facts, merely running over them as briefly as possible. After — 
having first gone to New York, he came to Philadelphia, and met Mr. | 
Hertz, who was then engaged enlisting men in this city, and who had a 

| number already enlisted. Mr. Hertz had, up to the 24th of March, , 
: [247] onehundred men which Mr. Strobel was to take to Halifax; and *on _ 

| the 25th of March they sailed in the steamer Delaware, bound for 
_ that place. These men were enlisted at Hertz’s office, No. 68 South 

_ Third street, whither the advertisements had called them. Mr. Strobel 
saw them there enlisted, and, to a certain extent, assisted in enlisting 
them; and on Sunday, the 25th of March, he sailed in the steamer Del- 

| aware with about seventy-five men, the rest having deserted between 
the time of hiring or engagement, and the time of sailing. Thesemen — 

= were taken to Halifax by Captain Strobel, and there examined and at- 
| tested ; were placed in the barracks, and a short time afterward sailed 
i for Portsmouth, England. On the following Wednesday, Mr. Hertz 
a had made an arrangement to send another company of recruits from 

the United States, in charge of a person named William Budd, a very 
| intelligent and good officer, whom he had also engaged to go beyond 

the limits of the United States, with the intent of entering into the 
_ British service. The officers of the United States having learned that 
' this recruiting was going on, devised, in pursuance of directions from 

So the administration at Washington, the means for stopping it; and after 
oe 4 Mr. Budd with his company had embarked from Pine street, on 

[248] board the steamer Sanford, being furnished *by Mr. Hertz with | 
| | free tickets for a passage to New York, where they were to get 

others from Mr. Howe to take them the rest of the journey, and had : 
. progressed as far as the navy-yard, the United States marshal, having 
7 a warrant, went on board and arrested the whole company, and brought 

| them to Philadelphia, where the parties who had assisted them, together 
| with the papers in their office, were taken in charge. a 

| That Mr. Hertz was engaged in willfully violating the lawis proved 
: by several circumstances connected with the case. He had the procla- 

mation, in the shape of a handbill, printed and posted in the streets of _ 
Philadelphia, and paid for publishing the proclamation in the Ledger 
and. Pennsylvanian. He took an advertisement to the German Demo- 
crat, which called for recruits for the foreign legion, and had an office | 

| opened and individuals there to assist him in taking down the names. . 
of those who applied, and examining them to:see if they would be re- 

| ceived. He there told them that they would get $30 bounty and $8 a ~
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- month, and also stated that various persons would receive commissions. | 
’ He also gave them tickets for their passage to New York, some of which | . 

: tickets were taken from those arrested, and will be produced. During ae 

the whole of his enlistment, the defendant, Hertz, was actively engaged | 
in procuring men for that purpose. > Gd 

[249]  *Arrests having been made in all parts of the United States | 
of persons engaged in this business, the representatives of Her | | 

Majesty in this country became somewhat alarmed as to the results. 

Mr. Crampton then made arrangements with Mr. Strobel and one Dr. , 
Ruess, who met him at Halifax, and devised plans as to the manner in _ 
which the recruiting was thereafter to be conducted in the United 

‘ States, and on the 15th May, or thereabouts, the whole programme of 
proceedings was changed by his excellency the British minister and a 
Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, governor of Nova Scotia. They then de- 
vised a new plan of violating the national sovereignty of the United oe 

States, and of evading our laws enforcing neutrality—not a very praise- ee 

worthy occupation within the borders of a friendly government forthe = 
- dignified representative of the self-styled mistress of the seas; but. it | 
' was an occupation, which, if permitted by our people, might have de- FO, 

stroyed the most amicable and friendly relations which exist, and 
which, I trust, may ever continue, between the United States and the 

| Russian government. Mr. Crampton and his associate representatives | 
. of Great Britain on this continent gave directions to Captain Strobel 

to repair immediately to all the recruiting offices in the United States, a, 
| and order the persons engaged in those offices to adopt the system : 

_ [250] which they had prepared *for the guidance of the recruiting agents; | 
giving to these agents at the same time a caution that, should they 

‘be unsuccessful in evading the laws and eluding the authorities of the | 
United States, they could hope for no protection from the British gov- | 
ernment; that is, the British government was willing to accept the ad- 
vantage of the successful criminal conduct of all their minister and | | 
his recruiting agents, but refuse to defend or assist those agents if they - | 
should be so unfortunate as to be detected. Honorable and generous 
Great Britain! and O, most faithful British ministers! : 

- The ruse then adopted was to send men to Canada and Halifax, under 7 
the pretense of engaging them on the railroad, and, when there, to en- — 
list themin the army. For the purpose of carrying out this object, 

- regular written instructions were given by Mr. Crampton to Mr. Strobel, — ‘ 
who, with Dr. Ruess and other officers, started in company with Mr. oo 

. Crampton to the United States. Some of these officers afterward left | 
the service of Her Majesty, and, as was their duty, have since expressed | 

| their willingness to disclose all their knowledge insupport of the prose- = 
cutions which have been commenced. : oo | - a 

"Phe active connection and co-operation of nearly all the repre- | 
[251] sentatives of Her Majesty *in this general design will be made BS 

' clear to you by unimpeached testimony. I think I can say with  _ 
confidence that his excellency John HE. Crampton, minister extraor-_ 
dinary, &e.; his excellency Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, governor of pe 
Nova Scotia; his excellency Sir Edmund Head, governor of Canada; Mo 
Sir Joshua Howe; Lewis M. Wilkins, provincial secretary of Nova aoe 

— Scotia, and at least one British consul, directed this course of conduct. - 2 } 
All these gentlemen, it will be in evidence to you, have, with Mr. Hertz, 
the defendant, taken an active part in directing the commission of the 

- erime charged; and whether or not by a bold attempt to disguise their 
real object, is a matter of very little importance. nara —— 
~ The oral testimony of the witnesses will in some most material and
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| | important facts be corroborated by written documents. I shall be able — 
= to produce to you some five or six original letters and notes of Mr. 
a Crampton, and also the original instructions to the agents as to the 
be mode in- which the enlistments were to be conducted in the United _ 

States. You will also have in evidence the original proclamation or _ 
a advertisement in the handwriting of Sir Joseph Howe, inviting persons. 

| . .to enlist in the foreign legion, as well as several other letters and 
--- (252) papers of considerable importance on the points inissue. *I take 

it, gentlemen, briefly to conclude what [have to say to you atthis — 
stage of the proceedings, that if I show that either or both of these  _ 
defendants, in conformity with this general design of the British gov- 
ernment, were engaged in thus enlisting, or hiring, or retaining any per- 
son to be enlisted, I have made out a clear case. Iam free to admit 

a that the evidence against one of the defendants is not of the most con- 
clusive character, he not being known as being positively engaged in | 

| enlisting, hiring, or retaining any particular person, although he was in 
talking and giving directions on the subject. The court will instruct. 
you how far a person must go in order to commit this crime,and whether 

ae the fact of Perkins sending a man to Hertz, for Hertz to enlist him, — 
| constituted a crime on the part of Perkins. — Ea oe 
a I shall prove to you distinctly, by unimpeachable evidence, that all 

the persons mentioned im all of these bills have been -enlisted by the 
defendant Hertz, in the first place in the service of Her Most Gracious =~ 

—_ _ Majesty the Queen of Great Britain, and, if not enlisted within the juris-. _ 
. diction of the United States, that he has hired and retained each and 

every one of these individuals and many more to go beyond that jurisdic- _ 
| 7 tion, to wit, to Halifax, in Nova Scotia, for the purpose of being there. 

7 [253] enlisted ina foreign *legion destined forthe Crimea toengageinthe — 
7 battles of the allies. If I prove these facts, I can safely ask at your | 

: hands a verdict against him for one of the most flagrant violations of the 
| national sovereignty of this country which has ever been known to have 

| _ been perpetrated within its borders. First, a violation of our law; sec- 
ond, a violation of the confidence reposed in a high representative func- 

: tionary; and, thirdly, a violation of the sympathies and a national in- 
oe sult to the sentiments and the feelings of our people. 

| Max F.O. STROBEL, Sworn: | | | oo 
_ ' After the witness was sworn, Mr. Remak desired the district attorney | 

to state distinctly what he intended to prove by him. geet 
Mr. Van Dyke said he had one objection to doing so, but he thought 

it would occupy too much time. cn | 
Judge Kane said that he preferred that the witness should be ex- 

| amined in the first instance, without being distinctly apprised of all 
_ the facts about which he was to testify. | ae oy | 

_. Examination by Mr. VAN DYKE: _ : oe eee 

| os Question. Of what country are you?—Answer. Lam from Bavaria. 
: [254] Q. Have you been in military service ?—*A. Yes, sir; in the. | 

. . Bavarian service, in the artillery. mons ds 
- Q. Have you ever been in war?—A. Yes, sir; I have joined the | 

revolutionists in Bavaria. = | 
Q. In 1848 ?—A. During the revolution in the year 1849. oe 

. Q. How did you happen to leave the service ?—A. Well, we were de- 
cos feated, and obliged to leave Baden and go into Switzerland; then I 

stopped there, and traveled through France and England until 1851. — 
On the 13th of May, 1851, I embarked at Havre, and came to this coun+
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try, and arrived here in June, 1851. On the 23d of June, 1851, I came Os 
to this country; I was in New York several weeks, and then went to | 

- Washington, and there got employment in the Coast Survey Office. — eS 
, I was there until 1853, when I went out with the expedition to Oregon : 

under Governor Stevens. J went up with him to Minnesota; I left his _ Doe 
- party out on the plains. on Red River, and came back to Minnesota on Oo 

the 7th of September, 1853; and came down to Saint Louis, and started 
with Colonel Frémont on his winter expedition to San Francisco about | 
this great Pacific Railroad. I have been assistant topographical engi- 
neer of Colonel Frémont. J left San Francisco on the 1st of May, 1854. | 

| -. J erossed the isthmus, and came back with our Indians, and 
[255] brought them up to Kansas again. From there I went back *to _ 

Washington City, where I finished the maps for the works of | 
Colonel Frémont, which I suppose are now before Congress. | ne 

@. When did you finish the maps ?—A. I finished them in the end of Ce 
| August, 1854. I then received a letter of recommendation from Mr. _ - 

Beuton to the different directors of railroads to secure me a position as — _ 
| engineer. I went with this recommendation or letter of introduction to 

- Missouri. I took sick there, and was obliged to leave the valley of the 
Mississippi, and come back to Washington City. When I came back to 
Washington I was engaged in the Pacific Railroad office, at that time 
established in Washington, and was at work there uutil the 1st of Feb- | 

—ruary. In the end of January I saw Mr. Crampton, and received from | 
Mr. Crampton the reply. | | 

QQ. State the whole conversation which took place between you and os 
~ Crampton.—A. I received from Crampton the reply that he could not | 

tell me at that moment what could be done. I said to Crampton that a 
I believed in this very time, as it was in the winter time. _ . : 

Q. Last winter ?—A. Yes, sir; that many people were out of work in oo 
. New York and other places, and it would be very easy to raise | 

[256]. men for this “foreign legion” *that the English Parliament had 
oo agreed to establish. Crampton.told me that he believed so him- 
self, but at that moment he had no orders from the home government | 
to do anything in the matter, and that he would let me know as soonas © | 
he received any communication from home. A few days afterward, [| a 
suppose on the 28th February, I received a letter from Mr. Crampton. : - 

q. Is this the letter?—A. Yes, sir. oe . 
Q. And this the envelope in which it was inclosed?—A. Yes, sir. | LO 
The letter was here read in evidence as follows: re oe 

WASHINGTON, February 4, 1855. | 

Sir: With reference to our late conversation, I am now able to give you more pre-_ - Bae 
7 cise information in regard to the subject to which it related. 7 

_ IT remain, sir, your obedient servant, me, . 

a : 7 JOHN F. CRAMPTON. 
| Mr. Max STROBEL. : 

After receiving this letter, l went to see Mr. Crampton the next morn- | 
ing; Mr. Crampton told me that he had received letters from home, and Oo 
that he was willing now to raise men here in the jurisdiction of the — 
United States for a British foreign legion, which should be established oo 
either in Nova Scotia or in Canada... _ 7 | a 

| | Q. Did he use the words “ within the jurisdiction of the United | | 
[257] States ?”—*A. Yes, within the jurisdiction of the United States. > 

; -.  Q. He used those precise words, did he?—A. Yes, sir; but he SS 
| was not sure at that time whether the main depot should be at Halifax | 

or in Canada, and he was obliged to make arrangements with the gov- 
- ernor-general of Canada. At the very same time he gave me a letter of 

| — OO A ,
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introduction to the British consul in. New York, Mr. Barclay, in which: 
ihe states that [am already acquainted with this matter, and that Mr. _ 

--- Barclay might receive me and talk with me about this subject, and that 
J should make preparations in New York for getting. men. He told me | 

a at the very same time he would send a messenger to the governor-gen- 
7 eral of Canada. I went to New York, and delivered my letter to Mr. | 

, Barclay. — | Ss | : 
a (J. What was this messenger sent for?—A. To arrange matters about 

. | a depot or place where we could send these men whom we got here in | 
the States. .I was waiting in New York for the return of this messenger 

| for several weeks. The messenger returned and was sent again,and no __ 
- - understanding could be made between Sir Edmund Head and Mr. 
-. Crampton. Head is governor-general of Canada; because during that 

a time the governor of Nova Scotia had received orders from England to | 
| -._ commence a new depot in Halifax, and to try and get men in the 
oe [258]. United *States for this service. — 9 ea se pk ce | 

+ Q. The arrangement was not made by the messenger sent to Can- 
| ada to Sir Kdmund Head, because he had received a letter from the gov- | 

moe ernor of Nova Scotia, stating that he had received orders from England to 
make Halifax the depot?—A. Yes, sir. The reason for sending all the 
men to Halitax was the order that the governor of Nova Scotia received 
from England. During that time [ went back to Philadelphia. It was 

| on the 10th or 11th of March, 1855, when I came back te Philadelphia. | 
_ ——-: [learned from a friend of mine, a certain Dr. Biell, whois now regimental — 

 gurgeon in this foreign legion, that Mr. Hertz had received letters, one 
| _ from England, another one from Mr. Crampton, though I do not know 

positively—I am not certain where it is from—and that he had spoken 
_to this Dr. Biell, and told him he was able to procure him a commission 

| ‘in this foreign legion. | - 
 Q. In consequence of what Dr. Biell told you, state what you did ?— __ | 

A. I went to Hertz, and had a conversation with Hertz about this matter. | 
Bn (J. Where was he?—A. He was in his office, No. 68 South Third 

: (259| street, *opposite the Exchange. I saw then Mr. Hertz, and from 
, that time (9 o’clock a. m.) I was with Mr. Hertz till 3 p.m., where, | 

in pursuance of the advertisements, men came and wrote their names 
- down on a book, and agreed to enter the foreign legion at Halifax. - ) 

_ QQ. Have you ever seen a bill like this?—A. I have seen this hand- 
HL oe | : , oe! 

— Q. Where ?—A. In Hertz’s office. tg ETRE 
_ ‘The bill was here read in evidence. It reads as follows: = = © 

| ‘MEN WANTED FOR HER MAJESTY’S SERVICE. a 
se es : (Arms of Great Britain with mottoes.) So . ace 

| Oo | PROVINCIAL SECRETARY’S OFFICE, = 
. oo oS ee Halifax, Nova Scotia, March 15, 1855. _ 

’ The lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia having been employed to embody a foreign ! 
legion, and to raise British regiments for service in the provinces or abroad, notice is 

- hereby. given that all able-bodied men, between the ages of nineteen and forty, on ap- 
plying at the depot at Halifax, will receive a bounty of £6 sterling, equal to $30, and 
on being enrolled will receive $3 per month, with the clothing, quarters, and other 
advantages to which British soldiers are entitled. Preference will be given to men | 

| who have already seen service. Se es ee 
- The period of enlistment will be from three to five years, at the option of the 

— [260] British *government. 7 | | | — 
Officers who have served will be eligible for commissions. Gentlemen who 

: wish to come into the province, will please lodge their names, rank, date of service, &c., | 
+ at the office. a te Pe a ose a Ne |
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- Persons who serve in the foreign legion will,-on the expiration of. their term, be en- | 
a titled to a free passage to Ameri¢a,or to the country of their birth. | 

Pensions or gratuities for distinguished services in the field will be given. og 
. Nova Scotian and other shipmasters who may bring into this province poor men - 

willing to serve Her Majesty will be entitled to receive the cost of a passage for each . : 
man shipped from Philadelphia, New York, or Boston. oe a eae 
' By command : a | oh es | 

a re , . LEWIS M.. WILKENS, __ 
Pe Provincial Secretary. 

—Q. (Another bill here shown the witness.) Have you ever seen this - 
bill ?—A. I have, in Detroit. OO | ee 
~The bill was here read in evidence. It read as follows: Be ) 

[261] A foreign legion is now being raised in Hali*fax, Nova Scotia. Persons wish- 
| _ ing to join the legion will receive a bounty of £6 sterling, or $30, from which a oo 

reduction of $5 for traveling expenses to Nova Scotia will be made. Besides good — 
ratious and quarters, men will receive $8 a month as pay. The period of enlistmentis 
three or five years, at the option of the applicant. PB 

| For extraordinary service in the field, or wounds, bounties and pensions for life will 
be granted. Besides which there is now a project in view, and which will undoubtedly 
be carried out, to give to each soldier, at the expiration of his term of service, fifty acres, 

-  and-to each non-commissioned officer one hundred acres of land in Canada. 
_ All who are inclined.to enter the service under the foregoing very favorable condi- | 
tions, are hereby invited to apply at Niagara City, Butter barracks, or atthe Windsor = 

| _ Castle, Windsor, C. W. 7 | 7 

Q. (Another bill shown witness.) Did you ever see this bill?—A. 
Yes, sir. I had that printed in Detroit. | _ re a 

. Mr. VAN DYKE. It is a German. bill. | oo eM See 

| Mr. REMAK. The paper was printed to the order of the witness. _ 
[262] Judge KANE. The paper now presented is a part of the general | 

| -, transaction, which does not directly affect the person on trial. It _ | 
is like the letter of Mr. Crampton, which was read. short time ago, and 
is a portion of the general narrative. Bo _ : 
. Q. (By Mr. Van Dyke.) Is that a true translation attached to the | 

— German hand-bill?—A. Yes, sir. _ oo 
_. The translation was here read in evidence, It read as follows: | 

a NOTICE. ge | 

, In Halifax, Nova Scotia, a foreign legion will be formed. Every one who will enter: 
into this legion, which is for the most part composed of Germans, and has German offi-- _ | 
cers, is entitled to a bounty of £6 sterling, or $30, from which, however, $5 for travel- | 

_ ing expenses to Nova-Scotia will be taken off. Moreover, every man will receive full a 
and good maintenance, besides $8 a month pay. - ee 7 co 

The time of service is according to pleasure, three or five years..- | So 
- For extraordinary services in the field, or wounds, bounties or pensions for the whole | | 
lifetime will be given. It is also truly in prospect, that every soldier, on the running | 

out of his time of service, will obtain fifty acres and every non-commissioned 
. «£263 ] officer one hundred acres of land in Canada, *as his own property. | . 
—. «.. « Kvery.one who is disposed to fallin with these conditions, is hereby notified — 

to repair to the Niagara barrack, not far from Queenstown, Canada West, at the depot | 
there established. | | os 7 oe | ae 

~ Q. You say you went to Mr. Hertz, and you saw the recruits sign the — 
-book there; look at that book and say if that is it—A. That is the _ | 
book.  . | a in, 
__Q. Where did you see that book?—A. At Mr. Hertz’s office. oe 

- -- Q. Did you see any of the parties signing it?—A. Yes, sir, (looking = 
at, the book.) There is the handwriting of some men. ear = 

—  .Q. Will you read me the names of the men you saw sign ?—A. The | 
_  hames of the officers were cut out. a |
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— @. Do you recollect the name of Joseph Purnell?—A. Yes, sir; I | 
| recollect the names of all the men in my company. — 

- - @. Go on and state what you did after the men enlisted.—A. After 
7 | we had more than one hundred men, we gave them cards, and told them 

-. we would be ready to start on Sunday, the 25th of March, 1855, on the 
— steamer Delaware, in the morning, for New York. - 

| [264 | *Q. What did you tell or Hertz tell these men? If you told them 
ae anything, what was the understanding ?—A. The understanding | 
was that those men who signed this bbook—— Es 

| . Judge KANE. Was the understanding announced in the presence of 
Oo Mr. Herta? 2 es Ss | 
D4 _ WITNESS. Yes, sir, in the presence of Mr. Hertz. The men were 
- told that there was a foreign legion now established-in Halifax,and 

that Mr. Hertz would send them to Halifax to the foreign legion to en- 
- list init. Every man that is well, and able-bodied, and willing to enlist. 

in this foreign legion, shall have a free passage and $30 bounty, and | 
_ $8 a month pay, and the men who agreed to be attached to this toreign 

7 legion signed this very book. = oo : Se 
Q. Who said that they should sign that book?—A. Mr. Hertz; and 

they signed this book, with the understanding to go to Halifax and en- 
OO list in the foreign legion, and it was also told to those men that an of- 

| ficer should go in their company, and I was called captain of those. men 
| before I started, and was introduced to them before we started as their 

| -eaptain. I was to take that company. Irecollect Palattre and Purnell | 
oo - very well. | Bs | . | 

. [265] Mr. Van Dyke here asked the witness whether *herecollectedthe 
/ _ names of the various persons who composed his company, when he 

replied that he remembered the following, besides some sixty more, whose | 
- names he did not recollect: F. P. Garrier, Jacob Branning, Frederick 

a Fuss, Hugh Killen, Frederick Ferdinand Bostandig, Emanuel Urnhaut, 
_ Edward Rollun, Carl Muhlenhausen, John Schaeffold, Petrus Pauls, 

John Koelomus, Jacob Blecher, Foley Worrell, Rudolph Charles Ruth, | 
Peter Ropert, Edward Dobeller, Jacob Roth, Pierce Pelattre, Joseph 

» Purnell, Gustave Prothe, Gunther Leopold Neisbaum, Wilhelm Heinrich, 
Karl Altenberg, Karl Barthold, Johann Baumeiscer, F. Ulrich, | | 

| QQ. Were all these persons in your company ?—A. Yes, sir. 
 .Q. How many more went with you?—A. Well, I started from here 

a with about seventy-five or seventy-six men and two officers, Lieutena nt 
‘Essen and Lieutenant Shuman, on this steainer Delaware, to New York. 

Q. When did you leave here?—A. On Sunday, the 25th of March, | 
early in the morning, and arrived in New York on Monday morning | 

- about 5 o’clock. - | | - | 
, [266]  @. Well,sir, when you got in New York, what did youdo?—* A. 

- J eame to New York in the morning at 5 o’clock, and left my men 
on board the boat, as I was not furnished with means enough, as [ had 

- ‘received only some money from Hertz; I had received tickets and $25 
to go on to New York, and I was there to receive more money. 

| Q. Was that money given you for the purpose of taking this company 
on ?—A. Certainly ; and I was to receive further means in New York to | 

oe take the men on to Halifax, —_ oo | 
Q. When you got to New York, what did you do?—A. I went to see 

_ Mr. Barclay, the British consul at New York, and when I got there Mr. 
. ° Barelay sent me to Delmonico’s to see Mr. Howe. The Hon. Joseph 

| ‘Howe was at that time agent from the British government in thisre- 
-eruiting business in the States. He was living at. Delmonico’s.. I saw 

Mr. Bucknell, not Howe. He told me I should befurnished with means _
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ag early as possible, before 10 o’clock. had to divide the men in differ- ALES 

| ent taverns, and keep them tqgether there for three days. AtlastIwas 
furnished with tickets and means to start with these men for Boston, = 

' where an English brig, the America, was waiting there toreceive us and | 
take us on board to take us to Halifax. Mr. Hertz, in the presence of . | 

Mr. Bucknell and Mr. Turnbull, told me this. = 
[267] *Q. How did Mr. Hertz get to New York, if you left him in Phila- . , 
- delphia when you sailed ?—A. I traveled with the boat, and Mr. 

Hertz took the railroad. Mr. Howe or. Bucknell was to be applied to 
_ to let me have the necessary means to go on with the company. I re- | 
ceived this money in New York, through Mr. Hertz, at the beginning of 

| the day, and, before I started, some from Mr. Buckneli. I left New | 
York on the Stonington road, and came to Boston. I arrived there | 
about 5 o’clock in the morning with all the men, and found this brig, | 
the America, ready to take us on board and bring us to Halifax. I em- | 

- barked my men. Og hae FY ig oo | 
Q. Did you get this money from Hertz or Howe?—A. No, sir; from 

: Mr. Bucknell. | | a | 
- Q. Did you see Howe in New York ?—A. I saw Howe in New York | 

| at the tinte, and-received a letter from Mr. Howe to Sir Gaspard le | 
Marchant. I told him that I had so many men in town and wanted 
some money, and that. I wanted tickets and a letter to Sir Gaspard le 
Marchant. 

Q. The tickets you got in Philadelphia only carried you to New York - 
| on the steamer Delaware, then ?—A. Yes, sir. | | | 

/ [268] Q. And you went to Howe and told him *you wanted tickets — . 
. and a letter to the governor and some money ?7—A. He gave me a - 
letter, and Mr. Hertz and Bucknell gave methe money. i. 
Q. Who was Bucknell ?—A. He was a civil engineer. BY 

-Q. Was he with Mr. Howe?—A. He was with Mr. Howe, but I do | 
not know whether he was engaged by Howe only for the purpose of this | 
business or not; I made. the acquaintance of Bucknell only a few days | 

| before; I saw Mr. Hertz in New York at the time; Hertz told me I was | 
to go.as soon as possible; I was anxious to get the men away from New _ | 
York, and he promised to see Howe and get money; he kept me twenty- . 
four hours in trying to get money: he gave me the money subsequently, | | 

_ getting it from Howe; I embarked from pier B in New York, and went | 
on the Stonington road to Boston; I got there at 5 o’clock, and went | 
around with all my men to the tea-wharf in Boston, and found there — 

.. the vessel which I was promised I would find. oo ee 
 f269] — *Q. Who promised you?—A. Mr. Bucknell. When I came to - 

‘this vessel, it was in the morning, between 6and 7. LIembarked © 
my men. at once; I gave them breakfast, and started at half-past 8 ~~ — | 

- oclock for Halifax, and arrived there on the 30th of March. When I | 
came to Halifax, the vessel went into a private wharf, and I was put on | 

| ‘shore to report myself to the provincial secretary and Sir Gaspard Le | 
Marchant. ' ~ a ae | . 

~ . .Q. Who was provincial secretary ?—A. Mr. Wilkins. Be 
«©. Q.-Ts he the man who signs this proclamation 7—A. Yes, sir. Me 

Q. Lewis M. Wilkins?—A. Yes, sir, | Dee gee os 

—. Q. When you got to the wharf, you went on shore to report yourself 
to Wilkins ?—A. I did so.. The vessel was ordered to the royal wharf, | 
-and during that time I met somé regimental surgeons and. some officers. | 
of the seventy-sixth regiment, some of the artillery. Afterward Sir | 
Gaspard Le Marchant, governor of Nova Scotia, himself came to the =| 
-tea-wharfs - ae
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Judge KANE. The “tea-wharf?” | Bo | oy 
- _ Wrrness. The ‘ Queen’s wharf” He ordered me to filethecompany 
- ss jn and show them. I did.so, and Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, with other 

ss officers, passed along by the men, and inspected the men. I introduced 
So, a these two men I had with me as lieutenants; they were received = 

[270] by the *officers as officers; and I received an order from Le Mar- | 
chant to march the men up to the hospital, to have them examined, : 

and afterward to march them out to Melville Island to have them attested. 
| _ I marched them up to the hospital, and they were there examined, and 

_ two or three men rejected and one kept baek, as sick. All the others I 
‘marched out to Melville Island. There they had the British barracks, | 
and barracks erected for the foreign legion ; there the men were attested. 
After the man is enlisted, he has to be attested and sworn as a soldier. 

| . Judge KANE. What is attesting? — | Les 
 Wirness. There is a judge comes to the quarters of the soldiers, and 

: then the officer is there, and the judge swears the soldiers in; that is the | 
, aet of attesting. : | oe 7 | | | 

— -- . QQ. What is the form of the oath?—A. The form of the oath is, that we 
sds §wear to serve Her Majesty the Queen of England for a time, three or | 
five years, or so many years as the soldiers agree upon—in this case the 
agreement was for three or five years—faithfully, and so on. 

- Q. That is the form of the oath?—A. Yes, sir, that is the oath they 
administered to each of those men. , | oe | 

—_ | Judge KAnzE. Is there any writing precedes it ?—A. It is not in 
|  .|271] writing; it is a printed form ; it *is signed by the judge, and after- | 

, , ward by witnesses; I signed nearly all of them. | oe 
| Q. Is it signed by the recruit?—A. Yes, sir, it is signed by tne re- | 

/ _-eruit; after the men had been attested, I commenced the drill, and bye. 
-.  and-bye the men received clothing and arms. I was at Melville Island, 

-. at the officers’ quarters, with the two other officers and Dr. Biell, until 
the 10th of May; I was entered on the army-list, as was the other offi- 
cers, and we received our pay and were treated as officers; on the 9th 

| or 11th of May, Mr. Crampton himself came up to Halifax, in order to 
| _ make better arrangements about this recruiting business, as many men 

| | had been arrested in the States and kept back; on the 13th of May I 
7 received a letter from Lieutenant Preston of the seventy-sixth. — an 

| -Q. (Letter shown witness.) Do you recollect this paper?—A. That : 
- is the letter of Mr. Preston, in Halifax, when he told me that Mr. 
_ Crampton wanted to see me. oe | | Os or 

| — Q. Who is Mr. Preston ?—A. Mr. Preston is lieutenant in the sev-— 

|  enty-sixth regiment—the officer who has charge of the barracks in 
- Niagara. — : / : Se 

- The note was read, as follows: | rns oo 

[272] Dear STROBEL: I am directed by the general to ac*quaint you that Mr- . 
Crampton wants to see you at his house at 10 o’clock to-morrow morning; be  ’ ~ 

| punctual. If you like, come up to my house at half-past 9 o’clock, and we will go- | 
together. | Oo : ae a 5 | 

Yours truly, | 7 — : 

ee J, W. PRESTON, 
re an oe _ Seventy-Sixth Regiment. 

| Turspay, May 13, Halifax. | . oe 

Q. Where was he at the time?—A. At the time he was at the 
- fort in Halifax with his regiment; the letter stated that Mr. Cramp- ; 

| ton wished to see me at his quarters at 10 o’clock on Sunday; I went 
to see Crampton, and there I found Sir Gaspard Le Marchant; I went 
there with Preston, and I was ordered by Mr. Crampton to make a plan 
out for him in writing to go to the United States, that is, to those cities’ _ .
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of the United States which lie on the boundary-line, such as Buffalo, S 
~ Rochester, Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit, Oswego, and others; I wrote a oe 

plan for him; I said that I would want. so many officers, and for every ae 
_ officer a non-commissioned officer. = - . le bed . 

: Judge KANE. Does the plan affect the parties on trial? s 8 
| Mr. VAN Dyke. I think so; it was after arrests had taken place in © | 

some of the Western cities that the British minister determined to change | 
the plan of enlistment in the States, and this witness says that, in pur- | 

. suance of that determination, he received a letter from Lieutenant. , 
[273] Preston to callat*the quarters of Mr.Crampton; he called there, and 

». Mr. Crampton told him that there had been some difficulty about | 
the recruits, and wished him, Strobel, to prepare another plan, which, if. 
adopted, would avoid that difficulty; he prepared this plan, and sub- 
mitted it to Mr. Crampton, and, if I understand it, the witness willsay -°— 
that.the plan was adopted by him with some little variation, and the 

- reeruiting was carried on in the United States in accordance with this. —_ 
remodeled plan. | - ae - be | 

_ . Judge KANE. By either of these defendants in accordance with this | 

| Mr. VAN. Dyke. If J may’ be permitted to anticipate the defense, | | 
which must be done more or less in every case, it will be, I suppose, the 

| same as made before the commissioner in relation to Budd’s company— 
that the men enlisted in that company, as the defendants allege, were 
nothing more or less than a set of men engaged to work on the railroad 

~ in Nova Scotia. We intend to show by this that Hertz, in so represent- — . 
- ing, was but carrying out the remodeled plan adopted more effectually oS 

by Mr. Crampton at Halifax. I shall show also by other witnessesthat, == 
at a period subsequent to that of which the witness now speaks, after a 

| .... the defendants were. arrested, the defendant Hertz engaged. 
— [274] *one Baron Van Schwatzenhorn and one Baron Schuminsky to 

—-earry on the enlisting business in Philadelphia, and that another — 
company was enlisted by such ageuts of Hertz, in the manner proposed 
by the remodeled plan. — | a 
Mr. Remak, in reply, stated that the witness had sworn that Hertz 

requested him to do certain things, and whatever resulted from that — 
alleged fact was admissible. Mr. Strobel had given evidence in regard | 
to drawing a plan, but he had not sworn that Hertz commissioned him ~ - 

| to devise or draw that plan. He might have been requested by Mr. : 
Crampton to draw the plan, but the counsel for the defense could not : 
see how that could affect, for the present, his client. He could not be | 
responsible for the acts of Strobel after Strobel had done what he : 
requested of him, and if he went beyond what was requested, he did it | 
on his own responsibility. ae oy 
 dudge KANE. The evidence taken in connection with the offer of the | 
district attorney is admissible entirely as it stands, in the same category 
with evidence originally given by him of concert of the officer with the — 

_. British government. If it is not brought home to either of the parties — | 
| on trial by subsequent evidence, of course it will not affect them. 

[275]. Mr. VAN Dyke. I do not wish my offer to be *misapprehended . ” 
by the counsel for the defense in any particular. I-state dis- | 

tinetly to the court that I have evidence to show that therewas aregu- 
lar game played by Her Majesty’s envoy to evade the law; that those 

| men were seemingly engaged to work on a railroad, but in reality en- 
listed to served in the foreign legion, and that they were told by Hertz, | 
if.any person questioned them, to reply that they had been engaged to 

~ work.on.a railroad in Nova. Scotia. I have, for the prosecution, to es-
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ss tablish certain important facts: one is, that the sending of these men to _ 
Lh Nova Scotia was tor the purpose of their being enlisted in the foreign | 
me, legion, and their sending them there as workmen on a railroad was a | 

specious disguise, under which they hoped to evade the law of this) _ 
7 country. If I show that this was their intention, it is certainly evi- 

a dence, and the crime is proved, notwithstanding their attempt at eva- 

ae Judge KANE. The evidence is admissible. — a ee 
: -. Q, Did you prepare that plan?—A. I prepared it. LEP! 

_ Q. (Showing a paper.) Is that it?—A. Yes, sir; it is my own hand- 
_ writing; itis the plan. . ra a ee 

-. Q. Was this submitted to Mr. Crampton?—A. Not this one. This — 
a was the copy I first made. I afterward made a clear copy of it, which | 

oe was submitted. So oP ES 
a [276]  *Q. This, then, is the original copy, of which a clear copy was | 

—— . made and submitted to Mr. Crampton ?—A. Yes, sir. oo 
~The paper was here read in evidence as follows: (te ety 

Oe I have the honor to inform his excellency the envoy extraordinary of Great Britain 
: inthe United States, and his excellency Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, the governor of 

| Nova Scotia, of the plan I have adopted to raise the greatest possible number of men 
> in several different cities of the United States on the boundaries of Canada. I wish . 
| to station in Buffalo Lieutenancs Shumann, with Corporal Roth; in Detroit, Dr. Reuss, 
. 7 with Corporal Kemper; in Cleveland, Dr. Aschenfeldt, with Sergeant Kreiger. Oppo- | 
aon site to Detroit Sergeant Barchet shall receive the individuals sent by Dr. Reuss, and 
- his duty will be to-send them, as fast as they arrive, by railroad to Queenstown, where 

: a depot must be established and a magistrate appointed to enlist and attest the men; — 
andit willbethe business of the commanding officer of thisdepot, when asufficient num- 

Me ber is together, to send them by steamboat wherever his excellency may decide. Those 
a officers stationed at the above-mentioned cities will strictly follow the instruc- 
Sea [272] tions given to them, through me, from *his excellency, in regard to the manner 

| | and way to be used in encouraging and sending such individuals who are willing | 
or desirous of leaving the United States to enlist in the British service. My intention, — - 

in giving to each commissioned officer a non-commissioned officer as assistant, is to 
~ enable those gentlemen to find out such individuals, and to avoid the necessity ofem- | 

| ploying, for this purpose, strangers, who might easily deceive them. " 
| | ~~ My opinion is that every officer, with the assistance of his non-commissioned officer, | 

| . will be able to transact all the business, without being compelled to hire regular agents 
| or runners, that is, if the gentlemen know the proper way of managing. | . | 

oe I will myself visit each of the places mentioned, and will particularly confine myself 

. to where my presence will be most required. I shall also probably visit Chicago, . 

os where doubtless agreat number of men may be got. We can then agreeon reasonable 
terms for having them conveyed by railroad to Detroit, which expense, in my opinion, 
would not exceed $2.50 per head. | | | a | : ; 

| ---T saw all the officers and non-commissioned officers yesterday evening, and 
[278] held along conversation with them, the result of which is that we *all perfectly un- 

. derstand each other; that they are all entirely satisfied, and that every one is 

willing to do his very best in regard to this matter. ae 

a. I have also made estimates of all the expenses of the officers connected with this 7 

| | matter for the period of one month, at their different points of destination, includ- | 

| ing their traveling expenses, which I take the liberty of laying before your excellencies. ~ 
, Say, the traveling expenses of the officers from this place to their different stations, 

£10 Cach. 22-2. vec nee wee c ee ee Fees cee ee cence cence neces ween cece eneeceececce $400 
oo To Schumann, Aschenfeld, and Reuss, each $240 per month...-.....----.-----+- 720 

=. _ (From this money each has to pay his non-commissioned officer, and to meet all 
other-expenses that may be necessary in sending the men over on the Canadian | 

| side, pay of temporary agents, runners, and tavern-keepers included.) , | | 

Pay for Weiss, Barchet, and one other non-commissioned officer, $100 each.----. | 300 
My traveling expenses from town to town, hotel expenses, pay of my non-com- 

| * missioned officer, and his traveling expenses....-. ..---- -e+--eeeeeee eee e eee 300 © 

[279] *Thus making a total amount of $1,720, equal to £344 sterling. | 
_ This, or, at most, £360, would, in my opinion, be the amount requisite to ena- 

| _ ble ten officers to carry on operations for one month, and, with reasonable good for-
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= tune, to deliver on the Canadian shore a large number of serviceable, able-bodied = 

I have the honor to remain your excellencies’ most. humble obedient servant. | a 

Q. Was that plan adopted ?—A. That isthe plan which was approved | 4 
and adopted by Mr. Crampton and Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, and I re- | 
ceived orders to bring, next morning at 11 o’clock, the officers men- - 

| tioned there, four non-commissioned officers of my company, all attested | 
| men, and the soldiers, to the provincial building, and meet there Sir 

Gaspard Le Marchant and Mr. Crampton. I went there with those ~ | 
- men. I met there Mr. Crampton, Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, and Lieu- _ 

‘tenant Preston. I was ordered to leave Halifax immediately, and re- | 
pair to the States, and I left Halifax in company with Mr. Crampton a 
and Preston, of the seventy-sixth, with officers and non-commissioned , 

| officers. When I saw Mr. Crampton there I was in uniform and 
[280] my non-commissioned officers were in uniform; when * we left, ~ | 

they received civil clothes from the government. there, for this, 
purpose, and went on with me. When we came to Portland, Mr. ce 
Crampton gave me orders to go with him to Quebee to see Mr. 
Head, the governor-general of Canada, to have a perfect understand- | 
ing about the depot and the means of sending men through Canada | 
to Nova Scotia. I went with him; I saw Sir Edmund Head in the | 
presence of Mr. Crampton. I received letters from Sir Edmund Head 
to get barracks at Niagara. These barracks were to receive the men | 

| who were sent out of the States to enlist in the foreign legion. I re- oe 
| ceived also at Sir Edmund’s house—— : | OT 

— - Judge KANE. I am anxious not to go beyond the limit of courtesy to Ce 
a foreign government. I do not wish to penetrate what was done | oe! 
there, unless it appears connected with the persons now on trial. The - 

’ district attorney must guide the witness after this suggestion, so as to 
- avoid the appearance of too close an inquiry into matters not clearly : 

| before this court as matters of judicial investigation. = ae 
Mr. VAN Dyke. I understand the suggestion of the court, and will _ | 

~~ try to keep the witness within the proper bounds. My whole a 
[281] object is to get the general plan of operations, and then * to 

| .... Show that the object of the general plan was to procure men _ : 
from the States to join this foreign legion, and that the defendant co- — | 
operated in that general plan. oo fet 
~ Q. (Paper shown.) Will you look at that paper, and state what it is? 
—A. It is the instructions I received at Quebec, in Sir Edmund Head’s oe 
house, out of Mr. Crampton’s own hands. The original was written in 
Mr. Crampton’s own handwriting, and was written, at least part of it, 7 

: in my presence in his room. This is a copy made from the original; I _ | 
, made it for the purpose of preserving a copy. The original I gave | os 

back in a report I made to Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, in Halifax. That 
report stated what I had done to clear me of two charges made against _ _ 
meupthere. | ° . | . 

@. That, then, is a copy made from the original instruetions of | 
Crampton, as to your duty in the United. States?—A. That is a copy | : 
of. the original instructions I received at this time from Mr. Crampton. ls 
- The paper was being read as part of the evidence, when, on motion, —s_—© 

- a recess was taken for ten minutes. On the court re-assembling, the 
reading of the paper was concluded. It is as follows: | | 

[282] * Memoranda for the guidance of those who are to make known to persons in the ; 
United States the terms and conditions upon which recruits will be received into the , 

- British army. - coe ee So a . 

1, The parties who may go to Buffalo, Detroit, or Cleveland for this purpose must
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: _ clearly understand that they must carefully refrain from-anything which would. con- 
nO, stitute a violation of the law of the United States. : 

| 2. They must, therefore, avoid any act which might bear the appearance of recruit- 
ing within the jurisdiction of the United States for a foreign service, or of hiring or 

. retaining anybody to leave that jurisdiction with the intent to enlist in the service of 
a foreign power. Oo . ae 

| (Both these acts are illegal by the act of Congress of 1818, section 2.) — ete 
4, There must be-no collection, embodiment of men, or organization whatever at- | 

| tempted within that jurisdiction. 7 SA | es 

. 5. No promises or contracts, written or verbal, on the subject of enlistment, must be 
- entered into. with any person within that jurisdiction. . a Sas 

| > The information to be given will be simply that those desiring to enlist in the 
[283] British army, facilities will be afforded for so doing on their *crossing the line — 

- _ into British territory, and the terms offered by the British government may be. 
| stated as a matter of information only, and not as implying any promise or engage- — 

- ment on the part of those supplying such information, so long, at least, as they remain . 
within American jurisdiction. - 7 | | oe 

- 7. It is essential to success that no assemblages of persons should take place at beer- 
houses or other similar places of entertainment, for the. purpose of devising measures 

_. for enlisting, and the parties should scrupulously avoid resorting to this or similar 
means of disseminating the desired information, inasmuch as the attention of the 

_ American authorities would not fail to be called to such proceedings, which would un- 
doubtedly be regarded by them as an attempt to carry on recruiting for a foreign power 

mo within the limits of the United States; and it certainly must be borne in mind that 
| the institution of legal proceedings against any of the parties in question, even if they 

were to elude the penalty, would be fatal to the success of the enlistment itself. _ 
. _ . 8, Should the strict observance of these points be negleeted, and the parties 

| [284] thereby involve themselves in difficulty, they are hereby “distinctly apprised 
7 that they must expect no sort of aid or assistance from the British government... — 

This government would be compelled, by the clearest dictates of international duty, 
| to disavow their proceedings, and would, moreover, be absolved from all engagements 

contingent upon the success of the parties in obtaining by legal means soldiers for Her 
| Britannic Majesty’s army. | ee | oe po , 

| Examination continued by Mr. VAN DYKE: ns 
Q. The paper just read you copied from the original one in the hand- : 

: writing of Mr. Crampton ?—A. Yes, sir. — —— 
~ Q. (Another paper shown witness.) In whose handwriting is this 

| paper ?—A. At that very time I also received this cipher to telegraph 
| with to Mr. Crampton, and to Halifax, about this recruiting business. 

- Tecannot swear as to whose handwriting it is in, but [ believe it is Mr. 
| Crampton’s; I did not see him write it, but he handed it to me. — oo 

_ [285] *The paper was here given in evidence. The following is a 
| Copy: | — 

a Letter. ! Cipher. [| Letter. — . Cipher. 

, bh vO. O ao nh 

C J p | | ¢ 
a a I q - | os bh | 

— e a: < . r 0 ms 9 
ff. e . ° 8 ?p a 

— ho 7 | ou 7 u | 7 g 
: . @ " . 

| | i | b v a 

| J. : _ Ww. we | | m | 
Kk 4 t | x SO r , 

So , Po a yo | 1 : m L oo § Zo gg 

| Q. You were to telegraph him by this cipher, instead of the usual — 
a — way?—A. Yes, sir | | | | ee 

Q. What was the object in giving you this cipher ?—A. Such ciphers _ 
| were given to several officers—to Mr. Smolenski, Mr. Cartensen; and _ 

men actually engaged in the recruiting business received those ciphers. 
Q@. Was it for the purpose of avoiding detection?—A. It was for the —
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purpose of avoiding detection and avoiding any difficulties with the _ as 
authorities here. It was to enable me to telegraph to Mr. Crampton 
from every place I might visit, without the people in the telegraph a 
offices understanding it. . Bo aE “] 

Q. Were all the officers sent on this recruiting to telegraph to Mr. : 
Crampton as to their proceedings, and was that cipher to be used?—A. | 
Yes, sir. | | 7 | rene | 

| Q. (Card shown witness.) What is that?—A. That is a card of invi- 
tation to Sir Gaspard’s table, in Halifax, received on the 8th April. 

‘The card was read, as follows : - | | ae 

[286] His excellency Sir Gaspard and Lady Le Marchant “request the honor of Cap- | | 
tain M. F. QO. Von Strobel’s company at dinner, on Sunday, 8th April, at + to 7 | a 

o’clock. An answer is requested. . 7 oo | oo oe 
an : | | | BELVIDERE. ee 

_  _@. Are these also cards of invitation to you?—A. Yes, sir. | | 
The cards are here read, as follows: OS oo — 

| COLONEL CLARKE: : | oo 
‘The officers of the seventy-sixth regiment request the honor of Captain Strobel and | : 

the officers of the foreign legion’s company. .at dinner, on Wednesday, 18th April. An 
answer will oblige. oe 

Colonel Fraser, Colonel. Stotherd, and the officers of the royal artillery and royal 
- engineers request the honor of Captain Max F. O. Strobel’s company at dinner, on 

Tuesday, the 3d April, at 7 o’clock. Artillery park. An answer is requested. 

Judge Kang. What are these papers for ? . a | 
_ Mr. VAN DykE. To corroborate what the witness says... a 7 

Judge KANE. When the witness is impeached it will be time enough | 
to corroborate what he says. oe - , | | 

Mr. VAN DykzE. I withdraw this paper, _ Oo a | 
. Q. (Letter shown witness.) Did you receive that letter from Mr. | 
McDonald ?—A. Yes, sir. He is an ofticer in the provincial secretary’s | 

The letter was here read in evidence, as follows: | 

ee Be _. PROVINCIAL SECRETARY’S OFFICE, May 3, 1855. 7 
~ DEAR Sir: I am directed by his excellency the lieutenant-governor to introduce to i 
you the bearer, Lieutenant Kuentzel. He comes with letter to Sir Gaspard from Mr. | 

. Cramptou. You will please explain to him the steps necessary for him to take | 
[287] to secure his com* mission. | 

Your obedient servant, | | 
BRUCE McDONALD. | a 

_ Captain STROBEL, . - | 
. _ First Company, Foreign Legion. — . oe | : 

 - Q. (Letter shown witness.) Do you recollect this letter?—A. This is | soe 
* a letter written by Preston to me while I was actively engaged in re- ~ 

cruiting men in Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, and other places. Mr. Pres- _ | 
ton had at that time charge of the barracks at Niagara. - Sos 

The letter was read in evidence. It is as folléws: 
Dear Smirx: I send you the accompanying order, in currency, equal to £80 sterling, | 

which please send me a receipt for by return of post. I find I cannot make any arrange- | 
ment with the railroad people here. They say the tickets had better be paid for at . , 
Windsor, which I think is best also, for then the men will come to me clear of expense, | | 
which is the intention. Tell Shuman and Dr. Aschenfeldt to telegraph me how they 
are getting on at once, and how many, or if they have got any men. Let me hear also 
from you. a | i ee 

.- .- Yours, truly, . - | : | | 7 
ee ae a J. W. PRESTON, =... 

Deg oe ras Seventy-ninth Regiment, 
NiaGara, June 4, 1855. - | oo en
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-.- Wrrnuss. This Mr. Preston afterward took command of the depot 
. that was established at Niagara town. SO | 
es Q. This letter says “ Dear Smith;” what was the meaning of that ?— 
- A. I was obliged to take that name because I was known as being pre- 

- viously connected with enlisting in the States. - | Po, | 
oes Q. (Paper shown witness.) What is this?—A. That is a telegraph I 

7 received from Preston. _ ao 
| The paper was read in evidence, as follows: — . i coe 

F288] | oe, _ . *{By telegraph from Niagara.] | 7 

ee oo Oe -Winpsor, June 4, 1855. 
oe To Mr. Smiru : | a - | | | 

Bo How many men have you got? Money leaves here to-morrow morning by mail, on 
- Upper Canada Bank. Answer immediately. Se rn 7 

a | SW. PRESTON. 

a _ Witness. Mr. Preston was the medium between myself and Le Mar- 
- chant. At Halifax, Preston received the orders from Le Marchant and 

oe telegraphed them tome. a | 7 fe aeeees 
| Q. (Paper shown witness.) This is another telegraph from Preston, is 

| itnot?—A. Yes, sir | ae 
| _ The telegraph dispatch was read in evidence, as follows: fe 

| / | ee , [By telegraph from Niagara. | ee | — 

— i | WINDSOR CASTLE, June7, 1855. 
| To Mr. SmirH: le | a 

| - Send in statement of money issued and how applied. Tell the others tosend me ~ 
| similar statements ; until such arrive, I cannot issue for next month. - Bo 

[Paid.] _ | J. W. PRESTON. | 

Q. Go on and state what occurred after you left Quebec.—A. I left 
: Crampton in Quebec, and traveled with Preston and another English 

| gentleman, Captain Bowls, to Montreal; I there received orders for an- / 
. other English officer in Toronto, to give over to us the barracks in. Ni- 
.- agara town; Preston took charge of the barracks; I met my officers ~ 

whom I had sent from Portland to Niagara; they were sent from Port- 
| land to Niagara Falls; I met them at Niagara Falls, and directed them — 

_ to go to different places—to Cleveland, Detroit, and Buffalo; and. after- | 
ward I sent one non-commissioned officer to Chicago; I was called back ; 

| ~ | commenced it about the 4th of June, and I was recalled on the 
[289] 13th, and arrived *back in Halifax ; I was recalled by the officers 
—. beeause during this time I was only able to enlist sixty or seventy | 

: men, and Sir Gaspard expected a great many more; and through this, on 
account of Mr. Preston, and some other officers who were anxious to ~ 

| -° receive commands in this foreign legion, I was recalled to Halifax; I 
"ss: was charged with having kept two officers on the Canada shore instead 

/ _ of sending them all into the States, and I myself, instead of traveling, 
7 and going to Chicago, Cleveland, and all around all the time to every 

place, was charged with stopping too long in one place, Windsor. 
Q. Who made these charges ?——A. They were made by Mr. Preston | 

and sent to Halifax, | a oe | | 
- ~ Q. Who sent to you and told of them ?—A. Sir Gaspard Le Marchant. — 

| He said that these charges had been made, and that was the reason I. 
| was sent for to Halifax. JI requested a court-martial, and wrote a long | 

: account to Le Marchant. Ialso sent it to Crampton by a friend of mine, | 
oe Mr. Ochlschlager; my company was still at Melville Island, under the 
- command of one of the officers I left there. ° | | | :
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~ Q. You saw thei there at that time ?—A. I was forbidden to see the. 1 
men, and the men had strict notice not to converse with me; at least the AS 
men received such notice the second day I was there. I told the governor- OES 

| general that, under such circumstances, I would leave, and the ser- 3 
[290] geant was put in irons, and fifty men of my company *sent to oe 

prison for conferring with me, by sending to me their non-commis- 4 
sioned officer. I left Halifax with the America, and came back to the . | 

; States, and since that time I have had nothing to do with this concern. 
I saw Hertz here afterward. Mr. Crampton took the address of every oe 
one of the agents who had been engaged in recruiting at that time in | 
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, and told me that he 
was going to see them. - 7 , yo | 

: Q. Who did he take as the name of the person in Philadelphia?—A. | - 
Mr. Hertz was the man recruiting in Philadelphia, | 4 oo 
~Q. (By Mr. REMAK.) Who said so?—A. Mr. Crampton took the names 
of different persons recruiting in different cities. Se | es 
' Q. Whose name did he take as the person in Philadelphia ?—A. He 2 
knew the names already, but took the address of every one of those oe 

. gentlemen. — ea a So | 
 Q. From you?—A. From me, those I had in my possession—the ad- — 

_ dress of Captain Cartensen, of Boston, and other parties in New York ; 
of Smolenski, and the address of a friend of mine in Baltimore. 

- Q. Did Crampton take the address of Hertz from you?—A. He said | 
. he knew all about the proceedings against Hertz, and when he came to oo 

: Philadelphia he would settle with every one of those gentlemen, and | 28 
arrange matters in a different way, because he thought proper not to a 

send men by the vessels any more, but by railroad into Canada. — 7 
> [291] *Q. Do you know about his giving any order about engaging 

| emigrant runners ?—A. Yes, sir; he allowed me to pay every run- . 
ner. $4 for a man. - es OC 

~  Q: Do you know what Hertz was to get for every man ‘he sent?—A. a 
_. Tdo not know exactly the amount Mr. Hertz received; I know he re- | 

ceived money, and I know that they said in Halifax that Mr. Hertz- — . 
-- Mr. Remax. I object to that. | 

~ - Q. (By Mr. Van DyKxeE.) Did you ever hear Hertz, or any other per- 
son or persons in his presence, say that he received any money and 
how much ?—A. Yes, sir, I heard Mr. Hertz say he had received money, me 

: but never enough to cover his own expeuses. a oe 
~ Q. Did he teil you from whom he received it?—A. He told me that he | 

. would receive money from Mr. Howe. | | Se , | 
_ -@. What else did he say to you in reference to this matter?—A. Mr. vost haa 

_ Hertz told me he had connection with the English government, and. — 
that Mr. Crampton and Mr. Howe were the proper agents for paying | 7 
out the money and giving tickets and giving recommendations for | 
officers to get commissions: Mr. Hertz said'so, and said he had instrac- 
tious from the British government to that effect, and that he would re- | 
ceive head-money for the men. He mentioned Howe and Crampton as 

persons from whom he received if 2 | a | 
~ Q. Did he mention any other ?—A. Not that I know of. oS 
—. @,. Was Mr. Bucknell known to Mr. Hertz?—A. He did not © 
[292] mention him asa person engaged in it, or who had engaged him *in. oe 

Co ap | ee es ee, 

oo. @,. Did he mention any other besides Mr. Crampton and Mr. | : 
Howe?—A. Not that I know of. er re 

 Q. Not that you recollect ?—A. I do not recollect any other person... —
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~ Q. (Paper shown.) Is that the report you made to Mr. Crampton of 
the transaction ?—A. That is the report 1 made to Mr. Crampton. a 

: - @. Was it delivered to him?—A. I'sent it to Washington, but the | 
| _ bearer did not find Mr. Crampton there. He had at that time gone up 
| to Niagara. I sent a friend to Washington with this report to Cramp- 
| ton, to let him know everything that occurred. A ay 
a ~Q. When he. did not find Crampton in Washington, where did he 
— take it to?—A. He took it to New York, and left it with Mr. Stanley, — 
| | the vice-consul there. Co Oo 

_ The report was here given in evidence. It contains a full history of © 
the transaction from the time the witness (Strobel) left Halitax until his — 

a return. Itis as follows: - I - pe 

| To His Excellency Sir Gasparp LE MARCHANT, a ns 
| | : Tieutenant-Governor of Nova Scotia: coe Sa be 

| | Sir: After having laid before you my plan for raising troops for the British army in. 
the United States and on the Canada frontier, I received from you, at the Provincial 
Building, Halifax, Nova Scotia,.in the presence of his excelleney Mr. Crampton, minis- 

, ter from Great Britain to the United States, Mr. Preston, lientenant seventy-sixth regi- 
a ment, and officers of the foreign legion, the following instructions: = = 

| . [293] “You will repair immediately to the United States, accompa*nied and assisted a 
- - "by Drs. Aschenteld and Reuss, Lieutenant Shuman, Mr. Mirback, and four non- 

| commissioned officers, to raise men for the British army within the jurisdiction of that 
| Government. You will, in accordance with your plan submitted to me, station said 

_ officers and non-commissioned at the posts agreed upon, unless it may, in your judg- 
| ment, appear expedient to alter the details of said plan. You are also authorized to 

order back to Halifax any of your assistants who may, in your opinion, be incompe- 
tent for the service, or who may neglect the duty assigned to them. You will receive 
traveling expenses for yourself, officers, and non-commissioned officers, also, before 

| leaving Halifax, the half-monthly pay, as per estimates, in advance, for officers and 
| | men, At the expiration of the half-month you are ‘authorized to draw from Mr. Pres- 

- ton the half-monthly pay again in advance, and so on.. You are further authorized to . 
draw on Mr. Preston for such sums as you may require for the transportation of men, 

- head-money, &c. You will receive all orders from me through Mr. Preston, whom you 
will consider.as my acting aid-de-camp in this matter, and you will be the medium to 

| - - transmit those orders to your officers, so that there can be neither interference with 
nor interruption of the plans laid down by you. Mr. Preston will be commanding 

/ officer of the recruiting depot at Niagara town. You will exercise no interference with 
, the transmission of men from Niagara to Halifax, but will confine yourself strictly to 

me the duty of obtaining men in the United States, and of forwarding the same to 
~ "~~ £294] Mr. Preston, at Niagara. You are authorized to “employ such assistants as you, ° 

| | in your judgment, may deem necessary, and are further empowered to state, in 
| _ my name, to any gentleman bringing a certain number of men, say 120, that they will 

. receive from the British government commissions as captains in the foreign legion, 
and others different commissions, in proportion to the number of men they may bring.” _ 

. In accordance with the above instructions, I started from Halifax on the 15th of May, 
aceompanied by my officers, as above mentioned. At Windsor, Nova Scotia, I fell in 

: with his excellency Mr. Crampton, Lieutenant Preston, and Captain Bowls, who had - 
| left Halifux the same day. We traveled together to Portland, Maine, where we arrived 

on the isth ultimo. Mr. Crampton requested me to go with him to Quebec, Lower 
Canada, as he was desirous that we should have a perfect understanding with, and the — 

| full co-operation of, his excellency Sir Edmund Head, governor of Canada. In com- 
pliance with this request, I ordered my officers and non-commissioned officers to repair — 
to Niagara Falls, there to await my arrival. We-arrived at Quebec on the 20th ultimo, 
and on the following day were received by his excellency, Sir Edmund Head, and held | 
a conference with him, in which he offered his best assistance in forwarding our object, 

| and at once gave up the barracks at Niagara town as a recruiting depot, and accord- 
4 ingly sent for Major Elliot, which proceedings detained us until the 23d ultimo. On 

the evening of that day Lientenant Preston, Captain Bowls, and myself, started, in 
_. company with Major Elliot, for Montreal, where we arrived on the morning of 

[295] the 24th of May. Arrangements *were then entered into with Colonel Bell in 
| regard to the barracks at Niagara and La Prairie. On the following day I started 

Oe alone for Niagara Falls, Canada West, where I arrived on the morning of the 27th. Lieu- 
tenant Preston and Captain Bowls started for,Toronto on the 25th, and hence did not 

a arrive at Niagara Falls till the 28th. These gentlemen remained at Niagara Falls till : 
: the 30th, when they took possession of Butler barracks, and the first arrangements 

- were made for forwarding recruits to that station. As your excellency will bere ob- 

eee a eee mateemes aerate
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‘serve, I was, up to this moment, viz, the 30th or 31st of May, unable to move one step ; 
— inthe object of our expedition, it having required all the time to arrange the prelim- . 
- jnaries. : 7 , . oe , 

On the same day that Mr. Preston left for Niagara town, I learned from. Dr. Aschen- oS 
feldt and Mr. Shuman that the conduct of two-of my. non-commissioned officers, Ser- 
geants Roth and Krieger, had been unworthy of the confidence reposed.in them, and I | | 
therefore deemed it advisable to send the said men to Lieutenant Preston, at Niagara 
town. Ialso thought it necessary to send to Niagara one of my officers, for a double . 
purpose: Ist, to act for Mr. Preston as interpreter on the arrival of recruits, and, 2d, 7 | 

as we were unable, actually, to enlist the men in Canada, I deemed it well that some . 
[296] German of experience and age should be with the recruits sent on to *keep them in . 

proper spirits, and to prevent any loss by desertion from the barracks or in transitu 
to Halifax. [accordingly deputed Mr. Mirback for this service, and, with the license per-. 
mitted me in your instructions of the-14th of May, was therefore obliged to modify my. _ 

_ plan to suit this emergency. On the 30th instant I went with Lieutenant Shuman to 
Buffalo. Having visited some of the localities in that place and Fort Erie, on the op- 

_ posite shore of the Niagara River, I gave Lieutenant Shuman the following orders, in 
| accordance with the instructions I had received from Mr. Crampton, and which I oe 

| respectfully beg leave to subjoin: 1st. I ordered Mr. Shuman to take up bis quarters on — 
the Canada shore, at the village of Fort Erie. 2d. To have his non-commissioned | 
officer, Corporal Kamper, stationed in Buffalo. 3d. To go daily to Buffalo, and, in con- . . 

| nection with Corporal Kamper, there to make such inquiries as might lead to the ob- ° | 
taining of nen. 4th. To send the men as quickly as he should obtain them to Lieu- 

| tenant Preston, at Niagara, and.at the same time to report to me regularly the number . 
of men obtained, and all circumstances relating to them. 5th. To take particular 
pains to lay out no moneys on the American side, but whatever related to tle expendi- a 
<<. -tures to.induce runners to bring men to him should be positively and rigidly 
[297] *transacted on the Canadashore; and further, if it were necessary to keep men to- 

- . ...gether foralonger term than one day, to be careful to doso without the precincts of 
the United States. This latter order is strictly in accordance with articles 2d and 4th of 
Mr. Crampton’s instructions. On the same evening, May 30, lordered Dr. Reuss to | 
leave for Detroit, and informed him that be would co-operate with Dr. Aschenfeldt, - So 
who would be staticned at Windsor, on the Canada shore of the Detroit River. Ialso  _ 
communicated to him, in effect, the same orders I had already given to Mr. Shuman. 
I went to Niagara town to draw the half-monthly advance pay for officers on the 31st 7 
May. As Mr. Preston was unable to pay me.the amount which I required, he gave me po 
but £40 sterling. On the 1st June IJ left Niagara town, accompanied by Dr. Aschenfeldt, - 

' for Cleveland, Ohio, where I had already stationed Sergeant Barchet. Passing through . 
Buffalo, I. saw Lieutenant Shuman, and supplied him with some money for a few 
days, until I should obtain the balance of the half-monthly pay from Mr. Preston. On 
the 2d instant I saw Barchet in Cleveland, and supplied him with as much money as’ 

- [could spare.. On the 3d I arrived with Dr. Aschenfeldt at Detroit; Isaw Dr. Reuss | 
and supplied him with money. I then supplied Dr. Aschenfeldt with money, and left 

_ * him at Windsor. On thé 4th of June I again started for Niagara town, in order to 
receive from: Mr. Preston the balance of the second half-monthly pay, which, I] must 
here remark, was a most useless journey, both as regards the expense and the loss of . 

time. Had the money been properly forthcoming in the first instance, this journey — 
- [298] would have *been avoided; but I was determined, as I was now obliged to go there, 
"to make use of the journey as a means of again visiting the different posts and pay- | | 
ing to the officers the balance of their half-monthly dues. In this I was again frustrated 
by. a failure of the telegraph-office in sending me a dispatch of Mr. Preston, as a check : 

- had already been sent by mail for the amonnt. . In spite of this, however, I telegraphed 
from Niagara to Mr. Shuman to meet me at Chippewa and report to me the result of _ oo 
his proceedings in Buffalo. His report was, much to my regret and contrary to all-my 
-expectations, very disheartening, he having sent but four.or five men to Niagara. oe 
Having learned. by letter from Albany, New York, that. there was a fair prospect at | 
that-place of obtaining from fifty to one hundred men, I ordered Mr. Shuman to direct 7 
Corporal Kamper to undertake the whole business in Buffalo and to repair at once to 
Albany, thereto place himself in connection.and communication with the emigrant , 
offices and intelligence depots there, and to use his most strenuous efforts toobtain men. __ 
..» Also tocommunicate with meat onceon the subject.. As have already stated, the _ | 
[299] check for the balance of the pay had been sent to Windsor while I was in *transitu. — 

. .. ~~ between that place and Niagara. I was, therefore, without money, and gave Liecu- 
tenant Shuman a draft on Mr: Preston for £20 sterling, knowing that it would require 
at least three days for me to forward the money from Windsor to him. On presenta- | 

. tion, Mr. Preston refused to honor the draft... Considering that these matters would be — oe 
in proper trainin Buffalo, and supposing that. Shuman would leave at once forAlbany, . © | . 
I returned. to. Windsor, Canada West, i! order. to receive a report from Sergeant Bar-- Se 

 . chet, stationed. at Cleveland, and to inform myself how matters were progressing in 
Detroit. .[returned:to Windsor, Canada West, on the evening of the 7th instant... On
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- the following morning, to my utter astonishment, Mr. Shuman, who was kept by Mr. | 
. Preston at the depot, and in consequence of it was not able to see his men off at Buffalo 

again, nor to supply him with money, and to give him orders in regard to my sending’ 
; ‘Mr. Shuman to Albany, had left Niagara, by order of Mr. Preston. The night-train- | 
: a came into Windsor in sixteen hours after my arrival, bringing me the subjoined order 
poe from Mr. Preston, marked X. As theorder purports to have emanated from your excel-. 

| . -lency, I promptly obeyed the same, and sent Mr. Shuman to Cleveland for Barchet’s: 
e [300] account, *at thesame time giving him those of Drs. Aschenfeldt and Reuss and my 

vo | own, giving him no further orders, but simply telling him to return to Mr. Preston 
a as soon as possible. I had received from Barchet the information that matters in 
i Cleveland were as disheartening as in. Buffalo, also saying that a Mr. Seybert, who. 
| | keeps an intelligence-office there, was willing to undertake the business, if we could 
: station some one at Fort Stanley for the purpose of receiving men whom he would —. 
| send. there. I wrote to Mr. Preston, requesting him to send a non-commissioned officer: . 

_ or some other person to Port Stanley to receive the men whom Mr. Seybert might 
| | send. This request was unattended.to, and Mr. Preston did not even condescend to 

| notice. , . 
oe From all that I could learn, Chicago and Milwaukee offered large inducements as a . 

oes field for our operations, and as I thought the port of Cleveland would have been pro- | 
a vided for by Mr. Preston, in accordance with my request, I sent Barchet on the 11th - 

_ instant, in company with another man, to Chieago, also Dr. Reuss to Toledo, which 
. - *. place I had myself visited, and deemed a good port for obtaining men. I directed 
Be Barchet to communicate with me by telegraph or otherwise as soon as my. 

, | 301] presence and the money for * tickets should be requisite in Chicago for bringing 
oo | _  -'men to Niagara. Oe | | oe 

7 - On this day, the 11th instant, Mr. Theo. A. Oehlschlager arrived at Windsor from 
| - Niagara Falls. Mr. Oehlschlager is a gentleman already known to Mr. Crampton, | 

and of whom Mr. Crampton and myself had several conversations. I spoke very | 
, favorably of him, and Mr. Crampton advised me to obtain so valuable an assistant. 

es _ Mr. Oehlschlager is a British subject by birth, being a native of Quebec, Lower Canada. 
Speaking German like a native, and French with fluency, the value of his assistance 

: eannot be overestimated. Having, as I have already stated, lost two non-commis- . 
| a sioned officers, and having stationed one officer permanently with Mr. Preston, Ifelé 

| the necessity of more assistance, and knowing no one more competent, I accordingly 
a wrote for him from Cleveland on the 2d June. I remained at Windsor the 12th and 

_ 18th instants, in the expectation of receiving a letter from Barchet, an-1 also antici- 
| : pating the return of Dr. Reuss from Toledo with men. On the morning of the 13th I 

received a letter from Barchet, stating that Chicago was a capital place, and that a 
| great many men might there be obtained, but it would be necessary to forward 

| - [302] them immediately, as *it would be impossible to keep them long together. I 
. , accordingly wrote at once a letter to Mr. Preston, requesting him to send me 

£100 sterling. Before this letter was mailed, I received the folowing dispatch from 
| Mr. Preston: “Send Aschenfeldt back immediately.” Iaccordingly did so, sending the 

: letter I had written by Dr. Aschenfeldt. On the following day Dr. Reuss returned from 
. Toledo, and bringing with him four men, stating at the same time that a number of 

from 80 to 100 men may be obtained alone in Toledo. He also brought very good news | 

, from Sandusky and Monroe. I then received a dispatch from Dr. Aschenfeldt saying, 
ee _“Weall go back; more by letter.” Having collected some eleven men at Windsor, — 

| : besides seven already forwarded from this place to Niagara, and deeming the expedi- | 

- tion from some unknown cause entirely broken up, I telegraphed to Mr. Preston, ask- 
8 ing what I should do with the men. His answer was, ‘Forward men. Recall 

7 Barchet, and return to-morrow.” Not comprehending the whole. business, I deemed it 

oe best to repair at once to Niagara and have the mystery cleared up. Iaccordingly ~ 

| . started the next morning, leaving Mr. Oehlschlager in my place at Windsor. Tar 
rived at Niagara on the morning of the 16th. I was cordially received by Mr. 

a . [303] *Preston, who informed me that, having held several conversations with Major 
Browne, Mr. Wieland, and other gentlemen, he had come to the conclusion that we 

(myself and the officers under my charge) had negiected our duty, and that he had two | 

charges in particular to make against me: Ist. That I had ordered two of my officers 

| to remain on the Canada shore; 2d. That I myself had remained too long inactive at 

| Windsor, Canada West. In consequence, he had deemed it his duty tosend a dispatch 
a to your excellency, acquainting you with said disposition on our parts. That you had” 

Oo replied, directing him to act on his own responsibility. That thus empowered, he had 
- deemed it proper to recall all those employed, and to send them back to Halifax. I in- 

formed Mr. Preston that I would at once comply with the order of your excellency; at 

So the same time I assured him of my opinion as to the unadvised and rash proceedings he . 

' had deemed it proper to adopt, and further expressed my belief in his having been — 
influenced in these measures. by Major Browne, Mr. Wieland particularly, and others, — 

- who.are anxious, to my perfeet knowledge, to obtain commands in the foreign legion. — 
| a While in Niagara town, I saw a dispatch frem this. Mr. Browne to Lieutenant Preston,
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[304] stating *in effect that my letter to Mr. Preston on the 13th instant wasafalse- —_| 
_ hood, and that'there was ho men in Chicago to be sent. The following is, [think, | - 

the wording of the dispatch: ‘The fifty men a myth.” Having some little personal | : 
business in Windsor, and wishing to communicate with Mr. Oehlschlager, I returned es, 
here this morning..* On my arrival, Mr. Oehlschlager informed me that, shortly after 5 
my departure on the 15th instant, a Mr. Browne arrived here from Mr. Preston. He - 
represented himself, ‘or atleast led Mr. Oehlschlager to believe, that he was a major in | 

the British service. Mr{@chischlager,under such a supposition, believing him to be an os 
officer in the British army, and an authorized agent of your excellency’s, immediately Ce 

| gave up. the charge of the post and of the men. Mr. Browne sent the men on to Niag- 
ara that evening, in charge of Dr. Reuss, who left yesterday for Halifax. _ I also found. | 
here a dispatch from Chicago, from aman named Konen, employed by me at that place, 
which fully substantiates the. good news contained in Mr. Barchet’s letter. It reads as 
follows: “‘Come here immediately ; twenty ready; tickets wanted.” _ ac . 
..... Lhave thus far, your excellency, attempted to give a rough outline of what 

. [805] I have done since *my departure from Halifax, and shall now leave it with your- | 
| _ self to judge whether the time has been wantonly thrown away, and whether . , 

I have neglected my duty or not. There have, it is true, been many causes which 
have rendered the expedition less successful.than I had imagined in the offset, but | 2 
over these circumstances I have, as you may judge from the above ‘statement, been | 
able to exercise but little or no control. Besides, your excellency will be pleased to— 
take into consideration that we have not had more than eight or nine working days | 
of real trial. We did not get fully into operation before the 4th or 5th. On the 7th, . 

- Mr. Shuman was withdrawn, by order of- Mr. Preston. Not before the 9th the bills 7 
we had printed were-in our hands and posted. The 10th was Sunday. On the 13th 
the expedition was virtually broken up, Dr. Aschenfeldt recalled, and your excellency 

, in possession of a dispatch to that effect. | . 
_ _'The difficulties under which we had to labor were, in the beginning, very great. In . 

_ the first place, shortly before our arrival, the navigation of the great Jakes was opened, 
~~ and thousands of men who had been idle for months were at once thrown into | : 

[306] employment. A week before Mr. Shuman arrived at Buffalo, *six hundred | : 
/ workingmen had been withdrawn from that place to work on the telegraph 

line through Newfoundland. In short, work was plenty and the weather mild; it is, 
therefore, but little wonder that under such auspicious circumstances we did not suc- 
ceed at once. Then the Americans have, in every city in which we have been, a - 
recruiting officer, where they offered $12. per month and bounty of one hundred and 
sixty acres of land, and besides giving head-money to the runners. Again, a great — | 

. antipathy appears to prevail throughout the United States to British service, and a | . 
strong mistrust of the whole business, from the occurrence relating ‘thereto which — | 
took place in the Eastern cities. These difficulties had to be overcome, and just when - 
we arrived at a point where the prospects began to brighten, and we had tangible : 
hopes of our ultimate success, the whole matter, as far as ourselves: are concerned, is ae 

_ given up, without my being in the slighte$t instance consulted or advised with. From : 
_ certain remarks of this Mr. Browne, Iam led to believe that the conduct of the money . 

‘matters of the expedition has also been called in question. In refutation of any 
[397] such malignant charge, I respectfully beg leave to subjoin my accounts, and *re- , 

quest that those of my officers may be strictly examined. oe ee | 
A few words in relation to the charge made against me by Mr. Preston. The first is oy 

_ simply enough refated by all that part of the above statement which refers tomy _ | / 
orders and instructions to Dr. Aschenfeldt and Mr. Shuman. . Of the second, I have | 
but to observe, that when I started from Halifax I was under the impression that I _ Le 
was given charge of this expedition in the United States, that I had discretionary ae 
power to take up my headquarters where I deemed best, and where I could most read- | 
ily hear from my assistants, and not that my conduct was to be subject to the espion- 

7 _ age and impertinent interference of men of whom I had no knowledge whatever, in. 
connection with this expedition. I refer to Mr. Browne and others. Nor can I con- | 
ceive how Mr, Preston could commit such a gross error as he has done, in breaking up oe 

- this expedition, without stronger and more sufficient reasons. a | oo 
_.. Lhave now to make a few remarks on Mr. Preston’s conduct in connection with this mo 

. business which, however painful it may be, I consider it my duty to your excellency, | 
_<.._ under whose orders I have been engaged in this matter; and to ‘myself. Mr.. 
[308] Preston, in the first place, as early as the 7th instant, *violated the spirit and oo 
__ . . letter of your instructions to me in twoinstances. First, by failing to pay my draft | 

_ sent by Mr. Shuman, and, secondly, by sending Mr. Shuman down to Windsor when I 
_sent him to Albany. In short, I have failed to meet from Mr. Preston that cordial co- : 
operation and friendly assistance which I had hoped for, and on which the success of 
Such an expedition so eminently depends. I feel pleasure, however, in saying that I _ can look upon this failure on the part of Mr. Preston in no other light than asan error. . 

. of judgment, and his being too easily influenced by others. - EE 
With the above statement of the facts of the last month, and which I am ready to 

36 A a | ——
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substantiate at. any moment by the testimony. of my officers and.others, I beg leave to | 
_  gubmit,this.my report to your excellency’s kind consideration. — : 

[have the honor to remain your.excellency’s very obedient servant, _ 
ee - . MAX FRANZ OTTO. STROBEL, 

| - Bo | | 1 5. Captain Foreign Legion. 

| 7 Mr. Remax. Was this paper ever delivered ?—A. It was delivered.to - 
_ _ Mr. Crampton and Sir Gaspard Le Marchant. Se 

| : Mr. VAN DykE. Did Mr. Hertz say anything to yeu in refer- . 

| [809] ence to having advertised in any *paper in Philadelphia ?—A. 
 _-* Yes, sir; the advertisement was.in Mr. Hertz’s office in the news- 

‘ss papers. - | a | 
: — @, Did he. say anything.to. you as to his advertising ?—A. He said he 

was obliged to have it advertised in order.to get men, 
_ _Q, What advertised ?—A, This proclamation. Mr. Hertz sent men to 

_ - the office of the paper to see if it was. advertised. = rn re 
Q. When was that ?—A. I cannot recollect the very date; it was | 

before l went away with my company. ee 
_Q, Do you recollect the advertisement ?—A. Yes, sir; I recollect.the 

: advertisoment. I have seen it-in the paper, but do not recollect the very 
. day. . a oe , 

| Q. What do you know of Mr. Hertz putting this (showing: witness the © 
---- Pennsylvanian containing the advertisement).in the paper ?—A. Mr. 

: ‘Hertz says, “I suppose by this advertisement: we would get. some men.” 
a — Q. Where did you last see Hertz before sailing from Philadelphia with 

| your men ?—A. I saw Mr. Hertz on the boat. He came down in the 
--—-: Morning to the wharf where we sailed from, and it was.at that very mo- 

ment that he gave me the money, $25... | 

[810] *Q. On the boat Delaware, on which you sailed on Sunday morn- 
Ing of March 16,1855?7—A, Yes, sir, ee 

a Q. Will you state to the court and jury whether you recommended to - 
_ Mr. Crampton a certain. Colonel Burgthal ? . — | 

| (Mr. REMAK objeeted.. Objection was sustained.) | | | , 
 -Q. (By Mr."Van Dyxs.) Is there anything else you recollect in.con- 

| nection with Mr. Hertz that you hawe not stated; if there is, state it; 
. any conversations that you had with Mr. Hertz.or Mr. Crampton about _ 

Mr. Hertz being engaged in this business?—A. I remember a conversa-- 
| tion with Crampton about Hertz,.where Crampton said he belieyed—— : 

_- The question and answer were ruled out. : oe 
* | —Q. Do you recollect any conversation Mr. Hertz had with any person | 

| or any. conversation you had with him?—A, [heard many conversations _ 
of Mr. Hertz with other officers who left for Halifax. It was a promise - 
Hertz made to these men in the name of Mr. Howe, and, through Mr. 

_ Howe, in the name of the English government, to give them commissions. 
in the foreign legion if they would go to Halifax, if they were military 

| _ men before, and so on; and when some of them would.express: 
| [311] doubts on the *subject, Mr. Hertz would try.and. prove that. he 

a - had really the power to promise. | 
 Q, Anything else ?—A. I remember there was some money given to - 

the men by Mr. Hertz. | — - | 
| Q. Which men?—A. To the men who enlisted. | Lo 

Q. What was money given them for ?—A. To pay. board to the very 
day they sailed—from the time of enlistment to the time of leaving. _ | 

| - Q. Who paid for the tickets?—A. I suppose Mr. Hertz; I do not 
a know. De oe SO a, 

oo —Q. Who gave the tickets?—-A. Mr. Hertz did. _ | 
| + Q. For the seventy-eight you took?—A. Yes, sir. | oo
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~ « Q; You say you had a hundred in your company; how happened it _ oe 
-. that you only took that number?—A. Afterward. some men were sent | | 

from Philadelphia. cin | : a | | | 

| Q. How did it happen that you first had one hundred men and only a 

took seventy-eight with you ?—A. The other parties came on afterward, od 

and were put to my company as they came on, particularly men from | 

Philadelphia. — | | oo feu | | 
Q. What became of this company ?—A. It sailed on the 8th of August | 

for Portsmouth, England, to equip for its destination. . | | 
- .. Q. (Cards shown witness.) What are these ?—A. These are the 

[312] cards which were given to the *men_ to get a passage on board : 

"the boat. Mr. Hertz got the cards; I do not know where he got | : 
them from. nce ee ae 

. Q. What is that on it?—A. ItisH.. a es | 
Q. Whose signature is i¢?—A. Mr. Hertz. —- oe | 

_ Q,. What is the meaning of N. 8. R. C.7-—A. It means. Nova Scotia 
_. Railroad Company, I suppose. oe ee ee 7 

The ticket was given. in evidence; the following is a copy. | : 

- Q. Did you take these tickets all the way te Nova-Scotia?—A. Every. a 
man had one of those tickets, and they passed him on the boat. = : 

| Cross-examined by Mr. REMAK: | i rn 

Q. Did you go to see Mr. Hertz of your own notion, or did anybedy © 
request. you. to go.and see him ?—A. LE was requested by. Dr. Biell to:see an 
Mr, Hertz; as I had seen Crampton only a few weeks before. - 

_ Q. Did you. know Hertz before that time, before Biell mentioned his. — 

| - Q.. You did not.knew him at al?—A. No, sir. | 
Qs: You-had. already seen Mr. Crampton at the time Biell spoke - 

[313] to you ?—A. Yes, sir; Biell told me Hertz had a letter which *he = 
had shown-him. -. 7 Pm oo 

Mr. RemMAk. Thereis no use saying that; you saw Hertz on the 10th 7 
of March ?—A. Yes, sir. Ce 

_ Q. Where did you see him?—A. At his office, 68 South Third street. olne. 
_ Q, Did.you know. the business of Mr. Hertz?—A. Yes, sir; he was | 
enlisting men for the foreign: service; Mr. Hertz himself said so when — . 
I came up there. - | | oo | 

 Q. Was it not at his office you-said people came in and enlisted, and | 
entered. their names in a book ?—A. Yes, sir. i sO 

_  Q. (Showing book.) Here is the book presented to you; do you swear | | 
that this is the identical book you saw there?—A. Yes, Sir, 

- Qs Were all the names here entered. by the persons, or by whom.?— — 
| A. Not exactly all these names; many of the men signed the names 

_ themselves, and others could not write, and Mr. Hertz or somebody 
wrote down the names. | - as 

| Q. Now, be so good as te deseribe this book; does it contain anything 
but the names and places of residence?—A. It contains the names:of — 
those men, most:of them I took with me as my company to Halifax. _ | 

- Q. And contains the residence of some?—A. Yes, sir, of some. | 
. [314] Q. It contains nothing else ?—*A. It contained at that time the
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| names of several officers willing to go; it contains now but those names’ 
- Q. You say you received money from Mr. Hertz ?—A. Yes, sir. - 

Q. For what purpose?—A. I received money from Mr. Hertz, and 
| was obliged to give him a kind of note, in which I stated I had received | 

oe so much money, and it would be repaid. Oo , | 
| Q. (Showing witness a paper.) Is this paper signed by you ?—A. 

- Yes, sir, a | Oo 
| The paper was read as follows: : 

I received from Mr. Hertz $5.00 on my word of honor. | | 
| 7 | | MAX. O. STROBEL. | 

Mr. Remax. The figures are blotted, and it looks as if it had been 
altered from $5 to $25. | 
WITNESS. The signature is true, but I believe the 25 is false. I act- 

. ually received on my word of honor, from Mr. Hertz, $10, but I never 
Oo remember having given Hertz a receipt for this $25 I received on board 

| the boat; I never remember, but there is a possibility. = Woe 
oe Q. You stated in your examination-in-chief that you received $25 the 
"day you started ?—A. Yes, sir, I received $25 that day. : oo 

QQ You state now you do not remember having given a re- 
[315] ceipt for it?—*A. I donotremember. [acknowledge this signa- 

ture. That might be another note I gave to Hertz stating Lonly — 
received $5. This is my signature. | | | | a 

@. You received $25 on that day, and this paper states in numbers 
2597—A. It states here $25. I do not recollect signing any paper for 
$25. I recollect saying to Mr. Bucknell I received that money. | 

| Judge KANE. Is this material ? , | 
| Mr. RemAK. It is for the purpose of showing that money has been | 

| Ioaned to the witness. | | Se 
- Q. You say you were present when several different men came in at 
different times and signed their names in that book. What were the 

, conversations between Hertz and those persons?—A. The conversation 
was, that he showed the parties the proclamation or advertisement, and — 

| he said there is a foreign legion, as you see, in Halifax, and if you feel 
| able and disposed to enter this foreign legion in Halifax, I will give you 

the means to go to Halifax as a soldier in that legion; that is, if you are | 
willing to go to Halifax and be enlisted for this foreign service. | 

oe ~ Q. Can you swear that Hertz ever said to enlist as a soldier for the 
_.  . foreign service?—A. I can swear that he said he wanted them 

ae [316] *to go Halifax for the purpose of enlisting for British service. 
ee Q. Did he pay anything to them?—A. He paid to several of | 

- them, but not every one; to some of them he paid $1, to some 25 cents, — 
and to some 50 cents. | | / 

en Q. Do you recollect the names of any of the men to whom he gave 25 
a cents ?—A. Tio Purde and several others ; their names are in the list. — | 
-  Q. Were any of those people very poor ?—A. Yes, sir, some of them 

were. ) = | | a 
| - « Q. Did you know that these people were actually in want of food ?— 

A. Not in want of food. _ | : | - 7 
Q. Do you believe that these people had any money at all?—A. I be- 

| lieve they had none. a | 
| ~ Q. Were they not looking out for work ?—A. They had been looking | 

out for work. _ | | | 
| | Q. And could they get it?—A. They said they could, but, as they | 

| were detained, they must be paid. a
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; Q. They could get work, they said ?—A. If they would not be retained. 
| 'Q. Did these people use the word retained ?—A. They said they BS 

| [317] could get work if they were *not kept waiting here doing nothing, = 

and being promised every day that this vessel should sail for os 

.. Pfalifax, -. os I 
- Q. Then these people did not employ the expression retained ?—A. 

Well, they were retained. : ee ir : 

| Mr. Remax. You have to give the conversation exactly as it took place; 

be very strict; what language did these people speak ?—A. In the | 

German. | oo | a a 

—Q. Then they had no idea of the word “ retained ?”—A. We have a : 

word in German that means as much ae ce 

| -Q. What is it?—A. “Angeholten.” — | ae a 

- Mr. Remax. May it please your honor, that word means. detained. _ | 

- Q. Did not these people mean to say that their time was wasted by | 

being unemployed ?—A. No, sir, they said or meant, by saying so, that oh 

their time was taken by Mr. Hertz, , | ce 

| Q. Did not some people come into the office who declined to go to 
Halifax?—A. Not that 1 remember. Some of them came once, but 
never afterward. es 

—- Q, What did Hertz say when they declined, if you recollect 

[318] they did decline ?—*A. I do not remember that any one declined. 

| ~ - @. Did Mr. Hertz offer them anything the moment he spoke 
of going to Halifax?—A. Not at that moment. | So | ‘ 

Q. Mr. Hertz did not offer them anything when he asked them to go 7 

to Halifax ?—A. No, sir. | | oe | 
-Q. Did he actually ask them to go to Halifax ?—A. Yes, sir. 

- Q. Did he not leave it optional? Did,he not represent the matter _ 
 that.they would get employment there ? a co a — 
_ WITNEss. Get employment.in Halifax? | eo le 
- Mr. RemAK. Some employment. — | oe 

| - Witness. No, sir, that could not be, because this advertisement was a 
lying on the table, and for that purpose the men came up. — 

| ~ Q. When the men came in, you say Hertzdid not offer them anything; | 

when they were ready to go to Halifax, what did Hertz say ?—A. Mr. : 

Hertz said, I have a vessel ready for you to startinadayorso, © 
| Q. Did he state for what purpose this vessel would start ?—A. For os 

| - conveying these men to the foreign legion at Halifax. Bo 

[319]  Q. You stated that he gave some of the *men $1, and some Be 
25 cents; tohow many of the men did he give anything at - 

all?—A. It is very difficult to say. / a | 
 Q. Did he give to twenty ?—A. I suppose that is the number. — | 

__ Q. Have you been present every time he gave these men something? > 
=A. Not every time, but he gave to that many in my presence. ee 
~Q. Then you remember that he gave to more than twenty?—A. Not 

to more than twenty. I cannot say that he gave to more than twenty. — | 
_ ~Q,. Then you do not know if he gave to any one else ?—A. No, sir. | | | 

Q. The names you remember mention now.—A. Barrier, Blecher, | 
Brining, Foley, Worrell. | Oo 

| _ (The court here overruled the question.) __ Deg a 
- Q. You stated, in your examination-in-chief, that some of the men re- , 

- ceived money to board ?—A. Yes, sir. me 

QQ. How much did they receive ?—A. I cannot tell whether Hertz gave — 
three shillings or four shillings; to some he gave three, some four, and 
perhaps some a dollar. , | | Oo |
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— - [320]. *Q. Did Mr. Hertz-ever promise you a commission?—A. Yes, 
: ‘sit. | | 

| ‘Q. Where did he promise you ?—A. In his office. 
Q. In whose presence ?—A. In the presence of Mr. Rumberg and 

| Lieutenant Essen. a | | | - | | 
| -Q. Did he show you any authority for doing so?—A. I believed he 

| had, because he made me himself acquainted about the letters -and. 
- orders he had received from the British government, and,I showed him 

_ my letters, although I never saw his letters. He promised meacom-. 
mission. _ | | a oe, / e 
-Q. Did Mr. Hertz.derive any benefit from all the transactions you know 

. of?—A. I cannot tell. | Oo os 
: Q. You remember that you said,in you examination-in-chief, that Mr. 

Hertz said himself that what he had received did not cover expenses 7?— 
| A. At that time. | . . Oe 

, Q. Do you know, from your own knowledge, that Hertz has received, 
| at any other time, any more money ?—A. I cannot swear that Hertz re- | 

_ ceived more money than he expended, but I can swear he received 
money. | a | 

4 @. Then he did not derive any benefit from his business trans- - 
| [321] -actions?—*A. I do not know. - | : 

—  -- +@. As far as you know ?—As far as I know, no; but I cannot 
| see into his business matters, certainly. | a, ee 

| ~Q. Could Mr. Hertz have any direct benefit from the fact-of any of | 
those men going to Halifax?—A. Yes, sir. ~ . = 

-.. @. In what manner ?—A. He would receive $4 for every head... 
| @. Would the $4 come from the man himself ?—A. No, sir; it would - 

be paid by the English government; the man could not pay, but the 
Oo English government paid $4 for every head. | 

| @. Can you say whether any agreement has taken place between 
Hertz and you, or with any of these men with regard to the transaction? 
A. Yes, sir. | et . | 

Q. What was the character of it?—A. The agreement'was, that I take 
| this company to Halifax, and I was introduced to the men of the eom- 

pany as their captain; and I had to bring them up to Halifax. ey : 
| C. Did you derive any benefitfrom this matter? You received money, 

. did you not?—A. I received no money except that necessary to take the 
| ' men to Halifax, and their tickets. - a - ue 
[822]  * You received nomoney ?—A. Nomoney for myself, but money | 

| to take the men there for the government. | | 
| _ Q. You received no money for yourself?—A. No money for myself 

from the government. What I received for doing this was the commis- | 
| sion. | : | 

@. Did you receive from Hertz any money ?—A. I received, as a pri- 
vate matter, $10 from Hertz; but I received $25 to feed the men on the 

| boat. , | | : | | 
Q. Then, Mr. Strobel, had you any direct authority from the English | 

~ government at the time? | . | | 
WITNESS. Direct authority to do what ? an . 

—_ Mr. RemaAxk. Any direct authority at all. I do not care what it is. 
Did you hold any commission?—A. Just the commission as promised — 
by Hertz. | : I 

| Q. You had no commission?—A. I had no commission at that time. | 
a Q. Then you cannot say you was at the time the representative of the ~- 

_ English government or agent of that government ?—A. Certainly I was_
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- §nsomuch an agent that I agreed with the English government to bring _ 3 

men to Halifax. — a Bo | a oo 8 

Q. You considered yourself so?—A. I did not consider, I thought so. | 

Q. When did you agree with the English government ?—* A. | 

[323] So early as the beginning of April, with Mr. Crampton. . 
- Q. Did you agree to take the identical men you started with on 

the 25th: of March ?—A. No, sir, not those men, but any men. | | | 
| Q. Then you had no other authority but what you thought you had 

from Hertz, when you took these men ?—A. Not for bringing these very 
men I named here. | — ot — | : 

Judge Kang. The witness says he had authority from Mr. Cramp- ~ | 

| ton to take such men as should be enlisted, and that it was from Hertz 

‘that he got the directions of the particular persons enlisted and who 
were to be carried on. CC ns | 

Q. Did you make any promise to Hertz in return for the so-called ‘au-. oe 

thority he gave you2—A. Yes, sir eee 
Q. What was the promise?—A. I promised Mr. Hertz that, upon arriv- | 

ing in Halifax, I would state that Mr. Hertz had sent these men, and a 
that he had.a great many more men, and had made arrangements with _ 
parties in New York, but was not:able to send them, and I was to secure 

| him every man he sent from Philadelphia to Halifax. | 
, ~. Q. Did you ever pay to Mr. Hertz afterward anything for the | 
{324] trouble he took to send men to Halifax?—*A.Idid not. | 

_ . QQ. Do yeu know whether anybody else paid Hertz for the | 

trouble he took on that day, or any other time ?—A. I do not know; I oe 

know that Hertz received money for the men in New York. _ 7 
- @. Did you ever see Mr. Crampton in the presence of anybody else?— 

Q. Who was present ?—A. I saw Mr. Crampton in the présenice of Dr. 
Reuss; for instance, Major Boutz, Sergeant Burgit, and Rose, and others; 
I traveled with Crampton and Preston, in company with other gentle- 
men, up to Quebec from Halifax; these instructions were in the hand- 4 
writing of Crampton. oo, 
-Q. I want to know if Hertz ever read those instructions ?—A. I do , 

not know whether Mr. Crampton sent him a copy of them or not. __ a 
Q. Then you do not know whether he had ever any knowledgeof these = 

instructions ?—A. They were written after I left here, and I could, 
therefore, not tell. : oo. - 

£325] *MONDAY’S PROCEEDINGS. | ee 
| | : September 24,1855. , 

HORACE B. MANN, sworn. | , Sn | 

_  ~ - Kxamined by Mr. VAN DYKE: OS | | 

ve Are you engaged in the Pennsylvanian office ?—Answer. 
es, Sir. | , | 
-Q. (Paper shown witness.) Do you know whether that advertisement 

was ordered to be published there ?—A. As regards ordering the adver- | | 
tisement, I do not know anything about, but that is a copyofthe Penn- _ 

_ sylvanian. : SO a | Be 
_ Q. Do you know anything about the discontinuing of it?—A. Yes, sir; | 

it was ordered to be discontinued by Mr. Hertz; I discontinued it at | 
| his order. - . 7 | | , 

Q. Is that the receipt for the advertisement ?—A. That is the receipt 
for the payment of that.advertisement; Mr. Magill is the person who re-
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ceived the advertisement; the paper in which it-appears was published 
March 16, and the receipt is dated March 15. 

| _ [826] * The receipt was here read in evidence as follows: | a 

oe 7 | | : - PHILADELPHIA, March 15, 1855. — 
* . Lieutenant-Governor of Nova Scotia— : : co 

| -. To advertising in the Pennsylvanian, | ee ee 
. . 2 squares for one Month... 22. 2. ee eee ee cee ee cee eee eee cece ce BO 00 - 

—_ _ Received. payment, for the proprietor, — | | 
7 So oe an | WM. MAGILL. © 

Max F. O. STROBEL, recalled. © | —— | , 

| | Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE: | | | 7 
| Question. You have been sworn ?—Answer. Yes, sir. . a 

oe QQ. You are acquainted with the handwriting of Mr. Howe?—A. I 
| | have seen it. _ Oe oe | 

Q. What position did he hold in March and February, 1855?—A. He 
| | was the general agent of the British government in the States for this | 
mo recruiting, = - | | on | a 

| | __Q. (Paper shown witness.) ‘Will you look at that paper and say 
1 whether it is in his handwriting?—A. I believe it is Mr. Howe’s hand- 

a writing; I have seen him write. _ | cosa a 
: ‘Phe paper was here read in evidence, Mr. Van Dyke stating it was.the 

| original of the advertisement which appeared in the papers in regard to — 
a _ this matter. Itisasfollows: = | : | 

| | The’ lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia is empowered by Her Britannic Maj- | | 
«£3827 ~esty’s government to *raise any number of men which may be required toserve’ 

in the foreign legion. | | ( 
7 Depots are established at Halifax, and all able-bodied men, between the ages of 

twenty and thirty-five, who may present themselves, will be enlisted. | 
- The terms of service will be.three or five years. 

| Officers who have seen service are eligible for commissions. we 
-  . ss Surgeons speaking the continental languages, or some of them, will be required.. 

' Pensions or gratuities for wounds or eminent services in the field will also be given. » 
On the expiration of the term for which they enlist, the troops will be sent to their 

native countries or to America. _ . a a 

a - Q. You said you are acquainted with Mr. Crampton’s handwriting ?— | 
A. Yes, sir, | a ; 

— . (Paper shown.) ‘Is that his writing ?—A. That is Mr. Crampton’s | 
| handwriting. | | oe _ BS 

| _. Q. (By Mr. CuYLER.) You have seen him write, you say ?—A. Yes, 
SIR | | | — | a , 
The paper was here read in evidence, as follows: =| | 

| : Oo | 7 So - SaTURDAY, January 27, 1855. 

Srr: I should be happy to see you at any time you may choose to call, to-day or te- 
| morrow. | : | | | : | 

| I am, sir, your most obedient servant, = , 
a 7 | JOHN F. CRAMPTON. ' 

| | Mr. Hertz. | | 

oS [328] | a [*Envelope.] | a 

| 2 | a ,s Mr. Hertz, | | 

7 | / 4 F.C. Willard’s, | .
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*- Q. (Another paper shown.) Is that also in Mr. Crampton’s hand 2 
 writing?—A. Yes, sir, that is Mr. Crampton’s handwriting. aa, 

| The paper, which was read, is as follows: _ mre | ey 

. ea, a — WASHINGTON, February 4, 1855. 
| Sir: With reference to our late conversation, I am now enabled to give you some | 

more definite information on the subject to which it related. oe . 
. * Tam, sir, your obedient servant, — | _ | ; | 

| a | JOHN F. CRAMPTON. . 

_H. Hertz, Esq. | | os 
a es . _ [Envelope.] J | . 

| Paid) J.F.CG. | | So 
or | Washington, ~ H. Hertz, Esq, — . , oe | o | 

| February 4, | 424 North Twelfth street, OE ae : 

a - DG © | | Philadelphia. : | 

~ Q,. Do you know Mr. Wilkins’s handwriting ?—A. Yes, sir. | | 
Q. Is he provincial secretary 7—A. Yes, sir. 

_ Q. (Paper shown witness.) Is that his writing ?—A. It is. I have — 
seen him write; that is his signature on the back of it. | 

Q. Do you know whether Hertz was in Halifax in June?—A. Yes, sir, | 
he was in Halifax in June. | | a - 

[829]  Q. Doyou recollect the day 7—*A. I cannot recollect what day; oe 
Oo it was in the beginning of the month. ee | 

 Q. In whose handwriting is the direction on the envelope ?—A. I be- | 
lieve it is Wilkins’s too. - | 7 . : 
_ The paper, with envelope, was read in evidence as follows: 

ee ere | bo PROVINCIAL SECRETARY’S OFFICE, - 7 7 
enh | | oo June 11, 1855. - 

| Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of this date, and am commanded by his excel- 
lency Sir Gaspard Le Marchant to inform you that, in reference tothe claim ad- ~ 
vanced in your communication, Mr. Howe, previous to his departure for England, dis- - 

~ tinctly stated to his excellency that the moneys which you had received on account 
more than canceled any claim that you might prefer. oe, | - 

Any instructions given to Mr. Howe by Sir Gaspard will speak for themselves, while © 
Mr. Howe will best account for his own acts on his return from England. : 
~. In his absence, nothing can possibly be done by Sir Gaspard in relation to yourselt.. 

You must consider this a final answer, given by his excellency’s command. : 
_ I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant, | 

| | LEWIS M. WILKINS. | 
. Mr. H. Hertz. ee . 

330] *1Envelope.] oe - 7 

Be | - £On Her Majesty’s service. ] a 

. ne Mr. H. HERTz, . | 

- | | - Provincial Secretary’s Office. pe 

| — -Q. Are you acquainted with the British secretary of legation ?—A. | 
Yes, sir; I have seen him. | | So 

Q. Do you know his handwriting ?—A. I have seen his writing, but 
_ hever saw him write. I never had any conversation with Mr. Lumley.
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- Talways addressed my letters to Mr. Crampton or Mr. Lumley. Inever = 
received any replies from Mr. Lumley. - eS 

ye __ The defendant’s counsel admit the paper to be in the handwriting of 
a Mr. Lumley, and it is read in evidence as follows: | , - : 

| a oO | WASHINGTON, May 31,1855. 
Sir: In the absence of Mr. Crampton, I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of your 

7 letter of the 20th instant. Although I am not aware that I have had the advantage of 
ae making your avquaintance, I beg to inform you, as secretary of H. M. legation, that no 

| charge against you of the nature to which you refer has been made tome. Itis, there- | 
fore, superfluous to add that I have never expressed the opinion reported to you as 

. having been used by me. | | | oe . 
: I am, sir, your most obedient servant, — ee 

. . | : T. SAVILLE LUMLEY. 

331] *(Envelope.] _ | . 

| Paid T. 8. L. | — - | 
. Washington, _ Henry HERTZ, | po | 

| | May 31,1855. 424 N. Twelfth steet, below Coates. | 

| | | D.C. Philadelphia, Pa. | an 

Q. Did you know the vice-consul at New York ?—A. Yes, sir, 
- Q. What is his name?—A. Mr. Stanley. OO 

_ Q. Do you know his writing ?—-A. Yes, sir; I have seen him write. 
a ___ Q. (Letter shown witness.) Is that a letter of Mr. Stanley’s ?~A. 

| Yes, sir. | ee ae core oe 
| The letter and envelope was read in evidence as follows: | 

| | 7 New Yorx, June 19, 1855. 
a Str: I am obliged to you for the cutting from the newspaper which you forwarded 

| _ with the note of the 17th, both being received by me yesterday. Idonotunderstandthe | 
_ #pirit evinced by the writer of the newspaper paragraph. Iam not yet aware of any 

United States laws being broken in the matter to which he has reference, and have not 
the slightest interest therein. = | | ke eg ee Ae 
Regarding your claim against the Nova Scotia government, I have not received any 

communication from that quarter, as you led me to expect would be the case. ‘As I 
anformed you when in thé city, it is not possible that I should be acquainted with the 

: | , ‘Subject; but, if so ordered, I shall be happy to remit you the amount. 
[382] _I have seen Mr. Mathew, who happened. to be in New *York, being in hopes 

/ that I might procure through him some information which would aid you in this 
| matter, but being unsuccessful in. obtaining any, it is utterly out of my power to for- | 

oO ward your views. ce | nn | 
| Remaining your obedient servant, Be , 

| - | oo C. H. STANLEY. 
Lot . [Envelope. ] SS . 

So, New York, Mr. H. Hertz, - oo . an 

fo June 424 North 12th street, Oo 

| | 19° | Philadelphia. a a 

" _ Q. (A card here shown witness.) Do you recollect that card ?—A. 

Q. It is written in what language?—A. In German, 
__Q. Do you know whose writing it is in?—A. It is a ecard written by 

: Mr. Benas, at the request of Mr. Hertz, 
Q. Who was Mr. Benas?—A. He was at that time with Mr. Hertz.:
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I do not know Mr. Benas himself. He was with Mr. Hertz,and this = = 
was brought to me by a man who came up to Halifax and enlisted in a 
my company. : | co re : 

| Q. Did he go with you?—A. No, sir, he-was sent to my company at 
Halifax, by Mr. Hertz, and ‘he brought this card to me, recommending | 
this man ‘to me as secretary of a company. . | oe 

@. This man was enlisted in your company 7—A. Yes, sir... Do, 
, Q. Before you left?—A. No, sir ss Be 

[333] _*Q. He came on after the company left here, then?—A. Yes, 
| Sire | 3 | | : 

— Q. (By Mr. CuYLER.) Did you see this card written ?—A. I could : 
- not have seen it because I was in Halifax, and this man brought it up , | 

_ there. | Te - Z oy 
—. Q. Do you know Mr. Benas who signs it ?—A. I know him now; I | 

did not know him at that time. | . es | 
Q. Are you familiar with his writing ?—A. I never saw him writing, 

and cannot say of my own knowledge that this card is in his writing, 
but it was brought to me from this very man. : | 

| (Mr. Cuyler objected to the reading of the card in evidence.) 
It was shown to the jury, but, as it was in German, few read it. . 

We present a translation: | oe 
_ [recommend to you the bearer of this card, Mr. Sporer, an excellent and perfect pen- 
man. If it lies in your power to obtain for him a position as clerk in your company, 
you will thereby greatly serve me. 

| M. BENAS. : . 
By request of H. Hertz. - | | : | | 

Q. Do you know Turnbull ?—A. Yes, sir. oo en . 
Q. What was he in Jane, 1855 ?—A. He was at that time an agent for . 

Mr. Crampton. | - : | | OF | 
Q. Where is he located ?—A. He was sent to the West, to Cincinnati, 

to aid Colonel Korponay. _ oe - | a 
| [334] *Q. (Letter shown to witness.) Is that his letter to you?—A. 

: That is Mr. Turnbull’s letter to me from Cincinnati. , 
Mr. Van Dyke offered the letter in evidence. | 
(Mr. Cuyler objected. The objection was sustained, and the letter — 

ruled out.) — | ne OC 

CHARLES RUMBERG sworn. _ 

| Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE: | | | | 

Question. What is your business?—Answer. I have been editor of _ 
the Philadelphia German Democrat, and I am now editor of a German | 
paper at Pottsville, and co-editor of the Adopted American here. = . 
| Q. Will you state whether you have ever been inthe army ?—A. Yes, 

- gir, [ have been in the army of several German states. I have been | : 
captain. I came to this country nine years ago. a 7 

- @. State whether you ever saw Mr. Crampton?—A. I have not seen 
Mr. Crampton; I have seen Mr. Matthews. 

@. Will you state what took place between you and Matthews—A. _ 
After having read the proclamation and resolution of the British gov- — . 
ernment for enlisting able-bodied men for the ‘‘ foreign legion ?” a 

‘ @. That is the one passed in Parliament ?—A. Yes, sir; asking for. 
recruiting able-bodied men for the “foreign legion.” I went to Mr. - 

Matthews, and said to him that I could.enlist from four hundred 
- {335] *to five hundred men. Well, I made no arrangements in relation 

| — . to the enlistment with Mr. Matthew, but I gave him a letter to. 
the British minister of foreign affairs in London, and he told me he oe 
would transmit it there. ) | |
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a QQ. How long after that, did you see Mr. Howe ?—A. Six or eight 
| weeks after that. , | | | 
a _ Q. Where did you first see him ?—A. He came to my office on Third 

| street, and asked me to agree with him as to the terms for enlisting men 
os for this legion, and I replied to him that I would come on another day 

| to see him for the arrangement of that matter. I went to him and met 
there Mr. Hertz. a Oc : - 

a Q. Where at ?—A. Jones’s Hotel. - | | ta 
_Q. What took place there ?—A. After having some conversation with 

him, I considered it too hazardous and dangerous to go in thatconcern, 
and then I retired. I declined to engage. a, : 

_Q. Did you see him afterward ?—A. Yes, sir; but at that time Mr. 
| Howe promised to give me a commission in the “ legion.” Co 
 - Q. “Was Mr. Hertz present at that time?—A. Mr. Hertz was present _ 

| at that time. , | ° re 
(). What else did he say to you?—A. That wasall. © re 
q. What inducement did he hold out to you in order to get you to 

OE go into this business ?—A. I did not know at that time precisely 
[336] that *the laws of the United States forbid the recruiting, and not 

believing that it was against the law, I would have gone into it, 
| but after having consulted with many of my friends, I came to the res- | 

| olution to decline. | | i: ae oo 
~ Q. Did you see him afterward ?—A. No, I did not see him after that. 
(The original draught of the proclamation which Mr. Strobel testified 

| was the handwriting of Mr. Howe and is given above—see page 326 for 
_ this paper—was here shown the witness, and the question was asked him 

| whether he had ever seen it? He answered, I have seen that paper 
. before; I have translated it, and it has been inserted in the Philadelphia | 

, Democrat, German Democrat, and Free Press. cs 
| Q. Who asked you to translate and insert it?—A. Mr. Hertz. 7 | 

ne Q. Did you ever go to Mr. Hertz’s office ?—A. I have been to it once. 
oe or twice; it was only to see what was going. on. | 

Q. Did you ever go to collect money for his advertisement ?—A. No, 
sir; I think Mr. Murris, the clerk, did that. | | - 

| _ Q. What was going on there when you went there ?—<A. I have seen | 
| oo - there many men, but it was not my business to look at it. 

[337] Q. Did you ever ask Hertz, or did he ever tell *you, without 
7 being asked, how many men he sent to Halifax?—A. Yes,sir;he 
. . told me he sent 100 or so on to Halifax. — _ 

| ~ Q. Did he say what he sent them for?—A. No. : | - 
Q. Did he tell you who took them ?—A. It was only in a conversation | 

‘ in the street, and I was not particular. | - 
- Q. Did he ever say anything to you in reference to your going there 

yourself to take the command ?—A. Yes, sir; he has told me to go, and 
I have replied that I would not. : oe 

| Q. How often did you see Hertz in the presence of Howe ?—A. I be- 
lieve twice. | : | | 

@. When was the second time ?—A. That was when I declined. 
, Q. Was Mr. Hertz with Howe when you saw him at your office 7—A. | 

No, sir; there was nobody with him.  — se . 
Q. You only saw him then once at your office and once in the presence 

of Mr. Hertz, at Jones’s Hotel?—A. Yes, sir. . cae | 

_ Cross-examination by Mr. REMAK : Oo 7 

a —  Q. Did you not know Hertz before Howe introduced him?—A. Yes, 
sir; | have spoken to him. - a |
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[338] Q. You have stated that at first you were *inclined to go into — os 
"this matter. Did not vou write in your paper articles in favor of ee 

. the “foreign legation?”—A. No, sir, | co : cates 

Q. Did not your paper contain such articles ?—A. I believe not. | 7 
Q. Do you not remember that the democratic paper, at whose head — 

you were at the time, had articles against it ?—A. I believe it had articles | 
against it. — oo | | os | a i : 
_Q. And was not you yourself in favor of this “foreign league?”’—A. : 

No, sir, I was not in favor of it. BS oe ee : 
_ Q. Did you not induce Hertz to putin that advertisement ?—A. No, a 

sir; he desired me. I translated it. — | a | a | 
| Q. Did you not go to Mr. Howe, in order to induce him to do some- 

thing in relation to this translation ?—A. Not to my recollection; nothing _ . 
ef the kind. Oe a po : a 

| ~ Mr. Van Dyke here showed witness. an advertisement ina German | | 
paper, and asked him whether it was a translation of the original paper , _ | 
which was handed him ?—A. It is the translation. _ | | | - 

| Q. You put that in at whose. request ?—A. For a month, I think. | | 
[339] =. Who asked you to publish it?—*A. I published it at the 

. request of Mr. Hertz. 
—Q. (By Mr. CuYLER.) Where did he, Hertz, ask you to translate it?— : 

| A. He asked me to translate it, and insert it in our paper. 
Q. (By Mr. CUYLER.) At what place did he ask you that ?—A. I 

~ remember not, but I believe it was in his office. | | 
- Mr. CUYLER. You are perfectly sure that Hertz asked you?—A. I = 
am sure Hertz asked me to translate it, and insert it in the Free Press 
and Philadelphia Democrat. re oo a 
~ Mr. Cuvier. Did Hertz personally himself ask you?—A. Yes, sin 
Mr. Van Dyke here gave in evidence the German translation of the 

original proclamation, as published in the German papers of this city. : 
The original can be found in Strobel’s testimony, on page 326. | 

THOMAS L. BUCKNELL sworn, 

Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE: | 

7 Question. Will you stateto the court and jury all youknowofthis — | 
[340] matter ?—Answer. Well, onthe 18th of March it was I *heard that : 

the Hon. Joseph Howe, who was either president or director of the _ 
- yailroads in the province, was in New York, and I went on in the 5 o’clock | 

train. I wished to see the procession of the 17th of March, “Saint =| 
Patrick’s day,” and I thought I might see both together. I saw him at a 
half past 11 o’clock on the 16th, at Delmonico’s Hotel. I spoke to him | 
of what I had visited New York for, and he told me would see me again, | 

| and see what he could do about giving me employment as civil engineer. 
He said, You can be of use to me in one or two matters while in the city ; | 
he gave me some ten sovereigns, I think, to go to. bank to get changed 

'  jnto American money, and buy some stationery. Well, I bought the | 
stationery, and got the money changed, and went back and gave the | 
money up, and that was the last I saw of him on that day. Onthel7th, _ , 
I called again, and he asked me to dine with him; I dined with hin ~~ * 

. about half past 4, and showed him my testimonials from different engi- | ) 
neers. Two or three gentlemen came in while at dinner, and the con- | | 
versation stopped about what he could do for me. I do not think I saw | 

~ him then until Monday, and he asked me, if in the course of my 
[341] -walks *through the city I would call for him at the Metropolitan =| 

Hotel, and see if there were any letters for him. I called there,
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and: got two letters and -brought them to him; he had gone out forthe — 
evening, and I left them with the book-keeper; I forget: now whether I _ 

| sent them up to his room or left them. with:the book-keeper; I called: 
next day, I think it was.on Tuesday, and he asked: me whether I would 
like-to.go.on to Philadelphia and Washington; I said it was.all-the same 

. -_  to:me where I go, for I have nothing else to do; so he gave me a parcel 
a tied up—I don’t know whether it was directed or not—to leave with 

- @ Iman by the name of Hertz, at No. 68 South Third street, Phila- 
| delphia; I brought the parcel on, and called next: morning’ at Ne. 65. . 

_ South Third street, and asked if there:was a man by the name of Hertz, 
there; there was a small-sized man in the room, and he said that Mr. _ 
Hertz was in: the next room, and:he would call him; he called him, and | 

: he came out: and said, I: am. Hertz; L then said, the Hon. Joseph Howe | 
| directed me to leave this with you, and you will please give me a re- 

| eeipt: for it; I then left the parcel. That was all the conversation. I. 
oe had with. him, on: that: occasion; I left his office, and went with 

7 [342] *some printed or sealed: documents to Washington. 
os QQ, From. him.?-—No, sir; from Howe. Idid not get any answer 

| to those; I came back again. The sealed: documents were directed to Mr.. 
7 Crampton: He, Mr. Crampton, asked me when I left New York. Itold _ 

| him about leaving this parcel at Hertz’s, and he told me he would recom- | 
| mend me to call back that: way and getit again. _ | | | 

| —  Q, You are sure. it was him?-—A. Yes, sir;.l:am-certain., Hetoldme _ 
| to call that way again. I called at Hertz’s. office on. my way back, and — 

| - gave him the: receipt I had taken for the papers, and took away the 
- papers I had left at his office. That was. the last I saw of Hertz. until I 

: saw him at the office. © ©) | | | 
- Q, What papers were they?—They are the printed circulars that 
eame from Halifax; the circulars with the British coat of arms upon it. 

_ Judge KANE. The. witness spoke of that as an inclosed pareel. - 
_ Wirness. There was no cover on it; there was only a piece of twine 

| 7 around the parcel, and I could see what they were. I took them 
_.- [343] “when I came back, and rolled them up myself, *and brought them 

back to New York. (Circular shown. witness.with the British — 
| coat of arms upon it, a copy of which is already published. See copy — 

en page 15.) That is the cireular I saw. _ Oo oe i 
|  Q You. went back to New York after that?—A. Yes, sir. 

| Qs Did-you- see Howe?—A. Yes, sir, — a | . 
: — Qs Were-you there when Mr. Strobel. came ?—A. Yes, sir; I saw Mr. : 

Strebel. | Po a ea | | | | | 
| -Q. Did: you give him any money-2—A. No, sir;-not to Mr. Strobel. 

| At: the request of Mr. Howe, I gave $100'to Mr. Hertz. | | 
QQ: To Mr. Strebel and him: together ?—A. Yes, sir. | oe 

|  Q. Atthe Astor- House ?—A. No, sir; at Delmonico’s. 
QQ» What-did Hertz do with the money?—A. I do not much mind... — 
Q. Did:you see what he did -with it?--A. I saw him: get-a receipt:for 

| part‘of it-from.Mr: Strobel; I believe it was $80. | - 
Q. Did you see the men that: Strobel:had: there ?—-A. No, sir. 

> MAGNUS BENAS affirmed. | ne ae 

| . . Examined. by Mr, Van. DYKE: a 
{844}  *Question.. Where.do you live?—Answer.. No. 218 North Fourth 

, mo street.. My business is poeket-book making. 1 know Hertz. 
' —-« Q:. State. what you. saw in: reference to. these.enlistments—A. I got — 

agquainted. with Hertz about eight days before:he was:arrested. I was -
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- down. at the wharf as the. steamer Sanford: left;;and I was in his office oe 
on the same day and afterward: I got: in his.employ about a week 

afterward. oe ee 
-Q. You got.in Hertz’s office?—A. Yes, sir; in. Mr. Hertz’s.employ. | 
Q. About eight days before he was arrested:?—A.. No, sir; after he | 

was arrested; about the 2d of April, re : 
Q. Still in the same office?—-A. Yes, sir, Be | 

| Q. Wel, then, what did he engage you for?—A. Well, for transacting _ 
| his business. It was a commission office. | ern 

Q. Did you. write that card: to Halifax at his request?—A. I wrote _ 
that card on my own account. It was for an acquaintance of mine,and | 

| I wrote it on my own account.. Be Oo oe | 
[345] _Q. Do you know anything about the office *for recruiting, and _ | 

Mr. Hertz’s connection with it?—A. Well, I heard something, 
but I did not know anything before. | ee | 

~ Q. Did he tell you anything about the office kept. by the Baron, Von | 
Schwatzenhorn? State what you know about Hertz engaging Von 
Schwatzenhorn.—A. There was. a conversation between the Baron Von | 
Schwatzenhorn and Hertz, © © | oO _ 
._ By Mr. Cuvier, In your presence ?—A. Yes, sir; they. met at 68 | 
South Third street, and: agreed’ that Von Schwatzenhorn should see to 
getting the men, and Hertz procured the vessels to bring them to Hali- 
fax, and accordingly Hertz sent me at different times to the office of the 

| English consul to inquire about vessels loading for Halifax, merchant- 
vessels, mostly schooners. 

QQ. That was for the men whom Baron Von Schwatzénhorn. was get- — | 
ting?—A. Yes, sir. Iwas. about four or five times in the office,and — | 
about five vessels; two of the vessels I recollect the names of; they were © 7 
the Gold Hunter and Boneita. : oe ce So . 
a ~Q. Were men sent in these vessels?—A. Yes, sir; they were © 
[346] sailing-vessels, direct.*for Halifax. oT | 

Oo @. Were they English vessels?—A. Yes, sir, I guess so; I do 
_ not know sure. | . co | 

_Q. Did you see any of the vessels ?—A. Yes, sir, I saw them all. 
_ Q. Did you.see. the names of any of them?—A. Yes, sir, I told you. | 

~ Q. Where did they hail from ?—A. I do not. know. , | | 
_  Q. How many men.did.you-ever see off in a vessel ?—A. I saw them 

| off, once four men and another time six, but never more than six were oe 
. in one vessel. - oS | 

- Q. What was the character of these vessels ?—A. They were schoon- | 
. ers. » | | | 

Q. Was it at the request of Hertz that you went:to. the British’ con- : 
sul’s to know when merchant-vessels were going to sail, for the purpose | 

of sending the men Baron Von Schwatzenhorn had engaged-?—A. Yes, : 
| sin | oe 

_Q. Where did the Baron Von.Sehwatzenhorn keep -his offiee ?—A. He- 
' lived at the corner. of Fourth and Brown. | - a 

[S47]. Q. This was after the arrest.of Hertz ?—*A. Yes, sir, it was. 
7 .  . Do you know at whose request the baron commenced: to 

: engage men ?—A: I do not know. | , ‘ 
Q; (Card-shown. witness, a translation of whichis published at-bottom 

of page 333, ante.) Look at the bottom of that card, and sayif:youhave 
- not stated-at whose request you.wrote it.—A. I-did it-of my ownaccord,. | 

| ansl MrEake that down to.let Mr. Strobel: know that I was in the employ — 
of Hertz. de Se _ - pe . .
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—. Q. Is it not written at the request of Mr. Hertz, at the bottom ?—A. I 
| wrote it.so, but it was on my own account. -- : a 

: —  Q. Do you know Schuminski?—A. Yes, sir, ] saw him. He was not 
engaged at the request of Mr. Hertz, but of the Baron Von Schwatzen- 

oe ‘horn. He was with the baron. | | a 
ee Q. They acted together?—A. Yes, sir. en 

Q. Do you know how many men the baron got altogether ?7—A.: No, 
sir, I do not know; I guess about twenty or twenty-six; I cannot tell for | 

sure. | . 7 EN 
| [348] Q. Did Hertz ever tell you how many *men he sent altogether? _ 

A NO, SIR : ae So | 

_ .  Crogs-examined by Mr. REMAK: - Oe 

: Q. Mr. Baron Von Schwatzenhorn was not requested, then, by Mr. | 

_ Hertz to send men?—A. No, sir. _ . oh e 
, Q. Do you know Winsor and other gentlemen who procured the ves- : 

‘ gels 3—A. I do not know anything about it. cpap hh 
- Q.. Was Mr. Hertz exactly in the position of Winsor and other gen- 
tlemen who had vessels at their disposal ?—A. Ido not know; Mr. Hertz 

oe sent me to the English consul to inquire about vessels loading for Hali- | 
7 fax; that is allI know. I. know they were for sending the men to Hali:. 

| fax that the Baron Von Schwatzenhorn procured. | 
| Q. Did you not know that the baron was indicted in this court ?—A. 

Yes, sir, I knew that. | Be oo 

| | By Mr. VAN DYKE: a ae a oe 

— ~Q. Do you know where he is now ?—A. In Halifax. | a | 
|  - Q, What is he doing?—A. J donot know. ~~ OB 

| CHARLES BENGTHAL sworn. | oo re 

| | This witness was a German, who could not speak English, 
[349] .*and Mr. Theodore H. Oehlschlager was sworn as interpreter. 

. Examined by Mr. Van Dykz: me | | , 
| -. Question. Where are you from?—Answer. From Vienna = | 

- Q. In what service have you been?—A. Military, © | he! 
_Q. In what military service ?—A. The Austrian. ae 

| Q. What official position did you hold?—A. I was a major and 
lieutenant-colonel in the engineer service. | a 

i, ~Q. When did you come to this country ?—A. The 28th of September, 
1848. | | Fe, 

. ~@. Where had you been located with your command before youcame _ 
: here ?—A. In Hungary. | | | Be Be 

 Q. At what place?—A. At Komorn, | = : 
- Q. Did you, at any time, see Mr. Crampton in reference to recruiting 

| | for the British government?—A. Yes, sir. | es 
| -Q. State when you first saw him, and how you happened to go to 

gee him ?—A. I was engaged as superintendent on the Panama ; 
| [350] Railroad, but being sick, *returned to the United States and _ 

ee went to see Mr. Marcy and Mr. Cushing and other gentlemen, | 
: | and when in Washington became acquainted with Captain Strobel. 

| I knew Mr. Strobel previous to this, five years before.- Mr. Strobel 
' informed me that Mr. Crampton was seeking officers for this business.  - 

| In the end of February I went out with Mr. Strobel to see Mr. Crampton ; 
. — Twent to Mr. Crampton’s with Mr. Strobel; he was not at home; he ~ 

was at a dinner party at Mr. Marcy’s; I left my card there, and went to.
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Baltimore to my family. Four or five days afterward I received a tele- - 
’ graphic dispatch from Mr. Crampton, requesting me to return to Wash- _ | 
ington; the next day I did so. Jl went over there, and was with Mr. ae 

| Crampton, and held a conversation of over an hour with him, relative | 
_ to this recruiting business. He made mea proposition, requesting meto | 

enter the regiment as colonel. I observed to him, that I would not | 
enter the service unless there was a perfect security as to my getting a | 
commission, as I did not wish again to enter the service of a despotic : 
power. | | oe : oe 

; Q. What do you mean by “perfect security?”—A. I mean acom- _ , 
mission from the Queen, as no one else was able to give a commis- os 

~ gion. | | 
[351] *Q. What else occurred ?—A. Then I came to Philadelphia ~ 

in the beginning of March, and saw Strobel here; I also made 3 
the acquaintance of Mr. Hertz. About the 10th or 12th of March, Mr. 
Howe eame here and visited me. 7 So an : 

Q. Did Mr. Howe eall on you of his own accord ?—-A. He looked for _ _ 
me and visited me of his own accord, having heard from Mr. Rumberg | 
that I was here. , | | | Lo 

Q. State the conversation between Mr. Howe and you.—A. He 
made the same proposition. He stated that he had officers here, a 

- in Baltimore, in New York, in Chicago, and in different parts of the 
country. He then told me that he would obtain for me a commis- 
sion; that he had authority from Mr. Crampton soto do. I refused the 
offer, having other employment here at the time. Afterward, Mr. Howe 

‘ visited me with two or three other gentlemen, and invited me to Jones’s ae 
Hotel. I went to him and dined with him and these other gentlemen. 
Il informed him at dinner of my opinion in relation to. this recruiting 

_ business; that it had been forbidden in the United States. He 
-.  [352) *showed me twe placards, one in German and the otherin En- | _ 

_ glish, and also a journey-card and ticket, and told me that he did. | 
not think he could ‘be laid hold of in the matter. 

Mr. Remax. He said that he felt certain that nothing could be done 
to him?—-A. That nothing could be done against him in the United. a 
States. He also requested me, if I came to New York, to visit him at 

- Delmonico’s Hotel. I went there, but did not meddle any further | 
in the matter, nor go to see him. | 

Q. Did you, at any time, see Mr. Hertz, or have any conversation with a 
him?—A. I saw Mr. Hertz very often when I-came to see Mr. Strobel. oo 

~ Q. Where at ?—A. Mr. Hertz’s office in Third street. | | | } 
| -Q. What was he doing?—A. I do not know; he was writing; people a 

came there for him; they came to see him. fos oo 
Q. Did Hertz have any conversation with you?—A. I said nothing _ 

to him; I simply saluted him. | . | - 
Q. Had he any conversation with you in reference to recruiting oo 

men ?—A. Yes, sir; [I think he spoke of it. © Os 
-«[853] .  *Q. What did he say?—A. He said that he sent people to 
-- Halifax, but not for military service; that he had a commission | 
to do so. | | | | 7 

Q. What did he send them for ?—A. I had my opinions as to why oY 
they were sent there, but I did not tell him, nor did he tell me. | 

WILLIAM BUDD sworn, 7 cet a oo 

-. _ Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE: | Oo 
Question.—Are you acquainted with Mr. Hertz ?—Answer. Since the Oo 

¢ 13th of March. — 7 | | | 

oT A | | : |
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, . Q. Where were you made acquainted with him ?—A. I was intro- | 
-  dueed to him as the agent in this city for the recruiting for the foreign 

legion. , | | 
| . Q. State what took place. oe — 

- Judge KANE. What was the character of the introduction ? . 
: . "WrrNEss. He was introduced to me as the agent, by my friend, Mr. 

| Strobel. We went down there one morning, and after some prelimi- 
nary conversation between Hertz and Strobel, he introduced me to him. 

a _ ». Strobel remained in the outside room, and he asked me whether I 
| [354] would go to Halifax; he said that. he was agent *of the foreign 

| | legion, and asked me whether I had called. to receive informa- 
tion about it. I told him I had. He then told me that commissions | 

a were to be issued for men, who would go on there, and he supposed 
that I would get one. I then gave him.my address, and he requested 

a me to eall again, and he would let me know when the first expedition 
started; to step in every day and see. him, and see what was going on. 
I did so. He engaged me to go on there, for the purpose of obtaining — 

- @ commission. | i | | — 
 —- Q. «State the conversation fully, that occurred between him and you, 

| | in reference to your going there.—A. Well, we had a great many con- 
oO versations ; almost every day we talked about it.. . | Oo 

7 Q. When did you first agree with him to go to Halifax for the purpose - 
| of obtaining a commission? State the conversation that then took 

| place.—A. I did not agree on the first interview; I told him I would think _ 
| | about it. | | . . oO | 

Q. What did he say at that interview ?—A. He promised me acom- , 
Mission. a | | , : | 

oo | Q. Did he ask you to go with that view ?—A. Yes, sir, he did. 
. [355]  Q. And you told him you would think *about it?—A. Yes, sir. | 

oo Q. What next took place ?—A. After two or three days he asked 
 meif I had made up my mind; I told him yes, I would go to Halifax and 
see what took place when I got there. He then intended to send me | 

| | with Captain Strobel, but I concluded not to go; there was not men 
——- gneugh going, and I preferred to hear from him and hear-how he goton | 

when he got there. It was on a Sunday when he started, and I did not | 
go with him. | fo Be oe 

| _ Q. What did you do from the Sunday up to the time you started ?— | 
A. On Monday Hertz was in New York. | ae 

s Q. Who had charge of the office while he was gone to New York }— 
. A. Bosschart and myself were there, and we took several personsdown | 

whocameinthere. | | | | 
| Q. Did you do that at the requestof Hertz ?—A. We did at his request. 

: ~  . Q. Who was Bosschart acting for?—A. I understood he was acting 

: for Hertz. | | a | 

: - Q., Did you raise any men in that time ?—A. About twenty-five or 
a thirty. | , | i 

[356] Q. What did you do with them?—*A. The day before we | 
started they all came there, and we gave them tickets and told | 

them to be down at the New York boat next morning. I went down — 
7 there after I received instructions from Hertz where to go to in New | 

York. me : _ | | On 
| Q. What instructions did you receive from him?—A. He told me to 

| go to Delmonico’s Hotel, and call and see Bucknell. We started, and 

did not get any further than the navy-yard when we were arrested. | 

: Q. You took the men?—A. I did not take them; they were down on 
the boat. — oe ae ee
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 . @Q. They were in your command ?—A. I.ad,noreal command. I was - 
considered as leader of the party. | | . - 

Q. By arrangement with Hertz?—A. Yes, sir. : ee 
| . Q. How many had you?—A. About thirty when we started. 

[357] I only saw twelve when the arrest was made. I think *there — a 
was thirty. It was on a Wednesday... I am not sure whether | 

it was on Wednesday following the Sunday that Strobel went on with — | 
men. | : | | | OO 

Q. Did you see the men go on the boat?—A. I did, sir,and told seve- | 
ral of them to hurry up or they would lose their passage. I took the — 
tickets from them after we had started down the river. | oh 
- Q. What boat was you on board?—A. The Delaware or Sandford— | 
one of the New York line. The Delaware, I think. | Oo | | 
—.Q. (Tickets shown witness same as copied on page 311.) State whether | 

_ those are the tickets used?—-A. I do not know; tickets like those the 7 
men had, and after they got on the boat the captain told me to muster | : 

- them and take them up. | | | OO | Be | 
Q. They got those tickets from Mr. Hertz and yourself, you have said. - 

Where did you get the tickets you gave them ?—A. From Mr. Hertz, 
and when the tickets were taken from them I gave them other tickets, . 
‘which the clerk of the boat gave me. . a 

QQ. Who settled with the boat for those tickets ?—A. I do not know. , 
-. You started in the boat and were going down the river ?—A. Yes, 
Sir, | | 

| ~Q. What happened then?—A. When I mustered them and oo 
: [358] -found there was *so few, I was looking for the rest when Mr. : 

Jenkins came up to me and told me he would like to see me, that 
he had a warrant for me, and the marshal would be up alongside ina 
steamboat in a few minutes; [ told him, “ Very well;” they searched me (| 
for papers and brought me up to the office; I do not recollect the names _ 
of any of the company. * | oO ne | 

- Q. Had you a muster-roll?—A. I had. — ae CO 
~ Q. Where is it?—A. I rather think I tore it up when I was arrested. 
~ Q. (Book containing the names of the men who enlisted at Hertz’s 
office shown.) Do you know that?—A. Yes, sir. es | oo 

Q. What is it?—A. I cannot say exactly whether it is part of Stro- = | | 
-bel’s company or mine; I rather think it is mine; several of the men | a 
who had enlisted to go with Strobel’s company did not go with him but 
went with me, and this list is part of Strobel’s and part of mine, I - a 

| think; I do not know whose writing it isin; Mr. Hertz gave me the | pe 
list, and I suppose he wrote it; I have seen the book in Mr. Hertz’s_ 
office. pe | | a a oe _ 

_ Q. (Paper shown witness containing a list of names.) Do you know if 
that was the list of your company ?—A. I think it was, to best of my 

: ~~ knowledge, and I think I made those marks on it. I had no list - | 
[359] *besides this. oe oe 
+ . (Another paper sbown witness similar to the first.) Is that a eopy | 
of this?—A. Yes, sir, expect so. a | 
- Mr. Van Dyke here offered in evidence the list of names which the | 
witness identified as containing the names of the members of this com-. — a 
pany, from which some of the bills had been drawn. The list is read — 

: in evidence. oO no OR | 
‘'-Q. Do-you recollect the names of James Johnson or Peter Mughn ?— | 

_ A. I do not. : | oo ES a | 
. «QQ. Do you recollect Mr. Bucknell’s coming into the office ‘with the 

handbills?—A. Yes, sir. oo
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: ‘Q. Do you know whether Mr. Hertz took them, and what he did with — | 
them ?—(Bill containing British coat of arms shown witness, same as 

| copied on page ante —.) Is thatthe bill?—A. Yes, sir 
| QQ. What did Mr. Hertz do with them ?—A. Several were stuck up 

| around the office, and on the outside, and several were sent to be dis- 
| tributed. I understood they were sent around to the lager-beer saloons. 

oe Q. What became of the bills?—A. Mr. Bucknell took some away, and 
| -. the rest were burned. es Se ore 

[360].. Q. How did that-happen ?—*A. I went in one morning and saw 
| some excitement; they were shoving the papers in the stove, and — 

_ they told me that Mr. Bucknell had taken the rest of them away with _ 

oo — Q. Did you ever see Mr. Perkins in the office ?—A. No, sir. 
| @. What did Mr. Hertz tell you was to be the destination of the 

| _ men you took?—A. Halifax, | Ss ae £4 
: Q. What were they to do there?—A. To enlist in the foreign legion | 

| - if they were found physically competent. ee BE 
. Q. Was there a physician at the office for the purpose of examining | 

| men that came there?—-A. No, sins | ae 
oO  Q. Do you know. what he was paid for getting these men?—A. I do 

not know the exact agreement. . Oo ee oo 
. .,.Q. Did you ever see any telegraphing or letters written by Mr. | 

Hertz ?—A. Yes, sir, pe Pa re 
| ~Q. State what the telegraph contained?—A. I saw him write a tele- 

7 - graph dispatch to Bucknell; he told.him to wait... oe 
| ~ Q. Did you see any letters written by Hertz?—A. Yes, sir, 

Q. State what it contained ? a) = 
- (Mr. Cuyler objected.) | - os rene 
[861] *Q. To whom was the letter addressed ?—A. To Mr. Bucknell. . 

_* Mr. BUCKNELL was here recalled. a, | | Oo e 
| _..Q. Have you got that letter written by Mr. Hertz?—A. I never re- ; 

member his sending one. © * Oo 
| Q. Did you ever receive the telegraphic dispatch he sent you?—A. Not 

that I can remember. oe | Be 
- .. Mr. Bupnp’s examination continued. | | | - 

7 Q. State what was in that letter? — = oe 
| (Mr. Cuyler objeeted.) Fee j pies 

| -, Q. Where did you last see. the letter?—A. On Mr. Hertz’s desk. — - 
~ .. @. Who was at the desk at that time?—A. Mr. Hertz himself; he 

— was writing at the time. _ — - re 7 
ce Q. Have you seen it since?—A. No, sir. | oo : 

| @. Do you know whether it was ever put in the post-office 7—A. | 
— . No, sir. | | | Ss | a | 
a . By Mr. CuYLER: Have you any knowledge of it except thatit wasa 

| simple sheet of paper on which he writing?—A. Yes, sir, he informed 
| me of the nature of it, and read part of it to me. |  , 

7 ~Q. Did he give that letter to you after it was written?—A. No, sir. 
: : _ Q. Have you no knowledge of what became of it ?—A. No, sir. 

| [362]  _Q. Goon and state to the best of your knowledge *and. recollec- 
>. . tlon what it wasthat Mr. Hertz wrote on that sheet of paper.—A. Mr. 
Hertz was writing, and I was waiting in the outer office. Heasked me 

. - how I spelt my name, and told me that he was writing about me, and | 
stating that I was coming on next day. I then went around to where , 

| he was writing, and he again asked me how I speltmy name,andIlooked  _
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over his shoulder and saw: he“was wiititigte:the agent in New York, 
that I was coming on with men, and he hoped, he wrote, that he would eh 
keep his word, and send him on money at the rate of $4 for superior | 
brands, and $2 for inferior brands. a 

Q. What did he mean by superior and inferior brands; did he give — 
you to understand ?—A. No, sir, he did not. I understood this per- 
fectly, | mas a ck SE 

Q. Did you see him writing a telegraphic dispatch ?—A. I saw him | 
| write a telegraph asking whether | should come on next day or not; I | 

- forget who took it to the office, 
- Q. Was there anything in it besides that?—A. He did not use my 
name; he asked whether he should send twenty or thirty parcels next day. : | _ orn a | 

“<Q. Do you know whether he got an answer ?—A. Yes, sir. - Le 
 Q. What was the answer ?—A. “ Yes.” It was signed “B.”. I think | 

it was “Yes; all right.” “It was in the affirmative.. He then io 
[363] told *me to get ready to go next morning, = 2 - 

| Q. Did he say anything to you in reference to getting direc- | 
tions in New York as to what to do?—A. He told me I would get direc- | 
tions for money or assistance from the agent at Delmonico’s Hotel to 
proceed on to Halifax. _ | 7 | oo 

—- @Q. Did he mention the name of the person there?—A. He asked me 
whether I would know Bucknell again, and I told him yes. 
~ -@. Did Hertz give you any money before you left ?—A. No, sir. ee 

 Q,. Have you had any conversation with him after your arrest?—A. — . 
O, yes. | eR RE Le ns 
Q. What was it ?—A. He said so much I cannot state it. . | | 

. @. State what he said in reference to this recruiting ‘business after _ 
you were arrested ?—A. Aiter they had arrested me, the marshal went - 
on shore and arrested Hertz at his office, and they kept usin the Dela- °. 

. ware a couple of hours, until they had preparations made for our-recep- | 
tion. The deputy-marshal kept the boat out, and when we came up to | 
the office I found Mr. Hertz here. He said, “ all right; I will bail you - 
out,” and I did not think anything more about it until I was. com- : 

mitted. | | en - 
[364 | Q. Did he say anything about remaining quiet?—*A. Not 

then; not until the latter part, when I had some difficulty inpro- > 
curing bail. | | Sr oe 
 Q. What did he say to you then?—A. He said keep quiet; I will | oe 

: have you out. He afterward said something about the matter; it was. | 
to keep my mouth shut; it would be all right; I would be well paid _ ae 
for it. a ee : 7 / a 

- Cross-examined by .Mr. CUYLER: ee oe oe 

~ -Q. When- was it you were arrested 7—A. I cannot exactly remember oS 
‘the day, but it is very well known; 1 think it was in the latter part of _ 
“March 7 a | a an | 

@. Was there any previous communication between yourself and the | 
. United States officers before the arrest ?—A. None whatever. — ¥ | 

~~. @. This arrest was not, then, in consequence of any conversation. be- 
tween yourself and the authorities, directly or indirectly ?—A. No, sir. — 

+ Q. Your arrest was a complete surprise to yourself ?—A.. Yes, sir: to 
‘me. tI-was totally unprepared for it. = | Se 

7 — -QY Where did the conversation take place when he told you to keep | 
your mouth shut ?—A. Once down in the prison and once in the cont- 
missioner’s office. Co _ -
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Q. (By Mr. REMAK.) In what country were you born ?—A. I decline | 
answering that question, as it implicates myself. 1 have been advised 

+ to decline answering it. | | | a 
[365]  *Q. (By Mr. VAN Dyxkz.) Did you ever state under oath where _ 

- "= - you were born ?—A.. Never. vo Oo 
~ Q. (By Mr. CUYLER.) Do I understand you to say distinctly that to 
answer the question, where you were born, would involve you in a crimi- 
nal prosecution ?—A. No, sir; but to answer whether I am a citizen or. 

| not, would involve me in a prosecution. oo 
-_ Q. (By Mr. RemMAxK.) Have you not been arrested and held to bail 

~ ——s before the United States commissioner, Heazlitt, on the charge of hav- . 
: ing retained and hired men for the foreign service ?—A. I'believe so ; | 

_ that is the charge on which I was arrested and held to bail for a further 
hearing. - : oO . | ad 

| Q. Was you not on the 18th of March, 1855, a defendant from Com- 
. missioner Heazlitt; that was the day you were arrested?—A. Yes, sir. 

Q. Did you not turn State’s evidence on the 28th of March against | 
| - Hertz ?—A. I believe that was the first day I gave evidence. 3 
x — - Q. Did you not say before the United States commissioner that Hertz 

oe had promised you money in case you would keep your mouth shut ?— 
A. I did so at that. time. a oo | | 

|  Q. Did you not receive that money because you were in very desti- 
tute circumstances ?—A. No, sir; I did not. a | : 

| [3866] — Q. Had you any money in your pocket at the time *you were 
) In prison ?—A. LI had. | ce | Se 

Q. How much ?7—A. I had sufficient. es oe | 
QQ. You stated in your examination-in-chief that’ Strobel introduced 

| you to Hertz, as an agent of the English government; why did you not 
_ say so before the United States commissioner ?—A. I said so; I do not 

‘know whether I used the exact words, but to the same sense. os 
Q. It-is here in the published report of the proceedings, that you . 

| said: “I was introduced to Hertz about the 15th of March, by Mr. 
Strobel; was introduced to Hertz as the person who would give me all 
the information about organizing the foreign legion in Nova Scotia.” 
Did you not say that?—A. Yes, sir. : = = : 

Q. You said to-day that you was introduced to him as the agent of | 
| the English government.—A. For that purpose. = 

7 - Q. Did you, or did you not, state before the United States commis- 
. sioner that Hertz was introduced to you as the agent for the English 
- government? You say now that he was introduced to you as the agent = 

of the English government.—A. He was introduced to me as agent ap- 
_ pointed in this city by the government for whom the foreign legion was 
 . to be raised. 7 | | 

Q. You said that he was introduced to you-there as the person who _ | 
gave the information ?—A. In that capacity. ‘ ce 

[367] Q. You did not employ the word agent?—A. I do *not recol- 
| — ject it. © eo : | : - 

i — Q. Did you not say before the United States commissioner that it 
was left. optional to any person coming into the office whether he would . 
go to Halifax or not, or what he would do there?—A. I said that of 
course it was left optional with the recruits to go to Halifax, but after 
they got there force was to be used to induce them to enlist. 

| 7 Q. Did you then state to the United States commissioner that Hertz : 
| was the agent to enlist those persons for foreign service?—A. I did not 

Say so. co ) :
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| @. Did you not state to the United States.commissioner that Hertz | 
gent men to Halifax, and it was immaterial to him what they were go-_. 
ing to do there ?—A. I do recollect that Hertz sent them to Halifax for | 
the purpose of being enlisted in the foreign legion; of course hehad . 
nothing to do with them after they got there. | | ’ 

Q. Do you remember the 31st of March, when Richard Vaux was. 
your counsel, and when Benjamin Rush made that great speech, was 
not you a defendant at the beginning of that period ?—A. I do not 

| know. - | a 7 BS 
_ Mr. Van Dyke. There is no dispute about it. He was a defendant, oo 
and was discharged by the commissioner by my direction. ~ : 

_ Mr. Remax. Itis for the jury to know, I desire to know, whether : 
oo. or not the witness, on the 31st of March, was a defendant, and : 
[368] had made up his mind to turn *State’s evidence at the time? 

ne Mr. VAN Dyke. I discharged him for the purpose of using — 
him as a witness. | OS mek, eo - 

Mr. ReMAK. I désire the answer of the witness. | | ne 
WITNESS. I think I made up my mind; I think so, I am not positive. _ : 

. «. Did not Mr. Hertz say to you that he had no power whatever to . 
give commissions ?—A. He said he had not power to issue commissions | 
here. . 
QQ. He said he had no power to give any commissions ?—A. Here. 
@. Do you believe he had any power to do so?—A. I really do not 

know. . 
_  . Was Mr. Strobel present when you conversed with Mr. Hertz ?— : 
A. On some occasions. On the first occasion he was present during Jie! 
only the first part of the conversation. _ | a! 
_Q. Who else was present ?—A.. No person. » | . ) 
Q. Did not you. desire to see Mr. Hertz yourself ?—A. After I was 
informed that he was the general agent of the English government, I 

_ Q. Had you a desire to enlist in foreign service ?—A. No, sir; I was 
‘hot going to enlist; I was to receive a commission, not to enlist. | 
~ ... Q. And you say Hertz did not promise you any commission at 
[369] all?—*A. I did not say so. I said he promised me that the fact 

Ds of my going on there would insure me a commission when I got oe 
there. oo, - 

_ Q. He had not power to give one?—A. Not here. = = © | | 
— Q. From whom did you receive tickets ?—A. From Mr. Hertz. , 

| — .Q. What were the tickets for?—A. To give to those men I was going _ 
to take on, to get their passage. Nothing else was given tothe men.- 

— .. @. You state, I think, that able-bodied men could be enlisted in 
| Halifax, if they proved physically competent ?—A. Yes, sir. nvr 

QQ. Did you hear Mr. Hertz say at any time that ‘ physically compe- . 
' tent” men would be received at Halifax ?—A. No, sir; not these exact | 
~ words; he has said if they were sound, and has asked me if.they were 

| call right. | , | eo | - | 
Q. Why did you not say that before the United States commissioner? _ 

A. I suppose I was not asked’ I do not know the reason Idid not. 
. Q. Did not your examination before the United States commissioner 

~ last. for some time; for two hours?—A. I do not know; it lasted for , 
some time; I could not exactly say what time. Os 
— Q. Was not you asked at the time all you know about it?—A. I was, 

— .. |. bat I may have forgotten some particulars; I had-heard so much | | 
[370] that I could not remember *exactly all. | a 

|  Q. How comes it that you remember it now, and not then ?— |
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| A. There is some conversation which I related then that I cannot re- | 
| member now. os — cee, | 

. Who have you had conversations with in the mean time about this 
| proceeding, that is, from the 31st of March to this 23d of September? . 

| —A. With a great many persons with whom I am acquainted, I merely | 
| talked the matter over. oo ee 

q. Was not you very partial to carrying on the war in Europe ~— 
against Russia, and for that reason you wanted a commission?—A. [T - _ 

| do not know, sir; I never remember expressing my sentiments; TO _ 
s,s wanted to go there to have a fight, and I did not care which sideI went 

: on. | ae . a 
. (). Have you not changed since that time in regard to the war in © 

-_ Europe ?—A. No, sir; not in the least. BS a: 
_  @. You are now on the Russian side ?—A. No, sir; Lam not now on 

- - any side. _ oo oO 7 oS Se 
Mr. Van Dyke here stated, that as the attorney for the defence (Mr. 

| Remak) had seen fit, in order to impeach the testimony of Mr. Budd, to - 
| read a part of his testimony before the United States commissioner, in a 

justice to Mr. Budd he deemed it proper, in corroboration of the 
ia [371] testimony of the witness, to read the whole of the *testimony 

| before the commissioner, that the jury might see that there is no 
discrepancy in the two statements... (Mr. Budd’s testimony before. 
United States Commissioner Heazlitt is here read by Mr. V.) .. . mS 

_ JOHN JACOB BOSSCHART sworn, = a 

a Examined by Mr. VAN- DYKE: ©= 8 ee 

| Question. Do you know Mr. Hertz?—Answer. Yes, sir, 
. How long have you been acquainted with hin?—A. I guessI got 

a acquainted with himlast March. a re 
| q@. Where did you first get acquainted with him?—A. Ido not know 

= exactly whether [ got acquaintéd with him at my own house or first at. | 
| his office, No. 68 South Third street. I think it was at my house. I was : 

- in the habit of attending his office during the month of March. oo 
- Q. State all that took place between you and him, and between him | 

and other persons, in relation to enlisting for the foreign legion.—A. . 
| I was first made acquainted with the business by Mr. Leob. Hetold | 

| - me that Mr. Hertz had entered into the business of recruiting for the - 
| British foreign legion. Some time afterwards Dr. Biell, who was board- | 

ing with me at the time, told me about it, and L-soon. after saw an ad- 
_.. -vertisement in the German Democrat, Pennsylvanian, and Ledger, that 

| they wanted men for the British foreign legion; that every one 
[872] who chose to go to No. 68 South Third street would *learn the 

| particulars. Dr. Biell and Aschenfeld went down there, and I — 
went too, to see what was going on; I saw the officers and men gong’ _ 
there, and spoke to Mr. Hertz about this foreign legion, and about their =~ 

- pay and commissions. Some of them signed their names. in the book, i 
| and some of them were taken down by Hertz himself 2 = 

| | Q. What was the character of the conversation which took place _ 
between Mr. Hertz and the men when they came up there?—A. The 
men came in and generally asked if that was the recruiting office, or 

| office to enlist men for the foreign legion; the reply generally was that | : 
— that was no recruiting office, and that they could not be enlisted there, a 

sd but if they choose to go to Halifax, they might be enlisted there; then , 
| he showed them the handbills which stated that $30 bounty was given,
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and $8 a month to the men; he said that it. was in his. power to give 

 them-acommission. © . Oe TS 

: —Q. (Fhe handbill shown witness, containing British coat of arms, Oe 

| already published. Sée page ante —.) Is this the kind of handbill which | 

- heshowed them?—A. Yes, sir. | rs | 
Q. What did the men say they wanted to go to Halifax for ?—A. They | 

_ wanted to go to Halifax to serve in the foreign legion, that is, the 
“men who came to the office. | | ee - 

[873] *Q. Did he engage them to go there for that purpose ?7—A. As 
~” T understood, he engaged them to go forthat purpose. = = : 

| Q. To enlist when they got there?—-A. Yes, sir. 7 oe | 
~  -. Q, And they told him that that was their intention when they got | | 

 there?—A. Yes, sir, they told him that. | aa BR 
-.. .Q. How long were you with him in that office ?—A. I was there every | oe 

_ day from the beginning of the basiness until we were arrested. - me, 
~~ Q. Do you recollect any physician who examined the men?—A. Well, a 

_-, .L recollect that Dr. Biellexamined some of them. 
* .Q. Do you know what Mr. Hertz was to get for sending on these - 

men?—A. No, sir 9° . | | 
» . Q. Do you know who employed Mr. Hertz to do-this business ?—A. 

: I was told Mr. Howe employed him. 7 
— -%). Who told you?—A. I do not recollect who told me. 

--. Q. Do you recollect Mr, Hertz ever saying anything about it?—A. 1 
~ . heard Hertz talk frequently about Howe, but cannot recollect distinctly es 
ee that he said that Howe employed him. | Oo | 

[874]  *Q. Did Hertz, in speaking of the manner in which he was em- : 
ae ' ployed to conduct this business, speak of Howe as being con- | a 

nected with his being enployed?—A. Yes, sir. Be 
Q. Did Mr. Hertz ever say anything to you about Mr. Crampton | a 

having employed him?—A. He told me he had seen Mr, Crampton on | 

—  -Q. What did he say had taken place between him and Mr. Crampton ?— . 
A. He did not say what had taken place betwen him and Mr. Crampton, 
notthatI recollect. os a 

- Q: You recollect the departure of Captain Strobel and his company ?— a 
. A. Yes, sir. | 

| _Q. Were you at the wharf at the time?—A. Yes, sir. | / oo 
Q. Was Hertz there?—A. Yes, sir. | 7 

. _Q.. To. assist in getting them off?—A. Yes, sir, 6 
_  . @. Did he engage that company to go to Halifax?—A. Yes, sir. | 

» &. For what purpose?—A. For the purpose of enlisting in the | - 
foreign legion, as I understood. ee ETS 
- Q. Do you know whether he went to New York to make arrangements | 
for sending that-company from New. York to Boston?—A. That.com- | 

_. .. pany started from here on Sunday morning, at 10 o’clock, and Mr. | | 
Hertz went to New York on Sunday night, in the halfpast = 

_ [375] 1 o’clock *train, to make arrangements to see that the men got | 
| ~ off from New York; he returned to this city on Monday night or _ | 

Tuesday morning. I saw him on Tuesday morning again in the office. 
-.  Q,. While he was away you had charge of the office2?—A. I had charge 

of theofice = a ee 
- Q. Were you directed to conduct the business for him while he was — : 

— away?—A. Yessir, | : ee 
~ Q. And those men who were enlisted during the absence of Hertzon 
Monday, were engaged by you at the direction of Hertz?—A. Yes, sir; 

| I took the names on a piece of paper as directed, and told the men Hertz |
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| would be back on Tuesday, and find a vessel to bring them on to Hal- 
ifax. | | 7 : | 

| -Q. Why did you not take the names in the book during his absence 7?— 
| A. I guess I was directed by Mr. Hertz to take them down on the paper. 

| (J. (Paper shown witness.) Is-that in your writing ?—A. I could not 
«say whose writing it is, some of it is written by me; two of the names 

| are written by me, Robert Korn and Peter Sable; it is the list which — 
| was kept in the office; that list contained the names of those whoen- | 

| gaged to go. | | eee | 
—  @. (Another paper shown.) Is that another list of the names_ 

[376] keptin the office?—*A. Yes, sir; there is none of my writing on 
a that. | | a So . 

| _. @. (Book containing the names of those who enlisted, which has al- — 
ready been published, shown.) Look at that book and say whether you | 

| see any of Hertz’s writing in it?—The names on the first page, I think, 
- are all written by the men; on the second page also; and on the third 

- - page some of them are written by Hertz. Ry ese 
@. (List of officers in the back of the book shown witness.) Whatis _ 

oe that?—A. That is a list of the officers. It isin Mr. Hertz’s writing. It 
contains the names of Strobel, Esson, Shumann, Biel, Lisepenny, Budd, 
Aschenfeld, Riter, and Anglere. I know those men engaged to go as 

| officers; some of them as non-commissioned officers, and some of them 
as commissioned officers. | | | 

Oo —  Q. Do you know what pay Mr. Hertz got for this?—A. No, sir. _ 
— @, (Tickets shown.) Did you see many of this kind of tickets about 

| the office ?—A. Yes, sir, there was a great many of those tickets. a 
| — -Q. Did the men who went into Strobel’s company get any tickets?— _ 

A. I guess so. J am not certain. mo - | oe 
— - @. (Another book shown.) Do you know that book?—A. I saw that | 

a book once there. : | | | 
— Q. Whose writing is that in it?—A. I guess it is the writing of a man 

. in the employ of Mr. Hertz, Mr. Holm. I do not know exactly, but I 
think so. | | | | _ | pO 

(Book read in evidence, from which it appeared that Hertz was debited 
with $750 and credited by cash with $300, and then charged. with 758 

- tickets.) : | | : 
a (). Do you know who he got that cash from ?—A. No, sir. Sa 

Q. (Some handbills were shown witness.) How many of those | 
7 [877] handbills did you see about there ?—*A. I could not tell how many. — 

: IT saw a package of them. Mr. Buckneli brought them. - 
@. Were any of them posted about ?—A. Yes, sir, - mo 

~Q. By whom ?—A. I cannot tell. | Se oe 
Q. Who directed it to be done?—A. Mr. Hertz. a 

| Q. Do you know who paid the German Democrat for the advertise- 
| —. ment of this call?—A. Mr. Hertz did. Oo 7 

: Q. Where did he pay ?—A. In his office. | 
- (. Who called for it?—~A. The clerk of the Democrat, Mr. Morris. 

Q. Did you see him pay?—A. I saw him pay. a Se 
| Q. You were arrested at the office? —A. Yes, sir, a 

. (. With Mr. Hertz, on the morning that the steamer started ?—A. 
Yes, sir. - re ee oy 

oe Q. Was it before or after the men were arrested?—A. On the very 
| - game day. OO : : : 

(. It might have been earlier in the day or later in the day?—A. It | 
was after the men had started... Mr. Budd was put in command of them. 

| -  @. Do you recollect the list of the names of those who went with Mr. |
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Budd 2?—A. I think that is the last list shown.me; but I am not sure — 8 
of it. . PRES 1 aa a | 

Q. Do you know whether all those who went with Budd were engaged 

by Hertz to go with him?—A. They were engaged by Hertz to go to | 
Hlalifax.. ee | — . | 

[378] *The witness was here questioned by Judge Kane as to thelarger 
book which he had identified as containing a list of the names of Oo 

persons enlisted. a , i | es) | 
Q. Was anything written in this book on the page preceding that con- | 

taining the name?—A. No, sir; it is a list of officers, with their rank. : 
Q. It has been cut out?—A. Yes, sir; the list of officers 1s cut out. _ 

- @. It was the list of officers with their rank ?—A. Yes, sir; they put : 

their names down, and the rank they were to hold there was put down | 

by Hertz. Imean military rank © | oe oo oo 
-Q. That was all on the page cut out?—A. Yes, sir; there are two _ 
leaves cut out; one was for the commissioned officers, and one for the | | 

non-commissioned officers. I recollect there is a list of officers written | 
in the back of the book after they were cut out; and that was just a oe 
memorandum. — I | | , 

_ Dr. PETER JOSEPH REUSS sworn. | 

| Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE. 

7 Q. You are a physician ?—A. Yes, sir. | 
@. What country do you belong to ?—A. Hesse; I have been in this | 

country this 26th of September is four years. | ee : 

[379]  *Q. Will you state whether you came to Philadelphia in March | 

or April last, and for what purpose ?—A. Icameto Philadelphiafor = 

the purpose of going to Halifax; I was to go to New York and thence _ 

to Montreal; I came here induced by a proclamation in the Philadelphia 

German Democrat; I went through here to New York, and from New 
York to Halifax. . | \ : oo 

_  Q. Did you stop at Hertz’s here?—A. No, sir. | | 

— Q. Why not? | 
(Mr. Remak objected.) | a 
Q. Had Hertz been arrested at the time you arrived here?—A. I do 

not know that, because I did not stop in Philadelphia; I went to New a 

York and Montreal, and then to Boston, and from Boston to Halifax in eo 

the, Africa. ~ oo | | | 
 Q. Is that the steamer?—A. No, sir; the bark Africa. _ | 
Q. When you got to Halifax, where did you go, and who did you 

see?—A. I went to the Provincial Building, and spoke with Mr. Wilkins 
and Mr. Bruce McDonald. | oo — 

Mr. RemAK. Be good enough to bring this home to Hertz. 
- Q. (By Mr. VAN DYKE.) Have you at any time had any conversation a 

| with Hertz, before or after that?—A. No, sir. | | 
— [380]  *Q. When you arrived in Halifax, state what you did.—A. 

I went to the Provincial Building and met Wilkins, the first 
‘secretary of Nova Scotia, and the same day afterward I spoke with 4 
Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, the governor of Nova Scotia. I sent some | 

- days before a letter, in the French language, to Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, | 
- and told him what I came to Halifax for—that I was induced by his pro. | — 

clamation. I had sent a man before to No. 68 South Third street, Phila- oe 
delphia, to see what the business was, because it was in the proclama- | 
tion that physicians and surgeons would be engaged with good pay; 
and this man came back and told me that the whole business had been
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7 stopped by the United States attorney, and that he had spoken with _ 
one man on the subject, but he did not tell me his name, and he told 

| | him that the business was all right, to go to Halifax, and I would be 
- engaged as physician for the regiment. I wrote the letter, but did not 

receive any answer, because the business was stopped. In Halifax, the 
| -- governor told me that I could not be engaged unless [raised men. I _ 

a _ refused that, because I told him I did not come for that business; I - 
, came to be engaged as doctor and not as recruiting-officer. Mr. Wilkins 

galled on me sometime afterward, and told me that if I raised 
_ [381] men in the United States, I *should be engaged, but not if L re- 

ae fused; and then I was obliged to go, because the governor told _ 
= me I could not be engaged without this; then I was employed as officer | 

Oo of recruiting, and went with Captain Strobel to the States, and was _ 
| sent by him to Detroit, in Michigan. ee as a ae 
a Q. Did you hear any conversation at any time between certain gen- _ 

tlemen when Mr. Crampton was present?—A. Yes, sir; in Halifax, on 
the 15th of May, we met Mr. Crampton. OE a 

| - Q. Who told you to meet him?—A. Strobel called on me, on the 14th 
of May, and told me to come to the Provincial Building, Halifax, and 

- ~ meet Mr. Crampton and Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, and I went and | 
found there Lieutenant Preston, and Strobel, and some other officers.. 

| Q. What took place in that conversation ?7—A. That conversation was _ 
that we should go to the United States and raise troops... eee 

: - .Q. Who told you to do that?—~A. Mr. Crampton and Sir Gaspard Le 

| Marchant, with Mr. Strobel. — ee OR 
So Q. They said that to Strobel?—A. Yes, sir; and that he would go to 

| Canada and the States, and arrange this so that we could raise troops | 
| | without danger. eee SE 

we [382] Q. What plan did they give you to raise *these troops without 
danger ?—A. That is what they spoke to Captain Strobel. I did 

not hear every word, but heard them tell him that we should go to the 
- States, and arrange the business so that we cannot be caught by the 

_ United States officers, eee 7 a Ce 
Q. They told Captain Strobel that he should go to the States, and ar- 

| range business so as not to be caught by the United States officers 7?—A. 
Yes, sir, re | : | 

| — Q. Who told Strobel that? —A. Mr. Crampton; he made the arrange- 
: ments with Strobel, and spoke that to Sir Gaspard Le Marchant. > 

~.  Q. What plan did Mr. Crampton say you were to adopt in the | 
| . States to prevent being caught by the officers?—A. That we should 

do it. very still; not to work too openly, and that we should engage 
- runners and any other men who would bring men to’the depots,and _ 

from these depots we were to send them to Canada West, to the barracks. | 
Q. What kind of runners did he speak of your engaging?—A, _ 

| Boarding-house runners, emigration runners, commission-house runners, 
and every kind of runners, I believe. me | Oo oo | 

| - Q. Did he say anything in reference to what you were to say to these 
men ?—A. That every man was to receive $30, and $5 was to be 

[383] taken for payment of expense; that is what I learned *from Stro- | 
| | bel afterward, that is, what was promised the men. = = 

. Q. Was anything said about that in conversation with Mr. Cramp-. | 
| ton ?—A. No, sir, not to me; it was spoken to Mr. Strobel. 

| Q. He told Strobel they were to have $302?—A. Yes, sir, and $8 a | 
month pay, cash. The bounty was given for enlisting. ach runner — 

| should receive $4 a head for enlistments. a a - |
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. Q. That was the pay of the runner?—A.. Yes, sir; if the man was : 
capable of being enlisted, not if the man was refused. | a’ 

@. Were they to get any pay for men refused ?—A. No, sir. | 

Q. Then it was only for the men who arrived at the barracks and got 
enlisted that they were paid $4 a head?—A. Yes, sir | 

Q. Did you receive any money at that time for this purpose?—A. On. 
the 14th of May I received from Captain Strobel $220. a , 

| Q. Where did he get it from?—A. Out of the Provincial Building. | 
Mr. Bruce McDonald gave him the money in my presence. He is the 
elerk of Mr. Wilkins, or second secretary, I do not know which it is. 
--Q. What. were you to do with that $220?—A. To run to the United 
States for these men; that was the pay for half a month for myself and . 
 -.. one sergeant. : a a | 7 | : 

— [384] *Q. Did you see Mr. Crampton-after that?—A. We le‘t the next — - 
day, the 19th of May, and we came to Windsor, in Nova Scotia, 9 _ 

and when we got there we took the steamer to Saint John’s. oe 
Q. Where did you next meet Mr. Crampton?—A. I saw him in. 

Windsor, and saw him on the ship to Saint John’s, and next day at - 
Portland. At Windsor we took the Creole for Saint John’s, and I oe 
saw Mr. Crampton in the presence of Lieutenant Preston and another | 

_ English officer; [do not know his name. He came on board to us there | 
at Saint John’s. He talked very often to Captain Strobel, and I went - 
in the same ship with him to Portland. 
Q. Did you see him afterward in Portland ?—A. No, sir; know he left oy 

the steamer at Portland. | os | ee 
QQ. Wherefore?—A. To go to Montreal. — a OB : 
Q. Who went with him?—A. I believe Captain Strobel. I took the _ oe 

, cars for Boston, and from Boston to Niagara Falls. : 
- Q. For this purpose?—A. Yes, sir. At Niagara Falls I expected - 
Strobel with orders how we should goon. | | oe co 
 Q. You did not see Crampton afterward?—A..No, sir, | 
-.Q. Did you see any written instructions at Halifax ?—A. I saw the 

_ proclamation. Mr. Wilkins showed me the proclamation for enlisting. | | 
—.. . (Proclamation with British arms on it shown the witness ; oo 

[885] same as on page —, ante.) Is that the one?—*A. Yes, sir, I saw 
that; Mr. Wilkins gave me one of them; he gave it to me in the 

Provincial Building to read it; he was secretary of Nova Scotia. . 
Q. What did he say it was for?—A. It was for the foreign legion.  —s© 

’Q. Did he say that this was the placard under which they were — | 
acting ?—A. He told meif I should be engaged, I should go on to- | 
the States and raise troops, but that without this I could not be en- | 
gaged, saying what Sir Gaspard said to me. I did not see Mr. 

. Howe; be was not in Halifax at that time. I heard very often from ; 
him... | : Oo 
..Q. Have you at any time seen Mr. Hertz?—A. Not in this business. oe 

Q. Did he ever say anything to you about this business?—A. _ | 
: ‘No, sir. When I came with Strobel, I heard from Halifax that we could 

not be engaged because we did not do anything in getting men. | ) 
) »Q. What do mean by that?—A. That we did not raise plenty of | 

| men, and squandered all the money, as they said. | pe 

| WILLIAM ECKERT sworn. | | | - 

_ ‘his witness did not speak English, and was interpreted by Mr. : 
Oehlschlager, a . | oo |
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_ - Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE: | | 

- . Question. Can you write ?—Answer. No, sir;. I can read my name. I 
knew Mr. Hertz; I saw him at No. 68 South Third street. 

[386] *Q. What did you go there for ?—A. I went to enlist; I wanted 
. to enlist in the British army. = | : 

. Q. Did you enlist?—A. I did not enlist. I went down witha good — 
_ friend of mine, whom I requested to bring me down; he did not go down | 

with me, but suggested to me another who went down with me; my 
friend spoke for me, and said, “Here is a man who wishes to enter | 

: the British army.” | : 
- * Q. Whom did he say that to?—A. Mr. Bosschart and Mr. Budd. 
- , One of the gentlemen answered, ““We do not busy ourselves with it; 

| we will merely send you to Halifax, and then, if you wish to serve ~ 
—-s- you: can serve, and if you wish to work you can work;” that the | 

a men were enlisted in Halifax. My friend asked how much bounty- | 
money in hand was received, and Mr. Budd told him he would receive 
aS bounty thirty dollars, and eight dollars a month. Well, then,I asked 

| whether there was nothing paid in advance or immediately for the few _ 
days 1 would have to remain here. They said they gave nothing; then 

| | I went away. They asked me what my name was. I did not write it. — 
| | Mr. Bosschart wrote it. a : a 

| [3387] *(. Where did he write it?—A. Ona sheet of paper. ss 
- | _ Q. Did you agree to go?—A., Yes, sir, a | 
- Q. Did you get a ticket for your passage?—A. Yes, sir. | - 

(). Who gave it to you?—A. Mr. Hertz. 7 | 
| q. When was it he gave it to you; the day you sailed or before ?— | 

A. On Wednesday afternoon. | a ° | 
oo Q. Did you engage to go, with the intention of enlisting when you 

| got there? | / | 
| (Mr. Remak objected to the question as a leading one.) 

Judge KANE. The question is too directly indicative of its answer. — 7 
Mr. VAN Dyke. What was it your intention to do when you got to | 

Halifax?—A. I wanted to go to the Crimea. | | 4 
|  Q. In the “foreign legion?” _ oa oe 

| (Mr. Remak objected.) | | an | 
, . (By Mr. VAN Dyxks.) In what capacity did you want to go to the 

 Crimea?—A. Asa soldier, _ be ge 
— - Q. When Mr. Hertz gave you the ticket to go to New York, did 

: | he understand that it was your intention to enlist when you | 
| , [388] *arrived at Halifax? — - Be 

(Mr. Remak objected.) | Ce | 
| Q. Did Mr. Hertz, at the time he gave you a ticket to goto New © 

| York, know that it was your intention to go to Halifax? : - 
7 - (Mr. Remak objected. The objection was overruled.) So 

: A. Mr. Hertz was not there the first day. cee besa 
_ Q. LI refer to the time he gave you the ticket. At the time Mr. Hertz 

| , gave you the ticket to go to New York, did he know it. was your inten- 
| tion to enlist when you arrived at Halifax?—A. Mr. Hertz was not there. 

' | when my triend brought me to the office. | | ? 
- @. You have said that Mr. Hertz gave you a ticket to go to New 
| York ?—A. Yes, sir. | ae _ ee 

, | ~ Q. At the time Mr. Hertz gave you this ticket to go to New York, did 
— he know it was your intention to enlist?—-A. Ido not know whether the 

, other gentlemen told me the reason why he wished me to go to New | 
} York. ee Co - .
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-. Q. Had you told Mr. Budd your intention? : | 
_ (Mr. Remak objected. The objection was overruled.) | - 

A. He heardit. | oe | : | 

[389] Q. On Monday?—*A. Yes, sir. | | 

| ~The counsel for the defense, Mr. Remak, in the course of the ex- : 
| amination of this witness, frequently interrupted and attempted to cor- 

rect the interpreter in his interpretation of the language of the witness. 
On the conclusion of the examination he called Mr. Oehlschlager to the 

stand, for the purpose of questioning him as to his interpretation of the» 
-- witness, but, on after-consideration, waived the examination. - 

- AUGUSTUS TITUS sworn. | | cs So | 

+. Kxamined by Mr. VAN DYKE: ne a | 

~ Question. Do you know Mr. Hertz?—Answer. Yes, sir. _ Ao 
+ Q. Which is the person?—WITNESS, (pointing to Hertz.) Thatisthe | 

— gentleman, sitting there. : a 7 a a 
- Q. State what you know of this matter.—A. Well, I was here in the | 
city without work, and I had no boarding-house to go to, as my land- OO 
lady had told me to leave; so I-read of this place in the Ledger, and 
went down and saw Mr, Budd there and a couple of other gentlemen. 
I went in and asked them if this was the place where they enlisted them, | 

and I was told——— 
[390]  Q. Who did you ask that?—*A. The gentleman is not here ; 

he was a stranger to me. Mr. Hertz was not there the first time. . 
Q: How long was this before you sailed ?—A. It was about 3 o’clock | oo 

in the afternoon of the day before. Then I was told that L could not 
| see the agent now, that he was out, and to come in two hours after that | 

time. I came in, and I saw Mr. Budd, and he asked my name, and I 
— told.him my name, and he wrote it down on a sheet of paper. _ . 

Judge Kant. How came he to ask your name?—A. Well, I don’t | 
| know, without he wanted to put it down. | 7 ce 

—Q. Did you tell him what you wanted?—A. [asked himif this was) ~ 
the place where they enlisted, and he said no, it was not the place where 

‘they enlisted, but the place where they got men to take them to Halifax. 
Q. For what purpose?—A. For enlisting. I gave them my name. Oo 

_ My intention was only to go to New York. I was going to New York, 
- and there I was going to leave them. | Ss ee 

: Q. Did you tell him that was your intention ?7—A. No, sir; I did not; | 
- I kept that to myself. | - | 

[391] . *Q. You were going to outwit them, then, suppose?—A. Well, 
~ Twas going to try to; I did not know whether I would succeed. 

_ Q. What did you tell them you intended to do?—A. I told them I — | 
’ intended to go out to Halifax, for the purpose of enlisting. | 2 on 

@. When did. you see Hertz?—A. On the morning we sailed I saw | 
him. I went to the office, and asked him what boat I was to go on, and | 

| he said that he would be down and make arrangements. There was a 
Mr. Hertz, Mr. Budd, Mr. Bosschart, and another gentleman standing ~ 
talking together, and I went down to the boat and waited until Mr. a | 
Hertz came down. I cannot say whether he came with Budd or not. 
I stopped down at the boat, and before we started Mr. Budd went | 
around the wharf to see whether any one else was off the boat, and | 
when he found there was none there, he came on board, and just before 

- wecommenced to start he called us all up. He did not form us into a 
rank. Sometimes he came to us one by one, and sometimes two or three 
~~ were collected together, and he would ask our names. We told | 

[392] him our names, *and he marked a cross, I think. I won’t say it_
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WAS &@ CrossS—it was a mark of his own on the paper. At that | 
_ time we went down to the navy-yard, when Marshal Wynkoop catched 

cn us. (Laughter.) . oo | | OS | 
| Q. Did you get a ticket ?—A. Yes, sir; I got a ticket of Mr. Budd, at | 

7 68 South Third street. Mr. Hertz was not there at the time. Ican read. _ 
| ' Q. (Ticket shown.) | Is that the ticket ?—A. That is the color of the 

i -eard (green) I got. On the back was, “ Pine St. wharf,” and those are : 
oe the letters, (““N. S. R. C.”) I have had them in my head from that day 

- to this, and ever willremember them. = | oe | : ae 
oo Judge KANE. Perhaps you can ‘tell us what those letters mean.— 

A. No, sir; I cannot. They stand for something I am not able to tell. | 
- Q. You say you can read, (paper shown.) Is that the paper he marked , 

| your name on ?—A. Well, I cannot say whether it was a whole sheet or 
halfa sheet. Hehaditlying onatable. — | at 

. ~ Q. Well, your name is on that sheet ?—A. Yes, sir; my name is on 
| there, No. 9. _ | . | | | eos 

- _ Mr. VAN DYKE. Is there any cross-examination ? Oo 
i [393] *Mr. CuyLeR. There is a frankness about this witness that 

: quite disarms cross-examination. CO ae 

| - OHARLES WEAVER sworn. | eg : Oo 

. .Hxamined by Mr. VANDYKE: oe 7 oo 

| - Question. Do you know Myr. Hertz ?—Answer. Yes, sir. - : 
- Q. Can you point him out here ?—A. (Pointing to Hertz.) That is the 

o gentleman. . SO ae oe | a 
: | ~Q. Did you see him in March, 1855 ?—A. Yes, sir, down in Third 

street. _ , | ea tee | | 
-Q. What did you go there for?—A. I went down because I heard 
from some of my friends that they were enlisting soldiers for the British : 

| army there; I went down—it was an hour. before they started—and I 
| asked him whether he enlisted men to go into the British army ; he said. 

no, I do not enlist, but. if you want to be enlisted I will give you a ticket 
to New York, and from there the officer would give me a ticket to 
Halifax, re a | 

| _ Q. Did you tell him you would enlist in Halifax?—A. No, sir; I did 
not tell him that. I told him I wanted to enlist, and he gave mea _ 
«ticket; he did not give me any money. He took my name. ~ 

| [894] Was it written in a book or on paper?—*A. I suppose it was . 
"written on a sheet of paper. Mr. Hertz took my name; he | 

> wroteit. oe ee a as 
_.Q. Did-you go on board the boat?—A. Yes, sir. So — 

—--@. (Ticket shown.) Was it one of these tickets that you had?— _ 
| A. Yes, sir; I had one of that kind. I went down to Pine-street wharf; | 

‘Mr. Hertz was there the day the boat sailed. I went down with a friend 
| of mine to the boat; I saw this man, Mr. Bosschart there, and he said. 

this is the boat that goes to New York. Mr.Budd was on the boat; he _ 
ss. was in command; he took my name on board the boat, and called us 

| together the same like an officer. There was twelve or thirteen men to- 
| gether, and he had command of them; that is what I saw. He took the 

7 names on the list, and as he took them he called us together, and told _ 
us to go on that side or this; he mustered us into rank. | | 

| Mr. CUYLER. What do you understand by mustering into rank ?—_ | 

A. Well, we stood in a line, and he said fall in. oe 
oe Q. Who told you that?—A. This young man, (pointing to Budd.) 

- [895] That is not Mr. Hertz?—*A. No, sir. re 
Q. Who is it?—A. Mr. Budd; thatisthe gentleman, ©
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.... PATRICK CONROY, sworn. — oe | oS 

Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE: © {0 . : SE 

Question. You have been examined before in this case.—Answer. Yes, es 
sir, before the commissioner. _ OS ce SO i 

, Q. State to the court and jury what you know in this matter,and = | 
what you have heard from either of these defendants, Hertz or Per- | 

| kins.—A. I never saw Hertz, but at the United States commissioner’s 
office I had the conversation about this matter with Mr. Perkins, : 

| Q. State when you had that.conversation, and what it was.—A. Well, | 
: I was introduced to Mr. Perkins at the Pennsylvanian office. Isitneces- _ 

' ‘sary for me to state all of this matter? — RS | ye . | 
Mr. VAN Dyke. If it relates to the issue now on trial, state all. - 
~ “WITNESS. I was introduced to Mr. Perkins at the Pennsylvanian office | : 

' some time last December, I suppose in that neighborhood; and a few | o 
days afterward I had a conversation with him at Mr. McGeoy’s - ee 

| [396] hoteljin *Walnut street, in which he said there were things he - . 
might wish to talk to me about; I did not understand it at the’ Sn 

-. time, and, not knowing what he meant, I did not say anything; the next ee 
| time I met him was at the Pennsylvanian office again; he was about Oo 

leaving it in the evening, and he was cursing and ready to kill all about . 
- the office, damning everybody in the office; I asked him what was the 

matter, and. he took me by the arm and we walked down a little; he 
_ said that he had just. been writing a letter to one of the lords in Eng- cos 

land, who had charge of the government there; that he had everything og 
right with the Pennsylvanian newspaper here, so far as siding with — ons 

| the government against Russia was concerned, and. when the first | | 
thing he saw that morning, was an article directly against what he. 
had. written to England, and, that the Pennsylvanian had deceived 

; him; I passed it off carelessly, as I did not care what was going on 
between him and the Pennsylvanian, or the British government... I — 
met him again some time afterward in the Exchange Hotel, and 
~~ he. called me to one side and ‘told me that it was necessary 

_ [397] *to raise a certain amount of men in this country for the purpose | | 
_ of raising a legion to go to the Crimea. I asked him how it was, 2 

and he said that such was the case. I asked him, then, whether there was po 
any danger .in enlisting men in this country for that purpose, for I had: | : 
heard that there was, and he said no; that he had been down at. Wash- | 

: ington, andsfixed all that. He said that Mr. Crampton sent for him, ang 
and when he went to Crampton, he sent him to Marcy, and when. | os 
Marcy asked him all about it, he said he humbugged him about mo 
it, and told. him he was only going to. send the men:to Halifax to oa 

_ dig a canal; that Mr. Marcy, in reply remarked that he. was a «| 
- pretty cunning fellow, and then it all passed over; it was all fixed, oe 

and there was no more danger at all about it; he then said to me that oy 
if L would choose to take a part inthe matter, that he would guarantee a 
me a commission in the legion for a certain number of men, and fora = | 

_ Jess number-he could guarantee a non-commission; thatif I would take . = 
an interest in the matter, he would fix things for me, but thatit would 
.. take two or three months to do so; that I knew there were a great 
[398] many amen over the country who were suffering *from bad times, 
+ and who could be enlisted, and that-he would make it tomy ‘— 

. interest to do so. I-told him I would think about. Thenext timeI saw = 
him he was going directly from his office in Third street; from the steps _ 

’ of his office he went down to Campbell’s cellar in Third street... He-was ~~ | 
there a minute or more, and then he came up and came. over to me,. 

. B38 a8 Oe 7 7. Oo
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oo opposite the Exchange Hotel; he took me by the arm, and pulled me 
oe to one side, and asked me if I had done anything in that matter yet; I 

: - giid no, I did not intend to do anything in the matter myself, but 
_. . there were friends that might; he then said tome that he could not guar- 

.- antee a commission in the regular army, but he could in the foreign . 
/ legion, and if I had friends who would take such positions, he would _ 

guarantee them the same, and if I saw any who wanted to enlist to send | 
oo them over to,the office, 68 South Third street. Isaid I would do so, and 

he then remarked, I am now ina hurry; lam going down to the British = 

-- consul’s; I have news from Washington, and I will see you when [come 
/ . ,, back. I had no more conversation with him on the subject, ex ~ 

—_ [399] cept that he told me he was an agent of the British gov*ernment, 
| "and had three hundred or four hundred men to look after in this 
a country, and pay them. He told me that on the occasion when he had — 

—— to see me in a hurry; he repeatedly told me that he was an agent of the 

British government, and solicited my assistance in all these ways for the _ 
-. “purpose of raising men for the foreign legion. a | ne | 
os - Q. Did he tell you where the enlisting was done?—A. He did; he _ 

; pointed over to the office, No. 68 South Third street... _ ne | 
QQ, "Where was he at the time ?—A. Standing on the steps of Durar’s 

| Exchange Hotel. i te arte | | a 
QQ. How long before the arrest of Hertz?—A. Some two or three 

| weeks. oe | i oe Oa : 

- Q. Are you in the volunteer corps ?—A. Yes, sir; I hold the commis- 
| sion of colonel. _ or re | ar 

. . Q. - Did he ask you anything about the commission you had?—A. Yes, 
. gir, he asked me what commission I held, and I told him colonel of the : 

| Second Regiment of Pennsylvania Volunteers, and he said he could 
guarantee me a captaincy, if I would go, and he knew from my | 

: [400] position here* that I could be of use tothem, and he would make | 
: —-- " itof use tome. I have stated pretty near the whole substance 

of the conversations; we had a great many other conversations, but : 

. . but there was nothing stronger in them. | | - Se 

— - Q. Did he tell you at any time, or do you know, that he actually en- 

gaged any person to go to Halifax for the purpose of enlisting, and, if - 

- so, what person ?—A. I do not, sir; I know he tried to engage me. © . 

- Q. Did he not engage you?—A. No, sir; I refused him, and he tried 

, | ~ to get me to solicit others to do so. - ee o 

0 By Mr. GILLon: | - BF 

Q. He said that you could be useful to him in that line of business ?— | 
A. Yes, sir, - | ee = 

a —  Q. You are in business in this city ?—A. Yes, sir. — eh 

_ EDWARD W. POWER, sworn, a ee coe 

, | Examined by Mr. VANDYKE: | | Te 

| - Question. Are you a military man ?—Answer. I belong to a military 

| - gompany and hold a commission. se ee 
a | Q. Do you know anything about Hertz ?—A. I do; I was athis 

: [401] office in South *Third street about the 20th or 21st of March, or 

oo thereabouts ; I went to 68 South Third street, and went up stairs: . 
| into a backroom, and there I found some five or six men sitting around the ~ 

| table; I spoke firsttothis gentleman here, [think, Mr.Leob; I askedhim — 

| - whether that was the place in which they enlist men for the Crimea; hesaid | 

- ‘that this gentleman, pointing to Mr. Hertz, was the person. Ithen
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turned to him, and asked him what were the inducements offered to those OSes 
| men who had served in Mexico during the war. He said that. any man Be 

who could come with a company, and capable of commanding them, OO 
would be entitled to a commission in the English army ; that this legion a 
was for the purpose of going to the Crimea; he asked me if I was con- 
nected with anything here; I told him that I was; that I then held a 
cominission; and he asked me then what number of men there were ; | : 
well, I said, we numbered from sixty to sixty-four, but there was not 

_ more than thirty equipped. He then seemed anxious that I should call 
again; I left him with the promise that I would call again; I did so, in | 

company with Peter Somers, who was formerly first lieutenant of 
[402] *the Continental Guards; I wentthere, andintroduced Mr.Somers  ' 

| under a fictitious name; I did that for the purpose of ascertaining oo 
how they sent the men away, so as to have him ascertain that fact. We © | 
had a conversation, for the second time, with Mr. Hertz, and Somers a 

_- laughed, and I’ thought the joke was being carried too far, and I kind of. oe 
smiled, and then I saw the whole thing was settled, and we retired. On | 

_ the 27th, the night before the arrest, a man by the name of Renners, I Se 
think, came to the armory while I was drilling the company. 
~Q. Was Mr. Hertz thére ?— A. No, sir. | . 
-@. Do you know whether Perkins had anything to do with that of.- 

| fice?—A. Yes, sir; the second time that I went there, that was on the | 
_. Saturday, Mr. Perkins was sitting in the front room. oo 

_ Q. When you land at the top of the staircase going up, you go into 
_ the back room of that office first, do you not?—A. Yes, sir; andthat | 

. makes the front room the back room; there was two folding-doors be- ~~ 
oO tween the two rooms, and they were partly open; theroom fronting , 
[403] on Third street was used as the back or private office, *and the | . 

_ back room as the front office." There was a tall man there, from — 
whose appearance and manner I supposed he was an English officer, or a 
one engaged in the English service. Perkins was sitting on a chair . 
lecning back, and as he saw me he drew his head back. a | 

_ _Q. Do you know from any conversation you had with Perkins, or are 
you aware, that Perkins has ever engaged any individualto goto Hali- _s. 
fax to enlist?—A. Well, I would not, may it please the court, like to ©. © 

| answer that question, because it would, to a certain extent, criminate me, oe 
so far as the law of the State is concerned. Oe ee 

Mr. VAN Dyke. I did not ask you anything regarding yourself with 
‘Perkins. | | ! | 
_ Q. Do you know whether he has engaged, hired, or retained, or made — 

a bargain with any other individual ?’—A. I know that he leff me one — | 
_ evening to go to New York for the purpose of attending to some busi- ae 

~ ness for Mr. Crampton. : a | | : | oe 
| Q. You do not exactly comprehend my question. Do you know : - 

whether he ever said to any individual, “I want you to go,” or did he 
- engage any individual to go to Halifax ?—A. No, sir. a oe 

[404] *Q. Do you know what he was doing in the front office when _ | 
- "you saw him there?—A. No, sir, we 

— Q. What was your conversation at that time?—A. Mr. Hertz andI 
: were speaking together about this company. - en 

~ Q. Was that the only time you saw him there ?—A. I saw him after- | a 
ward come out; I went there with a number of persons, who waited __ 

- on the outside to hear what was to be said, as they were determined = 
| that the thing should be broken up; and as we stood on the other side, 

Mr. Perkins came out, and went down into Campbell’s cellar, and ‘then me 
_° he came out and over to the other side, and spoke to Conroy and some
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| others with him; my introduction to Perkins was that he came with 
a note to me as the second of a gentleman who had challenged a friend 

| of mine to fight a duel. ee 
- Q. He told you he was going to New York to see Crampton ?—A. 
Yes, sir; he said he had business with him; he told me thatin Brown’s 

po drug-store. 9 | : 0  , 
ve @. Did he tell you what business?—A. No, sir; be told me that he 

had a great deal of business to do now; that he was connected with 
Oo the railroad, and had to see his friend Mr. Crampton i New York. ~ ~~ 

[405] *HuGH CASEY sworn. | | a | | 

: Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE:. 
| - Question. Do you know Mr. Hertz ?—Answer. Yes, sir. oo 

7 @. (Pointing to Mr. Hertz.) Is that the gentleman ?—A. That is the — 
| gentleman. , : | OC | | Pe 
a Q. Do you know Mr. Budd ?—A. Yes, sir; (pointing to Budd,) that’s | 

: / him. OS So | oe , | | 
. (. Did you go to the office No. 68 South Third street ?—A. Yes, sir; 

I went there, and Mr. Hertz and I had a conversation. Isawinthe . 
- --- Ledger that they were enlisting for the foreign legion there, and I went 

3 down and saw Mr. Hertz, and he told me to come back and he would 
ss give me a ticket; I went there on Friday and he gave me a ticket to 

) sail on board the boat with, and twelve and a half cents, and told me 
that the boat would sail on Sunday, the 25th; I went back on Saturday, 

co with three other men who enlisted with me, and he gave mea quarter | 
oO of a dollar. On Saturday afternoon I went back again, and he gave me 

— - nine cents, and on Sunday. I went down to the boat, and she had sailed. 
- ~ I went to the office on Monday, and Mr. Hertz was not there, but Mr. 

, Budd was there, and he told me to come back on Wednesday, and he 
oe would give me a ticket. On Wednesday I went down. re 
oe — Q. What did you do with. the ticket you got on the first occa- 

[406] sion ?—A. I gave that ticket up; I guess you have itnow. *On | 
: Wednesday I went down there, and met Budd at the steamboat | 

| with Mr. Hertz; Mr.. Hertz saw me, and told me to go on board. I 
--went on board the steamboat, and there I saw the rest of the men had 

/ __. tickets in their hands, and I had uone, and then I went up to the office, | 
_. thinking that, Hertz was there, to get a ticket, and when I came.back 
7 the boat had sailed. oo re re | 

oo - Q. Did Hertz give you the first ticket ?—A. No, sir; Mr. Budd gave 
ot me the ticket himself for Sunday; I do not recollect getting it on 

' Saturday; the 31st of March I saw Mr. Hertz. — coe 
, Q. When you got back from the office, you say the boat had sailed ?— | 

| A. Yes, sir; I went up to the office in Third street, and when I came 
_ back the boat had sailed; it was the Menemon Sanford; I then came — | 

back and saw Mr. Hertz, on Saturday, in Mr. Heazlitt’s (I think thatis | 
- | his name) office; he was looking for bail, and I went over to him, and 

a Hertz said to me, “ Who is going your bail?” and I said, “I do not want 
| any bail, because I come out of the boat to get a passenger-ticket and 
eS did not go;” and he then said, “Do you want a little money?” and told 

me to step around by-and-by and he would give me some money; I went 
around at 4 o’clock. Mr. Remak and him went up to Seventh — 

| [407] and Chestnut *streets, and I waited in the room until he came 
: back, when he gave me twenty-five cents, and said tome,“ You — 

- will go and swear against me,and be damned to you.” a | 
Q. Did you tell him what you wanted to‘go to Halifax for?—A. Isaid 

: “times were very hard, and I would like to go to Halifax for the purpose _
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of enlisting in the foreign legion for the Crimea; and then he said that Cope 

he would give me tickets to:go'there, and that I would get $30 bounty - Cs 

~ and $8 a month, but that he could give me no money until I went on to ns 

Halifax. oo fe Be as 
a Cross-examined by Mr. REMAK: | CO a 

Q. Did you not tell some people that you were going to see Mr. Van | 

Dyke, and get him to send you to prison for the purpose of your sup- - 

-- port?—A. I did not, sir, use that expression; I told a person that I met — : 

“ on the street that I was fooled by the party, and that Mr. Hertz insulted Oo 

me, and I would go as State’s evidence against him. _ a a 

_Parure LABEL sworn,” ~ | : | Ce Co 

As this witness could not speak the English language, Mr. Daviswas,, 

- at the request of Mr. Remak, affirmed as his interpreter. a ~, 

Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE: | Soe pees 

[408] Question. Do you know Mr. Hertz ?—* Answer. Yes, sir; (point- ane 
Ct ing to Hertz,) that is the gentleman sitting there. | | oe os 

Q. State all you know about the enlisting—A. I read in the Demo- wok 
erat that some persons were required to go to Halifax, and I went to the ae 

_ office, No. 68 South Third street, and made some inquiries there if that . 

was the place for enlisting; I made the inquiries of Mr. Bosschart; I 
then inquired if they engaged some people there; they told me that they 
desired to engage some persons to go to Halifax in order to work there; | - 
I then asked him if I could become a soldier if I went there; he made 
the reply that it was left optional to me to doso or not; that those who 

are willing to become soldiers may de so, and those who wished to work a 
may do so too. — en | ee : 

_. @,. Did you say whether ‘you were willing to become a soldier, and a 

that you-wanted to become such?—A. No, sir; I did not intend to go 

there as a soldier; I made the inquiry, if when a person got there he en- oe 

listed, what he received; I was then told there was $30 bounty and$8a = 

— Q. Who told you that?—A. The same man, Mr. Bosschart. ee 

 Q. What conversation, if any, took place between you and Hertz ?— | | 
A. The first day that. I came there I saw this gentleman there; I then - | 

inquired what time the vessel would go; he told me that he did = 
: [409] not know; *that Mr. Hertz was not in, and he could not tellme. AN 

- ” -T went there again on the following day and saw Mr. Hertz, and _ oo 

} he handed me a card. es re 
- Q. (Ticket shown same as on page —, ante.) Was it a card like that? a 

—A. Yes, sir. o _ 
Q. Did you sign any paper?—A. No, sir; I did not; that gentleman Fa 

put my name down on some paper; Mr. Bosschart did so. . | : 
~ Q. Did you go to the vessel ?—A. Yes, sir; Mr. Hertz told me where 

the vessel was, and I went toward it—that is all; I went on board, and 
that isal. . a a er 

| — Q. Did you go to Halifax?—A. No, sir, ns 
- Q. Why not?—A. Because we were arrested before then. — rk, 

~- Q. Who had command of you on the boat?—A. Mr. Budd. 

- JAMES JOHNSON sworn. | - 

 * -‘Axamined by Mr. VAN. DYKE: | Oo : 

, - WITNESS. Mathew Burk is my proper name; you will see it so on 
Mr. Hertz’s list. a | Co | 

—. Question. How came you to get the name of James Johnson ?—Answer.
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_ I did not wish my name to be published in the papers so that.my friends 
ee a would know it; I gave my proper name to the court at the time.+ — 

. [410]  Q. Why did you not want your real name known ?—*A. I did | 
ee not want my friends to know that I was made a prisoner, 
oo '@. Did you not give that name under oath ?—A. No, sir, I did not; I | 
pos told the commissioner, and the grand jury, and you, my proper name, 
| +s. and the circumstances of it. | Se ee a 

— s  @. Do you know Mr. Hertz?—A. Yes, sir, : | | 
When did you see him?—A. I saw him on the 27th of March. =. 

| ~Q. Did you see him before that ?—A. No, sir. . ne 
@. Was you on the boat?—A. Yes, sir; in the steamer Menemon , 

7 _ Sanford, on the river Delaware. | | ae — — 
_ @. Had you seen Mr. Hertz before that ?—A. I saw him the day be- 

fore at 68 South Third street. We were taken on a Wednesday. 
— Q. How came you to go to his office ?—A. I called first on Monday; I 

| | saw the advertisement in the Ledger of men wanting. I did not read - 
_ it myself, but another man read it for me, and I went to see. Mr. Budd 

_ was there. I told him I had called from seeing the advertisement of 
- _ soldiers wanted, and I said I-wanted to enlist. Mr. Budd told me that 

~  , I could not be enlisted there, but that he could tell me how [ could get 
| to Halifax, and said that I supposed that would do to get to Hal- | 

| [411] ifax; he then *told me I must come once again. Icalledagain _ 
. _ that afternoon, which was Monday afternoon, and he told me 

that a boat had gone before, and it was a pity I had not been sooner. I , 
, . called again on Tuesday, and Mr. Hertz was there; I told Hertz my busi-. 

ness, that I had come to enlist, and the reply he made I cannot tell now, 
| | but it was ‘‘ very well,” or something to that effect; he told me to stay 

Mo a while, and I staid a while and some more men came. I told him my . | 
name and he wrote it down on a sheet of paper; he also wrote some 
others. I told him when he was going to write it that another man had 

- written it the day before, and he said, very well, I will take it again. | 
| @. (Paper shown.) Is that the paper on which your name was writ- — 

| ten ?—A. That is my name on it, though I cannot say whether itis the |. 
ss paper on which Mr. Budd wrote my name the first day; I cailed on | 
Hertz the day after; he did not tell me what bounty I would receive; I 

ON did not inquire; he gave a ticket and I was to go down to the boat. 
so Q. (The “N.S. R. C.” ticket shown.) Was it a ticket like that ?—A. 

| | I actually believe it was one of them green tickets; I think so, 
Se [412] but would not swear positive*ly that it was a green ticket, though — 

: ~ Tactually do believe it was one; I recollect it having those letters | 
| (N.S. BR. C.”) on it. | oe cos 

| | @. What did he tell you to do with the ticket?—A. He told me 
— I was to go down on board at Pine-street wharf. I then went away, ° 

and called back again to the office, and I asked him “‘was I to go ou 
| ‘board and say nothing to no one, or was there to be anybody there to © 

receive me ;” he told me to go down between 9 and 10, and go straight 
on board, and to tell the rest, if I saw them, to go on at the same time. | 

-  - [went next morning and did so, and went onboard the boat and was : 
— taken about to the navy-yard, when they brought us back again. . 

Q. What took place when you got on board the boat?—A. I saw Mr. 
Budd on board, and we were called together, and an exchange of tickets 

| took place; we were going on, and I thought in a fair way for Canada, 
a - and the next news that I heard was that we were all made prisoners. | 

a Q. Did Mr. Budd eall you together ?—A. Yes, sir, he was there acting 
+ as a kind of officer or man in authority; he did not put usin military 

| form, but called us together. | a on SS -
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‘ : Cross-examination by Mr. REMAK: Ce | a 

_ [413]  *Q. How much money have you received from the United States wags 
| as witness-fees? 0 re 
- Mr. VAN DYKE objected. You need not answer that question. Ss 

Mr. Remax. I only wanted the jury to know. You need not mind. | = 

PETER MOHN sworn. or | SR Sa gh pee 

- .  _Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE: ae | 
| Question. Do you know Mr. Hertz?—Answer. Yes, sir. I have a 

known him since the 26th of March. I just saw him in the office, No. nd 
68 Seuth Third: street. oo | . | Didne . 

| QQ. How came you to go there?—A. There was a man told methat 
there was an office to send men to Halifax to work. Iwas out of work  — . 

| and went there. That was.on Monday afternoon, and I found nobody a 
‘there but Mr. Budd, and that young man there, Mr. Bosschart. He oe 

- told me to come next day, when Mr. Hertz would be home, and then I : 
could know allabout it. I went there the hext day, andhe said “Yes; 
he sent men to Halifax to work.” — | a 

Q. What kind of work?—A. Any work that you pleased; and if I - 
did not like it there I could get a free ticket back here again ; - 

[414] and that if I wanted to goin the *army I would get $30 bounty oe 
_ . and $8 a month. He told me to come in again about 2 o’clock, > 

| and he would tell me all about it. I went about 2 o’clock,.and he said _ 
that Budd was going off next day at 10 o’clock, and he gave me a oo 
ticket. — | - ao 

- Q. What colored ticket was it; red, yellow, blue, or green?—A. Ido 
- not recollect; one of the green, I guess; (ticket shown;) thatis like it; 
Pine-street wharf was on the back of it. — | - Oo . 

-» Q. You went to Pine-street wharf?—A. Yes, sir, and I went on the a 
boat. ) oo : | | So 
 Q. Who did. you meet there?—A. I met Mr. Budd; he was there, — | 

_and he took command of us. mo os 
~.. Q. Did you ever see Hertz down there?—A. No, sir. _ ore 

-' Q. You were arrested that day, were you not ?—A. Yes, sir. ee 

JOHN JENKINS sworn. a SO 

| Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE : ee | 

--- Question. You are a deputy marshal ?—Answer. Yes, sir, oe 
 Q. Will you state whether you had a warrant in the latterend of 
March for the arrest of certain parties, and whom?—A. The marshal - 

| had a warrant for the arrest of Hertz and others, and I accompanied © | 
him. | | a 

oc. -  Q. State what you did then.—A. The marshal directed me to ) 
[415], goon board *the steamer Sanford and arrest the party that were 7 

there. I arrested Mr. Budd, together with some twelve or fifteen — | 
-men, whose. names I do not-remember. The marshal himself afterward _ : 
went to the office of Mr. Hertz, and there arrested Mr. Hertz, Mr. Boss- - 

_ chart, and two others—four in all, I think. | —— ae we 
» @. Mr. Hertz was among them?—A. Yes, sir. Se 

- - . .Q. You arrested these men?—A. Yes, sir. : a co 
—  Q. (“N.S. RB. C.” tickets shown.) Do you know these tickets ?—A. 
Each of the men had tickets similar to those npon their persons. Itook — 

_ them from them. © | lay OE ae hae a oS | 
. o Q. (New York steamer ticket shown.) Do you recollect that?—A. I | 

do not recollect that. OO
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| _ Q. (Book of Dr., containing cash account, shown.) Do you remember . 
~. that book ?—A. No, sir; I do not. ; | oe 

a @. (Book containing list of names shown.) Do you remember that — _ 
 ™  . book?—A. Yes, sir; I remember that book. I found it in the secretary | 

So _ which Mr. Hertz called his private secretary, in the enlisting-office. He 
oS gave me the key, and I opened it. ae | oo - 

| Q. (Receipt shown.) Did you find that there?—A. Yes, sir. oe 
Phe receipt was read in evidence, as follows: | ee 

a OF : coe | PHILADELPHIA, March 25, 1855... 
. [416]  *Received of Mr. Hertz, $84, for passengers to Halifax. oo : | 

SK WINSOR, 

@. Did you find this receipt of the Ledger for advertising, one and 
. 7. two-thirds squares, one-half month, $9.50, dated March 16, 1855, at the. , 

Office, No. .68 South Third street ?—Yes, sir; it was in the secretary; I. 
-  pecollect it. — pe | —— a 

os Q. Did you find the receipt .of the Pennsylvanian there ?—A. Yes, sir. 
This receipt will be found on page —, ante. Oe 

| Mr. ReEMAK. Q. Is Mr. Hertz’s name in that receipt? | | 
oo _ Mr. VAN Dyke. A. No, sir; itisnot. . 

|  - QQ. (N.S. BR. C. ticket shown.) Did you find any number of these 
: _ tickets there?—A. Yes, sir; they were similar to these. a : 
Oo ~ Q. What did you do with them?—A. I gave them to you. - | | 

+ . @. Do you recollect whether you arrested Michael Gilroy as part of. 
. that company?—A. Yes, sir, | Ce 

- .. Q. On the boat?—A. Yes, sir. oO a ne 
, (J. Hugh Casey?—A. Yes, sir. | : an | oo 

.  .  Q. James Johnson?—A. I do not remember the name. . 
— . , @,. Charles Weaver ?—A. I do not remember the name. a 

. . QQ. Peter Muhn ?—A. I do not remember that. | | 
| —.  Q. Philip Label?—A. No, sir, ae a | a 
7 | QQ. Augustus Titus ?—A. IT remember that. | re 

: — [417]. *Q. Bremen Kernstein?—A. I do not remember that. = 
| — Q. William Finley?—A. No, sir. | Oo 

- +. &. You remember Titus, you say?—A. Yes, sir; I believe they all 
oe were the parties on the boat, but I do not remember the names at this | 

_ time, nor did I hear the names at that time; I remember Gilroy, Titus, 
-  . and Casey. | : OS OO - - 

| -— Q. (Paper shown.) Do you remember that paper?—A. Yes, sir; I | | 
| got that in his office; it was on the file. The paper was read in evi- 

dence, as follows: | | DB | 

| an - Oo _ PHILADELPHIA, 26th of Thirdmonth, 1856. : | 

~ This is to certify that Mr. Julinas Lyncks is in sound health, and fit for any service. , 
. pre ea a | : ae BEIL, Doctor. 

— @. (Papers shown witness.) Do you remember those ?—A. Yes, sir; 
"these were in the secretary. Oo e | a | 

Oo Mr. VAN DykKE. The one is the paper which Mr. Budd stated con- | 
oy tained the names of the persons he took, and the other appears to be a 
a .. copy of the recruiting-book. . oe : ne , 

Po, ‘Examined by Mr. REMAak: _ Cy ce 
~  Q,. Did Mr. Hertz, on the day of his arrest, give you the key of his 

office and the key of his desk of his own accord, freely?—A. Idemanded 

: - Q. Did he give them without any hesitation?—A. I demanded them |
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_. through you, and after consultation with him, you directed Hertz to wes 
i give them tome, “225550 Fe See . : a 

[418] *Q. Did he give them of his own accord, or did I ask him?—A. ee 
I think that it was after you directed him to doit. Idonot think =~, 

T had any conversation with Mr. Hertz about the keys; it was with you. | 
| Q. I think in your examination before the commissioner you said that 

at the time Hertz gave you the keys, and I had no objections. a 
Q. (By Mr. GuILLovu.) You mentioned that you arrested a number of — 

persons on the boat, and you also said that you arrested at the office Oo 
Hertz and some others, which you did not mention. You did not arrest | 
Mr. Perkins there?—A. No, sir; the marshal arrested Perkins. He | 
was not at Mv. Hertz’s office, or upon the boat; Ido not know where 
he was when he was arrested. | ~ re a 

» EDWARD ©. WEBB affirmed. — wo as a 

Examined by Mr. VAN DYKE: | ne Pte 
Question. Are you acquainted with Mr. Perkins?—Answer. Tam. _ 2 

-. @. Have you ever had any conversation with him previous to the | 
28th of March in relation to recruiting for the British service?—A. Yes, 
sir. Icannot speak as tothe date, but during the tine the enlistment was 
... -going on in Third street, opposite Dock, I met Mr. Perkins in Dock — | 
[419] street, [think at the corner of Third and * Dock, and we walked down | 

. as faras Walnut and Dock streets, and there stopped ; a conversa- 
_ . ° tion arose between us as to the enlistment going on, or said to be going oe 

on, in one of those buildings on Third street; he stated he was hiringmen 
at $1.25 a day, and sending them to Canada or Nova Scotia, or some oe 
other place in the British Provinces; I asked him: for what purpose; eee 

| whether they were to go in-the foreign legion to serve in the Crimea; a 
~he said he employed them nominally for that purpose—I do not know - 

- whether I use his language, but I give the idea—of working uponarail- — 
road. I remarked to him that I thought they would find their way into ’ 
the barracks, and he said he had no doubt of that, or he supposed so, 
or something of that sort. = | | | 

-- Q. Did he state to you at any time whether he was doing this at the oo 
suggestion or by the advice of any higher authority than himself?—A. > 

. He did; he told me he had not been long from Washington, and that —° 
he had had an interview with Crampton, the British minister, while oe 
there, in relation to this subject, and that he had been called to Washing- oe 

| | ton in consequence of some disclosures made in Philadelphia, or a 
[420] other places, about the matter; I understood him *to say thathe 

or Crampton waited upon Mr. Marcy, or that Crampton told him : 
that he had seen Mr. Marcy and had entered into an explanation about = 
the course they had pursued in Philadelphia, and that after he had ex- 

_ plained, Mr. Marcy either clapped him upon the shoulder—Perkins or oo 
, Crampton, I do not now distinctly recollect which—and said, “ You area _ a 

-eunning dog, you-have not violated any law of this country.” a 
| — Q. Did he tell you what he was doing?—A. He said he had em- 
-- ployed.a large number of men; he mentioned the number, but ithas - 
- escaped my memory; that he employed them at 81.25 a day to gointo | | 

, _ the British Provinces, nominally to work upon the railroad, but really © 
| to go into the army. | OS | Te ae 
| Mr. Guitiov. Did he say that?—A. That is not his precise lJan- 

_ guage, but that is the idea; it is impossible for me to recollect his _ 
| language. _ oes, re . ce | 

Q. Give the substance of it—A. As near as I can recollect, he said 
| that he had employed a large number of men, and had dispatched, I ;
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| _ think he said, five hundred already, nominally to work upon the railroad 
- - In one of the provinces, but he expected that they would find their 

| . [421] way to the barracks; I asked him whether he did *not employ 
a -- them for that purpose; well, he said, he did not care a damn 

. | where they went after they got there; that his purpose was to get them = 
: | there, and then they might take care of themselves. _ SSMS ce, 

- Q. Did he say that the British authorities would take care of them. . 
after they got there?—A. I cannot say with accuracy whether he did or 

" not. He talked very fast; he was in a talking mood and said a good © 
_ . deal. I saw from his flushed face that he was in a talkative way. =~ : 
a ~~ Q@. Did he at any time try to get you to write editorials in your paper 

Oo on this British question?—A. He did. He was in the habit of coming. 
| - into the Pennsylvanian office nightly and daily, long before I knew who. 

«ihe was. After he had been coming there several weeks, he ventured | 
‘y into the editorial department and conversed with the telegraphic re-. 

porter, Mr. Johnson; he entered into conversation nightly with me 
upon the subject of the war in the Crimea, and contended that the dem-. 

— ocratic party ought to take ground in favor of the allies; that, in fact, 
the United States, as a general thing, should do so, because she was 

re the daughter of. Great Britain; our people spoke the same lan- | 
4 +-[422] guage, and were educated in thesame literature,and soon. *Hefre- . 

oe Oo quently grew warm upon the subject, and I listened to him, and re-_ 
a peatedly while he was talking upon the subject I was writing an article — 

against the allies and combating his argument as he was progressing. 
a — @. Which is Mr. Perkins?—A. I know him very well; I have seen | | 

[ him almost every day, but I do not see him now in the room. 
i Mr. GuUILLOU. There is no difficulty about that. — | ee ee 

|. WITNESS. He always. said that he was an agent of the British gov- | 
. ernment, and that he was in correspondence with Lord Palmerston, and 

I think Lord Clarendon. He gave me to understand that he was a tory, | 
a ' and that the tory party in England was the only party that knew any- 

_ thing, flaughter;] that they were always able to carry on the govern- 
CS ment properly; and that the whig party was composed of dunces 

oo [laughter] who always got into difficulties, and were the bitter enemies 
. _ of this country. He said that he was a correspondent to several news- 

_--«:papers, and mentioned particularly the Times, and stated that he had, | 
with every mail, sent a file of the Pennsylvanian to Europe to the . | 

7 Times. He also spoke of Lord Brougham, and said that he was in cor- _ 
os gespondence with him. = Ce pavias 

[423] | *Q. Did he say the correspondence was on this subject ?—A. 
No, sir; Idonotthinkhedidg 

Co _ Q. Did he mention the subject ?—A. He was talking about this sub- > 
7 ject at the time he said this. He complained about the tone of the — 
o articles in the Pennsylvanian, and showed a good deal of feeling. He | 

| said that he had written to his employers in Europe, and had assured 
- | them that the democratic press in this country was all right, which [ 

believe did not happen to be the case, [laughter,| and that they would © 
Oe think it very strange that he should give them such information when | 

. they found the tenor of the articles against the allies so ultra and so’. 
| strongly in favor of Russia. | | en 

me Judge KANE. Did he classify Brougham among the whigs or the , 
— + tories ? . | | Se, 

| | Witness. I do not remember whether he classified him or not; he 
, _  gaid he corresponded with him. — Be — a, 

: a Mr. GUILLOU. May it please your honor, he was likethe maninthe — - 
— play, “he received letters from Constantinople.” [Laughter. | i 

~ | ; o : NI
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-° Q. Did he speak of this as confidential ? a . 7 co 

-—, -Wirness. Yes, sir, he did; and remarked on several occasions, that _ Op: 

- what he told me was ¢ontained ‘insome letters which he had 
 - [424] just received, * but could not show the letters to me. |Laughter.[| 0 - 

| Judge KANE. ‘Wasthereany relation between you and him which ee 
would have suggested the propriety of his telling you this?—A. No, sir; oo 
he is excessively talkative, but is a man of large information, obtained oe 

by travel, and is a man of education. He spoke of his being heutenant a 

in the British army in India, and was promoted to a captaincy by the | 

brevet; that he had-been there, and was in Hindoostan, and in ,that : 

terrible fight in the mountains of Affghanistan, where the British army | oe 

_ was literally destroyed. He also spoke of his wounds but never showed _ 

them. [Laughter.] He also spoke of his having been directed to super- 8 

intend the embarkation of troops to some part of Africa or Hindoostan. . | . 

| ~~ Q. By Mr. VAN DYKE. You are the editor of the Pennsylvanian ?— oo 

A. Tam. | | | Oe a 

—..Q. And that is what induced this conversation with you?—A. Yes, sir, 

~ Q. You were at the time editor ?—A. Yes, sir. / ee no . 

. Judge Kang. And your. press was at the time unfriendly to his’pro- 

ject ?—-A. It has been during the year and a half that I have been editor, | 
-- and was so, I think, before. I did not like the threatening remarks — 

[425]. toward the United States of some of the gentlemen *highin power ~ 

in England and France, and I thought we had better take care of - 

ourselves and put our house in order, and therefore I wanted the 
- allies soundly drubbed. | 

| Q. By Mr. Van Dyks. I believe you have stated in substance - 
everything ?—A. As far as I recollect. oo Oe a a 

: Q. Did he at any time say he engaged, or retained any. person to go - 

to Halifax, with the intention of being enlisted after he had got there?— 

A. Well, he spoke in general terms, and left the impression upon my . 
mind that he had employed those men for that purpose, and had some — 
understanding with them, that after they got there they were to go into 
the barracks... He may have mentioned them by name, but lhave no. 

| recollection of it; he left the impression upon my mind that they were a 

employed for that purpose. - | 

_.. @. Have you stated fully the conversation which he repeated to you = 

as having had with Crampton upon that subject?—A. IT cannot = 

[426] recollect it; he talked a good deal upon that subject, and endeav- is S 

' *ored to impress me with the idea that he was a very greatmMan 

and knew the secrets of the British cabinet. oS De ee ok 
.-@. You were never at this recruiting’ office, No. 68 South Third . 

street ?—A. I passed by it daily, and saw something was going on 5 oe 

but did not know what. I saw several persons going in and out, and pe 
saw him repeatedly come out, which led me to suspect that he wasa | 
party in the matter. | ae | OS oe - 

-- Gross-examined by Mr. GumLLou: a oe - 

_  Q. Ido not think you understand a question of the judge. Heasked 

you whether the opinion expressed in the Pennsylvanian was adverse oo 

a to the project of the defendant, and as I understand you, you an- a 
[427] swered that it was adverse to the war in Europe?—A. Ithas 0 

been against this project of enlisting, and it has been very Severe. vo 
It was the first that denounced it and exposed it. coe Ee 

| ~ Q. State whether Perkins is not a man who talks a great deal?—A. 
Yes, sir; he talks incessantly. He is a man of large information, ob- : 
tained by travel, and is a man of education, but not much judgment. ._
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: -.Q. His temper rises pretty high sometimes?—A. Very. co 
| -.Q. Mr. Conroy mentions an instance when he left your office, cursing 

all in the office—A. He was frequently excited about the subject, and 
| I would then draw him out to the length of histether, . 

And you were writing articles, firing away at the allies, and load- — 
hg your guns with the ammunition he furnished you? = = ©. 

| Mr. Van Dyke. May it please the court, having, as I think, proved 
oe a clear prima facie case against one of the defendants, (Hertz,) and sub- 

| _ mitted all the testimony I[ have to offer against the other (Perkins,) I 
. - deetn it unnecessary to extend the examination of the witnesses rela- 
a tive to Mr. Hertz, I therefore close for the present the case of the Gov- - 

. ernment. oe a ee SC | 
. - [The court then took a recess for halfan hour.] es 

| The district attorney, having closed his case, the counsel for the de- | 
. ss fense said they had no.testimony to offer. a CORE 
, — [428]  *Mr. Guillou, for Mr. Perkins, asked the court to instruct the 

Jury to return a verdict of not guilty as to Emanuel C. Perkins, | 
= there being no evidence to hold him. | _ _ | vee 

a Mr. Van Dyke. Is it the intention to make.a witness of the defend- — 
| ant? | ra | a fo, LO 
. Mr. Gurttovu. Now — - OC | a 

| Mr. VAN Dykes. This application is entirely within the discretion of _— 
- the court, and, I presume, might be granted, if the ends of substantial 

- justice were to be served by so doing; but as Mr. Perkins is not to be 
a put upon the stand, nothing is gained to either of the defendants by 

separate verdicts. I am free to admit that, under the former ruling of | 
| the court, I have not made out such a clear case against the defendant .§ — 

Perkins as L should have liked, but I prefer the going jointly tothe jury > 
as they now stand. The result, no doubt, will be the same to Mr. Guil- 
lou’s client. es 

a Mr. GuiLutovu. Under the remarks of the district attorney, I with- _ 
draw my application. Pe : | oy 

oo Mr. Van Dyke, in simming up for the United States, said: Hedid not | 
| deem it necessary further to examine the witnesses which could be pro- 

ee duced. That he was satisfied the testimony which had already been — 
. submitted was conclusive in favor of the Government on all the ques-— - 

. . tions which had been submitted to the jury. Hehadbutveryfew | 
[429] suggestions to *make at the present time, and such heshould ad- 

| _. .. dress to the jury, more through the medium of the court than ~— 
= directly to themselves, because it was his belief that under the charge 

which the court would give of the law bearing upon the case, the jury 
would have no difficulty in finding the defendant Hertz guilty in the. 

ae manner and form as charged in each and every of the bills of indictment 
-.  -Jaid before them. | | : | | os ae | 

_ The act of Congress, may it please the court, provides, (I recite it from / 
| ‘ memory, and the court will correct meif Lam wrong,) First. Thatif any | 

‘person shall, within the territory or jurisdiction of the United States, . — 
_ enter himself in the service of any foreign prince, &c. This.is one dis- | 

| tinct and separate misdemeanor created by the act. a 
—  - ~, Seeond. Hf any person shall hire or retain any other person to enlist | 

or enter himself in the service of any foreign prince, &c. Thisis another | | 
‘*  *- and the second distinct misdemeanor created by thisact. ~ 

, Third. If any person shall hire or retain any other person to go beyond 
- the limits or jurisdiction of the United States, with the intent to enlist — 

| - or enter himself in the service of any foreign prince, state, colony, =» 
a . [430] district, or people, as a sol*dier—not.as a soldier on board any
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vessel or letter of marque, as has been contended, but as a soldier ODE 
according to the general conitwon: aeceptance of the term—or as a mar- as 
iner on board any vessel or letter of marque, Se. Be es 

Now, these three are distinct and separate offenses. The first is that a 
| of a person enlisting or entering into the service of any foreign prince, oe 

state, colony, district, &c. In relation to this, he said, the defendant is ons 
~ notin any manner charged in the indictment, and, therefore, it is un- oo 

necessary to embarrass the court and jury in taking into consideration — | 
any facts which relate to an intent on the part of the defendant to, enter 

. and enlist himself. Neither has the defendant, nor any other person, 
-_- been charged with having been absolutely enlisted within the territory or a 

jurisdiction of the United States; nor is the defendant, or any one else, | | 
charged with having gone beyond the limits or jurisdiction of the United - 
States with the intent to enlist. pe | ae ae 

What, then, is the charge? What the only issue upon which I ask - am 
this court to charge the jury, that the Government have made a clear = 
case? It is, first, that the defendant hired and retained some persons SO 
to enlist within the limits or jurisdiction of the United States. This | Oo 
crime is charged in two ways, in the first two counts in the indictment ; oe 
and secondly, that the defendant has, witbin the jurisdiction of the se 

United States, hired and retained certain persons to go beyond the So 
[431] limits and jurisdiction of the United States, with the *intent to Co 

enlist when they arrived beyond such limits and jurisdiction. 
This crime is charged in various forms in the four remaining counts of a 
the indictment. | | | . : 

It is no offense under the statute, in Muhn, or Budd, or any one else, oS 
| to be hired. So that those recruits who have voluntarily come upon the eS 

stand, and confessed their participation in this lawless transaction, have ; 
~ confessed no crime. If A hires B to go beyond the limits of the United 7 

States, with the intent mentioned in the act, B having agreed with A, ee 
/ within the limits of the United States, to depart with the intent to enlist, . wos 

_ the crime or offense is not committed by B, because he merely engaged | So 
- with A to go, but the offense is committed alone by A, who hired him, a 

for so. far as the going beyond the limits of the United States, with the ee 
intent to enlist, is mentioned in the act, the offense consists in hiring ae 
or engaging the person to go, and not in being hired or engaged to go. | ” 
And the court is asked so to charge the jury. Then, as to the intent, - 
what is meant thereby, and who must have such intent. -On this point ee 
the court is asked to charge the jury that the intent mentioned in the 
act is the motive in the mind of the person hired, and has uo reference | 
~~ to the design of the person hiring, except that the person hiring _ - 

| [432] believed, or had reason to sup*pose, the person hired really in- | 
~ tended to enlist, when he should arrive beyond the limits of the ~ 

United States, and that he hired him for such purpose; that ifthe jury, | 
from all the testimony, are satisfied that Hertz, at the time he engaged = *_ 
Muhn, Budd, Weaver, or any other person mentioned in any of these wl # 
bills of indictment, to go beyond the limits of the United States, and = 
furnished him with the tacilities to depart, had the intention to enlistin = | 
the British military service, then that point of the act which speaks of | a 
the intent is sufficiently established. Se | 

| ~ Believing that the learned court will give the jury in charge the law | | 
- as he has stated it, Mr. V. called the attention of the jury tothe princi: 

_ pal features of the evidence in the case. He contended that he had-es- 
tablished every point made in his opening remarks, = 
_ First. He had shown by incontrovertible testimony that the necessi-. a 

. ties of the British government, resulting from the disastrous’ condition | |
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a of their army in the Crimea, and the unpopularity of the cause of the | 
: _. Allies at home, compelled them to hazard the enlistment of soldiers 

. -- within the limits of foreign neutral nations. | : _ 
— Second. That in the accomplishment of this design, the Eng- 

_ -——s« [483] lish authorities at home, and their *representatives on this con- 
- tinent, had, in gross violation of the laws of the United States, 

. concocted and partially matured a plan for procuring, within our territo- 
| : rial limits, sufficient men to supply the forlorn hopes of an unpopular 

| war, and regain,the lost prestige of a warning administration. : 
| In support of these points, Mr. V. adverted to, and commented upon, | 

— the testimony of Captain Max F. O. Strobel, Colonel Burgthall, Colonel 
| Rumberg, Dr. Reuss, Mr. Bucknell, Mr. Budd. The truth of their rep- 

- resentations had not been questioned, and the jury are bound, under 
_ their oaths, to regard their evidence as contlusive. = 

| Third. That Henry Hertz, the defendant, was an agent of the English _ 
” government in the accomplishment of this general plan and design. 

‘That he had been employed for that purpose by Mr. Crampton, Her 
a Britannic Majesty’s envoy extraordinary, the highest British funetion- . —_ 

| cary known in the country, as also by Sir Joseph Howe, the general _ 
Oo agent, specially sent to America for this purpose, and by Sir Gaspard 

Tie Marchant, the governor of a neighboring British province. fas 
- — Fourth. That in pursuance of such employment, this plan was regu: | 
a larly carried out by the defendant. That he did, in the city of 

- (484) Philadelphia, *engage at least, two hundred men to go beyond the » | 
limits of the United States, with the intent to become a part and . | 

- | parcel of the British foreign legion. That in order the more ef _ 
 . fectually to accomplish this design, he opened, under the auspices of . 

» his English employers, a recruiting officé, and advertised in the public | 
papers, and posted through the streets placards bearing the Queen’s  _ 

| - arms, inviting men to his office.. That the persons calling in answer to : 
such proclamations were sent by the defendant. to Halifax, who, when 

- . there, were attested, and mustered into the military service of the Brit-. , 
ish government. = rae : 7 a 

| Fifth. That Mr. Hertz, at the time he was thus engaged in hiring 
| and sending men beyond the limits of the United States, well knew that. 

| | it.was the intention of the persons thus hired and sent to enlist in the 
service of Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain. oe 
Mr. V. argued that the affirmative of each of these propositions was 

: fully. sustained by the testimony produced by the Government, and 
called the attention of the jury to that portion of the evidence which a 

| . severally related to them. He said the character of the witnesses was | 
'. unimpeached and that their testimony had been abundantly cor- 

_ [435] roborated by the written evidence * which he had been enabled to 
_ produce. That there could be no difficulty in finding a verdict of 

|, . guilty as to the defendant Hertz. That if the jury believed both de- | 
fendants guilty they should so find. If, on the contrary, they did not : 

foes think a case had been made out against Perkins, they should aequit him 
an and find a verdict of guilty against Hertz. They could separate their | 

. verdict. a ' ee ee 
a - As to Mr. Perkins, Mr. V. said that he did not intend to press for a . 

conviction where the evidence does not in the clearest manner justify 
,  .  himin so doing. That. however much he might himself be convinced) _ 

of a defendant’s guilt, it was his duty to prove him so, and that beyond | 
- _ reasonable doubt. From the intimation of the learned court when this | 

' - gase was before it on writ of habeas corpus, he presumed hishonor would — , 
: require the Government, under the present form of indictment for a_
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| statutory offense, to prove an,actual: hiring or retaining of some oneof. ss 
| the individuals mentioned in the bills... Should ‘such be held to be the | - 
-  lawunder this statute, he was compelled in candor to say to the jury | See 

‘that he had himself, under the testimony, a doubt as to Perkins hav- a 
ing been proved guilty. He regretted such was the case, but having - 

— “brought all the evidence he could to bear against him, he leit him a 
| [436] in the hands *of the jury without any expression of his. private oo, 

-. opinion as to that detendant’s guilt. Bos | 
Mr. V. closed his remarks by a severe commentary upon the baseness / 

and. perfidy of the persons.engaged as the chief actors in this flagrant 
attempt to violate and evade the laws and treaty obligations’ of the | | 
United States, and expressed the hope that the result of this case would 
vindicate the action of the Government in their determination to main- / o 
tain our national integrity with every nation of the globe, whether itis - oe 
or is not in accordance with sinister purposes of Great Britain. By eo 

_ foreing this indictment thus against this defendant, the President of the = 
United States has struck as near the throne of Her Majesty as he is Oo 
enabled to doin the shape of a criminal prosecution. ‘The extended / 
privileges and peculiar protection given to a foreign minister prevents, a 
so far as he is concerned, the application.of the criminal code of the - 
country, although such foreign minister may be proved guilty of acts 

‘ ‘which, if committed by a private individual, wonld make him a felon. - 
~ Were it not so, I think Lam justified in. saying I would this day, by 

the direction of the President, be trying Mr. Crampton, Sir Joseph Oo 
oe Howe, and Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, instead of their humble in- ~— ~~ - 

[437] strument, whose conviction is now ask*ed at your hands. The ne 
_ jury, however, will leave these gentlemen to the oniy power | 

' ° Jegally authorized to take care of our public safety, bydemandingrepar-: 
ation from their government, and you, gentlemen, may rest assured that : 
in due time they will be called upon by our able and faithful officers at — 

_ Washington to make proper atonement for the gross. insult which they: = 
have offered to our laws and our people. : | 

/ If, on the contrary, after I have in this trial, instituted by the direc- , | | 
tion and. with the cordial approbation of the National Administration, = 
proved the defendant so clearly guilty, as the instrument and agent of : 
Mr. Crampton and his confederates, you should, on accountofany sym- © 
pathy which may be thrown into the jury-box, acquit him, your verdict — 
will be the strongest argument which will hereafter be used to protect oo 
Her Majesty’s agents in their impudent intermeddling with the affairs of = 8 
this continerft. Confident, however, that you are men devoted to the a 
institutions and political policy of your own country, and, as such, are © 
ever ready fearlessly to defend them, [leave in your hands the honor of © a 
the Government and the rights of all those who seek shelter beneathits 

broad, protecting egis. Weaken not that power of protection - 
— [438] *by your verdict; stain not that honor by one moments hesita- a 

tien, in your approval of the determination on the part of the — 
- Government to preserve every feature of our constitutional vigor,aS = 

+ well from the jealous designs of foreign powers as from the fanatical — _ , 
| treason of domestic foes. | : Pe : 
. . Mr. Van Dyke having concluded, he was followed by Mr. Stephen S. _ e 

- Remak, who made.a powerful appeal to the jury in behalf of the de- .. ~° 
fendant, Hertz. He spoke for two hours and a half, giving a full his- : 

| tory of the case, reviewitlg the testimony which had been submitted, = 
and dwelling with great power and eloquence upon the law bearing on °° 
the subject. It would have afforded us great pleasure to be able to pre-.
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| _ sent his speech in full, as taken by our reporter, but want of space< . 
| forbids. | | | . . 

—  , Mr, CUYLER. May it please the court, gentlemen of the jury: You. _ 
oY are weary, gentlemen, and long to be released. I shall detain you 

- but a few minutes by the remarks it is my duty to make to youinthis 
| case. | an _ , 

| The facts of the case have been elaborately analyzed and discussed . 
ae by my colleague, and I deem it unnecessary to pursue the path in which | 

_ * he has preceded me, in reviewing and digesting the testimony youhave _ 
listened to so patiently in this case. The duty which has fallen | 

| _ [439] to my share, may it please *your honor, is chiefly that of inviting 
Oo your attention to the view entertained by the defense of the true  ~ 

- construction of the act of Congress under which this indictment is 
 * framed, trusting, if you shall agree with usin that construction, that — 

. the jury will not find in the evidence in this case that a violation of the : 
: wholesome provisions of this.act of Congress has taken place. 

| You cannot have failed to notice, gentlemen of the jury, in the pro- 
~ gress of this case, that the names of those high in authority and official 

: rank have appeared, and often appeared, to be mingled in the transac- 
| tions from which these indictments have sprung. Mr. Barclay, the 

consul at New York, Mr. Matthew, the consul at.Philadelphia, Mr. | 
.. Crampton, the British minister at Washington, have all of them ap- | 

| ' peared as prominent and earnest actors in the scenes which have been | 
: _ detailed in the evidence before you. Among the humblest of all who. 

ee have been named is this poor and unfortunate man—a strangerina 
strange land, forlorn, friendless, and deserted—for whose convictionthe 
zeal and learning of the district attorney and the power of the Govern- 
ment have been so earnestly and sternly pressed upon you. And here, — 

: _pausing for an instant, let me pay my tribute of respect to the 
- [440] learned district attorney *for the candor and liberality with which | 

she has conducted the case, and for the more than usual fullness, | 
a perfection, and ability with which he has prepared and managed this. — 

oo _ prosecution. The power of the Government, so ably exerted and di- 
: rected by him in this prosecution, is in strange contrast with the prepa- > 

ration this poor and friendless man has been able to make for his 
_ defense. | _ | | . 

7 _ I cannot suppose, gentlemen of the jury—I will not suppuse—you will | 
oe not, I trust, suppose for an instant, that these high functionaries of a 

. foreign, but friendly state, dwelling within our borders, have consciously © 
_- either evaded or violated the provisions of any of the lawg of the land. | 

oe You will not believe that these gentlemen of standing, character, and 
| intelligence, have deliberately planned an infraction of the laws of the 

| country, and then left this humble instrument of their designs untriend- | 
ed to bear the severe penalty of a law broken under their advice, and in 

| the execution of their requests, Oo 7 oe 
You will the rather, gentlemen, believe with me, that, conscious of 

their own integrity, and with the law in full view before them, and with 
experience and capacity to construe the law aright, they so ordered their 

7 own course, and so. directed their subordinate agencies, that no — | 
[441] violation of the *law should anywhere take place. This, gentle- 

oo men, ! trust, you are now about to find. In aword, I shall sub- | 
- mit, to you that no offense is proven within the construction of the act | 
a, which I shall ask the learned judge to give you. 7 : 
| May it please your honor, the offense with which this man is charged 

a is unknown to the common law. The right of any man to expatriate ~ — 
himself cannot under our law be questioned, except so far-as the statute
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_ “may have forbidden. it to be done, under certain particular cireumstan- 
ces, or with a cértain intént: Which ‘the’ statuté forbids and punishes. a 

| Such a statute is the subject of strict construction. If the facts are not | 
within its fair spirit and construction, the offense is not made out, and - 
it is your duty to a€quit. Now, what is the offense created by the stat- 
ute, in derogation 6f that. which otherwise would not be unlawful or in 
‘any way punishable. The.second section of the act of Congress of | 
April 20, 1818, under which ae ge cement is pressed, provides, that | 
if any person shall, within thes#érritory or jurisdiction of the United | 
States, enlist'or enter himself, or hire or retain another person to enlist | 
or enter himself, or to go beyond the limitseor jurisdiction of the United 
States, with intent to be enlisted or entered in the service of any foreign : / prince, state, colony, district or people, as a soldier, &e., ‘every 
[442] *person so offending shall be deemed guilty of a high misde- _ a 
~. meanor,” &e. re Se Bp 

— The offense does not consist of course in a person hiring or enlisting, 
and there is nothing of that kind-in the case, but it consists either in © 
hiring or retaining other persons to enlist, or hiring or retaining other | 

. persons to go bevond the limits of the United States with intent to en-' | 
- jist. The offense then is ‘‘the hiring or retaining.” Now that means 

' gomething more than mere persuasion. It does not mean that the 
mere exercise of an influence which operates upon the reason of a | 
person and induces him to go, creates the offense. It must bea a 

, “hiring or retaining,” or, in other words, it must be the creation of a 
legal obligation, or of that which, irrespective of the provisions of this 
act of Congress, would amount to a contract or legal obligation, and 
be capable of enforcement as other legal contracts are. Isubmit, then, . 

| to your. honor, this as the true construction of this act, and I ask you , 
so to instruct the jury. a . 

_ Now, gentlemen, upon the whole testimony in the case, has the evi- 
dence raised in your minds a conviction, free from all doubt, that there = __. 
existed between Mr. Hertz and any of the several parties named in these _ 

indictments, a valid, legal, binding contract “of hiring or retain- 
[443] ing” them to enlist or to go beyond *the limits of the United States oe 

with intent toenlist? If it has not, itis your duty toacquit. Can 
you upon your oaths, on this testimony, say to metherehas beensucha _ ee 
conviction established in your minds? Turn with me fora moment to = | 

- the testimony. I shall not weary you with its details. Buttell me, 
witness after witness was examined before you, and did they not almost | 
with a unanimous voice tell you that they were not enlisted in the service 7 
of any foreign prince or state, nor placed under any obligation to en- 
list, but simply were to be transported to Halifax, and they were in the | 
exercise of a perfectly free and independent judgment, either to enlist | 

_ in the service of the Queen, or to decline to do so, as they might in 
their mere discretion see fit to do? It is true there have been several 

7 witnesses upon the stand whose testimony might receive a different | 
construction, but remember, gentlemen, the disadvantages under which a 
these witnesses labored. -They were foreigners—Germans—who spoke 
our language imperfectly, incapable of expressing as you or I woulddo — 

: those nicer shades of meaning which are needful to convey a true and | 
precise impression of the facts. You will not say to me that such tes- | 
timony, and so little of it, will bear down on your minds the full, strong = 

_ current of other testimony, some of it written and precisely em- | 
[444]  bodying the exact plan and intention, *muchofitoral, butclearand _ | 

| exact and:perfectly consistent with that which was written, and all 
| showing beyond question that no man was “hired or retained” in this 

BOA a |
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. country for any purpose whatever, but that they were simply persuaded | 
| to go to Halifax, and when there were in the perfectly free exercise of 
a their judgments in their mere discretion to determine either to enlist or | 

a to refuse to enlist as they might then choose. . SO - ! 
. . [ can feel no doubt, gentlemen of the jury, that you will find this to | 

a be the weight of the testimony. If you do, I ask you to acquit. If | 
you do, you will find there did not exist, between Hertz and these par- ° | 

a ties, a contract such. as, irrespective of this act of Congress, would be | 
valid, legal, and capable of being enforced, and so finding, as there | 

- was no “hiring or retaining” within the meaning of the act, you will | | 
acquit. __ 7 ° ~ | So 

— . Gentlemen of the jury, I represent a very humble man, a poor, deso- | | 
late stranger. If the law has been violated, which, in view of the con- ;. | 
struction I have just given you, it plainly has not, there are others upon. | 

| whom, with much more justice, its penalties should be visited. Let.us | 
shield this man, whose highest offense, if offense he has committed, is | 
ignorance of the law, and let those wiser men, of higher rank, bear the 
penalty. This question should be settled elsewhere, not here. If our | 

Jaws have been outraged, the government of Great Britain has | 
[445] doneit. Let that matter be * settled at Washington, and not in- | 

| an account between the Government and this obscure and hum- 
7 ble man. But, gentlemen, I will not detain you any longer. You will | 

aon not, I am sure, find, in the facts of the case, that the law has been | 
| broken anywhere or by any man. You will not find that mere persua- : 

: sion is the creation of a legal contract, or that a man who is left free to 
- the unpledged exercise of his own mere discretion has been “ hired or 

retained” within the meaning of this act. And so thinking and so 
| finding, you will rejoice to restore this unfortunate man to his friends 

| and his home, and to the wife and the children which wait for and long 
to welcome him there. . | | | 

, Mr. GUILLOU said: May it please the court, gentlemen of the jury, if 
| | you will bear with me at this late hour of the day for five minutes,I will 

close my duties within that time. Itis the boast of usallthat welivein 
aland of laws; itis our safety that the lawis administered by twotribunals, | 
the one explaining the law, and the other applying it to the facts in. 
evidence. The indictments upon which ‘you are to pass, some 12 or 13. 

: in all, charge the defendant, Perkins, together with Hertz, with having _ 
~ enlisted specified individuals, A, B,C. The crime with which he stands | 

indicted is the enlistment of persons to serve in a foreign country. | 
[446] I have turned my attention carefully to the tes*timony in this 

a case, because, when counsel makes an assertion to a jury on @ 
| | point of fact, it is his duty to ascertain that he is right in bis state- _ 

ment, and I say, after examining this testimony, that there is not any | 
- portion of it which shows any connection of Perkins with Gilroy, Budd, ; 

. Casey, or any other person whose name is in any one of these bills as 
| a party sent away or enlisted. If Lam right in this statement of the —. 

| testimony, there is an end of this indictment, for the law requires that 
the party charged be shown, by the evidence, to have acted in relation 
to the particular crime which is averred in the particular bill, and in’ | 

| relation to the particular party, the subject of the crime. You will, 
mo therefore, when you take up a bill, remember this, and ask yourselves 

’ whether Perkins had anything to do with the hiring or enlisting of the 
| - mman whose name is mentioned in it. If there is no evidence to show . 

that he had, you will return a verdict of not guilty as to Perkins; and, 
ag you take up each bill, so examine and declare upon it. As to the | 

- other defendant, [ have not a word to say; my friends on the other. —
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side have fully gone into the case, and given you the law and the facts | | 
bearing upon it. RES ES ag EB | : 

There is this principle which rests at the basis of law, that the : 2 
crime must. be proved to have been perpetrated. Therefore, | 

[447| so far as the defendant, Per*kin’s, is concerned, consider him. a 
not connected in this case with the other defendant, but on oe 

| trial alone, and then ask yourself the question, did Mr.- Perkins . 
do anything at all to enlist or get off Gilroy or. any other person? You 
will find that the burden of the testimony bears directly against such a 
conclusion, and shows that he had nothing to do with it. I think, . 
therefore, that you will be able to arrive at your verdict readily and © | 
without difficulty. It would be a task of the most painful character, if 

*« his honor, after hearing the evidence in this case, were to proceed to | 
pass sentence on this defendant, however indiscreet in speech he may — | 
have been, as you can but entertain a great doubt of his guilt. The 

_ law says that if you have a reasonable doubt of the guilt of the person 
charged, such.a doubt as would arise in any reasonable mind, such _ | 
doubt is the safeguard of the defendant, and entitles him to an acquit- 
tai. I hope you will have no difficulty in this case, but that at least 
you entertain a doubt which favors the defendant, and will relieve his 

-honor from passing sentence. I ask you to find a verdict of not guilty 
as to the defendant Perkins. ° 

Mr. VAN Dyk&, in reply, said he would follow, with pleasure, the ex- | 
ample of his learned friends,on the opposite side, and briefly Oe 

[448] bring this protracted *trial toa close. He desired to confine him- | 
self strictly to a reply to the positions taken by the counsel for ean 

the defendants. - : . | | 
‘The act of the 20th April, is one of easy and simple construction. | 

The learned gentleman, Mr. Remak, who first addressed the court. in . | 
behalf of the defendants is wrong in supposing that there have been = | 
no judicial decisions, which shed light upon the act of Congress. In . 
1832, John D. Quincy was indicted under the third section of this act, 7 
for fitting out and arming a vessel, with the intent that such vessel shall 
be employed in the service of a foreign prince. The case went up to 
the Supreme Court of the United States, and is to be found in sixth | 
Peter’s Rep. It will be observed, upon examination of that case, the 
law in reference to our neutrality is somewhat different from the gen- . | 
eral criminal law of the country. The argument there made by Mr. 
Williams for the United States was, that these acts of Congress should oe 
be construed according to the meaning and intention of Congress, and 
in support of this argument he cited that part of Judge Marshail’s 

' opinion on the penal laws of the United States, as reported in the case | 7 
ot United States vs. Wiltberger, 5 Wheaton 95, “that although penal 
laws are to be construed strictly, they are not to be so construed as to | 
defeat the obvious intention of the legislature.” This argument was | 

: answered in an able manner by Mr. Wirt, but Justice Thompson, deliv- | a 
ering the opinion of the court, said, ‘it was sufficient to establish, by | 
this testimony, the committal of the crime, according to the plain mean- - 7 
ing of the words used in defining the offense.” | oe 

_ ‘The whole policy of our neutrality laws require a liberal construction 
of the statute, if, indeed, it is to be effective in preserving our neutral-— 

. _ ity between foreign belligerents. _ oe ss | 
[449]  *It is also contended by another counsel of Mr. Hertz, Mr. Cuy- 

~. ler, that there must have been an absolute contract and consid: 
eration paid. This position is not the law, as I understand it. The re- | | 
taining, whether by coaxing or otherwise, was sufficient. The engag--
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ing, which is the meaning of the word retaining, whether by means of 
_ present pay or the promise of fature compensation, is sufficient. 

But here there was an absolute contract. This is a question of fact 
for the jury, and if they so find, any difficulty on the question raised by 

| the eloquent counsel is avoided? The conditions of the contract were 
. . verbal, and its execution was consummated by the signatures of the par- 

| ties to the roll-book, each one signing that book, clearly understanding 
what he was to do, and what he would receive for it. That contract 
stands for all legal purposes in the same position as though it had been ~ 

_ entirely In writing, and, wereit not from its very nature and general 
a character void ab initio, could be enforced in any court of common-law, — , 

SO and the bounty or pay mentioned for the services could be recovered 
| from any private contracting parties. Debts and damages are daily — « 

| ' recovered upon agreements much more carelessly made. The-terms of 
- the contract were, on the one side, that Peter Muhn and William Budd, 

_ anda score of others engaged, should go to Halifax for the purpose of 
| enlisting; and on the other hand, certain remunerations were to be 

| _ paid them by the defendant’s principal for the performance of _ 
A [450] their *part of the agreement. : - | —— 

Oo | The pay was to be received, it is true, after they arrived at Hali- 
fax ; part of that pay was the privilege of being received into the Queen’s | 

oe service. They were, also, to receive a free ticket and passage to their 
destination. This contract was considered so binding that one of the 

- _ Witnesses tells us that force would be used at the barracks to compel the 
: | enlistment when there, and even the poor privilege of repentance was — 

. _ not allowed to the indiscret and hasty. They were, also, to receive a | 
| monthly pay. Now, if this is not an absolute hiring of a party to enlist, 
ee then nothing is, and the act of Congress is a dead letter, and should be 

 .vepealed. | | | oe oe 
| Mr. CUYLER. What was it a contract to do? Oo - 

— .. Mr. VAN Dykes. A contract, sir, to go beyond the limits of the United 
“States with the intent to enlist in the British service. And if any doubt 

| existed on the question of intent, such doubt is removed by the indis- 
a putable fact that the men actually did enlist, and are, in all probability, 

at this moment in the Crimea. — | Oo : So 
It is admitted that. the parties who make this contract must be in- — 

a _ dicted in the district where the contract is made, in the place where the | 
parties are engaged. Ina case which has recently been tried before the 

_. United States district court for the Massachusetts district, the case of 
United States vs. Lewis Kazinski, reported in Highth Monthly Law Re-. 

- porter, p. 254, the prosecution failed substantially because the hiring took 
| place in New York, and the trial was had in Boston, the court ruling that 
a '- the expression of intent made in New York could not be given in | 

— -  .  |451] evidence, and confined the *prosecution to expressions of intent 
| - _ made in the district where the crime was charged to have been — 

committed, and the recruits on board the vessel upon which they were 
) arrested having expressed a different intent from that expressed at the — 

| time of hiring in New York, the cause failed, among other reasons, for 
the want of the proof of the intent required by the act. Hwempli gratia: — 

| To make the case more intelligible suppose the party which left Phila- — 
| delphia on the 25th of March, in the charge of Captain Strobel, had, 

: after their arrival within the limits of the southern district of New York, . | 
oe expressed their intent to be to go to Halifax to work on the railroad; 

| and Mr. Strobel, who had, in fact, assisted to engage the men in Phila- — 
.# delphia, had been arrested, and, under the second section of act of 1818, 

| indicted in the southern district, where he happened to be found in
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- charge with the recruits, and the able prosecuting officer for that dis- | | 
trict should offer to prove theexpressions used by the recruits in Phila- ae 
delphia as to their intent when arriving in Halifax, the court would hold oe 
him to the proof of expressions of intent made in the southern district | 
of New York, where the offense of hiring and engaging is charged to Pe 
have been committed, and particularly so when the fact is brought _ 
to the knowledge of the court that the evidence as to the intent ex- . 
presggsl in the two places differ most materially and substantially. Now, Oo 

. this was the case of the United States vs. Kazinski, and for this want : 
of sufficient proof of the intent in the district where the trial took place 
_. the defendants were acquitted. ee 

[452] *But this case is important for other reasons. It settles two . 
. of the fundamental questions which must arise in every prosecu- | 

tion under the second section of this act of Congress. | — | oe 
First. The meaning of the term hiring or retaining, whichis to be = 

 gonstrued in their every-day acceptation, and is virtually nothing more : 

than “engaging,” the word used by the learned judge. a oe : 
Secondly. That the hiring must be within the district where the crime 

~ is charged to have been committed, and I have shown that sych hiring, | 
so. far as it could be consummated anywhere, was actually done here. = 
'- A single word in reply to the remark of Mr. Cuyler, as to the pro- | 
priety of prosecuting this defendant, while persons of more importance | | 
are permitted to pass unpunished. I agree with my learned friend that 
it is rather unfair in one sense that Mr. Hertz, the mere humble instru- Oo 

, - ment of a great nation, should suffer for the acts of his superiors. But _ 

Mr. Hertz was a free agent, and acted voluntarily in the whole affair. 
He sought for and obtained the position under Mr. Crampton and Mr. 

‘Howe, which enabled him to violate our law, and he has noright to _ 
complain if he suffers the penalty of his own willful misconduct, and it 
is the duty of the jury if they believe him guilty so to find him. You 
will also recollect, gentlemen, that the prosecution -of this defendant 
was the only means by which the Executive of the United States could’ a 

-... -be best informed of the impropriety of the conduct of those repre- . 
[453] sentatives of the British govern*ment, who have beenaccredited : 

as fit and honorable men, claiming peculiar privileges near our ; 
~ Government. Ihave no doubt that this trial has furnished such infor- | 

mation, and that such steps will be adopted as are sanctioned by inter- | 
national law. But with that you have nothing todo here. Your only . _ 

_ duty is to impartially inquire into the conduct of Mr. Hertz and Mr. 
| Perkins, and to render a fair verdict under the evidence. With that. 7 

verdict, whatever it may be, I shall have no complaint tomake.  —  . | 
: - Mr. VAN Dyke having concluded, Hon. JoHn K. KANE charged the 

jury as follows:. | Oo | - 
- intended, gentlemen of the jury, when we separated, to avail myself 7 

of the leisure afforded me to put my charge in writing, but I have been ; 
prevented by controlling circumstances from doing so, and my remarks 
to you, therefore, will be less closely connected, perhaps, though I trust 
they will not be, on that account, less intelligible and clear. oe | 
+The case has involved in its progress a train of facts of very consider- a 

able political interest, perhaps of more general interest in that aspect of it, 
than in its bearing on the questions which are to be decided by your verdict. | 

- here are very few among us, probably none, who have not feltaggrieved 
at the tone with which the press of foreign countries, and occasionally of | | 

foreign statesmen of the day, have commented upon what they have 
[454] been pleased to call over-alacrity of the * American people to engage 

in military controversies in which they properly had norightful =
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part. Our people and our Government have been accused of forgetting | 
the obligations of neutrality, and pushing ourselves forward into the | 
conflict of foreign nations, instead of minding our own business as neu- 
trals and leaving belligerents to fight out their own quarrels. For one | 

| IT confess that I felt surprised, as this case advanced, to learn that, during 
the very time that these accusations were fulminated against the Ameri- — 

_ ean people by the press of England, there was, on the part of eminent - 
British functionaries here, a series of arrangements in progress carefully 

- digested, and combining all sorts of people under almost all sorts of in- . » 
fluences, to evade the laws of the United States by which cur country 

BO sought to enforce its neutrality; arrangements matured, upon a careful 
| inspection of the different sections of our statutes, ingeniously to violate 

their spirit and principle without incurring their penalty, and thus enlist 
| and send away soldiers from our neutral shores to fight the battles of 
‘those who were incontinently and not over-courteously admonishing us — 

to fulfill the duties of neutrality. . oO - 
| I allude to these circumstances and this train of thought, gentlemen, 

not because it is one that should influence your action as jurors, but 
| — because I feel it my duty to guard you against its infiuence. The ques- 

_ tion which you have to decide is not whether there has been an effort 
| on the part of any foreign functionary to evade the provisions of our 

acts of Congress, but whether these two defendants have or have _ 
| [455] not vi*olated the provisions of the act of Congress, which are . _ 

 --— gited in these bills of indictment; your verdict will respond to 
| the simple question, are these two men guilty of the crime with which _ 

| they are charged ? | | | | on 
: In order that my remarks may not -hereafter be embarrassed by the 

necessity of using the plural when the singular is more appropriate, I 
will say to you, at the outset, that there 1s no evidence against one of 
these defendants. Before a jury can properly convict an individual of — 
a crime, they must be satisfied, by clear evidence, that the crime has | 

, been committed by some one. We have no statute which affects to 
| _ punish braggart garrulity ; and, unless the particuiar offense of enlist- 

ing certain definite persons has been committed by Perkins, one of the 
defendants, though he may have proclaimed upon the house-topsthathe _ 
has recruited armies innumerable, no jury can properly convict him of 

- the offense he professes to have engaged in. | a 
| I pass to the consideration of the case of the defendant, Hertz. He | 

| stands indicted, sometimes jointly with another, sometimes alone, with 
the offense of having hired and retained certain persons to go out of the 
United States, for the purpose of enlisting and entering themselves as 
soldiers in the service of a foreign prince, state, or territory. | 

The act of Congress is in these words. I read the words material to | 
the question, leaving out those which apply to a different state of cir- 
cumstances : | | | Et 

| If any person. shall, within the territory of the United States, hire or retain _ 
_ [456] any person to go beyond the limits of *the United States, with the intent to be , 

os : enlisted in the service of a foreign prince, he shall be deemed guilty of a high 
misdemeanor. : ne | ‘ 

The question which you have’ to pass upon is—did Henry Hertz hire 
| or retain any of the persons named in these bills of indictment to go 

| beyond the limits of the United States, with the intent to be enlisted or 
entered in the service of a foreign state? .Did he hire or retain a per- 

- son? Whatever he did was within the territory of the United States. 
Yhe hiring or retaining does not necessarily include the payment of
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7 money on the part of him who hires or retains another. He may hire a 
or retain a person with an-agreement that he shall pay wages when the | | 
services shall have been performed. ‘The hiring or retaining a servant | 
is not generally by the payment of money in the first instance, but by — | 
the promise to pay money when the services shall have been performed ; | 
and so a person may be hired or retained to go beyond the limits of 
the United States, with a certain intent, though he is-only to receive 
his pay after he has gone beyond the limits of the United States with | 

- thatintent. |. 3 wet | | 

| Moreover, it is not necessary that the consideration of the . hiring 
shall be money. To give to a person arailroad ticket that cost $4, and 
board and lodge him for a week, is as good a consideration for the con- | : 
tract of hiring as to pay him the money with which he could buy the ) 

| ~ .. yailroad ticket and pay for his board himself. If there. be 
[457] *an engagement on the one side to do the particular thing, togo | 

, beyond the limits of the United States with the intent to enlist, = 
and on the other side an engagement, that when the act shall have been SO 
done, a consideration shall be paid to the party performing the services, - 
or doing the work, the hiring and retaining are complete. re 

The meaning of the law, then, isthis: that if any person shall engage, _ 
hire, retain, or employ another person to go outside of the United States 
to do that which he could not do if he remained in the United States, =| 
viz, to take part in a foreign quarrel; if he hires another to go, know- | 
ing that it is his intent to enlist when he arrives out; if he engageshim 
to go because he has such an intent, then the offense is complete within _ | 
the section. Every resident of the United States has the right to go to : 

- Halifax, and there to enlist in any army that he pleases, but itis not _ 
lawful for a person to engage another hereto go to Halifax for that pur- 
pose. ltis the hiring of the person to go beyond the United. States, 

: that person having the intention to enlist when he arrives out, and that | 
intention known to the party hiring him, and that intention “being a 

. portion of the consideration because of which he hires him, that de- 
fines the offense. . Ss . 
_I believe, that after making this comment upon the law,I might pass 

on. to the fact; but it occurs to me to add, that you are not to require 
proof of the connection of the defendant with each particular fact and | 

- circumstance which has been given in evidence toshow the working out 
- of the general plan. | - | 
[458]  *If you believe the witnesses, the objecthere was toeffectuatean ° 
ae enlistment beyond the bordersof the United States, and yet escape © 
from the provisions of this section ; to do effectively and yet not seemto 
do. If you are satisfied, no matter what was the avowed object of the = - 

| party, no matter what the pretext, if you are satisfied that Henry Hertz | | 
was here engaged in hiring and retaining men to go off to Nova Scotia, — | 

| there to enlist, that being their intention, and he believing that it was | 
_ go, and therefore hiring them; then, no matter what was the costume 

or mask which the transaction wore, he has committed the offense Oo 
_  ¢harged in the bill of indictment. oe | a o 

| As to the evidence, gentlemen, you have listened to it very carefully, mo 
| and it has been commented upon abundantly. I do not know that itis © 

my duty to detain you by a single remark on it. It is all on one side. 
“Whether it establishes the fact is for you-to judge. The enlistment 
necessarily includes the action of different parties ; the concert between 

. - them is to be inferred from their acts. ~The intention of the party en- _ 
gaged or retained to enlist is to be gathered from his conduct and deela- | | 
ration here, from his conduct after he reaches the foreign country, and a
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from the action of those persons with whom he perfects the enlistment | 
_ that he may have contracted for here. You are, therefore, while looking 

| primarily at the conduct of Hertz, to look also at the actions of others 
tending to the same objects; and if you judge that they were actually 
in concert with him, then all their acts done in pursuance of the com-— 

| mon purpose and plan are to be regarded as his. — Se 
| _ With these remarks, I leave the case in your hands. — | | 

_ At the conclusion of the judge’s charge, the jury retired and returned . 
_ In about fifteen minutes. On taking their seats, the clerk of the court, 

in: the usual form, put the question, ‘‘Gentlemen of. the jury, have _ 
a you concluded upon your verdict?” To which the foreman _ 

[459] re*plied, “ Wehave.” Clerk: Howsay you, guilty, or not guilty? = 
' Foreman: Guilty as to Henry Hertz, in manner and form as he — 

| stands indicted on all the bills of indictment; as respects Emanuel C. 
Perkins, not guilty. | | ae 

The jury were then discharged. Sentence deferred for the present.. 

And now, September 29, 1855, Theodore Cuyler, esq., and Stephen 
| _ Kemak, esq., for Mr. Hertz, movefor a rule fora new trial, and by leave * _ 

— of court file the following reasons: | 

UNITED STATES In the district court of the United States, ‘sur indict- | 
Henry Herz. \_ ce ment for unlawful enlisting, SC. ; | 

a _ i. That the learned judge erred in admitting in evidence proof of the | 
7 acts and declarations of other persons done and said in the absence of | 

| defendant. : oo | 7 | 
. 2. The ‘learned judge erred in his construction of the language and 

meaning of the act of Congress, 1818, under which these indictments are | 
framed. That he held, and so instructed the jury, that the words “hire 
or retain,” employed in said act, would be satistied by less than an ab- 
solute contract, founded upon sufficient consideration, and capable of 

— Jegal enforcement, if the same were not madeunlawful by the provisions 
of said act. 7 | eS 

| 3d. The weight of the evidence was clearly and decidedly that no per- | 
- gon was * hired or retained to enlist or to leave the United States” with 

intent to enlist, but the several persons sent to Halifax were engaged * 
4 - to. go, and sent there with the distinct understanding. that they were 
_ there to determine whether they would or would not enlist, and were, = | 

| until then, entirely free and at liberty, bound by no contract or engage- — 
- ment, and therefore having no intent, &c., within the meaning of the act aS 

 . of Congress. | | | | an 
4, The verdict was against the evidence; and, > 7 
o. The verdict was against the law. ae | | 

- Bo re | THEODORE CUYLER. | 
, . | a - STEPHEN 8S. REMAK.  — 

| — [460] .*And now, October 12, 1855, the motion for a rule for new trial, 
oo | coming on before Hon. John K. Kane, is argued. by Theodore | 

_  Cuyler, esq., and Stephen S. Remak, esq., for the motion, and the same 
being denied, and new trial refused, oo | - 

| Mr. Van Dyke said: The motion of the defendant for a new trial 
being refused, I ask leave to present to this court the confession which | 

- has been made to me by the defendant, Henry Hertz. | an 
_ This prosecution has not been merely local in. its tendencies, nor the
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influence of its results likely to be confined to the sphere of an ordi- URS 
nary prosecution in this district. . [ts results are of a far more extended : 
importance. _ es a 

The disclosures made in the progress of this cause may be the ground 
work of an important step, on the part of the Federal Government, in | | 
relation to those who have been instrumental in producing that system : 
of interference with our affairs which has formed the basis of this pros- 

~ ecution. lam permitted to say that the trial which has just resulted 
in the conviction of this defendant was authorized by the National Ex- - , 
ecutive, and before making the motion which I intend to submit to your , 
honor, I beg leave to read the instructions which I have received in ree 

—  Jation to this trial. | : | | | | 
[461] Being aware that the system of enlistments had *been effectu- oe 

2 ally broken up by the prompt execution of the warrants which — 
I had caused to be issued for the arrest of various parties, and by the 

efficient aid which Mr. Wynkoop, the marshal of this district, and his 
- ‘officers, had otherwise furnished me in ferreting out the system adopted - / 

for the evasion of our laws, I had supposed there might not be any 
urgent necessity In pressing the prosecution of the defendants who | 
have just been tried, and had written to the Attorney-General of the | 
United States, asking whether it was the, desire of the Administration | 
further to press these prosecutions; to which I received the answers sy 
dated September 13, 1855, and also the letter dated September 17, 1350, | 
both of which I shall take the liberty of reading to the court. 7 

7 Mr. Van Dyke read the letters as follows: : 

| ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, September 12, 1855. — 
| Sir: In reply to your letter of the 10th instant, on the subject of the indictments | 

pending against persons charged with recruiting for the military service of Great Brit- 
ain, I have the honor to make the following observations : a a a 
_.Mr. McKeon has been advised of the desirableness of conferring with you personally, 
either by himself or his assistant, in regard to new evidence, to which he may have | 
~ aecess, and which can be useful to you. Co , 

[462] I suggest the expediency of trying only a part *of the cases now, especially 
-if you fail to convict in some leading case. 7 

. But the most important consideration is this: This Government has, of course, ad- 
dressed to that of Great Britain such demands of public redress and satisfaction in a. 

the premises as the national honor requires. But the government of Great Britain, | 
with extraordinary inattention to the grave aspect of its acts, namely, the flagrant | 
violation of our sovereign rights involved in them, has supposed it a sufficient justifi- 

¢ cation of what it has done, to reply that it gave instructions to its agents so to pro- oo 
ceed as not to infringe our municipal laws; and it quotes the remarks of Judge a 

_ Kane in support of the idea that it has succeeded in this purpose. It may be so. Judge - - 
' ane is an tipright and intelligent judge, and will pronounce the law as it is, without = 

- fear or favor. But if the British government has, by ingenious contrivances, succeeded _ 
in sheltering its agents from conviction as malefactors, it has, in so doing, doubled the | 

'  -.  ynagnitude of the national wrong inflicted on the United States. oo a 
This Government has done its duty of internal administration in prosecuting the © - 

individuals engaged in these acts. If they are acquitted, by reason of a deliberate | 
/ undertaking of the British government, not only to violate, -as a nation, our sov- | 

[463] ereign rights as a nation, but also to evade our municipal laws—and *that un- - 
7 _ dertaking shall be consummated by its agents in the United States—when all : 
this shall have been judicially ascertained, the President will then have before himthe - — . 
elements of decision,'as to what international action it becomes the United States to _ 
adopt in so important a matter. .. | 
... J am, very respectfully, | ; | . . | 
- a | | | C. CUSHING. | 

JAS. C. VAN Dykz, Esgq,, | | . : 
_ United States Attorney, Philadelphia. Be 

fee oS oe ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, September 17, 1855... | 
_ Str: I desire to make a further suggestion in regard to the trial of parties charged 

with recruiting soldiers in the United States for the service of the British govern- 
ment. It is known that instructions on this subject were given by that government
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- to its officers in the United States. _We are told by Lord Clarendon that those officers 
had “stringent instructions” so to proceed as not to violate the municipal law—that 
is, to violate its spirit, but not its letter. If so, the instructions themselves violate 
the sovereign rights of the United States. | : 

But, in the meantime, every consul of Great Britain in the United States is, by the 
avowal of his government, subject to the just suspicion of breach of law; while, ap- 

_ parently, he must either have disobeyed his own government, or, in obeying it, have 
| abused his consular functions by the violation of his international duty to the United 

“States. — | _ So | | 
| [464] .*In these circumstances, it is deemed highly necessary that the British con- 
Se sul at Philadelphia, or any other officer of the British government, shall not be : 

suffered to interfere in the trials, as he attempted to do on a previous occasion; that no — 
letter of his be read, except in the due form of evidence, and that if he have anything 
to say, he shall be put on the stand by the defense, in order that he may be fully cross- 
examined by the prosecution. oS | 

It is clear that he has no right, by any rule of public law, or of international comity, 
| to be heard in the case by the court, otherwise than as a witness, whether enforced or 

volunteer. | me 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 7 

_ , : | C. CUSHING. © | 
- Jas. C. VAN DYKE, Esq,, | - | 

_ United States Attorney, Philadelphia. 

_ You honor will perceive that the object in this prosecution has been 
as much to break up the general system which had been adopted by 

| the British government to violate our municipal laws, as it was to 
| punish those who should be found guilty as the instruments of that. 

a government. | OO OS 7 = 
) _ If the present defendant, since his conviction, has contributed in any = 

" manner to aid the Government in this investigation, and that aid has 
| been the result of a sincere regret and repentance for his past con- 

| duct, it is, in my opinion, but just that he should have the 
_ [465] *benefit of his present conduct in the sentence which your honor 

| may see fit to pronounce in his case. _ Ce 
| I therefore move that the defendant’s confession be read, and that it 

be filed of record among the proceedings in the cause—to be duly con- 
sidered by the court, in the judgment which may hereafter be pro- 
nounced against the defendant. 8 oo | - | 

Per curiam. Let the paper be read and filed of record. __ ce 

The confession is as follows: ce a / / oe cs | 
_ UNITED STATES — ) | . - | | 

| 7 | | In the District Court of the United States ne 4 
v8 > - | _ in and for the Eastern District _ 

: | of Pennsylvania. 
Henry Hertz. J So — | 

| UNITED STATES, EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, 68200 | oo / 

Be it remembered, that on this lith day of October, A. D. 1855, before me, Charles F+— 
Heazlitt, a commissioner of the United States, personally came Henry Hertz, who being 

_ duly sworn, says: | . : . _ an : | 

- That some time in the month of January, 1855, I read in the London Times a notice _ 
| of the passage of a resolution of the British Parliament, authorizing the enlistment of 

a foreign legion. A day or two afterwards I went to the United States Hotel, where I . 
| heard three or four gentlemen speaking of this country as a place where enlistments could 

best be made. One gentleman by the name of Miller pointed at me as the man best 
; fit for enlisting men for the British service, because, as he said, Iam so well known . 

| among the German and foreign population. One of the gentlemen sitting there 
[466] arose and said to me, “I am an English officer ; *I am not particularly engaged in — 

— ___ this matter now, but I can tell you how to embark in it without running any risk, 
. and I would be glad if you would engage in it; but in order to accomplish this, itis 

— —- necessary for you to go to Washington, and see Mr. Crampton, the English embassa~ . — 
| dor.” .From what I learned afterwards, the name of the gentleman was Mr. Bruce 

McDonald. Two or three weeks afterwards I went to Washington, and was introduced 
by many gentlemen by letters to Mr. Crampton. I had obtained these letters without | - 

_telling those gentlemen the object of my visit; but before delivering any of | these
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letters of introduction, I addressed a note to Mr. Crampton, requesting an interview | 

with him; that note did not state the object.of the interview. The principal object of | , 

my visit to Mr. Crampton was to ascertain whether I eould safely embark in this en- os 

terprise. I was stopping at Willard’s Hotel, and in reply to my note, I received the ee 

note hereto annexed, marked A, (C. F. H.) .(This note has been pablished in Mr. Stro-. oe 
bel’s testimony, and will be found, ante, at top of page 327.) After the receipt of this a 

note I called on Mr. Crampton, at his residence; it was on.Sunday morning: when I 
called; I saw Mr. Crampton; he said in substance, “Your letters of introduction as- 

sure me that I-may have full’ confidence in you;. I have not sufficient authority yet 
from the home government with regard to the matter, but I expect early authority 

; from Lord Clarendon. I have already received a letter from Lord Clarendon, . | 

[467] inquiring *how many men might be enlisted in this country for British service, oo 
: and what the United States Government would think of such an attempt. I can 

- tell you this, that if you embark in this matter you can make a great deal of money ; 
if procuring of men for the English service should be undertaken, it will be very ad- | 
vantageous to you; but I expect a letter from Lord Clarendon by the next steamer, 
which may be expected in eight or ten days, giving me full explanations and instruc- | 7 

tions how the matter is to be conducted.” In this conversation he had a reference to | 

enlistments in this country for the Crimean war. He stated that he had answered oe 
Lord Clarendon’s first letter, and that the letter he expected was in reply to his an- 
swer. He did not state the contents of his answer to Lord Clarendon’s letter. He 

- then said, “I have nothing more to tell you to-day, but when I receive Lord Claren- po 
don’s letter I will write to you.’ I returned to Philadelphia, and should have thought, 
nothing more of the subject, but about the 5th of February, 1855, I received a letter 
from Mr. Crampton, through the post-office, which letter is hereto annexed, marked B, 
(C.F. H.) (The letter referred to is published ante, second letter on page 329.) I sent 
him a telegraphic dispatch, that I was too much.engaged to come to Washington now, 

but that I would call upon him at Washington as soon as my time would permit it. . 
[468] I went some days afterwards, say three or four *days, to Washington and saw Mr. 

| Crampton at his private residence; he was indisposed. I told him I had received 
his letter and desired to know whatI hadtodo. Mr.Crampton replied, “I have received | 

a letter from Lord Clarendon, which contains the statement that the British govern- . 

ment has made arrangements to establish depots at some place in Canada, on the fron~ : 
tier of the United States, in order to receive the men who may be procured in the 

‘United States. In pursuance of this information I have sent my special messenger to an 

the governor-general of Canada and to the commanding general of the troops in Canada, 
(whose name I believe is Roy,) requesting them to designate the places where depots 
may be established for the reception of persons who may be procured in the United oe 

States.” LIinformed Mr. Crampton that I had incurred expenses already by coming. oo 
twice to Washington, and that I would have to waste more time until the messenger 
returned, and that I would have to neglect my business; I therefore requested him to | 
refund to me the expenses already incurred by me. Mr. Crampton replied, “I have at : 
present no money at my disposal, and have no authority to give you any, but Iam | 
certain you will be paid not only for your services, but that your expenses will be re- 

' paid to you.” I asked Mr. Crampton what was to be done? How is this matter to be . . 
conducted? He said, “ As far as I know there is a law in the United States for- 

[469] biding the enlisting of *soldiers within the territory of the United States; it 
| is, however, not difficult to evade this law, because, who can prevent you from | 

sending laborers to Canada. But we must take care to do this in such a way that it. Pon 
shall not appear in defiance of the Government. - . . 
‘My idea is, further, that if you have twenty-five or thirty men together, that either yo 

yourself or some confidential person should take them direct by railroad to Montreal, fea 
where, I think, a depot may be erected.” Ithen asked him, ‘‘ When do you think this ee 
matter will commence?” Mr. Crampton said, “I cannot say precisely yet, because my | | 
messenger will perhaps be prevented from returning to Washington very soon, as the 
roads are obstructed by ice and snow. It is possible that he will callon you at : 
Philadelphia, on his return from Canada, and will give you the necessary information. | 
In the mean time you may call upon our consul, Mr. Matthews, in Philadelphia, and he, 
Mr. M., will probably be able to give you the necessary instructions.” The conversa- mo 
tion with regard to the procuring men was finished, but I reverted again to the law 7 

bearing upon the subject. I asked him, “ How am I backed in case a charge is . 
oo [470] madeagainst me? I have a wifeand children.” *Mr.Crampton replied, “First, —= © 

that the law was exceeding lax; and, secondly, that if anything should happen, 
the British government would not allow any one to suffer who had been engaged in — : 
assisting them in furnishing the men.” I replied that “the popular voice is against — | 
this matter ;” but Mr. Crampton said, “ Never mind about this popular voice ; if a house — 
in Liverpool fails the whole United States trembles.” After Mr. Crampton had given - . 
me such assurances, and had used the expression “I givé you my word as a gentleman | 
that nothing unpleasant shall happen to you,” I then made up my mind to act for the . 
British government. Before I left, Mr. Crampton assured me that he would send a
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man to my house in Philadelphia, who would make such arrangements with me as 
would enable me to procure men, and send them to their destination. Ithen returned 
to Philadelphia, and waited ten days, without hearing anything of the matter. I. . 
called then on Mr. Matthews, the British consul in this city.. Mr. Matthews received | 

: a me very politely, and informed me that he was just reading a letter’from Mr. 
7 _ [471] Crampton, in which my name ismentioned. He further said, ‘“ We (speaking *of 

... his government) are very anxious to procure men ; but, alas, we have not recéived | 
any instructions from Canada as to where the depots are to be erected; however, we 
expect every day and every hour the return of the messenger.” About three, four, or 

: five days after that I visited Mr. Matthews again. He thensaid to me, “I would advise 
you to go down to Washington again, for,” said he, “although I do not know of any of 
the particulars of the case, yet I have no doubt Mr. Crampton does and can give youall => 
the information necessary.” This was about the 15th of February. I went to Washing- 

| _ ton again andsaw Mr. Crampton, though he was indisposed. All that I could learn from 
-him was that in a week or two he would send a man to my house in Philadelphia. . This 

- ‘man, he said, he expected would be sent from the government in Canada to my house, 
with instructions and means for the recruiting of men in this country. In this coa-— 

_ versation Mr. Crampton also stated to me that if I should get into any ‘difficulty I 7 
should employ eminent counsel. He also said that, so far as he could ascertain, the Gov- 

co ernment of the United States would not interfere in the matter. I must distinctly . a 
| [472]. *aver that, in particular this last statement and representation on the part of Mr. | 
| - . Crampton gaveme such full assurance that I did not for one moment think it possi- 

. ble that I could be charged with a misdemeanor or crime. I thought that the matter had | 
| _ been privately arranged between the United States and the English government ; Mr.. 
oe Crampton endeavored to and did leave that impression on my mind. I was led so to | 

believe from what Mr. Crampton said to me.. I returned to Philadelphia, and in about 
a week afterward, on returning home from thy office one day, my wife handed me a 

. slip of paper on which was written “ Joseph Howe, Jones’s Hotel, parlor No.1.” She 
 —- stated that the gentleman, whose name was on the paper, called and spent with her 

- two hours waiting for me. After dinner, on the same day, I called on Mr. Howe at his 
hotel and saw him. He asked my name, which I gave him. He said he was extremely 
gjad to see me, as. his time for staying in Philadelphia was very limited; that he had | 
to go to New York and Boston, where his agents expected to see him in afew days. I 

asked him what authority he had for engaging me to enlist men for the foreign 
[ _ [473] legion? *He answered, “I am authorized by the governor, Sir Gaspard Le Mar- 

, e chant, of Nova Scotia, who, in accordance with instructions from the English 
‘government, is the only man who had control of the enlisting service for the foreign 
legion, and the especial control over the depot in Halifax, established for the men pro- 

' cured in the United States. I told him this is all very well, but I have not the pleas- 
. ure of knowing the governor. He answered me, “Mr. Crampton has given me your 

| . direction, and recommended you as a man in whom J ean place full confidence.” IT an- 
swered him “ that I would believe anything, but I should like to see some documents 

| from Mr. Crampton.”. He said, ‘I am sorry that I cannot show vou such at present, 
as the only document I have received from Mr. Crampton was an introduction to Mr. | 
Matthews, and that letter I have already delivered.” I said I would be satisfied if Mr. | 

_. Matthews would corroborate his statement, and then I would be willing to acton his 
proposition. He asked me to see him again the next morning at 9 o’clock. I called 

- at 9 o’clock the next day and met there Captain Rumberg, Lieutenant Van Essen, : 
_ [474] and another *gentleman by the name of Link, a friend of Mr. Van Essen. Mr. 

7 Howe introduced me to those gentlemen, who I knew before, but-had never any ~ 
. conversation with them about the recruiting business. He, Mr. Howe, said, ‘‘ Gentle- , 

men, I suppose you know Mr. Hertz; he is the only confidential agent for the State of 
| Pennsylvania to get men for the foreign legion.” I said to him, “I have not got so far 

- yet, and. stand upon my demand of yesterday,” referring to his statements being cor- | 
roborated. Hesaid, “thatisallright; that gentleman,” meaning Mr. Matthews, ‘“ knows 
you already.” | : : . } | 

| This interview was on the 13th March. He said, ‘‘I am glad to hear that. Mr. 
Matthews has made all inquiry about your character, and feels fully satisfied.” Mr. — 

| Howe then said to Mr. Rumberg, “that he would get a colonelship, and Van Essen a 
| captaincy, and told me by-all means to send off those men (Mr. Rumberg and Van | 

Essen) with the first transport, in that capacity.” I answered, “that if I was satisfied 
~ JI would do so.” He bowed to these gentlemen, and begged to be excused, as he wished 
oo particularly to speak with me alone. They went away. Mr. Howe then said, : 

7 [475] “I have heard from Mr. Crampton, that you *are a man of limited means; and 
| as means are necessary, he could furnish me with any amount.” I told him I 

wanted £250 to £300 to start with. He answered, “ That is only a trifle... You need not 
be economical, as money was no object at all. I cannot give you more than $300. at 
present, as I have drafts on different places, which I will put in the hands of one man, . 
and this man would get authority from me to furnish you with the means you want.” 
“That it would be necessary to get men as quick as possible, and for this purpose I
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- think it would be best to insert some advertisements in the German papers, and in the Se 
. English papers. that are most.read by the Irish population, who are Her British | 

| Majesty’s subjects.” JI asked himawhat-he meant tb inserfeor advertise—if he thought ce 
it proper that I should call for volunteers; he said, “That will not do, but I will write 
you an advertisement which you may insert immediately, without any risk.” He - 

. wrote this paper (hereto annexed marked C. C. F. H. This paper is the original : 
proclamation, published, ante, on page 326) in my presence, and delivered it into my . 

hands. He also wrote a contract for me to sign, in which I acknowledged my- | 
| [476] self to be a referee for the governor *of Nova Scotia, and was willing to send - 

men. Iwas to receive $8 for each man sent to Halifax, and extra for each man 
that was competent to be an officer—£4 extra. And for sergeants I was to receive $4 oO 

. extra. I did not know at the time that this. contract was illegal, and have never re- | 
ceived anything for any services I rendered Mr. Howe. Mr. Howe stated in this con- 
versation, in the presence of Rumberg, Van Essen, and Link, that Mr. Crampton had 
given him the direction of each of us, referring to Rumberg, Van Essen, and myself, 
as the only persons with whom he was to confer in this city, and that Rumberg and | 
Van Essen have been highly recommended to Mr. Crampton by some French embas- 
sador. He then went to his writing-desk, took out $300, and was handing them to ae 
me. I told him, “TI do not take any money from you.” I had so told. him once before, | 

- asI actually wanted the money through the hands of Mr. Matthews. I was at this 
time still doubtful whether I should. embark in this enterprise, as all I have been 
stating now was mere conversation; and I had not done anything at all that could 

make me liable in any shape or form. I desired to test the question whether IL . 
oo! [477]. should act or not, think*ing that Mr. Matthews would not play any part in this 

e affair, if it would be against the law of the country, and I therefore asked that 
the first step be taken by him. Mr. Howe then said, “If I would prefer that Mr. 
Matthews should give you the money, it should be done so.” I answered, that his 
doing so was a great object to me, as he, Mr. Howe, was only a transient visitor, and. 
could leave the States any time he was disposed, but Mr. Matthews, as a British fune- __ 
tionary in this city, would fee] himself bound to cover nye if anything should happen, 
or any charge should be made. He said, “I am very glad to hear that you are so 

- eautious, and I will meet your wishes ; please call to-morrow morning here, at 9 o’clock, | 
and if I have not left the city, I will take you to the room of Mr. Matthews, in. the oo 
same hotel, and he will give you the money; but if I have left, go to Mr. Matthews, in 
his office, and get the money there, if he has not before sent it to your house. I asked 
him why he staid at Jones’s Hotel; he said, as the British consul stopped there, he 
did so; we shook hands and I went away. In the course of this conversation, Mr. os 

. . Howe remarked “there is no necessity to be afraid of anything ; the laws of the 
[478] land here are but poorly enforced, *and £100 might purchase all the laws of the | 

- land.” oo So , 

' . On the morning of the 14th of March I went to Jones’s Hotel; Mr. Howe had left, 
‘but Mr. Hicks, the book-keeper of Jones’s Hotel, handed me an envelope without an 

| inclosure; on the fly or fold of the envelope were written these words: ‘ Go to Mr. 
Matthews; it is all right.” I went to Mr. Matthews’s office and saw him there; he told , : 
me “he had just sent his clerk up to my residence, 424 North Twelfth street, with $300, 

_ ‘which Mr. Howe had requested him to give me, and if I would stay there, or come back 
a again in a quarter of an hour, his clerk would be hack, as he wished to have me give a 

receipt for the money.” I remained and conversed about the best plan to begin the | 
matter; Mr. Matthews observed “ that he would be glad to assist me in anything, but 

' it must be a secret, as his official standing would not permit him openly to have any-.: | 
thing to doin the matter.” The clerk returned, when the conversation ceased at.a 
signal given to me by Mr. Matthews. The clerk handed the packet to Mr. Matthews, _ 

oe and Mr. Matthews counted to me $300, and I took the paper (marked D. C. F. | 
[479] H.) in which the money had been inclosed to me. *The following is a copy of _ | 
~- this paper in handwriting of Mr. Matthews: | 

; ‘Mr. Howe requests the $300 sent may be given to Mr. Hertz, on his receiptin Mr. | 
| ' Howe’s name.” - | . 

' He handed me a slip of paper, and asked me “to give him a receipt ;” he said, “Be 
eareful to put Mr. Howe’s name in it.” I wrote the receipt in these words: 

: -“ Received, Philadelphia, 14th March, 1855, of Mr. B. Matthews, three hundred dollars, | 
', on account of the Hon. Mr. Howe.” : | ee 

- ~'Mr. Matthews stated further that “if you want anything for vessels, or means for 
conveyance, you must go to Mr. Henry Winsor, on the wharf near Pine street, and he 
will furnish you with anything in his line; that he (Mr. Winsor) had moneys in his. 
hands, or under his control, belonging to Mr. Howe.” Sg | 

| _ I took-an office on the 14th of ‘March, and went to the Pennsylvanian and Ledger | 
. and inserted the advertisement written by Mr. Howe. The Ledger notice was an. | 

_- abstract, the Pennsylvanian inserted it at length. Mr. Rumberg attended to the ad-. 
| -.  vertisements in the Democrat Free Press. _On the 16th of March the business 

 , 480] commenced, plenty of men came, and the *first day I had so many that I could
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, make a transport. I went down to Mr. Winsor and told him J wanted a con- 
- -veyance for about one hundred to one hundred and forty people to Halifax; he said, 

| there is no possibility to get it from here direct to Halifax, but means are procured 
| to send them from here with his steamers to Boston, and there the regular packets 

oe _ would take them to Halifax; but, at all events, it would not be possible to send such a. 
oe number before Saturday, the 24th, as the steamer would not go before. Iwas placed —— 

| in an unpleasant position, as those men were very poor, and were anxious to start. I 
| was, therefore, necessitated to give them a little money to live. I believe it was the 

| 16th or 17th, in the afternoon, about nine or ten persons, calling themselves English 
| subjects, came to my office; they told me they had just come from the British consul, _ 

: _ who had sent them to my office to get tickets, which were left there the same day, in the 
| morning, by T. L. Bucknell. I told them I would. give them tickets if they would | 

bring me a written receipt from Mr. Matthews, as I had my instructions to use those a 
_ tickets with discretion. They went away; in about half an hour after a message was _ 

. sent from Mr. Winsor wishing tosee me. Iwent down; he presented me a letter So 
£481] *addressed to him, from Mr. Matthews, in which he desired that Mr. Winsor should 

. get tickets from me, and furnish the people who had called upon me as English 
subjects with free passage by the schooner Benita, of Halifax, Captain Coffin, then lay- 

. ing at Pine street wharf, and pay the captain $12 for each ticket returned by the cap- 
. tain to Mr. Winsor. I gave Mr. Winsor eight tickets, and he gave me the receipt hereto 

annexed, (marked E, C.F. H. This receipt will be found, ante, page 416,) and I saw 
a the captain give to Mr. Winsor a receipt for $96, as the captain had returned the eight | 

tickets he had received from Winsor to him, and bound himself to deliver up those . | 
: mén in Halifax, and further to return to Mr. Winsor $12 for each man he should not 

_ deliver up at Halifax. The captain took the eight men in his schooner, and sailed with _ 
them that evening. The same day I wrote aletter to Mr. Howe asking for funds. Mr. 

| Howe’s direction was given me by Mr. Matthews. The following morning E gota tele- 
graphic dispatch directing me to call on Mr. Winsor and get funds. I went to Mr. | 

: Winsor and told him I wished $500; he told me that he had an order te pay me $100 
: only; that Mr. Howe would be here perhaps that day or the day after, and he would — 

[482] *furnish me with more. At the same time Mr. Winsor told me that the steamer — 
| Granite State did not belong to him any moré; that he had sold her to another | 
- _ firm, and he did not think the firm would pay a charter for taking passengers; that, 

/ he did not know, therefore, how he would act to-morrow, as he could not procure any — | 
other vessel. I telegraphed directly to Mr. Bucknell asking him what should do to_ 

| get conveyance for my “brave people.” I did not get any answer. The reason why I | 
telegraphed to Mr. Bucknell was that he was the only man to assist the agents in send-_ 

| ibg away men. Bucknell told me he was the only man that was authorized by Mr. 
Howe to assist the agents in sending the men to Halifax, as Mr. Howe himself was 

~ very much occupied, and traveling from one place to another. | 
[483] *To get the people away, I went down to Sandford’s line, and made an agree-_ | 

_ ment with Mr. Eldridge to pay him $4 for each man he would take in his steamer : 
: to New York, if he could delay the departure of bis steamer till Sunday. I wanted 

to have him to send the men by the steamer Sandford. As Mr. Eldridge did not know | SS 
me, Mr. Winsor went in and told him that everything that I did he would be respon- | 
sible for. On the 25th, in the morning, the people were ready to startatSor6o’clock, . 
but as I had no money to furnish Mr. Strobel, who had command of the party, I went 

a up to Mr. Matthews at Jones’s Hotel, in his room, at 5 o’clock, and told him the people | 
were there by the wharf, but Captain Strobel was not willing to start without money, | . 
and the poor people wanted to have money in their pockets. He got out of his bed, 
and got $50, and handed it to me, saying “if that isnot enough, I will give you more.” | 
I went down to the wharf, and gave $25 to Mr. Strobel, and divided the balance among 
the men who were going—eighty or ninety people. These people were those I had. 
engaged at my office to go. They went off to New York. I went the same night, the — 
25th, to New York, and went to Delmonico’s hotel, where [found Mr. Bucknell sleeping | 

. in Mr. Howe’s room. I told Mr. B. that the people either were there, or would come, | _ . 

, as they left this morning, and asked how they were to be conveyed to Boston. I also — 

told him that Mr. Strobel would be there and receive his further orders. Mr. Bucknell. 

| said that he would make it all right; that I should go to Mr. Barclay, at his private 
| residence, College Place, and he (Bucknell) would soon be there to make further 

[484] arrangements. I went away, and returned to Delmonico’s in about *an hour. I =. 
7  ” met there Mr. Strobel, who had arrived; he told me that he wanted. money to 

feed the people; that he was obliged to take them, in four different parties, to four dif- | 
ferent boarding-houses in Greenwich street. Mr. Bucknell came down, and we went | 
up to his private room, where he told me that he would go with us himself to Mr. _ 

ss Barclay, at his office in Barclay street, and that I should go with him. IT went with — 
7 him, and he and Mr. Barclay went into an inner room. Mr. Bucknell then came out,. — 

. and told me to wait in his private room.at Delmonico’s, that he would come directly _ 
and bring the money. He came and gave me $100, which I delivered in his presence 
to Mr. Strobel, less $5. I gave him $80 at that time, and had given $15 before, that
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morning. We went together to the Astor House, where Mr. Bucknell telegraphed to — - 
Mr. Matthews to tell Mr. Cumberland, which means Mr. Howe, not to leave Philadel- . 
phia without seeing Mr. Hertz. Mr. Howe, at the time we were in New York, had os 
gone to Washington, and was expected to return in a day or two. [I left New York 
and returned to Philadelphia the same night. Mr. Barclay was the British consul at 
New York. CS cae | | Co 

' On my arrival from New York I went directly from the depot to Jones’s Hotel, — ‘ | 
where I saw Mr. Howe. This was on the 26th of March. Mr. Howe told me he had oe 
returned the same morning from Washington, and as he had received a message from - 

_ Mr. Bucknell, through Mr. Matthews, he had waited here for the purpose of seeing me, - 
as he was very anxious to see me. He had, in the mean time, before my arrival, sent 

. up for Mrs. Hertz to come down and see him, as he was indisposed, but she declined to 
do so. He told me he had come from Washington, after having a very important _ - 

_ interview with Mr. Crampton, and that Mr. Crampton told him that as far as he , 
[485] could observe, the Government of the *United States had begun to feel a little , 

-” gneasy about this matter; in the mean time that I should go on and care for. 
nothing, as I could be quite sure I would get immediate information in case the United : 

- States Government should determine to prosecute the matter. I told him that I was _ 
not afraid, as I bad the words of such men as Mr. Crampton and Mr. Matthews that. a 

nothing should happen to me. He told we that it was 10 o’clock, and he expected to 
see Mr. Matthews, as he (Mr. Howe) would leave in the midnight train for New York. ° 

. I told him that I was surprised that he had not sent me any money, as he said I should, 
not be economical with it. He promised to write a note to Mr. Winsor, and all should - 
be made right the next day, but the next day Mr. Winsor told_me he had no orders; 
Mr. Howe had not seen him. Mr. Howe told me to word my dispatches, calling the 

'men barrels or parcels. Mr. Howe also said in this last connection that I could make 
a large amount of money; that all I had to do was to blow a truinpet in the streets and 
that I could get thousands for the foreign legion; that Mr. De Korponay was highly | 
recommended as.a man of great connection in the West and Texas, and that I should 
endeavor to see him and furnish him with the necessary means to start, and that as og 
soon as I had sent him (Howe) word that I had engaged Korponay he would send me os 

. money. . | ~ 
| The next morning I received a telegraphic dispatch from Mr. Bucknell, asking how oo 

many parcels I would send, and that I should hurry them along; that there was | | 
another company wanting to join the next expedition, so that they should go to Boston oe 
together. I answered him immediately that I supposed fifty to sixty barrels would go | 
off by the Sanford to-day; some 47 went off by the Sanford that day; when I cameto  — 
my office a half an hour afterward I was arrested. On Wednesday, the 28th of March, | me. 

_. J was arrested, and on the 29th I went to Mr. Matthews’s office, and found Mr. oO 
[486] Matthew in a deep conversation with De Korponay.. *He left Mr. De Korponay 

and invited me into the next rooim, and there said to me, “ Do not be down- 
hearted, we will do everything for you in our power; he meant by “we,” Crampton, 
Howe, and himself; he also said “that I should try to give Mr. Howe information of what | ee 
had happened, and that I should go down to Mr. Winsor and get $200; I went to Mr. 
Winsor; he told me he had made all right with: Mr. Matthews; I went back to Mr. - 

_ Matthews’s, and he(Mr. Matthew) handed the paper marked F. C.F. H., which is now | 
' in two parts. This paper Mr. Matthews wrote in my presence. The paper is in the 7 

following words: “Please call at Jones’s for $200 left with Mr. Sharwood, the proprie-. - : 
_ tor, by Mr. Howe, at 2 o’clock.” I went up to Mr. Sharwood, the proprietor of Jones’s 7 

_. Hotel, and I received $200 of Mr. Hicks, the book-keeper, to whom I showed this paper. 
The same day I went down to Moyamensing to see Mr. Budd, who had sent me a mes- . a 
sage that he had no money. I gave him $5. Itold him I could not procure bailfor 
him, as the people did not want to go bail for a native who is engaged in a business of | 
this character. My wife accompanied me on this occasion to the prison. Ireturned — 
home with her, and there found a letter addressed to me; afterward I went out to take 7 
a walk with my wife, and walked down Chestnut street and met the porter of Jones’s ne 

. - Hotel—John Allen, I think his name is; he asked me if I had received the letter he —— 
| had left at.my house that day, as the British consul had given strict orders that the 

letter should be delivered as soon as possible. The letter is hereto annexed, marked G. | 
C.F. H., and is the letter I found at my house on the occasion referred to by the por- . 
ter. Ihave seen Mr. Matthews’s handwriting. I knowhis style of writing, and believe = 
this letter marked G to be in his handwriting. The following is a copy ofthe letter: 
. “Tf the sole name in the warrant and indictment is that of Glenroy, the marshal | - 
[487] is indictable for *false arrest of the other parties.” The counsel, ifsuch a man as | a 

~ J. Tyler, O’Neall, or Lex, will paint this mean arrest in its true colors; he will - 
prove that the parties interested were solely acting for themselves, with no powerful oo 
friend behind them to pay fines, from the sole desire to aid in a war which Europe _ | 
holds to be the war of liberty; the one a German, the other a Britisher. If they have | 
erred their error is light. Do these pretending republican authorities seek to wreak. 
vengeance on them for loving freedom with England better than Russia? gs
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: The counsel’s speech should be carefully published, and will weigh before a third 
hearing, which should be obtained. ns Oo — 

.. ‘Tf, in truth, the British consul had no part in it, the attempt to involve him shonld 
be exposed. . | : ae ne | 

| - «It may be easily shown Gilroy is not to be believed on oath. Is he a paid spy and 
traitor to entrap under false names? — oe Oo | 

| Honorable marshal! Honorable United States district attorney! Honorable men, 
“Captain Power” and “ Lieutenant Sommers!” What is Gilroy’s real name? Where. 

really born? Not where he says. What his character? Whathisreward?  — 
ot [488] Is the German desiring liberty, or the Britisher desiring *to aid* his country 

- ina war, to be held ascriminal? = | _ oe 
What has Russia paid the dominant-power for this rigor ?. ae OS 

| Some of the men who shipped on.the morning of the arrest were not taken by , 
the marshal, and went on to New York. | | | . : : oe 

: _ The book marked H is the book in which the names were entered in my office, to- 
gether with the three sheets of paper marked H,1, 2,3. The names in the back of 

- the book were the applicants for commissions. - 
The tickets produced in court are the tickets I gave to the men. Howe told me that | 

| the N.S. R. C. meant Nova Scotia Recruiting Company, but I might translate it Nova 
Scotia Railroad Company. I had them printed. myself. Mr. Howe told me to print | 
them in this way. The white ticket with N.S. R. and J. H. on it are tickets which I 

; obtained from Mr. Howe myself. The J. H. are in his own handwriting. I used only . 
| .  e@ight of these, which were the eight I gave to Mr. Winsor. Those I used had Mr. 

. Howe’s seal on in wax. . | ae 
; On Saturday, before Strobel left, I told Mr. Matthews at that time that the different 

gentlemen who expected to get a commission were anxious to know what pay they 
oe -°-weretoreceive. He told me he could not exactly tell me, but that I should call on 

, [489] Doctor Williams, and give him his (Mr. Matthews’s) *compliments, and he would. 
: give me Hart’s Army List, which would give methe necessary information. I got 
the book from the doctor, but could find nothing aboutthe matter. Itold Mr. Matthews ~ 
of the result, and he said I should correspond with Mr. Howe about it, or, if he should | 
gee him first, he would mention it to him. The same night, on my return from New  . 
York, Mr. Howe told me he had got all the particulars from Mr. Crampton, so far as he 
knew it, and handed me the paper marked J. C. F. H. : 

| The paper referred to contains a memoranda, as follows: 
| : | “ Rnsign, 5.4 sterling. oo 

“ Lieuteuant, 6.8 sterling. | | . | 
| | | :  -.- "Captain, 11 and 2 sterling.” oO 

_. This paper states the pay of an ensign , 5s. 4d. per day; lieutenant, 6s. 8d.;.a cap- 
| | tain 11s., and 2s. for rations. Mr. Howe said those prices referred to the per diem pay. 

I believe this paper to be in Mr. Crampton’s handwriting. = 9...) / | 
~The handbill marked K. C. F. H. (this is the handbill with the Queen’s arms on it, 

‘already. printed, ante, page 259) is the bill brought me by Mr. Bucknell, together with | 
the white tickets with Howe’s sealon them. These bills are~the same as those 

| | [490] posted in my office. All these *bills were destroyed in the presence of Mr. 
7 ~ Bucknell the next day, together with the tickets he brought me, except the : 

8 eight I gave to Mr. Winsor. He brought me 900-odd tickets with Mr. Howe’s seal on. 
When Mr. Bucknell was arrested, Mr. Matthews sent me word ‘bya friend that he 

would be much obliged to me if I would not call on or correspond with him any more 
| in this case, as he had apprehensions that he was closely watched by the United States. 

‘officers. The same friend of Mr. Matthews told me it would be best for me to go direct 
to Halifax. Mr. Bucknell told me the same thing. - Before I went to Halifax, 1 wrote a 

| note to Mr. Matthew. He answered me that he could not do nor would he do anything . 
for me in this case, which he had before directly stated to me, and that I had used 

| some improper remarks against him. I answered him that I was surprised to hear such 
oo remarks from him, as I had only said that the functionaries of the British government. : 

were perfidious, and I still think so. | | Oo a tO | 
I left for Halifax, and had in my possession a letter to Mr. Howe, stating what he | 

| , ought to do in my behalf. At New York I went to the office of Mr. Barclay and ) 
[491] saw Mr. Stanley, *the vice-consul; he spoke with me abort Mr. Howe, and'told . ~ 

me that he was sorry that such heedless men as Mr. Howe had brought me and _. . 
- other honest people in a scrape, without assisting us; he also told me that Bucknell was | 

7 going to Halifax, and that he, Mr. Bucknell, was in the same position as myself. Mr. 
_ Stanley told me that Mr. Matthews had paid Mr. Bucknell’s expenses, including lawyer’s | 

. fees, all the expenses he had incurred, and expressed surprise that the same had not 
~ been done for me; Mr. Stanley paid my expenses from Halifax. I met, at Mr. Stanley’s 

office, Mr. Jesson, who went from this place with Strobel to Halifax. He told mie in 
: Stanley’s presence that he, Strobel, and some other officers from Halifax had been sent _ 

. to the United States, and were now in the United States, and were under the special control | 
° of Mr. Crampton, and any money or funds they required would be given them bydifferent
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- - British officials, and the money which he, Jesson, required for enlisting purposes, he had to : 
eo _ obtain from Mr. Crampton himself, and that he would go that same night to Mr. | 

7 [492] Crampton for that purpose. This wasin the first part of June, *about the 7th, long 4 
mh after my arrest; Mr. Jesson said he was at that time going on in the enlistment busi- | 

: ness, under the direction of Mr. Crampton, and Isaw him send fifteen men on that occasion SS 

- . to Boston, via steamboat, to go from thence to Halifax. Mr. Jesson told me he was oe 
- then on his way to Washington to obtain money from Mr.-Crampton for that purpose; — = 
3 that the whole enlisting business was now entirely under the special supervision of | _ 

: Mr. Crampton, who had taken the matter entirely in his own hands. This conversation 
, » Was in the office of Mr, Stanley, who paid Mr. Jesson some money in my presence to 
_- pay for fifteen tickets for the men who were to go off that day. Oo | 

Iwent with Mr. Jesson to the steamboat and saw him pay the clerk of the boat for .- . 
the passage of these men. I saw the men arrive the next day in Boston. They were 
taken charge of by another English officer named Thune. He boarded them at differ- 

_ ent boarding-houses, and told me they were to go to Halifax. I took theCunard | 
[493] steamer * for Halifax, where Larrived on the 9th. I met Mr. Carstensen at Halifax ; | 

we took a cab and drove out to Melville Island. I saw in the barracks most of — mo 
the people I sent from here; they were equipped and were being drilled. The officer : 
received me with great kindness, and Mr. Van Essen went with me to thecity. At - 
supper Mr. Van Essen was called out and did not return. I met Mr. Howe on landing - : 

‘from the steamer; he greeted me very kindly, but said he had no time to see me, and ~ 
: stepped on board the steamer for England; that was the same steamer I arrived in. | 

The next morning, the 10th, I went again to Melville Island to see Mr. Van Essen, who | 
had promised to introduce me to Sir Gaspard Le Marchant. I was received by aman | 

7 calling himself Major Weis, who told me there were strict orders not to allow me to a 
come to the island again. I asked him to show me the order, for unless I, saw it I . 
would not leave the island if he were twenty times major. He had no written order, 

| and I went on the island. He sent immediately to the governor for instructions; in - 
the mean time he ordered the people and officers not to speak with me. In about a 
half hour the order arrived, and he presented it to me. I told him it was the order of 

pO _the governor of the province ; that I would like to see the order of the military | 
[494] governor, for with*out it I would not leave. He sent again to the fort, and the 

commanding English colonel of the forcescame himself, and toldme thatnostrang- | 
ers were permitted to come on the island. I left in company with the colonel, in his = = 
calache. . | — oe 

The barracks at Melville Island, where the soldiers are kept, are a parcel of wooden 
. sheds, scarcely equal to those in which a good Pennsylvania farmer keeps his cattle. I . oe 
then went up to Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, introduced myself, and told what I wished. 
In the beginning he did not desire to have any connection with me at all, but after I 4 

_ had presented to him, in strong language, the manner in which I had been treated in 
Philadelphia, as well as in Halifax, he replied it was not his fault, but Mr. Howe’s. 
He also said that Mr. Howe had used $120,000 in the recruiting business, and inasmuch ce 
as he had rendered no account of it yet, he could not tell how my account stood; that + oo 
ein the meantime I should give him a written statement of what I wished, and he would 
answer me the next day. I gave him the statement, and the next day I received the | 
letter marked L. C.F. H. (This letter is already published, and will be found, ante, : 

page 329, dated June 11, 1855.) I left Halifax the next morning. Atthe time — - 
[495] he delivered the * letter, which was handed to me by Mr. Wilkins, in the presence Ce 

| of Sir Gaspard, he told me that “when you return to New York, go to Mr. Stan- . _ : 
_ ~ Jey, and that he, Mr. Stanley, will then be able to settle with you.” When I arrived at 

Windsor, I wrote a letter to the governor, Sir Gaspard Le Marchant, in which I repeated. 
all that I had said to him the day before, and told him that when I came to New York, | & 

_ if Mr. Stanley had no orders from him, I would publicly call on Mr. Crampton, Mr. ns 
Matthews, &c., and make them account for the inducements held out to me, and through | 

: which I was brought into this difficulty. I arrived in New York two days afterward, 
from Windsor, and called on Mr. Stanley; but, as I had anticipated, be had no orders. 

_ Mr, Stanley begged me to be quiet, and not make any noise,and assured me that I : 
7 should be munificiently compensated for my services for the foreign legion. I went to — He, 
* Howard’s Hotel, where I remained some time. . While there, an old gentleman came in, 

asking me to abandcn the English side. I said, “I can’t do it.” a a 
I returned to Philadelphia about the 15th.of June, and waited until the 17th for a 

| __. letter, which Mr. Stanley had promised to write. I did not receive it, and,there- oO 
_ [496] fore, wrote him a letter, in which I requested him to pay for *my services—I a 

_ meant the money the government owed me—and which he promised to obtain. 
I received in reply the letter marked M. C. F. H., hereunto annexed. (This letter is oe ae 
already published and will be found, ante, on page 44, at top of page.) —- | : - 
Previously to my going to Halifax on the 23d of May,I wrote a letter to Mr. Cramp- : : 

ton, in which I stated that I had received information that he (Mr. Crampton) and his. ae 
7 secretaries, all together, had said that I was in correspondence with the Russian goy- — 

ernment, for the purpose of betraying their secrets, and if they did not apologize for 

7 40 A a ,
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making this charge, I would call upon him and the Russian minister to make a state- ? 
" - ment. To this letter I received the letter hereto annexed, marked N.C. F. H. (This | 

, letter is already published and will be found, ante, at middle of page 330.) | 
a AU that I did in procuring and sending men to Halifax, for the foreign legion, was 

| done by the advice and recommendation of Mr. Crampton, Mr. Howe, and, Mr. Matthews. : 
a 7 Iwas employed by Mr. Howe, and acted as his agent, with the Knowledge and appro- 
ee bation of Mr. Crampton and Mr. Matthews. Mr. Matthew knew of both the ex- : 

— .. [497] peditions I sent. He approved and encouraged me in send*ing them away. He | 
encouraged me by his advice and counsel, and in giving me money to send them | 

away. - | | - . 

. Thestatement which I now have made I have made voluntarily, without any induce- . 
oe ment, other than the regret I feel in having violated the laws of this country, andthe — | 

desire which now prompts me to make every reparation in my power, by confessing my _ 
oe own fault, and exposing those who have induced me to enter into this illegal business. 

- I make this statement in the hope that it may have its proper influence upon the Gov-. | 
ernment of the United States, in relation to any future action in the prosecution _ , 

a against me. I have made it, however, without any promise as to such future action, —__ 
_ placing myself entirely upon the clemency of those who have the power to act in the 7 

premises. a : | | 
SS 7 | | | HENRY HERTZ. 

| _ In testimony of all which, I hereunto subscribe my name and affix my seal, this 11th ! 
- | day of October, A. D. 1855, and in the eightieth year of the Independence of the said _ 

BO United States. | a | | | | | 
aN [SmAL. ] : CHARLES F. HEAZLITT, | 

| os United States Commissioner. | 

498 | *Mr. Oushing, Attorney-General, to district attorneys. we : 

— [Circular addressed to district attorneys in principal ports of the United States. ] i 

| : | 7 | ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 
es | 7 | December 8, 1855. | 

— Sir: Information having been received by the President that prepa- | 
| rations are being made in various ports of the United States to recruit _ 

-* . men for the invasion of the State of Nicaragua, or otherwise to take 
| | part in military operations there, he directs me to call your attention 

- - "specially to the subject. He desires you to take measures to detect and = * 
defeat, so far as it may be lawfully done, all such enterprises, to bring | 
the parties guilty to punishment, and to detain any vessel fitted out to. 
garry on the undertaking. a 

Co You will please to give seasonable notice if, in any case, occasion shall , 
arise for the exercise of the direct authority of the President in the 

- premises. 7 , 
| I have the honor to be, very respectfully, | Se 

| - , OO | C. CUSHING. 

- Mr. Oushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. Hallet, United States Attorney, 
. . Boston, and Mr. Jewett, United States Attorney, southern Ohio. 

- | :  ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, : 
7 : | , December 8, 1855. : 

[499]  *Srer: Tam directed by the President to call your attention to — 
| combinations, alleged to exist in your district, for the purpose of — 

| | _Inilitary invasion of Ireland. © | - 
i - While it is difficult to believe that such intention is entertained by _ 

, ‘any persons in the United States, or, if entertained, that it will reach 
| the stage of an overt, illegal act, nevertheless it seems proper that the
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“ -gubject should have your consideration. The President is, of course, oe 
. golicitous that no violation of law shall go unrebuked, and especially | me 

none which touches our foreign relations, and thus affects the honor and oe 
| the peace of the whole country. He therefore particularly desires you a 
.- not to fail to institute criminal proceedings against any persons who Se 

shall be found engaged in illegal acts of the character above referred to, o 
or otherwise contrary to our relations of amity with Great Britain.. mT 

- _ T have the honor to be, very respectfully, a | | 
| - | | ©. CUSHING. 

: To B. EF. HALLETT, Esq., | oe - 
|  _. United States Attorney, Boston, and a 
: Hues Q. JEWETT, Esq., | ee . 7 

—. United States Attorney, southern Ohio. me oe : 

[500] *Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. Inge and Mr. Ord, district | 
oo : —_ attorneys. 

7 oe . ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, | 
| , | | | December 11, 1855. — 

Sir: Lam directed by the President to address you further on the | 
. subject of the illegal military enterprises against the State of Nicaragua, 
which have been and, as it appears, still continue to be carried on from ~ : 

| the ports of California. He has perceived with extreme regret thata = = * 
State with which the United States are at peace, and which on other | 
accounts is entitled to the special good-will of this Government, has = = 
‘thus, in effect, been subjected to invasion. | | | 

Tam aware of the extreme difficulty of detecting the criminal purpose 
of any persons engaged in such an undertaking, when they embark with- : 
out visible organization in passenger steamships plying between San 
Francisco and San Juan del Sud. But the President expects that, by OS 

_ + the exercise of particular vigilance in the matter, you will be able to - - 
-_ agcomplish the desired object. ) 
| - Suggestion has been made of some complicity of the Nicaragua Tran- OO 

sit Company in these acts, and that point may be entitled to yonr con-_ . : 
sideration. - | oe 
-. Tam, very respectfully, f a a 

BO OS C. CUSHING. | 
- Hon. 8. W. INGE, | | | | OO 

: Attorney United States, San Francisco, California. | - 
_s PaciFicus ORD, Esq,., | . 
a United States Attorney, Montercy. - a oo 

[501] * Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. Van Dyke, district attorney | 

: - , - ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, — | | 
es oe . December 12, 1855. a. 
rer: I had the honor to confer with you personally several weeks | i 

since, regarding representations made by the British minister as to | | 
alleged combinations on the part of certain persons in the United States 7 
to organize’an expedition for the military invasion of Ireland, and to
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| request your special attention to the subject, so as to prevent or punish - 
- any infringement of our relations of amity with Great Britain. 
fue In consequence of a meeting, purporting to have some such object, 

: which has recently occurred in New York, the President directs me — 
again to invite you to vigilance on the subject. While it is difficult to ~ 

—-.- Delieve that such intention is entertained by any persons in the United. 
| ‘States, or, if entertained, that it will reach the stage of an overt illegal 

|  aet, nevertheless it seems proper that the subject should have your con- 
| sideration. The President is, of course, solicitous that no violation of — 

ne law shall go unrebuked, and especially none-which touches our foreign 
relationsand thus affects the honor and the peace of the whole country. | 

| - _He, therefore, particularly desires you not to fail to institute criminal . 
| proceedings against any person who shall be found engaged in illegal _ 

acts of the character above referred to, or otherwise, contrary to our 
oo obligations of friendship to Great Britain. | Be 

| [502] *I have the honor to be, very respectfully, : oR 
CO | | | | ©. CUSHING. | 

Oo JAMES C. VAN DYKE, | Oo oO 
Co United States District Attorney. . | | | | 

- | Mr. Van Dyke, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. 

| OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES | 
| FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, | 

| 140 Walnut street, Philadelphia, December 14, 1855. 

Sir: Your communication of the 12th instant, in relation to a meeting 
recently held in the city of New York, supposed to be for the purpose 

| . of organizing an expedition for the military invasion of Ireland, and 
, ‘inviting vigilance in the suppression of any infringement of our relations | 

. © of amity with Great Britain, is this day received. | | 
oe _In compliance with your suggestions, I shall direct my attention to _ 
cS the matter, and also request the marshal of this district to use his best | 

means to ferret out the truth in relation to the organization to which | 
you refer. | a, re lake . 

“Iam sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, a a 
: : | JAMES C. VAN DYKE. 

Hon. C. CUSHING, — , oe — 
| | Attorney-General. . an : 

_ Mr. McCoy, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. 

| | , OFFICE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, — 
| oe - | EASTERN DistRicr LOUISIANA, 

- | Oo December 18, 1855.5 
| Sire: I have this day sent to the collector of this port the original of | 

, the accompanying copy. I trust that its tone will meet the requirements 
embraced in your communication of the 8th instant. — | 

:  . Tam, dear sir, yours, &c¢., _ Oo Oo | : 
- oY a, oo oe THOMAS 8. McCOY, - | 

[503] . *United States Attorney. 
—  . . Hon. C. CUSHING, | 

Attorney-General. . a aw
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ee oe, — . -[Inclosure] | ee 

- Mr. McCoy, district attorney, to Colonel Porter, collector, New Orleans. a 

) UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, > - 
a  . KAsTERN District LOUISIANA, =~ / 

| 7 - ee December 17, 1855. - 

Sir: I have been informed that preparations are being made in and - 
about New Orleans for the invasion of Nicaragua; that a considerable ~ 
body of men have been recruited here, and are on the eve of departure 
to take part in the military operations of that partially revolutionized == 
government. - a So St 
As far as it may be lawfully done, you will detain any vessel nowin 

this port fitted out to carry on the undertaking; and I particularly re- oo 
quest that you will detail a special number of inspectors to search and | 
watch the General Scott, now on the eve of departure, and report to this | 
office the result of your investigation. aa . Ss 
~~ Lam, sir, your friend, | | =. SO 

ae TOM 8S. McCOY, : | 
. United States Attorney. 

| Colonel J. C. PORTER, | oo 7 | 
Collector, New Orleans. . . 

[504] *The President to Mr. McCoy, district attorney. oY 

| neo, . |  ExEcutTivE MAnston, December 26, 1855. 

THomas 8S. McCoy,. Esq., OC ‘ oo _ 
United States District Attorney, New Orleans, Lowisiana : Oo 

- Your letter of the 18th instant, addressed to the Attorney-General, - 
has been submitted tome. Your call upon the collector is fully approved. a 

— Continue to act in the premises with the utmost energy and vigilance. 
You are hereby empowered to exercise all such authority in this relation ; . 

over the public force as the President may lawfully delegate by virtue 
, of the eighth section of the act of Congress of April 20,1818. | 

FRANKLIN PIERCE. ~~ ~- 

oS Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. McKeon, district attorney. Ae 

. | ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, ee 
oo, Oe : os - December 24,1855. © 
7 Sir: I. duly received your communication of the 23d instant, and the Oo 

, documents accompanying the same, having reference totheengagement =~ 
and preparation of persons in the State of New York for military service __ | 
in the state of Nicaragua. You will have received my dispatch by tele. 

. graph notifying you of the order given by the President to Captain Bige- _ oe 
low, of the United States Navy, to proceed according to your advice in mos 
the detention of any vessel whatsoever implicated in proceedings con- | Se 
trary either to statute or to treaty stipulations, and desiring you to act : | 

in the premises upon all proper information. This applies more espe- Se 
’ cially, of course, to the steamer Northern Light. ee , : 

If there shall have been occasion to act on the brief order sent
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| {505| to Captain Bigelow by telegraph, or *there should be good reason 
oa to suppose that there will be occasion so to do in the sequel, 
'--. orders to the same effect and in more complete form will be transmitted — 

— . by mail. Oo | oo 
oo  -[ have.the honor to be, &c., a | So 

oo | | - | ©. CUSHING. - 
Hon. JoHN McKEon, | | 

| United States District Attorney, New York. . 

[506] *Mr. McKeon, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. 

a | SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, . 
| UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, © 

| 7 | | December 26, 1855. 
Sir: A warrant has been issued by George W. Morton, esq., United 

' States commissioner, against Parker H. French, charged with an offense — 
oo . against the laws of the United States, recently committed. Mr. French. 

claims to be a diplomatic representative of the state of Nicaragua, and 
- the offense charged against him was committed by him since assuming 

such character. I have to request to be informed of the President’s 
. directions as to whether said warrant should be executed. 

| Lam, with high respect, &c., Oo - 
a | | JOHN McKEON, 

po | 7 United States District Attorney. : 
| Hon. CALEB CUSHING, — So | - 

7 Attorney-General. . = 

| Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. McKeon, district attorney. | 

| | | : ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, | - 
, _ co —.- December 27, 1855. 

a Sir: I have received your letter of the 26th instant, in which you | 
— state that a warrant has been issued against Parker H. French, claiming . 

| | to bea diplomatic representative of the state of Nicaragua, for an offense 
o against the laws of the United States, charged to have been committed _ 
CO by said French recently, and since he assumed such character,and 

= [507] as to which you request to be informed whether *the said warrant . 
shall be executed. In reply, the President directs me, in the first | 

place, to refer you to the following paragraphs of my letter of the 24th _ 
| instant, viz: | | a ee oo 

| ~ You will perceive that Mr. French is entitled to diplomatic privileges in the United 
States only in a very qualified degree. He is not an accredited minister, but simply a 

| person coming to this country to present himself as such, and not received, by reason . 
| | of its failing to appear that he represents any lawful government. Under such cir- 

cumstances any diplomatic privilege accorded to him is of mere transit, and of courtesy, 
not of right, and that courtesy will be withdrawn from him so soon as there shall be 
cause to believe that he is engaged in here, or contemplates, any act not consistent 

| | with the laws, the peace, or the public honor ofthe United States. 

| He directs me to say, in the second place, that proceeding in the 
| spirit of the fullest consideration for the diplomatic character, he desires 

| you to notify Mr. French of the present charges, and to inform him that. 
| ho process in behalf of the United States will be served upon him, pro- |
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vided he shall not become chargeable with any further offense, and shall oe oe 
depart from the country within a reasonable time. - | . ar 

; I have the honor to be, &c., | | | | 
| Oo | | ~ - -. CUSHING. , 

_ Hon. JoHN McKeon, ° De 
| — United States District Attorney. : : 

[508] *Mr. Addison, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. — a 

a cs OFFICE OF UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, | 
7 | Baltimore, December 28,1855. © 

: Sr: Immediately on receiving your letter of the 8th instant, I took | 
measures to ascertain if any preparations were being made in this dis- = 

_ trict to recruit men to take part in military operations in Nicaragua, and a! 
' became entirely satisfied there were none. _ . OO fo 

_. I shall continue to exercise all my vigilance to detect and deteat the _ a 
expedition, should one be organized. | 

Lam, sir, your most obedient humble servant, 
| WILLIAM MEADE ADDISON. 

_ Hon. C. CUSHING, | 
an Attorney-General. 

Mr. Pierce, President, to Captain Bigelow, United States navy-yard. — oo a 

| | | EXECUTIVE MANSION, January 9, 1856. 

‘Captain ABRAM BIGELOW, — | a Oo oe 
- — United States Navy-Yard, Brooklyn, New York: a | , 
“Arrest and detain any vessel in the port of New York charged with 7 
violation of neutrality laws, upon advice of the district attorney, Hon. - 
John McKeon. ., | | | 

, FRANKLIN PIERCE. a 

- he original received, of which the above is a copy. Se 

[509] *Mr. Joachinson, acting district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attor- an 
| | ney-General, | . | 

CS SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, — | 
| | | UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, a 
a a January 9, 1856—4 p. m. | 

‘Srp: I have the honor to report to you that I have justreturnedfrom 
the Star of the West. The President’s authority was respected. Four 

. arrests were made. The ship not having anything otherwise unlawful, | 
J permitted her to depart. I will give a detailed report to-morrow. 
-  [remain, with great respect, / | a 7 

| a : re P.J.JOACHINSON, 
Me | _ Acting United States District Attorney. 
Hon. CALEB CUSHING, | | | a 7 a 

Attorney-General. — | co |
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. — Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. Cannon, district attorney. 

| ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, January 14, 1856. | 

- .  §rm: Iam directed by the President to call your attention to the © 
- ss Statement in the Trenton Gazette of the 10th, reproduced in the New — 

York Herald of the 12th, to the effect that a military expedition, in viola- 
tion of law, is fitting out by parties in New Jersey, and to request that = 

— . _- you will take steps to inquire into the same, and, if the statement 7 
— . - f510] be true, to arrest *and prosecute the offenders. | | | 

- » Jam, very respectfully, - ; | 
an | | Po C. CUSHING. 

—.  ° GS. CANNON, © | | a 
_ — United States Attorney, New Jersey. - | 

os | Mr. Cannon, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. . 

.  BoRDENTOWN, January 16, 1856. 
Sirk: [ acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 14th instant, 

directing my attention to certain publicationsin relation to the ramored 
- fitting out of a military expedition, by. parties in this State, in violation _ 

sf of law. | | 
| I will proceed at once to institute a rigid inquiry in relation to this 

a matter, and if I find that the rumors are well founded, will immediately _ 
a take measures to arrest and prosecute the offenders. - | 

ro Lam, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | oO 
a | | | G&S. CANNON, 

a » | | District Attorney, Ge. 
| Hon. CALEB CUSHING, | a | 

oo _. Attorney-General United States. a | 

| | Mr. McKeon, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. | 

| | | SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, . 
| UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, 

OO : New York, January 16, 1856. 

a Str: Yesterday the grand jury of the circuit court of the United 
States for the southern district of New York presented an in- 

| [511] dictment for setting on foot a *military expedition or enter- _ 
: prise against the government of Nicaragua, against thefollowing- 

| - named persons: John Creighton, Francis B. O’Keefe, Andrew J. Morri- 
— - gon, Charles Waters, William Lyster, Parker H. French, Daniel H. Dil- - 
/. . Hingham, Joseph R. Mali, George B. Hall, Addison Farnsworth, and 

. ~ Louis Schlesinger. : | a | 
a | With great respect, I am, sir, your obedient servant, ne 

| | | JOHN McKEON, | 
Oo | | United States District Attorney. 

ae Hon. CALEB CUSHING, ce - CS | 
| . Attorney-General, Ge. fe |
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—« . Mr. McKeon, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. Coie 

| |  SourHERN DistRictT oF NEW YORK, : oo 
| a New York, January 16, 1856. wl 

” Sre: I have been informed that Captain Faunce and his officers, of 
| the revenue-cutter Washington, have been ordered to leave this port to SO 

- eruise on the coast. His vessel is deemed by me very important as an | 
aid to me in carrying out the neutrality laws. Her appearance here is. oe 
of the highest moment at the present time. Moreover, these officers — 

- may be required as witnesses in the cases which have arisen out of the | 
detention of the Northern Light, and it is proper that the officers of the ee 

gutter should be in such a position that 1 may call on them to | 
[512] attend court *at any moment. | Oo | | 7 

) May I ask you to desire the Secretary of the Treasury to give Loe 
such directions in the matter as will secure the object I have in view? | co 

Tam, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, _ Oo 
| JOHN McKEON. oe 

Hon. CALEB CUSHING, © BO _ — 
oo. : Attorney-General. — , | : 

| Mr, Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. McKeon, district attorney. = = a 

| | ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, Se 
, | | | January 19,1856. - tz 

Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communi- : 

cation of the 16th instant, in relation to the retention of the revenue- _ vo 
cutter Washington at the port of New York. and have submitted the a 
same to the Secretary of the Treasury. Iam informed by him that he = -' 
has countermanded the orders requiring the Washington to leave New © : 
York on a cruise, and directed her to remain there. | te 

. I am, very respectfully, | : | 
. , C. CUSHING. a 

JOHN McKEON, | | | 
. United States District Attorney. | | es Hes 

| Mr. Ord, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. | oo 

| ss OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES a 
| FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA, | | 

| | a . Los Angeles, February 16, 1856. - oo 

[513]. Sir: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the *10th of a 
December last, calling my special attention, by direction of the | | 

President, to the subject of the preparations being made in various ports oa 
of the United States to recruit men for the invasion of the state of Nie 

- aragua, or otherwise taking part in military operations there, and desir- 
ing me to take. measures to detect and defeat all: such enterprises, and — o 
to bring the parties guilty to punishment, and to give seasonable notice: _ 
if in any case occasion should arise for the exercise of the direct. au-. | 

_. thority of the President. | | yO
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I shall use all due diligence to carry out the instructions of the Presi-_ 
7 dent in the premises. . | es 

| - Your obedient servant, | | an 
- a | |  P,ORD, | 

: - — | | oe District Attorney. — 
- Hon. CALEB CUSHING, | | | | | | | | 

| Attorney-General United States, | | ee 

oO Mr. Ord, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. 

| | OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES : 
. FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA, _ 

os 7 | Los Angeles, February 16,1856. | 

- Srr: [ have had the honor to receiye your letter of the 14th of De- | 
| — cember, 1855, on the subject of illegal military enterprises against the , 
oo state of Nicaragua originating in California. — | | 
| | _I shall use every effort to carry out the directions and wishes of | 

° _ [514] the President in regard to these illegal *enterprises. | | 
| — Up to the present time I am very confident that no vessels have 

a ‘been fitted or. men organized within the southern judicial district of _ 
| _ California, nor have any of its citizens embarked in such illegal en- 

| - terprises. | 
- Iam, very respectfully, your obedient servant, oe 

7 - oe | P. ORD, : 
, a | District Attorney. 

—— Hon. CALEB CUSHING, — | | 
: _ . Attorney-General United States, Washington. | , 

| Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. Inge, district attorney. . 

| —_ ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, / 
| oo | March 1, 1856. 

Oo Sir: Referring to my letters of January 16, 1854, and of December | 
| 14, 1855, I have to request of you a brief report of the several prosect- ~ 

tions which have been instituted in your district for imputed violation 
| of the provisions of the act of Congress referred to. | 

| - Tam, very respectfully, eo | 
- — C, CUSHING. | 

Hon. 8. W. INGE, | | 
. Attorney of the United States, San Francisco. | | . 

| Mr. Inge, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. _ 

a | : | / , SAN FRANCISCO, Apri] 1, 1856. 

— [515] Sir: [ have received your letter of the Ist ultimo, requesting *a 
. brief report of the several prosecutions which have been in- | 

- _ gtituted in the northern district of California for violation of the act of | 
1818. | . , 

Oo In reply, I have the honor to state that the first prosecution was in- | 
_ stituted in 1853, against one Henry P. Watkins, who organized a force
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. in San Francisco for the aid of Walker in his attempted conquest of. ae 
~ Lower California. This prosecution resulted in the conviction of  . | 

Watkins. — | | oe _ | | 
- Subsequently, Frederick Emmons, who was a confederate of Watkins 

in the expedition before referred to, plead guilty to an indictment | 
founded upon the same section of the said law. | | | 

Afterwards, in the year 1854, the consuls of Mexico and France were 
indicted for violation of the section of the act of 1818 prohibiting . 
the enlistments of men within the territory of the United States for 
service in a foreign country, the first of whom was convicted. _ — | 
- In the case of the consul of France there was a mistrial, the jury 
standing, upon their discharge, one-third for conviction and two-thirds a 
for acquittal. | | 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, © oe 
OO LG : S.W.INGHE. 

_ Hon. CALEB CUSHING, _ | Ss 
: | Attorney-General of the United States. : 

[516] *Mr. McCoy, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. ” 

| Oo OFFICE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, ce 
| EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA, April 9, 1856. | 

Sir: This morning I have given peremptory instructions to the mar- 
shal of: this district to search the Charles Morgan, a steamship adver- — 

7 tised to leave this port to-morrow morning for Nicaragua, and report to ok 
this office by 5 o’clock p. m., and at 8 o’clock a.m. to-morrow, the 10th, _ a 
the result of his investigation. | | oo | 

: The object of these instructions, so peremptory, is to carry out your” 
Instructions of date 8th of December, 1855, and to maintain the integrity 
of the act of Congress of 1818 and our treaty stipulations with Great | 
Britain. | | - - 

- The report, should it be made, will be immediately forwarded to your =§_—- 
- Department. | | 
a, tam yours, trul | | a 

- ue? | SMcCOY, | 
‘Hon. Cates CusHine, ‘ a 

— Attorney-General United States, Washington, D. C. a Ce, 

— [d17] *Mr. McCoy, district attorney, to Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General. — . ve 

— | oO UNITED STATES ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, Oe 
a HASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA, April 10,1856. «= 

Srp: In obedience to my instructions to the marshal of this district, 
of yesterday’s date, of which I informed you, the steamship Charles. : 

| Morgan, bound for San Juan, was searched last evening and this morn- | 
Ing within one hour of departure. The marshal has just reported no : 

-, Violation of law discovered. CS | oe 
| _ Lam, sir, very truly yours, oo oe 

Oo - | . T.8.McCOY, 3 | | 
; a | oo . United States Attorney. 

-Hon. CALEB CUSHING, | - a me oo 
Attorney-General of the United States. oe pS
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Charge of Judge Wilson to the grand jury of the circuit court for. the 
ye ee ‘southern district of Ohio. | : 

. : | | (Extract. ] | Oo 

 . . . + If Lam correctly informed, gentlemen, these statutes to which I have 
Ce directed your attention comprise all that you will have occasion to 

examine attentively, unless you become satisfied that the neutrality 
law of 1818 has been violated in this district. Should complaints come 

| before you for the breach of this law, I would ask your especial exam- 
| 7 ination of the first and second sections of the act. It is known as the : 

‘¢ Aet in addition to an act for the punishment of certain crimes against - 
| the United States,” approved April 20,1818. | 

[518] *It is now an acknowledged fact, and one that will constitute 
_ a part of the history of our. times, that within the last fourteen | 

oo. months a foreign power has through its ministers, consuls, and other 
, agents in the United States, been engaged, in violation of positive law, 

| in enlisting troops for a war upon a nation with which our Government | 
mS is at peace. After what has so recently transpired in the cities on our 

- Atlantic sea-board, and a sister city of our own State, the Federal courts 
and grand juries would prove derelict of duty to shut their eyes upon 
these flagrant violations of law. — : | . 

In the war which is now being carried on in Europe the United States | 
oe occupies the position of a neutral power. The rights of neutrality bring 

- with them corresponding duties; among these duties is that of impar- | 
| _tiality between the contending parties. By the law of nations the | 

| neutral is the common friend of both parties; consequently is not at 
a _ liberty to favor one to the detriment of the other; and this impartiality | 

~ .  - permits the neutral nation to give no assistance, (when there is no pre- | 
~ vious Stipulation to give it,) nor voluntarily to furnish troops, or arms, 

or anything of a direct use in war. No nation, either ancient or mod- 
me ern, has adhered more steadfastly to these rules governing neutralsthan _ 

| | that of Great Britain. / - | 
| [519] . *At the commencement of the war between France and Eng- | 

-- Jand, in 1793, an attempt was made by France to violate thé 
neutrality of the United States by arming and equipping vessels and 7 

Co enlisting men within our ports to cruise against the shipping and mer- — 
chant marine of England. Great Britain, conscious of the kind and 
sympathetic feeling then existing between the citizens of this country — 

-.and France, became alarmed, and protested with arguments of great - 
oe force to the claims made on this country by the French minister, M. | 

: Genet, in behalf of his government. And those of you, gentlemen, 
~ . » who retain fresh in your minds the history of those times, or who are — 

at all familiar with the American state papers, will not fail to remember 
with what ability and wisdom Mr. Jefferson, then Secretary of State . 

| under President Washington, defined the neutral policy of the United 
«States: This policy was in accordance with the then expressed views ~~ 

_ of the British government, and resulted. in the unqualified denial to 
. France of her demands. Accordingly the American Congress, in 1794, . 

| - passed an act embracing this policy, which act was revised and re- . 
SO enacted in 1818, and this is the statute to which I have specially called 

your attention. This law having originally passed under the auspices © 
of Washington, thus recognized at an early date in this country, - 

[520] not only the obligations of neutrality, *but the duty of the Gov- " 
oe | ernment to enforce them. | — | : 

a The English government certainly cannot plead ignorance of this 
| _ policy or complain of American legislation upon this subject, for, not |
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~ gontent with what her great lawyers and statesmen had for more than 
_ a century claimed to be a well-established matter of international law, co 
the British Parliament, in 1819, passed what is called “the enlistment oe 
act,” which is substantially a copy of the act of the American Congress) 7 
of 1818. mo oe he 

If ever there is anything which will justify a sensitive and uneasy 

| feeling in the people of the United States, it is when their laws are put _ 
at defiance and trampled under foot by the sanction of a foreign gov- 
ernment. Neither will they recognize or admit of any palliation for | 

| this course of conduct on the part of the offending government or its 
--  gitizens, on the ground of necessity, or that the belligerents in a foreign 

war, on the one side or on the other, have a just or an unjust cause. 

With the morale of this European controversy .we have nothing to do, | | 

, and whether it would be better for mankind that the standard of the © | 
crescent should be upheld by the armies of Christendom in the Otto- 
man Empire, or whether it should be supplanted by that of the cross, is oo 
a matter not to be considered by American courts and juries in admin- , | 
istering the laws of the United States. It is unnecessary that I should an 
make further comment upon the provisions of this act of 1818, or the 

- eause which led to its passage. I am confident that in relation to this, oo 
as in all duties imposed on you as grand jurors, you will act fearlessly =| 

, and faithfully, and as men fully impressed with the importance of main- oe 
staining the sovereignty of the laws. | 

[521] - * Attorney-General. Cushing to the President. , 

oe ATT ORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, ae 
oe OO od May 27, 1856. 7 
Sm: I deem it incumbent on me to bring to your notice sundry pas 

- gages in official communications of the British minister, Mr. Crampton, oe 
| to his government, as they appear in the “ papers relative to recruiting = 

. in the United States,” recently presented to Parliament, which contain ne 
palpable errors of statement touching me personally or my officialaction = 

_ as Attorney-General. | ve 
1. Ina letter to the Earl of Clarendon, of the 19th of November, 1855, 

in commenting on Mr. Marcy’s letter to Mr. Buchanan, of the 15th of 
July, 1855, Mr. Crampton assumes that the British consuls, implicated —— 

. . in illegal enlistments in the United States, were prevented, by the tenor =~ 
of my instructions to the district attorney of Philadelphia, from testify- 
ing to their alleged innocence. (Papers ut supra, p. 128.) That state-~ | 

| ment is not true. oe | | | 7 
_ The district attorney was instructed to object to any attempt of the = 

_ , British consul to do what be had undertaken on a previous occasion to. 
do, that is, to interfere in the trials by officious letters, written for the a 
purpose; but, instead of being forbidden, it was expressly suggested 

+ that he should appear as a witness.’ | | a 
[522] *It is obvious that it cannot be admitted that a person, who ~~. 

| ~..* deems himself inculpated by judicial proceedings, be allowed to — 
interpose in the trial by mere letters of denial or ev parte explanation, = 
He has no right, in law or courtesy, to any such privilege. If hede- | 

-__- gires to be heard, he must appear in a legal manner, that is to say,asa_s 
‘ witness, in order that he may be examined so as to elicit the truth. 

- The British consul at Philadelphia might have volunteered as a wit-
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- ness in the case of Hertz, if he had seen fit. He ought to have done so, — 
oo if his testimony, lawfully given, could have proved: anything material, 
eS either to the prosecution or the defense. a 

| There was nothing extraordinary in this particular matter, except the | 
| presumption of a foreign consul in supposing that he might interfere |. 

_ 7 ey volunteer letters, to affect the course of criminal justice in the United 
| States. — oe - | | Se 

Co 2. In Mr. Crampton’s letter to the Earl of Clarendon, of November : 
-  .-: 27, 1855, it is alleged that the proceedings against Hertz and others, in 

Philadelphia, were instituted, not against the persons who were osten- 
OO _ gibly arraigned, but against the British diplomatic and consular 

[523] *agents in the United States. (Ubi supra, p. 134.) 
ae ‘That is incorrect. The proceedings were commenced in March, _ 

1855, when no suspicion was entertained by this Government of the 
relation of Mr. Crampton and of British consuls to the illegal acts in 

a question. It is true, however, that among the objects expected from — : 
| and accomplished by the trial, was the legal ascertainment of facts _ 

po alike important to the British government and that of the United - 
os States. - | : : 

_ 3. In these same letters Mr. Crampton says that, at the time of the 
7 trial referred to, (September 21, 1855,) “ the United States Government 

ss must have known that all recruitment, legal or illegal, had been put a 
| stop to several weeks before” (Ubi supra, p. 134.) - a 
— That is a mistake. This Government knew nothing on that point, at 

that time, except what Lord Clarendon had said in his letter to Mr. 
ho ~ Buchanan of July 16, 1855, namely, that the British government had | 
oo gent orders to put an end to “all proceedings for enlistment.” , 

_ Lord Clarendon did not mention when the orders were sent; nor does” 
the context of his letter show whether the orders spoken of applied to the 

He United States: only, or also to British America. At what time _ 
[524] those orders took effect, *to whom sent, and their exact scope, - 

| _ ~ did not then appear of public notoriety, and was never communi-- | 
| cated to this Government. | | : | . 

a This Government well knew that recruitments took place in August; 
: it did not know that they had ceased'in August. So soon as it had— 
a  gatisfactory information of their cessation, instructions were given to 

/ — desist from all further judicial proceedings, except against official agents 
of the British government. (Letter of the Attorney-General to Mr. 

Oo McKeon, of October 20, 1855, ubt supra, p. 129.) 
4, In the same letter Mr. Crampton says that the United States Gov- 

ernment must have known that the proceedings of Hertz were, from 
, : the moment he attempted to enter upon a system of recruitment, dis- 

avowed by Her Majesty’s officers.” (Ubi supra, p. 186.) : 

oe This is not so. This Government knew the contrary of what is thus 

no alleged. It knew that Mr. Crampton had corresponded with Hertz. | 

po (Ubi supra, p. 67.) It also knew that Hertz was officially employed and. 

paid by Mr. Howe, as the latter has since declared on oath. (Ubi supra, 

| op. 218.) aa | 7 oS oS | 

| | 5. In his letter to the Earl of Clarendon, of March 3, 1856, Mr. | 
| [525] Crampton assumes that he *and the inculpated consuls were the 

: Lo ~ real parties defendant, and then proceeds to argue on the further 
-- ‘assumption that they were prohibited from appearing in their own de- _ 

| --fense. (Ut supra, p. 178.) 4 | ae 

. I have already commented upon and corrected the error of fact in- 

volved in these assumptions, in so far as regards the consul. 

: ~. As to Mr. Crampton, he also could have offered his testimony if he | 

. |
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: had pleased. If he suggest that considerations of diplomatic dignity 
would prevent this, the reply is, that considerations of diplomatic dig- oo 
nity should have prevented his engaging in association with persons, Lot 
now said by him to be of equivocal character, in the systematic violation 
or evasion, for a period of nearly six months, of the municipal law of - 
the United States. We . . a 

He well knew in April that persons, in the actual pay of his govern- = 
- ment, were under prosecution in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, | 

and should then have anticipated that his name would eventually come . 
in question before the courts of justice, all the personal annoyance and. | 
other inconveniences of which he encountered voluntarily, and with no a 

right now to complain of the consequences. / 
[526] *For the rest, the law of nations, it is true,exempts Mr.Cramp- _ 

ton from trial for misdemeanor; but itis idle for him to suppose ssi 
that his hired agents in the commission of the misdemeanor, who arenot 

. . themselves invested with diplomatic privilege, were to have it accorded 
to them otherwise, or that his participation in the acts perpetrated should — | 

~ not come wnder observation in a court of justice without his being able | 
to appear directly as defendant on the record. — | 

| _. 6. In the same letter Mr. Crampton repeats the erroneous statement > 
that “the consuls were not allowed to be heard on the trial of Hertz.” | | 
(Ut supra, p.179.) 0 

— I have already remarked on this point. I add, that on the trial of — 
Wagner in New York, pains were taken to obtain the evidence of the o 
active official agent of enlisting there, Consul Barclay’s deputy, Mr. © © 
Stanley, but without success. a | . : | 

7. In the same letter Mr. Crampton reproaches the “law-officersof ~ 
the United States” for resorting to the aid of “ spies and informers” for — 
the proof of facts. (Ut supra, p.179.)  — - | | | a oo 

_ Those are designations of mere prejudice applied by Mr. Crampton to | 
| his own paid agents and accomplices in the violation of thelaws - 

, [527] of the United States. *It isa very strange complaint to make 
-  ayainst the “law-officers of the United States.” | eS 

. Crimes are not to go unpunished merely because the only attainable a 
- Witnesses of the crime were accomplices in its commission. If such 

- evidence were excluded, it would be impossible to administer penallaw. ~° - 
Its employment belongs to the ordinary course of law in Great Britain, . ~ | 
as well as in the Umited States. . co | 

‘The complaint is the more groundless in this case, since the offense ~~ 
which the parties had committed, and in the commission of which they | ~ 
acted under orders and with pay, proceeding in the first instance from a 
the British ministers, was not of a nature to affect the credibility of the = 
parties aS witnesses. Notwithstanding their participation in illegal =~ 
recruiting, they were competent and credible witnesses, morally, and — 
also by the rigorous rules of law. | | oS 

TL omit all remarks on the captious commentary which Mr. Crampton — 
“makes in the same letter respecting the judicial proceedings in the trial oO 
of Hertz. .Thatisdiplomaticmatter. My present object is only to speak of oo 
those passages in Mr. Crampton’s dispatches in which he attacks the ~  ._ 

— _. Executive Government by reflections on the Attorney-General. = 
[528] *8. In the same letter Mr. Crampton criticises a remark made , 
.. in Mr. Marcy’s letter to Mr. Buchanan of the 28th of December, ’ : 

- to the effect that whoever entices away the subjects of another state for | 
- - inilitary purposes, and without its consent, violates its sovereign rights; oo 

and he founds the criticism upon the assumed authority of the original
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- text of two writers on the law of nations, who-are cited by Mr. Marey, _ 
. ‘N ° ° Tr 3 . “ . 4 

we namely, Christian de Wolff and Vattel. . : ey 
mee As the same authors, and to the same effect, have in another docu- 

-. .. mnent been cited by me, it may,not be improper for me here to say that the | 
error in this matter is on the part of Mr. Crampton. He assumes that 

4 the word ‘“‘debaucher,” in Vattel, is incorrectly rendered in the received _ 
_ English translation, “entice away,” and alleges that the idea intended 

_ 1s “kidnaping,” which he infers from the use by Vattel, in the context, - 
oe of the word “plagiat” with equivalent sense, and as the corresponding 

—  . Latin word “plagium” is used by Wolff. pt a 
Ss _ What Mr. Crampton impliedly asserts in this criticism is, that though 
_ it may be contrary to the law of nations to enter the territory of a for- 

| So eign government and seize recruits there by force, yet that it is” 
| . [529] lawfultoenter that *territory and entice them into foreign military 

| a service, without the consent of the state, provided it be done by 
| pecuniary or other inducements. . Es 7 - 

\ The misconception of Mr. Crampton in this respect becomes manifest 
by reference to the text of Wolff, which is copied and abridged, and — 

a thus rendered obscure, by Vattel. | ee 
_ It is perfectly clear that Wolff intends by the word “plagium” to 

| cover all the possible means of obtaining recruits in a foreign country 
7 without consent, and especially enticement, because, in the passage in 

- ‘which he defines “plagium” and gives illustrative examples, he expressly = __ 
- includes acts of mere persuasion or enticement, and also includes refer- 

ence to such enticement in contravention of the authority of the state. . 
a _ Mr. Crampton’s error in this respect would have been avoided if he 

/ had read and quoted the whole of the material passage in Wolff.—(Jus 
y — Gentium, sections 785, 756.) to OO 

; But the most important error of fact which Mr. Crampton commits 
in this correspondence, relates to the order of the British government | 

for the cessation of recruiting in the United States. Se 
a [5380} = *In a letter to Lord Clarendon of March 3, 1856, he says: 

A new charge is now brought up against us, which is not alluded to in Mr. Marcy’s a 
dispatch of December 28, to the effect that, thongh we promised to stop the recruit- 

. ment by your note of July 16, we still continued it. I can disprove this by document- 
a | ary testimony.—(Papers, ut supra, p. 212.) ee . 

| | In a Jetter to Sir Gaspard Le Marchant of January 13, 1856, Mr. — 
-  - Crampton writes: | oe | | 

a _ There is one story which I want your assistance in demolishing. 

‘I know the assertion to be false, but I wish to have it under your hand that it is so, . 
: as far as you are concerned. . : a | oe 

Mr. Cushing openly asserts that he knows, and can prove, that we—you and I—went 
a on with the recruitment long after Lord Clarendon said we had been ordered to stop it. . + 

Now, how are the facts? Lord Clarendon announced this to Mr. Buchanan in a 
note dated the 16th of July, a copy of which I received somewhere about the 2d of 

: August. I immediately telegraphed to Lieutenant Preston to break up his ‘station at | 
Niagara, and not receive another man. I know he obeyed. People who were . 

: [531] ready to start *from New York were stopped. I also lost no time in communti- 
. cating with you, in case you should not have heard from home. 

As there were no other places where recruits could be received but Niagara and 
, Halifax, all we want is the dates at which the last man was received from the United 

States.—( Ut supra, p. 232.) CO | , | 

oo Here is exquisite confusion of thought and of statement. a 
- It is immaterial to inquire whether [ ever asserted anything of the | 

nature imputed. Certain it is that I can prove it, by the testimony of — 
two competent witnesses, Mr. Crampton and Sir Gaspard Le Marchant. 

—— ‘The statement imputed to me is, that the recruitment went on “long
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after Lord Clarendon said we (Mr. Crampton and Sir Gaspard Le Mar- OSS 

chant) had been ordered to stop it.” : Oo - os 
_ Mr..Crampton expressly refers, in his letter to Sir Gaspard, to Lord 

_ Clarendon’s letter to Mr. Buchanan of the 16th of July. I suppose he 4 

alludes to that in the phrase quoted, “ Lord Clarendon said we had been 

ordered.” ' But Lord Clarendon does not say that. He says, “ Instruc- | 

tions to that effect were sent out,” but does not say when. they were | | 

gent, nor that they were sent to Mr. Crampton and Sir Gaspard Le Mar- | 

oo. . Ghant. oo, | | a ee —_ 

— [32] *Nothing particular was known by me in January, 1856, of those 

orders, nor to whom they were sent. Of course, I did not speak 

of them as having been addressed to Mr. Crampton and Sir Gaspard. 
No direct official knowledge of them came under my eve until they 7 

were referred to in Lord Clarendon’s recent letter to Mr. Dallas, in | 2 

-. which it is stated that the British government “sent out to Canada and — On 

to Nova Scotia, on the 22d of June, 1855, orders to discontinue all further Ss 

‘proceedings in the matter of- enlistment. for the foreign legion.” But a 

here, again, it is not said that orders on the subject were. sent to Mr. oe 

~ Crampton. Oo . | | 
- I previously knew, however, from other sources of information, that | 

orders had issued to somebody under date of June 22, 1855; and if I 

ever said anything on that subject of the nature imputed by Mr. Cramp- oo 

ton, it must have been that the recruitment continued long after it ought 
to have ceased in prompt or due execution of the orders described by | 

- ord Clarendon. And the fact is so. : | | | 

' Orders to stop recruiting in the United States, dated in London, the_ 7 

22d of June, should have reached Halifax the 5th of July, and ae 

(533] Washing*ton the 8th of July, by the Cunard mail-steamer, the | ¢ 

_ °  America.—(National Intelligencer, July 6, 1855.) | : 

Now let us see how, when, and by whom the recruiting was actually 
stopped in the United States, Canada, and Nova Scotia. - | | 

_- Mr. Crampton expressly says in the letter before me, that he, not Sir | 

Edmund Head, gave orders to stop the reception of recruits in Canada, 
by telegraph, dated “somewhere about,” that is, not until after the 2d — : 

_ of August; he implies, but does not distinctly say, that at the same | 

time he sent orders to the same effect to New York, and that he com- | | 
municated with Sir Gaspard Le Marchant. rs a 

- Thus, upon his own declaration, the recruiting was in fact continued - 

by Mr. Crampton several weeks after it ought to have ceased, according 

- to the intention of Lord Clarendon. | - | ; | an 

| The matter stands yet worse on the declaration of Sir Gaspard Le Be 

Marchant, as it appears in a letter of his dated Jannary 19, 1856, writ- a 

"ten in reply to Mr. Crampton’s letter of the 13th.. He says: whe 

, “My instructions oa the subject, the only instructions that I received from‘any — 

- “<gouree, were conveyed in two notes dated respectively the 5th and the 13th of : . . 

[534] August last, both of which reached *me about the same time, the first by the 

. land-route, the second by the Cunard mail-steamer.—( Ut supra, p. 233.) a . 

- He afterward states, in the same letter, that the time when he received 

the notes was the 17th of August. a oe 

‘These two notes, it is implied by other parts of Sir Gaspard’s letter, _ 

were from Mr. Crampton; and they were the only instructions, Sir Gas- 

pard says, which he received from any source. That is to say, the whole : 

business, both in Canada and in Nova Scotia, as well as the United | 

States, was under the superintendence of Mr. Crampton. alone ; and the — 

orders on the subject from the British government went to him, not to: 

ALA | :
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Sir Edmund Head or to Sir Gaspard Le Marchant... This fact it will be | 
material to remember in the sequel. | | oO 

a — It is also proved that the date of Mr. Crampton’s orders was the 5th — 
_ . of August; which corresponds with the fact that the latest act of 

. recruiting proved on the trials was of the 5th of August.—(Mr. McKeon’s _ 
: letter to Mr. Cushing, Ex. Doc. Senate, 34th Congress, first sess., No. 35, | 

.Thus far we proceed on the assumption that not only Sir Gaspard Le 
Marchant, but Mr. Crampton, never received any direct communication _ 

oe of the order of June 22; that the only knowledge Sir Gaspard 
oe [535] had of it was through Mr. *Crampton; and that the only knowl- | 

| edge Mr. Crampton -ever had of it was by the incidental reference 
to it in Lord Clarendon’s letter to Mr. Buchanan of the 16th of July, a 

— copy of which was received by Mr. Crampton, at Washington, on the 
2d of August. , a : | 

| Is that possible? Can it be that the foreign office of the United | 
- Kingdom thus carries on its business?. That Mr. Crampton was left - 

by Lord Clarendon to discover the existence of such an order through 
/ - the indirect channel of his own letter to Mr. Buchanan? It is not pos- 

_ gible and is not the fact.. © = oo _ 
7 On the 22d of June, 1855, Lord Clarendon addressed to Mr. Crampton 

a the following letter : 7 | | | 

| [Extract.] . | | | 

| | : OO , Forrign OFrice, June 22, 1855. 
I communicated to the war department Mr. Lumley’s dispatch of the 21st ultimo, 

~ inclosing copies of his correspondence with Her Majesty’s consul at Mobile, with re~ — 
| gard to an offer made by a Pole, resident in that city, to enlist several of his country- 

| men for Her Majesty’s foreign legion. | : oo oo: 
SO, I have been informed by Lord Panmure in reply, that his lordship wishes all further 

- - proceedings in the matter of enlistment to be stayed, and the project to be definitively 
abandoned. ee a 

' [536] Corresponding instructions to the governor-*general of Canada, and to. the 
. lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia, will be dispatched by this evening’s mail.— | 

(Papers, ut supra, No. 22, p. 16.) a | | 

Now comes the question, why were not these orders executed by Mr._ | 
, Crampton? How did it happen that they never reached Sir Gaspar@d | 

Le Marchant? That they never did reach him is clear, for the jirst and , 
only instructions he ever received on the subject were from Mr. Cramp-_ | 

| ton, under date of the 6th of August. But what became of Lord Clar- | | 
| -endon’s letter to Mr. Crampton of the 22d of June? Thatletter, as ap- 

| pears on its face, left England by the steamer of the 23d, the America, _ : 
| whose mail was in Washington the 8th of July. Of course Mr. Cramp- — | 

ton persisted in the enlistment business for about one month after the | 
receipt of express orders for its cessation directed personally to him by : 
the Earl of Clarendon. | Co no | 
What became of the orders dispatched by the same mail to Sir Gas- | 

. - pard Le Marchant? Of that, no explanation appears. But the subject : 
has another bearing, of: deepest importance to the good understanding = 
of the United States and of Great Britain. : | 

| Mr. Crampton left Washington on the 2d of May, 1855, to attend to _ 
So the recruiting business in Canada and Nova Scotia.—( Ut supra, 2 

[537] pp. 131, 1382.) *He returned to Washington on the 2d of June, : 
| and there he remained during the month of July.—( Ut supra, | 

| pp. 22, 1382.) Why did he not obey the orders. of his government, as | 
communicated in Lord Clarendon’s letter. of the 22d of June, and put.a | 

| stop to recruiting at once on the 8th of, July, instead of waiting untih | 
e : : ; . . | 

. |
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the Sth of August? He was forced to act on the 5th of August, be- ove 
cause the orders of June 22 had then come to the knowledge of this 2 

| Government through Lord Clarendon’s letter to Mr. Buchanan. Why | | 
| did he not act sooner? It is not for me to answer that question. The oe 

- answer may be inferred from the facts and circumstances exposed by | 
the Secretary of State. a - a 

The important consideration here is, that the conduct of Mr. Cramp- | 
ton in regard to that letter of Lord Clarendon’s is the proximate | 
cause of all the serious controversy between the two governments on the 
subject of enlistment. . | ee : | | | | 

_ Mr. Marcy’s second. letter on the subject is dated July 15, 1855. He eo 
had called the attention of Mr. Buchanan to the subject by a previous 
letter of the 9th of June. You, sir, felt constrained to direct the Sec- — 
retary of State to repeat the complaints of this Government so soon, and =~ 

OO without waiting for a reply to the first communication, in conse- CO 
[538] quence of the apparently increased activity of the recruit*ing busi- | 

i ness in the interval, and especially in the monthof July. If Mr. © / 
Crampton had obeyed the orders which he received on the 8th of July, _ | 

by putting an instant stop to recruitments in the United States, it is a 
probable that either no occasion would have arisen for the dispatch of . 
Mr. Marcy’s letter of the 15th of July, or at any rate it would have 
been different in tenor. And in the sequel, when Lord Clarendon’s let- | vo 
ter of the 16th of July arrived, the explanations contained in that let- : 
ter, coupled with the fact of the actual cessation of the recruiting early in 
July, might have sufficed, in your opinion, to justify this Government | 
in not pursuing the matter any further, and so have ended the question — 
as between the two governments. oo ee 

On the recent occasion of Mr. Crampton’s omission to obey Lord 
Clarendon’s instructions to communicate his letter of the 10th of.No-- «| 
vember to Mr. Marey, his act of non-compliance with instructions in - | 

_ that respect, negligence, misjudgment, or whatever else it may have — 
been, was somewhat singular, especially in view of his own condition at = 
that time as a minister under request of recall because of his being | 
unacceptable to the United States. It was prejudicial to both countries, | | : 
because it served to place this Government in a false position with 

_ respect to the subject-matter of the dispatch, thequestionofCentrak 
a [539] * America, and thus to cause Lord Palmerston and Lord Clarendon 

to go before Parliament in February, under incorrect impressions — . 
regarding the attitude of the United States. That was an evil, but a © 

_Yreparable one. In the present case the evil was irreparable, because of | 
the new events which occurred to complicate the question. oa : 
On the 8th of July this Government had no knowledge, although it _ 

began to have suspicions of the deep complicity of Mr.Crampton in the 
systematie violation of the laws and the sovereign rights of the United | 

, States. Of course no steps had then been taken looking to the demand ' 
for his recall. | | oe oe : 
If, on receiving Lord Clarendgn’s letter of June 22, on the 8th of July, 

Mr. Crampton had gone immediately to Mr. Marcy, and shown him that. 
letter, with proper assurances that orders had actually been given to 
stop all recruiting, would not the communication have produced in the | 
mind of the latter such conviction of the loyalty of Lord Clarendon in. _ _ 
the matter, as to have induced him not only to advise that what there | 
had been of inconvenience in the action of the British governmentshould) 
be overlooked, but also to stifle his growing suspicions of Mr. Crampton? - 
. Lf cannot but think so. In which event the indications, | 
[540] which were beginning to appear, of * Mr. Crampton’s prominent .
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_ participation in the enlistments would not have been followed up 
in duly; the proofs of his complicity would not have come in to demand | 

.  eonsideration in August; there would have ceased to be occasion for the 
demands madein Mr. Marcy’s letter of July 15, and in that of September 
53 the judicial proceedings of September and of October might have 

| - been dispensed with, and, in a word, all which there has been of irritat- 
| - ing or embarrassing in the question could have been effectually saved. 

| both to Great Britain and to the United States. | 
| _ In view of all which herein appears, I venture, sir, to express the , 

| hope that you will be satisfied that, if it happened to me in January 
— last to say to Mr. Crampton or to anybody else that the recruitments | 

did not cease so soon as, in reference to the directions of Lord Claren- 
don, they ought to have done, I said what is true, and is incontrovertibly 
established as fact by the declarations of Mr. Crampton and of Sir Gas- . 

- pard Le Marchant, and, in addition to that, by consideration of Lord | 
---- Clarendon’s letter of the 22d of June, communicating the original order 

to Mr. Crampton. | | oo : | 
| I observe, also, in the same collection of “ papers,” a letter | 

| _ [541] from Lord Clarendon to Mr. Crampton, * of the 8th of February, | 
. . 1856, which betrays the existence of erroneous impressions regard- 

ing my relation to the judicial proceedings at Philadelphia. | 
oe He assumes, and then proceeds to draw inferences from the assump- 

tion, that my instructions of the 12th and 17th of September to the dis- 
: trict attorney of Eastern Pennsylvania were published “a few days | 

| - before the trial of Hertz, at Philadelphia, took place.”’—(Ué supra, p. 
| 167.) Thatis an error. The letters were not published until after the 

trial.—(Papers, ut supra, p. 106.) Of course all the reflections, founded 
on the opposite supposition, fallto the ground. > : | 

Tbe Earl of Clarendon proceeds to build up another series of refiec- 
| tions and imputations upon the suggestion that the instructions to the 

) district attorney of Eastern Pennsylvania were my, own individual act. | 
| That, of course, is an error. It need not be said to you, except for the 

purpose of thus fixing the truth of history, that neither the dispatch of 
| the instructions in question nor any other important step in the busi- 

. ness was taken without express authority of the Secretary of State and | 
the President. a a : | 

| In a word, those instructions were an act in the due course of domestic _ 
: administration, as to which the only thing remarkable is that 

[542] *they should have been made the subject of remark by a foreign 
government. oe 

ae But any disposition which might otherwise be entertained by me to 
comment at more length on the letter of the Earl of Clarendon, is — 
removed by perusal of the letters of Mr. Crampton in this collection of | 
documents, and in the “correspondence with the United States respect- 

| - ing Central America,” likewise recently presented to Parliament. My 
previous views of the action of the Earl of Clarendon, in matters afiect- | 
ing this conntry, have undergone materjal modification by the knowl 

| - edge now acquired of the curtesa felicitas of the British minister in the 
| perpetration of mistakes, and the very inexact representations which he 
| habitually made regarding the conversations, opinions, and purposes of> 

7 individuals in the executive and in the Congress of the United States. | 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, a 

po _ a ©. CUSHING. | 
| The PRESIDEN’. | . | ae
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[543| *Message of the President of the United States, communicating to = 
| Congress information that he had ceased to hold intercourse with 9. — 

the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Her Majesty the a 
Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Treland near this | 
Government, with the considerations of public duty which have led to this 
measure, and the documents relating thereto.—(See Senate documents, 34th _ 
Congress, 1st session, Hx. Doc. 80.) | oe - 7 | 

To the Senate and House of Representatives : a 

I have ceased to hold intercourse with the envoy extraordinary and | 
minister plenipotentiary of Her Majesty the Queen of the United King- , 
dom of Great Britain and Ireland, near this Government. , | 

-. In making communication of this fact it has been deemed by me proper. 
also to lay before Congress the considerations of indispensable public 
duty which have led to the adoption of a measure of so much Im por- | 
tanee. They appear in the documents herewith transmitted to both oo 

_ Houses. | | a — | 
| | FRANKLIN PIERCE. — 
WASHINGTON, May 29, 1856. - | | 

pod4] | * Mr. Dallas to Mr. Marey. 

| | [Extracts] — | | 7 

No. 8.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, © 
Se ' a | London, May 1, 1856. | 

DEAR Sire: Isentmy No.7 to Liverpool, to go by the steamer Atlantic, 
: on the morning of the 30th April, some hours. before receiving the note, - 

of which a copy is annexed, from Lord Clarendon, apologizing for not | 
- having been able to get his reply to your dispatch ready in time. Yes- — 
_ terday evening that reply, in form, addressed to me, was received at the 

| legation. Ihave this morning acknowledged its reception by a note, 
the copy of which also accompanies this dispatch. And I now transmit 
to you, by the earliest opportunity, the steamer Asia, on the 3d instant, 

_ full and exact copies of that document and the papers attached to it. 
Tam, &e., So 

oa Oo G. M. DALLAS. |. | 
Hon. Wu. L. Maroy, | | | | | oe 

| | Secretary of State. : a | a | 

_ Mr. Dallas to Lord Clarendon. | 

. 7 | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
. a 7 . May 1, 1856. . 

‘The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of | 
7 - the United States, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt yes- | 

 . [845] terday of a note, dated on * the 30th of April, 1856, from the Earl : 
o of Clarendon, Her Majesty’s principal secretary of state for for- : 

| eign affairs. This note, purporting to bea reply to the statements, views, | 
and arguments contained in the dispatch addressed by Mr. Marcy, the _ : 
Secretary of State, to Mr. Buchanan, the predecessor of the undersigned, |
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| on the 28th of December, 1855, a copy of which dispatch was left with | 
so the Earl of Clarendon, on the 29th of January, 1856, and purporting — | 

also to set forth additional reasons, with documents and affidavits not 
| heretofore communicated to the American Government, impeaching the 

veracity and moral standing of the principal witnesses, prosecuting _ 
a officers and others, connected with the judicial investigations had on 

the proceedings within the limits of the United States to effect the 
| enlistment of soldiers for the British army, it will be the care, as itis | 

. . the duty, of the undersigned to transmit, in copy, to Mr. Marcy by the | 
, steamer of Saturday, the 3d instant. oe | , 

The undersigned having received no instructions which authorize his 
interference with the correspondence on the subject of the Earl of Clar- 

~  .  endon’s note, withholds any observation, and he begs his lordship to 
: accept the renewed assurance of his most distinguished consideration. 

a | GM. DALLAS. . 

| [546 | | *Lord Clarendon to Mr. Dallas. , 

: | | | | FOREIGN OFFICE, April 30,1856. _ 
| | The undersigned, Her Majesty’s principal secretary of state for for- | 
a eign affairs, had the honor to receive, on the 29th of January, from Mr. _ 

Buchanan, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the 
United States at this court, a copy of a dispatch, dated the 28th of the 

| previous December, addressed to Mr. Buchanan by Mr. Marey, Secre- * 
tary of State of the United States, containing observations on a dispatch 
which the undersigned had directed Her Majesty’s minister at Wash- 

a - ington to communicate to Mr. Marcy. Mr. Marcy’s dispatch was 
in continuation of the discussion which had been some time pending 

| - between the two governments on the subject of the conduct which was © 
alleged by the Government cf the United States to have been pursued | | 

—- - by certain of Her Majesty’s officers, in giving effect to the intentions of ~ 
| Her Majesty’s government to receive into the military service of the 

Queen any persons who, coming from any quarter into Her Majesty’s _ 
| dominions, might then be willing to engage in that service. ) 

- ‘Phe undersigned has hitherto deferred replying to Mr. Marey’s dis- 
| patch, not only because it was more consistent with the respect which  - 
‘Her Majesty’s government entertain for the United States, thoroughly _ 

; to inquire into the allegations contained in it, but also because it 
| [547] .was just and right towards Her Majesty’s *olficers whose conduct . 

| was impugned to put them in possession of the charges 
| brought against them, and to give them that opportunity of explana-. 

tion and defense which was then for the first time afforded them. : 
SO - The undersigned, before he adverts to Mr. Marcy’s last dispatch, must — 

Oo express his deep regret that the Government of the United States | 
. should have deemed it necessary to continue a controversy on a ques- 

| tion which Mr. Buchanan considered at the time would be finally set- 
| tled by the note of the undersigned of the 16th of Juiy, 1855—a note | 
| | which Mr. Buchanan said he would transmit with much satisfaction to 
an his Government. The undersigned had, indeed, hoped that that note, = 

| together with his subsequent communications of the 27th of Sep- 
Oe tember to Mr. Buchanan, and of the 16th of November, through Mr. 

_ Crampton, to the Government of the United States, would have been — 
| accepted by a friendly government, such as that of the United States, 

asa disclaimer of any intention to give offense, and as a satisfaction = 

|
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| for any offense which that Government might have been led by ciream- , : 
 gtances to think had, thongh unintentionally, been given. 

’ For what has been the course of the transactions which have given rise / 
to this correspondence? a - ; 

_ - Onthe breaking out of the late war between the western powers , 
{547|. and Russia, the British govern*ment was informed that many 
ss persons resident within the United States—some natives of the | 
continent of Europe, and some natural-born subjects of Her Majesty— | 
were desirous of entering into the military service of Great Britain. | 

: The British government believing the information they had received on - | 
this matter to be well founded, and being anxious to increase, as rapidly — 
as possible, their military force, took steps to. avail themselves of this | 
disposition, and gave directions that any persons presenting themselves 
within the British North American provinces, willing to enlist and — - 

' found fit for service, should be engaged for the British army. But Her - 
_. Majesty’s government gave the most positive orders that in making ~~ 

arrangements for this purpose nothing should be done to infringe, in nl 
any manner whatsoever, the neutrality laws of the United States. 

It was not doubted that such arrangements might be carried into 
execution without any violation of those laws, because those laws =~ 
prohibit enlistments or engagements only within the territcries of the | 
United States; they do not forbid citizens of the United States, or resi- . 
tents therein, from leaving those territories; nor do they forbid such | | 

| citizens or other persons from engaging or enlisting in military — —— 
[549] service elsewhere, *when of their own free will, and without any | 

previous contract or engagement’ they may have left those terri- 
| tories. | po | | 

The intentions of the British government, and the arrangements made 
to carry those intentions into execution, were not concealed from the _ 
Government of the United States. Be ) , 

Those intentions and arrangements were frankly stated by Mr. Cramp- | 
_ton to Mr. Marey in a conversation on the 22d of March, 1855, and the 
only observations which Mr. Marey made in reply were that the neu- 
 -trality laws of the United States would be rigidly enforced, but that | 
any numberof persons who desired it might leave the United States, 
and get enlisted in any foreign service. : | 7 

| Up to this point, therefore, there was no misunderstanding as to the . 
- purpose of the British government, and no difference of opinion as to | 

the legality of the course which that government intended to pursue. — | 
Bat the. British government soon found, by accounts which reached : oe 

| them from the United States, that it would be difficult to prevent the 
execution of the contemplated arrangements from being attended by | 

| circumstances which might give rise to discussions between the : 
[550] two governments. It *was seen that, however strict might be | 
-.. the orders of Her Majesty’s government that nothing should be. 
done in contravention of the laws of the United States, and however | 
serupulous Her Majesty’s officers in America might be in obeying those’. | 
orders, yet a misconception of the precise bearing of those laws might . 
lead some of those officers unintentionally to overstep their limits, while . 
other persons, either from honest zeal, or for the sake of gain, or from 

| a desire to entrap Her Majesty’r officers, might do things at variance , 
with the provisions of those laws. Her Majesty’s government, there- 
fore, being most anxious that nothing should happen to disturb the 

' good understanding between the two governments, and being desirous of : 
showing unequivocally their respect for the laws of the United States, 
at once, and of their own accord, determined to give up the further prose-
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: cution of the arrangements in question, and they accordingly sent out 
| _ to Canada and Nova Scotia, on the 22d of June, 1855, orders to discon- 

, tinue all further proceedings in the matter of enlistment for the foreign 
—_ legion. , i ne 

. A fortnight after these orders had been sent out, the under- 
| [951] signed received from Mr. Buchanan a *note, dated July 6, alleging 
a | _ that the neutrality laws of the United States had, in many in- 

stances, been violated by persons taking steps (either with or without 
: the approbation of the British government) tor the purpose of engaging 

or enlisting within the United States recruits for the British service; — 
oo and Mr. Buchanan, in the conclusion of his note, stated that “the Presi- 

_ dent would be much gratified to learn that Her Majesty’s government 
had not authorized the proceedings complained of, but had condemned ~ 

| » the conduct of its officials engaged therein, and had visited them 
: | ‘with its marked displeasure, as well as taken decisive measures to put | 

. °  @ Stop to conduct contrary to the laws ef nations, the laws of the United 
States, and the comity which ought ever to prevail in the intercourse — 
between the two friendly powers.” _ | rt 

| _ The undersigned, in reply to this note, expressed to.Mr. Buchanan, | 
an on the 16th of July, the regret of Her Majesty’s government, if the law 

| of the United States had been in any way infringed by persons acting — 
- ~ with or without authority from Her Majesty’s government; and he stated - 

that any such infringement of the law of the United States would. be 
_ contrary to the wishes and the positive instructions of the British gov- 

7 ernment. Ls | | Co 
[552] The undersigned went*on to explain his reasons *for believing 

| _ that no person authorized to act for the British government had 
violated the law of the United States; and, in conclusion, he stated — 

7: | that the request of tle President, that decisive measures might be taken 
7 to put an end to these proceedings, had been anticipated by the sponta- 

| ueous act of Her Majesty’s government, who had, a fortnight before the _ 
receipt of Mr. Buchanan’s note, sent out orders to put an end to the 
arrangement for enlisting, within the North American provinces, persons | 

_ who might come there from other places. : 
| oe Mr. Buchanan, in reply, said, in a note dated the 18th of July, that 

ne should feel much satisfaction in transmitting to his Government the 
note of the undersigned. | | | | wares 

So strong appears to have been the impression on the mind of Mr. 
Buchanan of the satisfactory nature of this-communication, that when 

| afterwards he received a dispatch from Mr. Marcy with renewed instrue- 
| tions to address remonstrances to the British government on the subject | 

| of the recruiting proceedings, he abstained from acting upon those in- 
| structions, and withheld Mr. Marcy’s dispatch containing them from the 

knowledge of Her Majesty’s government, obviously because he perceived 
| by its date (the 15th of July) that it was written long before the = 

| [553] note *of the undersigned, of the 16th of July, could have been 
7 received by Mr. Marcy, and because he concluded that when that 
note should have been received, the Government of the United States 

- would be satisfied with its contents. | 
For a considerable time this conclusion appeared well founded. On 

_ _ the Sth of September, however, Mr. Marey addressed a note to Mr. 
| Crampton, not alleging that fresh subjects of complaint had arisen since 

_ the receipt in America of the British orders of the 22d of June, but 
| going back to the same transactions to which Mr. Buchanan’s note of 

the 6th of July had adverted, and renewing all his original complaints, 
: as if no notice had been taken of his former representation, as if no re- 

. | | | | | —_ }
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 gret had been expressed, and as if no measures had been adopted to 

_- put an instant stop to the proceeding out of which his complaints had _ ee 

originated. a re | Oo 

A communicationso much at-variance with what Mr. Buchanan’s note 

of the 18th of July had led Her Majesty’s government to expect, might 

well be received with some feelings of surprise, inasmuch as. they be- 
lieved that they had given tothe Government of the United States every | 

. satisfaction which one government could reasonably expect to : 
_ [554] receive from another in a case *of this kind. PO 

The undersigned, however, on the 27th of September, replied | 

to Mr. Marcy’s note, answering the allegations renewed in it, and repeat- - 

ing that Her Majesty’s government had no reason to believe that any of : 

_*' Her Majesty’s servants, or any agents duly authorized by them, had — 

disregarded the injunctions to respect and to obey the laws of the 
- United States. . | ee | | Te Se 

Nevertheless, the Government of the United States still considered % 

this answer unsatisfactory, and on the 13th of October Mr. Marcy ad-  . 

dressed another dispatch on these matters to Mr. Buchanan, which was ae 
~ eommunicated to the undersigned on the 1st of November. In that dis- 

- patch Mt. Marcy renews his general assertions that Her Majesty’s offi- 

cers in America had violated the laws of the United States; he refers 

to his dispatch of the 15th of July, which Mr. Buchanan had abstained ‘ 
from communicating on the supposition that the note of the undersigned 
of the 16th of July had finally settled the question at issue, and he ' 

-_- states that the said dispatch of the 15th of July indicated the satisfac-— | 

tion which the Government of the United States believed it hada right pon 

- to claim from the government of Great Britain, = , | 

[555]. *This dispatch of the 15th of July, which was not communi- | 

- . cated tothe undersigned by Mr. Buchanan till the 2d of November, 

concludes by saying that “ the President is disposed to believe that Her 
Majesty’s government has not countenanced the illegal proceedings 
of its officers and agents since its attention was first directed to the | 
subject, and will consider it alike due to itself and the United States | | 

to disavow their acts, and deal with them in such a manner as their — 
grave offense merits,” but that, “as recruiting for the British army im 

- the mode alluded to is still prosecuted (as-he believed) within the a 
United States by officers and agents employed for that purpose, 
the President instructs Mr. Buchanan to say to Her Majesty’s gov- a 
ernment that he expects it will take prompt and effective measures 
to arrest their proceedings, and to discharge from service those per- | 
sons now in it who were enlisted within the United States, or who ~ 
left the United States, under contracts made here, to enter and serve ae 
as soldiers in the British army.” i, a 

_... This, then, is the satisfaction which, as late as the 13th of October, - 
Mr. Marey declared: was that which the Government of the United 

‘States demanded. / | , - a 
[556] *With respect to the first part of this demand Her Majesty’s 

Rs government deny that any illegal proceedings were, so faras they | | 
know, committed by its officers or authorized agents, and therefore they | 

| have none to disavow, and no officers or agents to deal with as offenders. 
With regard to the other points specified by Mr. Marcy, the under- _ 
signed, on the 16th of November, deeming it respectful to the Govern- Ss 

| ment of the United States to do so, entered into a detailed, and, as he a 
has hoped, a satisfactory reply to the arguments and statements con-_ oo 
tained in Mr. Marcy’s dispatch of the 13th of October. In that reply | 
the undersigned stated that the most material point, that of the alleged =
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recruiting, had been already disposed of for nearly four months before 
| | the date of that dispatch; the recruiting arrangements and proceedings 

| | had been abandoned by orders sent by Her Majesty’s government on | 
the 22d of June; and that the second part of the satisfaction required 

| it was not in their power to give, because no person had, to their knowl- | 
| edge, been enlisted within the United States, or left the United 

States under contract made therein to enter into service in the British 
a | army. And he further added that if it could be shown that any 

* {557} *men had been so enlisted they should immediately be discharged 
| | | and sent back to the United States. Theundersigned thus showed 

_ that the satisfaction claimed by the Government of the United States had 
| long since been given, as far as it was, in the nature of things, possible 

, to give it; and, in addition to the satisfaction asked for, he expressed _ 
- the regret of Her Majesty’s government if anything had been done by 

any person, authorized or unauthorized, which could. be considered an — 
_ infringement of the law of the United States. | ee | 

: . It might naturally have been supposed that the correspondence would 
| here have ended. Regret has been expressed for any infringement of 
- the law of the United States, if any had taken place, notwithstanding — 
| the positive and repeated orders of Her Majesty’s government to the — 
| contrary. The satisfaction which the Government of the United States, 

_* after mature deliberation, had demanded, had either been spontaneously 
and by anticipation granted, or had been shown to be impracticable be- 
cause there was no man in the British service whose enlistment, or con- 

. _ tract to enlist, had, to the knowledge of Her Majesty’s government, 
So taken place in the manner specified by Mr. Marcy in his dispatch =| 

_ [808]. of *the 15th of July, and whose discharge, therefore, could form 
7 part of the satisfaction indicated by Mr. Marey. Her Majesty’s 

- government, however, expressed their readiness to give that satisfac- 
tion also, if any case should be established to which it could apply. | 
Her Majesty’s government were, however, disappointed in the confi- — 

| dent expectation which they had entertained that this further explana- _ 
| tion would prove satisfactory, for, on the 29th of January ot the present 

year, Mr. Buchanan communicated to the undersigned a dispatch from 
Mr. Marcy, dated the 28th of December preceding, recapitulating the | - 

, complaints of the Government of the United States, and making a de- 
| mand in the way of satisfaction different from those which were men- 

tioned in Mr. Marcy’s note of the 15th of July, and which were referred © 
, to, in his dispateh of the 13th of October, as the satisfaction which the 

‘Government of the United States believed itself entitled toclaim. This, 
| demand consisted in an application for the recall of Her Majesty’s min- 
1 ister at Washington, and of Her Majesty’s consuls at Philadelphia, New _ 

York, and: Cincinnati. It will naturally be asked whether any new _ 
i -_- ground has been found for this demand, or whether any new event 

: [559] had happened between the 13th of October*and the 28th of Decem- 
| ber, in which these officers of Her Majesty had been concerned? | 

Nothing of the kind had taken place, and the accusations made against 
| those officers, in Mr. Marcy’s dispatch of the 28th of December, rest upon - 
i statements which were equally within the knowledge of the Government 
i . -  . Of the United States on the 13th of October, when no such demand was _ 
i made. | a , , 

oe Before the undersigned proceeds to reply to Mr. Marey’s note of the 
- 28th of December, he must notice an erroneous construction which Mr. 
i. Marcy has there put upon a passage in a dispatch of the 12th of April, _ 
i 1855, from the undersigned to Mr. Crampton, which was communicated = 

' by him to Mr. Marcy. The passage is as follows: “Lentirely approve | 

i : f , : , . 

[ .
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of your proceedings, as reported in your dispatch (No. 57) of the 12th | 
ultimo, with respect to the proposed enlistment, in the Queen’s service, 
of foreigners and British subjects in the United States.” Mr. Marcy ot 
assumes, and argues, upon the assumption, that the meaning of this 
passage was that the enlistment of the persons mentioned, and which 
were approved of by Her Majesty’s government, were to take place ~ 

in the United States; whereas the sentence, according toits obvi- | 
[560] ous meaning, *relates to foreigners and British subjects resident 
-. in the United States. The word “in” has reference to the place 
where they resided, and not to the place where they were to be enlisted ; — 
and if any doubt could arise on this point, that doubt must have been | ° 
removed by the concluding passage, which adverts to the neutrality law | 
of the United States, and says that Her Majesty’s government wouldon _ 
no account ran any risk of infringing that law. This construction of - 
the passage under consideration does not appear to have occurred to Mr... 
Marcy at the time when the dispatch of the undersigned of the 12th of —  _ 
April was communicated to him by Mr. Lumley. -So far from it, Mr. 

| Marcy expressed to Mr. Lumley his satisfaction with that dispatch, and | | 
desired that he might be furnished with a copy of it, in order that he 
might show it to his colleagues. | 

The undersigned must also further observe that Mr. Marcy, in the — | 
' game dispatch, has misconceived the meaning of an expression used by ~ 7 

the undersigned in making an offer, above referred to, that any man | 
who might have been enlisted within the United States should be im- 

mediately discharged and sent back. The reference there made 
[561] to British law was merely *intended to indicate that if persons _ 

_ had been enlisted under the circumstances supposed, such enlist- 
ment would have been at variance with British, as well as with Ameri- — 
ean, law; but the undersigned did not mean that respect would not be | - 
paid, in the discharge of men, to the principles of the law of the United _ 
States alone, should that law appear to have been violated in a single 7 
case. | - | | 

In reply to the general statements of Mr. Marcy’s dispatch, the un- 
dersigned must repeat that Her Majesty’s government gave the most = 

- positive orders that no man should be enlisted or engaged within the ~ 
territory of the United States, and that the neutrality laws of the United oo 

‘States should be strictly and serupulously respected. But Mr. Marey | 
now contends that this was not enough; and though, in conversation | 

| with Mr. Crampton, on the 22d of March, 1855, he said that he could | 
not object to any number of persons going to Nova Scotia to be there a 
enlisted, provided the neutrality laws of the United States were not in- 
fringed, he now argues that the enlistment in Nova Scotia of persons. | 
coming thither from the United States was a violation of the policy of ~ - 

~ the United States, and that not to respect that policy was ar of- 
[562] tense on the *part of Great Britain against the sovereign rights | 

of the United States. Co | | = —_ 
Now, in reply to this, the undersigned begs to observe that the policy 

of anation in regard to its internal arrangements must be sought for in | 
the laws of that nation; that what those laws forbid it must be under- 
stood to be the policy of the state to prohibit; and that what those =~ 
laws do not forbid, if must. be understood to be the policy of the state | 
to allow. Inevery state, whatever may be its form of government, oo 
there is asovereign power; that sovereign power may impose upon the — 

| subjects or citizens of such state what duties, obligations, and restric- | . 
tions it may think fit; and it is a necessary conclusion that when the : 
sovereign power puts a limit to its enactments, whether of obligation or ,
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of prohibition, it means to leave its subjects or citizens free in regard to 
_ all matters not within the enactments of the law. This principle is in-- 

| deed admitted by Mr. Buchanan’s note ofthe 6th of July, wherein he 
lays it down that the neutral policy of the United States is “ defined. 
and enforced” in the statute of 1818. Br ae | 

Different countries have different laws in regard to tie enlist- 
Oe [563| ment of their subjects and *eitizens in the military and naval 

: Service of other states, and these laws vary according to the dif- © 
—— ferent policy of these countries with respect to such matters. . ve 
7 - In Great Britain the Jaw not only prohibits recruiting or enlisting 

within the British dominions for the service of any foreign state, with- 
| out the permission of the sovereign, but it goes farther, and prohibits 

any subject of Her Majesty from so enlisting, even elsewhere, without 
» the royal permission. The policy of Great Britain hence appears to be 

_ to prevent British subjects from entering at all into the service of foreign 
, ' states without the permission of the Crown. pg TE ae RT 

The law of the United States appears to be different. Her Majesty’s 
government understood, and that understanding is confirmed by Mr. 

| Buchanan’s note of the 6th of July, that the law of the United States 
oe only forbids enlistments, recruiting, and contracts or engagements within 
a - the United States, and hiring or retaining persons to quit the United —__ 

| States with the intent to be enlisted elsewhere, but it does not forbid | 
citizens of the United States, who may have used their natural right of 

| | quitting the United States, to enlist into the service of a foreign — 
[564] state, when they have *left their own country. The sovereign 

oo | power of the United States might, if it had chosen todo sa, have fol- 
| lowed its citizens with a prohibitory enactment beyond the territory of the 

United States, but ithas not thought fit to do so, and the justand inevi- 
_ table conclusion is that what it might have forbidden, but has not for- 

| bidden, it has designedly allowed—that is to say, in other words, that 
| it is the policy of the United States to prevent foreign enlistment within 

the United States, but that it is not the policy of the United States to for- 
bid citizens of the United States to enlist, when ont of the United States, — 

a into the service of foreign states, if they should choose to do so. : 
| Such being the state of this matter, it is obvious that the British * 
a government cannot justly be charged with any disregard of the policy 

of the United States, nor with any disrespect to their sovereign rights 
| _ by taking into the Queen’s military service any persons who, having. 

| -. come from the United States, freely and without contract or engage- 
| ment, into a British territory, might then be willing to enlist. 

| The real questions at issue between Her Majesty’s government 
_ .[665] and that of the United *States are, whether the British govern- 

| - ment ordered or contemplated any violation of the neutrality 
laws of the United States; whether, if the British government did not . | 

Oo order or contemplate such violation, those laws were nevertheless viola- 
Oe ted by persons acting with the authority or approbation of the British 

government; and lastly, whether, if any violation of the law of the 
United States did take place, sufficient satisfaction has been given to 

7 the government of that country. — 
' In regard to the first point, the British government neither ordered 

| | nor contemplated any violation whatever of the laws of the United 
| States; but, on the contrary, issued the most positive and repeated 
: | orders that those laws should not be infringed by any persons acting 
| | under their authority. | = | | : 
: Jn regard to the second point, Mr. Marcy alleges that, notwithstand- 

ing the orders of the British government, officers and agents of that 

PO
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governinent did, within the United States, do things which were a Vio- _ a 
lation of the neutrality laws of the United States; and Mr. Marey oe 

: specifically makes this charge against Mr. Crampton, Her Maj- : | 
{966| esty’s minister at Washington, and against Her Majesty’s * consuls | 

at Cincinnati, Philadelphia, and New York. - re - | 
With respect to Mr. Crampton, the undersigned has to state that Mr. 

Crampton positively and distinctly denies the charge brought against 
him. He declares that he never hired, or retained, or engaged a single 
person within the United States for the service of Her Majesty, and 
that he never countenanced or encouraged any violation of the law of. - 
the United States. The charge brought against Mr. Crampton is mainly 
founded upon evidence given by Strobel on the trial of Hertz, and on — : 
the so-called confession of Hertz himself. One of those persons, Stro- ° 
bel, was, in consequence of his misconduct, dismissed from employment 
by the heutenant-governor of Nova Scotia at Halifax, and afterwards. a 
applied to Mr. Crampton, and endeavored to extort money from him by 
a threat, which was of course disregarded. The undersigned has the | 
honor to transmit, as inclosures to this note, documents which suffi- 
ciently prove that both Strobel and Hertz are wholly unworthy of oe 
eredit. It is impossible for Her Majesty’s government to set the asser- 

tions of such men as these against the declaration of Mr. Cramp- | | 
[567] ton, a *man of unquestionable honor. 
—.... The undersigned must indeed remark that the whole proceed- 
ing in regard to the trial of Hertz was of such a nature that whilst — - 
Her Majesty’s ministers and Her Majesty’s consuls might be, and indeed — 
were, inculpated by. the evidence of unscrupulous witnesses, that minis- oe 
ter and those consuls had not any means or any opportunity of rebut- oo 
ting the charges.which were thus incidentally and indirectly brought © _— 
against them. a oe Ss cos | 
With regard to Her Majesty’s consuls at Cincinnati, Philadelphia, and 

“New York, they all equally deny the charges which have been brought Oo 
against them; and they declare that they have in no way whatever in- : 

' fringed the laws of the United States. | 
| With respect to Mr. Rowcroft, Her Majesty’s consul at Cincinnati, the 

*. undersigned has to observe, that legal proceedings against that gentle- 
man are still pending. As to the origin, character, and nature of those : 

_ proceedings, the undersigned might have much to say; but as they are 
still pending, he abstains from doing so. He must, however, be permit- | 

ted to remark, that it would at all events be inconsistent with the J | 
[968] plainest principles of *justice to assume as established charges _ 

~.. which are still the subject-matter of judicial investigation. e ; 
The accusation against Mr. Mathews, Her Majesty’s consul at Phila- 

* delphia, rests entirely upon assertions made by Hertz. Those assertions aos 
_ are positively denied by Mr. Mathews, and Her Majesty’s government | 

| can scarcely believe that the Government of the United States, with the 8 
knowledge which it will have obtained of the character of Hertz, will . 

_ hesitate to concur with the government of Her Majesty in giving credit . 
to Mr. Mathews. | | | | a . 

With respect to Mr. Barclay, Her Majesty’s consul at New York, he | 
declares that he neither favored the alleged recruiting nor participated 
in it, nor was informed of the hiring, retaining, or engaging any man - 

| for that purpose. _ oo | es | 
_.. Her Majesty’s government cannot but accept the denial of these gen- oo 
| tlemen as more worthy of belief than the assertions and evidence of : 

such men as Hertz and Strobel. | | 
But Mr. Marey considers that the conduct of Mr. Barclay in |
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[569] the affair of the bark Maury ought to be an additional reason * why 
7 Her Majesty’s government should recali him. Upon this the un- 
dersigned must observe that Mr. Barclay received information, on oath, | 

a from persons in the service of the United States, leading to the belief 
| ~ that the bark Maury was fitting out with designs hostile to British in- 

So terests, and at variance with the neutrality laws of the United States. . 
~ . Jt was Mr. Barclay’s bounden duty to communicate that information, 

without delay, to Her Majesty’s minister at Washington. Mr. Barclay 
did so, and his direct action in the matter was then at anend. Mr. | 

| Crampton submitted this information to the proper authorities of the | 
| - United States, in order that they might determine what proceedings, if 

| any, it might be right to take thereupon. The officers of the United | 
° States considered the prima facie case against the Maury to be suffi- _ 

'.  . gient to call for proceedings on their part. Such proceedings were ac- 
cordingly instituted by them, and not by Mr. Barclay, whose conduct in | 

| regard to the Maury was in strict performance of his duty, and re- | 
7 ceived the approval of Her Majesty’s government. | a 

| With regard to the last point the undersigned must refer to the 
- [570] offers of sat*isfaction, and to the explanations already made, and 

| to the repeated expression of sincere regret of Her Majesty’s gov- 
| ernment, if, contrary to their instructions and to their reiterated direc- 

tions, there has been any infringement of the laws of the United States. 
| ‘The undersigned has now had the satisfaction of communicating to | 

_ the Government of the United States the statements and declarations — 
.. of Her Majesty’s minister at Washington, and of Her Majesty’s consuls 

at, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, and New York, as to the conduct imputed 
to them. | , 

The Government of the United States had been led'to suppose that | 
the law and the sovereign rights of the United States had not been ~ 
respected by Her Majesty’s government, and, relying upon evidence 

. deemed to be trustworthy, they believed that that law and those rights. 
had been infringed by British agents. ; | oo 

_ If such had been the case, the Government of the United States would 
have been entitled to demand, and Her Majesty’s government would not | 

| have hesitated to-afford, the most ample satisfaction, for no discredit can _ 
| | attach to the frank admission and complete reparation of an — 

| [571] *unquestionable wrong. Her Majesty’s government, however, une- 
— ~ quivocally disclaim any intention either to infringe the law,or to dis- 

t regard the policy, or not to respect the sovereign rights of the United ~ 
States; and the Government of the United States will now, for the first = 

| time, learn that Her Majesty’s minister at Washington, and Her Majesty’s. 
- eonsuls at New York, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati solemnly affirm that | 

they have not committed any of the acts that have been imputed to | 
| . them. The Government of the United States will now, also, for the | 

: _ first time, have an opportunity of weighing the declarations of four gen- | 
| tlemen of unimpeached honor and integrity, against evidence upon | 

| which no reliance ought to be placed. The undersigned cannot butex- 
- press the earnest hope of Her Majesty’s government that these explana- 

tions and assurances may prove satisfactory to the Government of the - 
: United States, and effectually remove any misapprehension which may | 

have hitherto existed, and he cannot doubt that such a result will afford | 
as much pleasure to the Government of the United States as to that. - 

of Her Majesty by putting an end to a difference which has been deeply 
. regretted by Her Majesty’s government, for there are notwocoun- 

[572] tries which are bound by stronger ties or by higher con*sidera- _
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tions than the United States and Great Britain to maintain unbroken. 
_. the reiations of perfect cordiality and friendship. = a 

The undersigned requests Mr. Dallas to accept the assurance of his. | 
highest consideration. es a 

- | | a CLARENDON, 

- [For inclosures see Senate Documents, first and second sessions. 
Thirty-fourth Congress, vol. 14, 185556. | | 

a Mr. Marcy to Mr. Dallas. ae 

ee ee | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
ee : - Washington, May 27,1856. 

"Sim: The President has carefully considered the note of the 30th ul-. 
timo, addressed to you by the Earl of Clarendon, Her Majesty’s principal = =| 
secretary of state for foreign affairs, relative to the questions which have: | 
arisen between this Government and that of Great Britain on the sub-~ 
ject of recruiting within the United States for the British army, and has. 
directed me to present to you his views thereon, for the purpose of hav-- 
ing them made known to Her Majesty’s government. | 

He has been inuch gratified by the conciliatory spirit of that 
[573] note, and by the desire *manifested by the Earl of Clarendon to. 

. adjust the existing difficulties, and to preserve and strengthen | 
the friendly relations between the United States and Great Britain. — 
The vast interest which the government and people of both countries. _ : 

_. have in upholding and cherishing such relations cannot be more sol-— | 
- emniyimpressed upon Her Majesty’s government than itis upon that of — | | 

the United States. : a - op te 
The unequivocal disclaimer by Her Majesty’s government of “ any in- | 

. tention, either to infringe the law, or to disregard the policy, or not to. | 
respect the sovereign rights of the United States,” and their expression | : 
of regret “if, contrary to their intentions and to their reiterated direc- 
tions, there has been any infringement of the laws of the United States,” 
are satisfactory to the President. The ground of complaint, so far as : 
respects Her Majesty’s government, is thus removed. ce! a - 

_ But the President extremely regrets that he cannot concur in Lord 
_ Clarendon’s favorable opinion of the conduct of some of Her Majesty’s. 

_ officers who were, as this Government believed, and, after due considera- | 
_._ tion of all which has been offered in their defence, still believes, 

_ [574] implicated in proceedings which *were so clearly an infringement. . me 
| Of the Jaws and soverign rights of this country. In respect to such | 
_ of these officers and agents as have no connection with this Government,. 

it has nothing to ask from that of Her Majesty; but the case is different. | 
in relation to Mr. Crampton, Her Majesty’s envoy extraordinary and | | 
minister plenipotentiary to this Government, and the consuls at New | 
York, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati. The President is gratified to per- - 
ceive that Her Majesty’s government would not have hesitated to com-. . 
ply with the request to withdraw these officers from their official posi- 
tions, if it had entertained the views here taken of their conduct. in re-. 
gard to recruiting contrary to the law and sovereign rights of the United | 
tates. - | : 7 | : 
I scarcely need say that, in making this request, no interruption of _ - 

the diplomatic relations between this Government and Great Britain 
_ Was anticipated; but, on the contrary, the President was, and is, sin~ |
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. — eerely desirous to keep them upona most friendly footing. Mr. Cramp- 
. ton’s withdrawal was asked for, expressly upon the ground that “his _ 

connection with that affair (raising recruits in this country for the Brit- 
| ish service) has rendered him an unacceptable representative of | 

[575| Her Britannic *Majesty near this Government.” For the same 
/ reason the withdrawal of the three British cousuls was also re- | 
a quested. These officers were, as this: Government confidently. believes, 

. deeply implicated in proceedings contrary to the law and sovereign rights 
- of the United States, and contrary, as it now appears, to the intentions 

and reiterated instructions of their own government. It was their per- 
sonal acts, certainly not the less objectionable for having been done con- 
trary to the direction of Her Majesty’s ministers, which rendered them, 
in their official characters and positions, unacceptable to this Govern- 

| ment, and induced the President, for that cause, to solicit their recall,- . 
believing that by this course he was contributing to the common interest 
and harmony of the two governments. . He has not, after the most ma- 

a ture deliberation, been able to change his view of their conduct, and 
eannot, therefore, change his purpose in relation to them. Though their 

Lo — conduct related to, and in fact originated, a difficulty which disturbed 
' the-cordial harmony and good understanding between the two countries, 

| * it constituted a decided objection to them, of a personal character, 
[576] which loses none of its force by *the satisfactory adjustment of _ 

a that difficulty. Oo - 
| The only embarrassment which attends the case is the differnce of 

| opinion between the two governments as'to the complicity of these 
: officers in illegal proceedings within the United States. In review- 

ing this subject the President was disposed to avail himself of any. 
reasonable doubts which could be raised in his mind, in order to bring ~ 
his opinion in this respect into conformity with that of Her Majesty’s © 
government; but after a careful reconsideration of the case he has been | 
unable to change the conclusion to which he had previously arrived. 

This difference of opinion may be, in some degree, ascribed to the dif-  . 
ference in the views of the two governments in respect to the neutrality 

| _ jaw and the sovereign rights of this country. BS , 
It is not proposed, however, to continue the discussion upon that sub- 

- ject. The conclusions of the President, stated in my dispatch of the . 
- 28th of December to your predecessor, in regard to the construction of 

that law and the character and extent of those rights, remain unchanged, , 
and he cannot forego the duty of using all proper means to 

_ (577) sustain *and vindicate them. , ae | SO 
- . The main cause of this difference of opinion is the different _ 

appreciation of the proofs by which the charges against Her Majesty’s 
/ diplomatic representative and consul are sustained. 

Lord Clarendon asks this Government to regard the bare declarations . 
: of these officers as of sufficient weight to countervail the evidence 
- against them. Their'denials, as presented in his dispatch of the 30th 

of April—and that is all which has been communicated to this Govern- 
. ment on the subject—seem to be special, and do not traverse all the alle- 

| gations against them. They deny that they have infringed our neu- 
trality law by enlisting persons within the United States for the British 
service, or hiring or retaining persons to leave the United States forthe 

| purpose of being enlisted in that service. The charges against them 
are much broader, and embrace the offense of violating the laws and 
sovereign rights of the United States by setting in operation, within | 
our territory, and conducting an extensive system of recruiting, which 

| awas not and could not be carried into effect without infringing
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-, [578] our laws and *rights, by employing numerous agents to engage Pag 
oe persons, for pecuniary or other considerations, to leave the United oe 
. States for the express. purpose of entering into the British army, and | a8 

by keeping these agents in this employment after it was well known oe 
_’. that they were constantly infringing our laws. SO | 

- The denial of the implicated officers only covers a part of the delin- | 
quencies imputed to them; bat, confining their exculpatory declaration 
to the simple charge of having violated the provisions of our neutrality - = 
act, it does. not merit the consideration which Lord Clarendon has | 
ascribed to it, By adopting Lord Clarendon’s construction of our neu- oe 
trality law, contained in his note of the 16th of November, which ren- 
ders it almost nugatory, and is contrary to that of this Government and | 
of its judicial tribunals, these officers have not probably found much | - 
embarrassment in meeting the charges with a general denial. _ . 

-  .. But, giving to the declaration. of Mr. Crampton and the consuls all 
. the consideration which can be fairly claimed for it under the circum- 

stances of the case, it cannot counterbalance the unimpeached and. - 
"ss well-sustained evidence which establishes the charges against — 

-, [579] *these officers of having infringed the laws and sovereign rights 

. . of the United States... | . 
Lord Clarendon’s note to you cf the 30th of April conveys the impres-. ’ 

gion that tha evidence by which these officers are implicated is derived 
from one or two witnesses whose credibility has been assailed. This, 
however, is not a correct view of the facts. a . 

_ By the examination of my dispatch of the 28th of December it will : 
. be perceived that these witnesses were strongly corroborated, and that ae 

- there are proofs, wholly independent of their testimony, abundantly. | , 
sufficient to establish the complicity of Mr. Crampton and the consuls 
inthe infringement in the laws and sovereign rights of the United 
States. I trust it will not be questioned that it belongs exclusively to. a 
this Government and its judicial tribunals to give a construction to its | oo 
municipal, laws, and to determine what acts done within its jurisdiction | 

-_ are infringements of those laws. This is a matter which concerns its Do 
| internal administration, and it cannot allow the agents of any foreign — a 

power to controvert that construction and justify their coriduct by a ~ 
different interpretation of our laws, which virtually renders them inef- | 

fective for the purposes intended. a 7 
_ |{580] The Earl of Clarendon informs you, in his note *of the 30th 

, of April, that Mr. Crampton positively denies the charge of com- ° 
plicity in any of the acts of illegal enlistment in the United States, and 

- that the three consuls inculpated do the same. He assumes that the | 
charge against them is sustained mainly by the evidence of two persons, s 

_ Strobel and Hertz, whom he conceives to be unworthy of credit; and oe 
he appeals to the American Government to accept, as conclusive, the = 
declarations of the minister and consuls. I am instructed to say that ( 

_ these considerations do not relieve the President’s mind of the unfavor- 
able impressions produced by the conduct of those gentlemen in relation | 
to foreign recruitment in the United States. | a OS 

It. will be seen, by referring to. my dispatch of the 28th of December, _ - 
in which the grounds of charge against Mr. Crampton were fully stated, 
that the testimony of Strobel and Hertz was quite a secondary andan = 
unimportant part of the evidence adduced; thecharge being supported, = = 

- independantly of their testimony, by other witnesses, by original letters 
of Mr. Crampton and others, and by undenied and undeniable acts of — 

_ Mr, Crampton. oe | ee . 
As to Strobel and Hertz, however, it may be observed that the _
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- * . |881] documents transmitted by *Lord Clarendon, as proving those _ 
-- persons unworthy of credit, are entitled to but little weight, con- — 

a sisting, as they do, chiefly of ex parte affidavits, detailing matters mostly 
oO ' of mere hearsay. And whatever may have been the character of those | 

— persons, it by no means follows that they did not testify to the truth. 
- ., Phey were agents selected and trusted by Mr. Crampton himself, and to | 

| them he committed most important concerns. Such an indorsement — 
a should countervail the impeachment of their veracity founded on loose 

os hearsay reports. Nor does it seem to be a thing of much moment in 
| | relation to the present question, that Strobel, in consequence of imputed — 

| misconduct, was dismissed from employment by the leutenant-governor 
a of Nova Scotia, and afterward endeavored to obtain money from Mr. 

of - Crampton. The fact remains, that he held a commission in the British 
| foreign legion, and that, as it is clearly proved and not denied, hé main- _ 

tained as a recruiting officer, and for a considerable period of time, asso- | 
| | ciation, personally or by correspondence, with Mr. Crampton. The 
co ‘employment of Strobel by Mr. Crampton, their long association in the 

a joint work of recruiting in the United States for the foreign legion, 
[582] the distinction of *her Majesty’s commission of captain in that 

| a | corps conferred on Strobel, would seem at least to deprive Mr. 
_ Crampton of the right to array his credibility as a witness.. = — 

7 . But there is a larger and more comprehensive class of considerations 
_ applicable to the particular question. . a 

- - . For a period of nearly five months, that is, from about the middle of 
as March, 1855, to the 5th of August, 1855, the peace and order. of this 

- - country were disturbed, especially in the cities of Boston, New York, 
a, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati, by the unlawful acts of numerous persons 

engaged in raising recruits, or in being recruited for the British foreign 
Oe legion. They were supplied with ample funds by British agents. They — 

- obstinately resisted and set at naught all the efforts of the local authori- 
| ties of the United States to put a stop to their proceedings ; nor did 

- they desist until they received orders to that effect from the British 
| government in the month of August. The recruits thus unlawfully | 

a raised in the United States during all that time were conveyed by. 
| British agents to Halifax, and there enrolled in the foreign legion. 

—_ [583] All these acts, as well as their illegality, *were notorious. Long 
before the trial of Hertz in September, and of Wagner in October,. 

ss they must have been brought to the particular notice of Mr. Crampton, — 
my the British consuls, and other agents, by preliminary judicial inquiries _ 
: which took place both at New York and Philadelphia.. | 

In consequence of the steps to that effect taken by me on the 22d of 
- March, the proper instructions were issued on the 23d, and prosecutions 

7 commenced in Philadelphia on the 30th of March, and in New York on | 
the 5th of April. | : eS co ! 

 - Ags example of the character of these proceedings, their notoriety _ 
- and their conclusive legal effect, which occurred in May, deserves par- | 

| ticular notice. — 7 So Dos Ore ae eo | 
a At New York on the 14th of May, a number of persons, namely, God- | 

fried Wachter, Wilhelm Schumacher, Julius Parkus, Oscar Cromey, and _ 
Andrew Lutz were examined before Commissioner Betts on the charge, | 

. of recruitment for the service of Great Britain. Hminent.counsel were | 
— employed by the parties aceused, who argued that no offense had been | 
So . committed, because it did not appear that any valid contract of | 

[584] enlistment had been consummated. *But this ground of defense | 
| was overruled by the commissioner, who, though he discharged |
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Wachter for defective evidence, committed Lutz, Schumacher; Cromey, — 8 
and Parkus. - . BF De 

- At Philadelphia, on the 25th of May, three persons, Hertz, Pefkins, = = =  — 
. and. Bueknall, having been arrested on the charge of illegal recruiting | . 

_ in the service of Great Britain, applied to the circuit court of the United a 
- States, by habeas corpus, to be discharged from custody. The presiding | 

- judge, the Hon. John K. Kane, on examination of the. evidence taken a 
in the case before a commissioner, found that the proofs were suffi-  _ | 
cient to bring the acts of Hertz and Perkins within the condition of the 
law, but not so as to Bucknall. Accordingly, the latter wasdischarged,  —>_ 
but the two former were committed for trial. | 7 eS | 

. Thus, so early as May, it was judicially shown that. what was doing _ 
in this respect was unlawful. Mr. Crampton was acquainted with these | | 

_ proceedings, and was thus sufficiently admonished that the acts of re- wk 
- eruitment carried on under his authority did, in fact, whatever may — i 

have been his intention, constitute a violation of the municipal law of © 
the United States. This had been decided by the courts of the United ° - 

_. States, and was publicly and.extensively made known. It is not ~ oe 
_ [585]. controverted, *indeed it is admitted, that he had the recruiting o 

._. business in his charge and under his control, yethe permittedit to _ 
~ be continued, although judicially determined to be unlawful, through 
the months of May, June, July, into August. | 

| Now this long series of acts, unlawful and otherwise prejudicial to the 
- good name and the tranquility of this country, were performed by per- 
sons who were liberally paid by British officers, and many of whom 
actually entered the military service of Great Britain. That was incon- oo 
testably proved on the trial of Hertz and Wagner by evidence which o 
has not been, and cannot be, impeached; and, although the evidence - 

~ adduced on these trials does not need corroboration, still it may not be. , 
amiss to add that much other evidence to the same effectisin the posses- - 
sion of this Government, some. of which is annexed to this dispatch in. a 
the form of documents responsive to those accompanying the letter of | oo 
the Earl of Clarendon. ss re | ; . 
Who is to be held accountable for these unlawful acts? Were they | 
all:performed by volunteer and irresponsible persons, as argued in the — a 
.. _ Harl of Clarendon’s dispatch of the 16th of July? That cannot be : 
[586] admitted, for the conclusive reason that they received pay *from eS 

|... British officers, and of course were employed by some responsible. ar 
agents of the British government. | a Ce 

7 The Earl of Clarendon, in behalf of Her Majesty’s government, dis- fe 
claims all intention to violate the laws, compromise the neutrality,or = 

_ disrespect the sovereignty of the United States by enlisting troops (RS 
_ Within their territory. The President unreservedly accepts, andisftully ~~ eee 
- satisfied, with this disclaimer. Of course the unlawful acts in question | 

were not authorized by the British government; but the fact is, never- . 
theless, well established that they were done, and done in the name and _ an 
at the expense of the British government. Who, then, is responsible 7 

~- for those acts? Were there ‘no direct proof—though there is much of 
that character—the inference would be irresistible that, not being. | —— 

. authorized by the British government itself, they werethe unauthorized = 
~ acts of British agents in the United States. Sueh agents, havingaeted. = . 
— in willful disregard of the orders of their government in thus infringing | 

- our laws, may have failed to inform their government that what they | 
oo... had undertaken to do could not. be done without infringing those — | 
[O37] laws; or by: mismanagement, indiscretion, or over *zeal, they  _ 

'  mInay have participated in such infringement, though well know-
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ing it-was contrary to the wishes and the express orders of their gov- 
os ernment. However this may be, it is certain that agents existed, be- 

oe - cause their acts appear. Who were those agents? Pe we 
a _ Of this we are not left in doubt. In the documents on the subject. 

recently laid before Parliament, it is distinctly stated that the enlist-_ 
7 - ments in the United States did not stop until Mr. Crampton gave orders 

, | for their cessation on the 5th of August. He had power to stop the 
_ | acts of enlistment; he knew the proceedings were, from the commence- — 

ment, exceedingly offensive to this Government, and that it was devoting — 
: its active energies to arrest them; he was bound to know, he could not. 

. _ but know, what was notorious to all the world, that through the months 
: | of April, May, June, and July, the recruiting agents in various parts of 
a the United States, and conspicuously in Boston, New York, Philadel- 
/ , phia, and Cincinnati, were keeping up a most unseetnly contest with the — 

- . » law officers of the United States, and that at least as early as May the 
- illegality of the proceedings had been pronounced by the federal 

7 [588] courts *in New York and Philadelphia; and yet, notwithstand- 
7 | ing this, he permitted the unlawful acts in question to go on with- 

- out check until the month of August.’ For thus giving countenance to 
Oo these illegal proceedings he is distinctly responsible. | 7 

: | But his accountability extends yet further; for the same documents 
show that the official suggestion to the British government of the un- 
toward scheme of obtaining recruits in the United States came from — 

| |. . the correspondence of Mr. Crampton, and of the consuls at.New York, . 
Philadelphia, and Cincinnati; and that to Mr. Crampton were the 

oo superintendence and execution of the schéme committed. And thus it 
Oo is that he who directed had the power to stop the proceeding ; and thus, | 

| | from early in March until August, he is found busily occupied in super- | 
, . intending enlistments, partly in the United States and partly in Canada _ 

| and Nova Scotia, and in issuing instructions to the agents engaged in | 
ss thatenterprise. | a | ae 

_ It does not suffice for Mr. Crampton now to say that he did not intend _ 
| : to commit, or participate in the commission of, any infringement 

[589] of the laws of the United States. He was *the directing head 
| of long-continued infringements of the law; it was under supe- 

| rior authority from him that acts of continuous violation of law were. 
7 perpetrated by the inferior agents; some of those agents are proved, | 

by his own letters, to have held. direct intercourse with him;-and at | 
© every stage of inquiry, in numerous cases investigated by the American 

ss Government, there is reference, by letter and oral declaration, to the 
a - general superintendence of Mr. Crampton. | _ oe 
‘His moral and his legal responsibility are thus demonstrated. With 

full information of the stringency vf the laws of the United States | 
| against foreign recruiting, with distinct perception of its being all but - 

- impossible to raise recruits here without infringing the. laws, and with 
Oo knowledge of the condemnatory judicial proceedings of April and May 

oe at. New York and Philadelphia, yet he persisted in carrying on the 
 .. . geheme until August, when its obstinate prosecution had at length 

: brought on a most unpleasant controversy between the United States 
and Great Britain. And it is not the least of the causes of complaint 

| against Mr. Crampton, that by his aets of commission in this — 
| | [590] business, or in *failing to advise his government of the impracti- 
oo -. eability of the undertaking in which he was embarked, and the - 

| | series of illegal acts which it involved, and in neglecting to observe the _ 
OO general orders. of his government, and to stop the recruiting here the - 

| moment its illegality was pronounced by the proper legal authorities of —
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. the United States, he was recklessly endangering the harmony and ES 
_ peace of two great nations, which, by the character of their commercial | meer 

relations and by other considerations, have the strongest possible a 
- inducements to cultivate reciprocal, amity. Sm 

The foregoing considerations substantially apply to the conduct - 
of the British consuls at New York, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati. a 

_ Though of subordinate official character, they are not less responsible a 
than Mr. Crampton. The continuous violation of the law proceeded - | 

- within their respective consulates, month after month, under theireyes, | 
not only without any apparent effort on their part to stop it, but with | 
more or less of their active participation therein. The consulate at_ — 

«New York appears to have been the point at which the largest : 
[591] expenditures were made; *and it is proved by documents here- | 

with trasmitted, that payments at that consular office to some of 
the recruiting agents continued to be made by the secretary of the con- fo 
sul and in the consul’s presence, from time to time, down to the very re 
beginning of January of the present year. — : os - 
~The President, as has already been stated by me, cannot admit the 

force of the objection now urged of alleged want of respectability on the =. 
part of some of the witnesses by whom thesé facts were proved, and as qe 

— to whom a prominent cause of such alleged want of respectability seems oe 
‘to be the fact that their evidence has inculpated their accomplices in an 
the violation of law. The testimony which most directly incalpates the co 

- British consul at New York, as will be perceived by the inclosures here- a 
with, is in the affidavits of the very persons relied on by Her Majesty’s J 
government for proofs in this case, and whose depositions accompany 

_ Lord Clarendon’s note to you of the 30th of April. Be os 
~The Earl of: Clarendon perfectly well understands that, in Great = = © 

Britain as well as in the United States, it would be impossible to. ad- : , 
_-< ninister penal justice without occasionally receiving the evidence : 
[592] of accomplices. In Great *Britain, not only is evidence of this 

glass received continually in. state trials, as well as in inferior | 7 

matters, but: rewards and other special inducements are held out to | 
such witnesses by not a few provisions of acts of Parliament. The com- 
petency of such persons as witnessesin a given case, and their credibility, a 
are, in both countries, questions upon which the courtandjury,in their 
respective spheres of jurisdiction, ultimately pass. In the present case Cs 
conclusions have been established on documentary proofs and other ~ 
unimpeachable evidence, by proceedings before the proper tribunals of | * 
the United States, by the verdicts of juries, and by the rulings of judges, ey 
which must be heid as final in the estimation of the President. | ae 

- Phe Harl of Clarendon suggests, as a consideration pertinent to this | bo 
question, that the minister and consuls had no means or opportunity of — 

- rebutting the charges thus indirectly brought against them, in the trial ” | 
- of the inferior recruiting agents. Rg De | OO 

In regard to the consuls, the Earl of Clarendon errs in: supposing 
that.they had not full means and opportunity, if they saw fit, to appear oS 

© and to confront and contradict any. accusing witnesses. They : 
[593] *were not allowed to interfere in the trials by mere letters written | | | 

- for the occasion, which, indeed, they could not havedone lawfully, 
had there been no such prohibition; but if, conScious of their own inno- 

— eence, and that of the parties on trial, and that their own acts would —__. 
bear examination, it was alike their duty and their right to appear and o 

- say so on oath, and to contradict by their testimony whatever was = =  . 
alleged against British officers or agents,if known. to them to be untrue. Oo 

Nor is it any just cause of complaint that evidence was received upon |
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oe these trials impugning the acts of Mr. Crampton. It was, in the due 
8 course of proceedings, required to be shown, as against the parties on. 
a trial, that the recruitments in which they were engaged were for the _ 
 - Service of a foreign government. Mr. Crampton was himself privileged 

from trial for violation of the municipal law; but the persons whom he 
~~. employed were not for that cause to go unpunished, nor was the admin- | 
-' --: {stration of penal justice to be indefinitely suspended on account of his. 
poe position, and the diplomatic immunities which that conferred. On the 

.. eontrary, it was peculiarly proper that the facts by which he was 
 . . [694] implicated, but for which *he could not be tried, should be verified __ 

CT ~ in due form of law for the information of his own government, —- 
7 as well as that of the United States... SE 7 oe 
a ~The Earl of Clarendon remarks, in his letter of the 30th of April, . 

| — that— | | — a : 

7 ‘The intentions of the British government, and the arrangements made to carry those .. 
‘ intentions into execution, were not concealed from the Government of the United | 

States. Those intentions and arrangements were frankly stated by Mr. Crampton to | 
- Mr. Marcy in a conversation on the 22d of March, 1855; and the only observations 

which Mr. Marcy made in reply were, that the neutrality laws of the United States _ 
Ct would be rigidly enforced, but that any number of persons who desired it might leave — . 
a ‘ the United States and get enlisted in any foreign service. | , 

a - It is incumbent on me to say that in this respect the Earl of Claren- | 
7 _ don labors under serious misapprehension, which, while it serves in 
Oo part to explain how it happened that the enlistments went on for so 

-. . many months, in a manner contrary to the intentiuns and express orders 
7  . of the British government, also serves to increase the weight of Mr. 

: Crampton’s responsibility in this respect. 7 ee 
ee [595] *I repeat now, with entire consciousness of its accuracy, what _ 

ne I stated in my letter of the 28th of December last, that at that 
: interview (on the 22d of March, the only one [ever had with Mr. C., 

as he admits, in which the recruitment business was alluded to) ‘‘he (Mr. 
| . Crampton) had satisfied me that his government had no connection 

with it, and was in no way responsible for what was doing in the United 
ss States to raise recruits for the British army;” “but Iam quite certain - 

| that on no occasion has he intimated to me that the British government, 
: or any of its officers, was, or had been, in any way concerned in sending | 

a agents into the United States to recruit therein, or to use any induce- 
| ments for that purpose; nor did he ever notify me that he was taking, 
OO - or intended to take, any part in furthering such proceedings. Such a © 
 * communication, timely made, would probably have arrested the mischief 

| at its commencement.” _ re | aa 
BO If he had then apprised me of the system of recruiting which had at 

oo that time been already arranged and putin operation within the United 
oo _. $States by British agents, and under his superintending direction, 

- | [596] he would have been promptly notified, in the most positive *terms, 
os that such acts were contrary to the municipal law, incompatible 

ss. with the neutral policy of the country, a violation of its national sov- 
, _ ereignty, and especially exceptionable in the person of the representa- 

tive of any foreign government. Mr. Crampton admits that I specially | 
| | warned him against the violation of our neutrality laws, but blames. | 
. mre now for not then stating to him that my construction of that law _ 

a differed from his own. But no such difference of. opinion was then de- 
ee veloped. Mr. Crampton on that occasion manifested a coincidence in | 

+» + the opinion as to the provisions of that law which I then held, and have 
ss §inece fully disclosed. He called upon me to show a letter which he had 

| : written on that day to the consul at New York, “disapproving the pro- | 
a _ ceedings of a Mr. Angus McDonald, because I (he) thought those pro-_



— ceedings would. or might be taken to constitute a violation. of the act eh, 
of 1818”—the neutrality law of the United States, . What were the | 

- . proceedings of Mr. McDonald which Mr. Crampton thought might con- | - 
-  §titute a violation of our neutrality? The simple issuing of a hand-bill 

. Specifying the terms on which recruits would be received.at Halifax 4 
 .- jnto the Queen’s service. . Te tee pp tae Soph tes 4 

[597]. -*This opinion of Mr. Crampton ascribes as much, stringency to — - 
- °... our- neutrality acts ‘as has ever been claimed for them. by the 

Government or courts of the United States. I had then no suspicion, 
nor did Mr. Crampton give me any cause to suspect, that he was acting, 

- or intended to act, upon an interpretation of that law which would | | 
‘justify the act of Mr. McDonald, which he then condemned, and. make - 
that law but little better than a dead letter. I-could not but suppose .. 
that he viewed it in the same light as Lord Clarendon did when he | a 
wrote his dispatch to Mr. Crampton of the 12th of April thereafter,in = = = | 

_. ‘which his lordship declared it to be “not only very just, but very strin- ns 
gent” Aue Ts POE CE SS Del 
_ To show that I was not mistaken in this respect, I quote a passage | 
from a letter of Mr. Crampton, dated the 11th of March, to Sir G. Le ee 
Marchant: “Any advance of money by Her Majesty’s agents or others — a 
in the United States would constitute an infraction of the neutrality - 

| law.” The depositions which accompany this dispatch, made by some — 
of the same persons who have furnished the British goverument with | 
affidavits to impeach Strobel and Hertz, prove conclusively that Mr. | 
~- = Orampton did disburse various sums of money to agents em- oe 

_ [598] *ployed in recruiting within the United States. _ os 
«Ut was, indeed, apprehended by me at that time that violations oo 

of. that law would ensue. It could not fail to be seen that any , 
organized scheme of a foreign government to draw recruits from og 
the United States, though by mere invitation, would necessarily tend to 
and result in violations of the municipal law. So decided wasmy be- | 
lief in this respect, that measures had already been taken by mein behalf . | 

- of this Government, as it happened upon the very day of the interview oo 
with Mr. Crampton, to institute prosecitions against persons engaged in . 
this business in New York and Philadelphia. I then notified Mr. Cramp- : 

| ton of that fact, as he expressly admits in the report of that. interview oe 
made to his government. Oop 8 ms 7 

 ». An attempt is made to deduce an excuse for Mr. Crampton’s course 
in the business of recruiting in this country from the alleged fact that Se 
he communicated to me on that occasion the arrangements which had . | 

| been made for that purpose, and that I did not disapprove them other- a 
wise than by insisting upon the observance of the neutrality lawoftbe = 
United States. This allegation is hardly consistent with Mr. Crampton’s 
os... own Statement of what then passed. In the defense of his con- — 

— [599] duct, recently sent by him to his *government, he makes admis- 7 
—  s - * gions inconsistent with the allegation that there was no conceal- 

- ment on his part, and that the recruiting arrangements were commu- | 
 nicated te me. Hesays that ‘itis perfectly true that I did not enter into - 
any details of the means which were to be adopted by Her Majesty’s  - oo 
government to render available the services of those who tendered them | ; 

| to us in such numbers. There seemed to be obvious reasons for abstain- ate 
Ing from this. Even if it had occurred to me, I should have been un- — 
willing to do anything which might have borne the appearance of . 
engaging Mr. Marcy in any expression of favor or. approbation of a — 
plan favoring the interests of one of the parties in the present war. a 

: All Icould desire on his part was neutrality and impartiality” = |
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| . His reasons for withholding from me the details of the enlistment 
oo system—the most important part of it for this Government—are not 

- _. Satisfactory. If Mr.Crampton believed what he was doing, orintended ~~ 
to do, in the way of recruiting, was right, he could have had no reluctance 

. | to communicate it to me, for his instructions required him to make that — - 
- disclosure. —— | | eT 

Acting in due frankness, and with a proper regard for the dictates of 
ss International comity, Mr. Crampton should, it would seem, have ~ 

[600] dis*closed to me all. the measures intended to be pursued within 
| _ the United States by the agents of his government, including 

a himself, in execution of the act of Parliament for raising the foreign 
. legion. Nay, he was expressly commanded by his government: to prac- 

| -. tice no concealment with the American Government on the subject. If _ 
| he had obeyed these orders, all misunderstanding between the two _ 

a - governments would have been prevented. . | : : 
| Mr. Crampton was the more imperatively called upon to make full |. 

8 explanations on the subject, not only because he was commanded by | 
. his government so to do, but for the further reason that, immediately | 

after the breaking out of the war between Great Britain and France on | 
a the one hand and Russia on the othér, he had, by an official note, ad- | 

| dressed to me, invoked the efforts of this government to enforce upon _ 
— _ the inhabitants of the country, citizens or others, the necessity of ob- 

| serving the strictest neutrality toward the belligerent parties, and es- 
- pecially to enjoin upon them to abstain from taking part in armaments 

for the service of Russia, or in “any other measure opposed to the duties — 
| of a strict neutrality.” To this application the undersigned, by 

~ --« [601] express direction of the President, replied, declaring that *the 
United States, “‘ while claiming the full enjoyment of their rights 

‘as a neutral power, will observe the strictest neutrality toward each and 
: all the belligerents.” Reference was made to the severe restrictions 

—. Imposed by law, not only upon. citizens of the United States, but upon | 
all persons resident within its territory, prohibiting the enlisting men | 
therein for the purpose of taking a. part in any foreign war. It was 

~ added “that the President did not apprehend any attempt to violate 
' ' the laws; but should his just expectation in this respect be disappointed, | 

— he will not fail in his duty to use.all the power with which heisinvested 
7 to enforce obedience to them.” a : rn | 

SO In view of this formal and solemn appeal by Mr. Crampton to the 
_ - American Government, and of the assurance he received ofits determina- ~ 
a tion to maintain strict neutrality, it was not for a moment suspected 

that Mr. Crampton could misunderstand this purpose, or believe that he _ 
- would be permitted to set on foot and execute, for a period of five con- — 

secutive months, a systematic scheme to obtain military recruits for the 
- British service in the United States. That -Mr. Crampton did enter 7 

most deeply into this scheme is proved by the evidence already sub- 
: mitted to Her Majesty’s government, but is still more conclusively 

ae : established by the additional proofs which accompany this dispatch. — . 
—-, [602] What*ever detraction from the value of the testimony against Mr. 

oO Crampton may result from the attempt to discredit Strobel and 
Hertz, is much more than made up by the additional proofs now adduced. 

- his body of strong cumulative evidence confirms the President’s former) 
conclusion as to the complicity.of Mr. Crampton and the British consuls at 

| New York, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati in the illegal enterprise of 
recruiting soldiers for the British army within the United States; and 

oe the President does not doubt that when this new evidence shall be
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brought under the consideration of Her Majesty’s government, it will — | 
no longer dissent from this conclusion. ere CO 

The gratification which the President feels at the satisfactory settle- - 
ment of. the recruiting question, in so far as respects the action of the | . 
‘British government itself, has induced him to examine the case again, 
with a view to remove, if possible, from his mind the personal objections - 
to Her Majesty’s minister and consuls. This examination has not pro- | 
duced that effect, but, on the contrary, has strengthened his conviction | | 
that the interests of both governments require that those persons should | 

— . geage to hold their present official positions in the United States. | 
_ [603] He sincerely regrets that Her Majesty’s govern*ment has not a 

been able to take the same view of the case, and to comply with 
his request for their recall; but it has not consented to do so. | ae 

If, in the earnest desire to act with all possible courtesy toward Her — ; 
. Majesty’s government, the President could have suspended his determi- 

- nation in the ease, in order to submit the new testimony, which heis 
confident would have been found sufficient to induce compliance with | 
his request for the recall of the British minister, he is precluded from 
any such thought of delay by the exceptional character of dispatches of. | 
that gentleman, copies of which, having been recently laid before Parha-_ 

' ment, have thus come to the knowledge of this Government, and which 7 
are of a tenor to render further intercourse between the two govern- | 
ments, through that minister, alike unpleasant and detrimental to their ou 

' good understanding. 
| The President has, therefore, been constrained, by considerations of 

the best interests of both countries, reluctantly to have recourse to the , 
only remaining means of removing, without delay, these very unaccept- - 

able officers from the connection they now have with this Gov- 
[604] ernment. *This course has been deemed necessary on accountof —. 

their unfitness for the- positions they hold, arising from the very | . 
active part they have taken in getting up and carrying out the system. a 
of recruiting, which has been attended with numerous infractions of our | 
laws, which has disturbed our internal tranquillity, and endangered our. a 
peaceful relations to a nation with which this Government is most anx- _ 

| ious to maintain cordial friendship, and intimate commercial and social oo 
Intercourse. - ae | . 

_ He has, therefore, determined to send to Mr. Crampton, Her Majesty’s 
diplomatic representative, his passport, and to revoke the exequaturs of | 

.. Mr. Mathews, Mr. Barclay, and Mr. Roweroft, the British consuls at | 
: Philadelphia, New York, and Cincinnati. - - Oy 

= Tam, sir, respectfully, your. obedient servant, | , oe 
Bo a oo a W. L. MARCY. | 

. GEORGE M. DALLAS, Esq., London. , 

" | [For inclosures see Sen. Does., Ist and 2d sessions 34th Cong., vol.14, _ 
_ 1855-756.) | 7 | a ps 

| : Mr. Marcy to Mr. Crampton. ae 

re : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | - 
o aot oo i Washington, May 28,1856... 
4 [605] Sir: The President of the United States *has directed me to / 

| o announce to you his ‘determination to discontinue further inter- 
course with you as Her Majesty’s diplomatic representative to the Gov- 

ernment of the United States. The reasons which have compelled him 
to tale this step at this time have been communicated to your govern- | 

. ment. . " | | .
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TL avail myself of this occasion to add that due attention will be cheer- 
+ fally given to any communications addressed to this Department from > 

. Her Majesty’s government affecting the relations between Great Britain 
and the United States which may be forwarded to this Government | 

-. *. through any other channel. a Be ae — 
—._- Should it be your pleasure to retire from the United States, the Pres- 

-. ident directs me to furnish you with the usual facilities for that pur- 
/ pose. I consequently inclose herewith the passport givenin such cases. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, sir, the assurance 
- of my respectful consideration. 7 - | 
— we _ 7 es W. LL. MARCY. | 
 .. JOHN F. CRAMPTON, Esq., de., de., Ge. oo : 

| : a Mr. Marcy to Mr. Barclay. OR 

: | ae | a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 7 
a | | Hk oo Washington, May 28, 1856. 

- [606] | Sre: For reasons. which have been com*municated to Her. 
oy Majesty’s government, the President has revoked the exequatur 

| heretofore granted to you, by which you were permitted to exercise the = 
oe functions and enjoy the privileges of British consul at New York. | 

~  .-- | herewith send to you a copy of the act of revocation. | | 
oo —.. [have the honor to be, your obedient servant, a So 

, a : | , W.L. MARCY. 
: Mr. ANTHONY BARCLAY, : oe ye oo 

ce Co Her Britannic Majesty’s Consul, de. oe aa : 
—  [Same, mutatis mutandis, to Mr. Mathews. | oe A 

- FRANKLIN PIERCE, President of the United States of America. 

To all whom it may concern: © | | | oe 
| _ Whereas, by letters patent, under the seal of the United States, bear- , 

ing date the second day of March, A. D. 1843, the President recognized 
Anthony Barclay as consul of Her Britannic Majesty at New York, and 

| - declared him free to exercise and enjoy such functions, powers, and 
privileges as are allowed to the consuls of the most favored nations; =| 

. _ but, for good and sufficient reasons, it is deemed proper that he should _ 
. : -- no longer exercise the said functions within the United States ; 

_ [607] Now, theretore, be it known that I, Franklin *Pierce, President _ 
a of the United States of America, do hereby declare that the pow- 

7 ers and privileges conferred as aforesaid on the said Anthony Barclay 
| are revoked and annulled. ae . | 

In testimony whereof, I have caused the letters to be made patent, _ 
a and the seal of the United States to be hereunto affixed. > | 

Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, the 28th day of 
. | May, A. D. 1856, and of the independence of the United States of 

'. America the eightieth. no, _ | 
«TL. 8.) Oo Ss | FRANKLIN PIERCE. _ | 

ss By the President: | | | | | 
| - W. L. Marcy, Secretary of State. oo | | 

| [The same to George Benvenuto Mathew, Her Britannic Majesty’s | 
- - consul at Philadelphia. The same to Charles Rowcroft, Her Britannic : 

: _ Majesty’s consul at Cincinnati. | Be a
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: | . | oe Mr. Marcy to Mr. Roweroft.. cr. 

| | — . . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - See 
| Lo OS Washington, May 28, 1856. eS 

Str: For reasons which have been communicated to Her Majesty’s oe 
government, the President has revoked the exequatur heretofore granted oe 

| to you, by which you were permitted to exercise the functions and enjoy — 
the privileges of British consul at Cincinnati. 

_  . ...... [-herewith send to you a copy of the act of revocation. . 
| [608] *In consequence of this proceeding, the President has deemed - 

+ it proper that the pending prosecution against you, for the viola- — 
tion of the neutrality law of the United States, should be discontinued. 

Orders to that effect have been issued to the United States’attorney © | 
~~ at Cincinnati. 7 CT | | 

| I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, . | a 
ae ae W. LL. MARCY. Co 

| Mr. CHARLES ROWCROFT, | oo: | | a 
7 : Her Britannic Majesty's Consul, Cincinnati. | | 7 

— [609] * Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. McKeon, district attorney. 

: | ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, —_ 
| December 17%, 1856. 

Sir: Information has been communicated to the Departmentof State °° 
to the effect that arrangements are in train in the city of New York for - 
the purpose of a hostile military expedition against the republic of Vene- : 
zuela. The statement is, that a written contract has been entered into | 
between Mr. Anthony L. Bleeker and Captain James Wright on the one as 
hand, and the exile General Paez on the other, to reinstate the latter = 9 — 

-in power in Venezuela by force,.and that. Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt is | 
to supply transportation and arms and munitions of war for the expedi- te 

- tion. > | | , | | | . 
_ Ldo not know how authentic this information may be, but the state. => 
inent seems to be such as to justify calling your attention tothesubject. 

| I have therefore to request you to investigate the subject,and, if neces- 
sary, to take every lawful step within the authority of the Executive to 
prevent the perpetration of such a foolish and criminal violation of the = 
laws, sovereignty, and public honor of the United States. oe veo 

| - . Lam, very respectfully, | Se : oa 
| ae | — aa ©, CUSHING. © | 

Hon. JNo. McKEon, - a oe See 7 hs 
United States District Attorney, New York. oe a 

. > Mr. Cushing, Attorney-General, to Mr. Marcy, Secretary of State. © 

ve Be Da DECEMBER 17, 1856. | 
- Sir: I have received your letter of the 12th instant, and have ad-. es 

dressed suitable instructions on the subject to the attorney of the United - | 
_» States for the southern district of New York. ES — 

__ I have the honor to be, very respectfully, : ere 
(610) [RAL Sag | ~ *O, CUSHING. 

- Hon. W. DT. Marcy, Be 
| Secretary of State. . EE —_
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; Mr. Cushing, Attorney- General, to Mr. McKeon, district attorney. , 

a ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, December 12,1856. 
_ Mr. McKuon, United States District Attorney, New York: ge 

~ -—, Complaints have been made to the President of enlistments and ex-- 
_peditions at New York for military service in Nicaragua, in violation of 

- law, and you will arrest and prosecute all such enlistments and expedi- 
 . tions. Full instructions by mail. ._ Se gs oe 

_ | : 60, COSHING. | 

_ [Similar dispatches were sent to district attorneys at, New Orleans and . 
other citie.[ © 2 : Oo | | 

a | Mr. McKeon, district attorney, to Mr. Vanderbilt, New Y ork. 

: So SourHeRN District or NEw York, | . 
| UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, | 

— - | ce | December 18, 1856. 
7 _ ‘Srer: Information has reached the Department of State that arrange- | 

| _. ments are in train in this city for the purpose of a hostile military expe- 
_ dition against the republic of Venezuela. It is reported that you are | 

Me to supply transportation, arms, and munitions of war for the expedi- | 
. tion. | , a | | | 
-  T have been instructed by the Attorney-General of the United States _ | 

_ to investigate the subject, and deem it my duty to ask you what truth 
there is in the report as far as you are concerned. I will be pleased to 

o receive from you such information in regard to the matter as it is in 
7 your power to impart tome. I ask this the more readily because | 

_.,{611] I feel assured that you, *as a good citizen, would not willingly aid 
in the perpetration of such a criminal violation of the laws, sov- | 

— ereignty, and public honor of the United States. . | oe a 
| 7 Very respectfully, a ee Oo my 

| | | ae JOHN McKEON, 7 
: a a «United States Attorney. 7 | 

. _ | CORNELIUS VANDERBILT, Esq., OS ae | 
ee | New Yorke oe | | 

a [612] : Message of the President of the United States, communicating, incom- 
, — . pliance with the resolution of the Senate of January 4, 1858, the cor- | 

- —-respondence, instructions, and orders to the United States naval forces on a 
the coast of Central America, connected with the arrest of Wm. Walker and 
his associates, at or near the port of San Juan de Nicaragua. (See Sen. oo 

_ Doe., 35th Congress, 1st session, Hx. Doc. No. 13.) , oo 

_——- To the Senate of the United States,: OS a, | 
I herewith transmit to the Senate a report from the Secretary of the | 

| Navy, with the accompanying documents, containing the information | 
called for by the resolution of the Senate of the 4th instant, requesting | 

. me “to communicate tothe Senate the correspondence, instructions, and | 
a -orders to the United States naval forces on the coast of Central America, | 

“connected with the arrest of William Walker and his associates,” Se. |
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oe In submitting to. the Senate the papers for which they have ealled, I _ | 
deem it proper to make a few observations. ce 

In eapturing General Walker and his command after they had landed | 
on the. soil of Nicaragua, Commodore Paulding has, inmyopinion, =| 

| [613] committed a grave error. It is quite *evident, however, from the 
- ¢ommunications herewith transmitted, that this wasdonefrom pure ' 

and patriotic motives, and in the sincere conviction that he was promoting oo 
the interest and vindicating the honor of his country. In regard to Ni- 
caragua, she has sustained noinjury by the act of Commodore Paulding. 
This has inured to her benefit, and relieved her from a dreaded invasion. | 

.. She alone would have any right to complain ef the violation of her-ter- 
| ritory; and it is quite certain she will never exercise this right. Itun- =~ - 

-questionably does not lie in the mouth of her invaders to complain in — 
her name that she has been rescued by Commodore Paulding from their so 
assaults. The error of this gallant officer consists in exceeding his in- | 
structions, and landing his sailors and marines in Nicaragua, whether 
with or without her consent, for the purpose of making war upon any oe, 

- military force whatever which he might find in the country, no matter | 
SS from whence they came. This power certainly did not belong to him. 

Obedience to law and conformity to instructions are the best and safest 
guides for all officers, civil and military, and when they transcend 

[614]. these limits, and act upon their own *personal responsibility,evil —- 
on consequences almost inevitably follow. a 

': ~ Under these circumstances, when Marshal Rynders presented him- — 
self at the State Department on the 29th ultimo, with General Walker 

— in eustody, the Secretary informed him “that the Executive Depart- 
ment of the Government did not recognize General Walker as a pris- |. 
oner; that it had no directions to. give concerning him, and that it is | 

only through the action of the judiciary that he could be lawfully held | 
in eustody to answer any charges that might be brought against him.” SF 
. In thus far disapproving the conduct of Commodore Paulding, no in- - 
ference must be drawn that I am less determined than J have ever been . 
to execute the neutrality laws of the United States. This is my imper- 
ative duty, and I shall continue to perform it by all the means which 

' the Constitution and the laws have placed in my power. My opinion ~~ — 
of the value and importance of these laws corresponds entirely with _— 
that expressed by Mr. Monroe in his message to Congress of December 

| 7, 1819. That wise, prudent, and patriotic statesman says: , | 

. [615]  Itis of the highest importance to our national character, *and indispensable | a 
to ‘the morality of our citizens, that all violations of our neutrality should be | 

_. prevented. No door should be left open for the evasion of our laws, no opportunity a 
| afforded to any who may be disposed to take advantage of it, to compromit thein- 
| terest or the honor of the nation. : Lo . 7 | 

| _ The crime of setting on foot, or providing the means for, a military 
-  . expedition within the United States, to make war against a- foreign > 
.. state with which we are at peace, is one of an aggravated and. danger- | 

ous character, and early engaged the attention of Congress. Whether . 
_ the Executive Government possesses any or what power under the Con- — 

stitution, independently of Congress, to prevent or punish this and - 
similar offenses against the law of nations, was a subject which en- - 

. gaged the attention of our most eminent statesmen in the time of the = 
administration of Géneral Washington, and on the occasion of the 

- French revolution. The act of Congress of the 5th of June, 1794, for- . 
- tunately removed all the difficulties on this question which had thereto- —— . 

fore existed. The fifth and seventh sections of this act, which relate = = 
to the present question, are the same in substance with the sixth  . |
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_ * |616]  *and eighth sections of the act of April 20,1818, and have now _ 
| been in force for a period of more than sixty years. oe 

: _. The military expedition, rendered criminal by the act, must. have its . 
.  - origin, must “begin” or be ‘set on foot” in the United States; but — 

. ‘the great object of the law was to save foreign states, with whom we 9 -. 
os were at peace, from the ravages of these lawless expeditions proceed- 

| - Ing from our shores. ‘The seventh section alone, therefore, which sim- 
: _. ply defines the crime and its punishment, would have been inadequate 

to accomplish this purpose and enforce our international duties. In 
| order to render the law effectual, it was necessary to prevent “the car- — 

-—. -rying on” of such expeditions to their consummation after they had. _ 
| _ sueceeded in leaving our shores. This has been done effectually, and 

In clear and explicit language, by the authority given to the President, 
under the eighth section of the act, toemploy the land and naval forces | 

Ce _ of the United States “for the purpose of preventing the carrying on. 
of any such expedition or enterprise from the territories or jurisdiction 

of the United States, against the territories or dominions of any | 
‘{617] foreign *prince or state, or of any colony, district, or people —__ 

og _.. with whom the United States are at peace.” 
os . For these reasons, had Commodore Paulding intercepted the steamer 

Fashion, with General Walker and command on board, at any period —— - 
a before they entered the port of San Juan de Nicaragua, and conducted 

"them back to Mobile, this would have prevented them from “carrying on” —_ 
_ the expedition, and have been not only a justifiable but a praiseworthy 

— . ‘Phe erime well deserves the punishment inflicted upon it by our laws. 
_ | It-violates the principles of Christianity, morality, and humanity, held | 
_» saered by all civilized nations, and by none more than by the people of —__ 

me the United States. Disguise it as we may, such a military expedition | 
So is ap invitation to reckless and lawless men to enlist under the banner 
‘ of any adventurer, to rob, plunder, and murder the unoffending citizens 
 . . of neighboring states, who have never done them harm. It is a usur-. 
oe pation of the war-making power, which belongs alone to Congress; and 

ae the Government itseif, at least: in the estimation of the world, 
. _ [618] *becomes an accomplice in the commission of this crime, unless it = 

: adopts all the means necessary to prevent and to punish it. 
7 - It would be far better, and more in accordance with the bold and 

| . manly character of our countrymen, for the Government itself to get up | 
such expeditions, than to allow them to proceed under the command of . : 

a irresponsible adventurers. We could then, at least, exercise some con- 
2 trol-over our own agents, and prevent them from burning down cities, _ 

-, and committing other acts of enormity of which we have read. | _ 
Bo Fhe avowed principle which lies at the foundation of the law of | 
- nations is contained in the divine command that, “all things whatso- | 

~ ever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them.” Tried | 
_ by this unerring rule, we should be severely condemned if we shall not | 

Se use our best exertions to arrest such expeditions against our feeble sister = 
-. pepublic of Nicaragua. One thing is very certain. That people never | 

a existed who would call any other nation to a stricter account than we | 
- a should ourselves for tolerating lawless expeditions from their | 

- [619] shores to make war upon any portion *of our territories. By | 
Oo tolerating such expeditions, we shall soon lose the high character | 

- which we have enjoyed ever since the days of Washington for the faith- | 
 . . ful performance of our international obligations and duties, and inspire 

distrust against us among the members of the great family of civilized 
. . nations. - Oe a a | 7 

x
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 .. But if motives of duty were not.sufficient to restrain us from engaging | oo 
| in such lawless enterprises, our evident interest ought to dictate this OUR 

policy. ‘These expeditions are the most effectual mode of retarding © 
. American progress; although to promote this is the avowed object of © | 

~ -the leaders and contributors in such undertakings. = ,. 
It is, beyond question, the destiny of our race to spread themselves as 

over the continent of North America, and this at no distant day, should SS 
events be permitted to take their natural course. The tide of emigrants ps 
will flow to the south, and nothing can eventually arrest its progress. _ os 

If permitted to go there peacefully, Central America wiil soon contain 
~ an American population. which will confer blessings and benefits as well _ | 

- . 3. pon the natives as their respective governments. - Liberty under a 
_ {620] the restraint of law will pre*serve domestic peace, while the dif- gs 

-. ferent transit routes across the Isthmus, in which we are so 

| deeply interested, will have assured protection. oe | OS ed 

- Nothing has retarded this happy condition of affairs somuchas the 
unlawful expeditions which have been fitted out in the United Statesto 

- make war upon the Central American States. Had one-half the hums - 
~ ber of American citizens who have miserably perished in the first dis- : 3 

| astrous expedition of General Walker settled in Nicaragua as peaceful oe 
emigrants, the object which we all desire would ere this have been ina a 

_ great degree accomplished. These expeditions have caused the people 
of the Central American States to regard us with dread and suspicion. a 
Itis our true policy to remove this apprehension, and to convince them 

| that we intend to do them good and not evil. Wedesire,astheleading _ 
power on this continent, to open and, if need be, to protect every transit _ ve 
route across the Isthmus, not only for our own benefit, but that of the a 
world, and thus open a free access to Central America, and through it | Oo 

-. to our Pacific possessions. This. policy was. commenced under fo 
[621] favorable auspices, when *the expedition under the command of 
-s+ General Walker escaped from our territories and proceeded to aa 
Punta Arenas. Should another expedition of a similar character again 3 
evade the Vigilance of our officers and proceed to Nicaragua, this would 

. pe fatal, at least for a season, to the peaceful settlement of these coun- ease 
tries and to the policy of American progress. The truth is that no CO 
administration can successfully conduct the foreign affairs of the country 
in Central America, or anywhere else, if it is to be interfered with at = © 

- every step by lawless military expeditions “set on foot” in the United | Re 
States. 4 

ea Se a JAMES BUCHANAN. . - 
WASHINGTON CITY, January 7, 1858. es ae 

PT . ~ ..[Inclosure No. 1.] oo a 

ae a | Navy DEPARTMENT, October 2, 1857. ° oe 
. .§re: Tam directed by the President to transmit to you, for your. | ' 

guidance, the accompanying circular, which he has caused to be issued Cee 
| from the State Department to various civil officers. a | 

~ You will regard the instructions contained in it as addressed to sod 
| yourself, = vel? So Oo A 

- ~~ Iam, respectfolly, your obedient servant, | ae 
Es ee ISAAC TOUCEY., 

[622] *Commander FREDERICK CHATARD, = ve 
ee Commanding United States sloop Saratoga, = oe 

i | Aspinwall, New Granada.
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 ... [A similar letter to the above was addressed to Commander Thatcher, 
°° gomnanding United States sloop Decatur, Panama, New Granada,andto 

the commandants of the navy-yards at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, 
no ~ New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Norfolk, Pensacola, and San Francisco.| = - 

ge a [Inclosure No. 2.] : | 

oe co DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
ee — Washington, September 18, 1857. 

| - §rr: From information received at this Department, there is reason 
to believe that lawless persons are now engaged. within the limits of _ 

Doe the United States in setting on foot and preparing the means for mili- . — 
tary expeditions, to be carried on against the territories of Mexico, | 
Nicaragua and Costa Rica, republics with whom the United States are _ 

“Sat peace, in direct violation of the sixth section of the act of Congress, 
pes approved 20th April, 1818. And under the eight section of the said. 

_ act it is made lawful for the President, or such person as he shall em- 
| power, to employ the land and naval forces of the United States, _ 

and the militia thereof, “for the purpose of preventing the carry- | 
: - : ing on of any such expedition or enterprise from the territories 

| [623] *or jurisdiction of the United States.” I am, therefore, directed 
oe | by the President to call your attention to the subject, and to 

- urge you to use all due diligence to avail yourself of all legitimate —. 
| means at your command to-enforce these and all. other provisions of. 

. the said act of 20th April, 1818, against those who may be found tobe 
- . engaged in setting on foot or preparing military expeditions against. 

| the territories of Mexico, Costa Rica, and Nicaragua, so manifestly pre- 
OO judicial to the national character, and so injurious to the national inter- | 
a est. And you are also hereby instructed promptly to communicate to — . 

- this Department the earliest information you may receive relative to _ 
4 such expeditions... ead - : | 
a + Tam, sir, your obedient servant, = 9 | a | 

| : | oe pe oo LL. CASS. 

) oS OO _ [InelosureNo.3.] 00 — | | 

| 7 | Navy DEPARTMENT, October 3, 1857. | 

 §$rr: Iam directed by the President to transmit to you for your guid- | 
ance the accompanying circular, which he has caused to be issued from 

the State Department to various civil officers. You will regard _ 
| [624] the instructions contained in it as addressed to *yourself. A — 

LS | copy has also been sent to Commander Chatard, at San Juan del _ 
a Norte, with similar instructions. | | _ | 

| The Department has directed Lieutenant Almy, commanding the Ful- 
: ton, to. proceed Chiriqui, and report from there by letter to you as form- | 

ing a part of the squadron under your command. Transmitted here- | 
~ . . swith for your information is a copy of his instructions. a - , 
Oo = Very respectfully, your obedient servant, oo | ne 

- ee ne yO ISAAC TOUCEY. | - 
co . Flag-Officer H. PAULDING, U.S. N. | 7 = 
ae Commanding Home Squadron, Aspinwall, New Granada. —
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| | a [Inclosure C.] Se | 

- 7 - Unrrep Stares FLAG-SHIP WABASH, _ ee 
a OF San Juan del Norte, December 11, 1857. 

Sir: This will be handed to you by General William Walker, who 
has given ine his parole of honor that he will present it to you in per- “ 
son, ©. oe : 
With#the naval force of this squadron, I arrested General Walker on 

Punta Arenas, on the 8th instant, for a violation of the neutrality laws | 
of the United States, he having set on foot in the United States an 

unlawful military organization to make war upon a people — 
[625] *with whom we are at peace, and was, at the time of his arrest, 
- at the head of said organization in the act of making war, as. 
above stated. , | SO a | 

_. . As marshal for the southern district of New York, I consign him to. _ | 
your custody. | a , — | | 

. Tam, sir, yours, &c., a Oo a | Co ) 
| — an H. PAULDING, a, 

 #lag-Officer Commanding United States Home Squadron. 

ISAIAH RYNDERS, Esq., | | | | | 
- United States Marshal for the Southern District of New York. : 

Be [Inclosure No. 17.] | 

No. 142.] — , FLAG-SHIP WABASH, | a 
, — Off. Aspinwall, December 15, 1857. a | 

Srr: My letter of the 12th (11th) instant informed the Department | 
that I had broken up the camp of General Walker, at Punta Arenas, . 
disarmed his lawless followers, and sent them to Norfolk in the Sara- 
toga. The general came here with me, and will take passage in one of 
the steamers tor New York, where he will present himself to the mar- | 
shal of the district. oe | | | 

The Department being ih possession of all the facts in relation to | 
Walker’s escape, with his followers, from the United States, 

[626] *as well as the letters of Captain Chatard and Walker to me | 
7 after he landed at Point Arenas, the merits of the whole question | 
will, I presume, be fully comprehended. sO | Oo 

- LT ecould not regard Walker and his followers in any other light than 
as outlaws who had escaped from the vigilance of the officers of the = 
Government, and left our shores for the purpose of rapine and murder, | 
and I saw no other way to vindicate the law and redeem the honor of © 
our country than by disarming and sending them home. In doing so I 

| am sensible of the responsibility that I have incurred, and confidently 
— Jook to the Government for my justification. Be oO | 

Regarded in its true light, the case appears to me a clear one, the 
points few and strong. : | | we a 

| - Walker came to Point Arenas from the United States, having, in vio- 
lation of law, set on foot a military organization to make war upon a | 
people with whom we are at peace. He landed there with armed men 7 
and munitions of war in defiance of the guns of a ship of war placed so 

there to prevent his landing. | , 

[627] With nothing to show that he acted by *authority, he formed 
7 a camp, hoisted the Nicaraguan flag, called it the ‘‘ headquarters | | 

- of the army of Nicaragua,” and signed himself the commander-in-chief..  __ 
: ABA | | | oe .
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Ce With this pretension he claimed the right of a lawful general over all 
persons and things within sight of his flag. Without right or authority 

on - he landed fifty men at the mouth of the river Colorado, seized the fort | 
a of Castillo, on the San Juan; captured steamers, and the goods of me.- 

/ chants in transit to the interior; killed men, and made prisoners of the ~ 
ae peaceful inhabitants, sending to the harbor San Juan del Norte some 

thirty or forty men, women, and children in the steamer Morgan. a 
| In doing these things without the show of authority they were guilty 

| of rapine and murder, and must be regarded as outlaws and _ pirates. 
| They can have no claim to be regraded in any other light. 

Humanity, as well as law and justice and national honor, demanded 
| the dispersion of these lawless men. : SO | 

— The remnant of the miserable beings who surrendered at Rivas were - 
| — conveyed in this ship last summer to New York, and their suffer- 

-- [628] ings are yet fresh in the memory of all *on board. | | 
| | Besides the sufferings that would necessarily be inflicted upon 

| .an innocent and unoffending people, these lawless followers of General 
, Walker, misguided and deceived into a career of crime, would doubt- 

oe less have perished in Central America, or their mutilated and festering 
a bodies have been brought back to their friends at the expense of their | 

— eountry. : | ne | 
_. For the above reasons, which appear to my mind quite sufficient, I 

| have disarmed and sent to the United States General William Walker — 
ot and his outlawed and piratical followers for trial, or for whatever action 

the Government in its wisdom may think proper to pursue. © : 
| Captain Ommanny, of Her Britannic Majesty’s ship Brunswick, offered 

_ to co-operate with me in removing the party trom Point Arenas, but as 
a they were my countrymen, | deemed it proper to decline the participa- © 

tion of a foreign flag. | | a 
Lam, sir, yours, &e., &e., | 7 : 

oo | | | H. PAULDING, | 
a | Flag- Officer, commanding home squadron. .— 

— _ Hon. Isaac Toucky, | « | OO 
| | Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C. 

ee [629] *Mr. Kennedy, United States marshal, to Mr. Black, Attorney- 
| General. — | 

| BO , UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, | 
ew | New Orleans, November 25, 1858. 
o -$Srr: Your letter of the 10th instant was not received by me until two 
os or three days after it was due. Having seen the reply of the United. 
me States attorney for this district to one of a similar character from your 
- Department, in which he put you in possession of all the circumstances 

- connected with the subject of your inquiry up to the date thereof, I 
thought best to allow afew days to intervene between his said reply 

po and mine, lest some new phase of the matter should arise worthy of 
vo being cemmunicated to you. | | : | 

I now have the honor to state that on the 19th day of this month two | 
| individuals, named McChesney and Dreaux, both connected with a body 

| designated as the Southern HKmigrant Society, were arrested and 
| ' brought before the grand jury of this district, and examined touching - 
. the nature and objects of said society. Nothing having been elicited 

‘ oe ee
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from them which would be construed into an intent to violate our neu-- _ 
trality laws, the witnesses were discharged and the matter dropped. | Oe 

-- Since then nothing has transpired to alter the complexion of the sub- a 
ject. You may rest assured, sir, of my zealous co-operation with the | 

| Government in maintaining the inviolability of the neutrality laws of | 
the United States. | ee . - oO 

_ ‘Very respectfully, &c., | | 2 e ee 
a es - — | JOS. M. KENNEDY, | 

oe United States Marshal, eastern district Louisiane. oe 

_ Hon. J. 8. BLACK, | ne a 
Attorney-General of the United States. a Oe 

. [630] *Mr. Semmes, district attorney, to Mr. Black, Attorney-General. _ 

So UNITED STATES ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, oo, 

Oe | New Orleans, Louisiana, December 27, 1858. : 

 §rr: Your telegram under date 25th instant, stating “that all proper oo 
and. necessary expenses incurred in the execution of the laws will of 
course be allowed,” has been received. _ | : | 

T shall take no action involving expense unless circumstances impera- | . 
tively require it, and then only after consultation with the marshal and 

. collector. Oo Oo Co ce : 
Very respectfully, . | Se es a . 

: 7 . THOS. J. SEMMES, | |. | 
te | United States Attorney. : 

| Hon. J.S. BLACK, — _ | oe re 
Attorney-General United States. | | 

— Mr. Miller, district attorney, to Mr. Black, Attorney-General. — _ | 

. Pe OFFICE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, : | 
| a | - New Orleans, September 1, 1859. 

Sie: Your letter of the 18th instant, in regard to a reported hostile | 
- expedition against Nicaragua, said to be now on foot in this district, — . 
and inclosing a copy of a previous letter on the same subject addressed | 

_ to my predecessor, was duly received. oo | 
In this community no such report as the one alluded to by you has 

prevailed, and I am satisfied the rumors which have reached the De- 
partment are without foundation. — Oo | | 

I am deeply impressed with the views expressed in your letter, and 
_ shall not fail to exert a watchful vigilance to detect and frustrate any 

attempted violations of our neutrality laws. | ae 
— .  “Wery respectfully, your obedient servant, Se | 

ee on  ALENRY C. MILLER,  . | 
CO | ‘United States Attorney. - ae 
Hon. J. S. BLACK, an | . a 

Attorney-General. -. ~ oO |
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| [631] *Mr. Miller, district attorney, to Mr. Black, Attorney-General. 7 

— | De OFFICE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, _ 
| | — New Orleans, September 9, 1859. | 

a Sire: Since my letter of the 1st in regard to a reported hostile expedi- 
tion against Nicaragua, said to be in course of preparation here, reports _ 
have reached me that movements are in progress here, looking to a vio- 
lation of the laws. © , | a a - 

It is said that men are now being enlisted here for military service in — 
= Mexico, either for or against the existing government there, and in 

either event there would be an infraction of the laws of the United 
States. | | oe | | | 

My intelligence is too vague to permit of any action now, and I have 
— contented myself with officially calling the attention of the marshal to 

the subject, who was previously on. the alert, and I shall not fail to 
exert a strict vigilance in the premises. I deem it proper to make this 
communication, because when I last wrote not even a rumor of an un- 
lawful enterprise prevailed here. BS 

a Very respectfully, your obedient servant, _ _ 
ne | | HENRY C. MILLER, — 

ae - . Pe United States Attorney. — 
| Hon. J. S. BLACK, _ eo | : 

7 er Attorney-General. . | CO - 

Mr. Hatch, collector, to Mr. Buchanan, President. 7 Oo 

: — : Custom-Hovusge, NEw ORLEANS, oe 
- | | Collector's Office, September 22, 1859. 

Sir: Referring to my letter of yesterday’s date, I have the honor to 
annex above two notices cut from the New Orleans Crescent, of this 

| date, which go to strengthen the suspicion of an intended illegal expe- 
| dition. : | : | 

—— [632] *This H. Maury I presume to be the captain of the schooner 
Susan, which escaped from the United States authorities at 

— Mobile, in the month of December last, and met with a disastrous ship- 
wreck in the Bay of Honduras shortly after, | So 

T have made diligent inquiries about 119 Exchange Place, and learn 
| that it is a room or alley connected with a large boarding-house fronting 

on another street, in which General Walker now sojourns. | 
, If the expedition is really to start from Mobile, then the cutter Wash- _ 
| ington ought to remain under the control of the collector of that district ; 
- if, on the other hand, this advertisement is only a blind, and the expedi- _ 
| - tion is to depart from the islands before referred to, as my informant 
. still believes, then all the force the Government intends to employ to 
| arrest this movement should be placed at such ready disposal as cir-  _ 
: | cumstances may justify from time to time; and further, if the de- 

° parture is to be made in a steam-vessel, it may require a vessel of this 

_ kind to prevent it. | | | 

- Waiting any instructions or information you may be pleased tocom- | 

So municate, I have the honor to be your obedient servant, _ 7 
| | , Oo F. H. HATCH, 

| anne | Collector. 
. JAMES BUCHANAN, | re 

oe President of the United States, Washington, D.C. 

| | |
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[633] *Mr. Hatch, collector, to Mr. Buchanan, President. a 

| oo, _ Custom-House, NEw ORLEANS, © a 
7 2 Collector's Office, September 27, 1859. 

Sire: [have had the honor of reading a letter addressed by you to O: 
the Hon. John Slidell, with the accompanying communication from 

'  Tsaac S. McMakin, esq., United States consul at Acapulco, and now 
address you at the suggestion of Mr. Slidell, on the subject of the con- 

' templated: filibuster expedition of General Walker. The letters of 
Attorney-General Black to the United States district attorney and 
United States marshal of this district were shown to me by those 
officers at the time they were received by them, and my co-operation | 

to prevent the fitting out and departure of such expedition was solicited. So 
This assurance was promptly given, and detective oflicers of thisdepart- — _ | 

. ment have since then been diligently employed in endeavoring to ferret 
out the existence of such parties, and the period of their intended de- os 

- parture. — Bn 7 - BS —— 
| The facts reported to me are the arrival of Walker’ in the city, and 

the rumor that an expedition is in the progress of preparation intended _ | 
- for some part of Central America, and expected to depart from the 

Ist to the 20th proximo. My informant thinks the point of departure 
-. will be from some of the islands on the coast lying between the mouth | | 

- of the Mississippi and Mobile Point. Since the information communi- — | 
cated tome by the United States attorney and United States . 

‘[634] . marshal, I have used all the means *in my power to detect the | 
existence of and prevent the departure of such expedition, and | 

am not aware that any effective measures have been taken, except such 
as have emanated from this office. I beg to assure you that I shalluse 
every exertion to make the department under my control as efficient in 
carrying out the wishes of the Government as it proved itself on a oo 
similar occasion two years since. , | ee 
In the performance of this service, I shall not only act in conformity = 

_ with my duty as a public officer, but in obedience to my sentiments as 
 acitizenandaman. | | : | : 7 

In order the more effectually to carry out your wishes, I respectfully | 
suggest that the revenue cutter Washington, now stationed at Mobile, 
be placed at my disposal, with entire authority to direct the movements  —_ 

_of that vessel, with such instructions and information as you may deem © 
_ advisable to communicate. | | | 

: I have the honor to be, &c., a | | - | 
a . _ KK. H. HATCH, 

teas — Collector. — | 
JAMES BUCHANAN, Co - | | 

ge President of the United States. 7 

Mr. Miller, district attorney, to Mr. Black, Attorney-General. , 

: |  [£Telegram.] _ | oe t 

a - - NEW ORLEANS, October 17,1859. 

Hon. J. 8S. BLACK, Attorney-General : . —_ | 
The marshal telegraphs the filibusters are captured. Maury and — | 

Anderson are among them. They surrendered without resistance. == | 
: ee | HENRY C. MILLER. .
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[635] *Mr. Miller, district attorney, to Mr. Black, Attorney- General. 

| , - | | | 7 | - (Telegram. ] ; | | : - OO _ | 

‘ a : New ORLEANS, October 8,1859. 

Hon. J. 8. BLACK, Attorney-General: - PRE ee 
| | Four of the leaders of the Nicaragua expedition arraigned this morn- 

, . ing gave bail, $3,000 each. I insisted on $5,000.. Marshal has: about 
_ seventy men in barracks below. - I have told him under his instructions. 

he was to keep these men until further proceedings, and to use troops | 
if necessary. Think the expedition is frustrated, and that prosecution 
of leaders alone is most judicious. If you sanction, will have these _ 
seventy subordinates discharged on their own recognizances. Please 
give your views as early as possible to-day. OO 
a a HENRY C. MILLER. » 

| Mr. Kennedy, United States marshal, to Mr. Black, Attorney-General. — 

a . wa — oe . [Telegram.] | a Cpe - ne | 

a New ORLEANS, October 8, 1859. 
_ Hon. J.S. Buack, Attorney-General: Be 

| returned this morning from Seuthwest Pass with about seventy. 
five prisoners, which I left with two of my officers at the barracks, | 

7 the place designated by the collector, and four of the leaders, Ander- - 
son, Maury, Fayssoux, and Scott, who came with me to the city 

- to. appear before the commissioner. . Their arrest was accomplished 
| _ without the military, which was kept out of sight, they declaring that 

_.. they surrendered to the civil power alone. . When they perceived 
[636] the troops on board the steamer, their *excitement was uncon- 

~ troliable, and if I had not requested Captain Ricketts to take his _ 
command on another steamer lying alongside, a scene of violence and — 

| slaughter would have been the inevitable. consequence, as these men — 
7 - were generally armed to the teeth. I may require the steamer for a 

| few days for different purposes. Shall I keep her? It would be impru- 
| dent (such is also the opinion of Captain Ricketts) to set a military 

| guard over these men, who have many sympathisers here, and I have | 
applied in vain for assistance to the chief of police. Will you alleviate _ 
my immense responsibility in this matter, by suggesting some means _ 
by which I can secure their custody. | ci Be 

a | a J. M. KENNEDY. a 
| | | | ‘United States Marshal. 

| Mr. Miller, district attorney, to Mr. Black, Attorney- General. — 

| | — OrFicr Unrrep STATES ATTORNEY, 
a ee oe _ New Orleans, October 10, 1859. | 

| Str: I wrote you yesterday detailing proceedings had in connection. 
with the pending prosecutions for alleged violations of the neutrality 
act of 1818. | a - : a 

| . Since that time, evidences have multiplied against the steamship 
| _ Philadelphia. She had on board munitions of war, and moreover cir- 

- cumstances indicate that after her detention by the collector attempts 
oo were made to destroy or make way with that portion of her cargo... We . 
a, . are of the opinion. that when 400 tons of coal. are taken out of her, |
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_. further discoveries will be made. She will be seized this morning and | 
. libelled, under the third section of the act of. 1818, and as I write the | 

- eollector officially informs me of the seizure and instructed proceed- oe 
ings. — oe, | 

[637] The plan of the unlawful expedition I think, now, *is clearly a 
| . and unmistakably revealed, and the suspicions against the | 

Philadelphia have ripened into convictions. I am now actively em- an 
ployed in the measures incident to obtaining proof, which will be needed 
in the prosecution of the leaders of the Nicaragua expedition, and main- 
taining the libel against the Philadelphia. Iam strongly of opinion 
that parties in New York are privy to these unlawful designs. | oe | 
. I ought to have reported to you yesterday, that, under your instruc- 
tions per telegraph, I employed the tow-boat P. F. Kimball to carry 
down and bring back the troops, and discharged her when that service 
was completed. | 7 

_ LT inelose copies of letters, which are a part of the history of the arrest a 
_ of Maury’s party by the marshal. They require no comment, and the - a 

matters therein referred to shall receive due attention. _ | | 
| In the policy I have conceived for the prosecution of these offenders © 

I distinguish between the prosecution of the leaders and their deluded 
and miserable followers, who are perfectly harmless without the aid of. | 
mischievous men to guide them, and I shall use my discretion about their 
prosecution, subject, of course, to instructions, if it should be necessary | 
to give them. _ : | . 
~The collector and myself share in the opinion that the expedition from 

here at least is frustrated, and the only regret we experience proceeds | 
from the apparent contempt of the law which the people were enabled - 

| to manifest. Da | oo oe 
[638] .I shall continue to furnish you such important in* formation 
~ as I deem interesting to the Government. The newspapers here 
are disaffected to the prosecution of these offenders, and I need not add 
that their accounts are prejudiced, ill-natured, and untrue. : 
~~ ‘Very respectfully, your obedient servant, So _ 

BE a - HENRY C. MILLER, | 
Be | | | United States Attorney. 
Hon. J. S. BLACK, Oo 

Attorney-General. 

_.. P, S.—Judge MeCaleb, United States district judge, will be here for | 
the examination of the accused. . . mc a 

Mr. Miller, district attorney, to Mr. Black, Attorney-General. oo 

| OR _. OFFICE OF UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, | = 
| - New Orleans, October 20, 1859. — 

Sir: I transmit you the newspaper accounts of the examination, be- 
fore United States Commissioner Lusher, of the leaders of the late Nic- | 
aragua expedition. me OO re | 
- The newspapers here are prejudiced in favor of unlawful expeditions, | : 
and their prejudices naturally infuse themselves into their columns. » L | 
have selected the accounts transmitted as the most truthful, and from 

- which you can gather the prominent features of the evidence. = | 
~- With regard to an examination before a commissioner, under the cir- — - 
cumstances [was opposed to it. I had requested his honor Judge Mc- a 
Caleb, of the United States district court, to be present, and he had | |
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complied, and I contemplated laying an indictment before the grand 
jury as soon as the judge could give his charge. This charge was given 

-...- yesterday, and is contained in one of the newpapers sent to you, 
[639] (the Picayune of this date,) and the grand jury are *now investi- _ 

| gating the subject. Whatever is the result before the commis- 
sioner, I shall not deem my duty performed until all the evidence which 
is attainable is laid before the jury and they have passed on it. Tete 

| _ The evidence necessary to make legal proof against the accused-is 
4 difficult, and I fear cannot be obtained. This expedition was frustrated — 
_ by intercepting its means and arresting by judicial process the men 

) composing it before it had reached that point when its real character 
would have been made manifest and easy of proof. The proof adduced. 
is ample to produce moral conviction, but so guarded have been the _ 

7 movements of those composing it, and so secret the agencies by which 
the real objects of the expedition have been controlled, that it seems 

: impossible to bring proof necessary to fasten guilt on the motley assem-) > 
 blage of unarmed and ill-provided men whde were arrested and brought 
back to this city from the passes of the Mississippi River, whither they | 

: had gone evidently to await the vessel provided to carry them to their | 
_ ultimate destination. That this vessel was intended to be the steam-. 

_ ship Philadelphia, the circumstances strongly indicate, yet in the ex- | 
_ tended and searching examination, both betore the commissioner and 

the grand jury, no direct proof has been elicited to connect the assem- 
| blage of. men at the passes with the steamship Philadelphia. a 

Phe witnesses who ought to know the connecting facts have 
_ [640] either perjured themselves, or the influences which * have created 

| | the relation sought to be established are too deeply hidden to be | 
: _ detected. My labors in the matter are not yet ended, and will not cease 

until every channel of information is exhausted before the grand jury. 
| ~Leall your particular attention to the evidence as regards arms and 

- munitions of war being placed on the Philadelplia in New York, and 
: under circumstances that indicate it was done for no legitimate purposes. | 

| I have already apprised you | have libelied the Philadelphia. The de- 
: velopments in the evidence indicate that judicial investigation in New 

| York would be appropriate. , - BC 
) The measures adopted here have had a most salutary effect. They 

will deter the repetition of these abortive attempts, as silly as they are. 
: - Hlegal. - | : 

I directed the owner of the boat chartered by me to take down the 7 
troops to present his bill, and, when done, I shall request you to provide 
for its payment. ) | . ee | a. 

| Tam, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, _ | — 
— - HENRY C. MILLER, 

. _ Co | : United States Attorney. 
| Hon. J. 8. BLACK, © : : oe 

_ Attorney-General. > re , ae | 

_ [641] *Message of the President of the United States, transmitting reports 
_ Jrom the several heads of departments relative to the subject of . 

| the resolution of the Senate. of the 23d of May as to alleged revolutionary — 
| movements in Cuba. a a ee 

' -‘To the Senate of the United States: a a | 

I transmit to the Senate herewith reports from the several heads of | 
departments, which contain all the information in the possession of the _
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Executive relative to the subject of the resolution of the 23d instant, ” 
| May.) 0 a , Oo _ OS 

No information has.been received establishing the existence of any | 
revolutionary movement in the island of Cuba among the inhabitants | 

. of that island. The correspondence submitted discloses, however, the _ 
fact that repeated attempts have been made, under the direction of for- 
eigners enjoying the hospitality of this country, to. get up armed expe- 
ditions in the United States for the purpose of invading Cuba. It will 
be seen by that correspondence that this Government has been faithful 

- ' in the discharge of its treaty obligations with Spain, and in the execu-.— | 
tion of the acts of Congress which have for their object the main- _ 

_ [642] tenance, in this regard, of the peace *and honor of this country. 
mabe er Ay TAYTOR. 

. WASHINGTON, June 1, 1851. oe | aa MERE 

John M. Clayton, Secretary of State, to the President of the United States. — 7 

eS Bae a . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
OO a Washington, May 31, 1850. : 

- The Secretary of State, to whom has been referred the resolution of - 
the Senate of the 23d May, requesting the President of the United . 
States “to inform the Senate whether any, and what, information has 

- been received by the Executive Department respecting an alleged revo- 
lutionary movement in the island of Cuba, and to communicate to the ee 

| Senate copies of all correspondence and orders relative thereto,” has the — | 
honor to report to the President the accompanying copies of papers, 
which contain all the information filed in this Department relating to. 
the subject of that resolution, and the armed expeditions which have, | 
from time to time, been set on footin the United States for the invasion | 
of Cuba, — Be | 

_ Respectfully submitted. _ | | | | | 
Oe 7 JOHN M. CLAYTON. | 

Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to Logan Hunton, esq., United States 
- -.... attorney for east district of Louisiana, New Orleans. , 

, oe a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a | 
| oo Do Washington, August 8, 1849. | 
[643] . *Srr: Information has been received até this Department that an 

armed expedition is about to be fitted out at New Orleans, but I - | 
have as yet no means of learning with vertainty the destination of this 
expedition. Itis believed that certain persons are, at this time, engaged 
in enlisting and drilling soldiers, at or near New Orleans. The soldiers 
appear not to have been intrusted with the secret so far as to disclose. 
the place to which they are going, though they say they are to receive a 
high pay, and are to be engaged in active hostilities with some foreign 
power. Rumors are afloat that their destination is Yucatan, to engage © | 
in the contest between the Yucatenos and the Indians; and Colonel | | 
White, who was formerly engaged in a similar expedition to Yucatan, =| 
is pointed out as one of the leaders. Other rumors are, that their Object 
is either San Domingo or San Francisco. I do not myself, as yet, credit 7
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these rumors, but fear there is reason to suspect that their real destina- —__ 
| tion is Cuba. It is said that eight hundred men are to embark from 

Cat Island, or some other point near New Orleans, on board the 
«steamer Fanny, between the 20th and 25th of this month; that 

_ [644] *Colonel Biscoe, of New Orleans, is concerned in the enterprise; —. 
oo ~ and that Whitney & Co., of New Orleans, have on hand $250,000 

to aid in fitting out the expedition. It is also said that Charles C. 
Campbell, of New Orleans, (who, if my informant be right, is Im some 
way connected with that firm,) is to be one of the officers. I give these 

| statements to you as I have received them, and have no means of know- 
ing their truth. | ce us | 

_ By examining our law of the 20th April, 1818, entitled “An act in 
addition to the act for the punishment of certain crimes against the | 

- -‘United States, and to repeal the acts therein mentioned,” you will see 
: that it is provided in the sixth section “ that, if any person shall, with- 

in the territory or jurisdiction of the United States, begin or set on — 
foot, or provide or prepare the means for,’ any military expedition or 
enterprise, to be carried on from thence against the territory or 
dominions of any foreign prince or state, or of any colony, district, or 
people, with whom the United States are (at) peace, every person. so 
offending, shall be deemed guilty of a high misdemeanor, and shall 

a be fined not exceeding three thousand dollars, and imprisoned _ 
[645] *not more than three years.” | 7 

os he President is anxious to maintain, with fidelity, the treaties 
of the United States with all foreign powers; and he will not, for any 
consideration, consent to disregard our obligations, on the faithful dis- 
charge of which depends the honor as well as the peace of the country. 

- He is now desirous to ascertain through your instrumentality, if pos- 
7 sible, how far the above-stated rumors, or any of them, may be entitled 

to credit, and what evidence you can adduce to justify him in interfer- 
ing to prevent a violation of our laws. Should you find the statements 
herein referred to, as to the fitting out of an expedition against Cuba, 
substantiated by credible testimony, he wishes you to proceed, by 
every means in your power, to enforce the laws and to prevent the 
violation of our treaty with Spain. At your earliest convenience, report 
the result of your proceedings and investigations to this Department. 

Your telegraphic dispatch of the 3d of August was received here on 

the 6th. Accept my thanks for your prompt attention. | 
I am, with great respect, your obedient servant, a | 

| Se JOHN M. CLAYTON. 

| 1646] * Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to Don A. C. dela Barca, 

, a | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = 
a Ce | Washington, August 9, 1849. 

| | - My DEAR Str: Business of great importance to the interests of your 

government requires your immediate presence here; and I hope to see 

you at Washington as soon after the receipt of this note as your con-— 
venience will possibly allow you to repair hither. _ Soe 

Very respectfully, &c., &@, > | | | | 
| Or oe | | JOHN M. CLAYTON. | 

: Don A. CALDERON DE LA BARGA, dc., &c., &e., > ST 

| a = Glenn Cove, Long Island. 7
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— «. Mr, Clayton, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hall, district attorney, | 

a | oo TConfidential.] : os | - 

Oo | ne - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ . , 
ee ae | «Washington, August 10, 1849. | 

- §re: Information has been received at this Department that an 
armed expedition is about to be fitted out in the United States with an 

| intention to invade the island of Cuba, and that certain persons are at 
this time engaged in enlisting and drilling soldiers at several points on 
our Atlantic coast, one of which is the city of New York, to be employed | 
in this hostile enterprise, in violation-of our laws and our conventional | 

>» + obligations. The President, anxious to maintain the honor and _ 
[647] peace of the country by the faithful discharge of his *duties 
.> toward a friendly nation, directs me to call your attention to this 
apprehended infraction of our laws, and to invite you to institute 

- an inquiry with the view of ascertaining whether any act in violation of 
those laws has been committed.or is designed, and the number and 

- names of any individuals in your city who may be found to be implica- - 
ted in this undertaking. The collector ofthe customs, the mayor and 
other local authorities of the city, will doubtless cheerfully aid you in — 
investigating this affair. Should you find the statement above re- so 
ferred. to, as to the organization of an expedition against Cuba, sub- 
stantiated ‘by credible testimony, you will proceed by every means in 
your power to enforce the laws, and prevent the violation of our treaty | 
with Spain. At your earliest convenience you will report the result of 
your proceedings and investigations tothis Department. © | 
a I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, yours, &e., 

: mil eli. Soc ay oe fe JOHN M. CLAYTON. | 

[Same to J. W. Ashmead, esq., United States district attorney, Phila- 

‘ delphia; W. L. Marshall, esq., United States district attorney, Balti- 
- more; George Lunt, esq., United States district attorney, Boston. a 

[648] -  ®* By the President of the United States. - | 

a | A PROCLAMATION. _. 2 | Ce 

_ ‘There is reason to believe that an armed expedition is about to be 
fitted out in the United States with an intention toinvade the island of 
Cuba, or some of the provinces of Mexico. The bestinformation which  —. 
the Executive has been able to obtain points to the island of Cubaas - | 

_. the object of this expedition. It is the duty of this Government to ob- 
_ serve the faith of treaties, and to prevent any aggression by our citizens a 
upon the territories of friendly nations. I have, therefore, thought it 

- hecessary and proper to issue this proclamation, to warn all citizens of og 
the United States who shall connect. themselves with an enterprise so | 
grossly in violation of our laws and. our treaty obligations, that. they 7 
will thereby subject themselves to the heavy penalties denounced 

.. against them by our acts of Congress, and will forfeit their claim to the oe 
- protection of their country. No such persons must expect the interfer. 

_ ence of this Government in any form on their behalf, no matter to what 
extremities they may be reduced in consequence of their conduct. 

[649] An enterprise to invade the terri*tories of a friendly nation, set on |
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foot and prosecuted within the limits of the United States, is in 
the highest degres criminal, as tending to endanger the peace and com- | 

| promit the honor of this nation; and, therefore, I exhort all good citi- 
---- gens, as they regard our national reputation, as they respect their own 

laws and the laws of nations, as they value the blessings of peace and 
| the welfare of their country, to discountenance and prevent, by all — 

lawful means, any such enterprise; and I call upon. every officer of this . 
Government, civil or military, to ustall efforts in his power to arrest for 

| trial and punishment every such offender against the laws ptoviding for 
| the performance of our sacred obligations to friendly powers. . 

Given under my hand the eleventh day of August, in the year of our 
oo. Lord one thousand eight hundred and forty-nine, and the seventy- : 

fourth of the Independence of the United States. en 
oo ee OK TAYDOR. 

_ By the President : ee 
| : J. M. CLAYTON, | a os 

| Secretary of State. Se | 
| AUGUST 11, 1849. oe | | 

[650] *Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to Don A. Calderon de la Barea. | 

| | re DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | De ‘ Washington, August 17, 1849. 

— Don A. CALDERON DE LA BARGA, &e., de, &e.: Ne - 
| The undersigned, Secretary of State, having had the satisfaction of a. 

_ full and unreserved conversation with his excellency the envoy extra- _ 
ordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Her Catholic Majesty near this | 

. — Government, has now the honor to acknowledge the receipt of his excel- 
lency’s note of the 13th instant, on the subject of the designs of certain 
persons in this country to aid and abet in an alleged enterprise to dis- 

7 turb the tranquillity of the island of Cuba. That the Government of the 
| United States wholly discountenances and condemns the designs refer- 

red to, and thatit will earnestly and in good faith do all that lies within | 
| its power to defeat those designs, will not be doubted by the Spanish 

minister, or by the government. which he so zealously. and faithfully © 
represents. The President’s views upon the subject have been most 

_ fr: nkly and sincerely imparted and explained to Mr. Calderon on various — . 
occasions. They have been placed in possession, also, of the new minister, 
now on his way to Madrid, who has been authorized and instructed to 

. - omit no proper occasion to represent them to the government of Spain.. 
| | * Mr. Calderon may rest assured that strict watch willbe kept over ~~ 
| _ [651] any movements which may *be attempted to be made, within the 

| United States, by any of their citizens against the isiand of Cuba. | 
_ Active and prompt measures, as Mr. Calderon well knows, have already | 

been adopted by the President; and no further measures that may be- | 
- come expedient or necessary to prevent the violation of our treaty with 

Spain will be omitted by him. The proclamation of the Executive of 
the 11th instant is before the world, and the undersigned takes this | 
occasion to communicate to Mr. Calderon an official copy of that instru- 
ment, to be submitted to his government, as an earnest and evidence 
of this Government’s profound respect for Her Catholic Majesty, their 
‘solemn purpose to observe the faith of treaties, and their sense of the — 
sacred vuiiyations due to a trienulty power. oo | 

a The undersigned avails himselfof this opportunity to renew to Mr. | 
_ Calderon the assurance of his distinguished consideration. - | 

7 JOHN M. CLAYTON.
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oe Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to the district attorney of Alabama. | 

/ | ae oe ff Confidential. Telegram. ] | | 

- | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — | 
, , oe | Washington, August 23, 1849. | 

| The UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY, | Oe | 
ee Mobile, Alabama: | 

| “Sir: The commander of the garrison at the fort has been in- 
|652] structed by the War Department to advise and *co-operate with | 
-- you in regard to the best means of arresting the progress of all | 

persons within your district engaged in the expedition against Cuba. — 
The President’s proclamation and the act of 20th April, 1818, contain | 
all the instructions which it is necessary for me to give you. | OO 

| Respectfully, yours, _ SE | 
| JOHN M. CLAYTON. 

Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hall, district attorney. | - 

oo . - [ Confidential. —Telegram. ] | 

: OO _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
a —_ : Washington, September 6, 1849. 

J. PRESCOTT HALL, Esq., | oo 
United States District Attorney, New York: OO 

, Sir: Your atiention is again called to your instructions respecting , 
the expedition against Cuba. Arrest any vessel engaged in it. We | 
learn here that they are about to sail. : a ns 

Yours, respectfully, | | oe Be 
ALN | | | oe 3 J. M. CLAYTON, — 

oo i Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hall, district attorney. | | 

So | [ Confidentiai.—Telegram. ] | rs | | 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Oo 
Se — Washington, September 6, 1849. | 

J. PRESCOTT HALL, Esq., | | 
es - United States District Attorney, New York: ee | 

[653] Dar Str: In answer to yours, just received, I have to say, *ar- 7 
| rest any man belonging to the Cuba expedition, against whom , 

. you have what-you deem to be sufficient or reasonable evidence. a 

| . : Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hall, district attorney. : | 

- . na Sot ae . [Confidential.—Telegram. ] | o | 7 a 

Se - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ) 
US a Washington, September 7, 1849. — 

J. PRESCOTT HALL, Esq., _ - ' SEs a 
| - United States District Attorney, New York : os os | | 

Sir: Act according to your own discretion in the case of * *.*; and _ 
the vessels also. Break up the enterprise—that is the great object. if |
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, the Government had no other. motive, it is all-important to save the 
| ~ lives of the ignorart dupes of the project. . Their fate in Cuba would be © 

| most disastrous. No vindictive proceedings are desirable, in my judg- 
| ment, after the enterprise is broken up. * * * Na 

| | Very respectfully, yours, a | Ha 
a ns Pe J.M. CLAYTON. 

. Mr. Hall, district attorney, to Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State. - 

| | SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, | 
| Oo | UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, 

| oe | | og September 8, 1849... 

| : Str: In obedience to your orders, directing me to “arrest any 
[654] vessel engaged in the expedition against Cuba,” *I caused the 

| Sea-Gull and New Orleans to be detained by the navai forces of 
7 the United States, under which power they are now held. | 

- Leould not discover anything in the act of 1818 which could speedily 
OO effectuate the object you had in view, except the eighth section; and I | 

hope the power therein conferred upon the President, to employ the 
‘land or naval forces” in such an.emergency, will be found clear to 
justify our acts. | | oe 7 
~ Under this conviction, Lealled upon Captain McKeever, commandant | 

a of the navy-yard at Brooklyn, for a force adequate to make seizures ; and 
he thereupon detailed four officers and fifty men for the particular ser- 
vice in view. With this force, the marshal of the district, by my order, 

| proceeded to the quarantine-grounds in a steamer, took possession of the 
Sea-Gull, (a vessel of considerable size, having a propeller as auxiliary 
to her sails,) brought her up to the navy-yard, and placed her under 
the guns of the North Carolina, where she now lies. Hethen, by a like 

| order from me, placed an officer with a small body of marines on board 
the New Orleans, (a large sea-going steamer, lying at Corlears’ Hook,) ~ 
to detain her in harbor until further orders. 7 

J did not take possession of the Florida, as she was in no respect | 
ready for sea, and because I thought the seizures already made 

[655] would be sufficient to ac*complish all your purposes. a 

| Oo Since these arrests’ have been made, I have been called upon by 

| the owners and agents of the Sea Gull and New Orleans, in relation to this 
matter, and they have very frankly admitted all the facts necessary to 

: - justify our proceedings. ae a : 

| ' With regard to the Sea Gull, she is to discharge her cargo, (which con- _ 

sists entirely of arms and munitions of war,) under the supervision of a 

proper authority, and her owner will give bond not to violate any law 

| of the United States in relation to our neutrality. Upon these terms, 

and upon a solemn assurance that the expedition is effectually broken 

up and abandoned, I shall restore this vessel to Mr. Cole. | 

With regard to the New Orleans, she was under a charter-party, fair 

enough on its face, but secretly she was intended for the use of the ex- 

pedition, and of this there is ample proof. | - | 

The seizures, however, have broken up theirplans, and the charter- _ 

party has been abandoned on all sides. : | 
The owners will stipulate, in any form I may require, that she shall not 

an violate any act of Congress, and put her into the legitimate business for 
which she was constructed. fe a 

| I shall. however, leave a marine officer on board of each vessel until 

—_ the expedition is fairly and fully dispersed. — ST ee
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[656] | *With regard to  * . *. I shall leave him for the present, 
as he now is under bail to appear when called for; having the as- os 

| surances and pledges of his friend that all persons engaged in the expe- ee 
dition will leave the city without delay. | - ae 

Lhope these conclusions will meet your approbation; hu‘ if not, you o 
have merely to give me additional instructions, which will be implicitly a 
followed. i oe 

- - Jn this.matter I have to say, that to Colonel Crane’ and Captain Me- 
Keever I am indebted for the prompt manner in which they met my re- 

, quisitions, while the marshal in person, without hesitation, executed all . 
- my instructions with entire propriety. _ mo | ee 

: I have not deemed it necessary to go minutely into details, because I - 
. suppose that you have received them all from * % * who 

has a clear knowledge of all the facts. 3 re 
_. Such expenses as have beenincurred will be defrayed by the marshal 

and charged in his accounts. a | | Se - 
With great respect, your obedient servant, , - | 

| a | | J. PRESCOTT HALL, | | 
oa a | United States Attorney. | 

Hon. Joun M. CLAYTON, | | | a 
be Secretary of State, Washington. | 

| _.' Mr, Clayton, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hall, district attorney. | | 

mo DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | Oo 
a Washington, September 19, 1849. 

[657] *J. PRescorr Haun, Esq., — | | 
..... Ontted States District Attorney ce oe 

a ee, for the Southern District of New York. a 

Sir: In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 15th instant, 
itis due to you to say, that the President highly approves of the prompt; | 
energetic, and judicious manner in which you have executed all the in- | 

: structions of this Department, touching the late attempt on the part of | 
some of our misguided citizens, who were concerned in a mischievous and ° | 
illegal project for theinvasion of the island of Cuba. To this expression 
from the President I have great pleasure in adding this Department’s | 
unqualified approbation of your official conduct. 6 DS | 

Tam, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, _ 
a | | JOHN M. CLAYTON. rr 

| Mr. Sewell to Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State. - : 

oo = [ Extract. ] | os | 

| | SANTIAGO DE OuBA, October 25,1849, 
| Although it may not be strictly within my prescribed sphere of duty, > 

allow me to say that the expected invasion of Cuba has made a profound | 
- impression here, and that the authorities and people are loud in their _ 

grateful applause of the Gevernment at Washington for arresting it; 
and though there is much less revolutionary feeling here than in other | | 
sections of the island, and if not an attachment, at least an almost uni-
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versal subordination to the existing government, yet they give evi- | 
| [658] dence of serious *apprehension in regard to its security or ability 

- _.to resist a well-organized expedition. | re | 
a | I have the honor, &c., | | | - 

| pos | | oo THOMAS SEWELL. | 

Hon. JOHN M. CLAYTON, ae | 
7 ol Seeretary of State. | | 

oe Myr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to Don A. Calderon de la. Barca. — 

| a eee DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 

_ ae : . Washington, January 22, 1850. | 
a Don A. CALDERON DE LA BARCA, &c., &c., &e.: oo 

The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, acknowl- 
- edges the receipt of Mr. Calderon’s note of the 19th instant, calling his * 

attention. to renewed designs upon the island of Cuba and desiring 
| _ the intervention of the American Government to frustrate and to sup- 

| * press them. Mr. Calderon’s note has been laid before the President, by | 
whose direction the undersigned immediately addressed instructions to 

| the United States district attorneys for New York, New Orleans, and 
| Washington,.a copy of which, for the satisfaction of Mr. Calderon and = 

7 of his government, the undersigned has now the honor to communicate. 
| _. The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to renew to Mr..Cal- 

| deron the assurance of his distinguished consideration. | 
| | BO 7 a JOHN M. CLAYTON. | 

. [659] *Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hunton, district attorney. — 

| tomes  ., . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
: ta es - -. Washington, January 22, 1850. 

| - §rer: The minister-of Spain residing in this city, under date of the 
| » 19th instant, has again invoked the attention of the Executive to prob- 

- able designs against the island of Cuba, cherished by persons in the 
» United States, of whom and of whose schemes he has received intelli- 
gence through channels which he conceives to be worthy of credit. — 
Besides the organization of juntas, and their secret introduction into 
Cuba of paper inciting the inhabitants to revolt, they are said to have 
issued bonds payable on the rents of the island, in order to raise money 
for the purpose of recruiting men; and that bodies of men are actually | 
‘exercising themselvesin the use of arms, holding meetings and clubs in | 
New York, New Orleans, and other places, and that the same are also 

- forming plans for making use of the steamers which touch at Havana 
on their way to Chagres. a oe - 

_. In view of these reports of renewed attempts against Cuba, I am di- 
rected by.the President to call your special attention to the subject, and. 

7 . toinstruct you to keep a vigilant watch upon all movements of the 
[660] kind indicated, with a view to detect and to bring to punishment *the 

Oo individuals and combination of individuals who may befound con- | 
. cerned in any overt act, in violation of the act of Congress of April, 1818, 

intended to disturb the tranquillity of Cuba. | | Oo
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The President, as in duty bound, will ‘exercise all the powers with | 
which he is invested, to prevent aggressions by our own people upon the 
territories of friendly nations, and he expects you to use every effort to 
detect, and to arrest, for-trial and punishment, all offenders engaged in | —_ 
any armed expedition prohibited by our laws. | | 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, —~ a | 
Mo oe | | JOHN M. CLAYTON. 7 

| LoGAN Hunton, Esq., | | 
| , — United States District Attorney | | 
| Oo Jor the Hastern District of Louisiana, New Orleans. | 

. [Like circulars sent to J. Prescott Hall, esq., United States district | 
attorney, soutbern district of New York, to Philip R. Fendall,-esq., _ 
United States district attorney, Washington, D.C., each inclosing a ~ 

copy of Mr. Calderon’s note.] ae | . 

Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to Don A. Calderon de la Barca. 

ERE as : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
A ee CO Washington, May 18, 1850. . 

Sire: I hasten to acknowledge the receipt of the two notes which you | 
addressed to me on the 16thinstant. Theycommanded my prompt and . 
earnest attention, and I have now the honor to place in your hands a oo 

_ copy of the instructions which I caused to be sent to the district attorney | 
_ of the United States for the southern district of New York, upon the | 

[661] matters to* which those notesrelate. These instructions were accomn- 
_ panied by a copy of your notes. You are not ignorant of the nature | | 

and scope of the instructions which that officer, and others of his class, 
exercising similar functions within other districts of the United States, | 

- have from time to time received from their Government. You are fully a 
aware, indeed, that this Government has faithfully used its best exer- 
tions to arrest and put down former attempted disturbances, as wellas 
to obtain, with the same object, information concerning the arming and 
equipping of the expedition said to have recently sailed to Cuba. | - 
-In immediate reply to your notes, now before me, I have to say that, — | 

although no official intelligence has reached the Department upon this os 
_. ‘subject, the President is well satisfied from other sources of information 

that certain foreigners within our limits have abused the hospitality of 
this country; and also that a considerable number of American citizens os 
have really embarked with them, upon some clandestine expedition, in — oo 

violation of the laws and treaties of the United States. It is true that, 
within the last three months, an unusual number of passports have : | 
been sought and obtained at this office by individuals alleging that they 7 
were about to proceed to California and Oregon. No means existed of | 
detecting their real purpose, except through the United States officers. at 

: _ the various ports of embarkation, and these officers having unfor- | 
[662]. tunately failed to furnish any *information on the subject, itis — 
- proper that inquiries shouldbe instituted into the eonduct of ° 
such of them as might be supposed to be cognizant of the intended — | 
invasion, and yet failed to givé notice of it to their own Government. — | 

Jt is not possible for us to ascertain the number of persons engaged in | 
_ the expedition, nor the place of their certain destination. No individual, — | 

however, enjoying the confidence in any degree of this Government, is | 
either known or believed to be engaged in it. It-is represented that oe 

AAA * | |
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most of those conjectured to be so concerned, have quitted the 
- country from different ports of the United States in the capacity of 

| _ private citizens, proceeding ostensibly, as has been before remarked, to 
- California and Oregon; and this without any demonstration on their 

7 part of arms and munitions of war, or any other evidences by means of 
which their presumed ulterior purposes could have been discovered. It 

| is, however, quite superfluous for me to repeat to you, sir, who have _ 
so ably and perseveringly co-operated with me in efforts to detect and 

| suppress real or suspected expeditions of this character, that those who 
| _ may have embarked in them have no sympathy or countenance what- 

| ever from this Government, and that the principles of the proclamation 
- which the President. issued last summer, on a similar occasion, are still _ 

adhered to by him with inflexible integrity. But it is important that I 
| should now impart to you certain information, which will, I trust, 

SS [663] tend to *relieve the natural anxiety of your mind, caused by my 
| verbal communication to you of that which I had learned un- 

officially of the sailing of the expedition now in question. In anticipa- - 
tion of such a possible emergency aS might require their presence on 
the coast of Cuba, three American vessels of war from the squadron on 

. the West India station must have made their appearance in the ports | 
and harbors of that island, between the 7th and 12th instant, as we | 
believe. They have full instructions authorizing them to prevent the 
landing of any of their countrymen who may be proceeding under the 

| American flag to the invasion of Cuba. Further, two other war ships 
, of great force and speed, one of which is the fine steam-frigate Saranac, 

| were ordered for the same purpose to the coast of Cuba—the Saranaca 
few hours after credible evidence had been submitted to the President. 
in reference to the intended invasion. = — oo | 

, IT avail myself of this occasion to reiterate to you the assurances of _ 
my distinguished consideration. | an | | oO 

oe a | JOHN M. CLAYTON. 

7 Don A. CALDERON DELA BARGA, dc., &e. Ge. | 

| - Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hall, district attorney. 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | Washington, May 17, 1850. 

- [664] *Srr: Again it becomes my duty to call your special attention | 
a to alleged attempts on the part of certain individuals in New 
York and elsewhere, who appear to be actively engaged in organizing 

-. and encouraging expeditions for the avowed or presumed object of 
invading the Spanish possessions in the West Indies. 

| From the inclosed copies of two notes addressed to this Department 
| by the minister of Spain, on the 16th instant, you will perceive that his 

, alarm seems to be based upon overt acts which require the prompt and 
| stern interposition of this Government. The entire success of your | 

, former exertions to suppress similar attempts, under the instructions of | 
| the President, afford a sufficient guarantee that your vigilance bas not | 

| relaxed, and that you will omit no means which the law supplies, and 
. our good faith to a power with which we are and desire to remain on — 
| the most friendly terms demands, to put an end to the illegal move- 

— ments here indicated, as well as to all others intended and calculated.
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to violate our obligations toward Spain. Particular instructions on Oo 
- this subject are not deemed necessary; it is enough to enjoin upon you | : 

a rigid enforcement of the law, not only as a duty to Spain, but also in = 
_ mercy to such of our deluded citizens as may, have unfortunately con- a 

nected themselves with an enterprise criminal in its nature, and likely | 
to result-in fatal consequences to all concerned. a oe 

I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant, Sp oe 
| oa ee nt opie oe oO JOHN M. CLAYTON. 

J. PRESCOTT HALL, Esq., | 7 mo, acne | 
— United States District Attorney — a a 

for the Southern District of New York, New York City, = 

[665] *Mr. Hall, district attorney, to Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State. © 

SO SOUTHERN District oF New YorK, | 
“UNITED StaTEs Disrricr ATTORNEY’sS OFFICE, 

nnn a | May 20, 1850. 

_Srr: Your letter of the 17th of May, inclosing two communications | 
from the Spanish minister to the State Department, in relation to expe- 7 
ditions against Cuba, was duly received, and its injunctions will be 

— earefully obeyed. - 
Tam quite sure that there has been no armament made or fitted out | 

- in New York, which could come within any section of the neutrality | 
act of 1818, or authorize official interference with the movements. of | 

_ any individuals or associations, although there may be such here as. | 
have ulterior objects in view of an unlawful character. . oe 

If, however, I can discover any movement in this district hostile to | 
Spain or her colonies, I shall not hesitate to carry out your instructions | 
by the exercise of any power confided by Congress either to. the Presi- 
dent or the law-officers of the United States. | | 
_ With very great respect, your obedient servant, | oo 

po : J. PRESCOTT HALL, on 
: | | United States Attorney.. > 

Hon. JoHN M. CLAYTON, ee a 
| - Secretary of State. - | , - s 

Mr. Hall, district attorney, to Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State. ne 

so a SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, ~ | | 
| | _ UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, | 
a, May 25, 1850—half-past 3 p.m. - 

[666]... Srr: The Spanish consul is in my office, and, upon *an affida- 
wit made by him, I have just issued. a warrant. for the arrest: of 

M.T. Tolon. | Ee a, ae 
.».. Your obedient servant, re | or , 
chap its baka | J, PRESCOTT HALL, = — ” 

BSN ka ped ee ce oe United States Attorney: | 

-P. S—Will the President authorize me to act under the 8th section, | 
in order to seize and detain munitions of war intended to be used in- 
aid of the Cuban expedition ? CB |
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| Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State, to Mr. Williams, district attorney. | 

| | Be [Per telegraph. ] a | 

| | | | | | | | ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, «| | 
| | | oe - - . May 25, 1850. | 

HENRY WILLIAMS, Esq., | | | | | | 
. United States District Attorney, Savannah, Georgia: | | 

Proceed according to law to have General Lopez arrested for a viola- | 
tion of the act of Congress of the 20th of April, 1818, and held in cus- | 
tody until he can be transferred to the proper district for trial. | 

| JOHN M. CLAYTON, | 

7 | | | | Secretary of State. | 
| 

| a | 

| | Mr. Hall, district attorney, to Ur. Clayton, Secretary of State. 

| - SouTHERN DistRict oF NEw YorRK, | a 
| UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, a 

| oe : Oe | oo . May 25, 1850. 

 §re: Although I have not myself, nor has any other officer of the 
| General Government here, been able to fix upon any individual 

[667] a specific charge of criminality *under the act of April, 1818, so — 
| as to bring him before a court and jury, or authorize his arrest, 

| I have, nevertheless, deemed it to be my duty, under the late instruc- 
tions received from you, to lay your letter and its inclosures before the _ 

| grand jury, now in session, and direct their attention to our laws con- 
cerning neutrality, and the necessity for their strict observance. | 

This was done on Thursday last, during the absence of Judge Betts 
| _ from the city; but on his return, yesterday, he expressed his approval 

of the course I had taken, and will on Monday next make a specific 
oo charge to the grand jury as to their duties upon this whole subject. 

[shall issue subpcenas to the editors and proprietors of the Sun news- 
paper, and all persons making themselves known in this atrocious | 
movement. | a Lea | 

| . With the highest respect, &c., a 
| | : | , J. PRESCOTT HALL, | 

: Ol | United States Attorney. 
7 _ Hon. JoHN M. CLAYTON, | - | | 
: - | Secretary of State. a 

| 7 Mr. Hall, district attorney, to Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State. 

a | oe SOUTHERN. DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, | 
| UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, | 

a oe oe | May 25, 1850. 

oe ‘Sir: Your letter of the 24th instant is just received, and I have sent 
for the Spanish consul to call at this office forthwith, and furnish such 
information as may enable me to proceed at once under the sixth section
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of the act of 1818. You may rely upon a rigid execution of the law,” ey 
so far as it can be executed by your obedient servant, | | 

| J, PRESCOTT HALL, © - 
| | | Onited States Attorney. | 

Hon. JoHN M. CLAYTON, - a : 
Secretary of State, dec. de. : 7 

P. S.—Before your letter was received, I had addressed a communi- 
cation to you upon this subject, which you will doubtless receive to- 
morrow. | | | 

— [668] * Mr. Clayton, Secretary of State,to Mr. Hall, district attorney. 

a [ Extract. ] Se 4 

a | | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
Oo Washington, May 26, 1850. 

Your several notes of yesterday’s date were received to-day. In 
reply to that part of your note dated yesterday, at 34 p. m., I am di- 

| rected to state that you have full authority from the President to act — | 
under the eighth section of the act of 20th April, 1818, in order to seize : 
and detain munitions of war intended to be used in aid of the Cuban 
expedition. It is expected by the President that you will, as far as in , 
your power, strictly execute thelaw.  . ee | | 

Mr. Jones, Adjutant: General, to Colonel Crane, United States Army, and 
| Oo | to others. | ae 

oo = - | | _ [Cireular.] | | | 

a WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL’S OFFICE, | a 
aucaee Washington, August 24, 1849. | 

_ .Srr: In order to execute the laws and more effectually to enforce the | 
President’s proclamation of the 11th* instant, based thereon, the Secre- 
tary of War directs that, in concert with the civil authority, you will | 
take such measures as may be requisite and proper within the range of 

- your command, for the purpose of preventing the carrying on any mili; 
| tary expedition or enterprise from the territories or jurisdiction = =—— 

[669] of the United States, by any persons within the *same, “against 
the territories or dominions of any foreign prince or state, or 

of any colony, district, or people with whom the United States are at | 
peace.” : | a 

In order to the due execution of these instructions you willcommuni- | 
cate with the United States district attorney; and when called on by 

_. him, or such other person as the President shall have empowered for _ - 
_ the purpose, you will employ the force under your command to aid in a 

, enforcing the said proclamation of. August 11, 1849. - | 
Respectfully, | | a 

: ee 7 R. JONES, © 7 
a OC Adjutant-General.. — yo 

_ [Addressed to: Colonel J. B. Crane, First Artillery, Fort Columbus, | 
New York; Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Webster, First Artillery, Fort
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_ Mifflin, Pennsylvania ; Major L. Whiting, First Artillery, Fort Hamil: 
| ton, New York; Brevet Brigadier-General T. Childs, First Artillery, 

| Fort McHenry, Maryland; Brevet Brigadier-General J. Bankhead, 
Second Artillery, Fort Monroe, Virginia; Lieutenant-Colonel J. Ewing, 
Second Artillery, Fort. Moultrie, South Carolina; Brevet Major A. 
Lowd,Second Artillery, Savannah, Georgia; Brevet Colonel C, F. Sinith, 
Second Artillery, Fort Marion, Florida; Brevet Captain J. Scarritt, 

' Corps of Engineers, Fort Morgan, Alabama; Brevet Colonel J.I.Gard- 
ner, Fourth Artillery, Fort Pickens, Florida; Commanding officer at 
Pascagoula, Mississippi; Commanding officer at New Orleans Station, 
Louisiana. | | | oo | oe 

[670] “Mr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to the President. 

ae | | Navy DEPARTMENT, May 25, 1850. | 
rer: Ihave the honor to transmit, herewith inclosed, copies of all 

correspondence and orders relative to an alleged revolutionary move- 
a ment in the island of Cuba, prepared from the files and records of this 

Department, and called for by the resolution of the Senate of the | 
_ United States under date of May 23, 1850. - , 

_ JL have the honor to be, sir, yours, &c., &c., | 
| WILLIAM BALLARD PRESTON. | 

- The PRESIDENT. , OS | 

| Mr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Commodore Sloat, commandant 
| 7 Oo — navy-yard.. . . oe 

| 2 fRelegramJ | 

Oo oo Navy Department, May 15, 1850. | | 
Commodore J. D. SLOAT, — OC oe ES 
re Commandant Navy- Yard, Portsmouth, Virginia: — ee 

| Prepare the United States steamer Saranac for immediate service. 
- Sailing-instructions will be sent by mail. CO | ae 

| | WILLIAM BALLARD PRESTON. 

, Mr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Commodore Downes, commandant 
oe oo Oe — navy-yard. os CP oe 

oo 7 | m - Telegram. - | | : | 

: | Navy DEepaRrMEnt, May 15, 1850. , 
Commodore JOHN DOWNES, oo - 

| | Commandant Navy- Yard, Charlestown, Massachusetis : 

-- ‘Report by telegraph the arrival at Boston of the Albany: Prepare 
her for immediate service. Sailing instructions will be sent by mail. 

: —— oe WILLIAM BALLARD PRESTON. |
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_ [671] *Mr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Commodore Parker, com- | | 
| oe . manding home squadron, - a 

ea NAvY DEPARTMENT, May 15, 1850. - 

Sir: The confidential instructions, in relation to which I conferred - 
with you this morning, ares being prepared, and will be dispatched by | 
to-morrow’s mail. : a Cs cs | 

As there is no vessel of the home squadron within your reach, I have 
not deemed it necessary to order you to proceed to the scene of action, 
and particularly as the condition of your family is such as to render it — 
somewhat inconvenient to you. — | Be a 

The Saranac will proceed forthwith. 
| Iam, very respectfully, yours, &c., &c., | | oe | | 

| | WILLIAM B. PRESTON, - . 
Commodore F. A. PARKER, = - : an - 

—— Commanding Home Squadron, Washington, D. C. . | | 

Mr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Captain Tatnall, United States 

a [ Confidential. ] . 

| | NAVY DEPARTMENT, May 15, 1850. | 

 §rr: Though the Government has no precise information, yetit has 
been informed, from sources entitled to great respect and consideration, | 
that a military organization has been effected in the interior of the 
United States, formidable both in numbers and from the character of - 
those engaged in it, for the purpose of attacking the island of Cuba, | 
and of revolutionizing the government. This force is represented to 

consist of between six and ten thousand troops of the best kind | 
_ [672] and material to render the assault formidable, and, *as it is be- Loe 

| ~jieved, is sufficient, with other means and resources at com- | 
mand, to emancipate Cuba from Spanishrule. Large numbers of those | 
engaged in the enterprise departed, asitis alleged,from the city of New 

_ Orleans, accompanied by Generals Lopez, Gonzales, and others. It is oe 
represented that they expecf to effect a landing upon the island about | _ 
this time. All accounts concur in representing that it is a military 

- expedition or enterprise begun and set on foot within the territory or 
jurisdiction of the United States, to be carried on from thence against OSs 
the island of Cuba and the government of Spain. Any such invasion a 
of that island is in violation of our obligations of neutrality to the gov- - 
ernment of Spain. | : | 

The Government of the United States is bound to respect the rights _ 
of the inhabitants of Cuba and of the government of Spain, and ‘no 
person is permitted within. the territory or jurisdiction of the United. - 
States to begin or to set on foot or provide or prepare the means for ss 
any military expedition or enterprise to be carried on from thence | 
against the territory of any foreign prince or state, or of any colony, | 
district, or people.” - | es . 

| You are therefore directed by the President of the United © oe 
[673] States to repair forthwith, with *the United States steamer Sar- | 

| -. anac under your command, to the port of Havana, in the island. : 
of Cuba, and vigilantly and actively observe the movements and opera- Oo
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- tions of all vessels approaching the harbor of Havana or the island of 
a Cuba, for the purpose of ascertaining whether any military expedition 

a _ or enterprise has been begun or set on foot, or any means provided to 
| be carried on from the United States against the territory or dominions | 

. of Spain. | | | | | 
| Should you ascertain that such hostile mqvement is on foot and is 

proceeding against the island of Cuba, you will use all proper means in 
your power to prevent a landing or the carrying out such expedition or 
enterprise, so as to avert and prevent the violation of our obligations of 
amity and peace with Spain. — | | 

_ Should the expedition have effected a landing and a revolution be in 
progress, you will prevent the landing of any re-enforcement or of any 
arms or provisions, under the American flag. To the citizens of the 

: - United States who may be there in the prosecution of their peaceful and — 
lawful pursuits, and who may apprehend danger either to their persons 
or property, you will extend the protection and aid to which they are — 
entitled as American citizens. | : — 

| ss An order has been given to Commodore Parker to dispatch _ 
_ [674] such of the vessels of the home *squadron to co-operate with 

| a you in the fulfilment of this order as may be within his reach. 
SO Should you upon your arrival at Havana ascertain satisfactorily that 

. ho such expedition is on foot, you will return to the harbor of Norfolk 
| and report to the Department, in the mean time keeping it fully informed 

| of all occzrrences connected with the duty herein assigned to you. 
_ The service to which you are ordered is one of great delicacy and im- 

| portance. The Department relies upon your prudence, your discretion, 
| and your decision, for the successful accomplishment of all its objects. 

| Iam, respectfully, yours, &e., | 
7 | — WILLIAM BALLARD PRESTON. | 

| Captain JOSIAH TATNALL,. | | 
| ~ Commanding United States Steamer Saranac, Norfolk, Virginia. 

| [The same to Commodore F, A. Parker, commanding home squad- 
ron, Washington; Commodore V. M. Randopb, commanding United 

| States sloop of war Albany; Commodore Charles. Lowndes, com-' | 
: manding United States steamer Germantown, Pensacola, Florida; 

Lieutenant James H. Ward, Commanding United States steamer 
— Vixen, Pensacola, Florida; Captain Isaac McKeever, commanding 

United States frigate Congress, Norfolk, Virginia. | | | 

- Mr, Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Captain Tatnall, United States Navy. | 

. | [ Confidential. ] : | _ 

| - a 7 NAVY DEPARTMENT, May 17, 1850. 7 
| [675] | Srr: By a dispatch, received this morning from *Commander 

| Randolph, of the Albany, I am informed that that vessel, 
| together. with the Germantown and Vixen, was at Port au Prince, 

in the island of St. Domingo, on the 29th uitimo, and that he proposed — 
leaving that port for Havana when his appearance at Port au Prince 

| was no longer necessary to carry out certain orders. | 
It is therefore probable that you may find those vessels at Havana 

| on your arrival there. Orders, similar to those given to youon theldth — 
instant, have been dispatched to Pensacola, expecting they would be
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_ there. Should you fall in with either or all of those vessels, or have it oe 
in your power to communicate with them, you will require them to co- 
operate with you in the execution of the order of the 15th instant. | 

| _ Iam, very respectfully, yours, &e., es _ 
| . | — WILLIAM BALLARD PRESTON. : 

Captain JOSIAH TATNALL, = — : | : / 
-. Commanding U.S. Steamer Saranac, Aquia Creek, Virginia. | 

_ IMr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Captain Newton, United States Navy. 

| - | | Telegram. ] ae oo 

BS : Navy DEPARTMENT, May 16,1850. 
| - Captain Jonn T. NeEwron,. Te SO | 

| Commanding Navy-Yard, Pensacola, Florida: a | | 

The Germantown and Vixen are to be prepared for immediate service - 
. Sailing-instructions will be sent by mail. | | 
oy | WILLIAM BALLARD PRESTON. 

, [676] *Mr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to. Commodore Parker, — 
: — United States Navy. nes . 

- . [Strictly confidential]. ra 

7 a | NAvy DEPARTMENT, August 9,1849. 

 §rr: Though the Government has no precise information, yet it has 
- been informed by communication from, Brevet Major-General Twiggs 
“that six hundred men raised in New Orleans landed, on the 31st ultimo, 
on Round Island, three miles from Pascagoula; that they are unarmed, 

~ . and encamped under their commander, Colonel White.” General Twiggs =. 
was informed by Colonel White “that it was a party of emigrants des- 
tined to California.” The general further states “ that, large as was the | 
body of men, he should have given the subject no consideration but for | - 
the popular belief that an expedition is being fitted out in the Southwest | 

| and West for the invasion of Cuba or to revolutionize the Mexican 
_ States of the Sierra Madre. Rumor here,” the general remarks, ‘and 

in the city of New Orleans, points to this body of six hundred men as a oe 
portion of the band to be employed and which is to receive large re-en- 

'.  forcements from the Western States.” Other information less authentic | 
has been furnished, in which itis alleged that Colonel White is prepar- 

Ing an expedition against Cuba; that on the 28th ultimo he had © 
[677] raised four hundred men in New Orleans; that *he expected to - | 

—. -paise in that city, in all, eight hundred, and corresponding num- | 
_ bers in Boston, New York, and Baltimore; that the recruits at New. — 

_ Orleans are to be drilled at Cat Island, from which point they are to | 
-  etmbark in the steamer Fanny, about the 20th or 25th instant, for the : 

south side of Cuba; and that a considerable number of the military in 
Cuba are said to be in communication with them. Colonel Briscoe, of 
New Orleans, and Charles C. Campbell are to be officers in the expedi- | 
tion; that Whiting & Co.,of New Orleans, have $250,000 to forward the | 
expedition. .— | : | ef
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| Any such’invasion of either Cuba or Mexico is @ violation of our obli- | 
gations of neutrality, as we are at peace with both governments. a 

oo The. United States are bound to respect the rights both of Spain and 
| of Mexico, and “no person is permitted within the territory or jurisdic- 

_ . . tion of the United States to begin or to set on foot, or. provide or prepare 
the means for any military expedition or enterprise to be carried on 

| from thence against the territory of any foreign prince or state, or of. 
any colony, district, or people with which the United States are at | 
peace.” | | | Oe Ss 

| _ Youare therefore directed by the President to repair forthwith, 
[678] with the force under your *command, to the vicinity of Cat | 

a Island and the mouth of the Mississippi River, and co-operate _ 
- with the district attorney of the United States and the collector of the | 

customs at New Orleans, and act in concert with them, availing your- 
self of all such information and of all such means as they may have at 
their command, and vigilantly and actively observe the movements and | 
operations of any bands or assemblages of people, for the purpose of. 
ascertaining whether any hostile military expedition or enterprise is 

-. . begun or set on foot, or any means provided against the territory or 
dominions of any prince or state, or.any colony, district, or people with 

-. whom the United States are at peace. — — | 
| - Should you discover and ascertain any such attempt, by any portion 

of our citizens, to: invade either Cuba or Mexico, you will employ the 
force under your command to prevent it. | | a 

Jf you should receive any information, or discover any fact. with re- _ 
| gard to said movements, you will not only take prompt measures to | 

| arrest it, but you will give early notice to the Department. 
ae Should you, on reaching Cat Island and its vicinity, ascertain that a 

hostile movement is on foot and has proceeded against the island : 
| [679] *of Cuba, you will repair with the force under your command to 

that island and use all proper means in your power by preventing | 
their landing, so as to avert and prevent the violation of our obligations 
of amity and peace with Spain. : 

' The duty assigned to you may become highly delicate and important. 
The Department relies upon your prudence, your sagacity, and your 
discretion for the successful accomplishment of the service to which you | 
are ordered. | a | | | 

Very respectfully, yours, &c., | 
- | | WM. BALLARD PRESTON. | 

| Commodore FoxHALL A. PARKER, | , 
~~. Commanding United States Home Squadron, Pensacola, Florida. 

Mr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Lieutenant Hunter, United States 

| [Strictly confidential.] Oo | oe 

| _ NAVY DEPARTMENT, August 14, 1849. 

Str: Information has been received .by this Department which in- 
duces the belief that a body of our citizens, within the jurisdiction of 

| the United States, has begun and set on foot, and are now preparing a 
military expedition or enterprise, to be carried on from thence against 

Cuba, or the Mexican States of the Sierra Madre, for the purpose > 
[680] of invading or revolution*izing the same. An order was issued.
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on the 9th instant to Commodore Parker, commanding the home 
squadron, directing him to proceed to the point at which the Depart- , 

- ment is informed a force is probably assembling, with directions to ge 
arrest and suppress any such hostile and illegal movement against any : 
people or country with which the United States are at peace. — : 

I inclose with this order.a. copy of that of the 9th instant, addressed 
to Commodore Parker; and you are hereby ordered by the President of _ | 
the United States to proceed with the United States steamer Alleghany 
under your command, so soon as she is in readiness for service, to Cat 
Island and the mouth of the Mississippi River, and there report to | 
Commodore F,. A. Parker for further instructions. oe oe 

—.On your way to join Commodore Parker you will vigilantly and 
actively observe the movements of Such vessels as may fall in your ~ | 
way, for the purpose of ascertaining whether any such hostile movement 
is begun or set on foot, or in progress of preparation, against the terri- 

| tory of either Cuba, Mexico, or any other country with which the United | 
States are at peace. an - | | - | | 

--—,s Should you, before joining Commodore Parker, discover and 
_ [681] detect any such attempt, you *will use all proper means in your | 

~. - power to avert and prevent any violation of our laws of neutrality 
or treaty stipulations; and in the execution of this order, you will con- | 
fine yourself to the instructions and orders of the 9th instant, addressed 7 
to Commodore Parker. | eee 

| Purser Slamm will remain on board the Alleghany until her return to | 
this or some northern port, when the transfer of his accounts will be ~ . 
made. Requisitions for the wants of the Alleghany must be drawn in. | 
the usual manner; but the Department expects that you will not ap- 
prove any requisition for money not required for actual expenditure. : 

| The Department relies upon your prudence, your sagacity, and your —- 
discretion for the successful fulfillment of the orders with which you are © : 
intrusted. OS an 

Very respectfully, yours, &c., - , BS 
| | WM. BALLARD PRESTON. — | 
Lieutenant W. W. HUNTER, | | : So 

~ Commanding United States Steamer Alleghany, : Oe - 
SO | Potomac River, Washington, D.C. 

Mr. Preston, Secretary of the. Navy, to Captain McCauley, United States — 
Navy. | | . | 

| [ Confidential. ] , oe 

| - | . Navy DEPARTMENT, August 14, 1849. | 8 
Sir: The Department has intrusted to Lieutenant-Command- _ : 

— [682] ant W. W. Hunter confidential instruc*tions which require his Le 
| early departure from Washington. You will therefore be pleased a 

_ to expedite the preparation of the United States steamer Alleghany on 
under his command, and render every facility to accomplish that object. . 

. Very respectfully, yours, &c.,_ . rr 
OO | WM. BALLARD PRESTON. — a 

Captain CHARLES S.McCauLny, Oo Oo 
Commanding United States Navy- Yard, Washington. |
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_ Mr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Commodore Parker, United States .— 
| : | Navy. : 

| | : 7 Navy DEPARTMENT, August 14, 1849. 

| -  S§ir: The United States steamer Alleghany, under the command of — 
| Lieutenant W. W. Hunter, has been directed to proceed to Cat Island, 

and the mouth of the Mississippi River, and there to report to you for | 
-. further instructions. — oo , | — 

| This additional force it bas been deemed advisable to send you, in : 
— connection with the confidential instructions to your address under 

date of the 9th instant, and you will be pleased to detain the Alleghany 
| no longer than may be absolutely necessary to accomplish the objects | 
- get forth in the order of the 9th instant, before referred to. , 

: She will return to Washington. | : 
Very respectfully, yours, &e., | Ss | 

| | WM. BALLARD PRESTON. | 
[683] *Commodore F. A. PARKER, oo | 

| Commanding Home Squadron, off Cat Island, 
. vs , a Mouth of the Mississippi. 

| Mr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Commander Lowndes, United States 
| | | | a Navy. | 

| | , | | [Strictly confidential] = coe 

| | NAVY DEPARTMENT, August 21, 1849. 

Sir: You will proceed forthwith, with the United States ship Ger- 
| mantown under your command, to Havana,in the island of Cuba, in 

charge of dispatches from the Department of State and from the Honor- 
able John M. Clayton, Secretary of that Department, directed to “ Robert 
B. Campbell, esq., United States consul, Havana, Cuba,” and there de- 

_ liver the said dispatches in person to the said consul. . a 
Inclosed herewith you will also find a copy of a confidential order 

from this Department to Commodore Foxhall A. Parker, commanding 
United States home’ squadron, to which you are attached; and you are ~ 

: hereby ordered and directed, after the delivery of the before-mentioned —__ 
| _ dispatches, to rejoin the squadron under the command of Commodore 

7 . Parker, if you are induced to believe from any reliable information you | 
may receive that he has, under his confidential order, proceeded in the 

direction of the island of Cuba in execution thereof; and in the 
[684] absence of *Commodore Parker you will be governed by the 

| instructions given to him, a copy of which is inclosed, except so 
| far as by said instructions he is required to proceed to Cat Island and 

the mouth of the Mississippi. | | 
a After remaining. a reasonable time at the island of Cuba, and receiv- 

. | ing no information inducing you to believe that a military expedition is 
= in progress toward that island, you will return to Boston, in execution 
po of the orders already given by Commodore Parker, or such other orders 
a as he may give to vou. 7 | | 
| I am, very respectfully, yours, &c., : 

a ts WM. BALLARD PRESTON, 
Commander CHARLES LOWNDES, | : | 

Commanding United States Steamer Germantown, 
SO | - - Boston, Massachusetts. a
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_ Mr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Commodore Downes, United States | 
| | Navy. a - | 

: — NAVY DEPARTMENT, August 21, 1849. - 
Sir: The inclosed packet, addressed to Commander Charles Lowndes, | 

commanding the United States ship Germantown, you will be pleased | 
to have delivered to him with all practicable dispatch. His services 
with the vessel under his corhmand are required under confidential. 
: instructions; you will therefore be pleased to facilitate his move- 

| [685]. ments by affording every aid in your power *to hasten his de- | 
—. parture from Boston. vo | OS | 
~~. -_[ am, very respectfully, yours, &c., a oe | | 

| | — WM. BALLARD PRESTON. —. 
Commodore JOHN DOWNES, oo ° | 

| Commandant United States Navy- Yard, Boston. ° a SO 

Mr. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Commodore Parker, United States’ 

: | Navy. | | | 
: a [ Confidential. ] 

| a | NAvy DEPARTMENT, August 23, 1849. 
Sir: Inclosed herewith you will receive duplicate of confidential aS 

instructions addressed to you on the 9th instant at Pensacola. : 
As it appears from your last dispatch that you sailed from Pensacola | 

before those instructions reached you, viz, on the 15th instant, you will | 
proceed forthwith, on receipt of this order, to carry into effect the 
instructions referred to. | 7 | a Bee . 

The United States steamer Alleghany, Lieutenant-Commanding W. 
_ W. Hunter, has been added to your command, in connection with the 

service assigned to you under date of the 9th instant. You will be 
pleased to detain that vessel no longer than may be necessary to effect - 

| the object, and, when accomplished, you will direct her to return to the a 
port of Washington, D. C. | | ee 
- ‘Very respectfully, yours, &c., ee 
— | WM. BALLARD PRESTON. © 

| Commodore F. A. PARKER, —. 
| | Commanding United States Home Squadron, | | 

a | ~ Newport, Rhode Island. 

[686] *Commander Randolph, United States Navy, to Mr. Preston, Secre- | 
tary of the Navy. | 

oe | UNITED StaTES SHIP ALBANY,  _ on 
| . 7 At anchor off the east end of Horn Island, August 28, 1849. | 

Sir: I have the honor to inform you that the Albany, undermycom- | 
mand, is at present anchored asabove. Our present anchorageisabout — . | 
ten miles from Round Island, and is the nearest point to the scene of _ 
our operations (Round Island) which a vessel of our draught can reach. | 

I have stationed steamer Water Witch, Lieutenant-Commandant  _ 
— Totten, close to Round Island, and shall employ the boats of the Albany
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a to assist in guarding the spot night and day, so as to prevent arms and ! 
other munitions of war from being landed on the island, and likewise to | 
prevent the adventurers from being taken from the island in sea-going | 

| vessels. | | ware rn a 
7 Agreeably to your instructions to Commodore Parker, I have com- | 

| municated and have consulted with the district attorney and with the | 
collector of the customs at New Orleans, and from every information : 

| received have satisfied myself that the persons congregated at Round : 
Island are meditating a hostile expedition against either Cuba or the . 
Sierra. Madre States of Mexico. = =. | | 

| I believe they are not particular where they go, provided they are 
well paid for their services. Indeed, up to this time the privates are | 

oe | known to be in total ignorance of the point at which they are to 
| [687] disembark *after leaving our waters. We have conversed with 

many on the subject, and have now three of the privates on board 
| ot the Water Witch, on a visit, and they all unite in declaring their 

ignorance of the point. I much question whether the officers them- 
selves are positively certain where they are going. They are unques- 

7 tionably a band of reckless adventurers. Four-fifths of the privates, I 
| am happy to state, are foreigners—Irish and Dutch, chiefly. | | 

- - After a careful examination of the proclamation of the President, and _ 
| of your instruetions to Commodore Parker, together with information 

| derived from the most reliable sources, I have determined upon adopting _ 
a vigorous course with these people. a a 

| The leaders are not men of high respectability; four-fifths of the rank 
: - and file are foreigners; their operations are conducted with a degree of 

mystery which precludes honesty of purpose; and every circumstance 
goes to prove that they are a band of reckless military adventurers. I 

a have, therefore, sent them a written summons to disperse immediately, 
_ acopy of which sammons I have herewith forwarded to the Department, 

"and trust it will be approved by the honorable Secretary of the Navy. 
— . J standin great need of two.or more small steamers, to assist in block- 

_ .ading and breaking up the establishment on Round Island. I have | 
oo written to request Captain J. T. Newton to send me the General 

| [688] Taylor, *and, if possible, the Walker too, but neither has arrived 7 
; as yet. | . oe mo, rn 

oo I am almost induced to send to New Orleans for the purpose of hiring 
a steamboat to be employed on this service, but shall wait a day or two 
longer, with the hope that a re-enforcement will be sent from Pensacola. 

a Iam, sir, respectfully, &e., | 7 | 
| | oo | | VY. M. RANDOLPH, 

ne | | Commander. - | 
| Hon. WM. BALLARD PRESTON, oo 

Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C. 

- | [ Inclosure. } | | 

7 Commander Randolph, United States Navy, to the persons encamped on 
| Round Island, near Pascagoula. | 

FRIENDS AND FELLOW-COUNTRYMEN: The proclamations of the Pres- 
ident of the United States, and other instructions which I have received 
from the Government at Washington, make it imperative and proper , 
that I should immediately take measures to break up your unlawful
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assemblage, and send you back to your homes; and when [havesaida = 
few words to you in proof of your assemblage being unlawful, and of a 

' the utter impossibility of your evading the vigilance of our squadron | 
and getting out of our waters to proceed upon your contemplated wild _ 7 

. expedition to make war against nations at peace with our own, I feel 
sure you will at once disperse, and seek honest and peaceful occu- | 

- - pations& nn CE Se Te a | 
[689]. * First. The very mystery which marks the movements and actions | 

of your officers, and the blind ignorance of the men as to the des- 
tination of the enterprise, clearly show that the objects and purposes of 

those at the head of your affairs are known to be unlawful, and that 
plunder is the inducement held out to all who embark in this reckless | : 
expedition. a a oo | 
Second. We have proof that some of you have acknowledged that = 

| your destination was Caba, and that others of your number have said — oe 
that the expedition was fitting out for the invasion of the Sierre Madre — 
States of Mexico, showing conclusively that your enterprise is one of a _ | 
military character. oe a | 

_ And lastly. You are vagrants in the eyes of the law and in fact, and | 
therefore cannot be allowed to occupy your present position, and must - 
immediately disperse. an ; | | 

: I will now prove to you that we have the means of not only preventing 
your embarkation to foreign parts, but that we can force you to abandon | 
your present headquarters. | 

~ I shall employ all the vessels now in this vicinity, or which may here- | 
after arrive, in such manner as will most effectually bring abouttheends _ 
desired : oe : ras 

| First. I shall certainly prevent the steamers Fanny, Maria 
[690] Burt, or any other steamer or steamers, *vessel or vessels, of = 
-.. whatever description, from furnishing the adventurers on Round 

~ Island with arms of other munitions of war. _ | FS | 
. Second. If said steamers or vessels have arms or other munitions of | 

war on board, I shall take possession of said arms, &c., and detain said oo 
steamers or vessels until the men congregated on Round Island are. a 
dispersed. = a | ee 

Third. I shall prevent the band of men on Round Island from em- oe 
_ barking on board of said steamers or vessels, or from having any com- ~— ———s 
munication with them at all. eee 

. Fourth. I will make said steamers or vessels anchor within range of oer 
| our guns. : nt a eed 

Fitth. After to-day, (28th August,) in accordance with a notice before | = 
given them, i shall cut off all supplies of provisions which may be in- a 
tended for the persons on Round Island, and shall rigidly enforee this == 

_ blockade or embargo until they abandon the spot and go home. a 
| — Sixth. I shall gladly give the persons on Round Island every facility | 

to get away, taking particular care, however, that they do not embark | 
in sea-going vessels. | : | | | 

SS, | VY. M. RANDOLPH, 7 
oe _ Commanding United States Ship Albany, and | 

| SMB Te tn senior officer afloat in the Gulf of Mexico. 

UNITED STATES SHIP ALBANY, oo | . 
Off Pascagoula, August 28, 1849. ots oe _
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| [691] *Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Mr. Preston, Secretary 
os che , of the Navy. aon 

oS oe ee co | COMMANDANT’S OFFICE, | 
po _ Navy-Yard, Pensacola, August 31,1849. 
“6 SiR: Having sent all the available force at my command to carry out 

the instructions received from the Navy Department under date of the 
‘9th instant, addressed to Commodore Parker of the home squadron, but 

: in his absence opened by me, agreeably to his request, I have the honor 
7 to forward to the Department herewith, for its information, copies of all 

| the orders issued by me to the commanding officers of the several vessels 
| - which I have dispatched from this station, on the service to which the 

a instructions to Commodore Parker related. _ wo a 
8 I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

oo - JOHN. THOMAS NEWTON, 
) | 7 _ : Commandant. - 
a Hon. WM. BALLARD PRESTON, | | 

| | Secretary of the Navy, Washington. 

COPIES OF ALL ORDERS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO THE COMMANDING 

| OFFICERS OF THE SEVERAL VESSELS DISPATCHED TO THE VICINITY OF | | 

Pe ROUND ISLAND, &c. _ So oo | 

| [692] *Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Commander Ran- — 
. | | dolph, United States Navy. | | a 

- ee | COMMANDAN’’S OFFICE, | 
: | | - _ Navy-Yard, Pensacola, August 17, 1849. : 

: Sir: You will prepare the United States sloop-of-war Albany, under 
-- your command, for sea with all possible dispatch. | Oo 

| Iam, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
| | | JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, ° 

| — | 7 oe Commandant. 
| Commodore V. M. RANDOLPH, - | en | 

i Commanding United States Ship Albany, re 
| - - _ Off Navy-Yard, Pensacola. = = 

— Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Commander Randolph, United 
| oo , | States Navy. . oa | | 

‘ | COMMANDANT’S OFFICE, ¢_ . 
| 7 Navy Yard, Pensacola, August 18, 1849. | 

Sir: You will proceed with the United States sloop-of-war Albany, 
under your command, and carry out, as far as practicable, the instrac- 

| tions of the honorable Secretary of the Navy, addressed to Commodore 
Foxhall A. Parker, commanding the home squadron, a copy of which 

| instructions is contained in the accompanying parcel, and which you © 
are hereby expressly enjoined not to open until after you have discharged 

| | - the pilot. : 
| [693] The schooner Flirt is daily expected here, and I will *send her - | 

- to join you to assist in carrying out the views and wishes of the 
| - Department. oo | : /
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| - You will not fail to communicate. to the Department, direct, any in- oe : 
| formation you may obtain relative to the important object for which you. ©. 

| are sent, and at the same‘time forward to me duplicates of yourreport,&e. | 
| I must refer you to the honorable Secretary of the Navy’s instruction Ne 

for your further government. | | ne 
When in want of stores and provisions, you will return again to this. Pes 

Wishing you a pleasant cruise, I am, very respectfully, your obedient = 
servant, = | ee ee Ds 

as | - JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, © ae 
Bag | ; : a Commandant, — | ce 

Commander V.M. RANDOLPH, = ee | 
. «Commanding United States Sloop Albany, — So es 
gS — Off Navy Yard, Pensacola. | ae 

Commandant . Newton, United States Navy, to Lieuténant-Commander | 
er _. Lotten, United States Navy. | oe 

a ge - GomMANDANT’s OFFICE, - es 
| Navy Yard, Pensacola, August 19, 1849. | 

. Sire: It is of the utmost government importance that the steamer mee 
- under your command should be prepared for active service with as little | - 

delay as possible. You will be pleased, therefore, to have ready, and, 
if possible, to go to sea some time during the day to-morrow. ee 

[694] *I am, very respectfully, &e., a / a | 
Bo | Se JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, | S| 

- Oo - : _ Commandant. ot 

 Lieutenant-Commandant GrorcE M. Toren, | - ne 
7 Commanding Steamer Water Witch, OF Ni avy Yard, Pensacola. oe 

~ Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Lieutenant-Commander — oe 
a | Totten, United States Navy. a | 

/ | [Sealed orders. ] — a ee 7 

ee ae  AveusT 20,1849. 
| Sir: You will proceed direct with the United States steamer Water: 2B 

Witch, under your command, to Cat Island, and there join the United | 
States ship Albany, Commodore V. M. Randolph, and assist him in | 

- earrying out the instructions of the honorable Secretary of the Navy, | 
| a copy of which accompanies this. a a ane | 

_ ‘Should you not fall in with the Albany at Cat Island, orits vicinity, = 
| you will proceed to Balize, in further pursuance of the orders. 7 

—. Wishing you a pleasant cruise, | am, very respectfully, &c., os 
| fe eee | —  JQHN THOMAS NEWTON, — . | 

_ Lieutenant-Commander Go. M. TorrEn, _ pro ee 
IS Fa United States Steamer Water Witch, Oo ee 

| ABA - SO | 

. | : . \
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[695| *Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Lieutenant-Command- 
| | . ant Totten, United States Navy. - 

Oo | a ~~. COMMANDANT’S OFFICE, — _ 
I —. Navy-Yard, Pensacola, August 20, 1849. 

td _ Sir: You will proceed to sea at once with the steamer Water Witch, 
7 under your command; and you are hereby strictly enjoined not to open. 

| the accompanying sealed parcel until. after your vessel crosses the bar 
and the pilot leaves you; _ oe | oo a 

Tam, very respectfully, &e, 
- an oT JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, a 

. OO .  .. Commandant. 
Lieutenant-Commandant Gro. M. ToTTEN, a | 

- Commanding United States Steamer Water Witch. 7 

oe Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Lieutenant-Commander Far- 
Ce + rand, United States Navy. — 7 o 

Oo es AUGUST 23, 1849. 

- §rer: You will be pleased to prepare the United States schooner Flirt, 
under your command, for sea with all possible dispatch. It is highly 
important that all possible dispatch and diligence be used in getting ber 

| ready. : | a o - oo 
| - Tam, respectfully, your obedient servant, re 

| | | | JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, | 
a - | Commandant. | 

Lieutenant-Commandant EBEN FARRAND, | aeerer nae 

| Commanding United States Schooner Flirt, off Navy-Yard.. | 

| [696]. *Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Ineutenant-Command-  _ 
| er Farrand, United States Navy. CS | 

| oe [Sealed orders. ] 

, | oe Oo AUGUSF 27, 1849. 
| Str: You will please proceed with the United States schooner Flirt, 

| under your command, with the least possible delay, and report to Com- 
-. yoander V. M. Randolph, of the Albany, whom you will find at Cat 

Island, or in its vicinity. Should the Albany, however, have left there, 

ee and after having fulfilled the instructions as regards that particular spot, _ 

| you will proceed to the mouths of the Mississippi, and be further gov- 

- erned by the confidential orders (a copy of which is herewith inclosed) 
from the honorable Secretary of the Navy, addressed to Commodore 
Parker. a | | oo | nee 

: Tt is very desirable that you fall in, if possible, with the Albany and 
- Water Witch, that the force may be more formidable, and to act in con- 

| cert. . | | , 7 Oo a - 

After having performed the service assigned you, or when short of 
provisions, you will return again to this port. : OO 

- Wishing you a pleasant cruise, &c., I am, very respectfully, &c., | 

. 7 | eo JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, 
ae a | re - Commandant _ 

. Lieutenant-Commander EBEN FARRAND, | | | . 

| Commanding United States Schooner Flirt. ,
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— : [697] * Commandant. Newton, United States Navy, to Lieutenant-Com- . _- 
mandant Farrand, United States Navy. : - 

. re _ [Handed with sealed orders. ] Se | 

a ATEUST 28, 1849. 
Str :. Proceed to sea at once with the United States schooner Flirt, ee 

under your command, and be governed by the accompanying sealed orders, . 
which you are expressly enjoined not to open until after you have crossed | 

_ the bar and discharged the pilot. a ee | | 
— .... Tam, very respectfully, &c., oo oe | 

PS ty JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, | 
ee —. Commandant. 

- Lieutenant-Commandant EBEN FARRAND. - Oe : | 

Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Commodore Parker, United 
i Ce - - - States Navy : ; | . 

es | : AUGUST 27,1849. 
| * Srr: I herewith inclose for your information a copy of a letter of the ) 

23d. instant, from Commander V. M. Randolph, of sloop Albany,anda : 
_ copy of my reply to same, dated 26th instant. oe a 

I also inclose a copy of Commander Randolph’s report to the honora- oe 
ble the Secretary of the Navy, dated off Ship Island, the 25th instant. 

The Flirt is on the point of sailing, and I have furnished Lieutenant- 
- Commandant Farrand with sealed orders, as in the case of the Albany ; 

| and Water Witch, and in pursuance thereof he will join those vessels, . | 
| and co-operate with their commanders. = oe 

| _ Jam, very respectfully, &c., | | : 7 | 
a Se JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, | 

ere - oe Commandant. a 
Commodore FOXHALL A. PARKER, | | - . 

—  , Commanding Home Squadron, Newport, Rhode Island. a 

_ [698] *Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Commander Ran- | 
oe dolph, United States Navy, - - mee . 

ar , : —_ a - -. AUGUST 28, 1849. a 

| Srre: I send the United States steamer General Taylor, under the com- | 
mand of Mr. John Pearson, master, who will report to you. Heis well _ 
acquainted with all the islands and shoals in the vicinity of your opera- __ 
tions, and will be very serviceable to you in piloting through the intri- _ 

_.. eate passages, as well as in other respects. a a 
_ The General Taylor had a six-pounder field-piece mounted, with the: 7 

proper ammunition, &c., and small-arms for the crew. a 
Do not neglect to send her back at. the expiration of one week. = =| | 

I am, very respectfully, &e., no 
oo we JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, | 

CO | oe / Commandant. — | 
~ - Commander V. M. RANDOLPH, | 7 2 oo 

oo Commanding. United States. Sloop Albany. — Co - |
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| Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Master Pearson, United States 

; OS [Sealed orders.] _ Leh cep 
kee re | . AvGUST 28,1849. 

— §re: You will proceed without delay to the southeast end of Horn | 
—-_[sland with the United States steamer General Taylor, under your com- | 

mand, where you will find the sloop of war Albany, Commander 
: [699] .-V. M. *Randolph, to whom you will report. | 

— [have requested him to send you back with the General Taylor, _ 
at the expiration of one week from the date on which you report, and 
sooner if’ your services can be dispensed with. oe | 
You will take every precaution to prevent accident by fire, or other- 

| wise, and be strictly governed by the rules and regulations which are . 
; hung up on board. Se : a 

- | Iam, respectfully, &e., es 
: |  . JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, 

| - a | Commandant. 
, | Mr. JOHN PEARSON, ne | | 

: - Master United States Navy, Commanding Steamer General Taylor. 

| * Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Sailing-master Pearson, United 
SO _ States Navy. | oo To 

| | | : oe AT GUST 28, 1849. : 

Sir: You will proceed-to sea with the United States steamer General 
| Taylor, under your command, and govern your movements by the in- 

: structions which you will find in the accompanying parcel, which you 
are strictly enjoined not to open until you have crossed the bar and : 
discharged the pilot. oo . 

. | Iam, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
| JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, : 

. . a | a — Commandant. 
Mr. JOHN PEARSON, _ re | | 

| — Sailing-master United States Navy, — / Oo 

| Commanding United States Steamer General Taylor. | 

[700] *Commandant Newton, United States Navy, to Commander Kandolph, | 
PO —  - United States Navy, | 

oo ee, —  COMMANDANT’S OFFICE, 
7 7 +. Navy-Yard, Pensacola, September 6, 1849. 

. _Srr: Your letter of the 4th instant, inclosing a copy of your letter to 
| Lieutenant-Commandant E. Farrand, of the Flirt, and his letter to you 

| in reply, has been received. I was glad to be informed of your deter- 
| mination to raise the blockade of Round Island.. Indeed, Lam of.opin- 

a ion that you ought not to have so. proclaimed it without special orders _ 
| * from the Government at Washington. Oo ) 

[am glad to hear that. there is a prospect of the band of adventurers : 
lispersing, and that their contemplated enterprise will be broken up. 

| -Tam not definitely informed ‘as to the destination of the steamers : 

- Alleghany and Vixen. I saw it stated in the newpapers, several days
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| sinee, that the former had left Norfolk under sealed orders; the latter 
vessel, I believe, is still in that port, preparing for sea. ESS 

I wrote you by the mail of the 31st ultimo, and again on the 3d instant — | 
by the Creole, both of which letters IT hope you have received. - | 

I have forwarded copies of your letter of the 4th, and its iclosures, . 
and a copy of this letter, to the Navy Department. = 

| -. Tam, sir, respectfally, your obedient servant, 0 
2 SHBG SR Se TS a JOHN THOMAS NEWTON, | 

| | : Pe gs ~— Commandant. © | 
~~ Commander VictoR M. RANDOLPH, ©. = ©. | ) 

~~ Commanding United States Sloop Albany, off Horn Island.’ —. .. | | 

[701] * My. Preston, Secretary of the Navy, to Commander Randolph, United - 
| a. States Navy. | oe 

| | _ NAvy DEPARTMENT, September 20, 1849. 
_ $1: The official reports of your proceedings and movements witha —- 

| portion of the home squadron under your command, in the neighbor- 
hood of Round Island, dated 25th and 28th of August, and Istand dth © 
of September, 1849, and the inclosures relating thereto, have been | 7 

received. — | a ae ms 
-. The prompt, the decisive, and the satisfactory manner in which you | 

_ hhave executed the confidential instructions of the 9th ultimo, addressed | 
_ . to Commodore Foxhall A. Parker, is fully approved by the Department. — | 

o.- Wery respectfully, yours, &¢., ane 
Lf bad oe Goth al 4 “WM. BALLARD PRESTON. | | 
. Commander VictoR. M. RANDOLPH, | 
cae Commanding U.S. Ship Albany, off Pascagoula, Mississippi. | 

Myr. Meredith, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Peters, collector. — | 

: [Strictly confidential.] a : 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, August 10,1849. | 

Sir: Information has been received that a military expedition isin = | 
preparation within the territory of the United States to be carried - 

[702] on trom thence against the territory of Mexico or *Ouba, proba- | 
- bly the latter. It is believed to be designed that part of the | 

_ force to be employed in this expedition shall proceed by sea from a | 
point within or near your district. I send you herewith copies of a | 

| note which I have received from the Seretary of the Interior, and of | _ 
confidential orders issued by the Secretary of the Navy te Commodore 

- Parker. These papers contain the information now in possession of the = 
_ Government so far as relates to preparations in your vicinity. You are a 

réquested to communicate with the attorney of the United States, =| 
and aid, so far as may bein your power, in detecting and suppressing this a 
attempt to violate the laws of the United States, and if any case should | 

| arise in which your official interventionmay be required under the act 
of 20th April, 1818, entitled “An act in addition to the act for the — 

/ punishment of certain crimes against the United States, and to repeal
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'  . «the acts therein mentioned,” you will of course act promptly in. pursu- 
mo ance of the provisions of that statute. | 

~ Tam, very respectfully, your obedient servant, — . Lk | 
| Oo | WM. M. MEREDITH, —.. 
| pO ) a - Secretary of the Treasury. 

 §. J. PETERS, Esq., a Bo ee 
a — Collector of the Customs, New Orleans, Louisiana. oo a 

| [703] © *Mr. Meredith, Secretary of the Treasury, to collectors. | 

yo TREASURY DEPARTMENT, May 28, 1850. | 
| _ Sire: It is apprehended that expeditions designed for the invasion of 

the island of Cuba are preparing within the territories of the United | 
States, in violation of the provisions of the act of 20th April, 1818, 

| entitled “An act in addition to the act for the punishment of certain 
; - crimes against the United States, and to repeal the acts therein men- 

tioned,” and that a part of the force to be so employed may proceed 
by sea from the waters embraced within your district. | Oo 
Your particular attention is called to the provisions of theact referred 

: to, and you are requested to communicate with the attorney of the 
| United States, and aid so far as may be in your power in detecting and 

- guppressing all attempts to violate the laws of the United States; and _ 
| if any case should arise in which your official intervention may be | ~ 

required under the provisions of the act of 20th April, 1818, you will of 
course act promptly in pursuance of the provisions of the statute. , 

| Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | a wee 
; | a a WM. M. MEREDITH, oe 
: | ok BS Oe  Seoretary of the Treasury. 

| COLLECTORS, Boston, New York, Baltimore, Philadelphia, — a 
me —  * Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, Key West, New Orleans. 

— «[704] * By the President of the:United States. 

| a A PROCLAMATION. — oe ae Ya 

—— _ There is reason to believe that an armed expedition is about to be | 
| fitted out in the United States, with an intention to invade the island of 

Cuba.or some of the provinces of Mexico. The best information which 
- the Executive has been able to obtain, points to the island of Cuba as 

the object of this expedition. It is the duty of this Government. to 
s observe the faith of treaties, and to prevent any aggression by our citi- 

. zens upon.the territories of friendly nations. IJ have therefore thought 
| it necessary and proper to issue this proclamation, to warn all citizens 

| of the United States who shall connect themselves with an enterprise 
-. go grossly in violation of our laws and our treaty obligations, that they 

| _ will thereby subject themselves to the heavy penalties denounced 
against them by our acts of Congress, and will forfeit their claim to the | 
protection of their country. No such persons must expect the interfer- — 
ence of this Government, in any form, on their behalf, no matter to what 
extremities they may be reduced in consequence of their conduct. An |
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enterprise to invade the territories of a friendly nation, set on foot and . 
' prosecuted within the limits of the United States, is in the highest re 
| degree criminal, as tending to endanger the peace and compromit the - | 

honor of this nation; and therefore [ exhort all good citizens, as they 
regard our national reputation, as they respect their own Jaws and the | 
law’ of nations, as they value the blessings of peace and the welfare of 
their country, to discountenance and prevent, by all lawful means, any | 

- . guch enterprise; and I call upon every officer of this Government, civil 
_.or military, to use all efforts in his power to arrest, for trial and punish- © 

ment, every such offender against the laws providing for the perform- 
~ ance of our sacred obligations to friendly powers. = | | 

_ Given under my hand the 11th day of August, A. D. 1849, and the 
- seventy-fourth of the Independence of the United States. Oo | os 

OM oo | a LG, TAYLOR. | | 
- By the President: | | | | 7 ee 

SL ML CLAYTON, De Se 
| : Secretary. of State. OS oe | 

[705] * By the President of the United States of America. : Oo 

a Ct A PROCLAMATION. - 

Whereas there is reason to believe that a military expedition is about | 
to be fitted out in the United States with intention to invade the island | 
of Ouba, a colony of Spain, with which this country is at peace; and 

_ whereas it is believed that this expedition is instigated and set on foot : 
chiefly by foreigners, who dare to make our shores the scene of their 
guilty and hostile preparations against a friendly power, and seek by | 

_. falsehood and misrepresentatiqn to seduce our own citizens, especially | 
the young and inconsiderate, into their wicked schemes—an ungratetul 

-.. return for the benefits conferred. upon them by this people, in permit- . 
ting them to make our country an asylum from oppression—and in fla- 

- grant abuse of the hospitality thus extended to them; a 
, And whereas such expeditions can only be regarded as adventures 

for plunder and robbery, and must meet the condemnation of the civil- | 
ized world, while they are derogatory to the character of. our country, — 
in violation of the laws of nations, and expressly prohibited by our own: 
our statutes declare that if any person shall, within the territory or . | 
jurisdiction of the United States, begin or set on foot, or provide or pre- 

pare the means for, any military expedition or enterprise, to be | 
- [706] carried on from thence against the *territory or dominions of any | 

foreign prince or state, or of any colony, district, or people with 
whom the United States are at peace, every person so offending shall = 

| be deemed guilty of a high misdemeanor, and shall be fined not exceed-. _ 
| ing three thousand dollars, and imprisoned not more thanthree years: ’. 

Now, therefore, I have issued this my proclamation warning all per- , 
‘sons who shall connect themselves with any such enterprise or expedi- 

| tion in violation of our laws and national obligations, that they will | 
_ thereby: subject themselves to the heavy penalties denounced against 

such offenses, and will forfeit their claim to the protection of this Gov- | 
- ernment, or any interference in their behalf, no matter to what extrem- - 

ities they may be reduced in consequence of their illegal conduct. And, ~~ 
therefore, l-exhort all good citizens, as they regard our national reputa- 
tion, as they respect their own laws and the laws of nations, as they
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| value the blessings of peace and the welfare of their country; to dis- 
- countenance and, by all lawful means, prevent any such enterprise; | 
and I call upon every officer of this Government, civil or military, to 

S use all efforts in his power to arrest for trial and punishment every such 
: offender against the laws of the country, = = Sg 
| 7 - Given under my hand the twenty-fifth day of April, in the year — 
| [707] of our Lord one thousand *eight hundred and fifty-one, and the — 

|  seventy-fifth of the Independence of the United States. — 
Oo EG | , MILLARD FILLMORE. | 

+ By the President: oo Bn a 
| W.S. DERRICK, — | on a | 

| 2 Aeting Secretary of State. oe 

| ne By the President of the United States of America. oo , 

a 7 A PROCLAMATION, 

| Whereas information has been. received by me that sundry persons, 
 .  gitizens of the United States, and others residents therein, are prepar- _ 

ing, within the jurisdiction of the same, to enlist or enter themselves, or 
to hire or retain others, to participate in military operations within the _ 
state of Nicaragua: - SE . 

Now, therefore, I, Franklin Pierce, President of the United States, | 
| do warn all persons against connecting themselves with any such enter- _ 

| prise or undertaking, as being contrary to their duty as good citizens and 
| to the laws of their country, and threatening to the peace of the United 

States. : | 
I do further admonish all persons who may depart from the United 

, States, either singly or in numbers, organized or unorganized, for any 
_ guch purpose, that they will thereby cease to be entitled to the protec- 

— | tion'of this Government. ts — 
a [708]  *I exhort all good citizens to discountenance and prevent any | 

— - such disreputable and criminal undertaking as aforesaid, charg- 
| ing all officers, civil and military, having lawful power in the premises, 

- to exercise the same for the purpose of maintaining the authority and 
/ enforcing the laws of the United States. - ve, 

| _ In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the 
: + geal of the United States to be affixed to these presents. _ a 
7 | Done at the city of Washington the eighth day of December, one 
pe thousand eight hundred and fifty-five, and of the Independence of the 

| ' United States the eightieth. | Oe oe 
| | | _ - FRANKLIN PIERCE. | 

a By the President: = | SS | Be 
| — .  W.L. Marcy, Seeretary of State oo | 

| : By James Buchanan, President of the United States of America. . 

| fo A PROCLAMATION. | ne 

| - Whereas information has reached me, from sources which I cannot 
disregard, that certain. persons, in violation of the neutrality laws of
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the United States, are making a third attempt to set on foot a military = 
expedition within their territory against Nicaragua, a. foreign = 

[709] *state, with which they are at peace. In order to raise money — 
for equipping and maintaining this expedition, persons connected es 

therewith, as I have reason to believe, have issued -and sold bonds and | 
other contracts pledging the. public lands of Nicaragua, and the transit 
‘route through its territory, as a security for their redemption and fulfil- | 
ment. a | | , | eg ce eee 

. The hostile design of this expedition is rendered manifest by the fact 
that these bonds and contracts can be of no possible value to their hold- 
ers unless the present government of Nicaragua shall be overthrown by a 
force. Besides, the envoy extraordinary and. minister plenipotentiary 

_ of that government in the United States has issued a notice, in pursu- _ 
_ anee of his instructions, dated on the 27th instant, forbidding the citi- 
zens or subjects of any nation, except passengers intending to proceed cou 

_ through Nicaragua over the transit route from ocean to ocean, to enter 
_. its territory without a regular passport, signed by the proper minister = 

or consul-general of the republic, resident in the country from whence | | 
they shall have departed. Such persons, with this exception, ‘will be 

: stopped and compelled to return by the same conveyance that took _ 
them to the country.”. From these circumstances, the inference is irre- | | 
sistible that persons engaged in this expedition will ieave the United 

— .- States with hostile purposes against Nicaragua. They cannot, oe 
[710] under the guise which they *have assumed, that they are peace- | 

ful emigrants, conceal their real intentions, and especially when | 
they know in advance that their landing will be resisted, and can only ) 
be accomplished by an overpowering force. This expedient was suc- 

' cessfully resorted to previously to the last expedition, and the vessel in. 
which those composing it were conveyed to Nicaragua obtained a clear- | 

- ance from the collector of the port of Mobile. Although, after a care-. , 
ful examination, no arms or munitions of war were discovered on board, | 
yet, when they arrived in Nicaragua they were found to be armed and . 

- equipped, and immediately commenced hostilities. , . | 
~The leaders of former illegal expeditions of the same character have. | 

| openly expressed their intention to renew hostilities against Nicaragua. — 
One of them, who has already been twice expelled from Nicaragua, has - 
invited, through the public newspapers, American citizens to emigrate 

_ to that republic, and has designated Mobile as the place of rendezvous 
and departure, and San Juan del Norte as the port to which they are SEs 
bound. This person, who has renounced his allegiance to the United S 
States, and claims to be President of Nicaragua, has given notice to the os 
collector of the port of Mobile that two or three hundred of these emi- So 

oo grants will be prepared to embark from that port about the = 
[711] *middle of November. re BF 7 

| ‘For these and other good reasons, and for the purpose of sav- ee 
ing American citizens, who may have been honestly deluded into the | Oe 
belief that they are about to proceed to Nicaragua as peaceful emi-. | | 
grants, if any such there be, from the disastrous consequences to which — | 
they will be exposed, I, James Buchanan, President of the United — = 

-. States, have thought it fit to issue this my proclamation, enjoining upon os 
all officers of the Government, civil and. military, in their. respective. ee 

- spheres, to be vigilant, active, and faithful in suppressing these illegal => 
enterprises, and in carrying out their standing instructions to that | | 

° effect, exhorting all good eitizens, by their respect for the laws and their | 
. regard for the peace-and welfare of the country, to aid the efforts of the | 7 

public authorities in the discharge of their duties. | SPL etd
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| In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the | 
- - seal of the United States to be affixed to these presents. | 

- Done at the city of Washington the thirtieth day of October, one 
thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, and of the Independence of the _ 

_ --: United States the eighty-third. | ) | | 
| oo . | JAMES BUCHANAN. | 

| By: the President: Pow Soe 
. Lewis Cass, Secretary of State. , 

: [713] *CORRESPONDENCE RELATIVE TO THE MONITORS 
SO CATAWBA AND ONEOTA, AT NEW ORLEANS. — 

| _ Mr. Gotti, Spanish minister, to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State. 

. ° | _ [Translation. ] a - ves 

, a Shae _ LEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, | | 
| , ts — Washington, May 23, 1868. . 

[The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary 
of Her Catholic Majesty, has the honor to present to the consideration - 
of the honorable Secretary of State what follows: a | | 

It is already a notorious fact, as published by the daily press in the 
-' United States, as well as in that of Peru, and neither contradicted nor 

denied, nor called in question by any one, that the armor-clad ships | 
Catawba and Oneota, bought by Messrs. Swift & Co., of Cincinnati, have 

- been purchased for the government of Peru, to which they at this time 
belong, and that they are preparing for departure, more or less early, 
bound for that republic, from the port of New Orleans, where they now 
actually are. This being understood, the undersigned, repeating the 

-  -verbal reclamations which he has at various conferences made 
[714] upon the subject, now addresses *himself to the honorable Secre- | 
7 tary of State, invoking his recognized uprightness, his loyalty 

| toward friendly nations, and the noble perseverance with which he has 
| upheld respect for the laws of neutrality, to the end that he may hinder _ 

the departure to sea of the monitors Catawba and Oneota while the state : 

of war exists between Spain and Peru. a SEES Eee 

Oo The undersigned, on the present occasion, thinks he may hope for the 

most efficient action from the honorable Secretary of State for most 

| especial and extraordinary reasons. First, if the state of war still sub- 
gists, itis not by fault of the Spanish government, which has shown 

| dispositions propitious to the adjustment of a peace worthy and honor-  _ 

able for all parties, having always met the friendly invitations given by 

the Hon. Mr. Seward, and in consequence suspending. active hostilities. 

| Secondly, that the government. of Her Catholic Majesty having now 

presented the question of peace in a positive manner to the honorable 

: Secretary of State, it ought to trust, and does trust, that while Peru 

-~. and the allied republics do not proffer themselves to enter upon the ne- 

- gotiations proposed, the Government of the United States will not con-  — 

| sent that in this country any detriment shall occur to the rights of Spain 

in derogation of the laws of neutrality. | | | - | 
| The undersigned avails of this occasion to reiterate to the honorable | 

Secretary of State the assurance of his highest consideration. _ . 

ae oe  BACUNDO. GONT. 
Hon. WILLIAM SEWARD, d&c., &e., Ge. | a 

yo , wo
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[715]  *Mr. Gori, Spanish minister, to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State. = 

oe oo | — .. ['Translation.]. oo oe 

| | a | LEGATION OF SPAIN IN WASHINGTON, | - 
| we, | Washington, June 30, 1868. : 

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of 
Her Catholic Majesty, on referring to his note of the 23d of May last, 
relative to the monitors Catawba and Oneota, has tle honor to call the 
attention of the honorable Secretary of State once more to the contents 
of that note. a se | a 

_. Two circumstances move the undersigned to insist again upon this | 
affair : First, it is known to the undersigned that the minister of Peru | 

_ has solicited permission from the Government of the United States to | | 
take possession of the monitors, contending that the existing situation - 
between Spain and Peru is not a state of war, which assertion is en- _ 
tirely without foundation; and second, that the monitors now in the | 

_ port of New Orleans are not apparently sufficiently guarded to prevent : 
them from going to sea, as the undersigned is aware of no official meas- 
ures having been taken to prevent their departure. _ : 7 | 
- In regard to the assertion of the government of Peru, the undersigned - 7 
hopes.the honorable Secretary has rejected it as it deserves. The state : 
of war between the nations exists so long as the belligerent and inter- 
ested parties do not stipulate for peace, and in the present case not | 
only has peace between Spain and Peru not been agreed upon, but the | 

| Os government of Peru bas not, up to this time, even accepted the — 
[716] good offices *tendered for that purpose by the Government of the 

—--. . United. States. - re 8 ee i ) 
We cannot conceive, therefore, how the government of Peru could - 

make such a request of the United States, as its grant would imply a 
violation of the law of nations, a serious offense to the laws of neutrality 
of this country, and a want. of reciprocity in the friendship and concili- | 
atory sentiments manifested by the government of Her Catholic Majesty 
in accepting the good offices of the Government of the United States 
tor the settlement of the contest. Fortunately the honorable Secretary | a 
of State, in his note of the 23d of April, to Mr. Garcia, minister of Peru, 
expressed his opinion in conformity with this doctrine in judging of the — 
present situation between Spain and Peru, and therefore the under- | 

_ signed hopes he may be excused for insisting upon that point. | 
If the government of Peru desires the present situation tobe con- —_’ 

verted into one of peace, why does it not accept the good offices tendered , 
by the Government of Washington? But asit has not accepted them, | 
how can it believe that this Government is to consider the present situ- 
ation as a state of peace, neither perfect nor imperfect? The under- 
signed trusts that the honorable Secretary of State will reject such un- 
founded pretensions as exceedingly inconsistent... From what has been | 

_ said, the undersigned feels obliged to insist upon the adoption of per- 
emptory measures to prevent the departure of those monitors. It ap- | 
os. pears from common report that. the said vessels are not in the 
[717] hands of the local authorities, and it is not known *what order — . 

— » .° has been issued about them. = = | Sd | 
The undersigned, therefore, once more invokes justice from the Gov- | | 

ernment of the United States, and begs that immediate measures be 
taken to detain the monitors Catawba and Oneota. = Se 

_ The undersigned hopes the honorable Secretary of State will be. _
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a pleased to communicate to him the resolutions adopted in conformity 
. with the claims of right and justice. (PUR ge 

Ihe undersigned embraces the occasion to renew to the honorable 
‘Secretary of State the assurances of his high consideration. ee eae 

| : _ | oe FACUNDO GONIT | 
: 7 Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, éc., ée., de. - ee 

. _ Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, to Mr. Gori, Spanish minister. 

| — | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
. a | | a Washington, July 9, 1868. 

_. The undersigned Secretary of State of the United States has the 
honor to acknowledge the receipt of a note from Mr. Gon, minister 
plenipotentiary of Her Catholic Majesty, written on the 30th of June. 

: Jast, in which Mr, Goni directs the attention of the undersigned tothe — 
a affair of the monitors Catawba and Oneota. Mr. Gofii mentions two cir- 

. cumstances which move him to insist upon the detention of those moni- 
| tors, namely, first, that the minister plenipotentiary of Peru has solicited 

| ___ permission from the United States Government to take possession of — 
| [718] the monitors, contending that the existing situation *between Spain 
a _ and Peru is no longer one of war, which assertion Mr. Gofi pro- 

nounces to be entirely without foundation ; and secondly, that the moni- 
_ ters now in the port of New Orleans are not apparently sufficiently 

_ guarded to prevent them from going to sea,as the undersigned isaware 
of no official measures having been taken to prevent their departure. 

' . Mr. Goni dwells upon the fact that the United States have tendered 
their good offices to Spain and to her antagonists, the Pacific republics, 

Oo and that while Spain has promptly expressed her disposition to accept 
those good offices with a view to the establishment. of peace, Peru has 
not accepted them, nor given any conclusive reply upon the subject. 
Mr. Goni argues from this fact that the government of Peru cannot 

| rightfully claim that the Government of the United States shall, during | 
these overtures, pronounce the state of war to be closed and the state 
of peace to have been reached by the silent consent and concurrence of. 

| the parties. ee er | 
_ Upon the grounds thus mentioned, Mr. Gofii feels himself obliged to 

- insist upon the adoption of peremptory measures to prevent the de- | 
_ parture of the monitors in question. He fortifies this position by stating 

from common report that the vessels are not in the hands of the local 
_ authorities, and it is not known what orders have been issued about 

| them. - He begs, therefore, that immediate measures be taken to detain 
| the monitors Catawba and Oneota. oe a 

| ‘The undersigned has the honor, in reply, to inform Mr. Gofii, 
{719] in the first place, that the Peruvian government, *on its part, in- 

a sists that the situation of war between herself and allies on the 
| one part, and Spain on the other, has practically come to an end by the 

cessation of all hostilities on. either side since the second day of May, 
1866. | Oe . an 

, _ The undersigned has further the honor to inform. Mr. Goi that the | 
7 Peruvian government alleges in support of its position the fact thatChili. 

and Spain, Chili being one of the allied belligerents and Spain the other | 
| _ belligerent, have, in the present year, voluntarily joined themselves _ 

together in peaceful and friendly concert and co-operation in waiving |
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objections to. the clearance from British ports of ships of war for the oe 
| respective parties. Sofarasthis Department isinformed, thisstatement — 

is not controverted by the Spanish government, and Peru insists that | | 
- the proceeding is equivalent to an acknowledgment on the part of Spain Le 

of the pretensions made by Peru that the situation of war between the a 
belligerent republics and Spain has come toanend. Peru argues in this 
respect that Spain cannot claim before the government of Great Britain 
to be at peace, and at the same time claim before the Government 7 
of the United States to be at war with Peru and her allies, the position - 
of the United States and Great Britain in regard to the belligerents - 
being identical. | | oo | : | ee 

Mr. Gofii is informed, in the third place, that the Peruvian govern- - 
+ ment distinctly proposes to the Government of the United States that, : 

if it shall consent to the clearance of the Catawbaand Oneota, the Peru- 
_.- -vian government will give adequate security that those vessels | - 

_ [720] shall not be employed *in any hostile proceeding against Spain or — eS 
| - "any other nation on their way to the port of Callao, in the Pacific, _ 

but shall keep the peace until the vessels shall have arrived in the har- 
bor of Callao, there to be used for purposes of domestic defense and. : 
security. | (gs oe : saores | : 

. Mr. Gofti is further informed, in the fourth place, that the House of | | 
Representatives having taken the subject of the sale and proposed de- 
parture of these vessels into consideration with a view to some possible _ 
legislative a¢tion thereupon, directions have been given by the Presi- — 
dent that those vessels shall not receive clearance or be permitted to _ . 
depart while the subject is engaging the attention of Congress. The oe 

' vessels are for this reason detained at present, and will be so temporarily | | 
- detained, whatever appearances or presumptions to the contrary may | 

anywhere exist. Beg gE EE 
In consequence of the proceedings of the House of Representatives 

which have been referred to, it seems to the President that the occasion. ve 
_ has not yet arrived when it will be necessary for him to decide the grave | 
question which has been raised before this Government between the 
ministers of Spain and Peru, namely, the question whether the war which | 
was heretofore waged between those nations has been practically brought: | 
to an end or not. Frankness, however, obliges the undersigned to'say. 

_ that unless some unforeseen circumstances shall soon occur, the time for wl, 
- acting upon that question would seem to be near athand. = | 

‘Phe undersigned freely admits the difficulties which are likely, 
_ [721] *to attend the decision of the question, eee 
"Tt is certain that a condition of war can be raised without an _ 
authoritative declaration of war, and, on the other hand, the situation _ | 
of peace may be restored by the long suspension of hostilities without, | 
a treaty of peace being made. History is fullof such occurrences. What a8 
period of suspension of war is necessary to justify the presumption of | 

| the restoration of peace, has never yet been settled, and must in every: 
ease be determined with reference to collateral facts and circumstances. > 

Phe proceedings of Spain and Chili which have been referred to, 
although inconclusive, require an explanation on the part of either of. — | 

_ those powers which shall insist that the condition of war stillexists 
Peru, equally with Spain, has as absolute a right to decline the good 
offices or mediation of the United States for peace as either has to — 

| accept the same. The refusal of either would be inconclusive as an 
- evidence of determination to resume or continue the war. It is the oo, 

interest of the United States, and of all nations, that the return of peace, | 
however it may be brought about, shall be accepted whenever it has 

i
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, become clearly established. Whenever the United States shall find 
-.. itself obliged to decide the question whether the war still exists between 

eee ‘Spain and Peru, or whether that war has come to an end, it will make | 
| that decision only after having carefully examinedall the pertinent facts — 

- | which shall be within its reach, and after having given due con- | 
[722]. sideration to such representations as shall have been *made by _ 

the several parties interested. = =| oe oe 
— _ . Tam, sir, your obedient servant, _ pee | : 

| a WY LLTAM HH. SEWARD. - 
+s §efior Don FAcuUNDO GONI, &e., de. Be | - | 

Mr. Gori, Spanish minister, to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State. 

CO oo... * FT ranslation.] CO nee Be 

| oo  UEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON,  — 
OU un Sab vat Sa Sek Washington, July 29, 1868. 
The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of 

| Her Catholic Majesty, has the honor to reply to the note in the matter 
. of the monitors Catawba and Oneota, which the honorable Secretary of = 

- State of the United States was pleased to address to him on the 9th 
a instant, and passes on to notice the contents thereof. = 

-. Phe honorable Secretary of State, in the note referred to, informsthe | 

undersigned that the government of Peru maintains that the state of 

war between Spain and-the allied republics has terminated, alleging, for | 

reason, that active hostilities have been suspended for more than two ( 
years, and quoting that Spain and Chili had reciprocally consented to_ | 

_ ‘the departure of some vessels of their respective flags, which were | 

| detained in British ports, from which fact the government of Peru infers 

that Spain cannot say she is at peace in respect of the British govern- 

, ment, and say that she is at war in respect of the Government of the | 

| United States. oe | oe | 

a [723] *The undersigned can do no less than state that the singular pre- | 
- tension of the government of Peru causes him extreme surprise. | 

| - 'Po‘say that a state of war does not exist, when, nevertheless, no propo- | 

sition of peace has been accepted, is an affirmation equally gratuitous © | 

| - and new, which it is not necessary to contest. ~ ne | 
| As to the facts alleged, no one of them implies, even remotely, the | 

cessation of war. The fact of hostilities being suspended on the part of | 

Spain is the consequence of the acceptance of the good offices offered | 

to the belligerents by the Government of the United States on the 20th 
of December, 1866. In respect to the departure of Spanish and Chilian | 

| vessels, detained by the government of Great Britain in fulfillment of | 
| her duties as a neutral power, the undersigned does not know, with ex- | 

a  actness, what happened in London, although he has reasons for thinking | 

| : that there was not any formal and directagreement between therepresent- 

| ~ atives of both nations; but at all events, and even if such had existed, | 

that could not alter or modify the situation in which both parties find : 

themselves. To pretend that the consent to the departure of the vessels’ | 

respectively means a declaration of astate of peace would be equivalent | 
to inaintaining that any special agreement of two belligerent states, | 

| . whether about an exchange of prisoners, or furnishing supplies, or any | 

other partial and limited point, would imply the termination of the war. | 

| It is, therefore, not a logical consequence which the Peruvian | 

| : a 
3 , |
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_» [724] *government deduces from the act which occurred in-London, nor 
| the signification attached to it well founded. Besides, it is proper | 

to note the fact that, whatever might be the importance of. the arrange- ; 
ment of London, that arrangement took place between Spain and Chili, | 

| and not between Spain and Peru; and the Peruvian government, how- 
ever much allied with that of Chili, in the contest with Spain, could not ce 
invoke in its favor a special agreement made with another state. 

It follows from what has been said that although Spain, through the - 
effect of its sincere desire for peace, has suspended active hostilities, she 
still finds herself in a state of war, and.can dono less than maintain the | 

_ rights which correspond with such condition according to the laws ‘of — 
nations while that state continues to subsist, and a solution satisfactory _ | 
to both belligerent parties is not reached. | - - 

_ The honorable Secretary of State, in connection with this question, . 
discusses in his note a grave matter which the undersigned can do no | 

- Jess than notice. The honorable Secretary states that because of the 
interference of the House of Representatives in the question of the moni-. | 

_ tors Catawba and Oneota, the President may not deem the occasionoppor-. : 
_ tune for deciding whether the war between Spain and the allied republics _ 

has or has not practically come to an end; but considers that itis nearly — 
time to decide upon this, and the more so, that he recognizes the difficul-_- | 

: ty, ties which that solution presents. He adds, that inasmuch as a _ 
_ [725]. state of war maybe established * without a previous declaration, 
a _- so also may a State of peace be re-established without an express : 

treaty; and, as it has not as yet been settled how much time must elapse 7 
from the suspension of hostilities until peace may be presumed to be re- 
established, it ought to be decided in view of the facts and circumstances 
of each case; and concludes by declaring that the United States, when : 
they consider themselves obliged to determine whether war still exists 

- between Spain and Peru, or has come to an end, such decision will be | 
~ yeached after having carefully examined the facts and given due con- S 

- sideration to the representations of the parties interested. . _ 
_The undersigned cannot assent entirely to the preceding assertions, | 

_ but will confine himself to observing only that the state of war and | 
' State of peace between two nations, first of all, and beyond all, are facts 

which depend upon the will of the parties interested, it. belonging to 
them to decide by common accord what is the state. in which they find 
themselves, and what the character of their respective relations. : 
As for the determinations which the United States may believe them- | 

selves to. be obliged to adopt under given circumstances, the Government | 
_ of.the United States, and especially the honorable Secretary of. State, | | 

on whom this matter is incumbent, has too much enlightenment and — , 
uprightness to separate himself in these matters from the recognized | | 

__-principles of the law of nations and international usages, and thus he 
disposes of the finale of the note of the honarable Secretary of State. . 

| Besides, the Government of the United States holding on the — 
_ [726]. present *occasion the character of mediator,in virtue of the. a 

— -.aeceptance of its good offices on the part of Spain, the under-: | 
signed cannot for a moment doubt.that while it holds that trust, it-will __ : 
respond with its accustomed loyalty to the. confidence of the Spanish 
government. 7 go de Luce afer | 
- In the last place, the Secretary of State informs the undersigned that. 
by, reason of the above-mentioned intervention of the House of Repre- 
sentatives about the sale and departure of the monitors, orders were: 
dispatched by the President that clearances should not be given to them, | 
nor that they should be permitted to go to sea, and that in consequence
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| the vessels are detained, and will so continue temporarily. The under- — 
signed, as is just, appreciates the issuance of such orders, and must 
hope that, the detention of the vessels being found just in. itself by the 

. provisions of the law of neutrality and the prescriptions of international 
— —. law, such detention will not cease until the state of war ceases. As for 
7 what the government of Peru may have offered. to that of the United _ 

States as security that the monitors shall not be employed in hostilities 
against Spain, the undersigned will make no reply, not having any ~ 
eause to doubt the sincerity and good faith of such offers; but that 
circumstance cannot discharge him from his duty of making just recla-— 

a mations, a ee a oo 
The undersigned recapitulates the contents of the present note by 

a . stating that Spain is disposed to re-establish honorably her. 
_ [727] friendly relations with the allied republics, and *therefore desires 

| to.return to the state of peace, but that unfortunately she now 
still finds herself in a state of war. Te oo ne 

That neither the suspension of hostilities nor the concerted departure. 
. : of the Spanish and Chilian vessels from London changes or alters the — : 

existing status. | , oe , ) cee 
That the determination of said state of war cannot be brought about 

- except by the declaration of the interested belligerent parties. : : 
| : ‘Phat the state of war existing, Spain can do no less than maintain — 

the rights which belong to her, and reclaim their observance by neutral | 
governments. a | | a | : 

| . That in addressing the Government of the United States, which com- 
bines fhe character of neutral with that of mediator, Spain finds herself 
assisted by a double right to request the detention of the monitors: 
Catawba and Oneota, belonging to Peru. | a Dos 

| And, in conclusion, that he hopes that the Government of the United 
States, as friend and neutral, will continue to cause to be respected the 

| ' right and the laws of neutrality, and that as mediator it may succeed 
| in obtaining a solution honorable to the contending parties and bene-. _ 

. ficial to the interests of all nations. be . an 
The undersigned reiterates again to the honorable Secretary of State 

the assurance of his highest consideration. | oo 
| _ . aoe ee FACUNDO GONI. | | 
| Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, dc., de, de. ne 

| [728] *Mr. Gori, Spanish minister, to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State. | 

Oo oe [Translation.]. - | 

a - | LEGATION OF SPAIN IN WASHINGTON, _ a 
— | _ | Washington, November 24, 1868. 

: At one of the latest conferences in relation to the monitors Catawba. 
~ and Oneota, purchased for the government of Peru, the honorable Sec- 

| retary of State of the United States, after again presenting some obser- 
| vations expressed in his note of the 9th of July. referring to this matter, 

was pleased to make manifest to the undersigned that the Spanish 
government could, without obstacle of any kind, consent to the depart- 
ure of those vessels in consideration of two special .circumstances, to | 

wit: : _ eee | 7 | | 
| 1. That complete peace existing in fact between Spain and Peru, and | 

this peace in fact being very shortly to be converted into peace accord:



Ing to law, as- recent communications received ‘at’ the Department of =. 
_. State demonstrate, and especially the protocol of the conference which,» 

on the Ist day of September last, was observed in Lima by the repre- = 
sentatives of the four allied republics, in view of so near and probable — oo 

 anevent, the acquiescence of the Spanish government would be justifi- eat 
. able in respeet of the immediate departure of the monitors, which need __ : 

 to-.avail themselves of the-fair weather of the southern hemisphere, — oo 

and would moreover signify a deference very remarkable and worthy - 

_. .. 2. That this Government having assurance that the monitors are nob 
sto exercise any hostilities against Spain, not. only because of the — a 

‘ [729] disposition which animates the government *of Peru, but also ~ 
.,. +. because the minister of that republic: has madeso solemn promise —s_—~ 

thereof, as the honorable Secretary of State has been pleased to assure. 
_. the undersigned in the said note,of the 9th of July, that Spain cannot = > 

entertain, in this respect, the least reason for withdrawal or apprehen-. 

~~. In ‘consequence of the precedent manifestation of the Secretary of cS 
_ State, the undersigned finds himself fully authorized to declare that 

_ the present government of Spain, desirous, as the representative of the oe 
the new political situation created in that country, to give proof of its | 
friendly attitude toward the Hispano-American republics of the Pacific, Bote 

_ ceases to oppose the departure to sea of the monitors Catawba and .  __ 
~ QOneota, hoping only that the honorable Secretary of State will please 

_ to assure him, in conformity with the offers: made by the minister of © = 
Peru, that the said vessels will not attempt to commit any act offensive = 

- to Spanish interests during their voyage to the Pacific. © © 2 
-, The undersigned has the honor to. communicate the foregoing to the oo 

- honorable Secretary of State of the United States, and awaiting reply = 
to the present note, avails of this fresh occasion to reiterate the assur- = 

_ ance of his highest congideration, = So 

_ Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, de, de, Ge 

Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, to Mr. Gori, Spanish minister, 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 2-0 
Washington, November 30,1868..° 

| Srp: Your note of the 24th instant has been received with: | 
[730] high satis*faction, = si et ee 

FE. give you ,herewith, and with the assent of Sefor Garciay - | 
_ Garcia, minister of Peru, extracts from two notes which have been re- 

~ . \eeived from that distinguished gentleman, relating to the proposed oe 
. departure of the Oneota and Catawba for a Peruvian port. It gives sis 
- me-pleasure to add that this Government reposes entire confidence in 

the fulfillment of the assurances on that subject which appear in those: pe 
notes. (EN SG : Re aie 28. | 
[avail myself of the occasion, sir, to offer to you assurances of my  =——™ 

very high consideration. = = TS ER EE 8 

_ Sefior Don Facunbo. Gon, de, de, de
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foie sg | a Mr. Garcia, Peruvian minister, to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State. | oe 

a ; oo CLARENDON Horst, New York, May 8, 1868. 
«Birr: If, in order to your acceding to the intimation I have hinted at, , 

'. -,: 46 were necessary to promise positively that the vessels which go from — 
| the. United States shall proceed on the route to Peru without attacking 
- or provoking attacks from other nations, without any exception, nor to 
| - --—- eause injury nor to offer threats to their possessions, I hold in pledge | 

: - to the United States the honor of the Peruvian government from this — 

-. Tooment. . | ee 
Oo - I avail myself, with satisfaction of this opportunity to renew to your 

—- -excellency the assurances of the high respect and esteem with which I — 
—.- gubseribe myself your very obedient servant, ps ee 

OO a oo | JOSE ANTONIO G. Y GARCIA. | 
>, His Excellency WM. H. SEWARD, = oe ER 

. re ne — de., &e., de. Washington, 

e | o [731] *Mr. Garcia, Peruvian minister, to Mr. Seward, Seoretary of State. 

DS oe . a _ [‘Translation.—Extract.] | re Sas » ae 7 

Be CLARENDON Hoten, New York, July 28, 1868. 
| Sir: the foregoing would undoubtedly suffice for the end in view 

when addressing an upright and enlightened government, such as that 
- . . ef your excellency’s, but the government of Peru voluntarily and delib- — 

-._ erately desires to offer to yours the most perfect security as to the recti- 
Be, tude of its intentions in sending those vessels to the coasts of the 

_.'- republic, and for that purpose has instructed me to reiterate, expressly — ; 
in its name, to the United States Government, the formal promise that 
the monitors will leave for the Pacific without attacking, or in any-way _ 

- molesting, any vessels or possessions of Spain, and without committing 
7 any act of hostility, directly or indirectly, against the flag of that na-_ 

| tion, either at sea or on land, to which they may not be provoked: The 
os honor of the Peruvian government, I again repeat on this occasion, 
: > guarantees to your excellency the strict fulfillment of this solemn — 

- . -- promise. oe sO EEE aya ET yp 
. | have the honor of subscribing myself, with. the highest considera- 
oe tion, your excellency’s most humble and obedient. servant, ae 

EE he _. JOSE ANTONIO G. Y GARCIA. | 
7 : - His Excellency WILLIAM H. SEWARD, = ———— es . 

oy Secretary of the United States of America, Washington. = 

So os Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. 

. - . ; \ Case [Translation. ] . | - - St 

ee ss LEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, 
we ee ee April 3, 1896. | 

«732; ~~ «~*The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plénipo- _ 
-  .. tentiary of Spain, has become informed, by news communicated —
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_. tohim from the Cuban authorities, confirmed through other channels, LSE 
- that one of the Peruvian monitors whieh the Spanish squadron allowed: 

to leave one of the southern ports of the United States, instead of con- ae 
_ tinuing her course towards the waters of the Pacific, in accordance with | Tee 

_ the solemn promise made to the Government of this Republic by the ac- — ie 
credited minister of Peru, Mr. Garcia, has violated this compromise by OE 
returning to the waters of the island of Cuba, and entering one of its = = 
ports called Puerto Naranjo, 0 

_ «The undersigned considers it his duty to call to this matter the atten- _ a 
_tion of the honorable Secretary of State, to whom-he doubts not such = 

- procedure will cause a feeling of disgust, adding that one of the Span- 
ish war-steamers, the Fernando el Catolica, accompanied the saidsteamer | os 

_. to Inagua, which is at the extreme end of the island, and gave up the se 
_. watchfulness which he exercised towards them, in the assurance that = == 

they would not fail to the agreement made with Spain through the me- ee 
-  diation of the Government of the United States. 
_. The undersigned thinks it proper that the honorable Secretary of = = 
_. State should have exact information about the matter, anditisthepur- 
_ pose of this note to send him herewith exact copies of what passed at) 

the time my government acceded to the departure .of the steamers  =——s— 
- mentioned. © " OS 

The undersigned avails of this occasion to reiterate,tothe hon- = = —~ 
[733] orable Secretary of State the assurance of his highest *consid- = == 

eration. : : Le gas ee Ny 
DENG MAURICIO LOPEZ ROBERTS. .  . 

- The Honorable SECRETARY OF STATE ee ee ee 
aR oo _ Of the United States. 

Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister. ae 

“Be er ot DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = =————C~— 
to SRE ret Sages RR Washington, April 7,1869.. 

‘The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has the’ 
_ honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note of the 3d instant from Don =. 
Mauricio Lopez Roberts, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipoten- = ss -_—| 

' tiary of Spain, stating that he had'been informed by the Cuban author- Loe 
_' ities, which information was confirmed through other channels, thatone == 
_ of the Peruvian monitors had entered the Cuban port of Naranjoinvio- => 

lation of the promise made by Sefior Don Garcia y Garcia, minister plen- 
_ ipotentiary of Peru, before those vessels left the United States. _ BES eee 

_ In reply the undersigned has the honor to state that this Department =~ 

_ has no other information on the subject than that contained in Mr.Rob- 
_ erts’s note. , Lappears, however, on examining the termsof Mr.Garcia’ss 

- notes on the occasion of the departure of the monitors, thattheydonot = = 
contain any pledge that those vessels shall not entera Spanish port = 
under any circumstance, but that they shall not, on their way to Peru, = 

_ attack.the possessions of Spain. Mr. Roberts does not allege that any = 
such attack has been made by the monitor to which he refers; conse- = 

quently the pledge given by Mr. Garcia cannot be regarded as” 
- [734] violated until such attack shall *have taken place. The mere ss 

_ .... entrance of one of those vessels into a Cuban port cannot justly = 
be regarded as a hostile dct. .It may have been compelled by stress of © 
weather or other similar cause. Mr. Roberts is aware that the monitors So 

_ referred to were not intended for sea-going vessels. Indeed, they cannot.
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navigate the ocean unless attended or towed by other steamers or ves- ~ 
+, gels; consequently they cannot remain long at sea without proceeding _ 

$9 some port for the purpose of replenishing their fuel and other sup- 

plies. | Ee | Sees | 
Until authentic information to the contrary shall have been received, 

- it must be presumed that, if the monitor to which Mr. Roberts refers 
| has in point of fact entered a Cuban port, that entrance was occasioned — 

| by some such necessity as that adverted to. © ©. Sc 
The undersigned avails of this oceasion to offer to Mr. Roberts the. . 

- assurance of his high consideration. ==. ; | 
oe! ann po Ee — HAMTLTON FISH. . 

- Sefior Don M. Lopez RoBERTS. — 

| - Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister. | 

OS DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
ne | Washington, April 14,1869. 

. "Sim: T have the honor to inclose for your information the accompany- 
So ing transcript of a note of the 9th instant, addressed to me by the min- | 

ister of Peru, in whichis given the substance of communications —— 
_  -—-« [785] received by him from the *commander of the Peruvian squadron, 

i i to which the monitors Atahualpa and Manco Capac belong, es- 
| pecially with regard to the visit of the latter on a late occasion to the 

| _ -port of Naranjo, on the northern coast of Cuba. aoe Oe 
Not doubting that you will receive with satisfaction the statement of _ 

Mr. Garcia, I remain, with the highest consideration, your obedient _ 
| ~~ Servant, 8 ge So SS 

TS hee Se beng Re ss . HAMILTON FISH. 
Sefior Don M. Lopez ROBERTS.. oe ‘ | 

> Mr, Roberts, Spanish minister, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. ~ 

Es | [Translation] 8 = — | 

Shae Oe LEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, | 3 
nae Se April 15, 1869. 

| _, The minister plenipotentiary of Spain has had the honor to receive « 
ss the note of 14th instant, in which the honorable Secretary of State _ 

pleased to send him copy of a communication from the minister of Peru, 
dated the 9th, explaining the causes which gave occasion for the touch- 

vy . ‘Ing at Puerto Naranjo, in the island ef Cuba, of the Peruvian monitor 
Manco Capac. — CESS up hae me 
‘The undersigned has already sent to his government these satisfac- 

tory communications, and presents his thanks to the honorable Secretary _ 
; _ Fish for his attention, availing himself of this oceasion to offer to him 

the expression of his highest consideration, = : ee 
- a ee | MAURICIO LOPEZ ROBERTS.: 

_ | The Honorable SECRETARY OF STATE ~— | | : eee 
OF the United States. os
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= Mr. Fish, Secretary of ‘State, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. ae 2 

 §rr: The chargé @affaires of Hayti has addressed a note to this De- | | 
partment, stating that persons acting for those he calls rebels in his coun- — : 
try are fitting out a steamer called the Florida, at Chester, Pennsylva- | 
nia, for the service of the enemies of his government. He consequently 7 

. asks that the clearance of that vessel may be prevented. 2 
.... [ will consequently thank you to cause inquiry to be made into the  —s 
- Gase, and to adopt such measures as the result may warrant under the  — 

-. [have the honor to be, sir, yours, &¢., 
Og Ee SIE Ee HAMILTON FISH. 

Hon. GEORGE 8S. BOUTWELL, a yes 
— Seoretary of the Treasury. on 

| . - Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. - Zi ne a 

a eee ee ee - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = 
ee ee ee ee Washington, April 3, 1869. Se 

[738] *Srr: Mr. Evariste La Roche, the chargé affaires of Hayti, = = 
has addressed a note to this Department, stating that he has in-. oo 

formation ‘to the effect that a steamer named Florida is in the- course ee | 
of being fitted out at Chester, Pennsylvania, for the service of the 1n- CaP ne 

- gurgents in arms against his government. | (ORR See 
| will consequently thank you to instruct the proper officers to prose- sts 

- cute any person who, in the proceeding referred to, may violatethe law = © 
_ of the United States. 7 \ | eee ce 

[have the honor to be, sir, yours, &c., CE Eh EOE Pd Sag Bee 
er | re HAMILTON FISH. ss 

—».» Hon. E. Rockwoop Hoar, ©. Jae 
ee Attorney-General. | eee 

2 eS . Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Fish, ‘Secretary of State. hs 2 - 7 a 

Ee - APTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 

-- §rz: I am in the receipt of a letter from you of the 3d instant,con- 
- veying certain information received by your Department from the ce 

_ ehargé d’affaires of Hayti, relative to the fitting out ofasteamernamed = 
Florida, at Chester, Pennsylvania, forthe service of theinsurgentsnow 
in arms against his government. wo Ng ee ©
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. ‘TI inelose you herewith a copy of a communication addressed to the 
| _ United States attorney for the eastern district of Pennsylvania upon — 
= this subject. —_ OSE . eae 

so... -T have the honor to be yours, &e., | S ee 

| oe 7 on Attorney-General. 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, — : ya So 7 | 

a - Seeretary of State = ne oe 

[739] *Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to the district attorney of the eastern 
o _ district of Pennsylvania. Pe - 

| a ne _... WASHINGTON, April 10, 1869. | 

ss SiR: I inclose herewith a copy of a letter addressed to this office by — 
, Hon. Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State, stating that he has received 

ss Gn formation to the effect that a steamer named the Florida is in course _ 
of being fitted out at Chester, Pennsylvania, for the service of the in- — 

-gurgents in arms against the government of Hayti. Oe 
ee You will please take such steps and institute such proceedings as 

- seem.to be necessary to prevent or to punish a violation of the laws of — 
| the United States by the parties who may be engaged in any illegal 

transaction connected with this vessel. You will report also to this | 
a office any reliable information upon the subject, and any action that 

you may take in pursuance of these instructions. — oe 
a oe Very respectfully, yours, &., | ae 

- a | - :  K. BR. HOAR, egg A 
- TE : - Attorney-General. - 

a UNIZED STATES ATTORNEY,  . 7 . 
a . Eastern District Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. | 

| | [For inclosure see ante, page 725.) a 

/ ) Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. 

| —_ a | CS TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | - 
BS oe an | | oS Washington, April 12, 1869. 

Be Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
_ : the 3d instant, relative to the fitting out at Chester, Pennsylva- 
mo [740] nia, of the steamer *Florida, which the chargé d’affaires of Hayti 

| — —- had advised the Department of State was for the service of the 
Bs enemies of his government, and whose clearance, therefore, he asked 

+ might be prevented ; and you request this Department to cause inquiry _ 
ee to be made, and to adopt such measures as are proper in the premises. 
me In reply, I have to inform you that a copy of your communication was 
;  - transmitted to thecollector at Philadelphia, with instructions to report 
po if there were any. grounds for the suspicion entertained by the Haytian | 
pe chargé, and be vigilant to enforce the provisions of the act.of 20th 
pe April,1818. — - . | | a 

| On the 8th instant the collector made his report, stating that he had 
| fully advised the commanding officer of the revenue-steamer Seward 

what course to pursue, and had also communicated with the assistant |
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surveyor at Chester in relation to the-matter, a copy of whose letter = 

was inclosed, and herewith I transmit copies of these documents. I , ae 
also. inclose you a copy of the instructions of this Department to the as 

~ eollector of Philadelphia, of this day’s date, directing him, if the case eee 

demanded it, to take the bond provided by the first section of the act © 

above cited, aes ye 
oe With great respect, = | a ee a 

ny GHO. S. BOUTWELL, - oo 

—  Geeretary of Staten We ES eo . 

Paty. | - *[Inclosure.] fo Oh 

“Mr. Moore, collector of customs, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, 

BS  CustoM-Housk, PHILADELPHIA, ——™ 
et Qollector’s Office, April8,1869. | 

$e: I have received your letter of the 5th instant, inclosiyg copy of © 
-- Jetter from Secretary of State in relation to an apprehended violation = 

of the neutrality laws in fitting out steamer Florida at Chester, Penn- 
gylwaniae = | ee 4 ee 

[have fully advised the commanding officer of the revenue-steamer 

_ Seward what course to pursue, and have also communicated with assist- 
-. ant surveyor at Chester in relation to the matter, a @py of whose 

_. Jetter is herewith inclosed. Sesh: EES Oe 
Very respectfully, yours, &e., QU 

oe BO  Oollector of Customs. 
| Hon. Geo. S. BOUTWELL, =  -~ —————— crs eee 

Secretary of the Treasury, Washington, D. C. oo | oe 

Ceo te we __- [Inclosure.] oe ae 2 

> Mr, Litzenderg, surveyor, to collector of customs, Philadelphia... 

Eg ee : OFFICE SURVEYOR OF CUSTOMS, ~ ae 
EP a ba he Chester, Pennsylvania, April 8,1869. = 

- §rr: In answer to your inquiries in regard to the steamer Florida, 
-- now undergoing repairs at this port, I have the honorto say that [have 

made diligentinquiry in regard to her destination, andfrom information 
obtained, find she is bound for Rio, South America. The Florida = = =| _—- 

_. [742] belongs to Frederick W. Clapp, of Boston, No.17 Rowe’s*wharf, 

of whom any information in regard to her destination can be . 

‘Respectfully, yours, &., ee eee 

ta ee “6 SENOR LITZEMBERG, © 
ON SBOE TS ho UA NSPS adres. 7 — Surveyor, 

~~ COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS, | | PO ge SB 

Philadelphia, — 7 a a re
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re Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to collector of customs, Phila- 
cela hae og | delphia. © ee ee ee 

eu +. TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
oo ae os Washington, Aprit 12,1869. 

ss Siz: Tam in receipt of your letter of the 8th instant, relative to the | 
steamer, Florida, alleged to be fitting out at Chester, Pennsylvania, for 
the service of the enemies of the government of Hayti, and stating that = 
you had fully advised the commanding officer of the revenue-steamer | 

. , Seward what course to purste, and communicated with the assistant ~— _ 
-gurveyor at Chester concerning the matter, a copy of whose letter you | 

: — inelosee a PARED Sos | - | 

- ‘In reply, the Department approves your action in the premises, and = 
if the case demands it you will please take the bond provided for by : 

_ the first section of act of 20th April, 1818, chapter 88, page447, Statutes = 
oO at Large, vol.ifi., pee oo ne 

ot Very respectfully, yours, &@, 
5 Co a 6 GEO. SS. BOUTWELL, y | 

| So Seoretary of the Treasury, 
- COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS, _ ao oo : | oo 

a Philadelphiaa | rs 

= a [743] *Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Smith, district attorney, Phila- 
- | delphia. Se 

- | e. | WASHINGTON, May 14,1869. 
Sr: It has been orally reported to the Department of State, by the | 

minister of Spain, “that the steamer Atlanta at Philadelphia. has been | 
ss gold. to the Cubans, and that the steamer Florida at Chester, Pennsyl-. 

- vania, is being fitted out under suspicious circumstances.” To this last- : 
| named vessel the diplomatic representative of, Hayti has also called 

| attention. You are referred to the copy ‘of the letter to the United — 
| : States marshal for the southern district of New York, sent you inclosed | 

| with my letter of the 12th instant, for general instructions in the prem- | 
_ ises. | : Bo eB eSB Sy ES SE 

| ' Whenever complaint is made against any vessel: on trustworthy evi- _ 
| ‘dence sufficient to establish beforé a court of justice probable cause to , 

7 _ believe that such vessel is forfeitable for a violation of the neutrality 
; _ laws, you are instructed to file a libel and arrest the vessel. oe 

| ~ . Very respectfully, — ATM ha 7 
| | Bs | oe noe eK RR. HOAR, 

rr ee ee - on Attorney-General. | 
| AUBREY H. SmitH, Esq, |) cogil: 

| | United States Attorney, Philadelphia, 

| Oo : Mr. Fish Secretary of State, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney- General. 4 

744] | tt * DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a! 
oo . lg Washington, May 15,1869, 

7 ir: I have the honor to inclose a copy of a translation of a note of 
the — instant, addressed to this Department by Mr. Evariste La Roche, 

. ; a <1 For copy of this letter see post p. 729. oe | yoy yo -
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chargé Waffaires of-Hayti, setting forth the reasons he still entertains = 
for the opinion that the steamer Florida at Chester, Pennsylvania, has ° 
been prepared and is about to start for the purpose of ehgaging in.” 

 _ hostilities against his government. The expediency of requiring the. 
| security which Mr. La Roche indicates against a violation of thelaw of — | 
-- the United States in this case is submitted to your early consideration. , ae 
'--- [hve the honor to be, sir, yours, &, = 

_ Hon. E. Rockwoop HoaR, . |. wd eR 

Attorney-General, 

os Le "Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Smith, district attorney. — ee . 
DER ee coe [Telegram] ee cS oe ee 
es nad WASHINGTON, May 18,1869. 

AUBREY H. Smita, Esq.; United States Attorney, Philadelphia: 8 

_ Lieok out forthe Florida. On proof of probable cause, libel and arrest = 

her. ee eee eee _ Oo a 

SOLAS eR Od a ee | Attorney-General. =. 

- Mr. Hoar, Attorney- General, to Mr. Andrews, United States marshal. a ae 

Cage — Wasnineton, May 18,1869. 
[745] ~~ *Srr: Linclose for your informationa portion of the translation = 

+ of anote, sent by Mr. Evariste La Roche, chargé Waffairesof |» 
_ _Hayti, to the Secretary of State, and by the Secretary of State to this =~. 

office. I send inclosed, also, ‘a copy of a letter dated May 10, sent by = 
this office to the marshal of the United States for the,southern districé = 
of New York, which you will consider as general instructions in caseS 

_. of any violation of the neutrality laws within your district. You are 
- expected to receive any information that, may be given you by the rep- 
— resentatives of foreign governments, as well as by other-persons, but  —_| 

-- you are’not expected to engage in general correspondence with foreign =. 
+ representatives upon the subject of the neutrality laws, although itis 

_ deemed entirely proper that you should acknowledge the receipt of any = = 
_.. communication that they may send you, and should answer any direct 
_. Inquiry as to whether any specified person or vessel has been arrested 
_. and proceedings instituted for punishment or forfeiture, = AEs eee 

Very respectfully, yoursy &e., J aes 

Attorney-General, 

United States Marshal, Boston, Massachusetts. os Ba) 

Mr, Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. ae 

lke ss ee oo ss,  Wasuineron, May 10,1869. os 
_. [746] .. *Str: Your letter of the 6th instant and your letter of the 8th = 

_... Instant, both addressed to the Secretary of State, relating tothe = 
neutrality laws of the United States, and your duties as marshal in fef- | 

_ erénicé thereto, have been Sent to this office,
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. The first seven sections of chap. 88 of the acts of Congress of 1818, 
— (3 Statutes at Large, 447,) provide for the punishment of persons and 

the forfeiture of property, which are of course to be effected by the _ 
judgment of a court, in a suit commenced by indictment or libel of in- 

Such suits will, in proper cases, be instituted by the district attorney, . 
‘ - and you, as marshal, will arrest the person or property, pursutnt to the 

warrant addressed to you from the court. Sections 8.and.9 of this act — 
oe empower the President, or such other person as he shall have empow- 

ered for that purpose, to employ the land or naval forces, or the militia, 
: '  for-certain purposes named in these sections. Sections 11 and 12 impose 

| | in the cases named therein on owners or consignees of vessels cer: 
_ tain duties, and give an authority to collectors of customs to detain ves- 

gels or to take'a bond. Fe | 
- . ‘Whether suits, either criminal or for forfeiture, are to be instituted, _ 

must, so far as the local officers are concerned, be determined by | 
ne [747] the district *attorney, upon such evidence as may be known to 

| him; and you have the well-known right of marshals to call upon 
. the posse comitatus to aid you if you are obstructed in the service of pro- | 

: cess. So faras sections 8 and 9 confer alarger power than this upon the | 
, ‘ person empowered by the President, pursuant to these sections such | 

persons must be specially empowered for that purpose; and you do not ~ 
have this power by virtue of your office as marshal. sig | 

—.-- T¢- is plain that to efficiently prevent any violations of this act, orto — _ 
_s gurely punish them if committed, the cordial and active co-operation of 

, the district attorney, marshal, and collector of the. port is requisite. 
| Any information’ that you may obtain in any manner which youdeem 

worthy of any notice should be immediately communicated by you to 
—_ _ the district attorney, and also, if relating to a vessel, to the collector of 

the port. It is not deemed best at present to authorize or require you 
| - ... to employ detectives for the special purpose of discovering violations of = 

the provisions of this act, but you and your: deputies are expected to _ 
- receive all information that may be offered, and to be attentive to all 

| Vo matters of suspicion that come within your knowledge, and in cases 
_ [748] where your action is required, to be vigilant, *prompt, and effi- 
.. .. Gent. I will thank you to communicate to me from time to time 

. _ any information that you deem trustworthy and important. = = °° 
- The local officers are in no event to wait for instructions before acting 

- in cases where they are convinced that a violation of this act has been __ 
7 committed, and where delay may prevent its punishment, but are toact 
_ at once upon their best judgment, and immediately to report such action 

| - to. this office. Communications from you, unless called for by other — 
| Departments, or unless. the subject-matter pertains particularly to such 
| _ Department, should be made to thisoffice. = , 

. ‘Very respectfully, ee ee eee cee | 
| : es, AR HOAR, 
| 2 EESTI ao Lo Attorney-General. 

FRANCIS C. BARLOW, Esq. _ ce ne | 

pn [749| *Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. 

| Se Se |  ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, _ 
— a Roe Washington, May 18, 1869. 

Srp: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
| . the 15th instant, inclosing a copy of a translation of a note of the 12th
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—. Instant, addressed to. the Department of State by Mr. EvaristeLa Roche, = 
chargé affaires of Hayti, all relating to the steamer Florida at Chester, 

- Pennsylvania. A copy of the translation of the note has been by me | 
--_- gent to the Secretary of the Treasury, that he may issue any instructions Loe 
-_. to the collector of the customs for the revenue district within which = 
- Chester is situated that he deems best. . Instructions relating to this Be 
| steamer have already been sent by this office to the marshal and at- — & 

— torney of the United States for the eastern district of Pennsylvania. ee 
__« The United States attorneys and marshals are instructed to receive _ , 

any information that may be offered tending to show that any violation _ | 
of the neutrality laws has been committed or attempted, as well asto = 
be attentive themselves to any matters of suspicion thatmay come within sy 

their knowledge, and whenever complaint is made against any vessel =| 
on trustworthy evidence sufficient to establish before a court of justice, = > 

- probable cause to believe that.such vessel is forfeitable for a violation = = = 
of the neutrality laws, they are instructed to file a libel and detain the 

---vessel. The propriety of your informing Mr. La Roche-that hemay 
- ecommunicate any facts within his knowledge relating toa violation of 

the neutrailty laws directly to a United States attorney, is submitted = — 
for your consideration. = z hae ee 

- {750]—s * Very respectfully, your obedient servant, , ee 

(ER ie gS Te | Attorney-General. Pe 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, | _ Be Ses 

se  Beeretaryof State, 

. Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State 

AT TORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 

Washington, May 18,1869. 
_.. Sir: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letterof = 

this date, inclosing a copy of a note of the 15th instant, addressed to 
your Department by Mr, Evariste La Roche, relative to the recent de- - = 
-parture from Boston of an armed vessel ostensibly for Jamaica, but . 
really, as Mr. La Roche charges, for St. Marc,in Hayti., 
Instructions appropriate to the case have this day been sent tothe = 

-. United States attorney and marshal for the district of Massachusetts. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 2 

Pa | ee eee E.R. HOAR, © |. 
UO ORGS ed Attorney-General. 

Hon. Hamimton Fiso, gee 
ss  Geeretary of State fe Ses 

ee Oo Mr. Fish, Secretary of State,to Mr. Murray, 

Ete eI DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
ee ee ee Washington, July 29,1869. 

- [751]  =*Srr: [have received your letter of the 28th July,asking me to 
agree, on the part of this Department, to the delivery by youofan |. 

_.. armed vessel to the. Haytian Republic in the harbor of Port. au Prince, 
without molestation on the voyage. 
+ In reply, Ihave to-say that there does not appear, in the case that = =
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| you present, to be any propriety in an interference in this matter by | 
_ this Department, the Haytian nation being at peace with the United 

_ «States, and with all the world so far as we have any official authentic => 
| ‘information. If a state of civil strife prevails there, it isone of which 

this Government has taken no cognizance. OSE Te | 

—  s Dam, sir,‘your obedient servant, =. eee 
PE a a HAMILTON FISH. | | 

BR. MurRAY, Esq., EMS ESE lh moe | 
| 182 Front street, New York, 7 | 

Mr, Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister. | 

a . , DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
ae oO Washington, October 71,1869, 

oe _ §1e: The Department has information that the iron-clad Atlanta,a = 
vessel captured during the late rebellion, and sold by the Government _ 

: in May last, is now fitting out at the port of New York, as it isunder- 
stood, for a voyage to Port au Prince, in Hayti, for delivery to the = 

+ Haytian government, with which, it is represented, an executory con- 
- tract for the sale of the vessel has been made. The Atlanta is to be | 

armed and to carry as passengers one admiral and other officers of the | 
- _Haytian navy.. This information is given by a citizen of the United | 

States claiming to be the present owner of the vessel, with a view to = 
obtain the sanction of this Government to its voyage. It is communi- | 

| ‘cated to you to enable you to institute such inquiries and take such 
.  aetion as you may deem necessary. Sy eg SS op | 

| - Lavail myself of this occasion, sir, to offer to you assurances of my ! 
| high consideration. = | Oo | | | ~ - 

SO coe Se Pe HAMILTON FISH. 
a - Sefior Don M. Lopez RoBerts, &e., &e., de. | | | 

. | | : PE ey Lo : | 

a [753]. *CORRESPONDENCE RELATIVE TO THE SPANISH GUN- 
oo ns | BOATS AT NEW YORK. 

Vice-Admiral Porter, for Secretary of Navy, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. ‘ 

og OS ‘ Navy DEPARTMENT, ©. 
, ae Washington, May 15, 1869. — 

a Sir: As the inclosed information may be of use to you, 1 beg leave 
co tosendit » OE ag Ce : 

| _ Very respectfully, ae ee er ee ee 

ne a oe DAVID D. PORTER, = 
| peaeee ore Vice-Admiral, for Secretary of the Navy. 

: Hon. HAwILTON FISH, ~ BEE 
7 a Secretary of State. - Lee va —_ - 

po oo So EnetosareF | 

po The Spanish government have contracted for thirty light-draught boats, about one . 
- hundred and sixty tons each, with double screws, and not to draw over five feet water. 

Of these, fifteen to be built in New York, by Poillon, Stack, and others; fifteen to
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be built at Mystic, Connecticut, by Mallory and others. The enginesaretobe = 
..- [754] built by Delamater, of New York. Dispatch to be used, as they are wanted *im- ad 

Wee mediately, and are expected to be ready in from sixty fo ninety days. | 7 | 
‘Phere is also in New York an-admiral or. commodore of the Spanish navy to superin~ ere 

-. . tend their construction, and he is waiting orders from Havana to buy other boats now aes 

. veady here—old blockaders, &o. ed 

Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Robeson, Secretary of the — | 
ee ee eee Nay 

SER oe | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oe 
ee ee ee Washington, August 3,1869. 

-. §re: I have the honor to inclose a translation of a note received this 
_ day from the minister from Peru, in which he informs this Department Se 
that, a state of war still existing between Spain and Peru, the Spanish 

- government are nevertheless constructing, at the places indicated in,his 
note, thirty gun-boats equipped for war, which may be used to thedetri- = 
ment of Peru. a Pere ni hale ing he RTS tg eee we 

Instructions have been sent by the Attorney-General to the district == 
attorney of New York to take active steps for preventing the sailing = 
of such of these gun-boats as come within his jurisdiction, and I have — | 

now to request of the Navy Department to direct the naval force > 
[755] in the bay and harbor of *New York to co-operate with that offi- - 

ger in what he may do to carry out his instructions. 
_-- T have the honor to be, &c., | Oo - 7 
ee | | ae ~J-C.B. DAVIS, 

as a Acting Secretary. ° 

Hon. GEORGE M. ROBESON, ee ee ee 

--- Viee-Admiral Porter, for Secretary of the Navy, to Mr. Fish, Secretaryof =. 

MATS pS BE Navy DEPARTMENT, =.) | 
ee Washington, August 4, 1869. _ ney 
- Sr: TE have the honor to: acknowledge the receipt of your communi- 
- cation in relation to the Spanish gun-boats. OO Eg no 

: _.. Orders have been issued to the commanding officer at New York to. 

po . afford. all the aid in his power to assist in preventing their departure, ==> _— 

_ and three men-of-war have been ordered to that place. = 
os. [have the honor to be, &e, eet | fe es 

oh Ee or Secretary of Navy. 
‘Hon. HAMILTON FISH, |. Oe eae yl 

—  Seeretary of State ee ee 

—. Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of = = — 
ee eee DS Ses 

: Sage ST Ee _ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, sis 
Washington, August 4,1869, 

_ , Srp: DT have received your letter of the 3d instant, with a copyiof the ! 
4 note of the Peruvian minister inclosed, all relating to the Span- |
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[756] ish gun-boats. On the 3d instant 1 sent to the attorney of *the 2 

United States, at New York City, a telegram, of which a copy is 
_.. fnelosed, marked No. 1, and received from him the same day atelegram, | 

of which a copy is inclosed, marked No. 2. I have to-day received a | 
- ~ telegram from the marshal of the United States, at New York City, of _ 

which a copy is inclosed, marked No.3. If the suggestions contained in ~ 
the telegram of the marshal are not approved by the Department of | 
‘State, will you be so kind as to inform. this office of the action desired 

“by that Department? > | coy Se ae : | 
ee Very respectfully, &c., De CO 

| / - oe —: Aeting Attorney-General. - | 
Hon. J.C. B. DAVIS, —— | 

Acting Secretary of State. — 2 re 

: ; | - - ; oe : - a - 7 nes [Inclosure No. 1.] | : 7 | 5 | 7 

oe Mr. Field, Acting Attorney. General, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. — 

: | at [Telogram.] a 2 x ao : | a 

SS _. ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 
ee e eetiets a — Washington, August 3,1869. . 
a Hon. EDWARDS PIERREPONT, United States Attorney, New York City i: a 

| - The Secretary of State informs this office that the Peruvian minister — 
| has notified him that a state of war still exists between Peru and _~ 

an Spain; that the Spanish government has ordered the building within 
the United States of thirty gun-boats equipped for war, fifteen of _ 

[757] *which are building in the ship-yards of the Mystic River, Con-. 
‘. necticut, ten in Poillon’s yards, Brooklyn, New York, four of 

| _ which last have been launched, and are at Delamater’s, receiving engines; __ 
| and five gun-boats are building at Green Point; and that the President 

| desires that you act promptly and prevent the sailing of any of these_ _ 
| gun-boats. _ oS ee ee ee ee on 

| So OW, AL FIELD, 
oo? EEO | oo _. Acting Attorney-General. 

| | ae : oe | : [Inclosure No. 2.] os : oe Pe ee SE ue 

| Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. : | 

co / . a ee [Telegram.] Se a : 

- ae NW Kore, August 3,1869. 
ATTORNEY-GENERAL, Washingtow: = | See 
Yours received. The Spanish gun-boats will be stopped this day. 

EDWARDS PIERREPONT.



; z Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney- General. a . 

ne - 2  [Melegram] ce 

. ATRORNEY GENERAL, Washingtoms 
| [7 58]. -*T do not think it worth, while to stop work on the Spanish Oh ae - | 

 -. gun-boats, at least until they are nearly ready to sail. Theycan- | 
not leave until we are willing, and if released the damages for stopping ~*~ 

- work would be heavy. Please telegraph if this is not satisfactory... 7 
rece : FRANCIS C. BARLOW, . 
aS | . | a ASE oe Umited States Marshal. OS = 

oe Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. oo . = 

. . oF eR | _ ee - [Telegram.] oe a 

Pe _ Washington, August 4, 1869. 
Hon. EDWARDS PIERREPONT, | oe ed 
oO nited States Distroct Attorney, New York: — oe 

~The Acting Secretary of the Navy, at the request of this Department, = =—s_— 
~- yesterday ordered the commandant at New York to act under your di- 

rections in the matter of the Spanish gun-boats. The Juniata,the Dale, 
the Dictator, the Frolic, and-some armed tugs are ready to co-operate > 
WER YOU. a gS 

a Mr, Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. “ nes 4 

5 yerep Staves MARSHAL’S OFFICE, i —t™ 
ES SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, = =<. | 

[759] *Srr: I have the honor toreport that Mr.C.H.Delamater, who 
_ \ - = owns a foundery on: the North River, foot of West Thirteenth =. _ 

, street, has a contract with the Spanish government for the construc- = 
tion and delivery to them of thirty gun-boats. ee 
Fifteen of these he caused to be built at Mystic, Connecticut, and fifS 

— teen at the ship-yards of Poillon and Stack, the former at Brooklyn,and =—s_—© 
the latter at Green Point, Williamsburgh., og 
‘Eight of the New. York boats are launched, and are lying at Delama- = 

- * ter’s foundery. Of these, four have in more.or less of their machinery, = 
and four are just as they came from their stocks. Of those at Mystic,  —s_ 

_ four are launched, and the rest on the stocks. They are tobe brought. =» 
to Delamater’s for their machinery as fast as launched. = 2. =. 

.. It will be seen that the assistance of the Navy and the vesselsof war 
mentioned in the telegram to the district attorney are not needed. 

This morning I sent to Mr. Fish, at Garrison’s, a duplicate of the 
_ telegram which I sent you, touching allowing work to be continued. He = = 

answers, “Do so, if it cannot be construed as a waiver or release.” os
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- [760]; As we hold them at present:by the power of *the Government, 
aie and not by virtue of any writ, it is clear to me that our allowing 

- the work to be continued cannot affect us in any way, and therefore I. 
—. .. Shall allow the work to be continued, (until théy are somewhere hear _. 
—... gompletion,) unless otherwise directed,-and I shall allow the vessels as __ 
.. Jaunched to be brought from Brooklyn to Delamater’s yard. Se 

My idea would be to ecatise no more damage than possible, consistently 
. . with the safety of the vesselS. © 

| I desire to submit to your consideration the question whether we shall - 
'  - allow the boats at Mystic to be brought to New York. = 2 

| -- Unless otherwise directed, I shall allow them to be brought here when _ 
| launched and finished, (up to such a point that there might be danger of 

their escaping under my supervision,) and when finished, or nearly so, . 
the question of their detention can be finally decided. = 

a . I shall have to put some men in charge of them as keepers. 
| —-Very respectfully, A Pete daca oo ee re 
oe | | oo RRANCIS C. BARLOW, | 

sO nited States Marshal. ° 
ee Hon. E.R. HOAR, ee ee ee, 

Attorney-General, Washington, = = ne 

Mr. Fish adds to his telegram as a qualification to the permission to. 
. continue the work on the gun-boats, ‘provided it involves no expenseto. 

es the United States” oo 
. F761] *There will be the expense. of keepers on the vessels any -way , | 

a but no greater expense in case work. be continued than if it be 
.. topped. | | o ENS Ea 

| Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of State,.to Mr. Bariow, United States marshal. 

. ee DEPARTMENT OF STATE,  —-; | 
a | _ Washington, August 44,1869. — 

| Srr: I inclose a copy of a note received at this Department from the 
_ Peruvian minister, acquainting this Government of an intended vio- 

oo lation of the neutrality laws by Spain, in the construction and equip: 
ment within the territory and jurisdiction of the United States of thirty : 

| | armed gun-boats for the use of Spain, whilea state of war exists between 
Peru and Spain. | | PO SNE ee Se | 

oo _ At the request of this Department, Mr. Pierrepont has been instructed 
| by the Acting Attorney-General to take immediate steps forthedetention 

_ of such of these vessels as are in his district. The Navy Department 
_ will co-operate with you in this new effort. to prevent.a violation of the _ 

Jaws of the United States, and I have only to add that the President _ 
- desires that the same commendable vigor which you have hitherto dis- —_. 

oo played in protecting the neutrality of the United States may be shown 
«In the presentcase, 00 

- [72] *Lam,sir,&, 
o | oe Ce J.C. B. DAVIS, 

| DUE Pg — Acting Secretary. 
ps FRANCIS C. BARLOW, Esq, 0] Oo re 
SO Fk United States Marshal, New York. _ ee
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ddr, Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Robeson, Secretary of the Navy. 

So | ae DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © os 
Oo Oe Washington, August 10, 1869. - : 

; - Srr: The President having decided to transfer the custody of the us 
Spanish gun-boats seized for a violation of the neutrality lawtothe Navy =~ 

| ‘Department, I have the honor to inform you that these vessels are now - 
In the possession and custody of Francis C. Barlow, esq., the marshal | 

_ .for the southern district of New York. | a , a Se 
_ The contractor is constructing them for the Spanish government. Four . °° 
of them are at Delamater’s yard, at the foot of Thirteenth street, North oe 
River, in the harbor of New York; five are at Green Point; six areat Poil- 

- lon’s yards, in Brooklyn, and fifteen in Mystic River, in Connecticut, all - | 
- ‘in the custody of keepers appointed by the marshal. The original seizure . 
was made under an order from the Attorney-General to the district, = 

attorney for the southern district of New York. Both thedistricé 
[763] attorney and the marshal have received or*ders to surrender the : 

_ . vessels into the hands of such officers of the Navy as shall be des- | 
_ ignated by you to receive them. | | | | 

_ The President desires you to prevent these vessels from sailing till | 
permission is given to:do so. | 7 | | 

_ . _[ have the honor to be, &e., . | 
OE Sy 7 HAMILTON FISH. | 

| _ Hon. GEORGE M. RoBEson, | 
aS ve Secretary of the Navy. — | _ _ | 

os Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. , Se 

COMB Sere | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ans 
OS Washington, August.10, 1869. °° 

. Srr: I have the honor to inclose copies of letters to the district attor- ft 
_ . hey and marshal for the southern district of New York, dated this. day,» 

_ instructing them to turn. over the custody of the Spanish gun-boats to | 
‘the Navy Department, by order of the President. Iwill thank you to  —_. 
give similar directions to these officers, whose proceedings were origin-. - 

~ atedon your order. | | / po wo 
LT have the honor to be, &ce., | — : oe 

| Co OO | HAMILTON FISH. | . 
Hon. E.R. Hoar, © ae oo, — oe aa 

Attorney-General. a Sn oe . 

Sg CO _ _- [Inclosure. ] a 7 i . 

_ . Mr. Bish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. Se 

_ [764] oe | _  * DEPARTMENT OF STATE, OO | 
Ta | | Washington, August 10, 1869, — h 

Srp: I have to acquaint you that the President has decided to place 
_. the custody of the gun-boats, seized and held by Marshal Barlow, here- co 

after with the Navy Department. You will, therefore, so far as you. : 

7 ATA '
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mo , : have control over them, deliver the custody of them to such officers of 
+ the Navy as shall be authorized to receive them. Toesd ore Fn. 

Dam, sir, &e, oo Soy ee a? Longer ee! 

oe : | .- HAMILTON FISH... 

—J-  ' EDWARDS PIERREPONT, Esq, 2 > — _ 
mM epee United States District Attorney, New York. , ne 

: : 7 7 . | So [Inclosure. ] . | ° 

ce ALS Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. 

oe | oe a | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Be | Washington, August 10, 1869. 

— Sir: I have to acquaint you that the President. has decided to place 
| the custody of the gun-boats, seized and held by you, hereafter with the 

Sy Navy. Department. You will therefore, so far as you have control over 

7°. them, deliver the custody of them to such officers of the Navy as shall 

Oo be authorized to receive them. 9° |... 7 

oe [765] In regard to the proposed armament for those *vessels, which 

| ~~ you understood to be in process of construction at Cold Spring, — 

_ you will please confer with the proprietors of those works, and on re- 

—— ceiving their assurance that no delivery of such armament will be made 

- without sufficient previous notice to you and this Department, you may 

po say to them that you will not, for the present, further interfere with 
their carrying out their contract. ee | my 

' Ian, sir, &e., — : oe _ 
- i HAMILTON FISH. 

oe FRANCIS C. BARLOW, Esq... Oo a : | 

United States Marshal, Southern District of New York. | 

. Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney- General. 

| — | | | [Telegram.] a ; : — a. : _ 

—_ a | New York, August 10, 1869. oo 

- ATTORNEY-GENERAL, Washington: | | | . 

| Will you telegraph the Connecticut marshal to take charge of the 

| - Spanish gun-boats at Mystic? He thinks he requires orders from, you. 

a Bs — RRANCOIS. C. BARLOW, ° | 

| | | | . Oo — United States Marshal. | 

, Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. 

. L as —  * -['Telegram.] _ ae fon 

a a _ | oe _ WASHINGTON, August 11, 1869. 

an F.C. Bartow, United States Marshal, New York City: 

-. 766] *Yesterday’s telegram received. . You will follow instructions 
- .. ” of the State Department. sent yesterday, in regard to putting» 

| - Spanish gun-boats in charge of the. Navy Department. (The Connecti-
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uf marshal, if hé have charge of the gun-boats at Mystic, willdeliver = 
_ the custody of them to such officers of the Navy as shall-be authorized = ss 
_ to receive them. Show this to the district attorney, and communicate - 

. with the Connecticut marshal. ee a pe ea 
: nn oe. 00 OWL ALFYEED, = = 0 8 

te —  Aoting Attorney-General. — oe 

Mr. Smith, Acting Secretary of the Navy, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. = | 

a i _ Navy DEPARTMENT, — cee ETS 
a, Oo | Washington, August 11,1869 | 

_ rr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of = 
“the 10th instant, and to inform you that Rear-Admiral S. W.Godon, > 

- ‘eommandant ot the navy-yard, New York, has been authorized to re. — a 
. ceive the Spanish gun-boats, and be guided by the President’s instrue- = | 
tions coneerning them. © : OE arr 

ss Wery respectfully, — Oe! pe 

ESE eh Ae Acting Secretary of the Navy. . o 
~ ‘The Hon. HAMILTON FISH, | ye 
ee Secretary of State. : Se o 

{767] *Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Barlow, United States  . | 
a | | marshal. = a . 8 

| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Le oes 
- | oe | 7 Washington, August 13,1869. 9... 
— Srr: I give you herewith, for your information, atranscriptofaletter = 

from the Acting Secretary of the Navy, of the 11th instant, relative to— eS 
- the transfer of the Spanish gun-boats which were recently seized by ee 

_order of the President, to the custody of the commandant of the navy- =) 
yard at New York. a | oo a 

— . -- T have the honor to be, &c., | a | a : m 
a oo : oe J, OC. B. DAVIS, © UR 

- “FRANCIS ©. BARLOW, Esq, 
-  , United States Marshal, New York. | | | es 

Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. > a 

ns ne DEPARTMENT oF STATE, re 
Washington, August 13,1869. | 

~~ Srr:-I give you herewith, for your information, a transcript of a = = 
letter from the Acting Secretary of the Navy, of the 11th instant, — ~~ 

| relative te the transfer of the Spanish gun-boats which were recently
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Co [768] seized by order of the President, to the custody *of the command- 
- 7 ant of the navy-yard at New York. | oO | 
— Tam, sir, &c., ot | | 
' ee | os KOLB. DAVIS, : 

| a me ae Acting Secretary. | 
oo | ‘The Hon. EB. R. HOAR, | SO | a a e 

oe Attorney-General. Be tage | Se 

, [For inclosure see ante, p. 739.] es So Oo 

| Mr, Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. 

| , : a. «DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
/ - Washington, September 14, 1869. — . 

— Siz: Having this day received information which leads me-to think 
' that one of the Spanish gun-boats seized several weeks since at New 

- York, by the President’s order, and subsequently committed to the cus- 
—. tody of the commandant of the navy-yard there, is in readiness for ser- 

ee vice and may attempt to. depart thence, I have the honor to suggest _ 
mo that such instructions may be issued by your Department as will insure. - 

ss the exercise of proper vigilance on the part of the customs authorities 
oo of New York to prevent the issuing of-a‘clearance to.such vessel should | 

| _ application for one be made. | oe | oo | 
oe I have the honor to be, &c., . a 

a | | | oy HAMILTON FISH. 
So Hon. GEORGE S. BOUTWELL, oo | 
OO Secretary of the Treasury. eel 

Be Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. 

oe | | | a -  .. DEPARTMENT OF STATE,  —” 
TBO —  - * Washington, Nevember 25, 1869. 
ae Str: In answer to your letterof the 23d, [sent you this morn- __ 

Vs ing a telegram, as follows: ee ee 

. - The course you have adopted, as mentioned in your letter of the 23d, is that which __ 
| was directed by the President. There has been no change, and none is contemplated. 

- --[n further reply I have to say, that in the absence of any recognition _ 
by this Government of belligerentrights to the insurgents of Cuba, the | 

| only ground on which the judicial proceedings against the vessels being | 
built by Mr. Delamater can. be conducted or prosecuted by the Govern~ — 
ment, is that decided by the President, viz, the relation between Spain | 

3 and Peru. It is not deemed consistent with the character or dignity of — 
'  *— . the Government to interpose any unnecessary delays to the judicial pro- 

-  - ceedings, but to take the judgment of the courts on the case as it stands 
me and abide by it. _ | a 

_ Should circumstances make necessary any departure from the line of | 
— conduct indicated, you will be advised thereof. CO 

_ I have the honor to be, very respectfully, yours, a 
os an SO oo HAMILTON FISH.,  _ 

EDWARDS PIERREPONT, | ae 
4 | — United States District Attorney, New York. re
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[170] * Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney, to. Mr. Fish, Secretary of State © |’ 

- OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES _ a 
FOR THE SOUTHERN District of NEw Yor«, 

| ee No. 41 Chambers street, November 25, 1869, a 
' §rr: Your letter of the 23d instant, inclosing copy of Delamater’s pro- | 

_ test, and your telegram of this date, are received. — ~ Oe 
‘The gun-boats were libeled as E stated, on the 23d instant, they would _ | 

be, and upon the ground mentioned in that letter. I suppose a motion — _ 
will soon be made to release them on bond. As a matter of eourse they_~ | 

. will be so released, provided the bonds are satisfactory, unless the Gov 
ernment for some reason, or without reason except its will, desire that os 

- they should not be bonded. If the Government oppose their release on oo 
bond, I wish to be advised at an early date, as this will be an impor- 
tant.question to be determined on a motion. If the Government are — a 
willing that they should be released on bond, then my course willbe . - 
very different from the course which I shall take if the Government do 
~~. not wish them so released. I think I can get a special admiralty ae 

_ [771] *term appointed for an early trial of the libels, and thus dispose | | 
| of the whole question by an early trial without any bonding. I 4 | 

respectfully await the expression of your views in the premises. | | 

Yours, very respectfully, | | So 
DEERE © SN ET EDWARDS PIERREPONT, | 
BR , - United States Attorney. ae 

Hon, HAMILTON FISH, | po a Co 
/ | — » ~— Seeretary of State. - nan oo 

. Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. ° 9 

a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a a 
: ce Re — Washington, November 26,1869. ~ 

. Sir: FE have to acknowledge your letter of the 25th instant, in which : 
— you acknowledge the receipt of mine of 23d, and of a telegram from me oo 

of the 24th instant. - , be ee 
. You mention that the gun-boats (building by Mr. Delamater) were 

'  Hibeled on the 23d instant; that you suppose a motion will be soon | 
made to release them on bond; that as a matter of course they willbe 
released, provided the bonds are satisfactory, unless the Government =. 

_. for some reason, or without reason, except its will, desire that they 
- shouid not be bonded. You wish, if the Government oppose their release So 
on bond, to be advised at an early date, as this will be an important = 

- ‘question to be determined on a motion; and you say that iftheGovern- 
| mentare willing they should be released on bond, then your course oe 

_ [772] *will be very different from the course which you should take if - 
' the Government do not wish them so released. | a ve 
. he interference of the Government with these gun-boats was induced a 
~~ upon the representation that they were designed to operate in violation’ 

. of the neutrality obligations of this Government. The immediate | 
- moving suggestion was a remonstrance from the Peruvian minister : 

accredited here, against their departure, alleging that they were armed | 
__ vessels of war, belonging to the government of Spain, with which, as he to 

claimed, the republic of Peru was at war. ee 
The Government having become satistied that the vessels do not be- 

« long to Spain, (whatever may be their eventual ownership or destina- |
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+ tion, but that they are the property of an American citizen,) in defer- 
: ence to the claim of the Peruvian government, through its minister, has 
Be authorized the proceedings which you have instituted. a 

| ~~ The Government does not desire to interfere with the proper discre- 
tion of the court in the administration of its duties, and still less with 

- -3ts decisions and judgment. Jyh yg te yg Suge | 
«he President explained to you personally his views and the attitude 

in which the government stands toward this case, and he knows no rea- | 
: gon why, if the court decides that the vessels are entitled to be bonded, 

_ Mr. Delamater, their builder and owner, should be deprived of the right 
oe which a solemn judgment of a court shall have awarded him. He de- 

.:.. sires judgment to be given on the merits of the case, without mak- , 
_ [773] ing it an exception to the ordinary administration of *the court. 

- |  - Your. suggestion of the appointment of a special admiralty 
term for an early trial of* the libels meets the approval of this Depart- | 
ment, if such appointment can be made without interference with pub- 

-. | Jie interests or other important business of the court. An early decision 
: Of these cases is very desirable. 22 | | ere 

3 _.. | have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, —. mn 
| re OO ' .. HAMILTON FISH. | 

_  -Hon. EDWARDS PIERREPONT, mo _ oe 
. . United States Attorney for the Southern District of New. York. — 

 . Mr. Harlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. . 

- a _ | UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE,  . 
Be | . SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, | 

Co oC | Mew York, November 26,1869. 
an Srir: I have the honor to report that on the evening of the 24th in- 

: ~. gtant, by order of the United States district court of the southern dis- | 
trict of New York, I seized, and now have in my custody, thirty vessels ~ 

_ . known as the Spanish gun-boats, now hying at foot of Thirteénth street, | 
North River. . - 7 | be te Fete 3 oe 

| - T have five watchmen engaged night and day, and have hired atug- _ 

boat, which is in charge of one of my. deputies, with a gun, gunner, and — 

7 ammunition on board, kindly furnished by Admiral Godon, commanding 
the navy-yard at Brooklyn. Ee SE 

; | [774] *[ have arranged a code of signals. between my boat.and the 

oo United States gun-boat Frolic, lying in the harbor, in case any. 

/ ‘attempt should be made to get the Spanish vessels to sea. ms, 

oe The utmost vigilance shall be exercised by myself and deputies to - 
prevent the escape of these gun-boats. In this matter Iam incurring | 

oo an expense of $35 per day. | Da OP nos ns 
| - For perfect security I should prefer that a revenue-cutter or Navy 

—--—- gun-boat should be detailed to be alongside these vessels, in placeof 

the improvised gun-boat which I now have. | | oe a 

. Admiral Godon eannot furnish me one without.an order from the 

: -— Department. _ ne Se : ae 
+... Very respectfully, your obedient servant, yg 

mS oa BE §& R. HARLOW, =. 

i oe -. United States Marshal .. — 

| ~ Hon. HamittTon FIsq, os | ae 

ss oO Secretary of State. (9 6 ‘
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_ ‘Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. eS 

on | WASHINGTON, November 27, 1869. | Obes 
. The undersigned, envoy extraordinary.and minister plenipotentiary of Co 

Spain, has the honor to inform the honorable Secretary of State coe 
_  that,in the month of May last, the Spanish government, represented. | | 

by a commission of naval officers, made, with Mr. Cornelius Delamater, oo 
a ship-builder and citizen of the United States residing in. New York, a | 

‘ contract, whereby the latter agreed to build, for the account of the SS 
| --. Spanish government, thirty. vessels of a certain class, designed =i 

[775] exclusively *for the coast service, and not for long voyages, which 
«=. are to be delivered to the chief of said commission af the begin- 

ning of the month of December next. es oy. 
“The undersigned deems it his duty to state tothe honorable Secretary - - 
of State that the building of these vessels. was ordered to be done in ; : 
this republic, in the certainty that there existed no lawful cause which oe! 
could impede the same, and in view of the numerous antecedents which _ we 

. existed with regard to similar cases of war-vessels purchased inthe | 
-. United States by other foreign nations, and in consideration, moreover, — 

| of the traditional friendship, which has always existed between both a 
” gountries, which friendship the recent revolution in Spain ought appar- 
- ently to have served to draw closer. — | | | | . 

All these things were considered when the contraet was made by the. —s 
_  §panish representative with the American citizen, Mr. Cornelius Dela-- ee; 

- mater. Thus it is that the undersigned has seen, with the greatest sur- 
- prise, in the newspapers of the 24th and 25th instant, the documents _ - 

| connected with the judicial order relative to these vessels, signed by Mr. : a 
Edwards Pierrepont, district attorney of the southern district of the  — 
State of New York. 26° 7 ee OE 

 . he first of these documents is an order for the seizure of the thirty | 
-  gun-boats, founded on the consideration that Spain being at war with ee 

Peru, these vessels may eventually be used against the said republic ; Se 
| -- ‘the second is an order of attachment, or preventive embargo, na 

_ [776]. citing Mr. De*lamater to appear, on the 14th day of December 
3s next, at 11 o’clock in the morning, before the judge of the south- | : 
ern district of the State of New York. CO 7 , | 

| . here is consequently no doubt that the continuation of these pro- —_ 
ceedings may render it impossible for Mr. Delamater duly to fulfill his. Sorte 

- ¢ontract with the Spanish government, and it results, moreover, that os 
the intervention of the Government of the United States would prevent =. 
the government which I have the honor to represent. from taking due >. 
and lawful possession of its property; this intervention would be the ~~ 

. de facto cause of the annulment of the contract made by Spain with — oe 
. Mr. Delamater, and, in case of the occurrence of this grave event, an 
event which is rendered still more grave by the consequences which may - | -’ 

— ensue from it, I allow myself, beforehand, officially to call thereto the | 
attention of the honorable Secretary of State. . es Lo 
© What explanation can be given of these proceedings? At whose ms 
‘request have they been initiated? Can they be legally justified by the =~ - 
state of the relations existing between Spain and Peru? . The honora- = ©. 

. ble Secretary of State is aware that Spain had already accepted the en 
_» mediation of the United States for the negotiation of a peace, or the a 

signing of an armistice, long before the republics of the Pacific decided = . 
- to do the same, and, as to the relations with Peru, Mr. Hamilton Fish — 

knows that she has given her consent to the proposed mediation, — : 
- the preliminary negotiations now being so far advanced that it is So
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, 8 [777] possible that on the 15th of January next the plenipoten*tiaries of | 
: oe the aforesaid republics may meet the plenipotentiary of the 

os Spanish nation at Washington, in order to discuss the said question, as” 
| is proved by the recent note which the honorable Secretary of State 

| addressed to the undersigned on the 23d of October last, which reads. | 
_  . aS follows: | | Cp ce Ss 

| Phe undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has the honor to acknowl- 
' edge the receipt of Mr. Lopez Roberts’s note of the 18th instant, in answer to the nete 

° ’ addressed to him by the undersigned on the 17th of July last, submitting a copy of a 
| proposed instruction to the diplomatic representatives of the United States accredited __ 

to the governments of Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia.and Chili, suggesting a conference inthe 
. eity of Washington, on the 15th of January next, between the representatives of 

i those governments and the representative of Spain upon the subject of a formal 
. armistice or definitive peace. _ . : rr rr ne 

In reply, the undersigned has the honor to inform Mr. Lopez Roberts that his views  _. 
: | upon thesubject of the suggested conference arein harmony with those ofthe undersigned, 

who hopes that he will in due season be able to communicate to Mr. Lopez Roberts 
‘the fact of the acceptance by the governments of Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and Chili,. of 

a, the proposition of the conference referred to. / Oo oe . 

Spain, as is a notorious fact, and as appears from diplomatic docu- 
a ments, has always been disposed to sign a peace ever since hostilities 

- . on her part ceased in the Pacific, and she accepted at once, and 
oe [778] without hesitating *for an instant, the mediation of her ancient. | 

+. ally the United States, for the settlement of her differences with the | 
| - aforesaid republics, disregarding the violent but harmless demonstrations | 
--- - which Peru recently thought proper to make in favor of the bandits (or 

| _  . outlaws) of Cuba, following herein the example of the Government of 
| the United States, which attached no importance on a recent occasion 

| _ to the proceedings of tue accredited representative of Peru, who allowed 
. himself, clothed in his official and diplomatic charaeter, to utter, in 
oe New York, offensive and highly improper language against a nation 

| - friendly to the United States, disregarding the most common rules of 
| _ the law of nations, and invading the high prerogatives of the sover- 

a elgnty of the nation, represented in the person of General Grant, Presi- | 
- —. dent of this republic. Sn | : | | 

__. In the year 1868, a case arose similar to the one which is the prineti- 
oo pal object of this note, and which the undersigned thinks this a fitting 

| occasion to recall to the recollection of the honorable Secretary of State, 
a with which case Peru was connected. The government of the latter re- | 

oe public purchased two vessels of war from that of the United States, and 
on what ground did Mr. Garcia y Garcia, at that time minister of Pera, 

oo, ask that they might be authorized to sail from the ports of the Ameri- 
oo can Union? On the 14th day of April, 1868, he addressed a communi- 
: :  e¢ation to the Hon. Mr. Seward, then Secretary of State of the. 

- [779] United States, declaring that hostili*ties between Spain and | 
_ Peru had ceased on the 2d day of May, 1866; that the result was | 

a -a@ genuine peace as far as regards the duties and rights of neutral 
a powers; that it was a de facto peace, as had been settled by the United 

an States and other powers under similar circumstances, as in the case of 
~ the new Spanish-American republics before their recognition by Spain ; 

_ that in the present case it had already been so decided by Great Britain; | 
| that the state of war had absolutely ceased, and that neither the right 

| nor the duty existed any longer on the part of the American Govern- 
7 ment to consider Spain and Peru as belligerents, or to subject eitherof =. 
-.  . these two governments to any restriction in the ports of the United  - 

| States. oe | 
On the 20th of April, 1868, Mr. Seward replied, asking for further _ 

. explanations regarding the matter. - | | — 
| Mr. Garcia replied on the 8th of May of the same year, affirming. in | 

E : oo
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 , the most. explicit terms that “there no longer existed a formal stateof 
. war between the allied republics (Chili and Peru) and Spain,” and oe 

- giving further explanations as Mr. Seward desired. — we = 
On the 20th of June, 1868, Mr. Garcia again broached the subject in " 

| an elaborate argument, with quotations from distinguished publicists, © — 
and references to historical precedents, and with reiterated and formal ve 

_ declarations that. the state of war between Peru and Spain has ceased, 
| and that a state of peace existed as far as regarded. all questions relat- : 
‘ine to the duties of other nations as neutrals. | ON NS 

[780] *And what was the attitude which, in view of these communica- : | 
tions, was taken. by the then Secretary of State of the United — 

'- States? Mr. Seward stated to Mr. Facundo Gofii, minister of Spain at. o 
Washington, on the 9th of July, 1868, as follows: ee hee OO 
In consequence of the proceedings of the House of Representatives which have been oo 

referred to, it seems to the President that the occasion has not yet arrived when it | i 
will be necessary for him to decide the grave question which has been raised before 
this Government, between the ministers of Spain and Peru, namely, the question 
whether the war which was heretofore waged between those nations has been prac-.. 7 

| tically brought to an end or not. Frankness, however, obliges the undersigned to say 
that unless some unforeseen circumstances shall soon occur, the time for acting upon 
that-question would seem to be near at hand. _ . 

— The undersigned freely admits the difficulties which are likely to attend the decision ° - 
of the question. It is certain that a-condition of war can be raised without an authori- 
tative declaration of war, and, on the other hand, the situation of peace may be re- 
stored. by the long suspension of hostilities without a treaty of peace being made. | 

_ History is full of such occurrences. What period of suspension of war is necessary to | 
justify the presumption of the restoration of peace has never yet been settled, and = 
must in every case be determined with reference to collateral facts and cireum- | 
Ce stances. a 

_ [781] The Spanish government subsequently accepted *the doctrines ._ | 
ss sustained by the Secretary of State in the foregoing lines, as.is 

_ ghown by the note which Mr. Facundo Gofi had the honor to address _ 
-, him on the 24th of November, 1868. : oo ee 

Jn view, then, of the considerations set forth in this note, and of the, | 4 
_ facts therein cited, the undersigned flatters himself that no obstacle will | 
be placed by the Government of the United States in the way of the — 
execution of the contract made by the citizen, Mr. Cornelius Delamater, 

_.. with the representative of the Spanish government, and that Mr. Delaw 
-- mater may be at liberty to deliver the vessels as he may finish them, 

without any hinderance. Pe Bath 2 
| ~ Although the undersigned has no right to interfere in a judicial pre- ne 
_ ceeding instituted by the Government of the United States against an . 

American citizen, it is his duty to state that if these proceedings should 
result in preventing Mr. Delamater from fulfilling the terms of hiscon- | 
tract with the Spanish representative, as from this fact a grave situation = «> 
would arise, the undersigned, in the name of his government, informs 
the honorable Secretary of State that he reserves from this day forward, | 

~ - and giving due notice, all his rights and liberty of action. re 

Phe undersigned, in fulfilling his duty in ealling the attention of Mr. — 
~ Hamilton Fish to the case of the occurrence of the event indicated in © | 

- this note which is not to be expected, will rely under all circumstances 
on the sense of justice and the distinguished impartiality which charac... 

__terize the honorable Secretary of State. ee use 
| The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to reiterate tothe — — | 

| honorable Secretary of State of the United States the assurance of his 2 | 
 . highest consideration. - EE a 

| . ) re ~ MAURICIO LOPEZ ROBERTS.) 

The Hon. SECRETARY OF STATE Pa 
Ss OF the United States, he. Oo ee
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[782] *Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister. | 

ss a | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 3 
_ ee 8 a Washington, November 30,1869. | 

+ > Phe undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has the - 
—. honor to acknowledge the receipt of a note dated 27th of November, | 
— which Mr. Roberts, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary 
a _ of Spain, did him the honor to send to him onthe 29th instant,in which | 

Mr. Roberts informs the undersigned that in May last the Spanish gov- 
: ernment, represented by a commission of naval officers, made with Mr. | 
«+» Cornelius Delamater, a ship-builder and citizen of the United States, 

-  * yesidingin New York, a contract, whereby the latter agreed to build, for _ 
. the account of the Spanish government, thirty vessels of a certain class, 

| designed exclusively for the coast service and not for long voyages, | 
which are to be delivered to the chief of said commission at the begin- | 
ning of the month of December next. _ oe 

- °. Mr. Roberts proceeds to give certain very good reasons why the 
. building of those vessels was ordered to be done in this country, and . 

ae why the contract was made between a Spanish representative and an 
- American citizen. He then states that he has seen with the | 
>. greatest surprise in the newspapers of the 24th and 25th’ | 

[783] *instant, certain documents connected with the judicial order 
a | - relative to’ these vessels, signed by Mr. Edwards Pierrepont, at- | 

torney of the southern district of New York. Mr. Roberts also indi-- | 
| : cates his impression of the purport or object of what he calls these vf 

| ‘orders. ” oe eo | 
, ~The undersigned regrets that Mr. Roberts should experience “great 

surprise” at. the institution of judicial proceedings, or at the form in- | 
which such proceedings are reduced to their practical operation. The | 
undersigned takes leave to assure Mr. Roberts that the peaceful insti- | 
tution of judicial proceedings in this country is not the cause of alarm, | 

' whatever of surprise it may excite to those who have in no degree vio- 
lated the laws of the land or invaded the rights of other persons, or 
who contemplate no such violation or invasion. — — | a | 

| Mr. Roberts remarks that there is no doubt that the continuation of | 
these proceedings may render it impossible for Mr. Delamater duly to . 
fulfill his contract with the Spanish government, and it results, moreover, | 
that the intervention of the Government of the United States would | 

: prevent the Government which he has the honor to represent from taking | 
a due and lawful possession of its property; his intervention = — 

: _ >» [784] *would be the de facto cause of the annulment of the contract = | 
oo made by Spain with Mr. Delamater, = | | 

Mr. Roberts has not now to be informed that Peru has requested the | 
yO Government of the United States, as a neutral exercising the rightim- | 

- - posed by the law of nations, to order the detention of these vessels,and | 
a not to allow them to leave the waters of the United States on any pretext | 

bo whatever, alleging that the republic of Pern is at war with Spain, 
po The undersigned takes leave respectfully to remind Mr. Roberts that | 
a the judicial proceedings now pending against Mr. Délamater’s vessels S| 

: ~ areof precisely the same nature and are conducted by the same official _ 
of the Government and before the same tribunal aS were the proceed- 
sings instituted some time since, at the instigation of the Spanish.gov- . 7 

' ss ernment, against the steamship Meteor, alleged to have. been intended 
for hostile service inthe interest of the allied republics, including. Peru, | 

| . against Spain. oe | | os — So 
7 The object in the present instance is the same as in the former, to as-
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certain whether any violation is contemplated of the laws which the . | 
-. . United States have enacted to prevent and to punish violations of the 

neutral obligations of this Government. The only difference is, oe 
_- [785]> that then Spain was apprehen*sive of a hostile proceeding against. 

|  -her by Peru, and now Peru alleges a like intent on the’ part of vee 
Spain against her. . eres Pt sey : 

: Mr. Roberts further says that the undersigned is aware that Spain 
- ~ had already accepted the mediation of the United States for the recog: - 

| nition of a peace, meaning a peace with Peru. Mr. Roberts could not a 
_. have furnished a more complete justification for the judicial proceedings 

which have been instituted; and if the fact that Mr. Roberts here cites -_ . 
shall prove the turning-point in the decision of the case submitted to oe 
the. courts, it will establish at once the candor of Mr. Robertsin pre-  — - 

. senting this important fact, and the necessity for the intervention of ce 
_ the authorities to prevent the departure of a military increase of. the ce 

naval force of one of the two powers needing the mediation of athird = 
and neutral power to restore peace between it and the power that com- 

_ plains of an intended violation of the neutrality of the government , 
whose offices are invoked, and which is employed asa mediator. The | 

. undersigned, therefore, specially notes Mr. Roberts’s admission of acon- : 
> dition of relations existing between Spain and Peru which required a — 

| restoration of peace. ee 
-. While these relations continue, it belongs to other powers who are | 

neutral to regulate their conduct toward the parties according to oo 
[786] the existing conditions *of these relations. ae | 

oS Mr. Goi, a predecessor of Mr. Roberts, in a letter dated July = 
29, 1868, claimed that the United States combined the character: of —— 

- neutral with that of mediator, and thereupon founded a “double right? = 
: to-enforce neutrality and prevent the departure of vessels alleged to be. = 

destined for service in the Peruvian navy. May not Peru adopt. Mr. ro 
| Gofii’s language, and advance the same “double right” to ademand for-. 

an-entire neutrality? 2 DS cee 
-.. Under. this view presented by the representative of Spain, it becomes 

the United States to consider whether they are not bound to recognize oo 
a condition under which neither party has the right within its territory . ~ | 
to be bettered or strengthened—quo validia fiat. . — Oo - ee 

7 Mr. Roberts devotes a considerable part of his note (the undersigned oe 
doubts not very accurately, but be has not tested the accuracy of the . . 

-. eitation) to the presentation of extracts from certain correspondence of - 
Mr. Garcia y Garcia, a former minister from Peru to: this Government. _ Me 
He also cites, not quite accurately, however, an extract from. a letter Ces 
written by Mr. Seward, a predecessor of the undersigned, in July, 1868,- | 

/ which, certainly does not recognize a situation of peace then existing | oe 
~~... between Spain and Peru, but wherein Mr. Seward expressly a 

_. [787] declares that the occasion had not arrived *when it was neces-  _ 
» .- gary to decide the grave question whether the war between Spain a 

and Peru had been brought to an end or not, and adds that such de- - 
cision would be, made only after having carefully examined all the | 
pertinent facts within its reach, and after having given due considera- . _ - 
tion to such. representations as shall have been made by the several — / 
parties interested. Mr. Roberts does not assert or claim that such de- =» 
cision has been made, or even that the representations of the several | 

‘parties interested, without the consideration of which, the Spanish min- a 
_ ister was fully advised, such decision would not be made, have been ~ 

submitted. Mr. Roberts appears to have overlooked certain statements. ~ | 
made. by Sefior Goi, subsequent to the date of Mr. Seward’s -note to 

. which Mr. Roberts refers. | | —
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«Jn a note of Sefior Goi in reply to Mr. Seward; the former says, “To 
a say that a state of war does not exist, when, nevertheless, no proposi- 

tion of peace has been accepted, is an affirmation equally gratuitous ~~ 
- | and-new, which it is not necessary to contest.” The undersigned re: | 

»- .. minds Mr. Roberts that Peru claims that she has never accepted a 
- proposition of peace. | Ee OE 

oo Mr. Gofii further says, “As to the facts alleged, no one of these im- 
| plies, even remotely, the cessation of war;” also, “that although Spain | - 
: ie .® * has suspended active hostilities, she still finds her- | 

788] *self in a state of war;” also,“ that the state of war and the | 

4. State of peace between two nations, first of all, and beyond all, | 
| are. facts which depend upon the will of the parties interested, it be- 

| longing to them to decide by common accord what is. the state in which 
. they find themselves, and what the character of their respective rela- 

, tions,” &e., &c.; “that the determination of the said state of war can- 
not be brought about except by the declaration of the interested bel- 

- ligerent parties.” These are the declarations of Spain, not of Peru nor ! 
| of the United States. — , oo aa | 

| — The undersigned is not apprised of any “common accord,” or of any | 
“declaration of the interested belligerent parties,” since the date of Mr. | 

 .-- Goiii’s letter, which has determined the state of war claimed by Mr. | 
Gofii to have existed at that time between Spain and Peru, or to have | 

os changed the relations between them. Spain cannot rightly object to, | 
os the conclusions to which the argument of her distinguished representa- | 

tive inevitably leads. oo le ee A NES eae a gee | 
. Under these circumstances the undersigned is -constrained to assure 

| Mr. Roberts that the judicial proceedings which have been instituted, = 
! in the spirit of entire and equal friendship to the governments of Spain | 

and Peru, will. be allowed to proceed. The United States will 7 

_ . [789] *maintain their position of neutrality, and have full confidence | 
. | in the integrity and the. capacity of the tribunal to which the ! 

| ease has been submitted... Should that tribunal decide that Mr. Dela- | 
- mater has entered into a contract in violation of the law of the land, | 

and in derogation of the neutral obligations of the country, the vessels | 
will be detained. Should it decide that the vessels may depart with. 
out, violation of the laws, or of the obligations of the nation, they will 

---be allowed then to depart. If Mr. Delamater has entered into an illegal | 
| contract, although it be with the representative of Spain, an ancient | 

. ally and a present friend of the United States, it cannot be executed, _ | 
however much this government may regret the disappointment of a ! 

: friendly power’ | SE ee ae | = 

Whether or not that contract is illegal is the. question upon which | 
' the court is to decide. | So | a a 

- The undersigned offers to Mr. Roberts renewed assurances of his — | 

- highest consideration. | SO, wah oe L 
| } oe oo ALA MILTON FISH. oS 

| . Sefior Don M. Lopez ROBERTS. | a ge ey! coe 

--  - [790] *Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. | 

| | | . me | ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, “ 
Oo : os Washington, November 30, 1869. . 

- ' Sg: It is no part of the purpose of the President to submit to the | 
--- gourts the question of the recognition of belligerent rights in any foreign | 

- eoantry. That is a public question which is to be decided by the politi-
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--.» eal department of. the Government, and, when so decided, the courts a, 
will adopt. and follow their decision. 5 | ; 

| ~The wishes of the President have. been communicated to.you by the se; 
Secretary of State in respect to the libels against the gun-boats, and it © > 

_ > is my wish that, as intimated in your letter, you shall be governed by oe 
them until you receive some further instructions. — 

. Very respectfully, ot 

ae : Ba . | Attorney-General. 
| Hon. EDWARDS PIERREPONT, ~- | | bs BE 

United States Attorney, Southern District of New York. a 

oe Mr, Roberts, Spanish minister, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. 

a 7 Wasineron, December 1, 1869. : 

; — The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary - 
of Spain, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note ce 

[791] which the *honorable Secretary of State of the United States was 
. pleased to address him yesterday in reply to his own of the 27th = 

7 of November,  — — | | | SO 
'  . Although it is not the present object of the undersigned to discuss — 

~ “the points touched upon in the said document, he thinks if nevertheless — 
“proper, and absolutely necessary, to say a few words and to give a few 
explanations, defining the state of the relations now existing between ~—__ 

_ $Spain and the republics of Chila, Peru, Bolivia, and Eeuador, 2. 
| The honorable Secretary of State refers in his note to the declaration = = 
-. anade by my predecessor, Mr, Facundo Gofii, in 1868, by which it appears = 

that he endeavored to prove that Spain, at that time, still considered =|. 
herself as being in a state of war with the four republics aforesaid. = __ 

- While the undersigned respects whatever may have been the opinion of _ | 
_ . ‘his predecessor in the year 1868, the time which has passed andthe = 

‘important events which have occurred in the polity and internal affairs 
, of Spain since that time must now be borne in mind. ‘The disappear- 9. 

| ance of a dynasty from the throne, and a revolution, have raised states- = 
nee men of enlightened and liberal opinions to the direction of the 

_ .{%92] destinies of the nation, and these men consider the *situation - 
of Spain, with regard to the republics of the Pacific, not as-a pas- =.» 

- sive state of war, but as a complete state of peace, which; in order to 
become definitive, only needs to be ratified by a diplomatic act. a 
. The undersigned, in proof of -his assertion, begs to refer to his note —: _——— 
of the 18th of October last, addressed to the honorable Secretary of 

* -. State, and he thinks it proper, in order that there may remain no kind | oO 
of doubt upon so important a point, to transcribe the words uttered by ©. 

: General Prim, president of the council of ministers, on addressing the | 
_ .constituent Cortes, setting forth the political programme of the present = 

government of Spain. Hesaid:° — | - | Oe 
_ The government proposes to cultivate the relations now existing between it and all 

. the other nations of Europe, and of the world; and if these relations shouldbe sus- . 
pended with any-government, that government which, through me, has the honor to ad-- , 
dress the constituent Cortes, will make every effort, so far as may comport with the 

. dignity of the nation, and laying aside all pride and vanity, for the restoration of those 
fraternal relations which ought to exist between peoples of the same race. ‘The gentle- 

men deputies will understand that I allude to the Spanish-American. republics. os 
_ [793] "There were .times, and they not *very remote, when the: government of Spain _ 

. ‘~~. elaimed at least to exert their influence among them; and as they did so with atr- no 
_ “rogance,this‘alone was sufficient to éxcite the haughty feelings of those men of our race , -
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easing them to detest their origin, and to curse the very blood circulating in their . 
| __-- veins, declaring themselves enemies of everything Spanish. But the government im- — 

poses upon itself the gratifying and patriotic task of regaining the esteem, friendship, — 
Do - and affection of those men, who, as I say, are of our race, and speak our own language. 

a The gentlemen deputies will understand how proper it is for Spain to enter atonceand =~ 
_ forever into frank and kindly relations with those peoples. -The task which the gov-- 

. . ernment imposes upon itself to this effect is certainly not a difficult one; on the con- . 
o trary, 1t will be easy ; at least Gentertain the belief that when the words of sympathy — 

| and friendship which I address them at this moment, in the name of the regent of the : 
“kingdom, in the name of the government of the nation, and still more in the name of 

- the constituent Cortes, (for I believe that I faithfully. interpret their desires and as- 
_ pirations,) when these words, I say, having crossed the space which separates 

[794] us, shall reach them, *I feel confident that they will be received with applause, | 
— ‘with friendship, and even with tenderness. The rest will be done by our repre- 

- “sentatives, who will be liberal, as many of them have not been hitherto, and these rep- 
resentatives may tell the inhabitants of those republics that their mother country 

| _ recognizes absolutely their emancipation and their independence; that the mother _ 
_ country loves them as her children, and that we love them as our brothers. _ | 

Matters being in this situation, Spain, as the undersigned had the 
: . honor to state in his note of Saturday, the 27th ultimo, which doubtless 

reached the Department of State on the 29th, as Sunday intervened 
7 between the two days, contracted, through a naval commission, with a =” 

| ship-builder, an American citizen of New York, Mr. Cornelius Dela- 
mater by name, for the building of thirty vessels for the coast service. 

‘The undersigned would suppose that the republic of Peru had knowl- | 
| - edge of the intentions of the Spanish government, and consequently its .. - 

-. remonstrance to the Federal Government of the United States, asking 
for the detention of said vessels, could not be well founded, it never . 

oe having been intended to send them to the coasts of the Pacific; but, as 
= the undersigned does not now deem it necessary to enter upon these - 

considerations, he ought to state, in the name of his government, 
| [795] that he is ready to make *to Peru a declaratio. similar to that 

. ___ which the representative of the latter republic made to Spain, in ~ | 
- .  1868,in relation to the monitors Oneota and Catawba, and he desires the 

_ - Honorable Hamilton Fish to be pleased so to state to the representative |. 
: of Peru in Washington, assuring him that the said vessels, which, on _ 

. account.of their construction, can only be used for the coast service, 
oe are not destined to carry on hostilities against his nation, nor any other _ 
- American republic; and the undersigned further adds that they have _ 

| hot been built to replace other and larger vessels, that the latter may 
- ‘be able to go and attack Peru or any other American republic. 

a _ The undersigned, in making these declarations in the name of his 
‘government, feels confident that they will be satisfactory to the Gov- 

_ ernment of the United States and to the representative of Peru. 
The undersigned avails himself of this occasion. to reiterate to the 

_* honorable Secretary of State of the United States the assurances of _ 
his highest consideration. oe oo | 

a | / ~MAURICIO LOPEZ ROBERTS. 
, The Honorable SECRETARY OF STATE re ; 

a nae _ Of the United States. | 

) Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister. 

Oo OB DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
ee errs —. . Washington, December 4, 1869. | 

| _ [796] *The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, 
ae - has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note of Mr. ©
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| ‘Lopez Roberts, of the 1st instant, in which Mr. Lopez Roberts calls the ° - 
attention of the undersigned to the friendly sentiments which animate | 

Pe the present cabinet of Madrid toward the American nationalities of = 
_. - Spanish. origin, especially as shown in the language used by General | ‘ 
De Prim in the constituent Cortes, and in which Mr. Lopez Roberts states 

- in the name of his government that he is ready to make to Peru a dec- , 
-_-Jaration similar to that which the representative of the latter republic — : 

‘made to Spain in 1868, in relation.to the monitors Oneota and Catawba, — a 
- * and: requests the undersigned so to state to the minister of Peru at L 

‘Washington, assuring him that the gun-boats now detained at New , 
‘York on the representation of the minister of Pern can only be used 
for the coast service, and are not destined to carry on hostilities against | 
Peru nor any other American republic, and have not been built to re- 

_-plaee other and larger vessels, in order that the latter may be able to - | 
' | go and attack Peru or any other American republic. we et oe 

- ~ The undersigned has read with great satisfaction the friendly assur- wo 
ances of General Prim, to which his attention has been called. He- - 
‘has also had the honor to transmit to the representative of 
[797] *Peru at Washington the authoritative statement somade by 

| ~~ Mr. Lopez Roberts. . . ae 
Phe undersigned avails himself of this opportunity to renew the as- 

-surances of his distinguished consideration. 
pT BR HAMILTON FISH. — | - 
-. -- Sefior Don M. Lopez RoBErts. oO 7 | 

4... Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister... eer 

- ages oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Oo , 
ee . _.. Washington, December 8, 1869. pos 
. The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has the = - 
honor to transmit to Mr. Lopez Roberts a copy-of a note of the 5th in- => 
stant, which he has received from Mr. Freyre, the minister of Peru, con-: S 

-..-veying-his assent, on behalf of his government, to the departure of the ==. 
- gun-boats constructed for the Spanish government by Mr. Delamater, Be 

ot New York ; also a copy of the reply thereto by the undersigned... — oe 
.  ~Phe undersigned offers to Mr. Lopez Roberts on this occasion renewed =. - 

~ assurances of his highest consideration. — Pa bee Re Se ey 
ees 7 7 oe : HAMILTON FISH =| 
 .. Sefior Don M. Lopez ROBERTS. = CT ee 

[798] *Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. -  —; 

- | Oe -[ Translation. ] a oO oo oe 

Oo LEGATION OF SPAININ WASHINGTON, = =. 
, yy 7 _ Washington, December 8,1869.  ——- 
| The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary — | 

of Spain, has the honor to inform the honorable Secretary of State of 7 
the United States that-he has received, with his note of to-day, a copy 

of the one addressed to him by the minister ot Peru in this capital, in — 
relation to the gun-boats which are being built for the account of the a 

: . . " / -
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- Spanish government, in New York, and which were embargoed at, 
. ‘the request of the said representative, made in August last, andthe 

- one which, likewise, under date of to day, he has addressed to Mr. Freyre, 
_. in reply to the note aforesaid, ane op 

: ~The andersigned, in accordance. with the offer made by him in bis : 
note of the Ist instant, to make a declaration similar to the one made’ | 
py the representative of the republic of Peru'to Spain in 1868,in the: 

a matter of the monitors Oneota and Catawba, declares, in the name of his — 
Do government, that the said thirty gun-boats are not designed to carry on | 

oo hostilities against the republic of Peru, nor to release larger vessels de- 
| -. gigned for this purpose, and he moreover gives assurance that 

[799] they shall at no time commit acts of hostility against the *flag of - 
a the said republic. © ar | oe | 

so. The undersigned, in transmitting this declaration to the honorable | 
| Secretary of State, thanks him, in the name-of his government, for his | 
7 _ friendly intervention in order to bring about a satisfactory solution of - 
Ss this question, and hereby reiterates the assurances of his highest-¢on- _ 

- sideration. ; ie | - 
a Oo _ MAURICIO LOPEZ ROBERTS. 

Be The Hon. SECRETARY OF STATE of the United States. . — | 

| - Mr. Fish, Seeretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. | 

Be ° DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | Washington, December 8, 1869. | 

: Sir: I inclose herewith copies of letters relating to the vessels being |. 
| built in New York by Mr..Delamater for the Spanish government, (asis 

| said,) which have passed: between this Department and Mr. Lopez Rob- — 
ae - erts, the minister from Spain, and Colonel Freyre, the minister from — 
- - Peru, as follows: CY | | - 

| Ist. Copy of letter from the Spanish minister to the Secretary of _ 
State, dated December 1, 1869. ee a ne 

| 2d. Copy of letter from the Secretary of State to the Peruvian minis- _ 
_ ter, dated December 3, 1869. EE 

| — [800] 3d. Copy of letter from the Peruvian minister to *the Secretary — 
: of State, dated December 5,.1569. | em 

| | 4th. Copy of letter from the Spanish minister to the Secretary of — 
State, dated December 8, 1869. . oe So I 

| | 5th. Copy of letter from the Secretary of State to the Peruvian min-_ 
. ister, dated December 8, 1869. — | | | 

a : The copies of these letters are forwarded to you'for your guidance in | 
| the proceedings which have been instituted at the request and in be- _ 

| half of the Peruvian government for the detention of the vessels referred ~ 
-. to. . bo oe . 

a — - You will observe that the Government of the United States is at_ 
length justified, by the assent of both parties, in arriving at the conclu- — 

7 sion, and in resolving that the state of war uo longer exists between 
| _ . pain and Peru, to justify any further prosecution of the complaint that 

; has heen made against these vessels. a a 
/ Iam, sir, Wc., | a a | 

| “i : - SO HAMILTON FISH. © 
. EDWARDS PIERREPONT, Esq., ' : I 

| United States District Attorney, New York. _ oe oS
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.. Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. | | 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES - 
7 FOR THE SOUTHERN DistRIcT oF NEW YORK, | 
a AL Chambers street, December 10, 1869. 

Sir: By order of the court, this day made, the Spanish Cuban gun. — | 
boats are released. I.have directed the marshal to keep them no longer 

-in custody ;, he will surrender them forthwith, 
-....-Yours, very respectfully, - a | 

0 ake Bip rs ee EDWARDS PIERREPONT, |. - 
pdt et oe United States Attorney. | | 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, - ey ge aw Oly Ee | 
ens Secretary of State, Washington, D. Co 6) 

[801] * Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. 

: | 8 ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 7 —_ 
po, | ae — December 16, 1869. — 

: Sir: In compliance with your oral request, I send you in writing my 
opinion upon the question whether it is proper for the United States to. | 
cause a libel to be filed under the third section of the statute of April Oo 

— 20, 1818, entitled. ‘An act in. addition to the act for the. punishment of | 
- certain crimes against the United States, and to repeal the acts therein 

' mentioned,” against the gun-boats building in New York for the Span- | a 
ish government, on the ground that-they are procured to be fitted and — a 
armed. with iatent that they shall be employed in the service of Spain, - 
a foreign state, with intent to cruise, or commit hostilities against the, — | 
subjects, citizens, or property of a “colony, district, or people,” with 

_ whom, the United States are at peace, namely, a colony, district, or peo-. — | 
_ ple claiming to be the republic of Cuba. — 7 ree 

_ The statute of 1818 is sometimes spoken of as the neutrality act, and — - 
undoubtedly its principal object is to secure the performance of the | 
duty. of the, United States under the law.of nations asa neutral nation 

in respect to foreign powers. But it is an act to punish! certain offend- a 

 ers.against the United States by fines, imprisonment, and forfeitures, _ / 
and the act itself defines the precise nature of those. offenses... | , 

The. United States have not recognized the. independent national = | 
existence .of the island of Cuba, or. any part thereof, and no 

[802]. * sufficient reason has yet been shown to justify such arecognition, = 
| _ Inviewof the Government of the United States, as a matter of fact — 

_ which must. govern our conduct: as a nation, the island of Cuba is a , 
territory under the government of Spain, and belonging to that nation. 
‘If ever the time shall come whenit shall seem fitting to the political, | 
department of the Government of the United States to recognize Cuba 
as an independent government, entitled to admission into the family of = 
nations, or, without recognizing its independence, to find that an organ- 
ized. government, capabie of carrying on war, and to be held responsi-,. _ S 

- ble.to other nations for. the manner. in which it carries it on, exists in, | 
’ that island, it will be the duty of that department to declare and act =~ 

upon those facts. But before such a state of things is found to exist, | | 
it is not in my opinion competent for a court to undertake to settle those | 
question. The judicial tribunals must follow and contorm to the politi- 
eal action of the Government in regard to the existence of foreign 

48 A : | | | oe
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| states and our relations to them, and it would in my opinion be incon- 
_. $istent with the honor and dignity of the United States to submit to a 

| | court and allow to be declared and acted upon in such an indirect manner 
- | rights and duties toward a foreign nation which the Government is not | 

prepared distinctly and upon its own responsibiiity to avow and main- © 
| tain. | | Poors 

| | It has been brought to my notice, as to yours by persons who profess 
an to represent the Cuban insurgents, that libels have already been filed - 

ae —- In the courts of the United States, under the statute of 1818, to 
me [803] procure the condemnation of vessels, on the ground that * they 

an were being fitted out and armed with intent to be employed in- 
an the service of a ‘colony, district, or people,” namely, the colony, dis- 
ea trict, or people of Cuba, with intent to.cruise and commit hostilities 
a _ -against the subjects of Spain, a nation with whom we are at peace, and 

, it is argued that this involves what is claimed to be the converse of 
| the proposition, that as we assert in those libels that Cuba is a “colony, 

| district, or people,” capable of committing hostilities against Spain, the 
Oo law equally applies to an armament procured or fitted out by Spain for. 

_ the purpose of hostilities against Cuba, and that the executive govern- * 
. ment, by filing those libels, have virtually recognized the “colony, dis- 

| trict, or people” of Cuba as belligerents.. | | 
a -. his argument seems to me to involve an.erroneous legal notion, and 

to be based upon the idea that the statute of 1818, being an act to pro- 
, tect and enforce the neutrality laws of the United States, cannot be ap- 

_ plied except where there are independant parties to a contest entitled 
- to equal rights; but this I think is: an opinion wholly unsound. Un- 

oT doubtedly the ordinary application of the statute is to cases where the | 
- United States intends to maintain its neutrality in wars between two 

other nations, or where both parties to a contest have been recognized 
aS belligerents, that is, as having a sufficiently organized political exist- 

— ence to enable them to carry on war. But the statute is not confined 
| in its terms nor, as it seems to me, in its scope and proper effect to such _ 

_ cases. Under it many persons who are insurgents or engaged in what 
| would be regarded, under our law, as levying war against the 

[804] sovereign *power of the nation, however few in number, and oc- _ 
cupying however small a territory, might procure the fitting out 

| and arming of vessels with intent to cruise or commit hostilities against 
a nation with which we are at peace, and with intent that they should _ 
be employed in the service of a“ colony, district, or people” not waging 

. _ a recognized war. The statute would apply to the case of an armament 
_ prepared in anticipation of an insurrection or revolt in some district or | 

| colony which it was intended to excite, and before hostilities existed. 
/ But on the other hand, when a nation with which we are at peace, or 

the recognized government thereof, undertakes to procure armed vessels _ 
a for the purpose of enforcing its own recognized authority within its own” | 
a dominions, although there may be evidence satisfactory to show that _ 
a they will aid the government in the suppression of insurrection or re- 

| bellion in a legal view, this does not involve a design to commit hostili- 
ties against anybody. If the illicit distillers of any section of the United 
States combine together to resist by force the collection of the revenue, 

: and arm themselves for this purpose, with the intent to set at defiance, 
permanently and by force, the law of the. United States, they must be 

| . levying war against the Government; but when the Government sends _ 
nn its officers to disperse or arrest the offenders, although it may find it 

| necessary to employ military force in aid of its authority, it certainly
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cannot be considered as committing hostilities against the territory over oS 
which operations extend. : | Oo ens 

[805} The question of belligerency between organized commu*nities APS 
is a question of fact, and may be one of the gravest facts upon ree 

which a nation is called to decide and act. Theconcession of belligerent ne 
rights to a “colony, district, or people” in a state of insurrection or wee 

revolution necessarily involves serious restrictions upon the ordinary og 

rights of the people of the country to carry on branches of manufacture es 
and trade which are unrestricted in time of peace. To prevent our 2 
mechanics and merchants from building ships of war, and selling them =~ - 
in the markets of the world is an interference with their private rights _ oe 
which can only be justified on the ground of a paramount duty in our. | 

international relations, and however much we may sympathize with the Oo 
_efforts of any portion of the people of another country to resist what - 
they consider oppression, or to achieve independence, our duties are 
necessarily dependent upon the actual progress which they have made - cae 

in reaching these objects. BS SO 2 et 
This subject, as you are now aware, is one to which longand careful = 

consideration has been appliéd, and the result which I have thus briefly © 

stated, and which might receive much fuller statement and illustrations, was 

is that upon which the administration have acted. ItrustthatI have = 
- made my view of the law intelligible, and have the honor to be, | 
Se a EK. R. HOAR, SO 

| ere _ Attorney-General. 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, : a re 

Ot Secretary of State. : a On | das
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[807] *CUBAN CORRESPONDENCE, 1866-1871. oe 

fl} * [For correspondence relative to the prevention in the ports of a 
a the United States of vessels alleged to be fitting out to cruise’. 
against the commerce of France in 1864, see vol. 7, Claims of United 
States against Great Britain, pp. 39-42.| | : 

‘Mr. Dickinson, district attorney, to Mr. Hunter, Acting Secretary of State. ae 

a OO Oo (Telegram. ] . os : | oe 

~~ OFFICE UNrrep STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH, oe 
OO ae ~ WAR DEPARTMENT, | oe 

| New York, January 24, 1866, — | 

| Wm. Hunter, Esq., Acting Secretary of State: 7 7 ioe 

_ §rr: Upon information and evidence furnished by the Spanish consul - 
that the ship Meteor is being fitted out, and is about to sail from this & 
port with intent that she should be employed or cruise in the service of - 
Chili against the commerce of Spain, I have caused her to be libeled | 
and detained. Has the Department of State any suggestions or instruc- 

- tions ? | - fe | — : | | 
_ A  D.S8. DICKINSON, | 

| United States District Attorney. | 

[2] _ * Mr. Hunter, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Dickinson, district Oe 
= - attorney. . | . 

oe 7 | | [Telegram. ] oo | | ee 

Se - | WASHINGTON, January 25, 1866. - 
 D.S. Dickinson, United States Attorney, New York : | | - 

_ Your telegram of yesterday reached here too late in the evening to be 
then answered. At present no suggestions or instructions from this De- oe 
partment relative to the case of the Meteor are deemed necessary. | | 

— | a - W. HUNTER. 

| Mr. Dickinson, district attorney, to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State. a 

OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES | 
- FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, | a 

| oh : | New York, February 17, 1866. 
Sie: [ have the honor to report in the case of Benjamin V. Macken- 

na, indicted for a breach of ‘the neutrality laws, &c., that on the 14th
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. instant he appeared in. court, and, in the language of his counsel, 
| . “waived his diplomatic privilege,” and pleaded to the indictment upon 

: the merits. In other words, he withdrew his plea of alleged diplomatic _ 
relations, which relations I was prepared to show, by documents so. _ 
promptly and courteously furnished me from the State Department, had - 

no existence. : | : oo 
[3] Esteban Rogers, the Chilian consul, indicted *for a similar . 

a offense, pleaded to the indictment without any suggestion of — 
privilege, although at the time he evidently had not been advised that 

| his exequatur had been revoked by the President. Both cases stand 
a over for trial in March next, and the defendants have given bail for their 

| appearance. CO . : . | 
I have the honor to be, sir, yours, wc., a | 

| : | D. 8. DICKINSON, | 
| a s CU nited States District Attorney. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, > | | : : 
| | Secretary of State. | | | 

Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, to Mr. Dickinson, district attorney. 

. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
: | an | Washington, March 31,1865. 

Sir: Pursuant to the request contained in your letter of -yesterday’s | 
date, I herewith transmit a certified copy of an official paper on file in | 
this Department relative to the existence of a state of war between. | 
Spain and Chili, oe 7 

IT am, sir, yours, &., | - . | 
| OO | —  - WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

D.-‘S. DICKINSON, Esq., | | 
United States District Attorney, New York. 

| Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, to Mr. McCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury. 
| 

| ae DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
: | oe Washington, April 10, 1866. 

Sir: At the instance of Mr. Tassara, the Spanish minister, I 
a [4] will thank you to cause a vessel *called La Orientale, which is at 

_ pier No. 33 North River, New York, which is advertised for Mon- | 
tevideo, and which is supposed to be intended for the Chilian service, to — 

a be detained for examination. It is advisable that the order for this pur- | 
| pose should be sent by telegraph, as the vessel is to sail to-morrow. or 

the day after. _ a a | | 
| I have the honor to be, sir, yours, &c., | oo | . 

: | ae : | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. - 
Hon. H. McCULLOcH, | | : | 

| Secretary of the Treasury. a -
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Mr. McCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State. 

So oe | TREASURY DEPARTMENT, CS 
: ks | ; ~ . Washington, April 11, 1866. os 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communi- | 
— eation of the 10th instant, requesting that the vessel called La Orientale, . 

advertised for Montevideo, be detained at New York for examination. 
In accordance with such request, the following telegram was forthwith 

- transmitted to the collector at New York: | | | | 

7 Detain vessel called La Orientale, which is at pier No. 33 North River, and advertised 
for Montevideo, and await instructions from this Department. . | | 

I will thank you to inform me at the earliest practicable moment what oo 
_. further action, if any, is required from this Department in the matter. | 

—--- Tam yours, &c., oo. | | 
a me | HUGH McCULLOCH, a 

. | | Secretary of the Treasury. _ | 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, |. | - 7 

— * Seeretary of State. | Oe | 

[5] * Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, to Mr. Dickinson, district attorney. a 

a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | a Washington, April 11, 1866. | 

_ . Sir: I inclose a translation of a note of yesterday, addressed to this a 
Department by Mr. Tassara, the Spanish minister here, onthe subject : 
of a vessel at New York called La Orientale, which, supposing herto 

- be intended for the service of the republic of Chili, he requests may be | 
detained for examination. The request has been made known tothe = 

— Secretary of the Treasury, who is understood to have complied with it. . 
You will cause the proper examination to be made, and, if it should re- — _ 

_. sult in sufficient cause therefor, the vessel, and any parties concerned, | 
may be judicially proceeded against. — 

| : I'am, sir, your obedient servant, | | So oe 
a on | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

. DANIEL S. DICKINSON, Esq., | Oo 
. Attorney of the United States for the Southern District of New York. = |” 

[6] 9 *Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, to Mr. Tassara, Spanish minister, 

ee _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| ae = | Washington, April 11, 1866. _ : 

The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has the 
honor to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Tassara’s note of yesterday’s = 
date, relative to the vessel called the La Orientale, and alleged to be of. 
a suspicious character, now lying at the port of New York, and adver- - 
tised to sail for Montivedeo, but really, according to Mr. Tassara’s be- ~ 

_ lief, for service in the cause of the Chilian government. |. | a 
In reply, the undersigned has the honor to inform Mr. Tassara that — 

his request for the detention of the vessel referred to, until her real des- = 
tination can he made clear, has been complied with. _ |
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'. The undersigned offers. to Mr. Tassara on this occasion renewed as- _ 
_, surances of his very high consideration. a me 

ee ee | Ce WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
—» . Seftor Don GABRIEL GARCIA Y TASSARA, | | : 

[7] *Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, to Mr. Welles, Secretary of the Navy. 

oo DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © | | 
es a, . .. Washington, April 16, 1866.. 

. . ... Srr: [ have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a telegraphic dis- - 
-» patch received from the commanding officer at Fort Sullivan, Maine, and 

~. to ask your attention to the subject. to which it relates. I would sug- 
- _. gest that instructions be sent to the Winoski to co-operate with the mili- 

«°° tary and revenue officers and the police, in order to prevent or defeat 
any attempted violation of the neutrality laws of the United States. 

_ Ihave the honor to be, &e., | 
re Bo - . WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

- Hon. GIDEON WELLES, ; a | a 
| Pg Secretary of the Navy. | | | 

Mr. MeCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State. 

: | ° TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | 
7 | Co Washington, April 20, 1866. _ | 

 .  $rp: IT have the honor to submit herewith the letter of the collector | 
/ at Stonington, relative to the gun-boat Sciota, recently purchased from | 

, the United States, and now loading with guns, gun-carriages, &c., for , 
: Valparaiso. The collector asks what course he shall pursue, a question 

| which is respectfully presented for your consideration. —— 
| ‘With great respect, Oe a - oe 

| | | H. McCULLOOH, . | 
| Secretary of the Treasury. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, . | | — a 

oc , _ Secretary of State. oO | | 

- «8 | *[Inclosure. ] | 

| ir. Turnbull, collector, to Mr. McCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury. : 

| OFFICE OF THE COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS, = 
| | _ DISTRICT OF STONINGTON, CONNECTICUT, | 
a | | | — .  — Stonington, April 16, 1866. — 

| . Siz: The gun-boat Sciota, recently purchased of the United States 
_~* Government by parties in New London, has been repairing at Noank, | 

from which place she expects to sail for her destination, Valparaiso. I 
- understand her cargo is to consist of guns, gun-carriages, kerosene oil, 
oakum, &c. Itis the impression here that she is intended for the Chilian 
navy. - - : a : ——-
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_... Please inform-me if I shall allow her. to clear for Valparaiso, or what — Oo 
-. course I shall pursue inregardtoher. 7 7 

| | Yours, very respectfully, ws 7 | BS 
- a AN, TURNBULL, ne 

| a a | a . Gollector. 2 
| HuGH McCuLLoc#, - 7 Bo yous ee see ES 

| Sceretary of the Treasury, Washington, D.C. 

: Mr. Speed, Attorney-General, to Mr. Kelby, district attorney. | 

aa | OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL, _ a 
hoe i. Washington, April 21,1866. 

[9] _*S$rr: Tinclose to you a copy of a letter this day received byme = 
- from the Secretary of State. po is ES ae 

You will be on the watch, and careful to see that the neutrality law > 
is not violated. a — - PR I 

| | Very respectfully, &c., | ae oe 7 ae | os — JAMES SPEED, ee 
me | | Attorney-General. . 

a Hiram KELBY, Esq., | | ES 
| United States Attorney, New London, Connecticut. | ae 

Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, to Mr. McCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury. = 

a oe re _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
a re | oe Cl Washington, April 21, 1866. an 

. §rr: I have the. honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of = 
the 20th instant, inclosing the copy of a letter from the collector of | 

: customs at the port of Stonington, in relation to the apprehended fitting = 
out of the gun-boat Sciota (late of the Navy) in violation of our neutral i. 

| obligations. The subject has been brought to the attention of the = © 
Attorney-General, who has undertaken to give the proper instructions = 

. for the investigation of the case by the district attorney of the United — - 
_ States for Connecticut, with a view to such proceedings as may be found or 

necessary. In the mean time I respectfully suggest the expediency of = 
_. your giving directions for the detention of the vessel until further orders. Sis 
“Your obedient servant, | a - | oye ets 

. , ) — WILLIAM H. SEWARD. — — . 
— .. Hon. H. McoCuLyoca, — : ye BL 

| Secretary of the Treasury. — | at 

. - fl0]) * Mr. Goodloe, district attorney, to Mr. Ashton, Acting Attorney- 
ee : General. | | oS 

ee _ OFFICE UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY, == © 
oe Oo _  HASTERN DISTRICT LOUISIANA, ~ Co a 

| | I | New Orleans, Louisiana, May 5, 1866. en 
Srp: L have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the = 

2d instant, inclosing a copy of a dispatch addressed to the Secretary of =~
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- State of the United States, by the minister of Spain, relative toa case 
of supposed intended violation of the neutrality laws in this district. | 

I have addressed a note to the consul, asking him to put me in posses- 
ss Sion of any facts known to him, touching the alleged or supposed 

| ~- intended violation, and expressing my readiness to take such steps as 
-. ‘may be necessary to prevent a violation of the law. I will promptly . 

| make inquiry into the matter, and, in obedience to your instructions, _ 
take such steps as may seem to me to be necessary and proper. 

| | Lam, &, © | | 
Oo | oo | JOHN K. GOODLOE, | 

| CS | — Onited States Attorney. : 
_ Hon. J. HUBLEY ASHTON, : 

| — Acting Attorney-General. a - — 7 

_ Mr. Ashton, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State. 

| oe OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL, | a 
an | | Washington, May 9, 1866. | 
[11]  *Sir: Your communication of the 2d instant, inclosing a copy —— 

of a note of the 20th ultimo, addressed to you by the minister | 
of Spain, relative to a supposed intended violation of the neutrality 

| laws at New Orleans, was duly received at this office. : | | ; 
| The inclosure was at once forwarded to the United States attorney at 

a New Orleans, with instructions to institute inquiry as to the truth of the 
allegations contained in Mr. Tassara’s note, and to take such legal 
measures aS might be found necessary and proper in the premises. | 

= Very respectfully, &c., © OC _ | | | 
| | , J. HUBLEY ASHTON, : 

a | Acting Attorney-General. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | a | 

| | Secretary of State. | | | 

Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, to Mr. McCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury. | 

| Co | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
. | _ — Washington, May 9, 1866. 

Siz: In a note of this day, Mr. Tassara, the Spanish minister, says 
_ that he has information that a vessel named the Panoa, or Pocus, will 

_ start from New London to-night or to-morrow as a privateer against | 
oe Spain. Pursuant to his. request, I will consequently thank you 

| {12] to telegraph to the collector of customs at that place *to detain 
, : the vessel for examination, if in his judgment there should .be 

| sufficient cause therefor, | - | 
| I have the honor to be, &c.,. a 7 

- oo es on, WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
- Hon. H. McOuLLocH, © = | | OO | 

Secretary of the Treasury. CO oe bo
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Mr. Chandler, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Seward, Secretary _ 
Of States | - 

ree oe TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | 
oe : - : | Washington, January 29, 1867. - 

rr: I am directed by the Secretary to transmit for your information a 
a copy of a- letter from J. R. Savage, of New York, giving information. | 
of the alleged fitting out of a privateer at that port, submitted to this 

_ Department, with the accompanying copy of a letter from the Secretary _ 
of War. A copy of Mr. Savage's letter has this day been transmitted a 

: to the collector of the customs at New York, with instructions tohim | 
to cause an examination as to the correctness of the charge to be made, — 
and to report to this Department the result of such investigation, with . 
his views. | | ) - a 

| I have the honor to be, &c., — - 
; : | : | WM. HE. CHANDLER, . 

a ee | | Assistant Secretary. oe 
Hon. WILLIAM H: SEWARD, / | He 

: Bae AS Secretary of State. | oe 

[18] *Mr. MeCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury to Mr. Seward, Secretary 
coe ee oo ‘of State. ce oo 

oe _ TREASURY DEPARTMENT, — | 
| | oo Washington, February 2, 1867. 

$e: I have the honor herewith to transmit a copy of a letter fromthe . : 
collector at New York, in reply to a letter from this Department, on the 
subject of the alleged fitting out of a privateer at the city of New York. 

As recommended by you a copy of the correspondence on the sub- 
_ ° ject has been transmitted to the district attorney at New York. — a 

With great-respect, I am, sir, | fa 
Oo a - ~ HUGH McCULLOCH, . , 

. | aSecretary of the Treasury. , 
a Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | a 

Secretary of State. | | : 

Be | _ {Inclosure.} ae es 

Mr. Smythe, Collector, to Mr. McCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury. 

| | a | CustomM-HousE, NEw YoRK, ~~ 

7 " | Collector's Office, January 30, 1867. — | 
| Sire: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 

an 29th instant, inclosing a communication of J. R. Savage, esq., to 
_ [14] the Secretary of War, giving information of an alleged fitting *out 7 

Of a privateer at New York. : ee | 
: I have the honor to report to. the Department that “the eyes of the _ | 

revenue,” by which name one of your honorable predecessors once desig- - 
- nated the customs officials of this district, have neither slept nor slum-  _ | 
bered over the movements of the alleged privateer in question, but that. | 
her proceedings have been known and watched from the beginning; ~_
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, and every preventive precaution taken to frustrate her designs. As | 
—.-- Soon. as any overt act shall have been committed in her behalf, it will be - 

‘promptly met by decisive action on my part, and a report of all the facts 2 
| in the case made to the Department. | a | : 

: | I am, very respectfully, &c., | | — | 
pe oo H. A. SMYTHE, 

| : | rrr Collector. 
| Hon. HuGH McCuLLocH, —_. ae ae 

- Secretary of the Treasury. — | —_ 

Mr. Courtney, district attorney, to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State. 
| | 

OFFICE OF THE: DISTRICT ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES 
; FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, | 

| New York, Feburary 5, 1867. 
[15] Sir: *I have the honor to report that I have this day, in compli- 

: .ance with the directions contained in the letter of Collector Smythe, | 
-‘acopy of which is herewith transmitted, caused the steamship R. R. Cuy- : 

ler to be attached and libelled by due process, issued out of the district 
a court of the United States for the southern district of New York. ) 

‘This proceeding has been taken for an alleged violation of the neu- 
a trality laws of the United States. | | O : 

- I have the honor to be, &., | | | 
re Oo SAMUEL G. COURTNEY, 

| SO | ‘United States Attorney. 
Hon. WiLLIAM H. SEWARD, oe | | , 

: o . Secretary of State. a : 

| _ [Inclosure.] po | - | 
; : * . 

: Mr. Smythe, Collector, to Mr. Courtney, district attorney. 

a a | CUSTOM-HoUSsE, NEW YORK, | : 
- — | Collector’s Office, February 5, 1867. 

 Srr: I have to report the seizure, on the 2d instant, of the steamship 
R. R. Cuyler, and request that proceedings may be instituted for the | 

_ forfeiture thereof, together with her tackle, apparel, &c., under the third , 
section of the neutrality act of April 20, 1818. I inclose the report of | 
the surveyor of the port who made the seizure and examination as 

- therein related, together with the register, manifest, crew-list, ship- . 
ping articles, clearance, bill of health, and letter of instructions 

: [16] *to the master, the papers taken from the rooms of the captain = 
S - and his assistant, and the affidavits referred to by the surveyor, | 

: and four drawings taken from the vessel but not.mentioned in the re- 
| port. Sd - Oo | : 
7 _. ~lTam, very respectfully, &¢, ee | - 

| Oe es A, A. SMYTHE, 
. | | Collector. | 

— S. G. CouRTNEY, Esq., | 
| | United States Attorney, ae an
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| [17] *Mr. Herron, United States marshal, to Mr. Browning, Acting At- be 
ee | _ _ torney- General. - ) | 

. ss OFFICE UNITED STATES MARSHAL, — - 
a - a _ ss DISTRICT OF LOUISTANA, _ | - 

| os . New Orleans, July 13, 1868. 

 $rer: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication. a 
of the 7th instant, relative to hostile expeditions contemplated against - 
Mexico. | | | : | ec 

Two expeditions, suspected of being of that character, have been - 
broken up by this office, through the co-operation of the military author- 
ities. One hundred and fourteen men have been arrested June 23 and. 
July 1, and held to answer before.a United States commission. oe | 

No efforts will be spared to comply with the laws and your instruc- | 
tions. a | | Oo | 

: Respectfully, your obedient servant, * | oe 

Co | oe BR. J. HERRON, 7 So 
| Se | United States Marshat. oo 

| Hon. O. H. BROWNING, _ | / a 
_-- Aeting Attorney-General, Washington, D. C. | | | 

. Mr. Herron, United States marshal, to Mr. Browning, Acting Attorney-  — _ 
, oe | — General. — | | | | 

| | OFFICE’ UNITED STATES MARSHAL, | | 
7 a a | District oF LOUISIANA, | 

7 OCustom-House Building, New Orleans, July 20,1868. 

~Srr: L have the honor to submit the following report of my operations | 
- for the purpose of breaking up a movement to violate the neutrality 

Jaws of this Government. by armed invasion of the Republic of |” 
_- Mexico. - - ey 

[18] ~—s«‘In the early part of June rumors reached me *that parties had 
ve arrived in New Orleans, with means and authority from revolu- 
tionary chieftains in Mexico, to purchase arms and enlist men, and to _ | 
transport them to some point on the Mexican coast, supposed to bein | | 
the vicinity of Bagdad. On putting myself in communication with the | 
consul of Mexico at New Orleans, Sefior Ramon Diaz, I ascertained that - 

-_. gimilar indefinite reports had come to his knowledge. On | = 
Experienced deputy marshals were at once set to tracing up these pes 

| reports, andthe main city rendezvous of the filibuster recruits was in oS 
due time discovered to be in rear of a grocery and liquor establishment ae 
at the corner of Rampart and Esplanade streets. | 

. Close espionage being maintained upon this place, it was foundon 
the 23d June, ultimo, that the band had completed preparations for its a 
departure, and was about to immediately start from New Orleans. I~ 
stationed the few men at my disposal to guard the various places of — 
egress from the Barracks building, and in person made a demand upon | 
the chief of the municipal police for a sufficient force to capture the. - 

| inmates. Considerable delay was experienced in assembling the police- > 
oO -  men,and placing them under my command at-the designated spot. 

[19] In the mean time the fears of the leaders had become *aroused, . — 
oo and they succeeded in escaping by an outlet not at the time dis- a 

covered by my men. The remainder, forty in number, were taken into | 
custody, and confined in the military prison. | os oo
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— So far as the most rigorous investigation could develop, the men cap’ | 
tured were unacquainted with the real purpose of their leaders. Almost | 

-- without exception these men were squalid and poverty-stricken, embrac- 
ing two classes at present very numerous in New Orleans: 1st, persons 

| who, finding it impossible to obtain employment, engage almost unques- | 
tioningly in anything which promises immediate support: 2d, despera- 
does who, will not work so long as there is any enterprise which promises — 
adventure and plunder. Several of these men asserted that they had 
been engaged to work on a railroad near Vera Cruz. ne 
Sefior Diaz was active in his efforts to procure evidence, but whenthe | 

- prisoners were brought before United States Commissioner John P. | 

Wells, esq., on June 25th ultimo, it could not be proven that they had 
been knowingly guilty of an attempt to violate the laws; so they were _ 

_ discharged. Cg a 
| ~ On June 27th ultimo, I dispatched two deputies, on the United States : 

- quartermaster’s steamer, Ella Morse, to Grand Isle, situated some 
: [20]. forty miles *from Southwest Pass, and the site of old Fort Liv. _ 

oe | ingston. They were supported by one company of the First United 
 . States Infantry, under command of Captain and Brevet-Major Kenzie 

Bates. I had learned that the leaders of this filibuster movement, with 
- excellent discrimination, had selected this as their principal camp and 

| point of embarkation when ships could be procured and time for action 
arrived. | } | | | | 

- At Grand Isle, seventy-four men were made prisoners, and thence con- 
veyed to Fort Jackson, from which place they were, after some necessary 
delay, brought to this city for trial. | . | " | 

Their arraignment béfore United States Commissioner Wells took | 
place on July 13th instant, when it was found that the same ignorance _ 

- goncerning the ulterior objects of the lawless enterprise in which they | 
: were engaged existed among the rank and file as was noticéd among _ 

: the members of the band first captured. The men were, therefore, dis- . 
charged, but the four officers taken, namely, Hilary Cenas, Emile Ricaud, — 
J. H. Hernandez, and L. R. Hill, were ordered to furnish good and suf-_ 

. ficient security for their appearance at the next (fall) term of the Umted_ 
States district court for triak _ oo aan 

- The managers and organizers of this filibuster movement dis: ~ 
[21] played unusual*secrecy in all they did in this connection, being, up 

to this moment, I feel convinced, personally and by name unknown 
| to all engaged therein, except the recruiting-officers and such others as 

| it was absolutely necessary to consult. When the first arrests weremade, _ 
these leaders are supposed to have fled, some to Havana, others to New 

| York, and reports reach me that this latter-named city will henceforward 

| be their base of operations in this country. _ | : 
In conclusion, it gives me pleasure to state that in all my efforts at | 

- -- suppressing this attempt to rupture the peaceful relations existing 
| between the United States and Mexico I have had the earnest and 

valuable co-operation of Sefior Ramon Diaz, the Mexican consul,also 
) prompt assistance from Brevet Major-General R. C. Buchanan, com- 

| manding fifth military district; and aid from the local authorities of 
New Orleans, when requested. - wo: BO 

: I have the honor to be, yours, &c., | a es 
7 | ae | _ ¥F. J. HERRON, . | 

| — | United States Marshal." 

Hon. O. H. BROWNING, =. | oo , yoo 
: . Aeting Attorney-General of the United States. . | pS
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| Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hvarts, Attorney-General. oe 

.. . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | sy 
, —. Washington, November 11, 1868. os 

[22]  *Srr: I have the honor to inclose, for your consideration, a copy, | 
of an article published last evening in a respectable newspaper of : 

the city of New York, referring to the reported organization, at that and | 
other cities, of expeditions for the invasion of Cuba. While this Depart- a 
ment has no information of any such illegal organization in progress or 
contemplated, I nevertheless deem it my duty to bring the subject to your _ | 
notice, to the end that if you find reason to give any credit to the rumors © 
of projected violations of our laws for the preservation of neutrality, 7 

- guch instructions may be issued to the district attorneys and marshals | 
of the United States required for the defeat of the schemes in question. | 

Tam, sir, yours, &c., ca | | . 
~ | | Oo WILLIAM H. SEWARD.  —— 
Hon. WILLIAM M. EVARTS, | | | oy | oo 
EE Attorney-General. ree So 

Mr. Evarts, Attorney-General, to Mr. Courtney, district attorney. - 

a OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL, | ee 
. : | , | Washington, November 14,1868.» 

. Sir: I desire to ask your immediate attention to an article in the Ces 
New York Commercial Advertiser of November 10th instant, relative to | 7 

pe rumors of a projected: expedition. against Cuba, with some > | 

_ [23] supposed object of annexation of that *island to the United States. 
_ . Sueh expeditions are in violation of our neutrality laws, and I beg 

-. that you will give the subject immediate attention, and report to me the | 
result of your inquiries during my expected visit to the city of New : 
York. , | , - Ce ve go 

Iam, very respectfully, yours, &c., i Pa | a 
| ca os WM. ML EVARTS, ~ Das 

OS , | a | Attorney-General. = 
§. G. CouRTNEY, Esq,., . oe | | | es oe 

United States Attorney, New York City, a 7 

Mr. Murray, United States marshal, to Mr. Hvarts, Attorney-General, — a 

ee UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, oe ee | 
rr cir - SoutTHERN District oF NEw YorK, > | 

tae a | New York, November 19, 1868. — - a 
-Srr: Dhave the honor to acknowledge the receipt.of your letter of the =~ : 

- 14th instant, calling my attention to an article in the New York Com- 
- mercial Advertiser of November 10th instant, relative to ‘rumors of a _ 

projected expedition against. Cuba, with some supposed object of the 7 
- annexation of that island to the United States, and directing me to give | 

- the subject immediate attention, and report to you the result of my. | 
inquiries. | | | | , a | :
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* In reply thereto, I have to state that I have made a thorough inves | 
_. tigation into the above-named projected expedition, and find that it has 

| no existence in fact. It is true that a number of well-known 
- -|24)] ~~ filibusters have *opened an office at 498 Broome street, in this 

| ~ city, for the ostensible purpose of enlisting men for the invasion of 
- the island of Cuba, but really with a view of making money out of the © 

| resident Cubans in this city, who sympathize in the cause. ButIam 
a -happy to inform you that-thus far they have been unsuccessful, 

| oe, I have the honor to remain, &, = oe | 
| me rn . | ~~. ROBERT MURRAY, | 

: — | OO nited States Marshat. 
Hon. WM. M. EVARTS, ©. ee 

oe Attorney-General, Washington, D. C. a | | 

7 [25] * Memorandum from Spanish minister, received March 19, 1869. 

| From official information, deserving entire credence, itis known that 
at the port of Jacksonville or Fernandina, on the coast of Florida, a 

- -- steamer is being fitted out by the name of Salvador, (or perhaps some 
7 other name,) for the purpose of committing depredations in the character 

ofa privateer, and with the flag of the Cuban insurgents, against the 
a maritime commerce of Spain. The vessel will leave port with the United — 

 .- States flag, and at sea will replace it by that of said insurgents. Con- 
| - _- sidering that this steamer, under the absurd pretense of sympathizing 

with the Cuban insurgents, has no other object that that of committing — 
SO acts of piracy against Spanish commerce, it is earnestly hoped that the 

a United States Government will use all the means it may deem necessary __ 
| to avoid: a proceeding so scandalous and so contrary to the law of na- | 

| tions. | Oo i de, OO 

. Memorandum from Spanish minister, received March 19, 1869. - | 

: _ According to information received from New Orleans, Mobile, Jack- | 
a ‘sonville, Florida, Charleston, Savannah, and other southern ports, fili- | 

. bustering expeditions are being organized in said ports, for the purpose ! 
| of joining the insurgents in the island of Cuba. 7 | | 
[26] *It is hoped that the Government of the United States will | 

renew the orders previously issued to the local authorities, (¢ is- : 
| trict attorneys, collectors of customs, United States marshals,) to the | 

| effect that, acting in harmony with the consuls of Spain or other duly- © | 
anthorized agents, such measures may .be taken, agreeably to law, as | 
shall prevent and defeat such acts of aggression againstanation friendly | 

| to the United States and their ancient ally. = = ae | 

: Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. 

| oe | Oo DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | we March 20, 1869. 

Siz: This Department is informed by the minister of Spain that he 
has official information to the effect that, at the port of Jacksonville or. 

\ | So :
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- Fernandina, in Florida, a steamer is being fitted out by the name of a 
_ Salvador, (or perhaps some other name,) for the purpose of committing 

depredations in the character of a privateer, under the flag of the Cuban 
insurgents, upon the maritime commerce of Spain. It is. supposed to 
be the intention of the steamer to leave port. under the United States 
flag, to be afterward replaced by that of the insurgents referred to, It 

ds, therefore, suggested that such instructions be given to officers . 
{27] | subject. to the orders *of your Department as may prevent, or lead | 

to the punishment of, any offense which may be committed | 
against the laws of the United States by the parties who may be en- 
gaged in:such an illegal enterprise. | A | | 
_.. I have the honor to be, &¢., | = os 
- — | | ce HAMILTON FISH. — : 
Hon. GEORGE 8S. BOUTWELL, | rs os | 

| . Secretary of the Treasury. a a 

sc Mr, Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

2 BENS is as DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
eon te en —.  .  Mareh 20, 1869, | | 

~° §Srr: The Department has received information to the effect that | 
- illegal expeditions are in progress at New Orleans, Mobile, Jacksonville, = 

Charleston, Savannah, and other southern ports, for the purpose of aid- : 
‘ing the insurgents in the island of Cuba. It is consequently suggested 7 
that such instructions be given to the proper officers in that quarter as ._ | 

. tay prevent or lead to a punishment of any violation of the act of Con-_ 
gress of the 20th of April, 1818. re abe 

J have the honor to be, We., mo | | ee ° 7 
a FTA MILTON FISH. . 

_ Hon. E. R. HOAR, a oO | | | 
—. Attorney-General. a - a | 

 Vice-Admiral Porter, for Secretary of the Navy, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of 7 
mo nee Sei | — State : 7 | | 

be ee | Navy DEPARTMENT, March 22, 1869. 
[28]... *Srr: [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter 

of the 20th instant, regarding the report which has reached the | 
| Spanish minister, of the fitting out of a steamer at Fernandina or Jack- : 

-sonville, to cruise, under the flag of the Cuban insurgents, against the 
commerce of Spain, and to inform you that proper instructions have been a 
given to Rear-Admiral Hoff, commanding the North Atlantic squadron, oe 
on the subject. oo ee : 
— -Very respectfully, . | | oo | 

ne - So | DAVID D. PORTER, |= | 
re Vice-Admiral, for Secretary of the Navy. . | | 

Hon. HAMILTON FISH, | SO : 
— Seeretary of State. | OS Ba
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ss Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Bisbee, district attorney. — 

Oo ATTORNEY-GENERAL’s OFFICE, March 23, 1869. — 
| Siz: This Department has received information that a steamer is 

. being fitted out at the port of Jacksonville or Fernandina, in your dis- | 
| trict, for the purpose of committing depredations in the character of a 

privateer, under the flag of the Cuban insurgents, upon the maritime 
commerce of Spain. It is supposed to be the intention of the steamer 
to Teave the port. under the flag of the United States, to be afterward 

replaced by that of the insurgents referred to. _ | a 
[29 | *You are instructed to communicate this information to the | 

| | United States marshal, and, with him, take such measures as | 
may prevent such a violation of the laws of the United States, and to . 

| report your action to this office. | = | 
- Very respectfully, yours, - : | | 

| | . . . KR. HOAR, mo 
| | Oo — Attorney-General. 

HORATIO BISBEE, Jr., Esq., ae re Ske 
. United States Attorney, Saint Augustine, Florida. 

«Mr, Hoar, Attorney-General, to the district attorneys. — a 

: ; ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, March 23, 1869. — 

To the UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS at Charleston, South Carolina, 
Savannah, Georgia, northern district of Florida, southern, district of 

| _ Florida, New Orleans, Louisiana, and Mobile, Alabama: 

Str: Information has been received at this office to the effect. that. 
| illegal expeditions are in progress at New Orleans, Mobile, Jacksonville, 

Charleston, Savannah, and other southern ports, for the purpose of aid- 
_ - ing the insurgents in the island of Cuba. | 

You are hereby instructed to keep a close watch on any expedition of 
| this character which you may have reason to suppose may be attempted __ 

in your district, and, with the aid of the marshal, to take such steps for — 
its prevention or punishment as are warranted by law... . 

— | Very respectfully, sgn co 
7 : a  #EK.R.HOAR, — | 

| a | . - Attorney-General. 

[30| *Mr. Hoar, Attorney General, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. = 

|  . - ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, March 23, 1869. - 
| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letters of 

_ the 20th instant, relative to alleged illegal expeditions now in progress 
at various southern ports, for the purpose of aiding the insurgents in | 

| the island of Cuba, and to the case of a steamer being fitted out at 
| Jacksonville or Fernandina, for the purpose of committing depredations ~~ 

| - on Spanish commerce, as a privateer, under the flag of the insurgents 
referred to. | a | : . oe 

| As suggested, such instructions have been issued to the officers of the | 
| Government, subject to the orders of this Department, as, it is hoped,
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_mnay lead to the prevention or punishment of any such violations of the ~ 
laws of the United States. _ | . a - 

| — ~Very respectfully, sir, &e., | _ ES 
BR, HOAR, 2 

a — Attorney-General, - | | 

Hon. HAMILTON FIsH, 0 | 
— Seeretary of State. oS BO 

[dl]... *Mr. Fish, Secretary of State,to Mr. Buchanan. — | 

re DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

7 | : a ~ March 30, 1869. 

Sin: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 23d | 
instant, addressed to the President, aud by him referred to this Depart- 
ment, in relation to the seizure and condemnation of the bark Georgiana - 

_ by the government of Spain. In reply I have to state that the Geor- 
- giana appears to have been condemned by a Spanish admiralty court of | | 

the first instance, as a lawful prize of war, in consequence of her having | 
been engaged in transporting a military expedition and its munitions, | aoe 

_ . designed for the invasion of the island of Cuba. If the judgment of — 
that court was erroneous, a remedy should have been sought by the | 
owner of the. Georgiana, through appeal to the court of last resort, - / 
where it is to be presumed that the error, if any, would have been cor- | | 
rected. If it were admissible now to discuss the propriety of the judg- 
ment, this Government is not in possession of such information as would 

- enable it to show the condemnation of the vessel to have been unwar- 
. ‘ranted. It is not sufficient that the owners, and even the master, were 
--Jgnorantof the destination and purpose of the criminal expedition | 
[32] - *in which the vessel was employed. “The question,” it was said - 

poe by Judge Betts, delivering the judgment of the district court for. 
| the southern district of New York, condemning the schooner Napoleon, : 

igs as to the innocency or guilt of the vessel, as if the transaction in © eg 
- which she was implicated was one of personal violation on her part.” fe 

He further remarks that “ the most distinguished and unblemished rep- 
--utation on the part of a ship-owner will not protect his vessel from con- | Le 

-  fiscation when it is engaged, through untrustworthy agents, and without | 
his knowledge, and against his prohibition, in illicit employments, in os 
infractions of revenue and fiscal laws, and pre-eminently in violating _ oe 
the laws of war.” | So | | | | 

: There is nothing to show that this doctrine, of which this Govern- 
ment has availed itself during the late rebellion, was not: legitimately a, 
applied to the case of the Georgiana. It,is not thought advisable, — Tee 

_ therefore, to renew any correspondence with the Spanish government 7 
| in relation to this vessel, which was opened with a view mainly to-res- i, 
 ¢eue from the severe penalties of Spanish law the deluded members of  - | 

theillegalexpedition, | BO — 
'....,.Tl am, sir, your obedient servant, | : ee ee Oe 
Te A AMTLTON FISH. | | : 
ARCH. BUCHANAN, Esq. | SL eee 7 

Sa Camden, Maine. oe oleae
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a [33] *Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of 

oT | on TREASURY DEPARTMENT,  — 
| | : - Washington, April 5,1869. 

_ §rr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
the 20th ultimo, stating that you had been advised by the minister of 
Spain that he had received information of the fitting out of a steamer, 7 

| - supposed. to be the Salvador, at the port of Jacksonville or Fernandina, 
Florida, as a Cuban privateer, which might leave port under the flag 

| of the United States, for the purpose of committing depredations on. | 
the maritime commerce. of Spain. | | | 

- In reply I have to inform you that inquiry was made of the collectors 
| of the above ports, who report respectively that no such vessel is fit- | 

ting out as alleged. oe 7 | | oo 7 
| I inclose herewith a copy of the reports in question. ae 

 Weryrespectfully, = © | oe | a 

yO | oo GEO. 8S. BOUTWELL, ‘> : 
| i _ Secretary of the Treasury. _ | 

Hon. Haminton FIsH, ee | 7 
: Secretary of State. — ee | | 7 ce ! 

oe - [Inclosure No. 1.] - an ; oo | 

| Mr. Mondy, collector, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. — | 

— JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA, | | 
| - Custom- House, March 26, 1869. | 

| Siz: L have the honor, in reply to your letter of 22d instant, direct- | 
| ing that I examine and report if there be any such vessel fitting | 

| [34] out in *this port, as Salvador or other, with intent of being a | 
_  Ouban privateer, &c., to inform you that there is no steamer or | 

other vessel in this port fitting or preparing to fit out for any such ob- | 
ject. There are no steamers in this port, except our regular river- | 
boats, besides the steam pleasure-yacht Fire-Fly, of New York, belong- 

| ing to Mr. T. P. James, who is on board with his family. Oo 
| Tam, very respectfully, &., BR 
Se P. MONDY, Collector. 
Hon. Go. 8. BOUTWELL, —~ | st St 

| | Secretary of the Treasury, Washington, D.C. oo 

| : 7 | | | | 

| | — | | [Inclosure No. 2.] 7 : 

| — Mr. Roux, collector, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. . 

- : a .  CustoM-HouUsE, | © 
CO | Fernandina, Florida, March 29, 1869. 0 

- | Sir: Respectfully referring to your letter of the 22d March instant, 
—---: T have the honor to reply— - ° | , 

. That there is no steamer in or near these waters named Salvador, _ 
nor any steamer else than small tow-boats employed hereabout.
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_. - Should any movement be developed, your instructions relative to the _ - 
neutrality act of April 20, 1818, will be duly enforced. | oe 

| I have the honor to be, yours, &c., BS 
_ pO eS ee GEO. 8. ROUX. 

Hon. Gro. S. BOUTWELL, © a eta 
—. .... Seeretary of the Treasury,.Washington, D.C. | , 

[85] * Vice-Admiral Porter, for Secretary of the Navy, to Mr. Fish, Secre- | 
eee — —. tary of State | 

Waa Ss Navy DEPARTMENT, , 

oe — oo Washington, April 6, 1869. 

| Sir: I have the honor to inform you that a report having reached — 
| this Department that-an expedition was fitting out at, or had sailed 

from, New Orleans, to. land in Cuba, instructions were immediately sent | 
| by telegraph to Rear-Admiral H. K. Hoff, commanding the North At. — | 

lantic squadron, to endeavor to arrest the expedition. He has tele 
graphed in reply that he would leave Havana the 3d of April for. the 

- Mississippi, in execution of the Department’s orders. | 
| Very respectfully, &@., | | Doo | . 

| | DAVID D. PORTER, | 
| | | | For the Secretary of the Navy. | | 

- Hon. HAMILTON FISH, wu He Ts a oe 
- Secretary of State. sO | 

Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister, 

ee DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © 
he eheg ctype Washington, April 7, 1869. - 

Sir: In answer to your informal communication concerning the | 

steamer Salvador, I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a ae 

. letter addressed to this Department by the Secretary of the Treasury, > 
on the 5th instant, and of its.accompaniments, stating that no vessel 
of that name, nor any other, is fitting out as is alleged, with hostile 
intentions. toward Spain,. either at Jacksonville or Fernandina, } 

| Florida. | 7 a 
[36] * Be pleased, sir, to accept on this occasion renewed assurances _ / 

of my highest consideration. a oe oo 

oo | a | HAMILTON FISH. | | 
Sefior Don M. LOPEZ ROBERTS, ae 7 

| wl de, &e., &e. — | - 

_ Vice-Admiral Porter, for Secretary of the Navy, to the President. 

01 PRG eR ~. Navy DEPARTMENT, | | 
— Washington, April 21, 1869. 
Srp: Ihave the honor to submit herewith, for your information,a = 

copy of a dispatch, dated the 13th instant, received from Rear-Admiral 7
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H. K. Hoff, commanding the North Atlantic squadron, relative to his | 
| _ inquiries concerning reported expeditions fitting out at New Orleans:to 
“  jJandin Cuba, =. © a rs ag ene | 

a --. . Very respectfully, yours, &¢., © 9 ao Ae 
- an a ee - DAVID D. PORTER, =) | 

ee -...- For the Secretary of the Navy. — 
| ‘The PRESIDENT, . ee elgheat tuk Suse rn 

ea ee Tnclosure Now bp hess 
| Rear-Admiral Hoff, commanding North Atlantic squadron, to Mr. Borie, | 

oe an | — Secretary of the Navy, = - 

| NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON, | 
a | UNITED STATES FLAG-SHIP CONTOOCOOK, | 

a ee oe Pensacola Bay, April 13, 1869. | 
Str: In consequence of the Southwest Pass Bar, at the mouth of | 

| the Mississippi River, being partially blocked up by vessels aground, L | 
| —  * did not deem it prudent to go up to New Orleans in this vessel ; | 

| | [37] therefore I dispatched Fleet Captain de Krafft to that *place, — | 
_ for the purpose of obtaining as much information as possible in | 

regard to Cuban expeditions fitting out. oF | | 
I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of his report, by which  - | 

| the Department will observe that there seems tobe no likelihood of any | 
| armed parties leaving that locality at present. oe | 

7 - Very réspectfully, yours, &c., | | | | 
~ -  ALBNRY K. HOFF, | 

| :  Rear-Admiral, Commanding North Atlantic Squadron. 
Hon. A. E. BORIE, | . : | 

| Secretary of the Navy. | 

| -[Inclosure No.2.) po re 

Commodore P.de Krafft to Rear-Admiral Hoff, commanding North Atlan- | 
| | : tic squadron. : 

Se | MISSISSIPPI RIVER, April 11,1869. _ 

| | Str: In obedience to your order of the 8th instant, directing me to | 
7 ‘6 proceed to the city of New Orleans, to communicate with the authori- | 

_ ties, civil and military, for the purpose of obtaining all possible informa- | 
tion in regard to the supposed fitting out of Cuban expeditions in that | 
vicinity,” I have the honor to report that I arrived. in New Orleans on | 
the 9th, and communicated at once with the following officials: Mr... 
Gray, collector of the port of New Orleans; Mr. Keith, surveyor of the : 

- port of New Orleans; Judge Durrell, judge United States district 
[38] court; General Mower, military commandant department; *Sefor 

| Charles Pié, consul d’Espagne. : 7 - 
| Upon diligent inquiry, it appears that the four first-named gentlemen _ 

7 neither know nor have they any grounds for believing that such expe- 
ditions are proposed in: the vicinity of New Orleans. Mr. Gray, collec- 

| tor, has specifié instructions from Washington on this subject, and has | 
recently exercised great vigilance to arrest all infractions of the neutral- 

| ity laws. a | es
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a Sefior Charles. Pié, the Spanish consul, has no information of a-reliable | | 
_ character, but states that some weeks since there were: movements on . 

foot believed to have in view the formation of an expedition against . 
- . Cuba, but that it failed for want of means; ‘that some negotiations had | 

been commenced for the purchase.of a steamer, but that they had failed, | 
as money could not be raised to complete the purchase, and the steamer | 
had found other employment. At this time he has no other or-more 

- definite information than flying rumors, which cannot be traced to any  . | 
authentic source. : a a | a 

From the conversation held with these gentlemen, for the purpose of : 
gaining information on this subject, I am unable to discover that there / 
.... 1s even a probability of any such expedition being seriously con- 
[39] templated, although its *organization has doubtless been dis- _ 

| » cussed, and perhaps proposed. | | BS : | 
. I am, very respectfully, yours, &c., _ - | 

a So | J.C. P. DEKRAFFT, | | - 
| ot Commander United States Navy, 7 
Be  .. #leet- Captain North Atlantic Squadron. 

. Rear-Admiral H. K. HOFF, re i —— | 
Commanding North Atlantic Squadron, _ oo : 

ee — United States Flag-Ship Contoocook, : 

Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, New | 
Se Co KOK Sh yk eg ie OS 

| | a - [Telegram.] : ee oe ae 

a DEPARTMENT OF STATR, 7 
a | | Oo . Washington, May 7, 1869. | 

FRANCIS C. BARLOW, United States Marshal, New York: = a 
_ The Spanish minister says he has information that the Quaker City is | 
being fitted out and armed to cruise against Spanish commerce. Inquire — | 
into the matter with a view to further proceedings. _ To 

| | Oo HAMILTON FISH, - a 

Mr. Barlow, United: States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. — - 

pee BS — es [Telegram.]. ee A an 

CEN a New YorxK, May 7, 1869. - oo 
Hon. HAmILTon Fisu, Seeretary of State: 

Yelegram just received. I will at once inquire. a . 
GTS oD  RPRANCIS C. BARLOW,” 
Be | me — United States Marshal.” 

oe oo Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. pee 

[40] *Srr: Mr. Roberts, the minister of Spain, late in the business _ | 
hours, yesterday, orally represented to this Department thathe had
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information to the effect that the steamer Quaker City was being fitted ! 
out and armed at New York for the purpose of cruising against Spanish . | 

- ————s« @ommeree under a letter of marque. I at once telegraphed to General . ! 
Barlow, the marshal, to inquire into the matter, with a view to further 
proceedings. It is, however, suggested that you give him such further : 
official instructions as you may deem advisable. © 

: I have the honor to be, yours, &e., re | 
| a ts ALA MTEUTON FISH. 

E; R. Hoar, | a fo 
| _ Attorney-General. [ es 3 

[41] *Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the 
mo a | Treasury. | BS 

; |  . DEPARTMENT OF STATE,. 
ce | | oe Washington, May 8, 1869. 

Str: Mr. Roberts, the minister of Spain here, has represented to this 
Department that the steamer Quaker City is in preparation af New York _ 
to cruise against Spanish commerce under a letter of marque. I will con- | 
sequently thank you to give such instructions aS may prevent that ves- 

| - sel from clearing in violation of the neutrality act of 1818. | | | 
. I have the honor to be, &e., | | 

| a Oo , - HAMILTON FISH. © 
Hon. GEORGE 8. BOUTWELL, | oe ne 

Secretary of the Treasury. | | Ey 

: Mr. Barlow, United States Marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. 

| [Telegram] - 

| ~ , ae |New Yor, May 8, 1869. — 
Secretary of State: | | . | co 

Oo I have been aboard Quaker City. Alterations in her are not suspicious, 

. except clearing cabins from main-deck, which possibly means an arma- 
inent, otherwise nothing hostile in her appearance. Last Monday, - 

| | -. Sneeden, builder, requested Novelty Works to make carriages for 

| [42] eight heavy guns, which he stated were for Quaker City. " *Nov- 

. elty Works refused, and I cannot learn where the carriages are 

| being made. a | | 

| Accounts from captain as to ownership and destination are sus- 
picious. 7 | | 

: — They say she is going to Rio in trade, but their story does not stand 

criticism. a : , 
I believe that if vessel sails without interruption it will be on Cuban _ 

expedition or as privateer. | i : 
| Should we seize now they will deny all, and I doubt if we have enough 

proof. | | | Cs Oo , | 
Letter by mail. Shall I communicate and act freely with the Spanish 

| consul ? OF | BF | 

| : Sunday. Address 258 Fourth avenue. Oo oO 
| FRANCIS BARLOW, — | 

| . | —— = : United States Marshal.
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Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, New — 
PETRI Te es Yorke a | 

ett 8 [Pelegram.} 
I ye DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
a . Washington, May 8, 1869. 

General FRANCIS C. BARLOW, United States Marshal, New York: | | | 

Dispatch received. Spanish minister been requested to communicate 
with you. Confer with him or Spanish consul. Watch the ship, and 
seize whenever sufficient proof. ooo | . 

a HAMILTON FISH. © 

|43| *Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. s 

ye | ' UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, 
, Oo NO York, May 9, 1869. _ 

- Srp: I have the honor to state that your telegram directing me to | 
watch the Quaker City and seize her when I have sufficient proof was 
received at 7.30 p. m. of May 8, and at once acknowledged. * | 

- ° What. is considered “sufficient proof,’ and whether it is that degree | 
of proof which would authorize the condemnation of the vessel, is not | 

_ stated, but unless otherwise directed I shall proceed as follows: 
- Should the vessel atempt to clear we will withhold a-clearance, even 

though nothing additionally suspicious is learned about her, until we — | 
can communicate with Washington and are affirmatively satisfied that _ a 
her objects are legal. I am told that some small-arms were carried on | 
board on Friday. Should she attempt to go to sea without a clearance, , 

(which is not at all likely,) I shall seize at once. Wehave the vessel 
.-». watehed and the revenue-cutter near at hand. 

— *[44} Mr. Grinnell is exceedingly vigilant and interested, *and wil 
give the Spanish authorities every assistance and information. | 

| - The vessel to-day bears the Britisif flag, and I understand that she 
--was yesterday transferred to British ownership—probably to the captain 
whom I saw. | 7 ne pe | 

- They told Mr. Grinnell’s man that.she was going to Saint Thomas in- — 
stead of Rio. ET 
Very respectfully, | — EE ee ee | 
re | oo FRANCIS C., BARLOW, — | | 

re United States Marshal. | a 
- Hon. HAMILTON FISH, © oe OO : a 

- Secretary of State, Washington. | et 

| _ Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. | oS 

Co — -., Oo WASHINGTON, May 10,1869. ; 

'  §rr: Your letter of the 6th instant and your letter of the 8th instant, | 
_ both addressed to the Secretary of State, relating to the neutrality laws | 
of the United States, and your duties as marshal in reference thereto, =~ 
have been sent to this office. oe cet Ego gee , 

The first seven sections of chap. 88 of the acts of Congress of 1818, 
(3 Stat. at Large, 447,) provide for the punishment of persons and the
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| forfeitare of property, which are of course to be effected by the judg- 
ment of a court in a suit commenced by indictment or libel of informa- 

tion. oo, | von a 
_ [45] ~—- Such suits will, in proper cases, be instituted by *the district 

| | attorney, and you, as marshal, will arrest the person or property. 
_. pursuant to the warrant addressed to you from the court. 7 | 

 - Sections 8 and 9 of this act empower the President, or such other per- 
_ son as he shall have empowered for that purpose, to employ the land or | 

naval forces, or the militia, for certain purposes named in these sections. 
Sections 11 and 12 impose in the cases therein on owners or consignees 

_ . of vessels, certain duties, and give an authority to collectors of customs 
_ to detain vessels or to take a bond. Whether suits, either criminal or 

_ . for forfeiture, are to be instituted, must, so far as the local officers are _ 
| concerned, be determined by the district attorney, upon such evidence | 

_% as may be known to him; and you have the well-known right of mar- | 
| Shals to call upon the posse comitatus to aid you, if you are obstructed 

in the service of process. So far as sections 8 and 9 confer a larger 
| power than this upon the person empowered by the President pursuant — 

to these sections, such persons must be specially empowered for that 
: purpose, and you do not have this power by virtue of your office as 

marshal, « — 7 a 
| It is plain that to efficiently prevent any violations of this act, or to ! 

| surely punish them, if committed, the cordial aud active co-operation ! 
of the district attorney, marshal, and collector of the port is | 

- . [46] *requisite. Any information that you may obtain in any manner | 
which you deem worthy of any notice, should be immediately com- / 

oe ~ municated by you to the district attorney, and also, if relating to a vessel, | 
to the collector of the port. It is not deemed best, at present, to au- ! 
thorize or require you to employ detectives for the special purpose of : 

| _ discovering violations of the provisions of this act, but you and your | 
deputies are expected to receive all information that may be offered, | 
and to be attentive to all matters of suspicion that come within your : 

| _ knowledge, and in cases where your action is required, to be vigilant, | 
| prompt, and efficient. I will thank you to communicate to me, from | 

“ time to time, any information that you deem trustworthy and impor- | 
| tant. The local officers are in no event to wait for instructions before 

acting. in cases where they are convinced that a violation of this act has | 
| been committed, and where delay may prevent its punishment, but are | 

to act at once upon their best judgment, and immediately to report such — | 
| action to this office. a | Ee a | | 

Communications from you, unless called for by other departments, | 
| or unless the subject-matter pertains particularly to such department, = 

should be made to this office. , | Oo 
Very respectfully, | 

| SS E.R. HOAR, a | 
| so : OO Attorney-General. 

, FRANCIS C. BARLOW, Esq. . , - 

[47] *Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of 
: . | | State. oo | 

| | neces TREASURY DEPARTMENT, = 
. - re Washington, May 10, 1869. 

Siz: I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 8th instant, 
- respecting the steamer Quaker City, and to advise you that, pursuant
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| to your request, the collector of customs was on that day instructed to | 
prevent the sailing of that vessel in violation of the neutrality act. 

a _ Very respectfully, . | | | | , 
Cegete |  » GEO. S. BOUTWELL, oe 2S 
eee os mes eS — Secretary of the Treasury. | 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, _ ; Be a - 

sag _ Secretary of State. Pn ee me 

as Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr, Pierrepont, district attorney. m 

seg, ae a | - | [Telegram.] Be i o ae oo | 

ie — Wasninero, May 11,1869, 9” 
_ EDWARDS PreRREPONT, Esq., NewYork: 2 NS 

Look out for the Quaker City, and on complaint, with proof of prob- — S 
able cause, libel and detain her, _ es . 

ne on — EK. R. HOAR, OO 
ae | a : Attorney-General, ; 

| Me, Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. — 

og -Unirep States MARSHAL’s OFFICE, —_ 
[48] |  * SOUTHERN DistRict oF NEw YoRK, | 

| OO | oe - . New York, May 11, 1869. _ | 

| Sir: My instructions in your telegram of May 8 instant, were ‘to 
watch the Quaker City, and seize her whenever I obtained sufficient — wee 
proof” Ce CR es AS se BT es 
Under these instructions I should not have seized her (subject to due = = 
precautions to prevent her escape) ‘until I had obtained some further on 
evidence of her illegal character. = | > pe a - 

- To-day, however, Mr. Grinnell, acting under instructions from the ake 
| Secretary of the Treasury, put the revenue-cutter alongside of the a 

This will, of course, prevent the latter from going to sea without the 
- permission of the customs authorities, but will prevent our obtaining = 

further information, I suppose, by putting her owners on their guard. > : 
Very respeectfully,. — - me | | 

- a | FRANCIS C. BARLOW, 
| | ce — | United States Marshal. . 

Hon. HAMILTON FIsH, | | | 
oh —-.. Seeretary of State. | | BC 

, Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. 

Oo a REASURY DEPARTMENT, i | 
Lo IEMA UE CS ES Washington, May 11, 1869. — a 

. [49] Str: I have the honor herewith to trans*mit a copy of aletter _ 
received from the collector of customs at New York, in reply to oS
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my communication of the 8th instant, informing him of the alleged in- 
tended fitting out of the steamer Quaker City at that port to cruise 
against Spanish shipping under a letter of marque, communicated to | 

- me in your letter of the 8th instant. © a 
| Very respectfully, | | | | 

- : | GEO. 8. BOUTWELL, | 
. | — - Seeretary of the Treasury. : 
7 Hon. HAMILTON FISH, | 7 | ; " 
oO —  Seeretary of State. . Bs | 

| ee [Inclosure. ] : mo 7 

— Mr. Grinnell, collector, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. | 

| fo _ | CustoM-HousE, NEW YoRK, 
| | | -  - Gollector’s Office, May 10,1869, 

_ §rr: In reply to your letter of May 8 instant, with reference to the 
| fitting out of the steamer Quaker City from this port to cruise against 

7 Spanish commercé under a letter of marque, I have the honor to say 
| that, previous to the receipt of this communication, I had been advised 

of the suspicious movements in.and about this vessel, and had ordered 
| the captain of the revenue-cutter McCulloch to hold his vessel in readi- 

| ness for any emergency which might arise in this connection. 
| Subsequently, the testimony against the vessel growing stronger, 

| [50] J ordered the cutter into the * Kast River, within sightof thesus- 
pected vessel, at the same time placing her under the espionage 2 

of intelligent officers on shore, detailed to watch and report her move- | 
ments. , | Pep a oe 

I would farther add that I have conferred with the United States 
marshal, General F. C. Barlow, who is prepared to act with me should : 

- _ any emergency arise requiring his co-operation. : : | 
| , Be assured that I shall continue to exercise the utmost vigilance in | 

; this and kindred cases, and promptly advise the Department of what- | 
| ever steps I may feel constrained to take to vindicate the present atti- 2 

tude of the Government under -the neutrality act of April 20, 1818. — : 
Very respectfully, a a - nae | 

: , > M.ALGRINNELE, | 
| —— | | nn Collector. | 

7 Hon. Gro. 8. BOUTWELL, _ | BS a | 
OO — . Seoretary of the Treasury. a a - 7 

Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Fish, Secretary State. | 

| - ‘TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | 
| : | | Washington, May 12, 1872. 

| Sir: In addition to the information which I had the honor to submit. 

- on yesterday’s date relative to the steamer Quaker City at New York, 

. I herewith inclose copy of a letter from the collector of customs at that 
port, dated the 1lthinstant. | 

: — [51] — * Very respectfully, , | a 
, | | oe GEO. 8S. BOUTWELL, | 

a a | Secretary of the Treasury. 
_ Hon. HAMILTON FISH, : ae a _ 
| Secretary of State - |
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. Die ak Uh ao ~... EInelosure.] es - 7 

a Mr. Grinnell, collector, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. 4 

| Se - —  . Oustom-Hovusse, NEw Yor«k, — | 
gr ys | oo ie May 11,1869. | a 

_ §rer:-Since my. letter of yesterday with reference to the steamship 
- Quaker City, I have the honor further to report that I have been in-. 

- formed that a change in the ownership was made on the 5th day of = 
May, last, for the sum of $125,000, and that on May 8, one Mr. Albon M. 
Jefferson, claiming to bea British subject, went before the British con- _ 
sul and took the oath of ownership of the said steamer, under the new 
name of Columbia. , ae - | | | 

I would further add that the vessel is closely watched, and that there — 
is no possibility of her making any movement of which I shallnot be 

— promptly advised. re oe meee 

~The air is thick with rumors of the secret preparation of other ves- | 
sels for similar enterprises, of which I shall promptly inform you should) 
the circumstances warrant an active interference. — = | 
- Very respectfully, &c., Bo a 
Ber CM A GRINNELY, od 
ON | | ge Collector. . : 
Hon. G. 8S. BOUTWELL, ~ . oe . 

Secretary of the Treasury. | | OB ee Ps 

[52] *Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. — | 

<.... OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES. LAE 
| . ss FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT oF NEW.YoORK, ==... | 

Ae Se big oa rs 41 Chambers street, May 12,1869. _ 
oSrer: Your letter of yesterday and telegram of to-day, relating to the wo 
Quaker City, are received. Thad already taken means to get evidence ae 
upon that subject. I havealso seen the collector. J believe the steamer. | 
is intended for an unlawful expedition, but as yet no one is willing to 
make any affidavit sufficient to warrant me instituting judicial proceed- - 
ings. After full interview with the collector, he has agreed to keep the oo 

- eutter in such position that the Quaker City cannot possibly escape. 
Within a few days I believe that I shall be in possession of evidence suf- _ . 
ficient to libel the steamer. I think I can assure you that she will not | 
escape on any unlawful errand. | a | | oe 

Very respectfully, yours, - aa 
Pp RSS er a Tg Bes EDWARDS PIERREONT,  _ 

So On a | | United States Attorney. 
Hon. E. hk. Hoar, . | | CO | 

Attorney-General. : | oe 

; Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. | 

Ee DEPARTMENT OF STATE, __ 
bE Be | Washington, May 13, 1869. . oe 

[88] Str: Mr. Roberts, the minister from Spain, has orally *and in- — : 
| | |
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| . formally represented to this Department that the steamer Atlanta, ! 
at Philadelphia, has been sold to Cubans, and the steamers Memphis — | 

| and Santiago de Cuba, at New York, and the steamer Florida, at Ches- | 
-. ter, Pennsylvania, are being fitted out under suspicious circumstances. 4 

7 The last-named vessel, as you are aware, is the one respecting which the | 
| diplomatic representative of Hayti has also expressed apprehensions. —s 

| ‘The expediency of your instructing the judicial officers in regard to 
them is submitted to your consideration. | | 

J have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, _ oo | 
oo . | 7 HAMILTON FISH. | 

Hon. E. R. Hoar, oe Co | | 

| | Attorney-General. | | | 

ta, Mr. Davis, Assistant Secretary of State, to Mr. Barlow, United States | 
| | : : marshal. | | | 

oo Oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| : | Washington, May 14, 1869. 

~S1r: Your letter of the 8th instant, stating your proceedings and | 
views in regard to the vessel Quaker City, and to possible expeditions 
against the island of Cuba, was received on the 10th instant. | | 

; I am, sir, your obedient servant,;. | | | 
oe | So J.C. B. DAVIS, - | 

° oe | | Assistant Secretary. - ! 
FRANCIS C. BARLOW, Esq., | | | . - 

_ U.S. Marshal for the Southern District of New York, N.Y. | | 

[54] *Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. | 

ee | WASHINGTON, May 14, 1869, 
| | Sir: It has been orally represented to the Department of State, by : 

the minister of Spain, that the steamers Memphis and Santiago de 
Cuba, at New York City, are being fitted out under suspicious cireum- 
stances. In regard to these steamers you will obey the instructions re- 

| 7 lating to the steamer Quaker City heretofore sent you by this office. 
- Very respectfully, : ae Oo | . 

: , a EK. BR. HOAR, 
os | : . Attorney-General. 
EDWARDS PIERREPONT, a 

| United States Attorney. . | 

a [Duplicate of the above sent to Francis C. Barlow, esq., United States 
| ~ marshal, New York.| | 7 _ | S| sO 

: Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. — 

| . Sn Oo TREASURY DEPARTMENT, _ 
| a oe Washington, May.14, 1869. 

, Siz: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
the 13th instant, informing me that Mr, Roberts, the minister of Spain,
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had represented to your Department that the steamer Atlanta, at Phil- 
_ adelphia, lid been sold to Cubans, and that the steamers Memphis and 
Siamtia go dé,Cuba,’at New York, and the steamer Florida, at Chester, 
Pennsylvania, were being fitted out under suspicious. circumstances. | 

‘The suggestion contained in your letter in regard tothe expedi- = 
_ [55] eney of this Department issuing instruc*tions to collectors. of 

---customs relative to the inforniation communicated has been | 
promptly acted upon, and such instructions have been this day issued 
to the collectors of the ports above mentioned, a copy of which is here- 

- with transmitted. oa . oe — | 
— . Tam, very respectfully, | | Sata oe 
a | a | GEO. 8. BOUTWELL, — | 

| | Secretary of the Treasury. 
: Hon. HAMILTON FISH, | a ms 

—  s Secretary of State. ee | . ces _— 

| | , os [Inclosure.] ° | 

_ iIMr, Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Grinnell, collector. | 

ae ee ‘TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | 
| as ter | Washington, May 14, 1869. | 

Sir: I transmit herewith a copy of a letter under date of the 13th 
instant, from the Secretary of State, relative to representations made to | 
him ‘by the Spanish minister, in regard to the alleged fitting out of cer- 
tain steamers at your port under suspicious circumstances. You will | | 
please exercise special vigilance to prevent the sailing of any vessel vO 

_ from your port in violation of law, and keep the Department fully ad- — 
vised respecting the matter. a Oe SC 

_ iam, very respectfully, — oe ee a 
eee ve GEO. S. BOUTWELL, oe 
Ot a a ge pe : Secretary of the Treasury. : 

_ M.-H. GRINNELL, Esq., _ a | ee 
! — -.. Qollector of Customs. ee | | 

[56] : ~ *[Inclosure. ] | ee | 

| Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Moore, Collector. | : 

a | TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | 
a a | | | — Washington, May 14,1869, =” 

Str: I transmit herewith a copy of a letter, under date of the 13th. 7 
- instant, from. the Secretary of State, relative to representations made —_- 

to him by the Spanish minister in regard to the alleged fitting out of | 
certain steamers, under suspicious circumstances, at the ports of Phila- a 
delphia and Chester, in your district. You will please exercise special. 7 
vigilance to prevent the sailing of any vessel from your port in violation 
of the neutrality act of April 20, 1818, and keep the Department fully | 
advised respecting the matter. a 

| I am, very respectfully, | . | : | | 
Pe : GEO. 8S. BOUTWELL, oo 7 

: ee Seoretary of the Treasury. | 
H.D. Moore, Esq, ae — ns 

- Collector of Customs, Philadelphia. a ot 
50 A SO - | |
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Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. | 

| ‘TREASURY DEPARTMENT, ee 
| _ . —. Washington, May 18, 1869. 

Siz: Respectfully referring to your communication of the 13th in- | 
| stant, and my reply thereto of the 14th, I have the honor to transmit | 
a herewith a copy of a letter from the collector of customs at New York, 

| dated the 15th instant, stating that he had refused a clearance to the _ 
steamer Columbia, (Quaker City,) because of suspicious circumstances 

| connected with her. | | : | 
— [67] *T am, very respectully, a | OS 

a , GEO. 8S. BOUTWELL, - 
7 7 Secretary of the Treasury. - | 

| Hon. HAMILTON FISH, | | | | : 
- Secretary of State. | | . | 

oe [Inclosure.] SO | | 

Mr. Grinnell, collector, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. | 

| | oo | _ Custom-Housg, New Yor«, | | 
| Collector's Office, May 15, 1869. | 

a Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 14th | 
instant, transmitting a copy of one from the honorable Secretary of. ! 

| State, in regard to the alleged fitting out of several steamers at this’ | 
| port, and beg leave to report that the special vigilance of the officers of 

| customs in this district has already been directed to the vessels named, | 
| and I have this day refused to grant a clearance to the steamer Colum- © | 

bia, (Quaker City,) the suspicious circumstances connected with her — | 
| having induced me to adopt that course. — | 

Anticipating your approval of my action in the matter, I am, very | 
respectfully, &c., - | 

| a M. H. GRINNELL, | 
| a | | Collector, 

| Hon. Geo. S: BoUTWELL, | | 
: Secretary of the Treasury. a | | 

| | : | 

| [58] *Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. | | 

ae - | - ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, es | 
| | 7 | Washington, D. C., May 18, 1869. : 

Str: I have the honor to send inclosed herewith a copy of a letter | 
| this day received by me from the United States attorney for the southern | 

| district of New York, relating to the steamers Memphis and Santiago | 
de Cuba. | : | So 

The several district attorneys are instructed that, whenever sufficient 
| evidence is made known to them to establish before a court of justice | 

probable cause to believe that any vessel is forfeitable for a violation of | 
the neutrality laws, they are to file a libel and arrest the vessel. | 

. , . / , . °
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_. The expediency of your informing the minister of Spain that the oo 
United States attorneys of the several districts will receive directly 7 

| from the Spanish consuls any facts they may be pleased to commuticate 4 
-- respecting any violation of the neutrality laws of the United States, is rs 

submitted to your consideration. = i re SO 
_. IL have the honor to be, &c., | oe 

| 7 : E.R. HOAR,- - | 
a | , Oo Attorney-General. : 

Hon. HAMILTON FISH, . | 7 | oe | 
| Secretary of State. - rn 

9p a *[Inclosure. ] Oo | , | 7 

Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES a 
- FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, .— 

a oe | No. 41 Chambers street, May 17,1869. 
DEAR Sir: Yours of the 14th instant, relating to the Memphis and - 

Santiago, came duly, and received prompt attention. There is no evi- , 
dence as yet on which to detain them. . | “ | 

. I would suggest that, if the Spanish minister would instruct the _ 
Spanish consul here to take some pains and collect some evidence relating 

_ to these matters, and bring it to my notice, I shall act with the greatest 
promptness. Up to this date I have never seen. or heard from the 
Spanish consul. | a a I | | | 

| _. Very respectfully, yours, — a | | 
a oO | , EDWARDS PIERREPONT, | 

ee Cn sa _-*Onited States Attorney. | 
Hon. EK. R. Hoar, os | o 

: _ Attorney-General. | re ; | 

| Mr, Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister. — | 

| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, + 
, | | ao Washington, May 20, 1869. | 

| Sir: In a letter to this Department of the 18th instant, with a 
[60] particular reference to the cases of *the steamers Memphis and | 

Santiago de Cuba, the Attorney-General recommends that you, | 
or any other person in your behalf, communicate, to the attorney of = 
the United States for the proper: district, proof of a violation of the | 

‘ law. Ifsuch proof be so furnished, judicial proceedings will at once be | 
set on foot for the purpose of preventing or punishing such violation. 8 
-  . Lain, sir, with, &e., oo - So : 

| a - | ny HAMILTON FISH. _ 
‘Seftor Don M. Loprz Roperts, é&e., &e. | a : 

Mr, Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister. - 

_ | a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | — 
- a Washington, May 21, 1869. a 

Sir: I have the honor to inelose for your information atranscript.of =
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| a letter of the 18th instant, addressed to this Department by the Secre-  — 
tary of the Treasury, transmitting a copy of a communication addressed 
to him by the collector of customs at New York stating that a clearance 
had been refused to the steamer Columbia [Quaker City] “because of 
suspicious circumstances connected with her.” — Te, 

a | I am, sir, with, &e., | os . . 
| | | HAMILTON FISH. | 

Sefior Don M. Lopez RoBERTs, ée., &e. . | 

[61] *Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of Treasury. 

| | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| Washington, May 21, 1869. 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 
| 18th instant, with its accompaniment, in relation to the refusal of a 

_ elearance to the steamer Columbia [Quaker City,] and to inform you 
that I have transmitted a copy of the same to Mr. Roberts, the Spanish | 

- minister, for his information. | | 
: _. I have the honor to be, &c., ee | 

| an BN HAMILTON FISH. | 
| Hon. GEoRGE 8. BOUTWELL, a 7 oo | 

| | Secretary of the Treasury. | a | 

- Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Grinnell, collector. ! 

a | [ Telegram. ] | / | | 

| | WASHINGTON, May 21, 1869. | 
Moses H. GRINNELL, Collector of Customs, New York: — | | 

«If the Columbia has not cleared, withhold papers till further orders. 
| | GEORGE 8. BOUTWELL. 

| : | ae Secretary of the Treasury. 

[62] *Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Boutveell, Secretary of the | 
| | Treasury. Os | 

. . | 

| | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
oo | Washington, May 25, 1869. | | 

rr: Mr. Thornton, the British minister accredited to this Govern- 
, ment, having represented to me that the steamer Quaker City isladen 

with flour, that she has been transferred to a British subject and is 
bound for Jamaica, I submit to you the propriety of instructing the 
collector of customs at New York to interpose no obstacles to her depart- _ 
ure, upon bonds being given that she will not engage in any proceed- 
ings which will give aid or support to any parties prosecuting hostile 
movements against any government with which that of the United States 

oo , is at peace. | | | 
i have the honor to be, sir, yours, &c., : 

| 7 | HAMILTON FISH. | 
| Hon. GEorRGE S. BOUTWELL, | | | | 

| Secretary of the Treasury. | |
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Oe Mr. Hoar, Attorney- General, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. ; : | 

Oo _ | WASHINGTON, June 17, 1869. cae 
— §re: The Spanish minister writes to the State Department that an 4 
armed expedition for Cuba is fitting out in New York, to sail in a day | | 
or two. You will please to use all efforts to prevent it, and instruct the | 
marshal to do the same. — OO | | a 

Respectfully, yours, &c., - | | | ! 
, | : | EK. R. HOAR, | BO 

| | . Attorney-General. A 
- Hon. E. PIERREPONT, Co a 

«United States Attorney, New York. | 2 

- [631 *Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. a : 

aan : | [Telegram] a a | 

won i Be “New York, June 18, 1869. | 
. $e: Yours of the seventeenth in relation to the Cuban expedition 

is received. Action had already been taken by me. | 
. 7 ~ EDWARDS PIERREPONT, . coe! 

| | a : | «United States Attorney. - 

+ Hon. E. BR. Hoar, - | | | | | | 
Attorney-General, Washington. — ms | ve | 

| Mr, Bish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister. — | : 

a | os - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — Ss os 
oes : | | Washington, June 18, 1869. Oo 

| ‘Sre: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of yes- | 
| terday, relative to the alleged fitting out, in the city of New York, of a 

military expedition for the purpose of joining the insurgents in Cuba, | 
and to inform you, in reply, that immediately upon its receipt a copy | 

| thereof was brought to the attention of the Attorney-General, who, it is | 
not doubted, has taken the necessary precautions to prevent. the de- 
parture of the expedition referred to, should the statements contained 

| in your note be found to be correct. : ne 
— Lam, sir, with the highest consideration, your obedient servant, — | - 

on | : HAMILTON FISH. | 
-  $efior Don M. Lopez Rosperts, éc., de. | CO 7 

. [64] _* Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. . 

oe : a | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ae “s 
ae | oO Washington, June 19, 1869. | aS 

_  §rr: I lose no time in laying before you the original of a note of yes- 
terday, addressed to this Department by Mr. Roberts, the minister from -
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Spain, relative to alleged illegal proceedings at New York with reference 
to Cuba. Your prompt attention to the matter is earnestly requested. | 

IL have understood from Mr. Roberts that he can furnish witnesses of 
_ the acts which he complains. 1 will thank you to return his note. | _ 

I have the honor to be, sir, yours, &e., ) 
| | | HAMILTON FISH. 
- -—Hon. E.R. Hoar, oo 7 7 | 

| Attorney-General. | 

Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister. | 

| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | _ Washington, June 19, 1869. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of yes- 
terday’s date, relative to alleged illegal proceedings at New York with | 

| reference to Cuba. It was at once submitted for perusal to the Attorney- : 
| _ General of the United States, who, ina communication which I have | 

‘ust received from him, states that you should cause to be prepared an | 
_ affidavit of the person or persons who know the facts stated in | 

| [65] your paper, *to be laid before the district attorney at New York | 
forthwith. a oe | | 

Without such an affidavit, that officer would not have the means of | 
| procuring the indictment and arrest of the persons implicated. ! 
- _ The Attorney-General further states that he will telegraph to the | 

marshal at New York to keep a watch upon the place referred to. | 
Lam, sir, with the highest consideration, yours, &c.,  ~ : | 

oe | HAMILTON FISH. | 

Sefior Don M. Lopez Roperts, &c., &e., de. oe . | 
| | 

| | | _ | | 

| | — a 
Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. | 

| | | | 
| | « [Telegram.] |. - | 

| | | | WASHINGTON, June 19, 1869. | | 

Francis C. BARLOW, United States Marshal, New York City: | | 
: Military expedition, to sail within two days, reported as organizing at | 

| 71 Broadway, room 36 at 636 Broadway, at 12 East Houston street, and. | 
in New York Casino, same street. Look out forthem. = | | 

7 | | E.R. HOAR, | 
a . _ Attorney-General. 

Mr. Beutwell, Seerctary of the Treasury, to Mr. Bish, Secretary of State. | 

oe | . TREASURY DEPARTMENT, June 24, 1869. 
(66) DEAR Sire: Our detectives inform us that a vessel *is fitting _ 

| out in Philadelphia with munitions of war, and taking on board 
| a considerable number of men destined to aid the revolutionists in Cuba.
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We have not been able to learn the name of the vessel, but two men who ! 
_. represent themselves as enlisted for the service propose furnishing in- : 

formation if they. can be compensated for it. re | ; 
| Upon the information [ have received, | have directed the collector | | 

of customs at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to make such search as is 1 - 4 
his power for the purpose of ascertaining the facts. | a 

 Lam,’very truly, yours, &e., &c., ee a 4 
| : GEO. 8. BOUTWELL, a a 

| — | Secretary of the Treasury. | 

Hon. HAMILTON F1gH, | a | | a 
| _ Secretary of State. | | 

Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the. Treasury. rn 

: ee Se DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © a 
ore oo | | Washington, June 24,1869. | 

 Srr: I have received your letter of to-day, representing that a vessel 
is fitting out in Philadelphia for the revolutionists in Cuba, and that. 

-. two men, claiming to have been enlisted for that service, offer informa- | 
tion if paid.therefor. = a 
_ In reply, I have to state that this Department will cause a reason- | | 

able sum to be paid for the information referred to. 
[67 | *A copy of your letter has been sent to the Attorney-General. 

- Tam, dear sir, yours, &¢., &e., a 
, Sc HAMILTON FISH. _ 

Hon. GEORGE 8S. BOUTWELL, | 4 a | 
| Secretary of the Treasury. no a —_ | 

Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Moore, collector. rs 

| — | [ Telegram. ] : a . oe | | 

: OS | WASHINGTON, June 24,1869. 
HENRY D. Moore, Esq., Oo . | | a a | 

| «Collector of Customs, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania : a a 

I have reason to believe that a vessel with armament and an unusually pS 
_ Jarge number of men is in your port, with the design to leave to-day or 

to-morrow in aid of the insurgents of Cuba. Nameof vessel not known, 
~ nor other particulars. Have search made, and report. | - | 
Be | GHO. 8S. BOUTWELL. © 

' Mr. Huckel, deputy coliector, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. 

a Be -Custom-House, PHILADELPHIA, OO 
Co | an Collector’s Office, June 24, 1869. | 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram 
_ of this date relative to suspicious Vessels fitting out at this port in aid Se 

of the insurgents of Cuba, and respectfully beg leave to say that the
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_ revenue steamer Seward was directed some ten days since to keep a 
| diligent watch on two certain vessels that had attracted the sus- | 

[68] picions of some of the officers of the * revenue. : 
- : -_ I have directed the surveyor to instruct the officers under his 

_ charge to use due diligence, and no efforts will be spared to prevent a 
-  . violation of the neutrality laws. ae - 7 7 | 

| Iam, very respectfully, yours, &¢., a | 
| 7 = Oo : B. HUCKEL. 

| a : | | Deputy Collector of Customs. 
, Hon. GEORGE 8. BOUTWELL, | | | 

: | Secretary of the Treasury. | So 7 

| _ Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. 

| | | Oo DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
: oo Washington, June 26, 1869. 

| Sire: [have laid before the President your letter of yesterday, refer- 
| ring to the violence perpetrated on the deputy marshal who had the 

custody of Colonel Ryan, and also on the marshal’s officer in charge of 
the Quaker City. He’ directs me to say that, under all circumstances, 

, the officers of the law are expected to discharge their duty faithfully, — 
: vigorously, and legally, and that they will be sustained by the Govern- 
a ment while so doing; and that the power of the Government will beex- 

- ercised to the extent needed for their protection in such discharge of 
| duty, or in vindication of the majesty of the law. — : | 

[69] He desires such further and more detailed *information as you 
may be able to furnish with respect — oO uO : 

_. 1. To the violence on the officer in charge of Ryan; | 
2. To the violence on the officer in charge of the Quaker City ; , | 

: 38. The attempts to intimidate or influence the grand jury ; 
. 4, The sending of any threatening letters; | 

co ~ to enable him to adopt such measures as may be proper; 
— _He requests that you will suggest the course of action that occurs to 

a you, with your more intimate kuowledge of the facts and acquaintance 
a with the attendant circumstances, as the most expedient to vindicate 

the past outrages, and to prevent the recurrence of similar violations 
of the laws. You will be pleased, in this connection, to consider the 

| propriety or expediency of the offer of a reward for the arrest of the 
| parties guilty of the outrages upon the marshal’s officer, or for evidence 

: that may lead to the arrest and conviction of such guilty parties. 
_  -Very respectfully, yours, | | . | 

| - - HAMILTON FISH. | 
| Hon, EDWARDS PIERREPONT, a 

/ United States Atterney New Yrko. — OS - 

Mr. Bish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. | 

| | | oe —. [Telegram] | 

| .  - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
. Se Fe Washington, June 26, 1869. 

. a Hon. EDWARDS PIERREPONT, District. Attorney, New York: 

| [70]. . The marshal and his officers will be sustained *in their duties at 
os hazards. Instructions by mail this afternoon. Get theletter. _ 

| | HAMILTON FISH. |
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Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

| Mita -  [Telegram.] _ : | 

a op . cee NEw Yor«, June 28, 1869. 
_ ATTORNEY-GENERAL, Washington: 2 Le an a 

On Saturday night an expedition tried to get off. The men went | 
aboard several tugs to be transferred no doubt to a large vessel. We 
could not track the tugs in the fog, though we were carefully watching | 

. the harbor. I have no idea anything got. to sea. I seized the Catha- 
rine Whiting, because I think it probable that she was to take off these 
men. Ido not think I have got enough proof for the courts to hold 
her. .But I think that to let her go until 1 am satisfied that she is not | 
going to take off these men, will be deliberately to let an expedition | 
slip... I may get more particulars this morning which. will satisfy me 
that I am wrong. Otherwise I shall detain her without process until | 
instructed by you to let her go. I again earnestly ask the use of some 

of thenavy-yard tugs. oe Se | 
us a — FRANCIS C. BARLOW,  — _- a 

oe BE a sO ntted States Marshal. 

| 71] *Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

ae So [Telegram.] a oe on ae —— 

re New Yorx, June 28,1869. 
ATTORNEY-GENERAL, Washington: | an So a | 

I have arrested General Goicuria, said to, be the leader of the expe- 
dition on board the Whiting, under an assumed name, and the vessel ore 
has beenlibeled. 2 2 | 7 ae ae 

. FRANCIS C. BARLOW, ee 
es oe . United States Marshal. — eee 

Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney- General. 

| = | — : . | | a [ Telegram. ] - oa | 

oo Be | NEw Yor«, June 28, 1869. nes 
_ The tugs are at Gardner’s Point, on Long Island, opposite New Lon- . 
don, waiting for the Catharine Whiting. Will you telegraph at once to - 

_ the United States revenue-cutter at New London to obey my orders? I a 
want to send her over to detain the tugs. Please answer. ~ | | 
ee | | , FRANCIS C. BARLOW. | 

- Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. . _ | 

. | | ) ae ; [Telegram.] a, | es 7 | 

ae oO - - New York, June 29, 1869. 
Hon. HAMILTON Fisu, Secretary of State: 0 . 
bots Colonel Ryan, with his expedition of some four hundred men, will 
[72] beeaptured by the revenue-*cutters, which we have dispatched.
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| . They will reach here this night. What shall we do with all these 
men? 7 | | 
_ Please read the eighth section of the neutrality act, 3d Statutes, page 

_ 449. You will see that the President has full power, and so have such 
_ other persons as he shall have empowered for that purpose, to employ _ 
such part of the land or naval forces of the United States, or of the 
militia thereof, for the purpose of taking- possession of any such ship, 

| or vessel, &c. Please communicate this forthwith to the President, and 
say that the forces are so large that unless the President will use his 
powers, or delegate the same as provided in this act, we must give up 

_ any further attempts to stop expeditions at large. 7 
| | , LED. PIERREPONT, 

| : United States Attorney. 

Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to the President. 

| as ae -  - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
| | - Washington, June 29, 1869. 

The Secretary of State has the honor to lay before the President the _ 
---inelosed telegram of this date, just received from Mr. Pierrepont, ask- — 

ing instructions as to steps to be taken in regard to Colonel Ryan and 
his expeditionary party of four hundred men at New York.! a 

| | | | 
| [73] =*Mr. Kish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. 

| : | [Telegram.] | | ; 

| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : | | 
| | | | Washington, June 29, 1869. | 

. Hon. EDWARDS PIERREPONT, United States District Attorney, . | 
| No, 41 Chambers street, and at 103 Fifth avenue, New York : | | 

By order of the President, the captured vessels, with the men engaged | 
in the unlawful expedition, will be taken to the navy-yard at Brooklyn, 

| and there put under the charge and control of the officer in command. 
of the yard, who is empowered by the President, by virtue of the power 
for that purpose in him vested, *to employ such part of the naval forces. _ 
of the United States as are under his command, for the purpose of taking | 

| possession of and detaining such ship or vessel for the purposes intended 
by law. © | . | | Oo 

| - By order of the President: * , 7 | ‘ 
: ne HAMILTON FISH, © | 

| - | | Secretary of State.
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Mr, Pierrepont, district attorney, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. | 

a a | | { Telegram. ] - : | 

| oe | - | as, NEw YORK, June 30, 1869. | a 

Hon. HAMILTON Fisu, Secretary of State: ee 
Your order has been received. The men are now at the navy-yard 

under arrest. oe 2 oe | | | | 
[74| . Your order came in good time, and was greatly *needed in the 
.. absence of the Secretary. Let this forthwith be delivered to the 
President. | oe , ee ae | 

OS Oo EDWARDS PIERREPONT, _ | 
ae 8 | | United States Attorney. 

_ Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. | 

Se - - New York, June 30, 1869. | 
Hon. HAMILTON Fisu, Secretary of State: _ | - : 

_ Under your orders, as the President directed, the prisoners, about one a 
hundred and sixty in number, have been turned over to the admiral in | 
command of the navy-yard. A third tug is on its way with other pris- 
oners and will take the same course. I have just returned from anin- 7 

_. terview with the admiral at the navy-yard. Colonel Ryan is believed 
to be concealed in one of the tugs. Search is being made. The ad- | 

- miral will write for full orders from the President. _ Ps | 
Yours, respectfully, | | | | . 

_ - | | | EDWARDS PIERREPONT, . 
ee a Oe. - United States Attorney. — 

{7 5] *Mr. Field, Assistant Attorney- General, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of 
| | : State. | - . 

a 7 ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S: OFFICE, 4 | 
, | St Washington, June 30, 1869. _ 

rr: Ihave the honor to transmit, herewith, copies of telegrams re- 
ceived last night and this morning from the United States marshal for 

: the southern district of New York. | oe a | 
These telegrams have been communicated to the Secretary of the — - 

‘Treasury, and the Secretary of the Navy has been requested to keep. 
the Whiting safely at the navy-yard in Brooklyn. a | 

Very respectfully, , | oe ) | - 
ae Soe | W. A. FIELD, 

oO oe | Acting Attorney-General. | 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, | | . | — Oe 

| Secretary of State. a |
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| : | | [Inclosure No. 1.] oe oe - 

Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney. General. 

_ . [Telegram. ] ae | aa 7 

| - | NEw York Crry, June 29,1869. 

To the ATTORNEY-GENERAL : a a 

Three tugs, two schooners, and a sloop left Gardner’s Point this morn- 
. ingatdBa.m. They had been notified of the seizure of the Whiting. 

It is impossible that they should attempt to go to Cuba in their | 
76] present vessels; * probably they will ran down the coast to some. 

, - port to wait for another steamer. I think the cutters at Phila- 
delphia, and at all points on the coast, should be ordered to put out and 
Jook for them. Also the Newport and New Bedford authorities should | 
be notified. They will try to get asteamer at some other port. T'should 
like to be informed of what orders may be given. SS : 

| ° FRANCIS C. BARLOW. 

| | | : [Inclosure No.2] - . 

CO ir. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

| | [Telegram. ] . oo, 

o | 7 New York Ciry, June 29, 1869. | 
To the ATTORNEY-GENERAL: — | Oo 

| The revenue-cuiter Campbell has gone to Gardner’s Point, for the 
expedition. Some of the men on the Whiting say she was to take off 

| _ the expedition at the Delaware breakwater. If convenient, I suggest | 
that the nearest cutter to the breakwater be ordered to look after and 
detain the expedition. The H. McCool is one of their tugs. J am per- | 
fectly satisfied that the Whiting was their vessel. She is at the navy- | 
yard. Will you ask the Navy Department.to keep her there for me? 

| | FRANCOIS C. BARLOW. : 

77) *[Inclosure No. 3.] | 

| | | Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney- General. 

oe : SO [Telegram] - | | 

_ To the ATTORNEY-GENERAL: °° | 
/ . New York Crry, June 30, 1869- 

| We have captured the McCool, John Chase, and Mabey, three of the — 
| _ expedition tugs, with men, arms, and ammunition on board. The expe- 
a dition is wholly broken up. | | : 

: a FRANCIS C. BARLOW, | 
, | — United States Marshal. |
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| Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. — oo 

ae oo ‘TREASURY . DEPARTMENT, | an 
| | | | Washington, June 30, 1869. | 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith copies of telegrams sent , 
| by this Department on the 29th, and this date, to the following-named. 

officers regarding the enforcement of the neutrality laws: . 
On the 29th, the collector of customs, at New London; United 

States marshal, New York City; and this date to collector of cus- | | 
toms, New Bedford, Massachusetts; collector of customs, Newport, 
Rhode Island; collector of customs, Philadelphia; collector of customs, | 
New York; collector of customs, Wilmington, Delaware; collector of 

customs, Baltimore. | | | sO 
[78] Since the receipt of your letter of this date *transmitting copy | 
.. of telegrain from United States marshal at New York, announc- 
ing the capture of three of the expedition’s tugs, and the breaking up. | 
of the expedition, dispatches have been sent revoking previous tele- 

- grams with the exception of those to the collector of customs at New | 
London, Newport, and New Bedford. - 7 | 

~ Lam, very respectfully, 
| | | | GEO. 8. BOUTWELL, | 

| | me Secertay of the Treasury.. 
Hon. F. R. Hoar, | | | o 

oe Attorney-General, United States. | | | 

| _ — [Inclosure No. L.] | | | 

| Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of Treasury, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. | 

De  [Telegram.] - OO a 

- ara a TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 2” 
| a Washington, June 30, 1869. 4s 

Francs C. BARLOW, United States Marshal, New York City :. oe. mS 

. Commanding officer of cutter Campbell, New London, has been di-. 
rected to obey your orders. : Soe i a 

Poe ge 8 | GEO. 8. BOUTWELLI, Oo 
| | | Secretary of the Treasury. ae 

af | - f[Ineclosure No. 2. ] | . 7 ; | - 

| Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Grinnell, collector. Sa 

[79] |  #DREASURY DEPARTMENT, | 
—— ae | | | Washington, June 31, 1869. | 

LAWRENCE GRINNELL, a - os CB | 
oo — Collector of Customs, New Bedford Massachusets: - a 

See that no vessel at your port is employed in violating neutrality- 
laws. | | : a eget ge 

eo ae , GEO. 8S. BOUTWELL, - 
cepa g lee ee a | Secretary of the Treasury. a
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| a : | [Inclosure No. 3] | ' | | 

: Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Thomas, collector. : 

| [Telegram.] | 

| JOHN L. THOMAS, Jr, Collector of Customs, Baltimore: | : ) 

- Department informed that expedition in-violation of neutrality-laws 
| is expected-to embark from the capes of Virginia; send Northerner down 

to cruise in that vicinity, watching and detaining suspicious vessels. 
| Expedition consists of three tugs, one named H. McCool, two schooners, 

and one sloop. , a | | 
| GEO. 8S. BOUTWELL, © 

| Secretary of the Treasury. — , 

| oe | ——  EInclosure No. 4.] | 7 , 

an — Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Marshall, collector. 

| [80] | | *[ Telegram. ] 7: | 

| | . | TREASURY DEPARTMENT, os 
| — Washington, June 30, 1869. | 

Guo. T. MARSHALL, Collector of Customs, New London, Connecticut : | 

Direct commanding officer of revenue-cutter Campbell to obey any. 
orders he may receive from Marshal Barlow. | oe a 

- | | : GEO. 8. BOUTWELL, | 
| — | Secretary of the Treasury. 

a OO [ Inclosure No. 5.] - . 

Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Nolen, collector. 

: : [Telegram.] uo _ 

| TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | 
oe Washington, June 30, 1869. | 

| Wm. D. NoLEn, Collector of Customs, Wilmington, Delaware: _ a 

Department informed that expedition in violation of neutrality laws _ 
ig expected to embark at mouth of Delaware Bay.. Send Miami down 
to cruise outside of breakwater to watch and detain suspicious vessels, 

— Expedition consists of three tugs, one named H. McCool, two schooners, 
andone sloop. 9 ©) ee a 

| | a GEO. 8. BOUTWELL, - 
| Se Secretary of the Treasury.
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{81] | | *[Inclosure No. 6.] : | | — . 

Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Grinnell, collector. - 

7 : | | [ Telegram. ] - Oo 

| | _ oe | TREASURY DEPATMENT, . . | 
TT 7 Washington, June 30, 1869. ~ | 

Moses H. GRINNELL, Collector of Customs, New York: ~~ a | 

Station one of revenue tugs in place of McCulloch, and put latter | 
under temporary orders of Marshal Barlow, if he wishes. a 

i 6 GEO. SS. BOUTWELL, © | 
| a | | | Secretary of the Treasury. - | 

| a — ; [Inclosure No. ( : 

| Mr. Boutuell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Moore, collector. | 

: oe : . . a [Telegram.] a | 

- - | | ‘TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | | 
| | Washington, June 30,1869, 

HENRY D. Moore, Collector of Customs, Philadelphia: NEL, . 

Department informed that expedition in violation of neutrality laws is 
expected to embark at mouth of Delaware Bay. oo re | 
‘Send Seward down to watch and detain suspicious vessels. Expedi- , 7 

- tion consists of three tugs, one named H. McCool, two schooners, and 
one sloop. . a oe | 

oo oe - GEO. 8S. BOUTWELL, ae 
ne So | a - _ Secretary of the Treasury. | 

[82]... —— ““[Inclosure No. 8.] _ . 

Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Ur. Barlow, United States , 
a — marshal. | 

cope [Telegram] 7 

Bn | TREASURY DEPARTMENT, es 
me oo | Washington, June 30, 1869. - 

FRANCIS C. BARLOW, | | OS So 
| _ United States Marshal, New York City: : are 

- Steamers Seward and Miami have been ordered to the breakwater; 
- Northerner to the capes of Virginia. Collectors at Newport and New — 

_ Bedford instructed as to employment of vessels in violating neutrality — 
laws. Steamer McCulloch at New York placed temporarily under your. 
orders. oo : | Co | | 

a - a . GHO. 8S. BOUTWELL, oe 

| pe Secretary of the Treasury. 7
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. : SO | [ Inclosure No. 9.] | 2 | 

Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Macey, collector. | 

[ Telegram. ] 

ee , TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | | 

| e | | Washington, June 30, 1869. 
SETH W. MACEY, | as , : 

- Oollector of Customs, Newport, Rhode Island: | | 
- See that no vessel at your port is employed in violating neutrality | | 

| | — GEO. 8. BOUTWELL, | 
a - Secretary of the Treasury. - | 

: Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. , | 

| | | (Telegram. ] | oe | | 
| | | | 

[83] : *New York, July 1, 1869. | 
The ATTORNEY-GENERAL, Washington : | 

oe The Mahoning has seized, at Milford, Connecticut, the schooners Fancy 
, and Winona, belonging to the expedition. The Winona has its arms | 

and ammunition on board. The Fancy has discharged most of its cargo 
of arms, and itisnow on the dock at Milford. It is out of my jurisdic- 

— tion, and will you telegraph at once to the nearest marshal to go to Mil- 
ford and seize it? Let me know. | | 

| FRANCOIS C. BARLOW, oe 

- | | | : United States Marshal. 

+ Mr. Field, Assistant Attorney- General, to United States marshal, New 
| - Haven, Connecticut. . 

: . . [ Telegram. | | | 

| )  . WASHINGTON, July 1, 1869. . 

UNITED STATES MARSHAL, : | a | 
: | New Haven, Connecticut : - | | 

| The schooners Fancy and Winona are at Milford, alleged to have 

violated the neutrality laws. See district attorney, and take care of 
_ them and the men found on board. | 

| a | - 0 OW. AL. FRTELD. | 

Mr. Field, Assistant Attorney- General, to Mr. Willey, district attorney. 

7 SO | [Telegram.] _ | 

| | WASHINGTON, July 1, 1869. 
HirnAM WILLEY, Esq., : 
se United States Attorney, New London, Connecticut : 

| [84]  *Take care of the schooners Fancy and Winona, with their arms,
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ammunition, and men, now at Milford, alleged to have violated the 
neutrality laws. oe en ee | | 

oo - _ | W. A. FIELD. 

Mr. Field, Assistant Attorney-General to. Mr. Barlow, United States — 
iin marshal. YO 7 | a 

| 7 | ae [Telegram.] : ee oe 

le | - , | WASHINGTON, July 1, 1869. | 
i. C. BARLOW, 7 | | | . oO 

United States Marshal, New York City: | | op 

- _Have sent telegrams to marshal and district attorney of Connecticut, = «| 
to take care of the Fancy and Winena. | " re oo, 

Mr. Willey, district attorney, to Mr. Field, Assistant Attorney- General. So 

a © PBolegram 
NEw LONDON, CONNECTICUT, Tuly 1, 1869. : 

— W. A. FIELD, 2 | | a | | 
_ Assistant Attorney-General, Washington : a | 

__ Your telegram is received. I have telegraphed the marshal at New 
Haven to proceed at once to Milford, to hold the schooners Fancy and 
Winona, their arms, ammunition, and men, in custody till further orders. | 

_ The enlistment of men was in the southern district of New York, and _ . 
should be presented in that district. | - = 

[85] Is it the purpose of the Government to libel *the vessel and | 
a cargo as forfeited? If so, instruct me to do.so. 7 ae 

— os : | | oe HIRAM WILLEY, : | 
| | a United States Attorney. as 

Mr. Caril, United States marshal, to Mr. Field, Assistant Attorney-General. a - 

ee 7 [Telegram.] _ : OO 

ae Eyles NEw HAVEN, ConNECTICUT, July 2, 1869. - oo 
Hon. W. A. FIELD, Le | oe 

| | Assistant United States Attorney-General : : | a Se: 
_ The schooners Fancy and Winona both at the dock in New Haven, 
with a portion of cargo; balance of cargo in Milford; all in my custody, _ - 
awaiting further orders. | ; | ee | | 7 

oe ee . P. R. CARLL, _— - 
te | : United States Marshal. | , 
SLA oo - |
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: (86) *Mr. Field, Assistant Attorney-General, to Mr. Willey, district 
an BC 7 attorney. — | oO 

a i so [Telegram.1 : oo 

* | WASHINGTON, July 2, 1869. : 
HirnAM WILLEY, ne | 
a United States Attorney, New London, Connecticut : i 

: Libel vessels and cargo, if you think they are forfeitable ; otherwise 
| detain them, and report facts to this office. — 

_ | |  W. A. FIELD, 
| _ Assistant Attorney-General. 

| MEY, Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney- General. 

. 7 _ [Telegram.] | | | | 

es a New Yorx, July 2, 1869. 
| ATTORNEY-GENERAL, Washington : | : 

| There are not to exceed one hundred and seventy-five men. The bal- 
ance escaped ashore before capture. Who shall feed them? They will 

| starve unless some one does. Who must take charge of them, I or the 
admiral? Please answer. Unless these men are discharged at once, I. 

| — Jearn that a habeas corpus will be sued out for them. Whatreturn ean 
a be made toit?. © | Ce - OO 

| | _ FRANCIS C. BARLOW, -. | 
| a To SO United States Marshal. 

' Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. 

| | | | | | . [Telegram. ] | : a , 

E87] : | *WASHINGTON, July 2, 1869. 
Francis C. BARLow, United States Marshal, New York City: 

The President has sent instructions about feeding men. All officers 
- and mem are to be arrested on criminal process. In general, officers and 

all persons who have forfeited neutrality recognizance, or broken from 

| arrest, are to be held to good bail for appearance and good behavior. 

| The men generally are to be discharged, on their own recognizance, for 

appearance and good behavior. _ | | | 

| The vessels and tugs are to be.libeled, if the district attorney thinks 

they are forfeitable; otherwise to be detained, and the attortiey isto — 
_ report facts, with his opinion, immediately to this office. , 

| Give copy of this to district attorney as his authority. _ | 

Oo re Acting Attorney-General,
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- Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. . . 

| : ss [Telegram.] __ | a 

, | - BROOKLYN, NEw York, July 2, 1869. a 
ATTORNEY-GENERAL, Washington: ok | 7 

_ I have taken full charge of the men, according to your order of this : 
morning, and will see that they are rationed at my expense, and will. a 

~ hold.them until further orders. - ree 
cee oe 7 _ FRANCIS C. BARLOW, 

| | United States Marshal. ) 

[88] *Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-Gen — | 
eral. an . | a 

oe | UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, | 7 - te 
| Oe tas SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, — | 

| | New York, July 2, 1869. a 
| Sir: The confusion yesterday and this morning, as to who should a 

take charge of and feed the prisoners, arose from the fact that the orders _ 
of the Navy Department of July 1, saying that the captured men were | 
to be taken charge of and fed by me, were not communicated to me. : 
No duplicate was sent to me by the Navy Department, nor copy by the _ 
admiral ;. consequently, the last order I knew of was that given on June 
29, through the district attorney, that the men and vessels be put into 
the control and charge of the admiral. Therefore I supposed that he, — 

- and not I, was to keep and feed them. To-day I learned of orders from _ 
the Navy Department of July 1, and got your dispatch of this morning, | 
to keep the prisoners until further orders. I have arranged to feed ee 
them. The telegram of the President as to their disposition has been = © 
received, and shall be obeyed. _ | | os 

‘Respectfully, , | | a | | 
| ct FRANCIS C. BARLOW, | 

| United States Marshal. a | 
ATTORNEY-GENERAL, Washington. | - 

Mr. Davis, Acting Seeretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney, = 

oe | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | ee 
[39] re * Washington, July 2, 1869. a 

Sire: Lam directed by the President to acknowledge the receipt of | 
_ your telegram of the 1st instant, relative to the disposition to be made is 

of G. H. Norris, William Seisdorf, J. F. Clancey, Ralph Harmon, and _ a 
F. W. Conant. oe | Oo | oo i 

_ The President does not deem it advisable immediately to release the _ 
_ prisoners, without substantial bail. But he would like your opinion a 
upon the propriety of releasing them on their own recognizance as soon | 
as matters have quieted a little. a | oe | 

| tlam,sir,&e, = | . - | | oo ee 
. CO se , _ J.C. B. DAVIS, © ws 

Be ae ae ee | Acting Secretary, 
EDWARDS PIERREPONT, Hsq., — | . : 

| | United States Attorney, New York. SO |
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| Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Cartl, United States marshal, 
| and to district attorneys. 

Co | a WASHINGTON, July 3, 1869. 
Sir: I have received your telegram of yesterday, relating to the 

oe schooners Fanny and Winona, their cargoes, and the men found on 
| board. I have sent a telegram to the district attorney of Con- 

[90] necticut, instructing him in respect to the schoon*ers and their — 
a cargoes. In regard to the men, you must report the facts to him. 

If they have committed any crime, it has probably been committed in 
| the southern district of New York; and they must be tried in the dis- 

trict where the crime was committed. But they can be arrested and _ 
| - held to answer in any district where they may be found. It is impor-. 

tant that you ascertain whether any of these men were leaders in the 
movement, or have heretofore been arrested on a charge of violating 

| the neutrality laws. If they are merely the crews of the steamers, they 
| _ need not be arrested on criminal process, but the district attorney should 

| | be consulted in regard to legally detaining them in such a manneras | 
may be necessary to secure their attendance as witnesses in the trial of 

, any proceedings that may be instituted against the schooners or their 
: cargoes. If they are men enlisted in the expedition, but who took no 

. active part in setting it on foot or organizing it, they should be arrested — 
_ on criminal process, but may, unless the district attorney of New York 

: thinks otherwise, be released from arrest, on their own recognizance, to 
, appear and answer to any indictment that may be found against them, © 

and on their own recognizances for future good behavior. Se many as _ 
| were leaders in the expedition are to be arrested on criminal pro- 

[91]. cess, and either committed or held to bail with sureties to *answer 
: to any indictment that may be found against them, and not here- 

after to violate the neutrality laws. 7 
Phe district attorney of Connecticut should communicate with the 

_- district attorney of New York, that they may act in concert; and you 
are requested to ascertain the names of the persons, their residences, 
occupations, and connection with the expedition, and send a statement 
of these facts to both these district attorneys. CS 

| Very respectfully, | | | 
| | | W. A. FIELD, - 

| re | | Acting Attorney-General. 
PETER R. CARLL, Esq., | i | | 

| United States marshal, New Haven, Connecticut. , 
[Copies of above were sent, same date, to district attorney for Con- | 

necticut and district attorney for southern district of New York.] 

| Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General.  . 

OS _ [Telegram.] Las 

, | QUARANTINE STATION, NEW YORK, © 
. | : oO OO ~ July 3, 1869. . 

| The ATTORNEY-GENERAL: _ oe 

- All prisoners will be released, on their own recognizance, this after- _ 
- noon, except Alfaro and Bassora. None others of enough importance _ 

| to be held on bail. a Oo a | 
| . FRANCIS C. BARLOW, oo 

7 | | | - United States Marshal.
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[92] . *Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Barlow, United States — a 
a marshal. oe : : 

| | ne WASHINGTON, July 3, 1869. . | | 

FRANCIS. C. BARLOW, United States Marshal, New York:  —  «- | 

The officers and men must be put in judicial custody as soon as pos- oe 
sible, either under separate or joint complaints; and if a writ of hubeas fe 
corpus issues before they are arrested on a warrant, pending the hearing . 
of the writ, a warrant can be obtained, and immediately served, if they | 
are discharged at the hearing. = = = See | 

_- Give copy to district attorney. a ee 
HE ee | W. A. FIELD, | 

GR - .- Aeting- Attorney General. ae 

_ Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. oe 

oe | | WASHINGTON, July 6,1869. | | 

~. Sim: I am instructed by the President to say to you that your course | 
in prosecuting with energy and vigor the violations of the neutrality) 
laws of the United States meets his full approbation. | - 

‘Whatever may be the sympathies felt by the Government or people _ | | 

of the United States with the inhabitants of other countries seeking» 

eo to vindicate their liberty, or acquire national independence, a | 

[93] *violation of the laws of the United States, by their agents or | 
sympathizers, cannot be tolerated. It is the duty of every ex- _ 

ecutive officer faithfully and fearlessly to administer the law; and the = | 

United States will never permit, or connive at, the fitting out of military | 

expeditions, within our territory, against any country with whom we 

are at peace. The nation will conduct and control its own wars, and. oe 

will not allow private citizens, or foreigners who enjoy our hospitality = «sy 

and protection, to make, with impunity, this country the base of hostile % 
operations. / | | 

_- The President also directs me to to say to you that he desires that you | a 

will use every means in your power to arrest and punish the lawless men eps 
_ who have assaulted and obstructed the deputies of the marshal in the 

_ discharge of their official duties. OO a | | OOS 

-. It has been represented to me that threatening letters have beenad- | 

dressed to the members of the grand jury in attendance upon the dis- : 

trict court, for the purpose of deterring them from finding indictments. — 

It would be disgraceful to the Government if such an outrage should be | 

successful in its object, or the perpetrators of it escape with impunity. | | 

You.will, therefore, use every exertion to detect and punish them, and — ot 

the whole power of the Government will be used tosupportyou In | 

[94] your efforts to insure a steady administration *of law, and a firm ae 
| administration of justice. : 

/ —,sRespectfully, yours, | | | | 7 
SC | | | . 5B. R. HOAR, © | 

pee : | BO Attorney-General. . | 

- Hon. EDWARDS PIERREPONT, ae as eS | 
United States Attorney, New York City. ms oe
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oe Mr. M. de Harn, Spanish consul, to Mr. Thomas, collector. 

7 a | 7 CUSTOM-HOUSE, BALTIMORE, 
7 7 | Collector’s Office, July 8, 1869. | 

= . Sir: In consequence of the just measures lately taken by the New | 
) York authorities in order to prevent the departure of expeditions with 

| war material for the insurgents in Cuba, it seems that Cuban agents. 
| _ have turned their eyes toward this port as a base of the operations: 

which they failed to accomplish in New York, thanks to the activity of. 
the authorities. CO a 

It is my duty, as the one intrusted at this port with the protection of 
Spanish interests, to make the above known to your honor, praying — 

7 that you may be pleased to adopt such steps as will prevent the depart- _ 
mo war-materials suspected of a destination for the insurgents in 
Cuba. : 7 | 

| I doubt not but that, with your well-known zeal, you will grant due 
oo, consideration to my request; by doing which, Spain will receive a special 

| _ favor, and the laws of neutrality will be fully carried out. a 
Se I avail the opportunity to subscribe myself, &c., : 

os a FANCISCO M. pr HARN, 
(9p | | an | * Spanish Consul. - 

| : Hon. Joun L. THoomas, Jr., oe | 
, , | Collector of the Port of Baltimore. 

Mr. Bowman, special deputy collector, to Mr. Harn, Spanish consult. | 

a | CusTomM-Hovuss, BALTIMORE, | 
. | | : | | Collector’s Office, July 10, 1869. | 

Str: I have the honor to acknowledge your communication of the 8th. 
instant, calling my attention to the fact of Cuban agents operating in 

| this port in behalf of the insurgents in Cuba, and expressing the hope 
- that I may adopt such steps as will prevent the departure of warlike 

~ materials, &c. | | | 
In answer, I have the honor to state that your information has been 

| anticipated by the authorities at Washington, who have issued. instruc- | 
oo tions. to me on the subject. oo 

| -. Jn accordance with these instructions, I immediately organized a de- 
| tective force, and hope, if there be any parties who contemplate an ex- 

_ pedition to Cuba, in violation of the laws, that I may be able to find out 
| all about it, and prevent it. You may rest satisfied of my sincere de- 

sire to enforce the neutrality laws of the United States, and to this end 
JT would be thankful for any information that may be in your possession _ 
as to the objects and intentions of the agents referred to in your com- 
munication. a 3 | Oo | 

| I have the honor to be, &c., | 
- a | R. W. BOWMAN, . 

. . | : a | Special Deputy Collector. 
| HRANCISCO M. DE HARN, | 

Spanish Consul. Hs
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[96] *Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal 

. | a WASHINGTON, July 12, 1869. oe 

_ {[Srr: Your two letters on the 9th instant were received on the 10th. _ 
In respect to the persons said to be assembled at Gardner’s Island, if . 
you have reason to believe that they are a hostile expedition organized 
for military service in Cuba, awaiting means of transportation to that | 
island, the President desires that you will take efficient means to break - 
up the expedition. If Cglonel Ryan, whois said to be their commander, 
is indicted or complained of for resistance to United States officers in 
discharge of their duty, or for assaults upon them, and you have @ war- © | 
rant for his arrest, you will use every means to arrest and secure him, | 
and to arrest every person against whom you have warrants for similar | 
acts of violence. Perhaps a revenue-cutter should be sent to Gardner’s ae 
Island for the purpose of service of warrants. Its presence might be 
sufficient, with the presence of the United States officers, to break up 

_ the expedition without the necessity of seizing the persons belonging © | 
toit. Ss | — | : 

There would not seem to me to be any reason for the arrest of such — 

persons, if their hostile purposes were found to be defeated and they | 
‘were willing or desirous to escape or disperse. | | 

. J have conferred with the Secretary of the Treasury in regard to the 
employment of the revenue-cutters and the steam-tugs in the Govern- / 
ment service at New York, and whenever it shall be necessary for the — 

discharge of your duties to put any of them at your disposal, he 
[97]. assures me that on application *by letter or telegram to that effect, — 

: the necessary order will be issued. Itrust that no further illegal _ | 
~ expedition will require your intervention, which has heretofore been so a 

faithful and efficient. | 7 I | oo 
- Very respectfully, &., a Co | | 

SO - E.R. HOAR, | 
a a Co ot | a Attorney-General. 

- Francis C. BARLOW, Esq., _ | oo 
ee New York City. . | 

Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. 

| | ot. | WASHINGTON, July 12, 1869. - 
| Sir: Your two letters of the 9th were received on the 10th, and in | 

reply I directed you. by telegraph of that date to allow the persons re- 
ferred to in your letter, who are imprisoned in default.of bail, to be dis- 7 

- charged upon their own recognizance. I believe that nothing elséin 
- your communication requires a reply, except to say that itis stillthe 

desire of the President that you should use every effort to arrest and | 
punish those who resisted the marshal’s officers, and to ascertain, if 
possible, who were the writers of the threatening letters to members of | | 

- the grand jury, and see that justice is meted out to them therefor. Ce 
_ Very respectfully, : . a | | ee | | 

. ) oo | Attorney-General. | 
Hon. EDWARDS PIERREPONT, - | Bo a 

United States Attorney, New York City. oe :
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- [98]. *Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney, | 
yee So and to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. | 

ae _ Oo | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 

| | | Washington, July 13, 1869. ° | 
ae Sirs: I inclose a copy of a note of this date, addressed to me by Mr. | 

Roberts, the Spanish minister. Also. a commission from the President — 
of the United States, empowering you, or either of you, toemploysuch 
part of the land or naval,forces of the United States, or of the militia | 

| - thereof, for the purposes indicated in -the eighth section of the act of 
April 20, 1818, (commonly known as the “neutrality act.”) You will 
confer together whenever practicable in the execution of the powers 

- Iintrusted to you, and will act in concert so far as possible. But this 
direction is not to limit the power of either to act independently of the 
other or without consultation with the other, if the necessity or the cir- 

| cumstances of the occasion seem to him to require independent action 
| and decision. Orders have been directed to the commandant of the 

| - navy-yard at Brooklyn to place at your disposal such of the naval forees | 
of the United States as you may require, for the purpose of preventing 

| the carrying on of the military expedition referred to in the note of Mr. 
| Roberts, or any other expedition or enterprise from the territo- 

[99] ries or jurisdiction of the United States against the ter*ritories 
or dominions of any foreign: power or state, or of any colony, dis- 

- trict, or people with whom the United States are at peace, and more 
, especially against the territories or dominions of Spain or against the 

island of Cuba. ce, a 
| | The President desires and directs that you capture all persons engaged 

in any and every such unlawful enterprise as above referred to; that 
| the leaders and principal instigators be held to be dealt with according 

to law. © , | | oo | 
Believing that many thoughtless and inconsiderate persons may have 

| 7 been misguided, deceived, and led into improper and unlawful engage- 
ments, under a sympathy for a people struggling for emancipation from 

| oppressive rule, and for self-government, and more liberal institutions, 
without due coitsideration of the unlawfulness of their conduct, and 
under the temptation of promises held out to them, he. authorizes and | 

a directs the district attorney of the southern district of New York to 
release and discharge such of the privates or persons in inferior position 

| or command in any such expedition or enterprise as he shall think may 
oe be discharged, with due reference had to the requirements of law and 

to the future enforcement of the laws and the maintenance of the peace _ 
a - and good order of the country, on such recognizance or security, or on 

such terms and conditions in each ease, as to him shall seem expedient. 
But he directs that no person engaged in any such expedition or enter- | 

prise, who has been already taken in any recent similar unlawful 
| - - [100] expedition or enterprise, or who has been indicted * for any vio- 

— lation of the neutrality laws or other laws of the United States, 
| or who has given bail to keep the peace, &e., shall be discharged under 

a this discretionary power given to the district attorney. _ : oe 
| | The district attorney is directed to make early investigation in order 
_ _ to the execution of this discretionary power, and for the purpose of | 

bringing to punishment those who are leaders and principals in any such | 
: unlawful ‘expedition or enterprise, or who shall be the second time 

| arrested or have violated their engagement to maintain the peace. | 
If any expense is necessary to be incurred for supplying necessary _ 

sustenance to the persons who may be taken, you are authorized to incur | 

i ;
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the expense and to draw therefor upon this Department, certifying to. ok 
- the accuracy and propriety of the charges. Any other proper expendi- 

ture necessary for the prompt and efficient execution of the duty intrusted ae 
to you will also be allowed. , | oe a 

; If you find that the naval forces thus placed at your disposal be not = 
sufficient, or that any part of the land forces of the United States be i 
necessary for the proper execution of the law, you will immediately | 
advise me. — : | re ee a 

The President relies upon your discretion, as well as your energy, in 
_ discharge of the very important and exceedingly delicate duties thus 

confided to you. - | | ot - | 
[101] For the present you will consider the powers thus *given to | 

. you to be confined to the prevention of any expedition or enter- | 
_ prise originating or having its present scene or sphere of action within OO 
the State of New York, or that part of New Jersey near thereto, or within 
the States of Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts. Butyou | 

- are authorized to pursue and take any person or persons engaged inany _ | 
_. such expedition or enterprise into and from any place within the United | - 

States or on the high seas. | : | | - | ab 
_ This power will be limited in time by the necessity of the case, and — a 
by the continuance of any unlawful attempt against the authority of the 7 
Jaws of the country, or in violation of the neutral rights and obligations | 

. of the United States. The power conferred upon you is, therefore, re- | 
_ _-vokable at the pleasure of the President of the United States. _ | 

~ “You will report fully from time to time to this Department your 
—' action under the power thus committed to you. Oo - | 

_, The district attorney will also report to the Attorney-General all cases 
of persons held for trial or otherwise; also his action in the discharge | 
of those privates or persons in inferior position and command whom he 
may discharge or release under the discretionary power extended to him. a 

By order of the President. CS : ere | 
Tam, sir, &e., a | re a 

Be | | es HAMILTON FISH. 
 . EDWARDS PIERREPONT, Esq., So Se 
ey - District Attorney, and 8 

Francis C. BaARLow, HEsq., Marshal. - a 7 | 

— [102] * Atr., Pierrepont, district attorney, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. | a 

re -  [Telegram.] . a 

ee ne NEW YORK, July 15, 1869. | 

-. Hon. HAMILTON FISH: Ocha : a cone mo 
Phe commission of the President and: your orders have been received- 

Will be promptly executed. Present difficulty, as marshal advised, is - 
| in finding the ship. Every means will be taken. a | 

... Yours, respectfully, = Ea me 

a oe - EDWARDS PIERREPONT, = & 
OP Been es Ba ee a United States Attorney. |
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> Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. ! 

| - | [ Telegram. ] oe os | - - | | 

So — | New York, July 15, 1869. | 
SECRETARY OF STATE: | | | oe pa 

Authorization received. Some two hundred persons are on Gardner’s: 
, Island. They refuse to leave on the request of my officers and the cut-. 

ter. They have robbed ‘the light-house keeper. I must send down a | 
sufficient force to oblige them to leave. I shall act very discreetly. If 
I-cannot get enough marines may I ask for a few troops?. | 

Oo —_ : | FRANCIS C. BARLOW, | 
Bs | —. United States Marshal. od 

Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. 

| ; | | | _ [Telegram.] | | 7 Oo 

an : Oo ‘New York, July 15, 1869. | 

703| *SECRETARY OF STATE: a | , | | 
. | Have sent more marines to Gardner’s Island. Troops not | 

needed at present. There will be no trouble in getting the men on Gard- — | 
ners Island to disperse, I think. I shall aet discreetly and make no 

| _ commotion. — a | | ee i 
, The cutters and tugs have done all I asked; but I wish to know that 

I can depend on them. : . oe | 
| Grinnell has given me every assistance possible, but is away to-day. ! 

a We can find no trace of the William Forster. Perhaps she is to come. | 
from some other port to take up men. | | 7 

oe All is quiet, apparently; but we are looking out. __ a i 
| oo . FRANCIS ©. BARLOW. . | 

- Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney, and to 
- | | Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. — : | 

a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| . Washington, July 15, 1869. | 

| _Sres: The President intends that there be no want of power placed 
a at your disposal for the arrest of any expedition or enterprise in vio- 

lation of the neutrality laws, or of the international obligations of this 
Government. If you cannot get a sufficient naval force, including ma- 7 

| rines, or if you think that any part of the land-forces of the United | 
. States, in addition to the naval forces placed at your disposal by au- | 

| thority of the President and under instructions from this Department — 
“ | under date of 13th instant, are necessary or even desirable (in 

- 104] your *judgment) for the successful accomplishment of the duty 
~ committed to you, you, and each of you, are authorized to. call | 

| apon General McDowell, in command of the military force in New _
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York, for whatever force you may think necessary. Orders have been 
directed: to General McDowell in accordance with this advice. 

By orders of the President. ee | | | | 
- . Tam, sir, pS | an 7 

_ Epwarps Prerreront, Esq., District Attorney. ae | 
_ Francis C. BARLOW, Esq., Marshal, New York. a a | 

ae Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish minister. - ; | 

a | , | ’ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
- | | — Washingon, July 15,1869. 

Srr: Referring to your interview with Mr. Davis yesterday, wherein : 
you requested that steps might be taken to prevent the steamer Wil- 

- liam Foster from going to the aid of persons on Gardner’s Island who | - 
are: supposed to be concerned in a military expedition intended to — 

operate against Spain in Cuba, and in which you said that the William 

- . Foster was in New York, but precisely where you could not state, but : 
that the books of the custom-house would show, I have now to inform ~~ 
you that a telegram was at once sent to the district attorney and to the 
marshal at New York instructing them to inquire at the custom-house oe 
for information, and to comply with your request in that respect, and = — 
that each of them has replied by telegraph that the vessel cannot be 
found. | a | 
As they have full authority in the premises, and the power, if neces- —_ 

| sary, to call out troops and to use’the naval forces of the republic, L. a 
- -will-thank you to communicate any information you have on this sub- 
_ ject directly to them, to the end that delay may be avoided, and that | 

the laws may be enforced. -_ | | | 7 
-. Lam, sir, with very high consideration, your obedient servant, 

| | | - HAMILTON FISH. | | 
_. Sefior Don M. LopEz RoBERTS, d&e., de., de. 

oo {105] *Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. | ) - , 

a / _-- DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | a 
roe es, Washington, July 16,1869. 

rr: Inclosed I send you a copy of a telegram just-received from the 
_ marshal of New York, and will thank you either to instruct him on the = 

subject, or to advise me what answer I shall give. | | Se 
[| have the honor to be, &c., ; a : | 

a | HAMILTON FISH. 
Hon. E.R. HOAR, —” | a ; So | 

7 Attorney-General. | BF 

oo Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. oe 

oo — ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, oe 
ee oo | Washington, July 16,1869. 

- §re: I think the case stated in the telegram of Francis CO. Barlow, , 
| United States marshal for New York, of which you inclosemea copy ——
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- in your letter of to-day, just received, is. one clearly within the range of _ : 
the instructions given to him and the district attorney; and my own. : 

| judgment would be that it would be wise to use military force to seize : 
| the unlawful military expedition to which he refers, retaining the par- 

_ ties no longer, however, than may be necessary to effectually break | 
- it up. , 8 | we an 

—  . Very respectfully, a ee | Oo | 
| | E.R. HOAR, . | 

oo - | Oo Attorney-General. : 
, Hon. HAMILTON FISH, | of 

| —  * Seeretary of State. a | | 

| Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. | 
: Ff 

a a | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, po 
[106] oo |  * Washington, July 30, 1869. 4 

. | Sre: I have received your letter of the 26th instant,in relation — 
- to the means of detecting and. preventing hostile expeditions against | 

: ‘friendly powers. | | | | yo 
In reply I have to state that you are authorized and directed for the 

_ present to continue the employment of the detectives to which your 
letter refers. | | - | 

a Tam, sir, your obedient servant, oo ae | 
| HAMILTON FISH. 

a: Francis C, BARLOW, Esq. - 7 od ee | 

oo Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Talbot, district attorney. . ! 

Oo WASHINGTON, August 16, 1869. ! 
Str: Information has been received at this office that violations of 

| the neutrality laws of the United States are contemplated by persons : 
oe setting on foot within the territory of the United States hostile expedi- | 

e tions against Spain in aid of the insurgents in Cuba. ° It is suggested | 
| that preparations are making for such expeditions on or near the Saint : 

| Croix River, and particularly at Eastport and Calais. You are in- 
«structed to use the utmost diligence in inquiring whether any such hos- 

| tile expeditions are in preparation or are contemplated within your dis- 
— trict; and if you find any evidence sufficient to warrant it, you will 
| cause the necessary complaints, indictments, libels, and information to— 
| be prepared in order to prevent any violation of these laws, or to punish 

offenders against them. oe a | 
| [107] *The necessary expenses incurred in and the compensation for 

_ this service, so far as they are not provided for by the fee bill, ) 
will be borne by the Department of State, to which Department the ) 

_-—- *+pill of services and expenses, with proper vouchers, should be ren- 
dered. This letter is of course confidential. ° a : 

q+ Very respectfully, your obedient servant, _ 
| | W. A. FIELD, | 

- — : | | Acting Attorney-General. | 
.. . Gro. F. TALBOT, | oo, | ae 

:  .. United States Attorney, Portland, Maine. — 

1 ae . i So -
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Mr. Potestad, of the Spanish legation, to Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of —° 
po | a = State. | . 

a . . . , LEGATION OF SPAIN IN WASHINGTON, — cos 
| be RN es OC : August 21, 1869. y 

Sir: [have the honor to inclose, agreeably to your request, a memo- 
randum relative to the subject of this morning’s conversation. = 

TT remain, sir, with high regard, your most obedient servant, , 
a LUIS DE POTESTAD. | 

. Hon. J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS, €c. oe ae - 

a ee a -. [Inclosed memorandum.] Ee 

. 7 - LEGATION OF SPAIN IN WASHINGTON,  - 

a a Oo | | : August 21,1869. 

- According to information received from the consular agent of Spain ae 
| at Jacksonville, Florida, who has likewise charge of the ports of Fer-. > 

- nandina, Cedar Keys, and Tampa Bay, large quantities of arms, ammu- Os 
- nition, and powder are being landed at Fernandina and Cedar Keys, .. 

marked “Galveston, Texas.” This unusual transportation of war- oo 
— - material, and the extraordinary manner in which it is accom- 

_ [108] plished, at*tracted the attention of the above-mentioned consular = __ 
| agent of Spain, who expresses his conviction that the arms, 

ammunition, &c., are in reality destined for shipment to the coast of — 
Cuba, either direct from the port where first landed, or from those to | 

| which they are subsequently forwarded, the better:'to,escape the vigi- - 
lance of the authorities. . | Ces 
From this information, as well. as from that which is derived from = _~ 

other sources, it is evident that extensive preparations are being made, — es 
if they have not already been completed, on the Florida coast and in | S 

| Texas, to send men and war-material to Cuba, for the purpose of assist- ee 
- ing the insurgents there. _ | | ae | oo aa 
| In view of these circumstances the Spanish minister asks that instruc- a 

7 _ tions be sent, as speedily as possible, to the proper authorities in Florida  —_. 
and in Texas, in order that strict watch may be kept for the prevention = = 
of said illegal shipments. | - : | 

_ It is suggested that orders similar in spirit be transmitted to the naval | 
- ferces of the United States stationed at or cruising in the vicinity of | . 

. Key West. » | a 7 

Mr. Dawis, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Potestad, of the Spanish legation. — 

Sie St | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
oe | Washington, August 24, 1869. 

_  - Sir: Referring to your note of the 21st instant, I have the honor to | 
Inform you that on the 17th instant the Attorney-General, having re- 

.. eeved the same information from other sources, called the atten- > 
_-{109] tion of the district attorney and marshal of the United States *in 

+ Florida to the subject, and that the senior officer in charge of the |
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-- Nerth Atlantic squadron was, on the receipt: of your letter, also apprised —_ | 
of the information it contained. | | | 

. IT am, sir, with the highest consideration, your obedient servant, = =| 
; | J. ©. B. DAVIS, | 

| | | Acting Secretary. 
. Mr. DE POTESTAD. : fo - | 

| Mr. Morrill, United States commissioner, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. _ 

| . | [ Telegram. ] | | : 

Ce Macon, @korarA, August 31,1869. 
Attorney-General HoaR: co | | 

_ Eighty-three persons enlisted for Cuban army will try to leave for 
Florida to-night. Have telegraphed to marshal at Savannah, and dis-. | 
trict attorney. | | | an : | 

Se a | |  W. CC. MORRILL. | 

_ Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Milledge, district attorney. oo 

/ | | i . | | [Telegram.] : | : —— 

| a ‘WASHINGTON, September 1, 1869. 
JOHN MILLEDGE, Esq., | | o : a, 

a United States Attorney, Savannah, Georgia: | Co | 

| If any illegal hostile expedition attempts to leave Savannah for Cuba 
| or elsewhere, stop it and indict the parties. | _ 

| | a W. A. FIELD, | 
- — | a | Acting Attorney-General. 

— Mr. Milledge, district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. - 

an | : a [Telegram. ] oS oo ; 

OS | - ATLANTA, GEORGIA, September 2, 1869. oe 
| To Attorney-General H.R. HoaAR: oo a | 
a Large parties are organizing in this State for Cuba. Twenty-five have 

been arrested in Macon. I leave for that place to-night. Can _ 
| [110] the military be used *to assist in arresting? Please answer to | 

~ Macon. — | a | | 
| JOHN MILLEDGE, 

/ . | Bo | District Attorney.
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. : we Mr, Milledge, district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. | 

a oe | : . | - - {'Pelogram.]. Sue ea | 

ME oN, GroRGrtA, September 3, 1869. 
To ATTORNEY-GENERAL: = | Be a Oo 

| €an I have authority to employ troops if necessary; also to authorize. | 
— eollector at Savannah to employ light-draught boat to cruise inland? _ 

Cutter draws too much water. Answer. | - a — 

| | : . JOHN MILLEDGE, | | 
| — Onited States District Attorney. 

| Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Milledge, district attorney. . 

rn | oo | [Telegram.] | a | 7 Bot 

_Joun Minuepen, Esq, 
a _ United States Attorney, Macon, Georgiaz | : 

Two telegrams received. Revenue-cutters will stop all armed vessels,  . 
or vessels with hostile expeditions on board, on your request. If you | 

- heed a revenue-cutter to cruise, make the request on the cutter and 
at the same time on this office by telegraph. os a 

Telegraph to eutter at Apalachicola to stop expedition from Fort. 
_ Gaines. Give notice to such other cutters as you think best to be on 

| the watch. If you wish more authority telegraph at once. ae . 
| ' | :  W. A. FIELD, ee 

_ Acting Attorney-General.. | 

7 | - - Mr. Milledge, district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. | 

oe | ['Telegram.] we, | BC 

7 a | - Macon, Guorara, September 3,1869. 
To ATTORNEY-GENERAL: © a | 

f1l1] — *Yours received. United States marshal overpowered at Fort: — | 
' Gaines. Party left this morning across the river into Alabama; 

will instruct cutters at every point accessible by telegraph; not being — 
able to procure troops is the cause of their getting away; will use ut- | 
most vigilance, and advise by telegraph of results daily. a : 

| oo On } JOHN MILLEDGE, © Oo 
| oe | oe | ‘United States District Attorney. | 

Mr, Milledge, district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. oe 

| - | ['Telegram.] | - - / _ 

| OC | oe Macon, GEorGta, September 3, 1869. 
To Attorney-General Hoar: | , - BS | 

| Large party of men, thoroughly armed, at Fort Gaines, Georgia, em-
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Fisted for Cuban army. United States deputy marshal finds it impos. > 

sible to arrest, as the citizens are not sufficiently strong; he telegraphs | 
_ for troops to assist. General Terry replies that General Halleck will not 

| give the authority. What course shall I pursue? They will get offon 
special boat to-morrow. Answer. | - 

| - | | ~JOHN MILLEDGE, |. 

a | | | United States District Attorney. 

| _ Mr. Richardson, Acting Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Robb. | 

. : : | [‘Telegram.] | | | a 

| ne TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | S| 
| oe . | Washington, September 3, 1869. _ 

THOS. P. RoBB, OO oe a | , | 
| | Collector of Customs, Savannah, Georgia: = | 

: Put steamer McCulloch at command of proper authorities to stop ex- | 
pedition fitting out for Cuba. ik | | 

_ | Oe Oo — WM, A. RICHARDSON, ~ | 

| oo Acting Secretary. : 

. , | 

| fll2| *Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Rawlins, Secretary of | 

oe Ware | 

| Oo — .._ ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, | 
| | Washington, September 3, 1869. | 

--—- Srg: I send herewith copies of two telegrams from the United States | 
attorney for Georgia, relating to alleged hostile expeditions against ! 

_ Cuba, for your information and such action-as you may see fit to take. | 

| - Without expressing any opinion on the propriety of employing mili- 

tary force to arrest such expeditions inland without a warrant, | have 
respectfully to suggest that, if the marshal holds a warrant in hishand _ 

issued by any magistrate for the arrest of any person charged with an 

: offense against the neutrality laws, and is unable to execute it with the 

aid of such civil posse as he can command, the aid of a military force 

in enabling him to serve his process may be desired. - 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, : | 

| a  W. A. FIELD, — 

| | Acting Attorney-General. | 

Hon. JoHN A. RAWLINS, | ee | 

| Secretary of War. a | - - | 

. _ For inclosures see ante. : | Oo
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General Townsend, Adjutant-General, to General Terry, commanding De- 
en ertment of the South. a | 

Te ss HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, .- a 
- — ADJUTANT-GENERAL’S OFFICE, © 

(113) oo ~ * Washington, September 4, 1869. - 
~ Brevet Major-General A. H. TERRY, | ng oe 

7 — . Commanding Department of the South, Atlanta, Georgia: | 

| United States district attorneys at Atlanta and Macon inform the At- — | 
torney-General ef large parties being formed to go to Cuba, and ask 
assistance of United States troops. ‘The latter says a party will get off | oo 

_ by special boat from Fort Gaines, Georgia, to-day. The Secretary of 
War directs that if the marshal holds a warrant in his hands issued by | 

_ any magistrate for the arrest of any person charged with an. offense — 
against the neutrality laws, and is unable to execute it with the aid of Oo 

=. such civil force as he can command, you afford him such assistance as - 
may bein your power, on proper application. Acknowledge receipt. ~ oe 

- . By command of General Sherman: — ee : 
es NE re iE. D. TOWNSEND, | 

ee ee . Adjutant-General. | 
) re aa SEPTEMBER 4,1869.. > 
Respectfully returned. The instructions within are approved. a 

_* By order of the Secretary of War: | Oo | ee 
ESET | - JNO. E. SMITH, °° | | 

Be oe Colonel and Brevet Major-General, U. 8S. Aw oe 

’ . Mr. Richardson, Acting Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Casey, collector. | 

| | | | - [Telegram.] ‘ | 7 | — | 

| mo ce | TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | ae 
— flidy _  * Washington, September 4,1869. = 

_ JAMES F. CASEY, © | | | Be 
Collector of Customs, New Orleans, Lowsiana: | 

_ Whenever called upon by the proper authority, you are permitted. to a 
pace Wilderness at command to prevent filibustering expedition. to : 

- oe | - — WM. A. RICHARDSON, © | 
7 re Acting Secretary of the Treasury... , oe 

-~«Mr. Richardson, Acting Secretary of the Treasury, to collector, Mobile. = 

. Se oo [Telegram.] oe 7 

| oo | ‘TREASURY DEPARTMENT, |... 
Se ) - - Washington, September 4, 1869. 

_ COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS, Po — ae 
ees “Mobile, Alabama: | - . 

>. Whenever called upon by the proper authority, you are permitted to — : 
place Delaware at command to stop filibustering expeditions to Cuba. | 

eae oo Oo WM. A. RICHARDSON, —- 
| Op eee Acting Secretary of Treasury. | 

S2 A | | | |
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Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Milledge, district attorney. Oo 

, a i [Telegram.] | oe oe . 2 : & 

a _ | | - Washington, September 4, 1869. 
a JOHN MILLEDGE, KHsq., oe a 7 Oo 

wae _ United States Attorney, Macon, Georgia: 

* $115]. *Cutter at Mobile is subject to your order for service near Mo- | 
bile. Government has no light-draught boatat Savannah. Whydo | 

| you need one? I cannot now certainly say whether troops can be used. __ 
Telegraph United States attorney at Mobile to-be on the watch. =~ 

Oe " oe - OW AL FIELD, 
| me Acting Attorney-General. 

- Mr, Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Milledge, district attorney. — | 

| | . [Telegram] - _ . 

oe Bn : ' WASHINGTON, September 4, 1869. | 

a JOHN MILLEDGE, Esq., oe 7 | 
_ _.. United States Attorney, Macon, Georgia: oo ’ 

- -If the marshal needs troops to aid him in serving criminal process, 
ao the department commander has been ordered to furnish them. Ifneces- 

ee gary, give notice to the United States attorney at Mobile. ee 
ee , OO Cee OW AL FDELD, De 

7 | a | — Acting Attorney-General. — 

Mr, Morrill, United States commissioner, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

: _ | | | —— | Telegram. ] _ | oo | 

a : - | Macon, GEORGIA, September 6, 1869. 

ATTORNEY-GENERAL UNITED STATES: - Oya | 
7 ~ Colonel Milledge, with Deputy Marshals Watson and Cox with posse 

comitatus, left for Fort Gaines this morning. Report that filibusters | 
| could not get over shoals in river. | . | | 

| [116] *Have forwarded your telegrams. 
Oo | | | | . W. C. MORRILL, 

| | a | United States Commissioner. 

| : Mr. Milledge, district attorney, to itr. Hoar, Attorney-General... a . | 

a | hes ‘Macon, Grorera, September 6, 1869. ; . 
a Attorney-General HoAR, Washington, D. C.: | 

| Siz: I have the honor and satisfaction of reporting herewith the 
- result of our efforts to capture the expedition en route for Cuba.
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_. Finding it was impossible-to procure troops in time from General - . 
Terry, upon consultation with. the United States commissioner, it was 

“determined that Acting Marshal Watson, assisted by Deputy Marshal : 
- Cox, should leave with a select posse for the place of rendezvous, viz: oes 
Fort Gaines. It was also thought desirable that I should accompany 
them, which I did. We left on the morning of the 4th instant,arriving 
that evening at Fort Gaines. We found they had broken camp, hear- __ : 
ing, by. telegram, of our purpose, and gone to Eufaula, Alabama. . 
On the 5th, we left by steamer for Eufaula, and succeeded in capturing | 
fourteen of the party; the others had disbanded and. scattered, and | 

- various and contlicting rumors were afloat regarding their where- = 
- [117] abouts. I feel *confident in asserting that the course pursued a 

has completely broken up the expedition, at least for the present. — - 
The preliminary examination commences before United States Com 2 

missioner Morrill to-morrow. Will report.in full by letter. © 9° _ a 
oo | | JOHN MILLEDGE, pe 

Eg ee United States District Attorney. sO 

- "Mr, Milledge, district attorney, to Mr. Weems. — . : cee 

. | | - . Macon, September 6, 1869. oes 
My DEAR StR: Having just returned to this city from avery fatiguing ee 

- pursuit. after Cuban filibusters, whom I have delivered. over -to- the ee 
- United States commissioner at: this place for trial, I feel that; under | 

the circumstances, the Government I represent will sanction my employ- OO 
ing counsel to assist me in, their prosecution, and which I now respect-— 
fully request you to do. | oe | | | | : a 

_°. After the proceedings which may be had in the matter, I will approve - 
| and. send forward your bill for professional ‘services, which I trust you 

- will make as reasonable as possible. | 
"Yours, very truly, oo eee: 

oe SC JNO. MILLEDGE,. a | 
. — United States District Attorney for Georgia. — 

'- Colonel WEEMS. ae : ee Oe 

[118] *ir. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Baldwin, district 

a ee oe WASHINGTON, September 13,1869. > 
_ Sir: TD have been informed that large quantities of arms and ammu- 

- mition have been recently shipped from Cedar Keys, Florida, to Gal- | 
veston, Texas. These arms and ammunition are supposed to be the 

_ property of individuals, and it is conjectured that they are intended to a 
be used in arming hostile expeditions against Cuba.. You arerequested _ - 

' to watch carefully for any indications of such expeditions, and to act 
promptly in preventing any violation of the neutrality laws of the 

_ United States, and. in punishing all persons who violate them. | 
- ‘Very respectfully, we ae EE ae 

eg Acting Attorney-General, 
D.J.Banpwin, CI 

- —. Gnited States Attorney, Galveston, Texas. :
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_ Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of State,to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the — 
— | Treasury. re a | 

| | a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © : 
| | a | | Washington, September 28, 1869. ° 

_ re: Confidential information has come to this Department thatthere 
is some reason to apprehend that the proprietors of the British brig 

| Edith, now at-New Orleans, are about to attempt a violation of 
[119] *the neutrality laws of the United States, by engaging in an 

armed expedition against the Spanish authorities in Cuba. The _ 
: - informant. does not desire to have his name disclosed, and the informa- 

a tion he gives is vague and imperfect. Will you have the goodness to - 
| instruct the proper officials under your directions by telegraph to watch 

ss the vessel carefully, and to ascertain if there be anything suspicious in 
her preparations, and, if they have reason to believe that she is about 

| to engage in an unlawful occupation, to take the necessary steps to pre- | 
vent her from doing so. | BO Oe | 

, I have the honor to be, &c., . : | | 
oo a | 7 J. ©. B. DAVIS, ; 

a ne | Dot Acting Secretary. | 

| Hon. GEo. 8. BOUTWELL, | oo | | 
. Secretary of the Treasury. , | | : | 

Mr. Harlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. 

CO | UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, ar 
| SOUTHERN District oF NEw YORK, 

a : : | 7 _ New York, November 8, 1869. 

| | Str: I have the honor to inform you that I am employing, the same | 
. as my predecessor, General Barlow, one superintendent and two or 

three detectives, (as circumstances require,) to learn of any infringe- — 
ments of the neutrality law. a a 

Very respectfully, | Oo oo | 
ae a S. R. HARLOW, _ , 

| = | United States Marshal. — 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, a OB oo : 

| | ~ Secretary of State. a : | 

[120] *Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Harlow, United States marshal. 

oo DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| Co | Washington, November 12, 1869. . 

_ §rr: Your letter of the 8th instant, in which you inform me that you | 
: are continuing in your employment, the same as your predecessor, one _ 

superintendent and two or three detectives, as circumstances require, has 
been received. Your proceedings as therein narrated are approved. - 

- You are expected, however, to take care that no more expense be in- 
-°_ eurred in the employment of assistance than shall be required in main- — 

taining a rigid enforcement of our neutrality laws. : | | 
| Lan, sir, &e., a . oo 

an oo Ae a HAMILTON FISH. 
S. R. HARLOW, Esq., a | | ee 

- United States Marshal for the Southern District of New York.
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_ Mr. Harlow, United. States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. So 

a 7 | | [Extract.] a . , | 

| oo UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, — Oo 
BS SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEw YORK, > | 
OO os New York, November 10, i869. | 

_. Srr: From the activity which seems to pervade Cuban circles, and 
from information gathered from the Junta by my detectives, I am in- | 
clined to the opinion that measures are on foot to get off an expedition. — 
I have enjoined extra vigilance upon all the detectives, and shall use 
_.. every endeavor to stop any expedition which may try to sail from 
[121] this port. The *only source from which I can get information = 

_ relative to Cuban matters is from the Spanish consul, and the 
_ superintendent and two detectives connected with Pinkerton’s agency, = — 

- whom [ continue to employ the same as my predecessor. __ OB | 
I have only one revenue-cutter at my command—the Seward. If any : 

emergency arises, 1 shall do the very best that can be done with the | 
means at my command. ‘ . | 
+ Very respectfully, &e., | | | 

| a a oo RS. HARLOW, | | 
ns Oo a Umted States Marshal. oe 

 . Hon. HAMILTON FIsH, oo | | 
| Secretary of State. ee | 

Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. = 

, ns one | TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | oe 
os 4 Washington, November 10, 1869. - 

| ~Srr: On Monday last Mr. Moore, the collector of customs at Phila- | 
_ delphia, informed me that the ram Atlanta, a vessel constructed for war a 

‘purposes, was lying in the harbor, and had there recently.taken on | 
board four large guns. Upon Mr. Moore’s representation, I directed him — 7 
to place his officers on board the Atlanta, and to prevent her going to _ - 

_ gea until her true character and purposes could be ascertained. I have © . 
_ this morning received from Mr. Moore a letter, dated on the 9th instant, 

ss GOVering a report made by EH. O. Goodrich, surveyor of the port © 
[122] of Philadelphia, giving further information concerning *the sus- | 

| _ pected vessel, copies of which letter and report I have the honor | 
. herewith to transmit to you. ° Co * 8 | BC | 

—.-- Tam, very respectfully, &e., | - a en : 
oe, | oo GEO.S. BOUTWELL, 

| ae dE re Secretary of the Treasury. oo! 

_.. Secretary of State. ae ee, _ 

_ os, - | . | [Inclosure No. 1.] | | a 7 | : 

Mr. Moore, collector, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. 

Ss, oe _ CusTOM-HOUSE, COLLECTOR’S OFFICE, © 
ae os | — Philadelphia, November 9, 1869. 
Siz: I have the honor to inclose the report of E. O. Goodrich, esq., |
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a surveyor of the port, in regard to an examination of the ram Atlanta, : 
| - geized by instructions, on the 8th instant, from your Department. — : 

Mr. Oakes Smith, with the Haytian general, waited on me this morn- , | 
ing, and produced evidence as leads me to believe that the Atlanta has | 
‘been legitimately purchased for the Haytain government. These gen- 

~  tlemen will wait on you, in a day or two, in-regard to the vessel. 
- Lam, very respectfully,&e, : 

. oe Oo HENRY D. MOORE; — : 
oe oe + Golleetor of Customs. ° 

_ .. Hon. Gro. 8. BOUTWELL, = Sones Gene Teet | 
- _ « Seeretary of the Treasury. OS, 

[123] . *[Inclosure No. 2.] | 

| 3 Mr. Goodrich, surveyor, to Mr. Moore, collector. 
| 

Se _ i - CUSTOM-HoUSE, PHILADELPHIA, — | 
co a | | Surveyor’s Office, November 9,1869. | 

- Siz: In compliance with the request contained in your letter of this | 
_  . date, [have caused an examination of the ram Atlanta to be made, now 

a lying at Neafie & Levy’s wharf, in charge of officers of the customs. | 
vo The Atlanta has recently been repaired, and her machinery put in 

order. During the last week four large guns have been taken on, which 
7 are placed in position, and mounted. - : 7 | oo 

| She has no coal, stores, nor ammunition on board, but could be got | 
| ready for sea in four or five days. — cote 4 oe | 

a ‘Two inspectors are in charge of the ram. — | | ae 
— Very respectfully, | Sethe, ee | 

| | | - KE. O. GOODRICH, 
6 os | Surveyor. : 

Hon. HENRY D. Moors, - CO | | | 
| Collector. | CO So a | 

| | Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. 

: a - (DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
a CS Washington, November 12, 1869. : 

| — Str: I have conferred with Mr. Roberts, the Spanish minister, 
_ -—-- [124] relative to the ram Atlanta, *the vessel referred to in your com- 

~ munication of the 10th instant, and ashe appears to know no rea- 
a son why that vessel should be longer detained, you are requested to 

: instruct the collector of customs at the port of Philadelphia, where sheis ~ 
‘ now lying, to take no further steps toward preventing her departure. 

| Your obedient servant, a 
- rs CO “HAMILTON FISH. | 

| Hon. Gro. 8S. BouTWELL, - - Bn - 
— Secretary of Treasury. — a |
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. .. Mr, Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Robeson, Secretary of the Navy... .. | 

eS agp ha Pe a a oe a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | Co 
ee oe ee pate Washington, November 11, 1869. : 
$m: I have the honor to inelose herewith a transcript of a communi- | 

-eation from the United: States marshal.for the southern district of New | 
York, of yesterday’s date, and will thank you to inform me if a vessel a 
subject to the orders of the Navy Department can, without detriment to - 
the public service, be directed to assist the marshal in preventing the | 
departure from New York, or that vicinity, of any unlawful expeditions : 

| in aid of the Cuban insurgents, to which the marshal refers, as believed : 
- to be in course of preparation... © oe Oo a 

Oe I have the honor to be, &¢., | | 
. Oo — ' HAMILTON FISH. © | 

| Hon. GEo. M. ROBESON, | : co 
| Secretary of the Navy. = | oo 

| - [125] *Mr. Robeson, Secretary of the Navy, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. | 

ee NAVY DEPARTMENT, | oe uy 
ee Washington, November 18,1869, 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communt- a 
cation of the 11th instant, inclosing a transcript of a communication | 
from the United States marshal for the southern district of New York. —. | 

Copies of said communication have been transmitted to Reav-Admiral - 
Stringham, port-admiral at New York, and he has been directed to ren- | 
der the marshal every assistance in his power in preventing the depar- 

~ ture from New York, or that vicinity, of any unlawful expeditions in aid | 
| of the Cuban insurgents. eee oo | 

| ‘Very respectfully,, | , oo 
EGY GEO. M. ROBESON, © Oo 
me , / Secretary of the Navy. , | 

' . ° Hon. HAMILTON FISH, | a a 
Secretary of State. | | a ae 

 ..... Mr. Robeson, Secretary of the Navy, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State.., 

money a  NAvy DEPARTMENT, © cA, | 
age —— Washington, November 15,1869. 

_ Sir: LThave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
| the 13th instant, with its inclosures,.and to inform you that the United | 

.,. States steamer Frolic, at New York, will be held in readiness to . 
{126] assist. the marshal in thwarting *the departure of any unlawful’ — : 

....,... expedition in aid of the Cuban insurgents. a 

—..., Wery respectfully, your obedient servant, = earn : 
: ee GEO. M. ROBESON, — 

EMEP eM oe . a Secretary of the Navy. — | 

Hon. HAMILTON FisH, ee aed | 
a >. Secretary of State. Bo ee
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Mr. Richardson, Acting Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Pish, Secretary 

So | | of State. : 

| oe | PREASURY DEPARTMENT, | 
cree | | - November 16, 1869. 

| » Sre: I have the honor to inform you, in reply to your letter of the 13th 
instant, relative to the assignment of a revenue vessel (in place of the 

| _ Seward, ordered away from New York) to the order of the United States 
marshal, that Collector Grinnell has been instructed to place the steamer 
Bronx at command of that officer, &c., and in the enforcement of the — 

| neutrality laws. 7° . Se oe ) of | 
| - Lam, very respectfully, re | | ae 

| So | WM. A. RICHARDSON, 
| Acting Secretary of the Treasury. 

- Hon. HAMILTON FISH, a ee : 
. Secretary of State. | a , 

| [127] *Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. 

| | ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 
—— | o | Washington, November 15, 1869. 

| - §re: I have the honor to transmit herewith (with request .for its. re- 
| turn after perusal) a letter from the United States district attorney at 

Philadelphia, inclosing a report of the United States marshal there, re- 
lating to the steamer General Dulce. a : | i 

a Very respectfully, yours, &c., en a 
a a K. R. HOAR, © Z 

| | : | | Attorney-General. 
Hon. HAMILTON FIsH, es So 

Secretary of State. | oo oo - 

| | [Inclosure No. 1.] 

Mr. Smith, United States attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. | 

| OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, | | 
| | EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, © 

| 7 , Philadelphia, November 13, 1869. 

Sir: The marshal of the district, in accordance with instructions to 

him, contained in a letter to him from thé Assistant Attorney-General, 
| bearing date the 5th of November, 1869, visited and examined the — 

a steamer General Dulce, now lying in this port. He took with him Cap- — 

- tain John H. Young, who is an old and experienced ship-master, well 

|  . aequainted with. such matters, and received from him a state- 

- [128] ment in writing, relating to *the character and condition of the 

vessel, a copy of which he has lodged with me. Ihave the honor — 
| to inclose you a copy of this, and of a memorandum annexed, signed by 

a the marshal, showing his concurrence with it. — | a | 

Very respectfully, yours, We., a | 
a | : . AUBREY H. SMITH, . 

oe . — United States Attorney. 
Hon. E.R. HOAR, | | | | 

a Attorney-General. ce
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| pe FT elosure No. 2.) ne I 

| Mr. Young to Mr. Gregory, United States marshal. mS 

ER PHILADELPHIA, November 10, 1869. - - 
|  Sirz:.The undersigned, at your request, visited the steamer General _ 

Dulce, now about ready for sea, and, after a careful examination, respect-_. 
7 fully reports the said steamer is in. good order, of small capacity and 7 

power, say about 150 horse-power, with large deck accommodations for = 
passengers. The coal-bunkers are full of coal, and contain 87 tons, with oO 
the intention of putting 50 tons more in the fore hold, for the purpose of 
bringing her in trim; as her coal consumption does not exceed 10 tons 
‘per day, it will be observed that the above quantity will give her about 

- thirteen days’ steaming. ~ oo OO . 
The quantities of stores on board are, perhaps, not more than 

[129] sufficient for twenty days’ consumption *for her ordinary crew...” 
| In fact, the outfit (excepting coal) is wnder rather than over the | 
usual necessities for such a vessel. : | | | BS 

Being entirely unsuited for anything else than passengers and a very 
small amount of cargo, I respectfully submit that there is nothing what- 

| ever of a suspicious character either in the vessel or her outfit. oe 
Respectfully, . oe ae | ts 

ne oe | ) JOHN H. YOUNG. Se 

 __ #E. M. Greaory, a 7 | | | 
— ,: United States Marshal. Oo | co ee 

UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, = °° 
Se _ EHASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, | 

| a Philadelphia, November 11,1869. 
IT fully unite and agree with Captain Young in the foregoing report, 

_ having accompanied him in the examination of the ship. i: | , 

_ | oo Lo United States Marshal. 

. Mr. Harlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. | 

et oo: (Extract. ] oe _ 

| ee UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, eo 
pT SOUTHERN District oF New YORK, —. oe 

| meee New York, November 20, 1869. — | 

 $§1r: According to instructions contained in your letter: under date | 
of November 15, I have the honor to report—  —— si‘ 

[180] .- *That I have now engaged one superintendent and eight detect- 
“ives. ‘Two men are kept employed in watching the movements 

_ of steamers in this harbor; two men in the confidence of the Junta to : 
-- report their movements; one man to keep in with the parties who fitted 

— out the Hornet, as it is likely that if any other vessels be fitted out, 
these same parties will have control of her; two men to keep track of  —-’ 

| straggling Cubans throughout the city, and watch their boarding-houses
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and haunts, and gather general information; one man to watch the ship- | 
ment of arms and ammunition. | : ce re 

oF This force will be increased or decreased as circumstances may seem 
to require. : | aa Pe OO 

Iam, sir, very respectfully, yours, &., on 
- | i .  S§ R. HARLOW, - 

| | | | United States Marshal. 

Hon. HAMILTON FIsH, | Co, a 
oe Secretary of Stata = | | 

Mr. Harlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. — 

UNITED STATES MARSHALS OFFICE, | 7 
| —— SOUTHERN DIsTRicT oF NEw YorK, ° 

| ee a New York, December 7,1869. — 
Sim: The Sun of this morning states that an expedition, numbering 

| four hundred and fifty men, sailed from this port for Cubaon Saturday __ 
| last. | 7 a SC 

[151] This report is without foundation. Mr. Davies, *superintend- 
, ent of detectives, informs me that no men could have left without 

“ his knowledge, as the closest watch is kept on all the movements of : 
| the Junta, and on the straggling parties of Cubans who are scattered 

. throughout the city. a - a rr | 
| From information, based upon the best authority, however, I believe 

that an effort will soon be made to get off an expedition, and I have 
| enjoined the strictest vigilance upon Mr. Davies. and his subordinates. ~ 

We have thrown such a net-work around the Cubans and their sym- 
pathizers, that I am positive that no expedition can be fitted out with- 7 
out the knowledge of this office. rr 

- I have the honor to be, sir, yours, &c., &e., a 
. | , S. R. HARLOW, a 

a | | | United States Marshal. | 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, | a 

a Secretary of State. | - 

Mr. Harlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. | 

_ [Extract.] 

| | | | New York, April 27, 1870. 
| Siz: I have the honor to report that, on the 26th of February last, 

_ Sefior Balbino Cortez, the Spanish consul at this port, called at my- 
. ss Office, (then marshal for the southern district of New York,) and 

— - [132] informed me that he had reliable informa*tion that.an unlawful 
expedition of Cubans would attempt to leave this city the same | 

evening. He left-with me a memorandum of the steamers-in which the | 
_ expedition would leave, (as he supposed,) with the. number of Cubans 

that would take passage in said steamers. I immediately called upon | 
| Mr. Davies, of Pinkerton’s detective agency, and also employed two of 

my most expert deputies to investigate the matter, and, if possible, to 
thwart the schemes of the filibuster. = «=. © |. |
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Mr. Davies and his detectives, as also my deputies, labored vigorously 
-to discover such an expedition, but, after a watch of three or four days, pe 

~~ found that the Spanish consul had either been mistaken, or our watch- 

fulness had become known to the filibusters, who abandoned their in- | 

- tended expedition. - a en coe at Sek os 

Very respectfully, yours, &c., - : ae 

| | oF aa , (late) United States Marshal. oo 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, , | | a : 

| Be, Secretary of State. — a | | 

Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, district attorney. eS 

| ee ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © 

a re ; Washington, July 7, 1870. ces 

| Str: The President has been informed that the Spanish minister is | 
in possession of evidence tending. to show that some parties in ae 

| [133] your district have *been guilty of a violation of the neutrality re 

| Jaws of the United States. a a | oe 
_. - A portion of this evidence has been laid before me by Mr. Lopez - 

‘Roberts, in affidavits, of which copies are inclosed. Mr. Roberts has | | 

been informed that all witnesses within your réach who may be pointed we 

out to'you by him, or by the counsel who may be employed by him, will oe 

be examined by you, and that you will thereupon institute such pro- 

-  ¢eedings, civil or criminal, as the case may justify, 
You will, therefore, please act in the spirit of the communication to 

Mr. Lopez Roberts should occasion require. nee 

 -—Fam,sir,yours,&, nee a 

,s#Epwarps Prerrepont, Esq, = 2 |. : 

| United States District Attorney, New York. a . 

[1385]. *CORRESPONDENCE RELATIVE TO THE HORNET. oe 

.. Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of — : 
| | State. | Co - . 

| | | + ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, > - 

| Bt Washington, August 16, 1869... | 

. _ Srr: Ihave the honor to transmit herewith copies of a telegram, re- os 
 eeived Saturday evening last, from the United States marshal at New — os 
York, and a telegram sent the same evening to the United States dis- | . 

| trict attorney at Philadelphia, relative to the steamer Hornet; also a ae 

telegram just received from the assistant district attorney at Philadel- | | 
| phia, relating to the same vessel. ~ Cbs Oo wR : oo 

ss Very respeetfally, yours, &¢., pe 

Bg ae ek af eh Acting Attorney-General. a 

Hon. J. 0. B. DAVIS,, Se ae ane ese Ue ge | 

oe Acting Secretary of State. = Bo |
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| ee | : [Inclosure No. 1.] : Soe ae a 
= Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. a 

| | - | [ Telegram. ] — | a — 7 ~ 

| | | | NEw Yor«k, August 14, 1869. 
a The Hornet, a long side-wheel steamer, is said to be going from Phila- 

: _ delphia to-night as a Cuban privateer. I have telegraphed thefact to | 
_ the United States marshal at Philadelphia. : a 

| | FRANCIS C. BARLOW, ~ Bn 
[136] | *OUnited States Marshal, New York. | 

7 a [Inclosure No.2] 0 | 

: Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Smith, district attorney, Phil- 
| adelphia. — CO : 

- 7 | | | ‘[Telegram. ] | | ok | - | ! 

| " _ ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S OFFICE, - | 
| | : : Washington, August 13, 1869. _ | 

A, H. Surra, Esq... Bee : 7 | 
oe United States Attorney, Philadelphia: — | 

_ It is said that the steamer Hornet will sail to-night from Philadelphia, | 
| in violation of the neutrality laws. Examine the case, and prevent any | 

rd violation of these laws. Oo | | | 
to | | a — W. A. FIELD, | 

. | Oo | Acting Attorney-General. 

Mr. Valentine, assistant district attorney, to Mr. Field, Acting Attorney- 
oo General. bl a 

| | a | [ Telegram. ] - a mo 

a | | oo PHILADELPHIA, August 16, 1869. | 
7 Hon. W. A. FreLp, Acting Attorney-General : | . ye: 

The Hornet sailed Sunday morning, and was detained. — . 
An examination will be made to-day, and the facts reported. | 

| / | JOHN K. VALENTINE, | 
| | - Assistant United States Attorney. | 

. . | ne ey : | 

i Mr. Valentine, assistant district attorney, to Mr. Field, Acting Attorney- - 
a / _ General. | oe a a 

| _ OFFICE OF UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, | 
oe | ! HASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, - 

| [137] | Oe — * Philadelphia, August 16,1869. 

| - ' Sir: I have the honor to state that, immediately on the recep- 
tion of your telegram of the 14th instant, I requested United States 

; Marshal Gregory to prevent the sailing of the steamer Hornet until an © 
. examination could be made, as directed by yourself. a a
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, These instructions were given to the marshal on yesterday evening = 
about 5 o’clock. He immediately took steps to see that the vessel did | 

-—  notescape. rs a 
Yesterday, Sunday morning, about 10 o’clock, the revenue cutter,  - | 

Captain James commanding, brought the Hornet to, when she was. | 
about forty-seven miles below the city. | os : | 

_, ° . I inelose herewith a. copy of his letter, giving a statement of his os 

action in thé case. Co re no ee ee | 

I have requested the marshal to have a thorough examination made : 
of the vessel and cargo. This he will have done immediately. —. | 

TI also inclose a copy of a letter from him, giving a report of his oe 
action thus far. OO Ce : | 

| _ Very respectfully, yours, &c., / | | — 
_ oe, | | JOHN K. VALENTINE, 

| | | Assistant United States Attorney. — | 

- Hon. 'W. A. FIELD, | oe / | | 
ss Aeting Attorney-General. | — | 

[1388] ~. *£Inclosure No. 1.]. | ce 

Mr. Gregory, United States marshal, to Mr. Valentine, district attorney. 

Ce | UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, | 
Ss  «.—,s HASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, | 

: ee a - Philadelphia, August 16, 1869. a 

Srp: In accordance with your letter of Saturday, the 14th instant, 
requesting that I should detain the steamer Hornet, [have the honor 

- to make the following report. On Saturday, from information ob- . 

- tained, I found that the said steamer had made arrangements to sail | | 
: during the night or Sunday morning. LIatonce employed atug,and = © 

proceeded down the river, with a view to intercept the revenue cutter _ 
- Miami, Captain Jones commanding. I succeeded in communicating 

with him about 6.30 a. m., below Reedy Island. After giving suchin- | 
-. structions as were necessary, [returned to the city, meeting the Hornet 

on the way down. Captain Jones has since informed me that he ar- | 
~ rested her about 10 o’clock Sunday morning, and brought her to this 

~ port.. I am now making a thorough examination, and will forward full — | 
report as soon as concluded. — oe oe 

Very respectfully, &c., | — | | 
BS a | | KE. M. GREGORY, | | 

United States Marshal, Eastern District of Pennsylvania. — oo 
. Hon. JOHN K. VALENTINE, =. | | | | 

. Assistant United States Attorney. — Se mo . 

[139] , ~ *EInclosure 2.] | | | : ae 

“ : Captain Jones to Mr. Valentine, assistant district attorney. oe 

| ma Ps - REVENUE CUTTER MIAMI, August 16,1869. — 

 . Sir: In reply to your letter of this date in regard to the steamer 
Hornet, I have to state that yesterday, Sunday, morning, at about 6.30 a. - 
m., United States marshal Gregory visited my vessel; Iwas thenat _ 
anchor between Reedy Island and Liston’s tree. The marshal requested '
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me to prevent the steamer Hornet from going to sea. At about 10.10 
a.m. I discovered this vessel coming down the river under afullhead | 

_ of steam. EF cleared away the starboard battery, fired blank cartridge, 
and shotted the gun, prepared to fire unless she came to anchor. She. 

| _ - Immediately rounded to. I then sent an officer on board and directed 
| - him to take charge of the vessel. In order that there might be an 6x= . 
oe amination by the proper officers of the Government, [havebrought her. 

. to this city, where she now lies anchored at the navy-yard under the 
guns of my ship. 7 Be | — 

— Very respectfully, - | : | OE a oo 
. | a ne  JOHNM. JONES, © 

Oo | . Captain United States Revenue Steamer Miami. 
- JOHN R. VALENTINE, Esq., | - | : 

| Assistant United States Attorney. — | 

| [140] *Mr. Meld, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary 
| of State. | 

ee , : ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE, | 
| - Oo | Washington, August 18, 1869. | 

| Sir: [send inclosed herewith a letter received this morning from the 
- assistant United States attorney at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, with 

its inclosures, all relating to the steamer Hornet. There are no facts 
known to this office except those contained in these papers, and the | 

| telegram from Marshal Barlow, a copy of which was sent you in my — 
: letter of the 16th instant. The remaining papers in this office simply 

report the seizure and detention of the steamer. John Fallen, esq., 
| - .ealled upon me this morning in behalf of the owners, asking that the 

Steamer be released. I think this should be done, unless there are other 
| facts than those known to me, and shall feel obliged if you will commu-. — 

--- Meate to me your wishes and opinion in. this respect to-day, before 2 
_ oclock p.m. Will you please return the papers inclosed when you have 

done with them ? co oo a | 
| Very respectfully, &c., a 

| , OW. A. FIELD. 
a . Acting Attorney-General. — : 

Hon. J. C. B. DAVIS, 7 a | 7 
| Acting Secretary of State. — Se , 

a [Inclosure No 1.] . 

| _ Mr. Valentine, assistant district attorney, to Mr. Field, Acting Attorney- 
: oe Generale os a 

| - _ OFFICE OF UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, «© |. 
| — [14d] | *HASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, | 

| a | -. . . Philadelphia, August 17,1869. 
| Str: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a letter from 

| _ Marshal Gregory, in regard to the steamer Hornet, together with acopy — 
| of a report made to him in the case by John H. Young.) = © >t 

: I have no personal knowledge of the facts-in regard to this steamer. | 
_ Itis proper, however, that I should state that the marshal has acted 

with the utmost dispatch in the matter, and that Iam well acquainted
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- with Mr. John H. Young, whom he called to his assistance. Mr. Young | 
was formerly a prize commissioner, having been appointed by his honor od 

+ Judge Cadwalader. He was, for many years, master of amerchant ves= 
sel, and. is peculiarly well qualified to make the examination for the a 

-. marshal. The vessel at present is anchored at the navy-yard,underthe _ fee 
. guns of the revenue cutter. Her detention is attended with greatex- = || 
pense. I therefore ask for early instructions as to her disposition, = | 

- he inclosed papers, together with those inclosed in my letter of yester-_ ws 
day, contain all the facts whieh have come to my knowledge. ~ | 

[142] Whether there is any irregularity as to the papers of the ves*sel i 
- I have. not been informed, but-will request the collector of the — a: 

_ port to communicate with you on the subject. | Se : 
--‘Very respectfully, &c., | fess foe | - 

Oo JOHN K. VALENTINE,  — | . 
— Assistant United States. Attorney. - 

Hon. W. A. FIELD, Acting Attorney-General. 7 — 

| Oo | . [Inclosure No. 2.] | | Le 

Mr Gregory, marshal, to Mr Smith, district attorney. 

- coe UNIT TED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, we 
pce | EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, 7 

a OO + Philadelphia, August 17, 1869. _ _ 
| -. SiR: In compliance with your request I herewith submit a report of 

the inspection of the steamer Hornet, detained by me for suspected vio- > 
lation of the neutrality laws of the United States. In order that the nes 
inspection might be a thorough one, I called to my assistance John He = 
Young, esq., a gentleman of much experience in such matters; and his Le 

_. report, herewith submitted, I. accept as my own, and fully indorse. © 

- .. Tam, very respectfully, &@, 9 oe 

Cr | OS -- United States Marshal. . Ss 
Hon. AUBREY H. Smita, : ee ee es 

| — Onited States District Attorney. ae _ | Cee Ss 

143.7 > | : *(Inclosure No. 3.] oe ae : 

wo | Mr. Young to Marshal Gregory, —— a 

ne _ PHILADELPHIA, August 16, 1869. - = 

| Sip: As requested by you, the undersigned visited the steamer Hornet, ” 
how in your custody, to examine said vessel with a view to the ascer- a 

_ tainment of anything illegal in her outfit and lading as connected with : 
_ her supposed destination, Halifax, Nova Scotia, and Queenstown, Ireland. Se 

In conformity with the above request, Ihave thoroughly examined the : 
above-mentioned vessel in every department,.and respectfully submit: | 

_ First, an examination of the papers showed that her destination was. _ oe 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, and. Queenstown, Ireland; the shipping articles : 
had the names of thirty-five officers, seamen, firemen, and coal-passers, | | 
_allin the regular form; the names of the chief engineer and his'two ~~ 
assistants, however, were not on the articles; with this addition, the: | 
crew all told are thirty-eight men. | a /
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a ~The Hornet is about nine hundred tons burden, built of iron, side- 
a wheels, and evidently built with a view to great speed, and isinevery _ 
—.*- respect well suited for any trade where dispatch and short distance = _ 

| [144] are the requisites. She is pierced for *four guns, but the fittings are 
| of original construction, and would involve considerable expense 

. totake themaway. : oo oO So 
a ~ She has ‘on board two hundred and fourteen tons of coal, (receipts _ 

| produced,) all in the bunkers, except about fifteen tons in bags on deck for 
| immediate use. The engineer states her consumption at about thirty-five 

tons a-day, and from the appearance of the fire-surface, and size of the 
boilers, this is in conformity with my own judgment. On this basis it 

f would give her coal capacity for about six days’ steaming. In addition 
to the coal there are about four cords of oak wood... The cabin, ward- 
room, steerage, and forecastle are fitted up in the usual manner for the 

: accommodation of the officers and crew. : : re 
| The stores are ample, but not excessive, (except in the articles of — 

beans, of which there are twelve barrels; sugar seven barrels, and = | 
_ whisky twelve half-barrels) for a voyage to Halifax and Queenstown. — 

7 There are four bales of mattresses, (about forty-eight;) as the berths — 
_ are fitted with those articles, the extra mattrésses would seem to be _ 

superfluous. . - 7 
| ‘There are four good boats, all fitted with spars, (for sails,) with boat 

a compasses, &c. -Intimation having been given that the magazine con- 
tained arms and other articles of an illegal character, an exami- — 

| _ [145] nation *showed that no truth existed for such report, as they were _ 
a ~~ found empty. All the store-rooms and lockers were strictly ex- 

| - amined; the contents (stores) were such as are usually placed in those 
--s- compartments. | : es | | 

, It was further stated that the coal-bunkers contained guns and other ; 
munitions of war, but this I submit can be clearly disproved, for the — 
reason that the bunkers are constructed with permanent iron bulkheads 
at each end, while the only openings are a small slide-door for the 

-. admission of coal into the fire-room, and the man-hole to each bunker 
on deck for putting the coal in; these openings being of small diameter, » 

will not admit any guns but those of a small caliber. In conclusion, 
‘the examination induces me to say that, except her ability to carry coal 

| sufficient for a voyage to Queenstown, there is no appearance of any- | 
thing illegal on board the said steamship Hornet. . 

Respectfully submitted. 7 | | 
i , | JOHN H. YOUNG. © | 

EK. M: GREGORY, Esq., oe , : 
United States Marshal. 7 8 | 

: [146] *Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Barlow, United States 
- | | marshal. : - , : . 

| | | [Telegram.] Co CO 

| a | WASHINGTON, August 18, 1869. _ 

| F. C. Bartow, Esq., United States Marshal, New York City : | | 

| Have you any important facts about the steamer Hornet? _ | 

| | , a W. A. FIELD, 
| 7 | Acting Attorney-General.
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Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the — 
| a EremgMY | 

fe es ane DEPARTMENT OF STATE, OO 
Bn Washington, July 18, 1869. = 
Sir: Ihave the honor to inclose for your information a telegram, _ 

- which has just. been received from the United States marshalfor the | 
southern district of New York, and will thank you for your views upon 
the subject to which it relates,in order that I may reply thereto as | | 
promptly as possible. , | a 
.... [ have the honor to.be, sir, your obedient servant, = || 7 

wl Bap de : | Be J. OB. DAVIS, > 

| Hon. GEORGE 8. BOUTWELL, |. Che oo re 
a Secretary of the Treasury. Oo pe , 

aan | Os 7 [Inclosure.] ; | - 7 . | . - 

a Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. 

MTP  *DEPARTMENTOF STATE, 
| me | ne Washington, August 18, 1869. - 
Mr. Francis C. BARLOW, United States Marshal, New Yorkis 

| ‘Srm: The district attorney at Philadelphia advises that the Hornet a 
_ be released. He has had an examination made, and finds no suspicious 

_ ¢ircumstances which warrant further detention. The Attorney-General | 
recommends the same course. Have you any facts which would justify 
usin detaining her? Oo / Oo coe 

RR eS ‘J.C.B.DAVIS, 
Acting Secretary, 

Mr. Harlow, United States deputy marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of 
| | oe State. Bo a 7 

7 | Bo UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, | | No 

ek _ SOUTHERN DistRIcT OF NEw YORK, | 
ee | —.. New York, August 19,1869... | 

Sir: Inclosed please find all the information I have relative tothe — 
- Hornet. As the Attorney-General made the same request for informa- 
tion as the State Department, would it not be well for that officer to see 
the inclosed statement from our detectives ? a 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, &c., Mee 
et oo a  § BR HARLOW, _. 

L re Deputy Marshal. 
Hon. HAMILTON FIsH, oo te 

—  Beeretary of State. So oe 

BB A | | oo nt,
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[148] a a *[Inclosure No.1] 0 ee 

| Mr. Davis to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. aa 

| | . | - = | Niw York, August 19, 1869. 

. FRANCIS C. BARLOW, United States Marshal, New York City : ae 

a -DEAR Str: In regard to the seizure of the steamer Hornet at: Phila- 
| delphia by the United States authorities, on the a. m. of Sunday, August 

oe 138, you called upon me asking what information I have regarding her 
| being fitted out for a Cuban privateer. COS OE os So oe 

— Qn July 31, lL reported to you that the Hornet was lying at the yard 
of Neafie & Levy, in Kensington, Philadelphia, with a large number of 

a men on board, who were preparing her for active service. She was | 
formerly an English blockade-runner, and during the war was captured 
by the United States. I also told you on the same date that we had 
inforniation that a Captain Esling, of Philadelphia, had been talking to 

| a Delaware Bay pilot in regard to taking a steamship out of the port of 
| - Philadelphia, and the pilot had agreed to place her outside of the bar 

| for the sum of $500. The steamer that Captain Esling referred to, we 
, ) aiterward learned from the same authority, was the Hornet. On 

| _ [149] August 4, I reported *to you that we were still keeping watch of | 
| ~ thevessel which was fitting out; that great reticence was observed 

- | as to her destination, some of the parties saying that she was intended | 
for the California mail service, others that she was intended for the 
‘West Indies, and others that she was going to Cuba. | 

. On August 11, we learned that one of the American officers who had 
| been, and ‘is now, connected with the Cuban Junta, had said that he had 

: some information worth to the Junta several thousand dollars, and if 
they did not treat him justly, he would divulge the secret. Genéral 

— Ignacio Alfaro, who has been arrested for a breach of the neutrality 
laws, and who is one of the Cuban Junta in this city, heard of the threats 

- which this officer was making, and an angry altercation ensued between 
them regarding it. ae 

: On August 14, it was reported around the docks at which the Hornet 
was lying that she would clear for Halifax, and then goto Cuba. A 
large quantity of hard bread and canned fruits were put on board. The 
men at work on her would not hold any conversation with strangers. , 

Information was also obtained that the crew had been paid $70 | 
[150] *each. Some articles were put on board which were supposed. to 

: be grappling-hooks, but they afterward proved to be boat-hooks. 
| In the p. m. of this date the Hornet was preparing to getaway. ‘This 

| - p. m.in New York the American officer connected with the Junta, who 
had said on the 11th that he had valuable information, valuable to the 

| Junta, said that Americans who were connected with the Junta had 
fitted out a privateer for the Cuban cause, and that she was to sail to- 

| - night or to-morrow from Philadelphia. — _ 
Karly this a.m. of the 15th, in Philadelphia, we had information that 

the Hornet’s gangway had been enlarged and gang-planks put.on board ; 
- that her engineers and crew were to number forty-two men, and thatthe | 

armament would be received at sea. Upon August 15, 3 a.m. of this | 
| date, men were going on board. One who went on board in a yawl 

shouted as he was going on, ‘Hurrah for Cuba.” About 5.30 a.m. she 
| left Philadelphia, steaming down the bay.. In the hurry of leaving, a 

steam-launch, 28 feet long, was left at the wharf of Neafie & Levy, but 
the machinery for the launch was on board the Hornet. Atleast twenty- 

five men who were shipped for the crew did not go on board, they 
[151] heving *been on shore drunk. — me . oo | |
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cee A prominent American officer connected with the Junta in this 7 
city, says that the Hornet did not intend to carry out an expedition of — 7 
filibusters, but that she was intended to act as a privateer, and on ac- | 

: count of her seizure the Junta, although not directly connected with her, _ | 
will transfer their field of labor to those of open ports... That the Hornet | 
was a private enterprise, and carried a letter of marque from. Cespedes, | | 

_ which letter was obtained through the Cuban Junta. That her seizure - | 
_ has disarranged the plans of the Junta, and will retard the departure of Oo 

| an expedition now in progress of completion. Another prominent Amer- - 
ican officer of the Junta said yesterday that a telegram had been re- 7 
ceived by the Junta from Philadelphia, the purport of which was thatany | 
 .,amount of security would be given for the Hornet, and members of the _ 
Junta, confidently expected that she would be released to-day... .. 
Py The Junta, and parties connected with them in their filibuster- = 
[152] ing, are very reticent, and keep their plans so much *to themselves | 

..... that it is very hard work to get a thorough knowledge of what. a 
they are doing. It is a moral certainty that this vessel was intended for 

_.@ privateer, but it will be very difficult to get enough legal testimony to S 
hold. her. I have information from Philadelphia that General Gregory, 

the United States marshal at that place, has made to the State Depart- 
| ‘ment at Washington a full report of the seizure, and what was found on en 

| ‘board, and I am now expecting from our superintendent in Philadelphia i 
.a report giving the names of all the parties on board, and whether they. 

| can be identified as having been connected with any filibustering expe- _ 
-ditions.in the past.. Although when seized she had only five men on | 

-° -board, yet there were provisions enough for five hundred for a voyage of 
. two or three weeks. As soon as I receive further information, I will | 
speedily convey it toyou, 20 0 
_.» Yours, truly, | - ge — , 

Gite ipee  Foalsey uses tn 8 wie eS, Superintendent. 

([153]. .*Mr. Harlow, deputy United States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary : 

| PPh : — UNirep STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, ee 
a ee - SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, op gs 
OB wes a New York, August 19, 1869. 
~~ $rr: Dhave the honor to forward the following additional information 
relative to the Hornet, gathered by my detectives. Ihave telegraphed _ 
you that McNulty and DuBose, who are said to be on board the Hornet, | | 

| were arrested here for a violation of the neutrality laws, and were dis- 
charged on their own recognizance. BF 

"Very respectfully, oe ae Cs 
| Set — ee  § BR. HARLOW, | os 

| EE | Deputy Marshal. | 
‘Hon. HAMILTON FIsH, | oe ee : 

| Secretary of State. — Se se 

Se Hee | {Inclosure No.1.) Se ag So 

Mir. Davies to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal... © 

Bight an ee SI a ed aks NEw YorxK, August 19,1869. 
_. ‘DEAR SIR: -Sinee my first report of this date, I have received infor- : 
mation from Philadelphia that Doctors McNulty and DuBose, who were © |
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| arrested in this city for a breach of the neutrality laws, and re- | 
_. [154] leased on their own recognizance *to keep the peace of the United = | 

| . States, were found on board the steamer Hornet, in Phila- | 
- delphia, under the assumed names of Brooks and Perkins, having been — | 
taken on board at Chester, Pennsylvania, after the ship had left Phila- | 

— delphia. _ | ae | | 4 : 
| There is no mistake about these men, because I have had them iden- - 

7 tified by a party who knows them well. A prominent officer of the— | 
| Junta said yesterday that they were found on board, consequently I | 

dispatched a party from here to identify them. Captain B. A. Rand, 
-. - who was on board, says he is the owner of the Hornet. A dispatch was i 

sent by Marshal Gregory from Portland to find out if the captain was | 
| responsible. The answer received from there is that he is net responsi- | 

ble for one dollar. | | | 
It is also ascertained that there was no bill of sale for the vessel filled = 

- . at the custom-house with the Hornet papers, cansequently the papers | 
were withdrawn. After the Hornet was captured by the Government | 
she was used for some time as a yacht for the late President Lincoln. | 
As I informed you in my previous report, Captain Esling offered a Dela- 

| ware Bay pilot $500 to take her outside the bar, leaving an impression = 
onthe pilot’s mind that she was on some illegitimate business. Captain | 

_ _Esling was found on board in command. He is an old Philadelphia sea- 
, captain. The pilot’s nameis Maull. = | 

| Yours, respectfully, . 8 : | 
: : oo H. W. DAVIES, © 4 

| | , | | Superintendent. - | 
FRANcIS C. BARLOW, Esq., oo - | 

United States Marshal, New York. en Se | 

. [115] *Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

, LENOX, MASSACHUSETTS, August 19,1869.) 
_§rr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram of | | 
yesterday, inquiring for information touching the Hornet. 7 

IT had already received a telegram from the Secretary of State asking 
—— for the same information, and had directed it to be telegraphed from 

New York, and, therefore, as I telegraphed you, I did not suppose you | 
| would require the information to be sent to you. | 
a On Friday last, I telegraphed the Philadelphia marshal that the Hornet 
| was suspected, leaving it of course to him to investigate and detain if : 
7 he saw fit. | oe cn | | 
| I still think that the vessel is bent upon mischief, though possibly 
-. there may not be sufficient evidence to warrant her condemnation. 

- However, all the facts we have are by this time before you for your 
| — decision. In regard to stopping vessels by the executive officers until : 
-- the cases can be investigated by the law-officers, I have always acted | 

on the principle that it was best to be on the safe side, and that it was | 
oe better that a vessel here and there should be detained for a day or two, 

than that anything should escape. ss | | 
| Very respectfully, | | oe | 

a | FRANCIS C. BARLOW, 
| , ae | United States Marshal. a 

. Hon. KE. R. HOAR, = = So _ | 
| a _ Attorney-General. — ee -
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F156] dr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary . 

ne re ee rere - - WASHINGTON, August 19, 1869. : 
Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith a letter from the assistant . 3 

United States attorney at Phildelphia, with an inclosure, relating to the | no 
| case of the steamer Hornet, which you are requested to return when . , 

you have done with it. as | 7 ts oe . 
| Very respectfully, &c., a a a | os 

Os : ee 7 W. A. FIELD, a 
| — | Be Acting Attorney-General... Os 

. Hon. J. C. B. DAVIS, Pi = Sg a ret: | 
7 Acting Secretary of State. SO ae 

oe | | oe [Inclosure No. 1.] a | an sO | . 

Mr. Valentine, assistant district attorney, to Mr. Field, Acting Attorney: - 
| Pa oe — General. | a | 

ETCH. OF UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, i 
7 EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, | 

oe OO Philadelphia, August 20, 1869. . a 

Str: [have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a telegram re- - 
‘ceived by Marshal Gregory. : | . | 

He states that iJuBose and McNulty, the parties named inthe tele- — . 
- gram, are on board of the Hornet. BS oa 

Very respectfully, | : woke : oo 
a | - _ JOHN K. VALENTINE, ene: 

os 1 Assistant United States Attorney. 
Hon. W. A. FIELD, | - | | 5 

Acting Attorney-General. i 

ABT] | | --*[Tnclosure No.2] | | | 

| gs Mr. Harlow, deputy marshal, to Mr. Gregory, marshal. | : 

a | New Yorn, August 19, 1869. 7 
EK. M. GREGORY, . ae a 

_ United States Marshal, 1438 North Thirteenth street : oe | 
.. DuBose and MeNulty were arrested June 23 for a violation of neu- | 
trality laws, and, after remaining in jail some time, were discharged on moe 
their own recognizance. | | | 

Co mo | oe  § R. HARLOW, | | 
: - | - - Deputy Marshal. - 

; Mr. Hunter, Second Assistant Secretary of State, to Mr. Field, Acting . | 
rn Attorney-General. | Sa a 

| ag. | oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, me 
a oe | Washington, August 20,1869. 

_. DEAR Sir: In view of the doubt which may yet remain in the caseof > 
the Hornet, from the fact stated in the inclosed communications of the. :
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- 19th instant from Marshal Barlow, I prefer not to take the responsi- | 
| bility of advising her release in advance of the arrival of Mr. Davis, | 

who is expected to return to-night. a SIE a ES 
. Very truly, yours, = ee 

| | | | | OW HOONTER, 
| | | | | : Second Assistant Secretary. — | 

‘ “Hon. WM. A. FIELD, | eS | ae a 
_ Acting Attorney-General. © 

[158] *Mr. Field, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Smith, district attorney. 

| | : | | | [Telegram.] | - | | 

| | | W ASHINGTON, August 21,1869, 

| A. H. SmitH, Esq., United States Attorney, Philadelphia: 

John Fallen, esq., says that William Rand will make all desired 
explanations relating to the steamer Hornet. See Rand; caution him 
that he need make none unless he desires it, and that they may be used 
against him. Then take down all he chooses to say, and send here. | 
he Hornet must not be released, except on the order of the head of a : 
Department, and the marshal. will put her in the custody of the Navy | 

- Department whenever a naval officer is authorized to receive her. 
- Show this to the marshal. | — pe | 
oe | oe | W. A. FIELD, | 

| Acting Attorney-General. 

| Mr. Davis, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Barlow, United States mar- 

So | | | [Telegram.] - a 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : | 
- | | oo Washington, September 29, 1869, 

FRANCIS ©. BARLOW, United States Marshal, New York: = = - 
| _ Your letter is received. The Attorney-General will instruct you to | 

continue observations, with directions, and will secure for you 
} [159] further use of *revenue-cutter and naval force, so far as possible. - 

You must prevent any filibustering expedition from leaving, or 
| - from joining the Hornet, which you report as outside. The Attorney- 

General will give you special instructions on the points. - | | 
a ao Oe 6 J. CB. DAVIS, | 

, 7 -  Aeting Secretary. ) 

) Mr. Hoar, Attorney- General, to Mr. Barlow, United States marshal. 

a a WASHINGTON, September 29, 1869. . oe 

, _ re: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of | 
yesterday, relating to expeditions for Cuba in violation of the neutral- 
ity laws, and of your telegram this morning respecting the steamer | 
Hornet... | | | a : a a
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While the steamer Hornet is on the. high seas, not. having left our. 
- - ports unlawfully, I ean see no authority in law for seizing her, unless she 

is an armed piratical vessel, and we have noduty respecting her different. | 
_. from that which belongs to all civilized governments... Until further : 

evidence or information is received concerning her, I do not see that we | 
are called. upon to employ the naval force of the United Statesin arrest- | 
ing or detaining her. But it is our duty under the neutrality laws. to_ 7 
prevent, if possible, the departure of any expedition from this country | 

_ of a hostile character against a nation with which we are at peace. | 
_ [160] *L therefore desire that you shali do all-in your power to pre- | 

—-vent-any such expedition joining the Hornet, or in any manner 
- violating the laws of the country, and you are.authorized to employ.a — 
revenue-cutter whenever, in your judgment, it shall be necessary to ac- 

- complish that object. ‘The Secretary of the Treasury informs me that 
- he has given orders to furnish a revenue-cutter whenever you apply for 

it for that purpose. ne a . os 
‘Very respectfully, : | = | 

Bn | RY RR. HOAR, 
CR | a, Attorney-General. 

7 _FrANcIS C. BARLOW, Esq., United States Marshal, New York City. | 

_ » Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

OB | - UNITED STATES MARSHAL’S OFFICE, ae : 
we SOUTHERN Disrrict oF NEW YORK, | oe 

pO New York, October 1, 1869. ne 
A Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram 

of September 29, informing me that the Secretary of the Treasury has 
placed a cutter at my disposal when I call for it. | | oe Coe Ee 

here are various rumors to the effect that the Hornet is outside; 
also, that supplies and some men had joined her at sundry times. If oo 

- ghe’-is there, I have no doubt that these last rumors. are well — 
founded. > : , / 

_ [161] *A large vessel being off the port, it is impossible to prevent 
~» schooners and small boats from conveying coal, guns, and a few ao 

men in their holds, and getting out. There are three ways of getting | | 
- out—Hell Gate, the Narrows, and the Kills—and the thing when carried oe 
- out in this small way cannot be stopped. The only way is'to clear off = 

the coast the vessels lying in wait. — ye RR EME | 
It is also rumored that on Saturday night last a large numberofmen =~ 

-- went out as an expedition. Ihave no reason to believe that this story 
is true; but there was nothing to prevent it. 

- On Saturday last all the revenue-cutters were withdrawn from’ under 
my orders and removed from their stations in the harbor without any — 
information to me of the fact. | | a ne | 

| - T only accidentally found it out, and the harbor has since that time been - 
free from cutters and detectives to stop anything. | 7 | | 

. If the: Hornet comes into our waters, and there takes on board coal, 
guns, ammunition, crew, or stores to assist in her fitting out asa pri- 
 vateer, L understand her action to be within the third section of the | 
neutrality act, and illegal.. And if I find that she has done or is doing | 

these, I shall detain her, unless otherwise ordered by you... . | - 
[162]. ete district attorney agrees with me in this in*terpretation of ——__ 

+ thelaw. — / | , Oe :
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On any other theory, a vessel might leave the English ports wholly | 
, innocent in her condition, and take on board all her.armament and sup- 

| plies in our harbor without violating our neutrality act. a | | 
a I suppose the Euterpe will sail to-day. I should not have made any 

‘question of her, and should have allowed her to sail quietly, (as long as : 
she must sail,) had I not supposed she was laden with guns for the _ 

| - Hornet. ne : OO | | 

| Paulding, Kemble & Co. had not notified me that the guns were going — 
| in her, and I at first suspected they were for the Cubans. 5 

T have just sent the revenue-cutter Seward to look up the Hornet, — . 
with instructions that if she is found anywhere within three miles of | 
our coast, that she shall be detained if she is or has been engaged in 

: receiving from American ports arms, men, guns, stores, or supplies. —_ 
Tf she has received any part of her “ furnishing or fitting out” in our | . 

- waters, I think she is liable to seizure under section three of the neu- . 
trality act, even though you do not find her within our waters ; but the 

Oo district attorney thinks she had better not be touched, unless we find : 
~ her within a marine league, and therefore I have so ordered. | 

| Very respectfully, | i oe 
| : -  FKRANCIS ©. BARLOW, 

| | - | United States Marshal. 
| Hon. E. R. Hoar, a Oo 

| Attorney-General, Washington. | : | . 

[163] a Warrant for the arrest of the Hornet. / | 

| UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | | 
| | State of North Carolina: — So CO 

— -'Tp the United States marshal for the district of North Carolina, or his. | 
| lawful deputy: =) | 

Whereas information, upon oath, has been made by Denard Rumley 
: to me, Allen Rutherford, United States commissioner, that the steamer 
| Lady Sterling, alias Hornet and Cuba, or by whatever name called, has 
— been fitted out and armed within the limits of the United States, and 

is now engaged in taking in coal and supplies in the Cape Fear hiver, 
at or near Smithville, North Carolina, for the purpose and with intent . 
to commit hostilities against the subjects and property of Spain, with 
whom the United States are at peace, and particularly that the said 
steamer, her officers and crew, are fitted-out, armed, and organized with 

| intent to commit hostilities against the people and property of the | 
~ island of Cuba in said island and upon the high seas, as a privateer ; | | 

‘These are, therefore, to command you, in the name of the President. 
7 of the United States, to sammon such force as may be necessary, and to 
a seize, arrest, and detain in your custody the steamer Lady Sterling, 

alias Hornet and Cuba, or by whatever name called, so that you have 
| it, and there before me to answer the charge of violating section 30f | 

the neutrality laws of the United States approved April 20, 1818, within | 
| the time prescribed by at Wilmington, in the State of North Carolina. | 

Herein fail not. : | - - | | 
Given under my hand and seal the 4th day of October, 1869. | | 

| . | . ALLEN RUTHERFORD, 
| United States Commissioner, District of North Carolina.
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164] *Mr. Hartley, Acting Secretary of the Treasury, to General Sher- | 
| man, Acting Secretary of War. — | | | 

- ; TR BASURY DEPARTMENT, | | 
oe ne Washington, October 4, 1869. | 
Str: [have the honor to transmit herewith, for your information, copy 

of atelegram received at this Department from D. Rumley, collector of : 
_ customs at Wilmington, North Carolina, under date of.3d instant, re- 
-- porting arrival of steamer Lady Sterling, alias Hornet, at Smithville, | 
. mouth of Cape Fear River, for the purpose of obtaining coal and pro- 

' visions; also, copy of a telegram from this Department to that officer, _ : 
. under same date. | a 

Iam, very respectfully, Ce ee | 
ag. | | J. FL. HARTLEY, | | 

See | , _ Acting Secretary of the Treasury, 
. Hon, WILLIAM T. SHERMAN, _ oe oe 
Oe Acting Secretary of War. Oe | | 

eee. | oe [Inclosure. ] | a - | | eS 

Mr. Rumley, collector, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of Treasury. | | 

ee | — [Telegram.] ~ | oe 7 | | 

a WILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA, October 3, 1869. me 

To Hon. GEORGE S. BOUTWELL, © : | | _ 
| Secretary of the Treasury: — = | | | 

The steamer Lady Sterling, alias Hornet, with one hundred and sixty ~~ 
- men and officers, and eight guns, is at Smithville, mouth of the. - 
[165] Cape Fear River, touching there for coal *and provisions. Officer | 

co of customs boarded for papers and they produced only commis- 
sion of Cuban government. She is lying under Fort Caswell, and, with — | 

_ the aid of the garrison at Fort Johnson, she can be stopped. oe - 
| I await your instructions. = re Ce 

CO a DD, RUMCEY, a 
eee | co ma — Collector, — 

| Mr. Hartley, Acting Secretary of the Treasury, to General Sherman, Acting | | 
| a Secretary of War, : - oo 

| | Se TREASURY DEPARTMENT, ——- 
- ee Washington, October 4, 1869. 

- Sir: [ have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of telegram re- - 
~ ceived from Collector Rumley, at Wilmington, North Carolina, giving 

additional information regarding steamer Lady Sterling, and requesting 7 
that the requisite authority be given the marshal for obtaining  co- 

-. operation of the military in the case. | ne ae 
I have to request that this authority be granted, or such order issued 

aS may be deemed necessary to secure the detention of the vessel in | 
question. | ee a . . So Rey . 

- » . Tam, very respectfully, = = | - ig eh | 
| | oe Oo | J. F. HARTLEY, = 

| a oe Aoting Secretary of the Treasury. — : 
Hon. W. 'T. SHERMAN, - | a es : 
a Acting Secretary of War. oo : a mo
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| [166] | . . *{Inclosure No. 1.] , - oe | 

or Mr. Rumley, collector, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. a 

| 7 an - . a [ Telegram. ] | | a 

| | WILMINGTON, NoRTH CAROLINA, October 4, 1869. 

To Hon. GkorGE 8. BoUTWELL, —__ woe Co - 
Oo | | Secretary of the Treasury: — Suess 

Assistant Adjutant-General. J. W. Taylor, at Atlanta, telegraphs to 
- Lieutenant-Colonel BR. T. Frank, in command of troops at Smithville, | 

that the marshal must apply to the authorities at Washington before | 
he can assist him in detaining the Lady Sterling. Marshal, with part 
customs force, left early this morning for Smithville. The requisite — 

a authority, on behalf of the marshal, is respectfully requested. | : 
) | D. RUMLEY, | . 

, ot | ae a Collector. 

7 Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to General Sherman, Acting Sec. 
retary of War. | a 

| . TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | 
| | Washington, October 4,.1869. — 

| Sir: I get information from the collector of customs at Wilmington, 
North Carolina, that there is danger that the Hornet may go to sea in- 

| defiance of our authority. oo | ) 
: I have directed the‘collector to take precautions to prevent this, and | 

I have the honor to request you to issue further orders, if you deem it | 
necessary, to the military officers, to assist in preventing her es- | 

| cape. , OO . | | 

[167] *Very respectfully, ~ |. a 

. - GEO. 8. BOUTWELL, | | 
| | Secretary. | 

General W.T. SHERMAN, | | a | 
_ | Acting Secretary of War. — ae | 

an | General Sherman, Acting Secretary of War, to commanding officer. | 

oe WASHINGTON, October 4, 1869. | 

: To COMMANDING OFFICER, - oe | —_ 
a Fort Johnson, via Wilmington, North Carolina : | 

Use your entire force to detain the steamer Lady Sterling, alias Hor- 
| net, till she is furnished a regular clearance by the collector of the 

: port. — | ) a a Bm 
| 7 W.7T.SHERMAN, © | 

| ts General, and Acting Secretary of War. -
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| | General Sherman, Acting Secretary of War, to Mr. Rumley, collector. a 

a ppetegram oO 

eo as ei! | | sy WASHINGTON, October 4, 1869.05 

D. RUMLEY, Oollector, Wilmington, North Carolina: Je = 
- Notify commanding officer at Fort Johnson that he*is ordered, by 

_. telegraph, to detain the Hornet till she receives from you a regular a 
'  glearance. | ee Se a 

AL 88 a | Oo W.T. SHERMAN, | 
Wa at General, and Acting Secretary of War. | 

| [168] oo * Adjutant- General Kelton to General Terry. _ ce 

- mos - ce [ Telegram. ] | co a , : 

| | Oo | ADJUTANT-GENERAL’S OFFICE, | rs 
| | | Washington, October 5, 1869. Oo 
Brevet Major-General A. H. TERRY, _ | DO Ta 
Os Commanding Department of the South, Atlanta, Georgia: | Ole 

-. The Secretary of War directs that you instruct, by telegraph, the 
- commanding officers of the troops about the mouth of the Cape Fear 

River to aid the United States marshal to detain the steamer Lady _ : 
Sterling, alias Hornet. 7 | - 

| } SO : J.C. KELTON, | 
oe re a Assistant Adjutant-General. 

| - Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Rumley, collector. | - a 

oe - | oe | a -[ Telegram. ] | oe — 7 | . be 

a : TREASURY DEPARTMENT, __ eee 
vp a Washington, October 5,1869, 

~D. Rumiey, Collector of Customs, Wilmington, North Carolina: — — 
| Your course in the case of the Hornet is approved. Who is retained - | 

as counsel? You will hold the Hornet, under the eleventh section of . : 
the act of 1818, until directed by the President to release her. | | 

: eg a GHO. S. BOUTWELL, . 7 
Oo | CO Secretary, Ge. 

| [169] *Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Rumley, collector, 

ee | TREASURY DEPARTMENT, © > 
o. | — . « Washington, Cctober 5,1869. 

_ §ir: I telegraphed you to-day that your conduct in the case of the | 
Lady Sterling, alias Hornet, was approved by the Department. I oe 

-. also directed you to hold the steamer, under the eleventh section. of 
—. the act of 1818, until you are directed by the President to release / 

her. This you will do without reference to the action of the com- | . 
missioner in the case now pending. © : | - |
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The Attorney-General will communicate with the district attorney, | 
and also with the special counsel, who has been employed by you, as 
J understand from your dispatch of the 4th instant, received to-day. 

The legal proceedings for the purpose of ascertaining the character 
| of the vessel will be probably conducted by the Attorney-General, 

| _ through the district attorney and counsel associated with him. a 
_ I desire you, however, to keep me advised, either by letter or tel-_ 

. egraph, of the progress of proceedings, and of any facts which you | 
. may deem important to a proper understanding of the case by the _. 

- President. : | | - 
| Very respectfully, 7 

| om | GEO. S. BOUTWELL, 
, | : a : | Secretary. | 

| D. RUMLEY, Esq, | an | | | 
Collector of Customs, Wilmington, North Corolina. — | | 

[170] *Mr. Barlow, United States marshal, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of 
: 4 - —_ State. — — | 

| | oo 7 [Telegram.] . . = | 

| | | sd NEw Yor«k, October 7, 1869. — 
SECRETARY OF STATE: — ee oe 

oS I get rumor that Hornet will run out of Wilmington, in defiance of _ 
the United States authorities. a | a 

| | ~ FRANCIS C. BARLOW. | 

- 7 Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Starbuck, district attorney. CO 

- | _ WASHINGTON, October 6,1869.  — 

-..$rr: The steamer Hornet, which is now detained at the port of 
Wilmington, presents a case to which I wish to bring your attention. I 

- understand that some proceedings have been commenced before a 
: United States commissioner, and that Judges Parson and French have 

appeared on behalf of the Government. | | 
‘ From what is reported of the case, it would seem to me that evi- | 

dence sufficient to convict the officers of the vessel and a ‘considera- . 
ble part of the men, under the fourth section of the act of April 20, 

- 1818, might be found, and probably against some of them under the 
| sixth section of the same statute, and that evidence for the purpose 

might be obtained by proper exertion from persons on board the 
vessel. It is desirable that you should attend to the case, and take 

| | all proper measures, upon such facts as you can ascertain, to pre- 
[171] vent the departure of the *vessel upon a hostile expedition by 

- jibeling the vessel, or prosecuting the officers and men belonging 
| to her, or both, as the facts, when investigated, may seem to warrant. 

Very respectfully, 7 Oo | | 
| Oo K. R. HOAR, : 

Oo | a. | 2 Attorney-General. 
| Darius H. STARBUCK, Esq. | | - 

: | United States Attorney, Salem, North Carolina. .
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) Mr. Porter, for Secretary of the Navy, to Mr. Fish, Secrétary of State. oe 

Se Navy DEPARTMENT, | 
OS eg SU eo Washington, October 7, 1869. / 

- . §rr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your three let-_ : 
ters, two of the 4th, and the other of the 5th instant, inclosing copies of | 
-eommunications from General F.C. Barlow, United States marshal at 
New York, relative to the movements of hostile expeditions. i 7 

| - Very respectfully, oe oe | 
- : ee DAVID D. PORTER, : . 

| | a For Secretary of the Navy. | 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, = |=. oO: Cn 

| ~ Seeretary of State. | Dd ot 

| Mr. Rumley, collector, to Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. | | 

a Een. | [Telegram.] 7 a 

| a | WILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA, _ po 
| oe os : — October 7,1869, 

Hon. Gxo. 8. BOUTWELL, Secretary of Treasury : a 

-.,. Should I fail to make good the allegation against the Lady | | 
[172] Sterling on Monday next, I fear an attempt will *be made to es- _ 

a - cape and put to sea. The captain is unwilling forme toplacean = 
officer on board, and the force at my command is entirely inadequate to | 
thwart any movement of that kind. Can you furnish me with anarmed  — 

— cutter at once? : nn oo | a 

a OS D. RUMLEY, © os 
| re a | a - Collector. ns 

= | Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Robb, collector. rs 

| OO | . ae | | [Telegram.] | ~ | rs 

a | TREASURY DEPARTMENT, > as 
| ae | Washington, D. C., October 17,1869. | . 

THomas P. Ross, Collector of Customs, Savannah, Georgia: = - 
| Send McCulloch to Wilmington, North Carolina, immediately. Let — - 
Captain Merryman go. | Oo - , oe oe 

—. Report to Collector Rumley. Nansemond left yesterday. | Bens 
Oo ESE 3 | : | GRO. 8. BOUTWELL, | 

sts a Co Secretary of Treasury. , 

_ | Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Rumley, collector. Oe 

Oe We Pee ne - ‘T Telegram. ] | | : mo | | 

OO eae | TREASURY DEPARTMENT, | 
RRA RU ond | Washington, D. C., October 71,1869. 

| D. RUMLEY, Collector of Customs, Wilmington, North Carolina: _ a 

_ [173] I have ordered the steam revenue-cutter McCulloch, at *Sa- - 
ae vannah, to proceed to Wilmington, and report. to you for orders. oe 

- - cl ae Sy — GEO. S. BOUTWELL, | 
, Oe - Secretary of Treasury. —
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| | - Mr, Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, to Mr. Rumley, collector, 

. . | | co . - -[Telegram.]. - : 2 he eo a. a a 

a a TREASURY DEPARTMENT, a3 
Washington, October 7,.1869. 

| D. RUMLEY, Wilmington, North Carolina: . | | 

| _. War Department has issued orders to Army officers at the fort to as- 
-.  sist-you. Bring the Hornet under guns of fort. .Take such possession of — 

her, and, if necessary, so far dismantle her as to make it impossible for _ 
a _her to go to sea, until you have orders to release her. 
Bt me | | GEO. 8. BOUTWELL, | 

Fe . Secretary of Treasury. 

an | Mr. Porter, Vice-Admiral, to the President. - 

- | | > NAVY DEPARTMENT, ne 
. | | | Washington, October 7, 1869. ) 

. Sir: The inclosed telegrams have been sent in different directions. | 
so JT have the honor to be, very respectfully, os 

7 | Ce DAVID D. PORTER, —__. | 
° : | , . Vice-Admiral. | 

| The PRESIDENT. | | ce / | | 

- | « [174]. oo - en *[Inclosure No. 1... | - | . a os 

ne Vice-Admiral Porter to Rear-Admiral Stringham, 

| CS [Telegram] 

OO Sc Navy DEPARTMENT,  ——__ | 
| os | Washington, October 7, 1869. | 

Rear-Admiral S. H. STRINGHAM, a | . | 
109 Hicks street, Brooklyn, New York: | oe 

'@ The following has been sent to Admiral Godon. Reiterate the orders, — 
and expedite the vessel. | : 

| Throw fifty men on board the Frolic without delay. Send your best 
| tugs to tow ber out while she is getting up steam. Order the comman- — 

. der to proceed to Smithfield, Cape Fear River, or wherever the Cuban 
steamer Cuba is lying, take his position alongside of her, and sink her — 
if she attempts to leave. Also keep up steam, prepared to follow her. 

| The Frolic must leave to-night. Put on board charts and instru. _ 
| ‘ments when you put the men. Don’t fail. If she wants ammunition, 

put it on board to-night. See if the vessel can’t get off before 8 o’clock. 
If the Frolic has sufficient number of men on board, there is no necessity 

| for increasing the crew. _ OE 
| Men can be taken temporarily from the Severn. oe 

| By order of the President. . | a 
| ce D. D. PORTER, . | 

| a - —  * Wiee- Admiral.
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ye ah ea eS [Inclosure Noi 23] 2 oe 

| . -Viee-Admiral Porter to commanding officer at Key West. . a 

. ae : a fue | a “ | a | (Telegram. ] | | | | 

ns — NavY DEPARTMENT, = 0°00 
FAIR * Washington, October T, 1869. 
"Dispatch the fastest vessel you have without delay to Cape Fear 
River, North Carolina, to prevent the steamer Cuba from going to sea. — oe 
Sink her if the captain refuses to obey your orders. 

| pe eS | | D. D. PORTER, oF | 

| SE . oo Vice-Admiral. 
- COMMANDING OFFICER oo | | | | 

a United States Naval Forces, Key West, Florida. : oe 

oo ee FI nelogure No. 3.—Telegram.] _ | | oe 

oo rr re eS NAVY DEPARTMENT, | oe Ae ae | Washington, October 7,1869. — | 
— Rear-Admiral 8. W. GopDon, : | en | he 
. Gommanding Navy-Yard, New York. | es | | - 
. ‘Phrow fifty men on board the Frolic without delay. Send your best — . 

| tugs to tow her out while she is getting up steam. Order thecomman- 
der to proceed to Smithville, Cape Fear River, or wherever the Cuban | 

_ » steamer Cuba is lying, take his position alongside of her, and sink her. a 
- if she attempts to leave; also keep steam up, prepared to follow her, = 

_ The Frolic must leave to-night. Put orf board charts and instruments, 
-- when you put the men; don’tfail. Ifshe wants ammunition, pntitonboard _ | 

to-night. See if the vessel can’t get off before 8 o’clock. If the Frolic «= © 
has sufficient number of men on board, there is no necessity for increas-. 

- jihg the crew. Men can be taken temporarily from the Severn. 
_... By order of the President. So 

— gee | D. D. PORTER, oe 
| \ a | | ne ~  Vace-Admiral. | 

_ fl76] * Vice-Admiral Porter to the President. — na 

AOE a ele Doe Navy DEPARTMENT, 
ee Bo os . «.... Washington, October 8.1869. 

_. Sir: I have the honor to send herewith a copy of a telegram received | | 
 this.a.m. from Rear-Admiral.Godon, commandant of navy-yard, New > 

. York, dated 7th instant, and copies of two telegrams from Commander 7 
Queen, senior officer at Key West. | pee Oe os . 

eee Very respectfilly, your obedient servant, ; 

| ore | - DAVID D. PORTER, 
pa bap ae BD | : Vice-Admiral, 

| Fhe PRESIDENT. = © | a
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| | | : [Inclosure No. 1.] | ; | a 

 Kear-Admiral Godon to Vice-Admiral Porter, Acting Secretary of Navy | 

| - - | [Telegram.] | oe 7 | a 

| | = BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, October 7, 1869. 

Yo SECRETARY OF THENAVY: 2 2 | — 
_ Telegram received. The Frolic will sail by 8 o’clock. 

oe S. W. GODON, |. | 
: | | 7  Rear-Admiral. - 

: a [Inclosure No. 2.] — a | 

7 — Commander Queen to Mr. Robeson, Secretary of the Navy. : 

| ‘[Telegram.] | | | | | - 

| , | UNITED STATES STEAMER TUSCARORA, 
a | | : Key West, Florida, October 7, 1869. — | 

[177] *Hon. Geo. M. RoBESON: — St | 
-°- Felegram received. No vessel to send. Tuscarora and Saugus only | 

vessels here. Tuscarora cannot move before Monday on account of 
_ bursting of main steam-pipe. _ oe ° 

so | OW. OW. QUEEN, | | 
| | | Communder and Senior Officer, | 

a _ -Vice-Admirat Porter to the President. | 

| | ae Navy DEpaRTMent, So 
| | Washington, October 8, 1869. 

- | Sir: I have the honor to send you a copy of a telegram just received 
7 (1.20 p. m.) from Rear-Admiral Godon, stating that the Frolic left the = = 

_ Battery, New York, at 8p. m.yesterday. > | 
. Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | { 

| | | | DAVID D. PORTER, | 
a | — —  Viee-Admirat, 

: - The PRESIDENT. | oe Co — . | 

: ee ‘[Inclosure.] Oo oe 

- | Rear-Admiral Godon to Mr. Robeson, Secretary of the Navy. 

| [Telegram.] | ae oe 

| oo | - BRooKiyyn, New York, October 8, 1869. — | 
To Hon. Gro. M. Roprgon, Secretary Navy: ne 

Frolic left the Battery last night at 8 o’clock p.m. _ | | 
| | S. W.GODON, | 

. | BF , | “Commandant.



_ Hon. E.R. Hoar, Attorney-General: 

before to prove the necessary facts, especially the intent. Wewish to ° 
“+. know and prove who were on board at Philadelphia, the then condition .  . 

of the vessel when she sailed, for what port,and her cargo, if any; the 

proceedings at Halifax and her history there; how and when armed, 
when and whence Gordon deserted—they say the night the Cubacame 

_-. in. He can’t be found. Send all papers, as wellas witnesses, material = 
to sustain the particular charge or any other breach of the neutrality == 

oo  BARSON & FRENCH, 
Attorneys for United States, 

Mr, Starbuck, district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, = 
eon oF UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, = 

$m: [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your lettercon- 
cerning the steamer Hornet, detained in the port of Wilmington, = 

_ [179] *and the case. will soon undergo an investigation before the = 
—.: United States commissioner, which'I trust will develop the true 

character of the vessel; then such proceedings will be instrtuted as the | a 

DL ELSTARBUCK, 
United States Attorney. = 

Attorney-General 

- Messrs. Parson & French, attorneys for the United States, to Mr. Hoar, = 
Attorney-General 

Fe es ae, WILMINGTON, NoRTH CAROLINA, October 9,186. 

District attorney is not here: There is no telegraph. Mr. Hal 
- Should behere,we think. Fs 

PARSON & FRENCH,
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Messrs. Parson. & French, attorneys for United States, to Mr. Hoar, -- 
- Oe . Attorney-General. = an 

Be a WILMINGTON, N, C., October 12,1869, > 
. H.R. Hoar, Attorney-General: 9. 2 ee 

_.  - Have not libelled the Hornet, but are holding her officers under war- 
Oo rant. Shall we filelibel? © fe : | 

te . | Attorneys for United States. | 

oo Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. . 

o : | oo DEPARTMENT OF STATE, => 
a . - . .. Washington, October 12,1869. 

oo Str: I have had a conversation with the Spanish minister, Mr. Rob- | 
_erts, to-day, in reference to the legal proceedings which are to take 

| place on Friday next, at Wilmington, in the case of the Hornet. He 
_ thinks it important, and is desirous that Mr. Phelps, the first assistant __ 
oe of Mr. Pierrepont, United States district attorney at New York, should 

. _ be present on the occasion, = © , oO 
[submit the matter for your consideration, 

IT have the honor to be, sir, your very obedient servant, © = 

| Oo Ho  Seeretary of State. 
| Hon. E. R. HoaRr,. Eg EET ge Es 

Poo Attorney-General. Lg 

- [181] * Mr. Phelps, assistant district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney. 
. ne ee Generale 

— OS OC ‘WILMINGTON, October 20,1869. 

-..  §rr: A libel for the condemnation of the steamer Hornet, otherwise 
called the Cuba, was filed in the district. court on Monday, the 18th _ 

| - instant, and the monition issued early in the forenoon of that day and — 
oo placed in the hands of the deputy marshal-for service. is 
a - For reasons of his own he did not attempt the execution of this pro- _ 

ee cess until yesterday, when, in company with the collector of this port, 
he boarded the steamer, and the commander, Mr. Higgins, being sent. - 
for, the marshal.demanded possession of the vessel, exibiting his moni- . | 

oo tion. Higgins refused to deliver his vessel to any other authority than 
that of the President of the United States, in the person of a military | 

_ or naval officer. The deputy marshal thereupon called on the com- _ 
° mander of the United States steamer Frolic, who sent his executive __ 

Bo officer on board, to whom Mr. Higgins surrendered his ship, which was | 
then turned over to the deputy marshal, who has since retained custody | 
ofthe same. Immediately thereafter Captain Higgins called on me and 
ss pequested me to instruct the. marshal to allow the men ‘to re- 

. [182] main on board, assigning as a reason therefor, * that if they were 
| ~ put ashore they would disperse, and then, in the event of the ~ 
.. -xelease of the vessel, of which he felt confident, it would be impossible 

for him to ship another crew here without violating the law, and thus 
the vessel would be lost to Cuba. pn PRE



+ Mr. Pearson: and myself, after consultation, replied to Captain Hig- = 

gins, through his counsel Mr. Davis, declining to accede to his ree 
guest, and informing him frankly at the same time that it was the in- 
tention of the Government that his vessel should not goto seain the = —__ 

--gervice of Cuba. The men were, therefore, put ashore, and are still = 
_, here in the city, One of them was unfortunately killed last night by = 

. There are no new developments in the matter of the prosecution == _ 
against the offigers, which will proceed to-morrow unless some further = 
postponement is obtained by the defense 

Very respectfully, yours, &., 000 

Hon E. R. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Phelps, assistant district attorney, =~ 
WASHINGTON, October 30,1869. 

Sir: Your letters and telegrams have been received tothisdate. 
{183} *I do not understand how Captain Higgins has managed to — 

escape, but shall probably learn, and have no doubts that it was 
without any responsibility on your,part. I wrote you to continue to 
attend to the prosecution of the libel against the Hornet, untilyouare 
Satisfied that the progress of the case is such that it can be left safely = 

to the charge of the district attorney. I wish you to impress upon him, . 
when he comes to Wilmington, the importance that the Government = 

_. attaches to the case and the necessity for active and faithful attention 
—  toitonhis parte 0 
. His omissiqn to: give such attention thus far has been a source of = 

some anxiety and regret. Whether there has been sufficient reason for 

TL also wish the marshal to understand, and I wish you would impress)” 
upon him, that we expect him, either personally or by acompetent de- = 

_-puty, to have whatever is necessary done in regard to the custody of. >. 
_... the prisoners and the holding of the vessel; that no such nonsense as =~ 
_.. the newspapers state was suffered by his deputy to take place in regard 

~ + to the surrender of Captain Higgins is to be repeated, and thatrepre- . . 

_ + Sentations have been. made to mein regard to the relations of hisde- 
—  puty to the crew of the Hornet, which I was very sorry to receive. = 

[184] *E trust that your necessary detention at Wilmington will not  —__ 
be a Source of personalinconvenience. 22 

 Wery respectfully, yours; 

Attorney-General 
Beng. K. Pumues,Esq, 

Assistant United States Attorney, Wilmington, North Carolina. = 

ides Carron, United States marshal, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

es WELMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA, November 5,1869. > 

Sr: Your telegram dated October 18 ultimo, requesting my personal 
attention in the case of the Cuban man-of-war at this city, was received
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by me while I was in attendance upon the United States district:couré 
a then in session at Edenton, North Carolina. ‘The telegram. was for-. | 

warded to me by mail from New Berne, North Carolina, October 21... I, 00 | 
--went immediately to Wilmington, traveling. more than-one hundred | 
~~ ‘miles before I could reach the railroad. Passing Goldsborough on the 

| _ 22d, I replied to. yours of the 18th, and:on reaching Wilmington called 
| on Mr. B. K. Phelps for instructions, as you directed.) Upon my arrival _ | 

) I found the steamer lying near the wharf and in charge of my deputy,. | 
Joseph H. Neff, who had dismantled her, and renderedeher unable to. | 

- go to sea. I proceeded to discharge the vessel, and took from her a. | 
a _ considerable quantity of material, and on arriving with them, I | 

[185] expected to meet Collector Rumley or his deputy to *take charge © | 
. of them in the custom-house. warehouse, but to my astonish- | 

ment I found neither. I deposited, however, this cargo in the ware- | 
: house without being able to get any receipt for them. I then declined — | 

to discharge any more goods from the vessel, as I considered them safe ss 
a where they. were with ship-keepers on board. Mr. Phelps also thought | | 

| this the best course. URS EIR Seg oe SS Lee | 
: The collector, Rumley, complained that the men Deputy Neff hadon ss 

. board were not trustworthy. I asked him then to put an honest man | 
| on board as watchman of the vessel... He did so, and a few nights ~ ] 

_ thereafter this same man was detected in abstracting the stores to the | 
amount of several hundred dollars’ worth, which were all captured by 
Deputy Nefi’s detectives and are in safe keeping. = | 

From a full investigation of the whole matter it is-my opinion that, =| 
- , with the exception of the theft nientioned, the complaints in regard to = 

- the management of the case are without just foundation, = 
6 So far as my action or that of my subordinates is concerned, we shun. of 

: not the strictest scrutiny, = ee a : | | 
a To conclude, if I may be allowed to express+the opinion, would state 

that the seizure of the vessel and trial of the officers have been con- 
- . - dticted as well as could be under the circumstances, little petty | 

- [186] mis*representations to the contrary notwithstanding. | cee 
ae Instructions from your office to me shall always receive prompt _ 

attention, and it will afford. me pleasure to hear from you at any time. © 
- ... Lremain yours, &., &, 

a a we - §& TOARRON, 
| a | United States Marshal.. 

—. Hon. E.R. Hoar, oe NAS Ee ee 
oe _-—- Onited States Attorney-General. = = |.“ oe 

 - Mr, Phelps, assistant district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General.) 

_ OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES 

a os FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, ~~ 
See New York, November 22,1869. 

Sg: I have received to-day from the counsel of the collector in Wil- 
: mington the letter and notice, of which copies are inclosed. 

It seems to me that the motion to bond should be opposed. But I — 
-. deem it still more important that, if the claim shall be filed in the name ce 

- of the “republic of Cuba,” a motion should be made at once to strike 
about. ee ee ee ns oe 

i _I.am engaged in the preparation of some amendments to the. libel _ |



against the Hornet, which will include counts under the piracy act of = 
ol “August bf 1861) Oo es 

Tf the distriet attorney of North Carolina is intrusted with the 
-- [187] charge of this matter, *permit me to suggest that his unfamiliar- © 9 - 

ity with the proceedings of this nature will render it necessary = 
to send him very explicit instructions as to the law and thé prae~ | 

. tiee. The court should not be permitted, I think, to entertaina plea = | 
— filed-by the “republic of Cuba,” which can have no standing in our =. 
-,  eourts until recognized by the Government. Certainly the Government = 
‘should oppose vigorously the assertion of any such claim. == = = =. 

If the Government desire any further information or service from me 
jn regard to this motion to. bond or the filing of the claim, both of which, = = 
as you will: perceive, will come up on Monday, the 29th instant,may Il  —y 
ask to be advised as early as practicable, 

Tf there is a trial it will be, 1am informed, on the 20th of December 
ee Sab Raleighi: eo eo ee 

Tf a claim is made in the name of the “republic of Cuba,” and is 
-._-properly opposed, it seems quite possible that the expenses of atrial = 

ss With great respect, yours, &e., NS SSR og 

(Ee ee ee BRING. KK. PHELPS. 
. Hon. E.R. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

Mr. Field, Assistant Attorney-General, to Mr. Phelps, assistant district 
Og oe attorneys ee 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, November 23,1869. 

Assistant United States Attorney, New York City: = = = = 
Go to Raleigh; oppose bonding of steamer Hornet and all recogni- = 

tion by the court of any “republic of Cuba” 

Mr, Phelps, assistant district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General... 

Str: Thavé the honor to report that, upon the return of the process 
_. this day in the United States district court in the case of the United = 
_.. States vs. the steamship Hornet, &c., Messrs. Davis and Mears ap- 
-- peared and filed a claim, alleging ownership of the vesselin the republic 
.. of Cuba, the claim being made and verified by J. Morales Lemus, as = 
agent for said republic. I moved, on behalf of the United States, to = | 
strike out this claim upon the ground that the republic of Cuba, not 
having been recognized by the political departments of the Government = 

_. or either of them, had no standing in any ofthe courts of the United = 
‘States, citing in support of that position the following authorities: =
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«(8th Danas) Ed. Wheaton, Internat. Law, pp. 33, 36, 41, and - 
| _ [189] others; United States vs. Palmer, 3 Wh., 610;.the *Divina Pas- 

 \ tora, 4 Wh., 52; United States vs..Hutchings, 2 Wheelers Crim. 
Cases, 543; United States vs. Baker, 5 Blatchf. Cir. Ct.R. The argu. 

| - ment was concluded by George Davis, esq., for the claimants, and by =| 
- wnyself for the United States, 2 

Sos The former. cited Stoughton vs. Taylor, 2 Paine C. C. R., 652; Sri- 
-,s« guni vs. Clement, 2 Carr and Payne, 223; also, Gelston vs. Hoyt. 2 . 
. ‘The argument continued the whole day, and the judge announced that — , 

he would render his decision as, soon as he could complete his examina- — 
: tion of the case. Ce EE ce ON a 
ee I am, sir, very respectfully, yours, &e, 

«Hon. HE. R. Hoar, Attorney-General. Spee 

ae Mr. Starbuck, district attorney, to Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General. 

a - * *, OEFICE OF THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, | : 
- 7 | . Salem, North Carolina, December 30,1869. 

us Srr: The United States circuit court at Raleigh has just closed its: 
session of about four weeks. I filed a petition and obtained thereon an 

: . order for the sale of the perishable portion of the property found on —. 
| board the steamship Hornet, alias Cuba, consisting of ship-stores, the at 

— furniture of the vessel, and a large quanity of gunpowder. This became = 
a necessary to save the property from the damage which must _ 

—-. [190] ensue by next June *term, to which the case of the Hornet comes 
| up by appeal, as you have doubtless ere this been informed by | 

- * Mr. Phelps, the assistant district attorney in this case. ee 
| This property will be sold and the proceeds held by the marshal sub- 
-.. ject to the final decision of the case, which will probably be made at_ | 

 - June term, 1870, of this court. wo ey oe - | 
a - Lam, sir, very respectfully, yours, &e.,; 

| CO oo . DD. H. STARBUCK, | 
oo | , OU nited States’Attorney. 

oe Hon. E. R. Hoar, Attorney-GeneralW sss oe, 

| . - _. .Mr. Macias to the President. . So 

oe | . ~ NEw York City, June1,1870. 

| Siz: The undersigned, Mr. Fernando Macias, merchant, resident in 
7 New York, and a naturalized citizen of the United States, respectfully _ 

- galls your attention to the case of the steamship Cuba, commonlyknownas 
- the Hornet, now pending in the United States district courtforthe district 

mo of North Carolina, and requests the discontinuance of proceedings _ 
oo against the vessel, and her cargo, tackle, and apparel, and ber delivery — 

to the undersigned. . - _ BIOS Ook SO 
| The Hornet was purchased by the-undersigned in July, 1869, 

_ [191] of the United States Navy Depart*ment for the sum-of about 
$33,000, and is now under seizure, together with the cargo, apparel, | 

and tackle, at Wilmington, and libelled for forfeiture of the alleged viola- 
tion of the neutrality laws of the United States for the purpose of commit- | 
jing hostilities against Spain. The factsin thecaseare well known. What- 
ever may be its legal merits, the undersigned has the confidence to be-— |
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lieve that it is only the desire of the Government of the United States 
to enforce the laws, prevent their violation, and not to enrich the public - 
treasury by harsh forfeitures. The voyage of the Cuba has been broken 
wp, and all possibility of its being renewed has passed. Theundersigned = = = 
desires to regain possession of the vessel and to dispose of her for com: 

mercial purposés. He is willing to enter into any engagement that may 
be acceptable to the Government that the vessel shall not be used to. | 

- commit hostilities against Spain, nor to violate in any mannerthe laws = 
ofthe United States, 

Trusting that the Government will magnanimously discontinue the 
- proceedings against the vessel and cargo, and order the delivery of the 

_. property libelled to the undersigned as requested, 
-.» * [have the honor to be, yours, &¢e., 0 
See oo RERNANDO MACTAS, 

Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Fish, Secretary of State. = 

a Washington, June 11,1870, 
 $ir: I have the honor to. inclosé a copy of the instructions which = 

+. have to-day been sent to the district attorney of North Carolina, in rela; ~~ 

tion to the settlement of the case of the Hornet, or Cuba, and which = 
are, I believe, in conformity with the wishes of the President, as com- 
- municated by you to me. I inclose with them the bond which has been 

given by the claimant of the vessel as a condition of the settlement,and. 
a eheck-for twenty-five hundred dollars paid by the claimant in settle. = ~° 

ment of such of the expenses incurred by the United States in relation. = 
tu the witnesses, &c., as it has been agreed he should pay. = © 

_.. Very respectfully, ee 
Oe BR, BOARS Fo 

Attorney-General. 
Hon, HAMILTON FISH, 8 

oe  Beeretary of State, 

Mr. Hoar, Attorney-General, to Mr. Starbuck, district attorney. 

Enclosure.) Cea NS Te a MRS EO 

APT ORNEY-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 

Washington, Tine 11, 1870. 
_ [193] *Darius H. Starspuck, Esq, UE eg 
a United States Attorney, Raleigh, North Carolina: = 

--- $re: Mr. Fernando Macias has applied for the release of the Hornet, = 
otherwise called the Cuba, now in the possession of the United States. 

marshal, and has given bond, -with sufficient sureties, in the sum of => 
$50,000, that such steamer shall not be used in any manner in vio- = 
lation of .the neutrality laws of the United States. It has thereupon « 
been agreed that the pending proceeding shall be disposed of in the = 

_ following manner: The appeal taken from the district to the circuib. 
- court by counsel representing what they eall the “republic of Cuba,” 
_ or Mr, Lemus shall waive.and withdraw that appeal and consent toan’ 

i eee ee
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«order in the circuit court dismissing the same, and shall withdraw their | | 
-  ¢@laim and appearance in the district court; and the said Macias may 

appear as claimant in his own right of the vessel, tackle, apparel, and 
-'.  gargo; that he shall thereupon file a’ certificate of probable cause of — | 

seizure, and thereupon you are to discontinue all further proceedings | 
>. against the said vessel under the libel in the district court, and consent | 

to an. order delivering the same to the said Macias, the claimant, andfor 
payment to him of all moneys received by the marshal for sales = 

[194] of any part of the property *heretofore made by order orlicenseof = 
woe! court.. The marshal is to pay over the whole proceeds of sales, 
a and will'settle his account for fees and disbursements.in the ordinary _ 

- manner, where the libel is dismissed.and the property discharged. — 7 
-- You are instructed to carry this arrangement into immediate effect 

«without delay, if possible, on the day on which you receive this letter, -— 
‘and papers suitable for execution to carry into effect these instructions = 

oo are inclosed herewith. = |. ag a oe 
oe . Very respectfully, ss ee 
Se | | OO | oo UK RR. HOAR, 
a oe : Attorney-General. 

Lo Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, to Mr. Davis, district attorney. | 

| oe Ff Pelegram.] | nn 4 

. mS os DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © 00 | 
on So < . Washington, October 6, 1870. - | 

| Noaw Davis, United States Attorney, New York: | 

- _. Phe Spanish minister alleges that the steamer Hornet is about to sail 
from New York’ on an unlawful and piratical cruise with intent to make : 

a war against Spain, and in violation of the neutrality laws.. You will —— | 
__._ please take immediate steps to investigate the case, and will see that =| 

Oo -. no violation of the neutrality laws of the United States be per- | 
- [195] mitted, and that the vessel *be not allowed to depart-on any .un-— 4 

| lawful cruise. -°- .- a a ao 
| oS A AMILTON FISH.” 

ee | _  Memorandaa eo 

_ After the receipt of the above telegram, the Hornet was detained and | 
an examination made of the facts in connection with her alleged Voyage. 

~ It was finally decided that the evidence was not sufficient to hold her, | | 
- . and she was released. She afterward, in December, 1870, sailed from 

, New York “for Saint Thomas and a market, then toa port or ports, | 
that the captain may direct, and back to a*port of the United States, 

' not exceeding six months.” © oe S 
a She went to Nassau, afterward to.Port-au Prince; then to Aspinwall, © | 

' - where it is alleged that a filibustering expedition against Cuba wenton 
> board of her,. which expedition was afterward landed on.the coast of 

— . Cuba. She then went to Port au Prince, where she was, as it were, 
blockaded by the Spanish gunboats for several months: = =. a 

----:* In January last the Government of the United States sent a man-of- — 
oo war to Port au Prince to bring her back to. the United States, where, | 

upon her arrival, proceedings were taken for punishime-any violation of — 
. the neutrality laws of the United States. = 4 au SN 
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